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PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
Budget plan
(amounts for research, development,
test, and evaluation actions programed)

Program by activities:
Direct;
Military sciences ............
Aircraft and related equip.
ment ....................
Missiles and related equip.
mont ....................
Military astronautics and
related equipment .......
Ships, snal craft, and
related equillment .........
Ordnance, combat vehicles,
and related equipment....
Other equipment ............
Programwide management
and support ..............
Total, direct ............
Reimbursable:
...........
sciences
Military and
related
Aircraft
equipment...............
Missiles and related
equipment ...............
Military astronautics and
related equipment .......
Ships, small craft, and
related equipment ........
Ordnance, combat vehicles, and
related equipment ........
Other equipment...........
Programwlde management
and support ..............
Total reimbursable ......

Obligations

1968
actual

1939
estimate

1970
estimate

1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

162,544

171,849

182,400

163,050

172,200

182,500

138,129

117,085

127,100

124,029

132,300

123,800

657,997

755,339

914,900

668,321

745,400

916,600

6,590

10,600

14,000

9,989

10,500

13,400

110

133

500

638

400

500

173,624
347,950

170,656
350, 831

193,100
363,400

167,607
327,891

170, 400
359, 500

193,200
366,100

35,210

52,650

54, 100

34, 196

53,000

52,900

1,522,154

1,629,143

1,849,500

1,495,721

1,643,700

1,849,000

7,886

8,000

9,500

8,820

10,000

13,500

6,799

5,500

4,000

3,822

5,600

2,800

13,495

16,000

18,870

16,188

15,400

18,100

695

300

500

696

270

370

38

30

30

30

30

30

14, 570
29,409

16,900
30, 000

17, 500
31,000

8, 395
20, 516

18,600
27,800

19, 600
28, 000

2,971

3,270

3,600

3,197

3,300

3,600

75,863

80,000

85, 000

61,64

81,000

86, 000

1,935,000
Financing:.. Total .................. 1,598,017 1,709,143 1,934,500 1,557,385 1,724,700
Recei)ts and reimbursements from:
-84,100
-79,070
-74,452
-84,100
-79,070
-74,452
Federal lunds............
"...
-419 ..................
...
-419 ...................
Trust funds ................
-930.
-992
-900
-930
-992
Non.Federal sources I.......
Unobligated balance available,
start of year:
For completion of prior year
-228,232
-243,789
-219,879
budget plans .................................................
Availa o to finance new
-67,540 ......
-15,446
-67, 540 ............
15,446
budget plans..... ......Reprogramming from prior year
-16,721 ...........................................................
plans ..............
ud Iet
Unobl Iated balance available,
end of year:
For completion of Prior year
227,732
228,232
243,789
budget plans .................................................
Avallasle to finance sub.
67,540
........................
67, 540 ........................
sequent year budget plans.
Budget authority ........
ccout.
Budget a ton .
gApro raedt other accounts .....
Transferred from other accounts..
Appropriation (adjusted) .......

1,849,500

1,557,527

1,561,603

1,505, 700 1,522,665 1,849,500
-127 ........................

1,505,700
-127

1,849,500
1,522,665
................

38,938 ............
1,561,603 1,849,500

51,954
1,557,527

38,938 .........
1.849,500
1,561,603

1,48,522
772, 490
-819,916

1,644,700
819,916
-864,616

1,434,096

1,600,000

1,557,527

51,954
1,557,527

1,561,603

1,849,5 1,

Relation of obllgalons tO outlays:
Obligations Incurred, net ...........................................
Obligated balance, start of year .............................
Obligated balance, end of year ..............................
Outlays .........................................................

1,850,

4,
-,,830,816
1,683,800

i The reimbursements from non.Federal sources are primarily collections for services provided to civllians and private
organizations (5 U.S.C. 172d .1 and 10 U.S.C. 2481).

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
1968 actual

1969 est.

1970 est.

150,556
5,406
2,920

161,827
4,089
3,244

161, 590
4,113
3,244

158,882

169,160

168,947

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation ..........................
. 14, 778
Personnel benefits: Civilian ..................................
11,005
Travel and transportation of persons .........
............
12, 479
Transportation of things..
4,993
Rent, communication,
8,310
Printing and reproduction .......................
....
..
. 124
Other services ...........................................
1,139,877
Supplies and materials .......................................
47,567
Equipment...................................................
122,490
Lands and structures ..........................................
98

158,169
9,932
13,016
6,793
8,865
120
1,274, 511
49, 512
123,702
80

158,104
9,900
13,677
5,868
8,805
130
1,478, 569
49,625
124,239
85

1,643,700

1,849,000

10,991
780
659
95
955
60,035
3,941
3,554

10,843
759
617
93
958
65,300
3,880
3,550

Personnel compensation:
Permanent positions ..........................................
Positions ot
han permanent .............................
Other personnel compensation ..................................
Total personnel compensation ................................

Total direct obligations ......................................

1, 465, 721

Reimbursable obligations:
Personnel compensation .......................................
Personnel benefits: Civilian ....................................
Travel and translaton of persons ............................
Transportation o
ngs ....... ri.
...................
Rent, comrunlcations, n
Other services ..............................................
Supplies and materials ........................................
Equipment ...................................................

10,104
78
610
91
953
41,757
3, 893
3,488

Total reimbursable obligations ................................
Total obligations ............................................

61,664

81,000

86,000

1,557,385

1,724,700

1,935,000

16,609
1,067
1,262
.9.6

14,596
650
15,089
96

14,781
650
15,048
9.6

PERSONNEL SUMMARY
Total number of permanent positions................................
Full-time equivalent of other positions...............................
Average number of all employees ...................................
Average OS grade ...............................................

Average GS sale..................
Average salary oungrad'ed pstos.

..........

.

$10,482
$711 1

$11,1 5
$7,444

$11,284
$7,618

Mr. SKFAps. The committee will come to order.
lMr. Secretary, General Betts, and gentlemen this morning the com-

mittee will begin consideration of the Army fiscal year 1970 budget
request of, $1,849,500,000 for research, development, test, and evaluation. The total direct R.D.T. & E. program for fiscal year 1969 was
$1,629,143,000, which is $220.4 million-less than the fiscal year 1970
budget request.
We have with us today Acting Assistant Secretary Poor and General Betts, who will support the fisal year 1970 request.
BIOGRAPHY OF OHIEF OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

General Betts, you have been with us before, but I believe this is the
first appearance f6r Mr. Poor,
Mr. Secretary, since this is your first appearance, I think we should
have biographicl information in the record, and it will appear at this
point.

(The biographical sketch follows:)
BIOGRAPHITIAL SKETCH OF CHARLES L. POOR, ACTING SECRETARY

OF TILE ARiY

(R. & D.)

Mr. Charles L. Poor was appointed Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army
(R. & D.) on December 6, 1968, Previously he served as Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (R. & D.) from December 1960 to May 1963; and Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Army (R. & D.) from June 23, 1963, to December 5,
1008.
Mr. Poor was born in New York City on May 21, 1919; graduated from
St. George's School, Newport, R.I., in 1930; and received an A.B. in Aeronautical
1igineering, Harvard College in 1941.
Mr. Poor served as an officer in the U.S. Navy from 1942-46 with assignments
in Naval Aeronautical Research and Development, including duties with the
Aeromechanics Division of the David Taylor Model Basin, as a member of the
U.S. Naval Technical Mission in Europe in 1945 and as Chief of the Bureau of
Aeronautics-Taylor Model Basin project in Germany in 1946-46.
In 1940, Mr. Poor joined the staff of the Army's Ballistic Research Laboratories at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., as Chief of the Supersonic Wind
Tunnels Laboratory. In 1949 he was appointed Chief of the Future Weapons
System Agency at BL.
Mr. Poor has served on the Guided Missiles Aerodynamics and Structures
Panel of the Muritions Board, and later of the, Research and Development Board.
He was appointed a member of the NACA Subcommittee on High Speed Aerodynamics in 1948 and served until 1958, He has been a consultant to Sandia"
Laboratory of the AEC, and a member of the U.S. delegation to Tripartite Conferences in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom.
Professional societies include: Associate fellow, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics; American Physical Society; American Ordnance Assoclation: and Association of the U.S. Army.
Mivs. Poor is the former Edith Cowles of Chicago, Ill.
Office address: room 8-E-W, the Pentagon, Washington D.0, 20810.
Home address: 2266 48th Street, NW., Washington, D.C. 2i007.
STATEMENT

or ACTING ASSISTANT SECRrARY OF THE ARmY
(RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT)

Mr. SIREs. We are very pleased to have you here, Mr. Secretary.
You may proceed with your statement, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. PooR. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
It is an honor and privilege to appear before this committee and to
discuss the Arm y's fiscal year 1970 budget request for Army Research,
Development, Test and Evaluation.
Before General Betts presents the Army R.D.T. & E. program. I
would like to discuss the fundamental problems facing those of us who
must recommend to the people a prudent program, adequate to assure
the security of the Nation.
The march of technology opens up ever new possibilities for new
weapons systems development programs-a nearly inexhaustible set
of opportunities. Each new proposal, each new opportunity, must be
carefully assessed, so that we can answer the question "Is this trip
really necessaryI" for each significant part of our program. Thus
the design of our R. & D. program consists, for the most part, o,
choosing, from a large number of attractive proposals, only those
that are of sufficient potential importance to justify the expense.

We must not react to the new teclological possibilities in so conPervative a fashion as to fail to seize important new opportunities
for improving our secutity. You will hear in what folfows, soe0
examples of tlie layoff, in combat,, of decisions, taken some years ago,
to support new technical ideas. The new nonnuclear munitions now

iltile hands of our troops which will be described by General Betts

represent an outstanding example of the way a new idea, (tn flow,
through
prudent support, of basic research, explore torr developlilelnt,
and
velo
ment for production, into a significant atlvanee iln
milltalry capability.
The breadth of the Army's requirements the wide-ragi|

1eVeds

for providing the tools for our soldiers to dgiht effectively, wlierever

they may be called upon to flght, makes the business of choice more
difllcult for us than for our Sister services. We must make eloices
between such disparate matters as more support for malaria control
or more research oni new tactical communication systems. Better
clothing for tie soldier demands resources as urgently a's better means
of defending him agatlnst air attack,
The program General Betts is about to present represents ourbest
attempt to balance the many nee(ls of or modern Army, to exploit
the technical possibilities in a prudent prog ram oftfring the poinnse,
that, in1
the years to com1e, our Armily will )eas well equipped as we

know howt without the extravaganceo of technical overcomplicationl,
and without the false economy of ititdersol)histiettion.
The program has been reviewed in depth 'by the prior adninistration, with the firm objective of presenting to you just what is
iieeded, now, for meeting the task assigned to us.
As you will hear from Secretary Lair(ld, Secretary Resor, and Dr.
Foster, the present administration has reviewed it again. Weo arte confident that it is well-designed to meet the iieeds of the Army, and merits
your approval.
General Bet.ts will detal the R.D.T[. & E. Army budget as distributed

among the eight major budget activities established by Congress.
Wifin DOD we also structure tie budget by R. & D. categories
6.1 through 6.7. 'We use these categories in pllimn, programilng, and
managing the overall research and development effort because they
represent the stages through which ideas evolve into items of opera-

tional military equipment.
I will deffie these categories and illustrate each by an example.
a. Research (6.1). This category (representing 5 percent of tile total)
includes our effort in solving basic problems in the l)hlysihali, engiicer-

ing, environmental and life sciences. It includes all baic research and
tle applied research directed toward expanding knowledge in various
scientific areas of interest to the Army.
For example, laser beams have, been studied to understand the physical characteristics of propagation and modtiition. Now we want to
know. more about laser radiation. From further knowledge in this
field may come metlods and improved materials for protecting against
the hazards of equipment operation and eventually, even countermeasures against laser beams themselves.
b, Exploratory development (6.2) (representing 13 percent of the
total) is directed to solve specific militr problems short of major
development effort. Characteristically it includes studies, investiga-

tions and b~readboar'd models tilmt, evalitlite the feasibility of proposed
$01 titiolis to speeifie 11 i'lItity 1)to1lol)1it. I dvPIO1)5 and deflfl(\S t paraniper's of harclware whhis both praetical and worthy of -fiurt cr
-

lpClit program wasm
Alli exteiisiv~e respa r('h a id explorlitory (eleV
it'itilited inl the 19,50's to increase the efficiency of thie Armly's
lOioll'a 11111tipei'solillel wveapoils. T'ile result is '11 'ontrolled fragIiilittttioil 1111init1o1 with it la're ineaolse, ill let hali1ty. This project. was
I'Odnitit'll (, ('oib1)t, 'eh ieps andl~ relatedd equ
l
(10'(leted l ide
11ipmen~ft
dveIol loll t (6.3) (reopl~ospntilig 22 pei'cenolt of thle
v. Tii advtllvd (IV
udergoinlg ('xp)e'iiviltfll Or' opera1totil) 1i.0 1 )l-ONS 1111d1 lIII'arn Il'
till
tes't to pi-ove thev coliv(ept . It. is lIn t his ('ite(ooi' thatt. we test
pvt'ot y1?es* Sotlie' systeilis ave' too large' and vxemsiivt for tile test of
at eolltv p)1ototyjpe. .Iii thost'' ca-1~ss, we1 test, the nia jot (10, 11)Oit 5.
AS anl example; We initiated the (leeelopflivilt, of, a11nw technoloigyn
aowory gas turlbinle enlgine for alir(*ralft appli atili inl fi.-wl
150
to13 elP
yvear 1$)0. Flmis p~ro1grani is being Cal-rrled out by 1io sel)itate (eontI' toi p)ur-cmilg d Iti'olrerit ll)ippoac(heCs to (liiUsti'fift by hatidwtare advatieos InlturbIn lhl cwvncy andl rellAbility. At, the t'onituoii of this
l 11, Collptitive p)ositionl to
pl-ol-1111
No Avll b be ter piv-predat'(
to the fobvi'giviellgl e ill deelpet of anl ellgile for apitio
low-oii 11ittiity tiletical t ra isjpolti'ra-lft.system.
(1.Ill engiering developmleit, (6.4) (reprosenitinga 10 percent of the
totll are those projects being iiegineered for ml itary service, but
wihhave not been ajjw-oved for pirocurlelment. 01' operai~on Itse.
Typivl of items tim(elr this developmInt are field artillery nititons
Suc'h its: l0511111 and lt55mi11WI1i1
projeoctiles; br MI0 and
111111 rOC ket, assisted projec les, wh-ich allow considerable increase ini
ranlige from11 ourp current gull's without. nocI fleat ion of the gun, and a
lit-ser range finder, AN/d\TS-3.
e.OMaitgment, and Support, (6.5) (re-presentig 16 percent of the
totall) incelidoreseCSarch and developmenO~t effort directed towa rd suppoi'tilig inlstallaltionls or operatlotis required for general researdic and
le Vel()Pnien1t use. Trie cost, of test ngles, initenan1 lce suIport of laboraltori (', and1( operations anid maifit tenne, of test. eqijmln t. are

155r

hi el tided.

Wh"lite Sands Mlissilo ilan1ge (W1SIMI'I) is a nation6al1 rang mnfifged'
11111 olperAted by the Army for tile puirpo10se of sutippoithlng missile, air'(1'raft, and space v'ehicle tests of v'auions natiotial lprotvl'Iat 1 W7 M
sultlPorts tests of thle 11ilitary.1 services, AUP)A, NASA, and AEC.
'rItlese projects are coniduiteQd 41undor Missiles and Related Eqtiip'iiti
(IHIP qti2)0).,
1'. Operation, Sys9teml leetlopmnont (6.7) (representing 83 percent
of t he total) incliftles efforts directed toward (eeopn
niern
and testing of systems; su p port. proni I,InS; and A!"tic ies and waviponis thiat have been approved by 0OI) for' pro'titioii mid :iilitax'y
TOW, ourl hecavy antitanik assault Av'ehpol -will Comp1leto engineering
and service testingo this v'ear. Durinfi~ica1I year 1970, further environmenoltal testing NAwI begins usigo produtionim line missiles. This system
will Soomi be i'()pped ot of tie 13. & DA category since our work is
almost comp'jleted.

Now, if it please the committee, I wodd like General Betts to discuss the program in more detail.
Mr. Sucms. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
LAStIR IlEAN[ PROPAGATION

Before we hear General Botts, one quick question. You stated: "For
example, laser beams have been studied to understand the physical
characteristics of propagation and modulfttion."
These studies were not within the Army's program, were they?
Mr. Poon. Yes.
Mr. S xus. What do you mean by propagation and modulation?
Mr. Peon. Laser beams are used for a number of purposes. One of
them, as I think you know, is range-flnding. You send a small pulse
of light from a laser. It goes out and is reflected from the target and
comes back to a receiver adjacent to the laser transmitter. The time
required for the bundle of light to go from the laser to the target and
back is a measure of the range. Thus, a laser is something like a radar
equivalent.
Laser beams are also used for communication, and they are an important candidate for missile control.
Mr. SiKFns. In what way has the Army studied laser beams in connection with propagation ? What kind ot propagation are you talking
about?
Mr. Poon. The concern here is, if you use laser beams to transmit
information through the atmosphere, the temperature distribution
in the atmosphere refracts the light beam and distorts the energy distribution, and thus the turbulence in the atmosphere modulate s the
laser beam and changes the information content.
Understanding this is important in understanding the limitations
of the application of lasers for a number of things, missile guidance
and control, range finding and communication.
Under this program we have had some very successful work in this
area.
STATh MENT or CJHUEP O? RESEAROI

ANJ) DEVJrOPMENT

Mr. Siyrs. All right, General Betts.
General Bnrr. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. It
is an honor to appear before this committee and 'bring you the Army's
fiscal year 190 budget request for Army research development, test
and evaluation. We are r'oud of the achievements of the nast year
and have selected some of the items of military importance, fiscal signiflcance and technological promise to Illustrate the achievements of
R. &D. since we last appeareabefore you.
The R.D.T. & E. budget has been formulated with the objective of
fulfilling the mission of 'research and development. That mission is to
insure qualitative superiority of weapons, equipment and capabilities
of the American soldier over those of any existing or potential enemy.
In the coming fiscal year, we intend to continue to fulfill this mission.

The nature of the threat to the U.S. Army and the operational chaiiracteristics of material necessary to meet that threat determine the
direction of the R.D.T. & E. program. Our development process is

closely coordinated with these operational requirements alid is keyed
to yield timely results when the tens or systems are needed.
I want to call to your attention how we are meetinm some of these
threats. The requirements of Vietnam have had a definite impact on
current R.D.T. & E. The unique requirement to conduct operations in
difficult terrain against unusual tactics is being met with such developments as improved helicopters, personnel sensing dev ices, and new
equipment for the individual soldiers.
Besides the shooting war, there is another war in Vietmln that is
concerned with counterinsurgency operations. Inevitably the military
must face postwar insurgency operations as well. Applied social s(ionco research is conducting work directly related to these immediate
military problems. It has examined intercultural relationships, such
as in civic action and adviser-counterpart relations. Contiued research in support of pacification civic action and similar military actihities can provide facts for use by Army commanders and staffs.
Nor have we forgotten the numbers and types of vehicles appearing
in Central EhUrope. The defensive capability needed to meet that threat
is our development of highly effective ground-launched antitank weapons systems, such as Shillelagh, TOW, and Dragon. The main )little
tank that is being developed jointly with the 'Federal Republic of
Germany will improve both our defensive and offensive capabilities.
,To reduce our vulnerability to air attack within the field Army and
the CONUS, we now depend on Hawk and Nike Hercules. SAM-D is
being developed to replace these two systems for both hityh- and lowaltitude coverage and adds the capability to defeat. tactical launched
ballistic nissles. The Chaparral/Vulcan and Redeye systems will
give close air defense coverage of the forward battle areas.
We recognize the potentia-threat of chemical and biological weapons for use in future conflicts and we are rapidly pursuing our own
development of both offensive weapons and defensive measures.
Extensive improvement of artillery is being undertaken starting
with the 155 millimeter self-propelled howitzer. A Multiple Artillery
Rocket System (MARS) concept Is in advanced development to determnio its feasibility to fulfillthe requirement for qn indirect. fire system
with an antimaterial, particularly antiarmor, capability which can
rapidly deliver a large volume of fire on a target.
Our entire program has the necessary impetus and continuing development efforts to meet new threats and maintain our technological superiority consistent with minimum feasible expense. Our fiscal year
1970 budget request is for $1.849 billion and includes the budget changes
as recommended by the Secretary of Defense. This compares with a request in fiscal year. 1969 for $1.622 billion. The fiscal year 1969 program
was appropriated $1,522.7 million by Congress and authorizeid reprograming of $59.3 million from fiscal year 1968 funds. The program

has been increased by a $37.9 mill ion tranpsfer from the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) for radar operations at
Kwajalein Missile Range and Ballistic Missile Defense advanced development prograins. We had received about $1 million from OS )
emergency funds to develop chemical agents and devices for control
of insurgents at the time of fiscal year 1970 budget was prepared.
Also, $8.24 million has been reprogramed from pior year funds to
support SEA requirements making the total $1.620 billion. Since
January 1969 we have received $87 million for SEA support from tl
emergency fund. These transfers have been reported to the Cominittee
in reprog. 11ning actions.
The -budget is based on a detailed analysis of R. & D. requirements
in support of the Army's mission. It contains over 600 separately identifiable projects which can be grouped in broad industrial areas, such
as aircraft,'missiles, ordnance, and others.
I examine it, however, in a different manner, by a program content
that more clearly defines the broad objective toward which we are
worldnug.
The program may be divided into four broad categories entitled:
National programs, research and exploratory development, testing
.
and management support, and Army tactical developments.
National programs is the portion that is devoted to these projects
being conducted by the Army which are of major importance to national interest. Included in this category are such items as strategic
missiles, missile range support and satellite communications systems.
These national programs encompass about 42 percent of the fiscal year
1970 budget. Increases in fiscal year 1969-70 apply to our Ballistic
Missile Defense.
Another portion of our budget is for research and exploratory development. We rely heavily on the results of scientific research and
exploratory development for new technology as the basis for future
hardware, and ultimately to meet our objective of more effective weal)ons systems. As such, it Isthe foundation of, and indispensable to the
continuous conduct of R. & D. Much of the work is accomplished inhouse and principally on a level of effort basis; 19 percent of the fiscal
year 1970 budget will go to this category.
A third category is called testing and management support. The
dominant resource evolved in this category is the people who manage the R. & D. program and skillfully test its products. Our testing
effort is to confirm that development items, or systems, will fulfill their
military purpose in a reliable and safe manner. These costs have over
the years remained relatively stable at 6 percent.
The last category is .Army tactical developments. This is the program that divides the,prifncipal systems and items of equipment to support the Army's tactical missions. The total SEA program is shown
under this category because most of its c6sts are for hardware, almost
'49 of which has worldwide application. Currently, SEA is programed
at tAb6tit $200 million. The final amoitnt depends upon receipt of
requesitrom SEA. -For fiscal year 1970, we are programing 12 per'.
cent of the budget for SEA.
SubtractingSEA, what remains isor the development of all other
hardware not specifically for SEA use. This program has been funded
during the past several years by the residue of the R.D.T. & E. appro-

priation, after deducting the national programs and the rising costs
for basic research and exploratory development. It is these projects
that have in the past been paying the price of austere budgets. The
increase in fiscal year 1970 is to reverse this history of inadequhto
funding and to compensate for the costs of inflation and sophistication
that have so lon eroded our Army tactical developments program.
For example, R. & D. on new guidance systems for antitank weapons has lagged. Air defense of the Army in the field is another good
example. SAM-D,the successor to Hercules Hawk, and a successor
system to the Chaparral/Vulcan has been delayed.
We are still using artillery fuzes that basically utilize 198040 technology. We are investigating entirely new concepts of fuzing that

promise greater reliability and reduction of costs, weight, and
complexity.
Other examples of inadequate effort because of lack of funds are
avionics and infantry small arms.

In general terms, if we are to maintain the momentum essential to
insure national security, we must fund Army tactical developments at
a higher level than has been the case in the past. Our fiscal year 1970
budget submission is designed specifically to do this.
Before we begin the presentation of the individual projects, I would
like to discuss a development which illustrates the coupling between
research efforts and weapon appliation. Theprogram has made inprovement in the effectiveness of our conventional munitions.
An extensive research and exploratory development program was
initiated in the 1950's to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Army's nonnuclear antiliersonnel weapons. It. considered the design
of weapons on a scientific basis, accurately quantifying criteria by
which lethality could be predicted and controlled. The result is a
fragmentation munition with a large increase in effectiveness. This
program has developed a number of mumitions for all three services,
ranging from hand grenades to missile warheads. These munitions are
designed for use by infantry, artillery, and jet aircraft. Projectiles
have been designed for the 105-millifneter, 155-millimeter, and the 8,
inch howitzer. All promise significant increases in effectiveness against
ex)osed personnel. Like all ofher fimfimluhtion, effectiveness will dhiulnish when used in less than optin'nim conditions. However, these muitions promise to be worthy complements to our already proven, and
highly effective, arsenal o! high-explosive ammiilition. Developnment
of the,% muitions is continuing to improve their versatility and
effectiveness.
In order to accomplish this developIent, considerable basic and
applied research was required in aerodynamics, metallurgy, miniaturization, wound and projectile ballistics, environmiental studies, and
systems analysis. The payoff of all research and exploratory development efforts was the outstanding field performance of these munitions.
I have emphasized artillery munitions, but the research has also
provided new munitions for the Air Force and Navy. Concurrent with
the production and fielding of the first generation improved munitions, we have vigorously continued research efforts to further increase
firepower effectiveness.
I hope that I have given some insight into the importance of our
basic and applied research programs and their relationship to even-

ttal hardware improveml(ts. The achievements did not ju.t, happen,
but were attained through methodical research and development.
To present the details of the budget, I will call upon the members
of my staff who monitor the individual fields and projects encompassed

in the R.D.T. & E. program. Presentations in their particular fields
of expertise will be given by Col. George M. Snead, Director of
Army Research; Brig. Gen. Thomas W. Mellen, Director of Developments; and Col. Nelson W. Tobey, Director of Missiles and Space.
Army R.D.T. & E. programs are contained in eight budget programs, 5,000 through 5,700 as indicated on the following chart:
SUMMARY BY BUDGET ACTIVITY

tin thousands of dollarsl
Budget
program Title
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500
5600
5700

Military sciences .................................................
Aircraft ........................................................
Missiles .......
Military astronautics......
....
Ships, small craft ................................................
Ordnance, combat vehicles.......................................
Other equipment .................................................
Programwide management support .................................
Total R.DT. & . program,,..................................

Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1970

171,849
117,085
755,339
10,600
133
170,656
350,831
52,650

182,400
127,100
914,900
14,000
500
193,100
363,400
54,100

1,629,143

1,849,500

This will be the order in which we will present individual projects
representative of the items contained in each. Colonel Snead, will
you begin.
MILITARY SOINNOFS

Colonel

SNFAAD.

Budget program 5,000 supports research across the

scientific, engineering and medlical disciplines as well as the environmental, behavioral and social sciences, thereby adding to the store of
fundamental scientific knowledge and leading to applications of potential milltiy sinififance.
Experience as shown, and in pi'ior year presentations the Army
has emphasized, the importance of achieving a balance between work
done by in-house laboratories and work under contract in the research
and exploratory development areas. To maitain our i-house program, able scientists and engineers are needed to convert advances in
science and technology into solutions torArmy R. & D. problems. Not
only must our A
- al ratries -beproperly, staffed with competent
personnel, but they mus.t also be Able to minitor, evaluate, and select
R&D. piroposals submitted y external
We also gsurces,
et tremendous benefit from using the innovative'talent of individuals outside of
the Army labratory structure for new and novel ideas. This is the
bais :for a-strong contractual research afid development program with
univ, cities not-for-p'rflt organizations and industry.
.uring the ,last few years, however it has been increasingly more
difflcilt to maintain an appropriate balance between our inf-ho0use and
contractual efforts, To satisy the urgnt iieed of the Army in SoUth
east Asia, we had to reduce'the level of effort allocated to research and
exploratory development w6 rk. Further 'the cost 'f research and exIrt6redevelopment continues to rise. is our overall -a t offset

rn

o Such. . restoration-would provide a balancd pro-

*isg6s

$

gram for in-house capabilities, yet allow us to take adequate advantage of proposals that offer potentially ingenious solutions to our
military problems.
The Army research and exploratory development program thus
covers a broad spectrum of both pure inhouse and combined i-house,/
contractual efforts. I will now mention a few accomplishments of this
program to demonstrate how they are used to strengthen our military
posture.
Project Sand is an example of how in-house research capabilities
can be exploited for immediate application to theater of operations requrements. The only known localsources for sand and gravel in the
Mekong Delta were occupied by the Vietnamese people; dislocating
these people would have only complicated operations. Since it had been
necessary to import construction materials from distances of several
hundred miles the Engineer, U.S. Army Vietnam requested assistance
in locating other usable materials. Under montorship of the Office
Chief of Engineers, three Army laboratories collaborated in addressing this pressing military operational problem. The work involved
new image interpretation techniques resulting in a greatly enhanced
ability to differentiate between usable construction materials and other
deposits in remote and inaccessible areas. This work has continued
with improved sensors and image techniques. An example of success
is that a primary source of sand was located among the many silt bars
in the river channels of the delta. It was identified by utilizing improved sensors and these new image teclniques.
Research to improve medical care to troops in the field is another
example of the coupling between in-house and contractual programs.
Twenity-five to thirty thousand units of whole blood are now shipped
to Vietnam moiithly to insure an adequate supply. Basic research by
the Army Medical Research and Development Command first established that'the addition of adenine, one of a series of naturally occurring compounds, increases the shelf life of whole blood from 21 to 42
days. Subsequently Army and contractual efforts have demonstrated
the safety and effectiveness of the fortified blood. These studies, both
in the United States and Vietnam, indicate that adenine blood is functionially superior to that stored in the usual manner and is less subject
to-red blood cell-damage during transportation. Logistical implications
to the Afmy are enormous with respect both to enhatcement of medical
care .and cost reduction. Trhe effects of this -program, can be equally
beneficial to the civilian medical community in reducing the requirements for blood donors by approximately 40 percent. Tlis represents

a possible atiiial savings to the civilian community of 2.5-3 million
,
units of whole blood and 15-100 million dollars.
The Army Institute, of Surgical Research continues to direct its
primary interests and clinical activities toward the analysis and management of severely burned patients. Sulfamylon ointment, a sulfa
compound developed by the Institute's burn center, is now used on
all burn cas.alties. The dramatic reduction in -mortality rate is confirmation of the safety and efficacy of this drUg. From 1962 to 1967,
burn patient survival, in those cases where burns covered 60 percefit
of the' patient's body area, has more than doubled, This represents a
feat not accomplished by any other medical center in the world. The
injbr portion -of this eJort is in-house with a rapid, response by the
drug industry in commercial synthesis of the sulfamylon preparation.

Another important Army research program has applied social and
behavioral sciences to ol)erational )ro blems. We have produced more

than 50 studies concerned with Vietnam that relate to military psychological operations, the Vietcong, and the cultural conditions ui der
which we fight. These doc'l
iits are widely used throughout the Army.
As an example, our cold war orientation program has proven very
successful in improving troop community relations in Korea and the
research is now being extended to Thailand and Panama at the request
of the operational field commanders involved. During the course of
the next year, we anticipate further significant contributions to military civic action programs.
In the Army's statement to the 90th Congress last year, the technology of fluidics was presented as a program of strong'Army interest.
Fluidics is a field that uses fluid devices to perform amplification, sensing, lo1gie and control functions in a manner similar to electronics. The
technology can produce systems that will survive in severe environments, such as temperatures, shock, and vibration. This program will
receive increased attention by the Army in fiscal year 1970. .
Army laboratories are in a unique position that often requires them
to work on the problems that, initially, are of little concern to industry.
One such task is the development of nonlmetallic rotating bands for
artillerT projectiles. The gilding metal and sintered iron bands are now
in use. Tie paper-epoxy band- which is nonmetallic is the result of
basic research in ballistics. Although now in the experimental stages,
firing tests have demonstrated the feasibility of using nonmetallic rotating bands to provide spin and the gas sealing needed for artillery
projectiles. Nonmetallic bands offer several advantages over the copper
based gilding metal and the sintered iron bands-better accuracy at
short ranges, elimination of the use of critical metals, extension of gun
barrel life, and in(ireased overall performance in round to round consistency.
Protecting the individual soldier from both small arms fire and
fragmentation without adding an unsatisfactory weight burden has
always been an Army research goal, We are studyig some novel
polyolefin films recently developed by industry as can-didate materials
for application in personnel armor.
Experimentally, lambinated films of polyolefln have been found to
have unusually high ballistic resistance when tested against small fragments from high explosive shells. This material is one of the many
types of platcs- that ure finding increasing military and civilian
useftl ess. Through these of fragment si mllators, 'itwas found that
the weight of the new material requiired to prevent penetration was
around-88 percent less than the weight of nylon fabric now being used
in personnel armor.
As mentioned inmy introduction, universities often provide a singular source of valuable research with widespread application. An Army
sponsored university research program on wind tunnfiel testing of vertical and short takeoff type airnaft, including helicopters, is p ying
off in a significant fashion. The results of this research have altered the
trends in wind ttiiihl design and have led to reevaluation of previous
helicopter test and design data. These results have been confirmed by
tests at the Army Aeronautical Research Laboratory, NASA Langley
ResearchCenter, and the Boeing Co.j
/J

Under Army sponsorship, tie University of Washington has been
conducting research on wind tunnel testing. Ithas established criteria
for evaluating the limits to which a wind tMidi'el may be used for helicopter rotor testing. A realistic configuration of flow through a helicopter rotor in. forward flight maly te dtplicated by a smoke trail.
There are certain limits of model size, w'ind tunnel's test section geometry, and low forward flight speeds. When the limits are exceeded,
the flow in the wind tunnel breaks down and does not represent that of
actual fliglit. Under such conditions, the tunnel flow interacts excessively witli floor and ceiling. This is not a realistic condition and data
thus obtained is invalid. Contrary to previous belief, the evidence
proved conclusively that for transition testing a rectangular cross section tunnel is superior to one with a square cross section. Consequently,
a large V/STOL tunnel proposed for the Arnold Engineering Center has been changed from a 34 by 34 foot square square cross section to
a 28 by 40 foot rectangular one. The flow investigations have proven
that many wind tunnls used for testing helicopter design are not of
the correct configuration and that some data previously taken is

invalid.
This refea.rcl has had a substantial impact on the design of several
new industrial and governmental facilities and has caused existing testing programs to be modified. The final result will be better experimental assessments of the true aircraft performance potential.
This is also another example of using a capability outside the Governnent to produce results that are useful in a short time. The uhiversity research was sponsored because it had potential payoff, was readily
available. from a recognized source, aid had widespread application.
Brigadier General Mellen will discuss budget program 5100.
AIRICIFV

AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

General METLN.. As representative of *ork under Budget Progrft 1
5100, Aircraft and -Related Equipineiit, I will address the status of the
Cheyenne helicopter, and Army concepts for a new tactical transport helicopter and lieavy lift helicopter.
Technical probleths have severely limited the progress of the AH-56
Cheyenne development program "n the past year. Because of these
problems as well as for contractdal reasons, the produittion contract

was terminated on May 19 for default by the contractor,
Despite the limitations there have been some accomfl]1 shfnts: 455
flight test lhurs have v alidated a lai'ge portion: of the flight eivelope;
the iavfigation system has perforiMed satisfactorily as has the computorized fire control system; progress on the Cheyenne night visi Ion
eqtilipnment has been good'; all of the five weapons on the helicopter
.
lav'been-fired successfully in flight,
Included in the weapons tests was the 7.62 mniguhi; 40im grenade
launcher; 30mm automatic gtn; 2.75 in'ch rocket laInheler; and the
Tow. It is the Tow missile which gives the Cheyenne a unique aititank capa11
bility.
The development cofitract with Locklieed remains in effect. It is the
intent and desire of the Army to coitiiue a development prograin
fiscal year 1970 difected'towvard resolution of rotor stability andcoitrol
problems and further testiiig-matters that have general applicAtion
8"-6-9-pt,5-2

to helicopter technology, and can assist in future decisions concerning
some form of advanced armed helicopter. Continuation of development with Lockheed will hinge upon the attainment of a satisfactory
contractual arrangement, andf the Army is at this time examining the
contractor's proposed revised development program.
The termination of the Cheyenne production contract will result
in a loss to the Army of planned armed helicopter assets as well as an
improved gunship
icpability.

..

To offset this loss, the Army will seek authority to buy additional

interim gunships-the Cobra--in fiscal year 1970, and conduct the
necessary research and development to provide the Cobra with a Tow
antitank and night vision capability.
Fiscal year 1970 T.D.T. & E. funds in addition to those in the President's budget for the Cheyenne and Tow will be needed for this purpose. The exact amount cannot be determined at this time; however,
any additional expenditures will be more than offset by cost reductions
accruing from Cheyenne termination.
The Army is presently considering a range of research and development alternatives for the Cheyenne and the Cobra and will promptly
inform this committee when the review is complete.
The Army is containing its program to develop a replacement for
the current UtH-1 troop lift helicopter. Referred to as the Utility
Tactical Transport Aircraft System or UTTAS, this replacement is
projected for the time period when the majority of the present UH-1
helicopters pass their 10th year of service.
During the past 214 years the Army has been engaged in the examination and consideration of required performance characteristics,
trade-offs, costs and schedules, as well as analysis of numerous condidate
Desired parameters have been stated and reflect a significant improvement when compared with the present troop carrying helicopter.
We are seeking improved reliability-in terms of aircraft availability
better performance and the ability to airlift a complete rifle squac
of 12men.
It is anticipated that concept formulation will be completed this year,
and we intend to request proposals from industry, preliminary to
award of a development contract.,
The Arm's interest in heavy lift helicopters goe back several years,
and, followingevaluation of the Air Assault
hDivision culminated in
the purchase Ofthe 01-54,Fying Crane, which has a 9-ton lift ca-

pability.' It is nowin use in Vletnar.

Prompted by'the demonstrated potential of cargo lift helicopters,
and S6viet adVaiices in this 1eld,, the Arm. has examined the requirement foi and development feasibility of Iiting larger payloads. These
exan nations have resulted in the statement of a requirement for a
heavy lift helicopter with an increased payload.
An increased payload Will provide tactical inits with'the capability
to lift heavy artillery, armored personnel carriers and scout vehicles
bridging equpmeit, aid other combat, essential equipment; logistical
and resupply C*pability will be greatly enhanced; and recovery of
downed aircraft'facilitted.
Our desire is, "to enter design. conpetiti6n, and start engineering
development with first )roductlon oat n the 1970'S.
•Colol Tobey ,willdisS bftdget program 5200.
/

"
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MISSILES AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

Colonel ToBEY. Budget program 5200 supports the development of

missiles and related equaipment.
During fiscal year 1969, events in the development of the Lance
missile system have been encouraging. The causes for the technical
problems associated with the propulsion unit have been isolated by a
diagnostic program and an intensive test schedule has demonstrated
the capability of a redesigned piston to correct the shortcoming. In
addition, static firings of the new rocket engine have been conducted
and test results correlate well with predictions.
Although we recognize that Lance could now be released for production with a limited range, the requirement for an exterided range
Lance has led us -tothe development of -anew rocket engine. A significant accomplishment in the new engine program occurred on March
6 when the first flightweight version was successfully tested. Initial
studies indicate that the production cost of the new engine will be
comparable to the basic engine due to ease of manufacture. There are
some firings scheduled in calendar year 1969.
Funds in the amount of $141 million are being requested in fiscal
year 1970 to support the advanced ballistic missile development program. Our purpose is to provide qualitative improvements in ballistic
missile defense technology and components to cope with a growing
spectrum of threats. The fiscal year 1970 program consists of advanced
development in several technologies. Missile systems, radar systems,
discrimination technology, and optical systems require nearly threequarters of the money requested. The remaining one-quarter will be
used for research in data processing, nuclear effects, threat evaluation,
and systems concepts. I will highlight a few very significant areas in
interceptor missiles, radar, and systems concepts.
First are two developmental missiles, improved Spartan and Upstage. The improved version of the Spartan. retains the basic first and
second stages, but features certain other significait'new improvements.
For single target intercepts, the improved Spartan will have additional operational benefits. Thus, the imtp'roved Spartan would
strengthen area defense and provide some additional capabilities.
Upstage is an extension of Spriit technology. It relates to determining the feasibility of defeating advanced-type reentry vehicles.
We are incorporating a number of advanced' teclinologies into components of this new interceptor which will be capable of achieving
small miss distances. The first test of the Upstage vehicle has been
scheduled. Though the experimental vehicle is designed primarily for
technology development and data gathering, it is essentially a fullscale missile thtat can be converted into a weapons system, should the
threat reljuire.
Radar is o the utmost importance to any ballistic missile defense
system and it is essential that we support an aggressive program in
this area. Our radar program develops advanced technology. In addition, :studies are conducted and evaluation made of advanced components and techniques in order to advance the state of the art and
achieve lower costs.
It is also essential that we constantly develop and examine new systems concepts in order to maximize systems capabilities and cost effec-

tiveness. Our systems study effort explores such concepts. An example
is Virade (virtual radar defense), a method of obtaining a defense
for our land-based offensive forces by making a radar attack expensive
to the offense. It is one of several conceptual studies conducted by the
Army. There is currently no development program.
SAM-D (surface-to-air missile development) is the Army's development program for an air defense weapons system. In fiscal year 1970,
we are requesting funds for SAM-D to continue advanced development leading to integrated system demonstration and to initiate
engineering development. SAM-D has evolved from studies dating
back to 1962 and incorporates the latest technology-phased array
radar, high-speed computers, and target-via-missile guidance. Th'e
system wi 1 be able to operate in the 1980's while defending against all
aircraft., air-to-surface missiles, and short-range ballistic missiles.
We consider SAM-D an urgently needed replacement for both the
current air defense weapon systems, Nike-Hercules and Hawk. These
systems will have been in the held many years by the time that they can
be completely replaced. They have served their purpose, but are reaching the end of their effective growth capacity. SAM-D will be deployed
worldwide as a defense against a threat, such as that faced by our
current Hercules/Hawk, but with half the manpower and at less than
half the annual operating costs.
The principal elements of the SAM-D system are the fire control
group, the launcher group, and a battery control group. The fire control
ground iheludes the multiflction phased array radar that performs all'
the functions that require several radars in our Hercules and Hawk
system, In addition, the cabling required for these older systems has
been replaced by radio data links, permitting a more rapid and flexible
emlAcement of equipment, thereby increasing the overall mobility
of the system.
One SAM-D phased array radar can smultaneously search, track a
multitude of targets, and provide data for those targets under engagement. In fiscal year 1970 we will complete fabrichiti0'n and checkout of
a prototype fire control group. The launcher group will fire six ready
missiles singly or in rapil-sequence salvo. The .missiles will be launcilied
from caiisters that serve as comnbifition shipping, storage, and launch
tubes. In fiscal year 1970'the advanced development model of the missile guidance systeni will be completed to iclufle fabrication, chekout,
and 'delivery of 14 units for use in the test program, Captive flight tests
of the experimental model will also be conducted and completed. The
missile l)populsion system will uidergo static tests and four vehicle
flight tests will be conducted.
Advanced electronics techniques are being used throughout the system to provide higher reliability, maximum operating time, and inii,
mulm testing by the soldier operators. The missile will carry either an
explosive fragmentation or a nuclear warhead.
Although SAM-D is being configured primarily as a field army
weapon, current Army plans envision its employment in Conus as well
as overseas. In.Conus, SAM-D would defend a'aist bombers, air-tosurface missiles, and submarine-launched missiles, as a complement to
the Sentinel system. In the field Army overseas, Army air defense will
be provided by.a family of, weapons, consisting of SAM-D complemented'by Chaparral, Vulcan, and Redeye, or ther follow-ons.

Visualizing SAIN-l) as a sophisticated air defense mbnl)rella that
will defend aigailist aircraft. air-latiched missiles, and tactial bal-

listic missiles, there is an additional need for simpler and smaller air

defense weapons to provide local defense for small tactical units,
J)ridges, and otlier critical targets in the forward areas of the battlefield• They can be attacked by low-flying aircraft. while screened by
the terrain from SAM-J) radars. The Redeye, Vulcan, and Chaparral
are now, or soon will l)e, providing that protection. Ultiniiitely, these
weapons will need updating or replacement. Under a l)rogram known
as AFAADS (advanced forward area air defense systems) we are conducting the advanced development effort required to define a family of
weapotis to eoiffleneit SA'-). 'We are requesting funds for this
work in fiscal year 1970. Specifically, we will do work on infrared
seeker techniques, other optical and radar sensing teclniqtes, and inproved fire control tehmiqf(es for gifis.
As an exampil~le of the type of advances that are being made throtwh
our exploratory and advanced development efforts, I wotld like to cill
yooutr attention to three fuzes. The XM 514 is a. proxitrdty fuze for 105,
mim. and other artillery projectiles. It has been in use since shortly
after the Korean war and its cost is approximately $35.
The XMI 429 is a new proximity ftize used on the 2.75-inch aerial
rocket, and costs approximittely $20. The XM 596 is a new proximity
fuze for use on the 40 mm. grenade. Althonibgh its functions are the
same as tle two larger fuzes, the cost is about $5 in
quaniI)rodudtioi
ties. This concept can be applied'to other low cost. high vboltlne prodtlction programs. A penny for research saves production dollars.
A[ILITAIRY

ASrjmONA u'rICS ANI) RELAID EQAIIMENT

Budget Program 5300 at $14.0 million funds military astronautics
and related equipment. To meet the long-haiti commuhication needs of
the military, the Army is developing transportable satellite commttnications ground terdainals.
The Army has consistently been a leader in the field of space technology, as evidenced by the Army's being first to achieve success in
the launch of a satellite, with a. Redstone booster placiiug the Explorer
I satellite in orbit in 1958. The Army followed this in 190 with the
first active repeater (.oillln itilis
satellite-Courier, aid the first
weather satellite-Tiros. We also developed the first electronic miitary satellitegeodetic survey control system in 1964, kiown as SECOR
(se'quetiial ellht"ion of ra nge). Thi's system is etly
enployed
operatioillyto establish the DOD geodetic survey cofttro'net around
the eqhttt,.or Tliis net is expected to'be Mpleted by July 1969. The
Army expects to continUe 'its participation in space programs 'in close
coortififfthan With the Navy, A ir Force aniid NA-SA. Wee cutrrently are
investigatilig the use of space technology to satisfy various requirements for the field Army. These icluhde commrifficatMi
ns. weather,
meapping and nivigationitl aids for aircraft aind grouuid vehicles. This
effort., primarily in the study phase is known to be within the capa.
bility of the eurreint state of the art. itis becownii fifreaisingly evident
that; oie satellite can sei've inany purposes and that c6nitilcatiohs
systems from the ground to the satellite and retini-are key developments to increased use of satellite tecnology.

The Defense Satellite Communications System has proven the increased quality and flexibility provided by the use of satellites for
strategic circuits. In 1968, the system became a vital operational asset
with deployment of Army developed terminals
around the globe for
system.
use by elements of the defense communications
The Army has also recognized the tremendous potential of satellite
communications for tactical forces. In 1968, the Army participated in
a joint experimental tactical satellite communication test program
using terminals built, in-house, by the Army. Extensive testing of these
terminals has proved the operational flexibility of the tactical satellite
communications concept. In 1969, the Army will test two- technologically advanced families of tactical terminals consisting of five basic
types.
The first terminal type is a one-man, battery-operated, portable, alert
broadcast receiver for use with very small units such as long-range
patrols. The second type, a team pack terminal, is also battery operated, and provides two-way communications capability for small uniits,
where vehicular operation is not practical. The team pack breaks down
into three man-portable packages.
Another type, the jeep terminal, permits operation in any terrain
accessible to small vehicles. Increased communications is provided by
two-way teletype in addition to voice communications.
The shelter terminal is transported by a 11/-ton vehicle, helicopter
or cargo aircraft. It can be operated either on the ground or while
mounted on the vehicle. These terminals would be used for command
posts at larger headquarters.
The last type is the airborne terminal which can be installed in either
fixed wing aircraft or helicopters. It provides reliable communication
for command and control where high mobility is required.
The testing of these terminals will begin after the launch of the
TaoSatCom I mtellite into a stationary orbit. When operational,
this newly developed means of communication will provide the tactical
user with a meli ble advanced communication system, whether it is 1
mile over a mountain or 9,000 miles across oceans and continents.
SHIPS, SMALL CRAFT, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

Budget Program 5400'has the objective of modernizingArmy items
of,: marine craft .required for ship-to-shore logistics operations. Development work is conducted by, or in conjunction with, the U.S. Navy
so as to avoidduplication of efforts or overlapping of Army responsibilities with those of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps.
ORDNANCE, COMBAT VEHICLES, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

From Budget Program 5500, ordnance, combat vehicles, and related
equipment, we have selected topics pertaining to nonlethal chemicals as
illustrative examples. Our work over the past years has produced a
series Of weapons which dispense the tear-producing agent CS. Their
use in combat has not only increased our fighting effectiveness, but
reduced civilian casualties as well. My illustrations will include the
tactical employment of CS weapons and white phosphorus mines in
Vietnam, a new flame weapon, anew chemical agent warning device,
and two items applicable to emplonent in civil disturbances or riots.
•

.
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A filling of tear-producing riot control agent CS was developed for
the standard illumfiiating round projectile in response to an urgent
Vietnam requirement. The mortar round is capable of employment to
reduce civilian casualties and property damage in urban fighting.
Americal Division infantrymen have used a portable CS launcher
on a brigade perimeter bunker at Chu Lai. An expendable device, the
CS launcher is used primarily for defensive purposes to disorganize
and confuse attacking enemy forces. Weighing about 38 pounds, the
launcher is fired either manually with a lanyard or electrically, and
delivers 64 CS submunitions from the launcher. Subsequently, the submunitions burn and discharge a dense cloud of agent CS.
The portable CS launcher was used extensively by the Marines during the battle of Hue to reduce friendly casualties.
Engineers of the 9th Infantry Division have used the white phosphorus pop-up mine on fire support base perimeters near Saigon. The
mine was used for defensive mfifne fields to prevent penetration of the
defensive perimeters by enemy forces. A bounding antipersoinel mine,
the XM 54, is filled with 15 pounds of plasticized white phosphorus.
When activated either mechanically or electrical, the main part of
the mine is propelled about 4 meters into the air Where it explodes,
spewing burning white phosphorus in all directions. The radius of
effect is approximately 25 meters.
A lot more effective way of projecting flame is to use a new rocket
approach called Flash.
This standard 50-pound flamethrower has been significantly improved upon this year, by the development of a new portable flameweapon. Using a new flame agent, factory filled into a rocket warhead,
a lighter weapon with greatly improved range and accuracy was
obtained.
The new flameweapon, utilizes components of the standard light
antitank weapon (LAW) and is called the XM 191 multishot portable
flameweapon. The rounds loaded into the weapon are rockets with
the new flame agent warheads. Each of the flame rockets contains
about a quart of the new flame agent. The weapon weighs 27 pounds
when loaded with the four-round clip. The soldier fires the factoryfilled flame rocketsoone ata time as fast as he can pull the trigger. Reloading takes 1 minute. 'The eAhective range for point targets, such
as bunkers and automatic weapons emplacements, is considerable: for
area targets such as personnel, significantly greater.
Using these new flame agent concepts, future efforts are being centered around the development of a factory-filled flame routid for modern tank guns to replace the large special purpose mechanized flamethrowers currently being employed'by our forces.
To replace these expensive vehicles, an accurate factory-filled round
is being studied which could contain as much as 3 to 4 gallons of the
new flame agent.
.A.- prototype of a large caliber, rocket-launched flame round contanmng a new flame agent was fired from a test launcher, simulating
a gun tube. The range achieved was many hundreds of meters.
New in the Army-R. &D. is the development of material for control
of civil disturbances, Of a family of several items, one is a liquid CS
riot control agent dispenser containing 11/2 quarts of agent. A 2-ounce
projectorsimilar.tothose employedby the civilian police has also been
developed, but will contain a thrower, that has a range of 20 meters.

These' projectors are highly directional, thus reducing area contamination. Range is proportionate to the size of the projector.
To discourage access to closed off areas and -broken store fronts, a
foam, filled with riot control agents, could be used without grossly
contanjinating the area.
During fiscal year 1969 we achieved a breakthrough in chemical
defense and adopted as standard an atitomatic means to detect and
warn of the presence of minute amounts of the highly toxic chemical
agents.
The new alarm is rugged, compact, and lightweight. Complete with
battery for 12 hours of operation it weighs about 14 pounds. Light
enough to be carried by the foot soldier, it also can be vehicle mounted
or used in fixed emplacements.
At the opposite end of the warfare spectrum, our nuclear programs
provide assurance that the Army can accomplish its mission at any
level of nuchler warfare.
During this year the Army will contintte to work very closely with
the Atotic Energy Comiission in support of developing a mleear
capability for systems such as Lance, Spartan, and Sprint. In addition,
we are continiilng the development of nuclear artillery projectiles and
atomic demolitions to significantly improve our current capability.
We are maintainiiiga vigorous research program in nctilear weapons
effects. This program supports Safegfara B of the limited test, ban
treaty (the maintenance of modern AEC and DOD nilear laboratories, including research facilities, programs, and personnel) and
provides the necessary technological base to insure the survivability
and operational effectiveness of the Army in a.hostile. nficlear environiiient. We are also nearifig completion of the development of a more
versatile and effective family of radiation detection instruments foriuse
byGeneral
the fieldMArmy.
r,,
-6.Develtpent aid testing of the main battle taik is
eontinuiig. Eleven developmenfitpilot vehicles have been built-six
United States and five German.
These pilots and associated test, rigs have accumufltated over 20,000
miles. Component perfoiln'iance has been tested, design ohianes, and
joint selections have been made of components for subsequent developinent. The autotfihtic loader, a unique feature of this tahk, and the
. tathkcrew from foiir to three, has demonstrated
basis for rediutd gthe
its basic capiflty to fictinion as reqliih'ied. R efiedinents of this loader,
involving dtiralhility and reliability, are being examined both in thle
United States and inGermany..
in a departuret frio conventional tank gti systems, the MBT gun
lauicher accomm., odhatesaa igii-velocity kinetic energy round in addition to the Shillelagh nissile and the shaped-charge rouid. Firings last August, deiniigtrated the accuratcy and lethality of 'tls
testing and refinement of ptieviusly unweapon
system. Deliberate
proven components
Will continue
with. the objective of validating the
basic design concept of thbe MBT to iltde tho secondary arIment.
The nique capability of the suspension systeift gives it a lower silhouette, a smoother cross-country rile and an ability to maintain a
level attitude on sloping terrain..
8ieyear, and as a result 6f a difllcult buit'reallstic assessDur~int past
ment, it became apparent thiat it wold not be prudent to commit sub6e Ak~f ati

stantiuil resources to production of the MBT until all componelits, and
the total system itself, had demonstrated satisfactory performance.
Accordingly, the Army target date for first production has been
adjusted.
To counter lightly armored combat vehicles, the U.S. Army is upgunning the present M-114 reconnaissance vehicle with a 20-remiimeter automatic cannon, and the first units in Europe soon will be so
equipped.

For the new combat vehicles which are planned for the mid-1970's,

we are developing a new weapon, the Buslmaster-or the vehicle rapid
fire weapon system. This cannon will be a 20- to 30-millimeter automatic weapon designed to defeat lightly armored combat vehicles and
personnel at long ranges. It will also have the capability to engage low,
slow flying aircraft. Our intent is to request proposals from indtistry
to start oigineering development in order to meet our schedule for

future prodTuction.

OTHER EQUIPMENT

Budget program 5600, "Other equipment," covers a broad range of
items icluding communications-electronics and combat support equipment.
The first development item I will discuss in program 5600 is a tactical
fire direction system, known as TACFIRE.
Tacfire is a tactical automatic data processing system for use
by field artillery units. Its purpose is to provide increased accuracy,
better and more rapid use of target information, faster reaction times,
and greater efficiency in the determinlation of fire capabilities and the
allocation of fire missions. The artillery forward observer will report
target information or request fire missions using his small message
entry device. Once transmitted, information is autofniitically entered
into the fire direction center computer, and sinriu-iieously displayed
on a digital plotter maop. Considering avitilable fire uits, the nature
of the target, ammunition status and location 6f friendly units tle
comuter visually presents a fire mission to the fire direction officer.
On his approval, tihe fire mission is automaitically trafnisnitted to and
displayed on the battery display unit at the gun location. The fire

mission is then executed.

Schedlkd for future fielding, Tacfii'e will also provide ami excellent basis for a comparable system for automiation of operations
and intelligence functions.
The second item in program element 5600 is Project. Mallad.
Mallard is intended to provide a completely new tactical communications system for the field Army.
The objectives of Mallard are to develop a secure tactical truiking and distribution system with "mobile user access to the ABCA
Armies that is, American, British, Canadian, and Australiah, as well
as the .S. Navy and Air Force.
This international cooperiitive effort is based on an agreement thit
provides for cost and work sharing. Mallard is currently in the
concept formulation phase during which three contractor teams have
worked competitively to define and describe the systems to be developed. n international selection board has just comp"lited examination
of all the systems recommended for selection of the systems recoin-

mended for selection of the best features and subsystems foi incorporation into the final Mallard design.
The necessary verification of the feasibility of certain of the subsystems and network techniques will be accomplished, using functional models and simulation. A major portion of this will be done in
fiscal year 1970. Competitive contract definition for selected subsystems will follow, leading to development of hardware, production, and
field use.
iWe continue to devote effort and resources to the needs of the individual soldier. Special items of footwear have been developed for use
in the delta region of Vietnam. To date, evaluation of these items and
the effectiveness of a new medication are providing encouraging results
toward a reduction in skin and foot fungus problems so prevalent in
the delta.
We are engaged in a grenade launcher attachment development
program called GLAD. Its purpose is to provide a detachable 40-millimeter launcher for the M-16 rifle, thus giving the infantry soldier in
one weapon, a point and area type target capability, and replacing the
standard M-79 grenade launcher in those units armed with the M-16
rifle.
Two competitive systems were subjected to a user evaluation at
Fort Benning for the purpose of selecting one for further development, test, and production. The two systems are readily distinguished
one from the other and from the current and popular shotgun-type
M-79 launcher.
One is a smooth-barreled launcher that pivots to the firer's left for
extraction and loading. The other is a knurled-barrel launcher that is
pumped.
Based on this evaluation, and other factors, the Army has selected
the pump launcher for further development. Engineering and service
tests are scheduled to be conducted. The launcher alone weighs about
2 pounds, and in combination with the M-16 the total weight is
about 10 pounds. Firing the same 40-milhmeter round as thepresent
M-79 launcher, the GILAD has an excellent range. If the GLAD is
accepted after service tests, we can enter production at an early date.
Present .ground surveillance radars cannot detect the movement of
peIrsohnel in thi~k foliage found in many parts of the world and common to much of South Vietnam. Two recent developments have addressed and iay solve foliage penetration problms..
One is a man-portable radar designed at the Limited War Laboratory. It weighs 85 pounds, including antenafi and batteries, and fits
in the standard pack frame. By virtue of its portability, this radarls
ideally suited for patrol o perations, night ambushes hasty defense posltions, andin "operations such as those common tothe-DMZ in Korea.
Tests in Panama and- Puerto Rio have resulted in considerably long
detectmin ranges. With the addition of a taller antenna, amplifier, and
display unit this'radar can be converted for use in base defense operations. A number of such radars will be sent to Vietnam this summer
f6r evalation.
The Army has been evaluating another foliage penetration radar in
Vietnam 'since last fall. Using the same techniques as the man-pack
version, this radar, called the Camp Sentinel, was designed for fixed
base defense by the Lincoln Laboratories for the Advanced Research
!I
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Projects Agency. Based on the results of the initial evaluation, the
Army is going to fabricate additional Camp Sentinel radars for employment in Vietnam.
MANAGEMENT

AND

SUPPORT

General BEars. We are requesting $54.1 million in budget program
5700, "Programwide management and support," fiscal year 1970.
This program supports the costs of that portion of the Army research and developmet in-house effort that cannot be logically charged
to a specific project conducted under one of the other budget programs.
It includes costs for (1) International cooperative researcli and development; (2) A long-range program that trains our civilian employees;
and (3) programwide activities which include the expenses of headquarters below Department of the Army, purchase of special purpose
equipment, and minor construction.
The latter category-programwido activities--accounts for 98 percent of budget program 5700. This category provides the funds for
the general and administrative costs headquarters operations such as
personnel salaries, travel expenses and purchase of office supplies and
equipment. Also included are the costs of facilities that sup rt several
IR.D.T. & E. activities, such as Yuma Proving Ground andfthose costs
which cannot be logically distributed to specific benefiting elements.
It also provides for the purchase of minor construction of less than
$25,000, and purchase of special purpose equipment which benefits
more than one project.
This then is the R.D.T. &E. program. It is based on operational requirements of the Army and develops equipment with characteristics
necessary to meet both the present and future threats to national security. It does provide sufficient funds to support our highest priority
projects, but some of the major development prOgrams are not funded
at the optimhum, level. It is becoming harder and harder to provide adequate funding, arid I recognize, as you do, that it will continue that
way for the foreseeable future.
I would remind you there has been an explosion of technology in the
last 10 years, a great deal of which we have not had the resources to
apply to Army programs. And while we could make effective use of
funding levels consi erably higher than provided, we recognize that
this is an austere bttdget.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my presentation. I will be pleased to
answer any questions you may have.
IMPACT OV CAMPUS DISTURBANCES ON RESEARCH WORK

Mr. SIicS. Have you been forced to cancel or slow down any important research programs at universities because of faculty or student
objections ?
General Brrs. We have not yet, Mr. Sikes. As you know, we are
very deeply involved at MIT. There was a period when we thought
we might te forced to, but the faculty-student committee that advisedPresident Johnson of the university agreed with the kind of
work we were doing.
They took some issue with the C4mp Sentinel radar that was being
developed for us by the Lincoln Laboratory, but the issue they took

was tiat they did not think people from the laboratory should be
sent out to Vietnam to test it.
Mr. SIKES. Has there been any outright refusal to perform any

research and development, any R.D.T. & E. program, for the Army?
BETTS.down
Not that
I canapproach
identify, to
although
it .is obvious
that
weGeneral
'have slowed
our own
university
in classified
areas with those universities that have expressed a desire to get out
of classified work.
Mr. SIKES. You are reorienting your fields of activity in order to

keep away from universities which have objected?

General BT'rs. We have done two things. We have made a very
careful review of the research we do in universities to be very realistic about classification so we do not overclassify. As I said, in a
situation where a university like Stanford is trying to get out of classified research, we would not go back to one and urge them to take it.
I would put it on that basis.
Mr. SKxEs. When universities do not want specific types of Army
R. & D., you are not giving them other research to make up for the
type they do notwant
General BETTS. No, we are not doing it on that basis at all.
It may occur that there are universities-I cite the desire on the
part of the University of Pennsylvania to get out of B.W. research.
They decided to get out of B.W. research, and we did not go back
there and try to strike the same level in something other thafi Ti.W.
Mr. SIKEs. I am glad that is the case.
AI31Y R.&I). PROJECTS AT UNIVERSITIES

Mr. MINSuAuLL General, how maihy currefit R. & D. projectss do you
have at various universities and colleges around the country, and wliat
is their dollar amount?
If you do not have it handy, you may put it in the record, and also
detail the nature of the project, its classification, and where they are.
General B,'r'rs. We have. a complete snifiary of that which we can
)ut together. I do not have it offthe top of my head.
(The information follows:)
The Army has about 880 research nd explorptory development contracts
and grants with colleges and universities in the United States fttinded at
approxhimately ,$53 million ; this is an average of abont $60,000 per lndi'li unl
contract or grant.
This work is In the whole spectrum of research ahnd exploratbry developmient
of luterest to the Army. More specifically both basic re,s(,arch and the aiiilleation
of this resear.b work is sipiorted in the physical and engineering sieinces,
muihiinatics, the elviroimititnl sciences, the biological aid medical sciences,
and the behavioral and social sciences.
All Army Hupporte~d basic research is unclassified. Only a small portion of the
exploratory work the Army supports at aeadilec institutloiis involves any degreee
of declassification.
In fiscal year 1969 the Army supported research and exploratory development
work at colleges induniversitie,.4 in 40 of the 50 StateS.
(CLERK'S NoTr: The above summary as referred to by General
lietts, 'was supplied for the Record. "The detail requested was not
supplied.)
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CL A SSIFIED IESHURCH CANCFELLAVIONS

Mr. Riiot!.

ow many universities have asked to get out of classi-

o
fied research for the Army?
General B3ETTS. I mentioned MIT's desire, but that was a comifffteeexpressed desire. The university itself lias not as yet put their finger
on any specific piece of research that is classified and said they wished
to discontifie it. In fact, they recognize that work i the Lincoln
Laboratory must continue to be classified, and they have agreed that
they will continue to do that work. So even though the conmtfitee
expressed some misgivings about classified research, I do not expect
to see any significant change in the nature of the work we are doing
at MIT.
Stanford University, not the Stanford Research Institute, has expressed itdesire to get out of classified work. That related particularly
to their electronics laboratory where they had several, quite a few,
classified programs. I would hlave to dig back into the record, but as
far as I know there was nothing in there that we felt was going to
cause us significant problems In tie long run.
You are aware of the fact that our Hiinian Resources Research
Office was being sponsored for us, administered for us by the George

Vaslihiton University. They have asked to sever their relation with
that oi6o but we wilIretain 'the organization intact and give it a
new hom1e.
Same is true of the Center for Research in Social Systems that
has been adminihstered under a contract with the American University. They also have asked that arrangements be niade to sever that
relationship and we would expect to retain the capability of the Center under some other contractual aitralgement.
Mr. Ritonys. Were those classified programs?
General BETTs. They had classified work within them, they were
not totally classified.
Mr. Sixts. Could it be said that campus unrest which often has
an antiniilitfhry flavor has had a detrimental effect upon Army basic
research Offorts?
General Bi'rs. Only in a psychological way, Mr. Sikes. I cannot
identify any specifics tliat have occurred to us because of the 'ufirest.
Wre do recogmze that over time there will be an interest on the part
of indivdtial Investigators to go elsewhere for support just because
they tend to synipathize with some of the dissident students, but we
have seen no specific move in this direction.
Mr. RiHoDEs. I would like to make sure that the General had com-

pleted answerinh mny question. I do not know whether he had or not.
Had you competedd answerhig my question about the number of
universities who have asked to get out of classified research?
General BE-rs. I named the only ones that I can think of.
Mr. RInODES. If there are others, would you amply for the record
General '3Bris. Let me turn to Colonel Snead on this.
Colonel SNEAD. Those are the only ones I know of.
General B-ris. We will check that out.
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CONITtAMYP

TERMINATrED

Mr. Stixis. I propose that we ask for a list of any research contracts which have been terminated or are now in the process of being
terminated, with a listin of the universities involvM; and I want,
also a lsting of any of tfie FCRC's which have been terminated or
will
be terminated together with a listing of the universities which
are involved.
(The information follows:)
The Army has no information at this tine as to wflversities in addition to

Leland Stanford Jr. Unlvorsity, George Washington University anti American
University, that may wish to terminate existing research contracts. Most of
our work at Stanford is actually with Stanford Rtesearch Instituto, which is
not closelytied to Stanford University; therefore, we expet. no difiletlty in

continudng our work with tbein.

The Army 4is working with George Washington University and American

University on appropriate methods to transfer (ontraetual responsibility for
the Human Re6sources Research Olf0lc and the Center for Research in Social
Systems, respectively, to other corporate entities since both George Washington
and American Universities havo indleated, they wish to withdraw fromthis

tyl* of defense contract.

MrG.Szx.s. Is there anylhing else?
OVI-,11814AN

ISII AIW(I I

Mr. Miw siAtr. How much of this work are you doing overseas, research workI ,
General Bnv's. Our support of basic research overseas is in three
centers: Europe, Japan, ard in South America, with itvery small
amount of the work supported through the office in South America,
and a little bit more through the office in Japim, spreading all through
the Far East. The largest element or largest segment of this is supported in ti Europeatilosearch Oficc.
The total dollar amount, is under $2 million. As of the end of
Marph 1909, our records indicate the Army had apprximately
$1,480,000in active research contracts and grants in its overseas pro.

graln

Mr. MIsNIALL. You c1n put that in the record.
General Briv-rs, Yes, sir, The active file indicates approximately
$712j,000 supported through our European Office, $377,000 supported
in the Far East through our office inJapa.n, $800,600 in Latin Am(orict
through our office in. Brazil, and $41,000 i Australia supported from
the Army Research Office in Arlington, Va.
,Mr M suAL. Also provide for the record a table showing the
umount-of-Army R.D.T. & E. used to fund research in these countries,
by country, an4 compare this by fiscal year since 1967.
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(Tile information follows:)
SUMMARY OF ACTUAL DOLLAR VALUE OF ARMY OVERSEA ACTIVE CONTRACTS AND GRANTS BY
COUNTRY, AS OF MAR. 31, 1969, FOR FISCAL YEARS 1967, 1968, AND 1969
Fiscal year1967
1968

Country

Australia .........................................................
$10,440
Austria ..........................................................
62,596
Belglum
.............................................
9,135
Denma .................................
16, 50
France .......... ........... .......................
21,45
Germany ........................................ ..........
408, 902
Grece
........................................
..
... 5,0000
Ireland .....................................................
14,790
Israel

...........................................

N ,m
I............................................41,48?

Norwey ....................................................

Thailand
............ .............................
Phlllppls ..........................................
Taiwan .........................................
...
Korea ................................................ .
Malaya..........................................................
Sarawak ............................................
Oknawa ................................................
Sarah .........................................................
Indonesa .....................................................
IndIa. ........... .....................................
Ceylon ...........................................................
Total ................

.......................

MrASSIPICA1 '1T

12,350

$41,000
2, 140
9,388
4,350
79,900
106,657
0
14,600

36.5
420116

51,650
16,805

866

172,504

12, 225

42,085

255

194, 495

Swe ..
91j256
wl d....
..........................................
24 726
United lnidom ........ *.............................. 314,89P
Argentina ........................................................
65, 205
Brazil ............................................................
17 121
Chile........................2000
m ............................................................. 1,48
oruua, ......................................................... 167,752
V
Ia ........................................................
2 ,000
Japan .........................................................

$12,000
34,696
18, 523
16,350
71,526
332,331

1969

138,000
28, 200

79, 495
27,152
212,571
53,500
7 161
960
210,
70P6
2,928
2,9 0

37,840
26, 540
171,894
0

23, 400

138,837

0

5,0000

6,000

2,299,600

2,198,805

2331

37,630
22,/10
19,13
9,40
8000
3,000
2, 000
1,000
0

0

115, 360
61,492
43,061
22,726
8,000
1,500
0
3,500
3,338

20:850
0
81,160
46,979
36,574
4,194
2 000
0
0
0
5,000
617

1,429,945

O 1 ES1HAICIt PIHIOJECTS

Mr. Raonp. I would like to ask a question albott the extent to which
you mllay have changed the classificatiolnof research prOjects. Have
you cha0iged any such classification in the last,year?
Genoral- B ra, At the request of Dr. Foster we went through al of
the programs that we had within tli iVeri tes, to look at whether or
not the classiflcation was realistic. In other words were we giving the
universities problems unintecessarily ? As a result ok that effort, we 11111y
have declassified sone but I don't recall that we did.t
Colonel S ID, I tiink this is more a contrOl on new prognmist the
action has been primarily to avoid uiine'essary classiflcatiOl of new
work.
General Bimrs, I do not know of any ease whore we deliberately
declassified just so that the work would continue.
Mr. tlionrms. Have you changed your grouihd rules of classification
at all?
General BiTrs. We have told people to be more realistic in their
assessment and not classify unnecesmtrily.
Mr. Poon. I thilik there is a small tendency on the pat of any large
organization to somewhat overreact. I think it is clear that we hav'e
erred on the side of overelassification in the past because it is rsier. I
believe that tie Army people responsible for dealing with the uni
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varsity research now fully understand that that is an undesirble thing
to do. It is also important that we have in no case decliifled a program
just because of student pressure. I think it is important not to do that.
Itlifik' it is also extremely encouraging that as time has gone by the

universities almost without exception rave taken a very responsible
attitude toward Army research. I thuik the report to Presidbit JMn-

son of MIT is one of the most heartening things. It shows that the
universities do recognize their responsibility to support the needs of

national defense as well as those of the rest of the community.
Mr. RomDES. Mr. Secretary, in the past we have noticed there is a
tendene y to overclassify the transcript of these hearings. We hope the
new policy will apply when you safitize these hearings.
COOPERATION WITH NASA ON WIND TUNrLS

Mr. POOR. We will try very hard, Mr. Congressman.

Mr. MINSALJ . Mr. Poor, how much have you cooperated with

NASA in these wind tunnel experiments?
Mr. Poon. There is a very close working relationship with NASA.
Mr. MINSI.ALL. I asked this question because I have in Cleveland
the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory which is quite an operation.
Mr. PooR. Through the Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordination Board there is a direct tie at the top level between DOD and
NASA, as I am sure you know.
Under that, there are a number of working groups in which information is exchanged between DOD programs and NASA programs.
One of the important results of this work on test techniques for
helicopter models has been the redesign of facial ties at NASA-Langley to exploit these findings the Air Force facilities at Tullahoma,
which is another large aerodynamics-test installation, has been redesigned to exploit the same findings.
This particilair set of work does not affect Cleveland because it does
not work on helicopters, presently. However, in the engine developnent program there is a very close working relationship with Cleveland. I am personally a member of an Aerodynamics Committee of
NASA, so that our work in the Army low-speed aerodyntmics is fed
Is flowing the other way as well.
right into the NASA program and It
It is an extremely good arrangement of which I am very proud.
Mr. MINSIALL. Thanik you very much.
CHEYENNE HELICOPTER PROGRAM

Mi. SIRES. Was the basic: problem with the Cheyenne cost or lack
of performance?

General BETTS. It was thft we had a production contact package
that was ahead of its time. In other words, we were committed to the

long leadtime activities in a prodiuction program before we had solved
the technical problems that were reflected i the accident this past
wifiter..
Mr. SiKFS. Does thAt mean tliat we can pick up the pieces and go
forward again

RESEARCH TO CONTINUE

General BErrs. We can, if the R. & D. program is successful and we
are able to negotiate a price.
Mr. SIKES. And the R. &D. will continue?
General Bmrrs. It is our intention to continue the R. & D.; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You do plan to go forward with the Cheyenne program?
General Brws. We very much desire to go ahead with the research
and development and to prove out these major weapon sub-systems,
fire control, also the rotor dynamics themselves, the things that gave us
the problems.
Mr. ANDREWS. Did the program ever get out of R. & D.?
General BET'rs. It was committed to production at an early stage as
part of an effort to get a firm production price out of the contractor
early in the development cycle. Unfortunately, his costs were running
well beyond that guaranteed price.
Mr. ANDREWS. So cost did figure into the cancellation?
General BETTS. Unquestioiably costs would have figured if we had
not stopped production when we did.
Mr. ANDuroWS. How many contractors have expressed an interest in
the Cheyenne program?
General Bm-rs. The major prime is Lockheed, but there were several
important subcontractors, one of whom would be Emerson, one was
General Electric, Teledyne had the fire control computer, Hughes had
the TOW missile.
Mr. AxD~uws. Do you think if you got back into the Cheyenne program you could get competition for production nd get a better price?
General BE.rs. I do not believe tht we could, in the first production
run.
Mr. ANDRrws. You are not locked in with Lockheed, are you?
General BErrs. No, sir. As of now we are in the contract arrangement with them only for research and development. What we do about
production would depend on what kind of a price we could negotiate,
and then it would be a firm fixed price.
LITIGATION FOR DAMAGES

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you planning litigation against Lockheed for

damages?
General BFpTTs. We have defaulted the contract, Mr. Andrews.
Mr. A~nDrws. Did the contract provide for damages in case of
default?
Put something into the record aboitthis.
General B=Ts. I will give you the details in the record, but the way
it works out, the contractor expended considerably more of his own
money than he was reimbursed by th6 Government. So he is already in
a loss situation. He will claim against us and we will claim against
him. It will be settled by litigation.
(The information follows:)

Neither the development nor the production contract contained provisions for
liquidated damages or other predetermined penalties .
We have requested a refund of approximately 54 million dollars for, progress
payments made under the production ontraet. Lockheed has appealed the determination that it was in default, and this matter will-be settled by litigation.
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BUDGET ESTIATF, FOR (C1IEYENNF, U. & D.

Mri. ANDREWS. How much work remains to be done on the Cheyenne
in R.,& D.?
General Bp-rs. We have to straighten out the problem, of the rotor
instability which caused the fatal accident.
M r. ANnRJWS. Are you asking any money in this budget for Cheyenne R. & D.A
General B-s. We are; 'es, sir.
Mr, ANDnUBws. How mich ?
General li.r'.rs. In the Presidelit's budget as submitted we had for
the Cheyenne aircraft $16.5 million, which included money that would
have developed and applied the night vision equipineit to this aircraft that had not been in the original program. We also. had money
.i this budget that would have checked out and integrated the TOW
missile with tle Cheyenne aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. Since the program hs been scratched by the Secretary, are you still asking money in the budget for R. & D. on Cheyenne?
General .Brrs. Ve are; yes, sir. It is our desire to clean up the
problems that are inherent in the difficulties that we had this past
winter. It is also very important, in our judgment, to carry the testing
program forward to find out how good these weapons systems are
that we have on this' aircraft.
Mr. ANDuWS. How many Cheyennes have actually been produced ?
General BErs. We built 10 prototypes and we have lost one of
them. We have nine left.
Mr; ANDREWS. You got 106?
General BEirs. We did receive 10; you are right.
Mr. ANDREWS. Now, have any been produced under a production
contractI
General BErrmS The production contract has run for some time, so
that there were parts in the process, but there had been none, no coinpleted aircraft.
C ARIIACTERSTICS NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE,

Mr. SikEaS. Would you provide for the record a listing of the characteristics which you are seeking to achieve in the Cheyenne which are
not available in any currently produced-aircraft?
General BErrs. Yes, sir; would be pleased to give it in detail.
(The infolnation follows:)
AH-56A Cheyenne characteristics:
CrUise speed in excess of 200knots.
Tow missile antitank capability.
30 n'.illmeter automatic gun multipurpose -capability (antimech/vehicle per-

Statd~ff weapons emiploymient- capability (meter

Ability to effectively engage two targets simultaneously.
Highly acurate aitomattefire control system.

8600 field of fire for primary weapon.

Increased day and nlght targt acquisition.
Nightvision capability Integral to firecontrol system.

Prtection against i2.7 millimeter weapons.

Self-deployable capability (1,$00 naoilca miles).,

range).

Anmunntioi carrying capability (number of rounds)
40 millimeter grenade launcher 780.
7.62 milflineter minigun, 11,570.
2.75 inch rocket, 152.
30
millimeter
automatic gun, 2,010.
missile, 01
Tow

General Bw-rs. I might l)oilt oit we do not have a gmniship now
that can fire the TOW missile; we do not have an integrated night

firing capability in any gunship now. Also, we do not have a cannon

the size of the 30-milliineter gun t hat. we would propose for the
Cheyenne. Those are important capabilities.
I NVE.ST.1rEN'I' IN ('IIEI.:

N l

'It((It

Mr. MINSIJALL. How much money, General, have we put into the
Cheyenne helicopter program since its inception?
General Bzrs. I will have to dig that out.
Mr. MINSITALL. Put that in the record.
(Theinformation follows:)
From inception through fiscal year 1969, R.D.T. & E. funds intMe amount of
$16. million have been provided for this program.

Mr. MINSHALL. How much money is in this budget that we are considering today for the Cheyenne program R. & D.I
General BErs. As submitted in the President's budget, there, was
$16.z million.
AI)I)ITIONAL

COIIA

II Elt(OEVIHEIR

I'bItOOSEI)

Mr. MINSITALL. Didn't Secretary Resor send a letter up here just
recently asking for some
million odd more?
General BE'rrs. After we had canceled production of the Cheyenne
we reviewed the ent ire picturee of gtifiships ahd asked that there be fiscal
1910 money taken out of the l)rOditti1i iiioney which lad been allocated for Cheyenne to permit us to buy some Colras,the Bell guliship
we call the Cobra, in order to mak ul) for lhe shortfall )f1roductiont
that we will notnow receive.
Mr. MINSHALL. Are you going to the Cobra as a platform for' these
subsystems in order to test them out?
General Bm-n. Since we did not get the production that we had
piled of the Cheyelifie we asked tit tile inlieys that. were recovered from that production item, or some of the moneys, be transferred .to a procurement of additional Cobras beyond those now in
the inventory.
In other words, just to make up f(r the number, the numerical
shortfall. For those additional Cobras we believe it is prudent to spend
money for night vision and for the TOW missile integratiOn, and that
is, why we oet into these additional R. & D. dollars, most of which
willgo for tCe additional capability for the Cobra.
Mr. Sixps. If you were able to provide these additional capabilities for Cobra, will you still need Cheyenne?
'NormaI load-with the installation of additional launchers wiring, and firing
switches, this can be increased to 28.

General BETTS. Yes, sir. There is still, kind of a gross number,
about 3 to 1 effectiveness of the Cheyenne over the Cobra•
Mr. SIKES. The Cheyenne is essentially a follow-on aircraft to the
Cobra; is is not?
General BETrs. That is correct.
ROTOR STABILITY PROBLEM

Mr. MINSHAL,. General, they have had considerable trouble with
the basic element of this aircraft, namely, rotor stability as you referred to it. Do you think that you can lick this problem?
Mr. PooR. May I respond ? The rotor system o the Cheyenne was
tested successfully in considerably smaller size under an' Army-sponsored program with Lockheed. That smaller machine reached speeds
comparable to the speed requirement for the Cheyenne and there was
initially very little reason to be concerned about the stability of the
main rotor system.
In the course of development Lockheed really underestimated the
problem of high speed stability of much larger rotor systems. We think,
and they now think, they did insufficient testin and-analysis of the
rotor stability. They are still under contract to deliver a specification
airplane Under their R. & D. contract. We have had very careful review
with outside experts, and Lockheed has put some new people on the
team and have done recently a very substantial reanalysis ofthe rotor
program. That leads us to believe that the current control system with
appropriate modifications may well be made to work successfully.
Mr. MINSHALL. May well be but when?
Mr. PoeR. We are certain tlat with the modification of the control
system of the rigid rotor that it can be made to work successfully.

Mr. MINSHALL. In what time period ?

Mr,Poomi If the rotor with its present control system proves successful, we are hopeful it will be less than a year to successful demonstration of a substantially ifll flight envelope. If it is necessary to go to
the backup control system we believe it may take as long as 2 years
to get to the point of full flight system demonstration.
Mr. SIxEs. At what cost will this work be done?
Mr. PoOR. On the curtent'rotor Lockheed is,
as I said, under contract
and that should be Lockheed's responsibility. On the backup control
system, since we, the Army, share responsibility for the choice of the
initial control sstem, we believe it is appropriate that we should assist by providing Army R. & D. funds if we ask them to work on a
somewhat different system. So in that case the backup system would be
largely Army's responsibility.
lr. SIKES. Is the backtp system a rigid rotor?
Mr. Poon. It is a rigid rotor with a modification of the control system. Analysis says it shouldbe entirely successful.
General B'rffs. I might make the point that it is not clear that the
rigid rotor as such is the problem, but the qutestion of how one controls
the rotor as it turns.
I
Mr. AWDiDREvs. You still have a crying need for this type of aircraft

Sbelieve
bility for the Army.
//

is a very,importiu t. combat capa-

Mr. ANDREWS. With it you would get a capability that you do not
have today?
General BETrs. That is correct. From a. quantity point of view it is
several times as effective as the gunship that it would replace.
Mr. ANDIW WS. It would be most useful in South Vietnam ?
General BETTS. It certainly would. It will also be very useful in
Western Europe if and when we are ever forced to flight there, because
it will have a very good antitanik capability and an antivehicle capability.
ALTERNATIVES

TO CONTRACT CANCELLATION

Mr. SiK.Es. Was consideration given to a deferral of the construction
under this contract rather than cancellation?
General BET'rs. Yes, sir. The Secretary of the Army appointed a
board to review the entire picture, and that board considered several
alternatives. They considered a stretclhout., an immediate cancellation,
several patterns of stretchout, but eventually decided that we were
sufficiently unMsire of the time by which one could solve the technical
problems. It was prudent to default the contract.
Mr. MINSHALL. On this backup system, will there be any change in
the flight characteristics as to speed or performance?
General BETTs. It should n t effect it; no sir
Mr. PooR. There is a possibility that the backup system would result
in a very small increase in the top speed, otherwise the changes would
be in stability and handling characteristics.
Mr. MENSHAL. You would use the same engine and everything
else?
Mr. PooR. Yes; all the items stay essentially the same.
SUBSTANCE OF LETTER ON CHMYENNE REESTITATM

General BE-rs. The next paragraph will be replaced by the letter
written to the committee. If it is agreeable, we will put in the record

the substance of Mr. Resor's letter.
Mr. SiKvs. Please do so.
(The information follows:)

,The Army will seek authority to buy additional interim gunships-the
COBRA-in fiscal year 1970, and conduct the necessary research and development
to provide the COBRA with a TOW antitank and night vision capability. On
June 27, 1969, the Secretaryof the Army provided informnation to this committee
which indicated that.in addition to the $16.5 million anid $6 million contatited in
the President's fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & . budget, an estimated
million
will be required to accomplish attack helicopter development programs. This
additional requirement will be more than offset by the cost reduction accruing
from the Cheyenne production termination.
REDEYE IN AIR-TO-AIR ROLE

Mr. SiKins. The Air Force has made some tests of REDEYE on aircraft which apparently have not been too productive. Has the Army
attempted to use REDEYE on helicopters?
Mr. PooR. No, we have not in the air-to-air role.
General BETTs. No.
Mr. SIKEs. Do you visualize any such requirements?
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General Bmnns. We do not visualize the air-to-air battle as an Army
responsibility. The Air Force has the mission and they configre aircraft todo that job.
OPERATING LIFE OF STATIONARY ORBIT SATELLITES

Mr. SiuEs. What do you mean by stationtiiry orbit?
Colonel ToBEY. It is positioned so that relative to the rotation of the
earth it stays in the same relative position with respect to any spot
on the earth's surface.
General BErrs. It seems to be suspetided in space.
Mr. PooR. The orbit is such that. the satellite sits over the Eqitator
and goes around the earth at the same angtlar velocity as the Equator,
so that it appears to stay still. As you probably know, several of the
so stationed.
cmitlitation
satellites
current
Mr. MINSHAAL
At what
altitudearehave
these been placed ?
General BE'r'rs. About 19,360 naitcal miles (22,000 statute miles).
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the life of one of these?
Mr. PooR. The early ones have proved to be unexpectedly long-lived,
in the order of several years. I can provide for the record data on the
experience.
(The information follows:)
Satellite
LES-1..
LES-2
LES-3 .............
LES-4 .............
IDCSP...
.
IDCSP .............
IDCSP .............
LES-5
IDCSP .............
LES-6 .............
TACSAT I..........

Number Launched

Decayed

Orbit

Active design lire

1,700 miles ......... Passive.
1,700 to 9,300 miles.. 5years.'
Do.,
121,000 to 20,500
miles.
Do.'
124,000 to 20,900
miles.
7 June 16,1966 .................... Near synchronous.. - 6 years.'
DO.2
8 Jan. I8,1967 ......................... do .............
Do.'
3 July 1,1967 ...............do...........
I1......
do......
do
...................do........ 5 yrs.2
6 yrs.2
8 June 13,1968 ...............do.......
I Sept. 26,1968 ................... Synchronous..5.. 5 yrs.2
Do.'
1 Feb. 9,1969 ...............do..........
1 Feb. 11,1965 ....................
............
1 Ma 6,1965
1 Dec. 21,1965 Apr. 6, 1968-.......
do ....... October 1968--...
I .....

and cease operation after 2 years. Higher design life was
'Satellites thus indicated were mechanically timed to cut off
for the purpose of decreasing probablitIy of cmponent failure during satellite's active period.
'Satellites thus indicated are equipped with a command cutoff to permit the satellite to be shut off when necessary,
or when the useful life Is reached thereby reducing the Interference to succeeding satellites or replacements. Experience
indicates that active design life will be exceeded in nearly all cases.
, Note: At or near syachronoui orb't, the satellite will remain Inorbit for manythousands of years unless destroyed or
deflected Into another path, Wthout acutoff feature, these satellites could cause serious problems to later satellites.

Mr. SIKEs. Very well, gentlemen. The committee will have to suspend its hearings at this point aid we will resume at 2 o'clock.
AIrERNOON SESSION

Mr. SIKR . The committee will come to order.
(Discussion off the record.)
OIHEMICAL WARFAIW--C8 AEROSOLS

Mr. SIKE. Tell us Fometihing alxAit the persistence of t few of the
agents that yoi have illUstrated,
leaves the area almos immediately. It is
Colouiel Toumy. The CS

nonpersistent. That was the only agent shown other than white phosphorihs, whichlz also is nonpersistent ,

IfMr. SnIKEs. -lowlong does the foaml)ersist?
General BIET s. Three to 4 lotis in a 5-mile-per-hour wind. Half
a day or a day under oltlnillir enditins. It 'avies with the conditions.
Mr. Sijr,s. Most. of the. dispensers that. you showed are obviously
new. It is alppareit tlat we are far behind Inthe development of disj)ensers that, are up to date. You say this shortcoming has now been
filly o\'ereo'ne?
Coioe1 Tontx. Yes, sir; I bel ieve it has been overcome.
Mr. SIKEs. Are they present in adequate numbers in Vietnam?
Colonel ToBrF. Yes, sir.
fr,. UINSIIALL. How harmftil atre some of those CS materials that
on showed us ? 'What are the results?
Colonel TonBpY. There is no'lasting damage to the eyes or to the skin.
Mr. N11sIALL,. Someone not too long ago conducted some tests in
the inili'ti'y, and they said theyit?
were damaging .tothe eyes. Who was
tlat. and what kind of agent was
Colonel TOnEY. This was a newspaper article of 2 or 3 days ago.
Mr. MINS1IALr,. The one I am referring to was about a month ago.
General BiT'rS. There was a test of Mace conducted by the Army.
We felt that it showed more irritation to test animals than does the
C0S agent which we showed you in this film.
Mr." SIKFS. The police have Mace, and they do not have your CS?
General BETTS. That is correct, sir. There was some argument as to
whether or not our evaluation was quite fair. I think the evaluation was
a relative evaluation, not one that said thlt Mace is harmful as a
police weapon.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the reason the Police are using Mace and
not CS?
General BE'rrs. It is a matter of timing, as I understand it. CS has
not been available as long as the other agent. With time, I believe they
will shift over to the CS.
Mr. FLOOD. Can CS be readily acquired on the general market?
General BETTS. Not to my knowledge. I do not know tiat there is
any basic reason that a good chemical company could not make it if
they
to do
so.
Mr.chose
FLOOD.
You
do not know why they do'not?
General BTTs. I do not know.
Mr. Sixms. Is it not a fact that they are already manufacturing
Mace, and that is what the police departments have been using and
they have not changed overt?
General BETTS. Irthink thaft as been the governing factor up to this
time.
Mr. MINMUALL. Has the Army ever found CS harmful to either the
skin or the eyes?
General W rs. To my knowldege, we have never found a lasting
damage resultig from the use of this compound.
Mr. MINSHALL. What kind of damage, even temporary, have you
found?
General BE-rs.Just temporary irritation. It also makes people nauseous, and that can be temporarily pretty debilitatiiig, but not in a
permanent way.
Mr. MINSHALL. Do you disperse CS in the same manner as Mace?
General BEm-s. Yes, with antappropriate carrier. The Army has de-

veloped a hand held CS liquid agent dispenser which is Under operational evaluation.
Mr. SIKES. There has been reference in the press to an Army study

which found CS to be harmful, or at least irritating to the skin. Have
you any information about such a study V
General Ba-rs. I do not have knowledge of the particular study
to which you refer, Mr. Sikes. As far as I know, I do not know of
any evidence of any permanent irritation. I will search this and give
you an answer for the record.
STUDY OF EFFECTS OF CS AEROSOLS ON SKIN

Mr. SiHs. There has been reference to a study of about 3 years ago.
The committee would like to be advised of any findings of this nature.
General BETrs. I will do so.
(The information follows:)
The effects of thermally generated CS aerosols on human skin was reported
upon by US. Army Edgewood Arsenal, Md., January 1967 In Edgewood Arsenal
Technical Report 4075. The report stated that at very high concentrations of CS
(800 milligrams per cubic meter of air) for exposure times greater than 30 minutes under tropical conditions of heat (970 F) and humidity (100-percent relative humidity) with a moderate wind velocity (5 miles per hour) dosages (concentration w time) occur which produce first- and second-degree burns of the skin.
This dosage is 900 times that achieved by standard U.S. grenades used for riot
control or tactical purposes. Half of the volunteers exposed to these test dosages
developed blisters on the skin. This report provided evidence that while significant
skin effects can occur under extreme conditions, such effects would not normally
be achieved with field aerosals generated for riot control or tactical purposes.
A single thermally generating CS grenate of the type currently issued in the
United States and Vietnam can produce the high concentration of CS used in the
reported tests for only 20 seconds over an area of 12 square meters. As previously
noted, an exposure in excess of 30 minutes is required to produce skin burns
under tropical conditions. Under less than ,tropical conditions longer exposure
times would be required -to produce skin burns if they occurred at all.
MAIN BATTLE TANK-70

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the maximum speed of that tank you had in
the film earlier the MBT-10?
Colonel LAMB. Forty-four miles an hour has been attained.
Mr. ANDREws. That is the best ever?
Colonel LAMB. That is the fastest for a tank.
Mr. ANDREws. It is the best tank ever built?

Supposed to'be.
Mr. AwmnEws. Is it going to work?
Colonel LAMB. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. What is the matter with it?
Colonel LAMB. It is in development, and there are certain things
to be done, but nothing directly.
Mr. FLOOD. What one thing don't you like?
Mr. MINSHALL.

COST A -D DEMONSTRATED) RErLTABITTY

General B Elrs. There is nothing about this tank that -we dislike excent the cost and demonstrated reliability. We need to improve the
reliability and we need to work out, in our own analysis, what of the
nice-to-have features we can give up to reduce the cost.

Mr. ANDRE WS. Reliability in what respect, General?

General B, 'rs. One of the features you saw in the movie, the automatic loader, gives us some problems with respect to the
-. Under
normal conditions, you do not have the problem of
Mr. AxDREWS. If the automatic loader conks out, can it be handled
manually?

General BxPrrs. Yes, sir. We do not want to release the tank for
production until we have done the best possible job of working out
the reliability and maintainability questions.
TANK CONCEPT AND PRORA31 PROGRESS

Mr. SiKEs. This tank is 4 years behind schedule, and that in itself
is a frightening thing. It has cost a great deal of money. Are we ever
going to have a firsthine battle-tank from this that we can afford?
General BElTs. In my judgment, we are, Mr. Sikes. This is really the

problem with our stretched-out cycle. With some reasonable degree of
confidence, we could release this tank to production in its present
configuration.
.
There would be reliability problems and there would be problems
with respect to its cost that I think we can lick. In order to be most

prudent and most conservative in that regard, we have decided to take
the things we have found in this development model and build
another set of test prototypes and go through a signifleant period
of testing of that addifional set of prototypes before releasing it to
production.
Mr. FLOOD. A whole new set of prototypes from bottom up? I can
remember the day MeNamara sat in this chair where you are sitting
and first gave birth to this idea. Tt seems right after the War Between
the States. I was over there twice talking to the Germans about it,
and they were not happy about it then. What do they think now?
Mr. Poon. They have accepted our schedule as a reasonable and
prudent schedule. They have joined with us on target production.
Mr. FLOOD. They put the blitme..on you. That is over 3 years ago.
They said it was our fault, and I believe them.
General Bmars. I do not know what it is they were blaming us for.
Mr. FLOOD. I don't know, either.
General BETTS. I might say the automatic loader, the thing that
concerns us most with respect to reliability, was their development, not
ours. We have taken over, with their agreement, the redesign and improvement of that loader so as to make it reliable.
I consider that a very important thing, because if we can eliminate
one member of a crew over the complete life cycle of that tankMr. FLOOD. I am not concerned about one gimmick or one thing.
There are a million things. I was talking about ihe tank.
General BE-rs. I cannot respond to their comment. As far as I am
concerned-Mr. FLooD. Respond to mine, then.
General Bwrrs (contifnting). I believe it has been a good, sound development program. The question of whether or not it is too conservative to decide to build another set of Drototypes in order to be sure
we have all the bugs worked out cold be argued. Nevertheless, that

decision has been made, and that is why the program is now scheduled
instead of
for
Mr. FLOOD. You know the old story back and forth across this table,

the old wheeze down at the Pentagon or any l)ranch of the service,
especially in weapons systems. If it works, it'is obsolete.
How many years, Mr. Chairman, did we spend on the Army rifle?
About 7? Then there were better ones in existence at the time we put
the new one .in operation, I think, and so do you.
Is this going to be another weapons system which, by the time we
finish, will be obsolete? It works and it is obsolete.
General BvrTs. Not in my judgment. I think it will be a 'Very good
tank.
Mr. FLOOD. That isn't what I said.
Mr. SiKFS. Have the Russians developed a new tank since we started
work on this one?
Mr. FLOOD. They have had a better one than this operational for 7
years, except they do not have the elevation on the side. The Czechs
were talking about this. With a low silhouette.
General ]3E'rrs. It is a good tank, but I do not think tle newest.
tank in their inventory is any better than our M-60 tank, which
is also in our inventory. That is our overall judgment.
It is very difficult to compare itein for item, because their concept
of a tank is very different from ours.
Mr. ANDMRWS. Can you dissociate yourself from the Germans and
get out of that tank, or is there any problem involved in this?
Mr. FLOoD. If anybody thinks these Germans are not good, get it
out of your mind. Those squareheads are good.
General Bpr'rs. On one very major item of this tank, the engine, we
had technical troubles with the U.S. engine and we have decided
to buy at least for the next set of prototypes the German engine.
Mr. SIuKFS. Of the change orders made in this, how many were
American and'how many were German in origin ?
Mr. PooR. I believe they were all joint. There is a joint users teanm
that reviews the program periodically.
Mr. SIRS. Who proposed them?
Mr. Poon. The joint users team reviews the tank program roughly
annually in great depth. It has both German and United States user
partic iants.
Mr. SIREs. The Germans are outstandng tank people.
Mr. FLOOD. I should say.

Mr. Poon. We gained very much from the German participation in
the design concept.
COMPARISON OF ORIGINA,

AND CURREiNT COST ESTIMATES

Mr. SIRs. What was the original estimated cost of this tank and

what is the current estimated cost of it in production?
General Bm'rs. The best original guess was a -number like
We have a, major cost analysis undeimway at the moment, .but the Iast
time we made a cost analysis, the spread was from roughly
per tank. This is why I remarked that in making another prototype

we are going through a very considerable exercise of analysis to see
whether or not tliere are features of this tailk that cannot pay their
way so we can reduce the over-all productionI cost to sotnetlilng that
comes closer to the original figure.
Mr. FLOOD. The thing that buins me up about this is the engine.
About, 4 years ago, dfi ng the course of tie debate on the appropiiation bill for the Army, I went on the floor all hopped u)' ab6ft this
tank. Let me tell you, I was good. There is no question about it. Everybody thought so, inlitding me.
General BniTrs. I think you are well aware of the problems we have
had with some of the armored vehicles that we put i production with
sone risk of technical dAifluies still in the production program.
Mr. FLOOD. I do not mean I am fed up with the tank. I want the
tank tonight. But the whole sh6w,to me, is bad.
General BEi-rs. I feel what has happened is that we have shifted
over to a more conservative view of the question of when we would
release to production.
Mr. FLOOD. You know what the mistake was. We should have let
the Germans make this inAthe first place-period. Too many cooks
spoil the broth.
General BEr'rs. I think our U.S. designers have made some considerable contributions.
Mr. FLOOD. I didn't say they. should. We should have made it or
they should have made it. This hands across the sea business on this
did not work.
General BTTS. I might say for the record, the Army did not propose
a joint development program.
Mr. FLroD. I know. You are ider the gun. I know that.
DINVELOP-AENT OF DEAFNESS A\MOVO TANK CREWMEN

Mr. SIKFS. Have there been instances were tank crews have shown
ittendency, above those who deal witih other weapons, to develop
deafness?
General Brrs. I am not aware of a history of ear problems with
tank crews.
Could you answer that?
Colonel LA31B. Sir, I know of both taiikers and artillerymen tlat
have problems with, ears but I cannot say one'is wore than the
other. They are similar.
Mr. SixFs. I would like to have for the record the results of any
studies that have been made on this' point. This matter comes close
to home when you encounter it in your own people. I talked to a
soldier a few days ago who has been told ttit.lie deafness which he is
developing is due to his experience as a tank crewman.
General Birms. There is a. high noise level inside a tank. There
is no doubt about that.
Mr.,SiKEs. Weapons fififig is part.iularly noisy inside the taik. i
would like to know what your information shows.

(The information follows:)
The U.S. Army Medical Researcl Laboratory Report No. 282, dated 1957, con-

stats of a'survey of a large number of l)ersonlmel assigned to the colt.hlf

ilns,

armor, artillery, and Infantry, awi who are exposed to extensive firing of all
caliber of weapons. The results of the survey inltllted that there was no difference between the loss of hearing of personnel |stslgned to tanks and those
assigned to other weapons. However, all colniat arms personnel stufer t 2r-0
decibel hearing loss at speech frequencies within 8 to 10 years of exposure to
weapons firing.
Mr. [I~miNSur,\.
Mr. Cliniriian I know we fire oinigw to go in.to this

in much niore depth whetn we get to trailed vehicles.
Mr. Stnrs. Yes, we are.
.
Mr. MIrAuA,. I know the Army is not, famillhu' with the staff investigative report. that I requested be made of thli MBU-T-70 program.
It is 181 pages long. There is not much in it that. is good.
I have the highest reg ard for you, General. Evontully this Iteport,
I am sMre, will b made a'vallablo "oyou.
I have visited the Cleveland ordnance tank plant and seen the tank.
I got in it. They admit out there that they have many prObleois with
it. I think Mr. Flood hit the nail on the head to a degree when he said
either we should have built it or mayba the Ger'anns should have btilt
it. When you have two people going at it this way, you ha-ve all kinds
of problems. That is one of your problems.
OBJECTIVES Or 311Vr-7 0 PROfRAi

There were five main objectives
for this tank, according to the staff
.
investigation report:
The requirement of a main battletauk for the 1970's.
The requirement for a NATO standard tiank.
The U.S. requirement for an advanced main battletinlk available

by 190.

The establishment of a joint United States-German development
program.
Then we went into the original agreement.
I really do not have time to go into this in detail today, but the
objectives of the program in one sentence are: A significant improvement over existing tanks in combat-effectiveness; the operational availability of a U.S. production model by 1970; maintenance of a system
cost at a level which would not offset the increased capability, reliability and simplicity of operation and maintenance. development of
a standard tank jointly with West Germany.
If I may, Mr. Chairman, I shall go to the two summary pages of the
committee staff report, which is very thorough, which begin on page
179. 1 will read these observations.
From a review of the five objectives of the MBT-70 program and Its progress
toward these objectives, several observations can be made. The goal of providing
the United States by 1970 with a new operational tank which will have substantially greater combat capability than existing tanks will not be Teacbed. After
5 years of development and advanced'proddctin engineering effort, the schedule

for delivery of the operatinal'tank has already slipped by 5 years past the 1970
goal and the estimated cost for completion of the above effort of the United

States, jointly and unilaterally, has risen to over

--

million. The technical

problems existing In the development of the quantum jump in capabilities can no
doubt be solved, but the time and money required ralse serious uncertainties.

One Is whether the tank will be a signifidant improvement over other tanks exist-

Ing at -the tile it becomes operational, or will it even be obsolete, at least In some
features, by that tim, The other Is whether the effectiveness, evenly if it should
be a quantitu junip, will justify its considera ble cost. InI addition, 'there appears
to be no question -that the tank, as presently conceived, will be highly complex
and will reqttire more inn fitenance than existig tanks. The complexity raises
serious questions as ,to tie reliability, which cannot be answered at this stage of
the program. It also raises doubts as to whether the capabliltles achieved through
this complexity are not outweighed by the probability that a tank crew In the
field will not be able to maintain the complex features.

I might say, parenthetically, they just plain have gotten too fancy
with this tank, and it is too soplhsticated.
As 'to tile objective of obtaining a standard tank, 'the extent to whilithe operational tank will be a commont one for the two countries is uncertain,
The programlhas raised an Interesting isste o'oncernllg which opinions can be

fotind on both sides. The question is whether the advalltages derived from two
allies working -together are more important 'than getting the tank promptly for
,the U.S. forces.

This is the point which has been lrolght out by my good friend Dan
Flood.
I could goon here with the main objections to it.
INCREASE IN DEVELOPMENT COSTS

I went out to the Cleveland ordiance tilk i)alint, and they were very
cooperative and gave me an excellent briefing. They told ine of the
tremendous increase in the development costs.
What,are they, do you remember, general ?
General Biinvrs. The best first estiInate was $138 million. There was
an earlier estimate of $80 million that was before the tank had been
desioied and really has no validity.

M11'. MINSITALL. What are the development costs today?
General BErrs. Today, the joint program is $303 million, and the
unilateral German plus the unilateral U.S. program goes above that.
Colonel LAn. About
million.
Mr. MINSIALTL.
dollars just for the development program,
and we do not have much to show for it.

While I was out there, I got in the thing. I do not know too much

about tanks, but I got in it and I said, "Where does the guy who sits in
this seat put his knees ?" They said they are going to have to have small
men to operate, this thing. This is ridicflou's. As]1 sat in the seat on the
left side of this tank I lad less than 1 inch with my back straight up
against the back of ihe seat. One little bump, and I would not be able
to walk for a month.
Colonel LAMB. That is the driver's station you were in. That was
designed by the Germans
-

Mr. MINSITALL. It was designed for a midget.

Colonel LAMB. It has been changed. The :.S. users looked at it and
said "We don't like it."
Ar. MNSIALL. I do not know how they will change it, because in
back of it' was the spare ammunition. I do not know where you are
going to put yoUr spares.
C-lonel LAMB. Now a 6-foot-2 man weighing over 200 pounds can
get in it.
Mr. MINSIXALL. Where did you put the amiunitlon?

Colonel LAMB. By mohig slightly foN'ward a little bit, It is a matter
t ltarger because -it,has to turn all the
of making the cylinder t little
way arotind. It does not,interfere with t,he animititlon.
ifr1. M1NsrtAtr. Just,to be very generous witli you, this tank has quite
n few problems, to say nothlhig of the tremenddis ttiirease in research

and development costs, the trenendotis increase in estimated lwodtw-

tion cost, and your time lag of 5 years. I think you had better have
another look at,this whole prograin, General. luve decided to build anGeneral BE'rs. That is exactly why we
other set. of prototypes so we can pick ip all of this.
Mr. MINSMTALTI. You are starting all over again, practicfally.
General .Bvrs. No, sir. It. means taking t..liisic designs and what,
we do nc, like about them, and correcting them.
Mr. MNSTIArAt,. Why wasn't this done 3 or 4 years ago when you saw
these problems?
General Brrrs. We did not see any of these 1)rol)liOs until we had
the rolling prototypes.
Mr. MINSuTArL. How long have you had the rolling prototypes?
Colonel'LAMp. The first one cine off in August of 1967.
Mr. Ftoon. General Betts, how long have you been on board in this
job?
General Bwrrs. 3 years.
Mr. Fron. That long?
General BF, rs. That Is right.
Mr. FLoon. In other words, you are about ready to go someplace else.
That is the trouble. About the time we get ready to jump on somebody,
h6 is in Alaska.
General Br-rs. I will be pleased to stay around as long as the Army
'wishes me to. Just the very things that you are bringing up are the
driving factors that led to the decision to create an addi ional set of
Prototypes so before we committed to prodftction we would go through
the drill of getting a tank that we could maintain, that is reliable, that,
does satisfy the U.S. user.
If we cannot do that, certainly the test of the additional test prototypes should prove this. I believe we can.
REVIEW OF TANK PROGRAM

Mr. SIREs. What is the time requirement for the additional set of
prototyp
Does this mean an additional delay in the operational
availability of the tank?
General BTh-rs. That set of prototypes is what changed the date
to
-.
The present planned production date is
from
and we see no reason why we will not be able to meet that date if the
additional -prototype do in fact satisfy the users.
Mr. Sms. One disturbing thing is that consistently through the
years there'have been reports which indicated that the program was
not proceeding according to eXpeCtations. There have been disappointing delays in atchieving the desirable results. Yet, during none of this
period has there been a willingnesson'the part of the A my to admit
you may have a lemon on yourhands. Everybody said you were getting
along fine. The record will show that.

General Bm

I's.Ith l

we have beeln very fri'k with this commit-

tee, Mr. Sikes 1.(10 not, thilik we have a leuioui, by any means. I thiik
we ha i very fine fighting vehicle.
Mr. SlicS." It willHe several years before we will know.
Mr. IPoor. Mr. Chairniiih, I visited ti Cleveliaihd plant together
with Mr. PackaM'd 2 nioiiths-ao. We went over in some detail tlie per-

for'iake level beiig aehei"Vedby the components of this tank, particularly the auttihotive agility, the really very spectacular fire control

system, the Shillelagh mIsie lauh(hP, and, taken all together, it seems
virtinlly certain thit this tank represents, as hoped for, a major iml)l'ov'elinet il tie speed anid aeclraey with whihh hfi'epower' call be
delivered.
Ihe stabilization system ailppears tnder test to be )e1torading so well
that, the acicuiaey of the fire delivery from a tank moving at.speed over
rotigh terrain will be comparable to what we can get today with a tan1k
standig still. It is a tremendous technological accolIploihment.
It is also potentially a tremendously expensive acconiplishiment. The
question that faces us is what vahie is this large improvement in qtility ? How mlch should we pay for it? How much must we give up?
f is a. very difficult choice. 1We are faced with tle possibility that even
it talk 'Wlich is 10 to 1 better ,heniatihe Warsaw Pact tank may cost so
much that we are not willing to buy a 2-to-i or 3-to-i differential in
mtmber of taiks. It is difficult sofietitnes to outweigh numbers with
quality.
So, I think it is likely that i the long run we will find there is a
real need for a. number of these sophisticated tanks because of the very
great advantages they have on a 1-for-1 basis, and a need as well for
simpler tanks in quantity to hntidle the large numbers that face us.
This we are working on. We are studying now the question low
much we can take out of this tank so as to retain the automotive
superiority, whih is marked, some of the firepower superiority,
but perhaps eliminate from some of the ones we buy the very costly
night fighting capability, which is most'impressive and very useful.
How many of them can be bilt without stabilization, and so forth.
I believe the next step of a second set of prototypes is a very prudent way to help answer those questions.
As for techical accomplish tidts, I am extremely proud of the
job that in particular AC Electronics has done in developing a fire
control and stabilization system that vastly outperforms our fondest
hopes. I think the program still has much prinise.
I agree very much with the general conclusions of what I heard
from Mr. Minshall's reading of-the report. I would like very much
the opportunity to read it and comment on it.
Mr. MINSHAt. You will, eventually.
Mr. Snrvs. You will have such opportunity.
Wre will have further discussion of the matter.
I must say, Mr. Secretary, you have given us a good statement and
a very useful statement forile committee's purposes.
COMPARISON OF TANK

CiIARACTERISTICS, U.S.

AND U.S.S.R.

I would like at this poin to have submitted for the record of characterisics which you have been seeking. Obviously, they are far ahead
of the characteristics of another tank.
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Mr. PooR. I will be happy to provide the specifications for the record.
Mr. Smus. What are the characteristics of our present main battle

tank and of the best of the Russian battle taiiks?
Mr. POOR. We will provide that to the best of ourability.
Mr. MINSHALL. Along the same line, this report is much too voluminous to put in the record, but I think it would be well to have the
staff extrapolate and highlight the salient features of this report, I
have a series of questions about this MBT program that I would like
to ask, and I will supply them for the record whenever you suggest
that I do it. It might be better to do it later.
Mr. Smx

s. It would be better when we take up that program.

(The information follows:)

COMPARISON OF SELECTED DATA, MBT-70 AND CURRENT UNITED STATES AND SOVIET PRODUCTION rANKS
Characteristics

MBT-70

Firepwer:
Missile penetrations at all ranges (inches) ..................-Kinetc-energy
round penetration plate at 600, 1,000 meters
(inches).
Stblization main gun .................................
Night sight and typical useful range limit..................
Range determination ....................................
Main gun rourds carried .................................
Mobility:
Suspension system ................... ...................
Ground clearance (inches) ------------------------------Gross engine/horsepower per ton ..........................
Crushing range (no auxiliary tanks) In miles .................
Maximum road speed (m.p.h) ...........................
Protection:
Frant upper hull armor thickness and obliquity..........
CBR protection for air supply ----------------------------

Mr. RHODEs.

United States
M60AI

Soviet T62
Not applicable

Not applicable.
-

--

Based on sight;
very accurate.
Passive; -

None,
Active (IR):
meters.
meters.
Laser .......... Estimation...... Optical rangefinder.
63.
Hydropneumatic,
May
6-25.be varied

Simple torsion
bar.

Prestressed
torsion bar.
18.

27

-

14.
310.
30.

40+
Entire crew
compartment,

-

-

Mask for each
crewman.

May I ask one question, please.

EARLY BASIC DIFFERENCE IN UNITED STATES-GERMAN COOPERATION

As I remember this report, which I read rather carefully some weeks
ago, one of themain problems involved was I suppose, inherent i
a consortium like this if you do not plan adequately, and that was
problems of interface caused by the use of different measuring systems by the two parties.
I would think the first thing you would do in entering into an
arrangement like this would be at least to standardize things like this.
Wasn't that done?
General BErS. It was attempted, Mr. Rhodes, but we had rather
serious disagreement and it took some time to get it resolved at the
minister-to-minister level.
Mr. RHODES. I cannot imagine going ahead with hardware until
that was done.
General BETTS. We did not go ahead with hardware until it was
done. The resolution of that question was in process while we were
going along with ,parametric design studies and that kind of thing.
Mr. RHODs. I believe when you read this, General, you will find

some instances cited of failures oft the part of components properly to
interface because of a differenceGeneral BETTs. I would not deny we had such failures but the basic

issue was argued early in the game and finally decided between the
Secretaries at a time which shofild have prevented that sort of thing.
Mr. RHODES. In the first place, I hope we never do this again. Kthe second place, if we do it again, I think we ought to get at least
the rudimentary ground rules settled before we start spending a lot
of money.
Mr. ANDnEws. Did the State Department get in on this deal?
General BErrs. Not in any significant way; no, sir.
(Off the record.)
PROBLEMtS WITH COMBUSTIBLE ROUNDS

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Sikes asked you about the incidence of deafness.
as a result of service in this tank, or any tank for that matter. Would
you have the Surgeon General give you, if there is any, the illnesses
that are identified as pecuiar to tank service, psychological or physical? And, second, these combustible rounds that you are using in this
one. I am concerned about fragmentation, the high vulneirabiity of
these stored and combustible rounds inside the tank. The slightest incident would cause sure death to the crew. With the high temperature and the toxic gases, they would be dead pigeons. Certainly, the
combustibles wouldbe easier to penetrate than the brass cases.
General BETTs. I will have to correct that, Mr. Flood. Before we
go further, we are going to take steps to design the automatic loader
so each round will be held in a container that will provide a degree of protection fully equivalent to a brass cartridge. That will
not be a problem.
Mr. FLOOD. I am speaking of the combustible rounds that are standing by in reserve.
General BErrs. The ones that are carried in the automatic loader
itself will be covered in the way that I mentioned and those that
are stored within the tank will be given comparable protection.
Mr. FLOOD. In firing these rounds, have you the trouble we had with

the Sheridans with the
Munt]y residue in the breech after firing?
General Bmrs. We will have the samekind of air pressure scavenger system, but there is one thing going for this tank that is not
available in the Sheridan, and that is that the tube is longer. The
period of burning is longer, therefore, and the incidence of residue
will be much less if there is any at all.
Mr. FLOOD. Any kind of problem at all with this combustible shell
scares me to death. In the Sheridan you had the scavenger in there
to blow it out. Even now, these combustibles stored scare me to death.
Mr. Poon. I share your concern, Mr. Flood. I have asked that several things be done. We do 'have a programMr. FLOOD. The combustible idea is great, -because you cannot have
those brass casings in this small area. I know that.
Mr. Po. Some form of disposable case is a great idea. Combustible
cases may be the best way if the cases are properly protected in stor-
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age in the tank. Disposable cases of another form which go out the
muzzle may also be a good idea.
We have several programs going today, looking at cases made
of
-. It is possible that one of these rounds may turn out to
be the principal round for the main battle tank and, incidentally,
may serve somewhat to reduce the vulnerability of current inventory
weapons.
I am persuaded that the combustible round as stored in an MBT
design today is at least as safe as the kinds of conventional rounds
that we have had in tanks in the past.
After all, when conventional cased rounds are penetrated by a
shaped charge round it does set off the propellant and they do burn
and release gases inside the tank.
Mr.-FLoOD. A mere fragment is enough.
Mr. Poon. You do need a direct hit.
Mr. FLOOD. A fragment through a shell case would produce an
explosion.
Mr. Poon. The point is that as the combustible - cases as stored in
the MBT will be afforded as much metal protection as the conventional brass cases in the present tanks, and we hope to be able to design them in such a manner that their vulnerability is actually less
Mr. Sxius. How can that be
tu
l
Mr. Poon. The loader is a device which consists of tubes which
enclose the whole round on a conveyor belt. To load the round of ammuiniton, the conveyor belt is indexed to put one of the rounds in its
tube right in line witfh the breech of the gun. They are protected in
the case. Then the loader pushes the rouncfinto the'gun, the breech is
closed, and it retracts.
I think you saw some of that in the movie.
The rounds in reserve in the loader some
- odd, are all encased
in metal. The rounds in ready racks beyond those
are also encased in a similar way.
Colonel LAMB. Nylon bags
Mr. Poe%We believe the vulnerability will not be increased.
Mr. SKES. What is the point of the combustible round if you have
to have this protectionI
Mr. PooR. It saves the metal, the brass case. That is, of course,
expensive.
General BE'rrS. And it saves you one motion in firing. You do not
have to have the extraction motion.
Mr. FLooD. You propose to have metal coverage for the rounds
stored in the tank?
General Birr. That is correct.
Mr. SIxEs. You are saying to the committee there is no greater
danger of an explosion of the rounds of ammunition within the tank
with the combustible round than with the brass casing?
Mr. Po0o. In the MBT design, I hope that will be true. I am confident that will be true.
USE OF SIHILLLAGI-

TISSIXE IN IUBT-70

Mr. MINS!14t. Speakhg of ammton and firepower, the SHILLELAGH missile also willie in the tank, is that correct?
Mr. Pooi. That is correct.

Mr. MINSIAL. If I remember reading the report correctly, tile
SHILLELAGH missile was not tested froitn a moving platform.
Mr. PooR. The design of the tank as currently arranged does not
contemplate firing a SHILLELAGH from a tank in motion. The

stabilization system is so good it is relatively simple to adapt it so it
call do that.
There are currently in hand studies to see how mUch more it would

cost to give the tank the capability of shooting the Shillelagh on1
the move. We will then, of course, determine whether that extra cost
is worth it. I think it might be very valuable.
)InoOIuIO, DECISION ON 31BT-70

Mr. MINSIIALL. If you had to make a decision as of July 1, 1969,
what road would youi follow as to proceeding with or scrubbing, or
whatever you will, this MBT-70 program? What are we going to do
about it?
Mr. PoOR. I would reconimend that we continue the program essentially as currently planned. It is a slow program. It is a careful
program. It will cost more in developnieiit than it would cost were
we to decide to go into production earlier. However, it will give us a
great deal higher assurance that the tank will be reliable. It will give
us time to try to learn how to reduce the maintenance.

Mr. MINSHALL. HOW long have you been in the program yourself?

Mr. PooR. I have been aware of the program virtually from the beginning. I have not been directly responsible for the program until
essentially this fall.
Mr. MINSHALL. Last year?
Mr. PoOR. The 5th of December, I think, was when I took n -this
job.
USE OF TANK TO DELIVER CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

Mr. FLOOD. At the beginning of this program, I asked the people who
were here then, did they intend to have.this gun interchangeable in its
shell for chemical-biological warfare. In those days, there was great
talk about utilization of tanks, because of the low silhouette, to break
through at a given point and fan out port and starboard, and then
use this rifle for chemical and bib16lioal purposes.
Have you talked to the chemical and biological people about a shell

to be used interchangeably with this 52?

Mr. POR. I have not. I do not know whether there is a program on

hand for it. I believe the development of a shell for delivery of chemical munitions from this tank would be a very simple matter.
Mr. FLOOD. I believe that. All I want to know is, did everybody
stop talking about it the day I did 4 years ago?
General BvrtS. It is not now in the development program.
Mr. SIKES. Let us proceed.
Mr. MiNSHAATT. I want to sav for the record, as I said earlier, that
I hold (opneral Betts in the bighiest regard, but I am very apprehensive
about this program. I am going to recommend that the committee give
it very careful scrutiny to decide, moneywise, how much'more we
should appropriate, if any, for this program.
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General BETrS. Mr. Minshall, we were really concerned about this
from the very same point of view that you are expressing, as these
costs became apparent. We asked General Polk the $64 question:
His answer was very interesting to me, because he is over
there in Europe facing the problem. Witht some
- Warsaw Pact
main battletanks that can confront his forces within
after
the -beginning of an operation, the best he can do is
tanks.
His point was that he sees no possibility any time in the future of
and Our general approach to the priority of military over other
things. Therefore, he felt that we should insist on the
-.
Mr. MINSHALL. I do not want to belabor this because we are going
into it later, but if you had to start this program over, would you
have so many fancy gadgets and gimmickry on this tank as you presently are trying to put on it?
General BETTS. These are the things that make it effective.
Mr. MINSHALL. You have a television camera up in the front, or
you did. It was originally planned. It beats the devil out of me how
they are going to keep the lens clean. I do not understand it.
General B'rrs. The same way you keep the windsield of an automobile clean.
Mr. MINSHALL. Going through those mudholes that you just showed
it going through ?
General BETTS. With a wiper.
Mr. FLOOD. You won't have a prototype of these tin cans until Oc-

tober 1970.
. Mr. PoOR, We have prototypes now operating. What we are doing
is learning our lessons from the prototypes we are currently testing,
and incorporating them into a new set of prototype designs which
should be a substantial improvement over the Curreit set, at which
point we do have the opportunity to decide what to take out.
Mr. FLOOD. There is an old story with this committee. We hear it
year after year. Members of this subcommittee were here during the
war. That may be an advantage or a disadvantage--it is a matter of
opinion. I have often said and you have read that we have sat here and
seen Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries and Deputy Assistant Secretaries and full colonels and 4-star generals come and go, across the
table where you sit, for 20 years, like Greyhotd buses, and we are
still sitting here. We have heard these stories. We saw the airplane
prototypes. There was a war on. They wanted planes in England.
All we were getting were designs and prototypes and designs and
prototypes.

Finally, we had to say, "Look, children, they want planes tonight,
no more prototypes.".
We went through this. All we saw were designs and prototypes.
Mr. Snxs. Let us proceed.
E"FK

OF WAR IN VIfTNAM ON I. & ). PROGRAMS

Mr, SrKEs. Let us discuss generally two or three applications of the
R.D.T. &E. program. Now, 1-would hkR~e both the Secretary and General
Betts to comment on this question:

AWlht, in the main, have been the effects of the war in Southeast

Asia on the Army's progress in this area? Has it tended to accelerate
and stiffiftlte your programs by virtue of the impetus which war always gives to developimniital activities? Or has it by tendifig to direct
your effoits more specifically to certain applications and directions
and to prevent more general research, which you otherwise would
have carried on, has it been harnfifl ? Would you care to comment on
this?
Mr. Poon. Mr. Chairman, I will start and I would like General Betts
to correct and supplement inmany way he sees fit.
It seems to me that there has been a little of both the effects which
the chairman suggests. There has been a great deal of stinitlidtion and
acceleration of very fruitful work in such things as the foliage penetration radar which General Betts mentioned earlier. The fruit of this
work and work in nigl1t. vision devices, advanced sensors in general,
should be, I believe, tiat as the war in Vietnam gets turned over more
and more to the South Vietnamese people, we will be able to leave
them a heritage of devices which will make their task far easier. The
night vision devices program is really a spectacular development which
has taken the night away from the enemy and let us work on more
than equal terms with himi. The remote sensing devices started with the
I
.
idea that they might provide a
Nevertheless, the focusing of. attention on these matters may have
caused us to deflect our attention from the situation in Europe. We
have tried very hardnot to do that. We have tried very hard to maintain a balanced program. We have been fortunate in being able to
supplement our program in some respects for the South Vietnamese
effort through extra funds from the DOD Emergeny Fund. In balance, I think that the R. & D. program has not sufXred severely. I

think we have gone far faster in some special areas than we could
have gone otherwise or might have gone otherwise. General Betts?
Mr. FLoOD. Are you doing anything speci-l in the area of desert
warfare?
Mr. Poon. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIKEs. That Is the sort of thing that tends to be passed over as
a result of emphasis on jungle warfare.

Mr. PooR. That is correct.
Mr. Siis. General Betts?
General Bm.-rs. I would agree with Mr. Poor's assessment but I would
add to it that in the process of finding priority funds for these requrements as they appear, and lacking any contingency money in our
budget--by definition, this is something we have never been allowedit has meant tlihat we had to rather disrupt the orderly process of doing
subsystem and state-of-the-art exploration in our in-house laboratories.
Now, I cannot point to any one specific thing that is going to be
catastrophic because it isn't that sort of situation. It is my, general intuitive feeling which I have, that 5 years from now we will find that
there are things that shouldive been pursued.
Furthermore, with ififlWon, which flows in some measure from the
war in Vietnanm, it is a very real factOr in our whole planning cycle.
We have fouiid ourselves forced to decrease in significant measure
that part of the exploratory work that we supported in industry.

Whereas, we used to have something on the order of 40 percent of our

exploratory effort paralleling the work in the in-house laboratories,
that effort is considerably less at this time. In one laboratory that I
looked at it had dropped to 10 percent and their projection was in
fiscal 1976 it would drop even further. The problem there is that one

tends to lose the coupling with the research and development effort

that industry does for itself. So I see that as a long-range problem
and one about which I cannot do anything immediately. If indeed we
get this budget the way we have subfilitted it, there are some funds to
try to redress this situation in small measure.
EFFECT OF WAR ON FORCE MODERNIZATION

Mr. SIKES. There is much concern on the part of the Air Force and
the Navy about a lack of modernization, particularly in aircraft, not
altogether as a result of the war, but as a result of the war plus being
tied to the concept of an aircraft which did not give them the modernization they were hoping for, the 111 and its various concepts.
Have you suffered in modernization as t result of the problems of
war or have you been able to accelerate modernization other thaii the
main battle taiik, which I think is a separate category?
General BETs. In my overall assessment with respect. to aircraft,
because we have been able to buy significant numbers of both peoplecarrying aircraft, gunships, and the heavy lift. helicopter CH-54. With
some product improvement funds we have been able to keep these programs in better shape than they would have been under a nonwar
situation. Where I see the problem ahead of us is that since we did
build up our air capability all at one time, so to speak, you now see
ahead of usa utility tactical transport aircraft, a heavy lift helicopter,
a ne-w gunship, the Cheyenne, and a new surveillanicle aircraft.
I just don't see the possibility of our gettig enough money to carry
four parallel developments in the near future. So one of those or two
of thni, something of that. order, are going to have to suffer. Now,
that doesn't leave us with no capability, by any means, because we
have nroduet-improved the CH-47 and we have product-improved the
Ut-I's as we went down the line with production. I still have very
strong hopes we will be able to get out of the present technical difficulties with the Cheyenne and come up with a good gunship.
Mr. SiKis. Mr. Secretary, you commented on a number of new and
sophisticated advances in equipment. Has the enemy made corresponding advances in Vietnam ? I am going to get. to other. areas
later, but in Vietnam have there been exciting new developments put
to use bv the enemy ?
Mr. PooM, I am not an expert on the air war aroifid Hanoi which,
as you know, has been abandoned. I am under the impression that in
that portion of the combat the enemy at least. had the oppo.unity
to tet in ivery realistic and sophisticated environmental some.of his
proposed new antiaircraft systems.
Ar. FrAoob. Are they Czeehoslovaklanor Russian?
.
SMr."POR. Russ*an. I am sure the Air Force can discuss tli. far
better thlan I.,
Mr. SIKs. Oir Armv -has had nio such comparable opportunity to
test its ground-to-air weapons?
.
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Mr. Poon. No. We really have not becattse there is no real air war

o%'er South Vietnam. I think the battle in South Vietiifm is much
more characterized by extremely ilnagintitive use of very simninple
weaponry soplhisticated guerrilla. teChmi iwtes, anid lately increasingly
larger scale conventional operations. I think it is true th'At tliis kiid of
war is only representative of the kind of war that one would get in
a very limited situation. It is a. matter of some oncefl'h to me tlit in

learning to counter this, in developing the techni 'ties of efiplovmebiit of

the helicopters which have proven. to be splectacu aly successful tlere,

we have not really faced, except analytically, the question of how to
use this excitilig new capability in a more intense environmheiit such
as one might find in Europe.
Mr. SlURs. Has he utilized new weapOns against lelicqiters?
Mr. POOR. It is my understanding that he
is using only small caliber
guns
and
cofiventionAl
_rAnti
0,icrfat.
weapons,
wit I sojime fire control
support. Our helicopter losses, as I thifik you'i know,
have been graltifyingly low in that envirolifntt. One of the characteristics of helecopters
that we are now convinced is of the greatest importance is the fa't
that they have a sort of built-in paraihfte. Should the engine be damaged, should the machine be damaig.ed in such a way that it cannot
continue to fly, it can land safely. So the recovery rate of helicopters has
been spectacularly high. I wold hope that the same thing woul-d also
apply in a more sophisticated, more difficult environment. I think the
CHEYENNE, if we are successful with it, will represent a major
advance for the sophisticated environment as well.
Mr. FLOOD. Have you seen any new, very exciting or dramatic small
arms in the other fellow's hands, from either the Czechoslovakians,
the Russians, or the Chinese?
Mr. Pooi. We have seen a, very igh quality of reliable small aris
in the hands of the enemy. I Understand tle AK-47 is a first class
weapon. Our people have a great deal of respect for it. We have also
seen a device called the RPG-7 which is an antitank rocket, somewhat
like our LAW. It is a shaped charge device that can be ltifched by
a single ian, a latterday version of the Panzerfaust.
This weapon in the hands of the enemy has been awkward for our
armored vehicles. Our people's assessment of the weapon is that while

it is an excellent shape charge roufd, it is remarkably sensitive to
winds and is difficult to fire very accurately. We contemp'6hited as a 'esuit of the request from Vietnam that we might copy that weapon
and condituled that we should not because of its inaccuracy in flight.
USE OF MORTARS

Mr. Fro. Now, with respect to niortars, why is it that every time
we get mixed up in any of these affairs with these kooks, the .Japs, the
Koreans, and now these jokers, that they can drop a mortar piece
right in your vestpocket all of them. Why are tiey so, hnt|ch better
than we are at mortars? You can take a squad of three kooks, and he
can put a piece of mortar right in yo41r hip nocket. They have been
doing it for 20 years. Now, why is that?
Mr. Poor. I am not sure that their capability is any different from
Ours, Mr. Flood. Their mortars are no better.
Mr. FLOOD. It is a very unpleasant weapon.

Mr. POOR. It is a very unpleasant weapon in either hands. It is a
weapon peculiarly well suited for guerrilla-like operations. A very
small group of men can move through the woods close to a welldefined perimeter and be very hard to detect, and shoot and be off
before we can react.
Mr. FLOOD. Did you ever see these kneeplate mortars that the Japs
had?
Mr. PooR. I saw them, but I believe that they could not be fired
from the knee. That was good way to break your leg.
Mr. FLOOD. I know, but they were firing them from the ground.
Mr. POOR. From the ground, yes.
Mr. FLOOD. They don't have some gimmick in their mortars or their
hardware that we do not have do they?
Mr. PooR. I know of nothing in their mortars that is unusual.
Mr. SIKFs. The mortar is a very simple and very effective weapon.
Mr. POOR. Yes. And very cheap to make.
COMPARISON OF AK-4 7 AND

X-16 RIFLES

Mr. SIKms. I have been somewhat interested in the differences between the AK-47 and the M-16, both very good weapons. Now, each
possesses some advantage over the other. Have you found any indioations--can you report any indications-where our troops have by
preference picked up the enemy's AK-47 and used it, and conversely
any instances where the enemy has by preference picked up and used
our M-16?
Mr. POOR. I would like to refer the question to Colonel Lamb.
Colonel LAMB. I have talked to several returning lieutenants and
platoon leaders, long-range patrol people, and some units. Now, I
will take one, the 25th Division, one battalion which formed a special
platoon and they accumulated A-47's in first class shape, checked
them out, zeroed them and gave the members of this unit a choice of
the M-16 or the AK-47. These were all hand-picked individuals who
had been in the theater for 5,6, or 7 months, outstanding combat types.
On the first opportunity, two men in the platoon., in the one platoon
that I talked to the platoon leader, did take AK-47s. After the first
operation there were 100 percent M-16's. In other words, they came
back and switched them for the M-16's. I do know that the
Mr. SrKEs. Did they give reasons?
Colonel LAMB. Yes, sir; lighter, more accurate if you have to fire
one shot; you can carry more ammunition for the same amount of
weih t.
The soldiers very seldom give reasons. The lieutenant had not asked
them. I was looking for incidents to follow up and tried to find out if
the AK-47 was preferred. I came to the conclusion that it was not;
that, given a choice, they took the M-46.
Mr. SIKs. Do you have any reports of instances where the enemy
has by choice picked up and used -the M-16 over the AK-47?
Colonel LAMB. I know of none with respect to the enemy, but I am
sure there are some, but I do not know of them personally.
General Bw.s. I have heard none reported. I would suspect that
if it was available they would use it. Whether they, would use it as a
choice over the AK-47 I do not know. One must point out, though,
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that the AK-47 is a very good weapon because it has been around a
long time and has been product-improved. We can learn a lot from
the way they product-improvred it to make it reliable. In fact, that is
one of the primary goals of the present M-16 program, the improvement program, to see if we cannot pick up some of these same things
to make it rugged and reliable above its present capabilities.
Mr. SIKES. Are there any instances where other weapons or equipment are being pirated from us or copied by the enemy for use against
us?
General Bmras. Certainly, they have copied the Claymore mine and
made tremendous use of this, since it is rather easy to fabricate.
RUSSIAN PROGRESS IN GENERAL FORCE WEAPONRY

Mr. SIKES. Now, let's move into a broader area. In the field of sophisticated advances what can you tell us about Russian progress in the
general areas that we have discussed today.?
Mr. PoOR. Mr. Chairman, in the strategic weapons systems it is relatively easy to discuss Russian advances because they are much more
visible. It is hard for us to get from our intelligence very much detail
on the small weapons that characterize the Army. For example, one
of the questions that I do not know the answer to, which I have asked,
is the question whether or not the Russians have developed or have in
their inventory a weapon similar to our Redeye. It is difficuflt to find
out. We do know that the tanks, the two most recent versions of the
Russi.an inventory tanks do'have stabilization systems, and at least
a limited fire-on-the-move capability. The quality we are not certain
of. We have a great deal of information on their major ordnance,
guns. We are concerned about the large number of long-range artillery
systems such as the free-rockets-overground and we are concerned
about the slightly longer range weapons which may be suitable for
delivery of nuclear or chemical munitions. The detail is very difficult
to come by.
We do know that they have developed guided missiles for their
tanks which probably are not equivalent to the Shillelagh system or to
the TOW system, but we are a little uncertain as to what we may
face should it come to combat where you really see what they have.
I don't know whether this is the kind of answer that is useful.
Mr. SIKES. It is.

General Bwrrs. I would think the greatest differences we see between
our forces in We tern Europe and the Warsaw Pact forces is that
there are proliferations of things that we have in very small numbers.
Air defense, for example, is very heavily deployed throughout the
Soviet division. They have been very clever about their bridges for
stream crossings. They are well made and rugged.
Mr. SIKs. Do we have a comparable development? I have seen
films of some of theirs and it is rather an exciting concept. Are we
doing the same thing?
General Bmrrs. Our approach has been more toward the self-powered
floating-bridge
concept that will permit us to put in a bridge very
quickly.
But it is more
expensive and not as simple as the Soviet.
approach.
Mr. SIKES. And not as quick?
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Mr. TASSR~a. Can I comment oi thaft, please? We have seen that
bridge and we are running some tests on it now, and we intend to
build'the same kind of bridge if the tests work out well. We see it as
a useful bridge and we are interested in it.
Mr. MINSHIALL. You mentioned a moment ago how heavily the So-

viets emphasized their antiaircraft defenses within th6ir division

structure. What do they use? Do they lve anything like Redeye?
General BE'rs.
. They do have radar-controlled guns. That
is the liffilculty. We have seen a very heavy commitment of 57's and
75-millimeter equi !ment.
Mr. MINSHALL. If

they

General BETTS. We know they hare the technological capability
because they have an
.
Mr. MINSALL. If they had as much development trouble as we did,
they would have trouble sweating it out.
General BErrs. They would be discouraged.
ANTITANK

WEAPONS

MNr. SIREs. *What do we have in antitank weapons that is new? Or
I should say, what do they have in new antitanI weapons?
General Bmns. We mentioned the shoulder-fired rocket, also some
wire-gnided rockets.

Mr."SIKES. Like TOW?

Colonel LAm.Yes, sir. They are different from TOW. The missiles
that we know of are roughly 2,500 meters in range, and piloted. The
man has to look at the target. and fly it into the target, comparable to
our SS-11 or Entac that we did not find too satisfactory because it was
ittremendous training problem to train a man to fly this bird into a
tank. We do expect their T-62, the latest tank which they are equippingr
their Wilts witli today and in production of about
per year, that
some time in the next, to years we expect they will put a
missile capability on that tank, probably mouintted on the outside,
similar to TOW.
Mr. SIKES. Are they equipping tile individual troops with improved
weapons?
Colonel LAMB. The individual troops of the latest squad that we
know of in the Russian Army-and it is a
Mr. FLOOD. They-don't spend so much time or money on uniforms-or
chow, either, you know.
'Mr. SHCS.What about, the allied forces, are any of our allies using
or have, any of them developed anything new and exciting that you.
would like 'have in the inventory and do not,have?
General.BFBTTS. We ire very interested in the bridge approach that
the Brifish are developing. They have the kind of a nedium girder
Iridga that is a sort of successor to the Bailey, which looks very good.
We willevaluate that, and may well either bhy it. or work out pro'duction arrangenelts.
Mr. Snts. What else is there? You sh6fild kiow what they are doing.
General Brts. Yes, but you conditioed it,by saying "somiethifig excitihi"
thatfhlt
we is
want,'
I don't
know of any
development
any of
ir &ilies
so farand
ahead'of
anythifigof
ours
that we do of
want.

I

Mr. SiKr's. I wonder if any of
Sipportiig
s.oulr
witnesses would Iave
anything to Coetrl)tite either from thi standlpoint of what the Russianjs are doing or wliat. oiur allet are doing thnt, we could well be d6ihg.
You have a. l<t of talent there. We ought to give them atll
oPl)Oratllty
to volli iteer.
General lh:Er'rs. 1. think
the big thing tley do is produce them in
iii('h larger nitmiblieps and then face us with tie problem of li|fiibers.
But qtalltatively speaking, they live a heavy lift helicopter that
we very much would like to get.
Mr. SZIK S.Are there any volunteers in tlhe back rows ?
Gentlemen, you are very modest.
fr. Fooi). Nver volftiteer, Mister: they learned thit a long time
ago.
general BE''s. Teir 130-millimieter (un, for example is a
Colonel ToilEY. The Europeans, the allied Europeans are doing work
with air defense guns on self-propelled carriages with complete fire
coiitrol, that we are followig rather closely. There is nothl ig there
that we thlit we want to duplicate as yet but they are doifig more
work along that line than we are at the current time.
BUDGET

IM,1I'rATIONS NOT AFPECTING( IMPORTANT PROOIIAS

Mr. SIKES. What programs, if any, that are important had to be
eliminated from the flscaT 1970 program because of budget limitations?
General BETTS. I do not identify any that I would qualify as important because if they had been i'portait we would have donie without something else.
The major problem with the 1970 budget is that inl some major
programss like the SAM-D we could move much faster in that development, effort than the money that was in the Presidents budget would
permit. I suspect-certaiily, the same could be said about the heavy
lift helicopter. There is a technology program we would like to have
)ursued, for moving' out the general technoldgy of helicopters that
we just. had to elimn ihte from the program. ,Wehad a competition,
you will remember, aid Lockheed proposed a stowed rotor, Bell proposed a tilt-rotor as the kind of technology that ought to 'be explored.
We were not able to pursue either. Both were technology programs,
not final developments.
Mr. Fi~oon. Whitt is the fastest speed we have achieved in our chop-

pers now, in miles per hour?
General BTrrs. Bell advertises that they have gone 314 miles per
hour. That is the Bell research helicopter, straight and leel flight.
Mr. SIKES. Are we fully prepared to take advantage of the capabilities of the C-SA to move troops and equipment?
General BETTs. I think we are. That is primarily a problem. of
proper operatinal laning rather than a development problem because the aircraft is roomy enough so that virtually anythifig that wehave can go in it. It was designed for that,reason.
Mr. SixR'Es. Are you exploriig as carefully as you should the techniques for river crossings using equipment or devices that permit
fording at depths at which' normally equipment could not traverse
streams?
General BEws. We would expect our MBT-70 to be able to ford
with appropriate kit treatment.

Mr. StIEs. What about present day equipment?
General BETTS. The M-60 has the capability. One has to provide
a kit in order to do this.
AIRDROP TECHNIQUES

Mr. SIxES. What about the airdrop technique? The Soviets have

displayed new and rather exciting capabilities in this area. For instance, they use retrofiring rockets to slow the descent of heavy equipment which, as far as I know, we have not done.
General Bm-rs. Presently, exploratory development is underway.
Actual airdrops have been conducted at El Centro, Calif. The system

appears to be very proniigisfig.
Mr. SiRES. You do get some material badly damaged in airdrop do
you not?
General BE,"s.Presently, very little damage is being experienced.

One of the better approaches that we have seen for airdrop is the
Rugalo wing guided into-a landing because it is relatively independent
of weather conditions, can be very accurately placed irom altitudes
like 30,000 feet. It is possible to bring it into a circle 100 to 200 feet
in diameter.
Mr. SiKEs. What about retrofiring rockets to slow the descent of
heavy drops to keep from destroying the equipment?
Colonel LAMB. Retrofiring rockets are being tested primarily in order
to lower the airdrop altitude. We are working very hard on techniques
to deliver, and resupply directly from the rear of eqUipment such as
the C-130 transport without use of recovery parachute and without

landing. Now, we can'do that with amnllition, with food and with
many things. We are running experimefnts with this type of equipment.
Mr. SixEs. How do you do-it?
General BETTS. We pull it out of the end of the aircraft in what we
call low altitude parachute extraction system (LADES).
Mr. SrKEs. What is the status of that situation?
General BE-rs.It is undergoing a joint Air Force/Army evaluation
at Fort Bragg/Pope Air F'rce Base, N.C.
Mr. SIEs. Andhe status of development?
Colonel LkMn. I believe we have some of the equipment being used in
Vietnam at the present time but it is not standard A. It is still in the
test phase. I saw it at Fort Bragg 3 or 4 months ago. It is just a little
parachute that drags it out and slows it down very rapidly, about 150
feet after it hits the ground. It slides on runners which can be reused.
RPROoRAMiNO OF FUNDS
Mr. SIES. On reprograming, Congress appropriated $1.522 billion
for fiscal 1969. Your statement indicates that a total of $67.5 million

was reprogramed from fiscal year 1968 and prior year funds. What
programs were reduced as a result of these reprogramings? Provide
that for the record.
(Th6iinfoi-nation follows:)
The $67.5 million reprogramed from fiscal year i968 were funds deleted and

frozen by the Department of Defense during consideration of the supplemental

requirements for fiscal year 1968. During the reiew of the fiscal year 1969
budget, the Congress approved the use of $59.3 million of these funds to finance
the fiscal year 1969 Army RDTE program In lieu of new obligational authority.
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The remaining $8.2 million were subsequently released to finance unforeseen fiscal
year 1969 SEA requirements. The $67.5 million was derived from the following
fiscal year 1968 elements:
In thoueande
Activity 1: Military sciences:,
$6, 575
-------------------------------Defense research sciences
175
-----------------------------------Information processing
800
---------------------------------------------Materials
300
-------------------------------------------Environment
Subtotal
-------------------------------------------Activity 2: Aircraft and related equipment:
----------------------------------Aeronautical research
Demonstrator engines -------------------------------------

7,850

-------------------------------------------Subtotal
Activity 3: Missiles and related equipment:
-------------------------------------Vulcan/Ohaparral
Missiles
-------------------------------------Missile propulsion
Advanced forward area air defense system (AFAADS) ----------------------------------------Nike X advanced development
---------------------------------------------Nike X
---------------------------Missile effectiveness evaluation
-------------------------------White Sands missile range

1465

1,000
45

1000
,------------100
1, 500
500
5000
8,075
2,400
5,000

24,575
------------------------------------------Subtotal
Activity 4: Military astronautics and related equipment: Satellite corn2100
-------------------------------------------Subtotal
2,-------------------munications
Activity 6 : Ordnance, combat vehicles, and related equipment:
1000
---------------------------------------SHILLELAGH
500
Surface mobility components and techniques -------------------,-------------000
Firepower other 'than missiles
3, 000
----------------------------Power systems and converters
500
--------------------------------Antitank weapons systems
1,500
1...
..Howitzer, lightweight, SP, 1-5m
4,000
Medium antitank assault weapon, DRAGON -----------------000
-----------------------------------Wheeled vehicles
1,500
----------------------Tracked and special vehicles ------2,000
------------------ -----------------------OB weapons
------------------------------------------Subtotal
Activity 7: Other equipment:
Electronic warfare, quick reaction capability -----------------------------------------------Communications-electronics
Electronics and electronic devices ---------------------------------------------------------------------OB defense
-----------------------------------------Combat support
----------------------------------------------IFF -------------------------------Communications development
--------------------------------Tactical communications
-------------------------------------Image interpretation
-----------------------------Joint advanced tactical CP
U.S. Army electronic proving ground ---------------------------------------------------------------------Testing

16, 000

------------------------------------------Subtotal
Activity 8: Programwide management and support:
Programwide management and support-------------------------------------------Subtotal
--------------------------------------------Total

14,550

2,000
1000
1200
100
500
200
1,100
1,200
250
2000
1, 000
4,000

1,000
1,000
67,540

Mr. SKRE$. What percentage of your program has been hivolved in
repr]graiifi-g for each 6f theliast 3 fiscal years?
(The information follows:)
Percent
Fiscal year:
11.6
------------------------------------------------1967
9.2
-----------------------1968--- -------- 11.e
..-----.-------1969
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Reprograming includes increases l)ro'i(ed~ from the ('iiurgency fund, from
transfers, and from prior year aceotuints. The fIscal year 19068 rate reflects
R.D.T. & . program reductions originally nmde to i)rovide for supplen titnl
requirements.
API'I1CATIION

OF FUNI)S 'rANSFERREI) FROM1 EMEROE1,,NCY FUNI)

Mr. SYKEs. You have stated that $1 million of OSD emergency
funds were transferred to R..).T. & E. to. develop chemical Agents
and devices for control of insurgents. Would you want to give us
some more detail on this requirement?
General B rs. You will see further on in the statement, subsequent

to Our first submission of the statement, that we received $37 million

additional from the emergency fund. I will give you for the record the
complete breakout of that, project by project.

(The information follows:)
Program element/project

Amount
(thousands of
dollars)

Title

6.21.10.A, 3A06211OA811 ................... Biomedical Investigations, medical research program
400
Southeast Asia.
400
engineering
design
investigations,
military
Terrestrial
..................
6.21.12.A, 4A062112A859
and expedient construction criteria.
450
6.26.03.A, 1W562603A295----------. Firepower other than missiles fuzes AR ................
6.32.05,A, 1F163205D649-------------Ne... Now surveillance aircraft, LT FW reconnaisance aircraft...
6.32.06.A .......................... Aircraft Weaponization:
1,300
Evaluate aerial weapons delivery ..................
IX16320DI82 ........................
450
IX163206D050 ........................ Missile rocket weapons ..........................
500
development
...............
6.32.07.A, 1163207D235 .................. Avionics, avionics advanced
1,000
2.42.01A, IH16420ID325 ................. Avionics systems, avionics ground system ..............
450
6.36,07.A, 1W563607D642 ................. Army small arms program, special purpose weapons....
400
6.46,02.A, IW564602D3$6 .................. Field artillery weapons, munitions, and equipment, artllery
tank amio uzes.
.C8 WeaponsTao CmI ground muhitlons ...............
6.44.07.A. 85M0637-------------....
550
6.37.0 .A,2X663701D718 ................. Lmitedwar laboratory .................. ...........
240
6.46.08.A, IW564608D339 .................. Army small ar s program, pryo signal markers ......
3,600
6.37.09.A, IZ663709D249.......-.--.......-.-- Ground surveillance and target acquisition ground
combination surveillance and target acquisition.
1,200
6.47.02,A, 1H6647020486 ................. Tactical communications, avionics communications ......
Ground Based Surveillance System:
6.4705.A-----------------------..
2,200
Metro Equipment System .........................
H664705511--------..............
2,250
Ground Surveillance System-..:-...............
3H665705D513- ....-..................
200
viewing
illumintion
vision
development,
6.47,14.A, 1Z664714D561 ................... Night
2,400
6:47.17,A, 1G6647170589..... ....... General combat support Powerpiants portable ..........
3,650
6.57.02.A, 1T665702D620-------------Testing, munitlons effect testing ......................
.-Defense communication planning group ................
2.80.12,A, 1X628012D268.........
6,300
6,47.03.A, 1X664703D494 ................... Tactical ADPSequipment ............................
-- 6.32.05.A, IF163205D159 ....... :........... New surveillance aircraft .............................
36,790
...........................................................
emergency
funds
received
Total

Mr. SiNES. Was this as a result of the demands from the field for

weapoIns more effective for their requirements?
General BETTS. Those were all related to priority requiremnents from

Southeast Asia.

CAMO1YFLAOE TECTINIQ'UES

Mr. FLOOD. What have you done in the area of camouflage lately?

General Brs. The most important thing is to get on board with a
development iq Europe of a camouflage net that does not soak up wiateP
the way 61our old. burlap nets used to do and to apply the technique of
like leaves and keep their color,
makin higs with plastic thatlook

general texture, and are lightweight.
Mr. FoD. We are still wedded t the theory of -eamoiiflfge?
-

.

-

!

General B r'rs. We still use camoeuiflige where we feel it will do some
good.
Mr.SIKEs. I note that inodernday camoffltge is sharper ill color,
the colors are deeper, more conspicuous thaii camotiflte of a few
years ago. Is that deliberate?
General BE'rrs. I would say that inrathe new techliques we are able
t) do a better job with new materials. I do not know that I could
identify a deliberate program to make for sharper colors or color
difference, that sort of thing.
Mr. PoO. It would be a better match with the background.
M2r. SIXES. It might be because of jungle warfare that you would
make some change in the color pattern.
General BErTrs. This undoubtedly infltences otir selection of ma-

terials and colors.

Mr. SHiEs. Have someone provide a more definite answer on thlat for
the record.
(The information follows:)
There have been sole basic changes In (aniouflage lplilo.Aohy sn(e World
War II. During World War II we used camouflage )rlnrily as a defensive nieasure. As a consequence we aimed at a relatively short standoff distance, that
Is, the range at which a man can distinguish a camouflaged object. This leads
to subdued, small patterns Now we use camouflage in the offensive and have
increased our standoff distances. This means a somewhat larger pattern. In
addition, many of our troops in Vietnam wear "tiger fatigues" which have an
extreme contrast pattern. These are not a standard US. uniform but a Vietnamese items that the men -acquire through purchase or trades.
FOOD RESEARCH

Mr. iNMIiX8ALTL. If I may interult, Mr.Chairman, you were s 1 Clking about food. What are you doilig with respect to food, field rations?
General BEwrr. We still have a very extensive progri'm at Natitik
in the general area of freeze-dried food as well as ptui'sufig the testing
program "to prove out the acceptability- of the ifrradikied food. YoU
are probably aware of the fact that the Food and Drug Adiniftistration has recently asked us to go back and do extensive testing of some
of the foods we had previously thought were acceptable. I thhik the
most interesting th'ng from the point of view of the field soldier has
been the freeze-dried field rations thitt have been provided for piltrols
andpeople on the move.
Mr. MINSTIALL. How long have they been issued? Are they in regular use now?
General BETS. Yes, sir, they are in remlar use. What we have been
doing is extending the nentis. They have been availAble in some meas1're for a cotileotfyears.
Mr. MINSHTJTA. It is an inprovltehit on the old C and K rations?
General Bum. A considerablepim prvenelt.
Mr.SIKEs. What happened to the irradiated developments? Have
youlgiven that itp?
General Bprrs. No. We ha-ve been doing more testing in order to
satisfy the Food and Drug AdministrAtioi On the safety and acceptability.

PENI
)O

REPROO1lAMINOS

Mr. SIKES, Are there any reprogra mifigs pending atithe Pentagon
at this time involving fiscal 19flfunds?
General Bwr's. The Division Tactical Operations System or DIVTOS is still pending. That is before this committee.
You are aware that this committee said "No" to our request for a

quiet aircraft reprogramig. We are discussiir that with Dr. Foster's
people at the present time. I believe that in tie nature of your turn-

down of that that we have information that apparently was not made
available to you.
Mr. SIKFs. I would be interested in seeing or hearing that information.
General Bwr!rs. I believe we can convince you that we need that re-

Programing. We will get that information together, discuss it with
Dr.,oster and gain his support, if we can.
Mr. SIKES. Very good.
MO) RESEARCH

Mr. MINSHATAL. Are you still using C and K rations?
General B 'rrs. We still use the C ration. However, the K ration is
no longer in the 'ystem.
Mr. MINSHAL. What do you call it now, just canned foods?
General BErs. No. We 'have for standard rations: A, B, C, and
the long-range reconilaissance patrol packet. The first two are fresh
and canned foods respectively that would be served in a garrison,
base camp, or other relatively secure area. These are so-called "hot
meals" and requre preparation by mess personnel. The C ration
is technically called the meal, individual, combat, and requires no
preparation. The long-range reconnanssance patrol packet is a combination of vacuum-packed and freh-dried components.
Mr. MINSIALL. But in Vietnam for patrols, a patrol which gets
away from the unit where they do not have cooking facilities, they are
using these freeze-dried foods; is that correct?
General Br,rrs. We would give them the patrol rations; that is
correct. In some cases enterprising front-line units are feeding their
people hot meals right up there where they are fighting. They haul
them up by helicopter from the battalion litchen.
Mr. MINSHAL. This is the garrison rations?
General BErrs. Yes. Thle A and B rations.
Mr. MINSTAL,. What is the cost of a ration today?
General BFars. I would have to get that for you.
Mr. MliSHALL. It is not really in your shop, is it?
General BE.Trs. I am told it is $2.19 for a C ration (three meals)
and $3.27 for the patrol packet (three meals).
Mr. lfiNSHALL. Hlow much are these freeze-dried rations? What
do they cost?
General Bms. We would estimate a complete freeze-dried ration
(three meals) to cost $4.05.

BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE

Mr. SIKEs. Thb committee is not going to try to get into the ABM
situation at this time, but under the title of "Ballistic Missile Defense"

I note that $37.9 million was transferred to Army R.D.T. & E. from
ARPA for radar operations at Kwajalein Missile Range and ballistic
missile defense advanced development prof rams. Will you explain
something about the reasons for this transfer,
General BE-rs. Yes, sir. You will recall that for years ARPA
has supported a program they call Defender. That was anladvanced
ballistic missile defense study, analysis, a.-nd experiment program.
Growing from that. program, there is a large complex of radars on
Roi andNanur in the Kwajalein atoll that they call PRESS or Pacific

range electromagnetic signature studies.
what tley were doing was studying reentry physics, discrimination
techniques, the whole engagement question at sev-ral different frequencies using these large radars, and with several different capabilities for
resolution; which is very important to the discrimination studies. It
was apparent when we made the decision to go In with the Sentinel, now SafegUard, deployment, that there was still a great
deal of advanced technology that should not be involved in the Sentinel-Safeguard program But would back it up. Now, some of
that, effort was already going oin the Army ucder the total Nike X
program that we had been p ursuifig, and some of it was going on in
Defender in this Press eflfort, and in the reentry measurements
program. It was decided by the I).R . & E. tlat he would take
that lart of the ARPA program most closely related to the kind

of things we were doing and t'rn it over to us, this complex of radars
that was involved. Now, the money in there is to operate those radars
and continue experimentrltion.
Mr. SIKEs. As a result of the Secretary's budget review in March

of this year the Nike X advanced development budget activity was
reduced by $34 million which deferred effort on the Cominon Aperture
Multi-Fuction Array Radar. Will you explain the reason for this
action and its effect on the program?
General BErTTs. There is quite a bit of a history here, M r. Sikes. You
will remember at one stage the Nike X program had a massive fourfaced multiffinction phased array radar thft was to be the center of
a city defense. With the decision to go ahead with Sentinel, it was
clear that we would not need that radar for deployment, but in the
meantimbe the construction of the colicrete l)ilding in which to put it

at Kwajalein for test purposes had already gone ahead. It was also
apparent that none of the radars in the ARPA complex that now are
turn over to the Army, could .
So the question was asked the Army: What cofild we do, what could
we provide by way of a much less expensive radfir tlIan the old MAR
or Multi-Function Array Radar, to do that kind of a mission at

Kwifalein, Well, we reduced it to a design that we call this Comn
ion

Aperture Multi-Function Array Radar, to change the basic strt'ttre

and reduce the cost, get away from some of the complexity. The namile
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describes the fact that instead of having one aperture for a transmitter and one for a receiver, as was the original design, that we would
'now be able to do this with one aperture. We also removed some of the
total power and that also reduced the costs. But it was still a very
expensive radar. In the process of reviewing the Army's program Dr.
Foster's staff questioned whether or not we should go alead with a
radar that was that expensive since it had no role to play as a system
component in the ultimate deployment, and asked Whether or not it
was possible to do the kind of experimentation we wanted to do and
should do With a less expensive radar. While we were going forward
with this additional study they deferred the funds. I suspect we won't
get those funds in fiscal 1969 at all. At this moment I just cannot answer the question.
We are in the process of taking another look at this. An independent committee has studied the subject for Dr. Foster and recommended against it. That is why I am rather pessimistic that we will
go ahead with the common aperture radar.
Mr. PooR. That committee did recommend that we develop a test
bed of some'sort to perform this function. It is of great importance
to do it. The only question is whether with technology and the best
of current, technology we cannot take a less expensive and almost
equivalently good cut at the problem. This is under careful study by
our. Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense Agency today.
Mr. SIREs. Gentlemen, thank you very much. The committee will
meet again at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
WEDNESDAY,

JULY

2, 1969.

Mr. SiKEs. The committee will resume its hearings for the require.

ment of the Department of the Army for Research, Development,
Test and Evaluation for fiscal 1970.
REQUESTS FOR EQUIPMENT BEYOND POSSIBILITY OF FULFIIUNG

Yesterday we discussed generally efforts in the area of research
and development in connection with Southeast Asia. What requests
havebeen made, Mr. Secretary, for weapons or equipmentby the troops
in the field that seem beyond the realm of possibility and which you
either have not attempted, or attempted and dropped?
Mr. POOR. I am not immediately aware of any requests for weapons beyond possibility. Under the Ensure program we have had a
large number of requests for advanced systems. Perhaps the nearest
to a terribly difficult program that I, can think of requested from
-.
Vietnam whkh has been very 'hard -tofill is the request for a
The contractor has been able to build a demonstration system, but
.1 understand under the current tests ,of the system which in theory
has the senstivity to
- we are having dfficulty with the
delivery has been substantially de
tinof
this
sort.
Equipment
and
played. I believe it is under test at Aberdeen Proving Grounds to see
if :we can .,do anything with the data processing equipment to dis.
criminate out the
Geneal Betts may be able to add to ths list.
By and large, I think we have been quite successful- in delivering
things which have worked well. There are, of course, a number that
have not worked as well as expected.
-

Mr. SinES. Is one of the principal difficulties the problem of detecting what is underneath the jungle canopy I
Mr. PooR. That certainly is a difficulty and in this area I think we
have been rather surprisingly successful in the two radar developments
we mentioned yesterday. I would like General Betts to comment on
the things thht have not worked as well as we hoped.
General BETTS. It is very rare that we get requests from the theater
that, let's say, are invented in the theater. Usually the requests are
the result of an effort on our part to acquaint the people in Vietnam
with the possibilities of things that we have in either concept or early
hardware back in'the continental United States.
ITEMS UNSATISFACTORY IN FIELD TEST

I do have a list here of things that were sent out to the theater with
their concurrence for actual test and evaluation to see if indeed they
would satisfy the theater.
Let me give you some examples. They asked for an improved flame
projector and the one that we sent out did not work very well. This
whole list I have is the "did-nots." They were very much interested
in a blow-up kind of fabric boat as they got down in the delta where
there is a lot of water. We gave them several models, one of which
was a four-man boat that proved to be less durable than they would
like to have it. We strained too hard to reduce the weight. So that
did not prove to be very satisfactory.
11We gave them a.
caial bridge that was light enough to be carried on
patrol, and while in very still water under certain favorable circ ufistances the bridge will work all right, it was not reliable enough
under all conditions to put the patrol at risk and that did not prove
to be adequately suitable.
We sent out an infrared target designator that I believe will prove
to be suitable, but in its first model they *were not very enthtitSiatic
about it.
We gave them a mine detector based on microwave technology to
solve the perennial problem of detecting nonmetallic mines, and that
.has not proved to be suitable.
SOURCE OF IDEAS FOR NEW XQuipNT

Mr. S IRES. Where primarily do ideas for new equipment and new
weapons originate, in your Shop?

General Brrs. Within the in-house laboratories and in some measure within the structure of what I wouAd call the Army's requirement
process. You recall we have a Combat Development Conifatnid.
Mr. Sinms. HOw are these screened in order to determine which are
feasible and needed in the field and which woula' be so much excess
baggage?
GQeneral BFrrs. We have a unit' in Vietnam, the Army Concets
Team: that has some technical competency witli itself. We have
temporary d
-ty
people thit g out to the theater from. the AMC
Commodity C6mmatid Laboratories so -that there is techiical capability witliui Vietnamh to give a preliminary evaluation to ideas
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that appear on the scene. But within our continental U.S. structure,

the Combat Development Command does have the responsibility for
creating new requirements. They are in reasonable contact with the
Army Materiel Command structure and have access to new ideas as
they may appear within the Commodity Coniimnd, and of course
industry itself is very active in producfig new ideas, bringing them
to our organization on an unsolicited proposal basis.
From all of these sources the information would wind up in the
Army general staff where the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development is concerned about justifying the requirement, the people
in my office, my staff, are concerned with making sure that the technical feasibility is there and that they have resources to do something
about it.
At the staff level we take steps to resolve the question of whether we
are warranted to go ahead with a new development effort or in some
cases procurement of some new idea for test.
Mr. SiKEs. How long does this process require, the process of deciding whether you should go ahead with a new idea?
General Bmrs. I do not think I could put a good figure on that,
Mr. Sikes. It can vary all the way from a few months to a year or
more, depending on the scope and controversy that may be involved.
The more controversial items take considerably longer.
Mr. SiHzs. Do you think there may be a tendency to spread yourself
too thin and undertake more projects than space and money and personnel warrant?
General BrFTrs. Before we make a serious start on any project, we
must have the resources available, and as I remarked esterday we
have no contingency money available to us other than that is availIable
in the Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering,
emergency funds. If the project is new and we can adequate y justify
it to Dr. Foster and, his people, we can obtain funds from th Emergency Fund to get a new,effort started.
On lesser efforts or things that are perhaps an extension or modification of some program within the Army that is already underway, our
source of funding is to reprogram from the lesser priority efforts
within the Army structure.
But the limit on available resources automatically limits the scope
of the efforts that we can undertake because we will not start a new
effort unless we can see our way through to concluding it.
SOUTHEAST ASIA RFALATFD RESEARCH

'

Mr. Smrs. Under Southeast Asia Related ResearCh $8.2 million
was reprogramed from prior year funds to support Sout.hast Asia requiremients iid you have asked that $47 million be transferred from
OSD emergency funds for Southeast Asia support. To date $37 million has been approved. You have already discussed. the $8.2 million.
Now tell us the requirements of the $47 ftilli f.
General B M-rs, The list I have available has about 2 individual
project, for which we asked $47 million and got about $37 million. I
could pick out a couple of examples here of wiat it was we asked for.
Mr. Smnt,
I think it Will be adequate to provide the list for the
record.
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(The information follows:)
EMERGENCY FUND REQUEST FOR FISCAL YEAR 1069
IN SUPPORT OF SEA

R. D. T. E.

REQUIREMENTS

SUMMARY
Dollars in
thousands

Military sciences
----------------------------------------Biological-medical investigations -------------------------Terrestrial investigations -----------------------------------Aircraft and related equipment
-----------------------------New surveillance aircraft -------------------------------Aircraft weaponization
--------------------------------Avionics (adv. dev.) -----------------------------------Avionics systems (engr. dev.) ----------------------------Ordnance, combat vehicles and related equipment ----------------Firepower other than missiles ------------------------------Army small -arms program (adv. dev.) -------------------FA weapons, munitions, and equipment ----------------------GB weapons
-----------------------------------------Army small arms program (engr. dev.)-- --------------------Other equipment.
---------------------------------------Ground surveillance and target acquisition (expl. dev.) ---------Limited war laboratory ----------------------------------Communications development ----------------------------Ground surveillance and target acquisition (adv. dev.) ---------Airborne surveillance and target acquisition ----------------Therapeutic development -------- -----------------------Tactical communications --------------- ----- ------------Tactical ADPS equipment -------- ---------------------Ground based surveillance system -------------------------Night vision
------------------------------------------General combat support -------------------------------Testing
---------------------------------------------Total
------------------------------- -----------PROGRAM rS DIRECTLY IN

(1, 950)
1,150
800
(9,850)
6,600
1,750
500
000
2,890
450
900
400
900
240
(32,081)
250
550
3,050
6, 700
2, 500
1, 500
1,200
300
4, 450
200
4731
3.050
4,771

SUPPORT OF SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. SIXES. For the record, what part of the $1.8 billion request for
fiscal 1970 is for programs directly in support of Southeast Asia?
Supply the major programs and describe them in this total.

General BETrs. In our statement we named about $219 million. I
can supply the details on that for the record.
(The information follows:)
$219.897 million will be applied to Southeast Asia requirements. Of this amount,
$30,251 million will go-toward exploratory developments. Major projects in this
category and planned fiscal year 1970 funding are:
Dollarsyear
in millions
. . . . . 197/0
. . . . flaoa
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
n
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ls
u
M issile pr o p
Develop propellants with greater density capability of withstandIng extreme environmental conditions with a high degree of reproductibiflty,
Surface mobility components
Improvement of tactical vehicles by improving track and wheeled
vehicle components.
GB Weapons
Firepower other than missiles
This program enables the Army to advance the state-of-the-art
across the entire spectrum of Army weapons and amfliunition except
missiles. Some of the SEA efforts are in land combat weapons effect
design, mortar improvement, and Improved fire tables, ballistic data
and fuzes.
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Doilara In tMiltom
fiscal
o!ear 1970
9. 822
Biomedical investigations -........
This program is to conduct research directed toward the solution of
medical problems having a major impact on military operations in
SEA, with the exception of malaria which is a separate shtdy. Some
of the problems under study include fevers of undetermined origin,
fungus diseases, parasitic infestations, psychophysiology, anethesia,
blood plasma expanders, thermal burns and.wound healing.
Surface mobility studies
---------------------------------.
07
Laboratory and field experiments to Improve Army land warfare
bapabililties for transporting soldiers, their equipment and essential
supplies.
Air mobility
----------------------------------------To improve methods of reducing the vulnerability and detectability
of Army aircraft, to include bAllistic materials, crash resistant ul
systems, and survivability design criteria.
Army small arms program .............................
Developments In Individual weapons and special purpose weapons.
Combat support
---------------------------------------2 615
Tis program supports 18 projects that produce new materials,
equipment and techniques to provide better support to the Army in
the field and improve the combat effectiveness of the individual
soldier.
In advanced development the following major projects support Southeast
Asia:
Aircraft weaponization --------------------------------The objective of this program is to obtain data upon which to base
ultimate engineering development of heliborne armament. SEA related effort iS ihi
fire control equipment and gun type weapons.
Avionics
------SEA tasks in this program include nll-wkather approach and landJin, terrain and obstacle avoidance, navigation, formation flight, instrumentation and environment sensing,
Mine warfare ..........................
Evaluation of neW approaches to increase mine effectiVeness, versatility and reliability. Principal SEA efforts are in the fields of mine
neutralization and scatterable mines.
Army small arms program ........................ ...........-.......
Primary source of military smalJ arms research and development
for all services. Includes grenade launcher attachment for rifles,
40.mm.-grenade-launehe , ammunition and especially the family, of
signal and marker rOunds needed in SIA.
Limited war laboratory
-------- --------------------------5. 000
The Army's quick reaction UL & D. laboratory for response to -SEA
requirements. Work at the laboratory Includes 114 active tasks. Others will be undertaken as they arise during the fiscal year.
Night vision----------- ..---- ---- - .- - -.
Advanced development of components, devices and accessories for
night vision systems. Includes the SUA night operations program for
expedited development and fielding of 14 different night vision
devices.
Ground eurveillance and target acquisition ----------------------Includes completion of the service test of the AN/TPQ-28'and
Development of a replacement for the A4)TPS-25'
-survei
lance radar. Completion of development and testing of the integrated

4.923

dev,.

..

Airborne surveillance and t-ge-

letroni

warfre----....

ist-on..

.

-

. .
.

,

-

.

---

...

Dollars in mfOons
fiscal year 1970
....................
10.000
Therapeutic developments ------------------Development of new oral prophylactic and therapeutic agents to
combat drug resistant malarlas. New drugs will be brought to the
level of preclinical testing. In engineering development, major SEA
efforts include:
Avionics systems
----------------------------------------Initiate engineering development of the AN/PSN or AN/PSN-2
Loran Manpack. Continue avionics engineering support of quick reaction and special operational support of Vietnam operations. Conduct tests of AN/ARN-94 airborne Loran receiver.
Field artillery weapons, munitions and equipment -----------.
Complete development of 105-mm.-rocket-assisted round, 105-mm.
HEAT round, tank gun 105-mm. BEEHIVE r. und, XM50* fuze,
XM508 mechanical time fuze and 1#er1Qi fln-de,-XM23.
Fortifications, mines and obstacles -,.: -...........------------OB weapons -------------------------------------Tactical communications ------ --------------------------------ComPlete development" the AN/ASC-10 airomme command post
.
communications facility . Award contract for $oiut gerylce tactical
automatic telephone htral office.
Ground based surveillan e systems.e--...
Complete modifl tion of AWN1i/MQ-4eount rmorttrradar to
extend range. Initt
develop ent of counterbatteyyadar. Conuue
development of m teorological data-so t
gosy s
and AN/PPS-9
surveillance radar
/
/
Supporting development for communications
. ----Monitor and s pervise dev lopment qrariety of
i wafa
bacpak ado uipments
da ne Ifelpded
hort"
malIe
communication
e
backpack rao 0 nd a new slhort Ijng i "ssidnrad I lprvment
of jungle comm
11ications
psych-gica
Wa
. . - --Z ------....
..--..-- ..- grelipment
- ----------a d..-Electronic warfare
-

Combat feeding, clot lg and

ipment --

-.-

..

-...-...

1.811

Development o a variety f inolividutitenm .Uchlhligtw4ght/
loadhearing eqinl nent, PO
mite identiilctioii f, a nation crmal's summer unt rm, and cold-water detern,
Niglit
vision
development
-------.----.
---%.
- ----:_ . 4.415
.
,-.......
---------------. - ,,.------- ----------------devices
Training
Complete developm t of the shilptated helico ter fiit hyaining
system.
General combat support-----------------------------------------924
Development of equip ent for countersurveillance, logistic
mobility, maintenance and md1cal aid. Included are design changes
on the MUST hospital, an Improiedluminum airfield mattlognd a
portable water 'purification set.
Under the general category of testing, the Army is devoting $18.200 million
to test of equipment for SEA. Included are munitions effectiveness testing,
meteorological equipnment testing, and test of Army security agency equipment.
There are several operational systems developments that must be included in
SEA efforts:
Shillalagh ............................................
For completion of a developmental family of conventional 152mm
ammunition., Improvements In current combuatible casing and development of a second general consumable casing. Completion of
suitability testing of the high explosive -round and subsequent issue to
troops,
Defense communications planning group ....................
0ryptologic activities ..-- ------------------------------------
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COMPARISON OF PROGRAINI

1904-1070

Mr. SIRES. For the record, how does the fiscal 1970 program for
Southeast Asia compare with the previous fiscal years since 1964?
You can supply that.
Also show the percentage of the R.D.T. & E. budget, including
fiscal 1970.
(The information follows:)
Prior to 1000 developments for SEA were not identified separately In the
Army R.D.T. & E. budget. The Army buildup in 1965 and the establishment of

the priority research and developments objectives for Vietnam operations sup-

port in 1966 required a separate identification of the developments in response
to the requirements from the field.
The fiscal year 1960 R.D.T. & E. support for SEA was $97.000 million or 6.4
percent of the total budget. The fiscal year 1967 SEA portion was $188.000 million or 11.8 percent of the budget. The fiscal year 1968 SEA portion was $328.000

million or 21.5 percent of the budget. Total fiscal year 1969 support of SEA in all
E.D.T. & E. categories amounts to $247.197 million. Total fiscal year 1069
R.D.T. & E. program is $1,629.143 million as indicated in fiscal year 1969 column
of fiscal year 1970 President's budget. The percentage -of the total fiscal year
1969 R.D.T. & E. budget for SEA support is 15.2 percent.

Total fiscal year 1970 support of SEA in all R.D.T. & U. categories amounts to
$219.897 million. Total fiscal year 1970 R.DT. & E. program is $1,849.5 million
as indicated in fiscal year 1970 column of fiscal year 1970 President's budget.
The percentage of the total fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E. budget for SEA support
Is 11.9 percent.
The total R.D.T. & H. budget for fiscal year 1970 is $220.4 million more than
for fiscal year 1969. In support of SEA the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & B. budget is
$27.9 million less than fiscal year 1969.

Mr. SIKES. Are there any areas of which you are aware in whiell new
weapons within the state of the art are needed for the war in Southeast Asia and which are not included in you fiscal 1970 program?
General BrTrs. None comes to my mind I could identify specifically
with Southeast Asia because we have given that program priority in
our own consideration. Consequently, as we trimmed back the budget
from our original request at the beginning of this budget cycle, we
went through the budget and trimmed in many areas lut protected
the priority of efforts for Southeast Asia. So I cannot identify any
that would fill the description, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.SIKES. Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDqRPws,'Are you thinking in terms of 10 or 15 years what we

will need in Southea'st Asia?
General BE'rrs. No, sir; our look at the Southeast Asian environment, is very short range.
Mr. ADRFAws. I would suggest you lift, that range because I hate
to say it, but I frankly believe we will be there 15 or 20 years from
now. T think it is going to be a way of life for the American people
if they will piit ii with it. We have been there now 8 or 9 years.
Mr. Secretary, do yotu want to cement?
Mr. PooR. I-would like to comment
I thinkour
it changing
would be
uestthat.
will permit
puldent and I thiikthe Army R. &D. re on
the emphasis of the program for Soutleast Asia support toward the
ob jective of providing in theater those kinds of equipment that will
make it easier for the people of Soulh Vietnam to support themselves.
The material to be provided by us should include the sonhisticaited
kind of warning devices, communiication devices, road building eqtdp-

ment, all things that make it easier for them to conduct their own
war.
In the last year-I tried to describe it yesterday a little bitwe have I think made a good.deal of progress in the field of sensor
developtMent, intrusion warning, under the canopy radar, night vision equipment, equipment which is suitable for detecting people in
motion at night from aircraft. And as the war progresses to the point
where we can take more and more of our people out, it would seem to
me to be sensible to emphasize the kind of equipment that will help
under those circumstances, cut the load of American people required
to actually fight the war and
put them in technological support.
Mr. ANDREWS. I agree 100 percent.
Mr. Poo. That is our objective and I think we will be working
on that for a number of years to come. And the program as constituted does contemplate continued effort in the field o sensers, radar
detection, engineering equipment and equipment that is appropriate
to this end. Nre will try very hard to make sure that is the case.
Mr. ANDREWS. I would not set my sights too close. You have to
look at needs 15 or 20 years from now. We are going to supply the
South Vietnamese. If they can take over we are going to have to give
them the tools to do the job.
General Bm-rs. I think we can say generally about our program that
the matter of dealing with counterinsurgency is going to bi with us
as far in the future as we can see, so from that point of view we will
take a long-range look. The things that come out of that kind of a
program will be applicable to Southea.st Asia as well as other places
where we may have to deal with counterinsurgency.
EFFECVENESS OF WEAPONS IN VMTNAXM5

Mr. SiKES. Equipment and weapons are subjected to an unusual
harsh environment in Vietnam because of climate, moisture and jungle
conditions generally. Have you been confronted with the necessity for
substantial modi~fications in types of equipment, or methods of manufacture to cope with this problem"
General BTT S . We have been confronted with substantial corrosion
problems, some of which have been fairly well taken care of in the
original design of the equipflent and some have not. You are undoti-btedly aware we have a tropic test center in Panama we have had
for some years. We have had access to Thailand for testing and have
made extensive use of that environfefint in order to work out some
of these problems before we get to the production stage.
As I remarked, we have a testing team in Vietnam itself. I could
not identify a trend in our equipment that says we have failed to take
account of this but we clearly have had problems with some things
that did not adequately take account of it in the design phase.
Mr. SiiEs. How wel have the new weapons and equipment which
have been sent to Vietnam in operational 'ifanitfities performed?
General BErrs. By and large, I think we have had good success with
the new things. that have been furnished to Vietnam. I can identify
things that did not work out well.
For example, the PPS-5 radar, but it did have problems in that
environment and we have had to go through modiffications to correct it.
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On balance, looking at tihe total program, I think our experience has
been good.
Mr. Siums. Provide for the record a listing of those which have
been most successful and those which have not lived up to expectation.
(The information follows:)
1. Items that worked as well as expected:

Airborne personnel detector (ENSURE No. 235).
Adjustable ranging telescope for M-14 rifle (ENSURE No. 240).
Retransmission device for AN/PRC-25 radio.
Landing zone directors signals for directing helicopters and aircraft.
Remote area refrigerators for medicines.
Flight gloves, fire retardant for aircrews (ENSURE No, 207).
Individual lightweight survival kits for aircrews (ENSURE No. 68).
Chemical munitions, M79/40 mm. CS cartridge (ENSURE No. 37.8),
Chemical munitions, 4.2-inch mortar tactical OS cartridge (ENSURE No,
87.4).
Communication systems for airboats (ENSURE No. 132).
Integral smoke generator for helicopters and airboats (ENSURE No. 132).
Rappelling attachment for CH-47 helicopter.
Individual flotation gear.
Trail cutting machete.
Armament pod, aircraft (M18E1 for AH-1G aircraft)-7.02 mm. machine.
gun pod.
Armament subsystem, helicopter (M27E1 for OH-6A belicopter)-7.62
mm. machinegun.
Armament subsystem, helicopter (XM28 for AH1G)-7.02 machinegun and
40 mm. grenade launcher.
Fuze, airburst, proximity, 40 mm. (XM596).
Attack helicopter-AH-4G, Cobra.

Light observation helicopter-OH-OA Oayuse.
Armament subsystein, hellcoiter (X141 for CH-41 hellcopter)-7.62 mim.
machinegun.
Armament subsystem, helicopter (XMB for OH-OA helcopter)--40 mm.
grenade launcher.
Visual airborne target location iiystem (VATLS), AN/UVS-1.
Seamore-Southeast Asia Mohawk Revision.
Personnel marking and identification system (PMIS).
Fuze and burster, XM925.
Handsid I-Hand delivered seismic intrusion detector.
Minlsid-Miniature seismic intrusion detector.
Magid-Magnetic intrusion detector.
Handed II-Hand delivered seismic intrusion detector (second generation),
Pirid-Passive infrared detector.
NBB/ARlBuoy-Noiseless button bomblet/automatic radio frequency
buoy.
ADSID I-Air delivered seismic intrusion detector.
Portable-Radio frequency monitor set, AN/USQ-42.
Miniscope.
Foxhole digging aid.
German barbed tape with dispenser.
German barbed tape concertina,
General purpose barbed tape obstacle.
Canadian foxhole cover.
Wheel-type tent-mounted rollers (expendable).
APC mounted wire cutter.
Tunnel verification drill.
AN/PRS nonmetallic mine detector.
ROMD-Remotely operated mine detector.
Sandbags--(polypropylene and acrylic).
Lightweight water purification system.
IMID--Infrared miniaturized Intrusion detector.
Forward area refueling system.
Rucksack.
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Footwear items-boots, sneakers, socks.

Variable armor.
Lightweight combat clothing (20 items).
Collapsible waterbag.
Body armor vest
Survival kit.
Jungle hammock.
Rain suits.

AN/PPS radar.

Inspect repellent.
Ammithitn vest, M79.
Nylon poncho.
Landing light (ELCO).
Insect repellent.
Battlefield ihrifnti ton system.
Free drop water container.
Mine firing switch.
Fragmacord.
Jungle kit.
Remote firing device, XM03 (XM122).
Loran nianpack receiver, PSN-2.
2. Itens th(t (lid not work as welt as expected,

Mr. SIKEs. Have there been any instances in the past year where
the enemy has been able to effectively downgrade any of our weapons
which previously were effective?
General BEmrs. I cannot identify anything that they have countered in a really effective way. Itmust be recognized that we have gone
into the theater with things like helicopters, they have managed to
get support frol the Soviets to bring in radar-controlled iantiaircraft
guns. They are not widely spread through the theater, but they have
not been completely shortchanged either.
You are aware that we have done a great deal with sensor equipment to help our intelligence processes in finding the enemy. There
is a considerable amount of evidence that they have been very
-.
I could not identify something that has been negated in a totally

effective way.

Mr. SI ES. Generally, have the so-called MeNamara line devices
been effective or ineffective? In other words, has the enemy been able
to downgrade these?
General BETrS. I would say in general they have made an effective
contribution to our intelligence process. Whether one can make a case
for cost effectiveness or whether they have paid off the tremendous
investment, I could not say.
NEW ENEMY WEAPONS IN VITNAM

Mr. SiKs. What new weapons have the enemy introduced in Vietnamn in the last year?
General BETwS. I would have to figure that out, Mr. Chairman. I do
not identify any.
Mr. SIREs. It there have been, will you tell us how effective they have
been?
General BETTS. Yes, sir.

(The infovi'ation follows:)
Records show that only one new enemy weapon was introduced in South Viet-

nam in fiscal year 1969. A 122-millimeter gun was captured in the A Shau Valley
on February 27, 1909. The gun has a range of 21,900 meters, it fires a 55-pound
projectile, and has a maximum rate of fire of six rounds per minute. Its effectiveness is unknown because there Is no evidence that the weapon was employed
against U.S. forces.
PARTICULARLY EFFECTIVE ENKEY WEArONS

Mr. SIKES. Are there any enemy weapons in use in Vietnam with
which we have had particular difficulty in coping such as mortar fire on
our bases and rockets?
General BE'rs. Mortar fire and rockets are very difficult to cope with
because it is so easy for the enemy to slip out of the jungle, fire and
run away

But the specific one that plagues our people most is the RPG-7
antitank rocket that is very effective at short ranges and fairly light.
A couple of men can go through the jungle with these and suddenly
appear wherever we might supply armor, and the shaped charge warhead will go through
Mr. Sixvs. Do understand we are now studying or adapting this
for our own use?
General BETTS. We have looked carefully at flint, but we think there
are better ways to accomplish the same purpose.
Mr. SIKEs. bo we have those better ways in inventory?
General Brs.
We have a light antitAfik rocket that is deployed
and we aire in the process of improving it with a better warhead for
greater penetration.
Mr. Siism. How was this deployed, how was it fired?
General B,nrs. It is a shou der-fired rocket that is deployed in infantry squad units.
Mr. SixEs. You do not feel there would be an advantage then to
abandon that concept for the new one now in use by the enemy in

Vietnam?

Mr. Poou. If I could comment, I think I mentioned in passing yesterday, but perhaps not in enough detail. The RPG-7 is a device not
terribly dissimilar to our light LAW.
M r. SIRES. What is the name of Our antitank rocket?
General Brrs. We call it LAW. LAW-light antitank weapon.
Mr. PooR. The RPG-7 has a little bit bigger warhead, but it has
rather bad flight characteristic in a cross wind. In very calm air the
RPG-7 is a reasonably accurate weapon. If there are very heavy cross
winds, it is very difficult to hit the target with. Our people at the Army
Missile Command have studied this problem in some- depth and have
concluded it would not be prudent to copy the RPG-7 but, rather, to
use what we do inderstaiid aboiit flight mechaics to further improve
our current inventory weapons.
I have gone inf this, matter in some detail with them and I think
the decision is a prudent one.

AN/TPQ-28S
Mr. ANmtmws. Last year you testified before the Senate and discussed the AN/TPQ-28 and said it will look 360 degree,, and You
stated, "We hop there is some immediate use in Southeast Asia this
suimner"-speakmg of last summer-"for field evalukton.$
General BFI-rs. Yes. That was the 360 degree
MN[r. ANDuEWS. It is not as satisfactory as~you had hoped?
General BF,rrs. That is correct. And we do not plan to deploy it to
Southeast Asia for evaluation tntil we have what we consider to be a
good working system.
Mr. AND]REwS. That will be a most helpful
will it not?
but under many circumGeneral Bw's. It will be because it
stances will also
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have any time estimate when you hope to get
it deployed and in operation in Southeast Asia.?
General Berrs. It is now in test at the Yuma Test Station. I do not
have a date on when we would hope to get. it out to Vietnam for evaliation, but it is indicated here tfit we would hope to lhve complete
acceptance tests by the . That may or may not be met.
This is one of thoso technical problems. One cannot invent on schedule. If we can solve the problems of
I believe it will be it
good
-.
SOVIET RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SIKums. Turning to Soviet research and development, according
to the -best intelligence estimates a ,ailable, how does the amount the
Army is requesting for R.D.T..& E. compare with the amonilIt that thie
Soviet Union probably is spending for the Soviet Army?
Mr. Poon. (Off the record.)
Mr. SIKES. When you say
tare you evaluating the dollars and
the Russian ruble in terms of pay scales and.other factors?
Mr. Poon. It is my understanding this statement is based on the
notion of equivalent effort, the rubles are adjusted a ppi'opriately for
the cost ofhiring people and therefore it is intended at least to be a
measure of the amotunt of mainpower and material that is put into the
program by the Soviet.
And I think our concern is that if the Soviet
Mr. ANDREwS. Fron intelligence sources or through observations in
EUrope, what new-weapons has the Soviet Army placed in its operationa Iinventory in the past years?
Mr. Poom. I think for the past year we will have to provide that for
the record.
General Betts may have some general comments on the new Soviet
weapons#
General BE-rs. I do not know of one being identified 'Within this
tifie frame of the past ear. Tile one that is of particular interest to.
us in the recent past is tileir T-62 tank. They do have some new artillery that I referred to yesterday, 130-millieter size projectiles, ranges
out to
kilometers which is rather
I would like to dig and see if I could not identify specifics for the
record. I might ask my staff if they have comments.

(The information is classified and was submitted to the committee.)

Mr. SiHs. Several times in recent years this room was full of cap-

tured weapons from Vietnam. Some of the experts told us they were
just as good as any we had and in some instances better, all made in
Russia and Red China. Does that same situation exist today?
General BErrs. It does although I do not identify new ones that
have come into the North Vietnamese Army inventory within the past
year.
Mr. Smis. But the enemy in South Vietnam does have good

weapons?

General BETTS. He is adequately armed with good weapons, that is
correct.
SOVIET ARMORMD VEHICLES IN CENTRAL EUROPE

Mr. SIKEs. You mentioned increasing numbers of improved armored vehicles appearing in central Europe. What are they and how
are they improved over what had been seen heretofore?
General BE1rs. The T-62 tank was the primary basis for that remark. The intelligence numbers that I also mentioned yesterday is
approximately tanks that could be available to the Warsaw
Pact forces in the central region of Europe within .
Mr. Sunxs. In your judgment do the Russians have more tanks in
Europe today than they had a year ago?
General BETrs. No, sir; I do not think that the number of tanks
,is particularly gLrea tr, but they are
and going back to the
increased number of
I do not have specific numbers on this.
Mr. Poon. I am informed there are a number of significant new
developments, for example, in Soviet artillery. The Soviets have
Another matter that indicates the activity of the Soviets in modernizing their artillery equipment is the new
We understand that testing has been essentially completed
on this, but we do not yet know how fast they will deploy it. The
latest system of this class, the .
system, have new wheel transport
launchers as a substitute for the older track laying vehicles giving
them better ground speed and less vibration and almost as good cross
country characteristics as the track transporters. So we do have evidence on a number of kind of very active development and continuing
modernization of the Soviet forces.
As you know, they started a major modernization back in 1958 and

that has been carrying forward: With ai'relatively short leadtime.
Mr. Sxs.Do most of their big artillery pieces have atomic capabilites
rb Poon.
I know
they have aongreat
with of
atomic
bility.
I am not
well-informe
the many
ntclearrockets
capability
theircapatibe
artiiry. This again is the kind ol thing that is'Oeneral
"Mr.
PoiiBm,.-. As far as we know, they have

TANK STABUZL.ZATIOIN" PROBLEMS

Mr. Six s. Insofar as we can determine, have there been new developments in Soviet Army weapons or equipment which require that we
improve or modernize our own or that w;e develop new concepts to meet
the challenge.
Mr. PooR. One of the things that I think should be a cause for
concern is, again going back to the tank inventory, I am told the
It is a matter of considerable concern that we do not now have fieldable a stabilized tank. We hope to have a stabilized tank of very high
quality in the new Main Battle Tank.
Mr. SiuEs. Is theirs presently available?

Mr. Poon.

Mr. Sixzs. Are we making efforts to acquire a similar capability in
the tanks which we now have operational?
Mr. Poon. We are making an effort. It has been a very disturbing
program-to fix the M-60 tafik, M-60A1E2 which does provide a degree
of stabilization and a missile-firing capability.
This program has been plagued by technical difficulties. It is currently under a very careful review. We have enlisted the aid of the
Missile Command experts in complicated mechanisms of this sort to
review the design, and I am pleased to report that it appears now that
that tank can indeed be fixed and we will be able to modify the inventory tanks to get an interim capability with that machine.
Sir. SKFs. In what time frame could this be achieved under optimumt conditions?
Mr. Pom. It is difficult to put time frames on development prograins, as you know. I am hopeful that we will have adequate information on which to select the improvements that are needed by late this
summer, and depending on how much change is required, it may be
possible to start back ino production with those stabilized tanks within
a few months after that, or perhaps as long as a year and a half or
2 years. This will depend on the degree of modification that is required.
General BEi'rs. Mr. Chairman, we have also developed a kit that
would add stabilization to the M-60A1 that is presently in inventory in
fairly large numbers. That testing has been complete and we have"decided that it is a satisfactory system but no decision has been made to
produce these other than in very smaIl nutnbers for an extended operational testing.
Mr. SiKEs. In view of the larger numbers, much larger numbers of
Soviet tanks, and in view of the added capability which their stabilization system provides, does the Army recognize the extremeimportance
of obtainig this new development for our own tanks in inventory?
General Bm. It is that recognition that led us to make a decision
to put stabilization in production in the M60A1E2. However, we got
into technical difficulties with the production models and that is the

problem Mr. Poor spoke about earlier.

Yes, I think we do recognize its importance. We also have concern
that it not be an unnecessary end undesirable complication to both the
tank from the technical poit of view and to the training from the

point
view
of maintenance.
Consequently,
have oyone
throughofthe
development
cycle with
the M-60A1 while
kit I we
mentidnec. we
have not yet made a firm decision to go ahead and buy the kits to put
them on the M-60A1 tanks.
Mr. SIxES. I am not sure I follow you.
If this matter is as serious as I would think it is, I would think you
would be pressing with all possible vigor to overcome the deficit.
General Bm-rs. I find that the Army is in some controversy within
ourselves on this subject becausA of the additional complexity and
maintenance problems introduced by the stabilization.
Mr. SiKEs. -Ifthe enemy has two or three times as many items of any
particular weapon as I have and his weapohs afre better for any reason,
I would certainly be concerned about that situation.
General BETTs. Yes sir, I would agree.
Mr. SIKES. But it does not appear the Army is really pressing this

one as hard as it might. You seem to be arguing among yourselves.

General BEmrs. There is a very real disagreement among tankers on

the importance of stabilization. We have gone through the R. &D. cycle
with respect to the kit I mentioned,*but although it has been bright
up to the point of decision for production on prior occasions, the Army
has not yet decided to produce it and put it on all of these tanks.
Mr. SIKnS. The committee would like to be kept informed on actions
taken in this area.
All right, Mr. Rhodes.
Mr. IikonEs. Do the Soviets have any tanks which are invulnerable
to our antitank weal)ons. Do we have means of killing all of the known
varieties of Soviet tanks?
General BETrs. Yes, we do. I do not know of any way to make a tank

invulnerable, to a good shaped charge warhead. The weight commit-.
ment is just too great for any practical sized tank.
TANK PRODUCTON

Mr. ANDREWS. What is our best and most modern tank?

General Bmrs. Our present best tank is M-60A1.
Mr. Axm ws. What about our inventory tanks, M..60's, are they in
production now?
General BEM-rs. They are still in production.

Mr. ANmEws. What rate?
General Bmrrs. About
- a month.
Mr. Sinas. How many ii inventory
Colonel LAMB. In the neighborhood of. I might be off a
hundred;
Mr. SIKEs. How many of the T-62's do the Russians have?
Colonel LAMB. We know that we have seen
- with the T-62. We
know that they are producing them at the rate of
per year and
they have been doing that for at least

. I do not know the-

Mr. Aftnxws. What is our total annual rate of production?
Colonel LAMB.

a year.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that all we are producing of all types of tanksI

Colonel LAMB. Of main battle tanks, that is right.
Mr. Axnpxws. And they are producing at the rate of

Colonel LAMB. Yes, sir.

a year?

Mr.ANDREWS.

Colonel LA.B. Yes.
Mr. SIRES. That is a sustaining rate to kee l) the line open. What is
our capability?
Colonel LA3rB. I would have to look that up for the record, sir. But

that is the minimum economical rate of production.
Mr. SIXES. As I said, it is a sustaining rate to keep the line open.
Mr. POOR. In that same connection, Mr. Chairman, you asked what
sort of new Soviet weapon causes concern.
They appeared to be interested in in particular.

It is for that reason that we feel that the SAM-D development, the
new anti-aircraft missile system which will have the capability of operating well in a
and
SOVIET CIIEMI5CAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

Mr. SIrES. The statements indicate that the Soviets have made extensive progress in chemical and biological weapons. I would like yo0
to provide for the record a statement Wwhich shows what they are doing
in this area and with some indication of their capabilities in this area.
Mr. PoOR. We will be happy to provide that.
(The information follows :)
The Soviet Union is better equipped defensively, offensively, militarily, and
psychologically for chemical and biological warfare than any other natiofi in the
world. She has placed a great deal of emplhiasis on these systems in her military
machine. Utilizing a wide spectrum of chemical munitions, the Soviets consider
that chemical tactical weapons would be used in conjunction with nuclear weapons or separately, as the case may dictate. The Soviet agent stockpiles include a
variety of agents and munitions capable of creating a wide range of effects on
the battlefield. The Soviet soldier is well equipped defensively. He trains vigorously and for long periods of time utilizing his equipment. He looks upon chemicals
as a real possibility in any future conflict, and respects his protective equipment.
The research program in the Soviet Union for chemical warfare and biological
agents has encompassed every facet from incapheitfting to lethal effects, both
offensively and defensively.
(Additional classified information was supplied to the committee.)
MAJOR NEW PROGRAM STARTS

Mr. SIKES. What are the major new program starts which you plan
to include in fiscal 1970?

General BETrs. We had hoped and would expect to get heavy-lift

helicopter work underway. tc
You recall that I say that this d'-66 moment is technology effort on
subsystem, is not a full scale conmifient for a final aircraft.
NTe would also hope to get the armored reconnaissance scout vehicle
development underway. We would hope to get the vehicle rapid-fire
weapon system, although in effect that has started out for copitition.
This is in the very beginning stages.
I would expect the Safeguard system manager to get the improved
third stage work under way for the Spartan missile.
Mr. SIkES. Complete that for the record.
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(The information follows:)
Major new program starts are defined as programs scheduled either to proceed into advanced development or to be approved by DA for conduct of con.,
tract definition (*) during fiscal year 1970. Following is a list of such programs:
Selective effects armament subsystem (SEAS).
*Mechanized infantry combat vehicle, XM728.
*FAMEOE (A family of engineer construction equipment).
*Mass scatterable mines.
Ohemiluminescence device for biological detection and warning.
*Improved Spartan Interceptor.
Counter battery radar.
*Mallard.
Multiple artillery rocket system (MARS).
Unmanned aerial surveillance system (UASS).

Mr. SIKEs. For the re ord, tell us how the number of significant
new starts in fiscal 1970 cmpares with those for the last 3 fiscal years.

(The information follows :)

Number of significant items that are scheduled to proceed into advanced development or are to be approve, by DA for conduct of contract definition (new
starts) during fiscal year 1970 is 10 compared to seven in fiscal year 1969, 10 in
fiscal year 1968, and 14 in fiscal year 1967.
COMPLETED R. & D. PROJECTS ENTERING INVENTORY

Mr. SIxES. What new weapons fpnd equipments have been added to

the operational inventory, and what significant breakthroughs have

you had through the efforts of the R.D.T. & E. program since your
testimony last year?
Do not include items mentioned last year or weapons you only ,anticipate will be completed during the current fiscal year.
Also indicate the development cost involved and the degree to which
it is superior to the item to be replaced.
(The information follows:)
NEW WEAPONS OR EQUIPMENT ENTERING OPERATIONAL INVENTORY IN FISCAL YEAR 1969
Develop.
mental cost
(in millions) Improved performance

New weapon or equipment

Vulcan air defense system ......................
Pershing l ........

Improved LAW M72AIEI.
Und combat support systi,

.............

.............
L .SS.........

Free drop liquid container......................
XM-41 armaments system for the CH-47 hellcopter,

XM-13eA, 2.75,lnch rocket launcher ............
XM-7$ Antloscillation sight.................
Variable body armor .......

.........

Lightweight entrenching tool ..................
Jungle hammock ...............
See footnotes at end of table.

$26

Does not replace any system. It will provide much

needed low-altitude aIr defense for the Field Army
forward areas.
(1) Reduced reaction time; (2) Increased preflIght
rellablIlty; (3) Increased maintainability; (4) Improved road mobility; (5) Imptoved command com.
municatlons: (6) Increased effective life; (7) simplified operation and maintenance.
0.77 20-percent Increase In penetration power.
47.3
Provides a new capability of automated multiple.
check-out equIpment for missile guidance systems.
. 15 Provides a new capability of delivering water by free
drop from helicopters.
.02
Provides a new capability of firlng a 4.62-mm.
machlnegun on the ramp of a CH-47 In Vietnam,
.02
Provides a new'capability to the AH-IG. This allows
the pod to be jettisoned In flight,
.15 Replices the binocular. The sight will not oscillate
duriz flight This Is a marked Improvement over
the bnoular for targt location,
.25
Provides
new capability o stopping a 30-caliber
round atrintblank-ra
a,,
.10 40-eroent Ihter than I:d
tool. It is less cumbersome an stores In a compact carrier.
,025 Costs less; 65,Percent lighter and Is easier to erect
than the old hammock,
69.6
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NEW WEAPONS OR EQUIPMENT ENTERING OPERATIONAL INVENTORY IN FISCAL YEAR 1969-Continued

New weapon or equipment
Low channel (6/12) capacity radio relay system...

FM man-pack radio set, AN/PRC-77 .............
Mobile audiovisual unit, ANIMSQ-85 ............
Speech security equipment, TSECIKY-38 .........
Suppressor, electrical transient, XM 788 ORC.....

Developmental cost
(in millions) Improved performance
.57

a lightweight, very reliable multichannel commun ication system at the division level. This is a
n-ton trailer-mounted system which will replace
2 .ton trailer-mounted system.
(I) This Is a product Improvement of the AN/PRC-25.
It includes all solid-state components, Increased
reliability, and permits use of voice security equipment for the first time in man-pack FM sets,
.13
Replaces a commercial item, It is more rugged and
as Increased
reliabilityforand
maintainability.
3P
provides
speech
security
3 man-pack
radios.
Provides
proved
protection
against FM
vehicular

Sheridan, armored reconnaisance vehicle, M551..

34.7

Gun, 20-mm. HS820]L85 (Hispano Suiza), M-139..

5.49

e 90- m antipersonnel XM 580EI
Cartrd
(Beehlive),M
Mask, riot-control agent, XM28R4 ...............

1.7

Personnel detector, airborne, XM3 ..............

9.9

Multishot portable flame weapon, XMI91 (Flash).

6.35

Cartridge, 105-mm, tactical CS, XM629 ...........

.75

Cartridge, 40-mm, riot control, CS, XM674 ........

.65

Service unit; flamethrower, tracked vehicle'mount.
ed, XM45El.

.67

Cartridge, 40-mm, tactical CS, XM651 ...........

.95

Cartridge, 4.2-in, tactical CS, XM630 .............

.26

Lightweight nylon poncho ................
Air crewman summer uniform ..................
Tropical nylon rucksack ........................
Vest ammunition, M-79 ........................
50.gal..per.minute filter separator...........
Forwardarea refueling equipment system (FARES).
6.in. fuel pump ...............................
1-kw, Xenon searchlight .......................

See footnotes at end of table.

This i the first of a new family of radios, It provides

1,0

.05
.35
.050
.02
.027
1.0
1.0
.85

engine voltge transients forvehicular FM radios.
This replaces the M-41 light tank. It provides a
50-percent reduction In weight, an airdrop capability, swimming capability, and a vastly improved
firepower.
Provides our armor personnel carriers in Europe with
a hi h-velocity, explosive, rapid-firing 20-mm. gun
capability This replaces the 50-caliber achlnegun.
This provides a new antipersonnel capability ofr the
90-mm. tank gun,
Superior to the M-17 protective mask for use in

operations employing riot-control agents Inthat it
is 3 the weight and ) the size.
Does not replace any standard materiel. This is the
first item that can detect people by their body
vapors or activities (fires, engines).
Will replace the M2AI-7, ABC-M9--7 and M9E1-7
portable flamethrowers, It has a superior range,
for point targets or area targets
versus 45 to 60m for the napalm flamethrowers.
Greatly reduces the logistical burden in being
factory filled, thereby not requiring field mixing of
the flame fuel and compressors for pressurizing
the units. Its weight with 4rockets is26lbs. versus
50-52 lbs for the flamethrowers.
This will not replace any standard items. It Is the first
field artillery projectile containing a riot-control
agent,
This will not replace any standard Item. It'is the first
nonhazardous projectile designed for civil disturbance control, Ithas a nonhazardous rubber body
containing CS,A riOt-control agent cloud can be laid
down at double the range (70m) a CS handgrenade
can be thrown.
Will replace the M4 and M4A2 truck-mounted flamethrower service unit. This unit can accompany the
track-mounted flamethrower unit Into the combat
area, which the truck-mounted units could not do,
thereby greatly Idcreasing their combat efficiency.
Itcarries twice the flame fuel load and can mix and
transfer the fuel In the time.
This Item will nt replace an existing Item, but is used
inplace of the M7 CS hand grenade, It provides the
infantryman with the capability to place riot control
agents on point targets at 200m and on area targets
up to 400m. A40m range was the capability with
the hand grenade.
This item will not replace an existing Item. It provides
the Infantry battalion with the capability to engage
targets with riot-control agents using their organic
mortars.
45 Issue
percent
lighter
and more flame resistant than the
ponchlo.
Provides a new capability, It 13flame resistant and
very durable.
Provide an Increased load capacity for long-ranges
patrols.
Provides a greater capacity for carrying M-79 gre.
nades,
Reduces size by o and weight by 40 percent.
Provides greater throughput fuel with greater fuel
cleaning capacity prior to use,
Provides 3 times the pumping pressure and replaces
types of old pumps,
This item replaces a 2.2-kw. searchlight, it produces
the
same light output with less than the electrical
input.
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NEW WEAPONS OR EQUIPMENT ENTERING OPERATIONAL INVENTORY IN FISCAL YEAR f969-Continued
Develop.
mental cost
(in millions) Improved performance

New weapon or equipment
9,000 BTUH air conditioner .....................

.068

The size and weight have been reduced to 14 of the
original unit. Llfe has been increased by a factor

18,000 BTUH air conditioner ....................

.567

The size and weight have been reduced to .j of tile
original unit. Life has been increased by a factor

Acrylic sandbags ..............................
Lightweight 420.g.p.h. water purification unit ....

.025
.345

Operations center, communications, AN/MSC-31A.

()

Radio terminal, AN/GRC-163 ....................

()

increases life expectancy by a factor of 3.
Provides a new capability of having an air mobile
unit.
This equipment provides an Improved weather shelter
for (he center It is lighter In weight and gives
greater thermal and water protection.
ThiS
equipment Itwas
by off-tho-shelf
Will developed
provide improved
reliability
procurement.
with a 4.channel voice radio teletype and radio
relay at the brigade level.

No R. & D. funds.

2 NSA funded.

3 In.house.
4 Developmental cost $7,500.
SIGNIFICANT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BREAKTHROUGHS
Area of breakthrough

Cost Significance

Recovery parachute .......

$150,000 A 135.ft. recovery parachute was developed by NLABS to be used in clusters
to recover a 50,000-lb. airdrop load from the C-5A. Exploratory test
Indicates that a cluster of 5 parachutes can recover a 50,000-lb. airdrop
load. This item will replace the G-IIA parachute (takes 10 to 12 for

G-IIA parachute with pull
down vent control.

50,000 By adding a centerline to the parachute the airdrop capacity of the parachute
has been Increased from 3,500 to 5,000 lb. Airdrop release altitude can
be lowered from 1,100 ft. to 650 ft. Item will be used for resupply by
airdrop,
18,735,000 During fiscal year 1969 the YO-3A quiet aircraft and sensor were developed.
The aircraft has demonstrated a capability to perform quiet surveillance
missions which will provide the Army with an important increased capabllJty to perform night battlefield surveillance. The sensor Is presently
undergoing test and is performing in an acceptable manner. The total
system will enable the Army to determine its total requirements for this
tye aircraft.
1,400,000 MONTARDES consists of the use of a MTI radar with the UH-1 helicopter.
It was tested during the AF base defense test program at Eglin AFB in
December 1968-January 1969. It demonstrated Its superiority over all
systems tested. of all targets were detected, MONTARDES will
be integrat1d into the SMASH program for the Huey Cobra.
1,100, 000 The RC time fuze was developed to penetrate Jun I foliage. It has a delay
accuracy of ---and the fuze can be set from ge cockpit of the aircraft.

YO-3A aircraft ............

MONTARDES .............

2.75.inch rocket resistor
capacitor (RC) time
fuze.
AVROC 40 ................
Out.of-battery howitzer....
Surveillance radar AN/
PPS-9.

Airborne laser equipment
for real time surveillance
(ALERTS).
Fuel cells ................
Metallic radars ............

50,000 lb.).

550, 000 AVROC 40 is a 40mm. boosted grenade round designed to be fired from
helicopters. The range of the round has been Increased by -and at
the same time reducing the time of flight by -.
No modifications
are needed to the launcher.
500,000 The feasibility of applying the fire-out.of.battery principle to 105 mm.
howitzers was-successfu ly demonstrated. A military potential test model
of a soft recoil howitzer applying the principle is being fabricated for
user evaluation.
1,190,000 The development and production of the lightweight moving target indicating (MTI) surveillance radar AN/PPS-9 in a significant breakthrough
through the efforts of the ROTE program. The system lncorporates various
developed techniques for the first time into a compact, lightweight (10 to
13 lbs. depending on battery and auxiliary equipment) hand held surveillance radar. 1 he radar Is unique in the extensive use Ofsolid state
integrated mlcro-mniature circuitry, printed circuit antenna and correlation of a phase shifted pseudo.random code to determine range and to
provide range resolution. The system will greatly Increase the foot Soldier's capability to detect and locate enemy movement during periods of
poor
visibilty
and adverse weather,--:conditions,
2, 420. 000 The
ALERTS
mounted
In a utility-type
helicopter.
Theemploys
laser - a laser-type
located In the cargo
compartment.
Ths system
permits . This system provides the Army with a new capability,
and will be integrated with existing surveillance equipment.
1,500,000 The logistic use of fuel cells without extensive preconditioning provides a
much needed capability.
350,000 This radar provides for the detection of weapons, boobytraps, etc. It is
greatly needed for counter-insurgency operations.

Area of breakthrough
Reverse osmosis in water
treatment.
New flame agent .........

Cost Significance

Marking compound ........

220, 000 The feasibility of purifylig water with a reverse osmosis process has been
proven. This will be a much greater capablity than we presently have.
2,100,000 New technology was achieved In applying a new flame agent, trlethylaiuminum (TEA), to a factory filled flame rocket warhead for the XM191 multishot portable flame weapon (FLASH).
1,000,000 A personnel marking agent compound system based upon -was

Incapacitating agent .......

3,500,000

Liquid CS agent .........
Incapacitating chemical
agent.
Advance nuclear componentry.

400,000
3,500,000

Electromagnetic pulse
susceptibility.

Pulmonary failure in
massive trauma.

developed and tested,

1,080,000

120, 000

(I)...........

Dental research ...........

(1)

Skin diseases .............

(I)

Meningococcal vaccines....

Biological agent detector..
Silicon rubber foldable....

'220, 000

1,000, 000
250, 000

A chemical Incapacitating agent having hour effects was developed
and tested.
A nonhazardous liquid CS agent was developed for use in riot control.
A very low hazard Incapacitating chemica agent having a.hour effective time was tested and Its field chracteristics established.
The most noteworthy nuclear breakthrough has been in the area of de.
veloping advanced comrPnentry lot nuclear weapons such as prolectiles,
atomic demolition munitions, special devices, and warhead sections for
rockets and missiles, Included in this category are recent advances in
amorphous semiconductors fluidic saying and arming devices, high.g.
inertial components, explosive logic, hybrid fluldic/electrical/optic connectors and techniques for microelctronio warhead section packaging
All of tlese developments have as their potential-the reduction In size,
complexity, weight, and vulnerability of a option kits used inconjunction
with AEC provided nuclear devices in planned weapon systems. Bonuses
associated with this effort are increased reliability, accuracy, and safety.
A methodology was developed to determine the susceptibility of Army weap.
ons systems to the effects of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP) generated
by a nuclear detonation. This technique was successfully used to establish
the susceptibility and vulnerability of the
Hardware criteria have been established to insure survivability of this
system to the EMP threat.
During the past year the surgical research team In the Republic of Vietnam,
backed up by sup porting research at the Walter Reed Army istitute of
Research, has made maor contributions to the understanding and treat.
ment of pulmonary failure in the massively wounded soldier. These are
soldiers who In all previous conflicts stood no chance of survival, Polmonary
failure, commonly referred to as the wet lung syndrome, has been found to
be the leading cause of death in combat casualties admitted to U.S. Army
hospitals. The gross and microscopic pathology of the disorderhas ben
studied In deal by taking sophstleated lapor capability to the field.
Precise procedures for management of blood loss and fluid and electrolite
disturbance In these patients has been developed, as have techniques for
stabilizing changes In body fluid pH and from mechanically controlled
volunteers of the lung application of these procedures has greatly Improved morbidity and mortality In the massively wounded soldier. In
addition, the results of this research effort will directly apply to civilian
medical practices, particularly to patients Injured in car accidents.
The FDA has approved the use of Army developed cyanoacrylates for producing hemostasis In the mouth. Clinical trials are being conducted at
several Army Installations. Medical grade silicone rubber Is being used
in the early temporary management of extensive soft tissue wounds of
the mouth and face. Silicone rubber can easily be molded by the surgeon
to restore the soft tissue continuity.
Pyoderma, a mixed infection of the skin, has been difficult to treat due to a
lack of understanding of the basic mechanisms of the disease. In the
past, study of this conditions Was limited because It could not be produced
experimentally.
This imitation
has now been resolved and an expedmon.
ta
model for studying
pyoderma
has been developed. Studies using
this model are resulting in mote definitive treatment.
Vaccines for the Immunization of recruits against meningococcal meningitis
have been developed. Presently vaccines composed of group A and
group C meningococcal antigens are being evaluated, Since January 1969
about 17,000 recruits in 5 basic combat raining centers have been Immunized to determine theeffectiveness of the groufiC vaccine. Additional
efforts are also being made In the preparation of a group B vaccine, The
program for the development of vaccines for immunization against menin.
gococcal meningitis presently consIsts of a basi research effort funded
at a level of $60,000 per annum and a contract effort for the development
of methods for producing vaccines funded at $163,000 per annum,.
A new technique of detectingalrborne blOlo Ical a cents employing a cheml.
luminescent principle has been advanced o the aslc engineering level.
A new foldable silicon rubber and new molding techniques were used In th
development of the lightweight riot control agent mask XM28.

See footnotes at end of table.
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Area of breakthrough
Transparent armor ma-

terials.

Associative group analysis
technique.

Dynamic responses of the
human head and neck to
Impact acceleration.

Canine detection of mines
and tunnel.

Cost Significance
(I) In the transparent armor research area, Investigations are underway to
develop new, lighter weight transparent armor materials with ballistic
properties, equal to or better thah those now used. Transparent laminate
glass armor of World War IIvintage required an area density of 30 pounds
per square foot to defeat a .30-caliber ball projectile at 00 obllquity and
point blank range. Recent work with transparent varieties of magnesium
oxide polycrystalline spinel and single crystal aluminum oxide Indicates
that these materials can defeat a .30-caliber armor plerclng projectile at an
area density of approximately 8 lbs, per square foot. This is nearly as
effective as the bestcurrent opaque ceramic armor material inuse. Implementation of mass production of large sized transparent ceramics that can
defeat .30- and ,50-caliber armor forcing projectiles Is underway. These
transparent armor materials will then be used In applications requiring
transparency such as windshields for vehicles operatIng in combat and
guerrilla warfare areas, vision blocks intanks, face shields, for pilots, and
fiellcopter canopies.
(I) The Importance of clear mutual understanding of intent Is critical to the
success of overseas military operations. Working relationships between
American military and host country personnel require a reduction in the
cultural barriers that interfere with mutual understanding. These relationships are best when the words used are meaningful and specific to
particular foreign audiences. However, experiences with psychological
operations programs have shown that effective appeals in English often
become distorted when translated into foreign languages because of
different meanings attached to the same words by various cultures.
Basic research on the associative group analysis (AGA) technique has
resulted In a promising method to obtain valId information about the
meanings of certain words and the meanings of certain words and ideas
for various foreign audleneces. The AGA-technlque provides for each
country specific data on the central meanings of words and similarity
between words. This technique, by providing current data on cultural
meanings of terms as understood by foreign peoples, and by providing
similar data collected on American culture for comparative purposes,
should Increase the effectiveness of U.S. Army communications with
foreign populations. These data will be directly applied to such military
tasks as psychological operations and generally to a Ioverseas operations
where human elements are Important,
(') The purpose of studies on this subject Is to provide the basid data required
to permit development of restraint systems and election harnesses which
will provide maximum Protection of air crash in helicopters and lowperformance fixed-wing aircraft in the event of crash and of extreme
maneuvers. Current injuries and death rates could be significantly reduced by Improved restraint systems and harnesses. The studies utilize
volunteers on the horizontal, linear, sled equipment accelerator, at rates
of acceleration known to be safe under condilons used. The Army provides the basic funding. The work Is conducted jointly by the Army at the
Aero Medical Rsearch Laboratory, Fort Rucker, Ala., and the Navy at
the Naval Aero Medical Institute, Pensacola, Fla. Observations from the
accelerameter attached to the volunteer and from very high speed photography have revealed great variations In acceleration of different parts
of the human bo dy In response to acceleration of the speed at a known
rate. For example, un the last several months, measurements have
revealedacceleration of the mouth In excess of 48 g., when the torso was
fixed to the sled providing aforce level of 10 g. at an acceleration rate of
500 g./sec. This means that the volunteers mouth was accelerating to a
degree 4 to 5 ti mes the acceleration of the torso. Similar observationsfon
different parts of the head and neck have been made at various velocities
and rates of acceleration durnthe past year. These kinds of findings have
not been recorded In the past and have not been applied [to the de. ment of restraint systems and election harnesses.
550, 000 Feasibility for dogs to detect hidden mines, boobytraps and tunnels was
demonstrated by Behavior Systems Inc, In the spring of 1968, The 60th
InfantrY Platoon (Scout og) started training at Fort Gordont Ga., using the
the techniques developed -by the contractor during the pilot program.

' Undetermined.
Annually.

Mr. SIXES. Will you list separately the new items which you anticipate will have completed development, but which are not yet in the

hands of the field in operational quantities?
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(The information follows:)
The following projects are currently scheduled to complete development during
fiscal year 1970:
Launcher, rocket, aircraft, 2.75 inch XM200.
Projectile, 155 mm,, Beehive, XM396.
40 mm., M51@1 subsystem.
HEAT round for M75 launcher.
Grenade launcher, 40 mm., XM129.
Demolition kit, projectile charge, XM127.
Cartridge, 40 mm., multiprojectile, XM576E.
Cartridge, 105 mm., booster artillery projectile, XM548.
Cartridge, 00 mm., AP XM580 for M41 gun.
Cartridge,, 40 min, XM438 and XM434.
Projectile, 155 mm,, HE XM483.
Projectile, 8 Inch, XM509.
Antipersonnel mine, practice, XM35.
Aircraft gun-type subsystem XM28.
Truck, tractor, 221 tons, XM746 (for HET-70).
Collective protection for M577 command post vehicle.
Radar set AN/IPS-41.
Laser, .rangefinder, XM28E2 (AN/GV S-3).
Combat boot, mountain and ski.
Night vision goggles.
Powerplant, portable, 15 kw. turbine generator, 400 cycle.
Bridge, armored personnel carrier launched, class 12 and launcher.
Uniform, armored vehicle crewman (winter).
Meteorological measuring set, AN/TMQ-22.
Surveillance radar, AN/PPS-9.
Radio set, AN/GRO-98,
Radio set, AN/GRC-108.
Aerial radiac system AN/ADR-.
Nuclear yield measuring device AN/TSS-6.
Controlled air drop cargo system.
Platform assembly, cargo airdrop, wooden load bearing.
35,000 lb. capacity airdrop system.

(CLEtR's NOTE.-The information provided is usefulbit not responsive to the question.)
CANCELED PROJECTS

Mr. SIKEs. For the record, tell us what development efforts of significance have been canceled or terminated since our hearings on this
subject last year.
(The information follows :)
During the last year no signflcant development efforts were canceled or
terminated; however, 'the following lesser programs were terminated:
Harness, parachute divestible.
Cartridge, 81 mm., filuminatifig, XM 512 series.
Cartridge, 105 mam., HE, XM 607.
Cartridge, 90 mm., HE, XM 591, w/Fize, MT, X1%1 593.
Mobile pipe mill.
Detecting set, IR, AN/AAS-10.
Night observation device, medium range.
Infrared target detector.
Countermeasures set, AN/GLQ-11.
COST INCREASES IN R.D.T. & E. PROGRAMS

Mr. Snxxs. Under "cost increases," what programs, systems and

projects in the R.D.T. & E. have experienced significant cost increases
above the amounts estimated last yearI
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M3T-70

General BE'Trs. I would have to insert that in the record for all
'of the programs in order to be completely responsive. But it is clear
that in the MBT-70 program, as we get into the turbine work, the
R. & D. costs will go up. I thiink this is appropriate inthat this is
an additional effort.
CHE.YENNEM HELICOPTR

Our contract with Lockheed on the Cheyenne was a ceiling R.& D.
contract, but nevertheless, there are additional things we want to
develop in whole and integrate into the fire control system. That plus
night vision, will increase the money committed to the total Cheyenne
program.
feisitate to call this a cost growth yet. From a total prgrah poifit
of view it is, but it is an additional effort we believe we should pursue.
Mr. SIKES. Complete that for the record.
(The information follows:)
millions of dollars
[In

Program element and title
2,36.25.A
2.22.33.A
2.22.34.A
2.22,51.A
6.33.02.A
2,36,19.A
2.36.24.A

Advanced aerial fire support system .......................
SAM Hawk/Hip ..........................................
Chaparral/ulcan ............................
Division sup port missile Lance ............................
Surface to air missile development (SAM-D) ...............
Main battle tank --------------------------------------Heavy antitank assault weapon (TOW) .....................

Estimate in
fiscal year
1969 data
186.5
170.5
89.6
377. 1
674.7
257.1
100.8

Estimate in
fiscal
year
1970 data

Increase

'189. 1

2. 6

---

2427.2
a --4322. 5
#--.

50. 1
65. 4

I This figure contained in the "Descriptive summaries", Is an estimate through fiscal year 1971. Subsequent to the demil.
velopmenl of this estimate, further data avallability and refinement resulted in a revised current program of lion through fiscal year 1974. At this time there Is no total current estimate for the R.DT. & E.program since the program is being redefined.
This estimate is in the process of being refined. The Program Status Report for June 30, 1969, reflects an estimate of
$429,300,000. This figure Includes $255,90,000 which was expended prior to January 1968 for development In Connection
million will be required to complete development of extended range
with the basic Lance, It Is estimated that Lance.
3 This estimate is n the rocess of being refined,
4 Data excludes cost of M60/Shillelagh Turret, These dollar figures were not shown In the descriptive summaries.
&This estimate developed after "Descriptive summaries" were printed.

REDUCTIONS IN FUNDS APPLIED 'rO CERTAIN PROGRik3IS

Mr. SIxrs. Are there those programs which are less costly than had
been anticipated?
General BmTrs. None comes to mind, but we will search for them.
Mr. Poo. It is clear in adjusting the budget dUt'dugn the course of
the year there are a large number of programs on whiel we spent less
than we planned, because this is our princ,8ipal soirce of reprogranilg.
I would be happy also to provide for the record those programs on
which less effort, was expended tian had been planned.
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On thousands of dollars
Program
element

6.11.02.A
6.21.02.A
6.21.06.A
6.21.10.A
6.21.01.A
6,21.07.A
6.22.01.A
6.22.03.A
6,22.04.A
6.22.02.A
6.32.02.A
6.32.06.A
6.32.01.A
6.42,03.A
6.42.04.A
6.23.01.A
6.23.02.A
6.43,03.A
2.22.54.A
2,22.31.A
2.22.33.A
I.22.14.A
3:31.11.A
6.45.01.A
6.26.01.A
6.26.02.A
6.36.03.A
6.36.01.A
6.46.01,A
6.46.02.A
6.46.03.A
6.46.05.A
2.36.37.A
6.27.01.A
6.27.03.A
6,27.06.A
6.27,09.A
6.37.07.A
6.37.08.A
6.37.11,A
6.47.01 A
6.47.02:A
6.47,06.A
6.47.07.A
6.47.09.A
4.47.12.A
6.47.14.A
6.47,15.A
6.47.18.A
2.22.43.A
6.37.17.A
6.37.18.A
6.58.01.A

Program

Title

approved by
Congress

Current
program

78,212

73,826

2,614
21,060
3,750
3400
1,050
15 960
4,260
2,780
1,000
3,760
6000
1 800
4,670

2,415
20,487
3, 550
3,347
957
13,685
3, 751
1,948
250
3, 621
,750
14
3, 590

Reduction

Military sciences:

Defense Research Sciences ......................
intelligence and Electronic Warfare ...........
Military Personnel Performance ...... .......
Biomedical iinvestigations .................

information Processing ...........................
MilltaTraininf and Leadership ..... .......
Ahcrart Weapon nation ............................

Air Mobility ..esear...................

Aeronautical
Research ' .................
Avionics
...-....
" ". . . . .. ..
Operation-Evaluatiilo'n V/STOL.""..". " """"
Aircraft Weaponization .....................
Demonstrator Engines ............................
Aircraft Engines ................................
Supporting Developments, Air Mobility..........
Missiles and related equipment:
Missiles ........................................
17,858
18,300
Missile Propulsion................................
12,550
11,651
Missile Effectiveness Evaluation ....................
5,200
1,000
PERSHING ..........
.............
11,432
9,500
NIKE HERCULES........... ..........
3,400.......
HAWK/HJ P
4,700
4,093
SENTIN EL Defense System
................
312,900
311,470
Military Astronautics: STARCOM ....................
6,000
5,727
Ships# small crafts: Sea to Inland Logistics Systems..
600
100
Ordnance, combat vehicles:
Surface Mobility Components and Techniques ....
4,110
3,924
CB Weapons ...................................
......... do..................................... ....
Power Systems, Converters........................
9,300
7,836
Small Arms Program ....................
9,600
4,415
FA Weapons, Munitions, Equipment ...........
10,830
6,960
Nuclear Munitions ...
......................
1,900
1,345
Tracked, Special Vehicles.....................
8,300
6,781
Medium Anti-Tank Assault Weapon, DRAGON .....
14,600
12,995
Other equipment:
Communications Electronics .......................
5,060
4,892
Airbor e Surveillance and Target Acquisition ........
3, 300
3,128
CB Defense .....................................
16,551
14,754
Night Vision ....................................
4,200
2,135
Communications Developments ......
*................
5,070
4,990
Image Interpretation and Photo Processing..............
100
10
IntelligenceElectronic Warfare Development ..........
Strategic Communications ........................
11oo
400
Tactical Com unications .......................
11,850
9,484
Nuclear Surveillance-Survey ..................
700
600
Support Intelligence Operations ..................
IFF Equipment ......
....................
1,800
800
Joint Advanced Tactical C3P ........................
3,000..........
Night Vision Developments ............................
2,165
1,912
Training Devices .....................................
3,900
3,242
C8 Defense .........................................
6,200
2,652
Electronic Warfare Quick Reaction Capability ............
Prolect MALLARD ....................................
9,040
8,000
Missile Electronic Warfare .............................
Management and support: Facilities and Installation
86,218
84,735
Support.

Congress approved -

386
199
573
200
53
93
2,275
509
832
750
139
250
1,660
1,080
442
899
4,200
1,932
3,400
607
1,430
273
500
186
1,464
5,185
3,870
555
1,519
1,605
168
172
1,797
2,065
80
90
700
2,366
100
1 000
3,000
253
658
3,548
1,040
1,483

reclassification action (fiscal year 1969-2) reduced level to

EXPENDITURES, OBLIGATIONS, AND BALANCES O1 FUNDS

RECOUJP3,ENTS

Mr. Sixris. I would like to have provided for the record the amount
of recoupmelits by fiscal year since 1967, together with your recoupment objectives for fiscal 1970.

(The informationn follows:)
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1?.D.T.E., Armnty rcoupieWlt8
Ftsoar year
1967

[Amount in thousands of dollars]

1968
1909
Amount reported in fiscal year 1970 budget ------------------Amount recouped following submission of the budget-.....---

1o, 196
82, 167
7,540
, 316

Total recouped in fiscal year 1969 ---------------------78,856
' Includes $6,860,000'000 reported on reprograming action fiscal year 1069-14 (DOD
fiscal year 199-92 P/A), quiet aircraft.
No specific dollar recotpment objective has been established for fiscal year
1970. However, in the processing of managing the R.D.T.E. program, unobligated
balances are continually reviewed to obtain maximum usage of all available
funds. Periodically, funds are reprogramed, and once each year all unobligated
balances over 4 years old are recouped, For example, In October 1969 we intend to
recoup all unobligated balances pertaining to fiscal year 1966 and prior years.
The amount recouped will be reprogramed for higher priority programs.
UINOBLIGATED BALANCES

Mr. SIKES. I would like to have submitted for the record a listing of
the original estimates of unobligated balances for fiscal years 1963
through 1968, the actual amount unobligated at the end of each of those
fiscal years.
(The information follows:)
(Dollars inthousands)

Fiscal year:
1963 ......................................................................
194 .
..............................
.................
1965...............................................
196 ......................................................................
1967...
1968 ........................................
, ';;';',,.;
:

Estimated

Actual

$40,925
76,695
138,637
252,095
249,105
197,125

'$182,546
2279,224
3290,217
226,427
235,325
4311,329

t The fiscal year 1963 unoblIgated balance exceeded the estimate by $141,600,000, This unanticipated increase consisted
of $60,000,000 COMSAT funds reserved by the Bureau of the Budget, $3,000 000 emergency funds received inMay and
June 1963; $9,600,000 on reimOursable (customer) or
yters
$2,30000
h
reserved for SD-5 termination costs: and $3,400,000
DOD 1nds Inexcess, o the OD estimate not controlled th rmy. The remaining $63,300,000/s attributed to the reorganization of the Army and Initiation of fiscal controls (Title lo,sec. 3679 RS) at budget subactivity level.
* The fiscal year 1964 unobligated balance exceeded the estimate by $202,500,0. This unanticipated Increase consted
of $62,500,000funds deferred bY OSD on June 1,1964; OSD emergency funds received during May and June
1964, $11 S00,000s $19,500,000 on reimbursable (customer) orders; and $3,100,000 DOD funds in excessof the DOD estimate not con"
trolled by the Army. The remaining $105,90,000 was primarily attributed to the Initiation in fiscal year 1963 of fiscal
controls (Title 10, sec. 3679 RS) it budget subactivity level.
$The fiscal year 1965 unoblIgated balance exceeded the estimate by $151,600,000. This unanticipated Increase consisted
of $29,400,000 ON deferrals as of June 1,1965' 526,500,000 emergency funds released on June 30, 1965; and $32,100,000
reimbursable (customer) orders. The balance o $03,600,000 resulted from Insufficient experience data under the appfica.
tion of fiSCal controls at the budget ubactivity level.
' Actual unobligated funds available to Department of the Army were $211,300,000. The remaining $100,000 000 was
held by the Bureau of the Budget Inconnection with the fiscal year 1968 supplemental. $32,400 000 was released InJune
1968 inlieu of a supplemental, The remaining amount was reprogrammed to finance fiscal year 969 requirements Inlieu
of new obligation authority.
UNEXPENDED BALANCES

Mr. SIKES. As to unexpended balances, how does your currently
estimated unexpended balance for fiscal year 1969 differ from the estimate given the committee last year?
Mr. PoOR. May we provide that for the record?
Mr. SIrES. All right.

(The information follows:)
The estimate in the fiscal year 1969 budget was $1,043,106,000. The present
estimate Is $1,092,848,000, an increase of $49,742,000. This increase results pri-
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marily from additional obligational authority provided the Army after submission of the fiscal year 1969 budget, consisting of emergency funds, transfers
from the Advanced Research Projects Agency and releases from the Bureau of
the Budget Reserve. The reserve originally totaled $100 million and represented R.D.T.E, fiscal year 1968 funds earmarked for transfer to other appropriations to finaitce urgent SEA operations (fiscal year 1968 zero supplefneiintal).
Subsequently, the $100 million was released to Army R.D.T.E. as follows:
[Thousands of dollars]
(a) Released in fiscal year 1908 to finance urgent R. & D. items in sup32, 460
-----------------------------------port of Southeast Asia
(b) Released in fiscal year 1969 to finance fiscal year 1909 require59, 300
ments (in lieu of new obligational atithority) -------------------(c) Released in fiscal year to finance urgent R. & D. items in support
8,240
---------------------------------------of Southeast Aa_
100, 000
Total
--------------------------------------------Following the initial release ((a) above), the balance remaining as of June 30,
1968 was shown in the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T.E.budget as an unobligated balance
available to finance subsequent year budget plans ($67,540,000).
AVAILABLE FOR ExPElNDIPTURE

Mr. SIKES. Including the amount anticipated to be unexpended at
the end of fiscal year 1969, and if Congress grants the full budget for
1970, what will be the total amount availAble for expenditture in this
appropriation in fiscal year 1970?
Mr. PooR. May we provide that?
General BTTS. We will have to provide that.
(The information follows:)
'rhe total amount available for expenditure will be $2,942.3 iillon, consisting
of $1,849.5 million new obligation authority; $228.2 million prior year unobilgated balance brought forward; and $864.6 million unliquidated prior year obligations.
UNEXPEXIDED BALANCES,

1967-09

Mr. SiKES. Will you provide for the record a table showing the

unexpended balance at the end of each fiscal year since 1967?
(The information follows :)
[In thousands of dollars unexpended balance]
Fiscal year:
--------------------------------------------1967
1968
--------------------------------------------1969 (estimated) •--------------------

1007,815
1,131,245
1, 092, 848

PERCENTAGE NEW OBLIOATIONAT, AUTHORITY EXPENDED

Mr. SiKEs. Also provide for the record the percent of new obligational authority expended in the same year it was appropritited, by
fiscal year, since 1963.
(The infornilt fion follows:)
Percentage of new obligation attthority exrpended
Fiscal year:
------------------------------------------------19063
1964
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1965
196
------------------------------------------------1967
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1968

47.3
53.5
52.2
50.1
55.1
49.2
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UNEXPEND9D BALiANCES BY FISCAL YEAR APPROPRIATED

Mr. SiEs. Will you provide a table showing the unexpended balances anticipated fbr fiscal years 1969 and 1970, indicating in which
fiscal years balances remain unexpended?

(The information follows:)
[In thousands of dollars
Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1970

1963 .......................................................................
1964 .......................................................................
1965 ........................................................................
1966 .................................................................
1967 .......................................................................
1968 .......................................................................
1969 .......................................................................
1970 .......................................................................

4,050
7,600
18,500
34,000
64,000
205,000
759,698
0

3,200
4,000
7,500
15,750
35,000
55,000
200, 000
968,548

Total ...............................................................

1,092,848

.1,288,998

Fiscal year In which appropriated

EXPENDITURE

ESTIMATES AND ACTUALS

Mr. SIRES. The committee would also appreciate having for the record a table showing the actual expenditures compared with your
budget estimates, together with the percent expended, for each Ascal
year since 1963. Please refer to the table on page 301 of last year's
hearings.
(The information follows:)
ACTUAL EXPENDITURES, COMPARED WITH BUDGET ESTIMATES
]Inthousands of dollars]

Fiscal year 1963' Actual expendltures ...............................
Fiscal year 1964 ' Actual expenditures...............................
Fiscal year 1965 ' Actual expenditures ...............................
Fiscal year 1966:
Budget estimate ..............................................
Actual expenditures...........................................
Fiscal year 1967:
Budget estimate ..........................................
Actual expenditures ........................................
Fiscal year 1968:
Budget estimate ..............................................
Actual expenditures ...........................................

Total available for
expenditure

Expenditures

Percent
expended

2,225,974
2, 273,132
2,336,894

1,354,425
1,338,005
1,344,396

60.8
58.9
57.5

2,341,598
2,456,596

1,375,000
1,412,279

58.7
57.5

2, 549,386
2,641,764

1,420,000
1,633,950

55.7
61.9

2,646,014
2,857,315

1,566,000
1,433,096

59.2
250.2

budget estimate
f
'I Not
TheIncluded
reduced in
expenditure
rAt rfiscal
year 1968 resulted from the change Inpocedurat forpayments tothe Army
industrial fund, Effective January 1, 1968 a progress payment procedure was Instituted i lieu of the advance payment
procedure. All advances were returned to the customer appropriations. Approximately $140,000,000 was refunded to the
Army R.D.T.E. appropriation In fiscal year 1968.
EFFECT OF L13II'rING AVAILABITATY

FOR EXPENDrTIrE

Mr. SuIEs. What would be the effect of a limitation in the law which

would make funds appropriated for R.D.T. &E.available for expenditure for not to exceed 4 or 5 years, rather than having them remain
available until expended?
General B13Ei'rs. I do not think that would have a significant impact,
Mr. Chairman. I would have to aniilyze our budget history. They do
not generally carry that far.

%I-'
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Mr. SixEs. What about the main battle tank?
General Bih-rs. I do not think it would be there, either. Each year we
will add fiscal year increments. As we spend that, we spend out the
older increments.
Mr. SIKEs. There are very few where it would have any impact, but
you might research it for the record.

General BENTS. will do so.
(The information follows:)

The impact would be primarily in the contractual area, and involve contract
on which the last payment is being delayed pending final audit and settlement
As of April 30, 1969, there were 66 program elements in the fiscal year 1963 pro.
gram still showing unpaid obligations. For the fiscal year 1964 program there
were 86 program elements in this category, and for the 1965 program 105 elements. A program element may contih several contracts, so the number of con.
tracts involved would be much higher than the number of program elements. The
main battle tank is one of the program elements in the 1964 and 1965 programs,
but shows unpaid obligations of only $52,000.
To reply to your basic question, there would be an impact if R.D. & E. funds
were restricted for expenditure to a 4 or 5 year period. It would be an Undesirable
impact in that it might cause a tendency to "expend against the clock," and some
provision would definitely be required to effect final settlement of those contracts which run beyond the time period. Such a restriction would not be advantageous to the Army research and development effort.
TRANSFERS TO OR FRO

R.D.T. & E. FUNDS

Mr. SIKEs. What transfers of funds have there been, either into
R.DT. & E. or friom R.D.T. & E. into other accounts, such as O. & M.,
during fiscal year 1969 or for fisell 1970?
General BErrs. None for 1970, the Second Supplenltal Appropril-

ation Act (Public Law 91-47) attihorizes the transfer of $1.5 mi lion
from I.D.T. & E. to 0. & M. ARNG. In addition there has been transferred from R.D.T. & E. Defense and Emergency Fund, Defense, $77.5
million.
STUDIES ANi) .AN-AlYSIS
FUNDS PROGR,\AMED

Mr. SitEs. Under "Studies and analyses," provide for the record a
table showing by fiscal year tle amlotInt 0f finds programed for studies
and analyses. In this connection, show the amounts for fiscal years
1967, 1968, and 1969, as well as'the estimate for fiscal 19,70.
(The informatioh follows :)
Research, development, test, anld evAluti,ton fands in thousands programed
for studies and miilyses are as folobvs :
Fiscal year 19
-------------------------------------------12, 445
Fiscal year 1968
-----------------------------------------12, 510
Fiscal year 1969
------------------------------------------9,650
Fiscal year 1970 (e..4inte)
---------------------------------10,000

TX-I OUSH, CONTrIACA'oJ

EFFORT C031PARED

Mr. Sjiu,,s. Can you tell us what percentage of your total studies and
a1lyses effort is done in-house colfifared with those done by contractors
General BrTS. I do not think we have thittpercentage readily available.

(The information follows:)
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION FUNDS IN THE STUDIES AND ANALYSES LINE
[in percent]
Fiscal year
1967

1968

1969

2
98

15
85

3
97

In-house ...........................................
Contractor ..........................................

1970 estImate
2
98

USE OF INNOVATIVE TALENT OUTSIDE ARMY LABS

Mr. SiKEs. Page 11 of your statements mentions the tremendous
benefit received from using the innovative talent of individuals outside
the Army laboratory structure for new and novel ideas. May we have
some examples?
General BETTS. Yes.

I think one of the most interesting is the vehicle that the Lockheed
Co.
callsup
theour
Twister
completely
their design.wGWe
havemake
yet
to make
minds that
as to iswhat
specific application
would
of this kind of mobility technology. Nevertheless, it is perfectly obvious that'the approach is different, and its mobility is outstanding for
a wheeled vehicle.
I think one must gve the Bell Helicopter Co. credit for the Cobra
concept. It is clear that the Army wanted a gunship when we put
armament on the Hueys. It is also clear that the reconfiguration of
the Huey would add to speed and Improve the effectiveness of that aircraft as a gunship. I believe we have to give Bell credit for the innovation.
Mr. SIKRES. If there are others, you may provide them.
(The information follows:)
Outstanding examples of research supported by others and of benefit to the
Army Include:
Secor, meaning sequential collation of range, is an electronic distance measuring system designed to make use of artificial satellites for determining geodetic
positions on the earth. The system concept was developed by the Cubic Corp. of
San Diego. The Army's Engineer Topographic Laboratories continued the development and improvement of the system. Development, test and evaluation were
conducted by personnel of the Surveying and Geodesy Division USAETL,
From our Army Research Office at Durham we provided the funds for M. 0.
Bekker to compose the text which was published as a book in May 1969 titled "Introduction to Terrain-Vehicle Systems." Dr. Dekker originated the soil value system that bears his name. He conducts lunar .and terrestrial ground locomotion
research at General Motors. He has served on a panel of the President's Scientific Advisory Committee and as a consultant for a Basic Research Advisory
Committee of the National Academy of Sciences. His work represents the first
attempt to show practicing engineers how they can apply systems analysis to the
design of off-road vehicles. It shows to analyze competing alternative designs in
conjunction with various kinds of terrain so that the best one can be selected for
a specified mission.
in the Army computer-administered instruction program the crystal clear emphasis on what material is taught, how it is presented and when it is introduced,
as opposed to the usual emphasis on computer hardware innovations, must be
attributed to the Human Resources Research Office.
The American Institutes of Research developed a new conceptual framework
for the orientation of Americans overseas. As a result of the Army support to
AIR in order to develop these concepts, military training programs have now been
introduced by the Eighth U.S. Army in Korea and the materials have been
adapted by the Navy and Marine Corps for use in Vietnam.
The Army coordinates research on influenza with national, international and
Defense commissions under Army sponsorship. Universities, principally the Uni-
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versity of Michigan, conduct research to develop new influenza vaccines for
the military.
Investigators at the National Institutes of Health, coordinating with Army investigators, have isolated a virus which appears to be the causative agent for
infectious hepatitis. Hope now exists that an effective vaccine can be developed.
The concept of the liquid land mine capable of immobilizing a 2-ton vehicle was
developed and demonstrated by the Explosives Corp of America. The system has
potential advantages of greater safety and ease in handling and dispensing, and
unique potential for neutralization and controllability,
The development by General Electric Corp. of an ion membrane to replace the
liquid electrolyte in a fuel cell made possible the design of small portable fuel cells
for the Army.
Developments based on initial work outside of,tlie Army laboratories on thelcntrolled solidification of metals are reaching the proportions of a major breakthrough. The improvements in metal properties and production processes are
following a deeper understanding of the mechanism of freezing and the control
thereof. The results are now being applied to large gun tubes and other critical
components of Army equipment. Greatly improved fatigue life is the result. This
longer life of metal parts In turn reduces the need for replacements and
minimizes the possibility of catastrophic failures.
Kaman Aircraft is pursuing an approach that may match better the hellcopter blade performance at hover or low speed to that of high speed. The concept
is known as the controllable-twist rotor. The concept employs the Kaman servo
flap to control an outboard section of a torsionally elastic rotor blade and a
pitch horn to control the root end of the blade. This concept improves the capability to control the airload distribution around the azimuth of the rotor blade,
decrease power requirements and increase flight speeds without stall. The program includes an Army contract with Kaman to perform a parametric study to
determine the optimum configuration to best benefit from the controllable twist
rotor approach.
MANAGEMENT OF CONTRACT RESEARCH

Mr. SIrKEs. You also speak of a strong contractual research and

development program with universities, not-for-profit organizations,
and industry. Who awards and monitors this research? Is it the Army
Research Office, the in-house laboratories, or someone else?
General BETrS. The focal point of the management is the Army Research Office in Durham, but they use the technical capability within
our in-house laboratories, and they use the National Academy of Sciences as people who will help us evaluate new proposals and whether
or not we should continue to support work that is currently under way
so we may be sure the principal investi ator is of requisite professional
competency and that the work is indeed important.
BASIC A"l APrLID RESEARCH
IN-HOUSE AND CONTRACT PROGRA31S

Mr. SIES. For the record, tell us how many basic aiid applied research projects are supported by (a) the Army Research Office and
(b) in-louse laboratories.
(The information follows:)
The
Office
house
tracts

U.S. Army Research Office, Arlington, Va., and the U.S. Army Research
(Durham), Durham, N.C., support approximately 450, and the Army inlaboratories support approximately 650, basic and applied research conand grants with academic institutions, research Institutions, and industry.
FISCAL PROGRAM 1907-09

Mr. SIRES. For the record, what has been the total program of such
research in the last 3 fiscal years?
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(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 1967 the Army contractual effort was approximately $41 mllll6h
in basic research and approximately $78 million in exploratory development. In
fiscal year 1908 this contractual effort was approximately $35 million for basic
research and approximately $50 million for exploratory development. The fiscal
ycar 1969 contractual program was approximately $35.million for basic research,
and exploratory development was approximately $54 million.
BASIC RESEARCH

RELATION TO ARMY MISSION

Mfr. SIKES. Can you at this time tell us how much of this basic and
applied research is of general nature, and how much is directly related
to an Army or military mission?
General Brrs. As far as I am concerned, we reqlire that everything

we support be relevant to the Army mission and satisfy one of our
military themes. This is the way we give guidatice to the Army Research
Office, Durham, and to the people who evaluate new proposals, and
whether or not we continue effort.
The point to a military theme is a deliberate effort to couple advances
in basic research that are basic by definition, to some ultimate military
capability. Those military themes are Army mission-related by design.
PROJECT TIEMIS

Mr. S-iES. To what extent is the financial dependence of university
and FCRC's the primary consideration for continuing research projects, and to what extent is it actually needed for the project?
General Birs. I would say cat.goricaliy, not at all. Our mission is

not to furnish support to universities. It is to put ourselves in a position to be Lware of what is going on in the forefront of technology.
It is almost impossible to maintain that awareness on a continuing
basis without having direct and continuing responsibility for work
with the universities:

Mr. Poon. I think there may be one exception. As you will remem-

ber, the DOD did2 I think a couple of years ago, establish a project

called Themis. This project has the purpose of increasing the base of
university competence to support activity of interest to the Defense
Department. .
.
.
We have participated in Themis. It hasbroadened thebase, and even.
in the case of Themis, the projects are subject to the same sort of review
for relevance as the General has stated.
completely
answer isuniversities
With this
exception,
of supporting
the General
business Betts'
notI inthink
We one
are simply
correct.
or FCRC's because they have their hands out for money. We are looking for value received and, by and large, are getting very good value
received.
Mr. RHODES. Are you intimating that the Themis is not in that
cate ory?
'r.
PooR.I am saying that Themis is in that category, but there is
a small element of pwl-prinilig involved to try to assist a competent department in a university, through contract Suport,to grow in
its competence to help.
(Off the record.)

BASIS FOR IIESIPJAR.1' iROi :'rC' X.EMENT'T
A
1fr. SIKES. Are the research projects in universities and the FCRC's
managed on the basis of need and relevance, or is it done on a dollar
level or sustaining research basis?
General BErrs. They are inanaged on the basis of our judgment
as to what the approptrhte level of effort should be with respect to
that. l)articulitr technical effort. In other words, we look at the priliipal investigator aid how nialy people le needs to support him to do
this task adequately, and then that determines the dollar level of
effortat which it would be supported.
The FCRC's, as you are. aware, are liniited in the total aiotnit of
effort that we can" puit with them by ceilings established by the
Congress.
Mfi.Sus. How mitch of your basic and apphled research budget is
coilinmtted within the first 6 mn6iOth8 of the fiscal year?

Colonel SNEAD. In past experience, sir, approximately 35 to 40

percent.
Mr.

SIKES.

Do your contracts require that progress reports of ac-

coinpliShnients be subnitted-montlly or quartery ? .
Colonel SNEAD. I think this varies from organization to organization. All of them are monitored contit'ually. The dollar accounting
system' I believe is quarterly. There is a summary accounting on
awards.
Mr. Mtnry. We were not referring to financial reports, but reports of accomplighimit. Do the contracts requi't that quarterly
reports of .accomplishinent or reports. every 6 months be provided
the Army, or is this handled on a field trip'basis, or just how?
Colonel SNEAD. It is a combination of both, sir. We handle it by
periodic reports. These can vary, (1epending upon the pace or t;e
nature of the research being accomplished There are also visits by the
principal monitor, made to the investigator's location. They are also
monitored b3 the presentations of the investigators in the normal
scientific exchange media of pfibliations in sciefitific periodicals, presentations at conferences, and symposia.
So, there is a broad spectrum of monitorship. There is a definite accounting each year as. to the total of all of this, of what actually has
"been accomnplised dtullng the yea'.
M'r. MIUR, ty. You did not answer the question. Do the contracts require that reports be provided?
Colonel SxmMD. Yes, the contracts do require 1ejports.
Mr. Poon. But the period of reporting varies from contract to
contract.
General Bmin's. If it is a very snfittll fi'rt, it is usually inappropriate
to ask for more than an aafltfh l or set ihalnilmil report. Where it is a
larger effort, we mglit ask for nhlcli-l6re freqtefit reports.
Mr. Sixi,.s. Are trip reports prepatrd showing progress being made
under a particular contract?
General BBT"rs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKEs. Are results of all research
contracts evaluated as to their
I
relevancy and quality? General B-rrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Do you check on the availability of the principal researcher or investigator and how much tnie he' spends on a project to
insure these studies atre not niftde ly students?
36-554-09-pt, 6i---7
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General BErrs. Yes, we do. We do not run it on a time-clock basis
but we are iii adequate touchwith the details of -the effdrt. We would
know right away if the principal investigator sloughed off the effort
to someone else.
AnMyr RESEARCH OFFICE
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

Mr. SIxES. How many employees does the Army Research Office
have, and where are they located ? You may provide that for the
record.
(The information follows:)
U.S. ARMY RESEARCH OtrFICE AND SUBORDINATE ACTIVITY PERSONNEL
Civil service

Military
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U.S. Army Research Office, ArIInjtonVa ....
U.S. Army
Research
U.&DmyR~e
rn Ofce.0rhamN...
evelgprnn OroUp (Eure) erddrot, Oe rn..
U.S Army Roearch
montdru~
U.S. Army Research& Development Oiroup (Far East), Tokyo Japan..
U.S. Atrmy Elemnt, Defense Research Office, Latin America, Rio do
Jane, B ...................................................
Total
............................. *

754

PoI

65

Contract
14

50

3..

2

190
9....

0

58

2

24

RESEARCiI OFFICE FUNCTIONS

Mr. SIKES. Explain the purpose and function of Army Research
Offices, located in Arlington, Va., Durham, N.C., and Fran firt, Germany, Tokyo, Jfapan, and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. You may provide

that for the record.

* (The information follows:)
The U.S. Army Research Office, Arlington, Va,, is a class II activity with

nine offices and divisions that exist as subordinate elements of the Office of the
Director of Army Research.
The Director of Army Research exercises general staff supervision though
the Army Research Office of: The research program of the Army (with the
exception of *some research in the atomic energy field and a portion of chemical
and biological warfare research) ; assigned exploratory development; development and test of meteorologicall materiel and electrdn devices (tubes, transistors,
resistors, and so forth); the Army Medictil Servies R.TAE program the
Army operations research program; abd the Army behavioral and social sciences
research program.
T'he Army,
esA rcl Office ikeslsts the Director of Armny Research in the
'
formulatdl
of pla:s and programs in assigned areas Qf Arn)' research and
development by:
1. Reviewing the adequacy and balance of assigned pOrtiOns of Army
oreerch .xi# developmentoPerating programs,.
2. Providing Input to current -research and developmeht and statue of
comPonent developments; aid,..
8....
I
teisiig staff responsibility for the development and analysis of project protio~als, determination of technical" apfibility tO develop and pikoduce,
and selection of onceptual aproach,
4
"AThe Arm3g'Researh Ofce pro~idge the Director of 'Aimy' Research With a
g90efIUstafl
element * egonsiv6o! the&Assistant 8.cret.r 6tthp Army (RtiD),
'Chief Research anpd DOVeeloPipent, and his deputy fr those lbe rcn ahd ad.
YIneed technology actlvitIe assigned to theDirect0i "of, Aimy
ikLr thin their
reltionsot . 8eien)tid aOf't9 h0_ijoamg,
netkrowith .the Office of tl e'D .ector

01oft fe

s esearc
i

b9flnineeri~g, Niy, Air 1116noe,

wtf$%0l~r41,4poos

and the
,geral scientific emandoity.,
.
The for
Army
Research
Ofice
prbvldee a scientific afxlysis a ld bV~umation e*pability
OORD
in those
:asof
research and advQn*ed te'hn0'bgy assigned"
ej4r

!444'

.'An

460'Ce.
'

to the Director of Army Research, and awards and administers research contracts and grants in selected areas.
The Army Research Office assists the Director of Army Research in directing
the activities of the U.S. Army R.D. Operations Research Advisory Group, the
U.S. Army Research Office (Durham), the U.S. Army R. & D. Group (Europe),
the U.S. Army R. & D. Group (Far East), and the U.S. Army Element, Defense
Research Office, Latin America, and assists him In his responsibility for:
(1) General support and sthntlhtlon of science and technology in, afnd supported
by, the Army; (2) nionltorship of Army science information activities; (3) preparation of the annual Army long-range technological forecast; and (4) planning
and programing for, and supervision of the execution of the Army Research
Office portion of the Army research and d elopment-oim.
Finally the Army Research Office s, virpses and coordinatns-t-jo activities of
four contract organizations: Reser~h Analysis Corporation; HunYaq Resources
Research Office; Center for Resp 1ch in Social Systems, directly ; and thp Mathenmtics Research Center, throw gh the Army Researc jOffice-Durhim. \X
The U.S. Army Researcl Office, Durham, N.C., €!ood whites and admini terO
contracts and grants in tji United States-wi 1hacid emic ihstltutions, reseda ch
institutes, and industriajlaboratories 1or ba le re arch in the mathematics
2
physical, engineering, auld environ edal scie ces. a
evelopment Group
The three oversea ,my offices, .8. Army Ieseiard an
Sea
rch and , e'elopment
(Europe) in Frankf ft, Germany .tile U.S.
Eleme , Defense ReTokyo, Japan; and*trm
Group (Par East)
search Office, Latin fnerica, in Rio de Jane , -t 1, rep sent lie D partment.
of the Army at ove ea scientific meetings o rdin te tech lc excha ge visits
ropo s itl . e forel (seentific commu-i
and arrange exchan es of teca
nities. Their main ctivity lie in th ey 1 lor fpropo I coordi ation of
'totift
nd rant~xecution
I orl z
contract and grant. unding, an th m
for research c
s and gra ts with I Ividual b.eigJs lentists and foreign
resear h o g n o:
s.
I
'"

EMHAVI0RO

.$YO
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Mr. SIRs. How oes the Behaviol-SNe ce Re earch ff oratorY'
I
differ from the other rmy re earqhf6lces I
orat ry4l involv,'/bn
ce
General Burs. The \ehaviorale~reas the othqr orgizationsthat we henactual research effort,
tioned are responsible for _mIonitoring the work of others. In W;Be
working
havioral Science Research Laboratory, we have psychology
ier
oeI
with reon problems that relate to the ifiterqts of the
ent evaluation, or
spect to the human factors involved in'fe'win the selection tests that we have used over the years.
You are familiar with the tests we give each soldier to assess his
aptitude. The refinement of those, the analysis of results, and their
application to changes that we may propose'-this kind of activity is
done riht within the laboratory itself.
Mr. unmrn. The reason for that question is that the justifi0ation
book indicates this lab comes undet the Army Research Office. Is that
correct?
General Burrs. Yes, sir; it reports directly to the Army Research
Office, and is under my control.
Mr. Munmrr. Do all your' in-house laboratories 'report directly to,
*that Offie I
Bu'm 'we have that laboratory and we have the Limited
Oenerai
War
Laboratory
reporting to my level. The Limited War Laboratory
is montred by th Director ofDevelopment, the Behavioral Science
by tbe DirectoriOf 1esear~h.
Mr. ,x,, nr.,Mabe you could proIde something for the record
indicating w".y this s so.-,
Wi"
e can putit inthe record oranswer now.
Genera
-

CIA'

Limited War isbecause we wanted it very quick i'eaction capability

that we could use to slI)l)ort, Sonthelist Asia without, the tine involvelt
levels
of adniLabhoratory
lstrttion. conicLt re--atrll very
niTh
it
o lhaviornl
ipthrough other
Scence
Research
closely coupled to netivities arlywido, ine;llditJ those of tile Director
of Ylergo11l with respect to 11iw i1dtite s and-thtt kind of thing.
groli 'iilil'lelatelyliitiiall'
'Y)uII Ii 11ate thit they lrv it e liltleikit
to4 Its to htl) its intiet pnilvillsthat iwi)(bal' whlml we got Into the (11111-

('iiiti('$ of largo Il,(liitIItiolit. of SOl(I(T' 4. It ,-01I 1W' Iladh to tt.l) Wr
through somt1e other ,lieell sil, but thret is really no other ell ent of
Ih A 'illyV that, Olld11. mak, the satll broad 1I,s tlat, th e AMy'1) genvial
shtai' does. I thll uk It.a~ppopi'lite that, it reiI1't to lly level.

Afr. SIK.. I wotild like provide ed forlkthrecor'd a table howti
1 Il the
1ti101()1itof(

8011111 l

ii(0 ti1tth1

nvo 1emeatell

iiva

.,h

llitlole andI prograllied for Iehaltlialth t4ild

('Tho infortatht follows :)
lit tle hinsle resealrch area that we are tidkthig about, the1 i10111ts iro:
¢a'h
II1chav~loral anld mal mohenee renc
Atllota

II-i-)
--------------------------------Avtlliolo ( tll'4l y---Pirogrilld (leal year 11)70) -,-----------------------------------1.
(1(0)0IIN\ATION

1, -I
7

()110Il:SHIA1'il 1i1q(i Oti sIM8

Mi'AI. Sjtjjs. 1Til(leQ' "Coiordililit;ioll of I'oe'slilrellj'ogr1ms," ill whlt

wiv do you 1t.ilize seciutiflo re.Mliul whil'h hals beell fuided by other
(be1rm1Inl ?
tlllittuy er'ices 1111(1 lly t1eo'iiIhin ago'le, ot thSP
we a1e Ner CleI l y
(Iisel-Seo8l y ie
t
general i
m. Aswas
Aw
s
!oul)led with tie NASA lah1n1lto1'is'8 t~hiit worll IIIatret'aft lproolhiNl1.
WO hnvo froiu time to tille foud It, vry helpful to Iuse the National
Is inid it noti'tillursBuretu of Stdards, both oil it iminilti)blihable bs
able bulsis.
Wo hii v( isolated (!lW, whu''e wo hae'e used idthw Ar Force or N t ,y
hlp us ill various pt'Ogl'ltlns.
ahloratot'iles o)

I couldfIll that out With speile details,
Mri. IK8. w would lii, solmI'tCp lt OlXan,11ples of At ni|v i

IIII,]O'p
L

ArI'ly )r'ogramtns of research lded olltside the "utlly.
1Ity ,lipoVdO tht for tho record.

ill
,tiliiolI

Ge0eal4 i1Iv'.s. All right.
(Tho Information follows :)
ir1 Hlil~p('rth'(
OU1lalllidlig exlini)los of i('malh

isoed iy the Army Ildet:I

by otlie

r'

tl
lagenieles aind

T1i6 orIginl work oil fuel volts (4il1 oitsllt the Army) led to the develop itiit
ti1t were uttll',.od li the
i. Iluide tie work by
ArliV It
L & 1). program for ieloOpieintt of iAl coll !e1s.e
1010; Uili Crlibloe Corpi.
lilacon (1iillinxd) lit1t300; sustl (eiiimany)
1
,
( 1)o7) ; recoit work 'hy P1rat-Whilt.iey orp. iid (hiitiral lllecttle Co,, illd tile
ill progriai for space flights.
reeputly tiitided pr(ogrmln by NASA: It tho fNOt!
(o1ll irogriini for Spitti'
Ono of the on iupllshintN of tho NASA minded fll
1ll0lt W
hd to tle develomeiiint. of hgh rit Ooxygti le ilrode. Thim (h'voloiiont
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ietislty itiittAlry for Arliy

miiotl-,i' haittole

e.l foro 'is doveloplient of oxygen eleetLrodes, tho

were limited to t6 only a low powor rates.
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III
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(tt) HIttIHst II III 11Y' 1*40(YV11300(Oitt.l 3301,1TitIIIt itaIg ('11818
; (7) reduce stlmceoptibhiItly to bet tulliti1g dili tilge ; (M) prot'OI,( NI rliot titi'lily lillloelI/lIlt'riu ii(11t11101g,
111 1311
ill
Iitg
iil' ll'uas ; (0)) t'edth'eo 1-11dem 1-4111ct0l01y.
A 1111111
-ililtgo vol-t'ellt 10 myvi
ou, Io'u led fitI hoe Ul ivolsih
tof Kit uSA4, liii
x
111-4,1 dei'otolu0I 18 Ilmi liltl 11)0 ligeitoy t'll(ilig. 111.8t1 Igit lolls' whIchl led to (I
w
thleory fot' 11118 Ny~lvtlt worl, Iluttdod by,1 Mullliit SeI('t('( "ottl(1131101foi. Ittlititi
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(IeI'eitN( 1113110,1411 11.4
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wo'('
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Af'o'th U.S.
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titittht
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ttnimple itt
Sottltinst Msi.

t'81iel ?
re1el

Mr. Riio1me. Mr. (Jhait'mau, 1 11131reintded 11114. we had (l''(!L'(
('001111d ('olihiltd withI te
t hilt th1)1iesellrtilt of11(0 Ill Fi'i111k rttt't 1)clse
olle ill
I11.11,80. 1fls t-11tis heeIo donle?
(4te'1ol Biv'.''Th gt'ountdwoik for. thtis 1111. heeui1 lai1d. tnrr
11i1ttitely, thel lpt'1osIid 11-it, eW0volvd ill theO OffIce of' tho 1)iretoi of
Defense 1esear'llItIlh1 Rlgiwleing r'ecommuendedl that, Navy, Air
Force, and Arily aill assemble ill London by thes8)uI))OV, of 1970.
We have nlade the muttiysis and proliminlary planning for, thi, but,
lit t;e illotient, lampo 1)180 htWii CIW(WI Witht the 114t I111t theO're 1s Ito 8SttO0
ava liable inl tile Keysign Hlio to hatidle it..
rrhaft wils theO ('tWO, Colottel Sflutid says t hat if; now 1res1lved.
tile
Wht 1 111 Sa~ying is that.C thel jlaillhi)g htas gonl lea and1(101
.4 t61kell place. There'4 Wore Sl10)11(O(l)10(1(8 allong tlto
IotII I I M~ov'e u111
wtty I ltt nooded 'esolnt~ion.
&it'. 10flmo Is there' any request, for funds ill tis lbudget-P forl thei
0~,000) for
(Ionorai llwm's, ThIwre aue funds intl uutiho abu
continued support of researeilt in 10hirope thtat tt tile moment would
1)e monlitored by tlie Frankfm't. office. At the time of the mIove to
London, Choy would eontiine to 1)0 monitored f romn there.
Mr. Ruclims. Iloiv soon will youi close the Frankfurt office?
General Bprt'sa. T1he plan is Clie summonr of 1970.0
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Mr. Rionis. Why does it take so long to react to a l)retty definite

demand of the Congress to close that office?

General Bnrrs. Ii this case because, in the first instance, you recall,
the .directive was to asemble on the mainland, but further study

indicated that there might be a better way to do this that would
cost the Government less money.
Mr. Rito.Es. So, while you are studying and deciding to do this, you
are proceeding just as you had been before, without paying too much
heed, or any he6d at all, to what I thought was a pretty fair direction?
General B1Trs. On the contrary, the program has been scaled down
very considerably from wlhat it was when this subject was first raised
within the Congress. We have been gradually readjusting so the move
could be made most efficiently.
Mr. RiroDws. Do I understand correctly that rather than have the
Franktfurt office of the Army consolidated with the Air Force Ofiee
in Brussels, both the Army Office and tile Air Force Office will now
be consolidated with the Navy Office which is in London?
General Bvn'-r. That is Dr. Foster's present plan for us.
Mr. Rltonl-.s. The timetable for that is the sunmer of 1970?
General Birs, That is correct.
Colonel SNE . I can expand oil the retsoni ng behind this.
The question of the availability of economical space in London was
just resolved within the past week. We have been watching very carefully our personnel planning so that at the time of change of the staff
we will have the minimum number of xrsonnel transferring to Lon-

don beca use of the gold flow and movement cost expenses.
We tre tailovil it so that the London office will have a new. team,

.essentially, other tian the mininutn qilmber to maintain continuity,
are transferring from the Continent. The new team will come from. the
ITnited States to replace them. There are significant dollar savings
in this.
SAVIN(IN TO liE

lFFEOTEID

Mr. Axnrnws. Put something in the record, Colonel, about how
mu(h we can expect to be saved by this consolidation, in manpower
und in dollars.
(The information follows:)
Tie U.S. Army Research and l)evelolmient Group (l'Turope) had a total
strength of 0 on July 1, 1908 (6 offers, 2 F3-'s, 4 08-154's, 1 07-7, and 7 local
nationals). On .Tly 1, 1909 the office had 14 personnel (4 officers, 1 10-7, 4 08-15

and t local nationals), and on July 1, 1970 the office will reduce to 12, Total
savings In manpower te 7 over a 2 year period. Three officers and one civilian will
return to the United States by June 80, 1970 and will be replaced in London; the

one officer and three civilians replaced lit Frankfurt this year will move to

London for continuity. We estimate that by conducting the move to London ln

this manner alld by moving so as to be. In London oin July 1, 1970, a total savings
In excess of $87,000 Is realized.
l0VR0PHAN CONO.LIATION AGRRW IN 1060

Mr. Rimms. I find the situation is even blacker than T had indicated.

because in Aptil Of 109dO Mr. Mhop and Dr. Foster had a colloquy
regarding the consolidatlon of the three service researe iofftes il
,rope.It was Indicated at that tihe thatrthere was a study completed
for the consolidation of two of thefm, and it was just a matter of a very
short period 6f tiin before the thi'd would be ground ifito t,he equation and the job would be doee.
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This is 3 years later, and it still has not been done. I think our patien(.e has b6en-I was about to say exemplary, l)ut perhaps I should
sayI something
really hopeelse.
it cun be speeded Ul). In this 1960 colloquy there was
talk about savings which would be made. Obviously, swings can be
made. Maybe this isia.
good way to do It.
General B-rrs. Mr. Rhodes, I think what one must say about this
is that subsequent and more detailed analysis rather indicated that the
sings would not be made and, consequently, as we looked for other
solutions, we took a great deal more time at it than had originally
been anticipated.
You see, the problem is, in each of the centers of Interest there are
very different considerations with respect to costs, It was rather consistently the Army's position that the least, ,ost solution was the center
il Fraulkffu'. We (l( not mnage to sell tlit lOlfit. of view to anyone
else.
INFORMINO CON(IIESS 01P CIIANUFA

IN PLANS

Ar. IlinS. r iis is a good exat ple of the thing I was ticking about,
the other (lay when I said the military, the Department of Defense,
should really take more pains in keeping the Congress informed about
changes in pIlans, to include overruns and all the other things that we
get surprised with when you come up every year.
We realize time fact that when you are builifdngsophistiated military
equipment, it is not like building an automobile which is very similar
to the automobile built the year before. We know that.
At. the same time, we also know that at some time In the production or
perfection of weapons, either the previous cost estimAte given the
congresss has been pretty well verified or it has been detemil'lned that,
it. is away oil' base.
At,the tllle, that deteniniI-ltliOl is iade, yOtl would be much allied
in the l)allgame if you would just, let us know ahead of time that
you are in th'ol)ble, tilhat the (osts are going to be excessive and state
lthe reasons why.
This is i small thin, but it is a fairly good example of the miilitary unilaterally changing iadecision which tle Congress as a whole
has made. We were cntitled to know, and be given an opportunity to
change our position, if that seemed necessary, or insist upon it.
General Bh,,vrs. It is a.
reasomitble request.
rI). -IEmusimmm. 'As you pointed out, the original decision was to
move tie F |afhkfurt office to Bruss ls. About the time instructions
were being prepared to accomplish this, it became necessary to move
SHAPE and other activities out of Fance and the new location selected was Brussels. This greatly altered the situation anid it. was decided not to compound the problem in Brussels by moving the Frank-

furt office there.

Generid Bv'rrs. We should the have informed you.
Mr. T11iols. At that time we should have been Informed that you
could not proceed as you had planned.
General B-'vrrs. It is a,reasonable request, I agree.
Mr. Rtxonns. Thiaki you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Siris. I must support the statement made by my colleague, Mr.
Rlodes. We are trying to accomplish the same ting, and it is Iml)ortant that we be kept informed on matters of his nature.
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Mr.1oori. Mr. Chairman, may I ask for advice. As I understand
it., we do rel)ort all major reprogriamning actions to this Conumiittie
and 3 other commfittees of the Congress. Have you a suggestion ai
to how this system isnot working or how we c(old improve our relationships by perlhps supplementing the mechanics of reprograa-1.

in requests?.

11r. Sumws. Yes. I think we could I)e kept more fully informed of
echa nges that do not necessarily require reprograming, clitnges such
us the one just referred to.
If you woulh notify the chairman of th committee when there
have been significant, changes in programs, it would at least keep us
uIore fully informed and keel) us up to date on your aetivities.
Mr. Ruirm+m. That is exactly what I had in mind. Certainly, when
reprogramninhg action is indicated, we are informed.
Mr. STuExM. M'ueh of that is mandatory, but there are many ehnliges
that do not. ,onlm tunde' relogmaning,
il
where an activity hns been
justliield 01' a statelnllt, has ben miih rgIl-ading a1slec ilie al(tivity
which is to be neoml)ltshed, nd then if-we are not alvisd(I whenl
changes s 111.0 made2 we.are left rather high and dry, particularly when
it. comes to our efforts to exl)lall to our Colliagtuies in the house what,
you are doing and what you are not doiig.
I think also that reprogrnmIng aetios (1o have limitations in that
theyare not, too detailed in advilng the Conlgr'ess exact,ly why cost
incleases atre lneeessaly, and they also do not idtdleate that fhe total estImated cost of the completed project has changed upward.
I (!o not know how fliis could be improved, whether it,
should be acoCompanled by a short letter pointing out. you are having teclieal
(iflh'ulties in resolhIng a particular probl]hm and, therefore,lthe overall
cost of develoj)lng this weapons systems will increase froi this to that.
Me. Poort. Ve are working with the Department of Defense to try
to improve the method of reporting reprograming.
(IVILIAN

PERSONNEl+

M'. SIKJ,:s. Page 9 of the justifleations tndicates that the total

im -

l)er of ipermaient eivilian positions will increase by 185 ditrilng fiscal

year 1)DV0. Why is this increase necessary I
General BE,'Ir. It is a plan to get Our iiiii!)e1's baiek tip to our allthorized level. We have not beeni al)le to reeritit to our authorized level
in the recent.Past.
Mr. Stmms. I do not understand the point. You are reducig nnanyears by 41. Is that because of the fact that you have not beui AI)le to
get tip to the aitflii, zed level?
General Bvivrs. You recall during the past year the total Dcpult-

ment of Defense has been under very stringent limitationsl to get, d owin
in nain -power.The way this was directed to those of ts trying to rhl at
program was that we would be permitted to htire so many people for
every given nUmber that we lost.

Since we were able to hire fewer than we lost, 0ir1 niibieters treided

down. That was to help get to the overall 'eeliifig of the Departmelit.
Withfiji each appropriation, one may 01 mty not, b) over ceiling. In
outr case, we were not over ceilhig. We were uider our authorized li.els
of manower as recognized by our own autflioetls.
I am saying in this we wotild hof)e dulinlg this coming year to be
pfi'mitted to goup to our authorized Atrength.

1C3
TIhenl with reslpeet to fihe overall ceilig, tlhose adjitstilen-fts would hv,

1ad1(e, outside of 0111' it lprp1~i'litl0I.

A~I. %MuitPI v. (Te well''t I Betts, yon IiWhtio1i('d earl ier you wer'e hil vi hg

(venle'a1 1x'rr It is heOCautse of thle hirsig restrictionl. 110e ouild not
fill the positions we lind ittithoiz/ed.
Mr. Mci.'; ivl. Thought youl said you were having prolemsIl1 i'evidt-

i'eeii'uit to

Alir. I 'ooii. No, TJhie l0infg rest rictilons haive madUe it vQIy clifileiiit
roi' Its to 1lit on thle payroll 50flle very goodl i'ei'uiitees. It l.ti4 Ie e(lefl I
there ar1e lour olelalys 111(dl.i tils dA oifl
OIi'eStilift. Soliletitiles the( vanl-

dlclates -for emiploytleult will have found another job by the time we
SortI out, tileait iz Ion

(ihue'al

T~rs
Ihat really deseiihs the pisol lefil.

I voild it(]ld, you recit'll 4t was only it little overl a1Weil algo thiat we

started to iild up thle niew Armly P1allistle Missile b)efenlso Agency
and hutv tot,
n( Ieo'n alhle to reeruit, to fill that liuth6HYilation because od
the overa~lll hiring fllm itt ins.
RENI

S'i'iINOii'18, CiVILIAN

Iii-SON Ni1.,1 10417-19-60(

Mr'. SlimsS. Whilit is the total, uIuIi')I of ('1vil ian pol)ile1Q
sutlj)lted in this appl'opt-itio
10in fl-seal yeav 11)
10
Mr. Snm~s. For the, u'ecotr.

to ho

showv howv this co0Miltir.4 with tite three

Ipieviolts Nill years.6

Openeral Ili'.All right, sir.
(The infortimationl follws:)

Is'(',ir((f'1h, ))eex,\1O;)nient

'Post an11

'Imaliia ion, Arm'iit/i IndI~ Shnth'l /

of(Ilit

FIscal year:
19)(7 aetlial --------------------------19,f 090
10018 actual - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 17t 070
1091 etiiatel -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -1 , 246
1970 estim~ated - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 15t, 431
N\(Yi'.-'J'lle decrease between fiscal year 1967 and fiscal year 108 Is primarily

the transfer of tile histiflatioti support personnel at Fort Ituachuca, Ariz., from
the research, development, test, and evaluation, Army appr'opriationi to the operatlis, Army appropriation. The Strategic Communications Commlanld became the
Post Commander at F ort 1Iiizcliuet onl July 1, 1007, necessitating tho transfer of
theme Spaices.

PTe decrease between fiscal year 1968 itid fiscal yeiir 10069 Imprimarily tile esti.
mnatedl attrition reductions resulting from the application of section 201 of Public
fLaw 9("(;4, elimination of summer hire and temporary spaces, and a iro rata
slAmrp of thle Department of Defense productivity reduction.

Mr. S1m."S. Page 9 of thle 11u0stifleations1 idicates -that the average
nntimbei' of all1 employees, 11il~lifila pa rt.-ftioem~l)1yeies, fiuided 1

re0CMl in R.D.T. &%EL is 15,1048. On page 20, how"ee, the average
mnmer of civilians, paid out of R.UT. &Q.
E. fmndsq is shown ats 27,548.
Does this mea'iihit moreo thani 12,500' nin-years ofp(ivilfhti emiploymont are paid from the Army imiittrinl fundi alici indirectly Charged
to 1R.1).T. J%EL?
General Bim'rrs. Yes, sir.
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M r. SiK:. IHas that always been the situation?
General IIE"'.S, Yes, it has.
Mr. SIKVS. For fical year 1970, total man-years are reduced by 41,

and total military personnel are increased by 132. Is there a reltio(nl general B',-rs. heree is no relationship.

Mr. Smn.rs. in other words, are you reducing eivilin pe'sonil aid
rising military?
General BEil's. This is not a deliberate plrogran. These tire l(ljtisfmeats
places$to the two different. tecoulits that, go back to itiany dlifer'lnl
CIVII.N IIMIOVY

I./N'I, BY 1N8TA,,ATION'

1008-70

Mr. Siv.<s. Provide. for the record a list, shoiving the ( 1ivil'im ollployee nian-years funded directly and those funded indlireylv fron
R..T. & E., by installations, for Ascal years 1908, 1969, and 1910.
('rho information follows:)
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION, ARMY INSTALLATION ANALYSIS, GOVERNMENT CIVILIANS
PAID OUT OF R.D,T.E. & E. FUNDS
(Inman.yearsl

Installation

Fiscal year 1968 actual Fiscal year 1969 estimate Fiscal year 1970estimate
AIF
Total
Direct
AIF Total Direct
AIF Total Direct

144 2,223 2,367
335 2,107 2,442
144 2,223 2,367
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md........
U.S. Army Research Office, Arlington,
282
293 ........
293
282 ........
282
282 ........
Vs ............
........
U.S. Army Tank.Automolive com543
543........
543
558.......
558
543 ........
mand Detroit Mch
Harry Diamond Laboratoiles, Wash.
1,419
1,461 1,461 ........ 1,419 1,419 ........ 1,419
Inston DC... .......
....
485
485 ........ 485
485
' 63" 337
500 .......
Duway rvinig Ground, Uiah... .
Edgew6odArsenal, Md ....................... 1,477 1,477 ........ 1,435 1,435 ......... 1,435 1,435
1,458
1458
....
........
1458
4
1,458
1,482 ......
Fort Belvoir, Ve ..............
8.
...... 1,152 1,152 ........
1
Fort Detrick Md ............................ 1,185
Aviation Materials Laboratories, Ft.
308
334
308 ........
308
308 ........
Eustis, Va
334.......
358 ......
3589 4.......
346
346........346
Fort Huschuca ArW. .........
3,2086
0.
06 ......
2,906 2,096 ........ 2,906
Fort onmout , N. ...........
19....
192
''i"
91.....
186
186 ........
188
3
192
1
FoftRucker, Ala .............
.
5
915.915
915
933
.
933
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia P ........
16
........
1 .........
1 16
7
1
t.waJeleln Test Facility, Paciic O
722
722 ........
722
797 .......
797
722 .......
raticK Laboratories Mass ............
2,000 2,000 ......
2,000
2,000
0.........2060
2,60 ......
Pietinny Arsenal, Dover, N.)
1,738
1,73'
1,)92 1,792 ......
1,738 1,738 ......
Redstone Arsenal, Ala ...............
36,.
352
352 ........
352
361 ........
92
269
..........
Rock Island Arsenal
Walter
DadArmy
dica Center,
51........
551
536 ........
536
536 ........
536
Maer
&1
Mechanics Resarch
483
483
483
483 ........
519
619 ........
Laboratory, Watertown, Mass ...............
298
298
298 ........
298
307 .......
307
......
Waterv let Arsenal, N.Y.....
Waterways Experimental Center,
607
807.......
607.......607
625.......6
IlksburRMss
V Sand4 Misle
....... 4,294
4,2944,24
......
4,5 5 4,24
......
Range, , x.... 4,28
Whlte
..
805
842 ....... 842
805.......805
805.
Yuma Proving round Ariz
1,836 1,785
1,785
Miscellaneous Installaions.......
1,955 ......
1,955 1,38
Total........................ 16,262 12,447 28,709 15,089 12,500 27,589 15,048 12,500
CONTRACT CIVILTA$

27,548

EMPLOYMIENT

Mr. Sixom . agO 20 of the justifications diselosps that 4,768 contractor civilians Will be paid out of R.D.T. & E. in fiscal year 1970.
They are employed at five Army lnstjlatins, atthree of which (Fort
Huathite&, Fort Ruckeri and Kwaj lein) the cofitractoremployees outnumber the Govet,nment civilian empl 6yees.

WhTlat are the realsonl for thle larger' nunbi

of contractor hire tt thpee

T1(VAJAIV3N

(ieoil ~xs.Let 11il ak Kwajaleoill first, siflee. tilhat is one od thle
most obvious.
T~ile activities ot there wtit.1i resp~ect. to the Satfegulard program arell
i'elat t'd to the testing~ of the Systetia developed lby the miajor Nafetlli(l
.sys61teiii (!()I
lto)'84. PI'e 11(41i:ty out, there i'Clfte(l to the 1Pacifies R~ange
e'ieetr i'(1iglietic sign"iatu~re studies thle IPress program thilt 1 mntioned
vitili&ei, is Oper'ate] Iby the1 .iAl(Soill Laboraitory,* p)1ilily. with soI1Ito
Support, ttoiii othi St ibeolit 1,11('toIs.
i~ritli that paittern developing on- at coitileActtl basis, about all) we
Iieed to (d0wit hi (overillit
emloyees is to ifloflitol' tlhe contract. eflort,
to be 8sure the Governmllent is inl facit, getting its pr1oper1 rett iii.

'1O10) poirt of the estalishilloiitgI 11 olift1colhC
of vehlicles, running1ho
lhe schools, and that. kind of thing, is (lte onl a cont ractuail basis, I
alislpe(t more or loss historically, b~ecaulseo 1n we took over Kwajalein
f romn the Nalvy, that is the waty It wits being done1.
f siimjWct the rCieasoning wits that eivilhi satlaies that we could pay
wer'e not, adlequate to atyact people to that island.
A1r. Snis. Has this been at fully satisfactory and sucecessful
operation ?
Ge01eral Bn's'rs11[. 1 thinkI it aseenl
1.4
Verl

sattisfacetory. It was not

initially. With the present Contractor, it has ben at very good Operation.
*We monitor their effort; very closely. We ha-ve ieciently gonie through.
it competitionn to see if wve could get ai different conitractor inl there, or
a1t least, open it. up to competition, and hie clearly came, out as the best
choice, fron tadolptJar mid experience. point, of view.
* Mr. ANimEmvs. H-ow many people are on Kwajaitlein now, General?
OGenea'al Bvmr'is. 1 would have to pin it down fo;r the record, but it is
* approximattely 4,000.

(TPhe information requested follows:)

The preent 1)L
nontidignous pop~ulation of Kw~~ajalein Missiieo Range is 40040(
lweop1e. '1him jx)piatilln Is divided aproxlittely its follows, : Military, 53 ; 00ivI
service, 09; contractor, 2,723 ; (Iel)QiIdentm, 1,775. In additionn, the logistlc 8uIppoi't

cotrttuetor eniI loyH nivroximately mt) MAtrmhaliese workers. 'Thiese MAtrsmnileso
are emnployed hy ngreemit with the governmentt of the Trust Teritory of the
Piacitle Islands. The Alarmhalieso workers reside on Marshallests islands thot are
not a iport of the range.

Mr. Aximilivs. D)o you have adeqitte housing facilities?
General Bip.avrS. No", sir;14 We1 (to not, bt we do not believe we should
put u In
more, houlsinig. It, is a.rather small island physically. We hanve
adjusted Cte level tit whichi we will provide hobusi g for the different

contractors, Some of their people ju.1 cannot have housing, that is all.
Mr. ANDlMwS. You mentioned schools. Do you hatve a school sys'temy
onl the island?
General lk~r'rs. We -do have schools there for depemidentg of the
people who live on the islalid. It is operated by the support contractor.
Mr. Poon. I was out there this past winter on m
iy fourf-h-or fifth
visit.' I huave thle impression it is going extremely well. The school
system is an'interesting one in that it is run by the conitractmr but
it good many of the teachers in th
tcool qysle e
wve okh

j "lititiy or contract, emjloestr.
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There is a very strong effort to keep the population of the island
down. andto keep the people on this very small island busy and occupied. I was most impressed by how well 't goes.
Mr. AwnRFws. Does it have a good airstrip?
Mr. Pooi. It is an excellent airstrip. It wits a Japanese airstrip
originally, and it hast been updated. Air supply is very easy.
Mr. ANDRlEws. Is teire it good water supply .
Mr. Poon. Water supply is reasonably good, and electric supply
is excellent.
Mr. AxRnEws. I-Tow do you meet that requirement?
General BFhrs. It is a diesel powerplant.

Mr. POOR. There has to be a lot of electricity because they have to
run the big radars. There is also a diesel plant for the radars. They
have had little difficulty with water or electrity.
The housing is not very wonderful. A lot of it is made of trailers
which are put out on coral landfill made. by dredging up coral still(]
and putting trailers on it. The people living there quite quickly plant
palm trees and try to get a little shade and upgrade the area.
M r. Axnrmvs. how -long do you foresee that level of activity on
the island?
Mr. Poon. I should think it would go on for a long time to come,
because Kwajalein has a very
important role, not only in testing
possible ballistic missile defense systems, but also in assessing the performance of our own reentry vehicle systems.
Mr. AxDtrws. Of the approximately 4,000 people on the island;
iow many are military?
Mr. Poon. We could provide that for lhe record. It is a very small
nuniber.
General Bivrs. Thirty-one is the number we have at the moment.
Mr. Poon. That could change, of course.
(The information follows:)
There are 81 military personnel authorized for the Kwajalein Missile Range.
The present assigned strength is 80 military personnel as follows: 24 at Kwajalein
Island; two at field offices (one each Honolulu and Vandenberg Air Force Base)

and four at the Kwajalein Range Directorate, Huntsville, Ala. In addition,

other military personnel stationed at KwaJalein are assigned as follows: two,
Conare central training facility; one, Air Force liaison officer; one, resident
engineer, Honolulu Engineering District; 25, Safeguard system.

A total of 53 military personnel are stationed at Kwajalein Missile Range.
IMPACT OF IlEVENUE' AND EXPENDITITHE CONTROL ACT

Mr. SiE.s. According to the justifications, in fiscal 1969 the total
number of permanent positions decreased about 2,000 below fiscal
year 1968. Is this the result of the Revenue and Expenditure Control
ActI
General B'rrs. Normal attrition, the elimination of temporary
spaces, and hiring restrictions resulting from the act.
Colonel Joy. The act would have brought us back to the June 80,
1966, level. That level was iT,006-plus. We never got to that level.
W Iave'been below it all the time,
Those reductions are essentially attrition and the lapse in hiring,
and things of that nature.,
. Mr. Sirrs. As the number of Government employees decreased in
fiscal 1969, the number of contractor employees increased. Is there a
direct relationship?
,
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Colonel JoY. No, sir.

General Bv'-rs. No, sir. You will recall our program was increased
because of the additional things we took on during that year.
Mr. SxIKs. What impact has section 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act, actually had on your R.D.T. & E. program?
In other words, in wlhat areas and in which grade levels were the
cutbacks made) and were these adverse to the program ?
General BFirrs. I would like to analyze that.
Mr. SiKEs. You may provide the detail on the numbers for the

record.
(The information follows:)

The Impact of section 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act varies
from installation to installation, depending upon the local labor market an(
degree of personnel turnover. At some installations with little turnover the impact
has been small; at others where the Army Is In competition with industry or
civilian institutions the Impact has been more severe. The Impact is heaviest In
the support area, In both service and adinifistrative type personnel of the middle
and lower grade levels, with it sonewat lessor iinact in the scientitfle [a
professional areas, Ti'here lires been soilit overall deterloratloll In the sllppo't
area, despite a modest, carefully controlled use of overtime. Some slippage In
,other research and development projects has occurred In order to give priority
to Southeast Asia [1l other high priority projects, ilowever, the real impact
will be felt through the develol)l ng Imbalance of v1(115 out of proportion to th
slplrovod program. ''ils will Impact direety on the In-house effort, and on contractual efforts whicl are lwflaiiie(l, guided, monitored, and eValuated by th
In-house research and development staff. It Is already requiring some scientific
and professional personnel to devote an Increasing proportion of their time
to administrative and service tasks with a resultant degradation of the re-

seareh and development program. This degradation is actual, and impacts adversely on the quality of expertise applying for technical positions. Speclflc details as to numbers and grade levels of personnel affected by section 201 of
the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act eainot be gi'en as its Impact Is mixed
with, other personnel changes due to reorganizations, transfers of missions be.
tween commands, lapses In hiring, and other similar actions.

Mr. SIKFs. Can you tell us how many cinployees were engaged in

Southeast Asia-related work and, therefore, exempt from the act?
General Bw-rs. None in my appropriation.
FEIDTIAZ.,

CO, TRACT IESHAICTI CENTRf

Mr. SIrK's. Under Federal contract research centers, last year for
the first time in several years, the committee did not place a specific
limitation on the funds to be spent with Federal contract research
centers.
In the report on the bill, the committee made clear that this action
was being -taken with the understanding that this activity would be
carefully watched and that increases in funding -of the Federal contract research centers would be noted in the hearings this year.
What increases in funds for Federal contract research centers,
either in the amotifnts in line items directly in support of the centers
or in other line itemfis of which a part of the effort was allocated to
the Federal contract, centers, are proposed in fiscal 1970 compared
with fiscal year i969? Do you 'have that answer, or will you have to
research it?
General B rs. We have it here, l)ut we would have to dig it out
of the book.
Mr. SKiEs. Give us general statement, and provide details for
the record.
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PIIOGRAM INCREASES BY CENTER

General BniTs. Generally we stayed at the same level, with a slight
increment to adjust to inflation. You will recall that there was a
rather considerable additional effort placed on the Human Resources
Research Office in a program we called computer-assisted instruction.
Dr. Foster agreed that we could move up in that program. I can
give you the specific, nubmbers.
The Mathematics Research Center, actual in 1968 was $1.3 million
That went up $50,000 in 19069.
The Human Resources Research Office was $3,165,000 in 1968. That

went up to $3,190,000.
The Center for Research in Social Systems was $1,560,000 in 1908.
It went up to $1,960,000.
The research Analysis Corporation, from both appropriations,
R.D.T. & E. and 0. & M., went from $8.15 million in 1968 to $8.35
million in 19069.
We have some work at the applied physics laboratory. Our portion of it went from $725,000 in 1968 down to $1550,000 in 1969.
We have some in Aerospace that was $1.7 million in both of those
2 years.
Mr. SIKEs. You may provide further details for the record.
(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 190 the Army estimates Its funding for Federal contract research centers will be as follows: The Mathematics Research Center $1,455,000;
the Humnan Resources Research Office $4 million; the Center for Research in

Social Systems $2,100,000; the Research Analysis Corporation $9,050,000; the
Applied Physics Laboratory $1,635,000; Aerospace Corporation $2,975,000; and
Lincoln Laboratories $23,150,000.

Mr. SIKrS. How do the actual amolllts programed for the various
centers in fiscal year 1969 compare with the amounts presented to

the Congress in tie justiflettions last year? Do you have that before
you?
General Bm-rs. This is essentially the same as was justified, except
for the one increase I mentioned in'Human Resources Research Office.
Mr. SIKEs. The justifications on page 50 show an increase in funding for Federal contract research centers of approximately $8.2 tnillion. How is this increase justified?
Genoral BEi-rs. The largest portion of that is in Lincoln Laboratory.
and represents an adjustment of effort between the work that was
supported by the Advanced Research Projects Office and is now
being supported by the Army:
Tiere is also an increase in HUMRRO from 1969 to 1970.
SALARY INCREASES IN FCI1C5S

Mr. SixK s. Have there been requests for salary increases from the
FCRC's?
General Bmrvs. Yes. there have been some. I do liot know of any
of great significance i would have tto research that in detail. I am
sure there have been some.
Mr. SSKFf. I would like an answer for the record showing whit
increases, have been allowed, and for what level of personnel.

Mr. PooR. Wewill provide that for the record.
;

!
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(The inforinition follows:)
The Federal contract research centers do not request approval for Indivldtal
salary increases, but do request approval for increases in salary ranges. In
fiscal year 10609 he Research Analysis Corp. requested and obtained approval
for n Increase of 8 percent In its salary ranges. A similar request was received
from andl apl)proved for the Humni
Resources Research Office for a 5-1wrcent
increase in salary ranges. Approval does not constitute an automatic salary
In(,rea,. Neither tie Center for Research In Social Systems nor the Mathomutics Research Center requested an increase In salary ranges for fiscal year
1)09. Ti Federal contract research centers have granted to a majority of
their personnel i all categories merit Increases nd cost of living in(.rvases
(luring fiscal year 1909.

Mr. Si':s. In general, ]hove there been iIcI'eases ill costss at tile
FCR('s above and beyond that, wlich wouldyoube paying
reflectedany
in more
your
increased budget, request? For example, are
per technical man-year in fiscal year 1970 than you paid in fiscal

11)(19 ?
General liwrrs. I would have to get that ill detail. I am sure it has
gone ill) some because of the general cost growth that we call ination. Some of this is also the reason why our 1970 is higher than
our 1909.
)r. Foster has specifically agreed that there ought to be a 3- or 4percent increase allowed for inflation.
Mr. SImKs. Are you getting compara-ble levels of work in tle
2 fiscal years so that the dollar' comparisons are also reasonably acelilte
workload comparisons?
General Bi'r-TS. I would say they. are a reasonably good reflection
of the workload as adjusted for inflation.
SUPrORT OF FCRC'S, BY APPROPRlIATIONS, 1007-09

Mr. SIKEs. For the record, provide a table showing FCRC support,
by appropriation, for the past 3 fiscal years..
(The information follows:)
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ARMY FEDERAL CONTRACT RESEARCH CENTERS SUPPORT, BY APPROPRIATION, FISCAL YEARS 1967, 1968, AND
1969
(in thousands of dollars]
1967 actual

1968 actual

1969 estimate

Mathematics Research Center, University of Wisconsin, R.D.T. & E_

1,300

1,300

1,350

Human Resources Research Office, George Washington University:
R.D.T. & E...................................................
Operations and maintenance -----------------------------------

3,190
2,799
3,165
217 ............................

Total, Human Resources Research Office ...................
Center for Research In Social Systems, American University, R.D.T. & E..

3,016
1,939

3, 165
1,560

3, 190
1,960

Research Analysis Corp.:
R.D.T. & E...................................................
Operations and maintenance ....................................

6,034
1,825

6,722
1,428

6,450
1,900

7,859
1,238

8,150
1,700

8,350
1,700

Total. Research Analysis Corp .............................Aerospace Corp., R.D.T. & E........................................

..

Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University:
R.D.T. & E.............................................................................................
Operations and maintenance ....................................
PEMA ...........................................

550
900
725
123 .............................

550
1,023
725
Total, Applied Physics Laboratory .............................
1,500 ............................
Electromagnetic Compat ability Analysis Center, R.D.T. & E.............
19,020
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, R.D.T. & E...............................
Total program by appropriation:
R.D.T. & E...................................................
Operations and maintenance ....................................
PEMA .......................................................
Total, FCRC's ...............................................

14,447
33,670.
14,810
2,450
2,153
2,942
123 ............................
17, 875

16,600

36,120

1 Project Defender, transferred to Army In fiscal year 1969, ARPA associated radar operation at Kwajalein Missile Range.

PROJECT T'HE5Ms

Mr. Sims. Under Project Theinis, I would like you to provide for
the record at this point a tabulation indicating the estimate for fiscal
year 1970 for Project Themis, and the amount programed in each of
the years since the inception of the program.

(The information follows:)
Project Themis funding since program inception:
Fiscal year 1967-------- $5, 500,000 Fiscal year 1969 --------- $8, 800,000
Fiscal year 1968 --------- 8, 300, 0001 Fiscal year 1970 (estfinate) 10, 200, 000

Mr. SiKs. Can you give the committee an evaluation of the Themis

program insofar as the Army is concerned?
General BETTs. Yes, sit'.
I think that those efforts that we support have been of comparable
quality and Measire up very well with respect to the kind of work
thft we have supported in other Ufiiversities.
There are one or two exceptions, because we have decided not to
extend.
Mr. SIKEs. What are those?
General BETTrs. Oie of the efforts that we were supporting we Will
not extend in the next contract period.
Do you waht to add to that, Colonel Snead?
Colonel SNF6D. We have operatedotr Themis program in verve close
couplig with our basic research facilities. For each of our Themis
contrats, we have i fact assigned the monitorship Of that to the Ariy
facility that is priiaflily concerned -ith that type of work.
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This has brought our Themis contractors along, we feel, in a very
rewarding way.
Mr. SixEs. What is the one that is not to be renewed?
Colonel SNEAD. The contract with the University of Alaska will
be phased out ufider the Themis reduced 3-year funding procedure.
Mr. SixEs. For what reason?
Colonel SNEAD. The primary reason was that the university was
unable to attract the staff and graduate students that they hoped to
attract and retain.
Mr. SIKES. On Themis, generally, would you say that you have had
enough experience with the program to state that 't is a Valuable part
of the Army R.D.T. & E. effort?
Colonel SNEAD. It is definitely a valuable part. It is different in
certain respects.
Mr. ANDiEWS. You mean some projects have been good and some
have been bad?
Colonel SNEAn. There have been varying levels, but we are quite encouraged in all of the Themis programs.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you mean when you say it has been good
in certain respects?
Colonel SNFAAD. I said it is different in certain respects, sir, in that
the Initial year or two of the Thelmis program was the expansion of an
existing c pabllity at the university, rather than its being an establisbed total capability at the (lay of start.
RESurTs OF TTIEMTS PRORAM

With this recognition, we have a,growing number of very important
and significant contributions coming out of the Thenis program.
Mr. SIKES. List some of those for the record.

(The information follows:)
Some of the significant contributions are:
The Georgia Institute of Technology has made many contributions as a result
of Its Themis program. One of the major contributions has been developing a
method that can be extended to determine, nondestructively, the critical buckling
load for structural elements of various types, This has application to components
with cutouts or cracks involving a nonuniform prebuclde stress struts and can
contribute to reducing the expense of testing structural components to failure.
Another contribution from Georgia Institute of Technology is a theoretical
and experimental analysis ofta jet tna crosswind. A better understanding of the
wake flow behind the Jet has been realized, The results of this specific effort can
be applied where crosswinds Interacting with a jet can influence the performance of V/STOL aircraft, includifig the helicopter.
The University of Florida has been doing some very important work in 'mithematics and statlistle "s applied to logistics. In conjunction with their research,
they- have given direct assistance to Army, Navy and Air Force facilities:
Warner Robbins AFTI. Jacksonville Navy Air Rework Facility and Fort Belvolr
and Frankford Arsenal. The research results being obtained In Invefitbry Theory
will be fundameitaIl indeSigning and operating future procutrement and distribution systems.
A significant contribution has been made to the Army's radar detection capabilities by the progress in the Stevens Institute of Technology Tiih mts program
in the development of Improved absorption refrigeration methods in the extreme
low temperature range.
t'he Uitversity of Delaware work Is contributing to a better understanding of
gas-liqla mixture and has established mathematical, models for describing the
behavior of. liquid solid interface. The measurement of thermal colductivity
and viscosity under extreme conditions and the influence of turbulent mixing
36-54-60-iPt. 5-8
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reaction' rates is pertinent in the development of advanced fluidic systems for
Army equipment.
The Texas A. & M. Themis program has contributed to the understanding and
compressibility effects on oscillating rotor blades in hovering flight. By better
understanding the phenomena associated with blade compressibility during helicopter improved blade designs can be made. The major importance of this work
is the advent of helicopters operating with high rotor blade tip speeds. This
specific program contributes to designs where there is a compromise between
hover and high speed flight performance. All of these aspects are very important
for advancing the design and performance of Army aircraft and helicopters.
Auburn University is doing some work on automatic design methods by use
of computers. The computer programs have been written but hfive not been
verified. When they are verified, they will be made available to Army organizations, among others, who are involved in mechanical design work.
Mississippi State University has been very productive in its theoretical and
computational analysis of the aerodynamics of rotors and propellers. One
part of the effort has concentrated on an airfoil design that has application to
Improving the aerodynamic performance of rotors and propellers. This is an
area that has been void for several years since the need for improved airfoil
design was countered by the inability of fabricating something other than a
symmetrical and nontapered blade. The ability to fabricate new materials, composites. permits realizing the benefits of improved aerodynamic airfoils in Army
aircraft.
Work at Lehigh University has led to the discovery and Investigation of a new
phenomenon, deexcitation shocks, which occur in nonequilibrium gas flows including vibrationally relaxing gases. It is believed that this phenomenon may
well exist in a wide range of situations involving gas flows, whenever nonequlibrium, expanding flows are endonitered; for example, in rocket and jet
engines.
The University of Cincinnati is performing a basic analytical and experimental study of the heat transfer of a jet impinging on a flat surface. This
involves determination of the local hefit transfer on the surface and knowing the
pressure distribution in the stagnation region of the jet. It is through these
types of basic studies that contributions can be made to improving the performance0fair-breathing propulsion system.
The University of Iowa has evaluated the sensitivity of large systems, to errors
in estimation of mass and stiffness characteristics. This has been applied to
analyzing the iiteractidn forces of weapons and vehicles.
The Ohio University has elected a method for study and experiment, for very
accurate determination of aircraft position in low-level navigation. Extremibly
accurate time measurements are to be used, as may-be obtaiied With 'Atomtic
clocks, to control and measure electromagnetic signals and thus to determine
range Information. Successful results from this work should add materially to
our capability in lw-level navigation .
The most signflcant accomplishments of Louisiana State University include
research in acute respiratory diseases in the tropics.;, a technique has been develbped taltlithas.surpa'ssed previous methods for isolating viruses suspected of
beina lb0iifid mu'i' ruiPis-antibody cofiplex; and develpihent of a tHine gmide to
treahdef t of snakebit.

"
sl-s
Arethere questi6?S
SMr..S
s. Yes, Mr.. hatiman.
Mr. tlOii
dii
lerS id yvou :are going , lst thef accomplishments for the
I
" "tht'yoi ein polfht t6 fiowI Are yoi
1 Ai:tia~ytiAhp
tl ;ouitput
hhe" from
re60*4;
'programfi Wichi hais .somnb signifthle Thdufimh'i
getting any
flcanice toyufii research
r,
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.
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•No2, ho (dJoyouevaluate and asslimlate the results of these various
experiences f Do yoU have a central agncy whih'takes these results

Ait ginds tlhOeM ifito the overall Ores*arch equiitl6n, 0r just whtt is
t1.
6 67.
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Colonel SNrAD. The primary means is thiat they are monitored exactly in the same procedure as our other research efforts. That is, the
particlar Army activity that is responsible for and has the expertise
in the area serves asithe principal Army monitor.
'hey then incorporate the results of this into the broad procedure
that the Army has in monitoring and distribti ing and getting jd
ments froth other elements of the Army on the products of the wort
In addition, Themis does have a. central review condfiucted by the
Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering yearly,
in whlch all three services participate with D.D.R. & E. in evaluating
the results of the programs.
Mr. RhoDEs. How much is in the budget for the Army portion of
Project Themis?
Mr. 1Poou. $10.2 million.
Mr. RimDES. Thank you.
Mt. Sus.Than you very much, gentlemen.
The committee will resine its work at 2 o'clock.
A

afENOoN SESSION

Mr. Amms.
The committee will come to order.
USE AND COST OF CONSULTANTS

Mr. Secretary, I would like to'ask two questions you can answer for
the record.
Compare the number of consultants used in fiscal year 1969 with the
number in fiscal years 1968 and 1967.
(The information follows:)
The number of individual consultaiits employed lit fiscal year 1907 was 480;
fiscal year 1968, 493; fiscal year 1969, 470.
Mr. ANDREWS. Compare the costs of consultants in fiscal years 1967,
1068, and 1969.
Mr. Pooii. Mr. Chairman, may I ask fo ',larificftion ?
I thiNk there is a practical problem ini: getting down into the lower
echelon of the system. At the hidividual laboratory levels, for example, there are part-time advisers who cme in for a few hours or

days. Is thist0 be'restricted to sort of an Army staff and mfiaj6r command level, or what didyou have lnmidled?
.
Mr. ANDImws. Consultants as they are generally known, in Governmentte 'niftl6ogy.
(The information follows:)
The daily rate (fee) paid to consultants has risen -along with the cost of

living, frm -1007 to 1969.' The dhily rate paid to individdal, consulints to the
Army li ed. through civil service persofihil procedures ranges UP to $128. The

limitations fre set forth in section XXII, part 2 of the Armed ServideS Procurement regulation. The number of days for which an individual consultant may
be liaid is liited to no more than 180 days ini year. The fee is based oi the
compensation rate for 09-15'to GS-18-cvil servalitsi and depends upon the con-

sultant's education,, experience, reputation, and availability. Travel expenses
and per diem are allowed on the same basis as for civil servants.
Mr. AxPRIws. What is your projected use of consultants in fiscal
year 1970
General Bmrs. I do not think we have that. We have not analyzed
it on thWtbasis. I will have to furnish that.
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(The information follows:)
The number of consultants -that will be required at any particular 'time cannot be projected with any accuracy. Consultants are called in only when a
specific need or problem arises; however, no significant Increase or decrease is
anticipated.

Mr. ANDPwS. To what extent do you use employees of Federal
contract research centers with which you contract as consultants?
General BETrs. We use them extensively in a consulting capacity,
but we do not contract with them individually. We ask the center to
make them available on committees or analyses, as the' case may be.
I do not have a number on that.
Mr. PooR. We pay their salaries under the contract, where they are
on the payroll o fthe Federal Contract Research Center. We simply
make use of their services without any special reimbursement.
PAY RATES FOR CONSULTANTS

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the rate you pay consultants, specialists you
call in?
Mr. POOR. I would have to provide that for the record. There are
ceilings on this and I do not have them in mind.
General BEm-s. It varies.
Mr. ANDREWS. I think the ceiling overall is around $100'a day, it used
to be about $50.
General Brrrs. I will check this out.
(The information follows:)
The armed services procurement regulation provides that consultants to the
Army may be paid per diem equivalent to salaries of GS-13 to 0--15 range or,
In the ease of professional engineering services involving research and development or professional services involving physical or natural sciences or medicine, *thehighest rate payable to a GS-18 which Is $33,495 per annum or $113 per
day. Travel and other expenses are in addition to the daily rate.

Mr. A"P.ws. To what extent do you use faculty members of colleges and universities as consultants at the same time they are working
under Ariny research grants or contracts?
Mr. PooR. I think I would have to do some research and answer
that. for the record.
We do make extensive use of university consuItaiits, bitt the extent to
wlich they are at the same time working in sponsored research programs, we need toresearch.
Mr. ANiqD ws. Put in the record what you pay over and above the
contract you have with the university.
(The iiiformtitlon follows:)
Faculty members of colleges and universities working under contracts or grants
are used as consultants but do not normally receive additional compensation
except for travel and related expenses.

Mr., AwDulws. For: th6 record, what has been your average daily
rate 61 pay, for consultants.in fiscal years 1967, 1968, and 1969?
What average rate is projected for fiscal year 1970?
(The information follows:)
As has been'Indicated in earlier testimotiy records are not mAifitntied in such
a manner that we can give a precise answer. However, a sampling indicates
that the average daily rate paid to consultants for fiscal year 1967 was $81;
fiscal year 1968, $84; and fiscal year.1960, $86. While costs increase annually
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because of inflation, it is not anticipated that there will be a significant change
for fiscal year 1970.

Mr. AD.REWS. For the record, what has been your average yearly

amount paid to individual consultants in each of these 3 years?
(The infornition follows:)

A review indicates that the average yearly amount paid by the Army to
Individual consultants including fee, travel, and per diem for fiscal year 1967 was
$1,213; for fiscal year, 19068 $1,339; and for fiscal year, 1969 $1,505.

11r. ANDRIEWS. To what extent were people classed as consultants in
order to keep, them on the payroll and avoid the personnel reductions
imposed by tie Revenue and i expenditure Control Act?
General BErs. I know of no extunple of that. We will research it to
see.
(The information requested is as follows:)
No instance has been found where people were classed as consultants to avoid
personnel reductions iml)osed l)y the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act.

AT1mI INSTALLATIONS
FOIT TUONMOUTU1

N.J.

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee notes that the contractor employees
will be phased out completely in fiscal year 1970 at Fort Monmouth.
How were you able to accomplish this?
Mr. POoR. We will have to provide that for the record.
Mr. ANDRFWS. Contract civilianis, as shown on page 31, paid out of
reseatrtch development, test and evaluation finds for 1968, 21; for
fiscal 199i, six; estimated for 1970, none.
MNr. PooL. I will supply that.
(The information follows:)
The contractor civilians paid from R.D.T. & . in fiscal year 1968 and part of
fiscal year 1969 were required for on-site engineering services in support of the.
satellite communication terminals. Daring fiscal year 19069 the terminals became
operational and responsibility for maintenance of the terminals was transferred
to 0. & M. A.

Mr. 2NDRWS. The civilian and Military personnel remained the
same in fiscal year 1970 as the current fiscal year, but total obligations
increased $2.0 million. Why is this?
General BETrs. I will have to go back into that program in detail,
Mfr. Cha irlil. I do not have the answer o1 it.
(The infoi nationn flowss)
Tit total obligations shown at Fort 'Monmiouth incljtde, in addition to salary
costs, provision for travel, contracts in support of the in-house effort, and the
purchase of supplies and eqftlpmnent. The increase shown for fiscal year 1970
is primarily for cost of living increases in the latter areas.
FORT RUCKER, ALA.

Mr. ANDREWS. Employees remain stable in fiscal year 1970 at Fort
Rucker, but total obligations decrease $1 million in fiscal year 1970.
What-is the explanation for this, especially in view of the civilian
and-mifitary pay raise in the current year?
General 3Errs. Our total program has gone down in some measure.
I will have to look into the detail n that.
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Mr. ANDREWS. The question states the employees remained stable,
but obligations decreased by a million dollars.
General BFTa'S. I will supply that for the record.
Mr. PooR. It would certainly have to be a decrease in the amount
of external contracting, but we will research it for the record.
(The information follows:)
In addition to funds for the payment of salaries, the dollar level of effort
forecast for Fort Rucker Includes travel, contracts in support of the Iln-house
effort, and the purchase of supplies and equipment. The reduction reflected in
the fiscal year 1970 estimates is In the contractual effort.
KWAJAIX

N TEST FACILITY

Mr. ANDREWS. The total estimated obligations during fiscal year
1970 for the Kwajalein test facility totals $83.1 million, an increase of
$24.1 million over the current fiscal year. The increase is in the Army
facilities operated under contract.
Will you provide a table showing the contractor-operated facilities
at Kwajalein and the reason for the increase?
General BETrs. I will provide the table for the record ,but the reason
for the increase is the transfer of the management of tie large radars
that used to be handled in the ARPA program.
Mr. ANDREWS. General Betts, woul-you also include what the
ARPA program was for this operation as a comparison?
General B=rrs. Yes.
(The information follows:)
CONTRACTOR-OPERATED FACILITIES-KWAJALEIN MISSILE RANGE
Iln thousands
Operation

F

l969

Technical range support ...........................................
$9,409
Logistical range support ----------------------------------------18, 045
Dlscrimlnatlon radar and target tracking radar (former NIKE radars)...
9,575
Kiernan reentry measurement site(former ARPA radars at Roi Namur)...
10,606
Communications and Instrumentations .............................................
Total .....................................................

47,635

F

970

Note

$10,059
20, 504
11,44
25, 405
4,268

1
2
3
4
5

71,700

1. The, $050,000 Increase is due primarily to the range assuming funding responsibility for optical .data reduction from Safeguard System Command.
2. The $2,459,000 increase is due to Increased workload and the fair standards
labo'law reduction of work week from 42 to 40 hours.
3. The $1,889,000 increase Is due to the transfer of the funding responsibility
for the wideband coherent recorder system and the battery control building to
the range and a modification to the target tracking radar.
4. The ARPA program for fiscal year 1969 for the TradeFc radar was $15.8
nillilon., ARPAfunided Lincoln Laboratory $6.9 million 'and transferred $8.9 million to KwaJalein Missile Range. The additional $1.7 million was funded by the
Advanced Ballistic 'Missile Defense Agency to start procurement on a modification to the Tradex radar. The $14.799 million Increase in fiscal year 1970 is due
to -the transfer of the ARPA long-range tracking and instrumentation radar
(Altair) radar from ABMDA to the range, $8 million; a full year funding for the
Tradex radar, $4.4 million; and modifications to the Tradex and Altair 'radars,
'$2.899'mnllion.
1
5. Facility improvements in communications and instrumentation are required
to Integrate the reentry radars, and furnish support to the strategic offensive and
defensive systems.
I
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Mr. ANDREWS. How are you able to increase Government civilians
by 10 in fiscal year 19710 at a cost of $100,000, and at the same time absorb the pay raise?
General BTrs. This is still at Kwajalein?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
General Bir'01Ts. I would have to check tlt ofit in detail, biut I stis1)ect it is because the employees we are talking about are not of
the higher level of management. In addition to salaries, the total
R.D.T. & E. obligations shown in the budget include materials and
supplies and contracts for support services. Salaries for the 10 adlditional people, together with travel and other associftecd costs, will
amount to approximately $300,000. However, the fiscal year 1970 estimate for materials and supplies is $200,000 less than the estimated
fiscal year 1969 cost.
REI)STONE ARSENAL,

ALA.

Mr. AJDIWDWS. At Redstone Arsenal, Ala., the contractor civilians
decreased by 16 in fiscal year 1970 and contractor-operated facilities
decreased $104,000. The civilian and military personnel will remain
the same, yet your total obligations increase ahnlost $1 million.
What is the explanation for this?
General BETTs. I will have to get the detail, Mr. Chairman. There
are so many things that might account for it it would be foolish for
me to speculate. We will have to get the details.
(The information follows:)
The total obligations shown for Redstone Arsenal Include, In addition to
salary costs, provision for travel, contracts in support of the In-house effort, and
the purchase of supplies and equipment. The increase shown for fiscal year 1970
is primarily for contracts in support of the in-house effort.

Mr. ANDREws. Will you take the table on page 37 of the justification
book and break it down to show the appropriate totals and amounts
for the U.S. Army Missile Command, for the safeguard system command, and for the NIKE-X Development Office?
Provide this for the record.
(The information follows:)
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REDSTONE ARSENAL
[Dollarsln thousands
Fiscal year
1968, actual

Fiscal year
1969, estimated

Fiscal year
1970, estimated

$47,153

$50,633

$51,634

35,325
11,359
569

38,498
9,620
2,515

29,469
9,100
3,065

3,724

3,504

3,400

1,023

1,175

1,192

Total obligations ......................................

52,000

55,312

56,226

U.S. Army MissileCommand ................................
SAFEGUARD System Command ...........
..........
Nlke-X DeveopmentOffice ....................................
B. Personnel, Man-years:
1. Government civilians paid out of research, development, test and
evaluation funds (total) -----------------------------------

39,826
11,599
575

42,787
9,975
2,550

43,654
9,455
3,117

1,792

1,738

1,738

1,534
229
29

1,454
197
87

1,431
205
102

2, Contractor civilians paid out of research, development, test and
evaluation funds (total) ------------------------------------

229

220

204

3. Military personnel In research, development test and evaluation
work a.I support thereof (total) -----------------------------

105

105

105

82
22
1

78
21
6

75
21
9

Total personnel ...........................................

2.126

2,063

2,047

U.S. Army Missile Commend ..................................
SAFEGUARD System Command ...............................
Nike.X Development Office ...............................

1,845
251
30

1,752
218
93

1,710
226
111

A. Obligations:

1. Research Development testand evaluation appropriation:
(a) Army facilities operated by the Army (total) .................
U.S. Army Missile Command .............................
SAFEGUARD System Command ...........................
Nike-X Development Office .............................
(b) Army facilities operated under contract: U.S. Army Missile
Command (total) ......................................
2. Military Personnel Appropriations (total) ......................
U.S. Army Missile Command ...............................
SAFEGUARD System Command ...........................
Nike-X Development Office ......
.................

U.S. Army Missile Command ---------------------------...
SAFEGUARD System Command ---------------------------Nike.X Development Office ---------------------------------

U.S. Army Missile Command .................................

SAFEGUARD System Command .....................
Nike-X Development Office .........

WlV1I'H4 SAX.Ds DISSILE1- TIANGE. N. I3[EX.

Mi'. A.m.ws. At. White Sands Missile Range, there is a decrease
ot615 contiactor personnel for fiscal year 1970, the military and civilian
personnel remaiil the same. yet tile total obligations increase $3.5
m1on Over the current fiscal year.
Will you explain the reason for this increase?
General B1'rrs. I believe it is instrumnentation, but I will have to
('leCk that, out.
We have been making some deliberate management changes at this
'ane,
b~ut I wold ihve to get detail on it. It is related to the range
modernzizolt Ifl program. I will have to pin down what the instrumentat ion i. related to'the shift in management.
M[r. A:nrEwR. Do you think maybe some of that increase is due to
ha-rdwae or construction?
General BF, rS. There is a note here the increase in fiscal 1970 over
1969 is due to operating the Amrad radar for a full year at $1.1 million hi(,reave, labor costs at $2.4 million.
Mr. AonDRws. Decrease in contract personnel?
General B rFs. In the contract effqrt. But we will have to check
that Out and rnakq sure we show you the balance.
(The'informnation follows:)
,
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The increase of $3.5 million is due to:
(a)An increase in Army facilities operated by the Army as follows ($2.1 million) : $0.00 million for increased pay to wage board employees; $0.400 million
for procurement of special purpose equipment (examples: environmental test
chamber, calibrations equipment, and frequency analyzer) to support Army
test and evaluation activities at WSMR; and an estimated $1.1 million increase
for common base support within the available manpower resources for Army
activities at WSMR.
(M) A net increase ($0.765 million) inArmy fac!iflies operated under contract
is due to operating the ARPA mesurements raditr (Amrad) for a full year
instead of 7 months and a compensating reduction in other contractor personnel.
(e) Tile military personnel appropriation increase of July 1, 1968, was Iunadvertently left out of the flseal year 1969 coiurmilu,causing an apparent increase
of $0.611 million In fiscal year 1970.

Mr'. ANl~:ws.Do you know what the radar is you

edition ?

General BETTS. The Anirad radar was one that had been in the

ARPA program. It is an instrumentudlon radar in a sense, but also

basically pointed at. advancinge
radar teehlnology. It was partt of our
agrreement with ARPA to take over work that wvas very closely related
to the advanced ballistic missile defense development, program.
MISCITIANNE()VS

INS.\ALAV'I INs

M1r. ANlItEw\S. FO1 fiscal year 1970, total military and civilian employces at certain miseellaneous installtions decrease. Actually, nilitary personnel increased by 46 and civilian eillbloyees decrease by 151.
The total obligations for miseellaiieouis installations increase $10.4
million in fiscal year 1970 over the eurent fiscal year.
What is the reason for this rather signifeatit iierease?
General Bi-vrrs. I can identify no single action that would acconflit for

this. This again is a setoff' of one action anoainst another, and I will

have to get tle details so we can show you iow it balances.
I cannot answer that, Mr. Chairmianl. There was no deliberate pograin I can identify that would accoilitt for that.
.Mr.AsnImIws. I you can find ally, comment on them it the record.
General BEvrs. We will do so.
(The informiion fellows:)
Tie Increase of $10.4 million In total obligations for miscellaneous installations
Is for the following:

thousandss of dollars)

U.S. Army Advanced Materill Concept Agency, Alexandria, 1a. This
agency was initiated in -fiscal year 1968 with R.D.T. & H. funding of only
$200,000. The fiscal year 1970 budget reflects a $3 million planned level,
$1.4 fnllion more than in fiscal year 1969 ----------------------1,400
1LS. Army Security Agency Developments Activity, Arlington Hall Station, Va
----------------------------------------------8, 293
Minor increases in seven medical research units ----------------------716
10,409
Total
---------------------------------------------The increase of 46 in military personnel is the result of .the following ifdaned

changes:

INorcaSC8

Army test activities ......

U.S. Army Materiel Command HQ,
project managers ------------Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense
Agency ------------------HQ, Aviation Materiel Command-_

Decrea8es

42 U.S. Army Medical Research Labo-

ratory,.Fort Knox, Ky--------- 3
4 Medical research and nutrition laboratory, Fitzsimons Army llos7 pital, Denver, Co ----------- 5
3 Engineer Strategic Studies Group,
Army Map Service, Washington,
D.C --------------------2
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The reduction of 51 civilian man-years shown in fiscal year 1970 reflects othe
estimated effect of the Revenue and Ixpenditure Act. This reduction would be
distrlbuted across-the-board among the Army installations included in this
category.

Mr. Axnmtws. For the record, will you provide for us a breakdown

of the table appearing on page 45 of the justification book for each
installation involved by fiscal year?
General BE11-rs. There are 56 installations involved and we are working up the figures to break it down for that entire collection of installations.
(The information follows :)
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION, ARMY-INSTALLATION ANALYSIS, MISCELLANEOUS
INSTALLATIONS
(Dollar amounts In thousands; fiscal years)
A.Obligations
R.D.T. & E.
1. Headquarters, Army Materiel
Command:
(a) HQ, Army Materiel Command (pro act managers) Washington, D.C.:
1968 ................
1969. .........
1970..... ......
(b) HQ, Arm Materiel Command, Washlngton,
D.C.:
1968
.
1969--.
..-......
1970.............
2.Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense
Agency
int0n, DC (ABMDA), Wash-

1

. .----------------

$3,075
3,115
2,875

4.1 6
4,300

-

MPA

$962
1,181
1,238

B. Personnel (man-years)
Military
Civilian
Total government ppersonnel In
obligations RD.T. & E. R.D.T. & E.

$4,037
4,296
4,113

240
190
180

73
87
91

Total
personnel

313
277
271

...........................................................
826
5,002
150
65
215
837
5,137
144
65
209

50

5

55 -----------------------------------

138
254

1,238
1,954

27
27

346 ............
2, 425
16
1,890
16

346
2,441
1,906

23 ............
13
1
13
1

3,167
3,236
3,365

484
510
510

3,651
3,746
3,875

207
161
161

93
90
90

300
251
251

.......
..........
2,361
S .......................
,000
197-------------------2,000
6. HQ Aviation Materiel Command,
St Louis, Mo.:
1,963
1968.......................

15
29
29

2j376
2,029
2, 029

50
41
1

1
2
2

51
43
43

135

2,098

99

9

2,030

86

12

1969 ................
.
1970 ...................
3.ConstruCtion
Engineering Research
Laboratory, Urbana, Ill.:
1968.......................
199 ......................
19701
......................
4. U.S. Army Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Lab, Hanover,
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 ...........
5.Army Aeronoutlcal Resarch Lab,

1,100
1,700

135

,50

7, U.S. Army Advanced Materiel
Concept Agency, Alexandria,

-00
..........
"

1:850 .180

200......."

1s
,600 ......

1,95

200

1j
828

86

14

69

9
16

9

1

19

36
43
23
14
14

108

5

16
88

1970---------------... 3,000
228
3,228
69
19
88
8. Sentinel System Office, Alexandria va:
168.... .-.............. 270
106
376
9
10
19
1969............. .......... ...".................. ..
-...........-.............................
.......
.................................
....... .............. -.............
,1970
MEDICAL ACTvr'IES
9. U.S. Army Medical Resteoch Lab,.
onv,'
Fort KNoX,
Ky.:
1701
-----...
............
16:
.16
,1970 --...........
.1,717

14
986
1,942

2 741,
1
2,685
2,759

208
1208
90
85

207
80
77

170
162
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION, ARMY-INSTALLATION ANALYSIS, MISCELLANEOUS
INSTALLATIONS-Continued
10ollar amounts In thousands; fiscal years
B. Personnel (man-years)

A. Obligations

Military
Civilian
Total government personnel In
obligations R.D.T. & E. R.D.T. & E.

R.D.T. & E.

MPA

$2,012
2,197
2,312

$799
941
990

$2,811
3,138
3,302

656
876
1,127

125
172
189

1,048

Total
personnel

MEDICAL ACTIVITIES-Continued
10. Medical Research and Nutrition
Laboratory, Fitzsimons Army
Hospital,
Denver, Colo.:
1968 .......................
1969 ---------------------1970.......................
11. Medical EqulpmentRLO Laboratory,
Fort To ten, N.Y.:
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 .......................
12. Medical Research Unit, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia:
1968 .......................
1969 ......................
1970 .......................
13. Surgical Research Unit, Brook Army
Medical Center, Fort Sam
Houston, Tax.:
1968.......................
1969.......................
1970.......................
14. U.S. Army Medical Research Unit,
Europe, Landstuhl, Germany:
1968 ......................
1969.................
1970 ......................
15. U.S. Army Medical Research Unit,
Panama Canal Zone:
1968.......................
1969 ......................
1970 .......................
16. H, U.S. Army Medical R. & D.
Command, Washington, D.C.:
1968 .......................
1969 ......................
1970 .......................
17. U.S. Army Medical Research Unit,
Presidio of San Francisco:
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970.......................
ARMY SECURITY AGENCY
ACTIVITIES I

146
144
145
814
864
868
50
50
50
82
145
145

1968 .......................
1969 ......................

1970

29. Office Chi](ofEngineers, Wash.
IngDon, Dc:
1969 ..........
1969 .....................
1970.......................

216 ............
238 ............
248 ............

917

1,731

1,145

2,013

1,041

66
72
79

1,905

116 ............
122 ..........
129 ............

73
88
96

1,546
1,635
1,676

1,153
1,335
1,501

2,699
2,970
3,177

415
429
459

343
406
447

758
835
906

ENGINEER ACTIVITIES
25. Engineer Nuclear Cratering Group,
Los Angeles, Calif.:
1968. .....................
1969 .......................
1970 .......................
26. U.S. Army District Engineers,
Omaha, Nebr.,:
1968.....................
1969 .......................
1970 .......................
27. U.S. Army District Engineers,
Los Angeles, Calif.:
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 .......................
28. Engineer Strategic Studies Group,
rmy.. Map Service, Washington,
D.C,

70
94
103

781

1,316

Ideletedl
98
50
170

20
23
24

118
73
194

3
2
6

6
6
6

9
8
12

100 ............
198 ............
135 ............

100
198
135

7 ............
7 ............
7 ............

7
7
7

290 ............
115 ............
233 ............

290 ....................................
115 ....................................
233 ....................................

425
200

16
33

441
233

532..............
560..............534
553 ............

4
2

1
2

5
4

532

39 ............

39

553

32 ............

32
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION, ARMY-INSTALLATION ANALYSIS, MISCELLANEOUS
INSTALLATIONS-Continued
[Dollar amounts in thousands; fiscal years
B. Personnel (man.years)

A. Obligations

R.DT. & E.

MPA

Military
Civilian
Total government parsonnel in
obligations R.D.T. & E. R.D.T. & E.

Total
personnel

ARMY SECURITY A(IENCY
ACTIVE FIES '-Contnued
ENGINEER ACTIVITIES-Contihuhd
30. Two Rock Ranch Station,
Petaluma, Calif.:
1968 .......................
$2
1969 ...................................
1970 ...................................

$62 . . . . . .
61 .. . . . .
62 . . . . . .

TEST ACTIVITIES
31. U.S. ArmyGeneral Equipment Test
Activity, Fort Lee, Va.:
1968 ......................
1969 ......................
1970 .... ...........
32. U.S. Army Artillery Board, Fort
Sill, Okla.:
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 ..........
33. U.S. Army Armor and Engineering
Board. Fort Knox, Ky.:
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 .......................
34. Infantry Board, Fort Benning, Ga.:
1968 .......................
1969 ..................
....................... ..
1970
35. Air Defense Board, Fort Bliss,
Tex.:
1968 .......................
1969 .................
1970.................
36. Airborne and Electronic S ecial
Warfare Board, Fort Bragg,
N.C.:
1968
1969.......................
.......................
1970 ......................
37. Arctic Test Center, Fort Greely,
Alaska:
1968 .......................
1969 ......................
1970.......................
38. Tropic Test Center, Panama Canal
Zone:
1968..................
1969 ......................
1970.......................
39. Aviation Test Activity, Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif.:
1968 ......................
1969 .......................
1970 _.....................

2,487
2,513
2,530

477
1,074
924

2,964
3,587
3,454

125
88
88

416
419
419

860
793
897

430
968
832

1,290
1,761
1,729

29
23
23

291
321
321

1,668
1,655
1,612

750
1,810
1,556

2,418
3, 465
3,168

95
77
77

552
634
634

889
924
924

184
435
413

1,073

46
37
37

158.
171
185

2,957
2, 900

535
1,300

3,492
4,200

2,960

972

1:,195

435

Japan:
1968 ..........

D.......

1969 ......................
1970 .......................

1,337

4,155

130
124
104

456
524
532

1,119
1,123

1,033
887

2,152
2,010

1,407

48
36
36

313
354
354

2,762
2,836

615
1,462

3,377
4,298

2,857

1,256

4,113

23
19
19

398
469
469

2,551

2,196
3, 062
3,034

92
67
67

199
240
240

1,575
1,900
2,000

1,706
2,214
2,268

109
90
90

189
186
186

2, 021

OVERSEAS RESEARCH OFFICES
40. European Research Office, Frankfurt,
Germany
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1960 .......................
41. Latin American Research Office,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil:
1968 .......................
1969.......................
1970,
............
42. Far East Research Office, Tokyo,

1:359

100
100
100
16
16
16
16
16
16
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION, ARMY-INSTALLATION ANALYSIS, MISCELLANEOUS
INSTALLATIONS-Continued
[Dollar amounts In thousands; fiscal years
B. Personnel (man-years)

A. Obligations

R.D.T. & E.

MPA

U.S. ARMY STANDARDIZATION
GROUPS
43. Australia:
1968 .......................
1969 ......................
1970 ......................
44. Ottawa, Canada:
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 ......
.........
45. London, England:
19d8 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 .......................

Civilian
Military
Total government personnel in
obligations R.D.T. & E. R.D.T. & E.

Total
personnel

$64 ............
64 ............
64 ............
178 ............
178 ............
178 ............
330 ............
330 ............
330 ..........

HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH
OFFICE UNITS
46 FortRucker, Ala.:
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 .......................
47. Fort Bliss, Tex.:
1968 .......................
1969.......................
1970 .......................
48. Fort Knox, Ky.:
1968 ......................
1969 ......................
1970 .......................
49. Fort Benning, Ga.:
1968 .......................
1969.......................
...............
1970
50. Presidio, Monterey, Calif.:
1963 .......................
1969 .....
:.................
1970 .......................

155 ............
157 ............
157 ............
110 ............
115 ............
115 ..........
117 ............
123 ............
123 ..........
154 ..........
154 ............
92 ............
92 ............
92 ............

LIAISON OFFICES AND FIELD
OFFICES
51. U.S. Army Liaison Detachment,
Wright.Patterson Air Force
Base Ohio:
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 .......................
52. Liaison Office, China Lake, Calif.:
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 ...............
53. Liaison Office, El Centro, Calif:
1968 ...................
1969 ............ ..........
1970 .......................
54. Army Pictorial Center, Long
Island N.Y.:
1968 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 .......................
55. U.S. Army Field Office, Space
and Missile System Organization Los Angeles, Calif.:
1468 .......................
1969 .......................
1970 ................
56. Army Field Office, Andrews Air
Force Base, Washington, D.C.:
1968 ...............
1969 .......................
1970.......................
Total mIscellaneous Installations:
1968 .......................
1969 .....................
1970 .....................
I

4 ............
4 ............
4 ........

4 ....................................
4 ....................................
4 ....................................

6 ............
6 ........
6 ............

6 ........... ........................

3............
3 ............

3

1 ............

I

3

1

1
1----.......

3 ............
220 ............

220 .........
220 .........

6....................................
6 ....................................

3

2 ............
2 ...
7........
2............

34 ............
34 ............

12,175
19,792
19,350

Information Is classified and was supplied to the commIttee.

1

220 ....................................
220 ....................................
220 ....................................

34 ............

42,598
57,667
68,518

1 ............

54,773
77,459
87,868

1,955
1,836
1,785

3,179
3,809
3,855

5,134
5,645
5,640
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ItEVIEW OF INSTALLATION

PROGRAMS

Mr. ANDREWS. How closely are these installation programs reviewed

as to the increase and decrease in personnel and increases in programs?
Do they get a close scrutiny at the Army staff level?
General BE'rus. Not. at the Army staff level; no.
Our control rests in i)roject control at each installation. Each of
these installations we have been ta.lkin , about would be controlled
by the commodity command under which they operate, and at that
level there is a greater detail of control than here, although the primary cotitrol is a funding control.
Although, as you reco nize, they do have an authorized limtfation
within their authority with respect to how many civilian employees
they can have, and the average grade levels are established as a control
point. So that if the individualuniit coiiander or installation coinmander wanted to increase all of his people to higher grade levels,
he immediately would get in trouble with his average grade level.
So there are some check points that do keep a control on Installation
level and at, the same time I must insist we try to avoid making these
controls so tight the commander has no flexibility.
Mr. A DRFAVS. Do you have a limitation on the personnel?
General Brrs. That is the tight control. He lhs so much money
and he is limited.
Mr. ANDREWS. Within those limitations he can make certain deei
sions that affect only his installations?
General BEr'S. Ie has some flexibility.
Mr. ANDREWS. What new Army R .D.T. & E. facilities were opened
in fiscal year 1969? Do you know of any?
Mr. Pbo. I do not know of any.
General BETrS. I do not know of any. I will check that out indetail.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are any proposed in fiscal year 1970?
General BFfrrs. None I know of.
CLOSURE OF FRANKFORD ARSENAL

B. & D. WORK

Mr. ANDREWS. What Army R.D.T. & E. facilities have been closed
or ordered closed in fiscal year 1969?

General B'rs. We have made the decision .to close Frankford Arsenal research and development activity, distributing it to several different installations in oider to enhance the effectiveness of our mah-

agement of the total research and development program. We do not
yet have authoity for additional facilities at the installations to
which these people would move. The moves will not happen in fiscal
1970.
Mr. ANDREWS. It would hot happen in fiscal 1970?

General

BETrs. No.

The first of the requested facilities is in the fiscal year 1970 budget.
Obviously we could not move any of these people until those facilities
had been made available.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will you continue tq carry on in fiscal 1970 at about
the same level of operation as 1968 and i969.
General BETTS. At Frankford we would, and in fiscal i970 and
1971, as far as that is concerned.
Mr. ANuREWS. I wish you would epumerate in the record th reasons
why you have decided to close the, Frankford Arsenal.
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General BETTS. I will expand on it in some detail, but the overall
goal is to take the rather did-afrite-eleimeints of effort at Fran kford and
associate them more closely with similar work.
For example there is ammunition work, powder work at Frankford that would be much more effective if it were used to augment the
work now being done at Picatinny where there is a considerably
greater effort.
Mr. ANDREWS. How much do you estimate you would save by closing
this arsenal?
General BErrs. About $11.8 million a year once the work had been
completed, is our estimate.
Mr. ANDIEWS. How many people are involved working there at this
time?
General BETTS. This action would require the transfer of 743 spaces
to Picatinny Arsenal, 94 to Watertown Arsenal, and 417 spaces to other
establishments that have not yet been firmly fixed.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. That is how many people
General BFqTS. We start with 748 plus 94 plus 417. That is 1,254
people.
Mr. AND)npws. What is the total employment there now?
General Bm-rs. 5,700.
The major activity at Frankford is production. And we are now
talking about the research and development activity.
Mr. ANDREWS. And you plan tq move the R. & D. people?
General BETTS. This presently planned move relates only to the
R. & D. activities.
(Off the record.)
M1ILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS

FOR R. & D. FACILITIES

Mr. SIKEs. What sums are included in the fiscal 1970 budget for
facilities to be closed during the fiscal year?
General B rrs. We have in the fiscal year' 1970 MCA budget money
for additional facilities at Watertown. Part of them are related to
this Frankford closing, ,but the closure would not take ,place during
this fiscal year. We have no planned closures that would take place
during this fiscal year.
Mr. SIKES. What maj r expahsins or improvements of Army R.D.T.
& E. are planned in fiscal 1970
Provide it for the record and tell us what was done in fiscal 1969
in.this regard.
(The information follows:)
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Fiscalyear 1969 RDTE AVA p rogram authorized by Congress
[Dollars In thousands]

Description:
Calibration shop, Ft. Belvoir ................
Maintenance evaluation facility, Ft. Denning.................
Medical biological research laboratory, Ft. Detrick ----------------Airfield improvements, dugaway Proving Grounds ........
Environ antenna facility, Ft. Huachuca -----------------------Malhitenance evaluation facility, Ft. Knox
------------------Air-condition transient quarters, Kwajalein ---------------------Clne-sextant facilities, Kwajalein
Modify 1,000-man barracks, Kwajalein-Range operations building addition, Kwajalein ............
------Modify laboratory, Plcitinny Arsenal---------------Advanced concepts facility, Redstone Arsenal---------Improve Instrument Test Area 1, Redstone Arsenal
Maintenance evaluation facility, Ft. Sill ......
Research facility, Walter Rebd Army Institute of Research -------Range facilities, phase IV, White Sands Missile Range ------------Inert loading plant, Yuma Proving Grounds ------------------------Hanger w/apron-washrack, Yuma Proving Grounds --------------Total

0ost

178
71
6, 433
1,787
476
172
168
2,677
480
600
337
2 880
375
72
2, 856
1, 435
211
525
21, 733

Fiscal year 1970 RDTE MA program submitted to Congress

Description :

[Dollars in thousands]

C7ost
1, 837
183
816
3, 300
307
113
3, 770
12,781
695
1, 710
156
712
1, 111
1, 509

Coating and Chemical Laboratory, Ft. Belvoir ----------------Physical Security Laboratory, Ft. Belvoir ---------------------Technical operations support facility, Ft. Clayton ---------------Vehicle Track and Suspension Laboratory, Detroit Arsenal -------Instrumentation building addition, Dugway Proving Grounds -----Sampler processing building, Dugway Proving Grounds -----------Research animal isolation facility, Edgewood Arsenal -----------Relocate labs, phase 1, Harry Diamond Laboratories -----------Add communication center and terminal, Kwajalein --------------Civilitdn dorm, Rol Namur, Kwajalein ----------------------Live explosive storage facility, Kwajalein ---------------------Marine repair facility, Kwajalein ----------------------------Canine holding facility, Ft., Meade -------------------------Electronic Warfare Laboratory, Ft. Monmouth -----------------AMMURC Structural Material and Mechanical Laboratory, Watertown Arsenal -----------.
----------------------------4, 902
SAM-D facilities, White Sands Missile Range -------------------1,281
Range facilities, phase V, White Sands Missile Range ----------1, 937
High explosiVe facility,' Yuma Proving Grounds ------------------231
Sewage lagoon, Yuma -----------------------------------503
Total

---------------------------------------------

87, 854

MODIFICATIONS BUDGETED IN PROCUREMENT ACCOUNTS

Mr. SIREs. In discussing the funding of the Army procurement

appropriations, note was taken of the very large sums requested for
the various modification efforts. To what extent are the modifications
due to a fiaflure or partial failure in the development program, or due
tote faleure of the contractor to meet the specifications?
We are modifying weapons systems which have been in inventory
only a very sh 'Period of time. I wotdld like to kfo v why.
General BE s,.
I would hiave to go through that on ia case-by-case
basis. I do not know of any really ificant problem that we ranito

that would meet this definfiton. Butin modification, thinking in terms
of facility modification-
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Mr. SIKES. We are talking about weapons, not facilities.
General Brs. I am sorry. I thought we were on facilities.
Mr. SIKs. We were, but we left it.
GeneralBims. You are well aware that we are working on modifications of the Sheridan vehicle that were revealed in the process of the
test and evaluation in Southeast Asia.
Mr. SIxma. Let me be sure you understand the question.
There have been large sums requested for modification. I want to
know to what extent modifcations are due to failure of partial failure
in the development program and to what extent they are due to the
failure of the contractor to meet specifications.
Do you w4nt to research that and provide it for the record?
General BErrs. Yes, Mr. Chairman. It would become very involved.
I do not know if I could give you a quick answer on any one of the
major programs.
Mr. SIKES.Do you want to answer that Mr, Secretary?
Mr. PooR. I do not want to answer the question, but I could comment on it.
There is one class of modification which I assume you would want
included. Let me g*ve you an example.
In the ease of the Shillelagh missile, sir, the system is performing
according to specifications in a very satisfactory fashion, we believe.
. During the 2 or 3 years we have conducted an elaborate program to
determine whether there is any conceivable way the guidance and control system for the Shillelagh can be frustrated by countermeasures.
Out of our. countermeasures program then comes a realiZation that
the -- ,. This then results in a program which will be included in
the 1070 budget for exploration of what fixes could be applied to the
Shillelagh for this purpose.
We may do that. So I think your list would turn out to be
very long, but we will do the best we can.
BASIS FOR MfODIIOATION REQUESTS

Mr. SIREs. I think you could almost take any major weapon system

of aircraft missiles. For example, the Pershing has been modified time
and time again, and it has been in inventory a long time. A recent one

involved the Cobra, in this instance asking for funds to move the tail

rotor from one sidq to the other because of the stabilization problem.
This is the sort of thifig we had inrmind.

Where' does R.D.T. &Es fail in properly developing these items-and

testing them to fnd out whether these things do happen without hayingto determine this in the field ?
Mr. POOR. My example of the Shillelagh was intended to suggest
it is not always failure in R.D.T. & E., but rather the march of technology Opening new possibilities. In the case of the tail rotor problem
on the Huey, I thin that was a recognized minor deficiency at the
time it was deployed..
There are a number of helicopters with limitedtail rotor authority.
The Bell people came taus with a proposal for what they hoped would
be an inexpensiVe modiicaii6n t. improve the handling qualities. It
i cartahily prudeiit to accept that imp ovement.
Mr. SiREs. Answer for hlerecord what you wish.
S

86-564-69-0 t. 6-9
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(The information follows-:)
Exhibit P-i, DA supporting data for fiscal year 1970 budget estimate, the
President's budget (revised April 11, 1969), shows that 23 procurement line
items involved modifications with funds for fiscal year 1970. Total valte of these
28 Items is $115 million. These 23 line items represent 109 different modifications.
Modifications per line item vary from one to 26. In some cases, modifications to
a line item will cross the spectrum of reasons for the modifications.
The analysts performed on tfiese 10 modifications indicated that all could
be classed in one of two groups. Group 1 includes those modifications to materiel
due to changing threats and other requirements based on extensive field use in
Southeast AsifL and other areas where military materiel is located (for example
Europe and Alaska). As our equipment is used over the years we find defects.
Army efforts to eliminate modifications due to long field use would "not be in the
best national interest because We would have to add 8 to 5 years to our development cycle. This would be required to give materiel the exhaustive testing eqtitvalent to years of use. This group also ificludes modifications to major items for
incorporation of new improved components such as aircraft electronic subsystems.
The second group includes modifications due to materiel failure or inmproper design. In many cases the metal or design has failed ofter extensive hard field use.
Philosophtcally, it could be said that all failures of this nature could be attributed
to failure or partial failure in the development program, but we must realize
t~i~, thepe def ts have only 'become visiblee after years of use in the field. With
respectit0
t failure of the contractor to ieet specifications, it Is difficult to lay the
blame on a contractor because these items are all in pr6duction--having successfully 'ciiietdted testing and evaluation and having been accepted by the Army
years ago. We regard acceptance by the Army as prima facie evidence that the
contractor has, in fact, met the item specifications. Thus, there are no failures
in this category. The results of the analysis are:
Modifloations due to:
(inpercent

Totals:
109
$11,

aro...........-----------------------------------acts
000...----......... ........ ........
........ ........
........

Changed
requirements

Materiel or
design failure

70
93

30
7

TIME VERSUS MONEY IN CONCURRENT DEVELOPMENT

Mr.Smzp, Could significant sums be saved if we initiated the policy
of hakyig less concurren6cy in development and production of new
wepoUs systems It woul
more time, but it could save money.
Which iSmore'ii prtant, time or money?
'Genoral B r!s, The sayings that ctn be gained by that approach are
very often lost in the fact that wiflthe extended testing program
t1lat would otherwise be involved ou carry forward engineering and
overhead costs for afar loner perod.
Our"Solution tol'lie kilnk ofl problemi that has resulted from trying
to have a maximum concurrency inherent in total package procurement-not necessarily inherent, b itinherent in the way we went abottt
for example, the Cheyenne program-is to do more exploratin o
SubSstemsad test beds in a comnpetitive environment and then to
have' test hardware in a co0d titive environment, and select from
that competition for the final development effort. Then the final development effort can be much more rigidly planned and controlled because hardware woud have been demonstrated. People must recognize
that in some inglike the Cheyenhe program the'development began
on nothing but a
oper design and of course experience With the XH51 rigid rotor helicopters that exploited the technical approach.
/

,

I
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If we had an unlimited technical vision we would have discovered

things in the XH-51 test that would have raised red flags with respect

to the design of the Cheyenne that we just did not see.
With 20-20 hindsight we can see in formation that should have led us
into more testing and research of the test bed. I would say that the
clean-out answer to the question is that there is no simple way to guarantee that you can save both cost and the problems of gettinginto
trouble in the development program where there is a lot of compl-exity,..
because it is inirent inR.&D. that you are trying to advance into new
things.
If you wait for a long period of testing, it is inevitable that youe
must get rid of the engineering team that designed the item in question.
You cannot carry them forever. If you can carry them on into production engineering using their knowledge gained from-the testing program to correct the production defects, you have as good a chance as
another of coming out with the best answer. '
Mr. RHODES. What happened with the Cheyenne? Is it a matter of
not evaluating the test properly.?
General Brnrs. Both Governmhent and Lockheed' failed to be so
brilliant that they saw everything about the teclmology. There was
rotor instability that appeared in the testing of the XH-51 that was
corrected by the modification to the, rotr; bDfthi the Government and
Lockheed assumed those corrections took care of the problem.
Now with 20-20 hindsight, we realize we should have pushed that
exploration further.
Mr.R HODES. Is there anything in the Cheyenne experiencethat may
keep us from repeating iton some other typecraft ?
General Brrs. Yes, sir; just the one I said, that we should do more
actual hardware testing of the full-scale prototypes in a competitive
environment before we kick off a final hard development program.
EVALUATIO

OF TEST RESULTS

Mr. RHODES. Is that the only answer?
Do you not need to evaluate your results better? You said if the
results had been evaluated properly that there were indicators to profit
out the defects. And to me this points to a lack of skill in evaluating
your own results.
General BEIr. It is a matter of judgment. I do not think I would
use the word "properly." I would like to turn it over to Mr. Poor, w1o
has been deeply involved inlhis eff6t.
I
' .....
Mr. Poon. I have seen prior examples of where, going back to eary
test data and examining it very closely, you can findindication of
future trouble. -arly in the missile program in this country I was
associated with most of the supersonic testing of most of the missiles
and supersonic aircraft that were built. And in several' cases we had
the experience of finding in flight an unsatisfactory condition, then
going - ik to test data taken 6n models in wind tunnels and fi ding
one little point off the curve off in a corner somewhere that was not
really noticed. '
In the Cheyenne something very like that happened. In the XH-51
program there was a small indication of an instability under very
limited conditions :at very high speed. That class of instability turned
out to be what caused the difficulty with the rigid rotor on the
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Cheyenne. While it would be nice to point a finger of blame at somebody for failing to notice it, I cannot find it really possible under the
circumstances.
M1ATIIEMATICAL MODEL TESTING

Mr. RHODES. Before you leave this, could we explore the process
just a little bit further?
Is it possible that some advantages could be gained by using automatic electronic processing means in evaluating your tests?
General Bm-rs. Yes. As we look back at the Cheyenne program, if
we had attempted very early in that program to develop a mathe.matical, model on computers that would simulate the full spectrum of
•de'grees of freedom of the rotor, we might have found the problem
that we are talking about at an earlier point in the development cyOle.
After we had gotten into trouble with the particular rotor instability I am discussing, Lockheed did go through a mathematical model
simulation. It is pretty clear now that we can duplicate on the computer the actions as they actually happened in flight.
Mr. RiHODES. That is what I was in hopes you might have learned.

General Bm-rs. We certainly have. We have learned a great deal.
PR&TOPE TESTING OF COMPONENTS

Mr. Poo. Mr. Rhodes, I think it is just learning again something
that we really knew. It is for that reason that I am urging the Army
and Dr. Foster is urging all three services to make more use of prototype testing, not of the complete system necessarily, that can be extremely expensive, but of those elements that appear critical to the
success of the program.
Now in the case of the AH-56, I think collectively we did make an
error in judgment. The rigid rotor had worked so well by all obvious
indication that we did not regard it as a irealiy high-risk component of
the program, and we spent a great deal of time and effort on the
armament which we thought was high risk. The armament system has
proven very successful. But it certainly makes sense on anything that
is a subst antial step forward to test the critical pieces.
We did it in the program that resulted in the TOW weapon system
many years ago in' 1956 and 1958, tested various contenders for the
guidance system all by themselves without building the complete
system, an that program has turned out I think for that reason to be
technically very successful.
We are going to try to do it more from here on in.
MILITARY SOcINcES

Mr. Sixs. For budget activity 1, military sciences, you are requesting $182.4 million for fiscal year 1970. This compares with $171.8
mniflion for fiscal year 1969 and an actual amount of $162.5 million for
fiscal year 1968..
What Army programs would be adversely affected if the Congress
held the appropriation for military, science to the fiscal year 1968
amount?
General Bmns. It would reduce our support of basic research and
some of the exploratory effort thatwe feel is important to the future
technology.
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I might point out that we can rather firmly document that our costs

of doing R. & D. is going up at about 5 to 6 percent per year. So
that althou h there is an apparent increase in these numbers, in terms
of level of e fort there really is no increase.
Mr. SiKvs. If reductions were required, where would you make
them?
General Bmr"s. I would distribute these reductions through the
major disciplines that we support in the 6.1 and 6.2 area.
might ask Colonel Snead to expand on that answer.
Colonel SNEAD. We would follow 'he regular course in our input
looking to see across all of the disciplines how the reduction would be
distributed. There are some that are by nature not as reducible as
others in that they are either a package or they are not a package. So
in those cases you have to consider whether you can afford to stretch
them out without reducing the validity of the research you are
underfaking.'
We woki9 look across all of the disciplines.

Mr.AND uVs. You would nQt want to make a statement until this
had een done?
Colonel SftrA. Correct.
General Bmrrs. What I am saying is we would have to go right
through the physical sciences and social sciences and take something
out ofeach. I-do not know of any of these areas that are so sacrosanct
we would not reduce them at all. We would just have to distribute the
reduction.
Mr. ANDRiWVS. You would have to set up some priorties,.
General BEm-N. We do have some priorities ofinterest within theresearch support and that would influence the choice of line items we
would reduce.
Mr. ANDmWS. It is reported in the papers today that the Senate
Armed Services Committee clipped the authorization for procurement
and research by a billion dollars. The inference from the story I read
hastily was that most of that billion is coming from R. & D.
General BETrJs. We understand that to be the case and we are now,
for Dr. Foster, analyzing what the impact on our program would be.
We have not yet completed that analysis.
Mr. PooR. If I may, I would like to simply say that I think it would
be a very nfortunate.thing for the Nation if this proposed out were to
hold. Yesterday I think I mentioned the concern we have about the
level of effort of Russian R. & D., the fact that their military, R. & D.
is expanding at a rate which may well bring them substantially ahead
of us. A cut as large as a billion dollars out of the $8 billion DOD
budget would reduce our level of effort by about 12 percent.
The rate at which the Russian effort is now growing is about 12 per.
cent per year. I submit that this is a very risky business, making it
virtually impossible for us to guarantee that "theprogram will present
the options we must have for later procurement of new weapon systems
based on new technoloy."
I feel very hopeful thit tFhis iut will iot stand.
STATUS OF OBLIOATIONS, 1909

Mr. ANDpws. How accurate is the $171.8 million estimate of fiscal
year 1969 obligations? Fiscal year 1969 is now over. Athough I am
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aware that your reporting system would not give you actual figures
time, as of your last reporting date, how accurate
at this point in.
did the $171.8 million estimtite appear to be ,
GENERAL BETrS. Our last really firm checkpoint on obligations
against projection was back at the end of April so it is hard to be
precise. But if one goes back to past experience in the support of
the research, we usually manage to come out fairly close to the projection because this is largely made up of a series of many, many
small contractual pr granAt efforts. Consequently, it is not normal for
this to be let with a large carryover at the send of the year.
Mr. ANDtImiS. I wish you would put in the record what your unobligated balance was as of -the 1st of April, then at the cldse of the
year and what your rate of expenditure was monthly for the last 3
months.
General B-rs. All right.
You mean expenditure or obligation?
Mr. A Dmws.Obligation.
General BR.&rrs. We willbe pleased to supply that.

(The information follows:)

Fiscal year 1969 military eclences program
[In thousands of dollars]

Program reflected in the fiscal year 1970 budget -----------------171, 849
Less:
Statistical distribution of facilities and installaton support costs-- -11, 897
3, 115
Reprograming subsequent to submission of the budget ---------Currently approved fiscal year 1969 military sciences program__ 157,837
OBLIGATION STATUS

VUfibbfigated balance June 30, 1968 ----------------------------'Currently approved fiscal year 1969 program -------------------

15,823
157,337

Total availability In fiscal year 1969 ---------------------Obligations as of Mar. 81, 1969 ----------------------------------

172,660
119, 742

Unobligated balance Mar. 81, 1969 -----------------------April obligations ---------------------------------May obligations.
---------------------------------Estimate Juie obligations
----------------------

52, 918
8,929
8,688
15, 000

Estimated unobligated balahice as of Jte 30, 1969 ---------....
120, 801
The unbligate&'balance Is greater, than -oxpected due to release of $10,000,000 In the
'last quarter 6f the fiscal year,
1

UNCLASSWPIED

BASIC IIESEAiwiI

Mr. AnDRms. How many of the various grants and projects with
colleges and universities deal
unclassified
nith
research and developmient?
Colonel SnAD. All of the grants are uncfissified, all of the basic
research, 6.1 is unclassified.
Mr. Awm i.ws. What is your estirhate in this area for fiscal year
1970, estimate of grants and projts for Universities dealing with
unclassified research and development ?
General 3,rs.,Again all of the basic research will be unclassified
aid that mean all'ofthe grants will %bunclassified.
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Mr. ANDREWS. What we want to know is are you increasing the portion of your program that is unclassifiedI
General Bm-rs. I cannot identify a significant trend, but I will look
at the projection with the ARO office in Durham and see if I can get it.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is your program for fiscal year 1969 and what
was your actual experience in fiscal year 1968 in this area?
General Bm'rs. I will have to give you those numbers for the record.
(The information follows :)
The Army is making every effort to increase the unclassified portion of its research program with academic Institutions, In fiscal year 1968 all Army activities
were directed to insure that all basic -research with academic institutions was
unclassified. In fiscal year 1969, out of a total program of approximately 880
contracts and grants for research and exploratory development at academic institutions, only 46 classified contracts (none of which were in basic research)
were Identified.

The Army is maintaining a continued effort in fiscal year 1970 to make certain
and that generally work is held to an unclassified status, if at all possible.

that only that work at academic Institutions that must be classified is classified,

CONTINUED FUNDING OF RESEARCHERS

Mr. ANDiREWS. To what extent do you continue to fund researchers
at selected colleges and universities on a continuing basis
Colonel SNEAD. The support is renewed on a product-delivered or
research- proposal-offered basis, there are no automatic renewals, sir.
General Bmvs. By and large, we have a high percentage of renewals.
Colonel SNEAD. Yes. We will have to provide that for the record.
General BTTs. We do have a great many renewals, but I will have
to supply the precise percentage fbr the record.
(The information follows:)

Because of careful initial selection the rate of renewals of contracts and grants
over the vast 5 years has been amoroximately 80 percent.

Mr. ANDiRuws. What part of your program is tied to individual
researchers who are supported on a continuing basis without regard
to the subject matter involved?
Mr. PooR. None of them at all.
Mr. ANDREWS. They are not hooked in?
Mr. PooR. No.
Mr. ANDREWS. They have to come back each year?
Mr. Poon. Absolutely. There may be some cases where the contract

runs for 2 years to completion or something of that sort.

Mr. ADnmyS. That is not what we are talking about.
Mr. Poen. There is no case I know of.

Mr. ANDREWS. Who makes the proposal in these relations you have

with colleges? Do they come to you or do you go to them?
General BETTs. There is some of each, but most of it comes to us
from the individual investigators who propose a program for our
support. Occasionally we go out to an individual if we have something
particdlai'ly that we want-him to pursue.
Mr. ANDREWS. What did you come up with last year or 1968 that
you can put your teeth in which you felt was worth the money you
spent?'
OONTIBU.IAONS

OF INDIVIDUAh RESARCHERS

General 13Ei'rs. I would submit that we have a broad advance in
technology, but I can, if you wish, pull out sone specics.
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Mr. ANqDRWS. Put them in the record.
We aregoing to be asked that question.
General BiTrs. We will be happy to.
Mr. ANDrmWS. We have spent a lot of money in this area. Put some
of them in there that laymen can understand.
General Bw rs. This is a publication we put out once a year from
ARO Durham that spells out things they consider to be significant
scientific accomplishments of that fiscal year. That is fiscal 1968.
Mr. ANDPWS. That is what we want.
General Bpwrs. For example. they cite the work of W. E. Baker of
Southwest Research Institute on a comparison of air and internal
damping of the thin beams. This is of interest because it relates to
helicopter rotors. The over-all assessment is to the effect that it is
expected that the results of this study will have important iniplications
for helicopter rotor design, their fatigue life and noise generation.
One would have to go into the details of the program, butMr. ANDirvws. Has that project been completed or is it still under
study?
General BzTrs. This is reporting results. I would have to check
whether this man is still under contract with us or not.
(The information requested follows:)
Dr. W. E. Baker of Southwest Research Institute is still under contract to the

Army and Is continuing his work on the comparison of air and internal damping

of thin beams.

Mr. ANDREWS. They study some worthwhile projects and never come
up with anything you can put your teeth in. That is what we want.
General Bmrs. We are reporting here specifl technology results
that are directly applicable to helicopter rotor design.
Mr. ANDlwws. We want to ket some examples of the finished product.
You start out and find something, you pay money to have it researched.
GeneralBEtrrs. 3 speak of Mr. Baker in just that context.
Mr Ai-hRnws. We want to answer questions that are asked every
year, what are you getting for this money?
Now I could not tell them a,thing.
General Bmrs. It is rare that any one of these individual investigators comes up with something that changes the whole course of that
technology, but each one makes his contribution to pushing forward
the state of the art. What we have done in this document, and I would
be glad to submit all of these items f6r the record, is to pick out those
we consider that are really significht contributions' to technology.
Mr. ANDUWS. That is what we want and we want a little statement
as to why it is significant, what contribution it will be making to the
overall picture. I know you cannot buy stuff off the shelf from that
program. You give them something to work on, research..
General Bvrrs. We will go through and provide these for the record.
i
(Thee ihformation follows:)
RuR Aoir

IN FLUORINE OREMIsTRY

(John L. Margrave, tice University)
The use of solid lubricants to meet increasingly severe demands Imposed by
advancing technology has become commonplace in lubrication practice, Extremes
In teimneratures and pressure as well as upfamlllar and hostile environments are
Imposing new tequfrements for superior lubricants. The more commonplace solid

lubricants, graphite and molybdenum disulfide, have been used to solve a number
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of difficult lubrication problems. However, certain shortcomings are encountered
in these materials, giving rise to an interest in modifications or new materials
that will extend the utility of solid lubricants. For example, graphite films fail
to lubricate at relatively low temperatures. The reason for this effect is thought
to be involved with the evaporation of water absorbed on the surface of the
graphite flakes.
A new technique for fluorination of solids has been developed under the sponsorship of ARO-D by-Prof. John L. Margrave of Rice University. One of the materials that Professor Margrave has produced, using graphite as a starting material, is a white solid which he has named "perfiuorograpliite." Because of the
well-known stability of compounds containing carbon-fluorine bonds, it is possible that perfiluorographite may be found to be an exceptionally temperature
stable and insert solid lubricant. Evaluation of this material is now underway.
ELECTRO-OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF MOLECULAR SOLIDS

(R. 0. Jarnagin, University of North Carolina)
In this nuclear age where irradiation is of concern on many fronts ranging from
exposure to radiation from nuclear explosions to X-ray and gamma irradiation
of materials and foodstuffs, dosimetry (the measurement of the total quantity of
radiation received per unit volume of an object) is of great importance. Modern
technology has solved the problem of dose measurement for small doses. However, in cases where one needs to monitor high doses, there is at present no generally accepted dosimeter available.
In connection with their studies on radiation damage in molecular crystals,
Professor Jarnagin and his colleagues have developed a dosimeter with a wide
dose range for gamma or X-ray radiation. They have found that a single crystal of
anthracene may be used in the determination of gamma or X-ray dose over a
range from 100 to 100 million roentgens. This single crystal dosimeter has several
unique and important advantages and especially in that the same crystal can
be used to measure both low and high doses. Further, since this method is accurate
at high doses it holds great promise of solving an old but important problem in
dosimetry.
HEAT-STABLE

POLYMERS

(J. K. Stille, ,University of Iowa)
The need for materials that will stand up to high temperatures is of great
importance not only to the Department of Defense, but to the civilian economy
as well. A variety of man-made polymeric materials has been developed during
the past two decades and found widespread acceptance for both civilian and military use. Among these one shows the best thermal stability (decomposition point:
9300 F.) to date.
In his ARO-D-sponsored research, Professor Stille has recently synthesized
several polymers of ladder structure (i.e., composed of aromatic ring molecules
joined along two sides of each ring, instead of the usual chain-like structure)
which show unusual stability at high temperatures. One of these, a ladder "polyqulnoxaline", was found to be table up to 1,250 ° F. in the absence of oxygen.
Thus, it appears that polymers containing such ladder structures may lead to
new materials meeting the ever-present Army requirements for high-temperature
service.
INVESTIGATION

OF ROoKET NOZZLE PHENOMENA

(K. J. Bell, Oklahoma State University)
This project has produced results which are expected to provide the basis for
improved performance of certain rocket nozzles.
Extremely high temperature gases are produced in many high performance
rocket engines. The high combustion temperatures present only a modest problem
in the chamber where the high temperature region is generally surrounded by
unburned fuel which acts as a heat shield to the structure. However, hot gases
flow from the combustion chamber to the nozzle where there is no shielding
provided by unburned fuel, High temperature, high velocity gases have a rapid
deterloratiig elfect on the nozzle walls.
To prevent this, relatively exotic materials are used for nozzle construction,
and in addition, rocket performance is sometimes compromised to control gas temperature. Another approach is to provide cooling to the rocket nozzle. The high
temperature of a rocket nozzle coupled with its proximity to the high temperature
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rocket exhaust gases make conventional approaches to cooling ineffective. Film
cooling, however, is one method well suited for such an application, since it
Occurs when a surface is at a much higher temperature than the boiling temperature of a liquid in contact with it.
While this type of cooling mechanism has been generally known about for
many years, the basic research of Dr. Bell, through the support of the Army
Research Office, Durham, provided the scientific basis for an important application. The propulsion laboratory of the Army Missile Command is undertaking
steps toward the fabrication of nozzles to be cooled by this means and they are
sufficiently impressed with the possibilities of this concept that they have Initi.
ated patent action on behalf of the Government.
DESIGN

AND ANALYSIS

OF EXPERIMENTS

(John W. Tukey, Princeton University)
During the fiscal year 1967, Dr. Tukey and his colleagues have continued to
further investigate and exploit the techniques of so-called "fast Fourier analysis."
Thus, if it took a computer 10 hours to carry out the operations needed in the
standard Fourier analysis, the "fast Fourier analysis" would require only a
fraction of the computer operations and the time would be cut from 10 htirs to
about 10 seconds. This saving in computer time enables one to handle many new
applied problems.

A

STUDY

OF STRAIN

HARDENING

AND

FRACTURE

IN

IRoN-BASED

ALLOYS

(A. S. Tetelman, Stanford University)
The low fracture strength of many materials, as compared to their theoretical
strength, is attributed to the presence of tiny cracks which are inadvertently introduced during the processing, fabrication, or loading of a structural part.
Tetelman is Investigating the fracture behavior or iron-based alloys in which
cracks are intentionally introduced. (He drives hydrogen into the alloy eleCtrically until the metal threatens to burst.) He has found that high temperature
heat treatment heals these hydrogen-induced cracks in iron containing 3 percent
of silicon, significantly increasing the strength of the precracked material.
That improvement represented the recovery of 55 percent of the loss of strength
due to the cracks. At room temperature, cracked samples stretch ductilely before
fracture, and their mechanical properties are unaffected by the heat treatment.
The improvement in the low temperature strength and ductility of iron-S percent silicon brought about by experimental heat treatment suggests that such
treatment' might also result in improvements in the properties of structural
components processed for military applications.
STUDIES OF THE ATTACK OF METAL SURFACES BY HALOGEN ATOMS.

(D. E. Rosner, AeroChem Research Laboratories)
One might hope -to predict the rate of chemical corrosion of a solid in a mixture
of reactive gases from experimental knowledge of the behavior of the solid in
each gas alone.: Unfortunately, that sort of inference can lead to gross errors in
the predicted rate of reaction.
The remarkable effect of mixing the corrosive gases has been demonstrated, for
example, in the exposure of tungsten to a series of mixtures of chlorine and
oxygen at surface temperatures above 11250 C, under controlled conditions. The
accelerated rate of removal (ablation) of the tungsten, sometimes more than 10
times the rate predicted from the rates of reaction in the separate gases, is
attributed to the formation of gaseous compounds of tungsten, Oxygen, and
chlorine. Because of the wide variety of metal-containing compounds that may
exist as gaseous compounds, it is likely that many mixtures of gases'will exhibit
characteristic similar to those displayed by chlorine and oxygen In the above
example, with important implications for the designer who, in the choice of
materials, must consider corrosion and ablatiqn.
DISTRIBUTION

OF RESEARCH CONTRACTS

AND GRANTS

Mr. Avmws. How widely spread'are your research dollars among
colleges and

itversities?
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Colonel SNEAD. We have contracts with universities in approximately 46 States. I would have to check because it changes.
Mr. ANDuEWS. What percentage of your total contract and grant
program for research is with the 25 colleges and universities with
which you have the greatest dollar amount of research effort?
Colonel SNEAD. I would-have to research that and provide it for the
record, sir.
(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 1909, of the total Army program for contracts and grants at
academic institutions supported from the research and exploratory development
categories, approximately 9 percent of this support was programed for the top
25 colleges and universities.

Mr. ANDREws. Are the top 25 colleges and universities with which
you have grants and contracts the same top 25 of 5 years ago?
General BE-rs. I am sure they are not.. We would have to check it out
in detail.
Mr. ANDREWS. And put in the record a list of those in the top 25, 5
years ago, that are in the top 25 today.
General Bnrirs. Yes.
(The information follows:)
The following 19 universities were among the top 25 in fiscal year .1964 and
remain among the top 25 in fiscal year 1960:
Massaehtsetts Institute of Technology
American University
University of Michigan
University of California
New Mexico State University
University of Chicago
New York University, N.Y.
Columbia University
University of Oklahoma
Duke University
Princeton University
George Washington University
Stanford University
Harvard University
University of Texas
University of Illinois
University of Wisconsin
Johns Hopkins University

University of Maryland
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the total number (f institutions with which

youhave research gralits and contracts? Did you say 461"

Colonel SNEAD. Forty-six States.
Mr. ANDREviS. How many colleges and institutions?
General BErrs. 254 universities or colleges.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many of these are domestic and how many are
outside of the United States?
You can supply that for the record.
General BETs. This is both domestic and foreign.
(The information follows:)
The Army has contracts or grants with 98 academic and research institutions
outside the United States and has contracts or grants with 156 academic and
research institutes within the United States.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many institutions listed above have h eld Army
research .grants or research grants for periods in excess of 5 years?
G-0nomIBIrrs. I would have-to supply that.
(The information follows:)
The Army has supported research, throtigh contracts and grants, at 151 of the
254 academic institutions referred to above for fiscal year 1969, for a total of
more than 5 years.
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DIRECT AND INDIRECT OVERHEAD COSTS

Mr. ANDREWS. What percentage of direct costs do you pay in over-

head on contracts with colleges and universities ?
General BETTS. It varies from contract to contract.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us the highest one.
General B rrs. I will have to supply that.
Mfr. ANDREWS. Do you know of anyone you can tell us about?
The question is, what percentage of direct costs do you pay in overhead or on contracts with colleges and universities?
General BErrs. I do not know that I can identify a specific percentage.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have a limitation on the percentage of direct
costs for overhead?
General BErs. We have guidance in the procurement regulations
that apply to all of our contracting officers.
Mr. ANDRE WS.

What are those guidelines?

General BETrs. I could not quote them in detail.
Mr. PooR. I think it would be reasonable to provide this detail
for the record if it pleases the committee.
(The information follows:)
The highest overhead rate on a contract with a college or university is 90
percent, based upon overhead computed as a percentage of salaries and wages.
Army experience shows that overhead rates range from 20 to 40 percent
when overhead is computed as a percentage of total direct costs, and 40 to 90
percent when computed as a percentage of salaries and wages.
Army contracting officers, based upon the guidance provided by part 3, section
XV of the Armed Services Procurement Regulations, do not have a specific limitation on the overhead rate. However, the guidance does specify limitations on
the type of costs which may be allowed in computing the overhead rate.

Mr. ANDREWS. We had a limitation on the overhead that could be

.charged or the percentage of the contract costs that could be charged
by the college for overhead. If I remember correctly, it was one time 20
percent and again 25 percent, and those ceilings were removed.
General BETrs. I think those ceilings applied to grants rather than
,contracts.
,Ar. ANDREWS. It went on grants only?
GUIDELINESS ON SHARING OF OVERHEAD COST

General BErrs. Yes.

The important requirement we have from the Department of Defense
ongrants is there mustbe sharing of the cost of the research supported,
and the experience indicates that on the average this sharing is for
the university to pick up 10 percent of the costs.
Mr. ANDREWS. Spell that out now.
Sup-ose you had a niill'ion-dollar contract or do they run that high?
General BErrs. No, we are talking about 30,00, $50,000, levels like
that where there are one or two investigators involved.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let's say you have a contract with a college for
$50,00. Tell us about the mechanics of the way the program operates
as far as overhead.
General BEnrs. This would mean when we went in to negotiate with
them, we would insist, if this ig to be a grant, that the university must
I
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share in the support of that research. On the average that share for
the university inay be $5,000 with $45,000 furnished by the Army.
Mr. ANDREWS. Suppose you have a project that is going to cost
$501,000. Under your rules the college must pick up the tab for 10
percent of it?
General BErs. The rule is that they must pick up more than a token
share and we negotiate with them. Ten percent is the average we have
been experiencing.
Mr. ANDREWS. The college puts in $5,000 and the Army puts up

$45 000?
general B=-Ts. That isthe average of our experience.
Mr. ANDREWS. And the $50,000 isspent at the discretion of the college
under guidelines you give them?
General BETTS. Under the guidelines agreed with us. They just do
not spend it any way they please. We very carefully monitor that effort
and we demand research results.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something else in the record about it.
General BETrS. Yes.
(The information follows:)
Included in the terms of the grant to a college or university are guidelines
based upon the project proposal previously submitted to, and -approved by, the
Army grantor. The grant funds are then spent In accordance with these guidelines. Departures from the approved proposal exceeding $500 must first. be approved by the grantor.
COMPARISON OF GRANT AND CONTACT PROOIAMS

Mr. ANDREWS. What part of your college and university program is
under the grant procedure and what part is under contract, and how
does this compare with the previous 3 fiscal years?
for fhe record.
You
that
follows:)
(Thecansuiply
information
The college and university research program for 'fiscal year 19068 had 94.2 percent of its $54.1 million allocated to contracts and 5.8 percent to grants. In fiscal
year 1967, 95.1 percent of the $58.1 million programed funds was for contracts
and 4.9 percent for grants. In fiscal year 1906, 97.3 percent of the $80.2 million
went to contracts, with 2.7 percent to grants.
Information concerning contracts to universities is compiled and distributtd
annually. Although this is not yet available for fiscal year 1909, tfie information
available on grants indicates that the total dollar amount ltas decreased slightly
compared with fiscal year 198. It is estimated that grants will accouit for between 3 percent and 5 percent of the university program.
OVERHEAD COSTS IN

CONTRACTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Let's have you explain what the procedure is under
a contract you make with the college about overhead, and so forth.
General BErs. Before negotiating with a college or university on a
contract basisMr. ANDREWS. Let's talk again about a contract for $50,000
o
General BETTS. We work from their specifically submitted proposal
and if we feel that the items they want to charge us in the overhead
part of the contract are not reasonable, then we either just do not
award the contract or we negotiate with them to reduce the costs to
what we feel are reasonable allocation.
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* Mr. AN-ws. Let's say you are talking with thei about a $50,000
contrihet. What percentage'of that. would you consider reasonable for
overhead expenses?
General Bisrrs. We would not approach it, on a percentage basis
Mr. Andrews, We would approach ]t on the basis of rates established

by the Government audit.

For example, if the contract demands a lot of support from a good

technical library and the university supplies that library and builds
up some cost for it, we would look sp)ecifcally at the rates and decide,
in our judgment, whether it is a reasonable clhrge.

If there are administrative expenses in terms of travel, furnishing

support, jamitorial services and that. kind of thing, we would look at
-the reasonableness of the charge included in the proposal.
It is a judgment matter. Tiese will vary from contract to contract,
-ependifng upon the kind of support that the university proposes to

furnish to the effort.

Mr. Apiamws. You want to pay them, but you want to be reasonable.

General BsTs. We want to be sure that we are getting an adequate
return and that it is related to the contract in a specific way.
Mr. AxDiivS. You determine the reasonableness oft their charges or
their proposed charges under the contract.
General BE'-rs. Yes. There is guidance in the armed services procuremnent regulations to tell the contracting officers what they are able
to do.
Mr. ANDREWS. Normally, what part of a fiscal year's funds in this

area are committed within the first 6 months of tlio fiscal year? A
heavy commitment during the first 6 months would indicate that this
program is basically useJ for sustaining research.
General BEzars. It i about 40 percent.
The problem with its not being a. higher percentage is that we are
well into a new fiscal year before we know what our program can be.
A continuing resolution does not tell us enough about whit our budget
will be.
OANO[ELATIONS,

COMPLE-TIONS. AND TERMINATIONS

Mr. ANDRws. As a result of your field trips and reports relative to
research contracts at colleges and universities, in the past year how
many efforts have been found to be progressing unsatisfactorily and
have berMn canceled I
General Bsrrrs. I would have to furnish that.
Mr. Azwnmws. Have you canceled any?
General BmTs. Yes, sir.
Our procedure is to analyze the proposal with respect to whether
or not we will continue it for another fiscal year. So, terminating at
the conclusion of 1 year is the more normal proceduk'e. It is very rare
that we will stop a research program,in the middle of a fiscal year and
cancel it out, simply because the kind of analysis one has to make
of researohr does not permit nice, clean, go-no-go decisions.
I Mr. A''n1Uws. Has aiiy contract been canceled because of cami pus

unrest VGeneral 1B rs. No; I do nbt know of any that have been affected
in afiv signflcajit way by campus unrest.
Mr. Axnpxws. How many contracts and giants at individual universities have been completed or terminated in the past year?
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Geiieral
Bl.'rs. I would have to furnish thait, Mr. Cuirinan,
(Tlie informlltit6n
follows:)
Api)roximately 176 have been either completed or termited dutrlig tile past
year as reported July 1, 1968, through June 30, 1909.
IN-1[OUSE r.ABORATOIRY INDI),PENDnNT RESEARCHI

Mr. ANwiVWS. Now we will talk about in-house laboratory idepeindenit research. You tre requesting $11.6 million in fiscal year 1970

for in-house lal)ordfltvy independent research. This coi Ares with

$11,580,000 programed ' for fiscal year 1969, and $11,818,000 for fiscal

year 1968.
How is this effort maihaged? Do you reqilre reports from the inhouse laboratories on their efforts ii 'Aic independit research
pro gra i ?
......
..
....
Nii. PooR. We manage the inthouse independent laboratory work
out of my ofileo. Each year t.he program accomnplishnifllitS during the
prior year are reviewed by a groUp of peer judges as nearly as we can

l)roviale them.

Mr. ANniiniWs. Peer judges?
Mr. Poon. People whoi are experts in the vari'ois fields of activity,
who are respected by the laborittory directors Who, after all, are given
this money to do work that they
consider important and pro-ising
for 'tbeArpy.
1'l1is review takes place on a set of reports submitted by each of the
laboratories throtilgh Ge leral Betts to my office.
Tie committee that, evaliated it this year consisted of: Dr. Emerson
from outt office. Dean Ralph Faduim, who is the No. 2 man on the
Army Scientific Advisory Panel, the Deputy Chairman of it, and dean
of engineerino at North Carolina State. 15r. Thomas, who was then
Director of lTaboratories of AMC, Army Materiel Cominahd. Dr.
Qua rules, who is Chief Scientist, of the Corps of Engineers. Colonel
Snead's predecessor, General Ostromi, Director of Army Research in
OCR D. Colonel Plough, wlo was Deputy Commianider of the Army
Medical Service, R. & D. Cominiild. And D. Tyrone Huber, who was
from the Federated American Society of Experimental Biology.
We asked the review committee to recommend what level of funihig
should be allowed to each of these independent laboratory directors
for the subsequent year. The funds are reallocated on the basis of those
recommendations.
The general level of offoilt has been held constant because it to
the
allow
beginning that we should have money available was

concept in the

-the laboratory directors to undertake projects which seemed to be
promising.
Mr. ANDREWS. The total has been constant?
Mr. Poon. The total has been essentially constant.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are the levels at each individual laboratory held
constant?
SIGNM OANT IN-HOUSE LAnORATOUY RESULTS

Mr. Poon. They are not. They are changed each year; depending on
the results ofthe evaluation of the prior year and on the quality of
their proposals for next year.

-

.
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Army in-house laboratory independent research program funding allocation fopfiscal year 1969-Continued
19

9 allocations

Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory
Avionics Laboratory
CS, NV, and TA Laboratories
Communications and ADPS Laboratory
Electronics Components Laboratory
Electronic Warfare Laboratory .....
Institute for Exploratory Research
Missile Command: R. & D. Laboratories ------Mobility Equipment Command: Mobility Equipment R. & D. Center.
Munitions Command:
Picatinny Arsenal:
Ammunition D. & E. Laboratory
Feltman Research Laboratory ........
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory
Frankford Arsenal:
Ammi)iAtion D. & E. Laboratory
Fire Control D. & E. Laboratory
Pitman-Dunn LaboratoryEdgeNwood Arsenal: R. & D. laboratories --------------------Biological Center: R. & D. laboratories
Tank and Automotive Command: R. & D. Laboratorle'
Test and Eval'ation Command:
Deseret Test Center ---------------------------------------Tropic Test Center
W hite San'ds Missile Range ..........................
Weapons Command:
Benet R. & D. laboratories
Rock Island Arsenal laboratories
Chief of Engineers:
Topographical Laboratory
Waterways Experiment Station
Terrestelal Scien'ces Center..........................

$180, 000

Artity materie com mand

Electronics command laboratories:
40,000

185,000
136,000
250,000
10,000
295,000
900, 000
90,000
60,000
470, 000
100, 000
132,O00
40,000

195,000

525,000
525,000
250,000
62,000
35,000
95, 000
800,000
70,000

90,00

170,00
80,000

Ohief of research and development

Behavioral Scien'ces Research Laboratory
Medical t. & D. Command:
Aeromedical -research unit...........................
Institute of Dental Research ...............................
Biomedical Research Laboratory
Equipment and Development Laboratory
Research Laboratory (Ft. Knox)
Research and Nutrition Laboratory....................
Research Institflte of Environmental Medicine ---------------Surgical research unit ......
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research .........

95,000
6, 000
10,000
44,000
8,000
14, 000
73,000
100,000
5,000
1, 180, 000

Total
-----------------------------------------10,060,000
NOTV.-2'he difference of $1,520,000 between the total of $10,060,000 shown above and
the $11,580,000 referred to In the testimony represents a statistical adjustment of Facilities and Installation Support money that was spread through the benefiting projects. No
Increase In the actual level of effort resulted from this stat stic-al adJustmnent.
DISTRIBUTION OF ESTIMATE FOR INSTALLATION SUPPORT

Mr. A"nnAws. In the fiscal year 1969 budget, you requested $10,060,000 for in-house laboratory independent research. Through what re-

programing process did you increase this amount to the $111580,000
now shownf? ,

.

-1

Colonel Joy. That is nothing more than a statistical spread of the
money that was originially in what we call, "Facilities and installa-
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tions support," that was spread through the benefiting projects.
At this point in tinie, it is just an accounlfthig procedure of what the

money was originally for.

Mr. ANDIIEws. You did not supplement that $10,60;0000' that you
got?
Colonel Joy. No, sir. In all mil-fiAry sciences there was an increase
of approximately $11.4 million. It was a,statistical adjustment of the
money to installations.
Mr. Axmunws. Does the $11.6 million requested for fiscal 1970 represent all of this in-house independent laboratory research set out in the
justification book, or is it sometfiihhw else ?
Colonel Joy. That would be for tle work going on in the laboratories
and includes the pay of the personieul, which was originally carried

before under "Facilities and installations support."
Mr. PREuSTON. You chihged the category definitih i n fiscal year

1970 and readjusted the prior year figures so they couldbe comparable?
Colonel Joy. Yes, sir; to make 198 and 1969 comparable to 1970.
Mr. PooR. There is no requested increase in this budget.
Mr. AND.itws. In the fiscal year 1969 justfications, you show an estimate for fiscal year 1968 in this area of $10,340,0. Tius year's justification shows actual amount for fiscal year 1968 to be $11,818,000.
Describe the reprograming process by which this program was increased by $1.5 million,or more than 10 percent.
Colonel Joy. That is the same statitical
stl adjUstent, to make
years comparable with 1970, sir.
c

3

SIGNIFICANT ADVANCES IN IN-TIOUSE LABORATORY RESEARCH

Mr. ANDREWS. What tecliol6gy developed under the in-house laboratory independent research program 11 s-been applied to Army weap.ons systems or equipment developments in the past year?
General Bimrs. Mr. Poor spoke about tft in speaking of the artillery weapons design item. Tlat is one of the things. that came out of
the in-Iouse, laboratory effort.
The mirror approach to protecting the eye from laser was anoflier.
Mr. ANDREWS. You may add some more. This is very interesting and
useful.
(Tle information follows:)
SIGNIFICANT ADVANCES FROM RESEARCH SUPPORTED BY TIHE ARMY IN-HOUSE
LABORATORY INDEPENDENT IRESEARCII PROGRAM

Laboratory naoic.-Research and Engineering Directorate, Rock Island
Arsenal.
Project title.-Study of an ultra lightweight 155 mm. Howitzer.
Acoomplghmout.-Sufficient analysis was conducted to verify the apparent
teehn cal feasibility of a stable 5,000 pound 155 wmi. Howitzer. The current 155
mm. Howitzer weighs' apbroxiniately 12,000 pounds. Work is now being done at
the Army Weapons Command to actually demonstrate this feasibility.
Laboratorytiame.-Waterways Experiment Station.
Project titte.-Study of an experimental wheel in the development and an
analytical approach to ground mobility.
Accormp,9dsmen.-An experimental wheel was used to demonstrate that controlling pressure distribution in a pneumatic tire so as to make it favorable, i.e,
increase from the leading.edge toward' the trailing edge of the contact area when
running on deep, dry, sand, would yield 35 percent more pulling force than an
unfavorable pressure distribution. These experiments indicate that it may be
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possible to design a better wheel; one that would increase wheeled mobility by
one-third, assuming that mobility Is measured by amount of pull.
Laboratorynatnw.-Institute of Dental Research.
Project title.-Effectiveness of zirconium silicate and tin zirconium hexafluoride.
Aciconplishtmentt.-Appltcation of zirconium silicate-tin zircoflium hexafluoride prophylaxis paste to Army personnel under 25 years has resulted in:
1. Arresting 80 percent of tooth cavities in development.
2. Preventing approximately 60 percent of tooth cavities that would result..
Laboratorynante.-U.S. Army Medical Research Laboratory.
Projeot titto.-The mechanism of erythrocyte aging.
Acomplshtnent.--A major step has been taken on prolonging the shelf life of'
blood banked for transfusion purposes in that the addition of trace quantities.
of Adenine, a naturally occurring substance in the human, will improve the.
quality, transportability, and shelf-life by factors approaching 100 percent..
Adenine preserved blood is now being Introduced into Vietnam.
DEFENSE RESEARCH

SCIENCES

Mr. ANDREWS. You are reqjtesting $85.5 millio4

for fiscalyear 1970

for Defense Research Sciences. This compares with $81.5 million pro-.
gramed in fiscal year 1969, and to $72 mi ini6i in fiscal year 1968.
What is your justification for this approximately $4 million in crease?
General Binrrs. The cost of living, Mr. Chairman. That is. actually
less than what we consider to be the inflation factor in the cost of
doing research. It represents no significant change in the level of'
effort.
ATHO. PhiERIC SCIENCES

Mr.

ANDEWS.

Under Defense Research Sciences, you are requesting

$4,780,000 for atmospheric sciences. What are the peculiar problems of'
the Army in this area? What are the objectives of your research ir
atmospheric sciences program?
Mr. PooR. There are several kinds of work in atmospheric sciences.
that are peculiar to the Army.
In meteorology, there is the matter of predicting the winds at very
low levels in the region through which an artillery. shell may fly in
order to predict the effects of the winds on the shell flight path.
In the matter of command and control and steering of guided milssiles, fire control devices, we are very much concerned with the behavior of light rays passing very close to the surface.
Differences in temperature and differences in wind structure can
distort the light ray path.
We are much interested in propagation of light waves through:
the low-level atmosphere.
We are also concerned about obscuration, the effects of moisture,,
and this sort of thing on the optically controlled devices.
We have a special interest in this area not well covered by the work
of the weather bureau and other agencies that do work on atmospheric sciaices in general.
Furthermore, for the dissemination of smoke and things like the,
incapacitating agents, one is very much concerned about the details
of low-level wind patterns and how they change.
So, much of our work is in this kind of area.
General Birs. An addifiional pt6blem that all of tht services faceis that virtually all of our outdoor toting demands extensive ihstru-
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mentation so onm can relate from one test to the next in a precise
-way. Consequenotly, we do have interests in that aspect of the atmos"phericsciences that relate to micrometeorology and the kind of instru.mentation that one would need on the test range.
Mr. ANDREWS. What part of the atmospheric sciences research in-volves weather prediction?
General BETT$. We are not in the weather prediction business, Mr.
'Chairman. We do have a very direct interest in weather prediction,
but we depend-on work of the Air Force and the work of the Environ:mental Sciences Services Administration to supply it.
We are interested in the output from meteorological satellites. We
have a representative who works in the joint office on the meteorolo:gicl satellite program.
.
.
.So the Army's interest in this kind of technology is voiced, and we
can draw from it as requirements may dictate.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where do you get your weather reports in South
Vietnam?
General BErrs. I would have to confirm this, but I believe we get
them from the Air Force weather central setup that they have within
,the theater. Wre have teams for special purposes, but the broad weather
-prediction functions, we look to the Air Force for that service.
lVe have some weapons systems that demand precise atmospheric
,observations right there at the firing point, like HONEST JOHN,
for example, and for that kind of application we do have our own
local observing capability.
LOOAL WEATHER PREDICTION NEEDS

Mr. ANDiiEWS. The descriptive summary describes one of the pro.grams in atmospheric sciences as "prediction of local rainfall aifect"ing trafficability and tactical operations." Of course, the weather
bureau, the Air Force, the FAA, and a number of other Government
agencies are involved in research in weather prediction. Why must
'the Army spend money in this area? WhAt is unique about the Army's
research in the area of weather prediction ?
General BErrs. The Army is particitl fly sensitive to local weather
,conditions that affect mobility and specific operations. Research is directed to methods of observing atmospheric conditions in a local area
,or on a small scale not available from weather forecasting services
-such as the Air Force.
One Army research effort has been directed to the local measurement
eof rainfall with weather radar developed by the Army.
Mr. PooR. We certaifily do not duplicate the Air Force.
As far as trafficability groes, the Army has the principal capability
'for the Nation in the business of the behavior of soils when the are
wet :by rain and disturbed by vehicles traveling over them.
I am not fully informed on the program you mentioned.
Mr. ANDREWS. What. type of research are you doing under thisprogram? Can you be a little more specific about it?
General B-rs. In the total program of atmospheric sciences, Mr.
Chairman, or specifically with respect to the weather question?
Mr. ANDRmPws. Atmospheric sciences.

General BETrs. I Would go badk to the opeAing remarks by Mr. Poor,
that we must recognize that everything we do in the Army has some
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problem with respect to the atmosplhie, whether it ba operations or,
the question of trafficability, whether it be local neteorological conditions that we have to take. into account when we fire artillery or when,
we fire a rocket, or when we plan an air movement, we have to have,
an interest in this question.
We do not set up or try to duplicate the broad area weather prediction capability that is furnished to'us as a service by the Air Force.
We dohave studies that relate to small-scale meteorological phenomena, and here we are interested in what the experts call micronieteorology, where we aremore concerned with imniediate local weather
questions, and not broad avea weather questions.
The dynamic motion of the weather patterns in the immediate vicinity of an Army activity is of interest to us; forecasting in the sense
that for military operations, ArIny operations, we have to interpret
and apply locally thel broad area 1redictions that we get from the Air
Force.
We are interested in the atmospheric measurement techniques because they have to be applied at all of our test centers related to any
outdoor testing that we do.
So, we are interested in instruienithtion. We do not necessarily develop that kind of instrumentatioiiourselves, but we would need to buy
it wisely if it is available that way, or go to our sister services for it
if it is available there.
So, while this is a relatively small program, we have a. clear and
continuing interest in the climnatological problems that apply to our
field activities.
Let me give you an examl)le of the sort of problem we get into.
The Limited War Laboratory was given a requirement to find some
means of extending the range of the jungle patrol radio that would
not burden the poor man on patrol wit I additional weight. Oneof the
solutions that they came up with was a balloon that would raise an
auxiliary antenna up above the jigI le. That seemed like a great idea.
But the program actually flouliderel on our lack of knowledge within
the Limited War Laboratory of the kiind of meteorological conditions
that one finds in the jungle.
We had assumed that this is rather dense foliage, not likely to
be much in the way of surface winds, not likely to be much of a local
meteorological problem. But it turned out there was.
Mr. ANDRnWS. You have some unique problems in Southeast Asia.
I do not think any of your sister services nor the Weather BUreau
would be of any help to you. What you do down there you have to do
yourself.
General BETTs. That is just the point.
ATMOSPHERIC' SCIENCES LABORATORY

Mr. ANDREWS. l2oW many personnel are involved in the Atmospheric
Sciences Laboratory of the Army?
General BTTs. I would have to supply that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Am)RE.ws.How many militarytpersonnel are assigned there?
General Bum. I would have to supply that.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many civilian personnel are employed? How
many contractor personnel are associated with this laboratory?
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Supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
PERSONNEL AT THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES LABORATORY

The Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory includes two elements of authorized
personnel, those conducting the atmospheric R. & D. program and those providing specialized meteorological team support to R.D.T. & E. program throughout
the Army.
ATMOSPHERIC
SCIENCES PERSONNEL (INCLUDING
ON HAND)

Research and development:

Authorized .
................. .........
On hand (July 1). .................
........

Team:
Authorized .................................
On hand (July 1)............................

Officer

Warrant
Officer

Enlisted
men

Civilian

7
6

1
0

26
35

163
160

(I

14
8

6
5

493
370

82
82

t)
5

Contract

1 Not applicable to contract personnel.

ATMOSPHERIC MDIFICATION

Mr. ANDREWS. What part of the requested $4.8 million will be spent
on "new approaches to atmospheric modification" which is listed in the
descriptive summary on page 24 as a part of your fiscal year 1970
planned program?
General BF-rs. I would have to supply that, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows:)
It Is planned to spend $800,000 for new approaches to atmospheric modification
in fiscal year 1970. Techniques for modifying clouds at temperatures below freezing are known. Some work is required to develop methods of operation for a mobile Army.
The most important problem of interest to all military services in the interest
of visibility Is that of modifying warm clouds at temperatures above freezing. A
major portion of this work is being performed jointly with the Air Force and the
Navy utilizing know-how and facilities of each. Two approaches are being
investigated:
a. A search for new materials that would stimulate clearing of a warm
cloud.
b. Development of mechanical methods for disbursing a warm cloud such
as the Army's idea of blowing it away with the downwash from a helicopter.
From Army applications, the operational methods used must be effective without the necessity for a fixed station installation.
FACILITIES INVOLVED IN ATM11OSPHERIC SCIENCES RESEARCH

Mr. ANDEws. How much of the research in atmospheric sciences

will be done inhouse?
General BETTS. I have that number in front of me. It is about 50percent in-house, and 50-percent contractual.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where will the atmospheric sciences research be
performed?
General BETrs. As indicated, in-house and with industry and universities.
Mr. A-umxws. List the major in-house facilities and the principal
colleges and universities and contractors involved in this effort.
(The information follows:)
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Atmospheric research under the defense research sciences program is prin'cipally performed by the Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory. Elements are located
at Fort Monmouth, N.J.; Fort HuachUca, Ariz.; and White Sands Missile Range,
N. Mex. In addition, one part of the program, Aeronomy, is accomplished at the
Ballistics Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., and another
part, missile climatology, is performed by the Missile Command, Redstone Ar-senal, Ala. A branch of the Army Research Office at Durham, N.C., supervises a
small contract effort.
The principal colleges or universities and contractors involved in this program are:
College/University

University of Delaware
University of Maryland
University of Wisconsin
University of Wisconsin
University of St. Thomas
University of Washington
University of Illinois
New York University
University of Miami

Eontractor

Sperry Rand, Inc.
Travelers Research
Stanford Research Institute
Aracoon

'Texas A&M University

Columbia University
In addition facilities of the Department of Agriculture, National Bureau of
Standards, and the Environmental Science Services Administration are utilized
through the direct transfer of funds.
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES

Mr.. ANDREWS. You are requesting $22.4 million for research in

biological and medical sciences.
In past yeaxs we have discussed the program directed at finding a
preventive medicine for resistant strains of malaria which had been
encountered in Southeast Asia. It is understood that for the most part,
this effort has been a success.
Was the effort in this area funded through this program or through
your exploratory development program in the same area?
Colonel SNEAD. The malaria program was in the advanced de-

velopment, the 6.3 program element.

Mr. ANbnEWS. And not through this program?

-Colonel SNEAD. Not through this program.

FACILITIES ENGAGED IN RESEARCH

Mr. ANDPtWS. With how many colleges and universities do you

fund grants or contracts in this area?
General Bi'rs. We have 155 contractors involved. I would have to

dig out which are universities.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record about it.
General Br-rs. All right, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are most of these contracts with medical schools?
General Bm-rs. I would have to supply that.
Mr. POR. With medical schools, dxug companies. It is not all meditcal schools, by any means.
Mr. ANDREWS. Drugcompanies?
Mr. PooR. Yes. Business firms such as Pfizer, Parke, Davis, and so
onfor work on various kinds of chemotherapy.
(Theinformation follows:)
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The following universities, colleges, nonprofit organizations, and commercial'
laboratories are involved in malaria research:
Academic
Columbia University, New York, N.Y.
Georgia State College, Atlanta, Ga.
Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel
Indiana University FoundatiOn, Bloomington, Ind.
Institute Brasileiro De Tropicologla Medica, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, England
Medical College of South Carolina, Charleston, S.C.
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich.
New York University Medical Center, New York, N.Y.
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Old Dominion College, Norfolk, Va.
Princeton University, Princeton, N.J.
Reed College, Portland, Oreg.
Stanford University, Palo Alto, Calif.

Texas A & M University, College Station, Tex.
The Research Institute of Temple University, PhiladelPhia, Pa.

University of Alabama, Birmingham, Ala.
Ufiiversity of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.
University of California, Riverside, Calif.
University of Chicago, Cincinnati, Ohio
University of C61orado, Boulder, Colo.
University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.
University of Georgia, Athens, Ga.
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.
University of Manila, Philippine Islands, Philippines
University of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla.
University of Michigan, Ann Harbor, Mich.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
University of the Pacific, San Francisco, Calif.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, R.I.
University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.
University of Texas, Austin, Tex.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va.
West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.
Other:
Advanced ComPutor Techniques Corp., Arlington, Va.
Aerojet-General Corp., Sacramento, Calif.
Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc., MilwaUkee, Wis.
Aldridge and Associates & Co., Inc., Washington, D.C.
Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
Ash Stevens, Inc., Detroit, Mich.
Beth Israel Hospital, BIMC, New York, N.Y.
Bionetics Research Laboratories, Inc., Falls Church, Va.
Childrens Cancer Regearch Foundation, Inc., Boston, Mass.
Colgat.-Palmolive Co., Inc., Piscataway, N.J.
Collaborative Research, Inc., Waltham, Mass.
Computer Research, Rockville, Md.
Computer Usage Development Corp., Washington, D.C.
Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich.
Eltra Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Esso Research & Engineering Co., Linden, N.J.
Food & Drug Research Laboratories, Inc., Maspeth, N.Y.
Gorgas Memorial Institute, Washington, D.C.
Gulf South Research Institute, New Orleans, La.
Hazelton, Laboratories, Inc., Falls Church, Va.
Herner & Co., Bethesda, Md.
Huntington Research Ceniter, Inc., Baltimore, Md.
Hynes Chemical Research Corp., Durham, N.C.
TIT Research Institute, Chicago, Ill.
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Insect Control & Research, Inc., Baltimore, Md.
Institute of Drug Design, Inc., Sierra Madre, Calif.
International Minerals & Chemical Corp., Libertyville, Ill.
Medical Pathology, Institute of Genoa, Italy
Midwest Research Institute, Kansas City, Mo.
Monsanto Research Corp., Everett, Mass.
Mount Zion Hospital & Medical Center, San Francisco, Calif.
New England Nuclear Corp., Boston, Mass.
Paxrke, Davis & Co., Ann Harbor, Mich.
Pfizer & Co., Inc, New York, N.Y.
Philco-Ford Corp., Newport Beach, Calif.
Research Triangle Institute, Durham, N.C.
Research Triangle Institute, Triangle Park, N.C.
Service Bureau Corp., Wheaton, Md.
Southern Research Institute, Birmingham, Ala.
Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Tex.
Standard Pharmacol Corp., Elgin, Ill.
Starks Associates, Inc., BUffalo, N.Y.
Stanford Research Institute, Birmingham, Ala.
Sterling-Winthrop Research Institute, Rennsalaer, N.J.
Virginia Institute for Science Research, Richmond, Va.

Mr. ANDREWS. To what extent is this basic research effort general,
and to what extent Army oriented ?
General BETTs. I think it ismedical activity that we can specifically
relate to Army problems in detail, but as is generally true of all medical problems, it has direct relevance to the civilian economy, although
one must say in this country, while we put a great deal of emphasis
on malaria, that does not return very heavily in the continental United
States. It certainly does for people who contract malaria.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you can do anything to alleviate the malaria
problem over in South Vietnam and help these young men who are over
there in those jungles, it is the finest money you can spend.
General BE'rs. I think the record of malaria cases in Vietnam applies to the kind of program we have here. In 1967 among army troops,
there were 9,100, with 11 deaths.
In 1968, 8,600, with 15 deaths.
Through the first half of calendar year 1969 3,100 cases with 2
deaths have been reported.
That shows we are making some progress. We still have a long way
to go.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about these yovhg men who go over there and
contract malaria, who think it is arrested, and then they come back over
here and have a relapse?
General BE.s. The numbers I have here with respect to malaria
cases initially diagnosed in U.S. hospitals from Vietnam returndes, are
that in 1967 we had 2,000 such cases, and in 1968 that had dropped
to 1,600. Even there, we are making some progress from these inted
statistics.
Mr. SIKEs. How much of the $22.4 million that yogI are reqjiestitig
for biological and medical sciences will be spent in Army medical
laboratories?
General Bimrs. A little more than half, Mr. Chaiman, $12.9 million
out of a total of $22 mif 6.
Mr. Poon. I Nwould ike to say that, the Army in-house laboratories
in this ease control in detailthe pendiig of allthe money, The medical program is a beautiful self-organizing program. The riny Medi-
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cal Service is made up of competent professionals who can stand in
any medical facuflty anywhere in the world. They control the program
in detail. We are extremely proud of their management of this program. I think we can be well pleased with it.
One area we did not cover very muIifh is the epildmiol0gical work,
in the tropics in particular, which the Army medical service has been
sponsoring. It is not just malaria. It includes diseases like hemorrhagic
fever, filariasis in Thailand, and work of this sort. The work has been
something of which I think we should be very proud over the years,
and we hopenext year's will be just as good.
Mr. SIKEs. You certainly have some outstanding accomphiglimeits,
and the committee commends those responsible for it.
Do you attempt to attain a level ainhl effort in this area at participating Army research and development facilities?

General BETrS. We try to hold a fairly constant level of effort, al-

though, as you recall, when we got into the malaria problem a few
years ago, we made a rather significant increase in that particular
activity.
BEhAVIORAL AND

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Mr. SIKES. Under behavioral and social sciences, you are requesting
$1.7 million. This compares with $1.4 million allocated in fiscal year
1969, and $1 million in fiscal year 1968. Why should there be an increase at this time?
General BErrs. In general , our total program in the behavioral and
social sciences, if we add all of the effort in the several categories of the
program, has been fa-irly constant, but there has been some increase in
the recent past.
As in all of our programs, we are faced with abota a 5- or 6-percent
cost growth per technical lnth-year.
I would like to exand th4t for the record, if I may, to identify this
particular chlnge from $1.4 million to $1.7 million.
(The information follows:)
The increase Is an attempt to strengthen aild afigment the basic behavioral
sciences research supporting technology necessary for more effective applied
research on military problems. $260,000 of the increase Is for strengthening inhouse capabilities. The remainder will go to contract effort. The Increase is consistent with the increase in requirements for exploratory and advance developinent.
REDUCED FUNDS ALLOCATION IN 1969

Mr. 'SIKES. The fiscal year 1969 estimate for behavioral sciences was
$2.1 million, but only $1.4 million was actually allocated. What effort
was eliminated by the fundreduction?
Colonel SNEAD. This actually resulted priiairily in the redistribution of the money and astretohout of the work.
Mr. SIKES. What was the effect of the stretclout?
Colonel SNEAD. Specific knowledge in some of the areas of behavioral
science that we had hoped to have to feed iitb our training programs
and selection programs is not as complete at this time as we had programed for under the original subMiSson.
No major items were cut out of the program. It was a stretchoit.
Mr. SIKES. Would you detail in what programs specifcally'the reditctions were made?
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Colonel SiF.Xr. I can do that for the record.
(The information follows:)
In behavioral science research, the following efforts were carried out in fiscal
year 1969 at an effort below that planned when the $2.1 million was requested:
(a) Applicability of social and behavioral science research to U.S. Army activities in the developing countries, (b) intercultural communication.
In other areas, the basic research on psychological responses as indicators of
impending changes in human performance conducted by the U.S. Army Behavioral
Science Research Laboratory was not accelerated as planned because of this
reduction.
Planned increase could not be made In the research on the prediction of psychological stress effects carried out by the U.S. Army human engineering laboratories. Several proposed new investigations on human capabilities were not initiated at those laboratories.
At the U.S. Army Natick laboratories, the proposed expansion of basic research
on taste, flavor, and sensory and metabolic factors influencing food and water
consumption was dropped.
CONTINUING OF DELAYED PROJEOTS

Mr. SIKEs. To what extent have programs which were delayed or
deleted from the fiscal year 1969 program been carried forward into
year 1970, and to what extent will you expect to catch up on
fiscal
the delays?

Coloo.)l SxEAD. I will provide that for the record.
General BE'rs. I think we will have to supply that.
(The information follows:)
The research on the prediction of psychological stress and the researel on
baslc sensory factors influencing food and water consumption are both inportant subjects with high potential 'payoff. These will both be accelerated in
fiscal year 1970. We have lost approximately 1 year in each program. The two
behavioral science research efforts mentioned above were carried out in fiscal
year 1069 at approximately two-thirds the level of effort originally desired. It
Is now planned to contlni;e them into fiscal year 1970 at a reduced rate. In
essence, we will not be able to catch up. They will be completed at a later date
than the requesting agencies desire.
FUNDING PROOPAM FOR 1970

Mr. SrKES. What new contracts are proposed in this area in fisal
year 1970?
General Bm-rs. There are no major new efforts. I would have to
supply the full detail.
Mr. SIKFs. Please submit for the record at this point a list of the
studies in the area of behavioral and social sciences which are planned
for fiscal year 1970 the fiscalyear 1970 cost of each program, and the
levelof funding o each in the previous 2 fiscal years.
(The information follows:)
The studies and the cost of the programs planned for fiscal year 1970 and the
funding for fiscal year 1968 and 1969 are as follows:
BEHAVIORAL SoIENoE (HUMAN

FACTORS)

Research in taste, flavor, and food acceptance.,

BASIC RESEARCH PROGRAM

Research on factors In~iuencing human capabilities.
Research on human performance.
Research 1#learning.
Thousands.
Fund&
Fiscal year 1968
-----------------------------------------Fiscal year 169 ----------------------------------------859
Fiscal year 1970
------------ -------------1,076
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SOCIAL SCIENCE BASIC HESEAUtCH11 O
OAM
Research on analysis of subversive warfare.
Research on PSYOPS and civil affairs functions.
Research on foreign nllitary environments.
Thousands

Funds

Fiscal year 1008 .....
Fiscal year 1069
-------------------------------------------Fiscal year 1970

270
0---------------624

TASTE, FIOVOt, AND FOOD ACCEPTANCE RESEARCH

ir. SIKES. You have a continuing program of basic research in

"Taste, Flavor, and Food Acceptance.", This is an in-house program.
What knowledge-do you.consider has-been gained from this effort in

the past year?
General BETTS. That effort is designed primarily to provide us the
kind of capability we need on a continuing basis as we come up with
new food ideas, to check them out very early in the cycle before they
are put into larger tests.
I do not know of any great advances that I could identify from this
effort, but it is a necessary part of food development.
Mr. SIxES. Do you think the program is worthy of continuationI
General BE:rrs. Yes sir. We do need the capability so we can apply
in a disciplined way the~expertise to the question of taste and acceptAnce.
Mr. SiKEs. There is an increase in this area. Why is that necessary?
Provide a breakdown on that for the record.
General BFTTs. All right, sir. I will have to supply that.
Mr. SIxES. Also show for the record how the fiscal year 1970 effort
compares with that of the previous 2 fiscal years.
(The information follows:)
The program is a relatively new one und has already shown promise of interesting new discoveries. For example, preliminary Work has shown that saccharine,
previously thought to affect nothing but taste, .may produce metabolic changes
usually associated with eating of actual food. Other preliminary results have
shown the possibility of salt-sensitive nerve endings in the liver of some animals,
If this should be confirmed in humans, our entire thinking about the mechanisms
regulating food intake will change sharply. This small research effort is breaking
iew ground; it Is discovering promising new knowledge in an area where kpowledge is meager. We need to exploit this initial success in an area having Important Uotential consequences for the extensive DOD food program. The following
is a listing showing how fiscal year 1970 effort compares with that of the previpus
2 fiscal years.
Research work unit

Fiscal 196816
year
FIscal 1,ear

/7
Fiscal a

Sensory and metabolic Interactions regulating food and water Intake..
Chemoreceptors In appetite regulation ..............................
Human psychophysical response to chemical taste stimuli ..............
Basic mehanIsm regulating human appetite and hunger ............................

$7,000
8,000
5,000

$18,000
18,000
16, 000
10,000

$35000
2C 000
20,000
20,000

Total ......................................................

20,000

62,000

100,000

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE RESEAR1I1 LABORATORY

t

ARLINGTON9 VA.

Mr. SrKs. Describe the U.S. Army Behavioral Science Research
Laboratory in Arlington. Where in Arlington is it located?
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General Bi-vs. It has its offices in a building in Rosslyn. It was over
in a temporary building just outside of Fort-McNair until the recent
past.
Mr. Sixis. How many military personnel and how many civilian
personnel are associated with it?
General BETS. We have 10 military total, of which four are officers
and six are enlisted. We have 107 civilians. Sixty-nine are professionals.
Mr. SiKs. What contractor personnel are associated with this
laboratory ?
General BFTTS. These are all in-house people, and they do very little
contracting from the Behavioral Science Laboratory as such, other
than contracting to support their in-house programs. It isnot a center
for the management of contracts.
Mr. SiKcs. What is the annual operating cost?

General BE.rs. It was $2.66 million in fiscal year 1969, and $2.8
million is programed for fiscal year 1970.
Mr. SrKns. ow long has the laboratory been in existence?
General BE'rs. In one form or another, since right after World
War II.
Mr. SIKES. Describe the work done'there.
General BmTs. If I might correct that, I am told inits basic form
itgoes all the way back to World War I You recall yesterday I said
that this is the center for analysis of the testing program for soldiers.
Off the record.)
The information follows:)
The work done there is in three categories as follows:.
Selection Research includes personnel selection, classification, behavior evaluation involving unusual demands on Individuals, groups, systems; personnel systems research relating factors such as manpower requirements, individual
differences, to systems effectiveness.
Human Performance Research In command information. processing, systems,
monitor performance, controller performance, night operations, computerized
manpowersystems, manpower operations.
Surveillance Systems, Image Interpretation Research studies factors influencIng image interpreter performance, tactical image interpretation teams. Supports
Army, DOD effort, to develop practicable tactical image Interpretation system.
IXIVERSITY

PROGRAM[

PROJECT THEMIS

Mr. SiKES. Under the university program, there is a request for
$12.2 million for fiscal year 1970. The justifications indicate tbat,$10,579,000 was allocated in fiscal year 1969. In the conference report on
the Defense Appropriation Act of 1969, the conferees were inagreement, and so stated in the report, that not to exceed. $8,809,000' should
be available to the Army for Project THEMIS. It is my understandingyou allocated $10,569,000. Why was thait in view of the limitaltion?
Dr. IsiNmBR. More than THEMIS is included under university
programs-in i969.
'Mr. Sirs. How much is included for THEMIS ?
Dr. HERSINE. THEMIS was fiuided at a level of $8,809,0'00,
Mr. SIKES. How much of the $12.2 million for fiscal year 1970 is for

the THEMIS program?

Dr. HEInsI-IU. $10.2 million.
Mr. SIKES. How ffny active THEMIS projects did the Army have
in fiscal year 1968?
General BETTS. In 1968, sir, we had 15 renewals, one from ARPA
and 13 new Army projects.
that we took over andrenewed,
in fiscal 109?
many
How
SIKES.
Mr.
General BEW's. 111 1969, we had 27 renewals and eight new ones.
Mr. SIKEs: And how many are proposed in fiscal year 1970?
General BE'rTS. We would expect to add eight new projects or reach
a total of 43 over a 4-year period.
Mr. SIKES. At this point in time, can the Army demonstrate any
tangible use in Army weapons systems or equipments, of techilogy
from the THEMIS program?
Colonel SNEAD. Yes, sir; we can.
Mr. SiKES. What are they?
Colonel Snead. Two specific examples
The Stevens Institute of Technology work on cryogenics or extreme
low temperature has provided information that permitted the modification of a nuclear reactor at the Army Materiel and Mechanics Research Center that allowed an increase in the neutron flux. This materially reduced the time necessary to examine the effects of such radiation on structural materials.
This, of course, is an indirect contribution to Army materiel, but a
very important one.
The University of Missouri had done some very important work in
the interactions of what is described as polyatomic molecules. This has
been applied very usefully in analyzing the reactions that take place
in rocket propulsion engines, and it is expected to play a very important rolein 0pfirffiizig the design of rocket engines.
We can provide others for the record.
(The matter referred to appears on p. 111.)
In general, on Themis, and particularly for those that started in the
first and second year, the 1967 and 1968. starts, the evaluators have
rated 137 of the papers and technical reports that have come out of
this as being highly significant and relevant to Army requirements.
SIoNIFIOANT RESULTS OF THEMIS PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. 137 out of how many?
Colonel SNEAD. I do not have the total, sir. There is a large number
of interim reports. These axe reports that would present substantive
findings or conelmions.
Mr. SIKES. That is the only kind that you can justify.
The question is: Are you getting your money's worth out of the program? I do not have the total number, but if the percentage is low
of usable and useful ones, then it is hard to say the project is justifiable.
C0ooiel SNEAD. This is 137 judged as highly significalit out of 29
contracts for those 2 years.
Mr. SIKES. I want the total number of papers and reports, et cetera,
that were sUbmitted.
General Bmr's. We will supply that, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows:)
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Total number of presentations or publications by univqraltles with Themis
-contracts starting in 1967 are listed below by category:
Papers presented at meetings, seminars -------------------------156
Journal papers published
-------------------------------------71
Journal papers accepted for publication -------------------------45
,Technical reports/memorandums published -----------------------119

Total, 1967------------------------------------------------

391

Total number of presentations or publications by universities with Themis
contracts starting in 1968 are listed below by category:
Papers presented at meetings/seminars ---------------------------26
Journal papers published
--------------------------------------9
Journal papers accepted fqr publication
9----'Technical reports/memoranduns published --------------------------19
Total, 1968 ...-------------------------------------------Two-year total of papers and reports

--------------------------

63
454

Mr. SxKmS. And any comments you want to add on the usefulness
and value of the program.
General BL-rrs. Our overall assessment of the Themis program is
that it supports research effort of a quality comparable to that of the
general program for support of research.
Mr. SIZ. I have felt it is a useful program. I am not criticizing
-or condemning the. program. But I would feel better if I had significant justification which I trust you can supply.
(he information follows:)
Project Themis is intended to provide new opportunities for defense-related
research programs at universities that were not heavily engaged in research
relevant to the Department of Defense. At the time this program was initiated,
funds for support of the program were diverted from other Army research efforts.
Through this program the Army has been provided an opportunity to broaden
its scientific base through the use of university talent and ideas. The program
therefore provides balance and must be retained' in, order. nbt to Jeopardize our
technological base.
.!.. ,
Our management of the Themis program is designed to put the technical
administration at the Army laboratory level. This assures the speedy transfer
of scientific information and guidance by knowledgeable experts to these new
centers of excellence. We believe that the Army has a special competency to
accelerate a significant buildup in the development of more university centers
of excellence with subsequent national advantages beyond Army needs.
The Army 'has obtained some significant benefits in the form of expert consultants, bringing an awareness to graduate students of Army problems, and a
number of reports that have enhanced our overall technological base. The momentum of this program should be maintained if the Army's investment in funds and
technical manpower in: Project Themis is to show significant dividends.
JOINT s5RVIoEs F=YhTEE
ONiOS PROGRM

Mr. SixEs. I would like to have a discussion of the joint services
electronic program, which is also included under the university program. In other words, what is it, what are its objectives, and what are

some of the results'

Mr. PooR. Dr. Hershner can report on that.
Dr. HM UER.
HR
The -eneral objective of this program, sir, is to
provide a broad base in tle scientifle area of electronics.

More specifically, in the 1910 Prograrn "we plan research in solid
state electronics and materials, quantum electr6nics and optics; microwave, plasma and ionized gas dynamic phenomena, communica-
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tions and information theory and processing; and electronic networks
and systems techniques and theory.
Anticipating a question, I have selected three accomplishments from
last year that I would like to pfit into the record.
Mr. Sums. We will be glad to have them.
Dr. HERSHNER. In prior years, as you know, we have had some very
significant accomplishments. In fact, the laser concept came out of
this program in the early days.
More specifically, for last year we have constructed the first visible,
tunable, continuous wave optical parametic oscillator using an argon
laser and a lithium niobate crystal in the oscillator, which is important to military laser communications and surveillance R. &D.
The second accomplishment: A semiconductor device of cobalt,
gold, and zinc compensated silicon that may result in new infrared
detectors capable of operating at room temperature was developed.
The third One: The University of Illinois developed a plasma display panel which was selected as one of the outstanding inventions
in the area of electronics in the past year by the magazine Industrial
lResearch.
Mr. SIKES. Thank you very much.

Supply additional information for the record, if you wish.
General Bi1vrs. We do not mean to try to confuse you with too much
technology.
Mr. AiIDREWS. You are.
General BF.-rs. That is why I spoke up. The real contribution of
laser to cominutications has yet to be realized, but when we get up
into the frequencies that are involved with lasers, it is apparent that
we have a wide band of frequencies available that will permit many
channels to be apPlied on these communication links far beyond anything we can do in the much lower frequencies that are associated with
the present commnitciationis spectrt.
That is an important contribution.
If you look at some of our infrared detectors that we use now in
the growing program of night vision, one of the most difficult things
to do is to cool down the elements to the temperatures where it will
operate effectively. If this new technology wil permit that to be done
at room temperature, it will make a major contribution to reducing
coil)lexity and costs.
These are significant steps forward.
(Off the record.)*
CONTINUATION OF CONTRACTS AND COSTS-THEMIS PROJECT

Mr. SiXEs. How much money would be required for the university
program for fiscal year 1970 if no new agreements were entered into
under Project Themis? How much money would'be required to continue the ongoing Themis projects? Provide that for the record.
(The information follows :)
The university program includes Project Themis and the joint services elec-

Mt tronies program. Funds planned to support these two in fiscal year 1970, If no

new starts were entered into under Project Themis, are $9,210,000.
Funds required to continue the present ongoing Army monitored Themis piojeets are $7,210,000.
36-554-69-pt. 5-11
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Mr.. SIKES. Spell out for the record any. adverse effects which you
anticipate on thfe military capabilities of the Army if the plan of expension toward 43 Army-monitored Themis projects should be reduced
to the 27 contracts now in being.
(The information follows:)
The Army presently has 35 assigned Themis projects, Failttre to provide for
eight Project Themis new starts, unless the research is obtained through other
means In defense research sciences, would reduce the Army basic research prngram. balance. The impact would not be as much" in the immediate loss of new
technology as in the long-range effect.

NEw

TiiEM.IS STAPIS

Mr. SIKES. It was proposed that new stars infiscal year 1969 Theinis
pr9]ects would be signed by June 30, 1969. What new start Themis
prol epts were signed as of that date? Do you have that?
Colonel SNEAD. I do not have that.
Mr. SIxEs. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
The Army has eight new start Themis projects. Contracts signed on or before
June 30, 1969, are as follows: University of Rhode Island, "Photo-Electronic
Imaging"; University of Kentucky, "Electrochemical Processes"; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, "Digital Signal Processing"; Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
"Mechanics in VehicUlar Structures"; Illinois Institute of Technology, "Sensitivity of Structural Metals"; William Marsh Rice University, "Remote Sensing
of Gamma-Ray Signature."
One new start at the University of Hawaii School of Medicine, "Vector-Borne
Diseases," is ekpdcted to be signed on or about July 15,1969.
One new start at the University of Missouri, Rolla, "Mechanisms of Rock
Response," is expected to be signed on or about July 15, 1969.

Mr. Siijs. Very well, gentlemen. Thank you very much.
The committee will resume its disciussions at 10 o'clock Monday.
MONDAY, JULY 7t 1969.
Mr. MAH0N. Mr. Secretary, other responsibilities in connection with
the Appropriations Commitee have kept m6 out of the hearing room
some ofthe time during your appearance here.
Mr. Poo. I appreciate that.
Mr. MA ION. So I am not thot-oughly familiar with all of the testimony which you and General Betts and the other witnesses have given.
We will now discuss exploratory development.
EXPLOIVArOiY D EVELOPMi ENT
INCREASED FUNDING FOR AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING RESEARCH

I not6 in fiscal 1968 the: figure for ",Exploratory development, infir, tion processing" was $2,970,00. "The estimate went up about a
million in fiscal 1969. Your estimate for fiscal 1970 is up another million. W"hythe escalation of a million d01larsayear inthis program?
General Bm-s.This program is made up of many small items; Mr.
Chairman, and each of these has experienoed an increases we project
t m forward. Fro. example,. t e project *'r stidy:.of
dtehniques in
falutmatic data processing prop.oses an incease of $1300,0'ald that
loi'o4. hei costs; taid
is due tO a6htnge intheac otitngpi dii
also to accommodate partially the 1969 civilian pay increase."The net
effect of that is that although we show a dollar-increase there will
I

/
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really be no increase in level of effort. All of this work is in-house.
Mr. MAtON. We have before us a list of the various projects, and

you have mentioned the automatic data processing techniques. Our
records show what the trend has been. I see here under informatoki
data exchange the trend has been downward. How do you explain
that: $390,000, $230,000, $160;000X Who is qualified to speak to that?
General Bn'rrs. I have worked up the information on increases, Mr.
Chairman. I do not have the information immediately available on
that decrease.
Mr. MAIION. What about the Colonel behind the Secretary?
Colonel SNFAD. Sir, this does represent a tapering down in that par-

ticular part of the program.

Mr MATrON. I have already pointed that out. It represents a taper-

ing down in the actual work, done specifically under information data
exchange. You will note that the engineering data information systems has had an increase so that the totals represent a fairly consistent level of effort.
General BETTs. It represents a cla ngeof our priority, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MATiONx. Is any of the research work done under the inforniation processing program performed at posts other than Fort Monmouth?
General Brnrrs. Yes, sir. There is no question about it.
Mr. MAION. Where is it performed? What, is the relationship there?
General B17'rs. I would have to research that, sir. I do not have a
ready reponse here.
Mr. MAHON. Can you place that in the record?
General Brrs. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

The information processing program element 6.21.01.A consists of eight projects. The major effort for each project Is conducted at the indicated Army installations or contractor plants:
Proec

NJo!Project

Contractors

A327 ADP technlques...........
.........
Fort lMonmouth, N.J
A720 Technical information functions and activities ......
Jonkers Ousiness Machines, Inc.,
Gaithersburg, Md.;
Applied Data Research, Inc.,
Arlington, Va.
A726 Engineering data storage and retrieval ---------- PicatinnyArsenal N.J.
A727 Chemical information and date systems .......Edgewood Arsenal, Md; University of Pennsylvaniaa
A728 Technical Information support activities------savannah
District Engineer, Georgia; Library of ton:
.rass, Washington,
D.C.; Waterways Experimental
Station, Vicksburg, Miss., Edgewood Arsenal, Md.;
Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala.; System Development Corp., Santa Monica,.Calif,; Saunders & Associates, Long Island N.Y,;
Office of Education, HEW,
Washinfton, D.C.; University of Indiana, BloomingA729 Symposia, conferences, and meetings.............. Distributed throughout the United States.
A730 Information and data exchange.... ..........
F....
rankford Arsenal Pa.; university of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania; Walter Reed Army Institute of Research Wash(ngton, D.C.
A966, ADPS future armies ............................ Fort Belvior, Va.; Fort Leavenworth, Kans.

In regard to 'the relationshipbet*een these perormtig ac'tivties* and the
nature'of
:the prbJ6iet, those, installattkns and activities with "the technical
capability were selected to meet Army requirements in a reasonable time frame.
Mr. MAHON. How much of the $4.8 million requested would be ex-

pended on contracts?
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Mr. POOR. May we provide that for the record?

(The information follows:)

$2.2 million of the $4.8 million In the Information processing program element
would be expended 'on contracts.

(Clerk's note: Subsequent to the hearing, General Betts submitted
the following statement for the record.)
The project on Information data exchange includes the design, construction,
and Installation of a scientific and technical Information network to serve as a
test bed for experimentation in the exchange of data in support of the Army
R. & D. program. The overall level of effort has been reduced in order to concontrate on the solution of the problems of interfacing communication networks
-with terminals and mechanized source data files through network 'programing,
In other words, query, search, response, and handling routines. When these
problems are resolved this fiscal year the information data exchange project
will initiate the experimental exchange program, drawing on the engineering
data system, the chemical data system and other mechanized technical data
files at technical libraries and technical Information analysis centers.

WEED FOR ADP INFORATION SYSTEM

Mr. MAiON. Explain the need for development of the "Army Research and Development Information System (ARDIS)." How much
has been spent on this effort to date and what is the total estimated
cost of the ARDIS project?
General .Bvrs.
To date the fund expenditure for ARDIS has been
$1.396 million of which about $800,000 has been for development
and testing. The balance has been for the operation and maintenance
of the system. The need for this system is explained more by the
availability of modern data processing techniques than by any consideration that we have not always wanted to have a ready means of assembling the massive information from the data avaihible to us in the
'total R. & D. program.

What we hope to get from this approach is a better management
capability at our level of Government to pull formation out from
the working level on the details of R.& D. projects. We would expect
to spend about $500,000 in the further development of this effort
in the next 2 years, and we see the contialifig operation and maiitenance of the system to cost abo $1.1 million per year.
Mr. MAITON. I wish you would elaborate for the record'on the objectives of this effort.
(The information follows:)
The four major objectives of the Army research and development information
system are to provide consistent guidance and the means for subordinate cornmands and agencies to submit Information needed for R. & D. control at Department of the Army and higher levels; to provide Army scientists and engineers
with ready access to the technical information required to support their work;
to provide a mechanism for interface and exchange of data and Information between the research and development program and other Department of Defense
programs; to provide timely, relevant, accurate, and comprehensive Information
required by'the Department of the Army Staff in managing Army R. & D. This
system will assist Army R. & D. managers to assess alternatives, determine the
impact of program changes, measure program cost/effectiveness, and provide a
Variety of information for their use.
i
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INFORMATION PROCESSING SYMPOSIA

Explain item A-729 "Symposia-conferences" for which
youMr.
areMAHON.
requesting
$190,000. Is the krmy sponsoring symposia and conferences in the area of information processing ?
General BErrS. We sponsor scientific andtechnical conferences involving the Army scientists and engineers in all fields of activity. In
this case w6 would certainly have an interest in the exchange of techmeal information in this general field as well as we would with others;
$150,000 of the total $190600 is required to support annual symposia
that we call the junior science and humafinities symposia. These are
several symposia. As a mrntter of fact, for example, in the last 6-moniith
period, 16 of these regional junior science and humanities symposia
were held in 13 widely separated States where students presented
scientific papers in competition for the national symposia. I think this
program has been very effective in encouraging young people in the
general field of science, but more importantly, it has presented to them
an image of the Army's interest in young people and their advancement in science.
Mr. MAHON. That does not have anything to do with the war in
Vietnam?
General BETTS.No, sir; not directly. It has to do with our determina-

tion to continue a broad support of science that is rehlted to ultimate
military requirements. We also have a balance of $40,000 that is used
to support scientific conferences such as the International Geographic al
Union 'Conference, other conferences on specific scientific topics of interest to the Army, laser development, materials development, across a
whole spectrum of interest to -theArmy.
LACK OF INFORMATION ON PROGRAM

Mr. MAaON. What activities are fifided with the $175,000 alloeated
for this purpose in fiscal year 1968 and the $180,000 in fiscal year 1969?
General BETTs. I would have to research that and provide it in detail, Mr. Chairman. But it is in general the kind of activity I have just
described. The bulk of it goes For the junior science and humfanities
symlposia. This has been a contintihig program.
Mr. MAHON. General, you are painting here with ua rather broad
brush. Who knows very specifically and in intimate detail about these
programs? Who administers these programs?
General BETrS. I have a scientist on the staff of the Director cf
Army Research who handles the details of the program. But the
Director of Army Research is responsible for the general plan of
support of the Junior Science and Htuimanities Symposia.
Mr. MAJION. What is the name of the scientist involved here?
General Bm-rs. I might'ask Colonel Snead.
Colonel SNEAD. Dr. John W. Dawson is the principal one for the
Junior Sciences and Humanities Symposia. Dr. John C. Hayes of
the Army Research Office hafidles tie overall program.
General BTrs. Dr. Dawson is in the AR, Duram office.
SURFACE M1oiI-LITY STUDIES

Mr. Mu HON. With resp ct to Surface Mobiliy Studies, you are
requesting $1.6 million. Tnthe fiscal year 1969 budget, $2.6 million
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-was requested. The fiscal year 1970 justifications show, that only
$1,570,000 was actually programed in this area. What work which
you had planned to carry out in this area was deleted from the prograin Dr. Dawson might know. I doubt that you know.
CANCELLATION OF PREVIOUS YTVR'S PROOIRAM

General Brrrs. There was a major Combat Developments Command study that is a prerequisite to establishing what we call a
Qualitative Material Development Objective, as w 1 as the follow-on
Qualitative Material Requirements, that dealt with mobility items for
the future Army. That effort was not funded, and we did not do
work in that general field. The contract work ceased under the project
Vehicle Mobility Under Adverse Conditions, by the Army Tank and
Automotive Command and the traffic mobility research under the
Army Waterways and Experiment Station, except for a small prograin that we were able to continue at less cost than some of the inhouse work that had been on-going. There was also a general slowdown on all facets of in-hlouse work supported by this program element
except for those that were related to Southeast Asia.
M1. MAHON. These are rather low-priority programs and if you
have to cut somewhere you reduce them, I assume.
General B'rrs. You are well aware of the fact that as we go
through the year and new requirements are placed on us, particularly
as a result of our activities in Southeast Asia, the only place we have
to turn to for funds is the kind of effort that is long trm in nature,
doesn't have early payoff, and therefore is of lower priority interest
than some of the more immediate problems. Since we have no contingency moneys to turn to, we have to reprogram from these lower
priority items.
FUNDING CUSHION BUILT INTO R. & D. FUNDING

Mr. MAHON. IS it sort of anticipated that when you make up the
budget you put in sufficient funds for low-priority items to give you
a cushion in the event of fiscal strain.
General Brs. In effect, that is the way we do it. We structure our
program in the best way we know how, and then call out the priorities

so as the year goes on and we need money for higher priority items
we take it from those.
TESTING OF VEHICLES

Mr. MAHON. Are nfiy new off-road vehicles to be tested under
surface moility studies in fiscal 19701
Supply that fr the record.
(The ifq6tmation follows:)
This program element will support studies to improve the accuracy and reliability of procedures for predicting and evaluating off-road vehicle performance
and experiments Withthin' airfield and road surfacing materials. Only one vehicle,
the Lockheed Twister, will be' subjected to military potential tests.

NVoLEAR INVESMAIONS
Mr. MAHON. With respect to nuclear investigations, you are re-

questing

'*.

iill'6ii,in fiscal yedr 1970 as compared with $5,482,000
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in fiscal yeari 1969. Do you propose to initiate any new projects in

this area in fl~cal year 1970?
General BEtrs. The program eleinit entitled nuclear inVestigalion consists of nine separate projects divided between the Army
Materiel Command and Corps of Engineers. Included within each of
these prdjeets are several tasks. This effort is continUing exploratory
development and as such, new ideas are constantly being pursued
and/or oW" ones displaced as they move to advanced developiet or
are dropped. No new formal projects are planned for initiation; however, several new concepts such as emorphots semiconductors, fluidics,
explosive logic, hybrid connectors, and penetration sensors, that have
promising potential will be pursued.
Mr. MAH'oN. The fiscal year 1969 budget requested $8.5 million for
nuclear investigations. As just mentioned, $5.5 million was actually
allocated. What planned programs were deleted? Supply that information for the record.
(The information follows:)
Limited funding restricted technical support on the vulnerability of the
'fire control system to the electromagnetic pulse (EMP) threat from nuclear
detonations. Planned efforts to develop the data needed to guide the design of
these systems so that -they could be hardened to the EMP environment were
I
deferred.
The development of techniques for hardening Army systems against the long
range damaging effects of electromagnetic radiation 'was greatly impaired. Specifically, work on a transportable biconic antenna and associated instrumenta-

tion being developed for field simulation of BMP phenomena associated with
high altitude nuclear bursts was delayed.
The study of the vulnerability of atomic demolition munition hardware to
clear weapons effects was suspended.
Studies involving nuclear weapon command and control concepts such as the
,command arming device was deferred.
Funding levels in radiation detection and equipment were reduced to the
point where meaningful progress in this area was not possible.
Applied research' on radiation hardened components and subsystems was
severely curtailed. Specifically, efforts on amorphous semicodutors, fluidics
.and explosive logic, techniques which have shown promise as being reliable,
-compact, and cheap alternatives to radiation-sensitive electronic components,
were affected.
Purchase of critical components for the Tamden Van de Graaff facility being
installed at Edgewood Arsenal, Md., were deferred, thus'delaying the full-time
-operation of this multimillion dollar facilityby over 8 months.
RESEARCH IN NUCLEAR POWER

I Mr. MxHox. With all of the funds the Atomic Energy Commnission
is spending in the area, of nuclear power, why must the Army main-

"tain a $1,500,00 program in the area of "Exploratory research in
nuclear power"l?
General I3irrs. The AEC has primary responsibility for research
and development of the nuclear components in Department of Defense
land-based nuclear powerphdits whereas the Army is responsible for
the development of all other -parts of these plants such as heat exchangers, power conversion equipment, instruinentati6n, and so forth.
-Since its inception in 1954 this program has been a cooperattive effort
between the AEC and'the Army. Finds in the Army program are also
used to investigate the feasibility of applying the uiiicftie properties of
-nuclear power to specific service requirements. Examples are reactors
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for remote locations (SM-1A in Alaska and PM-3A in Antarctica.)
and floating nuclear powerplaits (MH-iA in Panama) for continncy operations worldwide. Consistent with Army requirements,
exploratory research and investigation in land-based nuclear power is
concentrated in the I to 100;000 kilowatt range. There is no other. known
Government agency or civilian concern with an interest in land-based
nuclear powerplants in this power range. Consequently, the Army has
developed a unique expertise in this area.
EXPLORATORY MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MAION. Under "Materials," you are requesting $14.2 million
for exploratory development in materials. What is the total amotint
budgeted for fiscal year 1970 in the Army R.DT. & E. for materials
research and development in all budget categories?
General Bmrs. $23.8 million will cover the three items of 6.1 and
6.2 research effort. These apply to basic research in structural electronic materials, as well as fundamental propellants effort. They also
will provide for work in conceptual and exploratory development in
the following materials field: Metals, organic materials, ceramics,
electronic materials, fuels, lubricants, materials degradation and technology, design coupling, mechanics, and test and evaluation methods
to support those efforts.
Mr. MAuoN. The budget for fiscal year 1969 requested $13,050,000
for exploratory development in materials. The fiscal year 1970 budget
indicates that $14,872,000 was allocated to this area. Explain the $1.8
million increase above the amount budgeted. What was the purpose
of this reprograniing? Describe the reprograming procedure by which
tlmse funds were reallocated. Will you do that for the record, please.
(The information follows:)
The increases were in the areas of liquid hydrocarbon fuels and metallic
materials. In the former case, posterash aircraft fires have been a major source
of casualties in Vietnam. Research in crash safety techniques have indicated
that emulsified fuels hold promise in preventing the spread of aircraft fires. To
evaluate more completely the possibility of using emulsification on specific fuels,
$490,000 was transferred from the flight safety project to the liquid hydrocarbon
fuel project.
Significant improvements in propellants have reduced wear and extended the
life of gun tubes to a point where they may no longer fail from wear but from
metal fatigue. Such failures have been reported In testing and there is one proven
case of such a failure i' Vietnam.
The metals research for material project was increased by $1,830,000 to determine metallurgical features which would provide clues to Incipient failure and
improved metals for gun tubes. As a result, a magnetic horoscope has been
developed which gives early warning of failures in gun tubes. A new method of
processing steel into gun tube forgings has been perfected which improves metal
toughness. These developments not only prevent loss of life from catastrophic
failures but they also allow extension of criteria for gun tube condemnation
which materially reduce the logistics problem and the costs for replteement tubes.
These funds were transferred in relatively small amounts from many lower
priority tasks in order to attack these urgent Southeast Asia problems.

Mr. MAnoN. Tell us for the record what part of the materials effort

in exploratory development is done in-house and what part. on
contract?
(The information follows:)
ThIs effort Is 80 percent in-house; 20 percent by contract.

Nil
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Mr.- MAHON. Tell us for the-record some of the recent achievements

under your project entitled "Lubricants, friction, and wear" for which
you are requesting $860,000? Where is the work under this heading
carried out?
(The information follows:)
Examples.of achievements under the lubrication, friction, and wear project
include:
Development of a thickened lubricant with special antiwear additives now used
for the M-16 rifle in Southeast Asia, and for use on the Vulcan gun ;
Development of a fully florinated lubricant useful over a wide temperature
range for liquid fuel rocket engines;
Establishment of a fundamental relationship between the surface viscosity
of gear oils and their tendency to foam, with consequent reduced lubrication
under service conditions; will lead to better ways to reduce gear oil foaming and
thereby provide better lubrication;
A number of commercial polymers consist of chemically bonded together organic chemicals (hydrocarbons) with other hydrocarbon groups attached as
"side chains" nmch like the feet of a centipede. S6lid lubricants of this polymer
type have been shown to possess increased lubrication properties when these
"side chains" are of comparably greater length. This knowledge will allow for
a much more scientific approach to "tailor-making" solid lubricants for specific
Army application.
This effort is carried out at: U.S. Army Coating and Chemical Laboratory,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.; U.S. Army Fuels and Lubricants Research Laboratory, Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Tex.; Rock Island Arsenal,
Rock Island, Ill.; Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.; and U.S. Army Tank
Automotive Command, Warren, Mich.
MILITARY PERSONNEL

PEFRroIxtANCE STUDIES

Ifr. IMAIIo. Under "Military personnel performance," you are re-

questing $2.9 million in fiscal year 1970. Describe this program and
its objectives to the committee. Is this an in-house effort?
General BETTS. The military personnel performance program supports a broad group of Army operation and personnel requirements.
We do this work in three Army in-house laboratories. The Human
Engineering Laboratories at Aberdeen, Md., the second one is the Division of the U.S. Army Natick Laboratories at Natick, Mass., and
the third is the Behavioral Science Research Laboratory located in

Arlington, Va.

NIGHT OPERATIONS STUDIES

Mr. MAHON. What specific studies are you performing in the area
of night operations?
General Biavrs. I think you will recall last year we talked broadly
about a program we called Sea-Niteops, or Southeast Asia Night
Operations.

This is a very large effort that involves hardware development,

basic research on the technoloT of night vision devices and a very
broad study of what we can d76 operatiohally with not only optical
night vision equipment but all of the other sensors that help us in
night operations, such as radar, or the seismic sensors that have come
available in the recent past. The military personnel performance research is one part of this total effort. It is designed to provide answers,
for example, about the number of a given type of device needed by a
given unit, such as a rifle company. It also is aimed at determiing
the best search techniies for the equipment operator to use. In fiscal

$
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year 1968 before the Southeast Asia Nijlht Operationls (Sea-Niteops) Programi really got underway, wq did some preliminary work
o this tlat assisted us in planning the work in support of the SeaMr.7MAnox. You can elaborate that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The objective of 'this work was to identify the things that influence operator-

performance with these devices. Knowledge was needed as to how target
size, shape, and distance from the observer

nfluiced

finding the target

with these night vision devices, and the effect of differing degrees of light, such
as full moonlight versus only starlight, In addition to collecting data in this area,
the field research also served to develop techniques, methodology and instrumentatiop procedures for doing future experimentation with this equipment.
OTHER PERSONNEL OPERATIONS STUDIEB

Mr. MAHno. What else do you do under military persnnol performance? I am not quite clear how y'ou will spend this $2.9'millon.
You make reference to Sbutheast Asia. That is interesting. What else
doyou do? What is the objective here?
General BEi's. The primary objective is to put ourselves in theposition of having a broad technical capability in the general field
of man-machined iinterfaces. For example, before we firm up the configuration of any new item of equipment, the Human Engineering
Laboratories are brought into tho piettire to study the general layout
of -the subsystems within the equipment, the question of space for the
crew in which to operate.
Mr. M o . Ihave heard it said, General, that in some cases the
engineering in this field has been quite inadequate, and the relationship of man to beast is not too good.
General Brrs. I would characterize it this way: We do'have people
who devote their enti careers to this business and thqy develop a
very considerable capability in terms of the unde ,rtandin of man's
reaction to the equipminijt placed in front of lihn his limitations mith
respect to ts maintanhablity, whether'or not the question of claustrophobia is important such as in a tight space such as one finds in an,
armored vehicle. I would lallengethe people who Say the engineer.
in in this *areais not sood. I believe our engineering people ar6 contnuting significantly thiss area.
.,Mr. MAuow. You can elaborate for the record.
(The information follows:)
Army human factors engineere are brought in during the earilest' phase of
system development, They work side by side with project people to study how
best to combine man and machine to make the most effective system. They help,
make decisions on what should be automqtted in the system an4 what should be
mnunally eontrolHd, The help determine how large a crew Is needed, what the.
crw; taska ,tre,how. *inucl ,space, i needed, -and how- the equipmentshuld "be.
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Mr. Po, Mr.Chairman, if I mfiglt elaborate just one iaoment on
that: I have looked into the work of the Human Engieering Laboratories at Aberdeen, and on those systems where they have been able
to work the results have been outstandingly good. Thqeqet spr ad
awfully thin because we have so many difWer(mt kinds of things Bingg
built, so it is not always possible to assure that the human engineering inputs are put in early enough. Where thoy are I think it has been
successful. Where they have not been applied, I think we have had
difficulties.
MIULITPA1IY L AbEFS1IIP TRAINii ?.
Mr. MAHON. You a

_uesting $3.4 million in fiscal 19' 0 for mili-

tary training leadrsj1 p. In fiscal year 169 you requested $S million
for this program fit the fiscal year 19 0 jutiflections indic e that
$3,577;000 was al cated. Whitt-4was the ason fop the .increase,
General BEri The elejn ht ine ase in fiscal 1969 is to provide
specifically for esearch 'In
human ,act orss ects of thls qutstio\of
continuous mi tary opera ioiis.Th
I roa question o whether or
not one can co tinue effectively w '
uni a iund
he clock. n
other words, s we develop nigh€ rations ca z ility trough neF
sensor techno ogy, there s.very fd~l qtA ion th 4 my h,, to answ
as to whetheli or not No cre I igV
iits
" ti-day fighting
units, or give the night fightinA capabi i toye We
ourneed
inits.
Frankly,
de
a great
the answers on th isubjec,
we do nothayi
t.
th
ust
more research and test ippli toit 1.ideteiiie
Actually in fis, 11969, $%O0
of rifr.requ te dollars whs defer d
by the Office of lhe Secretary of Defens
e dd have ou" differe; ces
with that office
some of theso.piograu s and we iyore
not able to
persuade them to ileaso thoselinds to us intil I eWn the flscglyear.
Mr. M,\ox. In fisl 1909?
Generali-Bmrs. In fIscal 1969.
Mr.
". been released for this prqg1 am in fiscal
1969? MATION. How. muk has
General Bin-rs. $3.4 million.
Mr., MAIo'X. Does this mean that throughout this justification book

this does not indicate what has been released for these efforts by OSD,
but merely what the Army has requested,
General Brs.It indicates our best estimate of vihat we would
have available at the tine we submitted the :book to you. Obviously
most of this has bdeenreleased'in the interim.
WISDO[ Ot RF451,ARO1t IN NIGHT 1IGUITING TEHoNIQ'UES

Mr. RHODES. May I ask a questionthee I
General, are you saying that the Army is contempiating using the
new night fighting techniques by actually having units tlat employ
then0
i ad other units that do not so when retreat sounds the one unit
fals bakt t
ua
you have a passage of lines and you bring
,',.(j raf B s. , Sir; I am sayifigthat both ways of operating
Jiveben postulated as answering c tainof the problems inherent in
t~'yihg ttfight 'btl day atd night.
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We are in the process of exploring the advantages and disadvantages
of the two approaches. No, we do not have a solid answer that says we
;are contemplating that kind of an operation.
Mr. RHODEs. You are undoubtedly not going to do that, because I
do not think in the modern field you can cut it quit that cleanly.
General BETrS. I think there will be some kind of compromise
worked out that will say under certain circumstances you will have
troops that are particularly effective in a night environment where the
tactical situation demands that kind Of capability.
Mr. RHODes. You are undoubtedly going to have certain specialized
forces to conduct certain sophisticated types of night maneuvers. But
all of your units would have to have a certain amount of capability
around the clock.
General Br'rs. I agree, Mr. Rhodes. You remember I said we have
structured this large very deliberate test effort we call Sea-Niteops.
That will take us 2 or 3 years to do properly, mostly because the sensor
equipment we would like to test out is not readily available. It will take
some time to get it, some time to train the troops on it, make them
thoroughly familiar with its capabilities and limitations and then
structure the adequate tactical testing to come up with the kind of
answers we need.
Mr. RHODES. As I understand this item, however, this is testing new
concepts of leadership.
General BSTrs. This is just a piece of the effort that would feed into
that program and into training programs.
Mr. RHODES. It is a pretty good size apiece, $3.4 million. It strikes
me as a rather ambiguous type of research program for one very small
segment of this problem which really does not seem to me to be so
tough...
General Bm'rs. I did not mean to mislead you. It is withih-this item
that we would handle the training and leadership part that feeds into
the total Army training program. This traiig and leadership program element does other things. For example, the development of
testing and analysis leading to whether or not we can effectively use
the lower mental category personnel, project 100,000, rather scientific
work that feeds into that program which is within this total category.
There are other things in here that I named.
Mr. RHODES. Is this being performed in-house or do you have a
contractI
General Bwrfs. Much of this effort is done in the Human Resources
Research Office, these field units we have in each of our major combat
arms centers.
Mr. RHODES. Would you expand on that for the record and give us
a more detailed analysisof who is doing what?
General Bn s, I would be pleased to.
Mr. RHODES. Thank you.

(The information follows:)

Most of the work in the military training and leadership element Is performed

by a contractor, the Human Resources Research Office, of George Washington
University, which has units at the following locations: Alexandria, Va.; Fort
Knox, Ky.; Presidio of Monterey, Calif.; Fort Benning, Ga.; Fort Bliss, Tex.;
and Fort Rucker, Ala. The scientists at these Army installations work side-by-

side with Army personnel. Research is performed in the general categories of
individual training and performance; unit training and performance; training
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for leadership, command and control; language and area training; training technology; and training management. Further, this element supports research related to continuous military operations that will be performed by an independent
contractor other than the Human Resources Research Office. In fiscal year 1970
this element also provides for the establishment of an Army in-house training
research laboratory that will reduce our dependence on the Human Resources
Research Office for training research. The in-house program will be related to,
but not duplicate, the research performed by the Human Resources Research
Office. It will also perform work aimed at developing utilization technology to
assist Army users in applying research results.
Mr. ANDREWS. General, what training do you plan to give a man for

night fighting under this program that lie would not get under the
ranger proran?
General fBE'r's. The important missing element at the moment is a
good concept for the use of all of the sensor equipi net that is coming
available in this time frame. There are so many possibilities that apply
to night fighting that it is incumbent up6n is in the military to look
at what we should integrate into the fighting team and what we should
just put aside. There are many more capabilities available from technology than it wotild make sense to try to use simultaneously. Men
have to learn the capabilities and limitations of the seismic sensors,
acoustic sensors, magnetic sensors, and radar. There is a whole family
of these things that have come available just within the last few years.
I think we must have a. testing job with man in the loop to come up
with good answers in this field.
LIST OV LEADERSIIP STUDIES

MfADE

Mr. MAImON. In elaboration of Mr. Rhodes' request, as a part of
your submission, could you list for the committee those tasks performed in this area in fiscal year 1969, the amount for the individual
task, and an indication of where and who is performing the task.
(The information follows:)
BUDGET PROGRAM ELEMENT: MILITARY TRAINING AND LEADERSHIP ($3,400,000)
Fiscal year
1969 cost Location

Title of research
Research for improvement of Infantry stability
operations training.
Development of concepts and techniques for area
training,
........
Analysis of the Army training center system
Development of a generalized method for preparing
self.i nsttuctional foreign language courses,
Knowledges, skills, and thought processes of the
battalion commander and primary staff,
A program of instruction for t e development of cultural self-awareness.
Feasibility study of a system for debriefing MAAG
advisers.
Tank crew performance during periods of extended
combat.
Factors in or anizational effectiveness .............
Smal-group Instructional methods ................
Profillency measurement techniques........
Development o training forImproving the combat
skillsof leaders in small infantry units.
Determination of performance capabilities and trainIig requirements for manual command and control functions of the safeguard weapons system.
Human information-processing requirements In
manned aerial reconnaissance and surveillance
tasks.
Training guidelines for the US/FRG main battle
tank.
Training techniques for passive night vision devices.

4&,

Research
agency

$39,200 Fort Benning (the Infantry center) ....

HumRRO

18,600 Alexandria, Va ......................

Do.

117,600 Fort Ord (an Individual training center).
98,000 Alexandria, Va ......................

Do.
Do.

78,400 Fort Benning (the Infantry center)_.-

Do.

98,000 Alexandria, Va ......................

Do.

40,000 Bangkok, Thailand ..................

Do.

137, 000 Fort Knox (the armor center) ........

Do.

98,000
18,600
39,200
18,600

Fort Banning (the Infantry center) .....

... do.................
Fort Knox (the armor center) ....
Fort Banning (the infantry center) .....

78, 400 Fort Bliss (the air defense center) .....

39, 200 Fort Rucker (the aviation center) ......
137,000 Fort Knox (the armor center) .........
157,000 .....
do .............................
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BUDGET PROGRAM ELEMENT: MILITARY TRAjNIN0 AND LEADERSHIP ($3,400,000)-ContInued
Title of research

Fiscal year
1969 cost Location

Research
agency

Longtudinal analysis of avlatoi performance .......
117,600 Fort Rucker,(the aviation center) ...... HumRRO
Implementation and modification of the USMAC18,600 Alexandria, Va ......................
Do.
THAI adviser debriefing program.
Factors InfluencIng effectiveness of adviser-counter.
59,000 ..... do..............................
Do.
o part interactions.
,Curriculum engineering to enhance the soldier's re18,600 Fort Ord (an individual training center). Do.
sIstance to stress in combat and hazardous job
situations.
Training methods for forward area air defense
157, 000 Fort Bliss (the air defense center) .....
Do
weapons
Overseas military posts and communities ..........
78,400 Alexandria, Va --------- Do.
Development of efficient training across all aptitude
157, 000 Fort Ord (an individual training center).
Do.
levels.
Aircraft recogniton training .....................
137,000 ..... do...
.......................
Do.
Development of training management procedures for
98, 000 Alexandria, Va .....................
Do.
heterogeneous ability groups.
Developnltnt of Improved training for combat sup18,600 Fort Ord (an individual training center).
Do.
Moderniat on of synthetic training in army aviation.
117,600 Fort Rucker (the aviation center) ......
Improving aviation maintenance training through
117,600 ... d.do
............................
task and Instructional analysis.
Human performance degradation ..................
78,400 Fort Bliss (the air defense center) .....
Manual format .................................
59,000 Alexandria, Va ......................
Troop Information ...............................
78,400 Fort Benhnng (the Infantry center)...
Logistics stem ............
......
78,400 AlexandriaVa
United States-Thai security guard--------------2t,600 Bangkok, Thalan .........
Technical advisory service ........................
270,000 Consultive assistance provided in the
field of training, motivation and
leadership at 6 major instaflations.
HumRRO subtotal .........................
2, 900, 600
Continuous military operations ....................
Military training and leadership program,
total.

500,000 Unknown ...........................
3,400,000

().

FUNDS PROVIDED BY THE OFFICE OF THESECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR RESEARCH INSUPPORT OF PROJECT 100,000

($305,000)
Training strategies appropriate to aptitude level for
selected training courses (APSTRAT).
Determination of reading, listening, and artithmetic
skills required for maJor military occupational
specialities (REALISTIC).
Study of men in lower mental categories: Job performance and the Identification of potentially
men
ccessful and potentially unsuccessful

$105, 000 Fort Ord (an individual training center). HumRRO.
150,000 ..... do ......Do.
50,000 ..... do .............................

Secretary of Defense, total .................
SContract

Do.

305,000 ...........................................

not yet awarded.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERSONNEL RESEARCII PROORAM3S

Mr. MAllow. Hov is this program on military trailihtig leadership
related to the previous program we discussed, military personiiel perforinance? They seemed to be very much alike. You-mentioned night
fighting.
General Bw~'rs. They are certainly related. Perhaps we tenld'to tie
ourselves up in our own nomenclature, but the only way I could break
this Out would be to do it by showing representative tasks tha~t would
describe it. I thik you can pull it out from looking at the specifies
of the kind ofthings wve do under the personnel perfofxihane progr.0'I 11
For example, one of the things that worries people about night vision
equip et is the fact that when a man keeps his eyes glued to one of
thesa starlight scopes for hours tat a time in a surveillance inode, there
is it very -real question whether or not his performince degrades bei
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cause he is in a night environment, yet one eye is being exposed to a high
level of light. We need deliberate, carefully instrumented, planhed test
efforts to determine whether we are taking the rigit approacli both
operatiftally and with respect to the instrument light levels, to this
kind of a problem. We would do that sort Of thing in the behavioral
sciences research laboratory.
We would do it under the personnel performance program rather
than under this military trainn an'd leadership effort that is related
but is different in the nature of tie task we would attempt to perform.
Mr. Poon. I think the distinction is fairly simple. In the military
personnel performance program we learn the sort of mechanical limititions of man to perform jobs. We try to adjust the machines. so that
they fit the man properly. We also try to improve our classification aid
selection program so we can characterize new people as they come in.
The military training and leadership program is aimed primarily
at learning how to best train the people after they have come abroad,
to get the most effectiveness out of them. Thus it develops improved
curriculum for the training of men after they get in the Army. It seeks
to improve methods of training for such important skills as rotary
and fixed wing a iators. So the separation is quite clear. The first is to
characterize the man as a machine interacting with other machines.
Military training and leadership is to try to help him to do that job
as well as we can through proper modern methods Of training.
Mr. MAHON. What is the status of the Army's relationship with
the Human Resources Research Office of the George Washington University? They worked with the Army in this area for manly years.
ARISIV RELATIONSHIP WITH GORG, WASI-rINOTON UNIVERSITY

General BT'rs. I think I remarked the other day that George Wash-

ington University has asked that we agree to their plan to sever this
laboratory from George rashingtbn University. George Washington
University has a contract with us to supply certain services, and it is
conceivable that we could be hard nosed and hold them to the contract. Yet I believe it is to our mutual advantage to go along with
their plan, if indeed we can find a proper and adequate contract structire that will take over the responsibility for the contininig hiiman resources research activity.
Mr.
MAHON.
IS your
plan
to to
accomplish this change in fiscal 1970 ?
General
BETTS.
It is our
plan
make this change as quickly as possi•ble. As a matter 6f fact, it may well turn out that the best approacli
to this whole problem is to create a nonprofit agency within the District of Cotiibia tllht itself is the human resources research office and
not relate that office to any other contract structure. Dr. Crawford of
that oftlice is trying to work out this sort of arrangement. The important thing is that we keep the capability and keep the high competency
of the people in that organization working for our various combat
arms centers as they are doing now.
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CREATION OF ARMY TRAINING RESEARCII LABORATORY

Mr. MAHON. Will you describe the project entitled "Army Training
Research," for which you are requesting $794,000?
General Birrs. This is for the establishment of an Army in-house
.training research lab in order to reduce our total dependence on the
Federal Contract Research Center that we were just discussing, the
Human Resources Research Office. We would still do training research
related to but not duplicating that which is supported under the
Human Resources Research Office.
Our program would cover training methods, techniques, motivation,
leaderhip, that kind of thing, but the important goal is to give us u
greater in-house competency in this field so that we can do a better
job of directing anid monitoring the work to be done under contract.
Mr. MAHON. The justification book shows nothing for fiscal 1968,
nothing for fiscal 1969, which indicates that you are starting a new
$794,000 Army training research program.
General BETrs. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. We would have gotten this program undqrway during fiscal 1969 except for the arbitriiry
manpower restrictions on the Departmefit of Defense that you will recall resulted in limitations on the numbers of people we could hire as
related to the numbers of people we lost by attrition. It was our judgment that to have expended our limited manpower resources to get this
program underway in fiscal 1969 would have ,had too severe an impact
on other things in the Aiiny R. D. & E. program. So although we
wanted to go ahead with this program we did not do so.
Mr. MAHON. How many people are you requesting here?
General BErrs. We would plan to build to about 40, but I would not
expect to have that many on board in fiscal 1970.
1Mr. MAHON. Where would they be? Where are you going to establish
this laboratory?
General BETTs. We have looked at several places, one of which
would be to put it at Fort Njonroe near the Continental Army Command Headpitarters, since muchof their general field of interest would
relate to the kind of activity that would take place at the In-Honse
Training Laboratory. At the moment there is no room or facility there
that could handle these professionals.
Mr. MAHoN. Do you want to put it in an existing Army facility?
General BFTs. Either at an existing Army facility, or somewhere
where it could be closely related to one. What we have been looking at in
the immediate past is the possibility of putting it at Fort Lee, Va.
f
or Fort Monmouth, N.J.
Mr. MAtioN. The Army has gotten along without this office for
many, marny decades.
General BlTrrs. Yes. I might add to that that the Director of Defense Research and Engineering has been very strong in his urging
us to get this program started, to the extent that -he has refused to
release finds in this category of effort to use until he could see signs
of the effort underway. I might go off the record for a minute.
(CLEnRKs Nom : The following additional information was supplied
,
subsequent to the abovetestimony:)
We are trying to develop an in-house training research capability so as to
reduce our dependence on a Federal contract research center. I believe this
action to be in accord with Congress' desire.

(Discussion off the record.)

t
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TRAINING AID UTILIZATION OF MEN IN LOWER MENTAL CATEGORIES

Mr. MAnioN. How much of the effort under this heading is related
to the utilization of men in lower mental categories? Who knows
about that? Is there fnybody that can discuss that?
General BETrs. The Army has a part of the effort that you will
recall as Project 100,000. In fiscal 1970 we would propose to spend
$350,000 on research in support of that general area. Of this $150,000
would be work done at the Behavioral Sciences Research Laboratory
undei the work unit entitled "The Optimffn Mental Distribution";
$200,000 would go for the rest of this general effort in the program to
learn how to use the less mentally capable people. That means testing
to see what we can do in ini roved training programs that would help
them to identify with the job and feel confid-ent of their ability to do a
job that they had never done before.
There has been some success in this general area. I would not say
that it has been 100-percent successful. It is perfectly clear that they
cannot be trained to really skilled jobs or even what I would call
semiskilled jobs. But they can be trained to do things that are fairly
mechanical and do not require a really high level of mental capacity.
But it does take a lot of study of individual jobs and a. lot of testing
of the kind of people we are dealing with.
What I am saying is that our training centers-in order to handle
people of this category need a lot of help from professionals who ai'e
thoroughly familiar with the capabilities and limitatiois of this level
of mental capacity.
Mr. MAuoN. Is this a field in which the Army should project itself,
General?
General BETTS. I feel it would be a waste of potential manpower, in
a situation where we are drafting people, to limit ourselves to drafting
only those of high mental capacity.

Mr. MAHON. I am not talking about high mental capacity. We are
talking about average.
General BETTS. I understand. I mean higher level capacity than
we are talking about. If it is possible to train these people adequately
to do jobs that the average mental capacity person does not like to do,
or conversely to put him in that sort of a skill level when there are
more skillf flthings to which lie could apply his talents.
I do think it is a sensible thing for the Army to be doing, and one
that is profitable in the long pull for the country because we give
.these people some sort of skill capability they can apply when they
get out of the Army.

Mr. ANDRBWS. You are talking about the old category 4 types.
General BEmrs. They are people that in the old system we might
have never taken in in the first place.
Mr. ANDREWS. When you take them in you take them in for 2-year
training.

General BmTrs. We take them for the 2-year draft.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long does it take to train them before they can
do useful work?. How many months?
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DIFFICULTIES WITH PROJECT 100,000

General BE'rs. It takes longer thfn the basic training but not appreciably; a few more months.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do they 'ust take this special training ?
General BnTrS. No, sir. It precedes their entry into regular btsic
training. To be specific, I am talking about the remedial reading
training givento men who read below the 5th grade level. These men
are given remedial reading training and some military training concurrently. They are quartered together and move to and from classes
together. At the end of uAs training these men enter regular basic
training right along with all the other men.
Mr. MAHON. Do you have anybody in the room who works directly
with this?
General BErns. No, sir; I do not.
I can get such an individual to talk to this much more-deeply.
(Discussion off the record.)
General BFTTS. I do not have at my fingertips the statistics of what
we have done with these people, but I can assure you that by and large
the program of bringing in these lower skilled people hls been successful and we have made fine soldiers of them,
Under the old circumstances we would never have let them come
in the Army.
Mr. LIPsCOmB. I would suggest before you make these statements

that you get a hold of the stubs already made by the people in Military Personnel administration and read them.
General BErrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. You will find they have had great difficulty in the
operation of Project 100,000. I think. you ought to check that out before you start making a lot of statements about how successful the project has been. A lot of information is contained in the hearings on inilitary personnel that have already been printed by the committee. There
is a lot more in the Operation and Mal iteinice hearings. I think you
ought to review those hearings before making such glowing statements.
General BEmrs. Yes, sir. They have had dicul ties.
Mr. Lirscoms. You are correct. They have had a lot of difficulty.
You had just said it has been a successful program.
General BETrs. That was my understanding.
Mr. LiPsCOmB. If it has been successful, why are you spending a lot
of money on research? The Army has been in existence for about 175
years. This program has been in effect for over 3 years, and if you have
not found out how to utilize these lower mental category personnel
by this time you have been wasting your time. I think before you get
into greattestimony on programs tiat are not familiar to you, you just
ought to say you will look it up. All these problems are of record. The
Army has made numerous studies on Project 100,000 since its inception.
General Br'rs. I am aware of that, bit I am stating what my Impressions were of the information that I have within the staff. My
specific concern if with the research side of Project 100,000. Research
on utilization of these personnel could not begin 3 years ago. We had
to wait until these people completed basic training, were assigned
specific duties and were on the job for awhile. Only then could we
obtain information through research about their performance effectiveness. We have just recently completed collecting the information.
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I will be pleased to get somebody over here who is more expert on the
subject.
(Discussion off the record.)

BASES AT WHICH tIESEARCII CONDUCTED

Mr. MA11ON. Where is this training done? Do we do this kind of
work for the lower mental categories in all our training bases or just
in some of them? How does that work out I
Geiieral Birv's. This kind of effort in the R. & D. program is done by
the Behavioral Scences Research Laboratory and the Human Resources Research Office. Where they go for their specific experiments I
would have to supply for the record.
Mr. MAHON. Supply it for the record.
(The information follows:)
The Office of the Chief of Research and Development conducts the four research efforts UTILITY, REALISTIC, APSTRAT, and Optimtm Mental Distribution. Thb efforts comprise the research described to the committee in earlier
testimony by representatives of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel. Tie
objective of this research is to provide knowledge that, will help to achieve
optimum training and utilization of Project 100,000 personnel.
The Armny probably has a greater interest than the other services in men of
lower mental ability because it has the greatest bulk manpower requirement and
gets most of them. This research, therefore, will be,.efilt the Army now and In
nny future mobilization.
experimental work and data collection for the Army research in support of
Project 100,000 have been carried out at the following locations:
Fort Leonard. Wood, Mo.
1.S. Army luropo
Fort Meade, Md.
Fort Hernning, Oa.
Fort Mnmouth, N.J.
Fort Bragg, N.C.
Fort Ord, Calif,
Fort Carson, Colo.
Fort Polk, La.
Fort Dix. N.J.
Fort Sill, Okla.
Fort Gordon, Ga.
Letterman General Hospital, Calif.
Fort Jackson. S.C.
Fort.Kno., Ky.
Resehich related( to Prbject 100,000 addresses. several specific topics. Research
R
unit UTILITY will deh'rmitne 'how men in mental category IV and men In other
mental categories compare both in performance on tihe job and in their overall
suitabiiity for military service, and will determine what measures are useful
In predicting successful military performance. Data collection is complete and
the data are being analyzed. Preliminary results will be available in September.
This reseafi'ch could not be accomplished until men completed basic and ad.
vnnced training, were assigned to a unit, and had an opportunity to perform
on the job for a reasonable period.
Research entitled "REALISTIC" is directed at detertning the reading, listening, and arithmetic skills required for military jobs, and a matching of this
against the skills of Project 100,000 personnel on these subjects. Data collection
Is in progress. Preliminary results are expected In September. This work Will
provide a skill profile of Armny Jobs. Traiiing can then be tailored to meet the
needs of the man as well as the job.
The APSTRAT research seeks to formulate a new strategy of instruction for
more effetlve advanced IndividUal training for men of widely varying aptitddes
This work
100,000 personnel.
of Project
ti'aidnig course
efficient
more
permitout
willedrrke
This
for Army wiremen
of Instruction
experimentfil
as an
will he
that will be evaliatedin fiscal year 1070.
Tie Optinfihi 3Mefital Distribution research seeks to assess the Impact on unit
effectiveness of varying mixes of aptitde level personnel within the unit. Data
have been collected on rifle squads and are now being collected on vehicle maintenance units. This type of information is totally unavailable at the initiation of
a program such as Project 100,000. The data can be obtained only after a period
of experiehce with these people aetulally 4n the operating units. Preliminary results should be 0aii0ible in fical year 1970.
Some information already obtained by research has been applied to existing
courses. The supplyman course taught at Fort Lee, Va., and the signal terminal
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already been revised with special reference to the characteristics of Project
operator's course taught at Fort Gordon, Ga., are two specific courses that have
100,000 personnel.
R ESFAIRCIL IN SOCIAL ANALYSES
INCREASE FUNDING

Mr. MAHON. With respect to Defense Operations Social Analyses,
you are requesting $2 million, a nice round figure-relatively small.
You had $2.5 million last year. I guess the jobis approaching completion and you can get along on less next year. What is the situation.?
General BErrs. No, sir; this is a. continfing program that we carry
in the Center for Research in Social Sciences and two other contractors. The best thing I can say about it is that it does get extensive use on
the part of the Army General Staff and other agencies that look to this
center for help. For example, during calendar 1968, and that is the
last time I ran a numerical analysis on this, the CINFAC portin of
CRESS had received requests for infoiiiation and researchfromi 65
different organizations aid staffing agencies and they produced some
six technical reports-full reports-some 73 analyses that were of a
lesser stature and received various levels of distribution. I might give
representative responses to give you some idea of the fields in which
they are asked for information. One of them is the military considerations related to jungles around the world. In other words, as we have
found in military problemsrhTlated'to our jungle adtivities in Southeast Asia, these people were asked to research the question more broadly
to see if there is any fundaiental difference in other places around the
world where we might expect to have a different military situation. In
another case they were asked to collect information on commutiism
in Sub-Saharan Africa. This was a bibliographic approach, presumably because some staff element was maki ng further plans for the
future.
Mr. LIPscomB. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at this point?
General, would you tell us who laidon that request
General B-rrs. I do not have that information with me but I would
be pleased to.
Mr. LipSCOuB. Who would you thifik would veq0ueqt ?f
General Bm-rs. I suspect the planners in either the Army General
Staff or the planners in STRIKE Command.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. In the Sub-Sahara?
General Brrs. In Sub-Saharan Africa.
Mr. MAmtON. Below the Sahara.
General BErTTs. Yes, sir. In still another case they were asked to
create an annotative bibliography on civil affairs. This is a fairly
routine research job-library research-but nevertheless it was useful
to the civil affairs people. They also were asked toSb dlda bibliography
on Cuban guerrilla training centers and Radio Havana. I presume that
was related to the general pattern of communism in South America.
The Cinfac )ortion of the center is really what I would call library
research. Tt is the kind of capability that is available to you in the
Library of Congress on some general subject that you want informat;A on. You can turn to the Library of Congress and ask them for
this CINFAC is a much narrower subject in that the capability is
there and we can turn to it when we want information dig out of the
files.
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USE OF TIE LIBRIIARY OF CONGRESS

[r. ANDREWS.

I was going to ask, why didn't you get the informa-

tion from the Library of

than in-house.

congress? You could do it much cheaper

General BETTS. We are not privileged to ask the Library of Congress to go to work on this kind of thing. As a matter of fact, we have
recently had conversations with the Library of Congress because they
came to us seeking fiscal support in a field that they felt was related
to our military interests, where they thought they could produce this
kind of study for us. Upon analysis it turned out tliht they did not
have a sufficient number of the right kind of professional people to
conduct the sort of research we needed.
Mr. ANDREWS. They do a lot of work for the Air Force.
General Bm-rs. I am aware of that.
Mr. ANDREWS. In fact, the Air Force make a contribution, If I
remember, of aroufid $2.5 milPton a year.
General BErrS, It was that particular group that came to talk to
us because the Air Force was plafining to cut back their support.
Mr. ANDREWS. I thouglit the people over here in the Library of Congress could come up with anything.
General BETPrS. In our analysis of the particular subject in question,
we did not find enough of the right kind of professionals to prepare
the sort of report we wanted.
Mr. ANDIwiWs. Do your professionals use the facilities of the Library
of Congress in making reports for you?
General BETrs. I am sure that we do when it is necessary; yes, sir.
I might turn to Colonel Snead who is closer to this.
Mr. ANDREWS. Colonel, how do your professionals come up with
these reports that the Libary of Congress can't produce?
Colonel SNEAD. I can't answer the specific questions as to how they
relate it to the ones that the Library of Congress cannot produce, sir.
I do know that one of the strengths of a CRESS type of an organization, one that is principally oriented to 'our specific areas of interest,
is tlat they maiiitain a knowledge as to the location of information in a
wide variety of sources including that of their own files. And in this
regard, I um sure that they would use the total facilities, as appropriate, of the Library of.Congress, it having an available and very
complete -eference of published material.
Mr. AN1DRWs. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
CULTURAL INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER FOR

CRESS

CONTRACT WITH AMERTCAN UNIVERSIrY FOR CRESS

Mr. MA HO. Where is the Cultural Information Analysis Center
located?
General BETrS. It is a part of CRESS here in Washington in space
that was rented by the American University. This is presently carried
under contract with the American University. We are now studying
ways of severing that contract from the American Uiversity at thei-r
request but we would plan to continue this kind of activity.
Mr. 3fAxON. You wouldn't associate it with American University?
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Gmeral BEm-rs. American University has asked -that we let them

disassociate themselves. They are under contract to us to provide this
service, so that one could hold them to it, but it is not to our mutattl
advantage to do so if we can work out other arrangements.
Mr. MAHrON. Is there something odd just about the Army from the
standpoint of the AmericanUiversity ?
General BiTmrs. No, sir; the American University put together a
faculty-student committeorelated to their recent disturbances as well
as to take a long look at whether or not the university was in the right
kind of activity and it was their cofiUittee. judgment that .they
shouldn't be in this sort of activity unless it was very closely couple
to the on-going educational missio\ of the university.'Since the Center
for Research in Social Systems is an entity that is not ifitegrated into
university activities-and properly so because some of the material is
classified-the committee of the university recommended that there
would not be an appropriate long-term application for the university.
Mr. MAIION. HOW many military, Government civilian, and cl-

tractor personnel are assigned to the center? Would you put that 'I
the record?General BETrS. I will submit it.

(The information follows:)

The Center for Research in Social Systems (CRESS) presently employs 143.
people, 26 of whom are part-time employees. This total Includes 60 professional
researchers, 26 In the Cultural Information Analysis Center and 34 in the Social
Science Research Institute of ORESS. There are no military or Government
civilian pe:" onnel assigned to or working at CRE~SS.

Mr. MAHON. Are the people who do this work retired Army officers 1

General B-rrrs. We have a few retired Army officers who have been
employed but when they were so employed it was because of their professional education as psychologists, or some other professional background. By and large, we use the kind of people from the social sciences

that one would expect; historians, sociologists, psychologists, and political scientists.
NEW RESEARCH STUDY IN PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS

Mr. 1hLuoN. You are requesting'$100,000 to initiate a new lrograny
entitled "Psychological Operati'ons." How would you spend tiis
money?
General BiFrrs. The Department of Defense directed the Army to
establish an in-house capability, as I remarked before, to avoid the
total depmndence on the Federal contract research centers for foreign
area sensitive research. It is our belief that some of the Army's overseas psychological operations requirements that should be cotndueted
in-country, and that are sensitive, would be amolig a nuffiber of things
better done by an i-houselaboratory.
The moneys requested here would establish the laboratory and begin
to fund its initial efforts.
Mr. MAHu0r. General Betts, you were discussing the fact thfit American University desires to sever its relationship with the Center for
Research in Social Systems. Has a reorganization of CRESS taken
place? What are your futtire plans for CRESS? Will it become at.
independent, nonprofit corporation I
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General BE'rs. ire flinkit is likely that it will be absorbed by some

nonprofit organization that now exists. Several have been negotiating
with the American University and with CRESS to take over the con-

tract effort. At least initially it would not result in any significant

restructuring of the center itself, but it undoubtedly would, over time,
depending on the work being done by the organization that takes it
over. The two most likely organizations are the American Institute
for Research or the Midwest Research Institute. Both have expressed
an interest in taking over the responsibility for this contract.
CRESS RESEARCH STUDIES

Mr. MAHON. What tasks are currently assigned to CRESS? Put that
in the record.

(The information follows:)

Fiscal year 1970 research program of the Vcenter for Research In Social Systefl8
at the American University
Cultural information analysis center ........
$750, 000
Research to Improve capability to work effectively with foreign
military:
Improving relations between military units and local communities
55, 000
-Intercultural communications ........
150, 000
Research to improve Army doctrine and procedures to deal with
"subversive" warfare:
Characteristics of selected societies to U.S. military interests
(U)
130, 000
Roles and mission of military police in internal defense and internal development .........
95,000
Strategic and tactical factors underlying internal defense and
Internal development ...........
110,000
Research to improve the conduct of PSYOPS and military civil affairs:
Civil affairs functions in insurgent environments .......
88, 000
Criteria for selection and assessment of military civic action
programs
35,000
A systematic framework for psychological operations ---------130, 000
Communication data on Korean audiences ......
07, 000
ROKA civic action in Korea ......
55,000
Improvihg communication through the associative group analysis
technique
33,000
Research on selected civic action programs .........
90,000
Criteria for evaluating U.S. military assistance programs -----70, 000
Research with unique specificity:
Applicability of social and behavioral science research to U.S.
Army activities, in the developing countries ........
37,000
Village reconstruction program of the Republic of Korea Army
(U)
100,000
Institutional research ..........
105,000
Total

22---------------------------000

COMPARISON OF SOCIAL ANALYSIS STUDIES IN VMT31AN

Mr. MAHON. In what ways is your program in Vietnam in social
analysis different from the social analysis in ARPA's project, Project
Agile?
General B'r'rs. They are complemetitiry in that we are aware of
what Agile supports aid they are aware of what we support. ARPA
tends to move into areas that are of general interest to all three services
rather thalin the specific interest of one service. Consequently, there are
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some essential differences.4. might point out tlit the largest part of
Agile has employed operations research and systems analysis on many
facets of materiel, logistical, and tactical problems of combatinig insurgency. The Army has been very careful not to duplicate the effort
that they have done and I don't think we are directly competitive in
the social science areas that they support, but we have been comple-

mentary in our approach to this problem.
STUDY OF AFRICAN GROUPS

Mr. MATIOx. What is the status of your fiscal. year 1969 program
described as "A study of African groups"?
General BEL-rs. This research was recently termnifiated, but it focused
on the independent countries of black Africa. The priary objective
was to provide information to U.S. Strike Command who, from a
worldwide point of view, is responsible for U.S. military interests in
that area of the world.
The research studied the social-political structures, leadership resources and attfffides in those con ties.
Mr. MAION. Why was it terminated?
General BETTS. Just due to limited funding resources. There were
,other things of higher priority. However, one report has been published and a second one is being reviewed.
Mr. MAIox. Did you learn anything from it before it was
termiitted.
General BETTS. I am sure we did. I would prefer to give you an
answer from the Strike Command on that subject since we did it at
their request.
Mr. MAITON. Yes; and also provide us with information of a specific
nature as to what Army mission this project supported, and what they
.spent on it.
General BETT s. All right, sir; I will give you the total expenditures
and Strike Commnd's assessments of the import to them.
(The information follows:)
The research on African groups focused on the Independent coiuntries of blaek
.Africa. 'The primary objective was to provide information t* U.S. Strike Comniand and concerned the sociopolitical structures and dynamics as well as those
aspects of leadership resources that would be of significance to military operations. The first report has been delivered to the command while a second report
is in the process of final review. The funding for the research is given below:
Fiscal year 1967
----------------------------------------$65,000
Fiscal year 1968
----------------------------------------92000
Fiscal year 1969
----------------------------------------34,000
Further research in this area has been terminated because of higher priority
requirements.
The U.S. Strike Command has advised that the report is valuable for their
contingency planning. The command stated the report is an excellent, detailed,
sociological analysis. Although it is of limited present use except for planning
purposes, it is their judgment that if the need ever arlses for substantial U.S.
military presence in these countries the information contained in the document
will be of great value.
CRESS STUDIES RELATING TO VIEn'NAM

Mr. MAHTON. General Betts will you list for the record the 50 CRESS
studies concerning Vietnam which rare referred to on page 14 of your
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statement. :aybayou better read a few of thefl aod-put thle rest hi
the recordI
General BE'rrs. Minority groups in the Republic of Vietnam. Then
there is a series of etlnographife studies relating to ,these differeift
tribal groups inVietnam.
Mr. MAION. Put it ill fhe record.
(The informnAtion follows:)
The following is a list of 56 reports dealing with militarily relevant aspects
of Vietnam that were prepared by the Center for Research in Socil Systems
(CRIOSS). Prepared in response to military requirements, these documinitts
provide a valuable Introduction to a very complex situation. The titles indicate
the scope of the research efforts. Among the 50 documents are 24 substantive
technical reports, 24 Informihion responses, and eight bibliographies.
An example of the latter category is item 51, "Bibliography on Witchcraft,
Sorcery, Magic and Other Psychological Phenomena in Southeast Asia." This
eight-page bibliography illustrates the quick-response capability of the CRESS
Cultural Information Analysis Center (CINFAC). It took 53 manhours, at a
cost of $383.26, to prepare this document In response to an ARPA requirement.
Eleven subsequent requests for similar matetial were satisfied by this docueibit
without additional cost. Information of this type is often critical in understanding the reasons for unusual foreign behavior that affects U.S. military
operations.
ETIt1NOGRAPIIY AND CULTURE

1. Ethknogra-phic Study Series: Minority Grouip in, the Republic of Vietnam.AD 649-980. Joann L. Schrock et al., February 1966 (unclassified). Published as Department of Army Pamphlet No. 550-105, 1, 63 pp., extensive
bible , 26 maps, index.
2. Ethnographic Study Series: The Iung of, Vietvno, (U) .- Compiled by E lalne
M. Murphy, April 8, 1966 (Secret). CRESS/CINFAC R-0422, 51 pp., bibl.
3. Ethnographio Study Serics: Notes oi Tribal Groups in the Viet Bac Autoftwnou Region: The Nidng.-Elaine M. Murphy and Dennis E. Gosler (December 1967) (Unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC R-1088. iv+43 pp., bibl.,
map.

EthnographicStudy Series. Notes on. Tribal Groups &n the Viet Rao Autonomoul
Region: The Yao.-Patricia L. Stegeman (December 1967) (Unclassified).
CRESS/CINFAC R-1089. iv+95 pp., bibl., map.
Ethnographic Study Series. Notes on, Tribal Groups In, the V'it Dae Autonomous
Region: The Meo.-Raymond W. Meyers (December 1967) (Unclassified).
CRESS/CINFAO R-1000. iv+126 pp., bible , map.
EthnographioStudy Series. Notes on Tribal Groups in the Viet Bae Autonomous
Region: The Tho.-Dennis E. Gosier and Joann L. Schrock (February 1908)
(Unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC R-1092. Iv+56 pp., bibl., map.
Ethnographio Stu1,dy Series. Notes on. Tribal Groips in tle Viet Rae Autonow
ous
Region: The Nhang.-Joann L. Schrock (February 1968) (Unclassified).
CRESS/CINFAC R-1093. ttt+16 pp., btbl., map.
EthnographicStudy eries. Notes on. Tribal Groups Iu the Viet Bao Autonomous
Region: The Lati.-Joann L. Schrock (February 1908) (Unclassified. CRESS/
CINFAC R-1094. iv+8 pp., bible , maip.
Ethn4ographic Study Series. Notes on. Tribal Groups it the Viet Rae Autonomouls
Region: The Laqua.-Joann L. Schrock (FebrUary 1968) (Unclassified).
CRESS/CINFAC "R-1095.iv+5 pp., bibl., map.
4. General Inflormatio o the Viet Rae Autonomous Region (U).-Walton C.
Manee, December 1967 (Secret). CRESS/CINFAC R-1087. v+22 pages,,
bibliography, map.
5. customs and Taboos of Selected Tribes Residing Along the Western. Border
of the Republic of Vietnam.-AD 649-981. Skaldrlte (Maliks) Faliah, February 1967 (Unclassified). vi+50 pages, bibliography, maps.
6. Modes of Tran-portation,and Dress of Selected Tribes Residing Along the
Western, Border of the Republio of Eietna.-Skatdrite (Maliks) Failhh,
Febiary 1966 (Unclassified). CRESS/CIXFAC R-0325. 47 pages, bibliography, maps.
7. Ethnographo Study Series: Brief Notes on the Tahol. Paeoh, and Phunang of
the Republio of Vietnam.-AD 648,509. Marilou Fromne, December 1960
(Unclassified). v+24 pages, 1 figure, bibliography.
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8. A United States-Vietnamese Calendar of Holidays and CelvObatlons in Vietnam.-AD 454-030. Joann L. Sehrock, October 1964 (Unclassified). 175
pages, I figure, tables, bibliography, appendix, index.
9. A United States-Vietnamese Calendar of Holidays and Celebratioqs in Vietnam: 1965-67 Supplentent.-JoannL.Schrock, Februaoy 1067 (Unclassified).
CRMSS/CINFAC R-0805. 85 pages, tables.
10. Propitots and Unpropitious Days in Vietnam, 1956/-68.-Joann L. Schrock,
February 1967 (Unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC R-0808. 7 pages.
POLITICAL FACTORS

11. Research Notes on the Vietnamese Village Counoil.-AD 464-904. Compiled
by Arthur S. Abbott, assisted by Skaidrite (Maliks) Fallah, January 1965
(Unclassified). 52 pages, 4 tables, bibliography, appendix.
12. Charting of Roles and Groups in Vietnamese Sooiety.-Arthur S. Abbott,
December 1065 (Unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC R-0264. 10 pages, bibliography, appendIxes, including 2 charts.
PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS

*
*
*

FACTORS

13. Intereultutral Oommtmications Guide for the Republic of Vietnam (U).AD 384-693L. Frederick P. Munson et at., September 1967 (Confidential).
x+290 pages, bibliography, arpindlix, maps.
14. Notes on the Impact of Radio and Television in Victam.-Barbara A. Wilson, assisted by Eulaine M. Murphy, June 1967 (Unclassified). CRESS/
CINFAC R-0940. 22 pages, appendix.
15. Attitudes of Selected Audiences in the Republic of Vietnam (U)-Walton 0.
Manee et a., Febrttary 1966 (Secret). CRESS/CINFAO R-0217-0227. 848
pages, bibliography, map.
16. Republic of Vietanam: Selected Vvlnerabilities and PropagandaOpportun.ties (U).-Andrew D, Sens and Joseph M. Macrum, May 1965 (Secret).
CRESS/0NP AC R-0064. 124 pages, bibliography, appendixes, map.
'17. A Short Guide to Psychological Operationsin the Republic of Vietnam-1965
(U).-AD 362-10. Jeanne S. Mintz et it., June 1905 (Confidential).
vIII+163 pages, Annexes A and B, bibliography; Annex C: Province-Specific Data (U). AD 302-868. Jeanne S. Mintz and Herbert M. Silerburg,
July 1.5 (Secret). v11+182 pages.
18. Felt Needs of the Rural Population: Republic of Vietnam (U).-Norman A.
LaCharlte ct at., April 1966 (Secret). CRE SS/CINFAC R-0339. 65 pages,
bibliography, appendix.
19. Persuasion Overseas (Republic of Vietnam Emphasis) (U).-AD 464-968.
Lorand Szalay et at., June 1965 (For official use only). v1+154 pages,
bibliography.
-20. Working With People.9 In Developing Areas-One Ta.sk of the American
Soldier Overseas (U).-AD 374-755. John L. Iouk, June 1966 (Confidential). x1+284 pages, 17 figures, bibliography, appendix.
21. Notes on Psychological Opportunities in the Republie of Vietnam (U).-AD
465-558L. Andrew D. Sens and Joseph M. Macrum, 30 June 1965 (For
official use only). ii, 88 pages, bibliographies.
22. The North Vietnamese Regime: Institutions and Problems.-Charles N.
Spinks et al., June 1968 (in review process).
MILITARY AND PARAMILITARY

ACTIVITIES

23. Vietnam: A Survey of Military and Non-Military Activities (U).-AD 868092L. Jeanne S. Mintz, April 1965 (Secret). ix, 64 pages, bibliographies,
appendicles, notes.
24. The U.S. Special Forces OIDG Mission in Vietnam: A Preliminary C"ase
Study in Counterpartand Ct1il-MtilitaryRelationships (U).-Frederick H.
Stores, November 1064 (Secret). xvii, 121 pages, 2 figures, appendices,
gloss.
-25. Giving Credit to the RepublUc of Vietnam (U).-AD 804-315. Richard H.
Moore and James R. Price, March 1964 (Confidential). v, 59 pages,
appendicies.
:26. EBperiences of United States Army Special Forces in South Vietnam Applicable to Thailand (U).-Sandford S. Silverburg, September 1967 (Secret). CRESS/CINFAC R-1004. v, 61 pages, bibliographies, map.
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:27. A Review of U.S. Military C'ournterin tirgency Activities wvith Selected Minority Groups in South Vietnam (U).-AI) 381-804L. Donald S. Bloch, May
1907 (Secret). v, 48 pages, map, bibliographies.
,28. Characteristics of Selected SocietleLs
,
elcvant to U.S. Military Interests
North Vietnam, Part I (U).-AD 383-,932L. Charles N. Spinks et al., Septembeis 1067 (Secret). vi1, 132 pages, mftps, charts, appendicies, bibliographies. Part II (U), June 1908 (Secret). viii, 82 pages, maps, charts,
hibliographies.
.29. Ethnographic Study Series: Cultural and Biological E/luents of Ethnio
Groups in Souttheast Asia.-Skaidrite (Maliks) Fallah, June 1908 (unclassified). iti, 45 pages, bibliograifiles; and Supplement to Cultural and
fliological Effluents of Bthie Grou p in Southeast Asia (U). CRESS/
CINPAC R-1129 (confidential). 6 pages.
S0. Father Atugustin Nguyen Lac Hoa and Iis "Sea Swallows." Arthur S. Abbott, March 1907 (unclassified). ORESS/CINFAC R-0829. 7 pages.
ECONOMIC

'ACTORS

.31. Economic Data on. South Vietnam. Skaidrite (Maliks) Fallah and John H.
8towell, September 19605 (uInclassified). ORESS/CINFAC R-0178. 65 pages,
t
bibliographies, appendices.
32. A PartialInventory of Ongoing Private Aid, Programs iii the Reputblic of
Vietnam. Compiled by William F. Stockton, Jr. (unclassified). 98 pages;
A Partial Inventory of Ongoing Pitblic Aid Programs in the Republio of
Vietnam (U).-Coinpiled by John H. Stowell, assisted by Skatdrite Maiks
Fallah, February 1960 (for official use only), CRESS/CINFAC R--0336.
52 pages.
.83. lidand Waterways of the Mekong Delta, Republic of Vietnam (U).-Albert
A. Marchafit, Jr., February 1906 (confidential). CRESS/CINFAC R-0352.
24 pages, bibliographies, map, tables.
EDUCATION

::34. Education and (oinnunvleation Data on. the Republic of Vietnam.-Skaidrite
(Maliks) and John H. Stowell, August 1965 (unclassified). CRESS/
CINFAC R--0164. 14 pages.
.35. A Brief History of Ethnlically Orihted Schools Within Vietnam's Educaeational System.-Compiled by Skaidrite (Maliks) FallAh and John H,
Stowell, October 1965 (unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC R-0198. 9 pages.
HISTORY

.36. Research Notes on Hue as a Traditiomal City of Vietna.-AD 615-854.
Skaidrite (Maliks) Falioh, December 1904 (unclassified). 14 pages, bibliography, appendix.
.37. Tvu Hoa, Capital of Pihu Yen, Province.-Artlhr S. Abbott, February 1967
(unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC R-0822. 2 ,pages.
:88. Conflict Betwcn Victuamm and Foreign Forces-ill B.C. to 1885 A.D.-John
I. Stowell and Skaidrite (Maliks) Fallah November 1065 (unclassified).
CRESS/CINFAC R-0233. Chart, produced in spreadsheet form.
:39. Indochina (1946-1954)." Bernard B. Fall. Chapter 9 In Challenge and Respense in Internal Conflict: The Ewpcrience in Asia, Vofime I. AD. 606747. D. M., Condit and B. H. Cooper, Jr., editors, February 1068 (unclassified). Pages 237-269.
•40. Indochina Conflict: Key Personalities 1940-1968.-Asia and Pacific Branch,
CINFAC, March 1968 (unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC U-1109. 241 pages.
THE VIET CONG

41. The Commutnist Insurgent Infrastructure in South Vietnam: A Study
of Organization. and sirategy.-AD 055-506 and AD 655-507. Michael
Charles Conley, July 1967. (unclassified). Published as Department of
Army Pamphlet No. 550-106. Volume I, x1i+215 pages, bibliography, maps,
and volume II, vI+354 pages,
42. Duration of, Military Service for the North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong
(U).-Artlr S. Abbott, May 1967 (confidential). OREISS/CINFAC R-0914.
iv +38 pages, bibliography, appendix.
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43. Viet Cong Truces To Siu8pend Hostilities, Jantarp 1904-February 1967Skaidrite (Maliks) Fallah, February 1967 (unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC
R-0800. 4 pages.
44. Humain Factors Considerations of Undergroutns in Insurgeneies.-AD (45518. Andrew R. Molnar et al., December 1960 (unclassified). Published as
Departithit of Army Pamphlet No. 550-104. xxix+377 pages, illustrated,
appendix.
CASE STUDIES

AcRevolutionary Warfare: 23 Stnary
45. Casebook on Insurgctwy a,
cnt .- AD 416-553. Paul A. Jureidini et al., December 1962 (unclassified).
ix+607 pages, 22 figures, Index.
40. Case Studies in I4surgency and Revolutivnury Warfare: Vietnam 19411954.-AD 436-429. Bert Cooper et al. January 1964 (unclassified). x+159
pages, 17 figures, bibliography, appendix, index.
47. "South Vietnam (1956-1903)." Bernard B. Fall. Chapter 12 in Challenge and
Res pone in Internal Conflict: The ERperionee in Asia. Volume I. AD 66G747. D. M. Con'dit and B, H. Cooper, Jr., editors, February 1968 (unclassifled). Pages 331-875.
48. Intertal Defense Against Instrgenvy: S1 Cases.-AD 645-939. Adrian H.
Jones and Andrew R. Molnar, December 1966 (unclassified). v+144 pages,
10 figures.
BIBLIOORAPHIES

49. The Land and People of Vietnam: A Selected Bibliography.-Skaidrite
(Maliks) Fallab, October 1966 (unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC R-0683.
38 pages.
50. Bibliography of Materials on Selected Grout8 in the Republic of Vieta.AD 048-989. Asia Branch, CINFAC, December 1966 (unclassified). f1+30
pages.
51. Bibliography on Witchcraft, Sorcery, Magio and Other Psychological Phenonwena in Southeast Asia,-Skaidrite (Maliks) Fallab, October 1965 (unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC R--0214. 8 pages.
52. Selected. Sources of Dcnograhfc Information: Republic of Victnant.-Compiled by Norman A. LaCharite, May 1966 (unclassified). CRESS/OINFAC
W-0503. 19 pages.
53. A Selected Bibliography on the Internal Defenlse and Internal Development
Operations in the Republic of Vietnam. Skaidrlte (Mallks) Fallah, July
1966 (ftnclassified). CRESS/INFAC 1R-0589. 28 pages.
54. "Vietnam," in A Bibliography of Internal Defense EleetIres.&-Skaldrite
1(Maliks) Pallah, January 1967 (unclassified). CRESS/CINFAC R-0738. 80
pages,
55. Suggested Sources for Research on Viet Cong Logistics (U).-Walton C.
Manee. Jutne1966 (For official use only). CRESS/CINFAC R-0549. 8 pages.
56. A Selected Bibliography Dealhig With the Relationships Between American
Advisors and Their Vietiamese and Thai Cootterparts.-Skaidrite (Maliks) Fallah, October 1966 (unclassified). CRESS/CINPAC R-0080. 38
.pages; enclosure I. "Classified CRESS Studies Dealing With the Relationships Between American Advisors and Their Vietnamese and Thai Counterparts (1)" (for official use only). 4 pages.
STATUS OF CONTRACT WITH AMERICAN UNIVERSITY FOR CRESS

*

Mr. LIPSCoMB. General Betts, when do you have to firm up this
CRESS contract, or contractual relationship? You have been told to
depart the American Univerity calnpuis by now, haven't you?
General Bm-'s. No. You see, the rented facility is not on the
campus, Mr. Lipscomb, and that hasn't been a direct problem once the
university announced that they do plan to sever the contract.
Mr. Lwsco s. Parhaps I phrased it incorrectly. Are your relationships with Ameirican University at an end?
General Bmrrs. Not completely. They still have a contractual responsiblilty to us.
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Mr. LIPSCOmB. Up until what date?
General BE'rs. Long before that contractual responsibility runs out,
we will have accompl ihed the change and we will move just as fast
as we can find an adequate contractor and come to an agreement on
contract terms.
Mr. LiPscomi. Suppose the Congress didn't agree with the idea that
CRESS ought to contiiWe? *Canyou cancel- it Off in any fiscal year?
.General B&TTs. It is provided in the contract that if the Government
wishes to terminate for its convenience we can always do so. We pick
up certain-termination costs to do so.
TRANSFER OF CRESS PERSONNEL TO ANOTHER CONTRACTOR

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Is it your intent right now to take the whole staff of
CRESS and just move it to another contractual relationship?
General
BETTS. And
Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPscOmi.
the only thing that. you are goino to change is
the management by American University ofthe CRESS'contract?
General BETTS. That would be the only immediate change; depending on the institution that took over the contract. I would expect to see
changes internally in the CRESS structure because the research institutes that have expressed interest have comparable capability and
I would expect to see internal changes.
Mr. LipscoMn. Why don't you just cancel out CRESS?
General BETTS. Because it is a very important capability to the Army,
Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LIpscOMB. You changed the name once. What was .its name
before?
General BETrS. It used to be called the Special Operations Research

Office.

And it got in trouble at that time?
General BETTs. It got in trouble in the Camelot progTam.
Mr. Lipscom. So you changed the name?
.
General BETTS. Since that time we have a. new director. The particular person who gave us the problem in Camelot, the one particular
scientist who used less than prudent judgment in CIile and got us in
trouble in the Camelot operation was never a member of the CRESS
staff and was used only as a. consultant. I believe that at the very low
level of effort at which we support this program, it is a very, useful
adiiiet to Army staff and planifng activities. Witness the fact that
we are called on by Army agencies and staff elements for far more
research and reports than CRESS can possibly do in any fiscal year,
so that we are constantly in the problem of sorting out the priorities
-ofeffort to satisfy the people who ask for help from CRESS.
Mr. LipsconB. Have wve already asked for the acc'ompliiients of
CR HISS for fiscal year 1969 to be put in the record?
General BETTS. We asked for the list of studes, but I woftld be glad
to expand on it and pick out the accomnilisliets specifically.
Mr. LIPSCOMB.

STUDY OF COMMUNIST 0HINESE MILITARY PERSONNEl,

Mr. Linscoma. Did you complete a study entitled "Beliefs and
Habits of the Conumnist Chinese Military Personnel" ?
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General B,rrs. I would have to check that out, Mr. Lipscoffib. If
it was on our prior listing, I suspect that we did$
Mr. LIPSCouB. Would you puit in all the details on that particular
study?
General BETTS. Yes, sir.
(The information requested follows:)
The research effort entitled "Belefs and Habits of Certain Foreign Populations
of Significance for Psychloglal'Operations," classified confidentlyl" was Initiated In August 1967. Data collection and report writing stages of thiN effort
have been completed and a final report is expected to be submitted to the Army
In November. Total cost of the project Is $89,000.
The objective of this project was to describe the
The research information was gathered solely from various academic and
Government sources and the experiences of the principal investigator. Documents have been interpreted and results presented In a form useful for the
military audience.
Army psychological operations programs nibst be based on a thorough ufiderstanding of the target audience.

VARIOus CRESS STIrrES
Mr. LiPscomrn. Do you know about this proposed studyi "Phases of
Behavioral Change in Foreign Populations During Situations of National 'Crisis?"
0eieral Bnvrs. I don't know the details of the requirement, no, but
I would be glad to furnish that.

(The information requested follows:)
The research effort "Phases of Behavioral Change in Foreign Populations
During Situations of National Crisis" was begun In 1967 In response to a requirement from the U.S. Continental Army Command. The research was completed at the end of fiscal year 1968 with a report titled "Psychological Operations: A Method of Effecting Behavioral Change." Although the report provides
a review of previous theory on the subject and provides reference material, It
was judged not to be of sufficient use Army-wide to justify formal publication
and distribution. The cost of this research was $23,080.

IMr. JIrscomii. When you mentioned that this "Studies of African
Groups" was canceled because of higher priority requirements, (1o
you know to what higher priority requirements the :funds were reprograimed
General B rrs. I would have to research that, Mr. Lipscomb.
(The information requested follows:)
In fiscal year 1970 the funds available after the termination of the African
-..
The results
research will he devoted to priority problems associated with
will be followed closely by the appropriate Department of Anny,staff agency.

Mr. Timeoit. Do you still maintain an office down at Fbrt Bragg
for CRESS?
General Brrs. Yes, we do.
ACCOM!PLISHMENTS OF CRESS o OVP AT FORT BntAOO

Mr. LtPscoimi. What do you think the representative down at Fort
Bragg accomplished this past fiscal year?
General Bm-rs. I would have to' iesenrch that, to give you a good
answer.
Mr. Livscon, Is there anybody here who knows what CRESS did
last year?
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General Bitlvrs. IIn a generall sense; yes, sir.
Mr. Lirscom. Did thley do anythin'

Colonel SxE 'AD. Yes, sir. They continued to be responsive to specific

requests from the Army staff and the Army commands for research

or inforniiatlin required by those comniamnds il their complete conthgency planhiing effort. They provided inforitfon that was useful

in thle school training program, for example, in the advisory schools,
or the programs prepai'ilig officers to serve in an advisory capacity,
making inputs to better prepare them to understand the nature of the
people, the thought processes of the people where they were going
to be assigned.
(Staff note: The following additional information was supplied
by Colonel Snead for the record.)
The Center for Research in Social Systems (CRESS) representative at Fort

Bragg nialnntnhld a continuous liaison between CRESS scientists and operating

military personnel at the Special Warfare School, Civil Affairs School, Military
Police S(,lool, threv field agencies of the Combat Developments Command, three
special forces groups, one psychological operations group, and one civil affairs
grotip.
This is a two-way operation. He assisted the military personnel at the installations in conveying.their research needs to the research scientists and, at tle
same time, was instrumental in insuring that the research scientists were more
responsive to tlese research requirements. Since authors of Army field manuals,
classroom instrUctors, commanders, and staff officers of the schools and operational groups have extensive need for CRESS research products he was able to
furnish guidance to them on the use that they could make of CRESS prodtiets.
He assisted research scientists in developing research plans to insure that
data collected in the field would be pertinent and useful. le made arrangements
with the military organizations for data collection and actually assisted the research scientists.
FUNDING OF CRESS OPERATIONS

Mr.LiPsco.e. Colonel, are you the one in direct contact with Cress?
Colonel SNEAD. Itisinmy total program area. We have within the
Army staff those who monitor the program in detail directly, sir.
Mr. LipscomB. What is the total fiscal finding for Cress for fiscal
year 1969?
Colonel SNEAD. For 1969, $1,960,000, I believe, sir.
Mr. Liscot. The whole amount?
Colonel SNEAD. Yes, sir.
Mr.Im-scomn. What is the sum scheduled for Cress for fiscal year
1970?
Colonel SNEAD. $2.1 million.
Mr.LIPSComB. I-low mahy personnel does this program have'plaihed
for 1970?
Colonel SNEAD. I haven't that right before me. I can provide that
for the record.
General BE-rs. I have it,sir. T] hirty-four professional researchers
in the Social Science Research Institute and 26 professional staff in
the Cultural Informntiomi Analysis Center.
summary stateI could expand on the accoipishment question by a.
ment that isprepared by the staff. It says that over 150 technical
reports were published, 28 of which were copleted dtrina fiscal year
1968--and I don't have the number of completions during 1969. Over
half of these had direct relevance to Sonti-east Asia. Fitty-six dealt
specifically with Vietnam and the conflict in there. Over 30 reports
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were on topics of insurgency and internal defense developments such
as the Communist insurgent infrastructure in South Vietnam. Challenge and response in internal conflict; internal defense against insurgency. There were over 70 reports on psychological operations,
foreign cultural evaluations, such as inter-cultural communications
guides, Vietnam and Korea; culttlial meaxiilgs assessed by associated
group analysis.
The important thing to me is that so many elements of government
call on them for help. They served over one thousand specific responses
in the past 3 years, some of them from DOD, some of them from the
-Joint Staff, Army, Navy, Air Force, State Department, as well as-UNRBIMBUIRSED CRESS STUDIES

Mr. IAPSCOMB. Is this on a reimbursable basis?
General BETTS. Withingovernment, it wouldn't be on a reimbursable
basis, no, sir.
Mr. LipsCoMB. Why not? Why wouldn't State pay for their share?
General BE -s. Well, our feeling is that if the information is readily available and we can serve other elements of government, the
bookkeeping would probably cost more than we would collect from
them.
Mr. LJscoM. You know, General, that lots of work is done on a
reimbursable basis.
General BETTS. We do, We do. We do a great deal.
Mr. L somfB. You know, General, that, if the State Department
has a requirement for something Cress has to offer, then the State
Department can pay for it?
General BE'rns. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIpscoMBm But the fact is that the Department of Defense is so
flush with money that, they can do all these studies for all of Government. I suppose that is the reason. There is just so much money In
the Defense Department-particularly the Army-tha-t it can work
for any Government agency.
General BETTS. I think our response has been that we felt we had
the informationMr. LipscoMB. You didn't have the information if they asked for it.
Didn't they lay out the requirements?
General BErS. I am sure they did.
Mr. Lipsco-rn. You mean you had the staff and the capability to get
the information?
General BETTS. And the library and the expertise in that particular
field that presumably was not available to them somewhere else.
TERMNATION OF CRESS PROGRAM

Mr. LPscoM1. It is time to start. cutting down some of this some
place and Cress is a very worthwhile candidate for cutting as far as
I am concerned. It has been for years.
General B,'rs. You and i have had to differ on that over tle years,
Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. Liscon. Now is a good time to knock it out completely.
General BETTS. I just have a contract agency to support those
elements of the Army who have asked for this kind of service and
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I assure you that the Army has asked me for more of this kind of
help than the resources available to me to supply it.
M'r. LIPSCOMB. We have other places to put $2.1 million now.
General BE-rs. But we have no place to turn to to get this kind of
help if we cut it off.
Mr. LiPsco-nn. Turn to the Air Force or ARPA with its Project
Agile or some of the otlher places. Check on duplcation of effort.
General BErrs. Agile does not do this sort of thing.
Mr. LIPSCOfB. Ask Rand.
General BE-rs. I think Rand does not do this sort of thing. The
experts are at Cress and the library is there.
Mr. LIPSCOB. There is a wealth of such information available
around here and we can get by withoift a $2.1 million operation at
Cress at this time.
General BETTS. I don't believe we can, sir.
STATUS

OF OTHER ARMNY RESEARCH CON'TRACTs WITH A31ERICAN
UNIVERSITY

Mr. RHODES. General, how many other research cofintacts does the

Army have with American Uiversity that come under your plirview?
General BETTS. I would have to look at that. I don't have it ready
and available, Mr. Rhodes.
Mr. RioiDs. Furnish it for the record, will you please?
General BE'rrns. Nothing like this that I know of.
(The information follows:)
The Army has one other contract with the American University that falls under
the purview of the Chief of Research and Development. It is contract number
DA4400DAMC1386 (T), "High 1inergy Chemical Electro Storage Research." It was

initiated In November 1965 and total cost to date is $158,340.

Mr. RO.nons. Were all of these contracts reviewed by the same board

of faculty and students who decided that CRESS should no longer be
in the American University span of endeavor?
General Brs. In a pol icy sense they are reporting to the university
on what they felt should be the university policy with respect to supportive research. In that context, their report applied to all supported
research across the board. I don't think that they went through the
contract structure looking at each individual contract, but they may
have. I would have to fuilnish tha.
Mr. RHODES. Anerica'n University has decided to ask for release
from all Army research contracts?

General Bnm-rs. No, sir.

Mr. RiHODES. Now, I aim confused.

General B'-rrs. Remelfiber my comment earlier. What this committee
recommended was that the university should not be mixed up in the
supportive research that did not relate to their basic mission, which
is to teach. Most of their individufial investigators who are supported
either by the Army or National Science Foundation, or whatever, do
have a relationship to the teaching program and the kind of research
they do-is relitted to their ability to-teach.
Mr. RirODFS. Who decided that CRESS did not? Was it the committee or was it the administration of American University?
36-554-49-pt. 5-
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General Bvrrs. The administration of the university looking at the
policy recommendation of the committee.
Mr. RHODES. How many other contracts have received a similar
decision insofar as American University is concerned ?
General Bm-rs. I don't know. I would have to ask American University. No other Army contracts that I know of.
IMr. RHODEs. You ask somebody and put it in the record. I am talking
about the contracts in your purview. I am not talking about anybody
else's contracts.
General BETrs. As I say, none that I know of within the Army.
This was the only one brought to my attention at that time.
Mr. RhoDEs. If you find that the answer is different, please cor.
rect the record.
(The information follows:)
The other Army research contract with the American University within the
purview of the Chief of Research and Development-"HIgh Energy Chemicl
Electro Storage Research"-is still active. This contract, unlike the one for the
operation of CRESS, involves no classified work and is not in opposition to
university guidelines for sponsored research. This contract will continue until
the work has been completed.
BIOLOGICAL-MEDICAL INVEsTIGATIONS
TOTAL FUNDING FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH

IN 1970

Mr. MAIION. The Army is requesting a program element under explorAtory development in the area of 'Biologlcal-Medical Investiga-

tions" to be funded at the level of $24.1 million in fiscal year 1970. We
just discussed "Biological-Medical Sciences" under research for which

you a requesting $22.4 milliil. Tell us for the record the total sum
requested in R.D.T$. & E., Army, for medical programs?
(The information requested follows:)
The total sum requested for Biological-Medical programs in RoD.T. & E.,
Army, for fiscal year 1970 is $66,940,000.
INCREASED FUNDING FOR BIOLO(ICAL-MEDICAL INVESTIGATION

Mr. MAIoN. Biological-Medical Investigations was funded at $20.6

million ii fiscal year 1968, $22.9 million in fiscal 1919 , and you aire requesting $24.1 million for 1970. This is approximately a 10-percent
increase each year. Why is an aniittil increase of this magniftde
requiredd?
General BErirs. The increase for fiscal year 1969 resulted from the
need for continued investigation of the many tropical diseases associated with military operations in Southeast Asia.. Emlhasis on the
field -evaluations of vaccines and-contifited if vestigatiMii of otlir-military preventive medicine problems as well as studies to improve surgery under field conditiofis and the associated studies on trauma and
shock accounted also in part for the increase. Studies to extend the

storage time of whole blood and laser research to determine the
exteltof damage to tissues and the establishm-ent of safety stacltiftds
and a modest cost of Jivino increase are other examples explaiiilligtle
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cost of living increases, and continued investigation of medical problems of military i motance. Increased funds are required for ifvestigation of tropical diseases and medical problems associated with tactical operations of helicopters in South:east Asift. For example, knowledge is needed in the role of disorientation - helicopter accidents.
Increased fuidintg is necessary to conduct clinical research within
Army hospitals in the medical residency program. Research to improve
management of mouth, jaw and face war injuries requires additional
funding.
fr. MAIO. How much of the $24.1 million requested is directly
related to medical problems in Southeast Asia?
General Barts. Of the $24.1 million reqitusted, about $10 million is
related to medical problems in Southeast Asia?
Mr. MAiroN. What part of this program is accomplished within the
Army?
General BErTs. Of the total of $24.1 million requested in fiscal year
.1970 for this program, $13,850,000 or approximately 58 percent is
accomplished within the Army.
Mr. MAHON. For the record tell us how maniy organizations are performing research in this area for the. Army in fiscal year 1969? How
many contractors are academic institutions? Nonprofit organizations?
Industrial?
(The information requested follows:)
Within 1B1olglcal-Aedical Investigations, a total of 112 organizations are performing research. Of these organizations, 60 are academic institutions, 34 are
noiproflt organizations and 18 are industrial.
PRESERVATION OF FOODS BY RADIATION

Mr. MAHON. What are the objectives of your research effort in the
area of radiation preservation of foods? What questions have the Public Health Service raised with respect to radiated foods?
General BETTS. The objective of this project is to establish the techica1 feasibility of preserving food of Army interest by means of ionizing radifttion. The ultimate goal is to provide troops everywhere
with wholesome, highly acceptable, stable, fresh-like foods which require no refrigeration or special preparation prior to serving.
The Food and Drug Admiistration has questioned the Arm:y's
wholesomeness data on irradiated lhm and bacon. This questioii can
only be answered by additional animal feeding studies to resolve
doubts on:
Adverse effects on rat and dog reproduction.
Adverse effects on mortality, body weight, and red blood cell
count.
Suggested higher incidence of tunor aid eye cataracts in some
animal-fed irradiation diets.
Suggested production of an antivitamin or some antagonist to essential nutrients in diets treated with irradiation.
Mr. MAlloiv. How nmch has the Army spent in research on radiation
preservation of food?
General BETTrs. The Army has spent $23,596,000 on irradiated food
research through fiscal year 1969.
Mr. MA 1ON. rrhe fiscal

1969iidget requested $21,060,000 for biologi-

cal-medical investigations. This justification book indicates that $2o.9
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million wag allocated. What was the reason for this increase of almost
$2 milliIn, and what Was the source of the increased funiids?
General B ,Trs. The increase of $1.8 million represents the statistical
allowance of $1.6 millionn for facilities and installation support which
in previous years was carried under a separate line item. In fiscal year
1969, facilities and installation support funds were redistributed 'from
the management and support category into the biologial-medical in.vestigations programs. The remaining 0.2 million. was a reprograming
action in the combat surgery project of the biological-medical investigation subelement.
ATmosPiiEuIo

mIrIoATIONS

FISCAL YEAR 10 0 0 FUNDING

Mr. MAHON. With respect to atmospheric investigations, you are re-

questing $5.1 million .in fiscal year 1970 as compared to $5.9 million
in fiscal year 1969 and $5.7 million in fiscal year 1968. Last year this
effort was included under "Environment."
What changes were made in the classification of these projects?
Will you give us some feeling for why the changes were made?
General BFTrs. I will have to furnish that for the record, Mr. Chairman. I don't rememb6r, or know what th6 change related to.
Mr. MAHON. Will you do that, please.

(The information follows:)

The previous environmental sciences exploratory development program Included both atmospheric and terrestrial investigations. Terrestrial investigations
bas now been established as a separate program element and includes projects
In support of the Chief of Engineers Military Construction R. & D. mission. Atmospherlc investigations has also been established as a separate program element for
all, previous environmental sciences 0,2 projects assigned to the Army Materiel

Conimaind. These changes were made to provide increased visibility and relevance
within these programs and facilitate reporting and coordination procedures with
separate Federal committees.
lErIMOIIOLOOCAIL

ROdK1T PROCIRA31

Mr. MAllN. The fiscal year 1969 budget requested $465,000 for
"Meteorolozical rocket program." The fiscal year 1970 budget indicates that tie $742,000 was programed in this project in fiscal year

1969 and that $885i000 is requested in fiscal 1970. What is the reason for

the increasesin this area-?
General BTrs. At the time of the fiscal year 1969 request, th6 hieteorolgmal rocket program was, reduced from the fiscal year 1967 and
fiscal year 1968 levels to provide part of the funds for continuation
of the personnel detection project initiated in fiscal year 1968 with
Office," secrtry= of DWfensQ Emergency Funds. During fiscal year
19
it was necessary to'reprogram fromother projects to provide a
tota of thr$742000 required for the Departmint of the Army to meet
its commitment to a joint Oirntoiologica! rocket program with Canada.
• JThe imierase to $885,00in the fiscal year 110 reuestincludes amounts
for manitgem~nt
,
o t and increased costs of 15ing. The lvel of offott hs 'n~t mcireased and is consistent with thepriority for Army

metoorologkcalocket requirements.
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Mr. MAlioN. The fiscal 1969 budget*requested $750,000 for "Meteorological equilpnient and techniques development." The fiscal 1970
budget indicates that $1.3 million was allocated to "Meteorological
equipment tecimniques" in fiscal 1969 and that $1.7 million is requested in fiscal year 1970. Are these the same programs and why the
large increase in this area?
General Brm, s. These are the same projects. The increase from the
$750-000 requested for fiscal year 1969 to the $1.3 million allocated in
fiscal year 1969 is attributed to two causes. Part of this Increase resulted from the statistical redistriutioii.to.specific projects of prograin management support fu1ds, Trhe remai.der, resulted from a
reprograming action intjafting efforts on an automafle.4neteorological
o
systein to support Atryn weapons systems.
Mr. MAHON. Yo are not request
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edera [ agencies. OneIN,
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developed by th Navy and :&ir-Force, tu o
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completely satisf tory ind rt expense e. A
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wats
modified
du
as
an
exped*4rnt
solution to sat isfy tho ne for a meteorological rocket.
The current Arhiy prelect was initiated to develop,4, consumable
meteorological rocket for"Ise outside of establishedmissile ranges.
Two separate rockets are desi d-+ona-to--tvenh an altitude of 32
kilometers as a part of the n6w Army sounding equipment to support
artillery; and one for research and range support programs to go to
an altitude of 100 kilometers. If these objectives cannot be fully
achieved at iin acceptable cost, the project will still produce a neteoro.
logical rocket that will represent a major reduction cost per item:
This program is coordiniated among all interested agencies,
The Weather Bureau does not atempt to develop meteorological
rockets. National Aeronautics and Sjace Administration has shared
the costs of hazard imd design studies. At present, nonconsumnable
rockets are being designed and flight-tested jointly with Canada.
Canada is assuming more than half the contract costs. The Air Force
has agreed to procure rockets developed by the Army, if the test
,...,prove successful and will piovidea portion of the test costs.
.r. MaUIl4. wlhat iso reqirement for the developmentof auto.
matlo weather 'stations? What 6ther efforts in this area are carried
out w*ithi the Government
Mr. MAO11'etI
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General Bn-rs. The requirement is for a small equipneiot package
for air drop into inaccessible areas -toautomatically sense the meteorological conditions and telemeter the information over short distances.
Te data will provide measurements needed for direct support-type
operations - in other words, artillery fire, surveillance activities, or
logistical air drops. This will be in addition to the general weather forecast information obtainable from the Air Force in the tactical area
concerned.
PROJECT OBfJECTIVES

Mr. MAION. Is there someone here who can tell us generally in a
sentence or two what is being done under these atmospheric investigation projects? Can you.do that, Colonel Snead?
Colonel SNEAD. I can give part of it, sir.
The Army's direct interest in atmospheric sciences and that part
that is separate from the other programs, the other national programs
and the other service programs, are those parts that generally are
characterized by being close-in to Army operations in the field. There
are several examples, such as the very precise meteorological data
required for precise artillery prediction. This is the type of information that must be available, current, and accurate, to the artillery system in the field at all times. So that in addition to the lar er range
meteorological information that comes from the other prediction, or
weather forecasting services such as the Air Force, the Army requires
that some precise dihta for its own operation.
Similarly in the operations in the field, and particularly
the
growing number of Army helicopters, and the question of with
weather
influence on helicopter landings and helicopter visibility becomes
extremely important. The Army is involved on a cooperative basis
with the other services on those research aspects that are unique to
Army helicopter operations, such as when the weather condition
close in on landing zones on a very short period of prediction. What
can be done locally to modify the visibility with materiel that is
appropriate and supportable in the field?
Mr. MAUox. Did you learn anything about that?
Colonel SNEAD. The Army has had some interesting results in tailoring, or proper positioning of helicopters so that the down-wash from
the helicopter can, by build-up, slowly clear the immediate landing
zone and give visibility of the landing zone once the approaching
helicopters get into the area, cleared by the down wash. T iis is just
starting. We feel that there is potential there for much more, and part
of our research is oriented in that direction.
In addition the Army has meteorological and atmospheric science
requirements in its test programs. During the conduct of tests it is
important that we are able to describe exactly what the weather conditions were during the period of test so that we are able to properly
evaluate how much weather the equipment was actually exposed to.
If it were not sufficiently exposed to give a true, .valid determination
as to its ability to operate in such weather, then it becomes necessary
to include or add tiis period of testing back into the test program.
Corollary to that, of course, is the necessity that the Army be
familiar in detail with the type of weather conditions that will pertain
in potential areas of operation so that we can describe these to the
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test commands and we can make sure the equipment is tested against
this weather.
A final-and one that does in fact use a great deal of our atmospheric
sciences staff-is our responsibility for the support of the national
ranges, specifically the White Sands Missile Range, in which the Army
has responsibility for meteorological support that would cover that
facility.
TERRESTRIAL INVESTIGATIONS

INVESTIGATION OF NEW MATERIALS FOR CONSTRUCTION

Mr. MAHON. With respect to terrestrial investigations, you want $4
million for fiscal year 1970. You had a smaller sum last year, and a
smaller sum the prior year. What is involved in the new program entitled "Military Engineer Design Expedient Construction ?"'What is
that all about?
Colonel SNEAD. Sir, this represents an organized approach to an old
problem. For example, in Vietnam at the time of the buildup, it became
necessary to quickly construct-because there wrere no adequate facilities there-the essential expedient-type construction to house and support the U.S. forces,
The purpose of this program is to look carefully into new approaches
that might make better use of either new materials or indigenous
m aterials, and to attenipt to reduce the hammer and saw and cement
approach where possible; to hopefully reduce the need by better
identification of what local materials might be adapted to reduce the
need for 'the necessary inportation of construction materials in areas
where they are not available.
Mr. MAIlO.

Is this highly theoretical?

Colonel SNEAD. No, sir; it is directly practical, and that the prograin is designed to look into practical applications of either new
materials or the modification of existing materials in-country.
For example, are there ways of using building materials In-country
that will do the same thing as cement, if it is only for a temporary
period, to provide a hard stand and how to insure that that information is available to the engineer on the scene so that he can make
his judgments and select the local materials.
EVALUATION OF GEOGRAPHIIC AREAS

Mr. MpAION. What do'you mean when you make reference to "Military evaluation of geographic areas" for which you are requesting
$450,000?
Colonel SNEAD. I can speak to this, sir, with several examples. There
is a continuing need to insure that as Army and other service materiel
changes that we maintain pace with our knowledge of the particular
geographical conditions in which it, may operate. For example, cold
weather operations. If the Army, with its mission to provide airfield
construction technology support to the Air Force, nust know precisely
what the geographiil considerations are in cold regions and other regions, as pertain to the changes in Air Force aircraftMr. Mm-.ox. You can expand on that for the record.
(The information follows:)
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The project, Military Evaluation of Geographic Areas, is concerned with the
development of analytical models for analyzing the effectiveness of materiel and/
or military activities in operational environments. Mathematical models are used
to predict the performance of off-road vehicles, rate of cross-country movement
of infantry on foot, behavior of a projectile Impacting on soil, and performance e
of large-yield conventional munitions as a means to rapidly construct emergency y
helicopter landing zones. Analytical models are used to relate vegetation to terrain conditions.
The project seeks methods for acquiring, storing, retrieving and processing
environmental data for terrain analysis and for constructing parautnetric (or synthetic) terrains for use as scenarios in operations anblysL4. In this connection,
automatic recording instruments (cone penetrometer, meteorological sensors,
digital recorder laser theodolite) are developed for rapid acquisition of environ.
mental data in the field.

PHRMANEWr CONSTRUCTION 31ATE,TATLS 'rVITcNrQtTM..
Mr. MAITO . What is the objective of "Per'manelt ConstrUction Ma-

terials techniques" for which $400,000 is requested?
Colonel SxFqAi.
There is the corollary in the permanent construetion to the expedient-collstrlction program.
Mr. MAuox. You can elaborate on that.

(The information follows:)

The objective of the permanent construction matei'lials and tecllques is to
provide ndw knowledge essential for permanent construction to support fixed
weapon systems, improved communication centers, logistical support systems,
and hardened installations, Research is conducted to reduce construction time,
effort, and costs, improve materials and techniques to enhance reliability, uxmintainability, and reduce life-cycle costs of future contract constructed military
facilities.
Studies are conducted on sealants for waterproofing structures, use of bamboo and other locally available material for reinforcing concrete, and techniques
for extruding construction components. Theoretical studies are conducted on the
response of soil and structures to dynamic ground motions, Shock spectra criteria
are developed for assessing weapon-induced ground shock damage to critical
military structures. Procedures are developed for management control of engineering design, construction, and maintenance. New techniques are developed
for nondestructive testing, determining electromagnetic effects on materials,
and seismic wave propagation in earth materials to determine geophysical properties. Methods are developed for obtaining, storing, analyzing, and updating
technical data for Army construction of facilities.
ENGINEETI

O RESEAIRCTE TAIIOILkTOUY

Mr. MAHON, Discuss the "U.S. Arny Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory' which is scheduled to be completed ths 11o1t]).
What will be the anntial cost of this facility? Is it a G-overnenhetowned facility? How many personnel will be revolved?
General Bnrxrs. In the recent past the Chief of Engineers has established a research center for construction research and development

under contract with the University of Illinois. As far as I am concerned, in the whole construction business, that is probably the most
significant single step we have taken in years because traditioilly we
have left the whole business of research up to the materials suppliers
and to the architects and engineers to create new tecliques for butilding a building. But there hias nevey been any centralized approach
to research and development related to the whole question, of construction and that has been a real lack.
Now this is just beginning, but I predict in time we will be able
to apply modern system-oriented ,analysis to the construction that
we have been applying for years to major weapons systems.
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COORDINATION OF TIOUSINO RESEAICI

EWPOn'r WITI

IUD

Mr'. MAiON. Mr. Roinney the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development; as I understand it, is interested in considerable research
in tihe field of construction. Is there any relationship between what is
being done by the military and what Is being done by Housing and
Urban DaAveloplment?
General 1Bwvr's. It is. my understanding that they are working very,
closely together In their niuual planning of the future research and
development efforts.
Mr. MAnON. Is there anybody here who foresees any dramatic

breakthrotijh ?

General Bh,''s. I think it is too early in terms of what the Chief of
Engineers has started doing. I would have to leave it up to HIMl to
decide whift. they have to say on the subject.
Mr. Ruonns.'What typje construction are you talking about? You
are not talking about civil functions of the Corps of Engineers in the
construction of dams and the like are you ?
General BETTS. I am talking to the general problemm of construction
that, is faced by the Chief of Engineers. It goes all the way from
housing to major buildings.
Mr. MAHION.'I would assume it might relate to some extent to dams.
Mr. Poon. It is my understanding that it does not relate to dams at
all. It is primarily concerned with application of current, technology
to the inexpensive construction of buildings of all sorts.
Mr. MAIHON. Temporary and permaLnenit?

Mit', Pooit. Temporary and permanent. It deals particularly with
new plastics and new materials that don't fit easily into the current
building trades environent and makes use of such things as plastics
and prefabricated coinp'6nents2 building block construction. I think it
is an extremely promising thing which tiltilmt1ely may ham a real
application in the civil community, with tie proviso we can make these
tecliniques also acCeptable to the labor unions. It has been really a
serious problem in the building trades.
Mr. MAToN. Will you cheelk' this testimony and confer, if necessary, with the Army Engineers and clarify the record as to this
program so that. we can have a, comprehensive understanding of
what you propose?
Mr. ioeu. Mr. Chairman, I will be happy to.
(The informhftidn requested follows:)
The U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory Is a class II
activity under the Chief of Engineers, The laboratory will develop, through
investigations and analytical study, methods of advancing concepts and telinology for the planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance of

fixed weapon, communication and logistic facilities. The laboratory will advanco and disseminate knowledge of new and improved construction materials
and techniques In the interest of national defense and the conservation of
national resources. Studies vill be conducted on the advantages of industrialized

construction, off-site prefabrication and optimum scheduling of deliveries slid
module erection.

The laboratory building will be leased from the Interstate Research Park In
cooperation with the UnIversity of Illinois. The laboratory will be staffed by
Government personnel and all' equipment will be, Government owned. By December 1909, the staff. is expected to consist of two officers and 150 civilians.
Fiscal year 1970 budget is $2.0 million. It is planned to expand this laboratory
as qualified people and additional ftnds become available.
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USE OP QtIONSE, Uh'1TS

Mr. Awnimvs. What happened to the old World WiiAr It quiet
huts? Have you used them in Vietnam? Why would they not be very

suitable to that country?

General Bvrs, We have used them ill approplite eireuistalees.
Mr. ANDmmFWS. You had tile Pacific full of tihei dullng World War
IT. I can't coniCeiVe of it cheaper type of constrtction t lhn a qtollsot
hut. You call thlow them ip overnight. They can he as big as you
want or as small as you wtmt.
General Bmrs. Except it has to be hauled away frlom the Unitvd

States, all the way to Vietnam and what we aim seeking il soelie of
this temporary construction is it technique for using hx'ial inatrifilS
that will save that shipping.
Mr. ANotIws. Just whatt do they have dlown there,

general?

General Biin-'s. They have lumber in quantities; t hey have local
materials; gravel, sand.
Colonel 6NiAD. Mr. Clir mnall, I might add something at. this point.
This is in the exploratory development program. One of til very iiiportant benefits that the Army gets from partciptitlig ill this t)yp)o
of program is, it couples Our own laboratory people very closely to
current technology in this area. It, prepares them to better meet. t iotr
responsibilities in describing precisely the specifications f6r time constructi,on of military buildings.
TI'AIIDJ

NEI AN'I'II,\T

IC MIrSSIL,

'iViItIrALrS

Mr. MmluoN. With respect to hardelled anitbil-litic, missile mate.

rials, you apparently are requesting
. TIh1t. appears to bo i
new program, yet we have been working on the hardening of various
ty -of missile sites over,a number of years.
Irat problems associated with A BM materials do you seekc to
overcome?
General BPTrs.

Mr. MAUON. Haven't you been working on this problem lertofore?

General BE'rs. Yes, sir; we have.
Voe created it as a new program element to give visibility to the
effort because we considered it so important.
CoMErrrnxzIrD INST'rxoNrio

F oil DumF8N,

LANOUAON INSTITUTE

Mr. MATio. You are requesting $1.4 million in fiscal year 1070 for
"Education and training development" as com pared witi $8$0,000 in
fiscal year 1969 and $490,000 in fiscal year 1008. What is your just.
flcation for such a large increase in this programI
General Bums, In fiscal year 1968 this element supported the comn

puter administered instruction program. In fiscal year 1969 this ele-

ment was increased to provide for an additional program directed
toward curriculum modernization and improved tests and measurements in the Defense Language Institute. In fiscal year 1970 both of
these programs are increased to provide for progressive phases planned
i both programs.
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Mr. MAHJON. For the reeO'(l tell Its thO uwrgeney0 Of this progra.11.
You budgeted $1.2 million in 1,his trea, in fiscal year 19(00 and'only
allocatedI $850,000. Could it'ip of tis program be further deferreOd
without sools COnfl 5(11011ce5?
General 14"11,11S. A dIeferr-al in this program will have ser-ious consequelve. hi is it developtinnt, program ralte than rlesearch. Ttf is
thuroughI this prsograi that weo (evelol) and appl)Jy to Armly trailnif
1
4,elid
1industrial, andl edueatiloi rescire
thle aillaces that Artyrc
have imade avalal.
.s 1 explained, thle two effort-s within this 1)1feeol this pr-ogramil is ver'y itilportalt, anld
Volatively new. We1
are11
am1,1,1
iave em1phansized Noe nouw applications In1)efense language instructionl lprogni1 because, ofl the progress that Can be0 renalizedl ther-e. Wo a1re
Irving to bring that effort, up to a level where the p1'og1.s Willocr
Within t iisotanbuale perlool of timeI atid not. be mitlyyproti-actedl. In
o11L1 (10()mputio alin istersed Iinstruction effort., thie staft, tihe hardware,
the comlutter programlS, and the inistructional materials have 1)(1011
integi-ated into a system for test. and evahutiton. 'Il,~ e
grtadualIly
II'mllat'1.ies aire nowM eomipleto.,r 111114t.t inceva.4e 01116 level of founding
in fiscal year 1970 Ini ordIer to operate theo system for test, and evalia.
tion )llpoS,
Omql
IND. 15,FmmN For the reeoi'd (lescribe, the "Collmuter assisted ill-

strileflon" project for which You are reques1tig $800,000.
General .1~E'VJ'. Regearech outside filie A rmy has demonstrated the
potential utility of the coIll1lter as anl eMuea~ioiial tool. 'rue 1)hrl)o5
of the Army ofi'ort is to atssess tihe feasibility of using comipter adnlinister-ed instruction (CAT) in Army trah'iNg. We7,are (10eve lpinga
prototyp~e systems for tost and eva11lion. 1,his will give uts the lmsis
for deciding w~hon and how to ius CAT and for specifyinf the 0 tlifitttm
CAT system. Existing computers aye used. We are (eveloping the
Comlltfr pr-ogramls, the instructflotial methods, and the iisitelletiilal
mlaterils and integralting these into at funcltional military MAT system.
The evaluation phanse wats initiatedl In June 1909.
STUDIES ANM) A NAIXAES
EPPE01 OV cANCORirA'rION OP 1111A11

mmr Alk1no.

You are reoqulestinig $10 million for "Studies and

analysess, it$colm1 )ared to$19,6 Il fil. year 1969. Wha1t, kin'id of,studies,
anliwallyses? Wha AyO
didnt
hve te $0 m lon? Pp if "
ot abanidoned this program anld
General Bmrrs. Our structure for total life cycle of anly liOw item
of equipment oil weapons system deffnids that du1r1ig tli formative
stages we are interested In whaft technology can do to suipply alnswer's

to ilroblems we see within tihe military,.ha structure -deniflhds an
extensive series of both design studies \vith respect to eqtiipmont, Mid(
operational anaflysis 4tudios with respect to how one m hit, use, that
eAf;rox. Would studies of tis id do0 anly good On a project
like tie Cheyenne helicopter or the mai lbAttle tank tmid so forth ?

General Thi-mrs. it certainly wvould'alid studies of this sort. were i'ery

important to the beginnings of, say, the main battlo- tank and tile
Cheyenne. As a.matter of fact, every major system. Futrthermore, they
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continue through the life cycle of the system. As we know more about
the details of systems capability and lilit tion, as well as costs. For
example, one very important factor in the Army approach to the qestion of whether or not we should continue the heyenne production
contract was an analysis of whether or not a very much more expensive
aircraft could pay its way as a gunship. So we went through some
very important operational effectiveness studies related to cost to help
the Army staff make up its mind as to whether or not we could accept
cost growth in this aircraft and still find it a prudent purchase for the
Army.
Now, actually those studies indicated that we could accept some
cost growth. The real question yet to be decided since we canceled that
is what the cost growth wilf be once we have solved
production
time l)re.11t contract,
R. & 1). programs.
If we can get that aircraft for a reasonable price, there is no doubt whatsoever about its cost effectiveness. If
the cost growth is more than I now think it will be, the answer will be
pretty clear that we just shouldn't try to afford it, but we do need to do
the analysis.
Mr. SI ioN. You are requesting $10 million for "Studies and
analyses" as compared with $9.6 in!llion in fiscal year 1969. For the
record, tell us whiy you require an increase in this area.
(The information requested follows:)
This amount represents a modest cost-of-living increase, Teclnieal man-year
effort remains constant.

LIST OF STUDIr:

Mr. MAIJON. Submit a tabulation of the fiscal year 1969 program in
"Studies and analyses" showing the name of each study, the name
of the organization performing the study the total estimated cost of
the study, the fiscal year 1969 funding, and the anticipated completion
date of the study. dan you also supply similar data on the fiscal year
1970 program?
(The information requested follows:)
TABULATION OF THE FISCAL YEAR 1969 STUDIES AND ANALYSES PROGRAM

Study

Contractor

Total
Anticipated
estimated
cost
Funding completion
date
(thousands) (thousands)

FOREWON (automated force planning system) ....... Research Analysis

Cor p.
..... do..........
ming support for the Department of the Army
Research support ingaIngd....
ehd o nlsso ~ o...
i~mng
Simulation aid
Logistics (SIML0
Anaysesofin

tvated supply and maintenance sys. . ... o........
do .......
.......
NireX in nucleareophange ..........

Fo and system plannlig cost-information s stem...do ........
personnel I"ory alysis techniques (PIZ)......I....
9*. 04....
Frecosl model development...............

Countelnurgecycosting.,.............. do .........
Operations enaly Is and evauatlon of SAM-D and .::do ............
related defense symems technology.
o
RACFOE (RAO field ot;e Europe)
.. science
Army Research
e ear
Simulation Of personnel operations(SIMPO).

$3,905
395

$1,665 August 1970.

178
69 (A).
A)ugust 1969.
193

Do.

93
693
239

93
Do.
3;1 August 1970.
74 August 1969.
194
Do.
93
Do.
63
Do.
239
Do.

A180

gust 1970.

93
954

Laboratoryv

Arlinton, va.
. •
Intelliene analysis by machine.................... do...
Research
Force Portfolio (FORPORT) ...................... Planning
Corp.
See footnotes at end of table, p.205,

75

95

75

95

March 1970.

(1).
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TABULATION OF THE FISCAL YEAR 1969 STUDIES AND ANALYSES PROGRAM-Continued

Study

Contractor

Total
estimated
Anticipated
cost
Funding completion
(thousands) (thousands)
date

Ad hoc requirements, institutional research, miscol. Research Analysis
(2)
laneous.
Corp.
Strategy analysis of Europe ................
do.......
$122
Strategic analysis of Northeast Asia ............
do.......
122
Strategic analysis of Southeast Asia ............
do.......
124
Strategic
analysis
of
North
Africa,
Middle
East,
and
....do
............
95
South Asia,
Strategic analysis of Latin America .............
do.......
94
Strategic analysis of sub.Saharan Africa ..........
do .............
71
Army's potential role In space...............
do........
22
Latin American nuclear Iee zone (LANFZ) ........
do .............
29
Minor contingencies, their roles and their demands ...... do .............
26
U.S. and regional collective security arrangements
(COLSEC).........................do.......
75
Long.range environmental (LORE) studies, East ..... do ............
48
Europe.
Science and technological support................ do .............
Southeast Asia night operations equipment system ..... do .............
development plan (SEA NITEOPS SDP).
Aggregate cost model for Southeast Asia night op- Resource Manage100
eratlons multiple systems analysis,
. m Cope..
eent
(a)
Project High Gear troop test ...................... Tecnnical
tons, Ifnc,persons
(a)
War game support (Cheyenne) .................... Research Analysis
Corp.
(a)
Nonnuclear ammunition rates ..................... Eyler Associates,
Inc.
Evaluation of barrier systems ..................... Techinical Opera.
38
tIons, Inc.
Tank antitank/assault weapons system study ..... do ............
164
(TATAWS) division war game,
Ssupport of alrmoblie operation through destruction Booz-Allen Applied
214
of enemy air defense system (SAMODEAD 75).
Research Inc.
Terrestrial target analysis methodology for nuclear Braddock, Dunn &
75
weapons.
McDona td.
Bulk petroleum facilities and systems ............. Technical Opera.
247
tions, Inc.
Combat operations loss and expenditure dateResearch Analysis
752
Vietnam (COLED-V)
Corp.
Airmobility In the mid.high-Intensity, phase III war ..... o ............
480
game.
Short takeoff and landing (STOL) utility fixed-wiig Resource Manage.
100
airplane study,.
ment Corp.
Nuclear warfare operations.
..............
Institute of Com.
916
bined Arms and office,
•surport-research
Theater Army replacement system (TARS) evalua- Instltlte of
oomc 201
tion and Implementation tactical reconnaissance
bined Arms and
and surveillance.
Support-Research Office.
Methodology for Army-85 .........................
do .............
Combat operations frequency Study (COF) ......... Technical Opera.
tIons, Inc.
Field evaluation mission effectiveness in a toxic ..... do .............
environment (IMETOXE).
Target arrays-Threat 76..................
do.......
Standard target arrays ....... *........................do
.......
Optimum mix of artillery units (legal mix IV).......
do.............
Preferential analysis methodology formulation and Resource Managerefinement land combat system 90.
Corp.
Family of aircraft study (FAAS-85) ................ Research Analysis
Corp.
Tactical fire table data base ...................... Oklahoma University
Research Institute.
Probable Communist Tactics (Operational Behavior) Research Analysis
for Takeover of Developing countries post-VietCorp.
nam through 1985,
Development of Improved tactical war game model, Institute of Corn.
368
DIVTAG II.
bined Arms and

$183 (2).
122 Aug. 31, 1969.
122
Do.
124
Do.
95
Do.
94
Do,
71
Do.
22
Do.
29
Do,
26
Do.
75 Aug. 31, 1969.
48
Do.
269
29
100
Do.
23 ().
250 (a).
198 ).
38 May 1969.
164 (2).
214 (2).
75 ).
125 June 1969.
352 July 1969,
80 February 1970.
100 December 1969.
916 November 1969.
39 (2).
130 November 1969.
90 May 1969.
25 June 1969.
107 0 .
100(1).
69
1rch 1971.
116 (9).
40 September 1970.
33 ().
42 August 1970.

45 June 1969.

Suport.Research

Comparison of aimobile and mechanized division ..... do .........
level operations in a low-Intensity type I environment (CAMDIV).
Logistic data base associated with the FM-101-10 ..... do .............
series.
Development of a division level computerized
. ..... do .......
ulation model for valuation of combat develop.
•ments doctrine (DIYSMO) (DIVTAG I).
See footnotes at end of table, p. 205.

146

146 November 1969.

(8)

143 ().

120

120 January 1969.
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TABULATION OF THE FISCAL YEAR 1969 STUDIES AND ANALYSES PROGRAM-Continued

Study

Total
estimated
Anticipated
cost
Funding completion
(thousands) (thousands)
date

Contractor

Air defense agency computer simulation capabilities Braddock Dunn
and analysIS
war gam results,
and McDonald.
Analysis
oftestofexpermental
and other data per- Oklahoma
Unver.
talng to artillery effectiveness.
sity Research
Institute,
Development and analysis of alternative air defense Braddock Dunn
systems for the Army (80 -),
and McDonald.
Identiflcation of dental diseases and conditions Technical Operareducing combat effectiveness.
tIons Inc,
Troop test mixed tank platoon ...............
do.......
Troop test rrmor battalion light .............
do.......
Instltutlonal research miscellaneous ...........
do .......
Preparation .or preferential analysis support
do ............
games and sImulatlions (maziual war gaming) land
combat system 90,
Automated force planning system-FOREWON ...... Research Analysis
Corp.
Combat,
(CS 1).support, combat service support ...... do .............
.tradoofscombq

140
(1)
150
195
8
4

140 January 1969.
67 (1).
150 June 1969.
195 (2).

8 April 1969.
4
Do.
72().
36

3,905
150

600 August 1970.
150 September 1970.

Force mix of Ar my aircraft capable of Instrument ..... do .............
flght rulesfll fliht
formationn
to and of Instrument flight rules

250

250 August 1970.

Force unit cost nformatlop system........
. o.............
Cost ?actor dave opment oruse In ot1 mating US ..... do .............
Army funds insupport of the Rep luof letnam
Army regional forces, and popular forces.
Cost da development .............
......
.......
Developing cos factors for estimating equipment.
do.......
operating costs.
Personnel analysis system (PAS).,_,,,,,
......
do..........
Simulation model or personnel operations (SIMPO Behavoral Science
ii).
Research
Laboratory.
Reserve component personnel projection model Research Analysis
(RCPs M).
Corp.
Military logistic and mobilization bases of Warsaw
.
Pact forces .......
...............
do.......
Warsa Pact seurJty force rends .......
do .............
Methodolo for force requirement determination
(MEFOR)
. ..............
.......
do .............
t
Stra
ac analytIs
anovouth
Asia. of North Africa, the Middle East, ..... do .............
Strategic analysis o northeast Asia .............
do.......
Stratelic analysis uope .....................
do .......
ocornterfaces tuy (INS) ....................
do .......
Asia defensive psts (AD POST0
.............
o.......
Alternatives to mobll~atlon (ALT MOB)
do .............
Cornunlcations role in national deveopment-. .... do .............
Inc udIPg political, economic, and military considerations.
A strategic study of manpower resources in the Pa. .... do .........
clfi a e.
Mode 0f te U.S Army worldwide logistic system ..... d4 .............
(MAWLOG).
Simulation 'and gaming methods for analysis of ..... do .........
logistics-iI(SIGMALOO II).

75
50

75
Do.
50 July 1970,

50
150
300
720

50 August 1970.
100
Do,
300
Do.
180 July 1970,

200

200 August 1970.

Model for inter ration of supply and maintenance ..... do .............
operations Intactical support systems
Expansion of Jreseribedload list .(PLL)-multl. .... do...........
echelon stoc;agq models to Include essentiality,
weight, anIcuOe
Technolo
ils alternalives
Arm Ilosu
Pontsyste and
s, mixes for 1976-85 ..... do.............
I'mPic -0roclod amp oyment of tactical om . .... do.............
munlcalons satellites on the electronic environ,
ment ofth eflid Ary,
Role of Nike lin n ciar exchange.... .......
.......
Osming suprtfor department or the Army..
..... do.......
Ad hoc require ants, institutional research ........
do ............
science and tec nolo I I support..........

orargt arras-trea 85 ... .........

..

ehkpr

35 September 1910.
35
Do.
200
105
70
70
70
70
52
52
35
550

35 October 1970.
350 August 1970.

200

200

Do.

200

100

Do.

150

160

Do.

350
400

350 February 1970.
200 July 1971.

546

225 August
1970.
200
ii

.

, Inc.
.
..
A r a,vlnlcm program .................
SAM-D firing doctrine StUdy
...
. .
).
Infantry battalion as acombat system ...........
Nonnuclear ammunition rates ..................... Eyler-As'socfats;;,Inc.
$ee footnotes at and of table, p.00.

August 1970.
July 1970.
January 1970.
August 1970.
Do.
Do
Do.
June 1970.

116

165
125
366

200

145 July 1973.
12565)

366

160 April 1970.
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TABULATION OF THE FISCAL YEAR 1969 STUDIES AND ANALYSES PROGRAM-Continued

Study

Total
Anticipated
estimated
cost
Funding completion
(thousands) (thousands) date

Contractor

Operations research support for Army-75 .......... Institute for Com.
bined Arms and
Support-Research
Office.
Operations
research support for combat arms and ..... do .............
support-85,

()

Host le observation satellite systems (HOSS) .......
Examination of the foasiblilty of developing a sta..
billty operations system (SOS),.
Design of the methodology for conceptual force gam.
i,1in support of land combat systems-90s prefer.
ential analysis.
TACFIRE table data base .........................

Technical opera.
tons, Inc.
.... do .............

450

(s).................

(,)

180 (2).

70 (a).

(1)

450 July 1970.

o

25 (),
280 ().

Oklahoma Univer.
sity Research
Institute.
Probable Communlt tactics (operational behavior) Research Analysis
for takeover of developlng countries-post.Viet.
Corp.
nam through 1985.
Family of Army aircraft study 1970-85 (FAAS-85) ..... do .............
foliqw-on studies.
Functional rea descriptIlon; (FAD s) for Institute Technical Opera.
of Strateglo and Stability operations.
tions, Inc.
Airmobile test progr
............
.
. .
.
Ro[se
rolh, Inc
Optimum mix of artillery units LEGAL MIX I
Bo-A
o-.....IeqAppl1ed

232

33 July 1973.

130

90 August 1970.

The police role InInternal defense and development..
Family of com ined aims computerized simulation
models (OPMOR),
Field Army airspace utilization study (FAAUS I)...
Army-75 evaluation war game ....................

Researe Aalysis
Corp.
(S).................

(a)

Communications
Sytm.Inc, &
( .................

(')

Identification of dental diseases and conditions
reducing combat effectiveness.
Forecast of resources availability................
Analysis of test experimental and other data pertaking to artillery efectiveness.
Paramilitary organizations for social and economic
benefit.
A study of survey accuracy requirements for artillery weapons: Army-175.
U.S. Armed Forces relations with governments:
In.exile.

chicaif eratons, Inc.
Oklaho ma Unlversylty
Research Insti.
tute.
(3).................

(3)

(3).................

Q)

36 (a).
80 (a).

(s).................

(1)

36 (a).

Aroiaconcefts-combat arms-85

I

cond..t.on.

150

150 (s).
120 May 1970.

185

316 a
45 (3)
375 (a).

(I)

p

674 September 1970.
674 ()
200 a)
4

4 ? 200 j anuary 1974.
067

July 1973.

Contlnuln$ requirement.
Undetermined.

3 Unknown,

WND TuxNxz

STUDY

USE OF NASA WIND TUNNlL
r[. MAltox.

A university research program on wind tunnel testing

is referred to on page 16 of your statement, General Betts. Does the

Army own one tunnel for the testing of helicopters and V/STOL air-

craft'? Both NASA and the Air Force have a number of wind tunnels.
Whitt is the situation with respect to wind tunnels?

Mf[r. Poon. The Arny uses t wind tunnel facility at the NASA Ames
Research Center, whicl is maintained and operated by Army personnel in cooperation with Anes Laboratry people.
Now, to put it in perspective, the Ai r "Force,the Navy, and NAkS A
all have wind tunnels for testing V/STOL class aircraft, but a whl(I
tunnel is in a very real sense just one of the tools of the trade and it is
immJortant that we have these facilities available to our own people for
their use.
The actual ownership of the wind tunnel we use for aircraft and
helicopter research at the Army Aeronautical Rlesearch Laboratory is
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NASA owned and leased at no cost to us for our purposes. We have
several other wind tunnels for special purposes, such as the supersonic
wind tunnel complex at Aberdeen Proving Ground, which is used for
ballistic research.
ARIMY F.LA'rIONStlIP
I
WITfl

ARNOLD ENOINIO-MRING CF NTER

Mr.MAXON. What relationship does the Army have to the Arnold
Engineering Center at Tullahoma, Tenn.?
Mr. Poon. I believe the fair characterization is that we are an interested bystander. Tullahoma was primarily built for work on very high
performance fixed-wing aircraft. It was established a pliobor oT years

ago. I was a member of the committee that started it in being. t has
facilities for testing very large jet en' ines, transconic atroaft, supersonic aircraft, and guided missiles. Whlile we don't have ainy use for all
those articles, we have a great deal of use for the aeronautical design
results that come out of Tullahoma.
General Bnvrs. And we have, upon occasion, in some of our test pro-

grains, used those facilities on a reinbursable basis.

Mr. MATxox. low many wind tunnels does the Army operate and at
what annual cost? For the record.
(The information follows:)

Thec Army operates 14 wind tunnels at an approximate annual operatig cost
of $2,015,000.
BODy ARmOR

Mr. MAXION. Is the study of polyolefln films for body arinor a art
of your research effort under "Materials"?
General lBE rs. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHoN.What is that material, polyolefin ?
General Bm-rs. It is a tough plastic which promises a very considerable return in the protection-to-weight ratio for body armor.
DEFECTIVE ARMOR SENT TO VIETNAM

Mr. MAlml.
There has been recent discussion of cracks in body
armor sent to Vietnam. Do you have any R. & D. effort directed toward
overcoming this problem and actually whatis the situation in regard
to the armor utilied inVietnam?.
General Bvrs. We do have work on improving body armor but
ma I say that in connection with the recent publicized problems
wil body, armor, that during the development cycle we do establish
a set of joint characteristics. That relates to the huiman-engineering
question, the fit question , the weight, and that sort of thing.
The physical properties that are selected for body aimor don't
apply to a specific size of individual, but they do apply to the ability
to got i and get out of them
I'iickly because there are circumstances
under which a crew member of an aircraft, or a GI in certain circumstun6es may be particularly anxious to get out of his armor .qiinckly.
The back'ground I have Just given relates to the fact that this whole
impact on the logistics problems rela ted to body armor, the tailoring
of body armor foir individual requirements, and what we have done is
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try 'to compromise between the maniy desires of the user and what w
feel is practical from the point of view of )nass production of body
armor that. is al)l)lilable to all size individuAls find under 0 1 (,ictl.mistances of Ilse.
We don't. try to create body armor for an infaintry soldier thit will

protect, him against all battlefield threats simply because it isimprac,teial froni the point of view of the penetVatt ioll of a bullet its opposed
to tie plenetration l)rol)lem with respect. to inortialr flilgnts, of svl(l
fragilments.
MAr. MAlowN. You can elaborate on that tfor the record.

(The inforinat ion follows:)

The battlefield threats to personnel and hardware invilud( fragnwnt s from
explosive shells, armor piercing projectiles from small arms to artilhvry sizes,
blast front exploding shells and mines, shaped charges, and possilly vo rloti4 foris
of radiation. The main battle tank Is designed for major l)rolIectlon ig:ilIisi. oi1l.
Other hardware Items stl(l its )ersonnel carriers, aircraft, triik,,4, and liionts ,'!in
afford only enough weight penalty for armor to protect them against n i~o'rtlon of
the entire threat spectra. Personnel armor is intended l)rlnarily to defhiat slitill
fragments,

Current fibrous organic armor materials (nylon, duron, and shnilar materials)
i armor vest form at weights up to about 0 pounds can give protection from these
shell fragments, The material used weighs about 20 ounces per square fot. Vests
using more layers of material and weighing up to about 12 pounds are coml)etitive
with metal armor and superior to ceramic armor.
When greater weight can be carried, as for example, by truck, aircraft or boat
crewmen, use of metals or ceramics backed tip with bonded organic fibrous structures or bonded glass fiber structures begin to show advantages over single
materials of any type.
Different fragmentation munitions generate a wide variety of fragment weights
and velocities, and thus different armors have varying capacities to absorb energy
depending on 'the fragment characteristics, For example, armor composed of
titanium plates backed up by nylon fabric, a combination weighing about 0 pounds
for the standard body armor vest, was selected to emphasize protection against
low-weight, high-velocity fragments from high explosives. If it Is less important to
provide protection from fragments than from small arms fire (e.g., caliber .80
and .0 ammunition), heavier composite armor consisting of a ceranmic body such
as alumina, or silicon carbide or boron carbide backed up by a glass relnformed
plastic will be used.
Determination of the type of armor to be used is therefore dependent upon the
ballistic threat, and the weight that can be carried.
IMPROPER CHECK Or MATERIAL

Mr. MAHON. It has l)een alleged that the faulty ar mor sent to Vietnam hadn't been properly checked. I wish you would comment specifically in regard to this.
General BEvrs. I will have to put that in the record. I don t have information on the specific charges.
Mr. MAHON. All right, let us have the facts f'om the standpoint of
the Army.
(The information follows:)
The allegation that faulty body armor had been shipped to Vietnam was made
by, Representative Margaret M, Heckler, Republican, of Massachusetts, In a letter
to the Secretary of Defense, dated June 20, 1900. The body armor referred to in
this letter is the ceramic body armor for ground troops providing protection
against caliber .80 ball ammunition. In May 1908, Department of the Army approved a request for 40,000 sets of ceramic body armor for use In Vietnam. The
Defense Supply Agency Is procuring that body armor from the Carborundum Co.
of Niagara Falls. N.Y. Delivery of the armor began In December 1008 and in
scheduled for completion in December 1069.
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Through March 31, 1969, a total of 7,524 sets of armor were delivered to Vietnam. No shipments were made in April 1909 as lb was discovered that some of
the armor In lot 4 contained cracks. At this point, representatives of Defense
Supply Agency, Natick Laboratories and Carborundum Co. met to determine
necessary corrective action. It is reported -that,the contractor changed his manufacturing process starting with lot 5. Lots 5, 0, and 7 have been subjected to a
4 percent sampling X-ray test. These tests have so far revealed that lots 5, 0,.
and 7 are satisfactory. There is no evidence that armor sets from lots 1, 2, and
3 are defective, but efforts are underway to locate the sets from these lots.
Through June 2, 1969,10,948 vests had been shipped to Vietnam.
Thirty-two sets of armor from lot 4 were X-rayed at the Army Materiels and
Mechanics Research Center, Watertown, Mass. Thirteen of these contained cracks
that would cause rejection. The effect these cracks may have on ballistic protection has not yet been determined. However, 1,100 sets of armor from lot 4
have been located and are being returned from Vietnam.
AVAILABILITY OF BODY ARMOR

Mr. KMioN. We have been discussing these various programs. Before going into aircraft and related equipment, are there any quesGeneral Bm'rs. I would like to add to that armor item and we will
for the record, so everyone can question us on it. We simply do not
want to so burden a man on patrol by giving him armet: that will stop
everything that we make certain compromises. Unf rtunately, the
soldier in the field doesn't always understand that the armor is not
supposed to stop everything. Consequently, we are faced with those
very unhappy circumstances. A bullet will penetrate the body armor.
Mr. ANDREWS. What percentage of our soldiers, General, have body
armor?

General BE rs. It is available to all of the soldiers who go out on
patrol. It is available to them when they go into combat. There are
many circumstances under very high heat conditions where the local
commfider would prefer not to use them because the heat prostration
question is more real than the question of protection.
PROTECTION OFFERED BY ARMOR

Mr. ANDRnws. Describe one of the issues given to a soldier if you
want to. What part of the body is covered?
General Brm's. It covers the chest and'back. It is a vest.

Now, for crewmen who are not so concerned about mobility, we

have chest, back, legs, a much more complete coverage.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the biggest bullet or fragment that they are
developed'to protect against?
General Btvrs. The design of the standard armor handles a 11-grain
fragment moving at 1,250 feet per second. Now, that is less than the
bullet of any rifle unless it is a fairly spent bullet.
Mr. ANrD Ews. After all,, it is not too much protectionl?
General BE'rs. It is tremendous against mortar fragments and shell
fragments, and those are by far the largest percentage of killings now.
MEPROPER CHEOK OF NM

IAL

Mr. LIPsconn. General, the further specific allegation is that some
of the b6dy arxm6r being sent to Vietnam is defective and has cracks
in it causingdanger to the man wearing it.
II
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General BEI'S. I have heard of the allegation. I just don't have
any answer to it.
Mr. Lipscon. The allegation also is that the manufacturer of this
body armor sells armor on the commercial market to sheriffs and local
police. The manufacturer X-rays the body armor purchased by the
sheriffs' departments and local police so they can tell where the cracks
exist in the armor. It appears that the Defense Department chose to
purchase this armor from this manufacturer, without having it Xrayed and therefore it is being sent to Vietnam with cracks in it.
Now, the Secretary of Defense has already told Mrs. Heckler that
he was going to have an investigation made immediately. You haven't
heard about,the investigation; maybe the problem doesn't come under
your jurisdiction. I think, however, that we ought to be sure that the
record is clear here that Mrs. Heckler's allegations are serious enough
to already -laive warranted some attention and consideration.
General Bivr-rs. I have heard about the allegations. I don't have an
answer to it. It is not in my area of responsibility, but for this record
I will give you a complete answer.
(The information follows:)
Investigations to date indicate that the alleged faulty ceramic body armor
is confined to lot 4 produced by Carborunduln Co. The Army has been evaluating
samples of ceramic body armor taken from lot 4, to include radiological tests
and ballistic tests. Although some decrease In ballistic protection may occur as
a result of the cracked armor extensive tests will be required to determine the
actual degradation of protection. To date the decrease in ballistic protection, If
any, has not been determined. Army Materiels and Mechanics Research Center
X-ray specialists have visited the contractor's plant and confirmed that samples
selected from Lots 5, 6, and 7 are satisfactory based on X-ray tests.
In response to Representative Heckler's letter to the Secretary of Defense,
a DOD staff team departed on June 30, 1069, to visit Army Materiels and
Mechanics ReseaTch Center, Natick Laboratories, the Carborundum Co. and
Defense Personnel Support Center, Defense Supply Agency. This team of
specialists in quality control and engineering will review all thte facts and
-circumstances surrounding the procurement, testing, and inspection of this body
armor. The Secretary of Defense has notified Representative Heckler that he will
.advise her of the outcome of the review and of actions taken prior to July 15,
1909.

Mr. MAI1-ON. W ewill return, gentlemen, at 2 o'clock.
AFTERNOON

SESSION

AIRCRAFT AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
PROGRAM FUNDING

Mr. ANDmnWs. The conmmit"ee will come to order. This afternoon
we will take up "Aircraft and related equipment."
Mr. Lipscomb, did you have further questions on the subject that
was under discussion before we adjoiuthed at noon?
Mr. LiPSCOmB. No; Mr. Chairman.
RnPIIGRAMANG' INCREASED IN 1909 FUNDS

Mr. ANDREWs. General Betts, you are requesting $127.1 million in

fiscal year 1970 for aircraft and related equipment. This request is $10
million more than the 1069 program. Was $117.1 million the amount
appropriated by Congress for fiscal 1969?
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General BEt's. Yes; $123 was appropriated but we roprograitecd
some of those funds to other activities.
I will have to research where that other noney went.
(Staff note: Subsequent to the hearings General Betts corrected
his answer to read: No; $98.5 million was appropriated but through
reprogranmng we increased this to $117.1 million.)
Mr. ANDnEws. Why was this budget activity increased and what
programs wore decreased as t result oft,his reprograining action.
General Br'is. The reprograming' budget was Mlated to 1969. ie

increase in 1970 is related to the acditional effort that would be in-

volved in going ahead with the heavy lift copter, and concurrent with
that we would like to get underway vith the utility tactical transport
aircraft system.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Has the subcommittee of the other body taken action
on the authorization for the R. & D. program for the Army with
reference to the heavy lift chopper?
Genreal Birrs. Yes, sir. The Senate Armed Services Committee in
marking up the 1970 budget have recommended deletion of the $20
million we had allocated for the heavy lift,chopper.
Mr. A nmvs. Do you iave a request for $20 million for that project
before us in this budget request?
General BE'rrs. We do. It is included in the submission to you. My
mistake, it is $15 million for fiscal 1970. It has been reduced. It, was
originally $20 million and had been reduced when we rea adjusted the
fi.Sa 190 budget.
Mr. ANnwRs. Is this correct? Your appropriation for 1969 was $98
plus million.
General 13mrs. That is correct.
Mr. AwunrIms. Then by reprograming actions you increased that
to $117.1 million.
General BFinrs. That is correct,
Mr. ANDnWs. Now as against $117.1 million, which is the total
amount of money you obtained by appropriation and reprograming
for fiscal 1969, you are requesting approximately a $10 million increase
for 1970.
General Brrs. That is correct.
Mr. ANDnhws. Part of that $127.1 million, you stated, was for the
heavy lift, helicopter.
General Br.'~s. Yes; and the utility tactical aircraft system,
UTTAS.
was involved for that parMr. AqnDRWs.
timiiilr
piject? Can you tell us. how much
,

General 'inms, Th& heavy lift helicopter for fiscal 1970 is pro-

.
g rnmed at $18i.ll'ion.
IMr. ANPUrEWs. And that itei Ifas been deleted by the committee in
the otlibr body from the authorization?
General BET'rs. Yes, sir: that has been deleted from the authoriza.tion by the Senate Armed Services ComitteO.
PROGRA32TS ArrF4 CTFID AS A 'REStLT

oV RFPROORA~tN

Mr. Arr nws. Vow bank tothe'amount o your 1969 finidin g, what
programs were decreased as the result of yofir reprograming action?
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General BLTTs. I would have to research that and supply it for the
record.
Our paperwork supports the increase in this area. I would have to

go research this,

(The information follows:)
[In
millions of dollars
Aircraft and related equipment
Advanced aerial fire support system .................................
Aircraft weaponization(exploratory development) .....................
Avionics (exploratory development) .................................
Air mobility .....................................................
Aeronautical research ..............................................
Demonstrator engines .............................................
Operational evaluation V/STOL ......................................
Heavy-lift helicopter ..............................................
Research helicopter ...............................................
New surveillance helicopter ........................................
Aircraft weaponization (advanced development) .......................
Avionics (advanced development) ...................................
Avionics systems (engineering development) ........................
Aircraft weaponization (engineering development) .....................
Aircraft engines...................................................
Supporting development air mobility ................................

Program
base

Reprogram
changes

Plus or
minus

25,380
1,050
2,780
15,960
4,260
6,000
1,000

38,041
930
2,330
13, 460
4,140
6,250
290
.1,000
4,500
6,959
1, 971
4,930
2 380
22,900
140
4,160

+12, 661
120
450
- 2,500
120
+
250
710
+ 1,000
+
500
+ 6,319
- 1,789
+
750
500
+ 2,770

4

00
640
3,760
4,180
2,880
20,130
, 800
4,670

Subtotal ...........................................
98,490
Distribution of overhead costs to ibsslon activities...........................
Total ......................................................

98,490

-1,660
510

114, 381
+15,889
42,:704 ..............
117,085

+18,595

Mr. ANDnuVS. Are there nay questions on this section, "Aircraft and

related eqiipnent"?

Mr. L1lvScoInl No, Tir. Ch itrim all.

EXPLORATOIty I)EVF3, OPE3rN'r OF AVIONICS

Mr. RnOD-,S. Mr. Chairman, I note that in the general heading "Avionics," you have a total of
million in expl-0rAto-' development,
advance development and engineering development. hoes this refer
to one avionics system, or is it several? If it is the latter, what are you

doing?
General Bi 'vrs. No; thaht relates to the whole package of aviontics
development. It may apply to the Cheyelne it may apply to our broad
technology effort for some future aircraft, ft would be everytlilfig we
have under avionics,
Mr.AwNrnws. Why do you still refer to the AIH-56A Cheyeine
helicopter as the advanced aerial fire support system ?
General BErs. That is a generic term. The more poplar name we
have given it is the Cheyenne. Its model is the AI-I-56A.
FUNDING

FOR Ci1EYENNE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. AxNrAws. Page 72 of the justification book indicates your fiscal
year 1970 program for the advanced aerial fire support system is $16.5
million, Secretary Resor's letter of June 27, 1969, indicates it is $22.5
million. Is the $( million difference in the TOW subactivity?
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General B~r'rs. That is correct, Mr. Andrews.
In the aircraft weaponization line item the $6 million to do the
R. & D. work is to apply the total missile system to the Cheyenne.
Mr. ANDRmws. Just exactly how will the $22,500,000 be used, General?
General BE'rrs. We had intended that to be the total effort in the
Cheyenne at the time this budget was submitted. You are aware that
as a result of having canceled the production contract we have been
compelled to go back to the contractor and readjust the R. & D. program in order to take out the direct and immediate orientation toward
early production.
I suspect that these numbers will have to be changed as we negotiate
with the contractor and come up with a new R. & D. program. Mr.
Resor wrote you on the subject directing attention to the problem with
the Cheyenne is that we needed more money than was indicated here
the TOW integration, we needed money for the night vision
for
integration..
The R. & D. problems raised by the difficulties reflected in the termination of production would require more money in R. & D.
Mr. ADRws. We will touch on that later. The fiscal year 1968
budget request estimated the total development cost of this helicopter
to be $141.1 million. In the fiscal year 1969 budget request it was estimated to be $186.5 million. And in the fiscal year 1970 budget request
million. What was the original estimate
it is estimated to be-and why have your cost esitmates increased so rapidly each year ?
General Br.,-rs. I will have to research briefly for the original
estimate.
Mr. ANDREWS. Somebody ought to know the original estimate.

General Bm-rs. $125.9 million.

Mr. ANqDREWS. Colonel, when was that estimate made ?
Colonel GILBERT. It was made January 1966, prior to the award

of the contract.

Mr. ANDEWS. That was in the .1967 budget request, then.
Colonel GUIBERT. No sir. This deision was made on Janftary 24,

1966, after the 1967 budget had been submitted, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. So the cost has overrun on this Cheyeine program
million as reflected in
from $125.9 million in January 1966, to
this budget request. "
General BEmrrs. That is correct, except I do not like the use of the
word "overrun," because the cost growth in this program in some
measure represents deliberate decisions taken by the Army to increase
the capability of this aircraft. For example, ii the original program
we did not have the night vision capability that we now see for this
aircraft.
in the original program we underestiftnted the extent to which
the user in the present time scale feels it is necessary to test this aircraft in order to prove to himself that it is acceptable to him as a user.
Part of that problem is related to the difficulties we had with some
other development programs over tle past couple of years. There
have also been changes that ' had added to the cost that were related
to the Government-furnished material and the instrumeiati on for, the
aircraft and the test facilities, because of our techiical difficulties
and the fact that the program is talking longer and we have, to con-
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continue to support our in-house management capability. That adds
to the cost. We have damaged a couple of these aircraft. That adds
to the cost.
In addition to that there have been some engineering changes that
we have requested that were not in the original contract and those
added to the cost.
ENGINEERING CHANGES AND COST TO GOVERNMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would tell us all the engineering changes
and the other requests of the Government and what they amounted
to.
General BErrS. I would be pleased to.
(The information follows:)
Engineering change
proposal

Date
approved

Amount

Purpose

ECP-5 ------------ Nov. 16,1967
$3,334
ECP-6 ------------- Feb. 13,1967
2,907
CP-7------------do
ECP-8 ----------------- do -----ECP-10 ------------ Feb. 10,1967
I
ECP-12
Ma 17,1967
9------ECP----------..May
EOP-13 ------------ May 16,1967
$25, l
ECP-14 ----------- July 7,1967
(')
ECP-15 ----------- July 20,1961(a)
ECP-16 ------------------ do .......
ECP-17 ------------ June 19,1968
2 4,18
ECP-18RI ---------- Nov. 16,1967
1)
ECP-22 ...........
June 26,1967it'
ECP-24------------do-.
ECP-25.............. Nov. 3,1967
8,7
ECP-27 .............. Jan. 31,1968
(I)
ECP-29----------Nov. 3,1967
9,550
ECP-30 .............
Nov. 20,1967(
ECP-31 .............
Dec. 4,1967
ECP-34
.........
May 31968
7,1968
188,18
EOP-35
..........
.
EOP-38 .............. Jan.
July 15,1968
3

In SWP for ECM warning system.
Gunfire detect SWP, deletion.
Fuel hose changes.
Kit armament.
Exterior lilt description.
Transmittal of anticollision light drawings.
Engine inlet duct.
Multipurpose crane.
Flyaway support hit, revision.
Set,.component sling.
Revision of mooring kit decision.
HF antenna coupler.
Skid system weight classification correction.
Pilot helmet sight weight revision.
ADF loop antenna..
..
Deletion of barp towing and steering.
Substitution o AS-13 4 for AS-24.
Flyaway supp rtkit description.
Deletion of extended range station keeping.
D
GMR/RMR
lineofdriver/receivers
hardware
modification.
Incorporation
MIL-VW-138113
wire.
XM-134 gun with
modification extractor.

ECP-39 ...........
June
ECP-40 ......
Dec.
ECP4............Oct.
ECP-43 .............. Dec.
ECP-45 .............. May
ECP-49C-5
.............. ,july
Apr.
.........

BatterY Installation requirement and deviation.
Revision
o to development description of fire control components.
Incorporation of u dated changes by development decision.
DeviatlfI from MIL-L-6503D searchlight Installation.
Revision of flaws.
CocpIt
canopy redesign. (XM-1401.
XMI torretmodification
DopIer/HARS decision revision.
Front frame bearing support.

12,1968
12,1968
31,1968
19,1968
5,1969
2,1969
1096

135, !
ECP-52. -------May 21,1969
0()
64A-7.............
Fer. 3,1969
590.
6413-10............ Feb. 20 1969 ..............
64E-21 ................... do.' .
8,417.05 RA 14th-stage line manifold Improvement.
64E-23 ............... Apr. 16,1969
7,779.92 Improved carbon seals.
64N-5 ..........
Apr 24,1969
8,437.18 Ignitor plus bushing.
R-6 ...........
- ,- Apr. 10,1969
417,667.56 CODEP coding stage 2 nozzle particlan stage I and 2 buckets.
4T-12 ............. Feb. 20,1969 ..........
Lube pump Increased flow capacity.
64U-3 ............... Apr. 25,1969
.()
Engine vibration Ilmite (Hi).
I No cost.
I Credit.
CURRENT ESTIfATE OF DEVELOPMENT COST

Mr.

this

ANDREWS.

Do you have a more recent estimate of cost than

million?

General BErrs. Our most recent estimate is
million.
Mr. ANDREWS. It gets worse.
General BE.vs. That
is before the current negotiation that
is restructuring or proposing to restructure the research and development contract.
Mr. ANDREWS. It could make it higher.
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General Bm-rs. It could make it higher, it could make it lower. I
would not predict.

million or

Mr. ANDREws. Was your most recent estimate

million?
General BF,'Prs.
Mr. ANDnmWS. Is that the current total estimated cost of completing
development of the Cheyenne?
General BF.0Prs. That is the best estimate we have until we complete
the negotiations with the contractor.
Mr. ANDpWS. What does your justification book show as the total
cost estimated through fiscal year 1971?
. General Bm'rs. At the time we made that estimate we did not have
all of the information that has been generated as the result of this
complete review of the Cheyenne program. We won't have it until
we complete these negotiations with the contractor. The estimate that
was ini Mr. Resor's letter represents the best information we have to
that time, and nothing has changed since that date.
3CItETAItY OF AIDIY LE'II'EIl

ON CIEYENNE

TMr.ANDRws. General Betts, I wish you would place a copy of that
letter in the record at this point.
(The letter follows:)
AiuMY,
DEPARTMENT Or.ile
Washington, D.C., June 27, 1900.

liou. GIE.OnoE 11. 'MAIION,

'

Cha irnian, 'onnmittec on Appropriations,

Ilouse of Reprcesn tatives, Washington, D.C.
)E.1 MR. CHAIIMAN: On May 19, 1969, I wrote to Inform you that the Army
1had terminated the AH-56A Cheyenne production contract with the Lockheed
Aircraft Corp. for default. In that letter I stated that a substitute procurement
oh an interim basis for another armed helicopter would probably be required and
that tie Army desired to continue developmental efforts on tie Cheyente. The
purpose of this letter is to provide you with infornmtion on the funds required
for the substitute procurement and continuing R.D.T. & . effort as currently
approved by the Secretary of Defense.
AIIgunTie Army proposes to procure with fiscal year 1070 funds
ship aircraft to meet estimated SA gunship attrition in the fiscal year 1970
funded delivery period and
AH-1J"helicopters for troop test. The estlmated cost of these aircraft is
million which should remiln In the fiscal
year 1970 PEMA appropriation. Since the President's budget presently Includes
million may 1w deleted therefrm
$429 million for procurement of AAFSS,

to accommodate other needs and still permit procurement of tie substitute
aircraft.

The continuing development effort will require
million funding for
ROD.T. & J9. in addition to the $22.5 million contained in the fiscal year 1970
million is needed for AAFlS and
Pre.ilent's budget. Of this amount,
TOW/AAPSS development;
I million is needed for development of TOW
missile, night vision and 20/80-millilmeter gun subsystems for COlRA;
million for advanced development of an electronic rotor control system;
million for autoifftic test equipment and a data storage and retrieval system
appllciabloe to gunshilIs.
Since the requirements in fiscal year 1970 for the PMMA and R.D.T. & n.,
A appropriatlons require both authorization and appropriation, your early consideration will he appreciated. Army representatives are on call at your convenience to provide details on the proposed, changes in fuindig outlined above.
Sincerely,
STANLEY R. REsOu.
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T'OTAL COST INCREASE FOR OIIEYENNE

Mr. ANrn4W S. What has been the total cost increase inl the development of the Cheyenne and the reasons therefor?
General Bmirs. There are the ones I just went through that led to
the change in cost you cited.
Mr. ANDmws. In the record I wish you would give more detail.
General Bmvrs. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The total increase in tme Cheyenne developmentt program totals
million
dollars through March 1909. These increases resulted primarily from Increased
Government testing; incorporation of night vision; integration of the TOW niissite; and increased cost of Government-furnished material such as engines
and weapons.
DEVEIOPIMENT AREAS REQUIlING tNCREASEI) I"UNI)ING

Mr. ANDIREWS. The fiscal year 1969 program was increased $12.7

million, to a total of $38 million, by a reprograniing action. Will you

describe the reasons for this reprograming?
General Bm-rs. There were three things that we did dui'ing that
fiscal year that account for practically allof it. First, the increase in
the estimated cost of night vision. This increase is related to a clhanoe
in the technological approach to night vision that should provide
very considerable increftse in caplibility over what we had pire\iotisly
planned. The second is that we founA it necessary to commit more
funds to range instrumentation and families. That was to go to the
Yma Test Station for an adequate testing environhiehnt in which to
test this aircraft.
Mr. AxDmRws. What do you mean by changing the approach of
night vision?
General Bi-rrs. Wtbin the very recent past it has
apparent
that the best techiqte for night vision, o.lwr tI tigs become
being equal, is tn
use thermal imaging.
Mr. ANDmRWs. Will you explain tIt ?
General Bwvrs. That means that you use a matrix of detectors that
detect the difference in temperatilre of elements of the target that are
scanned by the system. It, can detect differences of a fraction of a degree. This kind of t11 iigis absoltitely beyond the ability of the enemy
to do anythilig about. lhe. old image fintensiflcati6oil he c1n (rive problems to that, 1 birsts of light. that tend to
i tIP Iiiiibloomt, as
we ay. Radar, he call jall with electronic eol~ite Iios.
Bitt we (o
not know of any way that he can give us fits with this app,oah to
night vision.
Mr. ANmmvs. )id yout know of that, app'oach Mhen you first, conceived the idea of Cheycjfite ?
General B3E'rms. No,'sir; it was certainly not ready.
Mr. AmmEws. Is it read y today ?
General B~rs. It is flyi g. I would assume that Mr. Poor has something to add to that. Yes, Vt hits been deolinstrated.
Mr. ANnxu.Ws. Mr. Secretariy,do you want to add-to that?
d.Mr. Poon. Yes, it might be he1pil to explain these thermal inilging
things work in a simp1or and briefer way. They consist of a cameralike levice with a heat, sensor inside the camera. They scan the world,
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look at it and form a picture like a television camera, Which is displayed to the operator. This picture, as General Betts indicated, siow;
small temperature differences between different parts of "tile world,"
with a very high resolution. I flew a helicopter contaiihig one of those
things some months ago over Aberdeen Proving Grounds and they
were so sensitive and so fie in their detailed resolution that you could
see the horns on deer and tell the difference between a male deer and a

female deer at quite long ranges. Yoou could detect people very easily
because they are warmer than flhe surrounding.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you got a picture of the deer atid peol)ple oil Iie
screen?
Mr. PooR. You get a picture of people.
Mr. ANDriEws. Picked Up by the heat?
Mr. PooR. By the heat of the objects themselves. You can gee buildigs because their temperature is a little different than the surrounding
ground. So it is a very powerful way of seeing very well at night.
Its greatest weakiiess is that it is iich more expensive thli the
older night image intensification that we had been l)ursuing and still
are, in things like the Starlight Scope.
Mr. ANDi)ws. Just the heat of a human would put a picture on the
television?
Mr. Poon. Yes; it is a dramatic advance. This technology has been
developed by some three or four companies. We have a moderately
,competitive environment. I am hopefulthat the price of these devices
will come way down given time. At the moment they are expensive,
like a quarter of a million dollars apiece. We are very hopeful thiit
with time they will come down substantially. While the R. & D. models are very costly we are hopeful that in production they will be very
substantially less. The capability offered is so dramatic that we do not
feel we can ignore it.
Mr. ANDREws. That came into the picture after you started on

,Cheyenne.

Mr.'Poon. That is correct.
Mr. AND E ws. That is one reason why the price of the Cheyenne has
:skyrocketed.
General Bm'rs. It is one contributing factor. There is one other in
the
million I had not mention. Earlier I said that the user
asked for much more extensive testing than we had previously
planned. That will also require that the contractor's support be continned for a longer period. That in turn has added to tle cost.
Mr. Poon. I might sar in passing that the basic R. & D. contract with
Lockheed has held at the price originally agreed upon with the exception of the very few engineering changes associated with things like
the change in night vision and we willprovide details in the record.
Mr. ANDmIMws. I have asked the general to put ir
athe record what
the specification changes amounted to.
Now, back to this heat picturee system. Have you got a name for it?
Mr. Poon. It is called the FLIR, the forward looking IR.
General Bmrrs. TheIR is for infrared.
Infrared is just the heat as it coMnes from the bottom. It is in a
spectrum of radiation associated with itifrared.
Mr. ANDnws. Are other services interested in this?
General B='s. Yes, sir; all of the services are.
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Mr. Poo. The other services are very interested.
M-r. ANDminWs. It is the Army's brainchild.
General BETrs. I would go so far as to say we started the effort but
as it proved to be an effective instrument-we started it. about 15
years ago-and where it looked attractive in technology everyone began to pursue it with vigor.
UNCOMM T'PiED FUND BALANCE

-Mr. ANximis. According to the information supplied to the committee by the Army of the total program of $168 million through fiscal year 1909, only $145,2 million has been obligated and only $122.5
million has been expended- is that correct?
General BL'rs. 1 would have to check that.
(The information follows:)
The figures are correct.

Mr. Aummws. As a result of the cancellation of the production contract and the grounding of the aircraft, how much of these uncommitted
funds will n6t, be obligated and expended du, ing fiscal 1970?
You can supply fliat for the record.
General B'rrs. I will have to research that, Mr. Andrews.
(The information follows:)
It is hoped that most of these uncommitted funds can be obligated and expemled during fiscal year 1970. This, depends on how soon we can complete
restructuring of the development program.

UJNCOMPVLE'IEr DEVELOP I.NT OBiJECTIVES

Mr. ANimmms. Were you able to complete all of the planned fiscal
1969 development objectives?
General Bnmrs. No, sir; we were not.

Mr. Axmnnws. If not, what fiscal 1969 development objectives will
not be met?
General B'rrs. Most importantly we had to cease the weapons and
subsystem testing which we had been engaged in. We wanted to get
on with the TOW integration, the testing of the 30-millitmeter cannon,
rocket firing, the grenade weapon, the 7.62-mllim6ter giu in the nose.
We had to bobtaitthe testing effort of all of those subsystem testings.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. How far will the development program sIp

General Bi.m:s. I really cannot answer tIiat uttil we solve the problem of rotor instability that was the reason for the accident this )ast
winter.

Once we know thfit, we can handle thfit problem.
Mr. A-nmmws. Rotor stability.
General Bmvrs. It had vibratins in it.
Mr. ANmmws. Whose fault was that?

General Bmr-mrs. It is basically the fault of a 1ery involved teilnology
that people do not understand very well. Both the Army and Lockheed participated in a program that created some flying prototypes,
a compound helicopter we call the XH-51. That
a riagd rotor
and used the same basic control system that is no used
on the dheyenne.
We saw rotor instabilities in the testing of that test-bed aircraft, buf
with modifications to the rotor we were able to push those instabilities
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outside of the desired performance envelope of the aircraft. Consequently, when we decided to go into the full-blown developmilenit of

Cheyenne both the Army, a full evalhtion board, and tile contractor

were confident that we had licked the problems of rotor eontrolfor
that aircraft. As we went on and pushed the perfoi'iance envelope
to higher and higher speeds, and varied flight condiitiois related to
the different speeds of the rotor and into different gusting conditions
in flight, we discovered aspects of ths rotor instability that we thought
we had previously licked. So this is just a technical judgment. The oily
one you can blame is mother ii ure for not malkig us smarter.
Mr. AitDnvws. Did you change the rotor design in any way after

the contractor went into production of these test ships'
ROTOR INSTABILITY

Mr. PooR. Yes, there have been a iumber of changes in detail, butf
not
in principle in the design of the rotors on the test ships that vere
built..
Mr. ANDUpws. I believe you said you lost one.
General Birrs. We lost one in a flying accident. We lost a couple
of them on the ground, or at least we damaged a couple on the
ground.
Mr. ANDRFws. Did the rotor instability have anything to do with
the three accidents, one of which was a complete loss?
Mr. POOR. Yes.
General Berrs. Yes.
Mr. PoOR. It is a little more complicated in that there were two kinds
of rotor instabilities that caused difficulty. The kind that resulted in
the loss of one aircraft on the ground and one aircraft just after an
emergency landing was relatively quickly understood and has been
essentially corrected. This was an instability that occurred at low
speeds with very large control forces put on the rotoi', which could
really only happen with the machine on the ground. The second kind
of instability is a highspeed forward flight tling that occurs at about
186 knots in the present configuration. That results in a fairly rapid
growth of as oscillatiofi in' the blatles which, if carried too far, will
result in the blades striking thie fuselage aid that is what happened in
the crash.
DESTGN SPEED

Mr ANimwivs. What is the design speed of the Cheyenne?
Mr. POOR. The design top speed is about 220 knots or something of
that Solt. So this is below the design speed.
Mr. AN-DRws. Have you had it to tlIe maxi iitmut p.od ?
Mr. PoOR. The maclne had been flown at a maximum' speed of 223
knots. This speed was achieved at full power while flying at a significant angle of dissent.
Mr. ANDRWS. Did you notice any rotor instability at that speed?
Mr. PoOR. In that test there was no rotor instalbility noticed. However, it was incipiently there. Later 6.xporiments were conducted with
different rotors resulting in the accident we described. Since then an
extensive program of analysis, using simulators, has indicated there
is a very good promise that by some small changes in the rotor coni

/
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trol design it may be possible to extend the speed for no instability up to
about 280 knots which should be safely outside the normal flight envelope. Under the current contract with Lockheed prior to any amendinent they are still required to demonstrate that performance.
NEED FOR INCREASED

FUNDING IN

1970

Mr. ANDnws. If you are unable to complete the fiscal year 1969
objectives and the, development program has slipped, why do you
millon in addition to the $22.5 million current fiscal
require
year 1970 estimate?
Mr. Poo. There are tnumber of reasons. One of the reasons is that we
feel it would be prudent at this time to undertake the development t of an
alternative rotor control system to make sure that we can build a machine that is safe to fly and easy to control over the total speed range.
We have had proposals and suggestions from exports that we called
in to review the program that'fndicated a high degree of certainty
that with certain moifloatioiis to the rotor control system, the rigia
million is
rotor can be mace unambiguously safe to fly. In the - million for this htrpose.
included approximately
The balance has to do with Cobra, the m achnelie which we are usiig
as an interim armed helicopter, to provide TOW installation and
night vision equiipment for that interim backup maehiie, and Certain
moneys for the TOW Cheyenne, an'id certain moneys for test equipment. I can provide the detailed breaoout of that for the record.
(The information follows:)
[In millions of dollars]

-------------------------------Install night vision on Cobra
-----------------------------------Install TOW on Cobra
------------------------Install 80-iillaftimeter gun on Cobra
----------------------------Continue Cheyenne development
--------------------Install TOW on Cheyenne ------------------------------------------Develop automatic test equipment
Develop data storage and retrieval equipment-------------------------Develop advanced rotor control system
-------------------------------------------Total

NEE

FOR INCREASED TOW FUNDS

Mr. ANDiENvs. Now we would like to discuss the details relative to
million required over and above the $22.5 milii current
1070 program, as mentioned in Secretary Resor's letter of June '27,
million for AAFSS and TOW/
1969. Why do you requ(ite
AAFSS developfhiefit. aiid how will tliese fiiids be used?
million breaks down into tvo pieces in
Colonel GiMinr'r. Te million for the Cheyenne line
the budget documetitS. There is a
item for the basic Cheyenne development which will be in addition to
- million
- of the
the $16.5 in the budget. The remaining
is for the TOW development for the Cheyenne which comes under
the aircraft weaponizatjon line item, in the 6.4 elemint. Taking first
of the total effort, it is
-million
the Cheyenne portion of that
really a.part of the total estimate that General Betts referred to earlier
of what we think miiay be required, although that number is soft at this
point until we complete the contiactual negotiations with Lockheed.
the
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As regards the TOW development, there has been some increase inll
the total cost of the TOW development for Cheyenne and the additional
million is to accofifinodate that increased requirement.
Mr. AwDnws. Colonel, how are you going to use these funds? What
is wrong with TOWV/AAFSS that needs additional work? You told
us where they are going to be spent. What is it going to spent on?
Colonel GILBERT. The moneys for the TOW will be to carry on the
TOW/Cheyenne development initiated in prior year money to phase
B, which will be the procurement of four TOW subsystems that go
on Cheyenne prototype aircraft for further testing.
General BPTrs. The problem is that it is not just a simple question of
hanging the TOW on the aircraft and going out and testing it. One las
to test fire that missile in virtually every configuration wilin the performance envelope that we think is important to the tactical capability.
We have to worry where the blastback of the rocket goes. We have
to worry about whether or not the wire stays intact. This is a wireguided missile. Also, whether our stabilization system under all conditions of maneuver will in fact perform with the accuracy necessary
to make that missile effective. This just takes time and money and a
lot of different test flights and different operational situations.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why a guided missile?
General BETTs. The TOW is a wire-guided missile.
Mr. ANDREWS. I saw those fired 10 years ago.

General BETTs. That's correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is there any difference between the ones you have
today and the ones you had then? If I remember they were developed
by the French.
General B.rs. That is a French development you are thinking
about, the original SS-9, ultimately the SS-11. This is a far superior
missile in our judgemnt.
Mr. ANDRE ws. More accurate?
General BE 'rs. It is much more accurate and it does not take anything like the operator's skill to make it work properly.
Mr. ANDREWS. It only has a daylight capability, does it not?.

General BE.Trs. If one can see the target, he can fire, day or night.
The problem is what kind of night vision capability is available to

the gunner. With night vision capability he can fire in day or night.

Mr. ANDREWS. Would this enter into the picture?
General BETrs. The FLIR would enter into) this. It is our ultimate

goal to have the Cheyenne aircraft fire the missile at night in an anti-

tank role and comebout of the darkness in sm'prise and kill the tank.
Mr. ANDREWS. It would be a surprise.
General BETrs. It is going to work that way.
LFFEIVEWESS OF CHEYENNE WEAPONS

Mr. ANDtEvs. Page 18 of your statement indicates that all of the five

wVplns on the Cheyenne have been fired successfully. Why then is
additional TOW/AAFSS work necesary?
General Bm.rs. It is the question of effectiveness under all flight
cOnditiOns.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Did you have a problem with the TOW/AAFSS
work?
General BEwiTS. None discovered yet, but we have not tested it in
all conditions of flilit.
Mr. Poon Mr. Chairman, I think the situation is something like
tlis. All of the weapnos systems have been demonstrated in flight.
That is quite a long way from. very precise measurements of the accuracy that you can expect. The tests so far just say there is a very hiihI
prospect they will all work and all work successfully if sufficiently
developed. As an example, the sight stabilization system on which the
performance of the TOW very critically depends, has been measured
in flight with the current rotor system, current vibration levels, and
current performance level of the GE-developed stabilized sight. It is.
quite clear that the sight line wiggles in flight are too big to fully
exploit the accuracy of the TOW system. Fixing it so it can fully
exploit the accuracy of the missile takes a good deal of time and a
good deal of careful development to make sure the vibration levels
are appropriate, and the gyro system that controls the stabilized sight
is working properly and the whole system ties together and plays
right. That has not been done. What has been done in the test program
so far is to show us that the systems are capable of working, that
the computer which controls the whole fire control system is capable
of working.
Mr. ANDRE WS. With the limited test you are satisfied you will have
to go in depth?
Mr. Poo. The limited test says it is a very promising system. The
kinds of tests we need to assess its value have yet to be done.
Mr. ANDREWS. What assists the gunner when lie is working a wire?
Does he have any gadgets to indicate how the wire should be turned
or twisted on the target?
C
Mr. Poon. Let me try to describe the system simply. The gunner
looks through a sight system which presents to him a view of the
target. There is a crosshair in the middle of his sight which lie steers
with a control to put itron tlie target. Once it is on the target, that sight
line is so stabilized that as the aircraft maneuvers it stays on the
target with very high accuracy. A niimber like one- or two-tenths of
a mil, one or two-tenths of a yard at a thousand yards. So his task is
simply to keep the crosshiairs on the target. The missile is then launclied
and an automnitic tracker which is looking out thriuih the same siglit
follows the missile in its flight-the missilio- has a little flare on tle
back which tells the tracker where the missile is-and automthaitically
the tracker sends signals dowii the wire to the missile to tell it to steer
up, downright or left to follow right into the target.
This is the same general control system as the ground TOW. It also
has an automatic tracker. The ground gunner keeps the sight on the
target. The difference between the air and ground environmiit is that
the ground sight is still so that the tracking task for the gunner on
the ground is very easy. The tracking task from the air with the helicopter hopping around would be very dffi&"tilt if it were not for the
automatic stabilization system to help keep the sight line on the target
at all times.
It is getting all of this to work together well tliht is the tech nical
challenge. Once it is done, flis should be an extremely valuable weapott
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to us. We have had a demonstration in a UH-1 helicopter with a system developed by Hughes. I have flown it and it is very easy to aim,

retain the sight line and get target hits.
ir. ANDREWS. I saw a sergeant once from a stationary chopper,
which was in the air, and as stable as a chopper could be, get five hits
out of five shots.
Mr. Poon. With TOW?
Mr. ANDREWS. With one of these wire-guided missiles.
Mr. Poo. That perhaps was the TOW. It has been very successful
indeed in the UH-1.
NEED FOR INCREASED

TOW FUNDS

Mir. A.NoDmEWS. General Betts, I do not believe the comi ttee has yet
received an answer to the question why do you require the
million for AAFSS and TOW/AAFSS over your oigigial 1970'budget estimate? Either you have run into some unforeseen developmefit
problems with the TOW/AAFSS, or you have fully underestimated
the 1970 budget with TOV/AAFSS, one of the two.
General Bt'-r's. We did underestimate what was going to occur in
1968 in teris of the difficulties we got ourselves into teclhically speaking. The additional effort is reflected in these dollars. Part of it is just
that. Part of it is that you get into difficulties and things stretch out,
you have to carry your engineering team that much longer and its costs
more mon ey to do it.
Mr. A NDREWS. Are you experiencing unforeseen difficulties with the
TOW/AAFSS?
General BETTS. We were grounded for a period where we were not
able to pursue the testing program that had been laid out. I could not
identify any specific technicaldifficulties that we are experiencing. I
may have a little more information on that
million, though.
Mr. PoOR. I think in the early planning of the TOW/AAFS§ there
is very little question that we substantially underestimated the costs
that would be incurred in integrating the TOW into the Cheyenne
system.
It was at, first assumed, and assumed incorrectly, that all that would
be required would be to take the guidance systemthMa-thhd already been
developed by the Hughes Co., For the UH-1 and simply plug it into
the AAFSS. That ignored the necessity for integrating the system
into the fire control system for the guns. You will remember that one
swiveling gunner's station controls all of the armament on the system.
It was a long time before we succeeded in negotiating a contract to
handle this 'interface problem which was not plaited for properly
in the' original coitractual arrangement with Lockheed. There have
been substantial cost increases as a result of pitting together a proper
team using the Hughes people and the missile command people to
make sure the interface is properly managed.
How much of the increase in fiscal 1970 is a result of the definitization of those contracts I do not know, but we would like to provide it
for teli record. It -is just one of the pieces of the program, aprogram
of which I am generally quite proud, i whih I think we did a much
less than good job in initial plaiiing. So there was a serious under
estimation in initial planning, some cost stretchofit, but most of it I
think was the first cost.
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General BE'-rs. I could add with respect to the
million a big
million effort for a copilot's night vision capapiece of that is a.-

bility thiat was not a requirement earlier and represents an additional
requirement for this aircraft.
DEVELOPMENT OF IIUEYCOl11A

Mr.

AXDnEWS.

GUN SYSTEm

The Secretary's letter indicaites thaft an addi-

tional
mmillion is needed for development of TOW missile, night
vision, aiid 20/30 -millimeter gun subsystem for the HueyCobra. Why

are these fufids being requested under the Cheyenne program and how
will they be used?

General BEm'S. Within our budget structure we will pittheflim uider

appropifite line items. The reason they come into the Cheyenne question is that as a result of having terminated the Cheyenme production
program, we asked the Secretary of Defense for approval of applying
the production moneys we saved to tWe procuremenit of some adlifii6al
aircraft, the HueyCol)ras. This is just a numnerical replace
Ient of the
aircraft capability we lost through the loss of the Cheyenne production contract. At the present timtlie HueyCobra does not have either
TOWV or 30 millfimeter capability.
Mr. A'SDREWS. Cani they be installed-oli the Cobra,?
General BE-rs. Those can be carried on that aircraft. What we are
asking for here is the R. & D. motey to go through the engineering
and testing programs to adapt them to the Cobra.
Mr. ANDREWS. You plan to do it and equip the Cobra.
General 3 EfrTS. We would propose to do that. There is one very real
advantage to this. At some point in time we are going to have to face
up to the question. of the cost of proctir,Ig the Cheyenne. As I remarked earlier the Lockheed people in their analysis and cost proposal,
when th& right time comes to ask for it, if they ask for more money
than we thmin it is worth, we will not produce that aircraft. If there
is a reasonably comparable-and I use that word very carefully because the TOW and 80 milifim6ter do not make the Cobra into a
Cheyenne by a factor of about three-nevertheless, if there is some
fall-back comibht capability that is reasonably competitive with the
Cheyenne, we believe thakt we have a much better chance of getting a
hard rock bottom price quotation out of Lockheed at the time the
Cheyenne is ready for production. I think it is very inip rtant tlift we
get this capability. Furthermore, it is even more important if we are
never able to produce the Cheyefie. This ends ip being a. tank killer.
If it ends up being a tank killer, it gives us one more leg up in the
very iuibahihi d sitifitloh thftt faces us in Western Europe between
ourselves and the Warsaw Pact.
USE OF CHEYENNE WEAPONS ON IIUEYCOBRA

Mr. RIo1DEs. Did I understand you correctly that the Cheyenne
has a capability of maneuvering after the TOV missile 'has been set
in flight?.
General BrTTs. Yes; it.
has a stabilized sighting system so it is possible to keep the orosshairs on the target.
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Mr. RHODES. Are you saying that this system could be installed on

the Cobra?
General B rrs. Not completely, not the same system.
Mr. RHODES. But with that capability?
" . ,
.
.
Mr. POOR. A different system in detail but similar in principle can
be carried in the Cobra which will give it equivalent accuracy and delivery
range on the Tow missile to that which we could get with the
Cheyenne.
T e Cobra is severely payload limited. It is a much smaller ma.
chine, Therefore, we could not expect without very serious )erform.
ance degredation to put anything like the same number of Tow's on
one Cobra, nor could we carry anything like the number of rounds
of g-u ammunition. However, it would still be a very useful interim
capability, and looks as if it may be virtually the only way we can
get an interim tank killing capability in a helicopter.
Mr. RaOmS. Is the TOW guided by manual operation of the wires,
or do the wires act as a transmitter of electronic impulses?
Mr. PooR. The wires are simply signal carriers. They carry the
error signals generated by the automatic trackers. The automatic
tracker looks along the line of sight to'the target and says the missile
is up or to the left and would send commnnds back, go down or to the
right, and bring it back onto that line of sight continuously 'by electric
signals transmitted down the wires.
That part of the system unambiguously works extremly well.
Mr. RHODES. Don't wires clutter up the battlefield very badly?
Mr. Poon. They are very fine wires, a few thousandths of an inch
in diameter.
They are very strong wires, which they have to be, to stand the
Pull off the spools on the missile. I do not think they would be a severe
battlefield cutter upper, because they are so fine they can easily be
burned or broken by vehicles running over them. I do not think they
wouldbe much trouble.
Mr. RHzrbDs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
COST OF CHEYENNE WEAPON FOR COBRA

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the total estimated cost of providing the
Cobra with the Cheyenne weapon subsystems I
Mr. PooR. I do ihot think I can answer that, Mr. Chairman, because
we do not propose to do that. The Cobra cannot carry the full
Cheyenne equipment. We do htve figures I believe, of the cost to
provide this Interim capability and General Betts can answer that.
General Bm rrs. The capability we are proposing here, about
million total in one'and a half to two and a half years, which will be
required to give the Cobra all three, TOW, -night vision and 30 millimeter capability.
Mr. ANDREws. At what cost?
General BrTs.
million.
Mr. ANDRtEWS. Break that .

million down.

You can supply it for the record.
General BElrs. Yes, sir; we have it if you wish it.
Mr. ANDrEwS. Very well.
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inillion for the .30 millimeter gun
General BETTs. That is
million each. for TOW and night vision.
subsystem,
Mr. ANDnEWS. That-is R. & D.
General Bn.rrs. That is correct.
Mr. ANnnEws. When you got, down to the hardware, how much
would that cost?
General BETTs. If we produceit?
Mr. ANDREWS. What would it cost to equip each Cobra with a TOW
missile, the night vision and the 20/30 millimeter gun?
apiece. The
Mr. Poo. Tie current class of Cobras cost about estimated cost of buyilig the AH-1G Cobra with the add-on items is
Shoud
we decide to buy the AH-1J, which is a twin-engine version
"'apece.
a copy.
the Marines are now buying, that cost would go to
Mr. ANDREWS. You have a great need for the Cheyenne. You are
in an unuital situation as far as the Cheyenne is concerned at this time.
General BE.TTs. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnEWS. What would a souped up HlueyCobra with the systems we have menttoied add to your capability?
General Bmrrs. It would turn that aircraft into one that had a
hunter-ldller capability, one that could go out, and hunt trucks, armored
vehicles, and kill them on sight.
Mr. ANDE.WS. Then you would get something which you had hoped
to get out of the Cheyenne from this modified ItueyCobra.
General BETTS. That is correct. We would get some part of the capability we hope to have from the Cheyenne.
Mr. ANDREWS. At a much less cost?
General BE'rs. At a much less cost, that is correct.
ARMY SUPPORT OF NEW BELL HELICOPTER

Mr. RHODES .Who makes the HueyCobra?
General BErs. Bell Aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. Bell advertised they had a helicopter that would go
314 miles an hour. Do you know about that?
General BmaTs. That is right. That is a research aircraft.
Colonel NION. That is research. It is a prototype aircraft and it has
a jet engine mounted on one of the wings of the aircraft. It is a modified
C model Bell.
Mr. ANDREws. Is the Army interested?
Colonel NxxoN. That is our program.
General BETTs. We are sponsoring it as a technology development
effort.
Mr. AqDrImWS. Are you providing any of the R. & D. money?
General BmrTs. We are under our research helicopter program.
Mr. AXiDuaws. Put something in the record about what you are
furnishing in the R. & D. effort for the 314-mile-an-hour chopper.
(The information follows:)
Under this program, the Army has established an Unofficial world's record speed
for a helicopter by flying the UH-I research compound helicopter 186 miles per
hour. The program is managed by the U.S. Army aviation materiel laboratories
and has been accomplished by the Bell Helicopter Co. at its Fort Worth, Tex.,
facility. The program is part of a continuing effort to conduct analytical and
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experimental investigatiOns of pure helicopter, unloaded lifting rotor systems,
411d slowed rotor systems for possible application to a wide range of helicopters.
The Informainfo derived from this program is being Injected into the helicopter
Industry and the military services helicopter design informiittln systems.
This specific high performance helicopter project uses a modified YH-40 Bell
helicopter that has a standard UH-1D (Huey) rotor hmb and modified UH-11
rotor blades. The test aircraft has also been modifl6dby instAlaltfl6nof two PrattWhitney JT12-A3 engines on the short stubby wings. The wings provide auxiliary
lift and the jet engines provide auxiliary forward thrust permitting the high
speeds attained. The pilot flying the aircraft during its speed runs described the
ride to be comparable to that experienced In a UJH-1D flying at 135 miles per
hour.
Prior year funding of this project Is $2,074,701 since 1961, These moneys have
funded the aircraft modificatlons, engineering support, and purchase of necessary
parts and eqhiipument.

PRODUCTION OF COBRA HELICOPTERS
Mr. ANDipREWS. What is thetop speed of the Cobra?

Colonel GILERT. Til cruise peed of the current Cobra is 130 knots
and a top speed of about 150 knots.
Mr. ANimws. I am talking about the HueyCobra we are discussing
about modifying.
Colonel GfiLBERT. It is the same one. It will be the sane speed. Howover, with the total armament installed, it would have a reduced cruise
speed because of the increased drag,
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the speed of the AH-1J?
General BrTTs. It will be somewhat faster.
Colonel GirainnT. About 17Oknots.
Mr. ANDREws. Is it in service ?

General Bt-rs. Not yet. It is in the late stages of production for
the Marines and it should be off the line very shortly.
Mr. ANDmIws. Have you considered putting the various Pquipment
on that chopper?

General Bi:Ts. Yes, we would put It on that aircraft and we believe
with'the AH-IG is directly transthe work we are doing *il connection
' '
ferable to the AH-4J.
Mr. ANDR, WS. So then you should have two choppers with the missile, night visioh and th6 special gun?
IMI'.Poo%-The AH-IG and the A--1J are essentially the same machine. The differb.ence, is, in the Marine model they have twin engines
rather than the single engine for the AH-1G. Whatever we do would
be applicable to eifher the twin engine or single engine of the Cobra.
ir. ANDRiEWS. The Cobra has been in prodtion for some tihe,
General Bm-rs. Yes, it has.
pr
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record about the rate of produetion and the inventory that we havo How many do we haveI
General Bi.Trs, I don't know this number.
(The infonatioi follows:)
The present d6obra, invifit6ty is
. The current production rate is
the last month of presently approved produetioh, The totail'Cobra buy to date is
for aircraft.
NUMBER OF IIUEYCOBRA TO BE EQUIPPED

Mr. ANDREWS, Would you want to equip all 6f them with these
missiles, the night vision, and the 20-0 mm. gun systems?
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General BETTs. I am sure we would want to, Mr. Chairman. I think
that will have to turn on our analysis of cost, once we have solved
the R. & D. problems, and whether or not we feel we can afford it
because it will be a retrofittiuestiowif we did it.
Mr. ANDrmws. It wouldn't be as expensive as getting the systems installed initially, would it?
General BET'rs. No. Once we have done the 1. & D., the business of
putting it on each aircraft shouldn't be any more expensive for those
that we go back and retrofit.
Mr. ANDREWS. You gave us some figures o the cost of the Cobra with

these systems as against the cost withoutt the system.
General B-TTs. It was the differencebetween

dollars. That's cormet. ......

thousand and

Mr. ANrDRiEws. It almost,doubles the cost.

Mr. Poon. These capabilities are inherently very expensive. The
technology that works the night vision equipnimnt and the guidance
and control system is a guided missiles kind of technology.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is this the same night vision as with the FLIR?
General Bn'rrs. This would-be the same techiolgy.
Mr. ANDREWS. You said that would cost about a quarter of a million

dollars?
General BETTS. Yes.

CAPABILITY OF I[UEYCOBIRA

TO I IANI)LE HIEAVIEIR WiEAPONS

Mf r. ANDREWS.Would the Cobra be big enough to handle this system?

Ir. PoOR. Yes, it would. The equipment need not be terribly heavy.
It weighs a little over 100 pounds per installation. The high cost is
in the very complicated solid state devices that make up the sensor
element and the expensive infrared optical system and the stabilization to go with it.
Mr. ANnnmv,'WS. I-low much speed will these.three systems take from
the Cobra's maxinitii speed?
Colonel GiLBErT. T1he Cobra, when eqtiiped, fully armed with the
missiles would lower the speed approximately 20 knots.
Mr. Axpnnnws. Down to 140?
Colonel GILr.BERT. Down to 140 or 150.
Mfr. ANDRHWS.
oould that be fast, en6tigh to be safe over there
where they are firing those shotguns and rockets and SAM missiles
and everytliig else at our aircraft?

Mr. PooR. It is difflctlt to predict. Helicopters can improve their
safety very substafti il' by flying very low so that very few eeiy
weapons c.n be broilght to bear. Alternatively, if they are faster, they
can fly a little higher and still be safe, so we are not su'e.
Mr. ANDRmwS. In order to take advantage of these three systems,

they would have to fly low, wouldn't they?
General BTrTS. In a direct-attack envirohinetit, our alialysis says
that during the tinico of the attack the aircraft gaiis-redtces its
vulnerability if it slows down its speed to about 90 knots, so it can
break away from the enemy at greater ranifiges than wotIld be the case
if it came in at maxiniffi speed.
Mr. ANDiRIwS. Do you meanziozagging?
General BErTTs. It comes up and ireaks away.
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From the point of view of the attack itself, the top speed is not the
criterion that is most important with respect to vulnerably. The criterion is how close do you come to the enemy installation and its antiaircraft guns.
When they are flying to targets, then they fly right at treetop level
and unquestionably increased speed would decrease vulnerability. The
difference of 20 knots that we would have to pay for carrying this is
unquestionably worth having that additional capability available.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is worth it?
General BETTS. Yes, sir.
TIME REQUIRED TO ADAPT CHEYENNE WEAPONS TO COBRA

Mr. ANDREWS. How long do you predict it will take to adapt these
Cheyenne weapons systems to the Cobra?
General BxnTS. One and a half to two and a half years, depending
on the technical problems we encounter.
Mr. ANDPBWF. You couldn't hope to have a Cobra operational, with
the three systems, in less than a year and a half ?
General Br.rrs. We would not expect to be able to; no, sir.
TMr. ANDREWS. And maybe longer than that?
General Brvrs. And maybe longer.
Mr. ANDREWS. I believe you said you thought you had the bugs out
of this night vision system. Mr. Secretary, you said you flew one over
at Aberdeen.
. Mr. PoOR. The one that I flew certainly demonstrated that this class
of equipment can give very high quality pictures of the ground. A
dramatic new capa bility. I don t think I can say that I am sure we
have the bugs out because until a number of copies of these equipment
have been built and they are in mass production and have proven easy
to mafitain, I don't think it is prudent to state that the bugs are out.
,Mr. Axniwvs. I wasn't asking about the maintenance. I would assume it is a very sensitive system,
Mr. POOR. The first few that were built were certainly extremely difficult to maintain. They had complicated cooling equipment which
amounted to a little baly liquid air plant that had to fly along with
the machlie. In the competitive environment that now exists and with
the new developments in solid state electronic technology, I think there
is a very real promise that we will get production, forward-looking
infraredequipment that is easy enough to maintain so we can expect
to keep it working 80 or 90 percent of the time in the field.
Mr. AxDvWs. I would certainly hope before the Army went into
production they would get all the bugs out and have something that
really would be useful.
Mir. Poon. I couldn't agree more. That is, of &ourse one of the reasons
that General Betts' estimates say it might take 21 years to get this
equipment to the state where, we are prepared to put it into production
in a different configuration on a Cobra.
COST OF COBRA WM I NEWER WEAPONS

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the estimated cost of the Cobra with this
added firepower capability andhow does this compare with the cost
of tle Cobra inits current gunship configuration?
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(The information follows:)
dollars. With TOW, night
The production cost of the present Cobra is
vision, and the 30-millimeter gun installed it is estimated that the AH-EG will
dollars.
dollars and that the AH-1J will cost cost
PROBABLE COST OF OHEYENNE PRODMOTION AIRCRAFT

Mr. AmnEws. What is your best estimate as to the probable cost of

Cheyenne production aircraft, assuming the development s successful?
General Bm-r. At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would be very reluctant to estimate any cost on it. There are still many questions facing
us.
Mr. ANDREWS. The record we have established here shows that you
million.
have gone up from $125 million to approximately
Mr. PooR. That is correct.
Mr. ANPRws. And the price has been rising every time you made a
new estimate.
Mr. PooR. Each time we add new capability the cost will clearly go
up. One of the difficult questions facing us now, if we ever decide to
produce the Cheyenne, we will have to have a complete rebid of all the
subcontractors and so on and until that effort is initiated I can't make
any kind of prediction as to what the cost will be.
The decision whether to produceor not would flrst have to depend on
the contractor's ability to show us that he can build a machine that
really performs as we had hoped. We think technically there is every
reason to believe that can be done. Evu if it is successful, the price
may be too high and in that case we would certainly not go into production.
Mr. ANDREWS. The HueyCobra was sold originally to Congress as an
interim gunship requirement until the Cheyenne became available
Mr. POOR. That is right.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you in effect requesting Congress to fund two
separate AAFSS developments simtiltaneously, giving the HueyCobra
the Cheyenne firepower capability and at the same time continue with
Cheyenne development?
Mr. Poon. I think what we are asking.Congress for is to equip the
Hueycobra, which was intended as an interim gunship, with ths
equipments that will make it a good interim ginship between now
and the time we resolve the problems on the Cheyenne system. It is
quite clear that we cainfiot possibly expect tolhave the Cheyenne system
within even 2 years of our hop ed-for production date, even if everything goes well in the further development program. Therefore, it does
seem prudent to provide the Cobra interim gunship with better capabilities to let it handle the problems of tank killing and night fighting,
neither of which caplibility it now ,hasin its role as an interim gunship.
General BETTS. May I add to that, Mr. Chairman, we recognize that,
try as we will to keep.the Cheyenne costs down, even if we do get the
price to where we believe it is a good buy and we do buy them, that
we will not be able to afford the numbers that we think we ought to
have, in which case the Cobra, as a gunship, Will be in the system just
as long as the aircraft will last.
Mr. AxDPmws. Let me reframe my question. If you get the Cobra
with the three systems that we have discussed, it will dampen your
enthusiasm for the Cheyenne?
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General BEnTs. Our total system effectiveness analysis thht was done
in the very recent past in connection with the Cheyenne review indicated that even with a very high cost allocated to the Cheyenne, at a,
number like
or even
an aircraft, it was still a'bettor buy
from a cost-effectiveness point of view than would be three Cobras.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words you are still saying if you had the
Cheyenne and it met the dream that you had for it you would rather
have one Cheyenne than three Cobras, and you couldget one at about
the price of three CobrasI
General BETTs. That is correct, roughly speaking.
PROBABILITY O

CHEYENNE SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. I would thlifik after the experience you have had with
the Cheyenne program you would be a little more cautious in the
future about the program than you have been in the past.
General BETTS. I would like to amend that to say it has taught us
very broadly that the concept that one can buy major weapons systems, so-called total package procurement, on the basis of a paper
design competition, is just not a good sensible, feasible thing to do,
You 'have to put in checkpoints and write them into the contract so
that if the development program does not go the way it was planned,
that the Government doesn't find itself tied to an agreed cost and an
agreed
schedule
thatnow
doesn't
short fall in R. & D. success.
I would
say from
on, ifrecognize
we
afford it, we will have oudr contract
definition phase stretched out tocan
a longer period and require during
the competition there be hardware produced to give us a chance to
evaluate hardware in a competitive environment before signing a full
development production contract with one contractor.
Mr. ANDn.IWS. Would you say that the dream you had of the Cheyenne was an impossible dream?
General BTTs. No, sir. I would say it is much more coniplex than

that.

May I give you a little of what I went through-and Mr. Poor did
too--II hour upon hour on the Cheyenne Review Board where we
went into that program in tremendous detail. It turns out that it
has been a practice generally accepted in the aircraft industry that in
order to determine the extent of the performance envelope of a new
aircraft in development that one would send up a test pilot and he
would deliberately- programs, either fiutterfig stabilties or rotoig
stabilies-whatever di c cities he might choose in order to measure
some part of the aircraft performance, and that would be one checkpoint on the test program.
Now, it was that kind of a procedure that killed the test pilot with
the Cheyenne. Once that had happened, Lockheed changed its approach and went back to this math model on a computer to check .out
these points on the flight envelope.
The important breakthrough is that they were able to create a math
model that we find with reasonable precision duplicated what they
had been discovering in flight as to where the rotor instabilities occurred at different parts of the flight envelope.
Now, if that can be done as a matter of routine, then one can check
out the entire performance of the aircraft in a much safer way and
at less cost and with lots more surety than by the test pilot approach.
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We are all learning in this business. The industry is learning and we

in the military are learning.
Mr. ANDnEws. How far down the line do you see the Cheyenne that
you have hoped for, for so many years?
General BETTS. I believe we will know within the next 2 months
whether or not this math iiodel is actually duplicated in wind tunnel
testing and we have in fact, or Lockheed has in fact proved they
have the ability to simulate on a computer just exactly what happens
at all parts of t he flight envelope. If they have done that and'then
again through wind tunnel testing of nmodifications to the control
system and the rotors prove that they are in fact able to give us
the flight envelope we have asked for, we would then be able to say
that this is a feasible developtiient effort. Until we have gone through
that cycle, all we have now is confidence in the math model that has
not yet been confirmed by final wind tunnel testing.
Mr. Poon. To answer your direct question, if the current control
system can be fixed, we think the delay in the R. & D. part of the
program will be somewhat of the order of a year. If it takes a backup
system, advanced control system. to accomplish the full flight envelope, we think it may be about 2 years' delay. We should know
which it is within 3 or 4 months and at that point I'd like to come
back and tell you how long it will take. At this point I would be a
little silly to predict.
FUNDING

REQUIRED IF

CIIEYENNE AUTHORIZED

Mr. LIrsco rB. Is that when you are going to come in and request
your funding too?
Mr. Poon. We are asking for the funding right now.
Mr. Ijirscoimn. It is almost a moot question considering the action
being taken by the other body.
Mr. Poon. the first point is, we still do have the contractor under

contract.

Mr. ANDREmS. How long can you keep him if you haven't anything
to pay him with?
Mr. Poon. A rather short time, I guess.
Mr. Lirsco rn. You mean you have him under contract for R. & D.?
Mr. Poon. That is right. We are not talking about production at all.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you don't get any money-and there hasn't been
any appropriation if there isn't an authorization.
Mr. PoOR. Then we will be in great difl1cultiy in carrying out the
prog raim we are recommending to you.
Mr. Lirsco-lm. Is $16.5 million the very minimum that you can go
ahead-on?
Mr. PooR, I think that $16.5 million, with that we would be able
to accomplish a very minimal program which would still leave major
uicertafiities to the feasibility oftlhis system.

Mr.-

LIPscO31B.

Would any less funding for R.D.T. & E. be

worthless?
Mr. Poo. It is hard to say that less funding is ever worthless.
Mr. Linsco,%iB. If you say $16.5 million is the very minimttm program you can go ahead with and if ou can't get thadt ifitici, then
it would be better to cut the whole thing.
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Mr. Po6 I would feel very uncomfortable in facing you in another
year, having stopped a program that is technically as promisi§g as this
one is. You see, the major subsystems have worked.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you mnean by major subsystems?
Mr. PoOR. The navigation system is a very advanced navigation
system. The fire contlo[-system is a very advanced fire control syst(iii.
The guns on this are sigpnificat steps forward.
Mr. ANDREws. Are they the same systems we are talking about installing on the Cobra?
Mr. PooR. Not exactly, because the Cobra can't carry the weight.
So the systems that would be installed on a Cobra would be somewhat
less capable derivatives.
But the point I want to make is that we have had a serious unanticipated diffictilty in the flight mechanics part of this machine
only. We hope, and we really believe that the flight mechanics can be
fixed. There are two routes. One, the control system, as proposed -by
Lockheed in the first place, and agreed to by us and, second, a backifl
control system based on autopilot techniques. If the backup control
system is required, we believe it will take about 2 more years to
demonstrate something that is a fit candidate for production. Meanwhile, a great deal of very successful development work is under our
belt in the development of this advanced fire control and munitions
system and navigations system that goes on the machine.
I would feel most unhappy if I had to tell our taxpayers that we
were not able to persuade you that this capability should be carried
through, at least to a demonstration so we can determine whether or
not we were right in our assessment of the great value of these advances.
They are almost in hand. The fact that we have ld some eight of
these aircraft flying, and have demonstrated most of the subsystems, is
hardly justification for throwing the R. & D. baby out with the bath
water.
There is no question at all that Lockheed was in default on the l)roduction contract and we had to stop it, but we would like to keep the
option open should this machine prove successful in a military
functional sense, as I believe it can, and that was really the basis of
the case.
CAPABILITY OF MEETING ORIGINAL SPECIFICATIONS

Mr. ANDitmws. In view of the fact that you are requesting money for
these systems to go onthe Cobra, does this mean that you are not confident that the Cheyenne can be developed to meet the original
specifications I You have discussed that?
General Brs.
I believe in time it can be brought to the original
specifications.
.
Mr. ANDRIWS. Has the Army provided Lokheed with a cure notice
on the development contract If not why nott
General Bm-rs. We have iiot .i the development contract, although
we are or have asked them to sit down with us and discuss a restructured contract that reflects what happened with the production contract. I don't think itis appropriate to s6rve their a cure notice until we
have analyzed what sort of a proposed restructuring they would Suggest to us.
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FUNDS FOR FURTIIFAt DEVItLOP31ENT OF CHEYENNE SUBSYS'rEM

Mfr. ANDIAWS. Why is an additional $16.9 million required for "Ad-

vanced development of an electronic rotor control system" tind how

will these funds be utilized?
General Bw'rrs. I might say the preliminary look we have had at the
Various ideas manufacturers have had for the utility tactical transport
aircraft system have all come in with a rigid rotor.
Now, the Lockheed control of the rigid rotor is proprietary vith
them but it is a very simple and effective control system and if, indeed,
it can be made to work and made to work reliably, that is a good way
to go. But if, in the next 8 to 4 months we satisfy ourselves that it
can't be made to work effectively and really reliably, then it is
prudent from the national point of view, with respect to the growth of
helicopter capability, to, look at another means of controlling the rotor.
The best technical advice we can get from both our in-house experts
and those that we have asked to help us from academic circles and from

industry is that the next step in technology ought to be to an electronic
system. What we are proposing here is tbackup program that could
salvage the Cheyenne if the Cheyenne got in trouble with its control
system but, more importantly, could contribute to rigid rotor control
for the entire helicopter industry.
Mr. ANDREWS. The Secretary has stated that another $6.8 mllin is
required for "Automatic test equipment and data storage and retrieval system applicable to gullships." What does this mnean and
why are these alditional funds required? Also, why is this funded
under the Cheyenne program?
General BErrs. It would be funded under this line iteni because it
applied to gunships in general. It is a requirement in our judgment
because, as the whole technology of test and checkout systems has
evolved, it is apparent that we can provide an automaftfc checkout
system that will test out all of the complex -equipment that is aboard
a ship like the Cheyenne. Fire control, computers, that kind of thing.
ArPLtOAMILITY OF NEW SUBSYSTEM2

TO COBRA

Mr. Awrows. Would thisbe applicable to Cobra?
General BEm's. It would be applicable to Cobra. It represents a new
capability, and it is a step forward that was not in the original
proposed
program.
Mr.ANDvR~ws.
In other words, I get the impression as a layman
that you can take Cobra and fix it up and almost have the same capability you have with Cheyenne, except speed. Is that about right?
General B rrs. We can do the same kind of things, but I would
liken itto the fact that you can move the same mound of dit with a
ton-and-a-half truck that you can move with a 10-ton truck, but there
are efficiencies that are practical in the larger vehicle. In the Cheyenne,
you ctn carry much more ammtifilon per mission than you can ever
cary with the smaller Cobra.
7r. LirsoomB. On paper?
General B'rs. No, you can carry it today.
Mr. LiPscoom. You can't even fly it.
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General BETrs. We can fly it today, but you can't fly ii at 200 miles
an hour under all flight conditions. That is the problem. We are
captive of the fact that we suddenly got into a difficult situation and it
is not a no-go situation by any means. We are very confident that in a
relatively few months we will see that airplane flying all over the
flight performance envelope, but that's the point. It will carry a lot
more ammunition; it will go faster.
Mr. LIPsco~M. it is proposed to carry a lot more ammunition.

General B Lv-rs. It will carry it today at lesser speed. The point is,
it has the lift capability.
Mr. Larso-t. Aren the eight or nine you have grounded tod

General Bi.:rrs. No, they are flying in test right now.

Mr. Lipsco.rn. I thoughtlihey were grounded.
General 31-rrs. 'We did until we analyzed this far enough to be sure
we wouldn't kill another test pilot. That is just prudence.
Mr. AN-nr.ws I can easily detect that you have a burning desire for
the Cheyenne and I hope you have it some of these days. One that
works.
General Bimrs. So do we.
DIFFFJIIENCE BE'IVEEN CIIEYENNE AND COBRA ALVrERI3 ODIICATION

Mr. ANDRW
.S.
So I will get 'back to my original question that
brought forth all tits conversation: When you put these three systems
we discus.ed in the Cobra, won't you have most of the capabilltfes you
would have had with the Cheyenne except speed?
General BEI-TS. In a qualitaltive sense we will have most of the calabilities. In a quaintative sense, we will have about one-third the capability in a Cobra that we ha ire in Cheyenne.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is a good answer. You have stated repeatedly
that the cost of the Cheyenne, if and when you ever get it, would be
three times that of a C(bra, but you would rathr have one Cheyenne
than three Cobras?
General BE'rrs. That is cori'ect. Actually, we are going to end -ul)
with a mix because we can't afford to scrap all the Cobras that will
be in the system, and we will keep them in the system.
Mr. ANDREWVS. 'With respect to the automatic test equipment referred to in the Secretary's letter, are you familiar with the Navy's
VAST system, in thl Air Force GPATS system?
General BETS, No ; I amnenot.
Mr. A-NtRWS. It is automated systems to test out electroncs-avioncs
systems in aircraft.
Will this system you are speaking of be similar to that? In other
words, will-this be a third automaticGeneral Bi~yrs. I would have to look at those systems in detail, Mr.
Andrews. I will be glad to do that and give you an analyzed answer
for the record.
I might go on to say that you are familiar with the fact that we have
had a system that we developed ourselves called ' the land combat su port system that in fact may qnd up being what it takes to do this by
extension of the software ofthat system but we need some R. & D. and

engineering talent and money therefor in order to explore that application, but I would be glad 'to look at these two systems and see if
either of them could be applicable ko this problem.
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TRV---COMPUTERIZED

PROGRAM

MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

FOR

CIEYENNE

Mr. ANDREWS. We are intrigued by the phrase "data storage and
retrieval system applicable to gunships." Does this mean that the $13
million spent on the TRW contract through fiscal year 1969 for the
integrated technical data system will provide the Army with little
more than a data storage and retrieval system?
Colonel GILBERT. The data storage and retrieval system is the TRW
system which you just described, that we have had for the past few
years in the Cheyenne program. The dollars indicated-the
million indicated was to continue that effort which would have been
funded out of PEMA money, that being a major part of the Cheyenne
program until recently. The isa continuation of these past
years' efforts with R. & D. paying the bill rather than - PEMIA.
Mr. ANDI WS. As I recall, we had some discussion of this contract

during our Operation and Maintenahoe and PEMA hearings. I believe the Army indicated that this confract would not be funded further. You are now suggesting picking it up in the R. & D. area, is
that correct?
Colonel GILBERT. Yes, sir. This program was initially funded under
the R. & D. for the first couple of years and then as production came
up the funding went to the appropriation carrying the bulk of the
Cheyenne effort which meant PEMA.

With the cancellation of PEMA it falls back into R. & D. and these
are dollars required to continue that effort.
TIME REQUIRED TO COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. What is your prediction as to the length of time it
will take to successfully complete the Cheyenne development indthe
total cost thereof?
We have discussed that. You can mention it again in answer to this

question for the record. How much of this work to be done with the

additional

-

million would have been done under the production

contract? In other words, this added requirement was the direct result

of the production contract cancellation and it could be inferred that
this added development work would have been done under the production contract had it not been cancelled.
General BET'rs. Well, if we had gone through with the prodtidii
contract, we would not have had any reason to upgrade the Cobra. So
that the night vision and other moneys indicated for Cobra for the 30
and 31 millimeter gun would not have been required.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are we to understand then that the
million
is nothing more than the Army funding the completion of development or correcting deficiencies in the Cheyenne which Lockheed failed
to do under the current development contract?
SGeneral Bwrs. No, sir. As was indicated in part of what Colonel
Gilbert said, there has been work under the PEMA program. Since
we now have no PEMA program, it will shift to R. & D. The Cobra
work would not have been done at all so that is hardly Lockheed's
responsibility.
The backup rotor control system-and that is one of the most important items that ends up m that --.
million-is a matter of
prudence on the part of the Government to make sure that we do

A

•
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have the best technology available for rotor control if the Lockheedapproach fails.
The Government insisted on that. That is hardly Lockheed's basic
responsibility since they are confident they can fix up the rotor with
their present approach to the control system. The backup program
is just our conservatism.
Mr. AN'iuws. If they fail to do it, it is a default, isn't it?
General BETws. No, sir. The rotor control system was not part of
the contract requirement at all.
Mr. ANDREWS. We are talking about the original contract.
General BErrs. I know that.
Mr. A-xmws. If they are unable to correct this
General BEiws. But we don't know that they are unable to correct it.
As a matter of fact, they are confident t€hat they can correct it.
Mr. ANDnEws. If it turns out they can't, what happens? Can't they
be made to correct it?
General Br . I suspect they can, but the real question is where
we would be in a development program if we wait until that point is
reached, and then start a backup program. We would all have to sit
on our hands while we waited for the backup, program to get underway. Furthermore, as I remarked before, since the whole industrT
is now clearly interested in the capability of rigid rotors, it is very
important to the military that we have the best possible control system
for rigid rotors. Our technical experts have argued that, even if the
Lockheed system works, they are convinced that an electronic control
system would in the long run prove to be a better system.
Now, this is something that wasn't true even 2 or 3 years ago. It is
a question of the available components, the confidence in electronics
systems for that application.
Mr. A.mDpws. Didthe Director of Defense Research and Engineering originally refuse to grant these additional funds because the
Cheyenne development contract was considered to be sufficiently
funded, at least through fiscal year 1970?
General BBrs. I know of no occasion when they turned to us and
said, "We don't want you to continue this program and we don't want
you to revise your R.& D."
Their interest was in making sure that we could in fact make a good
aircraft out of,the Cheyenne.
EFFECT OF DENIAL OF FUNDS

Mr. ANDRvIs. What would be the effect of Congress denying the request for an additional
million?
General BE rs. It would deny us the Cobra capability.
Mr. ANDPsWS. How much of the
million do you plan to spend
on the Cobra effort?
, General BweS. a
million; ahd it would also deny us the ability to carry forward a backup control system. It would also deny our
applying funds to the automatic test equipment.
Mr. Poon. The automatic test equipment capability would 'be used
with the Cobra as well as for gunships in general.
* Mr. AND ws. Who would develop the automatic test equipmentI
Colonel GrLBET. That.is still tobe determined.
-,General Brs, We would have to~cmpete that.
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TOTAL PACKAGE

PROCURENCENT

Mr. ANDimWS. In April 1968 Congres was told that-The decision to begin production of the AH-56A in fiscal year 1969, before
the flight tests are completed, involves a relatively small risk and allows us to
take advantage of the favorable price * *

General Betts, you have recently been quoted as saying the Cheyenne
is another casualty of total package procurement under which we
thought we could make a decision based on a paper design that said
all technical problems could be solved. You also reportedly indicated
that total package procurement might be used successfully on smaller
programs, but not for large complex weapons. Are these your views?
, General BFTrs. Those are my views, but I should expand a little bit.
The phrase, "total package procurement" has to be defined. The kind
of problem we had here was related to making a firm development
and production program that was tied to a time schedule in the contract and not tied to the demonstration of certain technical milestones.
Furthermore, one went into that contract on the basis of the paper design competition. As I remarked earlier, my view is that the-design competition is to produce hardware, so that, in a competitive environment

we have the opportunity to see what industry can provide in a new
capability, with enough hardware prodiiced so that. one has a solid
basis for making the judgment with respect to whether or not the
technology has advanced far enough that one can tie up a contractor
il a firm development and production contract.
Mr. Andrews. Now, the Sheridan seemed to suffer from a similar
fate. However, I do not wish to get into the Sheridan at this time.
Nevertheless, the fiscal year 1970 PEMA budget contains requests
for funds for the procurement of many items of equipment and weapons
which have not completed their developmentitnd testing, and are not
yet approved for service use. Why should Congress provide the procurement funds for these PEMA items under those circumstances?
General Bm-rs. The time cycle between the time we asked for the
funds in the President's budget and the time that we would commit
them is anywhere from 1 to 2 years. Consequently, we have to ask you
for these funds before we pass the milestones that would indicate when
they ought to be committed.
PR1OUREVIENT WITHOUT ADEQUATE

DEVELOPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. Aren't you going contrary to the advice of not buying
until you "fly" when you go into programs like this?
General Bm'rs. I don't know what that means, Mr. Chairman,
becauseMr. ANDREWS. It is pretty well known in this committee. We have

insisted on it for years. Unless you are sure it will fly, don't buy it.
General BETTs. If we had followed the philosophy literally that you
are espousing, we would not have had one new aircraft available to this
countyvin all World War II. All World War II. In other words, if
there Is any time urgency to the requirement, there has to be some

judgment made at some point in the development cycle that says,
"This item of equipment, this weapon, is ready to be released toproduction," because the lead time from that decision to the time when you
first see production is very considerable. Up to 2 years in many cases.
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In World War II we built aircraft that had never flown at all because we wanted them quickly. When they came off the end of the production line, they went to another production line. We called it a modificatioti line if you will recall, and in the .modification line we made
up for the corrections we had found during the testing effort. Now
that is an expensive way to do things and that is one extreme, but if we
took something like the Cheyenne and said, "We will fly this and thoroughl'y est it before we make any release whatsoever to production,"
we will have lost the engineering team that did the original designi
when it comes time to pick up the changes that we discover in the
course of testing.
Now, somebody has to translate those changes into the design for the
production item. Now, if you have a completely new engineering
team making the changes that are related to the production item-, you
are just'as likely find all sorts of new technical problems when you get
that production item off the line.
That is what -happened to our M60AIE2 that is now sitting in storage waiting for us to solve the stabilization system. The design team
that created the R. & D. stabilization system quit the contractor between the time they created the R. & D. design and the time we asked
them to redesign the thing for production. So it was not a completely
different, but a significantly different crew who designed the production item and we have had trouble with it ever since. So you can't just

"fly before buying." It doesn't make good sense.

Mr. ANDREWS. You are talking about a matter now that will be argued
effectively on both sides.
General BETTS. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREws. What role do you play in the decision making process
to initiate production of an item still'under development?
General BL-rns. I am one of many who are asked to advise my superiors on what we call-well, there are several points in the classification cycle. Classification for limited production means that we have
not completed the testing to our satisfaction, but we feel it is appropriate'to release to limited production pending the time when we have
completed the testing cycle. Then at a later date we release to what we
call cassification standard A, and that woud mean we have completed
the testing to our satisfaction and 't is releasedLESSON LEARNED BY BUYING BEFORE ADEQUATE RESEARCH COMPLETED

Mr. ANDREWS. What lessons have we learned from the Cheyenne, and
Sheridan programs, as well as those of the other military services where
decisions were made too early in the program to initiate production?
What steps are being taken by the Army to move possibly more toward the "fly before buy" approach in weapons systems developments?
Mr. POOR. I think the most significant lesson we have learned is that
reliance On paper designs is an imprudent thiig to do. It is not entirely
a new lesson. The main consequence has been a policy decision, where
possible, to have competitive development of the critical sub-elements
of all new systems in hardware.
We did it a number of years ago in the development program that
led to the TOW missile system. At that point we were seeking a new
kind of high-precision guided missile to Shoot at tanks on the ground
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and what we did offers a lesson for today. We tested in the field the
critical guidance components of each of some 10 different proposals.
Each vendor wanted us to buy a whole missile system from hin and
we didn't do that.
We took the pieces out and tried them in the field. That is also why,
in our proposal to you on the heavy-lift helicopter, we are plainhig a,
program of componefit development to test those critical parts where
we can't predict what will happen, confidently, early enough in the
program so the design will be meanifigful. We have the full support
of D.D.R. & E. I think we feel we have collectively learned a very
important lesson, or relearned a very important lesson which is, understand all the pieces before you make an evaluation that the thing
is worth pthting fider contract.
The point where you go into production partly depends on time
urgency but I hope very much that we will be ablein the future to say
that we have not repeated the mistakes of requiring, to save time, so
much concurrency that we get unenforceable contracts. I hope at the
same time we don t swing the other way and get to such a tremendously
stretched-out program of test before prodfktion that the things are
obsolete before they go into production. We must strike a balance.
The key thing, I thiik, is being confident, through test, that those
pieces that you cannot reasonably analyze on paper are well etiougih
understood so the design really makes sense.
Mr. ANDREWS. General Betts, do you want to add anything?
General BEars. I think that is a very good answer.
Mr. ANDREWS. An example this committee remembers and will never

forget is those planes the Navy bought aid couldn't et. a one of then
off the ground. They had to tow them away from a field in St. Louis, if
I am correct.
General BETTS. There have been programs during the war, Mr.
Chuiman, that were outstandingly successful where reease to production was made before the first flight.
Mr. ANDRWS. I know a good lawyer iould argue effectively on
either side of this question. that we are talking about.
Those are all the questions we have on Cheyenne. Mr. Lipscomb?
Mr. LIPScOMB. I have no further questions.
Mr. ANDnEWS. Mr. Rhodes?

Mr. RHODES. I think we have covered the subject very adequately,

to put it mildly.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Davis?
Mr. DAVIs. No questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDPEWS. Before we get ito another subject, we will adjourn
the committee until 10 o'clock tomorrow.
TUESDAY, JULY 8, 1969.
AmcnAFr WFAPONIZATION
INCREASED FUNDING

Mr. ANDPws. The committee will come to order.

This morning we will discuss exploratory development, aircraft
million in fiscal year 1970 for aircraft

weaponization.
Tou are requesting

weaponization, an increase of

million over fiscal year 1969..
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Whati-s the reason for this increase z General Betts? Before answering
that question, would you tell us briefly for the record what is meant
by exploratory development and aircraft weaponization?
General BTrTs. The exploratory development is one category of the
several different categories under which we program all our research
and development effort. The exploratory development category is that
which follows basic research and represents broad state-of-the-art advances that type of activity.
So that within the aircraft weaponization progra-m it would mean
fairly fuindatfienhtal work that could be applicable to many aircraft
systems, not necessarily one specific one such as Cobra or Cieyenne.
Mr. A

aDREws. Tell us the reason for the increase of

million

over the past fiscal year.
General Bm'rs. rdo not have the data available immediately.
Colonel BoNIFAcIO. Continually for the last 3 years we have beep

requesting approximately
million per year for the aircraft
weaponization exploratory development. In each case, however, we
have been allotted only 50 ,percent.or we have had to reprogram close
to 50 percent of it for higIher priority developments. Therefore we
have applied approximately
each year to this effort.
ITEMS UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS, What are'some of the items you are working on in
this area ?
Colonel BoNivAcIo. In this particular area because of the approximately 50-percent reduction we have reduced our study effort to those
involved in the weapons effectiveness, those areas that tell usthe effectiveness of our weapons systems, the kind of vibrations that can be
expected on the structure of the aircraft, the effectiveness of certain
kinds of rounds that attack targets. These kinds of studies assist us
in making our final decisions as to whether or not we should go or not
go, let's say, with a 20 millimeter, 30 millimeter, or 40 millimeter, or
with the 'low.
Yesterday I think we addressed some areas of why we needed R. &D.
for the TOV, 30-millimeter and night vision. In these areas we would
take up the basic study and determine whether or not we should indeed go in that direction. Is it feasible to hang on certain weapons systems on aircraft already in being? These are the kinds of studies
that we conduct i. exploratory wea onizatin.
Mr. PooR. Mr. Chairman, since t is program is an eplorato
development program, it means that it is fairly early in the deveopment oycle of new things. I think it would be useful, and perhaps
helpful, to talk about some of the things that have come out of this line
element in prior years. We have talked about the effectiveness of the
TOW missile system as helicopter armament. The study that resulted
in the choice of the TOW rather than the Shillelagh missile for incorporation in the helicopter armament systems came out of this element.
We are also, for example, very ,pk1ased' with the successful development of the new 30-millimeter cannopn originally intended for the
Cheyenne system. We have developed d under this line item new
warheads.for the 2.45 -inchfoldifigfnaerial rocket. We hiive developed
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laser range finders and we have done exploratory work which has
established the feasibility of airborne moving target radars, low light
level TV eqpuiment and image intensifier equipment for fire control
systems. All of those systems came out of this program, had their beginnings in this program. It is a rather broad program.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put some more in the record, Mr.
Secretary.
Mr. PoOR. I would be happy to.
(The information follows:)
Some examples of exploratory work conducted In aircraft weaponization dur-

ing fiscal year 1969 are:
1. Tracking and acquisition tests of the XM-26 stabilized sight.
2. Initiated ,a 4-month study on optimum Cobra armament and a 5-month study
on follow-on sensors and armament for AH-56A.
3. Redeye investigations for aerial applications.
4. Evaluated 25 unsolicited proposals from contractors.
5. Study on a 20-grain flechette warhead.
6. Tests to identify and quantify error sources in delivering air launched or air
dropped munitions.
7. Conducted off angle sled firing for rocket control ammunition.
8. Studies for the selective effects armament subsystem (SEAS) development.
9. Studies to include the design and feasibility of using submissile warheads,
guided missiles, and multiple tank engagement mathematical models.
10. Lethal area studies of the XM-229 (17 pound) warhead and the 30-millimeter and 40-millimeter high-explosive, dual-purpose rounds.
11. Field flight tests were performed to obtain ballistic and target vulnerability data.
12. A contract was extended to obtain additional data on gun reaction forces
and blast effects.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO VIETNAM

Mr. ANDRE S. In the last 3 years this sub-element has been decreased
through reprograming in favor of higher priority developments. Is
million this year?
this what will happen to half of this General BETTs. I can't say that it will or it will n6t, Mr. Chairman.
It is true that throughout the exploratory development part of our
program we have found it necessary to go back into that money as
priority requirements from Southeast Asia have been identified. As I
remarked earlier in our discussions, since we have no source of contingenoy money we must resort to the problem of reprograming from
lower priority efforts. In this case we have done that with aircraft
weaponization; as you are aware, we have done it with other programs.
I would hope-that we do not have to, but I find it hard to predict one
way or the other.
Mr. ANDnws. I assume that your requirements from Southeast Asia
have a very top priority.
General BETs. This is correct.
Mr. ANDmwS. That war has been with us now for 8 or 9 years. I wish
you would place in the record at this point some of the outstanding
contributions that R. & D., Army, have made to Southeast Asia, things
that are actually in existence down there today.
General BETrs. We will-be very happy to.
Mr. AmiDRws. I think it would be very helpful.
(The information follows:)
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OUTSTANDING R, & D. CONT1mnUTIONS TO VIETNAM
A. CURRENTLY IN FULL TACTICAL USE

1. Air cushion vehicle.
2. Armor kits for vehicles
3. Airborne personnel detector.
4. Ainnobile platform for M102 howitzer (105 nm.).
5. Aircrewman's body armor,
0. Aircrewman's fire resistant clothing.
7. Adjustable ranging telescope for M-14 rifle.
8. Fire retardant flight gloves for aircrews.
9. Helicopter armament subsystem, XM-28, 7.02 in. nachinegun and 40 mam.
grenade launcher for AH-10, Cobra,
10. Improved conventional munitions.
11. Airburst proximity fuze (40 mm.), XM-596.
12. Attack helicopter, AH-lG, COBRA.
13. AN/PPS-5 radar,
14. Light observation helicopter, OU1-6A Cayuso.
15. Southeast Asia Mohawk revision (Seamore).
16. Miniscope.
17. Lightweight intrenching tool.
18. Lightweight combat clothing.
19. Long.range patrol rations.
20. Riot control canister cluster, CS, B158.
21. Collapsible water bag
22. Mask, riot control agent, XM 28
23. Squad radios, AN/PRT-4 and AN/PRR-9
24. FLASH, multishot portable flame weapon, X1191
25. Rome plow
26. Miniature colored smoke grenades, XM-166 thrn XM-114
27. Sheridan armored reconnaissance/airborne assault vehicle
28. Two-quart collapsible canteen
B. PROORAMED FOR FULL TACTICAL USE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
&
9.

Retransmission device for AN/PRC-25 radio
Landing zone directors signals for directing helicopters and aircraft
Integral smoke generator for helicopters and airboats
Aircraft armament pod, 7.62 nm. machinegun pod, MiSE for AH-1 (1
COBRA
Helicopter armament subsystem, 7.02 mam. machinegun, M27E1 for OH--A
Cayuse
Battlefield illumination system
Mine firing switch
Off-leash scout dogs
Portable radio frequency monitor set (AN/USQ-42)
FORECASTING WEAPON

SYSTEMS

Mr. A.wmivs. What is meant by the statement on page 75 of your

justifications book: "Perform parametric studies to aid i forecasting
weapon systems effectiveness"?
General Bm'rrs. In looking at the question of weapon systems effectiveness, it is desirable to optimize the combination of the weapon

system and the aircraft that carries it. Now, the way to do this in
a. study environment is to assume a spectrum of capabilities for the
aircraft in terms of speed, lift, stability, if that is a factor, and then
a spectrum of capabilities for the weapons. So that as you vary these
different capabilities in an overall effectiveness analysis you can
eventually pick out an optimum combination of aircraft character-
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isties and weal)n eha ritteristies ior maxii iftill total system eflfec-

tiveness. Now, we refer to the difl'erefit capabilities in each of these

categories as paI'lneters al)plyihg to the ultinbate result. We call that
a )arametric analysis l)ecenfise we have not tried to asstmie Ally fixed

set of characteristics, hiut ratlr a, spread of chmticteristics in that
sort,of a system approach.

Mr. Pom. May 1 say, Mr. Chairman, this is jargon for doiig a
good job of design.
For example, i tie gula-fire control system combiation that was
studied for tile Cheyenne heliloter witli this area one of the fqflstions is clearly: 1h)w miuch should we speld oi a very accurate fire
control system to deliver the gi allliffitl very precisely? You
can use a whole range of tliigs, itvery inexpensive, simple siglit to
poit, the gun, and in'that, ('ase it takes many round ds to def at; a target
Eecaitse it sprays around the landscape. At a mulh higher expense
you can get a very l)recise delivery system that will give a. very high
assuritie of a,first-round hit.
Now, dependinfg 611 whait kind of targets you have to contelid with,
that extra expenlso may or may not prove to be worthwhile. So these
studies are intended to try to get, a handle on how much solphisticetion
is worthwhile, what is tfie opifilffh size of tle arnafifit, tliis kind
of thing. In old-fashioned words, it is nothing but,good system design.
UTILIZATION OF 1970 FUNDS

Mr. ANDREWAS. Mr. Secretary, do you have specific studies in mind
that you plan to conduct this year on particular weapon systems?
Mr. PooR. I understand that the 1)laitnled ' program includes design
studies of this sort to assess the value of some of the iniproved moving
target indicator radars, new fire control ,te]hlkljUes, and daytime
and nighttime fire contol systefhs for application to helicopters'. We
would do exploraltory work, for example, On iproved ar n t
systems for antitank, antituck, antipersonnel weapon systems, so that
we have in our budget of tricks reasonalbl)ly well assessed new schemes
for development, in future years. It is the I)eginf lig, the prelinithary
design work in all of these areas.
Qd?
Ir.
ANDREWS. How will the 1970 fiscal year ftds he utilized ?
Mr. PoOm The prior answer was intended to cover that, Mr. Chairman1111.

Mr. AN DmES. Do you have

million worth of work pro-

gramed or will you wit and see?
General B .rr's. We have more than
million worth of work
we would like to do. At the momnit that is whlt we felt we could
allocate to this.
LOW -It1OITrY AIIEA

M[r. ADNrrnWVS. M'. Lil)s.onll), do you have any questions on "Exploratory developmelit, aircraft weapoiition"?
Mr. LIPsconn. Yes, Mr. C(hairiffh.
From your test mony I understand that this is basically a very low
priority area of operation, Gene'al.
General BprTs. I wouldn't plik out, this one aspect of exploratory
development, but the problem with l)rlority, with respect to explora-
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tory developmient, is that we cannot point to an iminediate crisis need
in these various or very preliminary efforts. Now, broadly spealking,
we feel that exploratory development is very important. Yet whenl
we have a firm hardware requirement from outleast Asia
Mr. LnscOMB. We are talking about, an aircraft weaponizati6n program that has been cut basically in half b reprograming over each
of the past 2 or 3 years. In discussing this item earlier, you said tliit

the reason that this has been redticed by reprograming is because it
is a low priority item compared with others.
General B~in-s. It is a low prio fity item compared with the other

aspects of the development, 6.3, 6.4 that are imuch closer to hardware
where the need can be more immediattely identified. Thlt is what I
meant to indicate.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. So it is considered a low priority item ? It has I)een in
the past.
General BErrs. I consider aircraft weaponization, as such-I don't
consider it as a low priority item. I consider that when we nfist, mneet
an immediate requirement my only source of funds is the general
capability represented by the money we have programed for exploratory development, and this is one of them.
Mr. LIPscoMn. Would you say that all the discussion that we have
here on justification is a useless exercise of your time and our time?
General BEi'rs. No. I think It is very helpful to you and to us to
point out what we think are the fields of exploration that we ought
to pursue if the resources are available and if higher priority finmediate requirements from Southeast Asia do not appear during the year,
we would'in fact pursue them.
Mr. LIpSCOmB. Are items for Southeast Asia the only ones of higher
priority that you can anticipate?
General Brn-rs. That is our highest priority. I wouldn't deny the
importance
of developments that are pointed toward strengtheining
NATO.
Mr. LpscoMB. Would you prefer for budgeting purposes to knock

out all these low priority items but in their place set up a contingency
fund?
CONTINGENCY FUNDING

General BET-as. I think we could do a better job of managing our
program if a percentage of the 'total R. & D. budget was identified as
contingencies but were programed dtfring the year and then we came
back and reported to you as we program them.
Mr. LIPScOMB. Supposing you came into the committee before you
programed, instead of after, and said that you had a use for the
contingency fund I
General Bm'rs. I would-be very happy to do it that way. I do think
it would be a better way to manage the program.
Mr. LPscom. I think it is a waste of your time and our time to sit
here day after day listening to you justify something that you don't
even intend to go into or utilize. It is a waste of time over in the
Defense Department to set up sheet after sheet of a scenario that
makes it appear that you are going to do something which in reality
you have no idea or no intent ofdoing.
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General BFTTS. I think you are absolutely right, Mr. Lilpscomb.
You know, in construction we have recognized this for years. We
pit in 101)ercelit for contifigeocy.
Mr. Poon. Mr. Lipscomb, I can share your view with great enlthusiasm. I had understood that the Congress, in general, has not looked
with favor on contingency funds for R. & D. I think it is absolute
nonsense. It would be enormo'usly helpful to you and to us if we did
not put together a. budget which is so tight that it has inherent fictions built-into it. The fact of the matter is that is what we now have
to do.
Mr. Livscokrm. I don't watit to mislead you. I do not believe in contingency funds either, because they have been misused and not handled
with prudence. But I believe it perpetrates a fraud on the Congress to
try to tell us that you are going to do something and have some plans
and yet you have no intentions of ever doing it. This is true especially
when you sit here and justify these figures in order to get some funds
so that you can later reprogram them.
Now I 'have sat on this committee for years and years, and I have
realizeA that there has been reprograming going on but this is the first
time that I have felt that it has been done with complete intent.
General Bwrrs. No, sir; no, sir; that is just not the case, that is just
not the case. We know by experienceMr. LIPSComB. Isn't that the way it sounded?
General B rrs. We know by experience that there will be things that
come up that we do not foresee before going into the budget year.
Mr. LSCOMB. We understand that.
General Bim'm. Since we are not allowed any contingency funds we
must emasculate a program that has been very carefiully and deliberately planned and proposed. I don't want to change this program.
Mr. LnPsCOMB. Supplemental funds may be requested from the Congress. You would do 10 times better by being frank, candid, and
clear with the Congress than trying to do otherwise-and I realize
we are only talking about
- million now.
General Br'rs. I appreciate that, but, it is a lot more than that
through the course of the year, as you are well aware.
Mr. ANDrmWs. If the gentleman will yield, do you get the feeling
this is a cushion
Mr. LnPsooMB. Just a cushion, yes.
Mr. Am)Prows.Or a contingency under a different name.
Mr. LIPScomB. Yes. Then to sit here and try to justify what you mhean
by "perform parametric studies to aid in the forecasting of future
weapon system effectiveness." In trying to justify that sentence; you
waste the time of the shorthand reporter, the committee staff, and the
committee me mbers.
General BErs. The sentence explains exactly what we propose to do
if we had the money.
Mr. Lwscox. If you had the money?

General Bwrs. Yes.
Mr. Lnsooxn. You know you are going to reprogram money out
of that as fast as you can.
General Bmrr. No, I don't.
Mr. Poon. I don't think that is the case. I think the 6.2 part of the
program is quite clearly the most vulnerable part. When an urgent
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requirement comes to put more money into a Southefist Asia-relaead
program or one of our ongoing advanced development or operational
system development programs we do have to find the money soiiewhere. But this item and every other line item in the 6.2 developmienit
progTam has been carefully reviewed by Dr. Foster's office as well as
ours, and given that we do not have to reprogram out, we would indeed
carry out this work. We do think it is imp6i tanit. I t6ihk it is iml)ortaut. I think the payoff in the past from this program has been well
worthwhile.
FISCAL YEAR 190

FUNDING

Mr. ANDRIw. What was the amoufit appropriated tnder this headino last year?

General BE'I'rs. $1,050,000.
Mr. ANDREWS. $1,050,000?

General B .rs. Yes.
Mr. A !oiws.How much of that, if any, was repIrogramed?
Colonel BONIFACTO. Very little of the $1,050,000. Tile majority of

$1,050,000 was spent in the exploratory development for aircraft
weaponiization.
General Bmrs. What was actually appropriated: $11050,000?
Colonel BONIFACLO. $1.9 mili6 was in the President's budget, sir.
General BErrs. That was in the President's budget. We asled for

$1.9 million and we got $1,050000-according to the figures we have
here-and of that $1&00,000 which was appropriated we reprogramed

about, 10 percent.

Mr. Poon. Which shows that we are serious about this program. We
spent 90 percent of what we gotlast year as I unddrstand'it.
Mr. ANDEmVS. This report on page 71b shows that you were funded
for 1969 at $900,000. You say $1,050"000. Explain that for ;he record,
if you can.
(The information follows:)
The amount of money shown in the President's budget for this program in
fiscal year 1969 was $1.9 million. The amount appropriated was $1.050 million$0.120 million was reprogramed for the quiet aircraft (reprograming action
fiscal year 69-3 (DOD F/69-11)). By reprograming authority of the developing
agency, an additional $0,27 million was provided to this effort. As of June 30,
1969, a total of $0.057 million was allotted to conduct exploratory development
in aircraft weaponization.
INVESTIGATION OF IREDEYE MISSILE

Mr.ANDIEWS. Any further questions?
M r.JIFsco.mB. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Could you explain the work that you are doing in your fiscal year
1969 progrAm to investigate air-to-groutind system, for example, tedeye missile for use against material targets? That is on page 74.
General BErrs. Yes, sir. We have explored the possibility that the
Redeye heat-seeker might be adequate to' seek out the infrared radiation from a tank or other very high powered vehicles So far these
experiments have not been very promising. I doubt that we will puirsue it fr,
other. In theory, it is a feasible technology but in practice one
is limited by the amount of radiation you'get.from that type of source.
Redeye is not that'sensitive. It-is my understanding that there are
a couple of additional experiments that we propose in is gnera area
I
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to confirm or deny what we have learned so far, but at the moment it
doesn't seem very prohiiinO.
Mr. LirscoiuB. I-low muc i effort do you, feel that you have expended
on this particular investigation with the Redeye missile?
General BTTs. I would have to check that out, but in the order of
a few hundred thousand dollars is my present guess. I would have
to confirim that, Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LiPsCONB. Would it be the idea that if it was feasible you
couldGeneral BiE'UTTS. If it did work, it could be used as an antitak, or as
an antivehicular, weapon.
Mr. uirscoriii. On a helicopter?
General BET rS. On a helicopter; yes, sir.
Mr. Poo. It is conceival*L that the improved Reedeye seeker,
which will be somewhat more sensitive thai the one we are low using,
may have more capability against wari targets such as trucks and
other military vehicles. So it would be prudent to find that out, bit
there are also a lot of hot things in a battlefield which could district
the weapon. So I think it is just one of those things that we ought to
explore to make sure that the capability, if it is useful, is not
overlooked.
Mr. lrsco-mB. What about the TOW on a helicopter?
Mr. Poon. The TOW on the helicopter is, of course, a tremendously
useful weapon. It is very big, relatively expensive. It is designed to kill
tanks. Against lighter, more vulnerable targets it would be well if
the Redeye does lave a capability to use it because it would be a
great deal less expensive.
General Bm-rs. If we had a seeker missile it would be a better way
to go, operationally, because then the helicopter would have no re-

quiemefit to continue to track the target after launching the missile.

6o at some point in time in the future we would hope to be able to
develop an adequately effective and reliable seeker missile for this
mission.
Mr. ANDREwS. Does a TOW missile cost more than the Redeye? The
Secretary indicated that it did cost more.
Mr. PooR. The TOW installation in a helicopter is a very expensive
device, as you know.
Mr. AND WS. I am talking about the missile.
Mr. Poon. I think the missiles are roughly comparable. The Redeye
may cost a. little more.
Mr. ANDitREvs. How far have you gotten in your effort to have. the
Redeye ada pted to the choppers?
General 1i,ws. As of the 7th of July, we had fired four rounds
against trucks, but we augmented those trucks with a thermal output
to check the system.
Mr. AxDIEnWS. You mean, you fired Redeye from choppers?
General Blirirs. Four Redeye.
Mr. ANnnEws. So you can doiit.
General BETTS. Tree were hits, the fourth hit the ground. We do
propose six to 1[0 more test flights.
Mr. ANDrEWS. So you can do it.
General BETTS. We can do it under under the conditions of that experiment. Now, having done that, we will try to explore this further
to see what the limitations of this system may be.
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Mr. ANDimws. Do you need special equipment on the chopper to
use the Redeye?
General BETrs. Very little. I don't see a significant problem here.
Mr. ANDrEWS. Mr. Lipscomb?
CONTINGENCY FUNDING

Mr. LiPsco-MI. Just to complete our contingency discussion: In your

R.D.T. & E. budget, request presently pen ing before the Congress,
how much contingency do you feel you have cranked into your
request?
General BETTs. I don't have any amount that I have identified, Mr.
Lipscomb. We built the program from the laboratory up and everything that is proposed are things that the Army really wants to do.
Mr. LIPSCOMIB. By the rule of thumb, what do you think in the development of the budget you would put in-say, 10 percent?
General BErs. We don't go about it that way.
Mr. LiPscom. I know you are not supposed to but you indicated
yesterday and again today that you have to reprogram for higher
priority items because of contingencies.
General BErs. That is right. The amount that we reprogram depends on the level of the higher priority things that occur during the
year. So that the only good answer I can give you is to go back -into
the history of the last 2 or 3 years-say, for example, last year where
the reprograming total was about 11 percent and the year before it was
less than-about 9 percent. But we do not deliberately program a part
of this effort to say, "Well, that is going to disappear
Mr. Poon. Mr..Lipscomb, I think we are discussing a matter that has
been of very serious concerto me, and I think Dr. Foster shares my
concern. The present method of budgeting without any explicit contingency, buil ilg the budget on firm programs which we seriously
intend to carry out, as you have indicated, is inherent nonsense. We
know we are going to have to reprogram sometime, and each program that we cut in order to provide money for these unanticipated,
important new R. & D. programs, simply has to suffer. It is a very
painful process for us, because whenever we move out of a program of
this sort-and we reprogramed about 10 percent out of thisline itemsomething that we seriously thought was important and worth doing
has to be stopped. If the Congress sees fit to put in a small reprogramable fund, identified as a contingency fund, it would make our life and
yours, I think, a great deal simpler and I think we could do a great
deal better job of planning our budget. We wouldn't have this yo-yoing
up Lrwsooum.
and down of
some programs which are also important.
.Mr.
Well,
I haven't regained that confidence yet in the
Congress giving you a contingency .fud.
Mr. Poon. I understand that. I think it would be desirable.
Mr. LIPscomB. I am afraid that the funds would go to CRESS, the
university program, Project THEMIS, and all of these kinds of
Mr. Poon. I think the record will show that the reprograminig has
largely been in the systems that are well 'along in development and into
programs like Southeast Asia. I can give you full assurance that we
could arrange matters, so that a contingency fund would not be used in
support of a preestabhished level of study programs.
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Mr. LipscomB. Last year before this eomiiittee, Dr. Foster said
about the last place he would make a reduction is iii the THEMiS program. I hope he doesn't say it this year.

Mr. ANDREWS. And we have got a war going on.

Mr. LTPSCOMB. Yes.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ANDRBWS. Let me ask you off the record(Discussion off the record.)
SOUTHEAST

ASIA REQUIREMENTS

Mr. ANDnEWS. Do you know of anything that you-need in Southeast
Asia today that research and development could get for you?
Gene'aI Bm-rs. We have treated our Southeast Asia requirements as
of the highest priorityMr. ANDVWS. You told us that, and I think you should do so.

General Birms (continuifig). After the ballistic missile defense effort
that is a national N o. 1 priority also.
While I know that there are some additional efforts that we would
like to apply for the Southeast Asia environment, it is our judgment
that those needs that we have identified as critical are in fact adequately funded in.the budget presented to you.
AvioNics
DEVELOPMENT OF NAVIGATIONAL

SYSTEM FOR

HELICOPTERS

Mr. ANDREWS. We now take up Avionics.
million for Avionics, an increase of
You are programing
million over fiscal year 1969. What is the reason for this increase?
General BEi-rs. I will have to supply that. I cannot identify the
demand immediately for that increase and I would not like to
speculate.
Mr. ANDREWs. How will the fiscal year 1970 funds be used?
General Bvrrs. A very important part of this effort is in the navigation capability we would like to have in our helicopters. We have an
advance system planned for Cheyenne that we feel is too big and too
cornplex or the smaller sized helicopters.
Mr. AN6RnEws. You cannot use it on a Cobra?
General BTrws. I believe it is physically possible, but, nevertlless,
it cuts down an already limited payload by too much.
Mr. ANDU EWS. What type of navigational system is it, General
Betts?
Mr. PoOR. The system is a combination of a doppler radar device
which measures velocity over the ground, and an inertial device which
tells the doppler which way is up Ond which way is north.
Now, with these two pieces of information, the system can keep
track of where the aircraft is as it moves over the ground. It works
through the fire-control computer in the AH-56A and presents to
the pilot his present location, the distance and direction to the place
where he started from, and the distance and direction to a nmbuier of
possible target areas.
Mr. ANr)mWs. Do you have any present comparability?
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Mr. Poon. 1Ve have no system presently flying that has the full

capability of this system. The system includes also a laser rangefinder device which allows the machine to update its navigating sys-

tem by ranging on known points. As a result, the navigational accuracy
is sufilciently high so that the navigation system can be used to control
tle firings of our artillery weapons.
1fr. ADTIEmWS. Do other services have that capability today?
Mr. Poo. Not in exactly the same form. There are doppler navigators and pure inertial navigators in the other services which have
precision nearly good enough for some kinds of bomtbings.
Mr. ANDmEWS. Why couldn't you use those?
General BExrs. They tend to be larger and heavier because they are
for fixed-winge aircraft.
Mr. Poon. The other difficulty is that they do not have the updating
precision that the laser rangefinder computer combination gives this
thing which, as I say, finally allows us to control the fires of our
artillery weapons as well as a forward observer could do.
Mr. ANDREWS. How far along in development or research have you
gone in connection with this navigational system?
Mr. Poon. The system has flown several navigational systems and
has demonstrated essentially specification performance accuracy.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, you have it, you could get it today,
but in order to use it on a Cobra you would heave to scale it down and
reduce the size and weight?
General BFvrs. This is a very important goal of the exploratory
effort.

Mr. ANDREWS. Can you do thfit ? Are you working on that?

General BETT. With time, we believe we can.
Mr. ANREws. How mtic'time? Yea rs?
General BETTS. Certainly 1 or 2. It is not immediately available.
That is why this effort is an exploratory development, it is very preliminary innAfure.
Mr. ANDREWS. You are working on the system with a view to making it adaptable to the Cobra?
General BEwrs. To the smaller aircraft: that is corect.
Mr. ANDREWS. After that discussion yesterday I wotild think that
for the next few years you ought to concentrate on the Cobra.
General BETTs. Our goals are to try to get to a less expensive, less
complex and lighter system. There are some new technologies becoming available, such as the laser gyro. That will be pursued under
this effort. 'Wehope it will provide a better capability for the aircraft
that are either now in the inventory or coming into the inventory.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the best navigational system you have today
in use on the Cobra?
Colonel BoNrAcio. There is none in Cobra right now. That is, no
kind of a navigation system. We just have the basic instruments, gyro,
hbrizon- compass, that kind of thing. It is a daylight ship, VFR rules.
That is how it was developed.
Mr, ANDREWS. Vould this system you have discussed have allWeather and nighttime capability?
General BEmrS. It would.
Mr. ANDREWS. I can see how it would be very useful for a chopper.
General BMrs. I think iis an imp6rtaknt program to pursue, but it
is developmental in nature. It is not near an end item as yet.
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Mr. ANDREWS. You say you have some in use. Are they on the
Cheyenne?
General BEWrS. The system that is now being tested on the Cheyenne
we think is a very good system.
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM CONTROL

Mr. ANDREWS. How much will be spent to "contitie con' pater
analysis of the AH-56A to identify system control low limitations"
and what doesthis mean?
General BELTS. I can't answer that. I will have to supply it. I do not
identify the effort.
Mr. ANDrMEWS. It is on page 77. You state here, among other things,
that you plan in 1970 "to continue coipiiter analysis of the AH-56A
to identify system control low limitations where imnprovement in manmachine system performance may be accomplished by software rather
than hardware."
General BE'rrs. I would have to research tlat.
Mr. A-,iDws. Can anybody explain that?
General BET'rs. I don't identify that effort.
Mr. AN.DiEWS. Off the record.
(Discussion offthe record.)
Mr. ANDnEws. Put something in the record on that.
(The information follows:)
The Avionics System Simulation, located at the US Army Electronics Comimand, can be programmed to simulate the flight'dynamics of the AH-56 as well

as other Army helicopters with a man at the controls. The effort listed on page
77 of the Justilfication Book is to determine the iliflt or limits at which catastrophlic or unsafe conditions will exist when the flight control or Avionics Systems
either singularly or in combination are degraded or fail. This Is beneficial in
identifying critical subsystems prior to experiencing these conditions in a developfor ,Y 70.
mental aircraft. The programmed noney for this effort is
TACTICAL AIR GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Mr. ANDREWS. HOW much Will be spent oi the study of the application of the fly-by-wire concept to the UTTAS and HtLH aircraft-" and
what does this inean?
General BETrs. We have been carrying the program we call Tactical Air Guidance System, working with the instrufeiitti6n laboratory of MIT. As a colloquiMsm we call it the fly-by-wire, simply

because it. represents an approach to helicopter control that is sufficientli automatic that it is practically as simple as flying the helicopter
as though it was on a wire. The point thait I am asking is that it does
for the pilot virtUally everything that he would live to do by a carefully coordinated control of all of his flight coIrols.
Mr. AwpnEwg. In other words, he can get in there, push a button,
and away it would'go ;it would Stay on course .
General BETTS. With a siali joystick control lie cin go forward,
backward, sideward, downward, by the very simplest of c6otiol applications. The system itself flies the machine.
Mr. ANDn1 Ws. I-low far along aro you with this system ?
General BETrs. We. have flown that for a good year or two in the
test-bed aircraft.. We are now working with the Boeing Veto1 Co. to
:apply it to a o1re tactical configuration. I think we have proved the
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technology. What we now need to do is work out the details of an
installation in a tactical aircraft.
Mr. ANDRVWS. How much hardware is involved?
General BFrrs. It actually will permit us to reduce some of ti controls now in the helicopter involved.

Mr. ANnnws. That is on a new chopper where you will put the sys-

tem in?
General Bvmrs. That is right.
Mr. ANDRmWS. What would you do with a chopper that you have in
service; could you modify it to put the system on it, and do you plan
to do that?

Mr. PoOR. I think we can discuss tlis logically under the 6.32 program, research helicopter, but it appears practical to incorporate this
system into a machine like the C114r7, the Boeing twin-rotor helicopter, with some advantages. The advantage is far greater if it is )ut,
into a machine from the beginning in its initial dbsign. The current
demonstration system is not the kind of thing you could fly at all in
any practical sense, because it uses for its inertial control system very
large navigation equipment designed for a Navy submarine. The stuff
is much too big and the computer is too big.
Mr. ANiDmws. What about the cost of fie system?
,Mr. PoO. The cost in that form is also prohibitively large. But we
believe that we can, with further development, using the kinds of inertial elements that are used-for example, in the inertial navigation
systems used now in airplanes like the 747 and some of the commercial
aircraft--get this thing down to the point where the cost is reasonable.

Mr. ANDREMWS. Is it a complicatedsystem?

Mr. PooR. It is moderately complicated.
Mr. ANDR ws. Is it heavy?
Mr. Poon. It need not be very heavy.
Mr. A6H.IVws. Would it put a limitation on the speed of the
(neral BErs. No sir
Mr. Poon. It would relieve some of the limitations on the machine
in this sense: that' by programing the computer. properly, it can assure
that the pilot will not by mistake fly into unsafe corners.
Mr. AwNpRWs. Is that the chief advantage of the system?
Mr. PoOR. The chief advantage, I think, would be simplification of
the flying task. It will very substantially lower the amount of
I training
required for a helicopter pilot if it proves successful.
Mr. AxnRz WS. How many of those systems are in operation today ?
Mr. PooR. I believe there is only one.
Colonel Nixox. One, sir; yes.
Mr. A*Twwws. Colonel Nixon.
Colonel Nixoz;. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman?
General Brrs. Did you want to add anything, Colonel?
Mr. A)Rws. There is one system in operation today, Colonel?
Colonel NIxoN. Yes, sir.
COST OF SYSTEM

Mr. Aimniws. What type chopper is it used on?
Colonel NIXO. It was demonstrated on the CH-46, which is a prototype d the Marlne Corps troop-srarying aircraft. You asked the
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question earlier about the cost. involved in this specific effort in avionics. It is a very small fraction of

-

that was allotted to

ECOM to do a total avionics study for requirements for new aircraft.
This fly-by-wire was just, one of tle significant smaller parts of it.
Mr. A\Nimiiws. Do you know what the cost of the finished system
wold be, Colonel?
Colonel NixoN. Of the TAG system ?
Mr. ANDIrEWS. Of the wire system.

Colonel NixoN. Fly-by-wire; yes, sir. Right now it looks like it is
going to run
per aircraft. W.e believe that is too expensive.
However, in the ensuing years in this development program, we believe that the state of the art will permit the cost to be reduced substantially. Now, what that cost will be, sir, we just do not know. The
compiiter technology is moving so fast it is hard to predict 3 years from
now what a compflte.r is going to cost.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, the pilot is going to set, his destifiation, his course, altitude, speed, and so forth, ancT turn it all over to
the system to operate and get him there.
Mr. Poo. Yes. Essentially, that is right. He sets the velocity and
direction in which he wants to fly by displacing a control system. It
is called velocity vector control, in another phraseology. The aircraft
then does whatever is appropriate to go in that direction at that speed.
It will also hold the aircraft in a, hover, at no speed, and control the
rate of elimb or rate of descent. It makes a helicopter extraordiiarly
easy to fly. I think General Betts has flown this thing. He is not
checked out in a helicopter. I have flown it and I am not, either.
General BE'rs. A 10-mitte briefing is all that is needed in order
to give you enough information to fly that helicopter, and I had never
flown a helicopter before.
Mr. ANDEmws. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
ACCOMPLISHMENTS WITH PRIORT-YEAR FUNDS

Mr. ANDit EWS. What have you accomplished with the funds provided for avionics exploratory development in the last 2 fiscal years?
Give us some concrete examples, things that have actually been accomplished and are in service today.
General BE1rs. I think we can point to the completion of a sinulation of an avionics fire-control system performance that applies to the
OV-1B aircraft, the AH-1G, which is the Cobra, as well as to the
AiI--6A.
Mr. Axnimws. Explain that,, General Betts.
General BFTrrs. We have to fly the hardware in a flight environment.
If it is possible to do so, it is well to simulate the capability of the fire
control and weapon systems on the ground, using appropriate computer-asmisted technology.
That kind of thing has been done and has given us a great deal of
confidence that, when we get the aircraft in a flight environment, it
will perform the way we l)redicted.
Mr. ANRmws. Tlat is tle finished product?
General BE'rrs. The similiatin effort for those aircraft named have
been completed under this program.
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MrI'. ANDRE WS. And they are inopeitatidn ?
General BE-rs. In each case, except only in a prelilmary way, in the
Chyene,and the AH-56A.You remember, we indicated that "wehave
demonstrated all of the weapon systems but we have not thoroughly
tested them.
Mr. ANDREWS. All right. Any others? I am talking about the last
2 years.
Mr. Pooi. Much of this progVain does not result in operational flying
hardware, you understand. Tiis is the exploratory phase of the program. So much of it is involved in determining whether or not a given
new technique is suitable for work under the 6.3 program, the next
step. So it is difficult to point to very many things in that program
that are in flight today.
Mr. ~ANDREWS. List some of the accomplish ents for the record.
(The inforihWon follows:)
Virtu-ally all of today's inservice equipment had its origin in exploratory (6.2)

development. The normal development cycle is several years from 6.2 to hardware
being placed in service.
It might be possible on very rare occasions, where there is no technical risk,

the equipment is extremely simple, and intensified management practices are
used, to place an item in service in 2 years.
The goal of the avionics exploratory development program (6.22.02,A)

is to

investigate new technology to determine its feasibility or possible application
for future military uses and refine this technology so that it can be useful in

future systems.
Some significant advances in technology have been made in the past 2 years. A
few examples follow:
(a) Feasibility has been demonstrated for operating multiple radios off the

same antenna.
(b)

Feasibility for development of a broad-band antenna has been demon-

strated; thus eliminating the need for an electromechanical tuning coupler within

the antenna. base.
(o) The rotor blade radar or helicopter multifunction systems (HELMS)
completed exploratory development in May 1069, in a breadboard design, and is
now ready to move Into advanced development (6.3). Exploratory development
work for this effort was Initiated in fiscal year 1967.

Mr. ANDREVS. Questions on avionics?
Mr. LIPsco-M. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANtnEWs, Mr. Addkbbo?

Mr.

ADDAinO.

No, Mr. Chairman.
Am MOBILITY
FIRE RETARDATION

VFFORT

Mr. AxDR1Ews, Your fiscal year 1970 request for "Air mobil it,
y"
is
million, an increase of
million over fiscal year 1969.
Why is this increase necessary?
General
WETTS.
We hope to expand efforts in the area of fire retarda-

tion, survivability, two very important programs.

ANnIREWS. Explain those two programs briefly.
General B .s, Let me give you some feeling for the kind of things
we are doing, wlich we Xeel are very important.
Mr. AtDRnWS. Yes.
General BETrs. One of these is to work with emulsified fuels. Now,
it is apparent from our testing that if we can get the right combina' 6 f eiiuls ifiction
tion
of tle fuel with a fuel that Will still operate
ii
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properly in our various engines, that when the aircraft crashes or if a
fuel tank is punctured by a bullet, that any ensuing fire does not spread
as'rapidly as it would with ordinary fuel."
We have shown by experiment that this will work. What we need
.to do is to work out the emiul§ifcation so that in fact the engines can
use the fuel with that material in tlil. Now, it takes a great deal of
testing to establish confidence that that is indeed the case. We have
run engines on the emulsified fuel we are talking about. We have
done another thing that I think is important and will contribute to
survivability and that is to develop a material for fuel tanks that is
sufficiently tough as well as flexible that it can survive a severe crash
environment.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have been working on that for several years,
have you not?
General BEirrs. Yes, sir; we have. I believe we are reaching the
point now that we are about ready to commit putting production
tanks
aircraft.
Mr. into
A~~~Ws.
Describe the tank you are working on and what you
hope to get.

General BETTS. It is a material like rubber; it is not just rubber as
such, it is fiber reinforced and designed in such a way that it can
withstand very severe blows without puncturing. It is not bulletproof
,as such, but it will take a sharp impact, say a piece of the aircraft,
something of that sort, in a crash environment.
Mr. Axwnmws. Is the whole tank to be made of that fiber?
General BE-iN. The whole tank would be made of that material.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you not working on some self-sealing tank?
SELF-SEALING TANKS

:

General BETirs. We have also worked on the self-sealing approach
to tank survivability.
Mr. ANDREws. Does that work come under this heading of Mobility?
General Bmrs. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us a little about the self-sealing method you
have worked on and what is the status of it.
Colonel NixoN. We have two ongoing efforts in this self-sealing
lightweight fuel tailk. The first is an immediate solution. We are now
incorporating this into our production UH-1 aircraft. It is a little
heavier than our loig-range solution is. Both of them are self-sealing
and both of them are designed to reduce the crash fire problem we have
in the Army with our helicopters.
The immediate solution is a combination, as General Betts was
i'eferring to, of a rubber type tank that has some standard self-sealing
features-built into it of liquid which in contact with fuel immediately
hardens into a gummy substance, which in turn closes the opening
that has been made in the tank 'by shell fragment or structural members of the aircraft dfven into the tanik on crash.
The long-range solution is going to pu. this fluid into little dimples
all throf uit the tank so that thiS will in turh reduce the total
weigOt ofthis individual tank material and enable us to use an even
iglhter weight nylon woven material which is even stronger than the
ones we are using right now.
36-554-69-pt. 5-17
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Mr.
ANDREAVs.
of tanks
are you type
usingreal
nowheavy
in Vietnai?
Nlxox. What
They kind
are using
a standard
rubberColonel
type material very similar to waders that your fishermen use, only
much heavier than that. They weigh on the order of 150 to 200 poiuids
more
than the lightweight material we are trying to get into our
aircraft.
Mr. ANDnEws. Are those self-sealing tanks in use in Vietnam?

Col6nel NixON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANImIEWs. What happens if you get. a direct hit on a tank and
a hole is made in the tank?
Colonel NixOXN. Your fuel leaks oft, sir.
Mr, ANDREWS. I am talking about the self-sealing tanks.
Coloje"l NIXo. It depends on the size of the hole. The stuff we are
developing now will seal a. .50 caliber round, which is a pretty large
hole, 6 inches in length and maybe an inch and a half in breadth. If
it gets miich larger than thatt, it is beyond our capability now.
USE OF SELF-SPALI G TANK IN VIETNAM

Mr.

ANDRm.S.

How long have you had those self-sealing tanks in

use in Vietnam?
Colonel NIxON. Since the war started, sir. It is a limited selfsealing capability that we have right now, though, sir.
Mr. ANDRuVS. And you hope to have a better product?
Colonel NiXON. Yes, sir, by all means.
Mr. ANDItmWS. When?
Colonel NixoN. We have a better product right now, but it is heavier
thail we would like it to be. In the long run we will reduce as much
as 200 pOUnds per aircraft.
Mr. AoNDREws. Do you have the newer type in service in Vietnam?
with the next proColonel INixox. They are starting those
duction line.
Mr. A'DRWS. What about the cost of them?
Colonel NixoN, The exact costs I am not familiar with, sir. I believeit is about $900'per aircraft,
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you hope to replace all the thnks in Vietnam with
the neW ones when they get into production?
Colonel 'ixoN.
This is not an ,R. & D, question, sir, but based upon
my contact with the PEMA side of the house, we hope'so, but it is
a very 'expensive;.ropoition unless the aircraft is brought back to
the depot arid it is done during normal depot overhaul. And that is
when we intend to do it. Whether that is going to be done during the
course of the wafr or not, I doubt, seriously.

Mr. AwrDiws. Thank you, Colonel.
COORDINATION

OF RESEARCH EFFORT

In reading age 7t8 1f the justifiction kook,.one receives the impresion: that 'my work under Air Mobilty mlit be highly duplicvativ0 6f.Navy awd Air Force efforts in this area. Is this possible?
:r. PoO. I thik I can answer that.
The: work- in advanced flight control, crash resistant fuel cells,
emulsified fuel development, air drop, aircraft propulsion systems,
the flight safety work, work on airflerd service equipment, all is very
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closely coordinated with ow- sister services and also with similar work
that. goes on ill tle space agency.
I have attended meetings ini the conference rooln across from iny
own office in which the rogrniills in flight safety were discussed with
representatives from althree services, the Marines, NASA, and the
FAA, and I really think to the extent that. there is any duplication,
it is that desirable kind which results in competition for the development of a better idea. The information exchange is very complete.
Mr. Aiowniws. What use do, yoti Make of Navy and Air Force study
efforts in this regard?
Mr. Poo. We make a good deal of use. I can think of examples in
the developmefit of new kinds of fuel lines. An example, the Vithane
fuel line, was not an Army developffeIt. We have taken that up and
are applying it in our own aircraft. So the work is extremely closely
coord.inated. If one of the other services develops t useful technique,
we incorporate it, and vice versa.
USE OF 19 70 FUNDS

Mr. ANDItIIVs. How will the
million be used in fiscal year
1970 for this project ?
General B-,i's. I mentioned we planned to expand our areas of
survivability we were talking about. We would also be working in
cargo handling for application to helicopters. Reduction in noise is
a very important, goal. We would like to improve the maintainability
and this kind of exl)loratory effort will contribute to helicopters
across the board.
WNVe also have exploratory work in impriovilg our methods of airdrop and the development effort to get a better airdrop capability.
We have talked aboit, the emlsified fuels development. I would
like to specifically identify the reliabilitfy of electrical, mechanical,
and hydraulic connecters, sources of rehiability failure in thehelico"ter
environment. We are addressing particular attention to that effort.
Mr. ANDRwS. I Wish you would breakdown the
million in
the record.
General Bm-rs. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The following is a breakout of the requested
1970 air mobility R &D. (dollars in thousands).

-

million for fiscal year

Maintatnability and reliability
---------------------------Classified project
...
Aircraft applied research (flight control, fluidics)
High performance helicopter evaluation (high-speed compound helicopter)
Aircraft propulsion system (engine, transmissions, and propeller development
Ground effect phenomenon, Army aircraft (air cushion vehicles)-------Reduction detection, aircraft (infrared supression, noise suppression_ _
Reduion :in vulnerability, Army aircraft (aircraft/aIrcrew armor,
survivability design)
Airdrop equipment and systems (paraclutes, support equipment)
Internal cargo handling (tiedown devices, load platforms) .......
Army aircraft field services equipment (maintenance stands diagnostic
maintenatice equipment) -------- ---- -----.
Army aircraft support (cargo slings, external load criteria)--------Flight safety research (emulsified fuels, crash resistant fuel cells).
Air mobility investigation (requirements studies for fixture aircraft)
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OVERCOMING DUST PROBLEIt IN

VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. If I remember correctly, when choppers first went

to South Vietnam you had a dust problem over there.
General Burrs. We do.
Mr. ANDRE WS. Did you correct that?

General Bm'rem. We still have a severe dust problem in Vietnam.
Some measure of improvement has been accomplished through typical construction techniques, the material Peneprime is one that has
been used extensively.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is that?

General Bmrs. It is an asphalt-like material that penetrates into
the soil and provides a binder to hold down the dust.
We have also used membranes where we did not have the time or
where we felt that the environment was such that the Peneprime would
not be satisfactory. The membrane is spread out over the ground to
hold the dust down in particular areas.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let me ask this question and then you can continue.
The committee has been informed that damage due to injection of
solid particles and other foreign objects into engines accounts for almost half of the premature engine removals from the Army UH-1
Huey and OV-1 Mohawk aircraft. Have you established a program
to overcome this problem?
General Binrm. Yes we have
That goes on into the area of filters und, more importantly, a new
approach to this, a technology of preventing this problem using the
centrifugal forces to throw the particles out of the airstream as taken
into the engine.
I would like Colonel Nixon to expand on that.
Colonel NixoN. The immedikte problems we face in Vietnam we came
up with solutions for them. We had u severe problem when the C model
H1uey first came into use over there, which is a gunship version prior
to the Cobra. The dust was getting into the ton bearings we had in
the rotor hubs. We solved that with shields for the bearings to prevent
the dust from getting to them.
The rotoi-bl de problem we are looking at constantly in our new
development programs, developing new materials to prevent dirt
erosion on the rotor-blade leading edges.
General Betts mentioned the centrifugal-force idea on injection of
air into an aircraft engine. We have a large problem witT foreign
object damage in our aircraft engine and the immediate solution we
have come up with is using an additional barrier filter on the inlet to
our engines in Vitnam.
engine
looking aspect
in our of,
future
We are
a very
promising
as the
air isdevelopment
brought intoprograms
the enge,toward
making it come around in a circle and then at the outer part of the circle
at tl intake mnifold, we have a collection point where we collect
the dust and dirt that is thrown out by centrifugal force.
Mr., ANmws. Have you extended the time that engines can be used?
Colonel Nxx6i . Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. With these process. I
Colonel NIxON. The barrier, i n addition to other improvements, has
increased
the ife of the T-33 engine, 300 hours, from 1,200 to 1,500
hours before we haveto-overhaul It.t
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Mr. Amivs. What are your main problems now about naintenance of chopprs?
General Bimris. The rotor dlaiiage and injection in the engine are

the two most important.

Do you want to add to that?

Colonel NiXON. Yes, sir, that is it.

Mr. ANwwFws. Are you doing any work in R. & D. on those probleiis?
General Bi.rrs. On both of those, as Colonel Nixon has remarked.
ARMOR FOR HELICOPTER CREWS

Mr. ANaIIWS. In yotir developne!6t of lightweight armor for aircrews, are you duplicating research in body armor for the foot soldiers?
General B-Vis. IN%are using the same basic materiel technology.
Mr. ANimip.ws. You described that yesterday.
General BFIrrs. That is correct. But I would not call it dfliiiftig
in the sense that -the configurations are different. We can afford to
wrap a pilot u) fairly well- by arming his seat and then letting him
wear the additional protection on his chest and legs. That sort of protection is much too heavy for a moving man, a man on foot patrol.
But the basic term. the basic approach to armor protection is the same.
Mr. Poo. There is one significant difference, I think.
In the armorinig of a man in a flying machine there is th.e possibility
not only of puttigi armor right close to him, but also spacing out some
distance from his local armor a thing called a tipping plate, another
piece of armor that upsets the bullet on its way to the man aid very
much increases the safety of the man with a given weight of armor
surrounding him.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have any information about actual cases where
this new armor has saved lives of crewmen?
General Btrs. Yes, we have. I do not have numbers with me today,
but we have literally at least tens of incidents 'flat have been reported
where it is clear that the armor saved the pilok's life.
Mr. A;DlWS. Put something in the record.
General Bm-m. I can get specific numbers.
(The information follows:)
A statistical analysis indicates that during the period 1962-67, 125 men's lives
were saved by protective body armor.

Ait CUSHION VEHICLE

Mr. ANDREWS. Question on air mobility'?
Mr. RHODES. Do you get into the more or less far-out type of experiments such as the flying belts and the movement of p)latforms on air
cushions and this sort of thifig?
General BrTTS. We are certainly interested in the air-cushion vehicle, in thit we have several of tem performing in Vietnam rather
I I
#
effectively.
Mr. RHODFS. Is this on an experimentalbasis?
General Br-rs. We sent them out on an evaluation basis. They
proved to be so effective they were immediately operational.
•,Mr. RHoDES. Would you describe them for us?
General Bw-rrs. 1 could give the dimension as roughly 20 feet wide
by 40 feet long. Of course, they are jet propelled by the downdift..
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Mr. RHODES. Are they platforms, or what is the conflgtiration of

them?
General B3Frrs. It looks like a boat.
-Colonel LAIIMB. It is the Bell machine.
General BE'rrs. The Navy has also bought some of the Bell air-

cushioned vehicles.

Colonel LAMB. It carries a crew of six to eight. It can carry a sqatid

of men in addition, but generally we have abandoned the theory of
using a,uad
of men with it. And it is an armed vehicle, it has'two
7.62-millimeter inachineguns and 50-caliber machinegniis. It has grenado lauilbrs; recoilless rifles can be fired from it. It goes quite well.
lire have three of them operaitional in Vietnam. Hopeful ly,
more are being procured to join those three. The test was done with
those three an( also based on Navy experience. They had one that was
not rigged for combat and did not have the machhout ns, did not have
the armor protection. Both the crew and the engine are protected
against 30-caliber machinegun fire, and it can go in a rather hot area
and has been very effective in the Delta.

Mr.

RHODES.

How far above the surface of the ground does it,
go?

General BE'rrs. Several inches.
Colonel LAMB. It can get over a 31,-foot dike. A canal the width

of this room would give it a -hard time because it would fall down in
and have a little bit of trouble getting out. If it is a little bit narrower
than thlis room, half of the room, there is no problem. If it is 50 to

100 feet wide, you have no problems; it gets down in the water and
can come out on the other side.
Mr. RHODES. How fast does it go?
Colonel LAMB3 It can attain speeds between 50 and 70 knots. It will

not cross swamp grass 10 or 12 feet high at that speed, but will go
that fast on the water. Forty to sixty knots, dependIng on the height
of the grass over land. It has difficulty on side hills, tendiig to slide
down fhehill. In areas sudh as the Delta, it is highly effective because
it is very flat terrain with a lot of water in small narrow canils.
General BErrs. It is special'put'pose for that reason.
Mr. RhoDF s. How long can it ol)erate witholut-t-efeling?
Colonel LAMB.IThis will be a guess, but a very close guess, 3 to 4
hours of contifitnous operation. It can stay out overnight. It can sit on
the ground. It can be refueled there. If you do not have the engine
running, it can stay out 2 or 3 days at a time. It floats, can park on
the water or park on land.
USE OF FLYING BELTS

RiiODEs. I gather you have no interest in the flying belts.
General BmErs. We have had a corollary interest in that we are
interested to know What can be accomplished in terimof size2 weight,
shape, cost, that sort of thing. But the end item application in a
tactical sense has still not been determined. It is one of those thifigs
we frequently said it would be nice o have sometllng like this, but,
whienwelook at the hard faicts of'the cost and the weight of thbhardware for vhtt noW appears iii ARPA experiments to be aboit'a 10minute flighttime, that: is just not enough to be o6f serious ifiterest to
the foot soldierr.
IMr.
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One can imagine special circumstances under which it might be
useful, but that is hardly enough to justify it as a firm requirement.
Mr. RHODES. You would not relieve the guard aroutid the bivouac
with flying belts?
General BErrs. No.
Mr. RHODES. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Further questions on air mobility?
AIRDROP RESEARCH

Mr. LIPSCOMB.

General Betts, you mentioned that you are doilig

some work in airdrop. Specifically, is it to look into what you are
going to'do with the use of the C-5A airdrop capability?
General Brm-rs. No. Our work there is coordifiited with the Air
Force.
We do have a requirement for an exploratory development of
50,000-pothd capacity air drop and that would be applicable to .the
C-5A since notlhig else could carry a weight like that.
We also have further developments in both personnel and equipment airdrop capability. I might say we are also very much interested
in this development we call the Parawing that would permit precision
dropping by air with the control on the ground dictating the point
at which nmteriitl is deposited.
Mr. Liscomit. Did you say you. were working on a 50,000-pound
airdrop capability.
General B
This would be a system in effect because it will take
Trs.
several cites and a coordination of those chuttes to be able to idle
a weight that large.
Mr. Lipscomru. Is this a total Army responsibility?
General Jh.i'rs. We work with the Air Force on it, but; I might ask
Colonel Gilbert to expaild oi this.
Colotel GILBERT. With regard to the 50,0(0-l)oiYd airdrop system%
there are prototypes in existence that are presently being tested in
connection with the Air Force at El Centro. This airdrop system
employs existing platformis and will use 135-foot diai er parAehifuts.
We e,
tifiAte that possibly five of those large chiftes will handle
the 50,000-pountd payload. When we start testiigi the C-5 at Fort
Bragg ill October of this year for a 1-year period it will include testing ofthis 50000-,)0i1nd a idr6p system.
Mr. Li'SC( ). :Do you have any idea of why the 50,000-pound requirement, was laid on
Colonel GiLBERT. Only to the extent that weight capacity will
handle any Army equipihint they will need to drop from the -15.
Mr. JIPsCo-%mB. You are dropping liow many pounds now?
Colonel GILBERT. The present system prior to 50,000 is a 25,000-

p6uii'd system, which is useful in. the C-141 and will be useful in the
C-5 as well.
Mr. LiPsCoBin. Is the 50,000-pound drop feasible?.
Colonel GLirR. Indications of our tests thus far at El Centro
indicate it is in fact feasible. Whether or not you, would want to
commit an expensive aircraft like the C-5 to go into an airdrop
ight.be another question, but the airdrop system itself s feasible..
Mr. LPsCOtn. Wat is the approximate expense of the equipment
we get io wvth a 50,000-pontid drop?
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Colonel GIBERT.

It really is not a high-cost system. We do have

the 1354oot diameter parachute which will be one item we will have
to see how they work during the tests. But we are using an existing
platform like the one they use in the G-141 in an Air Force link
system.
Mr. LiPsCOMB. How muci do you think you are investing in doing
the research on a 50,000-pound drop?
Colonel BoNiFACIO. We have identified $697,000. That would be for
the recovery of chutes and also to procure. 80 chutes for the testing
program. In that connection, the category 1, which is the contractor
testing, and category 2, testifig being Air Force and Army testing,
has provided four or five volUMes in various aspects of aerial delivery.
That is parachute jumpig, air landing operation, and the airdrop
aspect.
.The biggest problem we visualize is probably the long extraction
line. If you consider the vast cargo compartments of the C-5 and extracting a.50,000-pound load, the extraction line within itself is consideralble in size maybe as much as 500 pounds. They do feel and
have indicated thIs would be feasible.
Mr. LIPsco~m. What kind of an aircraft are you flying in the drop

experiment, a C-141?

Colonel BONIFAoIo. The C-130 is what we are doing much of the

work in preparation of the 50,000-pouid system. We do not have too
many loads, frankly, of 50,000 po funds.
Mr. LIPscoMB. How do you load the C-180 with a 50,000-pound load?

Colonel BONiFACIO. It can be done, sir. You say how do you do it.

They do a lot of stripping down of the system and they have dropped
some gradually. I do not know if they have dropped exactly 50,000
pounds. They are using what theTyy call the bathtub oad, and graduhily
increasing from 25,000to 30,000, and the concept is mostly used with
C-130 an they will probably progress on to the system as it applies
in the C-141.
Mr. RHODES. Will the gentlelman yield?
Mr. LIPscomn. Yes.
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT TO BE AIR DROPPED

Mr. RiHODES. What would'be the content of a 50,000-pound air drop?
Why would you drop that mt ch ?
Colonel BOmFACio. The capaitty is there and, of course, it coifld be
a combination load, and I believe the Sheridan is 46,000. But when
we consider the weight of parachutes and the paraphernalia that goes
with it, the platforim, the extraction line, it increases considerably to
about 50, 0 poudS.
Colonel LAMB. If I might expand on dropping thie Sheridan, today
we have to nidi1y, take the dupola off and make a slight modiflcAtion
in order to drop it. We can drop it
Mr. AN;DREWS. Have you done it?I
Colonel LAMB. Yes, Sir, we have dropped the Sheridan.
SMr. AND1k 1wV Do yiou put it in a cote, of any kind, or drop it as is?
Co6nel LAMB. As is on a-platform. It can be driven off in a matter
of minutes after it lands. It pushes the state of the art on weight
right now. With=the C-6 it will be easy. The ammunition has to be
/
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dropped separately. By increasing this to 50,000, we will be able to put
the almuition and the Sheridan all together, the crew can ride the
same airplane and follow them out ang they are in the same area
ready to put the vehicle in operation.
(Off the record.)
REQUIREMENT FOR SPECIAL LOADER FOR G-5

Mr. LIPSCOMB. You know special loaders are being made for this
50,000-pound requirement you are putting on this C-SA and these
loaders are costing about $400,000.
Colonel BoNiFAOIO. Is this the air transportable loading dock you

are speaking of? That is for all applications, not only the airdrop
aspects.
Mr. LiescomB. The only justification they are giving for building
it is that the Army has placed a 55,000-pound, requirement on the Air
Force and, therefore, they have to have all of this special equipment.
From where in the Army would the requirement like this Originate?
General BETTS. It would originate in the Combat Development Command study concepts of future operations of the Army, and they
are the ones responsible for creating justification bases for new
requirements. It would come to the Army staff for review before being
sent to the Air Force.
The requirement to be able to drop the Sheridan has existed and
is inherent in the basic design of and the requirement for the Sheridan.
But as Colonel Lamb indicated, until the C-5A was available there
was no aircraft that could take that in a full configuration completely
with drop platform.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many Sheridans could a C-5 handle?

General Brrs. The C-5A can handle four Sheridans for airdrop or
six Sheridans for air transport.
Mr. ANDnEWS. Are there other questions?
Mr. LIrPscomn. No questions.
AERONATIrCAL R.ESEARChr
RESEARCH ON V/STOL AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. The fiscal year 1970 request for "aeronautical remillion. The justifieatiln book indicates work will be
search" is
contifified on the V/STOL aircraft. What is the status of the Army
on V/STOL aircraft?
General Bm-rs.I will ask Colonel Nixon to respond to that.
Colonel Nixoz. Sir, may I just clear up one thiig?
You mentioned aeronaiical research and then V/STOL aircraft,
and they are two separate program elements. I can handle the V/STOL
aircraft question.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is the question.
Colonel NxONi. Yes, sir. The V/STOL aircraft work we are going
to be doing durin 19761s viuall. nil, sir. As a matter of fact, we
hate asked for noth Iii,buit to participate with Canada in evaluation
of their CL-84 tilt w ifig aircraft. The CL-84 has been antongoing
program sponsored by Canada for the past 3 years. They have just
now gone into a prototype stage they hope to use in an operational
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field eqvir6i-it to evialfate the concept of tile tilt hwing as it apl)ies

to th6 Canadian Army.
Since we in the Army are interested in all types of vertical rising
aircraft, we are particularly interested in hiding ]low the CT-84
operates in the envirdnmnent. We are interested in deterii'ing the
answer to two questions:
Can the CL--84 live in the field with the troops?
And the second question is: Can the troops live with the CL-84?
That is a particularly important question, Mr. Chairman
, because
we have found in V/S1'OL aircraft in the past that the high downwash velocities associated with these aircraft operating in a vertlcal
mode pretty well preclude their operation in an Army envirniniot
from two standpoilnts.
No. 1, the downwash velocity digs a. hole in the grottild, creates
all sorts of dfitst problenis to the airci'Aft itself and the people arouftnd
its In addition to thiat, if it. operates in close proximity to conuihii'd
post locatioiis, it blows the tents over, the amntion down tile hill,
the C-rations all over the .)lace, and so it,
is imlportalit for us to find
outif we can live with the CL-84.
Mr,,A)REws. Do you have any of these V/STOL's in operations?
'Colonel NixoN. Canada does, sir.
Mr1. A'DRIWS. You are continitifig with Canada?
Colonel Nixo.. Yes, sir.

v/STOL AIRCRAFT IN OPERATION

Mr. Amnwtrws. Tellts abotit the ones that. are in operati6dlh.
Colonel NIxoN. They have three of them, sir. I am not sure whether
the third has'been rolled off tile line yet, I know two of then have
•This aircraft is a twin-eignie aircraft, the onghies are installed
rigidly to the wing and the wing itself tilts to the upright position when
they want to take oil vertically, and then after they havie lifted off the
ground it rotates in horizontal position for forward flight. It cruises
approximately 220 to 250 knots in the horiontal positioti and it hovers
at zero air speed oi the grouId.
One problem with the aircraft, it is uiidierpwered for our requirements. However, that is strictly an operational type test vehicle any-

way so we are not too conceedl about the power reqtiireemits.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think you have solved tihe problem and that
you can come up with a V/STOL aircraft?
Colonel NxoN. Mr. Chairman, that is a difftult cqiestion to answer.
Mr. ANxDlmws. You have been working on this a long time, spent a
lot of money?1
?

Colonel, NIXoN Yes, sir.
Mr.AN' 'w''s. Once In cOOl)eriltt )if I remember correctly, with
the Germans. That was scratched, was it not?
General BErrs. This kind of capability has nutch more applicability
t. the Air Force and Navy where they can operate from paved airfields.
Ours parlo.iaton has been more in th6 context as users we are very concernedabout finding answers to tie kind of questions Colonel Nixon
,mentioned
Mr. Axonvs. Dust among others?
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General B11mos. Yes, si i.

Might poit oiit as far as the nifuiiers ailable to nie are( concerned, we have asked for no funids in fiscal 1970 under this progralil
element.
eo have in the past had funds in there for evaltit ioln work

with the Na.vy and Air Force on this effort. In program (.32.02A, my
indication is we have asked for no funds in 1970.
Mr. Awnitmws. The justifications page 83 states this, General:

"For fiscal year 1970".
Mr. 11oon%We are talking abotit two different programs. I think I
can clear it ul).
Colonel Nixon was talking about the 6.3 program and the Chairman
is talkiiig about 6.2 category program. So we have gotten somewhat off
the track.
The justification the Chairmali refers to addresses our basic work in
rotary wing aerodyiiamfics and states that:
"For fiscal year 1970 and future years there will be a contifflud
emphasis on low speed and V/STOL, including rotary wing, flilit
research as related to Army air mobility requirements. Particular
emhl)asis will be g ven counposite materials structures and aerodynaic-genierated nolise programs.."
Are we back to.ether now?
This program Welient, as I inidirstaiid it., is that program element
under whid& we do the basic aerodynamicresearch thiat underlies the
design of helicopters, rotary winged aircraft,, V/STrLOL of all sorts.
It covers the Work performed by tie Army Aviation Materiel Laboratory at Fort Eustis and also tie work die jointly with NASA at
the Army Aeronautical Researc(lh ia)oratory in Mofett Field we
mentionel on the first day I think.
It also covers some contract workwith universities and industry.
TERMI NATION OF TRI-SEIIV1CI V/S.OI'O

PIIOOIAkm

Mr. ANmms. You are iot requesting fiiidls in fiscal year 1970 for
the Tri-Service V/STOIL program?
General Bi'rs. That is correct.
Mr. Amnnmvs. Does this mean this program has been terminated

and, if so, how imuii has been spent for this purpose through fiscal
year 1969 by all of the services?
lldIs. fiscal 1969 the Army has put in $137.8 milGeneral
Tl'oih
G
to get, for the record the contributions
I
wouinhave
&
E.
iRD.T.
jion
from ithe other services.
Mr. AmNIFvS. I wish you wotild and put the total in there.
(The inforlmation folfi)ws:)
The Air Force slhre of the V/STOL program has been approximately $113
million and the Navy share approximately $34 million through fiscal year 1969.

Mr. ADiums. Does this ihean this program has beenterminated?
It does.
General
Mr. An nimws. After expendinig these funds w~'ht has been accomplishedhi t!e way of developing a V/STOL aircraft?
General Bnvivs, I thlikil ostlY we have learned fromra the.Army's point
of view about the kind of problems that are associated witl thAt sort of
technology, the high downwash problems, high maintenance reqtiirements9 the cost, complexity that goes into that kcind of an aircraft.
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Mr. ADREws. You h1ve learned you caolot get what you want?
General Brr-rs. We have learned 'we will not get what we want.
Mr. ANDiaEms. After spending $37.8 million ?
General Bmrrs. That is correct.
Mr. Poor. This, Mr. Chairman does not mean that V/S',OL technology has rov'ed useless. For the other services Where higher perfornmnee, higher speed is important, it still seems entirely possible
that the machine wifl be very useful.
Mr. ANIMvs. And where they have a runway.
Mr. Poom. It is merely in the Army environmen that, we have become convinced that the lower disc loading properties of. helicopters
make them do our jobs very much better. 1 think it would be mis.
leading if we reached the conclusion that moneys spent jointly In
the development of V/STOL aircraft were moneys wasted.
, The V/STOL technology still looks extremely interesting and promising for certain classes of fighter aircraft, higher performance uni.
chines of a type that the Army should not properly have.
Mr. ANr(vs. Are you telling us that the $37.8 million spent by the
Army for V/STOL contribute te-tothe other services?
Mr. PooR. Yes; I am.

Mr. Amrvws. It hns been an effoi't'which resulted in the othr services possibly getting V/STOL that they can use?
Mr. Poor. That is right.
Mr. ANI'mRws. But you have learnedthat you cannot get. an Army
V/STOL that you can use?
General BEivrs. We do not, feel that this is the right approach for an
Army aircraft in the Army environment.
HE1LIC0o0MRS VERsUs V/STOL AIrcrMi' vor AR y Usn
Mr. ANmmWS. You are going to forget V/STOL and stick to
Choppers? .
General Blrs. That is our present view of the state of the art. I
would not predict that we might never change that point of view if
thiings advance in the future.
Mr. ANwWs. Let me get back to the book again on- page 83.
For fiscal year 1970 and future years there will be a coitiflmed
emphasis on low seed and V/STOJ.
(General 17114, Perliaps we are tied up in nomnieiclahtire here. We
are still Interested in tl e kind of fixed wing aircraft perfornce that
that is applicable toa fild army environment.
Mr. AniamIs. In other words, you would like to have one but you
have not been able to get one yet?
General BE'rs. But i the kind of technology exploration that we
are continuig to have interest M, we would not be looking at these
direct downwash aircraft like the CL-84,
Mr. RHODES. Would it be more accurate if you take the "V" out and
just leave the "S1OL"?'.
General B ,,i's. I think one has to recognize when you are looking at
a general field of technology that. you cannot so circumscribe it t-hat
you are foreclosed to look at other possibilities. We do. not see the
$ron downwash aircraft when-you get a straight vertical liht, but
the"heicopter is AV/STOL Aircraft in a sense. So we are going to con-

tinue to look at applicable technolo#,
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M'. Ilors.
That is whit thle (hair'ilill just said. Youiare wed to tile
chopper for ti time )eig, and I tiluik Your Ilswer l)yrly was for
fiscal 1970 this is true.
General BmIrs. But I did not, want to foreclose the fact we are still
interested in and looking at some of0 these aircraft that are short
takeoffafnd not vertical.
Mr. ltRioiEs. That is what I tried to tell you. You take the "V" out

and you have it made.

General Bm-rs. If we separated the two, 1 wol( agree.
.Mr. ANwRqvs. As fill as the Army is concerned, you have stated
this V/STOL trl-ser'vice l)rograni has ter1)inited?
General Bb-qs. The cooperative tri-ser\'ice V/STOL progin1 hls
icen teruni nafod as far as the Army iutlerest is concerned..
Mr. ANDmpws. Finally, let le ask yoll this: You still have a dlesire
for V/STOL type aircraft bt you hia\e not been able to find one
that the Army could use?

General B rrs. That is correct.

Mr. PoOR. The most likely kind would be a maelline with a very
low disc loading, like the helicopter, that )night change configurition inl
flight.
For example, there are some tilt pro)eller design studies With very
hu'ge ljroj)ellered maehinies to take off like a hllco6ter and then change
by tipinfg the propeller forward in flight. Another sehmile to get, better
high-speed performiianice and better efficiey in Carryinl
g loads over
fairly long distances is a scheme which would involve folding the
blades of the helicopter and then flying on a wing during crtise and
leading again by utnfoldingtheblades.
Mi. ANDnnRws. You may get one some day.
..
Ig
.- get one and
nd inder
.thdothis
n relAtiVely
low
MI'. POon.
Some ..day wemay
r
i
low
exploratory program such tmngs as test of wind tunnel models and
conflgtration-s of that sort might be undertaken as a prelude to somethiig like tle TTTAS or follow-on machine.
CONTRACT FOR EV,\rtTAT No V/STOL PERFORMANCE

Mr. ANDREW6. It has been reported the Army AviatiOn Maferiel
Laboratory awarded a contract to Convair for a 12-month study to
generate methods of evaluating the effects of various high-lift devices
and
high-lift
onquiilitles.
V/STOL aircraft perform,nece, combinations
stal)ility, and of
control,
and devices
handling
AVLABS noted that there exists at this t;itiie a large aunilitrof experinmental dart on pricularhigh-li ft configurationsbut no effort has
been made to compile and correlte these data with existing analytical
methods. What is the cost of this contract and why is this compilation
and correlation not done in-house by the Army?
General Bm-rs. Th (ost, of the contract was $77,000- We did not have
adequate manpower available at the AVLABS to do this. effort and
tley; therefore, turned to a contractor who had done extensive work in
this general area.
As a matter of fact, they also had access to computer capability that
was not available at AVLABS.

'
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QU I:FT InrIC(ITEII IlOOoIA,\1

Mr. ANDin.ws. Tihe colnfIiitt eCulderstallds the Army Irs a contract
with Kaman Aircraft to obtain Inaxiini hll f!ose redluctions on the
H--43 Huskie helicopter. The contract is part of the ARPA-sponsored quiet helicopter prog ram. What is the total cost of this effort and
what has been accolished
General Bi-rs. What we were trying to do with this prograni was
to modify an existing aircraft, using what we now know ofTnoise reductioll technology. For obvious reasons we would like to reduce the
noise of helicopters if it is possible to do so.
This program was funded by AR1.A who designated the Army as
executive agency. As you are aware, ARPA usually places its coiltlract
efort through the service thlaIt has the directly relevant activity of their
own that is similar to that which AR1A wants to do. Inthis case there
wasa significant noise reduction, if 2 decibels can be called significant,
mnd I think it is measurable. Wre certainly accomplished the specific
identifiCation of the sources of noise and that gives us a leg up toward
further development effort to reduce noise.
Mr. A-,mtmws. Do you think you cold ever make a chopper as quiet
aa fixed-wing plane?.
General Burrs. I believe that the blade slap will preclude getting
noise levels down to that of a fixed-wing aircraft simifiar in flight performance. But I am sure we can reduce the noise levels from those we
now experience.
Do you want to add to that, Mr. Poor?
Mr. PooR. I cannot add very much except most of the helicopters
I have looked at seem to have been designed with the flight performance as theirmain objective.
For example, the directional control rotor on most helicopters is
designed to be as small'and light as possible and just do the job of
steering the machine. This means they have very high tip speeds
approaching the speed of sound and, therefore, these rotors become
quite noisy. Noise is important, and we are beginning to learn more
and more from our experience in Vietnam that qiiet machines for
certain special purposes would be very useful.
I think we can do a significant amountof noise reduction in helicopters by designing them specifically to this end. If we are successful

in doing it, I th'nk it also will have an important commercial impli-

cation. Looking to the noise level of some of our large helicopters and
imagining them comniig into New York City, I think the neighbors
aboutthe
it could
make them quieter.
will
Mr.beANDREWS.
a great deal
Thehappier
noise inside
cabin we
is so bad, too. That is what
I had reference to when I asked you If you thought you could conquer
that.
General BEmrs. That can be helped.
Mr,ANREws. What are you doing on that?
General BErrs. These techniques we are talking about here are reflected in'lower noise levels within the cabin, Reductions of vibrations
associated with the imp rovementsl related to noise will also reflect
in a-lower noise level wit 'ii the cabin.
You also asked in this question what the cost of the program was.
It is my understanding it was roughly $179,000.
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Mr. AxDAEws. The conittee learned that i June 1969 AVLABS
awarded a contract to Sikorsky to study rotor blade. Is this dupli-

cation of the ARPA program ?

General BETTS. This particular program with Sikorsky was pointed
at correlation of measured blade air loads with measured helicopter
noise. I would assume from what I know of this program that it is
not directly competitive with the effort that had been let with Kaman
since the Aviation Laboratories, AVLABS, had been involved in both
programs, and that-it does not guarantee but it is a strong indicator
that they felt these were complementary efforts even though part of
it was funded by ARPA and this part was apparently funded by the
Army.
Mr. ANDREWS. You can comment further in the record.
General BETTS. Yes, sir.
(The Information follows:)
-qlle program with Sikorsky is to make noise ground measurements of the
C1I-53 bellcopter in flight and to correlate these measurements with results
of airlonds measurement program supported by the Navy as well as an analytical
airloads prediction method established by Sikorsky in their I.R. & D. program.
The results of the noise measurements will also be correlated with a noise prediction method previously done by Sikorsky for the Army.
The major difference between -the Kamafi program- anld the Sikorsky program
is that Kanlan in the HH-43 is applying the current technology whereas the
Sikorsky is an exploratory development investigation of the correlation of
helicopter blade noise (slap) with measured helicopter airloads. The Sikorsky
pIrogrami should provide the Army with a better understanding of the phenomena
associated with the generation tof helicopter blade slap. The Sikorsky program
cost $75,000.

Mr. AN D6RWS. WVh at is the cost of the contract?
General BETrs. This program was $93,000.

USE

oF

9 70 FUND$

Mr. ANDREWS. How will the aeronauticI1 research funds be utilized
in fiscal year 1970? You can put that inthe record.

(The information follows:)
This exploratory development program is directed to provide a low-seed
aeronaitichl technological base for the development of advanced performing
Arniy aircraft. The following five major low-speed and subsonic aeronautical
r eseareh and exploratory development areas are supported by this program:
Proptlsion systems research, funded at....
for fiscal year 1960. This provides
research on advanced high risk elements germine to aircraft engines including
power transmissions, thrust-producing devices, and gas turbine coipbfiefits.
Rotary wing research, to be supported at
for fiscal year 1970. The objectives
are significant improvements in speed, range, and productivity of rotary-,wing
aircraft by analytical studies, experimental wind tuiiel -tests, aMid flight-test
programs.
Aeronautical research, to be,supported at
for fiscal year 1070, TllIs project
supports efforts in low-speed and subsonic aerodynamics research that have
application to rotary-wing aircraft and subsonic aircraft, Iicluided here are
unsteady aerodynamic efforts, investigations of high-lift airfoils for rotor applications, and validation of rotor boundary layer equations and rotor noise associated
with rotor blade slap.
Aircraft design load criteria with planned funding for fiscal year 1970 of
The program is to experimentally and analyticaily deternflne design load
requirements for Army aircraft.
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Aircraft structures research with planned funding for fls('al year 1970 of
This program continues research and evaluation of composite structures
including studies of Joints, cutouts, and attachments. The approach is to develop
the most effilent application of advanced composites to aircraft structures.

Mr. ANxrmvs. Any questions on aeronautical research?
Mr. RitwOas. No questions.
ADVANCED DEVELOPMTIEN'T DFmONSTRATOR

ENGINES

REDUCTION IN FUNDING

Mr. ANDREWS. The fiscal year 1970 program for d~nonstrator en-

gines is

-

million, a reduction of

million wheni compared

with fiscal year 1969. How were you able to reduce the effort for this
year?
General BE'rms. We were able to reduce the fiscal year 1970 effort
because the demonstrftor engine program completes its formal demonstration in the first quarter of fiscal year 1970. The remaining portion
of this engine program is a lower funded effort and will involve refinement of the demonstrated engine tecimology.
COORDINATION

OF ENGINE RESEARCi[ WITH! OTItE!! SERVICES

Mr. ANDREWS. What type of demonstrator engine work is being
done, and what was accomplished'last year with the $6.5 million made
available?
General Bmrs. Program purpose is to advance engine state of the
art by actual hardware deniofistration. 196 program funded two contractors--GE and Pratt &Whitney-to fabricate and test their version
of an advanced state-of-the-art; engine. Both versions designed to 1,500
horsepower, low specific fuel consumption-0.4 versus current 0.6and high power to weight ratios (6:1 versus current T-53 approxiinately 3:1.
Mr. ANDR..s. For the record, tell us how closely your demonstrator
engine work is coordinated with the Navy and Air Force.
(The information'is as follows.)
Coordination with other services on the demonstrator engine program has been
extensive. For example, during April 1969, the Army briefed Air Force, Navy,
NASA, and Interested industry representatives on the program; during July
196 , these representatives will participate in on-site reviews of the two contractor's r(Pratt & Whitney ant General Electric) programs; and each contractor has
briefed Navy and Air Force representatives during the past year. In addition,
the results of the'demonstrator engine program will be published and distributed
to all interested Government agencies.

Mr. ANmRws. Any questions.
We will resume at,2 o'clock.
AFTERNOON,

SESSION

Mr.ANxDnpws.The committee will come to order.
HEAv-Lim' HELICOPTER
FUNi)ING IREQItIIEMENT

You are requesting $15 million in fiscal year 1970 for the heavy lift
helicopter. This program was reduced by $5 million during the Nixon
budget review. Why was this done?
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General B3,'rs. It was a matter of the,need to look for finfids to meet
the goals of readjustmenit of the total lfidgt Ievl.
Mr,Awminivs. Was it.done oil a priority basis'?
General Bzmvs. It was done on a priorlty basis. I miist hasten6 to a(ld
as far as the Army is concerned this is our No. 2 Ipio1ity within thii;
category. That is to say, with the helicopter category.
MIr. ANDrmiWS. Is this the itemi titt the Senate deleted from the authorization bill?
General B-rs. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. Unless you reclama successfully before the House
committee then there is no need for this Approprifatiiis Committee to
consider the request.
Mr. Poon. That would be correct. We intend to reelamia aiid we
hope to be successful.
#
Mr. ANIWmmws. You indicate thhit $21 milillibilo
ms. been spent on this
program since 1963. What have you a('cofililis.lhd for this monl6ey?
General BE'I'rs. In this general category one must recognize that
the testing and evaluation of the presently available S-64, a, Sikorsky
heavy-lifit helicopter, was evaluated. From those evaluations we .anie
to the )loeiinementultffimately of what we now call the C1-54A.
Mr. ANmmws.Is that the heavy-lift helicopter.
General BEmrrs. That is our presently deployed hwavy-lift helicol)ter.
Mr. Anmam'ws. What is its designai6in?
General Inrrs. CH-54A. W1e are now moving on to a modification
of that and we have a B model now in procurement.
Mr. Amnimws. How many of the CH-54A's have been plodu('ced?
Colonel GILBERT. In addition to the six for evalatition. mentioned by
General Betts we bought
with fiscal 1967 dollars,
with
fiscal 1968 dollars,-with fiscal 1969 dollars, and six are planiled
for acquisition in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. ANDnRWS. For a total of how many?
General BFJrs. - total for all of the years of procurementt meiontioned. plus the six that were procured for the original evaluation.
Mr. ANDREWS. That was for R. D. T. & E.?
General BFrrs. Yes. But we used those operationally in the process
of evaluation.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have
of those on hand?
General Bmns. No. The last six mentioned will be with 1970 procurement dollars. We also have lost' several in Vietnam.
Mr. ANnyWS. The last how many?
General BmrrS. The last six were for fiscal year 1970 procurement.
I do not know what the present inventory is. I believe, however, that
we have not received all of the 1969 buy.
Mr. ANDRP.WS. That gives you
in your inventory presently?
Colonel GILBUET. I don't have the figure here.
Mr. AsDiFWS. Put it on the record.
(The information follows:)
*

We now have
Iodel prototypes and

CH-54's in the inventory. Of that number
are A Models.

are B

Mr. ANDRmVs. Now, if you have
or more on hand today why
do you need additional money in R. & D. for the heavy-lift helicopter?
36-554-00-pt. 5---18

';A
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Mr. Poo. The reason for this is that tle CH-5W's do'not have tile
lift capability that we are seeking in this new heavy-lift machine.
Mr. Axtiimiws. WhIIt lift lmit are you seeking?
Mr, PooR. We are seeking soniething of th order of 23 tons at 4,000
feet on a hot. day.
Mr. AN mRWS. What, do you ha vetoday.?
Mr. Pooni. The CH-54-we can l)rovide that information for the
record.
(The information follows:)
The CU1-54A, combat configured, will lift 7.3 tois at 4,000 feet on a hot day
while hovering out of ground effect. The CII-54B will lift a 9.1 tons under the
same criteria.
It(UIII',M[EX'T FOIl NEW

IF.AVY-II.T

IIEICOI TEu

fr. A-NuiuiWs. In other words, you have a chopper on hand that hs
about a 10-ton lift capability ?
General BE'ivrs. Yes.
Mr. Ammws. And you wait to lift,how many poiifdi?
General Bvrrs. About 23 tons.
Mr. ANDrFws. Twenty-three tons?
General BE-rrs. That is right.
Mr. A-m)iWS. More than twice the lift of the one you have on
hand I?
Geiitial BEvr's. Yes.
Mr. ANmDIIws. How was the $1 million spent for in-house effort
directed toward initiation of a heavy-lift helicopter? What did you do
with the money?
Colonel NIXON. We have obligated $270,000 of tliht mnriey and we
have comiitted $511,000. These funds have been committed mailily to
the definition of the requirement of 23 tons and the malipower and
coln pter time that goes into making up this requirement. Also, it
has been conimitted to contractuttl resources for printig up the resultant'docuinentation thAt cooms out of the study effort.
Mr. ANxmuWs. What do you etiakn by requirements?
General Bm-rs. It is the effort to defilne what it is the Army seeks.
In other words, just the 23 tons does not define a helicopter. One has to
look at all of the parameters of speed, fuel consuizption, -power that
we would:estimhte oughtto be required, from the paramiietric'design
point of view coming to s6hie estimate of what size rotors would -be
required. Now, we have to understand what we think the design will
look like before we are prepared to coiriit the Army to a development program of subsystems that apply to that helicopter.
Mr. ANDWs. I-low often have you required an heavy-lifthelicopter
in Viet.hit to lift more than 10 tons?
General Biwrs. There are loads that we cannot lift with 10 tons.
For example, the one indivisible package in a logistics movement sense,
a container tiat we would like to handle with this helicopter comes
to about 23 tonswhen fully loaded. So that at the moment we cannot
handlethat container. We can handlesmaller containers.
Mr. Azfim~ws. What would be in,that container weighing 28 tons?
GeneralB ms. Any items that we would want to move logstically,
food, amiufnition, it could be anything.
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Mi1f:" ANDiRws. Have you had any requirement in. Vietnaii for the
23-ton lift?
General BErrs. We have had a very considerable success in using the
CH0-54 in logistic movements.
Mr. AXDRiiWS. That is the 10-ton-lift?
General BEfrrs. That is the 10-ton capability. My argument for the
23 tons as a number towards which to program a design from a very
preliminary study point of view, the point of that 23 tons is that
the most important indivisible load we could lift would be the logistic
container I mentioned. Now, right in that same general weight class
one can identify the self-propilled 155-millifi i Howitzer, a full
tracked D-7 tractor, the meclitilized inlfafitry combat vehicle that has
the Ha wk missile system, and the
yet
to be developed,
theThere
Sheridan,
155-medini
Howitzer.
are significant
capabilities for air mobility inhereolt in this lift capability that will be dehiiedto us if we cannot
get on with the deoelopffiedit of a new helicopter, because there is
nothing else in sight that can do that sort of thing. What I am
saying is that looking into the future development of air mobility as
a way of operating, we are limited by the lift of our largest available
helicopter.
The same would be true in large measure if we joined with the Navy
on their helicopter that will lift about 9.8 tons in the same temperattirealtitude conditions to which we relate our .23-ton figutrie.
EQUIPMENT TO BE TRANSPORTED

Is the Air Force working on a heavy lift helicopter?
General BF-rs. We have been in discussion with the Air Force with
respect to the requirement, but to my knowledge they have no development effort underway on a heavy lift helicopter.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. Your statement indicates a need to lift heavy artillery, armored personnel carriers and scout vehicles, bridging equ-ipment, and other combat-esseltil equipfniit. How many tons do each
of these items weigh ? Supply that for the record.,
General BE-rs. All right, sir. I will give you the list with the tonnaige
opposite each item.
(The information follows:)
"Mr. ANDREWS.

Types of equipment and their weights to be lifted by the Armny HLH
Weight

Howitzer, medium, 155 mm., XM198, towed with prime mover truck, cargo,
5-ton, 0 by 0, M54A2, w/ammunition.. --------------------------Armed, reconnaissance airborne assault vehicle, AR/AAV (Sheridan) ---------------------------------HAWK, light air defense missile
Medium girder bridge, class 60, 100-ft. length ----------------------Mechanized infantry combat vehicle, MIV -----------------------------------------------Howitzer, medium, SP, 155 mm., MO9i
Tractor, full-tracked, LS, DED, medium, D3P, D-7, w/o blade ---------------------------------------Container, cargo, 8 by 8 by 20
----------------------------------Semitrailer, tank, 5,000 gal
Semitrailer, stake, 12-ton
----------------------------------------------------------------------Semitrailer, van, cargo, 12-ton
Trtck, tractor, wrecker, 5-ton, M62
-----------------------------

22.2
16.-8
19.0
19. 6
22. 0
22.3
22.5
22. 5
22. 7
19. 2
19. 0
23. 0
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Mr. ANDREWvs. Why would you want to lift heavy artillery, arfiiored
personnel carriers, and scout velhicles?
General B TTs. We have immediate application in Vietam in trying
to move fire bases, artillery fire bases, with reasonable flexibility. At
the moment we either have to truck in or break down the equipment
into smaller loads so that it can be lifted by the presently available
equipment.
Mr. ANDR-FWS. I would think one of t!, 3e 23-ton choppers would

have been very useful in such engagements as Hlan-ibi)r'ger Hill 111(
other mountain loeati6ns.
General Bvmrs. I am sure it would have helped to be able to move
our artillery with more flexibility. But there is really a bigger picture
than that, Mr. Chairman, that applies to the whole concept of air
mobility. If we have a division that is designed to be air mobile, that
means that in a large battle situation we would like to move all elements of it by air, if it is feasible. Now at the moment the only way we
can do this with our larger loads without breaking them down 'into
pieces is with fixed-wing aircraft. It is a little hard to land a fixedwing aircraft on a mountaintop like Hamburger Hill, for example.
What we would like to do with this program is to explore those
major subsystems that relate to a helicopter of a lift like 23 tons so
that we can pin down with reasonable confidence what the design
would be what the cost would be. At the moment we are not prepared
to start the full-scale development of a helicopter as large as the one
indicated, but somebody ought to be pushing the state of the art in
rotors, transmissions, lifting devices, and those things that are critical
to the performance of such a helicopter.
Mr. ANDREWS. How muchi does a CH-54A cost, Colonel Gilbert?
Colonel GILmEur. $2.1 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you think a 23-ton heavy lift chopper would

costI

Colonel GILBERT. Sir, at this point in time we are estimating it. at
million.
million to.
about
-.
or
Mr. ANDRWS.
Colonel GILBEr. No.
Mr. RHODES. Would you yield?
Mr. AiNrws. Yes.
RUSSIAN CAPABILITY

Mr. RitODES. Tell us about the Russian capability in heavy lift helicopters.

General BE-rs. We are in possession of firm formation, on
- pounds or a little
that has a payload of about
the ,tons, but we also have reasonably good information with
over
respect to the development of a helicoter to which we have given the
pounds
that is supposed to have a payload of
code name
told
am
I
seen.
tons. That helicopter has been
or a little over
tons.
or
pounds
it has an objective lift capability of
Mr. RHODES. Would you say it has been built and prototyped?
pounds.
General BETmS. It has lifted over

fr
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MI.

Poe.

I llieve the Russians have elaihmed a world record for

helicopter lift, based on this machine.
Mr. RIiois. Do you know how manly of these two types of helicopters they have in 'their inventory?
Mr. PooR. No, sir.
General Bm-rs. I do not. I am told that since the test this aircraft of
the Russians has crashed, about a
- ago.
Mr. RIODES. They probably tried to put
pounds on it.
General Btvrs. That may be a lesson for us.
But I do want to emphasize that this Is not a proposal for a firm
full developmeiit of a heavy lift heliopter, It is to push the state
of the art of those subsystems, the success of which would determine
the configth-alton of a Jllieodlter of t:he size we described.
DETERMINATION OF LIFTING REQUIREmiENT

Mr. ANDREWS. How did you arrive at. a requireminlt to lift 23 tons?
General BEtrs. The 23 came from the logistics load which I mentionbd and the fact that there were many indivisable loads within a
division that come up to about tha1t tonnage.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many CTH-54A's do you have in Vietnari operationally?
. Most of our inventory of CH-1-54's, if not
General B'r's.
all, are in Vietnam now. I wouldhave to co nfirim that.
Mr. ANDREWS. I was just thinking here that you have a 10-ton
capacity and I imagine you could get a little more out of it than that.
You can buy the CH-54A's for about a third of what the colonel
gave as the estimated cost of the 23-ton chopper. So you have enough
of the 54's over there so you can get whatever job you need to have
done, in my opinion.
Mr. PooR. It is very diffid"'It, we tfink, to use more than one helicopter at a tine to pick ul) a given weight load. There are fornidable
problems in flying themi coutpled so that you use two to pick up one unit
load. So it seems to us the only way you can hope to pick up the henvy
unit weights that the Army reqiffremeits study suggest may need to
he kickedd ulp, is to build a machliie big enough to do tMe 0b.
Mr. AxDiREws. What would you propose to carry on there? Would
you propose to carry a Sheridan tank with one of these?
Mr.Ioomi. Yes. It would have the capability of picking up a Sheridilntank.
Mr. ANDRFWS. That can be airborne now and dropped.
General BE'rs. That is rglit. Where fixed-inig capaitlity is availale and where the sitiuationh would perniit the drop, It coOldie handled
in that way.
Mr. ANIREiS. Your opiftiil is that with a heavy chopp)er yoiold
get better, more accurate delivery and sometimes delivery in places
where it could not be air drIped?
General B.-rs. We know it can be put down exactly where we intend
it tfbe put down and that isn't always true of the air drop.
Mr. A NDREWS. Can a heavy-lift 'helicopter of 24-ton capability be
carried in a C-SA aircraft?
General BE'rrs. Yes, if we disassemblelit. We couIldn't do it without
some disassembly.
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Mr. ANDREmS. Is It very diffitxilt to disassemble and reassemble it?

General Brrs. It shouldn't be very difficult.
Mr, ANDrWS. Yot jtist take the longlegs off ?

Mr. Poox. And take the rotor off also.
Mr. AxnmDRws. Why can't youlmodify the CH-54 Flying Crane to

increase its load-carrying capability?

General BvErs. I thinkgthe B model is about as far as we can push
the growth capability of this helicopter. There may be some incremental advantages that we can effect,
Mr. AmDREWS. The A has a 10-ton capacity. What does the B have?
General Bm-rs. About 111/2 tons. So there has 'been some impevement lt4wen theA and B models. I am sure there are incremental
improvements but nothing like the jump that we are talking about
here.
INTPSERVICE USE OF NEW TIELICOPTER

Mr. ANiEWS. What is the lift carrying capability of the Navy's
011-53?•
General B'rs. Reduced to the same altitude and degree day criteria
that we use for our 23-ton flgui'e, the number is 6 tons for thfe Navy
helicopter. I can point out tha all of the loads I named within the
division could hot be lifted by the Navy helicopter.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why couldn't the Army and Navy get together in
the development of an IILH?
• General 13-rs. The problem is the fact that the Navy cannot use
a, helicopter as-large as that which we envision, in the cramped environment of a carrier. They feel that is a primary requirement for them.
Mr. ANDREWS. I thihk the Navy told' us they-want to put theirs on
the 0-SA.
Mr. Poon. We are talking about the aircraft carrier now.
Mr. ANDmEvs., I know,
General Biws.In an all-up operating configufiration they want to be
able to go aboard and come away from a carrier. Our helicopter would
have toolarg a rotor for that application.
Mr. ANDRmWS. Does the Air Force have a requirement for an ULH?
Geheral BuArs. They ha-ve expressed an interest in this developi&Jet.
I he4itate to try to define their requirement for them.
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST

Mr. AlkoEims. How ar~e you going to use the $15. million in fiscal
year. 1970, and how was the. $5 illon cu from this
.t
Prgra to be

itsed I

A specific goal for this fiscal year would be ac6in)eti_.... General Brs.
tive program we call contract definition. Wewould proposeto select
those critical components thAt must be successful i ,we are ever to lave
a successfiil
those "4components
in a
. .>cPnitraet
defi heavy
ition,. lift
,,. helicopter
. : •, ,.and' compete
" ."4
:: ''
'i ::' M '
million to de..:" Mr. ANqDsRWs, How firm is your estimate of
S"velop the heavy,lift helicopter U:
Me,Po0u. Mr. Chairman, I don't see how that number can.be.:b very
formatt this time The;¢oncept of tirs deveispm nt pro rn
i ,the
notion of mpetitive hardware compohent feasillitydemonotrrit4n
where we .wouffldtake perhaps two'different kinds Of rotor systems,
• .( -
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one approplAte for driving with a gear system and one appropriate
for driving with the so-called hot cycle system which uses gas flow
out of the blade tipsto spin the rotor and make experfirents on these
parts competitively to'determine what the design characteristics of
:a good machine to do this job should be. So -atthis point in time I
tihnk it would be unrealistic to say that we really know what the
full development cost will be.
Mr. ANmmWS. It could be much move, but you dotdbt it would be
less?
Mr. Pom. I suspect because of the inevitable optimhlism of people.
when they start designing programs of this so._kiJJs very unlikely
that the cost will be less.
t . '.
Mr. ANDREWs. How do you pr6psot'ievelop this chopper?
Mr. Poon. We propose to dexop it in a sequential compoibn~
pattern ii which we fist, by il ldi, the critic
piecess dete ine'\.
%fowto makile them, whether 6~ wilfinl f Ct w Irk we-,I the very\
lg
si
sz i which e have no jle 'ienc at all tday"
Wih
thesobase
of desig
inlfo pat'ogram,
tiat
out/of
2 years or
of the
deve opment
eIill.
w-cjne
uldh6pe
to the
J'e" first
ble
to lave a high enough c nfl ence Zn nal
n to ntr Ct/for the
building of a complete machine. But thatw"
started uti
the coinponenit develop b isfthily under.
belts.
"

'

\

E'ELOPMI NT

Mv Axrmws. Whtt id of c n-trAct
Iyou I-v a
developmefit and test o will be had bfbre ex ibi"si
options?

"

"/

-

nmtmch
proah'iotlon

""

Mr. PooR. The pr6gr in asi'':'n worked ut in th at it,
ich
/
detail by the Armny Mater 1 Oommand who a6i pr aring the xr uest
for proposal at this time. he o
0fciOn on his,
,6,eI,. i
/
there would be no procure eit or co0..Ilxtehelic pters Iitil the /
technology was wel[i hand
'ough hard ware experiments.
Mr. A xRWS. In other words-ou wouldn't buy until you fly 97
,1.11r.PooI wouldn'ty
lu
, ni ,o-.y
Come at least so closed t

Nofing

that you hve tested all theloviees abou'whcJl lii r s rei.concern.
AxDttEws.
How much
have you spent
LiftMr.
lielicoptbr
to date?
;
.. i R. & D. on the heavy
General Bm,rs. On this
. new coilcept we have spent nothing#that I
relinjiary, study and staff activity. The $1
mllOil tlal is n'calt hered.
Col6nel NIXo,. Sii _there was $1 million in the 1969 progiarh.
Tiere i $21'milli'oii ii
iie past. Thatis it.
GC,)eneral BES. That was all on the CH--54?
Mr,,pom. Theprioryear moneys of some $20 mnillo referred to
workleadhg to the procirment of. the S-64--CH-54 A and B.
Mr. AxmmnWs. I ih you would put ini tlerecord the total amount
spent
lift helicopter program to-date.
Mr.onthe
Poom. heavy
Thatis
$22 iiiilldisir.

cadentify other tljanl

'::"
.
. . : ...'

"NTJMBER (W JIELiico )rETEs

Mr. ANDRiws., HW nnlay HLhvehicl..

NEEnDD

.

wlltheArmyreq iie and

what is the estimated plroductioi costs? I believe the colonel told us
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illiofi -d
the estl ilite pIudtt0loi cost, woul be between -million.
General B:'irrs. That is correct.
S. How many do you visualize the Army will ieed?
Mr. AKni
General Brms. 'These are very uneertain nuiMbers ai this stage. We

would look for the full life of th1s helicopter on up to 1980 or 1985,
aircraft, but. we don't have any
that we might ret, u) its high as authorized level of protuiremneit because this,is in lthe very early stages
of analysis.
Mr. ANDRIEWS, I judge there is nto doubt in yoitr iind that a 23-ton
Selieopter is l)Ossible.
General BJiE'rs. 'irte Soviets have shown us thait even larger loads
helicopter.
an operational
can be lifted
than
niiaxinm lad?
is their
What,with
ANnui.vs.
Mr.that
General 1,'-rs. As I mentioned before, their design goal was
pounds
- tons. They have already demonstrated
pounds or
or
-. tons.
Mr. ANDIIEws. Questions on heavy lift helicopter, Mr. Lipscomb?
Afr. LIISCo-mt. No, Mf r. Chairmnith.
Mr. ANwmWs. Mr. Rhodes? Mr. Davis?
RESEAHOII HiEIICOIrTiR

Mfr. Aminiuws. The fiscal year 1970 request for research helicopter
million. The Congress appropriated $4 million for this proain 1909 and an additional $500,000 was reprogramed during this
gram i109adaadioa$5
past fiscal year. Why does page 88 of the justification look show the
fiscal year 1969 program at. only $2.6 million?
General Bv-rs. The 1969 program originally included $2.4 million
for the tactical aircraft, guidance systemthat, fell under this same line
item; $2.1 million was for the utility tactical transport aircraft system.
During the last fiscal year the utility tactical aircraft was transfer6.42.66. Therefore, the 1969 requirered to another pro1'ram element,
ment shown here now becomes that only for the tactical aircraft guidance system plits a small amount of management support.
Mr. AmmvI-ws. Tell us at this point wsylhat is the research helicopter
is

r6'neral BE'ris. We identify with it those p)relintfiy advanCe-d

A

"I
.

development, efforts that are suficiently advanced toward specific
hardware that. we wotldni't carry them' in the 6.2 exploratory development effort, btt are not yet far enough advanced thiat we would program them" for full development of an end item usable system.
fMr. ANDREws. When yot mention research helicopter you are talkig about all choppers?
General BE'r's. I -am talking about helicopter technology that 1may
be in guidice systems, may be in rotor systems, could be i a new coeopt for a helicopter flint was not sufficiently advanced to be a full.
scale development.
Mr. ANDIIEWS. The prograin covers all choppers?
General Bmtrs. Yes, sir; it covers all kinds of helicopters in that
sense. Remember, we talked about the Bell aircraft that had gone to
what is now claimed as a world speed record. Now, that kind of test
bed development would be carried under this heading.
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made available
Mr. ANmms. Will yott describe how the $405 million
ill liscal year 19069 for the research helicopter programif was utilized?
General Bm-rs. $2.4 million of it went for spe(iflc hardware in the
tactical aircraft gmid ate system; $2.1 million wvent to the utility tactical aircraft system for both cont ractuil and in-ho use paraflnetric or
1)reli-inary design studies.
Mr. Axonws. How much has bee! spent Onl this program through
fiscal year 1969 iltlidIng the UT'1'AS dollars?
General BE'rrs. $2,566,000.
Mr. ANDRm ws. What have you accomplished with these funds?
General Br,-rs. WVell, we talked earlier today about the advances we
made in the tactical aircraft guidaice system. In UTTAS we have
advanced to the point where wve now have, a, pretty good idea of the
the
airrat becauSe
as we vary
. and on
sizeitofbythis
variation in. cost.
at the
I .saythat
user. Now,to an
theippr6hli
placed
requiremilents
moment it, is not, Clear whether we want this alrcrPaftrto carry 10 people or 15 people or some inifibor in between, or some nffi-er larger
or smaller. We are going through the tactical employmeiht studies to try
to determine whether the efficimney of carrying more people is offset

by losses to the extent that it is not a prudent way to go0 or whether we
really ought to stay with the smaller aircraft like tle M-11. That is
why we have not gotten on with this developmlbent, faster than might
otherwise have been the case because we lve a concept question hero
that mist be answered. Our only way of applloahliing this is extensive
study and analysis of tactical applicatiom of the air(,raft.
Mr. ANmizws. I assume this program will he with von fronllow on;
as long as choppers are flying.
General
ms. Yes.
YB,mWe Wfill certtainly need inl irera ft like the 1T11-1
for moviing men about in a very flexible nmtaner. Whether that aircraft should be larger than the' H-i or whether it is sized right, is
yet to be determined:
TACTICAL A IiIIti,'r GUIDANCE SYSTI'EM

Mr. ANmivws. What is the tactical aircraft guidance system
(TAGS) and why was it necessary to 1'epi ogram an tl itiOimfl $500t000 for this system in fiscal yea r 1969?
General B'rrs. That is the Mitofinitfic flight eoii'ol system we discussed this mornififg, Mr. Chairmali, as the fly-by-wire system.
Mr. AmDUws. That wold be a
hI'ekt'rogh
pr1eat
:' Would it not?
General Bm:'r'rs. I think it wi ll ina Ke a tremeWd1us contriibuftion to the
ease of flying a helicopter when it is fully reliable and elecked out aid
is operatioil.
Mr. Axrnimws. You said it woild relieve the lilot of most of his dimties once he (rot his bolrse, and so forth, Set'?
General 1i ,,'s.That is right.
Mr. ANnrmtvs. Are you thinking about ting
him into a gunner
as well as a pilot?
General Brh.:''rs. V do at the preset ti Ime.
We do that with the pilot
in the Cobra today aid we wouNl do it. with the pilot ill the Cheyeni.
So at some olitft ti the fuitlre if we l)rove this system to
A)e
)hlle
and at a cost, that Aelan afford, it ol1ld; be an iteal adtin
to either

"I
;.
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one of those aiirflt, to friee the pilot frofilifbljovi,

eoicein il)O6tifthe

aircraft.
Nir. ADimiws. If I renieniber, the cost. is aboit,
General 13l.''l'S. That
is one more expensive iteml oni the aircraft. We believe it can be reduced.
Mr. ANmmnws. I know it isn't my, biut, in comin44t, son with some of
these fngUres it can he cohsii'ided penits.
Ceneral BV'',s. IVe believe it can come down 1nd we are going to
try to bring it,down.
Mr. P,ooi. I thiinki the most important. pih1lemi of tie
aitscraft tiudihce system at this point. in time is to establish tnctical
clearly
ti
reil ity level of a system of this sort, so that we have elo(uoh eonfidemne in it to enteust the safety of the
and the aircraft:
Clot to thi
marine. Absent that, we shotild't; plt, it, into the inventory. So the
main trust of the Ilext, year or so's developmelt, on this device would
be to establish techiptiqs for- making' it so reliable that wve feel coilfilent t is atsafe waty of flying aircraft's
On thAt.
" that
.e is done, I ag'i'e with Genetril - Betts
can hole
that the lriiees mutst, come dowl. First we iuist convinceAveourselves
it

is a. very safe and attractive thiig to do, but we are still coneerled
abotit questions of iilnerability to enemy fire, what hMapp sts if compone nts go Ott, and with designing a. system so that it is of such high
reliability that. it, is at least as safe as the conelitio'al 1) 1sh
rods niid
controls thait the pilot,now uses.
1 r. ANRmiWS. Is the system patient, 1' wold it
be open to
competition ?
Mr. Poon. It is open.
NEI,,)

'Ol A DDT'IION,,

] UNDS

Genleiral 1'i'rs. It wotuld be open.

Inceiden'ItallyN I have hot, answered youir (uestioll as to why we
an a(ditinal $500,000. I will have to get that. and supply it. need

(The information follows:)
'ilie reonninended 19(19 llseareb

Helicopter program ineltded $24.111il1io
for the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft Syst('n (UITTAS) project
million for the Tactical Aircraft Guidance System (TAOS) project. The and $2.4
UTTAS
project was transferred Into the 6.42.06,A program eletment In
anticipation of
a start Into engineerig development during fiscal year 1970. T1i1s
change was
effected dring fiscal year 1969; hence, the UTTAR dollars are
no
flected In the researelillmlicoter element. The $2.6 million which longer re.
remained
f
was for TAGS ($2.4) and acilities
and Installaton Sunport ($.2). The $500,000
was reprogramed to bring TAGS up to the required level of $2.4
ration.

General Bi-rs. This inc'ease was required for the inititriion of the
system integratio hi study that was part of the effort, during this
last
fscal year and thOe pl'oleieie
of long leadthne items that would

apply to the ongoing effort in fiscal 1970' Another thing I would like

to add for yolr tIndi-'stallling, Mr. Chairiah, is we find the Canadians
very mucl -fiterested in this development, effort. The money you see
in tdis Pograi will not piy for the full development.
We have reached
an agreement. with the Canadalfns that we will sttpply
the developmeit,costs 60-40.
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Mr. Axim.mws. How' nluh hve you speit on this program to date?
Sipply that, for the record.
Jle inforuatiat
follows:)
lnu'e 1961, $5.3
period( 1901-68 for
work was dlone by
lTboratoiel. uuider

million. Of this amotiit, $2.9 mllio"n' was spent (Iurlig the
work done under the exploratory development phase. This
the Massachusetts Institite of Techliology Instrumentation
an Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories contract.
A NTCi A'1'I)

OPEIRAT( IN.AL DATE

'. Aximu~ws. Now. if all goes well, wlhen would you hope to have
these systems ibstalled anid oiiltiolialon
youlr shoppers?

Colonel NlXON. If everything goes well ill the TAGS program and
it is successful, the first, fture airraft that we would hope to have
the TAGS on would probably be the heavy lift helicopter which we
are estimnatinlgc for operational capability ih fiscal yearMr. AXDIEWS. What -. The Secretary is sharing his head. He
doesn't agree with tlitit?
Mr. Pooii. No. I just think that is too slow. We can do better.
Generl 111,, rs. T here is no reason why we couldn't retrofit older
aircraft if we chose tod(so.
M'. AxDrnmws. You told us that, thiis morning. I thitk you could

expect niucih qifcker delivery if You have this system retrofitted on
cholppriz which you have on hadiil than you would waiting for new
chop)pers to cole out with tile system factory-instatlled, so to speak. If
t,he system I goes well when would you hop)e
1 to have some of the systems
in somile of our existing chopl)ers
General BEImrs. I see no reason why we couldlit have this operatiotiil on the (I1-47. That
aircraft is very much like the one tl
it
is on now as a test. So let's say aboit,
or
years from noW.
M[r. AxI)'WS. Any wvaY you look at it, wo are talking aboit,
0or
(A.x

110'ear s frolm; now ?
Iu1Bwirs. It is not imiediAtoly availAtble.
Mr. Axniiuws. I wats hoptig you would have it next week.
(eieI'l
IIhy Burrs.
are scleduled to fly i the test coigurion

two ('11-47 aircraft in May of 1971. So some lime thereafter we could
release it. to l)rodiclti0n aind retrofit some and then there wottld be the
usual leadtlime before it could be provided.
'USE OF 1970 FUNDS

Mi. Axni.iws. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970
for TA(S, an increase of __ million over fiscal 1961). What is the
reason for tihe increase?
General Bu'-rs. We are getting into more of the hti'rdware phase, to

go on these two C1-47 aircraft I just mentioned. That is a more expensive activity than the kind of high experimental effort we have
been involved In in the past,.
Mr. Axmmvs. Included in the
million under tie Avionics
subeleneit. for fiscal 1970, page 77, is study on the applied atioii of
the fly-by-wiie concept to the UTTAS and ILH aircraft. I-low can
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you spend funds in exploratory development for a fly-by-wire concept
for UTTAS and HLI- aircraft, and at the same time spend

million in fiscal year 1970 for TAGS which is a fly-by-wire concept?
million is related to the hardware exGeneral BF'rrs. The
perimental program that we have been discussing. The Avionics program that you mentioned here is complementary-in the sense that the
Avionics Laboratory, helping us look at the future application to
other aircraft, would take what we know of this rogram from a general tecimical capability point of view and woVd apply that to our
design studies for the UTTAS and the HLH.
So these are complementary efforts and they fall in different parts
of the budget so as to properly identify the kind of program involved.
Mr. ANDREWS. They are all parts of one system.
General Bip,-rs. It would apply to the same technology. Wre are talking about a design study and analysis in the Navy Avimics Labotatory. In the TAGS hardware program we are talking about pttfiig
hardware on an airplane and flying it in a test coftiiation.
Mr. Poon. Mr. Chairina, ]s is all in-louse effort On the essential
application of a fly-by-wire system to the advanced aircraft UTTAS
and HLHY, whereas the main program we are discussing is the experimental verification of the system by flying in the CH-47. This is just
essentially planning effort for advanced aircraft. Should the systems
be successful we will be ready to pit it into these newer aircraft.
PROGRAM COST

Mr. ANDImwS. How niuch have you spent on TAGS through fiscal
year 1969?
General BE rs. $5.3 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the estimated cost to complete this program ?
million is our current estimate, Wr. ChairGeneral Bmurs.
enerall.w.

Man.

-

mild1

SYSTEM

1

USAGE

Mr. AxmmniWs. In what helicopters do you plan to use the TAGS?
General BFrs. We have named the Navy helicopter and the tactical
air transport system. I do not have any present commfitient that we
would put It oour gunsips, bit if it is successful I predict we will
make the decision to aiply it to those ai craft.
Mr. ANDREwS. On tle Cobra?
General Biriq. On the Cobra.
Mr. A NDEws. If you get a system to do what you say you hope this
system will do, why wotldn't you be able to put, it on all choppers?
General BErrs. The decision is mutch easier for a new aircraft because for a new aircraft the only cost from the conti point of view is
that which is related to a properly designed system that takes maximun advantage of the TAGScapability. Going back to an airlahle
that is already flying and already has a control system we are talking
about additional cost. The justification fromn an additional point of
viewMr. ANREmws. You would just put'it on the ones in existence that you
thought needed them?
General BEIs. If we thought we could justify it; yes, sir.
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Mr. ANmmvs. But it goes with6t saying tlat a chol)per with this
system is much better or useful?
General Bi-rs. Yes.
Mr. ANDnoWs. Much more reliable also than one that is maniniially
controlled?
General B nwrr-s. Yes. sir, I agree. But you are just as aware as we
that when we go through systems analysis-cost justification for all of
Ot' major expenditures, and
am1 sure that this will be treated in the
same way.
Mr. ANDn.Ews. We have been hearing that since, I believe, when was
it, 1961.
General BiE'rrs. It is a way of life, Mr. Chairman.
M r. Poo. I think If the reliability is sufficiently well demonstrated
In this experimental program this system would be very good as a
candidate for retrofit incorp oration in essentially the whole Army
hel icopter inventory. The difflclt yI of course, is that the system has to
be designed for the machine inl wiich it flies. They are all different in
detail. It would be a fairly expensive matter to retrofit but I think we
ought to try it.
MfIr. ANDRE wS. Once you conquer the system you can tailor it to fit
most any chopper you have got, I would th At.
Mr. PooR. That you could certainly do in priniple, but the detailed
designs are different.
1%h. ANDREWS. What about the small choppers?
General BFrrs. At the moment this control system would cost more
than the basic cost of the light observation helicopter. So there is a.
real questionof whether you would be willing to use it on sometliig
like the light observation helicopter.
M-.1%
* AxnRmvs. I would say you would have to make your own decision and put them where they are needed most.
General BF,rrs. Yes.
ROTARY WINo AIRCRAFT DmVEIAOI1MEXT

Mr. ANDiEnWS. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970
for rotary wing aircraft. How much have you spent through fiscal year
1969 on the rotary wing aircraft program element and- what is th6
purpose of this research effort,?
General BEvrs. Through fiscal 1969 we spent $8.6 million; since
1964.
Mr. PooR. This is the part which developed the high s eed helic6pters, tested the hot cycle helicopter. It is a program unler which we
have sought to advance the state of art of rotary wing aircraft in general. The compound'helicopter came out of it.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the purpose of the research effort?
Mr. PooR. To build better helicopters that have higher performAnce
characteristics than the things we now know how to build.
COMPOUND HELICOPTER

Mr. ANpmws. By compound helicopter, do you mean it has both
a rotary wing and jet engine as propulsion systems?
Mr. 1Poon. A compound helicopter is a nachiie that uses a rotor
for its primary lifting device and has some form of auxiliary forward

il .
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pl)opulsion device, and gol'evally it siIIII1avilig TIe AII-56 is a eoiufli
d helicopter, for ealliple, using a propeleitr to p1tsh11 it forward
through the air. Jet engines are not very suitable for collptolild l6liCopters, although we have used them for research hel ieopters.
Mr. ANDInws. You are almost getting back to fle V/STOL, are von
not?
Mr. Poon. 'The compounld helicopter hos a couple of rill advaltiges.

It is a vertical takeoffr mncfihe. Becatise of vonli' auxiliiry propltiJhr
or other auxiliary Propulsion device its at,titu(I is independtet of' its

forward flight lattern. In an ordillary lhelieopter to Icelerate forwaird it. is necessary to ti) the machinb over so thlt the rotor thl'ist.
l)uSlls it forward. This means to go fast. you have to pit the Unse
down. It limits its utility as a. gut phtform because of that. So one of
the things we think is of real advantage in tip l)Oihd licopter
characteristicc. Another, i dv tdt4ag0e
cnshi
technology is its improved
is thel inherent advantage of soniewhit hioghe'r speed.
What moves it.forward once it gets airborne?
Mr. AND IEWs.
the 1rPCJlh'
Mr. Poom I ite case of a. copolid like the A-I -

in back does the pushing.
Mr. ANDJIEws. Certainly Colfli)tlld lholieolpters are nothiing new.
I-low much research effort Las beenldone il the area of Colnpolld h lii
copt rs over the years beenl a oreat deal
(t fit, almost all of it Sllsol, t
Mr- PeW There has
by Arim aviation lalbs. I thtiI %I would have to provide tle dollar and1
the tim')information for the record, if I may.
(The information follows:)
l(1 hlhQoPter d(lvoloiih'it effoll hlls mollstiiacd 5-I.139,.170.
Prior year eolfit)lid
These IIIOIIl1ys lave htein Spent ill contracts awar(led to Bell, Katnii, Loclheed,
Plaseeki, and Sikorsky aircraft (,omifi)les.
GOALS OP PROGRAM

Mr. Amnws. What, is the estimated cost. to complete the rotary
w'ing helieopIte, or compound helicopter, program, and what. is your
will it. replace?
Iultilate
]h.,#? What
vs. T t ISao t'Ofltiig level of etiot't vherei we wold
Genex1algoal
eontitne to advalnce the state of the art in all of fhe helicopters. When
we come down to the specifics of one helicopter like the A-G6, we go
into a development p)ograin that would be funded under another proelement. So there really is no good answer to your question be'grain
cause we wonld expect this klnd of de elopment effort to "'0 on about
o
.
this level of effort, indefnitekr.
Mh.. Axnuwrs. On page 88 it says:
Rotary wing alreraft: Fabrication of nin advance researelt helicopter will
begin so that flight testing of the slow rotor concept can be aceoniplished.

General lmrs. If the question was directed at the specific colnflguration of a research helicopter that we explored under this category, I
have a figure of $8 million that will complete tlit research compoiiiid
helicopter etort., Bultl my prior answer applies to the general thesis
that we have to do advanced development work mnder- this category
On a level of eftoft basis.
MN.Amxinvws. General Bet, what is tle goal here for this advanced
Vosrat
,c
helicopter that. you will begin flight testing? Are we trying
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to develop) a replaceeitlellt, for tle IIt-1-Coli, fo' the Chinook, or
are we aiing for intl1is advance research li eicopter
Cheyenne.'?
die\.elopnitWlhitt
?
General ]him's. I wotild say broadly what we are tryi1P to do is to

tlology that hiiht tipply to tle
develop those a1s)ects of helicopter tech

UTTAS, might apply to the LTTAS when it, is begutif i tevelopiiiet,
As you are awarse,.we have not started that program as yet. It could
wNell (Ievelol) caj)abilities that we cotild g() l)fak id"a/pily to heliCOpterS
already flying, although more likely it advances the state of the art.for
those new ones that we propose to develop infthe futive.
(Oi' techniques for ex)loviiitg rotor technology is to put, it on a lest

lied and fly it. In this ease the Cotm1polnid hlil' Iter is itself enougli
di flereilt fPoin its predecessors that ve felt it, wOrtlNIwhie to it several
new ideas on an air-craft and calle(I it a corn p)0h11fdrpeseareh h('ltcO1)tei.
That is wholiice I got the $8 million we are talking ubtuit. But I vould
1)(ecause as you are aware, it' we
not, l)ifit it, at it specific levelso ii6P,61ite
out to i idtustry in a. (le i ('ongo ahead with ul'TAS we "oihl
j)e ition, all of the inforuiAtion we/earn from these (levelol)meitt programs is available to tie whole, indtlstry. Thii we, would ev'aluate
thelnposals as they cole ill froinildustry. Some of thelmii may pick
lip the new ideas just as we generated thil, somIle. of the 1)'1)msals
may not. I thilk 1 roliatirked the other day that in the prelimiIary
look we have taken with induStry, at UTTAS 'ituai'lly all of the
helicopter industry lihs said that iOw is the time to o to a ri gid rotor
rather than the hinged rotor that some have used In the past. 1Whnt
that means is that they are impressed with tile. per-forninffice of tile
ri d rotor as it was developed under earlier Nvork similar to that about
whieh we are speaking here.
trsl, OF I)EVELOPEI.

ROTOIS

Mr. ANim)ims. The committee ntiderstanlds there were a. couple of
rigid rotors developed by Lockheed as a prelude to the Cheyenie.
One of them was a componli'd type, I thitk.
r
General Bulvrs. That is right.
Mr. A NDvI S. As I understand it, the Army has one or two of those
in storage. Why not test those?
General Bm'rs. We turned one of theni over to NASA for their tests.
.M'. ADt:WS. Why wouldn't they be suitable to test rather tliin
developing anothlher compotci'd l l i o6ter?
Mr. Poot. I t-hink this refers to the slowed rotor test program. 'I'le
present compoiid helicopters are geared in stoh a way that tlhe rotor
speed is set by the rear ratios. Tleylave a limitati6n 5 their top speed
which is aIssociaftc with the fact thfit at some speed not very muc0h
higher than the conteniplfted top speed of the Cheyeiiie the fo wardgoIg blade goes supersonic and the drag goes ip very drati16fieallv.
One idea, for increasing the top speed of a helicopter is, after you ha-e
used the rotor to develop the lift oil takeoff, to slow it down by a
variable gear ratio or something of this sort so that; the advancIiig
lade doesn't have to be supersoinic. As a. consequence the lat'ge losses
associated supersonie'drag are avoided.
There is anotlr scheoile involving conitra-rotatihg rotol's, both
slowed down. It is this class of investigation thit, is eolifte*lited here.
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Now, theinImachines
thatwould
we built
small niachiies
were
constructed
a.way that
makebefore,
them the
inappropi'iate
for this
experiment. That is as close an answer as I can give you.

Mr. AN)aREws. Could yout not put a slowed-aown gear box on the

one you have and tse that in a test bed rather than fabricatiig a new
one?
Mr. Poon. These were pretty cobbled-ipmachities to start with, and
I believe it woild be better to go to thie new ones,
General BETs. I wouldn't say that it might not come out of the
competition tlat one of the competitive offers will offer a helicopter
that we lav&" already been using in a test conflgurtiton. Thatt has
occurred in the past and it coulk well apply.
LIGhIT TACTICAL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT SYSTEM

Mr. ANDMIAVs. You are not requesti gi funds in-fiscal year 1970 for
the light tactical .transport aircraft, system, the proposed follow-on
to the CH-47 helicopter. No effort was expended in fiscal year 1969
on the LTTAS although you were to have continued concept fornimlition studies during fiscal year 1969 on LTTAS according to last
year's justification book. How much has been spent on LTTAS thlus
filr and what is the status of this effort?
General BEmrs. Nothing was spent because this effort has been ifnited to the prelhmiary design analysis to see what one can get by
way of advances that would give us a better capability than is available in the CH-47. Now, the CH-47 is a very good aircraft and it
would be some years before we would, contemplftte needing to get
into a procurement program for anything, for an significant level
of procurement to replace the CH-7. The LTTAS is very much an
early requirement study at the present time. We do not have firm
plans to get on with this development. We see a time frame like 10
years.
Mr. ANDREWS. It serves you well; you got it into production.
General BETTS. This is correct.
Mr. ANDREWs. You couldn't improve on it too much I
General BE-rs. Not in the near time frame.
Mr.

ANDREWS.

What is wrong with the Chinook aircraft for this

purpose?
General BErrS. Those comments apply to that aircraft, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. As I stated earlier, in my opinion you are going to
have a problem of redesigning and upgrading helicopters as long as
you use them.
General BEvrs. Yes, sir.
(Off the record.)

Mr. ANDREWS. Questions on research helicopter?
DEFEors IN BODy AR

OR

Mr. RHODES. General did you get the details on the armor ntter
we spoke of yesterday
t
General Brrs. The main thing I found out, it is being bought by
the Defense Supply Agency. No;I do not have a good answer.
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Mr. Roiopts. You are doing research on body armor?
General BE'Prs. That is correct.
Mfr. R-roDs. If there is a defective body armorGeneral Birrs. It is not clear whether the defect stems from basic
materials or whether it. is a manfactUriig process. I am told that
a considered answer is being prepared for Mr. Laird to furnish to the
Congress. But no, I did not get all of the details.
Nv:w SURnVEVrTr.ANCn QtJIET AHckAr
TOTAL FUNDING OF PROGRAM

Mr. AqDREWS. Now we will talk aboutt hew surveillance aircraft.
The new surveillance aircraft program has been with us since at
least fiscal year 1963. I would like to review with you the colnfusing
funding picture disclosed from a review of previous justifications for
this program.
The fiscal year 1967 justification book disclosed that a total of $41.7
milhon was pro roneed for this effort through fiscal year 1966 and an
additional $3 Mllin was requested in fiscal year 190t. The fiscal year
1968 book indicated a total of only $39.8 million was programed
through fiscal year 1967 and an additional $800,000 was requested for
fiscal year 1968.
The fiscal year 1969 book indicated $40.1 million was fUnded
through fiscal year 1969. The fiscal year 1970book, on the other hand,
indicates that only $37.4 million was funded through fiscal year 1968,
and that only $7 million was funded for this entire program in fiscal
year 1969. The coiritittee is aware that $10.2 million has been reprograhied dUring fiscal year 19469 for the YO-3A alone and an additional
$4.7 million was reprogranled for
- aircraft.
Can you explain these discrepancies and tell the committee how
much has been spent through fiscal year 1969 under the program element "new survellaicet aircraft"?
General BETTS. It ismy understand Ig that thriUgh fiscal year 1969
we have spent $59.95 million In actutiilhtive total for this line item.
Mr. ANDnrws. How much?
General Bnvrs. $59,950 00. And the major jump is related to the
effort,that you have identified in the YO-3A aircraft.
QUIET ATRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us about the YO-3A aircraft.
General BrrTTs. YoU will recall that under ARPA's auspices two
quiet aircraft were designed and sent to VietnAm for test,.
Mr. ANDoiEWs. Will yo describe them?
General Bm-trs. These were what I would call hybrid aircraft in that
we started with a glider and put an engine in that glider with a
rather contrived mecihanism to get a drive system that was completely
enclosed internally with adeqtinte miifihing so it would be a silent
aircraft.
We also spent rather considerable engineering effort that was involved in streamlining and being very' careful about all aspects of
noise producing on the airplane.

I,
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The success of those two aircraft that we called the QT-2 in Vietnam was so marked we were able to approach withii like distances of
with favorable conditions andr
at night -and activities of that sort, and that the commanding general MACV gave us
a very strong request to expand this effort and improve the airplane
since that first effort was highly experimental in nature, it did not have
integrated sensor capability, it did not have the kind of payloadcarrying capability we felt one would need in an operational aircraft.
Mr. ADwRnWS.It wasa glider?
General BErrs. That is correct.
Mr. At~r~nws. What did you put in the glider to permit fhe glider
to come back down?
General Brrs. We put a continental engine in that glider.
Mr. ANDREWs. Did you putit in the front or the back?

General Br.Yrs. In the middle. It flew well and It did its job.
Mr. ANDREWS. How was the glider airborne?

General Bmrs. It has a propeller and flies just like a fixed wing
aircraft.
Mr. Poen. The machine used a belt drive to drive a propeller shaft
mounted above the machine to gear the shaft to the engine. There was
special attention paid to muIning the engine and special attention paid
to the design of the propeller so it would be a low-noise-generating
propeller.
Mr. ANDREWS. About'as quiet as you could get a plane?
Mr. PooR. Yes. It carried very little in the way of payload.
Mr. ANDREWS. It could slip up on the enemy daytime or nighttime?
Mr. PoOR. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. What night capability did it have?
Mr. PoOR. It was not terribly adequate. They used a
night
vision device7 but they did find even with this they had partially
adequate ability to .
Mr. ANDREWS. What kind of armament did it have?
Mr. PooR.
General Br-rs.

Mr. ANDRiWS. Did it have a radio?
Mr. PooR. Minimum communications equipment.
Mr. ANDRVWS. The purpose was to be a

-

then?

Mr. PoOR. Yes..
Mr. ANDmws. And commtiuiiicate to relay the informatpioh badk

General BE'rrs. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS How many of them did yoU have over there?
General BEm. We only had two for evaluation that were sent
over.
Mr. ANDREW S. You got a request for more?
NEW DESIGN FOR QUIET AIRCRAFT

General BErrs. We now have a contract to develop
more
aircraft at a higher payload capability we call the YO-3A. That has
been the aircraft that was the subject of a request from the Army to
this committee for authority to reprogram additional funds to complete that development and testing effort.
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Mr. ANDwumS. Will you get away from the glider concept?

General BE'rS. We are still using a basic glider configuration in
order to -Mr. ANDREWS. What type?
General Bm-rs.The
- glider.
SOUND LEVEL OF Q IEr AMXCRAF
Mr. ANDREWS. What type engine will you use in the second one,
the follow-on?
Mr. PooR. This has greater horsepower; 210.
General Bm-rs. An engine similar to the one used on the Cessna.
Mr. ANDREWS. You are getting away froi the smaller engine aid
getting into a larger engihe with fiiore noise, and you are going to defeat the purpose for which you started out.
General BETTS. On the contpary, Mr. Chairman, we have tested two
of the first made of this new configuration and at the moment it is
pretty clear that we can do as well or better than we did with the first
two QT-2 with respect to noise. level.
Mr. ANDREWS. Less noise?
General Bimrs. Yes, sir. It is related to fact, as we have gotten iitd
this development effort with added engineering attention, we have
.4
managed toget the aircraft down to an even configuration.
Mr. PooR. The test results to date show at feet the origifial
db. The Army requiremeMil is
Q-2 glider had a sound level of !O'db. The experimental data o
for equivalent quietness of aircraft, the measurements areL
db, which is consi demd3 y
II "
quieter than the first research mitchines.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that with the sensor in it?
,>t
. *,"' I
Genueral BE''s. It was put in early this week and is x !lliTh
early stages of test.
Ii 1.
), I H,!1)
Mr. ANDREWS. You have not tested it?
I
General Bmvrs. No.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about the first one?
! . I it)
General BrTims. This is the one I was talking aboift TTH4i649
a11
itegrated package in the QT-2.
Ar.ANDREWS. That was the one in Vietnam ill sd.oV'tn
?
Mr. PooR. Yes. They used a night visidhIAW1b'd
tl6
theater asked us to develop for an integrfteV
U. 0,. ' !
Mr. ANDREWS. You said they liked it and req
ddr
'?9'1 4 .:191 'dt
General BErs. That is right.
.
'
OJIARACTERISTICS OF ADVANCED QUIET AIC1IA1t

i l' i

....

Mfr. ANDREWS. They requested miiore ancl IYouLgo to the new version
a bigger engine, bigger' payload?
Generall. B3,rs. Yes. integrated sens t .
,,
!,,
L'
-,l lI1M)I
' still us'tto
ANDmRE S.,It is
Mr.
:
Genleral BErrs. Yes.
"1)),;
(.:,.,, ',
Mr. FLOD. Let's get this clear. Armgr and armni Qht ti"M¢dlil

'Nwith

e

t thinllgs.
General B -rrs.
(Off the record.)
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Mr. AmmWS. At what altitide does this aircraft oi)perle ?
for noise tests,
Mr. PooR. It has been tested at, altitudes like
but operates at
Mr. ANDREws.
Mr. Poon. On the other land, it is pretty hard to detect.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why?

Mr. PooR. Because -t flies so quietly and so low. So the likelihood
of it getting shot seems to be small. I understand tile experience they
had in Vietnam was very successful.
STATUS OF NEW DEVELOPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. How do you stand with this second malinl e?
Mr. PooR. There are two of them flying.
Mr. ANDREWS. In Vietnam ?
Mr. POOR.
Mr. ANDREWS. How mich do they cost?
Mr. PooR. To finish on the status, we have just tested the integrated
gave very
. The sensor package
sensor package and
. So we think the integrated sensor is a
satisfactory resultsvery l)rotmlstig device.
,'lie aircraft, as I say, has done better than specifications on noise
level and somewhat better than specflications on cruise speed.
Mr. ANDREwS. What is the speed of the second one?
knots and I thitik
Mr. PooR. We originally specified I believe
knots. Now this is backthe machine has successfully flown at
ward, but you have to understand that )etter performance in a. quiet
aircraft is slower flight because the slower you can fly, the less noise
they make. So the aircraft has actually been able to fly slower tan we
initially hoped.
Mr. ANDREWS. Flying at

_

feet at

knots an hour

would that not put it inkind of a hazardous position ?
Mr. POon. I would have thought so, but the theater says it is one
of the best things, it is grand, and they want more. They like them and
they like their experience with tie first machines and they want more.
M[r. ANDREWS. What do they cost ?
General Brn'rs. As best we can analyze it from among the numbers
. The way we have gone into this
we have available, about new
program one must recognize since it is experimental in nature as a,

design, there have been some considerable engineering costs. That is
particularly true as related to the sensor package. So that while we
talk about
getting
million--

-

-

aircraft for a total program of rotughly

SENSOR PACKAGE IN AIRCRAF-

Mr. ANDR)tws. Is that R. & D.?

General Bm-rs. Much of that is for engineering effort to support the

program, much of it is for the sensor package we would want to put
I the aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us something about the sensor package.
General Bmirs. What we proposed to use for the sensors is a
In other words,
-.

,

-

r. "4",

-
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Mr. Aximims.
General BE'rrs. Yes.
And the image intensification night vision device that is designed
to operate optimnally in the sane
-. It gives you a much greater
range capability than would be available otherwise.
Mr. ANDREWS. At
feet in altitude, wlhat can tha pilot see
thru'ogh that gadget?
General B'rrs. Through that night vision capability he can see
Mr. AND6mVS. Over what range?
General Bi-rs. He would see about

-

Mr. ANDREWS. You mean you see

resolution at

feet.

of the ground?

General Binrr. No.
Mr. ANDREWS. HoW much of the ground will he see flying over it?
General BTms. It is a degree field of view.

Dr. LASSER. I think the field of view is

or

degrees,

the
is
degrees.
Mr. Pooll. The scheme here is if there is enough
- the machine
will work without any
Dr. LASSJR. The numbers Mr. Poor gave are witlhiit the
With the additional you get higher resolutiointhan that. Without using the at feet you get
resolution.
M[r. ANDII Wms. What do you mean by that?
Dr. LASSER. You can see a thing across when you are
feet away.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you are feet above this room and flew over
it, you would see a spot down here
- wide?
Mr. PooR. You would see
General BEirs. What we mean' by resolution, as we could best describe it when you look through linoculars badly out of focus you
see people and know they are people 'but cannot define them very well.
'When you have it in focus the resolution is very precise. We are talkig about a blur of about at a distaice of
feet.
Mr. ANDREWS. What I want to know, you say you operate at
feet. You fly down over this area at
- feet, he looks through his
scope, how mucih will he see?
General Bmvrs. He would see with an angle that is about
degrees wide, and he would see at distances hke feet ahead of
him in
. He would see people, trucks, military equipment, aircraft, roads.
Mr. Ritomws. Would he see as much as he would in the daylight?
General lBhrrs. It would.-

and'he would

but'he would

be able to define objects within that range that I mentioned.
Mr. ANDRENWS. Are there any lights on this plane that would help
identify him and make hiim a sitting target?
General Ban'vs. No, sir. H-e does not carry any riding lights.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is the
General BEVrS. Yes.

Mi. ANmnEws. (Off the record,)
General B 'rs.That is correct.
NUMioER OF' A

Mr. AYD :iWs. You say you hav'e
planes?

hCRAIV
PURCHASE

-

of these second generation
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Mr. InscoMII. You do not have
General Bl-irs. We have ordered
Mr. ANnnpWs. How many do you actually have on hand?
General Brrs. The contracto, has completed tlhe fabrication of
aircraft and is continuing to build these aircraft 'ust as though
he still had funding from the Government. As of the enJ of March we
informed him that we had no further funds to put on this contract.,
and we did not know whether or not we would get authority to put
additional funds on this contract.
Mr. ANDRnWS. Who is the contractor?
General Blnlro. Lockheed Missile and Space Company.
Mr. AiDmnuws. How far away from production are you? Are *you
ready for production?
General Bn'rs.
Mr. Poon. These are a second set of research aircraft for further
operational evaluation
-.
Mr,-.A Dn ws. You plan to
M r. PoOR. Yes.
Mr. AND WmS.---General BE-rs.
Mr. ANDREWS. You will have
aircraft, we would intend
In this group of
General Brs.
for further Army development and testing work
(Off the record.)
Mr. AnimWs. From what I have heard about this plane, I am very
favorably impressed. I can see the need for it. Do you think you need
any more than the
- that you plan
General Bnrrs. If we went beyond this number we would go out to
•1r. Aimws. Would you have any problem getting the plane by
competition?
General Bmrrs, Beyoihd this number, I see no reason why we would.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long would it take them to establish a line?
AIR FORCE DEVELOPMENT OF QUIET AIRCRAFT

proposes to
General Bmrs. You are well aware that the Air Force
'rom now they should
oa out oni competition. Something like
ave aircraft from that comaptitimn.
Mr. ANDIIlWs. Is this the same type plane?

General Bm's. I do not know. If it Is competitive, this' aircraft

might win the competition.

Mr. ANDVEwS. Do they want the same type of surveillalce, aircraft?

,G eral B-rre, They hav0 1been interested in, greater payload and

greater gross loadthaii I inherent inthiS configuraition.

• Mr.
Poi. There is another differeue I thn

twee thie Air Force

requiremefft and the Arii requ cement. I understand the Air Force
ontempiates flyng at considerably higher altitude's than the
feet or soth the Army feels necessary 8a1_stnd
So they
a some-

what noisier aircraft than we caungieyu,
Mr. Axjrmiiw

ete

aablt

This type lanewoiild give yb
t
capability
to,keep trackobeir
~ly
General 1Bmrs. Adit ha provedmost usful n surveillance of
wherewehpckd
*.p.-.
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Mr. ANrDnws. What is the range of this plane, how long can it
stay airborne?
Mr. Poon. The endurance is about hours. Its range is
miles approximately.
Mr. AzNDrtnWS. In other words, it could go out on a mission, cover
miles out and back ?
Mr. Poon. No. A round trip.
Mr. ANDREWS. I said
l
trip,
Mr. Poon. Yes,
m legeach way.
APRoanAMING OF 1009 Fl;NDS

N'

General BErrs.Mr. Chairman" you 11 remen')ber that thi's committee looked a our requestfor r rog aming,.And aid no
d I
remarked to
. Mahon(the other
a t mt wO were.4iscussing the
matter with
bFoster staffb
us
lt therf w's addito al
information
ailable that had 6'
yav,
labloat e time
r
request was s,
imitted to you a
atf Dr.\odter su ported do,
o r
ottet from hi~r that
h &tircrt
i s my i .derstand ig'o.u n~b ahd
thalis group of
express supp it for o rgo

s.rn on nec n:n tis. uge requ
His lete
•Mr. A bnE fWs.
luat
t te"-.... "t
%ir-

before the con ittee

si

t

ramibig for the YO-3,
General B: s. It app ies to the re.
craft. It. is not for the fiscal yearjPlO b dget,\ it lk#'about r/lprobudget.tow7
gramning related tb the' efisc~l odstuwaYe~fi1969
funds.

"/ .
General Br~rrs. Thas correct.
I
Vietnam,
are
we so
of wiw said
With the byIn4
OOD. impressed
Mr. F am
for that
place
s
f flghtin~An
gi
wAifrt
certainly

wepon in that kind of show.

useful capabilities._
has very
I believe
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General:
to it now, have ye t
comparable
nothing
have it~
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Mr.
General BI-aS,No, sir; we do not.
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else._As a matter of factpthere ios
anybody
Mr. FLOOD.
knowledge.
to my
Notdoes
Bs.Neither
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in
up
wrapped
lot of verye important new technology that is
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.Wen
development.
though thin was not a real tough problem to take glider ard put
ras
t
reprogramtis
ar
propulsion. it and make a qoiet aircraft. The
tat
more
deal
reat
a
required
it
found
they
ing action as necessary,
e hid of aircraft thotw
to refined engineermg in-order to
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that Mr. Poor
performance
of
sort
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.we
to these levels
down
aircraft
get
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matter
simple
a
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minutes to
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Mr. ANDIWWS. I wish you to put it in the record at this point.
Mr. Poon. Yes.

(The letter follows:)

DIRECTOR o

DEFENsE, RESEAUROI

Hon. GOEotI -1. MAION,
Ohafrm an, Committeo on Approprlations,

AND IMNOINEEMINOt

Washington, D.O., July 8, 1909.

tIouse of Representatives,
Washgtont, D..

DEAR M1 CHAIIMAN: Secretary Laird has asked me to respond to your letter
of June 24, 1069, regarding various reprograming requests relating to the Department of Defense quil t airplane programs. We would like to llace these programs
in their proper IwrsKl' etive and then ask you to reconsider your objection to the
YO-8A program,
The quiet airplane programs are the result of a very successful and innovative
concept developed by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA). This
concept offers the potential of a fundamentally new military capability; that is,
the ability to observe enemy activities at night from an aircraft without being
detected. Such innovations involving largely now concepts, multtdiselplined
technologies and unproven capabilities are precisely where ARPA has nmdo
the greatest contributions to our military capabilities. Initial AItPA efforts led
to the construction and deployment of two quiet airplanes to South Vietnam
which operated highly successfully during the 1008 Tot offensive and after
ward. The startling capabilities of these early, relatively crude aircraft caused
the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force all to state urgent needs of a uiet
airplane-night vision system for current operations in Southeast Asia. Tese
actions led directly to the current quiet airplane programs.
Initially, we believed that a single triservice program could best satisfy these
varied needs and the YO-SA program was started toward that end. It soon
became apparent that the different missions of the services demanded differing
levels of quietness and sensor effectiveness. Specifically the Air Force is primarily
concerned with the location of trucks operating generally outside South Vietnam
and for this mission a less sophisticated and, therefore, less costly, quiet airplane.
night vision system might suffice. I discussed this with Dr. Flax, then the Assistant Secretary of the Ai' Force (It, & D.) and we decided that a separate program
would be worthwhile based on some experiments the Air Force had made with a
modified Wren 460 airplane. The Air Force proposal promised not only a sFubstatntially more economical system, but also approached quiet flight by a fund mentally different technique and, therefore, explored an area of new technology.
Quietness in flight is obtained by combinations of slow flight and extreme attention to streamlining (in addition to certain other necessities such as engine
muffing). The Air Force concept emphaslzes very slow flight whereas the YO-8A
design gives more attention to careful streamlining. Our relative inexperience
in this area prevents us fr6m knowing precisely the best combinations or the
exact resultN we will get. Your action of June 24, 1000 will permit us to explore
the concept proposed by the Air Force, and I am convinced that program Is w ell
worth the modest cost.

The YO-3A airplane program Is well advanced with several aircraft currently

in flight tests. A sensor system has been completed, bench tested, and installed in
an aircraft. Flight testing of the sensor system will commence the week of July 0,
1069. At this point, we can predict With relatively high assurance the performance
of the completed system, It is correct, as you stated in yourletter, that all speclfications will not be met. However, the critical mission capabilities of the YO-RA
in the surveillance role will be mot and provide an important military capability.
To terminate the program at this stage would mean the funds and efforts expended would be Wasted whereas the requested reprograming authority will provide a useful system, Tl e total program costs with the small number of aircraft
being procured have resulted in what appears to be an inordinately high unit
cost for each aircraft. This is the result of the extensive research and development
costs of the system and the fact that the quantity could not support production
line fabrication efficiencies. When viewed as a total R. & D. program, including
both an aircraft and an advanced sensor, the total costs are not unreasonable.
In summary, the results of out efforts to date give us assurance that the
YO-8A will attain the noise level and characteristics essential to the Army and

2115
Niivy/Aurlhe issions, Ouir C6)1idt't1CO III the Arily 80enSOr 19 iiot as high 011d It
esors
(!a111 110 H!
*IIU~'in
iiesi~iV od(l'V~~the ttir(It'fft i11tiitly With OthlV

currently avatibie. On1 the otiler hand, ouir experlenee d(%' nlot provide high
('onlhidlell(' tht thie Air F~orce' progei'ff will produce,' an) id'eiaft (Uitlet enough for

the 111orI t"tfht.i itis oii01llmt1vitg enemy troops. 1rhw Air Force sensor hans
deni1ointritted Ox('elh'flt results for the less (II('Illig mission for which It was
designed.

In viewv of the above considerations, your ati)Iport of the Air Force proplosal- Is

aippreciatx1. I am confident that a renutiratlvo programs will result. In adlditionl,
I request that the cornuitteo reconsider itm Initial position on Army reprograffig
I1.'wtl year.iIXII-02 related1 to the YO-3A quiet itirlHU jinld jwiitilt comhitiot) of

this highly promising offort. Navy actions will be based on mulbseqne)It ammess.
nmnts of both programs at a later date.
Sinceely,

onN S. FOSTER, Jr.

Mrt. ANintims. A rmpiewv of yoi'l efforts luder t him prow-1g1it ill (1('litlt
dilIose~s it history of ter Ina11 ted )VOjelets. I refer- to the XV-41k, the
X\T.4*'A, theo SV-41A. TIhe OV-O air-craft is n1ot ill the M.ly inlvenWriy and it callnot be considered ats it.major sucesv %sf~or tite Navy and
Air Force because it is not belig used in the COIlN role for \01,101 It
wats originaftlly developed.
Yotir recent exjperienctt within the YO-AA, an inuter'imi qalt
ktaIrlcraft
development. pl'ografl, suffered frolt severe cost, overruns be fore the
conmilitteo obj ectei to tile aidditionatl expenC1diture( of -- millkn.
From thle foregoing, I believe you Call appreciate the ('olmilIittee's
disappoitment over the laec of a'lcOmllishmtenlt for. thle mil1lionls of
dollars spent 'Inl the new surveillance aircraft program, Hlow much
scrtiny has this overall program had at thle Army staff level ?
General 13n'r'rs. I think it has had at great deal of'scruitiny. As at matter' of facet it has had at great deal of *itttmitlon ait at level higher than-l
011I'S over the years.

You tire well aware that we went ahead with several different aplprone'hes to what were V/STOf 4 aircraft, like the, XV-OA, XC-b4A and
4A, at 1)attern of development that we felt did push forward thle state
of the artin aircraft technology generally and in partimbfr expjlored
those alpproac~hes. Whether or not it was prdli'1t to, pursue
those dovelop~imnts ini thei' tilme frame, wvith 20-20 hin1dsight onle
might. smy it was not. At the time it seemed as though it was appro.
at ad the right way to go.
pride
Th'le OV-1OA, ats you aire well aware, was generated by at joint, coimittee of the assistant secretaries for Research and Development of
ea10h of the three ser-vices, with great attention to the question of
whether or not there is not ft good-way to get a tactical aircraft configured for What is mostly an o6hservatlon Mission, but ight also carry
armmen uner ertinel reumstainces,
ecannot give you anl assessment of the OV-IOA; that is not our prograi,1 hut it is my impression that thle aircraft development came out
about the wvay it wats origlially conceived. If it, is not. being used in
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large numbers it is because the user in ternis of operational orglniziltion has not been overly impressed with its capability. ,
Mr. ANDWI wS. Which was the one you tested in Vietnam?

Mr. Poon. The OV-1 Mohawk.

Mr. AzD.ws. I am talking about the surveillance aircraft. You sid
you had two over there.
General Blrrs. QT-2 quiet aircraft. They are not any of those I
named. As far as I ain concerned, the juiet aircraft, program.ii QTr-2

and this follow-on YO-BA from at technical point of view has been a

very successful effort.
Mr. Apun-mvs. It has no problems?
General Bwivrs. It has grown in costs because we have learned a lot
about the engineering problems of making quiet aircraft, we did not
know about before. We also ran into some more difficulties with this
sensor package than we had anticipated.
IMNOIN11ihIN(

1IROBLA01MS WITiI OtUflI'NT DI-VETOPMnIN'r

Mr. Aimuws. But, the YO-3A was seriously overweight; its takeoff
distance was -feet instead of the required feet; its rate of
climb wias less than specified; its takeoff distance over a 60-foot ob.
stacle was unknown, its endurance hours was less than required, and
you had to redesign the sensor package. To reduce weight, you were
planning to eliminate the dual flight, control feature, the comnmuiica,ions redesign the canopy, and possibly eliminate the TACAN
in the aircraft.
In addition, you proposed to accept a sensor package whlch does not
meet original specifications. After spending
million thus far,
some of it to correct contractor design errors, you wanted Congress
to approve another million for a degraded aircraft which still
would not meet all of the original Army specifications.
What was the original estimate to develop this aircraft?
Mr. Poon. Whilo Itey are looking up the original estimate, I would
like to comment on the airframe specification problem. The committee
has no doubt been informed that tle loiter speed is lower than specificatiot, that is--knots as against
As i mentioned earlier, this might appear to be a failure to meet
specification. It actually is exceeding specficati6on. The noise level has
been measured at .
plusor minus 0.5 db as against a specification
level of db. So it is substantially quieter and flies slower; these
being the two most critical characteristics of the aircraft.
M. ANDIUWs. That is what you wanted?
Mr. Poon. In those two important respects, it is what we want. Takeoff distance is slightly longer than specification or original design
hope. It is about
feel as a inst about - . Ana the takeoff
distance over a, 50-foot obstacle is about
feet longer out of

Mr.' rLOOD. Dois it need a hardtop runway?

Mr. Pobn. It needs i runway.
Mr. FLOD. What about grass
Colonel Nxxox. It is no problem.
Mr. PooR. In the development of this aircraft, it did prove necessary
to give very care-ful attention to the landing gear, to ai protuberances,
to clean the machine up.
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Mr.
M
r. ANDmiWS,
PO R It hDoes
a it 1it have
. retractable landing gear?
Pon. it has a retractalIe hlnding gear, a feature not p resent ill
Mr.
the original request for the aircraft.
Mr. Froo. It could land in emergencies on any highway?
Mr. Poe, I think it very well could. Its landing speed is very low,
but the wing span is very large. If the highway has a lot of poles along
the side I tliulk it may be a controlled disaster.
Mr. Froo. What is tle spread?
Mr. Poon. It is about
feet or something like that.
E1??I, i'i'r
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Mr. TilI'scoAm[. It has flown w%'ith the sensor?
Mr. Poon. It has been flown with the sensor package.
Mr. LwscoUrn. Last niglit?
Mr. Poon. Yes.
Mr. iscormn. What is the deell)l rating?
Mr. Poo. It is two (leetbels better than speciflcation. It is
- as
agaiSt -----r. Lurscomir. Does the sensor package make a (liflerence?
General l3'r'i's. This would not make any difference.
Mr. Poom. I doubt the sensor package makes a significant difference.
Mr. IIscoM,. I understood the night optical vision sensor on this
was a kind of a
.
Mr. PoOR. The original scheme was to put a. ratlier large
device that hung out in the airstream. Tilis would have inreased
the noise level and deeromed performance of the machine significantly,
and one of the things that has been done is to build a special
device which can be failed into the lower part of thtelaircraft in relatively low-drag arrangement. That was one of the elements that increased the cost over thle original ex pectiation.
However, that seems to have been well worthwhile because the
sensor package does work well, and as far as we know it, does not degrade tie sound level performance. I have seen proposals for other
machines which conteniipliate external sensor installations and we are
a little pessimistict f rom our' own experience as to how difficult it is
toxqiet an alreraft that such draggy sensors will work well.
Mr. Lxtscomrn. But the sensor paolkage was flown on the aircraft
last ight and I understand there are tests the ith,8th, and 9th.
Mr. PooR. I assume so; I do not know.
Mr. Liscomo. And the sensor packages being used in flight test

this week are the ones you anticipate using on tle aircraft if we go
ahead with the reprograming?
Mr, POOR. That is correct. EOS sensor.
Mr. Lurscomn., With that. sensor package, you got down to
what,
decibels?
General Bmrs. db.
Mr. Poon. I dolnot think confirmatory measurements have been made,
but we expect it will not change it.
Mr. Lmscomn. The one you are using is without the sensor package?
Mr. POon. They did n ot have the sensor in, but had a protuberance
representing the drag element of the sensor, so the dummy package
should have made the aerodynamic equlvalent. So T do not antlcipate
any change in noise levels,
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Mr. LiPscomB. Do you consider the night optical sensor a real breakthrough in that area?
Mr. Poon. No; it is a state of the art device I think, not a real breakthrough.
Mr. Lipscom. Do you consider it a good device?
Mr. PooR. I would like Dr. Lasser to comment on that. He is more
closely related to it.
Dr. LAssER. The Seaniteops program you have heard about uses
very similar
so it is not altogether new. The new thing is the
change in configuration outside of tie aircraft. There is a bubble and
I believe that bubble was tested at
db, so with the sensor in
there should not be any change in noise level. The new sensor does not
have the protuberance. So I believe the numbers are equivalent. I have
not heard the numbers of last night, but it seems quite obvious it
must be.
Mr. LiPsco~M. I understood this was a sophisticated night optical
sensor and it was a very good development.
Dr. LASSER. I.suppose. It was l)ased on things that had been developed and flown in other aircraftt. It is sophisticated, and I guess that is
a relative term. While something similar to it has been flown before,
this is a very good technical solution to a difficult integration problem.
Mr. LrscoMn. I understood it was a subcontract by i-ockleed.

Dr. LASSER. Yes. Electro-optical system.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. It is made in Pomona, Calif., which is a very interest-

ing place from ay point of view.
REASON FOR INCREASED COST

General B'rrvs. You asked about the cost picture, Mr. Chairman. We
started with an estimate of
million. We, with this reprograming request, are now asking for authority to add - to that.
The changes that are involved, to give you some feeling for how the
cost grew to this,
million can be attributed to engineering design
changes that were discovered in the course of early testing and to tie
cost of correcting for the design deficiencies that were found during
testing.
Another approximately
million was related to the overhead
and cost schedules of a lengthened program and it became a lengthened prograin because we got into the technical difficulties I Just
mentioned.
Furthermore, within that same
dollars there were some
components within the aircraft that required redesign.
Now with respect to the sensors, we had originally thought that
million would pay for all sensors for all aircraft. Our
current estimate is
million, so there is
million cost
growth in that item alone.
There was a development failure in that development effort in' the
scanning head. The time to correct that and the engineering effort
that was involved are what caused this cost growth,
Furthermore, we called for'a. level of logistical backup for that thfit
we had not thought to estimate in the original program. There is
no question but wat we should have estimated It, but it was an over-

sight.
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There is
of Governmnit-furnished equipmlenit for avionics
and the TACAN navigation system that was not included in the
original estimate. And then for contractor personnel to back up the
program and plan for the train-ing we would require another approximately
-. .that had not been estimated in the original estimate.
Furthermore, we had expected that as our procurement of the initial
aircraft was completed the Navy would pick up from where we left
off with further procurement of these aircraft. That effort has been
denied. So far at least their request for reprograming of funds to do
it has not yet been approved, and consequently there are attendant
overhead costs that will have to be paid we would have had to assume
in making our estimate.
I remarked earlier this was a program that had been defined, had
been priced out, at an estimate that we now find to be wrong. Nevertheless we told the contractor when we ran out of those funds that
we ha4 no more, that we were making a request for authority to repogram, but any further work he did-would be on his own responsiThe work that has been going on since the end of March has been
on Lockheeds own responsibility, not that of the Army.
Mr. A-xwinnws. Last night, July 7, 1969, you had a successful test
flight. Tell us when you frst started to work on this plane, and what
the total cost of R. &D. to date has been.
General Bw-rs. The total cost will be the
million that the
Government has put in this program depending on whether or not
you approve the reprograming request. That is all that there will be
or we will go up to the million if you so authorize.
Mr. ANmRws. When did you start to work on it?
General B'Trs. Work commenced in July 1968.
Mr. PoOR. The very first development.
COMMITTEE INCORRECTLY ADVISED ON COST

Mr. ANDREWS. What was the original estimate for the development
of these aircraft and sensor packages?
,Mr. PoOR.
million.

Mr. ANDUiWS. Reprograming action fiscal year 69-11 reprograms,

Imillion, for a total of-for this program, and nothing was
said about an additional million being required to complete the
program at all in this re rograming.
General Bm'rs. We hadmillion granted to this program
from OSD emergency funds. The 6.8 request gave us the total of
that we then felt was necessary to-do the job.
Mr. ANDPuws. This ieprograming action does not say that. It says
the total program is
m-illion. There is no mention of any prereprograming of emergency funds.
General Bvmr. Then this is just our mistake. We were not trying
to cover up the fact we had asked for the emergency funds.
Mr. ANonEws. From this reprograMing fiscal year 69-11, Congress
is led to believe the total cost of the program would be
million
dollars. There is a subsequent reprograming actionGeneral B=vrs. It was actually started on the emergency fund allocation, so I understand, So if we did not specifically point out that

01,"
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part of the program, then this is our oversight. I can assure you it
was not deliberate because I have no other estimates than the
I have given you.
NOIRE JAVEr AND ovRIVEIGHT rROBILEIs
Mr. AND ws. The committee has been told by Army officials earher this year that the.or - db noise level was accomplished
without the sensor package. After development of the sensor package
it was found that the sensor caused additional noise in the aircraft and
it was nemary to redesign the sensor package.
General Brrrs. And the outside configuration, in order to get that
noise back down to where it is now. That is a highly developmental
program in nature. Unquestionably we had engineering design changes
as we went through the development process.
Mr. ANDREWS. 'Men the aircraft became seriously overweight, what
was removed from the aircraft in order to get the weight down?
General Bm-rs. I do not know I can address that because I do not
remember any time we thought it was seriously overweight. There
were weight problems. As far as I know, that has been taken care of
in the kind of specifications we have given.
Colonel Nixxo. We reduced the crew weight. We had originally
specified a man weighing 240 pounds and we intend to take care of the
overweight condition of -theaircraft through specification to the field,
and placard in the aircraft for example Ntiat a man over 200 pounds
will not fly the airplane. That type of operation is a limitation, but is
not going to be serious.
We have already asked about acceptance of the limitations because
of weight and condition and they have accepted and said, we want the
airplane.
Mr. Axnnmvs. Does it have a position for an observer too?
Colonel Nixox. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDnRWS. Does it have dual controls still?

Colonel NixoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. AxDDinws. That originally had dual controls and the Army said
they were going to take outone set of controls.
Colonel NxxoN. To my knowledge, the dual controls were never
taken out. We left them in.
Mr. ANDtEws. How about the communications? Was that removed?
Colonel NixoN. You are getting into detail I think we ought to provide for the record.
General Bm-rs. As far as I know, we still have TACAN and still
have a modem avionics package in that aircraft. My information is
we have modern avionics, LOHAP communications package, and
TACAN in the aircraft,
Mr. AwDwvs. Would you provide for the record the noise level of
this aircraft at 125 feet with te sensor package as a result of the testing going on now?
General B-ris. Yes.
(The information follows:)
Acoustics measurements were made on Jruly 8, 1909, on a YO-8A equipped

with sensors. These tests indicated that the sensor package added one db to the

overall sound pressure level. YO-3A's equipped with sensors will have an overall
sound pressure level of
level.

-

±-0.5 db and will exceed the specified acoustics
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QUESTIONABLE QUALITY 01F SENSOR PAOKAOE

Mr. ANDREWS. With respect to the sensor package, Dr. Foster's
letter indicates:
Our confidence in the Army sensor is not as high, and it may be necessary to
deploy the aircraft initially with other less capable sensors currently available.

General B1i-ri'rs. When they wrote that, we knew they had not yet installed or tested the sensor package. Having had initial success in the
l)articular environment we were worried about, we were worried that
aircraft vibration or the Servo motors related to the stabilization system would not be adequate to the job. The first result would indicate
that our worries were not very well founded.
This should be a good sensor package, but this was very early and
his caution here reffects the fact we have not tested it enough to give
you assurance it is a good sensor. And I assure you we will not buy
any more than the first test item until we are sure it is a good sensor
package.
Mr. ANDREWS. Could we have for the record the cost of developing
the original sensor package and the cost of developing the new sensor
package?
General B I'rS. Yes.
(The information follows:)
The first proposed YO-3A sensor was never fully developed. Final contract
negotiations have not been accomplished because of a lack of funds. However,
we estimate that were spent for preliminary engineering designs and testing of the first sensor. The nonrecurring development costs for the present YO-3A
sensor is
- million.
DEVrATroNs PROM SENSOR PACKAGE SPECIVICATTONS

Mr. ANDREwS. Do you have any idea how far the sensor package
contractor deviated from the original specifications?
The Army testified earlier that sone deviations from the original
sensor specification have been proposed to the Army as mentioned in
testimony of Brigadier General Mellon on May 5. These deviations
have been reviewed. Some are acceptable, but others must be negotiated
with Lockheed.
General BETTs. I will have to get that detail.
The optimism from our first test would indicate thatwe feel it is
coming out more successfully than we thought, but I will just have to
dig out the information.
(The information is as follows:)
Some sensor deviations were proposed to the Army, These deviations related 'o
optical characteristics and sensor acceptance test procedures. In general, the
deviations are regarded to be minor in nature and will not materially influence
the performance or estimated costs of the sensor. Initial Alight tests of the sensor

is capable of performing the specified Army night surveillance missions.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does the sensor package, the current one, have a laser
target designator in it?
(Off the record.)
CONTRACTOIt's INVESTMENT

Mr. AN I Ews. I believe you indicated the Army ran out of Money
March 31.
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General B~vrs. That is March 20.

Mr. ANDREWS. How much has Lockheed and the subcontractors

spent in their own funds since that time?
General BETTS. I would have to get the subcontract funds for you.
It is my understanding that at flir present level of activity Lockheed would have put roUghly
- million of their money in by the
end of August. They may be cutting back from that because of the
prior turndown that we had received.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many complete aircraft do you have at the pres-

ent time?
General Bivrrs. My understanding is there are
ready built.

aircraft al-

AIR FORCE DEVELOPMENT EFFORT

Mr. ADDAnmO. On the surveillance plane, does not the Air Force have
the same program?

General Bmrs. The Air Force wants a quiet aircraft but they are not
happy with the growth potential and the present system capability of
the one we are developing. So they propose to go out with a competitive
proposal seeking such a quiet aircraft, and have done enough experimental work that they have a pretty good idea they can get something
that will meet their requirement.
But remember, one of the key differences between what they think
they need and ours is that their mission is not the same as ours with
respect to finding individual people on the ground.
They would not propose to fly at treetop level as we would. They
would be up at-feet. Consequently, quieting that aircraft is a
very different problem, and I suspect if it turns outto be less expensive
to accept an aircraft less quiet, then they will come out with a cheaper
aircraft, 'but they will not come out with this until something like
a year from now at'best.
Mr. ADDABBO. Is the basic plane much cheaper ?
General BE'rs. Under those conditions it may be, I do not know
the estimated costs they have submitted.
Mr. ADDABBO. Was there not a report recently that the Air Force
plane would cost in the neighborhood of about $30,000 and your one
estimate cost at about
General BETrs. I do not think they would claim anything like that.
IIs my understanding they talked about aircraft. I could
not o io their program, I just do not know their program.
Mr. ADDABBO. Isn't-there any coordination between these programs?
General Bwrs. Absolutely. But it is present to Dr. Foster's staff
and the coordination is in that staff. As Dr. Foster brought out in his
letter to Mr. Mahon, he feels these pit~grams are complementary and
the prudent course is to go ahead with what the Army has proposed
in a competitive environment to satisfy the Air Force nuission to go
out on competition.
COORDINATION OF ARMY AND AIR FORCE DEVELOPMENT EFFORT

Mr. ADDAHo. When you say all this information is given to Dr.
Foster for his deciphermg aren't you fellows looking at it yourselves?
General Bmyrs. Of course we are; of course we are. But the specifications that the Air Force would put on this aircraft would not sat-
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isfy our reqtiremint. They are not as interested as we are in the quietness of this aircraft. They are more interested ill performance at higher
altitudes.
Mr. AiMi),BO. The sensors you are developing, are they strictly for
low level or can they be used for high-level work,
General B-rs. (Off the record.)
Mr. ADDAnBO. Thank you.
Mr. PoOR. I think one of the most important points to remember
in this is that the YO-3 aircraft are well along in construction and
tiley will be available for delivery quite soon, really. It seems
difficult to imagine that the process of going through a com etition,
starting all over again could conceivably meet the needs which
would-be filled by the YO-3 should the committee and the other
committees concerned view with favor our 1969 reprograming.
Mfr. ADDABIIO. When you say "quite soon" what would that mean in
time?
Mr. Poon.

Mr. ADDABBO.

1970?

Mr. POon.
. You see, they are very well along. The aircraft are
flying, and a number are completed.
Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. With respect to the Army requirements, particularly

with regard to the noise level, the committeehas been told by Army
officials that the requirement for the noise level in this aircraft was
-to decibels at feet. That was the original MACV
specification, decibels plus or minus two decibels. The Air
Force officials advised the committee that they had been testing a
WREN -aircraftand had obtained noise levels of approximately
decibels, as I recall, and that, with quieting features they proposed for
the engine and a wooden propeller had excellent confidence in reducing that decibels. That wouid bring the Air Force aircraft well
within the MACV specifications laid down by the Army. In addition,
it would give
Mr Poon. At what altitude?
Mr. ANDRE ws. All these measurements supposedly were at the
foot decibel level.
Mr. Poon. I talked to Secretary Hansen a little and I talked to Dr.
Foster. The point I think I would like to make about this is that it is
true that the Air Force has a goal which they may be able to achieve
by modiflcation of conventional aircraft. The YO-3 has accomplished
a goal of measured noise levels below the Army requirement level. It
is in being and it does it. One can hope that later on the Air Force
machine might approach the requirements which are being met by the
YO-8. In that case it would be only prudent for us to in the Air
Force in their procurement when it came time to obtain a number of
these machines. But the research objective is more than being met by
the YO-3 as it now flies.
Mr. Az;DRmws. To meet your objective, you need another
is
that correct?
Mr. Poon. That is correct.
General Bi, rs. That is correct.
Mr. MAoioq. Are there any questions, gentlemen? If not, we will resume the hearing at 10 a.m. tomorrow.
8.-554-69-pt. 6-20
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WEDNESDAY,

JULY 9, 1969.

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will come to order.

When we adjourned yesterday, we were discussing the new surveillance aircraft program element. I would like to discuss the
aircraft for the
The justification book does not mention these aircraft but the
committee has been advised that a total of $4.7 million for fiscal year
1969 SEA emergency funds have been approved for these aircraft.
What type of aircraft does the Army have In mind for this mission?
General BETTS. These will be fixed wing aircraft, Mr. Chairman,
and the designation is unknown.
[r. ANDREWS. What is the mission of the aircraft?
by this method.
General BETTS. This is to detect enemy
Mr. ANDREWS. How will the detection be made?
as
-.
The
on the aircraft will
General BETTS.
that
and they are adequately
they
the enemy
we CMan

Mr. ANDREWS. Are these aircraft in production at this time?
General BErS. The particular aircraft we are after are not in
production.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is the Air Force buying these aircraft at this time?
General BE TTs, No, sir; not for this purpose.

Mr.

ANDRnnWa.

Tell us a little more about the aircraft, General

Bett s, size, speed, range.
General
BETTS. What we were looking for was a twin-engine turboprop
aircraft
capable of calrrying --operators to operate the

equipment and about ....
)ounlds of ..
.gear. 'rhe total paypounds. From a research and
load on the aircraft would be about
development point of view, what wve want to determine is the feasibility
capability. This combined
of combining into one aircraft
capability does not exist at present. As far as we are concerned it
tat
results in an operational sense in our not being able to otherwise we could find.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have nothing today comparable with what you
hope to get with this?
aircraft flying today, but they do
General BETTs. We have
capability in one aircraft with on-board
nothave the combined -operators who can complete the process of
Mr. ANDREWS. What type aircraft are used for this mission at the
present time?
General BETTS. We have been using the U-8 aircraft and the
RU-21 in inventory, but they do not have anything like the payload
capability that we Would be able to get from the proposed program.
Mr. MINSHALL, What make aircraft is this? is this something Ot
have developed yourself, R. & D., or is this an off-the-shelf item tlat
you have modified?
General BErrs. The RU-21, as I understand it, is a modified
Beecheraft aircraft.
Mr. MINSHALL.'What type of Beechcraft is this, what is the civilian
counterpart?
General Brns. May I go back ofte step?

Mr. MINSHALL. Yes.
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General BETTS. That is the intended model if there is not a competitor that is better. We intend to complete the procurement but our
general specification of aircraft is drawn so that it can be met by
aircraft readily available in the market and not one that has to be
developed from scratch.
Mr. MINSHALL. You mentioned what type of Beechcraft plane?
General B='rs. I understand the RU-21 is like the King Air Beechcraft aircraft. The King Air is the company name for it.
Mr. MINSHALL. They are a pretty expensive bird for this type of
mission.

Mr. Poon. I do not think they are.
Mr. MINSIHALL. Maybe you and I have a different Idea of what
expensivev" is.
Mr. Poon. I think it is a matter of what the aircraft has to do.
Mr. MIXNSHALL. What are you planning on paying for these? Give
us a dollar figure.
each.
General BETTS. We expect them to cost about Mr. MINSHALL. That "ain't" l)eanuts.
General BE'r'rs. No, sir, I recognize that.
do you think that is an inexpensive airMr. MINSIIAI4 L.
1)lane?
Mr. Poon. This aircraft has a fairly difficult job to do. It will
I from the ground,
the gear
carry a large number of-operators. It is not a small machine.
something like
pounds a minite ago.
Mr. IINSHALL. You mentioned-General BETTS. That is the payload. Besides the crew of the aircraft
operators and a considerable amount of
we want to carry
'gear on the airplane.
Mr. MX[INSHALL. Describe how you would use the aircraft, give us a

type mission.

General BETTS. Typically, it would'fly in the general vicinity of the
to
- in that general, vicinity looking
area that we want to
the tactical units interested in that area.
Mr. MINSHALL. What kind of warfare would this be usable in?
Would you use it in Vietnam?
General BETTS. Tis is directly applicable to Vietna',m.
Mr. MlINSHALL. What altitude would it fly in the search mission?
mission, sir, really care into its own
Colonel NIXON. The
in Vietnam
As General Betts said the aircraft that we are now using in Vietnam have only the capability of --

or -

but not both and

. So what we are trying to do here with these
the enemy uses three aircraft is put on board these three aircraft both capabilities
problems we will have in
in an attempt to work out the
aircraft for.
doing so, and that is what we intend to use the
TIhey are an off-the-shelf comlipetitive procurement.
the basic
gear. Is this -Mr. MINSHALL. How much for-gear?
price of the aircraft or does this include the -Colonel NIXON. I am not sure about that.
Mr. MINSHALL. Let's find out. Who knows the answer?

Colonel NIXON. I think we will have to go back to our technical
expert and ask that specific question and put it in the record, if we
may.
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Mr. MINSHALL. Do you know, General? Is this just th6 basic bird
without the
gear on it?
General BETTS. I have these in program numbers and I do not have
them for specific aircraft.
In the 1969 cominitmhent of a total of $4.7 million, $1.47 million
was committed to the aircraft, $1.23 million would have been avionics,
and $2 million for the R. & D. engineering effort involved to create
this capability.

Mr. MINSHALL. What does this make each bird cost then? Divide

those figures byGeneral BETTs. And there is another
million requested in
fiscal year 1970 for the R. & D. program, making a total of
million for the entire program.
Mr. MINSHALL. In other words,
aircraft,
million?
General BETTS. To achieve this cap.b'flity from an R. & D. point
of view, it is going to cost. ,i1hen. If we intend after the
combat evaluation to buy operational numbers of these aircraft, it
would cost in the order of the price we quoted for the aircraft, but I do
not know what the cost is of the
gear that has to go in the
aircraft. I do not have that information with me.
Mr. MINSHALL. What bird are you using for this job out there now?
General BETTS. We have a mixture of aircraft. I named the U-8.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is that?
General B=Trs. The U-8 is a twin-engine Beechcraft.
Mr. MINSHALL. What type of Beecheraft?
Mr. POOR. Utilitvtwin-engine aircraft we have a great many of.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the civilian name of it?
Colonel NIXON. The model that was below the Queen Air, sir.
It is called the Twin Bonanza.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the payload capability of the bird you are

presently using?
Colonel NIxoN. It runs about 1,500 pounds. The exact figure I do

not know offhand.
Mr. POOR. I would like to emphasize to the committee the tremendous payoff we have gotten from these aircraft that we have in Vietnam
today.
I talked to the

-

people and have read the current

reports. This airborne
has proved to be the most effective
way of
Mr. MINSHAL,. Is this the only airborne
equipment our
military has in Vietnam?
Colonel NIXON. No, it is not.
Mr. MiNSHALL. What other?
Colonel NIxoN. I would have to provide the inventory of airborne
...

equipment for the record, but I am told
You are not the only one doing this job?

Mr. MINSHALL.

Colonel NIxoN. No. But the caPability provided by thethis area has proved to be outstandingly useful.

in

Mr. MINSHRALL. I would like to have detailed in the record the en-

tire military effort in this direction Army, Air Force, Navy, whoever
else isin on the act, whatever else of ofir agencies are in the act.
I w0Uld like to'have the whole thing put in the record and find how

muchoverlap there is.
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Colonel NIxoN. We will be glad to provide it.

(The information provided the committee is classified.)
FUNDING HISTORY FOR NEW SURVEILLANCE AIRCRAFT

Mr. LIPSCOMB. General Betts, you mentioned you have $4.7 million
that you have reprogramed for the fiscal year 1969 program.
General BETTS. That was the total of the fiscal 1969 program. That
was all from the emergency fund, Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. But it was a reprogrammg?
General BETTS. Reprogramed to the Army from the emergency
fund, that is correct.
million was your
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Then you mentioned
fiscal year 1970 program. We have a fact sheet that was submitted to
our committee on the 24th of June which indicates an additional
for fiscal 1970 in this program. Could you tell us what the
difference is? If not, maybe we could start at a different level here.
Could you tell me where the money for the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E.
aircraft appears in the justification book?
program for this
Where are your fiscal experts?
General BETTS. Within the new surveillance element it is 6.32.05,
in fiscal 1969 we carried the efforts that I described in the $4.7 million.
It is on page 253 of the.green book and 254 of the green book. That is
the $4.7 million I identified.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. You just referred me to pages 253 and 254 of the
justification book.
activities.
General BETTS. Yes, sir, it is under the
,is that right?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Advanced development
General BETTS. That is right.
R. & D. aircraft
Mr. LIPSqOMB. And you are telling me this
program is in that account. Do you not have any budget experts
with you, General?
General BETTS. We do.

Colonel Joy. If I may, the $4.7 million that we are talking about on
the reprograming action does not show up in your budget justification
book because it occurred after the budget material was put together.
That is reprogramed into the element knovn as new surveillance airin
craft in the one we are looking at. You only show I believe
there now.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. We show for fiscal year 1969 program $7 million.
Colonel Joy. That is right.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. So we would have to add another $4.7 million as a
result of the reprograming.
Colonel Joy. That is correct.
Mr. LIPScOMB. Which makes an $11.7 million program for fiscal
year 1969?
Colonel Joy. Yes. And in addition to that, there is also the other
reprograming actionin that element which is YOA-8.156.
If that were added to it, it would increase it that much more.
million dollars General Betts is talking about is the avionThe
ics in 1970 which shows up on page 253 or 54.
Mr. LIPsOOMB. Are you telling us that the avionics for fiscal year
1969 are included in the surveillance aircraft budget part and then for
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1969 you are including the avionics in a completely different account?
If so, what kind of budgeting is this?
equipment on
Mr. POOR. There are two different kinds of the aircraft, avionics required to fly the aircraft and navigate it, and
there is the e pqment which is the mission equipment,
and equipment of that sort so that the onboard people can perform
their mission.
- equipment is
I believe that the development of the onboard
carried under the program element 3.10.11A on page 253 and the aircraft equipment is carried tinder the new surveillance aircraft.
million or
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Whatever the figure is million, if the program was not decided as of the make-u) time for
and! or
the budget which is before us, how did that
million get in the justifications for fiscal year 1970? Or are you just
grabbing at straws?
General BiTrs. I believe that the confusion stems from the fact
that the total capability represented here is in two different places in
million in the other fact sheet was the line
the budget. The
item
3.10.11.
I do not have sufficient detail With me to pick out the specific pieces.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Would we be jumping ahead too far ifwe asked at
this point what was programed for fiscal year 1970 in program element
for fiscal year
No. 3.10.11.A entitled advanced development
1970?
General BETTS. According to our budget submission, that is

million.

?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. What is included in the
General BETrs. That is my difficulty, Mr. Lipscomb, I do not have

milthat breakout. I would have to get that breakout. But the
. I do not have
lion we were talking about would be within the
the rest of it.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Inasmuch as it is confused, Mr. Chairman, for the
record could we have entered the total program for the new surveillance)
and itemize the whole program as to the airaircraft for the
frame, the aircraft and equipment -that goes into it?
General BErS. I will.
Mr. LIPScOMB. And where it is located in the budget?
General BETrs. Identify the line items.
-milMr. MINSHA J. 'A minute ago you gave me a figure of
lion foir the program, including the R. & D. and the basic aircraft and
the avionics. Does that figure still hold?
General BErs. We will have to straighten that out and come black

to you.

MNr. ANDREWS. Now you are talking about 11 million dollar plus
program?
General BETTS. There is some confusion and I cannot resolve this
with 4the data available to me here'.
Mr. ANDREWS. In linie with Mr. Lipscomb's questions, I wish you
would place i the record at-this time the total cost, includifig everyaircraft for the
thing of these
General BETTS. We will do so.

I
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(The information follows:)
The following is a breakout of the
aircraft program funding requirementi:*
Program element 6.32.05.A (project D649) fiscal year 1069:
Millions
R.&D ----------------------------------------------$1.20
Avionics purchase ------------------------------------------1.23
Airframe purchase ------------------------------------------2. 27
Total --------------------------------------------------4 70
Program element 3.10.11.A (project D910) fiscal year 1970:
R.&D ....
Total fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 program*Specific items of equipment cannot be identified until contract competition and negoti.

ations are complete.

AIRCRAFT IN DOD INVENTORY

Mr. MINSHALL. Mr. Chairman.
You say you need this aircraft and I understand the mission and
you need a payload of
pounds. What other special characteristics do you need in this aircraft aside from the capability of carrying
pounds of.
gear?
Mr. Poor, can you answer that question?
Mr. POOR. I am not aware of any very special characteristics. The
aircraft has to be capable of staying on station for a reasonably long
time and give adequate room for the operators to work the equipmentt.
Mr. MINSHALL. We have a lot of Constellations and DC-6's standing by that could be utilized for this purpose, it seems to me. Why
could you not use some of those for much less cost aside from the fact
that
the Army is not permitted to operate anything over a certain
weight?General BETTS. I am sure there is some aspect of that in our
decision to go for a lesser aircraft but for the long pfll-you see this is
R. & D.-oriented and if indeed it is sufficiently successfUl that we can
justify an operational capabillty that goes into numbers of aircraft
far beyond -anything,we are talking about here, then the question of
whether we had available other aircraftMr. MINSiALL. Why could you not test this
gear in one of
the pieces of equipment I just mentioned?
General BETTS. I think the problem is configuiation, conipatibility with the aircraft
system. Just putting it in some other
aircraft does not test it as a system.
Mr. MINSHALL. But you could build your system around a more
reasonably priced airci.ad't. That is my poiit.
Mr. POOR. I cannot imagine that procuring new aircraft or even
trying to keep old Constellations ruling would be cheaper than
buying a twin-engine Beech aircraft off the shelf.
Mr. MINSHALL. They have been using Constellations Over in Vietnam for the TV broadcasts very successfully. There are a lot of them
still running.,
General BE rrs. They have other missions, Mr. Minshall. We did

discuss the whole subject of availability of aircraft, the long term cost
of operate n and everything thitt was involved and concuded that
this was the most prudutenht course to follow.
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Mr. MINSIALL. You come Ul) with all extremely exl)eisive programs
when it seems to mne, looking at it front this side of the table, you
could have gone with a much less expensive program and still got the

same results.

Mr. Poon. In order to discuss this adequately, I think it would be

necessary to really understand the integration of the

equip-

ment, the -into an airplane. I would suggest, if it seems appropriate, that at the time we get to this item in the program, element
3.10:11.A that I bring with me an expert able to discuss the details of
the installation in the aircraft. It is an integrated thing and the )roblem of , ends up affecting the whole system design.
I am reasonably convinced that the plan here using an essentially
off-the-shelf commercial small aircraft will be less expensive in the
long run. It looks expensive in the first set of
experimental
aircraft, but if it pleases you I would like to bring an expert when we
come to this part who c(an describe the plans for the machine.
Mr. MINSHAJL. If you want this money kept in the budget, you
better send a very good expert up here.
Mr. Poon. I will be happy to try. I think it is a very inl)ortant
program.
ESTIMATED TOTAL PROGRAM AND COST

Mr.

MINSHALL.

The committee has been advised that the Army

Aviation Systems Conmhand is conducting a survey of twin turboprop aircraft capable of performing light recotnaissance duties. The
survey is restricted to aircraft with cruise speeds of 220 knots, loiter
of 130, and gross weight of 15,000 pounds. This aircraft would be
used in a classified research and development project and its buy
would be very limited.
Is this survey being made in connection with the
mission
aircraft?
General BETTS. I believe that identifies the
- mission aircraft.
Mr. Poor says that is correct.
..
Mr. MINSHALL. How many aircraft will be required to fulfil the
mission, and what is the estimated total procurement cost?
General BETTS. I do not know what their total operattiio l plianningwill require, Mr. Chairman. .1 will have to iUpply, it for the record.
Ours is simply an R. & D. evaluation. We are limiting this program
to the,
evaluation aircraft.
(The information follows:)
- twin engine, fixedThe Army tentatively is planning on procuring
wing aircraft for future use. It is estimated that PEMA procurement costs
for this number of aircraft will be approximately
million spread over
a 5-year period.

Mr. ANDREWS. General Betts, I do not think we received a complete answer.; If you could put in the record, please, the five different
types of fixed wing'aircraft being utilized by for this mission
and compare their characteristics with what you wil obtain in this
aircraft.
Mr. PooR. Do you have five? My paper shows U-6's, U-i's,
U-8's, and U-2i's.

Mr. ANi-DRws. The fact sheet of June 24, 1969 indicates that
are equipped with an assortment of five different fixed wing aircraft
with an average age of over 10 years.
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11r. PooR. That probably includes the Mohawk, which is not on
this list. We Will provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
TABLE COMPARING EXISTING -

AIRCRAFT WITH PROPOSED AIRCRAFT'

Payload
(pounds) Endurance
1. RUIA ...........................
2. RU6A ...........................
3 RU8D ...............................
4. RU21A ..............................
5. Proposed new aircraft .................

1,800 6hrs. 50nins ......

Cabin
volume
(cubIc feet) 2 engines

1,080 3 hrs. 6 mins .......
682 5hrs.30mlns
1,400 5hrs ...............
9 hrs ............... {

293
125
115
158
325

Design
gross weight
(pounds)

No..... ....
8,000
No..:":: :
-5,100
7,300
Yes
Yes ........
9,650
Yes------- 15,000

purposes. It Is not compared here because Its age and the
I The Navy P2V aircraft Is on loan to the Army for lack of spare parts preclude Its continued economical use. In addition, its weight (80,000 lbs.) and size preclude Its use
from small, forward.area airstrips.
SMInimum.
I Maximum.

PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1970 PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. How much is in the fiscal year 1970 budget for this
pill, )ose?
General BETTS. In view of the confusion we discussed before, I

think we had better correct that.
.
for
Mr. ANDREVS. For fiscal year 1970 you aire requesting
the new surveillance aircraft program. According to the justification
book, all of this was to have been used for the YO-3A aircraft. Is
that correct?
General BETTS. No. In the fiscal year 1970 program there is no

YO-3A funding requirement.
You villa recall that in asking for a reprograming of fiscal 1969
funds that would complete the effort that we had described to get
11 aircraft for evaluation.
to be-used for?
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the
General BETTS. For the concept and system analysis studies related
to the manned aerial vehicle force surveillance we call MAVS.
Mr. ANDREWS. Then the justification book is in error, General
Betts. Page 92.
General BETTS. Yes, I understand the justification book has a
mistake.

Mr. ANDREWS. Page 92 indicates the fiscal year 1970 program
1rovement testing on the
would be to continue Conus product imp
YO-3A aircraft, and various Sensor installations.
General BETTS. That is in error. That was prepared long before
we got into the point of asking for these programs and it is no longer
valid.
SURVEILLANCE

AND TARGET ACQUISITION

AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

Mr. ANDREWS. The justification book indicates the Research
Analysis Corp. completed a study in fiscal year 1968 on a concept
for an analysis of a surveillance and target acquisition aircraft system.

How much did this study cost and what use was made of it?
General BETTS. I do not have information on the cost. The study
was to define the concept of employment of a surveillance and target
acquisition aircraft system.
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Mr.

ANDRIEWS.

General

Put the cost in the record.

BETTS. I will determine its cost.
ANDREWS. Also what use was made of

it.
General BETTS. It has contributed to the concept formutlation process with respect to this aircraft we call now the manned aerial vehicle
for surveillance.
Mr.

TARS 1965 STUDY

Mr. ANDREWS. Also in fiscal year 1968, the Combat Development
Command in June 1967 submitted a study on
but the Chief
of Staff deferred approval of the study recommendation dealing with
the manned aerial vehicle surveillance pending a determination of
what it takes to support
airspace.
Who conducted the TARS 1965 study and what did it cost?
General BETTS. I do not think I have any numbers to identify the
cost. It was handled partly With in-house capability and partly by
contract support of that in-house capability. It was under one of the
field agencies of the Combat Development Command.
I would have to find the cost and supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The Surveillance and Target Acquisition Aircraft Systems (STAAS) studies
were conducted by Research Analysis Corporation in the 1064-66 time frame.
These studies cost $1,183,311.89 and conducted a trade-off analysis of various
aircraft concepts applicable to the Army's required new Surveillance aircraft.
Based upon these studies, the Army decided that it should not enter the OV-10
Air Force and Marine aircraft program.
The
study was conducted during the 1966-69 period at a cost of
$2,284J,163. It examined current and proposed mixes of organic (Army) and
non-organic (USAF) manned and unmanned aerial systems to determine
what improvements and development efforts are required in the field. This
study defined the need for a MAVS vehicle.
The
study, now called a survivability analysis originated in fiscal
year 1069 to study "cost of supporting
." This study effort will be completed in the first quarter fiscal year 1970 and cost $102,550.
COMBINED ARMS RESEARCH -ORGANIZATION STUDY

Mr. ANDREWS. Subsequently a
study was to have been
completed m June 1969. Who conducted that study and what was
the cost?
Colonel NixoN. The

Combat Development Command is

conducting that study now. It cost $102,550. It is not finished yet.
Mr. ANDREWS. Was it done in-house or by contract?
Colonel NixoN. It is being done through the auspices of an in-house
effort- but' we have a combined arms research organization which is
actually civilian contractors who work for CDC on a number of
contracts and they are assisting in this study.
Mr. ANDREWS. What company is that?

Colonel NixoN. The Combined Arms Research Organization.
Mr. ANDREWS. Who are located here in Washington?

Colonel NixoN. No, sir; in the Fort Leavenworth area, Kansas
Mr.,ANDREWs. What was the cbndugion of the
study and
what use has been made of it? Ydu say it has not been completed?
-- C01elon NixoN. Yes, sir.'
Mr. ANcums. When do ydtt expect it to be completed?
Colonel NixoN. It should be completed this summer, sir.
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CONTRIBUTION OF THESE STUDIES TO THIS PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. What contribution does any of these studies make
toward the YO-3A program or any other aircraft development under
this subelement "new surveillance aircraft"?
General BETTS. These studies were not pointed at the YO-3 quiet
aircraft requlirement. They were pointed at the concept formulation
Process for the aircraft we now call manned aerial vehicle for surveilance. We are attempting-to define what kind of a development programn we ought to pursue in order to develop an aircraft that would
be a follow-on to the OV-1 Mohawk.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about the
aircraft?
General BETrs. That is a very special purpose aircraft for and does not do the general surveillance mission.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Lipscomb?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. You mean you are making studies for an aircraft
that goes beyond the YO-3?
General BETTS. I would say it goes beyond the OV-1 Mohawk now
in inventory and is used as the general surveillance aircraft.
The YO-3A is a very special purpose aircraft in the Vietnam environment where so much activity takes place at night that it is very
profitable to have a surveillance aircraft that can fly right down on
the deck, be quiet enough to
- nighttime activities. Something
like the OV-1 Mohawk is much more a general purpose surveillance
aircraft. The main capability is reflected in its radar, but it also has
other sensors on board to expand on that capability, includifig photographic equtipment.
This is something that we have product-improved to the extent that
the Mohawk airframe would permit it. But what is proposed here is
to look at the concept of an aircraft that might replace the Mohawk
5 to 10 years from now. It is in the very early study and analysis
stage in that sense. The YO-3 would be very special purpose.
VARIOUS SURVEILLANCE AIRCRAFT IN ARMY INVENTORY

Mr. LIPSCOMB. How many surveillance aircraft does the Army now
have of different types?
._.

General BETTS. We have the special purpose
aircraft we
mentioned, and we have the OV-1 general purpose surveillance aircraft. As far as I know, those are the only type aircraft we have.
Actually, the light observation helicopter could be called a surveillance aircraft, yet not in the same sense we can use the OV-1 for
broad area surveillance.
NEED TO REEVALUATE ROLES AND MISSIONS OF THE MILITARY

Mr. LIPSCOMB. IS there any study being made of the roles and
missions of the U.S. Army?
Are we getting down to a point where we should reevaluate the
roles and missions of all of, the military services?
General BETTS. I do not think that Ave are out of line in that regard.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. You ought to sit here and listen to budget requests
for Army and Navy, Air Force and Marines and note the duplication.
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YO-3A AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

General BETTS. We got together with the Air Force in connection
with quiet aircraft.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. You are not together today on the quiet aircraft.
(Off the record.)
General BETTS. May I offer that we do very carefully work out
our programs with the other services and take the YO-3 as an example.
This program started with an exploration approach that was
sponsored by ARPA since it was clear that there was multiservice
interest, and that effort produced the request for the two aircraft
that we have described to you.
As it became clear in the use of the aircraft that it would be a very
important capability, the Army, Navy, and Air Force got together to
discuss their mission requirements, and the way to satisfy those mission
.
requirements.
The Navy felt that their mission requirements could be satisfied
by this YO-3 aircraft that we had been discussing in connection with
the reprograming action. And the sensors we had proposed to put on
it were satisfactory to the Navy.
The Air Force felt their mission requirements were different from
they into
did not
it
Armyby
andthesufficiently
different they
that went
those
the feel
Wren
YO-3. Therefore
be the
satisfied
could of
approach to get a capability that they felt could satisfy their mission
requirement. And this was related to their feeling that they would be
flying at much higher altitudes and be interested in much longer range
surveillance capability than was important to the Army. If you look
at Dr. Foster's letter talking about our reprograming, he says that
he has looked at both programs and feels that they are complementary.
I feel these are coordinated requirements.
RU--21 AIRCRAFT

Mr. LwPscom. The Army is purchasing seven RU-21's surveillance
aircraft in their 1970 budget. Why do you not tie on to that?
General BETTS. If we got authority to do this program, I am sure
it would.
Colonel NIXON. That is the aircraftwe have over there now. That
is one of the types of aircraft we have that does not combine both the
capability.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. You can install that?
Colonel NIxoN. No, sir, you cannot. It weighs too much, it takes
up too much room, and the U-21 would not take it.
Mr. MINSALL. Do you know off the top of your head, Colonel,

how much this gear weighs, this

.

gear?

Colonel NixoN. I am sorry, I do not have that.
Mr. MINSUAILL. You are going to bring an expert in?

Mr. POOR. Yes, we will.

MANNED AIRCRAFT VEHICLE SURVEILLANCE

(MAVS)

Mr. ANDRaws. Will. y6U explain the manned aircraft vehicle surveillance for which you- may initiate contract definition after fiscal
yewr 1970?
•
•

. fI
'I
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General BE'rTS. That is the follow-on of the Mohawk I discussed
before.
1r. ANDRoWS. Put somethlng else in the record about it, what it
is used for and so forth.
General

BETTS.

Yes.

(The information follows:)
The current OV-1 (Mohawk) aircraft provides the ground commander with
either an infrared/photo or side looking airborne radar/photo surveillance capa-

bility on any one mission but not both. It is limited in its employment areas because
it is not capable of vertical takeoff and landing. To replace this fixed-wing aircraft, a manned, integrated multisensor, vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL)
surveillance aircraft system is required. The development program to provide
this
replacement system is called the Manned Aerial Vehicle for Surveillance
(MAVS).
The MAVS is being designed to provide collection of information
The airborne surveillance and target acquisition vehicle of the MAVS concept
design considerations will include
sensors, together with
equipment. This concept will enhance target/background discrimination by
an
appropriate combination of sensors. It will allow target location and/or designation
with a laser target designator or computerized target coordinate location equipment. After-action radiological detection by radlac sensor will also be considered
during the development program.
FUTURE QUIET AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Does OSD propose an .optimum quiet aircraft
development program as a tri-service effort in the future?
General BETTS. I know of no other quiet aircraft program than the
two efforts that are described in Dr. Foster's recent letter to you
in connection with our reprogramming. If there are follow-on efforts
they are in other services.
Mr. ANDEVWS. The committee has discussed the quiet aircraft
program at great length with the various services. D.D.R. & E.
advised the committee that the quiet aircraft program is being
developed in three phases.

Phase 1 was the QT-2 effort, phase 2 is the effort going on now by
the Army and Air Force. It is only an interim aircraft effort in Vietnam
to see how they work out. It is not the ultimate or optitnum configuration of a quiet aircraft for the military development.
This is according to D.D.R. & E.
General BETTS. We do not now have a program for the follow-on
to the YO-3.
Mr. POOR. I think that Dr. Foster's people recognize that neither of
the kinds of machines that are now being developed, the YO-3 and'the
not yet initiated Air Force program to adopt off-the-shelf aircraft to a
quiet aircraft role can represent optimum systems. I do not think it is
necessarily their opinion, because I do not think we have had time to
think about it, that it is ever going to be possible to build one quiet
aircraft to meet all the essentially disparate roles the quiet aircraft
might fill:
One might, for example, want a very large quiet machine to perform
the kinds of roles that Puff the Magic Dragon now performs, a quiet
reconnaissance aircraft with substantial on-board armament. One
might, at the other end, want an optimut machine to fulfill the very
small scale search role the YO-3 is intended to perform,
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I cannot imagine these two aircraft would look the same- So I do not
believe that we have a program for a follow-on that is well enough defined to discuss at this point.
USE OF RU-21 AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. We should clarify in the record whether the
R.D.T. & E. side of the Army had planned to get together with the
PEMA people in buying RU-21 aircraft. I am speaking of thefor the
mission and the seven in the PEMA budget for other
surveillance work.
Mr. POOR. There is an essential diffioudty that Colonel Nixon
pointed out, namely the aircraft, as I understand, does not carry the
payload required. Therefore, if it will not pick up the weight, it does
not make sense to buy it for this experimental role.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you speaking of the RU-21?
General BETTS. I think the problem is that we looked at the RU-21
and proposed modification of Beechcraft as suggested would meet our
mission requirement. So in our testimony, and we will straighten that
out in the record, we have been using this term rather loosely.
We did say we are going out in competition for the aircraft that will
meet that
- pound payload and the space requirement. Part of
the difculty is space, not just weight payload. And that competition,
in the judgment of the people that buy aircraft, will probably end up
with this modified Beech that is larger than the RU-21, but built on
very much the same lines.
Mr. MINsHAiLJ. Is speed an essential characteristic you need?
General BETTS. No, sir, I do not think that speed is a critical
characteristic.
Mr. MINSHALL. How about range?

General BETTS. Range is important because of time on station, but
it is not a dominating requirement.
. Mr. MINSHALL. What are you talking about, how many hours of
time on station?
In other words, what is your endurance time, out and back?
General BETTS. Our going in requirement ,is
hours, but
whether or not we can get that in the competition we will have to see
since we do want to get an aircraft that is essentially off the shelf, it
may be a modiication.
ir.
MINSHIALL. How far out from home base do you plan to use this
Mr. Poo . Would it be appropriate Mr. Minshall, to
ing' these performance questions until we discuss the defer answerpart of
the programsi?
,Mr. MINSALL. Just so we get the answers sometime from someboY 8vho know what they, are talking about
Mr. Poon. I think the point -is in the group today we do not have
the
people who do this kind of reconnaissance activity. We do
have peoplewho understand aircraft design but I think we can answer
your questions far better with them than at present. So I will defer if I
may..

I
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AIRCRAFT WEAPONIZATION

Mr. ANDREWS. For advanced development of aircraft weaponization in fiscal 1970, you are requesting $
million, an increase of
about $million over fiscal 1969. Why was the original fiscal
year 1969 program of $3.8 million decreased to only $2 million?
FISCAL YEAR 1969 FUNDS DECREASED BY REPROGRAMING ACTION

General BETTS. The decrease in this program by a reprograming
action was to provide for higher priority effort that was named in our

submission of our reprograming paper DOD No. 69-28.
Mr. ANDREWS. For what?
General BETTS. I will see if I have that with me.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put it in the record.
Does it mean that the $3.8 million appropriated last year had a
downgraded priority for this project.
General BETTS. It means there was something of higher priority
that demanded our attention, and that is what I am looking for at the

moment.
The reprograming went to the work on a gun subsystem. I can't

identify the specific item to which it went. It was part of an omnibus
reprograming to meet several higher priority requtirements.
Mr. ANDREWS. Now, does this mean that about half of the
million requested in fiscal 1970 will be reprogramed for something
else?
General BETTS. Not according to our present plans.
Mr. ANDREWS. But it could be?

General

BETTS.

It could happen.

FISCAL YEAR 1969 PROGRAM EFFORT

Mr. ANDREWS. How was the $2 million in fiscal year 1969 utilized?
Give us some examples.
General BETTS. T hat effort went for advanced development work
in
radar system
for the UH-1
series
and rangef0der
the AH-1G for
helicopters,
for aadvanced
development
work on
a laser
a mUltweapon fire control system to initiate design of a breadboard system
for the neodymitim rangeAnder; for work on analytical sstudies to
determine delivery efforts and required density for standoffdelivery
of freefall weapons; to perform a study effort on the developin'ft of
an electro-op tical seeker that might ultimately contribute to -a better
missile capability, and also to begin design of breadboard hardware
for an optical data link for possible application to electro-optical
seekers. So there was a whole series of small efforts that went on under
this category.
NEODYMIUM LASER RANGEFINDER

Mr. ANiREbWS. General Betts, did you mention in fiscal 1969 work
on a neodymium laser rangefintder for a. multiweapon fire control
system?
General BETTS. I did; to begin design of a breadboard approach to
that.
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Mr. ANDRtWS. Page 95 of the justification book indicates that in
fiscal year 1970 you pro pose to initiate design of a neodymium laserrangefinder for the miltweapon fire control system for the AH-56A.
Was it initiated in 1969?
General BETrrs. It is my understanding that we actually began the
breadboard design of that in 1969, but a breadboard is not a final
installation by any means. I suspect that is the difference. I will
check that out and confirm that in the record.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you could, put inthe record how mucfh you propose to spend on this effort in fiscal 1970 and'how much has been.spdnt
in previous years.
(The information follows:)
Multiweapons fire control and the AH-56A are separate development efforts.
Both efforts were designed to use a ruby laser rangefinder. Since development was
initiated on both of these systems, laser technology has improved so rapidly that
an advanced laser (neodymium) is now preferred. The planned ruby laser effort
provided for range finding only. The neodymium is more efficient (lightweight,
better coolant, achieves greater range, illuminates, .designates and is a rangefinder).
We propose to spend million advanced engineering development) in fiscal
year 1970. In prior years we have spent $30,000 in this program on the neodymium
effort.
PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1970 PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. How.will the fiscal year 1970 funds be used?
General BETTS. We will continue the effort to evaluate the improved MTI radar fire control system; we will continue the work on
the neodymium laser range finder; we will do studies of the new
launching and dispersion concept for a variety of munitions with
experimental hardware fabricated in laboratories that Would apply to
these studies: we would continue work in analytical studies of standtoff
deliver of the'free fall wealoon systems I mentioned for 1969. We
would look at improved suspension systems for illuminating and marking munitions. That has to do with the basic drag characteristics of
the installations. We would also' plan to begin development of a dual
mode radar. That would be the next capability beyond the MTI
radar work that we have already been involved in.
Mr. ANDREWS. You can expand that for the record and give a
brief description of all the programs that you plan to undertake.
(The inf imat 6tfollows:)
In fiscal year 1970 vwe
propose to accomplish the following:
(a) Develop an airborne demonstration inodel of the Emerson adaptive memory
trackerforintegration into theiiultiweapoi fire control system.
(b) Initiate the replacement of the 3 p.p.s. ruby airborne laser-rangefinder for
the Uf-1 with a 10 p.p.s, neodymium laser rangefinder.
(c) Utilie
opt cal sight
for as
evaluation
of the
retrofitted laser as a
source
of lightthe
forstabilized
target designiation
and/or
an airborne
rangefinder.
S(d) Evaluate radar techniques for the. target detection and acquisition role.

Data
techniques
to These
be considered
include
adaptive
filters'
targetprocessing
filter and digital
filters.
techniques
will be
integrated
intostationary
the MTI
radar.

(e) Fabricate
andin-flight
flight-test
a working
modeltype
of aammunitions.
feed system for gun-type
weapons
to permit
selection
of different
(f) Fabricate and test a stabilization system for weapon turrets.
(g) Evaluate
the small
arms weaponization
caseless ammunition
program to define
areas for
possible
application
to aircraft
requirements.
•
(n) Co0nduct investigations and studies to support the development of a target
marking system for Army aircraft.
t

/I
/

1.
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(i) Iuitiate a study for a compact warhead that has optiized antipersonnel,
antimateriel, and antiarmor effectiveness in spite of guidance sensors located in
missile nose.
iThe armed .helicopter"application for point, target missile with system design
and hardware (effortscondticted previously. Determine the possible application of
semniactive and optical control guidance aircraft armament.
k. Initiate concept formulation for selected effects armament subsystem
(SEAS). The objective of the project is to develop a reliable, easily maintainable,
-,"lightweight armament system for installation on Army aircraft for attacking
enemy personnel, materiel and armored vehicles. The system will provide significantly improved lethality against personnel and materiel targets and a high
kill probability against armored vehicles. The system will replace the 2.75-inch
folding fin aeial rocket (FFAR). The system will have a family of warheads
(HE, Fleohette, Snoke, CS, Incendiary) and fuzes (Super Quick, Delay, Time,

Proximity).
1. Continue analytical studies to determine the most promising concepts for

standofff, freefall, delivery subsystem. Limited amount of prototype hardware will
be fabricated and tested under controlled static conditions.
MOVING

TARGET

INDICATOR

(MTI)

RADAR

FIRE

CONTROL

SYSTEM

Mr. ANDREWS. During fiscal year 1970 you propose to conduct an
evaluation of the improved moving target indicator radar fire control
system. How much will be spent on that effort?
General BETTS. I do not have a dollar breakdown of these
individually.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record on that.
(The information follows:)
. For advanced development in fiscal year 1970 we propose to spend
.the moving target indicator (MTI) radar.

on

Mr. ANDVEWS. In program element 6.22.01, aircraft weaponization
exploratory development, page 74 of the justification intdiates that
in fiscal year 1970 you will conduct system evalUation and formulate
concepts for improved moving target indicator radar fire control
system. Is this a duplication of effort?
General ]BETTS. No. Page 74 of the justification addresses a study
effort of an improved MTI and page 95, that part of the justification
refers to filters for the MTI radar. Now, what we are saying is that
we are in some basically new radar technology and we have bought
MTI radars that will attempt to satisfy an urgent Southeast
Asia requirement for this multisensor gunship that we call the
SMASH, the Southeast Asia multisensor armament system. It would
apply to the"Hueycobra. The majorityof the exploratory effort for
these MTI radars was accomplished in civilian industry, a good
bit on their own funding. What we have done is to take one of these
complete systems and do exploratory work on it to'improve it by
reflnitg it to operate in otur particular environment to meet our
reu rements.
On page 95 of the justification the advanced development effort is
associated with the MTI improved radar but it addresses a specific
improvement that they call an adaptive filter. I am not enough of an
electronic technician to describe this exactly, but it is my understatiding that, it will offer a signifcifit increase in target detection by reducing the, noise, the clutter in the backgrdufld.
We would hop)e by the spring of 1970 to be ablb to deploy some of
these to Southeast Asia for actual combat evaluation.

30-554-69-pt. 5-21
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Mr. ANDREWS. All these systems are constantly being improved and
upgraded?
general BETTS. The technology is moving very fast, no question
about it.
Mr. ANDREWS. And it is expensive to keep up with them?
General BETTS. Yes, sir.
MISSILE-ROCKET WEAPONS

Mr. ANDREWS. Getting back to the advanced development proof the
notes
that about
gram,
committee
to missileelement will million
be devoted
for tis
program
million the
requested
million over fiscal 1969. Will
rocket weapons, an increase of
you explain how these funds will be spent?
General BETTS. We have been in the business of launchig-missiles
and rockets from aircraft, to include helicopters for some time, but
there Is a great deal we have to learn on this. general subject. Under
this line item we would expect to direct our primary effort on development of air-launched antitank missile systems such as would be
represented by the application of the Tow to helicopters. That
doesn't mean that we would do nothing but Tow under thiis category,
but we would identify on this line item the kind of effort that applies
to the Tow application or other rocket delivery from helicopters.
There is also a program Nie call the selective effects armament subsystem. We would hope from that effort eventually to replace the
2.75-inch folding fin aerial rocket that is now being used and from
this gain a significant increase in accuracy and lethality against both
personnel and materiel targets.
The 2.75 is a rocket that has been in the system for a long time.
In the words of the experts, it is far behind the state of the art. We
can certainly do better.
Mr. ANDREWS. What aboftits accuracy?
General BETTS. I believe we can make significant increase in
improvement of the accuracy of an air-lauihihed rocket.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you lan to study that under this program?
General BETTS. We plan to work on that capability under this
advanced development item.
Mr. PooR. I am sure the chairman is aware of the fact that the 2.75inch rocket originally was designed for laUfich from relatively fast
fixed-Wing aircraft. From the slow helicopter launch it is much more
difficult to get high delivery accuracy with that rocket because of'the
lack-of forward speed which prevents the fins from doing the effective
stabilization that they get when they are launched into a high speed
airstream. So the problem of improving the rocket accuracy after
launch is a serious one. Our people at Redstone Arsenal-have some very
have done
Food ideason this matter, growing largely out of whatthey
in developing rockets for infantry use. We are hopeful that combined
with significant improvements in f usin techniiqfies and warhead fragmentation techniques, this will result in a far more effective weapon
than We now have.
Mr. ANDiREWs. General Betts.
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QUESTION

OF

DUPLICATION

IN

RESEARCH

BY

MILITARY

SERVICES

General BETTS. Could I go back one step and address the question
Mr. LIpscomb raised before?
The failure is ours in the services to hell) you to understand the
extent to which-our work is couple Mentary and ii6t dttpliotory. In
this weaponization business itself we have a working group among
the services looking at the specific requirements, trying to make these
requirements mutual where we can, where the environment is such
that there is no reason to have different (level0plients for each of
the services or any one of the services. That effort is monitored rather
closely by Dr. Foster's people. So that when we present these several
different programs to yo iit is not always clear the extent to which
we have coordinated these efforts. I would not presume to argue that
we have never made the mistake of duplicating things unnecessarily,
but there is a massive effort to avoid it. I say sincerely that we do
not intend to push into a new development if it has already been
done or is being done by other services. We just cannot afford to.
QUIET AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

Mr. ADDABBO. But, General, what can't you see at
feet that
the Air Force plane can see at 17,000 feet?
General BETTS. It is a matter of resolution and range. With these
night vision devices we are talking about range capabilities in the
order of a
or
feet.
Mr. ADDABBO. But I ani saying that you have a plane that goes in
at feet; is that right?
General BETTS. That is right.
Mr. ADDABBO. You can see what is going on. Why must the Air
Force have its own plane operating at 17,000 feet? Can't you see the
same thing better at feet that he can see at 17,000 feet?
General BETTS. We wouldn't cover anything like the area that he c'an
from the point of view of the broad are; of surveilIance. Rerneniber,
his mission is hunting trucks more an interdiction mission. What we
are looking for is individual Viet Cong on the groId.
Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you; no further qthest ions.
AvIONICs
Mr. ANDREWS. You are requesting
million for avionics advanced development, a slight increase over fiscal year 1969. Congress
approved only $4.2 million for this program in fiscal year 1969. How
did it reach the
million level?
General BETTS. We reprogramed into this iten in order to, provide
an adequAtte level of fit-ndiig'r
f the developmefrt of
")otenti
military potential test models of what we refer to as the helicopter mtlltifunction radar system' for Southeast Asia. Also we have some work
yet to do and waited to complete development of-and deploy for
test-the models of what we refer to as the Loran-Decca interface device. This is a way of relating the Decca navigation to broad
area Loran navigation capability.
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Mr. POOR. This latter device allows Army aircraft to operate in
the Air Force navigation aid environment, Loran, that is now
available in Southeast Asia. It is of great importance to be able to do
that. The helicopter radar system developed I think by Bell and
Texas Instruments, represents a very promising advance in the ability
to find targets frOVmhelicopters using radar aids. It palhits a map of the
terrain under the helicopter. It is quite an exciting development.
HELICOPTER MULTIFUNCTION

RADAR SYSTEM

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you experiencing cost increases on the helicoJ)ter nmltifunction radar system and will you describe this radar
system a little more in detail than you have? What about the cost
increases first?
General BETTS. We had a contract for this system for
advanced development models. At least, that contract is presently
under negotiation. Negotiations have not been completed.
The negotiations with Bell-Texas Instrument Co. is working
together. Now, when we.got this estimate in June of 1969 it
required ,a total of $1.784 million to meet what the contractor felt was
reqinired to do the job. Since that was some $924,000 over the developing agency's original estimate, we were forced to meet this or cease
going ahead witl the effort.
Mr. ANDREWS. The cost more than doubled.
General BETTS. It represents a difference between our basic
Government cost before we got irto negotiations and the price we
finally reached in negotiations with the contractor.
Mr. ANDRF WS. The cost more than doubled?

General

BETTS.

Well, it is approximately that, yes.

HELICOPTER MULTI-FUNCTION RADAR SYSTEM

Mr. ANDRtWS. The committee learned recently that the Army
Electronics Command received a proposal from Bell to design and
fabricate an advanced development feasibility model of a rotor blade
mounted antehna for a doppler direction-finding system .for use on a

Huey helicopter.Has the Army awarded a contract for this work and,
if so, what is the cost of the cofitract?
I General BETTS. I know that we have been discussing this with
them..Major Dilday o my staff can address this question.
Major DILDAY. The contract for this particular effort has not been
awarded at this point. There was an effort to award it by the 30th of
June, but due to the increased contractor's estimate, over the costs,
we have deferred award of this contract and it is being investigated
at this, time to determine in what direction we shotild move.
The original estimate was the developing agency's estimate and not
the contractor's firm price quotation.
Mr. ANDREws. Tell us something about this rotor blade mounted
antenna for a doppler direction-findifig system. What difference, if
any, is there between this system and the helicopter mtiftinction
radar system?,
Major DILDAY. This helicopter. mt(ifunctiot
system, sir, incorporatesin the rotor blade of a helicopter a radar waveguide which
is desirable from the standpoint of puttiig it inside the rotor blade
itself rather than attaching it t6 the aircraft as an appendage or
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hanging from the aircraft. It makes use of tile structutfre of the ai'craft inl sucl a way that you take maximntd advantage of having it
within the internal conflgnration of the aircraft. Also, you have a
wide sweep with the rotor blade radar by incorporating it into the
structure of the aircraft. It has a range of
miles. It is supposed
to have the capability to afford navigation, as a landing aid. There
are several fintions which it will be able to perform.
Mr. ANDaRWS. Now, what abotA the other system?
General BETTS. The other system is under a different program
element (3.10.11.A). It is the
project titled
r.This
system uses a phase shift technique to determine
-. Its antenns
are installed -on the tips of the rotor blades of the UH-l helicopter.
This is a
system and would be used on only a few selected
helicopters.
The HELMS (Helicopter Multifunction System) being discussed is
an entirely diffr n t system and is directed toward navigation and
radar mapl)itg to give the pilot a picture of the ground and objects
around him. II' successful, HELMS could apply to the entire inventory
of Army helicopters of the future.
Dr. LASSER. There is the question of adding doi ler to what Major
Dilday said. That is, you can add the doppler capability but that is not
necessarily a very simple thing to do.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the difference?
Dr. LASSER. A dolpler will tell you whether orrnot there is a moving
target. The conventional rotor blade radar will give you a map picture.
It will use a large radar antenna to give you a picture of what is on the
ground. The doppler feature tells you whether what is on the ground is
moving. That naditional feature is hard when the antenna is in a
moving configuration.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where does the moving target indicator come into
the picture?
.
Dr. JASSER. That is what I am saying. Doppler is a MTI. Doppler
is a form of moving target indicator.The terms are really synonyitdus.
Doppler is something you get from moving targetsMr. ANDRFAvS. What you are working on is that you are trying to
get something in the chopper to permit the pilot to see what is on the
grotnd?
Mr. Poon. Two things, Mr. Chairman: Tlhe basic radar pifits a
maI of the pitfrIe oit the groiid, shows you where the buildings
and roadds and water tAnks are. The
gives the ability to
This is not a radar. It is a
system.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have such a radar at this time?
Mr. POoR. The demonstration prototypes of this system I believe
have been flown by the co mpanies. The additional featui'e whidh we
in some of our fixed radar installation tests, for example, the sidelo0kiing radar on the Mohawk represented by this dopiJpler thing, -is the
ability to biing out froii the backgrotind those things that are moving
at any significafit rate over the terrain, so tliat by throwifig a switch
yot can pitt on the screen all the trcks that are moving and bring
the attention of the aircraft to that moving traffic. It is a very valuable way of discriminating useful targets from the background. That
is what Dr. Lasser is talking about.
Mr. MINSUALL. What advantage does this type of radar on a
rotor have over a radar that would be in the belly of the helicopter?
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Mr. POOR. The big advantage is that to get fine angiular resolution
on the ground, to pick out a small target you need a very big antenna
to focus the beam down to a very fine beam. The helicopter rotor is
itself a Iong thing, so that you can get a much bigger anteniia apperture
by using the rotor itself as an antenna. Otherwise you would have to
put a big dish underneath it, something like the great big radar antennas that flew on top of the Constellation, to get the same performince. So it is an exciting development, the possibility of using a
piece of the machine as the scanning device.
Mr. MINSHALL. How large a piece of equipment i
rotors?
Mr. POOR.Just a little slot in the leading edge of the rotor and an
appropriate slip ring machinery to feed the signals into the antenna
which is integral with the rotor blade. Externally, you hardly see it.
So aerodynamically, the thing is equivalent to an ordinary rotor
blade but it buys you at no aerodynamic cost a large scanning
antenna. So it is a thing of considerable potential.
Dr. LASSER. It gives you excellent maps. The picture on the display
shows you what is under the aircraft as the rotor sweeps around, and
it gives you a map the likes of which you wouldn't see in a helicopter
unless you put the thing out on the blades the way this is done.
Mr. POOR. Or alternatively, a 25- or 30-foot-wide dish, which
obviously you couldn't fly on a small helicopter.
Mr. ANDREWS I think we should clear up the record on this point

because we previously discussed the Army having four or five moving
target indicator pieces of equipment that they are evaluating. If that
is so, why is the Army in negotiatil with Bell for the development
of another doppler system for a helicopter?
Dr. LASSER. My understanding is-and I am not sure of this-

that we will not include doppler on the rotor blade radar because of
its complexity. Now, MTI is a subject in itself, with respect to a
nonmoving blade radar-that is, there are MTI's on helicopters, on
the Cobra, but that is not a rotor blade radar. The rotor blade
radar gives you this map and has the big antenna. You don't need
.a big antenna to get MTI. It would be very nice to have MTI on
this map.
General. BETTS. An area coverage is the difference between the kind
of radars that wo would be testing in the SMASH program and what
one might get from the rotor blade radar that we are discussing under
this item. I think they end Up giving this rather different capability.
Mr. ANDREWS. The record is not too clear on this. It is our understanding that the Army Electronics Command received a proposal
from Bell to design and fabricate an advanced development feasibility
modelof a rotor blademoiited antna for a doppler direction-findiig
system for use on a Huey helicopter. Now, is this an MTI piece of
equipment?
Mr. PO0R. The, doppler DF,that is the differehee. That is a way
O finithg your way home or findifig your way to a beacon withdoppler
direction fitdiil. Neither of the systems (rotor blade radar or direction
finding) being discussed employ MTI.
Mr. ANDREws. When you get the record, will you read this over
careilly and straighten it ot?
Mr. POoR. Yes. There is an essential diffictty with all of these
broad area advanced development programs because they include
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some related elements and it is very easy to confuse one with another,
just the way we aggregate our program. I am afraid it does make it
very difficult to explain.
IMPROVED ANTENNAS

FOR HELICOPTERS

Mr. ANDREWS. How much has the Army spent on development of
improved antennas for helicopters, and what is the result of this
research effort?
General BETTS. In 1968 we spent $1.4 million, in 1969 $1 million
even. You asked for the results. Our goal, primary goal, was to overcome this severe helicopter vibration that does affect the performance
of the antenna on a helicopter. Some of this effort has gone into the
rotor blade radar we talked about. Feasibility has been demonstrated
for a frequency modulated homing antenna that was installed in the
rotor blade. That is part of that same effort. A broad bantd, whip
antenna has been developed to replace the electromechanical coupler.
I have to confess my technical ignorance. I cannot describe precisely
what that means in terms of its significance.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record about it.
(The information follows:)
Present whip antennas are referred to as "narrow band" which means each
time a new channel is selected at the radio we must employ an electromechanical
tuner at the base of the antenna in order to tune the antenna to the 5r6per wavelength of the frequency selected for transmitting and receiving with the radio.
This electromechanical tuner creates maintenance problems and requires spare

parts to accomplish repairs. It also adds weight and complexity.
A broadband antenna offers potential for selection of a 6road range of fre-

quencies at the radio without retuning the antenna each time a new frequency
channel is selected, thus eliminating the need for a troublesome electromechanical
tuner at the antenna.

General BETTS. We have also demonstrated some other things
under this item.
SEMIAUTOMATIC FLIGHT OPERATION CENTER

(SAFOC)

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the Semiautomatic Flight Operation Center and how much has been spent on the development of this center?
General BETTS. We obligated $5.1 millii to date for this effort.
It is for the development and fabrication of an advanced develo'pmeit
model to determine the extent to which enr66te air traffic control can
be automated. It is being developed to overcome the line-of-siglt
problems associated with our present manual air traffic control in
order to reduce the workload of air traffic controllers, and provide
positive control dtirihg poor weather and at night.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where is the work being done?
General BETTS. Hughes Aircraft Co. is the contractor that is doing
this for us.

Mr. ADDABBo. Will ou yield?
Mr. AnDREWS. Mr Zddabbo.
PROBLEM ON NONVISUAL CONTROL OF LOW-FLYING HELICOPTERS

Mr. ADDABBO. Actually, you can save all this money. All you have
to do is come up to Kennedy Airport. We have a beautiful working
system up there.
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General BETTS. It is much too complex and expense for an Army
tactical environment application. This is a very much simplified
system.

Mr. ADDABBO. We have that, too. We have Floyd Bennett inter-

mingled with Kennedy Airport. We have everything up there in the
air at the same time without problemGeneral Bn'TTS. But we don't have those in the tactical enNironment in Vietnam where we have to control our helicopters. Those are
expensive items.
Mr. ADDABBO. We have the helicopters involved, too. The Port
Authority is running theirs in among all of this air traffic.
General BETTS. The technology is well known and understood.
What we are trying to get is a simple, as simple as possible and portable
system for a tactical field operation, where we can furnish air traffic
control in a combat environment.
Mr. ADDABBO. But why do you need this money? You can go out to
Calverton, where we have Grumann Aircraft. They have an airport
there where they have the same problem, air traffic intermingled with
Republic Aircraft.
Mr. PooR. Sir, I think the air traffic control environment aroul
New York City depends on the existence of some very big radars
which are not the kind of thing you can pick up aid put in a little
trailer and put out in the boondocks of Vietnam.
Mr. ADDABBO. I am sorry, but we have some of those small radar
trailers monitoring there now.
Mr. Poon, They are contributing to the monitorship. But the
system includes the big radars. Withoitt them you would be in terrible
trouble in New York.
Mr. ADDABBO. We are.
Mr. PooR. Even with them it is bad enough, but without them it
would be very diffi~cult The point here is that in the kind of flying
operations going on in places like Vietnam where you have dense
helicopter traffic coming into little landiftg zones you cannot take the
time to build ihe very big fixed installations. You have to have
something that you can carry with you, put down on the field and
put to work right away, with a few people to operate it.
Mr. ADDABBO).- Does the Air Force have this problem?
Generid BETTS. The Air Force has a-field tactical ca)ability, but
again it is much' more expensive and complex than what we are
seeking with this development.
CIVILIAN PORTABLE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWERS

Mr. MINSHALL. How about some of the civilian portable tower
arrangements? One of them happens to be made otit in Ohio. It is
called the Portalcoi. Are yu fatMiliar w ith that?
General BETTS. Not that particular item, Mr. Minshall. I am
familiar with some of the civilian developments that we have seen.

Mr. MINSALL. The Navy seemed to'.think they are pretty good,

because I understand that they are trying several of them out.
Gefieral BETTS. It is a matter of -the degree of control.
The kind of control that a portable tower for visual control offers
can be-'perffor'mitd in mainy cases with a radio moftited on a jee) or
even a backpack radio.:The problem We 1)0ropose to solve is when the
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conditions of weather or night are such that neither the pilot nor
controller knows their relative positions to all other air traffic. When
weather conditions are such that they can see each other there is no
problem.
Mr. MINSHALL. If you are not familiar with it, it is a trailer-type
arrangement with air conditioning. It has its own integral power
system. You could put any kind of radar in it, it seems to me, a small
one or a big one would be no sweat at till. This is a thing that is going,
it is in business and reasonably cheap. As a matter of fact, some of
these civil'i airports, rather than build a tower, have taken these
and pilt the entire unit on top of a building permanently. But it can be
on wheels.
Dr. LASSER. All those systems that you are discussing are lineofsight systems. The SAFOC system involves non-line-of-sight, low
flying helicopters that can fly at the nap of the earth. In order to be
picked up by these antennas it is non-liie-of-sight.
Mr. MINSHALL. How are you going to employ your equipment?
Dr. LASSER. We must conduct extensive testing to tellus how to

best employ this equipieiit. Testing vill commence about October 1,
1969. This is an entirely new capability. We are seeking to determine
whether we can automate and through data processing means provide positive control and management of the Army's air traffic to the
degree that will allow us to operate under poor weather conditions
and at night throughout the combat zone. To do this each aircraft
must know where he is in relation to all other traffic. By using low
frequency signaling from the aircraft that indicates where the aircraft
is but not requiring line-of-sight. The high frequency does not require
line-of-sight.
Mr. 4\INSHALL. Why couldn't you put the receiving equipment in

one of these portable towers?
Dr. LASSER. You cafl plt the receiving eqtfipment in one of these
towers, but I think the problems that we are discussing are: How do
you establish a low freqitency air control system? To answer youth
question about whether or not it cang6 on the tower, I don't tifik
would affect the size or magnitude of the program. That is, it is a
different sort of teclifiifte, rather than only one of where do you
mount the equipment.
This is not just a matter of receiving eqitpiiet. We miust be able
to receive,, process, store, correlate and provide appropriate direction
to every aircraft that is operating withoift the benefit of visual reference. This must be done accurately and with great rapidity in order
to avoid collisions in the clouds.
Mr. MINSHALL. What are you talking about with respect to low
freqiidy?
rn LASS.ER HF, about 5 megacycles; .whereas, everything that you

talk about in traffic control is at very high freqeny, hundreds of
megacycles where you have to have line-of-sight. It is practical to
do that in an airport, it is not practical to do this with a helicopter
system.

Mr. MINSHALL. Has the Navy or Air Force any eqipm t like

this?
Dr.

LASSER.

No.

Mr. MINSHALL. Are they researchiig it at all?
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have
they should
so. I do
not see
LASSER. I don't believe
aircraft
performace
flying
highwhy
They are usually
thisDr.requirement.
that are not coming in low all the time. ft is a capability that is not
used in civilian use. The FAA is well aware of this program and are
working with us on the SAFOC and see this as a different aplicatiol
or an additional capability.

PROPOSED CAPABILITIES OF SAFOC

Mr. MINSHALL. What will the capabilities of this system be? What

is its range, minimum altiftie that you can pick up something?
Dr. LASSER. The minimttm altitude is down to the napof the earth
because the plane does not have to be in sight of the SAFOC system.
So that at any altitude the plane l)rovides its own information. The
range of HF depends on the strength of the receiver. It is the order of
a nUimber of kilometers, but I am not sure I know what power HF
transmitter they are putting out.
General BETTS. Could we have Major Dilda. add to that response?
Major DILDAY. I .would like to shed just a littlee more light on the
SAFOC. It is a semi-automation of air traffic flight control. Presentday methods of controlling aircraft traffic under instrumenAt and bad
weather and nighttime conditions is by manual means. The present
manual operations will allow one single operator to control about eight
different aircraft at one single tithe. The SAFOC is an attempt to get a
system such that we can automate the air traffic control through
programing computers and predictifng air traffic conflicts and air
I ig today has a
traffic possible collisions. The system as we are desig
capabifity for handling up to 120 localflights withii thie system trough
the comlpiter programitg with three operators at the controls; two
operatingfrom the console and one man to receive flight plans and
process them through to the two operators ol the controls.
Mr. MINSHALL. Where does the low frequency come into the act?
Major DILDAY. The low frequency will provide the data link
between the flight operations center or the van on a semitrailer
van, will provide the data link and the data transfer between the van
itself and the aircraft. This gives you an over-the-horizon capability
so that you are not restricted to line of sight, The line of sight is a
critical problem to the Army since we operate at the nap of the earth
with our helicop tbrs and we would like to be able to further this in
order to take advantage of the concealment and the valleys, and this
sort of thing, that the terrain offers.
Mr. MINSHALL,. How far are you along with this development?
FAA ASSISTING

IN

SAFOC DEVELOPMENT

Major DILDAY. The delivery of the system is supposed to be September 30 at the NAFEC facilities at Atlantic City. The FAA is working
with Us on this program on a cost-reimbirsable basis to assist us in
providing their shmtlatibn facilities which they have available and
also Hughes Aircraft has the basic contract for the SAFOC, which will
be:delivered on September 30 at Atlantic City.
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Mr. MINSHALL. Reinibtwrfable? How much reinbursable?
Major DILDAY. The FAA, sir, will give us a cost-reimbursable item
as the cost occurs.
By letter agreement of February 4 1969, the Army agreed to reimbure the FAA for services furnisheie, including necessary personfiel,
and equi)l1ient and facilities wherever extra expense is incurred by the
FAA on a cost reimbursable basis.
This agreement was signed jointly by the FAA, Director 'Systems
Research and Developmefit Service and the Commanding General,
U.S. Army Materiel Command.

[r.

MiNSHALL.

How is the FAA cost going to be determined?

Major DILDAY. They have the facilities already available. It will
just be I matter of paying for labor and assistance of personnel in.
testing the progriam...

Mfr. MINsHALL. Are they sharing in the cost of this program?
Major DILDAY. No, sir.

Mr. PoOR. They are benefiting from the results of the tests which
will'be conducted at their facility in Atlantic City. I believe we are
paying the (sosts, the extra costs incutred by FAA by carrying out the
tests there.
Mr. Minshall. How much is FAA putting into this program?
Major, DILDAY. They are l)utting nothiing into it. They are extreinely interested because they feel it will l)erhali)s advance air traffic
control into tle year 2000.
Mr. M[INSAHALL. They must be supplying personfiel.
Mr. Poon. They are supplying the test facility.
Major DILDAY.'The facilities and necessary l)ersonfml, and we are
reinmbitrsiig them.
Mr. MINSHALL. You are reimbursing FAA?
Major DILDAY. Yes.

Mr. MINSIALL. How much do you plan to reimburse them?
Major

DILDAY.

We are estimatirig it at.$200,000.
TOTAL COST OF SAFOC PROGRAM

Mr. MXINSHALi. What is the total cost of the p)rogrmni?
Major DiLDAY. The total cost of the progrdian, at the present time

we have spent $5.1 million in the program so far.
Mr. MINSALL. How have your tests been so far?
Major DiLDAY. We have not conducted tests thus far, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. This is just the equiiiiefit?
Major DiLDAY. Yes.
Major MINSHALL. What have you done with the $5,1 million?
Major DIhDAY. The Hughes contract was for $3.4- million to develop
and fabricate the equipment. I don't have the n tfie'o'f the company
right at my fingertips, I do have it available-We have anotiler
contract, with American Electronics Laboratory for $457,813. Now,
that was for design of the test and experiments to be run with it.
The remainder of the $5.1 million . has been to buy Governmentfurnished equipment to operate with the system, such as the HF
radios.
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REDESIGN OF TSQ-51 RADAR
Mr. MINSHALL.

competitive basis?

How did Hughes get this contract? Was it on a

Major DILDAY. No, sir. This was a sole-source contract with
Hughes.
Mr. MINSHALL. Why was it sole-source?
Major DILDAY. Because Hughes had done-we are developing this

system from a TSQ-51 which was in the air defense system. Tie
TSQ-51 was an old air defense piece of equipment. We find that by
using this already developed equipment we could reprogram it with
the software and refurbish it, reuse it. And Hughes built the TSQ-51.
Mr. MINSHALL. You mean, this is for refurbished equipment; that
is whatyou are using here?
Major DILDAY. The basic equipmentMr. MINSHALL. Is refurbished?

Major DILDAY. It is not refurbished, it is being redesigned and
reprogramed.
Mr. MINSHALL. What do you mean by that?
Major DILDAY. They are actually rebuilding the equipment from the
old basic framework of the TSQ-51. In other words, the consoles of the
TSQ-51 were present and the consoles and scopes and sweeps, they
had to reprogram the computer, a part of it, and rebuild it from
scratch.
Mr. MINSHALL. If this involves only rework of equipmentGeneral BETTS. This is an experimental effort.
Mr. MINSHALL. I know, but experimental to the tune of $5.1 million, General?
General BETTS. The point is that it does require a basic automatic
data control system.
Mr. MINSHALL. I thought it Was something all brand new, new
electronics new low frequency, and every thing, and now we find out
it is just old equipment that you just refurbished.
General BETs. It is newt but in order to save money on this experimental situation we are using the basic capabilit of the TSQ-51.
Mr. MiNSHALL.. Who are you working with in A.A up at NAFEC?
Major DILDAY. I don't have the name of the individual.
(The information follows:)
The letter agreement between the Army and the FAA is with the Director,
Systems Research and Development Service, Federal Aviation Administration,
Department of Transportation.

Mr. MINSHALL. Who is in charge of the program as far as the Army
is concerned?
Major DILDAY. The Army Electronics Command at Fort Monmouth is the program manager.
Mr. MINSHALL. Is that the gentlemen you are going to bring down
to explain this other gear, in'this other program?
General BETTS. The other program would not be the same individual; no, sir.
Mr. ADDABBO. When did this program start? How long ago?
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Major

DILDAY.

The start date on the program, the contract was

signed with Hughes on April 80,1968.

Mr. ADDABBO. Back in, I believe it was October of 1964, we had in
New York "Operation Survival" in whiclithe FAA the Army and the
Air Force took part. At that time we had intermingling the STOL
aircraft helicopters, transporting trucks, ambulances, ang everything
else, and all systems were out because it was supposed to be a time Of
disaster, and we were operating with a radar control system at a pier
on the East River. Now, we were landing STOL aircraft, helicopters,
all intermingled and intermixed. This was in 1964. Now, you tell us in
1969, first, we don't even have the equipment to do this and we have to
take old equipment and spend $5.1 million to obtain this capability for
the Army.
General BF.rs. All of the equipi int that you were using in that
kind of an operation depended on radar line-of-sight to determine the
location of the aircraft involved. What is involved here is an effort to
set up a tactical aircraft control system, not just a question of landing,
but a tactical aircraft control system that does not depend on our
ability to see the aircraft. These aircraft will .beflying at altitudes
where we cannot-see them from the point of control.
Mr. Axwtnws. You do not have that capability today?
General BET'rs. We do not have that capability today. The idea is to
use this techniqie to prove out a semiautomatic system. In order to
do it at the least possible expense we turned to an automatic data
processing capability that was already in the Army system. That was
the TSQ-51.We turned to Hughes because they built that system and
had the best capability immediately ready to revise and reprogram it,
to do this job in an experimental way. We would propose if we went

out on a major procurement of this that those aspects that are pro-

curemeit oriented would be completed.
Mr. ANDREws. Tell us something about your accident record in Vietnam because of not'having such equipment.
General BFTTS. The Army does not maintain the type of statistics to

respond'to that question, Mr. Chaiiman' We do have problems with
aircraft control atnight and in bad weather. We have also problems
with respect to limittions on our operations.
Mr. ANDiWS. Put something inthe record abutit.
General Brrs. We felt we could not operate because we lack the
capability, in situations as I have just described but I will have to get
statisics or you.
(The information follows:)
There is no existing capabi Ity to control and accounit for the movement of aircraft in theforward areas of the comb at zone duringtpoor weather conditions and
at night. Experience has shown thti the enemy will take Adva iage of the weather
night to initiate major offensives. The Army's objective is to be able to provide reinforcenents, re-supply And medical evacfiuti6n regardless of .the weather
or time of day.,
To acc~hompli
this when air traffic densities are high (425 helicopters per
Aitrmobile Division) and In remote areas requires contitnuos positive control
of every aircrat. Since they cannot see each other and often can not be seen by
radfir at remote locations some external means must be devised to receive, store
.

-and

and keep continuous ,track of' all , aircraft. This requires contiftlUs ulpdhte hand
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instant recall to avoid aircraft collisions. The Semi-Automatic Flight Operations
Center (SAFOC) Is un attempt to develop and test a device with this capability
and also relieve the tremendous workload on air traffic controllers. Even with
radar, which is not available in forward areas, and cannot provide a control means
beyond the line of sight, one air traffic controller can manage only about eight
single aircraft tracks at a time.
it Is expected that through data processing means and high speed data links
such as those planned for the SAFOC up to 120 different aircraft tracks can be
sequentially polled about every 90 seconds to ascertain their position and altitude
and determine possible conflicts with other air traffic In the system.
RENEGOTIATION BOARD REVIEW OF R.D.T. & E. CONTRACTS

Mr. RHODES. 'Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at this point?

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Rhodes.
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Poor, is a contract like this one with Hughes for
development of this piece of equipment subject to review by the RenegotWtion Board to determine whether or not an unconscionable profit
is made? Are your R. & D. contracts reviewed?
Mr. PooR. It is my understanding that all of them are subject to
renegotiation.
Mr. Rv.OEps. Will you check that out pretty carefully and put a
rather definitive statement into the record, including those portions of
the law, if applicable, to determine that this is so?

Mr. PooR. I will.
(The information follows:)

The Renegotiation Act (50 U.'S.O. appendix 1211, et seq.) applies to all defense
contracts and related subcontracts with certain exemptions In seetion 1216(a).
One of the exemptions would be'applicable to R. & 'D., that is, R. & D. contracts
with a -foreign government or agency thereof 'would not be covered by the act.
However, only when the receipts or accruals of a contractor in a given 1lscal year
exceed ithe minimum amount prescribed by the statute, which is currently $1
million, are they subject to renegotiation. (Section 1215f(1) "Minimum amounts
subject to renegotiation.") The armed services procurement regulation in the
implementation of the act sets forth mandatory renegotiation clauses for R. & D.
contracts in section VI, parts 3 and 4.

AIR FORo

NONINVOLVEMENT IN SAFOO DEVELOPMENT

Mr. LPsCOMB. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LiSCoMB. General, why is the Air Force not involved in a

program such as the SAFOC development?

General BETrs. Nobody 'has the problem except the Army. We are
the ones who 'have developed the whole concept of air mobility for
combat operation using helicopters that gain their security from

ground attack by flying at treetop'level where the ground attackers get

very little opportunity to 'bring fire power to bear on those helicopters.

Wh-en, you get up higher in altittde, line-of-sight radar is not only

adequate but it is the best way togo. If we were not flying atthese very

low altitudes this problem would not be a problem.
MARINE CORPS INTEREST IN

SAFOG DEVELOPMENT

-Mr.LIPscomn. What do'you think tike Marines will do I
General Bm-rs. They would be interested in this capability if we
develop it and it proves to be successful. What we all do now when we
I

.1
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get into a situation where we need traffic control is to fly at the higher
altitudes and accept the inherent risk.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Are you aware of whether or not the Navy in behalf
of the Marines is looking at something of a similar nature?
Gener,1 BFrrrs. The Marines are interested in a system that can
provide the capability such as the SAFOC offers since they are also
quite dependent upon helicopter operations and must control large
numbers of aircraft. They are participatifig in the program nfly to the
extent of monitorship. Their concept of operation is normally along a
beachhead and does not involve the extreme ranges associated with
Army operations.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Is the system that is being modified, or refurbished,
or whatever, by Huglies on original Army equipment?
General BFrrs,. The TSQ-51 is an Army Air Defense System that is
operational -n the Army today. It was developed for Air Defense.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. For Air Defense by the Army!

General Bm=s..By the Army.
Mr. Lipscos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
TACTICAL LANDING SYSTEM

Mr. ANDIREWS. What is the tactical landing system referred to on

page 97 of the justification book?
General BEwvrs. That is an effort to develop the landing system or
landing control system that can be employed in forward ana remote
areas lor provision of landing guidance for helicopter operations, for
trooplift, resupply, medical evacuation, under poor weather conditions
or at night when line-of-sight will not be possible.
Mr. ANDREWS. How does this differ from what we are talking about
here just a few moments ago?
General BTTs.The Semiautomatic Flight Operations Center is an
air traffic controlMr. ANDREWS. Where you have a lot of traffic?
General BETTS. A lot of traffic, and we want to keep it sorted out so

that the aircraft do not run into one another. This landi g system is to
,pick up an aircraft coming into a base and guide it down to land in
poor weather and at night.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. How many of these systems will you have? I mean by
that, how many stations would you have ?
General BETs. We would -haveone at a base but I don't have a tactical inventory number at the moment because this is a development
effort right now.
Mr. ANDItEws. What you are telling us about the Semiautomatic

Night Operation Center is that the Army has a unique problem in
guiding choppers into i base or a field that other services do not have?
General BE',rTS. That is right.
Mr. ANDREWS. Because their aircraft fly high enough to be seen
visually?

General
Chairman.

BETTS.

Or by line-of-sight radar; that is correct, Mr.

Mr. ANDRnws. Your problem is that the choppers have to fly so low
that you need this system to bring them over the tree tops, make contact with them before the air traffic controller can see them?
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General BFr.s. That is correct; that is correct. Then 'the landing
system would pick up when they get back to the base, and if they have
visual conditions they can fly themselves down; if the visibility is so
poor that they canhot, we would want an automatic or controlled
landing system inhat would bring him down safely.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is what you mean by a tactical landing system?
General Bmrrs. That is why we call it that; yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. What are you using today to handle situations like
this?
General BErr9. 'Weare not able to operate under conditions of visibility such as this, they cannot land safely.
Mr. ANDxEWS. Does the Navy or Air Force or Marines have tactical
landing systems?
General BETrS. They have landing systems of considerably greater
size, weight, cost, and complexity than what we are trying to develop
inder this item.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why don't you use their system? t
General BETTS. We are trying to find something that is more portable, much less expensive than that which they use at their larger
fixed-wing bases.
TERRAIN AVOIDANCE RADAR FOR HIELICOPTERS

Mr. ANDREWS. You also refer to development work on a terrain
avoidance radar for helicopters. Why is this necessary and how much
has been spent on this effort?
General BETTs. All we have done in this program so far is related to
in-house investigations to determine the feasibility of adapting fixedwing terrain avoidance radars to helicopters.
Major DILDAY. So far in the terrain avoidance for helicoptei-s-this
Ilelates back to the HELMS-the HELMS offers a potential for terrain
avoidance also, but in helicopter terrain avoidance we have not done
any contractual work. We do have terrain avoidance for fixed-wing
aircraft both in the other services and in the Army. We have in the

1970 program $90,000 for in-house investigation to see if this can be-

if the fixed-wing terrain avoidance system can be adapted to helicopter
application. That is, to guide the helic6pters in bad weather into confined areas where we have only limited avenues of approach, through
valleys and things such as this.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why isn't this work being included-or is it-under
HELMS?

Major

DILDAY.

The. HELMS offers several possibilities. It offers a

possibility or feasibility for collision avoidance, terrain avoidance,
because ,you get the radar map: If you can see the terrain that you
are flying over then it offers this kind of possibility, This particular
thing we are discussing now is not under the HELMS, but the HELMS
program will offer a potential for doing this particular work.
Mfr. ANDREWS. What you are trying to do is to take $90,000 and see
if you can'adapt a system nw used by fixed-wing aircraft to choppers?
Major DMDAY. Yes.
General B-rnvs. That is the poifit f this partict ar -ilvest tin.
Mr. AXDREWS. I can easily see why such a system is badly needed
for choppers.
General BETTS. It would be very helpful.
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Much work is done by helicopters at niglit.
It would be very helpftil. The key problemil is the
BEirs.
General
avoidaice radar. We would not expect to make a
terrain
of
cost
high
direct adapthtioii of the high cost units thfit the Air Force and Navy
are now using.
Mr. ANDRE1WS.

FACILITIES

AND INSTALLATION

SUPPORT

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the purpose of the $230,000 for facilities and
installation.'support? Put that in fle record.
(The information follows:)
Effective July 1, 1960, a new accounting system was Initlated whereby cost of
facilities and installation support was to be ch-arged to the R.D.T. & E. programs
conducted at the various posts and installftons rather than funded from a
separate account,
The $230,060 for program element 6.32.07 D235 represents the fiscal year 1969
statistical distribution of the facilities and installations support costs to make
fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 funding comparable.

Mr. AiD Ews. Are there any questions on these subjects that we have
discussed up to this point, Mr. Addabbo ?
AVONICS PROGRAM COORDINATION WITH OTHER SERVICES

Mr. ADDABBO. Most of the description you give on page 96 with respect to avionics sounds like work that has been done by the Air Force.
Has everything been coordinated and is everything being coordinated
as far as previous research is concerned ? I imagine that when they had
smaller planes they must have been worried about the same things you
are worrying about with the helicopter.
General BErTTS. We are all worried about terrain avoidance, navigation, we are all worried about commfnications air to air and air to
ground. There have been times in the past when these efforts were not
adequately coordinated. I would insist today that they are adequately

coordinated and the work we are doing is only that which is necessary
to adapt to the conditions of the Army aircraft involved. We do not

have the range requirement that the Air Force and Navy have, by and

large. Also, we do not have the payload capability inherent in the
larger aircraft.
Mr. ADDABIO. When speaking of avionics we are speaking predomi-

nantly of work with helicopters, not other aircraft?
General BETTs. The Armny effort is largely related to helicopters in
avionics, although I might point out that some part of it applied to
that direction-fding eifort that will be applied to fixed-wing aircraft
and will be carried in fixed-wing aircraft.
AIRBORNE FOR NATION FOR FLIGHT DISPLAYS

Mr.

ADDABBO. HOW 1nuch

money is going to be spent for the flight

test and evaluation of airborne formation for flight displays?
General BE-rs. Major Dilday.
Maj6r DILDAY. I can

ive

you the 1970 program. There is pro-

for formation flight.
graimed
Mr. ADDABBO. Can you not use previous experience gained by the
Air Force in this situation? They must have had flight tests as tar as
formation flying is concerned.
36-554-69-pt. 5-22
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have
General Bivrs. To the extent that the kind of teehniology thv ..
developed -will a-pply 'we would use it, but the specifics o-our'apphication may require something different.
Mr. ADDABno. Thank you. No further questions.
Mr. ANDI MwS. Mr. Lipscomb?
Mr. LIiscomit. No questions.
Mr. MINSIIALL. No questions.

Mr. ANDnFWS. Mr. RhodesI
BREAKOUT OF SAFOC DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Mr. RhODS. I don't think welhave an adequathte explanation of why it,
cost $5.1 million to refurbish an old -piece of eqtiipment. Would you
expand on tihat for bhe record, as to just what you are spendinr'g that
money for?
General B,1vrs. Yes. It is priinarily engineering effort. But we will
expand it beyond that.
1 understand that, but. that is a lot of engineering effort.
Mr. R
3ODES.
General 'Birrs. Yes, sir. But it takes a lot of people to write software when you get into a reprograming of a computer. This is the
essential effort, to (et the high frequency signals, receive tlm, process
them. That will take electronics and engineering effort which goes into
that. I would be glad to explain it in detail and give you the -ful task
breakout.
(The information follows:)
The word "refurbished" was an incorrect choice of words. The intent was to

show that 'the Army had taken advantage of some previous technology, experience, and hardware to develop another system to perform another different funetion and not to convey the impression that we were merely refurbishing old
equipment.
The TSQ-51 is an air defense system that uses consoles, displays, sweeps, and
symbology that can be applied to an air traffic control system. The SAFOO has
been developed to take advantage of as much prior experience, knowledge and
harware as possible in order to minimize cost and risk.
The SAFO funding committed tO date follows:
1. Basic SAFOC contract: Hughes Aircraft Co.
(a) Design (preliminary design, design plan, detailed design)__ $1,130, 771
(b) Fabrication and assembly -------------------------1,325, 562
(o) System integration, van installation ------------------403,880
(d)Contractor testing in-plant --------------------------09,391
(e) Program manager expenses, technical reports and manuals
478, 623
Subtotal

-----------------------------------------

2. Airborne subsystem: Hughes Aircraft Co.
(a) Design, fabricate, assemble and test sets Nos. 1 and 2----(b) Complete sets Nos. 8 and 4 --------------------------(o)Technical literature --------------------------------Subtotal

------------------------------------------

3407,783
392, 890
6,573
7, 35
400828

3. Leasing high frequency single side band modems, NAFEC -------11,810
4. Engineering services, repair and spare parts (estimate) --------6000,000
5. Equipment documentation, reports (estimate) ----------------150,000
S ubSbol--------------------total __1_
-------------- ----------- 61810
810.i*
6. Design or experiments contract: American Electronics Laboratory,
detailed test and evaluation plan to be used in the SAFOC Engl-

neering design test

-------------------------------

Total funds -----------------

----------

457, 813

5094,184
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SAFOC I)EVELOPMENT PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Mr. MINSIALT. Whi6 was this contract awarded to Hughes Aircraft
for $5.1 million?
Major DL ,Y. The contract ceiling with Hughes was $3.4 million
and was signed on April 30, 1968.
Mr. MiNsIrrLt,. Are they on schedule with it
Major DiLPAY. Yes, si; they are on schedule. Delivery is scheduled
from the begifing for September 30 and they 'will meet the schedule
of September 30.
Mr. MINSUALL. How long do you anticipate the R. & D. on it after
you get it installed at NAFECo
Ma]or I)iLIDAY. We have plans for 1 year of testing, sir; testing
and evaluation.
Mr. MINsX UT. Thank you.
Mr. ANDItWS. Mr. Davis?

Mr. DAvIs. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDiitEWS. Two o'clock, gentlemen.
AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will come to order.
AvIoNIcs SYSTEMS

We will discuss the engineering development of the avionics systems.
You are requesting

million for avionics systems engineering

development which is
million more than the fiscal year 1969
program. What is the reason for this increase?
You can supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
This increase is for equipment that lhas progressed to "Engineering development" and is needed to solve the position fixing and navigation problems that
exist. in Southeast Asia as well as other areas of the world. This includes the
Loran inanplck receivers (PSN-2) and a low frequency beacon (TRN-80).

LOIIAN-D GROUND STATION

Mr. ANDRFWS. Will you explain the reason for the relocation of the
Loran-D ground station to the Southwest UnIted States, mentioned
on page 99 of the justification book?
General B.Ers. The Army has one loran-D transmitter that is part

of the joint development effort with the Air Force for application of
the Loran-D system. Relocation of the Loran-D chain is therefore a
joint effort to establish a chain in the Southwest where we would be
doiig our testing. The Army needs the loran signal in the general
area of Fort Hutchuca. That is where we would carry out the testing
effort.

Mr. AN
tvs. Is this to be used for navigational purposes?
General Bmirrs. The application of the Loran-D system is for navigational purposes.

Thei question at issue here is related to a testing effort and Fort

1Iuachuea, is the area in which we would do this kifid-of testing.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would explain what tihe Loran-D system is.
General BF,'rrs. I willbe glad to.
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It is a system whereby the moving unit, whether it be ah aircraft or

vehicle on the ground, carries a receiver. There are stations located
at fixed positions and the receiver has the ability to pick oit from the
signals from these several transmitters the kind of iforilthion it needs
to correlate those signals and from them comfpu|te its position on the
ground d. So that in eect, by listening to the sgn4ls frbi several stations, it can figure out its position with reasonable accuracy.
Mr. ANDREWS. Can it be done fromthe air, too?
General Brrrs. It can be done from the air or on the ground.
REQUIRE ENT FOR LORAN-I) GROUND STATIONS

Mr. ANDREWs. What vehicles would use it on the ground'?
General BETTS. At the moment we do not have it in any of our grotind
vehicles as a routine installation. We are in a test program that would
build the unit small enough to be put on a.jeep, a truck, or carriedon a
man's back.
Mr. ANDREWS. Whatare we testing in the Southwest United States?
General BE'rrs. We are testing the package that would be the receiver, the unit th'at receives the signals, computers fieom them the
actual location of the man on the ground or the aircraft if this goes
'in 'an aircraft.
Mr. Poon. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that the Loran-D system
offers a terribly important operational advantage. It lays downia pattern of radio navigation data all over the battlefield and if the ground
uits have appropriate loran receivers, they can report their position
in the same coordinate system thut the Air Force or Army helicopters
are using to their own receivers, and this makes it possible to coordintte opemrtion in space without necessarily 'any reference to ma-ps,
transfer of coordinate information. It is ,amost' important potential.
Mr. AwDREWS. We have had loran for a number of years?
Mr. PooR. Yes. Loran-D is a relatively new form of loran, I think.
You remember Loran-A and B.
Mr.AND1juWS. I am talking of the overall Loran system.
General BFrs. The original Loran did require a receiver system
that was much bigger than would be appi'opite in a Field Army environm en61t. What has happened in the microniiniurlzation of electronic circuitry, we are now able to package a receiver in a small
enough package to mike it practicable for Field Army use.
Mr. ANDEwS. We are testing jeep-mounted Loran receivers?
General Brrs. That is correct.
.Mr. AND REs. Do yon have any such capability in Vietnam today?
General B'rrs. We do not have it in Vietnam yet for the man-pack
unit. We would hope to have it over there for field evaluation in the
near future.
Mr. ANDIR'ws. There is a requirement for that over there?'
Dr. LASSE'R. There is a requirement for the positional location. The
man-packed one can be mounted in a Jeep.
There are receivers over there. There were four over there, and more
are.
smaller and lighter for the same purpose to be used
bothbeing
by themade
troops-and Vietnam. "
'Mr. AN 61ws.,J.St what is the purpose of this? They have maps.
How will this supplement themap knowledge?
t
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I)r. LASSER. You canh read off coordiinates directly froi the device
without having to rely on a map. You cannot always use a map in the
jungle. You can use a Loran receiver in the jungle. It is low frequency
and penetrates the jungle and gives directly the coordinate, either
Loran or regular.
Mr. ANDREWS. Here is an outfit that goes in the jungle. They have
one of these receivers. Do you haveyour Loran backDr. LASSER.
or
- miles around.
Mr. ANDREVS. Can lie tune in on that beam?
Dr. LAsSER. Yes.
Mr. ANYDREWS. And tell exactly where he is?

Dr.

LASSER.

To within about

or

feet.

Mr. AND EWS. I assume lie does that by knowing where the Loran

station is located.

Dr. LASSER. Yes. The Loran stations are in fixed positions, they are

permanent.

Mr. ANDREWS. He knows where they are?
Dr. LASSER. Yes. They are coupled to each other so lie really does

not have to know exactly the system locati11n.
Mr. ANDRFWS. He is in th& jungle and has a receiver and lie knows
where the Loran station is aldhe tuines in on it?
Dr. LASSER. Yes.
Mr.ANDreWS. What will the station tell him that will enable him

to know approximately wherehe is?
Dr. LASSER. The stations will seid'out a signal. The time at
which the signals get to himuttiquely determinies Where he is
and the receiver just has a colnipteriniItwhich readsout that information. He does not have -to do anything other than read it.
Mr. Poon. And more impiortait, 'he has this information and if he
wants, for example, a helicopter to come to join him, all he needs to do
is say my coordinates are thus and 'so on my receiver. The helicopter
carryin1j similar receiver can come precisely'to him. It is a very useful
capability.
Mr.A-vonws. How long have you had that capability in Soutieast
Asia?
Mr. PoOR. I do not know, when the Loran chain first went in.
Dr. LASSER. It has been in a couple of years. I do not think any Army
a-irborne aircraft have Loran at present.
Mr. PooR. Most of the Air Force does.

PROPOSED TEST PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you going t-o test 'a small ground receiver in
Arizoia?
General BE-rs. That
We do
operational
caequipment
andnot
wehave
wouldthepropose
to testpability to use this kindisofcorrect.
remember we have several different performance levels related to size
and stage in technology.
When we talk about the Air Force having Loran in Vietnam and
using -it
routinely now we are talking about a system that would not
be appropriate for field Army use.
What we are trying to do is miniaturize the receiver and get it into
the kind 6:f rugged field package we can use in Vietnam.
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Dr. LASSER. There are only something like
or
some
such number, over there now being evaluated and working and giving
the accuracies I quoted.
Mr. ANDREws. What you are trying to do in Arizona is the same
thing that is being done now in Vietnam?
'Dr. LASSER. Also for aircraft, being evaluated to see the capability
for aircraft at Huachuca, being tested in that area.
General BEirs. We can do controlled experiments in an engineering
sense in the testing area of Fort Huachucdh that we could not do in a
combat environment. That is part of the difference.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long is it going to take to finish these tests?
Major DILDAY. I -would like to set something straight for the record
if I could at this point, regarding this Loran-D.
We have gotten off in two separate areas the receivers and the transmitters. The Loran-D was a part. of a development
It jointly betWeen the
Army and the Air Force. The Air Force, the last perhaps we hadthe lforan-D requires at least
- transmitters to establish a chain
or grid over the ground. We have
- transmitters, the Air Force
has
-.
The latest Air Force plans call for them to move to the
Southwest United States a capability to establish a chain within this
area. And we are more than willing to particiate in this because it
would give us then a grid established in the Fort Huachuca area in

which we could test Loran receivers.
It also gives the Air Force the capability for their central guidance
test facilit. If the
ith eir program, we
are -more tan iltppy to, join.
t
w
The transmitters are separate from the receivers. There are some
evaluation receivers, man packed 20-pound items in Vietnam today
undergoing evaluation and scheduled for completion of this evaluation
by August 31 of this year.
PURPOSE OF THE TEST PROGRAM

Mr. ANDiRFws. Will the field commander in the jungle have a transmitter and a receiver ?
Major DILDAY. No, sir. The transmitter is placed in a fixed location.
In Vietnam today there is a Loran-C chain which is about twice as big
and twice as heavy as the Loran-D. The Loran-D was an effort to make
a transportable system which could be used for a tactical or a combat
environment.
This Loran-D was at Eglin as a test and development, item. Now
the plans are to establish a chain on the west coast or in the Southwest.
There is no Loran chain in the west coast area. There is a Loran-C
on the east coast.
Mr. ANDniES. I do not think it is too clear on the reason for the
tests. Are we trying to test a piece of equipment tliat will be used say
on patrols or for observation post personnel to call in artillery strikes?
What is it we are testing and for what purpose will it be used?
. Major DILDAY. The establishmint of the chain in the Southwest is so

that we can then run, tests on Loran receivers. We do many tests at
Fort Huachunca. This is the area where we send many pieces of equipment, receivers to do just that kind of testing. So if we establish a greid.
we can test the receivers in a Loran environment which it is triggered
by and which they are set to receive.
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The receivers theiiiselves, the patrol sonietillis has diffltilty locatthemselves in the jiuigle or iiaybe becoite lost, but the receiver will

tefl him by receiving from the transmitter a signal what his location
is, and then lie can coordinate this location with someone else who has
a receiver or a grid that is overprinted and tell them I cannot read
my location off the map but I can read my location from this receiver
and it tells me I am located here. You can get assistance to me at this
location or you can support me withfire.
Mr. Poo. It is clear, is it not, the transmitters are put down once

and for all and establilh a pattern all over the region.
Mr. AN DRws. Kind of l ike a radio?
Mr. PoOR. Yes. They are big radio antennas and the receiver anywhere in that service area that can receive from three of these transmitters reads odtdirectly,where it is.
The Huachuica tests will be conflituiig tests of new forins of Loran
receivers, new fornis of tactics to exploitthe possibility of measutiig
position for several different thiings, men, vehicles, and from the air.

AN/AAS-24

SExSOR SYSTEi

FOR OV-1D MOhAWK AInIICAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee was advised in April 1969 that the
Army Electronics CommfiAnd awarded a $6.8 millio1conlract to Texas
Instruments for prodiction quahtitdes of the AN/AAS-24, an advanced sensor for the OV-1D Mohawk aircraft to provide a major expansion in reconnaissance and surveillance. Will you describe ihe use
to be made of this equipm'nt and advise whether it is a subsystem of
a system such as the AN/UAS-4A or the AN/URQ-16 systems?
General Bnrrrs. You will recall earlier today I said the OV-1 aircraft is our broad area surveillance capability now in inventory. This
frared set is a new high resolutionhigh sensitivity
AAS-24 airborne in"
infrared detection system we have selected for application to the OV1D, a more modern model of the Mohawk aircraft.
In addition to the improved resolutioti and better sensitivity, the
system will provide a real TV type display in tle cockpit. That is a
considerable improvement over the capability available from the older
USA-4A infrared set.
Mr. ANiWRE:ws. Is this a subsystem of a system which will perform
a function sifimlar to JIFDATS under development by the Navy?
General BErrs. No, sir. The JIFDATS is a data link that could be
used in many ap )lhcatis, but the idea is to have an adequately broad
band data nk tIhat we can take information from-airborne sensors
may be the app1icftiou-but take it from there and bring it back to a
station on the ground.
JOINT IN-FLIG11T DATA TRANS-HISSION SYSTEMt

(JIFDATS)

Mr. ANDREWS. Any questions on engineering development avionics
system.
Mir. RiiODEs. Mr. Chairifil, I am somewhat interested in JIFDATS,
-knowing a littlebit about it..
Do you know how far along this is? I recognize the Navy Is the agent
for developifient of it, but I also understand the Army is very much
interested.
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General Bvf'rs. We are very much interested and, as you are well
a ware. it is a joint program. We have specified the kind of data link we
think would be most useful for our application. I would have to get
more information uiless mv staff has it here.
,It
is my understandiig ihat the program has slipped somewhat be-

cause of f"chnical difflcilies. It is my understanding from Colonel
Nixon that fiscal year s the earliest date of availability as now
predicted. I will Correct that for the record if that is not right and put
in more detail.
Mr. RHiOlEs. Wat sort of data transmission does the Army require
for this system ?
Dr. LASIMR. The Army is interested in transnitthig the IR, infrared
data. taken currently on the OV-1B and C. The balnd -width requires
about 16 megacycles;. JIFDATS has a.broader band with photo data
and we are saying we wouldllike 'our infrared and radar data sooner
and do not want to wait for full completion of .JIFDATS.
This also includes very, broad band operating photographically.
Mr. RHODES. Is there any capability to transfer a picture to the

ground station?

Dr. iAss, % This is the more complicated part I am talking about.

There will be in time; there is not today. I predict we are going to have
a lot. of trouble or at least delay in that aspect of it because it needs a
broader bandwidths, needs different antennas. It should be developed,
hopefully in the
- or
- time frame.
What. we are looking for is the capability to transfer data in the
sooner time frame from the IR and radar,
M[r. RHoDEs. What sort of a system are you going to use in the interim while you are waiting for .IIFDATS ?
Dr. LAssEJI. The OV-1B and C which are in Vietnam now has its
own data link.
Mr. RHODES. How does it work? You say data link. From an airborne sensor can you transfer the data to the ground station?
Dr. LAssER. That is right. It is like a TV transmission, narrow band,
so It takes longer for the picture to get there, but yes.
MXJr. RTioDEs. What is the nomencliature of that equipment?
Dr. LASSER. It is part of the UAS-4 system.
Mr. RHODS. Can you supply that for the record ?
Dr. LESSER. Yes.
(The information follows:)
The data transmission for the OV-1B is a part of the AN/UPD-2 side-looking
airborne radar (MLAR) surveillance system. The SLAR data transfer equipments are the AN/AKT-18 airborne transmitter and the AN/TKQ-2 ground
sensor terminal.
The AN/TJAS-4 is the OV-1C airborne infrared (IR) surveillance system
which Includes the data transmission. The IR data transfer equipments are the
AN/ART-41A airborne transmitter and the AN/TAQ-1A ground sensor terminal.

Mr. RHorE. Has the Army made any requirements on the Navy as
agent for JIFDATS as to tie type of transmission where you want a
digital transmission or some theirr type?
Dr. LsAcsER. No, we have not, but, we have been in discussion with
them on it. I guess the best I can say, we are planning on formliziig
it as their programm progresses, bit it i.still iln the contract evaluation
stage. It -iskind of meanihgless to do it just yet.
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Mr. RHODS. Have they picked the sources yet,
lIke 3-weeks old.
to imy
Dr. LASSER. Not
you.knowledge. My information
Thiank
Mr. RHODES.
AniCnAF'r W-EAPONIZATION

SYSTEMS

Mr. ANDRE.WS. The fiscal year 1970 request for aircraft, weaponizamillion. Your fiscal 1969 program is shown as
tion systems is-$22.9 million,'but Congress app-roved on]y $20.1 million last fiscal vear.
Why was this prograi element increased?.
General BErs. There were two reprograming actions.

Mr. ANDREWS. During 1969?

General BErs. During fiscal year 1969.
MNr. ANDRWS. You got $20.1 million, and how much did you
re)rogram?
Colonel LAMn. The reprogranhi-ig action was for SMASH sensor setup for $2 million, fuel air explosives for $400,000, and $3 0,000 for
missiles and rocket projects.
MAr. ANDREWS. So fiscal year 1969 you had $22.870 iillk1n?
Co]onelLAMB. Yes, sir; rounded Off to $2'2.9 million.
Colonel LAMB. The reprograming action was for Smasl sensoir set-up
are asking for $18.6 million. So that is
tou
Mr. ANDREWS. This year

a decrease from what you had in 1969?

General Bm'rs. The 1970 request is a decrease; that is right.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why the decrease? 'We welcome them, but want to
know why.
General BE 'rs. It relates to the fact we have completed a major
enghteering development effort during fiscal 1969.
Colonel BoNIPACto. We completed the ET/ST on the XMXI2229 for
the 2.75 rocket, the XM-28 flexible turret for the AH-1G, the XM-129
improved 40-millimeter grenade laiicher. There were. many others.
Mr. ANDREWS. You do not have as big a program ahead of you as
you have in 1969?
Colonel BoxrvAcio. That is right.
3AJOR PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN

FISCAL YEAR 1909

Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put in the record some of the niajor
accomplishments of this program in 1969 and explain them, Colonel.
Tell us what they were, wlhat they will do, and whether or not ahy of
the items are being used in Vietnam at this time.
Colonel BONIFACio. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

IN FISCAL YEAR

1909

,(a) Completed engineering and service tests (ET/ST) of -the XM-129, 40 nm.
grenade laUncher. This launcher Is used in the XM-28 subsystem for the AH-1G,
is planned for the XM-8 subsystem for the LOH and the XM-51 subsystem for
the AH-56. The system will also be used in replace the present M-75 launchers
In the M-5 subsystem (used on UH-1-B/C helicopter) as they wear out. The
40 m. grenade is used as an area fire weapon and has an effective ranges of
1,800 meters. The XM-129 Is Presently beig used In Vietnami.
(b) Completed T/ST of the XM-28 flexible turret for the AH-10, The XM-28
Is a ,twin-mounted nose ,turret with two M-134 7.62 am. inacliteguns, two
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XM-129, 40 mm. grenade launchers, and/or one of each. The system is being used
with the AH-IG helicopter in Vietnam. Presently action is underway to classify
the system as standard.
() 'Completed ET/ST of the XM-27E-1 minigum (7.62 mm.) for the LOH. The
system is mounted on the left side of the LOH and is used as -an area fire weapon.
Presently, action is underway ,toclassify the system as standard.
(d) Completed ET/ST of the XM-596 proximity fuze for the 40 mm. grenade.
The lethality of the round was increased approximately 100 percent. The fuze has
been adopted ,limited standard and is being procured for use in Vietnam.
(e)Completed engineering design of the following:
(1) The XM-140, 30 -m. The XM-140 -will be the primary weapon on
the Cheyenne. The weapon will be used primarily against point type targets.
(2) Multi-weapon fire control. This system will be evaluated on one AH-iG
,and ,will be tested during the Sea Niteops Evaluation II. One system is being
maintained on a UH-1 for continued test and evaluations. The objective of
the program is to develop a fire control system that will provide improved
target detection and delivery accuracy,
(3) XM-35, 20 millhfneter gun. The XM-35 developmetfits in response to
an Ensure requirement submitted by the field command in Vietnam for a1
point target weapon system -that will provide improved accuracy, greater
range, and greater standoff capability for the Huey-Cobra. Planned deployment to Vietnam is(f) Continued engineering design of the following:
(1) XM-170 flare. This flare is being developed as a replacement for the
MIK-45 parachute flare that is presently being used in Vietnam. The flare is
a lightweight, double candle, fuze-activated illumination flare capable of
providing 2 million candlelight power for 2 minutes.
(2) XM-8, 40 millimeter grenade launcher. The XM-8 uses a XM-129
grenade launcher. It will be mounted on the left side of the LOH. Presently
the system is being evaluated in Vietnam.
(3) Fuel air explosive (FAE). The FAE warhead will be used to clear
helicopter landing zones of mines and booby traps. Static tests have been
completed and live airdrops have been initiated. The basic principle of the
FAE is the generation of high pressures (200 to 300 p.si.) in the immediate
vicinity of the target to be destroyed. The pressure pulse is generated by a
two-step detonation process. The FAE liquid fuel Is dispensed as an aerosol
and a secondary high explosive charge detonates the aerosol cloud that
creates the pressure. The munition developed will be compatible with the
UH-1 series, the AH-1G and the AH-56A.
(4) AVROC 40. AVROC 40 is a 40-millimeter boosted 'grenade round designed to be fired from helicopters. The range of the round has been increased
by 50 percent and the time of flight reduced by 25 percent.
(5) 2.75-inch rocket Control panel. The rocket launcher panel ias been
designed to identify and permit discreet selection of varying combinations
of warlad/fuzes for attacking various targets. Presently panels are being
procUred for a Vietnam operational evahation.
(6). 2,75-inch rocket delay fuze. A resistor-capacitor fuze is being designed
for jungle canopy penetration of variable heights. Presently, the fuze is
undergoing TECOM safety evaluations.
(7) SMASH. AH-1G Cobras armed with the XM-28 subsystem and either
,the XM-35 (20 millimeter) or the XM-158 (2.76 FFAR) will be equipped
with a POD mounted MTI radar, and a forward-looking infrared (FLIR) to
provide long-range target detection and terminal target identification and
fire control. Presently, plans are to evaluate the system during SEA NITBSMASH aircraft in the
OPS Evaluation III. Plans are to deploy
spring of
-.
(8) TOW/Cheyenne. The TOW 'missile is being integrated into the Cheyenne weapon system to provide an anti-tank capability. The missile has
been fired successfully from the Cheyenne.
(9) Aluminum casing for 30-millimeter round. DeveloPment was initiated
in order to reduce the weight of 30-millimeter round for the XM-140 gun. It
is estimated that a weight saving of one-fourth pound per round will be
obtained.
(g) Completed iT/ST of the XM-200 repairable 2.75-inch rocket launcher.
The XM-200 is capable of firing 100 rockets per tube (19 tubes total). The
launcher is designed so that major Teplacements and repairs can be made by
I
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field mainitenaftce without special tools. The system %viiibe compatible with
the UJH-1 AH-1Ganid AH-56 helicopter.

(it) Initiate engineering design of a prqximity fuze for the 30-miiiineter
round. The objective is to improve the lethality of the round,
(1) Initiated engineering design of a boosted 30-millimeter round. The
objective is to increase the range and accuracy of tie round.
SELECTIVE FVECTS

ARIAMENT SUBSYSTEMN

(SEAS)

Mr. ANDIEwS. Page 102 of the jnstiflca0ti6i book indicates you will
initiate the development of the selective effects .u'ntilnent subsystem
(SEAS) to replace the 2.75-inch rocket on the AH-1G and tle AH56A.How much will be devoted to SEAS?
General BEmrs.
million will be allocated to that development
effort.
Mr. ANqDRws. Colonel, is that one of the programs you said you had
completed in 1969?
Colonel BONIFACTo. No,sir.
INITIATING SIMULTANEOUSTY CONCEPT FORMULATIo"N AND DESIGN OF SEAS

Mr. ANDRWs. How can you initiate development of SEAS in fiscal
1970 unid6 this program element and at the same time initiate concept
formulation of SEAS under program element aircraft wetponization
advanced development as indicated on page 95 of the justification
book?
.General BETTS. This is not so large and complex an effort that we
will have to take more than the time in a fiscal year to complete te
concept formulation and get on with tle beginning gs of the development. We would expect to ao it just that way.
MIr. ANDREWS. What does the program cost?
General BErrs. The number I gave you was
million for the
fiscal year 1970 program.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the total cost?
General BETTs. I do not haVe it.
Mr. ANDREWS. 'Put that in the record.
Also, how much has been spent on it in previous years, and describe
the program for us.
(The information follows:)
At the present time, the total estimated cost for development of the subsystem
is
million. In fiscal year 1969 we spent approximately $150,000 on aialytical studies and experiments to determine the effectiveness of a selective effects
armament subsystem and other armament systems. SEAS will replace the 2.75inch folding fin aerial rocket now being used. The subsystem will provide significantly improved lethality against personnel and materiel targets and a high kill
probability against armored vehicles. SEAS will have a family of warheads and
fuzes.

General BE'rrs. You remember earlier today I spoke about the problem of inaccuracy of the 2.75-inch rocket. This is the effort that will
seek a moro accurate and more effective system to replace that rocket.
SEAS may be a rocket, a recoilless rocket assist weapon, or a closed

breech system.

Mr. ADnEWS. What kitd-of rockets are you tAlking aboft?
General BTTs. We are talking about free flight air-to-ground
rockets. The 2.75-inch is used by all three services.
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Mr. ANDInws. Do you use it froni a choppberl
?
General Blim-s. WVe, can use it front the chopper.
Mr. ANDuEWS. Are you?
General Bnmrs. We are and the other services also use it from fixedwin aircraft.
MIr. ANDitws. Are you using it in South Vietnam ?
General Bmrs. We are.
Mr. PooR. It is the workhorse armainelit against reasonably hard
gets. It is used for helicopter landinig zone )preparationin Vietlini.
It is used by all three services. We use a great many of them.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is it used as an-antipersonnel weapon'?
General B-rrs. Yes, particularly in helicopter ltiding zone preparation. It is effective against buildings and persoflie.l.
One of the significafnt things we have been able to do is improve the
fuzes so it is more effective as an antipersonnel weapon than it originally was.
,Mr. ANDnRWS. What is the length ?

General BF'rrs. The 2.75-inch rocket is 4 feet long.

Mr. LTPscoMtB. I did not quite understand
answer, forifiulaGeneral
Betts, when the chairman asked about initiatingyour
the concept
tion and going ahead with the initial development at the same time.
General Bi.rTrs. We. would expect to be able to complete enough concept formulation activity in t;he early ,part of this fiscal year to he
ready at the latter part of the fiscal" year to begin the engineering
development.
Mr. LiPscomu. Have you initiated it yet?
General Bm'rs. We have done some work in this area.
Mr. Lxrsconn. Be specific with me for a change.
General BETrs. I do not have specific numbers.
What I do have is evidence thlat we have done some in-house effort
exploring the possibility of increasing the effectiveness and accuracy
of these free fight rockets and we know that several c0nipanies have
spent their independent R. & D. dollars on technology tlht,would lead
them to believe they could do a lot better than we can now do with the
What we mean by our comment about the concept formulation is that
we would 'hold this study and afialysis effort together dining the beginning 'part of the fiscal year and hope we have it well enough in hand by
the latter pait of the Ascal year to start the development effort.
Mr. LiuscOwf. Do you think you will fiii.sh the development effort
in fiscal 1970?
General Bm'Ts. I would doubt it.
Mr.- Lu.pscofrn. Do you think you will be able to spend the entire

million dollars?
.General Bnrrs. We see several years of development effort likely in

thi program.
Mr. Lx-scoun. How much is in the development effort for fiscal yer
1970?

General BE'rrs. Our total fuiidiig for fiscal year 1970 related to this
item is million.
Mr. LIPscon. In development?
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Genera-l BiE'rrs. I would expect we vould spend some of that for ilhouse effoit. I do not lave the break ift, of thailt ifilfiboe.
I will break that ot for tl record.
(The inforilati'6n follows:)
We exl)ect to spend -fiscal year 1970.

i1li611 for lI-1otIt(, 46,14tr01(lto
ffTpii't
tlils Item in

Mf. Lisco-tin. Do you have, General, by any chance the amont of
funds thiat, are requested in the other buctget classificatlohs?
That is program element 6.32,06.A on page 94 of the justific'Ation

book.
General B ,r'rs. That was in the technology effort.

Mr. Lipsco-tn. Do von know what is programmed for tlhh",?
General BrTTs. I do not know how much of that I can speclfl(allv
identify to this item. 'We do not, have it broken out that way, iut I can

identify it for the record.

(The infornftion follows:)

We have
iseal year 1970.

Mf[r. LesPo-.Ni

illioth )rogramed in advanced developilielit for this item in

Do you suppose you could get by, for instance, on a

million dollars for this program for fiscal 1970 -if you are going to
initiate the concept formulation and get into development, do you
think you can get by on a million dollars instead of
.
Genel'al BErTS. If we Went through a competition to get a contract
started, it seems to me we would need adequate funds to assure the
contractor that we really meant what we planned to do. I do inot thifik
we could, ask him to come in with a full development programfiplan
that carried on into later fiscal years and not have in hand the funds to
do the job.
Mr. Lisco,:tu. What is the difference if you have 1 million,
inillion, or more if it is going tobe a multiyear program?

General B'TTs. It was our judgment that thtat was the level of fund-

ing effort we. should have in hand for funding from the time we would
start the development untilthe time we would be able to add fiscal 1971
increment to it.
W1AiNESSES

IN R.D.T. & E. VROGRA[

Mr. LtIscotn. This is not one of the contingency areas you might
be using for fiscal year 1970, is it?
General BFTrs. I would not so identify 'it.
Mr. LscoMi. This is a high-priority item?
General BFTTS. Higher than some. Are have been with the 2.75-inch
rocket for a long time.
Mr. LIwscoknm. It has been very successful.
General Bm-rs. Blt it is not really an accurate rocket in terms of
. . it is time we upgraded this
what the techlogy can do today. I think
capability.
As far as I am confcerned, the additionall effort that we put on the
technology
part
in 196 reflects oui interest and our priority
consideration
of tof
hiS itproject.
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Mr. Lirsco-nit. You know the Senate Committee on Armed Services
has proposed a. delet ion in R.D.T. & E., Army, authorization of about
$211 million?

General BE.rIrs. I am pain-filly aware of it.
Mr. Liscoxm. The chances are almost certain there is going t4) he
a deletion in the authorization.
Faced with a cut in the authorization, I have been trying to seek
where this commitittee can be most helpful, but every time I try to discuss various items with you, everything is always "most important".
Now you are going to have to face up to a cut. If you do not want that
cut to come in places that will hurt your important programs, you better tell us where you are weak.
Do you get my point?
General BETTs. I certainly do.
Mr. LIPSCO3MB. If you cannot tell us where some of the weaknesses
are-that is, valid programs but not highest priority programs-we
are going to be cutting you up where you do not want it.
General BE-rs. I understand.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Yet every time I ask about something, it is "most
important" and the Army cannot live without it.
General BETTs. I certainly have not been trying to convey such
impression.
I do want to assure you when we put something in the budget, we

are sincere about it and we believe it is a useful effort.
Mr. LiPSCOmB. I know. The whole budget is a shopping list.
General BETrs. We know as -well as you do in sometiig like the
improvement of a present capability the world would not come to an
end if we were told we could not develop a better rocket -at all. That
is generally true of the whole area of 6.2 and 6.3 effort in that these
are exploratory and advanced development efforts.
If we had to take a cut, we were told today we had to take a cut of
$200 million, I would propose to my secretary that a good part of that
cut be taken in those two categories. I would want to go through the
entire list and sort out those things I thought had the least promise.
Mr. ANDREWS. That would be the smart thing to do, in my opinion.
General Brs.
It may be necessary to go after some of the big systems as the Senate did although that is not clear in terms of relative
priority of need.
Mr. LIPSCOMIB. I wanted you to at least get a feeling of where I stand
on this thing. I would like to see the Loran-D fully funded so you could
go ahead. and I would like to see all of your fire control systems and
everything else also barge ahead, but that is not where we stand today.
General BETTs. I understand.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Thanik you, Mr. Chairman.
PROGRAMS FOR CHEYENNE AND COBRA HELICOPTERS

Mr. ANDR'EWS. Identify the projects in the engineering development
program' element for the AH-56A and the AHI-G aircraft, together
with the costs therefor.
Do that for the record.
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(The information follows:)
The Cheyenne development program has two engineering development program

elements. One is for the aircraft ($16.5 million), and one for installing the Tow
missille ($0 milii). No Cobra funds are nidieatedin 'the President's budget. We
hope, however, to initiate engineering development efforts to improve the Cobra
as Indicated in Secretary Resor's letter of June 27, 1969.

FIRE 'CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS
SOUTHEAST ASIA MIULTISENSOR ARMAMENT SYSTEM (SMASH)

Mr. ANDREWS. Pages 103 and 104 of the justification book indicate
that on September 61 1968, the Army initiated the Southeast Asia
Tuey
Mfultisensor Armament System (SMASH) for the AH-1G
Cobra in response to a MACV request for a hufiter/killer, night/al weather target acquisition capability in the shortest time possible. How
mud has been spent on this effort through fiscal year 1969 and what
does SMASH consist of?
And what do you indicate or predict it will cost?
General BE-rs. The funding status of this effort is that we committed $4 million in the fiscal year 1968 supplemental. We got $2 million in the fiscal year 1969 emergency fund, and we would hope to be
million in fiscal 1910
able to apply something in the order of $
even though it is not immediately available as the budget is now
structured.
That would mean we may not be able to move as rapidly with this
program as we would like. What we are trying to do with this, and it
goes back to our discussions this morning of the MTI radar, is to put
both the MTI radar and a good forward-looking infrared systeo.m on A,
Huey Cobra and make it into kind of a hutiter/killer aircraft since it
also has the XM-28 armament system and of course the capability for
carrying the 2.75-inch rocket.
The total system weight of the sensors would be in the order of 640some odd pounds. So tlht does cut into our payload somewhat.
Mr. ANDREWS. How far away from delivering the sensors are you?
Colonel BoNiFACio. The system SMASH should be prepared for de. That is the target date. The SMASH
ployment in spring of
test bed aircraft for the AH-1G. It is the
program consists of first mutiisesor gunship that we are emphoying. It is a test bed program which we should learn a great deal from about MTI and FLIR
multisensor configuration.
Mr. PooR. Can we say that in English?
This project is an attempt to give the iuey Cobra the ability to find
targets at night and shoot at them.
-

Mr.

ANDREWS.

In cloudy weather?

Mr. PooR. And in el6tudy weather but prifiiarily at nglit. The MTI
will be very useful in finding moving targets and the FLIR is that
system we discussed on the first or second day to
high quality
It should offer a great deal of use in Southeast Asia.
let you see ---.
This is to build a few of them to tryit out.

'~d
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AIIAMENT T''O BVI USED WITit

MlOASi[ SYSTEMi

Ur. A rntws. What will yon do al)oUt the arnmmient ?
Mr. Poon. AXs General Betts said, we expect that.the ar1i'uien will
consist of the. existing XM-28 system together with i fixed forward

gun XM-35 or alternatively the XM- "8. which is the 2.75-inch free
flight rocket. So it can fire rockets and gfitis.
Mr. ANDnvws. Will that, be additional to what they have foday?
Mr. Poon. These are all things that can be carried, as I understand
it, on helicopters of this class.
Mr. ANAD1nrEws. You will then have a hunter/killer chopper. Does
that deflniti6n describe it?
General BETS. That, is a reasonable definition of it.
Mr. ANDimrWS. Do you have any such capability in Vietnam at ihls
time?
General BF'r-rs. We have the Huey :Cobra, but we do ,not have that
integrated with this kind of target-finding capability. That's the point
to this particular development.
Mr. ADRnws. In other words, the ship that you have in mind for
the forces in Vietnam will have a greater kill capalblity than the ships
you have there today?
General Btrrs. That is correct.
Dr. LASSER. It will Operate at night as well as in the daytime. MTI
picks up a moving target and the FLIR is a close-in firing tool.
Now currently we do have ships flying over there with the
sensors, but it does not have the MITI.
. It combfies it into a
single aircraft.
Mr. Ainrmv s. Do you have an aircraft that could be described as a
hunter/killer choppei with fair-weather capabilities?
General BF TTS. Fair-weather capability we do-have.
SMr. ANDRMvWs. The only advantage of what you are working on in
this SMASH program is to give them an all-weather capability?
General Br'TTs. All-weather and night, that is correct.
Mr. Poon. That is a pretty important advantage.
FISCAL YEAR'1970 PROGRAM FOR SMASIT

Mr. A-xiWEws. How much is in this budget for SMASH, 1970
Budget?
General BTTs. In the fiscal year 1970 budget we have programed
Mr. ANDnmvS. Is that enough'to get this job done?
GExRoAL Birrs. Wedo not consider it enough.
Mr. ANDIRWwS. When you are talking about priority, I would thifik

this should be pretty liieli on your list of priorities. This is something the boys 'an s e in Viethiitoday.
Geiieri BF'rTTs. Yes, sir: buit that's the real tougl problem that we
have gone through in stracting this whole budget. When we started
with it submissiont to the; Secretary of Defense there was over $2 bil.
lion*, and we worked it down to this pkoesent level. We have had to readjiust, fioidig a lot of tliigs, each of which we thought was importaiit.
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There are obviotsly many differences of opiniiin aioing the Army
staff" but this fUinding at the moifeht represents the staff jitdgment as
to where. thisSMr. ANDsmitWS. You got this request from MACV for a liff,6'ir/killer
on September 6, 1968, whih was long before you put your final budget
request before DOD for 1970.
.,Geneilj Bvirirs. As I said, our budget request for 1970 went iito the
fii'st subitlhission at a lot higher figure than what we now have
Submitted.
Mr. A, DRnuws. What was.your first request for this hunter/killer
ealIpbilty that you are working on. as a result of - request from South
Vietnam?
General BiF'rrs. I do not .have that informatiOn with me.
Cblonel Boxi~wro. Sir, our first request really came in MACV J)roblem
area, identification May or June of 1968 juid fronthe supplemental
building we'got $4 milliontr and then later, early this year, we received
$2 milliii. We thought this -was sufficient to do the job; however, since
that time we' found there, were some additional thhlis we wanted to do
to the aircraft, like adding navigation devices 'and finalizing the system
integration.
MACV's request was for a very short-term program. In other words,
we wotild liketo have it in a .ear to 18 months.
Mr. ANDREWS. They needed it?
Colonel BOWiFACTo. They needed it and still need it.
Mr. ANDIERS. You ha:e not answered my question. The question

was, how muwh did you originally request for the SIASH program to
the DOD in your initial budget request?
Colonel BONIFAcOo. For 19o it was
General Bi:n'rs. Apparently we underestimated at the time we siubinitted the original budget.
Mr. ANnarFws. UnderestiMated what, the need or the costs?

General BFrrs. The cost. to complete and what we are stating here,
when I said I do not think this money is enough it represents our
latest, judgment on what it takes to complete this program.
Mr. ANpt-ws. What do you estimate it is going to cost today? You
had about $6 million.
General Bmrs. We had about $6 million. We had about $6 million
and we asked for
we think it will probably take another
million above that.
O'ruiR

PROPOSED TAIROVEMlENTS TO IUEYCOBRA HELICOPMER

Mr. ANDnFAWA. General Betts, you have $6 million coming tted to this
ro~ a4 ths far, and you feel you need another
million flscal 190T0 to ive the HuteyCobr an all-we'lthr fighter capability. At
the same time, Secretary Resor's letter of June. 2? requested another
----- million for development: of a TOW missile. 20-30 nillhimter
gun system and night vision for the Cobra. Does this not in Some way
dtuicate this effort?
General BET'rs. In trying to upgrade the Huey Cobra to replace the
capability we lost when we lost tho Cheyenne and we were looking for
the same kind of capability inherent 'inthe Cheyenne.
86-54-0-pt.
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million in Secretary Resor's letter proposes a.developThe
ment program that would go for a much better eapai ility tlhifil we vanl
provide with the teclnology that was mvillftlle at, the tine we started
million, 'the kihid
this development. If indee~l we did not get that we would p1Ut
that
'the
Cobras
to
apply
here
would
done
being
of effort
in the system to replace the Cheyemne.
million be applied to the
Mr. Linsco-m. Why should not the
better system and discontinue this SMASH effort?
General Bu:irrs. It is a matter of timhifiig. This is almost ready now
for flight evaluation. It will be a year to a year and a half before the
fruits of a new development effort, would be available.
)r. LAsSEJI. Much of the FLIR work is going to be used on the im-

proved Cobra. One of the questions we get involved in here can you

fire, the TOW at night with the night-vision equipment. Tiis takes
more money to dothat, to incorporate the night-vision equipment we
currently have-rather to incorpoarte the T6V into the night-vision
equipment we currently are using on SMASH.
Mr. Livsco n. Why should w go for a Cobra for which it is going
to develop this capability? Why not wait for the
to take a
Cheyenne? It is the same period of time involved.
General Bm's. But we have lost the Cheyenne production and at
the moment, until we have satisfied ourselves and the Congress that
we can develop a good Cheyenne, I do not think we ought to make
a specific proposal with respect to its production.
,lr--m%

lfmlyENN,

DvrmLOPMENT

Mr. MENSITrATJ. Just several days ago, General, you told us it was
reasonably certain you would correct he rotor problem in the Cheyenne.
General Bivrs. I certainly did and I still feel that way.
Mr. MINsAA r,. The remark you just made indicated much doubt,
though.
General BITTS. What I cannot predict is the time by which we will
do this and the cost of the Cheyenne in production. The two are very
closely related in that, as you are well aware, the cost of the Cheyenne
had grown in the course of the development program to numbers that
cast (doubton our ability to justify,that cost. With the time that is made
available to the program by the slippage in R. & D., we can go back
and do a complete new proiuction study job with respect to what the
cost of the Cheyenne should be. We can put out some of the subsystem
t
for competition.
And it would be my view there is a chance we can reduce these costs
considerably: If we cannot, I do not think we will be able to justify it
to the Army itself or to you that we ought to produce it.
Mr. Minshall. Wiat route do you want to go if the Cheyenne does
not work out?
General Birms. The route that I would, propose to take the armaments', fire control, and sensor subsystems that have been developed for
the "Cheyenne and that wecan now go ahead and test to determine thPir
capabilfy and effectiveness, and arply those to an improvement promillion we
granx of the Cobra. A part 6 that is reflected in the
were talkifig about for the Cobra.

3rt3
Mr. MINSHAL. I-low long will the improvemlt program take for
the Cobra?
General Bmvrs. I just estimated a little while ago a year to
you to get. over the litfin'lf
it tale for 6
Mr. MiNsHArr,. How long will
Cheyenne?
the
with
problem
rotor
the
Onl
General B1,;.'s. That is the 1)ig unknown. I donot kllow.
Mr. MINSItALL. It was not so iikillOWi a.week ago. This is what (oilcerns me so fart as your statement is (.onCerhlel.
General Bwnrrs. I said I was confident we could do this, but. I do nor
recall I putt a time frame on it atid I would hesitate to put a tiie frame
on it.
Mr. Poo. M. Minshall, it is my recollection il the earlier testimiony
we said that we were hopefully tIit if tie control system as preseltlv
conceived for the Cheyeifie could be indeed fixed, and tecliical opihioi
on this is divided, that we would kniow within perhaps 6 months that
that was the case.
1 think we also said that if tlt proves to be impossible And we need
to go to an alternative control system that it might take as much as 2
years before we were sure that we had a satisfactorily flying version of
the Cheyenne. So there is a good deal of uncertaihty in our minds as to
how long it will take to get a successful Cheyehme control system. We
feel very little doubt that it can indeed be done. It is a question of
whether the present control system with minor modifiations gets us
there or whether we have to go to an alteriintive backup control system
to
get there. The time spread is at least a year between those two possiblities.
M''. MINSIIALL. At least a year?
Mr. Poon. Between those two possibilities at least a year, and maybe
more than that.
Mr.11-C MINSItALL. What is the total maximiuif 'legth of tie thit you
thiik it will take to get the Cheyenne rotor problem ironed out?
General Brrs. I think the kind of times Mr. Poor just meiltioiied
give that spread. Let me say i.l we did hIa.,e to go to a 'backup control
system I don't see any reason ,why it should take us more than because t;he electronic technolo 'y is reasonlltaliy well known and it
should'be possil)le to do thatt kiid'f a development program in a period
like .
May I add something else that I l)eliee I did say the other day, and
this is .my personal coniction-it 'may or may not be shared by)9rthe
contractor-I believe with 3 months, 4 -monti s at the most we will
have done. enough wind tunnel work and mathematical modei simulatolt work with respect to the piresent control system of the Cheyennfe
helicopter that we will be able to predict thOl whether or not it will
succeed or fail and what kind of a time frame will be necessar At that
time we might want to come back to you and restructure this whole
effort.
Mr. Nf'iINsnxILr. In other words, you would like to come back 'hre the

first part of next year a nd tell us how far down the road you can see.
General Bovms. Yes. As soon as we have an adequate base for high
coifldence in this program we ought to come back and talk to you about,
itin terms of what the course of action shMiold be then.
Mr. Mi ISHALL. You will have some answer for us, one way or the
other, by January of 1970?
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General BRvTrs. This is my personal optimism that we will have it
within 3 or 4 months.
Mr. MINSIALL. Do you agree with that, Mr. Poor?
Mr. Poon. Yes.
General Bmis. That is for the success or failure of the aircraft.
M r. ANDRWS. Are they really working on the Cheyenne now'?
General Brs.' Yes.
Mfr. ANDREWs. Who is paying for this testing?
'General Bmvrs. At the moment it is on Lockheed since they have an
R. &D. contract with us.
Mr. ANDRIWs. But the Government is not p)utting up any iuouey for
the work being done on the Cheyenne?
General Brs. I don't know that I can say that.
Mr. PooR. Lockheed is still under contract and, as I understand it, we
haven't made full progress payments on the AH-56. So since they are
under a R. & D. contract I assume they are still incurring charges on
the R. & D. contract. I am confident that in the area of Governmentfurnished equipment and support we are continuing to spend money on
the development contract. The production contract, of course, is termiiiated.
Mr. ANDRvS. Unless and until the Cheyenne is perfected your best

hope now is the Cobra?
General BE Trs. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. With the improvements thait you have discussed?
General BF'rs. That is correct.
FLIR/SMASH VERSUS 3MTI/SMASII

Mr. AmDimwS. The justification book also refers to Flir/Smash and

MTI/Smash. What aie these systems, for what are they being developed, and what has been the total cost through fiscal year 1969?
General BinTrs. The three programs that you have named all fall
within the general program we call SMASH. The numbers I gave you
for the SMASH 'program include the FLIR/SMASH and the MTI/
SMASH effort. So that is all one program.
Mr. ANDrEWS. Exp lain in the record again the FLIR and MTI.
General Brs. All riglt.
(The information follows:)

Forward 'Looking Infrared (FLIR) is. a -passive Infrared device offering two
fields of vision (200 x 400 and 50 x 10 ° ) and operating In the 8 to 14 micron
region. It will provide terminal target identifieation and fire direction. The moving Target'Indicator (MTII) system is capable of long-range detection, acquisition,
and tracking of personnel or vehicle targets moving from
-to
mph
regardless of light conditions, weather and/or vegetative clUtter.
IROQUOIS NIGHT FOSTER AND NIG141T TRACKING

(INFANT)

PROJECT

Mr. ANDRew,. Is the Forward Looking Infrared System (FLIR a
part ofthe Iroquois Night Fighter and Night Tracking (INFANT)
-projectfor the UH-1C helicopter?
General BW-s. The Night Vision Program that we refer to the
INFANT on the Iroquois Ni ht 1Figlter would approach the liht
Vision with a different tecihk oogy. In this case a single Night Vision
system that uses 1ow light level Uelevision and the direct image, direct
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view image intensifer sensors. It is true that we would apply these to
HUEYS -but probably to the HUEY-IB and 1C helicopter gunships
that are already in the inventory.
Mr. ANDiUWS. Tell us something about the Iroquois Night Fighter

capability, how many of them you lave in South Vietnam and whAt
experience you have had with them.
General Bi-rs. The Iroquois is a name for the Hueys. As you are
aware, we have had versions of the Huey with armament that were
used as (runstlhips before we got the lueyCobra. We do have on it7.26-milmeter macliiheguhs. We can fire from tmse aircraft the 2.75inch rockets. It is that armament capability thit we would integrate
with this Night Vision capability we are discussing under the code
namie Infant rnd we will ship,)
aircraft so colfigured to Vietnam
for evaluation in
.
Mr. ANIDnRnvs. There are none there at this time?
General Brs. None with this Night Visioncapability.
Mr. ANDiIaws. Let. me ask you again: Do you mve any choppers in
Vietnam today with a night fighting capability y?
Mr. PoOR. No; we do not have any integrated systems. We have
done some very limited experiments in Vietnam with low light level
TV systems to see whether or not we could pickup targets. Ths lIfiift,
system will be, as I understand it, the first time we put it together in
tie Huey to exploit the full interated system capijbliy. As General
Betts said
of these are seiediled to be shipped ifito Vietam
for experimental evaluation.
Mr. ANxmEws. What will they have that is different from FLIR?
Mr. Poon. They will have this low -light level TV night vision system. It is a different kind of night vision system from the FLIR that
we described earlier and the armament that is normally on such

machines.

Mr. ANDIEWS. Describe that night vision capability.
Mr. PoOR. I wouldlike Dr. Lasser to describe it.
Mr. ANDEAWS. Doctor?

Dr. LASSER. The Infant has a dual low light level TV type night,
vision set of equipment. The one for the pilot has TV and the copilot
has something called an image intensifier which is a starlight scope
with an optical cable that comes up to his sight. The sights are integrated with the' gfis so that it is a system. The answer to your question
whether or not this is the first system? Yes, it is, because the sights
and the gun are slaves to each othMr. There is also a light soi rce to
complement this.,
Mr. ANDrimWs. What does that pilot see and what does the coj)ilot see?
Dr. LAssER. The pilot sees t IV screen which is similar to what the
pilot woui-ld see if he ltd a FLIR,,htthe mechafini is differefit., In the
original Seanltopbs program, which is still ongoing, we felt that we
needed a comparison of the two systems, the one referred to here as
Infant
whithe
h incorporates
the loware~ietng
hlilit leiel
TV and
other
on1e
Whi~fi uses
FLu.. The systems
ev'aluated
in the
the Sea
nitops
program. There are advantages in both systems. They are very similar
and very complement
.ry..
Mr. AxDmWS. Tell us again so we can understand it.
Db r. LASSFR Itwon 't do ihiUchdl1Yerent than you heard in the Smash
except the Smash is in the Cobra. So what I am saying is you are
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going to start hearing many of the same things over again. That is,

in the Huey-1C, not the Cobra, it is configured as a gunship-it is
not as efficient as a gunship as the Cobra but still configured as a gunshi pi andhas nighttijne capability by using low light level TV system.
If you compare it to FLIR,the FLIR probtbly has a longer range but
weighs more and costs more.
DUPLICATE DEVELOPMENTS OF HELICOPTER NIGHT VISION SYSTEMS

General BE'rrs. Mr. Chairman, what tends to make this confusing is
that perhaps we haven't laid the right groundwork. You are well aware
that we have never had enough of the Cobra gunships in Vietnam to
date and the recommended buy for Cobras in 1970 is not even up to
what our combat losses are or have been if the level of combat had continued at the level of the past year. But we do have the older gunships.
We felt that while we did not want to afford the more capable and
much more expensive FLIR capability for the older gunships, it would
be appropriate to coifigtre them with this low light level TV approach to night vision. Consequently, this is a cap ability that makes
these gunships more effective and we can use them effectively at night,
but it doesn't change the fact that looking farther down the road the
Cobra will have a greater capability than is provided in this system
we are describing here.
Mr. ANDREWS. You mentioned the FLIR providing the Cobra with
a greater capability than the Huey-equipped Infant. Would this capability be as great as the additional cost of FLIR?
General BETTS. I think so because it requires no supporting ambient
light, whereas the Infat either has to have ambient light from moonlight or searchlights. You will notice in this system we have proposed
to provide the lights along with it when the circumstance is such that
they feel it is safe to use them.
.Ir. ANDREWS. How much do you have in the 1970 budget for Infant?
General BETrs. I don't have that figure. I will have to furnish that
for the record.
(The information follows:)
We expect to spend

million for the Infant task In fiscal year 1970.

Mr. ANDREWS. Also, how much was spent in fiscal 1969 on Infant?
(The information follows:) ,
In fiscal year 1969 $4.200 million was spent for procurement and support of

Infant systems.

Mr. ANDREWS. I thilk you have done this but I am going to ask the
question: EXplain the differences 'between 'Smash and Infant as well as
tie ddifferences between FLIR/Sm ash, MTI/Smash and FLIR/InfaPt
for the record.
(The ihiforMation ,follows:)
smash is an acronym for MSA MultlSensor Armament ystem for Hueycobra.
The AHis the aircraft and weapons platform. An MTI radar will provide
target det6tifi out to ranges greater than
kilometers. The FLIt Will
-

phide the termiinal sensor for target identification and fire control. The armament configuration Will consist of the 'existing flexible X11-28 armament system

(twin miniguns or twin 40-millimeter grenade lafnchers, or one of each), and the
fixed forward firing XM-35 (20-millimeter gun) or optionally the XM-168 rocket
launcher (7 tube, 2.75--inth rocket). The 'Iroquis ,Night Fighter and Night Tracker
(fifant) is -a loW-light-level television (LLIV) and a direct view image intensi-

fier. It is mounted in the nose of a UH-1C.
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ILIR/SMASH is being developed by Aerojet General and MTI/SMASH is
being developed by Emersoa Electric. The two developments when integrated are
referred to as Smash. The Integration contractor is Bell Aerosystems.
PLIR is a
night vision device that requires
. Infant

GuN TYPE, SrnsYS~MrS

is

Mr. ANDREWS. Your fiscal 1970 prograin for gun type subsystems
- million. How much was spent for this purpose in fiscal 1969?

The actual program for gun type subsystems in fiscal year 1969 was $8.193
million.
XM-140

30-MM31 GUN FOR CHEYENNE HELICOPTER

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee notes that a portion of the fiscal year
1970 request wvill be used for the XM-140 gun and its ammuilitioni for
use on the Cheyenne. What is the cost of this effort?
(The information offered follows:)
million are progriamed to complete engineering and service tests on the
XM-140.
million are included for continued development of improved 30millimeter ammunition.

Mr. Am)nEws. How much will be spent. on the 20-millimiteter gun
for the HueyCobra and does this not conflict, with your proposal to
adapt the Cheyenne weapons systems to the Cobra?
A
Lieutenant Colonel BoxiFAcao. No additional funds are programed
in fiscal year 1970 for development of the 20-millimeter guni, XM-35,
for the HueyCobra. The present effort does not conflict with the proposal. The current development work is in response to an Ensure requirement submitted by the field command in Vietnam for a point target weapon system thit will provide improved accuracy, greater range
iand greater stand-off capability for a limited nitiber of HueyCobra's.
The feasibility and configuration of the "20/millimeter system" for an
ilproved HueyCobra, as addressed in theproposal, has not yet been
determined.
Mr. ANDREWS. Provide a table showing the work to be done under
this program subelement for Cheyenne and HueyCobra together with
cost data.
(The information follows:)
The only work being done on

lheyenne, aid Cobra under this program subele-

ment is Installing the Tow missile on the Cheyenne. This is funded at $6.0 mil-

lion for fiscal year 1970.
PROGRAM ACCOM PLISi{M3ENTS AND OBJECTIVES

Mr. ANDREWS. What was accotpislied in fiscal year 199 and what
do youhope to accomplish in fiscal year 1970?
lieutenant Colonel BOI'i.Aimo. In fiscal year 1969 we completedengineering and service tests of the XM-129 40-milli t t, grenade
launcher; the XM-27E1 ininigun subsystem for the OH-6 helcopter;
and the XM-28, 7.62 and 40-millimneter subsystem for the AH-1G. We
initiated engineering and service-tests of the 40-millimeter high explosive antitanik round; the 40-millineter airbtirst fuze; and the XM140, 30-milihneter automatic gil system for the AH-b6A. We continued development of the XM-8, 40-millimeter grenade lauiicher sub-
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system for the OH-6; the 30-millimetea alitiihiifif case; the bisted
40-milihl'eter grenade; and the 20,niliieter automatic gun system
for the AH-1G.We adopted the 40-miimeter airburst fze as limited
standard. We initiated development of a proximity fuze and boosted
round for the 30-millimeter automatic gun.
In fiscal year 1970 we plan to complete engineering and service tests
of the 30-millimeter automatic gun and to continue development of an
aluminum m cartridge case, an airburst round and 'a boosted round for
the XM-140. We plan to submit the following items for adoption- as
standard: the XM-129; the XlMf-27E1; the high explosive antitank
round; the boosted 40m..illimeter grenade; and the 40-millitfieter airburst fuze. We plan to submit for adoption as limited standard the
20-millimeter gun and the XM-28 for the AH-1G.
Mr. ANDRFWs. Are there any questions this far?
Mr. DAVIS. No questions.
MIsSILE-ROcKET

SUBSYSTE1fS

Mr. ANDREws. Next we take up the missile-rocket subsystems.
Your estimate for missile-rocket subsystems totals
million.
What was the fiscal year 1969 actual program for this effort and what
was accomplished during fiscal year 1969?
General 13Eau's. I do not have the 1969 information broken out. I will
have to furnish that.
(The information follows:)
The actual program for missile-rocket subsystems in fiscal year 1969 was
$12.258 million.
In fiscal year 1969, we initiated development and began engineering and service tests of the XM-200, a repairable, reusable 2.75-inch rocket launcher. We
adopted as standard the XM-429, a proximity fuze for the 2.75-inch rocket, and
continued development of the time/delay fuze for the 2.75-inch rocket. We suspended work on the advanced point target lnissile subsystem, XM-26/UH-1C, and

directed our effort to the development of TOW/Cheyenne control equipment. In
initiating development of the TOW/Cheyenne, maximum use was made of coinponents developed under the XM-26/UH-1C program.

Mr. ANDnInWS. What tasks do you have under this subelement?
TOW/CJIEYENNE

CONTROL EQUIPMENT

General BErrs. We have the TOW/Cheyenne control equipment.
.Mr. A.NDmWS.Explain ihat for the record.
(The information follows:)
A reqUirement exists for TOW/Cheyenne control equipment for use on the
Cheyenne helic0bter. This equipmefit must be compatible with the helicopter,
stabilized sight and launcher. The TOW/Cheyenne control equipment components

are as follows:
a. Remote armament control.

b. Missile command signal generator.

c. Electronic power supply.

d. Electilcal equipment rack.
e. (80 error detector.
f. Signal processing amplifier.
g. Weapon system
control.
h..Infrared
tracker.
Six nilltlon 'd011ars was included inthe President's budget for fiscal year 1970.
Plans are to develop preproduction TOW hardware that is ,representative of nu
optimized integratedweapons system. This equipment will undergo laboratory
qualifications and reliability testingAn fiscal year 1970.
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SELECTIVE EFFECTS ARMAMENT SUBSYSTEM

General

BETTS.

(SEAS)

We also have the program we discussed earlier, the

SEAS.

Mr. ANDREWS. Explain that for the record.
(The information follows:)

Tile selective effects armament subsystem, SEAS, will replace the 2,75-inch
folding fin aerial rocket systems now being used. -SEAS -will provide significantly
improved lethality against personnel and materiel targets and a high kill probability against armored vehicles. The subsystem will have a family of warheads
(HE, Flechette, Smoke, CS, Incendiary) and fuzes (Super Quick, Delay, Time,
Proximity).
TOW/CITEYENNE CONTROL EQUIPMENT

General Bir'rs. We have a small sum of $220.000 allocated to support of test aircraft that would be working in this technology.
Mr. AXxIEws. Page 109 of the justification mentions the TOW/
Cheyenne control eqitipmiit. How much will be devoted to this effort?
General BETTS. That is the $6 million 'I ust mentioned for fiscal
year 1970. I might point out that that $6 million was in the President's
budget and we. had submitted it that way. In the interim period between the time you submitted the budget and the time Mr. Resor wrote
to this committee with respect to the difficulties we had with
Cheyenne, there has been cost growth in the Tow system elemefits
that we need to relate to the Cheyenne so that we now find in Mr.
Resor's letter a commitment of
million to this TO'W/Cheyenne
control eqtfiipimelt.
Mr. ANDIIEWS. I believe you stated that the TOW/Cheyenne equipment or system does work?
General BE'rrs. The TOW firing capability has been checked out on a
Huiey helicopter. It has atually been fired from the Cheyenne aircra ft but. not in all aspects of the flight performance envelope, nor
under all conditions th it the user would be interested in having it
tested before he would be prepared to accept this as -an aircraft ready
for contact.
Mr. Ax-nDnB s. You do not anticipate any major problems?
General BETrs. We do not anticipate any major problems. We do
anticipate a, considerable period of testing and modification to make
the highly reliable, fully 'acceptable system.
Mr. ADVWS. Before going into pr6ditction, if you ev.r go into
production ?
General BEr'rs. Thut is correct.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. I don't want to belabor this subject of the Cheyenne,
but is the main probleii with 'it due to that rotor? ,
General BETTS. That is the key question, key difficulty.
Mr. AN.DREWS. All the inside,avionics and araianment and everythifig
else you think is in good condition or could be put in good condition
with no major problems?
General BETrs. Yes, sir. Those were the systems we expected to have
trouble with and actually they have come out very well.
Mr. ANDUEWS. How does this effort differ froifi the additional
million
re juired
development mentioned in Secretary Resor's
letterfor
of TOW/AAFSS
JUnie 27th
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General Biirs. If we are talking now aboflt the
%million that
was in Mr. Resor's letter for this activity, it would go to design, fabrication and integration of Tow control eqtiipfilent into tle Cheyenne
and million would be used for testing and supl)ort.
The difference here is that the program as we now see it will require
more testing and more support effort than we had originally
anticipated.
"X-26 TOW SYSTEM FOR UiI-

C

I-IUEY HELICOPTER

Mr. AN DREWS. Why was the Tow development for the UH1-1C ter-

minated and how milch has been spent for this purpose before it was

terminated?
General BiE'm's. We spent $29.446 million of R.D.T. & E. money and
$1.576 million of PEMA dollars in support of R. & D., making a total
of $31.02 million for the XM-2*6 program ?
Mr. A-NDRPw. WS.
hat is the XM-26 program?
General BFrnTs. That is the designafition we give to the. Tow application, to the P11-1C helicopter. Wfhen we completed the enlgieering
development we suspended this work indefinitely because we did not
have the resources to go ahead with that development and begin the
effort to adapt Tow to the Cheyenne aircraft. At the time we made
the decision to stop the XM-26 vork and shift the effort to the Chevenfie things were going very well with that program and we thoilght
it was the prudent thing to do.
We have actually stored two test systems of the XM-26. If things
change and we decided to go back to that system we would be well
along towards filal development.
Mr. A-NDnWS. Same as you ha:d for the Cheyenne?

General

BETTS.

That is right.

SOUTHEAST

ASIA

REQUIREMENT FOR 2.75-INCH

ROCKET

Mr. ANDREWS. You propose to conduct Southeast Asia evaluation
of the 2.75-inch rocket, control pvanel and delay fuze during fiscal year
1970 and to classify standard A the 2.75-ilich" proximity fize and the
repairable launcher. Will any of these items be used for the selective
effects :armament system (SFEAS) on which vou propose to initiate
engineering development dilng fiscal year 1970?
General BETTS. Although the desciiptive summary we submitted
does indicate adoption of the tifhe delay fuze as a standard item in fiscal 1970, thaiitadoption of both the fuze and the control panel was dependent upon an estimate-a statement of requirement, within the
Army R & D. structure. At the moment, we do not have such a statement of requirement, and in addition
Mr. AwDREiVS. What,do you mean. you don't,have a requirement?
,General: Brrs. Well,; the organizatin within the Army that is
responsible' -for expressing requiremeiits for new equipment. new
weapons, is the Coibat Developments Commanfid. In this particulAr
item, they have not expressed a reqmremefit for it even though there
has been such 'a request expressed from MACV, So thht our worry on
the staff isto validate the reqitrement that was expressed by the people
in the fighting theater. That validatioftl has not been received.
Mr. Po6n. ,Maybe we are having trouble makifig the distinction.
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.. r. ANDR1EWS.

Yes. Why do we Spenid'"Money developifig these sys-

tems if you have no reqtth'ein 6ft for thff ?
Mr. Poon. It is really very simple. We have all Ensure requireent,
which is a statement fr-om the theater illnVietnam that't ly want this
device.
Ifr. AxDiEws. That means a requirement is present, then.

Mr. PoOR. We are going ahead and building them to meet that Ensure requirement. The kind of requirements needed fot military standard A is a different thing. This says we want to equip the whole Army
wherever it fights with this equipment for the foreseeable future. That
requirement process is more elaborate and different from the Ensure
requirement for the theater. So what General Betts is saying is: Yes,
we are going to build -these things; yes, we are going to give them to
the theater for their operational use and evaluation. If they are as well
pleased with their as we hope, this may influence the normal Army
requir0ment system under the Combat Developments Command
to standardize them standard A for world-wide use.
Mr. ANDIiWS. This sounds like you are trying to generate requirements.
Mr. Poon. MACV asked for something which they need and we are
providing it. It is not.yet clear that the Combat Developmnits Coinmand will find that this is of sufficiently general utility to justify procurement for, for instance, the units in Europe. I think they will,
because I think the system will prove good enough so that we will get
such a requirement but at the moment that step has not been taken. It
sounds complicated ttit it
,
.it.
Mr. ADDABBO. When will the system be operational
Mr. PoOR. I would have to provide that for the record. I don't know.
The delivery for evaluation in Vietnam is scheduled for . That
in a legal sense is not operational but it will be there in a theater and
they will be using and trying it out.
&r. ADDABBO. The only reason I ask that question is thattlte Presi.
dent said we may be out of there by next year so that we don't want to
spend money for stuff now that we won't need there next year.
Mr. PooR. I suspect whether we are out of there or not this kind of
weapon would be very useful for the South Vietnamese forces as a
leave-belhind item.
COSTS IN ADAPTATION TOW TO VARIOUS I-IELICO1TERS

Mr. ANDREWS. General Betts, I thifik we should have something

clarified ,at this point in the record. That is, how much have we spent
over the years in adapting the Tow missile to various aircraft of the
Army? I speak of the UH-IC, the Cobra, the Cheyenne, and any other
aircraft.
And the requireIbeit for this anftitnfik fiissile
Genei'al BEr rs. Antitfik, antivehicle, antibl iker, juSt any hard
target.
Mr. ANDreWS. It is listed in the justification book as an antitank

missile.
General B,'rs. The Tow by definition is an antitank missile.
(The in-fofifiifion -follows:)

As of JUne 30, 1969, a total of approximately $41 million has been spent adaptIng the row missile to helicopters. Of thlis amount, $31 million was spent on the
UH-1B and $10 million has been spent on the Cheyenne.

,
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QUs'lION or ROLES AN) MISSION
Mr. ANDItiAws. We spoke of missions earlier With respect to survell-

]ilice aircraft that the Air Force was primaviil

interested in trucks,
tanks, et cetera, whereas the Arlmy's mission was different. We have
suIplied the Air Force with considerable funds for th6 development
of ordnance .to -beused against the tanks and the trucks. Now, why the
Army has all 1ogentt mission for weapons such its the TOW'on it lielicopter I thifk you should larify in the record at this point.
General BIMrs. I w0uld'be glad to explain that. I think it comes oit,
that there has been no armament invented for any of our aircraft, 'high
-or low performance yet that proiilses what the TOW can promise In
fi is role, at the ranges that are availlftle to the TOW.
Mr. AD
xmws. Mr..Lipscomb mentioned earlier that he was not sure
us to the roles and missions for some of these weapons. I think this is
one of the areas that seems to be confusing.
General B'rse, .All right. I would be glid to explain tliat.
(The information"follows :)
Tho' Air Foree has the ii41on of Iiterdl(ion0o tl( elose
bo0th of these nlhisIons ean and will Involve attacking tinks

The Ar y also tights and destroys tanks und

nir support, In a war,
at one thno or another.

other arilored vehicles with anti-

tank weapons, rocket fiunehers, and so forth, 'The Cheyenne with TOW will have
this calability. It will be working as an integral 1art of the ground forces encased

in this fight and Will 4)e -able ,to fight in nuch closer quarterss and under more
adverse weather conditions than fixed wing allr'raft.
FI"SOAL "Y:AI 19V
o0 PROGRAM EFFOIIT

MrP. Axiuwws. What, do you hope to aecon-iplish during fiscal year
1970 with the
million requested?
Put that in the record.
(The intormation follows:)
Weiplan to coutltie work in Integrating the Tow nuissile Into tle Cheyenne
weapons system til to Intlate development of the selective effects armaent
subsystems, 8I0A5, In, addition, we will provide supPort for test aircraft that
will be working in this technology.

A

-VmEN'o):

A111ouAP~ 1GNINE$s
Mr. AwN~myWS. Your fiscal -year 1970 estimate for airertft engines
islliOn,
'an increase of
million over fiscal year 1969.
W lt is the reqiirement for this increase ?
_,General B'rrs. This increase is required to fund the beginnings of
the engine development program for the utility tactical: transport airCraft systeln ,(lt''AS). Ths firtt year of a 4 year.
million
program wilin1itiate the design Mid parts proure,
iment to support the
:Mr. AN~nmv~s. WV'h happened totlie $1.8 million origjinnlly programed for tlhis pinlpose in fq~cal year19o..?
General ,E'Irs, Additionl funds' wr0
"ui
1d
in tlho 6 demlnstrator engift program. Asa result, 940,
was rerogramed. from
•the 6.4 enginetrogram into the dem Anstrator engineprogrtm on fiscal
6-2
6ear reprqgramin action (DOi
year -28) ;An' addi'tional.$720,0 was reproqaned, on the same i progr'ming ation,
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from the 6.4 engine program to -meet other requirements., After these
reprograming actions, $140,000 remained to support 6.4 engine fiseal
yeat P909 efforts.
IIELATIONSIJP TO PTIMONSTRATORt ENGINE PROGRAM

Mr. AxqDUnEV. How does this program element relate to the demonstrator enigine program element
.........

General Bpmrr. This picygir4sthe follow-oni 'jr am to the decmonstrator engine program -As technology is demio stiat 4in the form
of a new advanced engewfai is a requirement for that, no engine is
defined,, then the fNlf11g sliport, for th I engine is place W~ithin
this element.
-
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Mr. AND11pws. What is the Proposed cost of developing engines for
the UJTTAS and for the HLH f
Million and for the HILI-,
General. DTrs. PFor tle tTTTAS,
million.
ACCO3rPUTIMtENTS IN FISCAL YEAR 1000

Mr. Axoftws. 111iiit. wag Ach.coi4 ii~hdl dtirig fiscal year 1969 and
What d~o y'ou propose to accomplish, during, fiscal year 191t0?1
'General Bu~rrs. There -was little effort, in. this program, in fiscal- year

19~0
Duingthattime, we sported in-house: etortg to i'iofiitor" the
engine shite-f-te-art and cOndut. liRed investiain into future
trendi 6a' requirements. ,Iior fiscal yOn's 1970, we intend to begiin the,
engine~1 dvopetprg.m r th U2TS. This first. year of a
4-yedar
mlinpornwil
itte the desig and patpo
ueiet to,support thle effrt.
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You are requesting

million in fiscal year 1970 for supporting

developments for air mobility. The justiflcatlon book shows that the
fiscal year 1969 program was $4.6 million. What was the actual fiscal
1969 program?
General BETTS. $4.7 million is the figure that I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where did you get the extra $100, 000?
General B-rnvs. I could not identify the place from which we transferred it.
Mr. ANDIEWS. Try to find out and-put it ilnthe record.
(The information follows:)
Ii fiscal year 1969 $4.670 million was approved by Congress for this program.
The justification book should' have shown $4.7 million instead of $4.0 million.

Mr. ANDREtWS. What was accomplished during the fiscal year 1969
program ? Put that in the record.
(The information follows:)
The following was accomplished in fiscal year 1969 in 6.42.04.A, supporting
development air mobility.
(a) UH-1 diagnostic equipment test l)ed program initiated.
(b) Standard trailer system (basic trailer plus 2 adaptors) In process of being
accepted as standard equipment.
(e) Initiated component development for air dynomometer for the turbine

engine test stand.
(d) Lightweight aircraft maintenance workstand for 0H-47 and CH-54 accepted as standard equipment.
(o) Initiated UT/ST for airmobile aircraft maintenance shops and initiated
actions to procure 200 shops as limited standard (concurrent 'ET/ST).
(f) Completed engineering design test of 500-lb. capacity controlled airdrop
cargo system.
%(g) Airdrop:
(1) Completed EDT and HT of 500-1b. capacity low cost cargo pitachitte.
(2) Completed FT of a lightweight gantry.
(3) Completed ET of 35,000 lb. alrdrop cargo system.
(4) Type classified container, freedrop, for liquids.
(5) Completed FT on coupling, airdrop, extraction for transfer.
(6) Initiated joint service test of low altitude parachute extraction system
(LAPFES).
(7) Initiated FT/ST of release, parachute, cargo
release (Medium capacity2.5Wi0-35,000 lb.).
(8) ED and fabrication of components for steerable parachute assembly.
(h) Contiiued engineering design and development of leg armor.
(1) Compihleted development of aircrewman's body armor with increased protection from projectile splash and spall.
(J) Developed cockpit and critical component armor for OV-1 and a removable head guard -forUH-I pilot's seat.
(A) Conducted testing -to determine effects of body armor on parachutifig end
e)jcction,
(1) Reftifed critical component airmor for 0H-47, 011-54 anfd 0-1 aircraft.
(fi)
Developed crash resistant fuel systems (CRFS) for UH-1, T-41 and
TH-55 aircraft.
,(n) Continiued development for ORWS for following aircraft (to be completed
lit fiscal year 1970):' (1) AH-1G, (2) 0H-47, (8) 011-54, (4) OH-58, (5) OH0-,
(6) AH-56, (7) OV-1, (8) U-21.
AIRCREW BODY ARMOR DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Axnk-Pws, How much. will be spent during fiscal year 1970 for

air crew body armor?
Geeral BE-rs. During 1968 we spent $1.1 million; in 1969 another
$350,000. From that -we -have standard aircrew body armor that was
,

I
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type-classified in Janutary of 1968. All of the efforts in that program

niow would'be devoted to'ilnprovements or refinements of the standard
body armor.
Mr. ANDREMWS. Tell us something about the aircrew body armor. You
Iave discussed it previously.
General BETS. It is configured so that we can apply it to the seat so
that he does not have to ,haul it around when he gets in and out of the
aircraft. That gives him part of his protection. Then he would put on
his chest 'protection and leg protection if 'he so desires.
Mr. ANDrnVWS. Is this the same armfor you described earlier?
General Brs.
Yes, sir; it is the same technical approach and the
same kind of thing also used for drivers of vehicles, for example.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record about it.
(The information follows:)
Development of aircrewman's armor has been very successful 1i recent years.
In 1965 the best protective material available was ahliifim oxide reinforced
plastic which could only be manufactured in flat 5-inch square tiles and was
relatively heavy. Consequently, original aircrew armor was heavy, cumbersome
and flat in design. Continued research and development have produced lighter
weight materials that can be shaped to the body. The present standard armor,
which can defeat .30-caliber armor piercing anmtnition, is the result of continuous testing and improvements, optimized shapig and sizing, and test and
evaluatltin i combat. To date over 50,0060 ieces of airerew body armor have been
shipped to Vietnam. A recent Army study attributes the use of aircrew armor
for reducing aircrew fatalities from gunshot wounds by roughly half during the
period 1962-67.
We are encouraged by this favorable experience and are continuing to improve
our knowledge in this field. Current research and development efforts are focused
on designing leg armor, improving current body armor, and developing lightweight armor to defeat larger caliber ammunition.
AIRDROP EQUIP MENT

Mr. A.iDWAVs. You propose to spend about
million on airdrop equimpient. What are you doing in this area.and how does it dtplicate Navy and Air Force wvork?
General BErrs. 'During this year we would expect to go ahead with
engineering design of a low-altitude airdrop system for personnel, 800
feet or less. There is
allocated to that. lVe would also lave some
effort on a check test for low-cost, 500-pound capacity parachute.
There is'a small amount of
applied to that. We would have a
check test of parachute reserve for personnel that would be ballisti-laly
deployed,
allocated tothat. Service test of lightwei&-ht gantry
which is used for airdrop rigging, and we would hope to coilete tile
service test of the 35,000-pounid capacity airdrop system that we discussed the other day.
'Mr. ANDREWVS. IS any of this money designated for C-5A airdrop
equipmeh6t I
Colonel BONIFACIO. That effort is still in the exploratory area.
Gener a'BETTs. This is closer to success. They are in two different line
Items.
Mr. ANDIREWS. Why must you expend effort in this area in addition
to tle Navy and the Air Force?
General BErrs. We are the ones that do the jumiping, we are the ones
that do the airdropping to scattered 'field uifs-from
nlow altitude, and
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we have the greatest interest in the overall combat airdrop capability.
What I can add to that is what work the Navy and Air Force do is
closely correlated. For example, things like the low-altitude parachifte
extraction system which is an Air Force program, is a good technique
for certain things under conditions where you can get a fixed-wing
aircraft down close to the ground. I believe our work is effectively and
satisfactorily complementary to that which the other services are
doing. We dlo, of course, have joint tests with the .Air Force on all our
heavy airdrop testing..
Mr. ANDREWS, Describe your fiscal year 1970 program.
General Bm-rs. In airdrop, that was the program I was discussing,
Mr. Chairman.
UTILITY TACTICAL TRANSPORT AIRC{RAIT

SYSTEMI

Mr. ADsnm- Ws. You are requesting
mflli in fiscal year 1910
to develop a new aircraft system called the utility tactial transport
aircraft system (UTTAS) which will replace the -JH-1 Huey in the
mid-1970's. In view of the fact we have modified and improved the
Huey over the years, why is a replacement necessary?
General BETrs. The 'Huey aircraft, even though there have been
modifications and improvements over the years, is basically a 10-yearold aircraft in terms of hehiopt~r technology. It is our conviction thAt
in a period like 5 or 6 years from low we ought to be prepared to replace it with more modern technology. If we start a development inthis
time frame it will be thit time frame before we would i)e ready to
prodiice it.
---

COST OF MODIFYING AND IMPROVING IIUEY HELICOPTER R

Mr. ANDREws. How much have you spent in modifying and ihproving the Huey over the years? Supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The Army has spent $57.8 million since 1956 Improving the UH-1 aircraft. This

money has purchased three X.H-40 aircraft in 1955, six YH-40alreraft during fiscal years 1956-59, six YUH-18I aircraft during fiscal years 1959--"1, and seven
YU-1D aircraft In fiscal years 1959-64. These 22 aircraft have been used to
complete necessary preproduetlon testlig and evaltittn. Changes recommended
from tests were incorporated In the production aircraft. In addition, since 1956,
the Army has spent $31.5 million In developing and improving the T-53 engine.
This engine Is used on the UH-1 Army series of aircraft and on the Army's OV-1

surveillance aircraft.

(Clerk's note: Above insert does not include all PEM A cost of
improving and modifying the UH-1 Huey helicopter.)
UTTAS

DESIGN

Mr. AN DEws. Now getting back to this question of
million
for the development of a new aircraft system, how will that money be
spent? How will the work be done?
General BErrs. We have been engaged in concept formulation studies
on this aircraft for sometime.
Mr. ADR1 hWs. Through contract or in-house?
General Brirrs. It has been a little of each, although 'most of it has
been in-house. What we are after is an optimization between the effi-
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ciency of carrying a lot of people in an airplane and the flexibility
from a combat point of view of having a lot of airplanes, each of which
carry only a few people. So that the primary attention we have paid
to this program is to cost out a total system of aircraft in terms of
numbers o people to fly them, to maintain them, the cost of the individual aircraft, supplies, in the several different versions and sizes I
mentioned.
Frankly, at the moment we have not reached a hard decision saying
that there is a specific-sized aircraft and a specific passenger-carrying
load that we propose.
Our studies have not reached the point where we are prepared to
go after a hard design. Whatwe would propose to do with these fffihds
is to begin the completion of designs that would lead to UTTAS
through the typical contract defintion phise. But I say in all candor
that we would not start that unless we can solve the question of an optimum size in otit own design studies.
REQtUIREMfEXi

yOu U'fI'VAS ]iElcoIvpER

.M1r. ANDREWS. What you are tellitg us is that the Huey has been
a good chopper and it is expected thaft the life of a chopper of that
type is 10 years and in the next 5 years you will have need for a replacement for the Huey and you wantto start work on that replacement ?
General BiTTs. That is correct.
Mr. ADtEWS. What will the UTTAS provide you that the latest
twin-engine Huey will not? Compare the characteristics of the twinengine Huey with the proposed UTTAS.
General BETTS. The 'best of the Huey's available now carry a crew
of 3 and 7 coibt-eqiiipped troops. They will do this for 2 hours on a
typical mission, alldhover out of grou'fid effects at 4,000 feet with that
kind of a payload. We believe we can qet an airplane that will carry
to
combat loaded troops in addition to a crew of --with a duration of hours .and will hover out of ground effect at
more than the
foot altitiide that"I just discilssed, or at least at
that altitude.
Furthermore, we believe that helicopter technology has come so 'far
in the recent past that we could get a speed of
- knots as against
105 knots.
Mr. ANDIREWS. Are you comparing that future hope with the present
twin-engine Huey?
General BFr'rs. UH-1N is
the model Huey I was comparing it to.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that the twin-engine?
General B'rrs. That is the twin-engine.
Mr. ANDREWS. And what you are talking about is 5 or more years
from now?
General BETTS. That is a good roun4fd imiber for a development effort

of this sort, 5 to 6 years.
WORK ON U'UIAS PII6ORIAM T1fRO1(I FISCAL YEAR 1909

Mr. ANDREWS. WNViat 'have you accomplished with tlie $2.7 million
spent on UTTAS through fiscal year 1969.?
30-554--69---pt. 5-24
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General B~rrs. We have defined various design considerations that
we felt were necessary to meet the UTTAS characteristics. There have
been some contractual efforts in logistics studies and technical approaches, system development engineering support efforts which have
contributed to this overall design analysis, and there have been inhouse efforts in the order of $1.2 million that support those people ii
the Avlation Systems Command, in the Electronics Command who
have worked in the design, trade-off and cost effectiveness analyses.
a helicopter
you require
the do
chinook
to airlift
a platoon?to airlift a rifle squad
of Mr. ANDRSWS.
men andWhy
General BETTs. It is our feeling that we begin to lose flexibility of
combat operations when we start going to the larger Chinook as
opposed to a smaller aircraft that would be operated by UTTAS.
Mr. ANDREWS. They can't get in and out as fast.
General BEa-rs. Can't get in and out as fast, also you are tied to

larger individual units, and even more importantly. the aircraft costs
more and losses are higher when you lose one aircraft in combat
operation.
NAVY'S SEA KNIGHT HIELCOVfER AND ARMY REQUIREMENTS

Mr. ANDRAWS. How many men will the Navy's Sea Knight helicopter
transport?
General Brrs. I don't know the answer to that.
Colonel BoNIFAcIo. That is the CH-46 and it will essentially lift 15

troops, that is, combat-equipped.
combat
Mr. ANDREWS.
Do you consider the Sea Knight better than your
Huey?
Colonel BONIFAciO. I do not consider it so, sir.
General B-rrs. I believe we find it more expensive.
Mr. ANDREvWS. More expensive than the Huey?
General BETTs. Yes, sir; and more difficult to maintain. That is a
twin-rotor helicopter. It takes more parking space also.
Mr. ANDnEWS. How does it compare With the UTTAS you were
talking about?
General BE-rs. I think it would fall fa.r short of what we could get
with modern lelico ter technology.
Mf r. ANDREWS. X lv'at is the age of the Sea Knight und the age of the
I-uey?
General BETTS. They are about the same time frame in their basic

design.

ifi. ANDREWS. Do you know Whether the Navy is thinking about a
follow-on for the Sea Knight?
I do not. They have expressed an interest in the
General Bi-rsI
UTTAS but they have not expressed any willingness to put money into
its development effort.
Mr. ANDiRmiws. They want you to do the work?
General B a-rs. We will discuss this further with them. I believe if
we went ahead with this development and it turned out to be the size
carrier that was appropriate to their requirements or the Marines'
requireients, that they would be interested in it.
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Mr.
H ANDREWS. I don't want to see any more TFX's during my lifetime, but I would think that when you get to taking about a chopper
the services at least can get together.
General BEITTS. Just as we have in the Huey.
Mr. PooR. All three services have various versions of the UH-1A.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is the Sea Knight a version of the Huey?
Mr. POOR. No. That is a Chinook class aircraft, somewhat smaller
version of the Chinook which we have.
Mr. ANDREWS. Midway between the Huey and the 'Chinook?
Mr. POOR. Yes.
USE OF UTTAS HELICOPIrERS BY ALL MILITARY SERVICES

Mr. ANDREWS. Now, this 'UTTAS you were talking about, there is no
reason why it shouldn't appeal to all the services?
General BETrs. None that I can see.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you could got together in time and agree on the
UTTAS some money could be saved, in my opinion.
General BETrs. I would agree.
Mr. ANDREWS. You would save on the R. & D. and you could get
.a cheaper production cost.
CONTRACT DEFINITION SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER,
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If you do not propose to solicit contract definition proposals from
industry until October 1970, why do you require
million in
-fiscal year 1970?
General B:TTs. We have the difficult problem of long leadtiine for
-the engines that would be used. As quickly as we can determine in our
own minds the design that we would want for this aircraft in terms of
size, we can pin down the engines thatt we would'use and make the pfir-chases necessary to have those ready for competition.
UTTrAS ENGINE DEVELOPMENT FUNDED UNDER TWO DIFFElRENT
PROGRAMS

Mr. ANDREWS. Isn't this engine money in another alppropriat0n?
Page 110 of the justification book states "The fiscal year 1970 program
will be devoted to initiating the UTTAS engine development
program."
General BEhrs. Engine developffienlt is one question. Buying engines
for the competition, the actual aircraft competition, would be fujided
under this line Iten.
Mr. ANDitmVs. Why has this program slipped about 12 months?
General BEIrs. I doi't consider that it has. We did not expect that
we would be imitch farther along than we are now in defining the re,quirement. Now, this is kind of a moot question. If we had had a firm
picture of exactly what it was we wanted we could have moved out
more rapidly. But I think it is prudent to explore this optimization
question in adequate depth so that when we do go ahead with this
development it has a firm justification.
Mr. AwbREWS. Will the UTTAS program be a trn-service developmeit to satisfy Navy an'd Air Force reqir eme6ts for a helicopter of
this size? You have expressed the hope thhttit would be.
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General BETTS. It should be discussed further with them. I could
not promise that.
COMPLMON OF COST EFTOCTIVENESS STMIS

Mr. A-NImws. Page 114 of the justification book indicates that cost
effectiveness studies will be completed during fiscal year 1970. Why
is this not done prior to requesting funds to in-itiate development?
General Bzi.s. This goes back to my commefit about the long leadtime on the engine. It seems to me if we are going to go ahead with the
kind of schedule that we have discussed during fiscal year 1970 we
would need to -make contractual arrangements for the long leadtiie
aspects of the engine procurement.
TOTAL COST OF tInTAS DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Aj-niiws. According to the justification book, a total of
million will be required to complete developn'ieft of this aircraft
excluding the engine and avionics. What is the estimated cost 0f
developing the engine and avionics?
General BET-rs. Our guess or estimate is that it would be about
million for the actual engine development and somewhere between
million and
million for the avionics development,
depending on the degree of sophistication that we would attempt to
achieve.
Mr. ANDREWS. And that would 'be a total of around
million?
General BE-rs. That is correct.
Mfr. ANDiFWAs. Tow firm do you consider those estimates to be? When

were they made?
General Barrs. Within the last 6 months. They are as good as we
could ,hope to do until we have a design. These are very broad brush
considerations.
Mr. ANDiErWs. You are shooting in the 'dark?
General' Brrs. We are.
Mr. MINSHALL. Would you yield?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
AIRCRAFT ENINES WHICH MAY BE UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MINSHAT.L. You say you are going into this extensive research
and development program for a new engine. Don't some of these larger
manufacturers have aircraft engines on the drawing boards or in
development?
General BE's. I am sure that the major engine contractors do a
certain amount of development work on their own with their own

funds for new engine work, but it has been our experience in the past
thaet-and by our experience I mean all three serilces-that when we
get really serious about a particular engine sIze it takes the kifid of
money that comes only by going into a competition and picking the
winner of that competition and deveoping exactly what it is we need.
fr, MXISHALL. How do you kfiow what they may already be developing, or have under development? 'Whoare Some ot the major, aircraft
engine people? Continental is one.
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General
Electric.

BETTS.

Continental is one, Pratt & Whitney, General

Mr. MINSRHALL. Lycoining. Now, all these people have things on the
drawing boards, they have research and development staffs.
General Br.-rs. Surely.
M'r. MINTSIIALL. They are looking down the road.
General BErS. But they do not go ahead with a full-blown development with their own money to the tune of the kind of money it takes
to do what we are talking aboit here.
Mr. MINSHALL. They might if they thought they had a reasonable

chance to bid in on it wouldn't they ?
General BErrs. I don't know how to predict what sort of a risk they
are willing to accept.
Mr. MINSHALL. They won't accel)t any risk if you are going to do it
for them.
General BETTS. Well, they do spend their own money on getting into
position to compete with other engine manufacturers, when one goes
into this kind of a development. But I am not aware of the cilcum-fistances under which they are willing to go out to the tune of
million on the gamble that they might have the engine thaot would
satisfy our repuirements. That has not been the case in 'thepast. I might
ask Colonel Nixon to expandLon that. He is closer to the progriAi thai
I am.
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ENGINE

Coloel Nixoi. Sir, any time you put an engine into a" aircraft it is

sized according to the needs of that aircraft. The Army in the UTTAS
aircraft has believed ifor about '2
or 3 years that we have a size requirement of about
- horsepower. The Lyconing engine we currently
use is right in that ball park. However, it is an old t6hnology engine.
As a result, and unfortunately we don't -have this testiiioy 'before us
because it -was in the demonstrator engine testimony and also the aircraft engine; we have gone out in the last 2 years ana contracted in the
competitive environment with Pratt &Whitn'ey and GE to 'buld us an
advanced technology engine that is low weiglit, low specific fuel consumption. In other words, low pounds of fuel constled per horse')OWer ,hour as compared to what we have now. Also, it has maitainlability and reliability features which we do not shave in our current
engines. One real good example is we have inspection ports in the hot
end of the engine that we can look into, on this advanced technology
engine which we cannot do in our present engines.
Kh order to look into that lot end we have to take the entire engine
off, which costs time and manpower effort. So that we have this engine
now that is in the state of development where it is almost complete in
its demonstration phase, and which will be complete in fiscal year 1970.
It is sized for the UTTAS. We would like to be able to put that engine
into the UTTAS. Now, we require about million to do it because we have only got. aI)6ftt one of these engines built'per MAnufacturer. In order to qualify an engine before you can put it into an aircraft to fly it with a man in it, you have to spend innuefirable number
of test hoirs where you'adttially destroy the engine on the test stand to
determine what its operating limitations are. Through this process of

-i , e, r

pow,
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building and testing and destroying engines we finally c6ioe up with
the limitations of the engine. Then it is a mane-rated engine, so to speak.
This is what costs money. It is a very expensive proposition.
ENGINE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAm

TO BE COMPLETED

why aren't the manfiufacturers willing
Mr. MINSHALL. My queston is,
to at least assume,. part of this risk?
Colonel NixoN. The current Secretary of Defense regulations prescribe that any development program we go into be fully funded so
that anybody in the Uited States could legally, realistically be allowed
to compete in the program. That is why it has to be a hilly funded
program. Large corporations like 'Pratt & Whitney and GE are fully
capable of doing this. However, we then set up a monopolistic sort of
station in the engine program. So all of our development prograins
are supposed to be fully funded.
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
ESTIMATED UNIT COST OF UTTAS

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the estimated unit cost of the UTTAS ? Supply that for the record.
General BP'rs. It is very early, but in broad terms we are thinking
of

.

That is a very shaky estimate at this time.

Mr. ANDiREWS. What is tle proposed number of such aircraft

required?

General BETs. In the pattern of total replacement of the Huey's
we see something between
and
aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. Questions thus far? Mr. Addabbo?
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
MAr.

ADDABBO. No questions.

ANDREWS. Mr. Minshall?
MINSIIAL. No questions.
ANDREWS. Mr. Rhodes?
RHODES. No questions.

Mr. DAviS. No questions, 'Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDzmWS. Two o'clock tomorrow, gentlemen.
ThURSDAY, JULY 10, 1969.
MISSILES AM'D RELATED EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDnWs. The committee will come to order.
Today we will consider your request for $914.9 million for various
missile development efforts. Of this sum, $400.9 million is for the
Safeguard ABM system. The committee heard both Secretary Laird

and General Starbird on the ABM program so we will not question
you on the ABM at this time.
NIK-Ei-C1TTES S IPACE-To-Ain MISSILE

You are requesting
for furthler development of the NikeHercfles surface-to-air, missile system. The requested funds are for
the development of an improved high explosive warheAd. What warhead improvements are sought?
General BF'rrs. I will refer that question to Colonel Tobey.
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Colonel ToBiEY. Ire are looking for a clustered disc warhead which
will be much more effective than the current warhead for the Nike-

Hercules.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would that bean atomic warhead?
Colonel ToutY. No, sir, a nonatoinic, warhead.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have any atomic warheads for your Nike
systems?

Colonel Tonny. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. The Nike-Hercules is a. follow-on of the first Nike?

Colonel TOEY. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you looking beyond Nike-Hercules other than
ABM?
Colonel TOBEY. Yes, sir. The SAM-D is a follow-on to the NikeHercules and the Hawk.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you plised out all of your Nike-Ajax?
Colonel ToBEY. The Nike-Ajax. They are all deactivated.
Mr. ANDit WS. You have now on site Nike-I-ercules?
Colonel ToBEY. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. Beyond tllht, you are looking for SAM-D?
Colonel TOiEY. SAMk-D. Surface-to-air missile, and the "D" stands
for "Development." There is no name assigned to it as yet.
We are still in the advanced development stages.
Mr. AN4DR'AWS. So all of your Nike-Hercules in place are equipped
with either conventional warheads or atomic warheads?
Colonel Tom.mY. Yes. Each site has a specified n(iiiiber of nonatomic
warheads.
Mr. ANDREWS. We were very enthusiastic aboiit the Nike-Ilercules
when it first came out. Do you think today it would be as effective if
used as when it was first installed?
Colonel ToBEY. The Army is very proud of the Nike-Herctfles program.
NIKE MISSILE TEST FIRINGS

Mr. ADREFWS. Tell us about some of your latest tsts.
Colonel TOBEY. I have some data. There is an active firing program
almost every week at McGregor Range at Fort. Bliss. We have the
records of the past several years of those missiles that have been fired.
Mr. ANDilEws. Put the results of those tests in the record.
(The information follows:)
Since 1958, we have bad a total of -

This is a success rate of -

firing of which

-

were successful.

. A successful flight Is one in wlIh

0nofailures

occured on the ground or in the air and the vector miss distance was less
than yards or
yards per 1,000 yards of range whichever is greater.
Mr. ANDRFEWS. What are y6u ftiig, the Nike Ajax or the Nike

Herciles?
Colonel TonEY. Some Nike Ajax and some Nike Hercules, depending
on the puWpose of the firingItest.
COST OF NIKE-JTERCULES

WARHEAD IEPROVEMENT

Mr. An)Rws. What is the estimated total-cost
l e warhead imnow?
1ovemet effort that is underway
Colonel- TOBEY. We expect fiscal year 1970 funding for the warhead
effort to be
M1r. AVD1IhWs. How much more effective will the Nike-Hercules system be if the new warhead is successfully developed?
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Colonel TojikE.

We expect it to be twice as effective as the current

wahlead and will give a kill Probability of

at a range of

kilometers as opposed to
- for the current warhead.
Mir. ANIws. This new warhead you are talking about, is it convenitional ?
Colonel ToimE,

Yes, sir. It is high explosive as ol)posed to atomic.
ADVA NT.AGE OF NEV WARIEAD

Mr. ANDREWS. Explain the difference between what you hope to get
and what you are working on now and what
you have on hand at this
time.
(olonel TOBEY. The desia'n of the new warletd is compiletely different, using the same type ot concept us we showed you in the movie for
the improved imuititlotns known as COFIAM. I have a drawifig of
the war head. It has a high explosive core and cylinders, or dises around
Shat (o!e. They are fired from the Nike h-ercules wfariead projected forward into the l)ath of the onconiiiig aiiplate and these exi)lode, have fuzinig iechniliiss in then to make them explode.
Mr. ANDNvWs. Is this the warhead that LTV is workingon ?
Colonel ToBEY. No, sir; I think there is no contract.
Mr. AxntmFvs. Where will the effort (il the warhead development
be undertaken?
Colonel Tw, . It will be 1primarily at Picatiimy Arsenal.
Mr. ANDREWS. Contract, or in-house?
Colonel ToBEY. Initially, in-house.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. What other activities are included in the
in
addition to the warhead development?
Colonel TonEY. We are looking at improving tile
of the
Hercules and also improving the
Mr. ANDREWS. I assume tile new warhead, when developed, will be
used on the existing missiles.
Colonel Tow,Y. That is correct, sir.
PRIORItY OP NIKE HfERICULES PIOOI1A.[

Mr. ANDREWS. The justification for fiscal year 1970 shows that no
funds were programed for Nike Hercules development, in fiscal year
1969. The fiscal year 1969 budget included $4 million for Nike hercules development. The funds were applied to higher priority programs. How high a priority do you give the 1970 program,
Colonel TOnEy. The piioity of the 1970 Hercules Pro i'fAlf is tied
very closely to the SAM-D. If SAM-D continues on schedule, we feel
there is a minimum requirement for the improved Hercules. If
SAM-D slips, or has some other happenings to it, we woltd need
the Hercules to fill the gap in
General BErrs. You will realize, Mr. Chairman, if SAM-D goes
at its present; schedule, we are talking about first-availability of
--or even
. Consequently, the Hercules must stay in the
system for at least another
years before we can build up
enough inventory of SAM-D to repldtce it.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will this program probably be deferred if overall
reductions are made ?
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Colonel TOBEY. I would thiitk probably yes. It would be defeirb'd

.

in a tight budget although we have some discussions to go through
before we could make that a final decision.
Mr. A-NDRE WS. Is the SAM-D program something entirely di fterent
from the Nike program?
General BETrrs. It is a brand new development.
Mr. ANmIIvs. You couldn't use, any part of the Nike missile will
the SAM-D missile?
General Bwrrs. ''liere is a very (liffereit tehinieal appl'oaeh in ti
radar and data processing witlin- the system mild it is i diflreiit
guidhice system.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is a braudhew system.
General BE-rs. That, is correct.
MIr. AN rEws. The fiscal year 19(69 fnlifids were requeste(1 in parl for
. Wlt became of their requiiretinelts.
the development ofColonel TonxY. The requiremfient still exists for the hiiprOvedrf. ANnRvws. You received no moiey for thit project in 1969?
Colonel Toin. That is correct.
Mr. ANtuIIws. Are you asking g for money this year?
Colonel TonEY. Yes, sir.
Ur. ANDIEwS. Another iustiflcatioil given inl support of the $4 mflli'm requested last year' was based o mniitiig the capability to
respond to full imnlementation of the M()IEC program for fiscal year
1970. What happened to this project?
,
Coloiel ToBE Y. This is all the same project we are talking abotit.
MOHEC and iprovemetits to the Hercules are the same program aind
the same argumentation woUld apply.
rf.ANDnEws. Describe MOHEC.
Colontel ToitY'. It is the mainteinapce of Hercules a pahilitv. Ihat
is an acronym, of course. 'Ilhe physical work that would be. dlone on the
HercUles systems is that work that I just described.
COST OF NIK-UIERCULES I)EVELOPMENT

MNr. ANxiwws. The descriptive stlfifiianry presented last year indicated that the total estimated cost of Xike--Iercules develolilenlt was
....
million. The descriptive sumiiary for fiscal year 1970 ii'di(ates
that the total estimated, development cost is "not appli(aible." Winhy' lot?
Colonel Tomty. Well, we felt a degree of security that perhaps was
not warranted oni the SAM-D. We were very confident SAM-D wold
meets its schedule and it woild be -iunnecessary to
io the MOHIA
program any further andiredraft of the funds.
MNr. ANDn. wS. What is the estihnite now ?
Colonel TonEY. It wouldbe the same estimate if the prograii were
conducted.
Mr. ANDREWS.
million.
Colonel ToBEy. As we understand it, for the same ground rules that
this
million wotld apply to.
Mr. ANDREWS. Now, you' talk about the total estiiated cost of NikeHercules development. It,was
million?
Colonel TOuty. Yes, sir, this applies to the basic program i)ltis the
inprovements to the Hercttles program.
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Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, this is applicable to*what it would
cost to upgrade your Hercules program that, has been with us for some
time.
Colonel ToBnY. No, sir.
million is the total estimated cost of
development including MOHEC inprovefil6its.
Mr. ANDRmws. Both the Ajax and tle Hercules?
Colonel ToBEY. That is correct.

NIKE-IERCUIES DEVELOPMENT

COST INCREASE

Mr. AN.DimWS. The descriptive sumiuthry for fiscal year 1967 indicated that the total estimatted development cost of the Nike-Herctiles
was $149.4 million and that only $2 million would be required after
fiscal year 1967 to coiplete the program. What happened to cause the
Army to change this estimate?
Colonel TOBEY Sir I don't have those numbers immediately available to me. I would like to research that and provide it for the record.
General Brntrs. I think you would have to dig back into that prograin, Mr. Chairman.
We would have to check back into those descriptive summaries and
relate it to the program at that time.
Mr. ANDREWS. These figures, $149.4 million and
million just
discussed, are they related to the same program?
General BETrs. I just don't know.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am told that the $149.4 million figure and the

million figure do refer to the same program. Now, one of the
two things has happened. You have had what the Air Force refers
to as a cost growth which is, in plain and simple language, cost increases, or you have added something to the program which was not
in your original estimate.
colonel LNN. The $149.4 million figure was the basic program.
When we went to the figure, that was the MOHEC improvemient increase in R. &D.
-

Mr. ANnnEws. How much are you asking for for this program in

this budget?
General BETrs.

Mr. ANDnimS. How does the
under R. & D. relate to the request under PEMA for the $19.6 hillio for Nike-Her.les
modifications?
Colonel ToBREY. I can't identify that PEMA expenditure.
MrI,. ANDRiEWs. Put something in the record about it.
(The information follows:)
The PEMA expenditure will complete the purchase of certain M0tiEC
provemnents which' do hot require research and development.

n-

HAWK SUn,\cmE-'r6-Aw Missrrm

Mr. ANDR,:WS. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970
for further improvement of the currently deployed Hawk surface-toair missile. This compares with $3.9 million in fiscal year 1969 and
$7.3 million in fiscal year 1968. Since production delivery of the improved self-propelled Hawk will start in fiscal year 1970, what is your
requirement. for an additional
million in R.D.T. & E. funds?

- .' -

1
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million as
Colonel TOneY. We. have a breakout of that
follows:
fr
will be used to find a 12-month contract with Raytheon
for the improved self-propelled Hawk. Test and evaluation of the
-. In-house salaries, . Support of
improved Hawk will be
the missile command research and development laboratories,
and flight services for the firing program will be
General Bi-rs. With regard to the Raytheon work on the selfpropelled Hawk, that is work that would apply the improvements
coming out of the Hawk program to the self-propelled Hawk that has
been put in the inventory. You will realize that we went back into the
old Hawk program and took some elements and putt them on tracks
so we would have a self-propelled Hawk system.
What we are looking at here are means by which we can pick up
some of the improvements in the improved Itawk program and apply
it to those systems that are new in inventory.
Mr. ANDREWS. When you broke down the mlion request, did
oi include such topics as tropic tests and production prototype
hardware?

*
*

Colonel TonpY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDPEvs. What do you mean by "tropic tests" ?
Colonel TonmY. This is a test of the equipment, the complete battery
set of equipment, in Panama, in our tropical test center in Panama.
Each system that is type classified standard A and becomes a part of
our inventory is tested in both the Arctic and the Tropics.
Mr. ANDREWS. In the PEMA budget the Army requests $98.7 million
for
Hawk XMIM-23-8 missiles. Are they the improved Hawk
or the old Hawk?
Colonel TOBEY. Those are the improved Hawk.
Mr. ANDREWS. They have been improved under your R.D.T. & E.
program?
colonel TOBEY. That is correct, sir.
COST OF IIAWK D DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Axnntws. Last year the committee was told that Hawk development would cost a total of $170.5 million. This year the justifications
indicate a total cost of
million. What is the cause of the
million estimated increase?
Colonel ToBEY. The
million increase in the funding reflects
the cost of adapting the improved Hawk modifications to the selfpropelled Hawk. General Betts described the two systems to you.
Mr. ANDnmVS, In fiscal year 1968 the estimated total cost was $157.8
million. Wht program changes does this increase reflect?
Colonel TonpEY. The pproximtely m million increase wts die
to two items:
million to effect engneevifig modifications identified in the surface-to-air missile capability study, which examined
the Hawk's
-USE OF I1AWI

MISSILES IN VIETNAM

Mr. Axr1U, ws. Are you using the Hawk in Vietnam today?
Colonel Ti0o.y. Yes, sir.
Mr. Axnmtuvs. What kind of ex)erieice ha ve you hiid?
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Colonel Tonmi'. We haven't hawd any target.
Mr. AxonEws. You haven't used them for anything?
Colonel Ton-. They are theie, but thele have been no raids.
Mr. ANDREWS. You wouldn't ise them against ground targets?
Colonel TOBEY. No, sir.

Mf r. ANitWs. They are solely for su rface-to-a ir aircraft.
Mfr. Poon. The guilfiiee system is not appropriate for ground level.
Mr. AN1Ems . T'he ones that you have in place over there, are they
first geJhwratioll?
Gene al BE'rrs. That, is right.

Colonel Tonmr. The other amount withiii the
million,
milli6h, correction for the increased cost for the years 1963-67 came(d
prarfiily by the p)rogrih di&lties
ifi
and slippages. There were two
increlnents.
HAWK SCHEDULE SLIPPAGE

Mr. AxnmWS. Is your Present proiram of inodfication on sched ile
Colonel ToBEY. It is now essentially on schedule.
Mr. ANDwmms. Essentially on schedule ?
General Betts. I'here has been a slippage of some months due to
technical problems.
Colonel TomY. To include a recefit
Mr. ANDREWs. - - slippage. How many montlts did you anticip)ate for the full program?
Colonel LuxNN. T11e selfpropelled program stftrted in 1963 and the
improvement on themissile started in 1964.
Mr. A,Drmws.
slippage on a 5-year program.

Colonel Luxx. The slippage is recent and is on the missile
program. Total program slippage, since 1964 inception is about
.I
program.

do not know the slippage on the selfpropelled Hawk
REDUCTIoN IN HAWK FUNDS

Mr. ANDlitnWS. The fiscal year 1969 budget request for Hawk de-

velopment was $4.9 million. $3.9 million was actually programed.
What
part.ToREY.
of the Ifiscal
1969
deleted?
Colonel
wouldyear
have
to planned
rese-rch program
that, sir. was
I would
suspect t
nothing was deleted and that it slipped becatiuse of reduction of funds.
Mr. A-NzEws. You asked for $4.9 and you got $39 million. Were
you able to contifie your program?
Colonel ToBEY. Yes sir.
Mr. A)DRWrs. Or did you have to delete'part of it?

Colonel Toaiiy. The program was colitiuiied at a lesser level of
effort,
(The information follows:)

Nothing in the total planned program was deleted. The improved selfpropelled
program was not funded to the extent antielphted. The result was a slower start
to that development program and a consequent slip of
in the OC.
I3PIROVED

IAWK DETLOPMENT ANn TEST PROGRAM

Mr. SLACK. When will the development and testing of improved

Hawk be completed?
Colonel ToBmY. The first unit will be operational in about
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11r. SLACK. When will the XMIM-23-B Hawk be Type classified
"A"I

that same time.
Colonel
record.
that for theabout
We will TOBEY.
provideEssentially
(The information follows:)
. This date is still somewhat
Improved Hawk will be operational about
date provided
(Iuestionfable in light of the recent slippage, however, the
obove should be conservative. Type classification standard A Is dependent upon
completion of some or all of the initial production testing. This is scheduled for
. It is therefore expected that action on type
completion in or before
.
and classification will be between -

Mr. SLACK. With fiirtheir reference to the question I just asked regardingy developing and testiilg of the improved Hawk, yoUr answer
. That is the first operatioilal calability, isthat correct?
was

Mr. PooRi. Yes.

Mr. SLACK. Do they continue R. & D. after that date?
Colonel TOBEY. There may be some testing that goes on after that
(late.
Mr. SLACK. There will be some testing after
Describe the current activity in research and development on the
winfgs for the Hawk missile. Why are the new wings needed?
Colonel 'FOBY. I would have to research that question, silt.
(The infoififtion follows:)
The research and developfiefit on the Improved Hawk wings is complete and

delivery of industrial prototype wings is now being made. The new wings are
needed because of increased perforilance of the improved Hawk missile, both in
maneuver capability and li speed, This increased performance makes it necessary
to have wings of greater structural strength.
CHAPAIRRAL/VULCAN

million to continue developMr. SLACK. You are requestinig
mi1ch of-he
I-low
system.
ment of the Chaparral/Vulcan
and how much for the
missile
Chaparral
the
for
requested
lion is
ATulcan gun?
million, receives
Colonel ToXmE. The Chaparral, of that
niion is
. The remainder of the. he Vulcan, and the
divided between the forward area acquisition radar for
a total of
project manager's office,('lHAPAItnALI/VULCAN

TrESTrING

AMr. SLACK. Will all testing of the Chaparral/Vulcan be completed
in fiscal year 1970?
Colonel TOBEY. The testing goes into
Mr. SLACK. The answer is, itwill not be completed in fiscal year
1970.
Colonel TOBEY. That is correct.

DEVELOPMENT COST OF TRAINING DEVICES

Mr. SLACK. What is the estimated total cost of the development of
training devices for this system?
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Colonel TonEY. The Chaparral mount simulator is '
and for
the gun the Vulcai mount simulator,
. The Chaparral has
one additional item called a similator evaluator for
Mr. SLACK. And the total is
-.
Colonel TOBEY. That is correct.
PRODUCT MODIFICATION

Mr. SLACK. What modifications have been found necessary in production of Chaparral missiles as a result of findings in the R. & D.
program since production as initiated ?
Colonel ToBEY. There have been several improvements in the missile
guidatee section and in the design of the ground support equipuiifit
and in the area of the fins of the Chaparral missile.
Colonel LYNN. There are two significant areas that I know of now,
sir. One is the canard which required a shear pin to prevent the
missile from going into the ground when fired at a target at low
elevation.
The second had to do with four capacitors in the guidance system.

These were required in the air-to-air role, in the Sidewinder. It was
not desired to be used by the Army and these were cut out of the
circuits.
SCHEDULE FOR TYPE CLASSIFICATION

A

Mr. ANDREWS. When will the Chaparral be Type Classified A and
explain what "Type Classified A" means.
Colonel ToBEY. Type Classified A is a certification by the Army
that the weapons system meets the military requirements.
Mr. ANDREWS. And ready for production?
Colonel TOenY. And it is ready for production.
M[r. ANDRWS. When will the Chaparral be so classified?
Colonel ToBEy. - is the date.
Mr. AN D WS. Haven't you already started production?
Colonel TOBEY. We have limited production.
Mr. ANDREwS. Well, that's production.
Colonel ToB-Y. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. Why are you starting to buy before you fly?
Colonel Tom-y. We have flown and -wehave tested on the order of
100-and-some-odd missiles and we were convinced that we had enough
test data and enough test information to

Mr. AN miws. Are you sure all the bigs are ouit of it?
Colonel TOBEY. 'We are sure that enough bugs at this time are out
of itto warrant its deployment in the field; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. When did you say you were going to type classify
it A?
Colonel TOiFY.
PRODUCTION DECISION

Mr. A.Nr~uEs. And yet in the PEMA budget there is a request for
$99.5 millioji for
Chaparral missiles. Now in this particular
case who made the deterniiniihtion to go into production?

General BETTS. It is a general staff determination, Mr. Chairman.
Elements of the staff who are interested in the problem are brought
into the subject before the Chief bf Staff makes the final decision.

Z,~'~'JA.

-

,,
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Mr. ANDREws. But they act on recomimleindations from your office?

General BEivrs. My office, fromn the Deptt Chief of Staff of Logistics and the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development. Those
major elements of the staff.
the-three
areMr.
ANDItWS. They are asking for this nearly $100 million for
productetion in 1970 and you won't certify type classified A status
until
Colonel Toiwy. That is correct.
Mr. ANrnmws. Somebody is taking an awful chance.
Chaparral firings as of
Colonel TOWEY. Sir, there has been about the 19th of June, aboit a month ago.

Mr. ANDREWS. What was the result of the

Colonel TOBEY. Overall,

firings?

percent success rate atjd

with

missiles were successful.
of the
no tests and
waiting on to type classify it?
you
are
what
"Well,
Mr. ANDREWS.
Colonel ToBFY. The AIT firings, the most recent firings by soldiers
perbeing trained in the field, they are averaging a success of
percent tht I giveyou were the test. program which
cent. These
is designed to explore all of the most difficult coiditoiis oilthe specifications and also reflect the learning that you go through as the missile
system is developed.
DELAY IN

TYPE CLASSIFICATION

Mr. ANimtws. Let me ask you this question: It may be hard for
you to answer. If you are satisfied with the tests, you have gone ito
)1roductioi. That is, the Army has. Would you say you are dragging
before you classify this
your feet in R. & I). to wait until
inissile as type A?
Colonel rl oiti. One of the ground rules for the type classification
is that it has to have completed its Arctic tests in the cold weathlir
climate of Alaska, and the tropic test program. Those tests have not
vet been completed and are essential to a-stafidarfd A classification.
IMr. ANDIIEWS. What, you are telling us is that you are satisfied with
the program in all areas except the Arctic area and the tropical area.
Now, Vietnam is in a tropical area.
Colonel TOiBEY. That is correct.
Mr. ANDinws. Have you sent any of these missiles to Vietnam?
Colonel ToBEY. No, sir.
Mr. ANDRvs. Whftt are you waiting on there, lack of production ?
Colonel TonEm. There seems to be no threat aiId thf'e seems to be no
justification to send over this kind of a weapon to Vietnam at this
time.
Mr. ANDREwS. You think the Hawk can do whatever job needs to be
done promptly?
Colonel TOBEY. That is correct, and then they have the low altitude
guns.
SCHEDULE SLIPPAGE

M:r. ANDREWS. How close is the Chaparral/Vulcan program to the
time and cost estimates first presented to Congress?
Colonel TOBEY. 1965 projected first activation in October 1961. The
actual achievements, the Vulcan, August 1968, 10 months slippage.
The Chaparral, January 1969.
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COST GROWTH

General Birs. Mr. Chairman, this is a perfect example to explain
why sonme programs get into very severe cost growth. We were serious-

ly devoid of field Army air defense for what we call proliferation

weapons. With considerable optimism we phased guni air defenses out
of the operating field Army with the confidence that the Mauler, a
surface-to-air, mobile field Army air defense system, wild come 'in

on scneci, It got into serious technical diffticfltIes. It begail to appear
that MAualer was m10ci too ex pensive for the proliferation role that we
wanted'it to fill. The Arlny faced up to that problem with a decision
to cancel. That Put us in the position of having nothing with wlich
to fill a very serious void. It was then proposed that we go oi very
high priority, almost a crash effort, to fill'the void with a col mnbihhtioi
of an air defense gun-that is tle Vulcan-take an existing gun that
had been well proved and put it on a tracked vehicle. The tracked
vehicle was to be one in the inventory that was well proven. Thait
should lhve been a. very simple, straight-forward engineering task
with no identifiable technical difficulties of risk.
We tholight also at that time that the air-to-air missile system, the
Sidewinder, could be readily adapted to a surface-to-air role. You
will recall that it. was a Navy missile. Preliminary testing showed that
it would be effective. The problem that arose as we got into the engineering program was to integrate this Sidewinder missile into a
field Army environment. One problem was that the magnitude of the
difference in the environment ol a tracked vehicle with a lot, of vibration, and with all of the things that relate to that, it was so different
from the envirofillefit ol an aircraft that we just couldn't do it in the
simple way that hadbeen proposed. So that rather extensive engineering was required. It stretched out the program by the some 13 -months
we have indicated here and the additional engineering effort demanded
an increase in funding.
The driving motivation was to get a capability in the field Army
where none existed. This judgment was made. These risk 1udgments
are reflected in the cost growth indicated on this submission.
PRODUCTION DECISION

Mr. ANDRwEW. General Betts, did I understand you a few minutes
ago to say that the decision to go to production before type A classification was made by the Chief of Staff?
General Bns. The recommendation to the Secretary of the Army
was made by
the Chief of Staff. In major systems that flifil decision
is made by the Secretary of Defense. He approves or doesn't approve
the Programs, as the case may be.
Mr. ANDnRWS. I have jUSt been furnished with a copy of a report
by the Armed Services Investigating Committee of the Committee on
Armed Services, House of Representatives, 91st Congress, first session,
entitled a technical review of the Army tank program.
A statement is made on page 4 thereof:

I
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The oflil 6ipproval of tile lrolet on classifleation for weapons introduced
into tile Army Arsenal is gratited by the Army's Chief of Research aiid Develol) ment in aecord(ince with Army regulaflois. Not the Chief of Staff, as might be
expected.

Would you coinnit, onf tt?
General Br'rrs. All of the staff partlcipated in the coordihitiitonprocess. If there is no disagreemefit iiluolg the elements of the staff then
the auitholity is delegated to the Assistant Chief of Staff for F,'orce
Developm.neit to go ahead and release the authority for standaird A
designation. Prior to 1)ecember 1966 this authority was delegated to
the Chief of Research and Development. In cases where there is disagreement, the matter is takenit a higher level.
Mr. ANDRi-WS. In the case of the Chaparral, who made the determiation to go to production? Was it you or the Chief of Staff?
General B'rrs. I don't know, sir.

Mr. ANDRiEWS. Mr. Secretary, do you know ?
Mr. Peon. I wotldliave to check the record.
Mr. ANDEWS. I wish you would put something in the record
about it.
(The infOrmation follows:)
In the case of ChAparral, the recommendation to go into production was con-

curred In by the Army General Staff amid the formal approval was given by
the ChiIef of Research and Developmnent of that time frame.

Mr. MIivnirir. When was the decision made?
General Bi'rS. ThLe decision to go into limited productio-I don't
have a date on that.
Mr. ANDnEVWS. 1 hope everythii goes riglit and I hope wve don't
have any lemons on our hands, but if that. happens, somebody is going
to have a red face.
Mr.
Peon.
P The
Chaaralilt
, Tliat somebody is sittinfi right here,
heeMr 3i. ('hall.
(lmmn
ie
chaparral misrile system, because it is a derivative of the Navy's
Sidewinider, is, in my opinion a really substantially good weapon. "file
test firings have been very successful to' inte. We have activated units
who are using these eluipilents in the field and the reports are very
favorable.
I think you will appreciate there are times when the urgency of
obtaining a capability makes it reasonable to field a set of equtipient,
ev\en knowing that some improvements will be needed. I think when
we come to the discussion of the tracked and wheeled vehicles that
Betts and"General
I will both wish to discuss further, the report will
go to what you have just referred to. At this time we are sure the
Cliaparral system will 'work well.
General Bvrrs. Type classiflation of the Chaparral missile an fire
uitt for limited prodct cion was accomplished on September 29, 1965".
for the missile; November 12, 1965, for the fire unfiit, and these elements
were both part of a recomfitendiion-a prograill ecoinndation that
was al)proved by Secretary of defensee decision guidaice ol December
C),19615.
M'. M sINSiAL. That is M. McNamara ?
Gleieral Bt'rrs. In that tihiie fraie, thlit is correct.
M. MINSHAJJ. Thank you.

:16-554-69-pt. 5-25
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T131IE PROM It. & D. TO lP1ODUCTION

Mr. ANDItEWS. I understood Colonel Tobey to say that that type
classification A would be inade for this missile in
General Bmrs. That is our projected date for type classifieatiol

standard A. I was referring to what we call limiited production.

Mr. MiNSIIALL. Mr. Chaiman, I hate to ihiterrupt you, but this program first went Into R. & D. in calendar 1964. Am I correct in that?

General Bv'irs That is correct.
Mr. MINSALI. How c6uld you get into even limited production so
quickly, a year later?
General BFrrs. Remember, in the orilitl concept this was a suggested program to take an existing veliel, an existing missile, an
available launch platform, if you will, and, by relatively limited
engineering changes, put them together to get a quick air defense
capability.
Mr. MINSiIALL. It just didn't work outtithit way?

General. B'rrs. It did work out fairly well, but demanded addi-

tional engineering. I don't think a 13 months slip in this difficult a

program is unusual.
Mr. Poon. I think on the contrary, it did work out well. The Army
first felt that the system should be placed in Europe as a matter ot
urgency because of the void in the European air defense that General
Betts mentioned earlier.
As the program proceeded, it wias so successful that the Army users
who required us to redesign the lauich equipmeint-the thing on
which the missiles are moved about, the vehicle which carries the
Chaparral, to neet worldwide requirements. That caused additional
reengineering of the vehicle and provisions to pitt more missiles on
the vehicle. I think it imposed some other restraints about railroad
gages and so forth.
ORIGINAL COST ESTIMATE

ir. MINSII,\LI. What was the original cost estimate on this, Mr.
Poor?
Mr. Poon. I have $61.8 million as the original cost estimate.
Mr. A.I Ssn-iL. Is that research and developlmeit?
Mr. Poon. For the two programs,
for R.
& . That
by
associated
withhas
the;grown
redesign
about $3,iimion. Much
of that growth
of the equipnit to meet the broader worldwide objective. Theie has
been a cost overestimate and I understaihd the cost overestimate
a1mounfited to $1.2 million in 1967 and $1.3 million in 1968. It has been

a pretty orderly program.
The limited production category does permit us to put units in the
hands of training troops, intiate early battalions atd to get the pro-

duction line going.
The risk on the Chaparral should be particularly low because there
is a wealth of Navy experience on the Sidewinder.
Mr. MINSUALL. You say, a 50-percent overrun ol your original
R. &D. estimate, is an orderly program?
General Br"rTs. It was a complete change in the scope of the program, Mr. Ihnshall. From a quick and dirty effort to a solid system
for worldwide application.
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REQUIIE,'MENT FOR (IIPARRAL

MISSILES

weapons,
1r. ANDREWS. Wouid you consider $100 million for
request.
PEMTNA
your
is
Chaparrals to be limited production? That
General Bv-rs. It would fall witllin tel category ofa limited production authority depending on the circuimstncfies involved.
Mr. ANDRm.WS. How many missiles are you thinking about to satisfy
your needs?
missiles.
General BErrs.
SYSTEM IMIROVEMENT STUDIES

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the nature of the system improvement studies
included in your fiscal 1970 program? What is the estimated cost of
these studies?
Colonel LUNN. I am not aware of any study effort in fiscal year 1970'
on the Chaparral.
M[r. ANDREWS. We are talking about system improveienit studies.
Let me read from page 125 of tile justiflihti ons:
"Program to completioh. (c) completee testing of all systems. CornI)lete development of training devices. Performn system improvement
studies and refine hardware through product improvement program.
Adal)t as standard in June, 1970.'
Colonel LuNN. That is beyond 1970. That is the fixes for ET/ST.
million program after fiscal year 1970.
That is in the
PIJM.OllMAN(CE (i IAIACTERIIS'rICS

Mr. ANmDmws. How do the performance characteristics of the
)lannedo ?
('1a
lrl/Vulcan system cornaared with those origiiiiflly l)lanned.
Colonel Totwy. They are rat ir close to those originlly
It is meeting the QMR requirement. No ma jltrdeflcienies.

General BEMIs. I know of no short fall fTrom the basic requirement,

M r. Chairman. I would have to go back and research that.
M11r. Amnnnws. Put something in the record about-it.
(Tle inforniation1 follows:)
A special Department of tle Army directed In-process review was held In+
December 1968 for the purpose of assessing the Chai0ia'l's suitaitlity for activa-

tioi. At this thie It was I)ointed ot thit Chaparral (11(1 not meet three )erformance characteristics specified in the QMIIt.
The (Chaarhal lanieli and control statioli Is reqtilred to he helicopter tranis-

l)ortable. I)irinig testing It was (let01iind. that thelia hli and conti'l station
cotild be damaged ringg takeoff an(l landing. Subsequently a moldificafiin of
tol station was niarie. Testihg to
addig crusIa)le pads to the lainh ald1 cMid
date Indicates tills will solve the problem. Tihe final assessment by the test and
evaltilitlon comfitiid has not been m aie.
rhe
Chaparrial system Is required to have a certain system effectiveness. This
effectiveness 1. defined as the profit of the llk)obbiity of the system being operational, the probability of target detection and transfer to the gunner, the probal)iitty of a successful launcll and flight, and the probability of the warhead damaiging the aircraft sufficiently for a target kill. At the time of tile in-process
review Chaparial had not achieved the effectiveness figure specified In the QM1.

It Is felt that the effectiveness figure established in the QMR is not realistic

knowing what is now known about the lethality and reliability of the Chaparral
missile, which lin this respect is essentially the same as the Navy Sidewinder 10.
To Increase the effectiveness to the QM1 figure would require a major redesign
of the Chaparral guidance, warhead, and fuze and would require additional time
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111d

n()Iley,

Tere will probably be Some
S
1lniiol elkileetn'g chhtnges to get soip

small improVeimet, such as the sheariin and removal of the capacitors mentioed earlier i the testimony, after all test firlilgs are completely ev'itiztedl.
Any major l1lmiovenmnts will )e deferred tofiittre years.
snst
The
area where It was poited mlit that the Q3Rt wis not behig met was
in the men tlme to repair. Agai, It was felt tha t the achieved tgnre was Ino7
reali1stl And
01wits sitisfac'toi'y. The Comlbat IDevehlplenlts Conlifflifd,' NIilc represeilts the user, .4bseqltetly recoffimetuded that the, QMIR tigure be chanfge~d to
the achieved figure and tis ha.4 been ipprOved.
As state( earlier these Q.M shiihtcoifiiigs were presented at a speelil I.nprocess review to assess the suiltablity of Chaiparral for activation. The phrHtclpants In tMe review were the Continental Army Cominiiiid, the Combht Develop-

ieits Cotimainld ii(I the Ariny Materll. Comiaind. Their recommnhidatiotl was
concurred in this
recommendathIn. T o date three batteries of Chlparral have been activated. The
(,onelusion was that suffi(ient testing had been aeconllitiheld to provide cotfidence thiat Cha"'parral cotild aceoipll.Oi its assigned mission. (Additional classified informiation has been furnlished separately to the committee).
that Chaprral uilts be activated. Tile Artlny (Ienerill Stf'ff

Coloney Tom'w. The Chajap'ral Missile homes in on the infrared
energy of an aircraft, tailpipe. Therefore, you hae now what we call
"forward aspect capal)bility." You have to wait until the airplane
comes abreast of you alld laIlch when it is at about 900 from you an(1
fl i'e.
Now, at target speeds of mach 0.7, you have a minimum range
of
meters and a maximnim range of meters. At macli
0.9, you have a minhtilit - engagement range of
meters and
a nmaxitfiamu range of
meters. Range limitations then become
a ftinctioni of the speed of the target.
Mr. ANIwvWs. It is correct to say that Chaparral is an Army
adaptation of the Navy Sidewinder and that adaptation being t'o
make it a ground-to-air missile rather than an air-to-air missile like
the Sidewinder?
Colonel ToBEY. That is correct.
SPEED OF CH'IPAIRIRAL IDEVELOPMIE NT

Mr. ANDREwS. You have spoken several times, General Betts, about
the speed with which you were able to follow this program. Is one
of the reasons for your ability to progress so rapidly with this
Chaparral program the fact tiatt you had the Sidewinder to start
with?
General Bz,,rs. That is correct, Mr. Chairman, and we had a vehicle
that was basically acceptable for this purpose.
Mr. ANbDIuws.'For iaunlhiig?
General BZTrs. I am talking about the tracked vehicle upon which
we placed the launching mechanism. Without that kind of thing, it
would have been a completely new development effort.
CAPAIIIAITY OF CItAPAIIAL

MISSILE

Mr. ANDREWS. What are the capabilities of Chaparral against
maneuvering aircraft?
Colonel loTIEY. The Chaparral is required to engage targets executing a
maneuver.
Mr. ANDIEWN. What do you eaith by
Mr. PooR. The pilot flying the aircraft, when lie pulls back on the
stick to turn, experiences centrifugal force which pushes him down in

I,,

-
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tur b, that is strong enough for himi to weigh
the seat. Under a
times as imlch as le normally would its i result of his accelerationand his aircraft going into a ttli.
Mr. ANDimmWs. That is a complete'tuirn of 1800.
.i'. IPooR. Any portion of the tuil.
Coloiiel Tom-nY. 1)uritig testiit tile Chaiip-arral has destroyeda droned
mailelknots and executing a--F4F aircraft traveling at
vet. Those are the speciflcatiofis.
Mr. AN.,,wmvs. Fired friom the platfoi'm 4% tlie tilUck ?
Colonel '1'oiwY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. What. range was that ?
Colonel ToBEY. I (lo't have the range on that, it is within the Range
spe(,i teiitioll eivelopes.
Mr. MINKsxAL,. What is the nolial rInge of this weal)on?

meters.
Colonel ''oIbY.
meters to Mr. MINSHALIL. It does not have a supei'sofic caipatility, then. It is
just subsonic?
Coloiel ToBEY. Subsonic, yes.
Mr. AN ImVuS. And it hom-1'es in on the plne.
Colonel TonY. Yes, sir. Infrared hofinfig oi the tail pi)p.
Mr. ANImmuws. What does the gunner hAve to do?
Colonel TonY. He sits in a small cupola. aidgets an early wa'ni'11g

signal that, airplanes are in the area. He can pick that ailplane ulp,
track it, get an audible tone.
Mi. A.NDImws. How, by radar?
Colonel Tom-. No, sir, visual. lie gets n auidible tone when tie missile seeker is locked on the target, andhe tln flies.
Gemw'l1 BIEF'r'rs. This is i faiir weatlier system, 1MI'. Ch1a11,liman41.

lPIO!) I'fSIOX i II()IUi'. lS

MI'. AND)wFVS. Ame there anly questiolls l)otit the (hapai'ial ? If not,
iln the of
fliglit
sPIrious ftillilu'es
next is the Lance. You have experienced
tle
e ixing
Prem
systeil.

testing of Lao('e because of the feed

oxidizer and fuel after launch have ptodhced catastrophic exi)loS-i- is.
A. a reults a new 'ocelt engi|Pt, has beeIl designed. Has flight testing
of the new engine l)een1 filitiCl d'? If so, whiif -, results hav:e been o1)tm,ed ?
Coloiel ToEm-. I would like to (,o'l'et an iit'erli'et attioi thitt is c1ti
bit the Iedesign of the rocket engine was not associated with
)ossible,
1
the fialfires of the plopilsion system-the feed system.

First, the i'ocket engilne was designed to get higher speeific i))iptilse

to meet the range requii'enielts of the so-ciflle(l XRL extended range
Lance, as directly by the Secretary o(f Deiense. 'The propju lshn pli60)1cm had to do with the bypassing of the pistons by exploAive gases, and
dismixing fiel wit] tlie oxidizer inl a ]ot elvio0iffieint. ai~l gett
and it has been tho,1rastfious results. Tlhat Iln'ol)lelv has been ('l'ecteol,
g-otnd tests and
flight tests
oullhly (lemonltratedwith -tets with the two r'ing engine. We
of the five ino engine, and ---

feel very (ofiienlt we have solved tle propulsion prolben-1i.
very eonfilit about tile iew five-riing enoii .

'e feel
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DESCRIPTION OF LANCE 'MISSILE

Mr. ANDtEWS. The Lance is a grould-to-grounild iiissile?
Colonel TonF. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. With a conventional warhead.
Colonel TomY. That is correct.
Mr. ANDIEWS. For what mission is it designed?
Colonel TomEY. For the mission of general support for a corps.
Mr. AxDmEwS. Is it an antipersfflil weapon?

Colonel Toniy. Yes, sir; and ant'iihateriel. In addition to the ni6,inuclear warhead, it has a nuclear capability.
Mr. ANDREWS. It does have a nuclear capability?
Colonel TonEy. Yes, sir. Its niiimulm range is
kilometers and
its maximum range is about- - kilometers with a nuclear warhead
and
kilometers, phis, with the nonnttclear warhead.
PRODUCTION

DATA

Mr. A-NDIImws. flow many have been produced?
Colonel TonEI-. Just test quantities have been produced so far. It is

about
Mr. ANDmpws. You have not gone into full production?
Colonel ToBEy. No, sir.
Mr. A-mmEws. I)o you antticipate going into full production at an
early date?
Colonel Towy. We anticipate goiig into full production to meet a
readiness date of
Mr. ANImIFWs. Is there any request, in the PEMA fund for the Lance
missile ?
Colonel Luxx.It starts in

-.

There is a minor PEMA request

for 1970.
General BErrs. Colonel Lunn says there are PEMA fulds in the

1970 budget. They tire related to loig leadtime items. It is advance
prodtttion engineeringprimparily. Major request for production would

be made in fiscal

-

if all goes well:.

Mr. ANDREWS. You do not flope to get into production on this missile

if all goes well before
Colonel rotEx.Before
dollars.
Mr. Anmmws.

-.

It would be fiscal year

-

PEMA

-?

Colonel TonrY. Yes, sir.
PLANNED

USES OF LANCE MISSILE

Mr. AXNhpEws. WoUld this missile be useful in South Vietnam ?
Colonel TrrorE. Yes, we think it would be useful in South Vietnati.
Mr. ANtm:ws. Are there any other serious dIfficuilties of which the
Army is now aware i the Ltce program .
.?
Colonel 'loimy. We know of no serious difiltltles in the Lance
p~rogramn.
Mr. ANDmi.ws. What will this missile replace in outr arsenal ?
Colonel 'lmony. We are plainglt to rel)lace both the tloirest John
and the Sergeant with the Lance missile.
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Mr. ADUws. Did they have defined aboiut the same mission as this

missile?
Colonel Tom:Y.

Mr. ANmImmmys. I)o yo have any Sergeaint's in Vietnti n?

Colonel rtmBy. No, sir.
Mr. ANmDREAVS. Any Hionest Johlns?

Colonel TohwE.Y. No Honest .Jolis in Vietnam.
Mr. ANiEws. Does Honest Joih have t conventional capability as
well as an at0mic capability?
Colonel ToiFY. It has a non nilear capability.
-Mr. ANxmI.Iws. Is either Honest Johi or Sergeant in production
today?
C(;loniel Tonmy. No, they are not.
IIONIST JOHN MISSILE

Mr. M SISI-ALL. How many Honest Joliis do you have in iveitory?
Colonel Tom.w.Y There are soie battalions.
Mr. MlnSouAL' How
many weal)Otls?
Colonel LN.N. Approximately - - sir. I am not firm on that
figure.
Mr'. iMINSIIALL. The range oil that is about
miles, if I reiil-

ber correctly, maxihiilim.
Colonel

LuNN.

kiloieters with the light warhead aid

kilometers with the heavy warhead.

Mr. MINSIIATL. But it is not too acctiite.
Colonel LuNN. No, sir.
Mr. MINSHIALL. What is the CEP on an Honest Jol

mumn range
Colonel LNN. It is called i

-

at the maxi-

mil system, sir.

Mr. MINSIUALI. What does that mean?

Colonel

LrNN.
meters at 10,000.
Mr. MI. si,\iL. How would you describe the CEP, if you are trying

to hit target X? How close do you conic to it in yards?
('olonel Lt'NN. If I were shooting at 1,000 yards, I would be

yards or less fromil the target.

fIAN(E (ItUII)ANCE

SYSTEM

X[r. 1ooi1. I think there is sometliig very imi)0rtant to understand
aboit this Lance missile, and peI'lil')s it has been described to tle

colmilttee before. It is a guided missile with a gidahce scheme called
the
which was invented by oie of oi' emlIployees at Redstoie
Arsenal, the Army Missile Conifilind. This guidaitlcee scheme is exaoirdliatily
.t
simple. It. uses
. So the gmuidalnce scheme is so
inexpensive that tile cost to )roduce the rocket is not substailiaflly
larger than that of a free rocket. Nevertheless, its acctracy aliproacles

that. of the complicate inertial guidiffiee systems we iad in i 'ir
missiles like Sergealit where the cost of the guidiilce s('hepne alone
is greater
the sigiflcnlt
cost of theteclil
rocket, plls
guidhnthce for this missile
system.
It thall
is a very
advance
and one of which the
lrmy is extremely l)roud. We think it is a grand system.
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.1970 PtJNI)ING ItEQVIlfltIjtEN'r5

Aft. ANDIIEIV. YOU are r-eqUestinig the very lu'ge stum of $51.4 inilion for Lance inl fisea.1 year 1970. De6fi1i your requirement for- tis

sum,. You canl put that, in the record.
Colonel T1onEY. Yes, sir.
(Thle information follows:)
-million

will go to the contractor for missile dlevelop~ment, enginering
nulliioli Will he reqJuired for (designi, hardreiI4 lU'omi1Vmtent 011(1 testing of the adaption ktit for the nuclear warhead, and
for similar development of the non-nuclear 'varhead. $8.2 million Will provide
Heeded support from in-hionse Army laboratories, $0.9 million will support testIng at the White Rands Missille flange, $0.9 million wilt be used directly In man-,
agetnent functions by the project maimager's office and $0.7 milon will go to at
Mnunher of Cloverninent; agenese for projects support. Tile total amount is4 Iv(itired to provide for (lemigil, engineering, test hardware proviurement, and( opQI'otional ofnd engineering development testing of the entire imsile system so its to
compllete development prior to the Army readiness dote ofAnd1(hordwi'are.

-~million

(10-9I' (IIIOWTU11

MIN-.
A1fllll.ws. Wheii (1id tile Armily first request funds for Liml1('?
Wht was the estimattedl total cost. of thle (levelopilen't programs which

wits given to Congress at that,timie?

Colonel TOmn.- The original It. & 1). (-'Ost estimate was $158,0

lion. The current, esthiates tire $4120 or essentially $4810 milion71.

lmil-

Mr. ANImnws. Quite anl increase,
Colonel Tommw Yes.
Significanit additionl costs wvere, inetirred by the deiso toil
the extended orange version of the Tame, In other words, to get, a1
capability to go from the original maximumn range of -kcilolnetel's to it maximum range of
-kilometers.
M%,r. ANDiUWs. This could be also considered an II113M, could it not ?
Mr. Poon. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANntnpwvs.With lian toic warhieatdit woutldbe.
A~f r. Pooii. Yes.
TVwO l)EV.TAWMlF

1NT

I'IOomImus von i,,kcl.

General 'lMrms. This is tietulY two develoifment, programs. WeO had
the Lance, at th~at, point, in deveopment where there was still some
service testing to do, And we%tli6ii~fi tht, the tIeclini~alproblems wer'e
solved. We' were Orglng'fht they, allow us to ask the CongFress for
U ~iical dliflyhat Was described, the; miiing tif theoxlkdizer

Wit])

the fuel tha blew Ij th'ie, milssile.V
We hd tolow down and go back
ito th6 tesi
irtra1-a
matter of fact, Inoaogaalysis
efro~~~~t~~-tor
fdot.hWtoko r ay od of hat teln*1 iprbem.

1qecaiuse4 hItd lilt that pi t [th6 "deosoI wa ade'thht: we would
nott'les~t 6 ptio 0'1n'
n the versi~i ile ehlda'the stndard vet'ionthatwould be m e-ki* te MOIR
missile lnt b eorgtl
planited,~~~~~~
th
r~~ii At
a c~
I- that, by, further develvxaet ofth
emne~#h Pilole 4rilatinvely
40ir~chafiges., lye
Could wiW6kt1frwaha x~i h iva iio ont-to the ranges that
Volonel'TOe metondso h
sion was mhadein paralloeiTh 'the.
S ip'A di~to conmtMnt that we W*mt4 tho begin the development
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ofl tile extended, range Lance. So) at that point, we were really starting at
seCcond development prIun1111.
Mrl. ANl)uIws. I'ilthu jlaj )ed~( wats wh'len You rot inlto the R. & 1).
your mini as to tile (aupllity
elloet, on the .lance inissile you ('ihged
e
yout wat ed to give the iiss~ie.
Bxe rs. hat, I"riht.
epti
ihi
n)t viytlib
AlI.iNIEM. You (11 dol
except the warhead.
Oereal BEr'rs. 'We had held; upI thle developmtenit of thle warheapid
While we lookedl at, this problems.
Ali. ikNI1WS. W~,pieyou thining of in terls'Qf,. awahd
now?
General Blpvrs.' 't~he AeC(' is inl de%?el~jileit. of at. warhelihd specifi(adly for this 1i4e
thl nuIisMIPl t hat 0o1 111'0 working on
Aft eR EW Ti pllofh~f
issil6 You
stredot.10ihiw,
how wVO,) r(1 it- (101illrI' with the, -*---,.kioiieterin
It

desigil is onl thle orde( 63)
Colonel 011EVy. 'I eonive

'I

itmud.
-~a ( stillV sat~a5
'\I4it

he ~roece(
MIr. ANpU
ws.ang
The~realljv/tjat,
iflly
General B31r r.S. That is (4)lTect.
Mr. ANDRFA\%. Bult fOr 11J1-iiefI

:wIi-.)ave
upgraded
Ohi's
oe
),
pll)seiic)1ern

I

It

5a(i(iCl

(h11ntral BwrI hlat is Ilia~YIMP IDAVIS. Wha11t itme framie are we_ fI1 king about whien 11e decisionn
%%ais imade to o'hige yokir concept ?
(Oenleral Bri-rs. l eeiYbe, 107 the chAnge in,0pr~grai decision
wats Made.
C'OST (I11OWIT_"
In the fiW:Ot yearl 1066 julstificationls, thle total

cost, of
I dcAvel oi)lioll t. wats estiifitd lit W12 iion61. i fiscal year 1961
lilt1C
it wats $'218.1 milll6h. In 1968 "it wats $2LS9.8 mtill1jon. In. 199 it, was
1.6
mllin. T1his year, the
first, gh1umias, $0377.1 mnillibin and lae' 4
fIsel year 1970 'estiiato is $427.2 miillion. This is a terrilble *example
of cost, grow~th. H-ow could the Army halve been-so wrong In estinifithig
the eost, f this relatively shiort-range missile?
1'thikt You have patrially answered that quOestion..
General11 Bwrrs.118 Yes, sir,
record.
you nwr frte
Aftr. AN~mpms. Yout iiight expnon
Aft% liNwIME'S.

GCirkehl BnrMT. Yes Sir,
olws
'(Thle inlf rni

Wile there are, mny reamous' for the (*omt. gromit, anld njo way to- briefly
imti'ze them -all, there are three m1aJor. c~ntrilgiting factors. The Oire was

0.11

the decision 'to' deelop anten. d range i ersion- of Lance In' parale witthe
version, and 'the Aigequient decision'to fIMl
Originall~tlanned -kilometer
tmnvy tile extended range Model. These'two-decisionm added approximately $105i
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Comics hut) gri' tl il $3,41" ihi1llu
t oII~i
Ot
lit 4tIh ii Io ol onil lfi l%'' eh lid(l
I'uiuie 1.111litt Ili
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t oiWItS j)1'Op tied tograit
t I'le e vl)Rnt1ttI
e
from the
eil
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additional cost totaling $1I million.
rThe Army contended that thle addifl~ o 'st, would hi' ofiset by
savings fromn the utilization of atil Army facility ill Mfichiganl. With
thet great cost growth which Ihas beenl ex 120letwed Inl thtis prograitm 1
(lid tue proj ecteti offsetting saiviligs nta t11ot'iattie?
Colonl 'l'oiuny. Wet can1 find im'figure's that, will 5111)51 ant hitet' 1tltu1
am11ounit of tho Savings resulting f 1ont1 thlt,move.
Mr. AND.IM. Li1"t ti WOMl(l' yotu (lditit'lt
libeve th slitv iugs Yon
predicted whten you ptoved from biklll to Michigan?
Geuteval Bi-rivs. No sir;. I do not t hinlk titt is quite vigit. We11 do
not. have figures 1VIlAble, thalt we canl quote flit Alhow exiteti y witill
we savedl. Tilhe atgttielit, wats thlat we already have at plant ilt wihel
wte Could( HioU(e thoe missiles In MNieiganl, whei'eus4 ill 'l'exs we
would, robably ha ~'e had to build one11.
The fact. that; we did( Ilmt have
to blbh o i s at saivitg, but we (10 not, 11a,11 figures to stupplort hto\\
muhof at saving.
(Discussion oMl.Cte t'eeod.)
01W)! NAL. D)RV1tA)1'MENT1

C05'1' 0I-MTE'~NIR)

RA NOR LA N(N'

11r1. AlummEs. W11en tile prlograitl wits rtot'ieuIled to tile t'xttololl
tt'ha
was thle estintated toftl developmentt cost ? Whalt
*1111the oestlitted inlitial deployment fll~fe?
C61lo101 Tolmy.. I think Ave will, hlfvt to 1'05C1U'0I that- itswin' st
orange Latlcwo

nd Povidl it,for thle reord.
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1)1 (liielilUs 1 1lilti04,lit' pi'ogra iii i11aVery Sill i8fllt(fOty one.
Nl'. Ak NI)I1HW, 00e1014l Bett S, do yol MOWeii?
00161%]'a BI-rivlt5. 1 wolild,1itg 'e wit11 Ali' Poots,
1( t hittt Oil 11 ist'moliged 11.4 atre&of bet's thalt;
wrt. lPoott. I W~oul itd
tlips proal'Ol's do 811!). 1 iii ight' p01)11; out, thait We( (11( it hatve the
retsouri''t' to pill. oil tis )gl'anlI t-o mtippol't 1oi' 1itliallAte of alvailability. Siio Vwere not., able to put,1 enough (l IT S0ltt'Ve8 ill to
he j'og - ilong aris 'I'ist i1s it Could liiiti"V IllovCe feelifil('iily we
iiioveil
Whalt; is t he amount requested for It. & D. ill this
A1164 kNIMitI'I.
budget fors La('ce?
vs t . ilin
0e0eal01.0
Afi'. Ammmvmi~WR What is tlit' preset~ly pliiiilod total jproemsuemellt, of

TLitnee mnissile systems?

and thli tie'
Colonel TIoww. 'Ih piemeilt it Ifftoii:.1 ,.oil is batfaiii',4
-pqiip
to
savly g'oll sltjppom' v(!tflipmoiH)
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bli lioi. It lIttI.
hulii of11-11tii'/mlIioll is ai(t ' hatne
Tiz~.''h
Old-( t %%() I I-11twpijt &'i loado('I.
%vidl I N() hi tii's
ilieli hat tey. h lihts at heiviPt er101s hatter~v lutd it sel-i' e lI(evy.
I
tI I'('I
-ot' ii )5jovi ( loldl(rs, 'Illv filb% 14
til
l('yIIZI (%oo
Tile sevvv Q1(1
l ('0Ciii)l('f ('1
' l ilts 1lt 101y e
oi'glitiiiIonl for II'v 5Ql'-'l(L h)111
fli'lned 111).
((soil i

I-efiiilig
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%vith t %v)missiltes 1111d(1f h iitIIIII'hioi.1P
01e
F,-ni~s.I
it -I'rue it tia kes foil I' ti-lick vellii'I( to hi ititelli
A11,

(1:hI' I ~'i.~No , it til u-1S ou11-a'ck v'elliIvh to lat iiehi a1missile.*
a( Il111( eve'ythiilir"O
h -1i.'
Mr'. AmmIutEs. I 'e11(1 lig til

Arlo" A\.NDIuii-i

111 o11h10'- WOI-di, yolu will, 1)i ve oile t rack v'eh h'e w itl
1,11U tivIIissiles oil it autifi tis 1IIIl tl16'-0 iS to it'?
' loildt'i'
Colol~Q '1ToitIn. 'thlat is (Ilie I i'1pll t el.It

t,%%o

Me. Pooti. TIliitt is tile t'0lI)1ly 1-01ehl&.
Nt.o N'W1. 'It( I' .4Ii)Ily 'h'lt ii .2 lidlit loll 1tvissiles.
Colollel Toiny, Yes~, tit' hitl)(. it self cli i1'its 011P'14 tiI('0. miissil it i
IN[['. A ?NJittm1V. Roafly to go '?
Ye si'..

Colonlel Tolmy.

Mr. 1ooit. With this very s1impl)e guldantle selienie you (d0niot. need
any radar or' ainythlnV. Y u fire the tiling like field artillery. 'Plus
that we talked Ibo(ut, the first (lily or So, thiat onle missile is
tithe TOT of coliventioiatl 11t'tileuvaletit to somelthling like it
lr withi (ho Older kdid of shell. It is at very Iimpressive wily of gettilig
very quldk artillery Support.
Mr. Axwumws. You1 tire talking Id)out, ('onvoi 0ii iitl WelitIOl1s.
Mi.. Poot. Yes. Th'le efficient- us8e of iolivi'ltoiid 11iiiuitiolns is vei'v
1111. Amps Moe iv ould this Lanice missile system be deployedi'?
Thow fav hac of your forward troops would the system he deployed
Colonel Tommy,' It could he deployed is filr forward ats thec liglit
artillery positions, which'would lbe oii the order of 1,f500 to 2,000 nieters
beChind the foiarc elements anfd back as far ats maybe 10 miles.
COST 11I V svs'r
Ail

Aft. ANmirms. Whatt is tlio estimated l)Io('urieent cost, of thio averlage Lance missile, system? Wh~enu we saty system, I widerstand you to
mepan tile laimoching vehicle and the auxlhnry t'ehiole that hals two
tih'illssiles on it. What else would you'haipe in the system?
Colonel Toiiiy. We like to look at the system as it complete battalion,
its I described it before. The complete battalion, $28.8 Million with the
Titne peculiar items., That is -three firing batteries of six launchers.
So for one system complete It would-be one-sixthv of $28.8 million or a
littleover $41/,q million,
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III flight tests to dafte~, lilts thle Iiliil-ly of the Iiiissile bl )siu'
hat the l)IIli~l1)11 wi) hIelid wYouh] (%effetethi e enough to Just ify tihe
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(1oloniel 'IkurmV TPhe Navy is

hiot 1)Ilt

iipatlng at- ('11s timle Ill the

Mr'. ANDREWS~'u. Wha'llt is the10 Stlatls of the elvoi't. to develop a1lightweighlt 111('1011i6 wa)'heal for J.0111liPe?
(olontel 'i'oanv. The A EC is lustively engaged ill t he del2'QOI)1i~t
of it wi'heiui. Wve 111-e (iel'topii1 tletliig Sytem for it,.
Mr.16 ANDREWS, Is it COrrect tfa
-iihion of tihe $51 .4 million
)'eqluestedl is for this effort?
coone rotmy. 'ies.

Mr. ANDIIlAV1. Is thle XMI-188 war'head1 the only inounulear war]lead to b)0 used(onl Lamce?
Colonel T1oloiw. We have ait rct ice warhiead anid it, ellilmk'al warhead mi11d01 development ill aldditionl to that.
Mr. Ammmm~s. D~o you still estiite that after 1970 at total of

will (olmpht'te the (l vl]opmiift of this wariiheaid?
LANC', SSTVwM IlIEA(1'IOX

'ri

Rm

Mr11. Awmmmis. From your test program to late, what (10 you estimate will be the reacetioin titne of thle Lance systemI
General Bvrs. It hals demonstratted it
minute daylight reaction time and
inute night reaction time.
Mr. A Nxmmivs. Is that good?
General BnIT'r. That is good for amissile system of this size.
Mr. ANimm~s. After P-ershingi had supposedly completed levelso
ment,. we spent mililos giving Perslhig it quick reaction caIpabAIhiy.
Will this b~e avoided with I ance ?
0eneralt BF'rors. It is rather hiherenit inl the design of the system.
In other wvords, each launcher. is rea dy to go. What we did with
Pershimg wvas to increase the ability of the taifctia unit to launch till,
its missiles with more simultaneity. If we decided to' put the Lance
battalion configurationl that every missile wats cilrried onl a,blcher
it would itictease the price. But. there aire no such plans at the present'
timae.

IUNI)S
RtEDUCT1ION IN 19 0961

111r'. ANihIrV. T hie Arm'iy 1'eqtiestC(1 $4o) uillioni foe Lance il ii5(l~l
Io la Sic(tliilly apllied. Whait w'as the 01llect 1l4
1969. Only V34.9 mill161

the $5.1 inullion redutifon?
Colonel Toi'r. n1Iis reduct iOn delayedd the start of thle live-rinig
engine testing apjproxitmtely 4 muonthis. We( have several items to pit
ill fihe Weord.
(The inforiat Ion1 follows :)
Additionl offeets Include jpoktponitg even 2-ing eugitie flight,

idn

de-

t itefstonep A iseni unii fiseal
fora'itg iniprovemilts oil Lilie tomt falfiti
y'ean it01O, ter-11nitinig (teveloioji~eit of' it flodder systeml tim it miflp olu)5)ttion

for ilevelopil lollt of' theIl'tiotitot' priogi'itlmorg' thet (ollilet. Stijioi't testl Set. and
trial cost III the yeari' hevotiti tiseal yeai
it backup alev'~olIU'tt''. 'I' 1141(11
1911) will be $8.8 mi11ll.

Mr. Aiimms. If it general r'educt ion is made this year, i'ilapt
of the $51.4 million requestedl plhibIly be deferehl
General B~wis. It. is hard to make till est iniate where we Nvould hiave
to take ouri decreases if in fatt the budget comes out. tt less that this
level, If history is ainy example, the decrease in Lance funds ]last;,
year' was in responseo to the eXp)Cndlftiriestrict ionls that, had heeti
p~laIced oil uts. So it Could till~I~n
Alt. Aximn-mW$. D)o you hiave firmins to spend $1.4 nilllon requested in 1970 oni the Tiance priogrtim
general Bprrors, Yes, we do.
Mr.() Axpimms. D)o you consider it-, to be of such priority that, if the
$51.4 million, request was cut, would you then plan at reprogram ing
effort to keep) the Lance program going ait tile $51.4 million?
Me. Poon, I do not, thin Icwe can answer that at this time, Mir. Cha1irmanm. Ut would clearly depend onl the overall budget level. Wle wold
have to see that in order to know whether we could reprogrami up1 to
the fll] amfiount. It is of gr-eit ilottwe. We would like to dto it at. the
i'evoinniinded rate. Bt if the Ibudlget ats at whole is seriously reduced,
Lance maliy have to take its Alfre.
Me. ANmiurws. I do not, know whether you call say this program
was designed for Vietnm,1 but you say the missile would be very efi hp rograms4 the
fectivye anid useful hIIVieltnm YVou have given Vietna
I~ ~ ~~ 's W' 1ve.
ha
I might say that ats we were reduced f rom
out'v request roughly $2.1 billionl dol~ii to thle $1.8 billion in. the Pm'eside'nt's budget, Avo'dl d mot. reduce this itemn.
Mr. Amnitmws. What did, fthe other -body do in the authorization bill
foir Lance?
General Blpars. As farias I know it, wats not (l'anged.
M r.,Axnmuhs- Are there any Iquestlops onl Lance?

USE~ OF" LANCE IN VIE-1TNABI

in, what, you would utse this isMr. Ruorns. Yes , I ani itrted
Bile fbr invietnani.4
General B1ims. It is it good tiPersonnel weapon.
Mr41. AwnnwS#'But, whly would you utse at missile when you have nerial
suipersiority antd loIt's ofairfti
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Mr. IPoon. We arte Mill th(le I10.ii-mf&tor guls InI Vieftam 4iu a
Illost i'Cilllidflblt' way. I tfiil( it wo(uldli110 hit ve o('cri'e d to Ine t ht
hlis long-'11fl ge a ii i levy was of! reat11 it , il Vi lnnt, and yet I have
Ibteil told t1h1t it hils beenl very sitccesstuil to.I lit odi('(t loll ol011d jtuU(ires$'H andt~ 1i1i g ol ti s sort. They useP it by patt rols fluldfiltarget s oh'
opp 'itlIII111sotlg t ~u.''I LI.l(e syst emll ( 1 11111 (el'ifily ntot siieit would evet' get to V iet lil~ti4---('til jperfoloinl thait r'ole
ver'y wvell.
Mr. lliioni"S. You a11. pretty suife it, won't get to Vietnliti, llveltt vol ?
Mlr. Poolt. I tililik1 it is uiilfke;(ly we will have enough of tlieilti in'titne
to sei'iotisly Olilsider l'Otiug theiCI there.,O
fvol hid teil I-11111il olit ofvile'solwud
Mr.Illom..S.I

not 1)111 thenl III V1,itiui h('(lillse they liveC too expenlsive. YOUI havse air
51 ti-o1'ity. Xoul are Hot goitig to Iuse01 t lic1(e ill Vitpthit l,4
Mr,1. Po61t. W1hien we stat rted thle (esigii of Limce it, was ait ci'l of

great, (ontP()veI'sy Ii the Army w~hetlor at missile of this Sort could( ble
at (ost.-virect ve 1'epla('ellent for arItillery. We were persil5midod tiat it
indeed ('01)1(. TPhe )lilllhtU of people 1'eqilhtod to dol ive' at heavy (~ti'
aleit of t TOT-one sudden fiv'e oil it target-is eiionn'tiiOily rediw(e(1
tdllrmigh the'luse of Lanlce since onle missile ill onle shot eai (10 solltllilhg
tubes of artillery could do.
like what,s nlg (ionvelltiat afhitin itioll'?
I
Mr Hims
iottids, You 1111(esi'sad tt this has
Mi'. JPootI. I Tsinlg c)1'toi
we (li5tls5ed lut te first. (lays. So it, covers at
-thalt
oile of those
qui1te largo airea, Ill ouie shot, It lias the ol)i'ils adlvailtage of surpI)Ise
Mid1( great pre('isiln. There Is no0 need of at spottifigr roun1-d So the target,
IA(' nolletely unlwar'ned wheil It Comeis ill. I till it is unlik11ely we
('0111( get tileili IC)Vietlii butt if they were there, it w~outld he very
Iusef Il.
VoIl(' 1' 0)1
Mr. Rhlom.4. If -you could pipolit the locations of 11Iiiolo
s4ort of ('(lteri likce t lluitt I canil see it.
Mfr. P~orni 0110 rl'ld tithes e'lIre of it.
1oa1 a,011
001101-11 I HrrS. W1e OXteild thle applIidIton -of sCIsoI's foe rno
Ii tell ige('e It coitld w~ell hle that coupled with it Ibload areaoi wea jpol
Iike this we light finid a very Ctl'tet le ('oIll hmt Itll. I (10 not sily thalt.
as Olannfed lpt'oiosl,$but c6eltaviilh onle that wte will cofiide

fu:'1thei- qutestlouis onl Lanice? If njot., we will
th
MI A xNMI~S. Ar dere,
take utp 11,018h11ng.
further61 developlltt of
Th,
le fiscal year 1970 l'qetof
-*

-for

Ii' I"ershling' ntissiloe systemis
Colonel 'I lil.,

MrIi.

hen will you he through Ivitdi the I10-i'stiig pr'oW~'~l~',~

giaii?
Colonel rceumn. Fiscal Year' ---

wvill ('Ol11plete tile pro"gill.
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COST OF It. & I). P1I(IA1M

Mr.ANIEws. Put in the record how ilch you ha'Ve spent to dhtle
o this pr'ograll in It. & D., and what you expect tie a alnce of the
)ro1rl'1 to cost.

(ile information follows:)

The fuNid extended on the bosic olnd Improved Perslitig are $559.3 millioll.
Th baltnce Includling fical year 1070 fumds Is expected to be
tillllin.
EDUCATI ON I N 1000) FVUIDS

Mr. Axniuws. The fiscal year 19060 request for Pershing was for
$12.8 million. What effort was deleted by the reduction to $9.6 million
You can put that in the record.
(Tie information follows:)
The level of effort In the special test I)rogain was'n
reduced for fiscal year 1169
and th length of the program was extended Into fiscal year 1971.
PEIIS! I INO MO)IFICA'rIONS

Mr. ANDREWS. What relationship exists between the funds requested
in R.D.T. & E,, for Pershing and the $13.5 million In the fiscal 1070
PEMA budget for Pershing modifications?
Colonel 'ronmy. We do not have that relationship with the PEMA

program. If we could supply that for the record.
Mr. ANDREWS. Very well.
(The information follows:)

$5.1 million of the $18.5 million PEMA funds are set aside to purchase modifications determined necessary and developed In the special test program. The
modifications will harden the Pershing system to the electromagnetic pulse environment. The remainder of the PUMA funds Is associated with modifications
to correct shortcomings In the overall system.
DEVEINOPVENT COAT

Mr. ANjDFwVs. How does the presently estimated total development
cost of Pershing of million compare with the original estimated total development cost?Colonel Toimx. We cannot identify the $497 million figure you
quote, but we believe this to be the cost for the basic system. It is the
right ball park for that number but does not agree w'ith our specific
number.
Our records indicate that the R. & D. for the basic system costs
$518.3 million. Our estimate to convert the Pershing system to the
P-lA configuration for the quick reaction alert, role was
million. This estimate is valid and we anticipate obligating
million
for the P-1A program.
Mr. ANDREWS. in fiscal year 1966 after the QRA role for Pershing
had been established, the total development cost was estimated to be
$497.1 million. Why has this estimate been exceeded by
- million?
Mr. Poon. That pior answer I think was addressed to this question.
Colonel ToBEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something else in the record about it.
General BETTS. I think we have to sort out the difference between
what was the basic program and when we introduced the improved
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program and whether or not these nliii)es d(id not get mixed up 11loig

tile line. We will correct that.

(The inforniAtion follows:)

We cannot identify tho $497.1 million figure. Our records Ilndlcato tile basic
I'ershilng system R.D,T. & 1. cost was $518.3 uillon. The origlil e(5itnlet to
convert Pershing to the P-1A configuration for the quick reaction alert role
for lniiliiattll'rAl-millioli
million. Tie renmfider Includes
was
inllioi for penetration aids not Included In any
tlon of components and
original plilt.
SIE(IAL TENT PRO(Ill,\3[

Mr. Arw4JIEns. Describe the Pershing's special test progratl.
Colonel Tonty. The Pershing spec al test program is designed to
test, the vulnerability of Pershin equipment to1hi0h yiel(l, outside the
atmosphere nuclear explosions. rest results will Ge analyzed 1ind the
modi nations necessary to protect, against thuis kind of phenomena will
be introduced into the P-1A system. This is the so-called electromagnetic pulse. These tests are conducted at Orlando, Fla., by the plant,
and they have a high single electrical cable type wire of ahotit 100
yards in length wlch they pulse with proper amounts of electrical
current, and they get a reading on thie actual Pershing equipments
and can test, its vulnerability to the electromagnetic pulse.
)ESCIIIPTION 01.1 MHISSIE,

Mr. ANDEVS. Tell us what the Pershing program is and what its
mission is and something about the characteristics of the missile.
- nautical mile system
Colonel ToBEY. 'rile Pershing is about a
- miles.
maximum range, with a minimum range on the order of
It is a two-stage missile. It is launched now from the erector latmcliers
that are truck -drawn on wheels as opposed to the track vehicle we had
In the basic Pershing program. The ground support equipment consists of the erector launcher I have just described, a programer test
station which does all of the computation of the fire mission, keeps
track of the missile on the ground, and a power station that provides
the power for the missile and the program test station.

Mr. ANDREnws. What is the mission of the missile?
Colonel ToBY. The system is on quick reaction alert in Germany
now, and a prescribed number of the missiles are in a ready to fire
condition 24 hours a day around the clock, 7 days a week.
Mr. A4DRews. It is an IRBM?
Colonel Tonny. It could be classed asan IRBM.
Mr. ANDREws. What type warhead does it carry?
Colonel Tonny. It carries a ntublear warhead.
Mr. ANmarws. What about conventional?

Colonel ToBEY. It has no conventional warhead.
Mr. AN sREws. It takes the panic button to push it.

Colonel ToBEY. That is correct.

SPECIAL THST PROGIIA

Mr. AnDREws. The fiscal year 1969 Justification indicated that the
special test program would be essentially completed in that year. The
fiscal year 1970 justification states that the special test program will
continue. Why?
86-554--69-pt. 5-20

4(10

Colonel ToIIEY. This' is it test, program that.' i leadoff in thle military
services-all three services-for systems of this type against the EMP
or elect romlagnetic pulse. We tire flindinig that there is not very much'l
known about this ait this time. We1r, finding out more ats we go along.
The P~ershing is the test vehicle for,this, if I can use that term.
Mr. Aximtaws. The Alir Force has spent nillIions onl this inl their
.M'. xw.
Is the Pershing still il rdein'
("ololley 'PomW. CuIt'l-odi(t ion oIf td11 gri'On( supplort (4]ijlffiet
i the P1-A c~(onifigurationl is
v~eta~
complete,' anid they are. i thle
process'~ of trading the equilpiets to I4.hit
rope. T lilt priogiiiii, his heotiii
this mlonthl.
IN IVI1NT1iy

IQIiI?1E'S

Mr. Aximnmls. Have yout completed the missile inventory ?
( olo)Woy 'P1E.The, inventory wits completely but there is An aldd iIotlil bli of Home
adlditiolill missiles. 1 1111 l ot, surie Nvliethoi
those ilr1' al for thle Germafi or whether we have some. I id~erstii id
tloqu itre,oi 's, 1T.S. Arm m'lv
issi k's.
Mir. A
11tiws.Wht
doesthisimissilec(ost ?
('oloney Totnvy.-.
Colonel ToIWy. Marltinl ill Orlan1do is the while conitraetoi'.
Mr. ANiimmws. Are they made. in Orlando
('oloney TIOI)EYl. Yes, ;it.,
Mr. ANintuws. Wiit is tile raUte of pl)O tt ol ?
('oloney T()iIE. I do not have that. I (cain suipply that for the record,
(Thle information follows:)
PI'oditioi of thel oriltiml mfissilem Wis at the rate of is~siles
j)aim~ttli jrodiiidioi raite for the jiflofitIil ii5h( puvielnse Is -

'he

pier muonith.
MIr. ANDREWvS. You liave ain additional requirement for
(1 oloney TouEr. Tihalt is eoi're(C

per iiolitli.

iistle's

SPECIAL TEST PRO(IRIM

Mr. Poni. Mr. Chairmani on this s pecial test~ program, I got tile
impression from at question you feared we night, not complete it ill
timle to Iproteet the miss"les properly, the Problem in EMIP or electromlagnletic pulse is that a large nutlear weapon set, oft' I lerhials ltman
Miles 11away, or matny tells or even hultdreds of miles, w1il Il)rodlce, a lig
electric field over the whole battlefield. This hifs thie effect of, kniocking~
ot telephone lilies, communication 'Ihi Its, and various tlhiks of this
sot ou are quite, correct ini your statement thatt the Air Force hafs
donte-a great deatl of work'iti electrotfingnetic pulse hardenfing in1thle
Minuteman installation. In the Pershing system its v'ultneramblity is
nd things of that sort~as the system is deploy ed. So the tests
that. are nowA1going1 on will show uts thd special itle pOinsoYunr
ability to. such an
lielectr-omaiignetic disturbaince.
A's 'we fitid ithemi we cam Add tippropf)Nate -'to the system t
kitid of threat.
thi's
y ve' low cost to'hardeni it. agaihst
n'Iesuiabl
1*ulit is w)itatis now going on.-
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I X-I'IA0

IT I'tIE1dWi1I1tiy

Ale. ANI)IIEws. Whatt kdiid ol
ill t he t est ,p 7 ograi ?

'coi'l

have you malide foi- lershir

Colonel Toiu~v. Thle te'st' j)t'OgN11n for Per-Shing has beenl veOry, V'ery
successfuul. We are ridini ow oW
01 ll ini-flight r'eliab~ility of nearly
lereleit which is 11m1ong thle hlighesti of the nmissiles that
1(110w

of.
Atw.

That is good?
Colonel Tl'iEY. Yes, sir. It Is very accura-lte inl inl-flight relilability.
We hope that the preflight reliability' will be0 imptoved with17the P1-'A
INTi.

C'OMPONE1NT1 I MPR'lVEMENTS

Mr. A NI)IIEwH. WItt itmissie oli~tpollllt ilfljrov'Cihot s will be in it iat ed ill 1970?
Colonlel TIoil;.wi. WeO hope to initiate the(%
Mr.NDIIWN.If
I ( 11 such wonlderfill success ill te.4ti1)g these
mtissiles, perveiit. why (10 ymU 1)00(1 to t'otit ile 1'(1XPivt'l a00d de'A'lo1)1t1Ctlt 0)11 the missilee,
What aire You Shooting at-10) percent?
Colonel 'i'oBEy. Yes, sir.
(COST) OF COMHPONEINT 1IMIKAEEN'rS

Mr. ANimv.-ws. At what cost i 1970 and ait w~hatt httl cost have these
Com po)1tell t hlllrOVtfehts resulted ?
Colonel Toimy. lIn fiscal 1970 we halve to spend
million ohl
hese components, anld fiscall 1971, -mlillionl, anid that is the 011(1
of t hat improvement prlogt'ani.
Mr. ANDJiEws. WN-hy must thle power' stations undergo ail improvemnt; progain? Whatt aire its deflc'eimic ls and what is the estimated
total cost. -of the I~ower statioft itti)roVem'fellfs mi olnp"Ilited?
Anmwer the first part of that question niow, if youl canl, anld supply
the other for the record.
Colonel Toitu The power station is it very comlplex 1)0cof lpOwel
equtipmont that suppj'les compressed alir, air--conditioneod air, two or
thr-ee V'oltilges of electriktal lifter, and DC ats well its AC l'oV Ir.It is
lIackaiged Ii a ery tight ('0111 mli'tmit made tiecsessitry by title room11
thalt was aVilahble onl the track vehicle. These co1moents catn be repackaged to help1 with thlell
inmtenanlce anid upgrade the reliability of
this critical elemelnt, of thle system.
(Thle iniformattion followss)
'I'm (-omt of the l)OWOI

sttih))

1111'O'O011t't1ftR Wi11ll

bo lt

-

mnit

Mfi. ANDuIivs. I guess you wiihl havye N'itij you f rom now onl the problem Of ma itenac a000fnd close inlspection of these missiles to determine
that when the button -is, pressed the missile, will go.
Colonel Town'- Yes, sir.
UEAOTON TIME

Mr. Azibmwo. What reaction time hias been achieved with PershingI
How, long at.fter arriving aft it new site can Pershing be effectively
firedI
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Colonel ToREY. The reaction time of the Pershinig wheln it is in
position thoroughly Checked out isilifiltes. This means tht
in its (lay to day environmelit, it, can fire on -minutes' notice
and has done so in the shakedown operatlioial test.
Mr. ANDi,,ws. That is good?
Colonel Toin.. That is very good. This represents a decrease of
(ountdown time from -mntes to minutes. The time
to put the Pershin'g in position is not (citival because in the QUA
role they
awdthey
. It has beei donle in an little as
(ONTRiA(I'l

FOR ( 1OMiVONENTr 1MPIlOVErPN'T

Mr. ANDREWS. With whom would you contract for (omponent iml)rovement and power station improvement? Would it be with the
prime contractor or with the vendor of the component?
Colonel Topm.. The prime contractor in this case, because he packages the complete power station.
CO(T 1 O

SPECIAL

TEST

iPROOiAM%

Mr. ANDREWS. Martin Marietta was awarded a $1,739,07,r cost. 1)lus
fixed fee contract for conducting the special test program . Is this the
total cost of the special test program ?
Colonel TonEr. I would think it would not be the total cost of the
special test program,
for fiscal 1970.
SpIlVIClls OF C(OL. IIOiVI1T V. KANIE

Mr. ANDitmWS. Are there questions ol the Pershing system? If not,

I have been informed that our old friend, Col. Bob- Kane is leaving
tomorrow for a new assignment at the Presidio and beforee closing
we would like to take this opportunity to thank him for the many
services that he has rendered members of this committee. It has been
a pleasure to have you with us through the years, Colonel, and I hope
that you will enjoy your next assignment as budget officer at the
Presidio.
Colonel KANE,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have much enjoyed my
associations with this committee and with the members and the extremely competent staff of this committee. I learned more in the last
couple of years thmai I have in my Army service before. This has really
been a great experience.
Mr. MiisrrALT,. You havve done a great job, we are proud of you.
Mr. AzDmws. Good luck to you, colonel Kane. The committee will

stand adjourned until 10 o'clock Monday.

MomD.y Jur- 14, 1969.
Mr. Wii-rEN. Gentlemen, the committee will come to order.
We shall Iresume the hearings on the Army fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. &.
E. budget request.
LAN1D CoIBmnvr SUPPORT SYsTM

(LCSS)

You are requesting $5.7 million to continue the development of the
Land Combat Support System which is to provide automatic electronic test equipment for general and depot maintenance of Army
I

.4(3
si five-t 0-sit rfice3 miissiles. A' total of' $5l2 inlIli-on has already ben
speni't ill this etlort. Wltit is theO esth11)itted total d0e'Clolpinont c"ost ol
equtiiit which. will support Lanc'e, 'Tow, Shillehagh, aid Drigot
(Io'ueril lhii As wet pr1ojec(t thle LCSS p)rograla, fit, this tunie tilie

11,i1Y .1point olf Al vr.
l
est inltedl cost to ('onipilete is - - iii1l16h htit
represented by tile
capability
balsic
thle
(i 1,1116n, having pt'ovide1
Lanlid Comlbait Sujport. Systeml tilhat l)0l'ilits uts to Ilse 111itoinilic: dataf
tes5t- 11idtllohkolilt oil (oliiJ)I0x sy'5tetyls, WCe vOull
I11ope
WlONIeSin1g for' thlegoes
h),y with relatively t1uitwt0' nlidificalt Ions to fltt;,
that ats time
lasi(' system It (call 1)(1 adallpted to tilhe loest anld elle('kOllt of ally neow
'omiple'x system Htt comes into thle Armyr inventory.
IM
v' WII~''. Wile('l will thle It. 1). 'I'. & 1F. effor't.b)0 otl lpted ?
Colonel LAvmn. It is est tinted it will 1)e completed inl fiscaf 1974.
11i'. Wi11.irmx Is it. yam'l inltentionl that it single test set will be able
to support, the tot' issciles, Lance, '['ow, Shillelaigh an1d D1,11ag1 I?
C'oolnel LjA-.fl. jes: atSiiglP test Set Will 111)1)0 t'all toul'
(II) PtiVIMTN('ASEi)
FISCAL VEMt 1i)m

TiriEN
1he fiscal 1095 budget requested $1.9 mlilliont for this
Mrt.
pi'ogi'ain. T1hie fiscal 1970 Justification mindk~ates that $7.8 million was
lictuially planned for MO15. Wha11t is the basis for. this large inerealse
sit
ll 1969?
(Nolollel LA-31B. WVO had s0ome diflietilties thait cameU ot dill-ing ET/ST

anid additional fiffds were required to correct, (ho deficienicIes that. wveak
diseov'eted in the ET/ST of I lie set.
Mr. WViu'rmPN. Wheoe did yourv funds come f romi?
,Colonel LAM i. The ireprogramhing wats just short of $6 million, $5.3
million.
Mr. WimmN. Is that, aill the money that you actually used ?
Colonel LAM B. Yes, sir; thaft is the money wve actually used in LCSS.
I do nlot kniow the exact source of the funds.
Mr. VIwir'N. Sulpply that for the record'.
(Tile informiltIon follows:)
in fisCill year 1008, $1.9 mnillof wits retluested for LOSS and approved by Con.
gress. Subsequently, $1.9851 million wits added to the fiscal year 1068 funds for a
total of $3.885 niilion: Trie additional funds were reprograined front program
elemntt 0.21,00.A, environment ($0,2851 miillion) ; prograff element 0,.27.03.A, airborne surveillance and target acquisition ($1.420 million) ; program -element.
0.27.104.A, ground surveillance and target acquisiton ($0.080 mnilloii): and1(
0.460t1A, infantrxy supporting weapons ($0,200 million . In llscal year 190), $2.5
million was requested for LOSS an(l approved by Conigress, Sub~sequenitly, $5l.3
million was added to fiscal year 1969 by reprograining action fiscal year 1009-2
(DO0D No. fiscal year 1969-28) for a tothd of $7.8. million. 'This action was the
fiscal year 1969 omtnibus reprogramning action totailig $74 million and a specific
source of funds cannot be related to LOSS.

General Bvrs. It, was p)art of our omnibulis reprograming as submitted to the commiittee.
Mm'. WitrrF.N. The PEMA budget, includes $30.9 million for the
land-combat support, system. How many sets w~ill this buy?
for
ColohtelI LAMBu. In fiscal year 1970 we woUld plan to buiy
thle $30.9O million.
Mr.'WITM'rN. What missiles will be supported by these sets?
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BEFORE DEVELOPMENT

COMPLETED

Colonel LAMB. The Shillelagh and the Tow, initially, will be supsets.
ported l)y these

Mr. 1 IrEN.
The descriptive suinary states that the basis for
estimating the cost to complete this developmeiit is not firm. This
would seem to indicate that proclrement is premature.
General B.-rts. No, sir. I think it comes back to my comment that we
would plan in the future by relatively minor adaptation to make this
capability available to handle otler complex systems as they may come
into the Army inventory at a later time.
Mr. W11l'rEN. How many sets have already been funded and how
many deployed?
Colonel
There have been
sets funded and
sets
deployed.
Mr. WnIII'rEN. Why should so many be proctired before completion

of the R.).T. & E. program?
Colonel li ,\Bi. The land combat support system, as General Betts
has sai(ld, provides support for four sys-ttms and we have to field the
land cohAbht. support system as the systemw become available. Shillel igh
is the first oie to be ottt of 1. & I). and in the field. So the land comblit
support system has to be fielded to supp rt Shillelagh. For example,
we have one in Japan to support the Sheridans in Southeast Asia.
General BE.rrs. We might poiit out that the capability of this
system for Shillelagh has been demohlstrited by test so that we have
no misgivings abofit whether or not it will fiction properly in that
role, even though we are going on with the further adaptation to
other systems.
Mr. WjIu-rJN. How is it. possible to design a testing system prior
to completing the development of the missile system that you are

to test? I have in mind tle Lance and the Dragon missile systems, for
example.

General BE-n-s. We are ableto block out the design of what it is we

want withinthis system to htndle new systems as they come through
the development and test cycle, but before we would field a land
combat support system and the additofiil equipment thift relates to
test and-checkout of a patiilair missile, we will have gone-and in
the

ast We have gone-into adequate testing of prodition missiles

of that kind.

Mr. W 1TrMN. But how would you go about designing a test set for
the lane -missilewhich is still uufider develpmIti6t?
Mr. Poon I tink I can 'omhI-ent o: tha alittle bit, Mr. Chairman.
The land combat support system, while it iscompcIc"ted and auto. you use to
mated, is very much like the kind Of test eqidffihulikt
check out your television set at home. It has instruments in it that can
measure the performanfie of components in a missile system. Now, in
the Lance guidance system, for examfiple, essentially all of the critical
components are already defined and this equip ment can be used not
only for testing the missile in production and in the field but it also
can be used for determining how the weknow
thifg works
during engineering
what components are in
service tests, that sort-of thitig. Since
the missile that need to be measured thn we can defile pretty well
what kind of programing, software, and what kind of end instru-
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ments measuring equipment to feed into the land combat support system we need to support Lance right now, even though tie decision to
field Lance in its final configuil'aton has not yet been taken.
So it is that sort of thing. You need the right kind of measuring
gear.
DESCIIPTION OP TIlE LAND CO3AT SUPPORT SYSTEM

Mr. RHoDEs. Before we leave this topic may I ask a question?
Mr.W1T1i'EN. Mr. Rhodes.
Mr. RtHoDEs. Would you care to describe what you are trying to do
by this Land Coffibat Support System? How does it work?
Mr. Poo. lWe are trying to make the job of field maifitenance a lot
easier than it is now.
Mr. RHODEs. How does it work; would you describe that, please?
Mr. PooR. The system consists of a programer-comparator central
gadget that can tell, by hooking the device up to the system under test,
whether the parts in tile system are in or Out of tolerance. Now, the oldfashioned way of doing it was to take a man with a voltmeter to go in
and plug into the equipment and do it step by step. As guided missiles
become reasonably complicated, it is a lot easier and takes a lot less
people if you can hook compuiter-controlled test equipment ip to the
system under test, which will quickly sort out for the operator those
things he needs to fix. It is the application of that kind of new technology to the testing that the Land Combat Support System is
intended for.
Mr. RhoDEs. Of course, if you don't haVe all four of these inissies
located at the same place you can't support all four systems, can you?

Mr. Poon. I think you can. We have subsystems of the Land Coin-

bat Support System that interface specifically with the missiles in
question and at the depots, of course, you have the whole system and
you can bring the missiles to it.
Mr. RrODES. How many of these systems worldwide will we have
to have?
Colonel LAB. Sir, we have a requirement for
Mr. RhODES. How much per copy arethey when you get to procure-

ment?
Colonel LAMB. If you take this yea's buy of
they are about
per copy. That is $30.9 i1illion in PEMA and we are getting
sets. They run cheaper-foi' fiscal year 1971 we plan to buy
and it comes down to just about I
per set at that rate.
Mr. RHODES. Are these missiles tested when, they leave the depot
for the field or are they tested While they are in stock ?
Colonel LAMB. The missiles primarily are not checked by the Land
Combat Support System. It is the electrical equipint an6d elctrooptical itn electromechfihical eqtilp fit necessary to fire the nis§1e.
For examlo'e, on the Sheridan vehicle thitias tlht would. bp cibecked
would be the black boxes on the vehile itself, not the Slillf"avh
missile, The Shillelagh missile iq clieeked at the depot whn iued
to the unit and it is ready to fire. It is not checked by thre Laii'd
Combat Suiport System.
Mr. RHiODES. The tanks are presmaihtbly iii the fled?
Colonel LAAMB. Yes, sir.
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I r. 1li|ODiEs. Where is tie coml)tter?
Colonel LAMB. At the general stjl)Ot or depot level.
li'. Riioni:s. You have to bring the tank in to the depot to be
(checked?
Colonel LAM1n.Or the black boxes which are faulty.
General BETrs. You see, at the organizational level they have a
mainteflance ca)ability but not a maintenance capability of such coiipetency that it could go into the individual parts of the system and
correct them. They can find out that a subsystem is not working
properly. If it.
is bad enough that they can't do anything about it
they will pull it out and send it,
back to the depot and get another
black box to put in its place.
Mr. RmroIs. Could this same type of system be used to check similar
equipment on aircraft?
General 1riTTS. Yes, sir. And it may well, if we get the Cheyenne
in the system, may well be used in s'lpl)ort of the fire control and
other elements of' the Cheyenne system, although that is not yet
detgrml1ed.
NI

COST' NFI'E("riVFNlss STUDY ('(MPIaE'EJ) ON Y.('S4

Mr. RiJoI)ES. How do you determine the cost effectiveness of a system like this as against the old system, its you described it, of just
having a man with a voltmeter go around and manually checking it?
General 13E-rrs. We worked out an analysis of what sort of maintenance structure would be necessary at. a depot to do the old way
as compared to doing it with this kind of equipment.
Mr. RHODES. Have you done a cost effectiveness study on this
system?
General B 'rrs. I am not personally familiar with it. I am sure we
have justified it.
Mr. RtloDFs. Will you furnish for the record'the cost effective data
on this system?
General BETrA. Yes, sir.
(The information followss)
A formal cost effectivetiess stUdy has not been conducted on the LCSs. However, the Justification for the mUltIsystem test equipment approach of LOSS
bas been found related to the Inherent characteristics of the Army missile 'systems. Arniy Ordninnee Corps. stUdies completed in 1958 proved that, although
(,onkguiration and methods of testing were different, approxinitely 85 percent
of the basic functidno of eachl peculiar missile system test eqittpnont are commonto all systems. It has been usual in the past to design special test equipnient p1euliar to each missile system. This practice brought about an expensive
ullpliity of simllar test eqipinent, a lack of Uniforaity, and an undesirable
logistic burden. These early studies Included the analysis of the testing requireIoelitA for 10 nitssile systems and were the basis for the award of the inittihl
contract for development of muiltlsysteni test equiment in 1962.
,In 1965 two cost comparison studies were conducted between LCSS and'system peculiar test equipment. These studies indicated a cost comparison of $90.7
niliton for LOSS and $108 nillloni". for comparable system peculiar test equipment f6r Shillelagh, TOW arid Ltied, A similar study conducted by the 'Institlte
for Defense Analysis (IDA)"in 1066 concluded that LCS was more economical
than the system peculiar or bench, type test equipment.
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TEST EQUIPMENT
1 t'JI'ISY 'I'MI31

IIiVrrE.x My attention is called to the fact that you formerly
was called multisysteni test, equipment program. You spent
what
had
lots of money on it. and it proved seating of a dud. What is the
history of this multisystem test. equipment? How long did you have
the program in operation? I-low mch money did you spend on it?
When (lid it fail and why did it fail ?
General BE''rs. I will turnto Colonel Lamb forthat.
Colonel LJAM. In June of 1964 actually an Army study showed
that savings to the Army would result from fieldifg this minltisystemn
that you referred to, or lind combat support system. The feasibility
of the approach was established and we also knew that the larger,
muor'e complex Air Defense systems were being maintained by some
system-l)eculiar equipment that would not be adaptable to the more
mobile Shillelagh-type equipment.
Mr. WimprEN. Isn't that an indication that. you might be getting
the (art before the horse? In other words, if you spent a whole lot of
money on developing a testing system and thln it tu'nls out the missile
system is a failure, you didn t have anythliig to test. You are going
ahead and developing a test, set systenh for folit 11§ile systems prior
to ,ompleting the (levelophmlt on two of thih. What makes you believe that you will have the lance and dragon systems to test when
you get through building this expensive LCSS test equilent.?
General Mi'm-rs. I think that we can say that we got from the multisystem testing equifiet the basic tec'hnology that has led to imp~roved design which is now represented by the land combat supl)ort
system. In fact, this system has been demonstrated to work effecpltlit6use.
been that
already
i the way itI has
tively
you got somethiig out of it,
question
don't
Mr. W'lmTE.
but if I understand it correctly, it failed. You should have learned
not to do this again. Now you come along with a new system and buy

Nr.

a niniber of them before you eomiplete all your developmlint

vork.

Isn't that a whole lot of expenditure before'you know what you are
doingI

General BErs. No. I bel ie6ve we have tested out the land combat stip)ort system in fits present. configuration well enough that we know very
well what it wiil aceonplh. We have dlemonist'Ated this.
you had withthe
Mr. WHITTEX. equiieit?
test You won't have the same experience
multisysteM
General Bm-rs. As far as I am concerned, we learned from6ir failuires ii the other system and improved the design of the ladiiilonfibat
support systein accordingly.
Mr. WIIrT'TpN. Did the sets you ihtrfiised in 19(9 require modifliations Iprior to procuremeillit
. General Bvras. I suspect that they did. I Would have to confitfit th it

in detail. I would have to check that out.
(The information follows:)

The sets procured in fiscal year 1969 incorporated till modifications resulting
from priori MTE developlient and LWSS engineering tests that has been developed
at the time of contract award.
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Mr. WiITrrm. Were the niodiflcatiols made after the procurefeiit
or prior to procuremient? Did you proetIhre them On the condition thlt
modificatiois would be made or did you buy them and then learn you
had to go back and modify the systems to uimke them work?
General BETrS. I would have to furnish that. I don't know.
Mr. WI IT'rEN,. You might supply that for the record.
(The inforifittion follows:)

No known modifieation requirements were omitted front the procuirement action
for the sets in fiscal year 196). Subsequent to this procurement, additional scheduled testing and SUli1)Orted system changes resulted in the requirement for niodltications to Increase the suitability of LCSS for operation In extremely lmid
environments and to provide certain software revision to accommodate supported
software changes. These modifications are not considered unusual for this type
of development. A portion of the
sets (tactical sets only) will be retrofitted
with the environmentally modification. The software changes will be provided for
all sets.

MISSILES EXPLORATOIRY I)EVELO1MENT

Mr. Wiwr'rEw. The fiscal 1970 request of
million for exploratory development of missiles compares with $16 million in 1969
and $17.5 million in 1968. What is the basis for the
increase
over 1969?
General BFlvrs. May I tun to Colonel Tobey.
...
TERMIINAl, HOMING SYSTEMS

Colonel TOy. We are increasing
in a new project known
as terminal homing systems. This has been directed by the defense
research and engineerifng,
is to support some integrated studies
with the NATO allies on radar clutter, terrain masking and tactical
radar design in support of NATO. It is a cooperative research project. The remaining
is distributed among the 16 projects that
we have, in missile exploratory developmefit.
Mr. WmrVrTEN. Your justiflefication notes to us do not carry the
million for new projects.
Colonel TonIEY. This is added and will be added to the summaries.
It
sir,was developed since the descriptive summaries went to press; yes,
Mr. WVir rEN. How long ago was that?
Colonel ToBEY. I thihik it was MAhreh.
.... W1ITEN,
Mr.
March? You mean since March you haven't notified
the committee of any change in your budget jufidgeations? The record
shows you revised this on the 16tl of April. Why did you leave that
item out?
Colonel TOBEY. I may be incorrect on the exact date that we got
the directive from D.D.R. & E., but this is the major new item in
that budget.
Mr. Wiiirr€. This budget .whAih came down to us, the revised
budget, which was revised April 16, you asked for
extra but,
at that time you hadn't decided what you wanted it tor; is that
rgli ? You just wanted the, min yand you would then find someuse
for .it. That is the way the record seems to stand.
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Coloiiel TOBEY. Our page 138 of the descriptive summary shows
terminal homing in fiscal 1970 program. It does not break it out on the
listing on the front but it shows termninil homing, not as a separate
project.
Mr. WHITwTN. Is that your new project?
Mr. Poon. That is the new element.
Colonel TOBEY. January 13, as amendedMr. Poon. I think Colonel Tobey was in error. The additional work
on Terminal Homing was contemplated prior to that as reported on
page 138.
Mr. Wiii rEN. Where is the project listing?
Colonel Joy. It is listed on page 5 of the justification project listing
by budget subactivity.
Mr. W1ITTEN. Where is the new item there?
Colonel Joy. It is listed as part of the guidance and control for
guided missiles which shows an increase on page 15 of the budget
subactivity listing.
Mr. WTITTEN. As

-

million?

Colonel JoY. Yes, sir.
EFFECT OF HOLDING TO FISCAL YEAR 1)69 FUNDING LEVEL

Mr. WHITTEN. The fiscal year 1969 budget requested $18 million
in this area. Only $16 million was applied. What would be the effect
of keeping this program at the 1969 level of effort for the coming
year?
Colonel TOBEY. In that event we would restructure the program to
make the best utilization of the available moneys.
Mr. WmTTEN. Is that what you did.do in fiscal 1969?
Colonel TOBEY. That is correct; yes, sir.
Mr. WHITTrN. If that proved reasonably satisfactory, you should
be able to do the same thing in fiscal 19701
Colonel TOBEY. It is undesirable to cuttthis program to that degree.
It, is possibleMr. WvirrrEN. You mean, it is unpleasant?
Colonel TOnEY. No, sir.
Mr. WI-TTEN. You don't like it, or just what do you mean by
undesirable?
Colonel TonEY. There are studies and projects and supporting
research that are critical to the missile developments that will be
coming forward in the next fiscal several years.
Mr. WiwTTrEN. Let's break it down a little closer than thtt, Colonel.
What did you leave out in 1969?
Colonel TOBEY. I think we had a reduced level of effort in several
areas and I would have to provide the specifics for the record.
Mr. WIrrEm. If you know it enough to have a firm opinion on it,
it looks like you ought to know enough about it to tell us now without
having to get somebody to work up something to support your plea.
Colonel TOBEY. I don'thave the specifics.
Mr. WmTi'mN. Do you mean thAt you asked formillion last
year and spend only $16 million, and you now want the
mil-
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lion back. It seems that you are just required to say: you needed that
much or you wouldn't have asked for it in1tile first instance. You
claim that you suffered because of the reduction last year and you

couldn't afford to absorb it, but you don't have a thing to support you
here? You want to go back to the Pentagon to get somebody to support you; is that it?
Mr. PooR. Mr. Chairman, I am sure you realize that in the 6.2 class
of line item which is exploratory development, that from this comes
the beginning of new technology which appears in missiles a good
many years later. It is the seed work that starts the new technology.
The best way to assess the value of it is to go back and look and see
what of the prior work is incorporated into present missiles. Now. it
is very difficult for Colonel Tobey to assert with any emphasis taltt it
will be a disaster if we cut this work. I can tell you that as a result
of the reduced level in fiscal year 1969 we are simply not as far along
in things like the development of homing missiles, ones which you
can launch and leave, as we could have been had we expended that
effort on it. I happen to thifik that part is important. The President's
Science Advisory Committee thinks it is importalit. The ground warfare panel of the President's Science Advisory Committee has urged
us to get on faster with this kindof work. Really, all that will hlappeipn
if we reduce the level is that we will do it more slowly.
Mr. WimEN. When you say "at it reduced level" you mean at a
reduced level from your original request in fiscal year 1969. 'What we
are talking about is carrying on in fiscal year 1970 at the same level
as last year. You made a very good statement there about the necessity of developing new ideas and new technology. ExplOratory research is always essential in order to find new horizons, new techiques, new solutions, new ideas. But with the folks in the scientific
field, there is no limit to what they would like to spend on any greneral subject. The question is you have lived and prospered and pparently made progress on $16 million in 1969. Why can't you do that
for 1970, the same level? What would be the result, in measurable
terms? Now, we have heard lots of generalities but let's get specific.
Mr. PooR. I am confident we can lo something at the level of the
1969 budget. I point 'out in fiscal 1968 the funding level was $175 million. Itwas reduced somewhat in 19069 and the
million in 1970
would barely get us back, making appropriate allowance for:the increased cost of doingbusiness to the lev 'thait we had in 1968. Giaiited
this,is a general statement, iut it is dificfilt to be very much mlnre
specific. I am concerned about the import taince of doing more work on
some of the promisin1g new developments; Terminal homing is oe of
them. New electronic techniqties foi. making componentsitn missiles
whichioff'er much more reliability aid miich'sithpler, and cheaper systems in the field also come out of this program. I hope we will be able
to convince you that the proposed level of effort is prudent.
Mr. 'Wh1rrEN.-Mr. Secretary, I am asking questions without being
well grunded, as you know, in this overall matter. But where the increased cost of doing business' in simple terms means inflation,; there

/

.1
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are those that feel the only way to stop inflation is to keep your spen(ing down. If you don't, buy as mtch, if everybody keeps their spending
down to the prior level, it stands to reason that we might be able to get
back to where we were. But if we try to keep up wifh it, it is one of
those things whee the faster you try to keep up the faster the galloping horse stays ahead of you. Now, I want to make it clcar at tiis point
that we are not discussin g the necessity for the program. We are dis- million
cussing the $16 mill in which you had last year and thle
program which you want in iscal year 1970. So it is that difference
between the two that is the subject of discussion here.
MIISSILE PROPULSION

million for missile propulsion is
The fiscal 1970 request of
comparable to $12.6 million in fiscal 1969 and 96 million in fiscal 1968.
What have been some recent accoMplishiments in this area?
RECENT PROGRAMS ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Colonel TOBEY. In fiscal year 1969 we made some rather significant
accomplishments in the supporting research on missile propulsion. We
discovered and demonstrated the feasibility of a new boron com found
catalyst that increases the burning rate three times and permits the
use of casebonded internal burning grains as required by the light
assault weapon. So we have made accompliliftents that would pertain to the light assault weapon.
Similarly, we haj'e developed new components, ultrafine ingredients
that will fit into the solid propellants that will give booster engines
for the Sprint follow-on greater impulse and hence greater speed. We
have developed a polymer that reduces the cost ofr solid propellant
missiles, sold propelhlits for use in missiles. This would be applicable

to any solid system, particularly Mars, where we are looking for a low
cost system. This ingredient reduced the cost by about half.
We have developed a new class of smokeless propellants capable of
increasing the range of missiles appreciably and these would be particularly applicbie to the missiles that have to work and live in the
forward areas of the baflefield, the advanced air defense missiles, for
example.
SCRAM4JET ENGINE APPLICATION

Mr. WIirrrox, Of what value was the work on Scramjet engines

which was carried out under this heading?
Colonel ToBEY. The Scrainjet engine as an application to a cruiseA
missile.
ballistic-type
to afor
as opposed
This would
missile.
type
mssie
an,ar defense
engine
is abesustainir
application
secondary
of the replacement for Chaparraltype. The Seramjet engine was suecessfully developed. It is available using ethane as a fuel. Ethane is
not a very practicable fuel as we understand it today, but development work could continue to get another hydrocarbon that would
I
act as a fuel in this Scramjet engine.
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SYSTEm[

million for the program
Mr. WnrrrEN. You are requesting
were provided $8 milYou
system.
defense
air
area
forward
entitled
lion for this program last year. Do you still plan to start engineering
development of a new air defense system in fiscal year 1971?
think we will still stay in advance development
Colonel ToBEY. Isystems.
in these air defense
Mr. WHITrEN. Is fiscal year 1970 the last year of the 3-year effort
referred to both last year and the year before in the justifications?
Colonel rweY. We project the projectt to be completed in fiscal year
1972.
Mr. WHITTEN. It is becoming a 5-year program instead of a 3-year
program.
(General BETTs, We have not been able to fund this program the way
we had projected several years ago. That has been true each year since.
So that its ends up by stretching out to a longer term effort than we
had planned or hoped.
RELATIONSHIP OF PROGRAM

TO SA3M-D

DEVELOPMENT

Mr. WHITTEN. The title, forward area air defense system, just what
is involved, in general terms, in this program? What are you seeking ?
Colonel Tonky. We are looking forward to a companion piece for
the SAM-D surface-to-air missile development which is a large, complex system. Now, these are small, hopefully inexpensive systems, to
be used in the forward areas of the battlefield to protect against the
air-supported threat. We have three categories of systems that we are
are a man-portable
now. These
phase
in concept
which would
a gun system
Redeye;
the of
replacement for
as a foritilittlon
system
replace our Vulcan, and a possible missile system that would be a
replacement for tlhe Chaparral.
TOTAL FUNDING REQUIRED

Mr. WHInr'rEN. How much money will you require for the coming
year through 1972?
Coloiiel roBY. 'We are hoping fop an increased level of effort
through 1972, sir.
give the
thatitis,up?
willdoyou
the so
record,
Fbrpoint
Mr. WHr'1EN,
to look
not say
havewhat
that we
at this
to"larfgure
:(The Iformationfollows :)
Funds required thr ugh fiscal year 1972 are to coilnplete hle Pirerequisites: for
cotitir*Ic "defltiti',coiditet contract defliiition and begih"engineering developiment on two Weapon, systems. The Army proposed fuding requirements through
fiscal year 1972 are as follows (dollars in millions)
Fiscal year
1970

Weapon system
Man, porabt ir deefise system.. . ............. ................Low altitude forward area gun ............................LoW altitude forward area missile ....................---------Total--------------------------------------.....

I

I

Fiscal year
1971

-

Fiscal year
1972

-
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Under this fundig level the following milestone starts could be maintained:
Contract

definition

Weapon system

Engineering

development

Manportable air defense system --------.-----------------------------------Low-altitude forward area gun ........................----------------------Low-altitude forward area missiles ............................................

REDEYE SURFACE-TO-AIR

MISSILE

Mr. WuIvirEN. Why do you require a new seeker and new motor

for Redeye? What is the estimated cost of these modifications?
Colonel TOBEY. The new motor is required to obtain a capability
against higher speed aircraft than we can now engage. This has been
supported-by the Marine Corps who are very interested in this develmillion to forward this
opment program and are providing program. The new seeker gives us, hopefully, a. forward aspect capability whIh means the new seeker using new materials in the seeker
wouidbe able to track the plume of the incoming aircraft. The plime
flares out behind the aircraft so it can be seen from the forward aspect.
This would give the Redeye a capability to fire before the plane comes
abreast of the Redeye position and gives us a forward aspect
ca ability.
General BETTs. Mr. Chairman, you are aware of the fact that tie

Redeye is now limited to aircraft of about
- knots and does not
have a forward aspect. We have to get a good solid view of the tail of
the aircraft, the jet, in order to make the Redeye work with its present
limititions. There is seeker technology available that could imvi]rove
this. There is certainly propulsiontechnology available to push it up,
from the 6.2 program we were discussing, push it up to where it could
handle a knot aircraft. The
knot aircraft'is well within
the capability of the enemy today.
Mr. MINSIALL. What is the range of the' Redeye in its present
configuration?
General BE rs.
meters or yards.
Mr. MINSItALL. Is that maxiui or optifl~ffi, or what?
General BFMrs. That is essentially maximum. It is dependelit oflthe
target vector and speed, This particular nef,that range is against a
.knot aircraft pulling a
maiieftver at
foot altitfide.
Mr. RHODES. The enemy has the capability of developing a,
knot attack aircraft completely loaded?
General Br'rs. The enemy have fighter aircraft today that cango at
speeds of
knots.
SMr. RHODES, I wasn'ttalking about a filterr aircraft, I am talki"i'
'bout an attack aircraft because Redeye isn't going to be any gooRi
against an air superiority-type fighter plane anywhere. *
General BETrs. You are right. I am identtifyingthe Foxbat.
Mr. RHODES. Don't worry about the Foxbats. At its optimum altiude you are not going to have to shoot any Foxbats with the Redeye. 1iet's talk about airpl es that you might engage.
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General BF'r's. If they have an aircraft like the Foxbat they cap
- knots aid
use it to come down on the deck and make speeds like
have armament that would attack the field army.
0r s. That, would be a very iineconoiial use of the Foxbat
Mr. R o

but, of Coirse, it could be done. We have been using the F-4 as an
attack aircraft. I guess maybe that would be about as uneconomical.
Do they actually now have any attack aircraft that at altitudes
of
feet or under (can make a -nautical-mile per houir
speed?
miles per hour,
General BF'rrs. The Fishbed at. sea lerel is
. These are tactical aircraft. Whether they would
'[The Fitter is be used in the tactical attack role I don't know, but they could be.
They are available inI Western Europe.
Mr. RHorEs. Actually, General, isn't it true that for an attack air.
craft going that fast on a ground attack mission, your accuracy is
sadly lacking anyway ? I ani just wondering if you 'really need this
extended capability on the Redeye to engage the more eAlcient type
of attack aircraft.
Mr. PoOR. I think the problem is that a very good tactic for approaching a target, the kind that a tactical aircraft might engage is
to get down low out of the influence of the larger missile systems like
SAM-D and Hawk as you come over the forward edge of the battle
area. There is no question that in 'the terminal engagement the aircraft can slow down to get precision. The point is that one would
like to be able to exact attrition from the enemy tactical air during

the approachto the target. Now a Redeye or follow-on Chaparral sys.
tern that could deny thtt corridor to the enemy tactical air would ftppear to be extremely useful. If it does not more than push the guy up
to the point where the SAMf-D's can handle him it will do the job we
need.
Mr. RHODES. You are just not goiig to use Redeye for that type
%ofmission, you are going to use a more sopliisticated type missile. I
can't imagine thatMr. PooR. I think you are right. I think the follow-on Chapparal
system will be more useful. If the Redeye improvement program does
result in denying part of the corridors of approach I think it would be
useful I don't think I can say any more than that
Mr. RHODES. I doubt if you can even say that much now.
General, you mentioned that the Redeyelwas effective against jet
aircrafIt.
it have any effectiveness agifst piston-type aircraft?
GeneralDoes
Brrs. Yes; it does, but thischaniges the range capability
characteristics because the heat Sourice is different.
Mr. RHRoDES. Would you explain that a little further?
General Birre: There is a higher level of 1t output from the hot end
ofa jet aircraft thanthere s from a piston aircraft.
Mr. RionEs. So the piston plane would have to be closer to the
launcher?,
General BE,'rrS That is correct,
Mr. RHOEs. In order for the Redeye to have any effectiveness
against it.
General B rs. It reduces its range from that point of view, but
since the piston aircraft is probably going slower you get a tradeff.
I don't have precise numbers as to what this range change is. I would
be glad to furnish that for the rcqid.
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(The information follows:
Redeye's range effectiveness against piston type aircraft Is, as in jet aircraft,
dependentt upon the infrared energy radiated by the particular type of aircraft.
Fotr representative types of aircraft and the possible engagement ranges are:
1-19 aircraft,
intercept range; 11-13 helicopter,
Intercept range;
L-20 aircraft, intercept range; PB-44 aircraft, intercept range.

Mr. Rhow.'s. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wimm-EN. Further questions?

SAM-DfMISSILE SYSTEm
We turn, then, to the SAM-D program. The Army is requesting
$75 million for continued development of the SAM-fl surface-to-air
missile. The only Army missile program for which more funds are
required is the Safeguard ABM. About $135 million has been spent on
this program in previous years. The total estimated development cost
is
million. Describe the capabilities which are sought for
SAM-D and compare it with the Hawk and Hercules missiles which
it is designed to replace. Those are serious questions and other serious
questions have been raised about the program, that its cost may be
around $2 billiofi, that is, in the other body.
Now, what are the facts in that connection?
Colonel ToBEY. The major achievements in increased capability
that we expect to get with the SAM-D would be related to the fire
power that the SAM-D can generate and its ability to defeat a simulaneous engagement, of several aircraft attacking a defended area.
As an example, the Hawk system, one battery of Hawk is capable of
defeating an 'attacking force of two aircraft. Anything more than
two penetrate the area and have the opportunity to got at the target.
The Hercules, on the other hand, has a capability per battery of one
attacking aircraft, simultaneous engagement.
By comparison the SAM-D has a capability to simultaneously ennage
attacking aircraft per fire section. The maximum capability would be to defeat a force of
attacking aircraft.
Mr. RryPsE. That is, per battery?
Colonel Toy. Per -battery; yes, sir. The other advantages :that
wouldd accrue to SAM-D would be its increased capability against electronic countermeasures, its increased mobility, and its ability as a.
.f1a lout; fromits other capabilities, of attacking tactical ballistic missiles with a maxiitMti-range of somekilometers.
We have in addiction considerabe mtipower saving and material
savng. For exaile, as we pointed out in the opening briefing one
SAM-fl radar is the eqivaleit of nine radarsdoig comparable mis.,siofs in the erciules and Hawk Systems combined. We have increased
~the maximfii altide at which we can engage, targets from
,feet in the case of the Hercules to
feet in the case of the
'SAM-fD, compared with
feet for Hawk.
Mr. Wir',mN. Have: you- given up. o. the Hercules and Hawk as
M

being effective weapons, all thii considered?
(Ylonel 'TonY. We ar. projectig the SAM-D to come into the inventory in
, that time frame, and by that time we feel that the
Ulnhreat structhro is such thatthe Hercules aid Hawk will no longer be
,able to be upgraded to defeat the threat.
3 -554-09-pt. 5-27
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TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS

Mr. WHnEN. The question is that if you go all-out, what do you
plan to spend on this overall program for the SAM-D, including procurement and the whole business? What type of a program is this?
How much money are we talking about in the whole area?
Colonel TOBEY. You mentioned a number of $2 billion.
Mr. Wmrn'rN. I think that was projected in the other body.

Colonel ToBEY. That is our projection of the cost at this tine. It will
depend substantially on low many units are deployed.
MOBILITY OF SAM--D SYSTEM

Mr. WiTrEN,. How mobile will the SAM-D be? What aircraft

could transport complete systems, that is, existing aircraft?

Colonel' TOBEY. The C-133 can transport the SAM-D system.
Mr. WHImrE.. What major components mike up the SAM-D sys-

tem? IHow many vehicles are required for a complete unit?

Colonel ToBErY. There are four major componilefits of the SAM-D

system. They are the fire control group, one vehicle which mounts the
phased array radar, the digital computer, and the operator displays
and controls. The launcher control group is a second vehicle. It mouiits
six missiles in the combination shipping-storage-lamneher containers
as we showed them in the viewgraph during the opening statement.
The missile is a solid propellant missile, using a target-via-missile
guidance system as the major component ofthe system. Of course, it is
carried on the launcher control group vehicle. The battery control
group which is necessary to coordinate the efforts of the battery is all
on one vehicle and it contains displays, communications to coordinate,
a I said, the firepower of the battery. This battery control group can
coordinate four separate fire sections, when each fire section would be
comprised of a fire control group and two launcher control groups.
GENESIS OF SA-D DEVELOPMENT

General Bpns. Mr. Chairman, I would like to remind this comMittee that SAM-D in "concept went through a long period in
of the
what
lateI
have called system design analysis, in e-ct, because back
1950?s we recognized that, with time boih Hercules and Hawk would
tend to6l0se their capability against enemy air attack as particularly
the electronicscountermeasure capability of the enemy grew with time.
We started a development or at least concept formulation aspect of
the developmentin about 1960 that we called field army lballistic missile defense. Because, in addition to the air defense problem we'were
then, as we are now, faced with a tactical *free rocket and tactical
ballistic missile. It became apparent that to do that job we were then
trying to defend "against banistic' missiles up to about 2,000 miles in
range, would require much too costly and complex a system for field
army .application, So we scaled down our requirements considerably
M a program we called Army air defense for 19,70 After a couple of
years of look'g at what kind Of system, looking at the kind of subsystem that would be necessary to do that, we seafed down our requirements again and came-tothe system'design we now call SAM-D. But
//.1
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I might point out the thing that drove the SAM-D system design was
this asic requirement that we be able to handle - simultaneous
, realized that that was
engagements. We started out asking for .
we felt we could
which
that
beyond
complexity
and
going to add cost
- simulof
optimum
of
an
kind
a
up
with
and
ended
support,
taneous engagements. That isn't a precise number but it does give you
a feeling for what we felt this system had to handle. We have, since
that time, looked very carefully at what we could do to scale down the
cost and complexity of this system because we feel that it is very
important that we have an all-weather air defense system that is not
saturated by two enemy aircraft attacking simultaneously.
Furthermore, we need flexibility of power to punch through elecretronic countermeasures when the situation demands. Those two
attacks
simultaneous
about
of
point
(uirements at a crossover
emand that we go from the old dish radar to phased array. Once we
go to phased array, with the automatic data processing necessary ta
manage the engagement and manage the power budget of the pleased'
array radar we come to a system of a complexity and cost about that
of the SAM-D. The important gain we get from this is the ability to
handle the kind of targets that 1 indicated. I believe in a time frame
the earliest that we can get this system at levels
- or like
of funding we are abie to give to it, will be faced by at least threats of
that capal ility.
DESIGN N

CAPABILITY OF SA-31-D SYSTEM

Mr. RHODES. Mr,Chairman, would you yield at that point?
Mr. WITxrEN. Mr. Rhodes.

Mr. RHODES. What capability are you really looking for in this
SAM-D? Is it capability against high flying aircraft, against low
flying aircraft, against all aircraft?
General BETTS. All the way from the deckup to high altitude. By
the deck I mean as limited by all-weather attack.
Mr. RHODES. So it has tlie low level attack capability of the Hawk
and thehigh level attack capability of the Hercules?
General BETTS. Exactly', exactly; at a very considerable reduction
in manpower because we have reduced the nuMber of radars. With the
whole concept of this system we are able to do it with many fewer
people.
Mr. RviODES. Does it have any anti-ballistic-missile capability ?
General BE-rs. As a falloit from the power of the radar as designed
- simultaneous engagement and counterimeasures, and
for that
the performance of the missilqthat goes with it, gives it a tactical
as the enemy range goes up
ballistic missile defense capability
to hundreds of kilometers then his accuracy on target is such that we
believe the SAM-D can defend itself from any likely attack by tactical ballistic missiles.
Mr. RHODEs. Can a Sam-D battery engage an incoming tactical
ballstic missile and an incoming aircraft at the same time?
General BETTrs. Yes, I believe it can.
ToBEY. Yes,.sir.
Colonel
SGeneral Bm-r, Yes, it can.
Mr. IRtioDES. This is with a conventional warhead?
General Birs. It has both conventional and nuclear capability.
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Mr. Ri rOns. What does it use for fuel? Is it solid pitopellanit?
General BETTS. It is solid propellant. It has one additional feature
that we haven't hit on very hard although we have mentioned it. It
has a guidance system cal led target-via-missile that permits us to
have the capability in the flinl engagement that one assocites with an
active seeker system and yet keeps the complexity of the computer
on the ground. It is a new concept and, as far as we are concerned, a
very considerable advance in guidance technolgy.
Mr. RHODErS. Can the Sam-D system be jammed?
General BrTs. It would be difficult, because it is inherent in a
phased array radar that one can concentrate a lot of power when the
circumstance demnaids it.
It is a very major step forward in ECCM capability.
Mr. RHODts. Is there anything about the Sam-D system which will
make it less vulnerable to attack by a missile which homes on the
radar ?
General BET'rS. Since it will have tactical missile defense capability,
it should certainly be able to defend itself against that kind of attack.
We think this is one program that, because of our interrelation of
concept formulation, has shaken down to a very good design concept.
Furthermore, it is one program that is very complex but it is on

schedule.
SAM-D TEST SCHEDULE

Mr. RHODES. Have you tested any hardware?
General BETTS. Subsystem hardware. We do not have an all-up system ready.
Mr. RHODES. How soon will you have a system ready for testing?
General Bmrrs. This fall we will be able to test the target missile
guidance by carrying the components in an aircraft and checking out,
before we get an
In effect, a breadboard test. It will be about
all-up system.
PROPOSED

LEVEL OF FUNDING

Mr. RHODES. What is your 10 f?
General BmTTs. At the present projected level of funding, we have
, IUt it could go much faster, but not at fundto
talked milmillion to
ing like $75 million a year. It is about
lion development program, and at this price it just goes on and on
because we cannot do the requiite numbers of thifigs i parallel.
For example, we have not even blocked ofit the design of an independent battery control system because we could not aord it.
For the breadboard testing, we propose to use a modified Hawk
which aills far short of what we thiik could be provided in
launcher,
a tactical launcher.
on the Sam-D for fiscal year
is your
Whatitures
Af[r.as RHODEs.
concerned ?
are capability
far as expend
1970
General BEi-rs. For 1970, we asked'for $75 million, and that is in
the President's budget.
Mr. RHODEs. How much could you spend economically?
, million
million, but General BE'TS. We asked for
would have taken a risk commitfiiet at the begining of engineering
development, and the policy judgment was made that in the present
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atmOsl)here about risk judgments, we would not do that. Having taken
that out of it, we
backed down to this number of $75 million. It still does
work that points toward en ineeritih development.
Mr. RHODES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT PROGRA31

Mr. WrIINx. Has the Sam-f) concept already been proven, or are

you too early in the development to know? How can you be assured
that this system will defend the Army in the field? What is the present
state of development and what are your present plans?
Mr. PooR. I think the present state is that on many of the parts of
the system about which we were quite deeply concerned as we started
to attempt to gain this capability, We are now beginning to get a pretty
high level of confidence that it is in fact doable.
The Sam-D critical elements are the target via missile guidance, the
rather complicated computer, and the elements of the phased array
radar.
One of the things that we were much concerned about was whether
it would be possible to package the radar into the very small volume
which was required and to cool it properly. The radar antexfna array
structure has been completed. Over half of the final radiattiv elements required to go into it have been delivered and are being installed, The beam steering programer, which is a computer that controls this radar antenna, has completed its acceptance test. And some
of the higher power radar components have demonstrated that they
can be packaged and cooled in thi small volume;
Similarly, in the missile a number of the critical pieces have been
tested. Static propulsion unit tests have been successfully completed.
The weapon control computer, which is a complicated piece of the
System, has been fabricated and tested, and the software or itisnow
being generated.
I thifik we can say that there were a lot of questions when we started
down the line on this, and while we have not answered anywhere nearly all of them, it appears that there are now no major technical uncertainties that say there is a danger the system will fi6t work. It is very
encouraging to me to see it coming along as well as it now is.
BACKGROUND

OF "HAULER TERMINATION

Mr. WxiTTnx How many failures have you had in developing a

system of this nature? s the Mafiler the"oly one.?
General

BETTS.

Mauler is the only one that I would identify as any-

thing like in the area of capability we are'discussing here.
Mr. WmNTTP.

It failed primarily for what reason?

Mr. Poon. The Mafiler history 'is
a funny history. It was a technical
success. M
hauler finally did exactly wlhat it was supposed to do. It was
an economic failure for two reasons,
The Mauler was an attempt to build a system whose capability was
not enormously different from Hawk into a very tigh y integrated
package system. It did not have a phased array technology, which is
the thing that makes Sam-D different. It did have all the packaging
problems. As a result, it was a very high-cost system.
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At about the time Mauler was developed far enough so we could
understand it would indeed work as advertised, it became perfectly
clear dh't a large portion of the Mafuler mission could be undertaken
b vry much lss expensive heat-seaking missiles of the Chaparral
chtsv.. Heat seekers could not do the all-weather job, but they could
handle the close-in engagements.
So, M-hauler, I think, can be chiariteterized its ittechfiiCitl tfilhlh and
an economic failure. I think we did exactly the right thing to cancel
it when we did.
General BWrrs. Mr. Clairuian, if we had pursued the Mauler developiefit the way we are now pursuing Sami-D, checking out each
subsystem in a hardware sense but not i finished'developmient sense,
not trying to solve all the final engineering problems earlyin the giie,
it migit well be it
deployed system today. iereal difficulty is black at
that time we did not go through this delib0rite prograIi owe now call
the prograil defilitin phase, where we try to work out full-system
costs from both tlie development lind the production point of view,
and we did not look hard, enough itwhat it iant to the unit in the
field to maintain suel a complex system its tliat system proiiiised to be.
ASSUIIANOES

THAT SAM-I) WILL WOiRK

Mr. Wmrr:r. If it works out theoretically, or in the laboratory, or
under ideal conditions what is there to indicate that it would work
under actual field conditions?
General BErrs. Are we discussing the Saim-D?
Mr. WHITrEiN. Yes. You can be very optimistic about a system which
is still ini the concept stage.
General Birns. The kind of very deliberate program we are pursuing
for extensive test and checkout of each of these subsystems while they
are still in.
the eary stages should settle that question long before we
commit this full development effort. This is an advanced developmfenmt
at the present time.
Mr. WxIrrtN. If you figure on one of those units becoming essential

to the wholeMr. Poon. Mr. Chairman, I think the kinds of tests thait are in hand
now and planned for the next several years could hardly be characterized as laboratory tests. The eqdipments are bing built in breadboard
kinds of models, bit the experiments are experiments in a realistic field
environment.
J The first, step test of the target via missile guidance system involved
flyilig prototype t'iidance equipment that would be in a missile in an
nir )laileat mllaking measurements out-of-doors against targets that
looked like the kinds of targets that one would expect.
So, it is very far from being a laboratory kind 'ofdevelopment. It is
one which :is fleldcondition-oriented right from the-beginnig.
I think 'the likelihood of eliding up with a system tifat works in a
laboratory but.does not work in the fleld is very small indeed.
EM,'CTIV'ENESS oF SAMI-D AeAIN1T F'ttrUnfl EX

MY WEAPON SYSTEMS

Mr. ViirrN,. Let us turn to another point. I realize we are taking
a gioddeal 6f time.

You say this will be ready in

that you hope so.

.

under the present schedufle, or

by that !time, the enemy will have made
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further progress with his offensive weadpoi systems. What makes you
thitIk the Saim-D will be able to defend against the type of offensive
weapons that the enemy probably will have developed byGeneral B.'rrs. We have tried to account for that by putting capability in this system concept that is beyond what the enemy has available today, like the countermeasures.
- behind them? In
, will we still be
Mr. WiirirEN. In
other words, are you developing something which will handle only
what they have now.
General BFr's. The system goes beyond anything that they have
now. We have tried to project the sort of capability 'we will expect
them to have at that time.
Wr. Wmvrmi. What are your plans for the Sam-D?
General BE-rs. This system is being developed as a field army, allweather air defense system.
Mr. WitiwTmrN. Mobile to the point of following the Army in the

fieldI

General Birrs. Yes, sir, We would hope that it would be effective
enough that we could produce the justification to support a deployment in the continental United States and, in the process, therefore,
we have placed all of the Nike-Hercules and Hawk systems that are
now deployed in the United States.
We also have done extensive studies of the interaction between
Sam-D and a ballistic missile defense of the sort provided by Safeguard. The PEMA estimate we gave you earlier of a little under $2
billion is related to
batteries. We now have in inventory some
. Hercules batteries and
Hawk. That gives you some
feeling for what our planning would be.
ire recognize that a single Sam-D battery is more than the equivalent of either a Hawk or a Hercules battery or two of those batteries
taken together, but I do pot have a detailed deployment plan that
far in the future against which we could plan for the full program.
EXISTING SAM-D CON'IMACTS

Mr. Wiivr¢IN. What existing contracts do you have?
General BTrS. The major pkime is the Raytheon Co. The missile
develonm InIt is with the Martini Marietta Co. at their Orlando plant.
And Thiokol has the propuli6h subcontract from Martin.
Mr. W irrm. I would like you to provide for the record in narrative form the full story of the contract, and what the contract consists of so we can have the whole story.
General Brvrs. May I say for your immediate benefits-and we
will expand this for the record-our present plan is to go through
fiscal 197) with the kind of efforts we have now, and parallel that
testing effort with a very careful system analysis to look at what
kind otf system we feel this ought to be in a full-scale development
effort.

Tn other words, a~re, there comhple3xities and nice-to-have but not

necessary costs inherent in our present desig? So, about this time
next year we would be in a position: to mnke: a firm design cotmitment
that would then go on into a full-scale engineering development
effort.
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It is a very deliberate approach to avoid all the mistakes in complex system developments that in t'e past have had overruns and
time stretchouts.
I might point out today Sam-D is jistK abt6it exactly on the cost
plan tfht was designed 2 years ago. Except for a few months in one
of the transmitters where a subcontractor was not able to deliver,
it is just about exactly on the testing schedule that was laid out 2
years ago,
I think it is a very well-maniaged progriun, and one that is very
inportait for the future Army, ir.my judgment.
Mr. WifmrN. Of course, this is a complex time in which
live,
but in Vietnam and Korea it seems the more cofi)lex they we
are, the
less likely it is that they will work. This comes Lown even to the
rifle in the hands of the troops.
We look to other means of defendiig the contieiital United States.
Do you not think it would be safer to go for a less complex and less
sophisticated weapon to deal with this situation ? Overly sophisticated
systems have not worked vel well in the past. Have you seen any
place in Vietnam where the Sam-D would liave been of any benefit
to you?
I General Bm-rs. We have not been subjected to air attack
in Vietnam.
The Sam-D design was pointed primarily at defense of our Field
Army in an environment like NATO.
Mr. WirmTli.
So, you are having not only to guess the type of war,
but the type of weapons the enemy will have.
General BErrs. This is the problem.
Mr. WitrIrif. How are you going to spend the $75 million this
yearI
Colonel TonY. The $75 million this year will be spent primarily
on the Raytheon contract, with a subtotal of
- million. This will
go to the missile itself, the fire control group and the various groups
we have discussed.
To define'the engineering development, the next step in the development, process, we will spend
million in addition to the
million.
Those two numbers together,
million, would be going to the
ayethon Co., as the prime contractor.
WIthin the Government we have a total of
million spent
in-house on the adaptation kit, various portions of the missile, fire
control .group, systems engineering and management, and for test and
evaluation.
Mr. Wihmw. These contracts sound like an answer you might give
to. half a dozen other questions I might ask about; other things. Are
these contracts tied down to the answers that you need for Sam-D?
.,Colonel ToBnY. The particular engineering data and design data
that we need; yes, sir.
Wiwr.

6Mr.

If you will, provide for the record a breakdown ii

detail of the $75 million , for the various component activities.
Colonel ToBT. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
A breakdown in detail of the $75 million for the various component activities is
as follows:
I)tta$lon8
Raytheon contract (AD)
of dollars
Missile effort
---Fire control group --------------------------------------------Command and control
---------------------------------Support equipment
----System engineering and management-------------------------'Test and evaluation
----Subtotal ---------------------------------------------

------

ED doflnition
Data processor and communications --------------------------Analysis and specifications -------------------------------------Guidance packaging and radome -----------------------------Long lead hardware ...............................
.--Subtotal

Government:

Adaption kit
----Missile
----Firo control group ---------------------------------------System engineering and management-------------------------'est and evaluation --------------------------------------Subtotal
Grand total

----------------------------------------------

75. 0

ENEMY DEFENSE AGAINST SABI-D

Mr. WTTrrrEm. What do you visualize will be the enemy's reaction
to the SAM-D?
Colonel Tonpr. The enemy or the Soviet Union has been very active
in air defense work. This does not address his reaction to the SAM-D.
I am sure he would follow the development as closely as he cotild.
It would appear to me that he would be hard pressed to find a single
system that would defeat it. It might be, as was suggested by Mr.
Ihodes) that he would work toward combinations of tacticil ballistic
missile defense and aircraft with jammers. He wttld have to have a
very sophisticated, massive effort to defeat the system.
Mr. WITInTTN. I asked vou earlier about Vietnam. The Russians
have used SAM missiles over there quite regularly, and we have countered them, as I understand it, without too much dificulty.
General B.ETTs. We have had a very extensive effort to look at exactly what techniques our people use in Vietnam to defeat the Soviet
surface-to-air missiles. it is our considered judgment-this is not just
the Army speaking, because this was a joint evaluation-that the
techniques we used to defeat the Soviet surface-to-air missile system
would not defeat either the Nike-lHercules or the Hawk systems currently in our inventory. So, the enemy Would have to step beyond the
techniques we have develop ed and used ourselves i Norh Vietnaim.
Mr. WixTTN. They have - - in which to do it.
General BETrs. That is why we would want to improve our ability
to handle it.
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Mr. WmT~EN. Have our Hercules and Hawk missiles become ineffec-

tive against aircraft of other countries?

Colonel ToBny. Not yet. However, we feel that in the post-1975 period there effectiveness will be marginal.
Mr. WhrrTN. How important is SAM-D to the Field Army? Is
the primary role of SAM-D to defend the continental United States
against air attack?
Colonel ToBEY. SAM-D is urgently needed to provide air defense
to the Field Army. The Field Army role is the primary role for
SAM-D. This role establishes the requirements that drive the design
of the system. The Conus role is a fallout capability of the system
once it is designed for the Field Army.
PROPOSED DEPLOYMEN'T AND COST OF SAX-D

Mr. WixTrN. Where would SAM-D units be deployed in protecting the field Army?

Colonel ToBEY. Detailed deployment studies for SAM-D have not
been completed. SAM-D will be utilized in the Field Army area as
a member of a family of weapons (Chaparral, Vulcan, Redeye, or
their follow-ons) and would defend the Field Army and selected
high value targets in rear areas. It is anticipated that units in the
division will be within the effective covei'age of the system.
Mr. WHnrE, . What is the estimated unit cost of SAM-D systems?
.million PEMA per battery.
Colonel ToBEY.
Mr. WiarrN. What is your best estimate of the cost of defending
the continental United States with SAM-D? You may supply that
for the record.
(The information follows:)
SAM-D is designed as a tactical air defense system for the Field Army.
Therefore, no cost estimate has been made for defending Conus with SAM-D.
However, cost estimates have been prepared for varying theoretical deployment levels, Unit costs per battery differ for each level-as the level increases,
the cost per battery decreases. However, the level of deployment has not yet

been determined. SAM-D system requirements are expected to be reviewed in

late August 1969 by the Department of Army Senior Officer Material Review
Board. Cost estimates for SAM.-D deployment in the Conus air defense role

cannot be reasonably projected until the recommendations resulting from this
review have been evaluated by the Secretary of Defense and his decisions made.
IN

ERAcTION OF SAM-D AND SAFEGUARD

Mr. W1 n 'rENv. What contracts have been let for studies of the interaction of SAM-D and Safeguard? Do you have any results from
these studies?
Colonel ToBEY. The only contracts have been for two studies. One
study conducted by Army Air Defense Command (ARADCON) used
the' services of 'Braddock Dunn & McDonald ($114,000). This was an
operational type interface study. The other study was a techichl
i~erface study conduct by the 'Army's Missile Commind and it
involed contracts wfth IBM'($68,000)'and aytheon ($5,",000).
'We do nothave final results from itlei of these studies, but pi'eliminary indications fire that the mutual support gained by using
both systems significantly improves the overall defense.
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TYPE OF COPTRAOTING FOR SAM-D

Mr. WIrrmn. What kind of contracts do you have for SAM-D
development?
Colonel Tonn'. The advanced development contract is cost plus

award fee. When we enter full engineering development we plan on
a fixed price incentive fee type contract.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM MATLER PHO(MRAM

Mr. Wnri-ri~m. What lessons from the Mauler program are being

applied to the SAM-D effort?

Colonel ToiEY. The lessons learned from the Mauler program lave

been applied to improve our development procedures for al systems.
S)ecfic applications to SAM-D are as follow:
First, Mauler did not go through a program definition phase so
costs were continually increased as new requirements were added. Contract. definition for SAM-D completely defined system requirements
so there should be no program escallation aue to unforeseen
requirements.
Second, Mauler had no critical component verification phase prior
to system development effort. SAM-D has worked'in all critical areas,
that is, phased array radars, computer and TVM guidance. This
greatly reduced risk of entering development of SAM-D system..
Third, the Maulr program entered directly into an engineering
development program for tactically configured hardware prior to any
hardware verification of the concept. SAU-D in addition to its critical component development phase entered into an advanced development program which had as its objective the demonstration of a low
risk engineering development program by functionally demonstrating
system performance.
Fourth, Mauler program was initiated without the Iicorporation of
management tools such as pert/cost and configuration management
which provide control techniques for keeping program from getting
out of hand. SAM-D has these tools and they have been in use from
program initiation.
Fifth, the Mauler program used a CPFF type contract which provided no incentive for the contractor to control program costs. As such
there were expenditures incurred early for unnecessary items prior to
getting a "handle" on some of the more diffiiutit problems. SAM-D
uses a CPAF contract which gives the Govrenment unilateral control
of fee-in excess of 31/2 percent based on contractor performance (cost,
schedule and technical performance is evaluated monthly).
All of the above plus the fact that SAM-D has evolved from conceptual studies dating back as far as 1960 should preclude "another
bad system." SAM-D has been shown to be a cost effective solution
to the projected threat. It wasn't unti Ijust prior to program that cost
effectiveness studies of Mauler were condilded and it was found to be
too costly for the defense role for which it was being developed.
SAM-9 DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE

Mr. WHrrm,. When do you plan to enter into engineering
development?
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Colonel ToBEY. The current plan is to enter engineering development in
Mr. WHirN. In November 1967, a contract was signed for design
and fabrication of a prototype system to be delivered in September
1969. Will this be performed on schedule I
Colonel Tonur. The contract signed in November 1067, called for
delivery of an advanced development model system. Subsequent funding cuts from that requested coupled with delays in vender deliveries
have resulted in a slip from September 1969 to April 1970 for tle first
integration with software for evaluation.
REASON FOR HIGH COST OF SAM-D

Mr. WITTEN. Why is such heavy funding of SAM-D requested in

fiscal year 1970? Detail the request for $.5 million. Ilow much is for
for systems engineering, for in-house
components,
of the
each
so forth
?
support,
andmajor
on missile efColonel ToBEY. We are planning to spend
on command and conon the fire control group fortmanengineering
equipment.
trol
and will- coston -support
In addievaluation.and
test and
used forSystem
willbe
aiement
on engineering development definition we plan on spending tion work to prepare for entry into engineering development. Our inhouse expenses will be
Mr. WnITrEN. If a SAM system was designed for the field Army
role without regard to air defense of the Continental United States,
would a less complex and less costly system probably be desired?
Colonel Ton y. No,SAM-D is not made more complex by a role in
C0nus. The Field Army role is the primary role for SAM-D, and
this role establishes the requirements that drive the design of the
system.
Mr. WtTTEN,
Any further questions on this?

[No response.1
SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE.AND ROCKET SYSTEMS

Turning to surface-to-surface missile and rocket sysMr. WIwTT.
million requested for "Surface-totems, how much of th -

surfae misile uind rocket systems," is for iitiation of an advanced
de~veld6pnnnt program to replace Pers l ing?. Is it proposed that Mars
willtreplaoe PeNhtig?
XMLPLt ARTILLERY ROCKET SSTMm

(MrARS)

Colonel Tonrx. No, sir. Mars is not a replacement for Pershing. The
replacement program for Pershing will not be initiated in the 1970
We have a program of
effort. It. will be deferred until --.
about

-.

milMr. Wimwr x. Doyou meat, to say you will not ieed the
lion this year?
million,will be devoted to other
Colonel Towir. No, sir. The things, other than the Pershing. You asked the specific question with
reference to Pershing.
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Mr. WuitEtN. What will*it be for ,

Colonel ToBp.Y. Mostly in the Mars program, which is a multiple

artillery rocket system. The Mars is being developed as a new weapons
system to be effective at a shorter range than the Lance, and to provide
antimateriel capability out to it range of approximately
kilometers.
This would be to assist the short-range antitink missiles in defeating
the massive armor threat that is available in the Warsaw Pact armies.
General Bnrrs. Mr. Chairman, as a matter of information, in the
descriptive summary there is a statement thfit we would get under way
with some of the work on the Pershing replacement effort, but you wil
recall that was written some time ago, and as we learned more aid
more about what will be required to do an effective job of concept
formilation for the Mars, we felt resources would be more effective
expended in that direction.
Mr. Wi'rrEN. My attention is called to ie fact that the Pershilig
being one of the large missiles, you are probably starting a billion
dollar effort if you try to replace that.
Your justiflcatioin notes that is what you have in mind. Now you
have shifted?
General BEMrs. We hope to put some resources in that direction.
Colonel TOBEY. The Advanced Research Projects Agency is conductig it study on a tactical interdiction missile system. The purpose of
this study is to determine whether or not there is a requirement for a
missile system of about a kilometer range that would deliver
a warhead of essentially
- pounds of high explosive.
Pershing as you know, has only the nuclear capablty. If such a
weapon is developed as indicated by these things, the.Pershing represents an almost in-being capability. The moneys that were intendedin
this particular program that we have now postponed for a year were
the initial moneys to do studies and to get exact facts on whether or
not Pershing could perform in this role.
Mr. Writrm. You ask for
million
year. How much do
you contenimlate that will grow, year by year, asthis
you proceed?
Colonel ToBEY. We have no projection for the Pershing system.
Mr. WHi-rEN . I mean the
million, whatever you are going to
do with it.
Colonel Tomm. It will be completely spent for the Mars program,
and we are now in concept formulation on that to determine whether
this is a feasible system. The Mars is the mAltiple artillery rocket system, about inches in diameter, weighing about 2,000 pounds,
with a
- pound warhead with a maximum range of
- kilometers. It will be highly mobile on either a self-propelled or a tracked
vehicle. It will differ from our current types of rockets in that it will
have a high firepower capability.
It will have possibly up to-rockets on the same vehicle that
you can fire very rapidly. It would be used in situation where a high
degree of firepower is needed very rapidly.
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CONCEPT FOIR[ULATION STUDIES OF MARS

Mr. WVitEN. When will these studies be completed?
Colonel TOBEY. We have five firms studying the Mars program
under concept formulation study. These are Chrysler, LTV, Boeing,
Northrop, and Martin Marietta.
Mr. WunirnTi. Over what period of time do you contemplate continuing the study?
Colonel TOBEY. The concept formulation studies are dtie in to the
Army in August of this year. It will take from August to January to
analyze these and select them. If there are components that show interest and should be further developed, we propose to explore those
with the fiscal year 1970 money.
When these things are done, the Army then must determine whether
or not we really want to proceed with the Mars program.
NIKE X ADvANCED DEVELOPMENT

* Mr. WHITTEN. Turning to Nike X advanced development, I notice
you are requesting $175 million for Nike X advanced development.
rhe April revisions reduced the request to $141 million. What effort
was deleted with the $34 million reduction?
General BErrs. The following efforts in the advanced ballistic missile defense program, formerly the Nike X advanced development program , for fiscal year 1970 were reduced by the amounts shown as a
result of the $34 million reduction
.
, Mr. Wairn. What sums are requested for the various efforts un, Upstage, and the solid state
der this heading such as the
phased array radar program?
General BE'rrs. I have an extensive breakout. The trouble is, it is
too extensive. I have not been able to find those items among the breakouts that we have here.
IMPROVEMENTS TO SAFFGIJAUD

iMr.
WMIriTEN. Are any of the advanced components under this hearitig so significant and so near completion that Safeguard will require
alteration in the near future?

General Bwvrs. It is ourarrangement with the Safeguard system

aiiger that our technical people will work very closely with his to
identify those aspects of Safeguard that ought t6 be improved in the

future tAs the enemy threat evolves to greater numbers or greater
sophistication.
Recently(
agree with him that we should shiffttoiiis program the
development of tie-for the Spartan missile.
There are other things in our program,'like the-to improve
fairly
pei'formance
in
an
ECM
environment,
that
may
be
applied
radar
erly in the cycle of iinproviiig the Safeguard radars, but no decsin
for incorporation has been .made at this time.
I am saying that while we have several things that people in technology bieve will make a contribution to Safeguard effectiveness, if
the de isionha'd been made that they would go on the system and been
deployed with-it; they would not be in this program.
By definition, our efforts are looking more at advanced techology.
/
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NIKE X AND SAFEGUARI)

Mr. RHoDEs. Are Nike X and the Safeguard synonymous?
General BETTS. No. We have used Nike X ever since the original

Nike X p rogra m to identify the total package of all advanced ballistic
missile developments. Actually, we have recently abandoned that as
i ti tle in our internal management, and we call: this effort the advanced
l)allistic missile defense program. It is managed by the Advanced
Ballistic Missile Defense Development Agency. We do not identify
any specific system as Nike X, although you recognize all of the things
Safeguard are fallouts from the originally conceived Nike X
wihiin
programs.
Mir. RHODES. Thank you.
NIne x E,'OUT APPLICABLET

TO SAF1T(iAUD

Mr.Wi Tai Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDnEWs. General Betts, what part of your program before

us is identified with the Safeguar d antiballistic missile system?
General Bvrrs. In terms of early application to that system, we do
not have anything in this advance development program.
Mf r. ANDtEWS. You do not have any R&D?
General BE'rs. We have research and development effort that could
be applied to upgrade Safeguard capability should the threat later
require it. In other words, we are doing the advanced development
work that may have potential application to Safeguard but for which
no deployment decision is required at this time, based on the current

threat.
Mr. ANDtEWS. It appears from the information on page 24 you
have-

General BETTS. Mr. Andrews, you are aware that General Starbird
has R.D.T. & E. money for the development and testing of those eleinents of the Safeguarid system for whicli le is responsible, That is
a separate item in the budget, $400.9 million directly identified with
the Safeguard program.
PASE, I Or, SAF.UARD

TO PROTECT MISSTLE STES

Mr. ANmt~ws. If and when the Safeguard program is deployed,
the sites for the Safeguard missiles will be in North Dakota and
Monjafia?
General BEi-rs. Those are the first two sites, the phase I part of
the program.
Air. ANDRuWS.Will those two sites offer any protection to the South-

of the United States?
section
eastern
General
BE'rrs. No significant protection other than deterrence of
first strike.
I would have to look at the map again. You reinenber, those were
picked for their primary role of defense of the Mi iiite mian sites.
Mr. ANDreWS. More so than protection of American cities.
General B'rrs. That is correct.
Mr. ANDEWS. So7 if we-expect to get protection in any degree for
American cities, principally on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and
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the Southwest and Southeast sections of the country,
sites? we would have to
deploy more Sentinel or anti-ballistic-missile
General BE-rs. That is correct; in phase II of the deployment program as presented by the President.
DEFENSE AGAINST

MISSILE ATTACK FROM1 CUBA

Mr. ANDREwS. What do we have, if anything, to protect against missiles launched from Cuba?
General B-rEs. We have nothing, Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. We are defenseless against missile attacks from Cuba?
General Brrs. We have no defense against offensive missiles that
might be launched from Cuba.
Mr. ANDREAWS. It is not in your area of jurisdiction but do you have
any information about whether or not there are in duba at this time
any missiles that could be used against the continental United States?
General BErrs. I will check it with the intelligence people, but as
far as I know, all of the missiles that we suspected as being in Cuba,
Soviet missiles of intermediate range, have been removed.
Mr. ANDRwS. You are talking now about the threat that came
during President Kennedy's administration?
General Bm-rs. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. You hope they were removed. I have not heard any
discussion recently about missiles in Cuba.
General B'rrs. I said I would check it out with my intelligence
friends and make sure that the record is correct.
Mr. ANDreWS. I would like to know, because that poses a real threat
against this country if they have missiles down there. It would not
take a big missile to reach the southeastern area of America.
General Brrrs. That is right. However, I have now been advised that
based on current intelligence, there are no offensive missiles located in
Cuba.
Mr. ANDiwws. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PooR., Mr. Chairman, hould, a missile threat from Cuba in tho
form of very short range missiles develop, I would feel a great deal
more comfortable if we had SAM-D in hand, because it would indeed
be useful against this class of short-range ballistic missile. We don't.
All we have available today is Hawks and the Nike-Hercules system
for
use against aikroaft and certain very low performance cruise
missiles}.
Mr. ANDREWS. If and when you ever get SAM-D, would you reconimend that some of them be placed in Florida?
Mr. PooR. Yes.
Mr. ANDIiEWS. That is all
NIKE X EFFORT APPLICABLE TO SAFEGUARD

Mr. RHODFS, Mr, Chairman, before we leave this, I thifik it night
be well for you to clarify a statement which you made, General, concerning the fact that the Nike X program for the advanced ballistic
missile defense program, as you called it, has some developments upoie
which there has been no decision to deploy.
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The reason I think you should clarify this is that a person who casually reads this record might assume from that that we have something
which could be deployed which is greatly in advance of the Sentinel
or Safeguard system.
General BEn-rs. That is a very good point. I will make sure those
words in tho record explain that what we are doing is looking at technology that could be applied to the systems that are planned for dep1loyment as the Safeguard system.
For example, there are modifications that we might make to the
missile site radar (MSR) that would make it
. We are pursuing
it as techb6logy. No decision'has been made to include it in the MSR
at this time because our investigations have not advanced far
enough to make this decision. I will make that very clear in the record. Thank you.
Mr. WHiTTEN. There are several questions
General B1vrs. I found the three items you were asking for earlier.
The solid-state microwave technology is planned at -in fiscal
1970, the Upstage experiment is plafified atin fiscal 1970, and
the
is planned at
in fiscal 1970.
RELATIONSHIP OF NIKE X TO ABRES

Mr. WHnrirEN. Is there an organizational relationship between
the Nike X program and the advanced ballistic reentry systems
(ABRES) program of the Air Force?
General BTrrs. There is no direct organizational relationship between the Army's Nike X advanced developmientprogram, now called
the advanced ballistic missile defense (ABMD) program, and the
Air Force's advanced ballistic reentry systems (ABRES) program.
The Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense Agency manages the Army's
ABMD program while ABRES is a national program managed by the
Air Force. The ABMD program is concerned With ballistic missile
defense technology while the ABRES program is concerned with
strategic offensive ballistic missile penetration and with reentry
technology. Although there is no direct organizational reil htionship,
there is close coordination and interchange of information be tween the
two programs. As an example, on June 18, 1969 in California, a joint
meeting was held at which the two fiscal year 1970 J-r'gramt~qs were
presented to representatives of the two staffs. In additiohi, ABRES
is the agent for ABMDA in the following programs: Terminat l radiation program (TRAP)i reentry measurements program (RMP)
and
NIKE X PROORAM

CHANGES

Mr. WUITTEN. The fiscal year 1969 budget requested $165 million

for this program. Only $137.1 million was actually allocated. What
program changes took place? Did the fiscal year 19(9 estimate include
the transfer of Project Defender?
General BsTws. The original advanced ballistic missile defense
l
nrorai
fiscal year 1969 budget of $165 million was reduced $57.1
million as follows:
A directed reduction of $37 million in the tactical multiiunction
array radar (TACMAR) funding when the radar was redesignated as
the common aperture multifunction array radar (CAMAR).
3O-554-69-,pt. 5-28
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A directed reduction of $15 million in the Spartan 'missile high
perfornlance third stage (HPTS) funding.
$5.1 million for operation and maintenance of sensors at the
Kwajalein Test Range was transferred to the Natififal Range budget.
The fiscal year 196.9 budget was subsequetly increased by $33.7

million through the transfer of monies from the Advanced Research
Projects Agency (ARPA) to support on-going Project Defender
programs transferred to the Army when the Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense Agency was organfised. This $33.7 million icluded $4.5
million provided by ARPA to support ABMDA programs at Lincoln
Laboratory. Thus, the fiscal year 1969 funds available to ABMDA
were $137.1 plus $4.5 equals $141.6 million. Therefore, the fiscal year
1970 funding for advanced ballistic missile defense is approximately
the same as fiscal year 1966.
(Discussion off the record.)
Ant

DEFENSE CONTROL AND COORDINATION" SYSTEM

(AN/TSQ-73)

Mr. WTrEN. We turn now to "Air defense control and coordination system."
'
j

The fiscal 1969 budgetjustifications did not include funds for the
development of a new air defense control and coordination system
by the Army..Yet, the fiscal year 1970' justifications state that the
program was initiated in fiscal 1969, and that $1.9 million was allocated to this effort in fiscal year 1969.
Under what procedure was this program funded? From what
source did you reprogram the funds to start the program?
Colonel ToBEY. The AN/TSQ-3 has had a very curious fuiding

history. The $1.9 million reprogramming action has been approved by
the Office of Secretary of Defense. However, the money has not been
released for fiscal year 1969 expenditure.
Mr. WHimN. It has not been sent up to Congress yet?
Colonel ToBEY. No, sir; it hAs not been.
WHITTEN. You request
inionb
theinbudget
before
us.
coil get by onn-the
h million
DoMr.
DoII take
Wtait
e you
Youcould
$1.9 mllon
the event
repro-

gramifig is approved?
Colonel TOBEY. No; that constituted a limited first-year effort.
REASON FOR AN/TSQ-7.3

DEVELOPMENT

Mr. WITTEN. How much added capability would the propopsed
system add to the Nation's air defense posture? Would it make as
much as a 10-percent improvement, in your judgment?
Colonel ToBEY. I would thffik 'mre than that. It is being developed
to replace the AN/MSG-4 system now deployed in Europe. The
operators report that they are having a great deal of trouble with
these systems in maintaining them and keeping them operational.
The AN/TSQ-73 is designed for that role, using modern electronic
techiiqes which would bring us to a greater capability and less
maintenance problems.
General Brrs. We identified this problem in Europe some years
ago. We have a system very like the AN/TSQ-73, called the
AN/TSQ-51, that we use here in the continental lTnited States. We
had asked for procurement fuidsto get replacemeits for the units in
Europe.
t
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People who were interested in applying the latest microelectronic
technology argued that the AN/TSQ-51 was just not new technology.
We could package it in smaller units and make it more reliable if we
would convert it completely to solid state microelectronic technology.
That sort of debate has been going on for some time.
We have not been able to get the funds to make that conversion,
even though it was decided that it would be a desirable conversion to
make.
The effectiveness of the AN/TSQ-51 has been demhfistrated in test
runs. We are sure that this kind of command anld control system with
microelectronic components can make a very considerable improvement in our air defense in Europe.
PROPOSED DEPLOYMENT OF AN/TSQ-7 3

Mr. WiiITrEN. Where do you propose to locate the proposed Army
Air Defense Command Post?
General BETTS. For use of the AN/TSQ-73? This would be each
of the group and battalion headquarters in the forces in Europe.
Mr. WHITTEN. What eqttipment and facilities would be replaced by

the new system?
General BETrs. The AN/MSG-4 that we identified.
Mr. WtirTTEx. Why is not the Air Force's 40t-L tactical air con-

trol system adequate for this function?
Colonel TOBEY. The 407-L is a much more complex piece of equipment than we need to do the job that we are talking about. It is quite
true that some of the components that have been developed for the
407-1 might very well be used in the AN/TSQ-73.
If I might, the 407-L has a much greater capability than we need.
Mr. WiTT N. How is this mission being performed today?
Colonel ToBEY. It is being performed today by the AN/MSG-4 that
we discussed earlier.
PLANNED USE OF FISCAL YEAR 1970 FUNDS

Mr. WHTarEN. I mentioned earlier the
million that you requested of the Bureau of the Budget for this program for fiscal year
1970. WhAt do you plan to accomplish with this ?
Colonel ToBEY. We would expect to let an engineering development
contract which would give us prototypes that would be available late
next calendar year. Those prototypes would be placed in Europe and
tested in the actual environment in which they would have to operate.
Mr. Wmi r rN. Would procurement expenditures be required in this

program in addition to the estimated
cost?

million total development

Colonel ToBEY. Yes.
Mr. WHiTrEN. What is the status of this program in the fiscal year

1970 apportionment review ?

Colonel ToBEY. I believe I described that, sir.
MIssILE EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

Mr. WHni-rN. Turning now to another subject, how firm is your
request for $4.8 million for missile effectiveness evaluation?
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Colonel TOBEY. We are planning to spend
million on a vai'iable speed training target, and on a scaler scoring device which
is necessary for our gun systems, and for evaluation of 7he Chaparral
fuze augmentation device,
, totalling the
million that is
in the budget.
RELATIVELY LOW-PRIRIOTY ITEM

Mr. WHITrEN. You requested $6.3 million for this program in fiscal

year 1969, and applied only $800,000 to it. Since the program had a low
priority in fiscal 1969, is it still a low-priority program in fiscal 1970?
Colonel TOBEY. With the fiscal year 1969 reduced funding, we prac-

tically stopped effort in these critical devices that are needed in the
future to test our various weapons.
Mr. Wnrrnq. You had the same experience in 1968, where you requested $6 million and applied only $500,000. In your our priorities
it was funded at that low level in 2 successive years.
Colonel ToBEY. When you are funding support devices as opposed

to weapons systems, your priority would go to the weapons system.
General BErs. That is a good point, Mr. Chairman. These are support efforts aid represent thinks that we believe are importaht. *We
would Ike to have them, but when we come down to the point, as we
did in 1968, that we were directed to take some $100 million out of the
Army R.D.T. & E. budget, we had to look for those places that did
not have immediate impact on something that was already on ongoing
effort.
I might point out this variable speed training target is something
that from recent guidance given us by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense is now on, a somewhat higher priority than it has been, because they want it to meet not only Army but also Navy R.D.T. E.
1
requirements.
I suspect we would not have quite the same position with respect to
that item this year that we have had in the past.
PLANNED USE OF FISCAL YEAR 1970 FUNDS

Mr. WimTrEx. Break down the request for
million to show
how much is proposed for each task proposed under this heading.
Colonel ToBEny. The breakdown of the fiscal year 1910 fluiM g of
million for the three tasks is:
Variable speed training target -

-

-

-

-

-

-

million

Scalar scouring device------Chaparral fuze augmentation device ............
Total
Mr. WHI-rTN. What is the development status of each of the
items included here and the estimated total development cost of each
item'?

Colonel ToBEY. The variable speed training target is in the initial
Mhnse of contract definition and this is scheduled for completion
in December 1969. Contractor selection and initiation of engineering
development is scheduled for December 1969. This development effort
is to satisfy both the Army and Navy research and development test
and eval Uation. requiremefits. The tofit developme-lt cost of the
variable speed training target is
million.
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Proposals from industry have been received and are now under
evaluation for the scaler scoring device. Engineering development is
schedufled to commence drin0lg second quarter fiscal year 1970 and to
be completed by fourth qtfet',fiscal year 1971. The total development
cost, of this program is
million.
The Chaparral fuze augtmetation device development was initiated
in fiscal year 1969 and will be compiled in fourth quarter fiscal year
1970. The total developmefit cot will be
- million.
Mr. W1IiTTvm. The justflcatiii indicates that progress has been
made in these developments in fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969 in
spite of greatly reduced funding. Has this request been padded?
Colonel TOBEY. No, there is no padding. The progress under the
reduced funding was reduced substantially from the progress which
is considered necessary in these programs., The progress expected under
the requested funding will permit a timely development program.
KWAJALEIN; MISSILE RANGE

Mr. WITTEN. Turning to the Kwajaldin Missile Range, you are
requesting a $24 million increase for this range in fiscal year 1970;
$82.7 million is requested for fiscal 1970 as compared with $58.5
million allocated in fiscal 1969 and $38.7 million in fiscal 1968. How
firm is this estimate?
Colonel TOBEY. The estimate is qulite firm. We have a detailed breakout of the actual increases totaling that amounfit, if you care to have
it for the record.
Mr. Wmrn-rrN. It may be inchided in the record at, this point.

(The inforniation follows:)

The detailed breakdown of the $82.7 million and the reason for the Increase
in fiscal year 1970 Is as follows:
[In thousands]
Operation

Fiscal year 1969 Fiscal year 1970

Army operation .............................................
$10,900
Program management ...................................
7
Material and supplies ....................................
Support services-------------------------------(3,891)
Technical ranigesuppott(Kentron HawaII Ltd) ..................
9,409
Logistical range support (Global Associates)
.
18,045
Discrlmination radar and target tracking radar (ormer rNke12
radars).
.
.
...... .
9,57
Kiernan reeniry measure ni'ntlte"(former'ARPA radarsa Roi
Namur).
.....
.
..
...............
10,606
Communications and instumeatons..:::: . ..................... ......
Total ................................................

58,535

Note

$11,000 ...............
(2,109)..........
(,0 00)
..........
(3,891) ..........
10,059
20,04
2
11,464
25,4
25405
4,268

3
4
5

82,700 ................

1. The $650,000 increase is due primarily to the range assuming funding responsibility for optical data reduction from Safeguard System Command.
2. The $2,459,000 increase is due to increased workload and the fair standards
labor law reduction of workweek from 42 to 40 hours.
3. The $1,889,000 increase is due to the transfer 6f the funding responsibility
for the wideband coherent recorder system and the battery control building to
the range and a modtiftcatioht to the target tracking radar.
4. The $14.799 intllion increase in fiscal year 1970 Is due to the transfer of the
ARPA long-range tracking and Instrumentation radar (ALTAIR) radar from
ABMDA to the range-$8 million; a full year fufiditig for the TRADEX radar-

$4.4 million, and modifications to the TRADEX and ALTAIR radars-$2.899
million.
5. Facility improvements in eommnicatis and instrumentation are required
to integrate the reentry radars, and furirsh supp-ort toIthe strategic offehsive and
defensive systems.
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Mr. WViIrN. The fiscal 1909 request for the Kwajlleil Missile
Range was $39 million. The justiflcations show that $58.5 million has
been applied. Is this a real increase, or does it merely reflect transfers
from AlPA in order to be conipa'rable to the fiscal 1970 estimate ?
Colonel Tou y. This reflects the transfer of some radar istalflAtiohs
to the Kwajalein Missile Range.
Mr. A~nDREws. Does R. & D. pick up most of the check for the operation of Kwajalein?
General BErs. That is correct. It its managed as a national range to
serve not only our own defense programs, but the Navy and Air Force
offensive programs.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about the construction of buildings there?
Is that charged to R. & D.V
General BETTS, They would be MCA if the item warrinted MCA.
Minor construction would be charged to R. &D.
PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1070 FUNDING FOR KWAJALEIN

Mr. ANDREWS. Could you put in the record at this point the total
amount you propose to spend in Kwajalein in 1970?
General BETrS. Yes, sir. You mean'all appropriations?
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have an airstrip there?
General BETTS. Yes; we have three airstrips.

Mr. ANDREIWS. Do you plan to build any others?
General BETTS. None is planned now.
Mr. ANDEws. If you built one, would it be charged to R. & D.I
General B 'rrs. If we asked for a facility item like that, it would
be MCA. Normally Army R.D.T. & E. facilities will'be constructed
with R.D.T. & E. funds only if the cost is less than $25,000.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about a powerplant?
General BETTS. A powerplant wouldbe in MCA.
Here is the MCA program in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish jfOu would put it in the record.
General BErTs. We will do that.
(The information follows:)
The total amount of funds programed to be expended at Kwajalein Missile
Range by appropriations are as follows:
In thousand*
of dollars
Appropriation:
R.D.T. & H...------------------------- $82, 700
Military construction authorization, Army -------------------3, 273
Military personnel appropriations ---------------------------427

Total

0---GUIDELINES FOR KWAJALE N FUNDITG

Mr. WftnvEz,.
What is the estimated cost in fiscal year 1970 of the
operation of the Altair radarI
Colonel TonEy. We have $8 million programed for that. We have
a breakout; +an operation and Inaintenance costs of $6.149 million,
modifications $950.00, and data reduction $901,000,
Mr. WHrmiE. Why was this cost trafisferred to the missile range
from the Army Ballistic Missile Defense Agency?
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Colonel TH'EY. As these radars become less developmentall items
and more items that can support the national range operation, they
are transferred to the range and funded by the range.
Mr. WumrEN. What are your guidelines as to costs borne by the
range and those borne by ABMDA?
Colonel TonEY. The guidelines are furnished by a D.D.R. & E.
memorandum. They are essentially as I just eninticiated. The range
measurement radars should be funded ald inaiged under the national range program element, and the program for radars in development status under the Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense Agency
program.
Mr. WhxmIrEN. That will be all until 2 o'clock, gentlemen. Thank
you very much.
AFTERNOON SESSION
INTER-ISLAND COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM

Mr. FLOOD. Continuing further with the situation at Kwajalein,

will you explain the requirement -frwhat you call interisland communications system expansion in 1970T I have a number of questions
regarding this system. What is the total cost of the proposed new
underwater cable? What'is the fiscal year 1970 cost? What comniunications systems are now available?
You know, we have listened for years here to comminicatios,
communications, communications, and communications. Now, is this
the "end" or is this more communications?
Colonel ToBmY. This is requiredcommunications.
PROPOSED SYSTEM EXPANSION

Mr. FLOOD. First tell us about the requirement for the interisland
communications system expansion in 1970.. What is so hot about it?
Colonel TonEY. The present interisland or interatoll communication
system has only 48-channel carrier systems.
Mr. FLOOD. Is that bad or good? Forty-eight sounds like a big
number.
Colonel TOBEY. It is insufficient, with the expansion in the nmfibers
of missiles and the types of data that they have to havenow. Tese
48 do not have the capacity o transit reentry radar data between
Roi Namlur, Meok, and KwaJalei which is required to su port the
offensive ballistic missile work that is going on there, the Safegttard
system test and therenr disciidnai~titinpr'ogramiis. What is required
is 120-voice-equivalent channels.
Mr. FL~OOD. From 48 to 120?
Colonel TOi*EY. That is correct.
Mr. FL~OOD. How long have they had 48?
Colonel ToBEY. I think 3 years-is thtt correct?
Colonel Doss. Since 1961.
Mr. FLOOD. They have had it since 1961. Is this program going to be
so magnified that i 1970 alone you are goiig to go from 48 to 120
almost overnight as the magnitilde of this proposal ?
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DECISION NOT TO BUILD PERIMETER ACQIJISITrON RADAR AT KWAJALEIN

General BETrs, May I jump in at this point ? You are aware that one
of the new elements that was added to Sentintbl-now Safeguard system just a few years ago was the perimeter acquisition radar (PAR).
Mr. FLoon. Yes.
General B.-rs. This was to be the alert and warning radar that had
not been in the original Nike-X.
Mr. FLOOD. That is the whole thing that is holding up the show,
isn't it?
General BET'rs. It is at the miomiit because that is where the argument comes, as to whether or not that should be on site for its testing
program. We made deliberate judgement in order to save money that
we would not build a perimeter acquisition radar in Kwajalein for a
real tffime system test.
Mr. FLooD. You made What?
General BETTS. We made the judgment that we would not build
the perimeter acquisition radar in Kwajalein for a real time full-system test using the perimeter acquisition radar, because it was argued
that we already have at Roi Namur Island in the Kwajalein atoll, the
needed UHF frequency radar. Now, we argued that we could take
the data from the radar at Roi Namur and in real time pig them
into the Meek Island automatic data processing and accomplish the
same system test in real time that we might accomplish with the
PAR. We felt that was a prudent way to save money. But up to this
time we had not been concerned with real time transmission of data
from Roi Namur to Meek Island of the many things that one finds.
We have radars at Roi Namur and at Kwajalein.
Mr. FLOOD. I asked the colonel this. You have had 48 channels since
1961 and now you are going from 48 to 120?
General B'rrs. Right.
Mr. FLOOD. What ihthe world for?
General BEirs. The decision we made was that we wanted to take
data from Roi Namur in real time and feed it into the Meek Island
radar.

Mr. FLOOD. That mere decision?

General BEvrs. Yes, sir. It becomes a much tougher job then-

Mr. FLOOD. Without more.

General Bm'rs (continuing). Because what you want to do is carry
tracks on every item
Mr. FLOOD. You did not feel that the heat was suddenly on your
neck so that you had to do this overnight
General BE.TTS. No, no; this was a deliberate judgment reached as a
result of a plan that decided not to put PAR at Kwajalein. That
would have been a tremendously expensive program.
COST OF NEW UNDERWATER CABLE

Mr. FLOOD. What is the total cost of the underwater cable in 1970?
Colonel Tonuy. $2,586,000.
Mr. FLOOD. What is the total cost?
Colonel TOBEY'. That is the fiscal year 1970 cost. The total cost of
the program overall is $3,360,000.
Mr. FLOOD. That will be the 1970 total cost? That can't be.
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Colonel TOBEY. No, sir. The fiscal year 1910 cost for the 120-channel
communications cableMr. FLOOD. The total cost is $3.4 million, and $2.6 million is the cost
in fiscal year 1970?
Colonel TonEY. Yes, sir. Starting with fiscal year 1970 and the 120channel wide cable, $2586,000 is the funding for fiscal 1970. In fiscal
1971 an additional $1V,175,000 for a total over the 2-year period of

3,861, 000.

Mr. PooR. I think perhaps there is something that is not clear here.
The $2.186 million takes care of the link from Meck to Roi Namuhr.
There are also required links between Kwajalein, Ennylibegan, and
Gugeegve. In fiscal year 1971 this link would require $850,000, and
certain maintenance replacement cable, another $325,000. That is the
way it goes.
Mr. FLOOD. Did you put another $800,000 in there?
Colonel TOBEY. The numbers that Mr. Poor gave were included in
my numbers.
COST OF CENTRAL DATA PROCESSING

CENTER

Mr. FLOOD. What is the requirement and the cost of the proposed
expansion of the Central Data Processing Center?
Colonel TOBEY. These requirements are as follows: We want to
provide real time acquisition data to the tracking cameras and the
telemetry systems to tie those in through the Central Data Processing
Center to the radars. And all the input and output'data for the posttest analysis and preprocessing of data for verification and expedient
access by the internal users so they will have real time data to work
with.
Mr. FLOOD. We have no quarrel with the requirement. That is, I
wouldn't have. What about the cost?
Colonel TOBEY. The cost in fiscal 1970 is $1.2 million.
Mr. FLOOD. Now, I sat here the first day that anybody across the
table there talked about a computer. Now, Mr. Andrews was with
us. I think we went to the Pentagon the first time when they unveiled
the first piece of computer hardware there. It wis as 'bias this rooi0.
If you ever saw a piece of Iube Goldberg machinery, this was it;
yellow lights, red lights, green lights; it played music; it was a
great big massive thing.
Mr. AN;DPEWS. I remember that.
Mr. FLOo. Then we started getting new generations and new generations and new generations. It was like the old Army gag that any
piece of hardware, any weapon system that works is obsolete. So
every time they bought a computer for so many millions of dollars,
it became obsolete because the salesman was already outside the door
with a new one. They talk about the general pushing that first button,
and there is another new one already in the wings-of course, miniaturized, naturally.
Mr. ANdREws. I often wonder how George Washington won the
Revolutionary War without a computer.
Mr. Rjonms. The Redcoats did not-have one.
General BETTs. He had the most effective one we know how to make;
it was between his ears.
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Mr. FLOOD. Touch. Now, you are not suckers for a left hook from
this salesman, like hundreds of thousands of school districts all over

the United States? I know about that as chairman of the Labor-HEW
Subcommittee. Here all of these computers, a new computer system
for higher education, secondary education, elementary education, and
there are schools all over the country with their cellars just jammed
with obsolete hardware which cost the school districts, cost the States,
and cost the United States hundreds of millions of dollars because
of a slick salesman selling the school board something they did not
know about, which was obsolete when they bought it.
Now, you are not suckers for a left hook, too; are you?
General Brrs. Not in this field.
Mr. FLOOD. I don't mean the purpose and the idea behind it; I am
for that.
General Bm'rs. We understand. As far as I am concerned with respect to this kind of capability, it has to go from the contractor up
through the project manager's office to our office, to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense who maintains a range office familiar in detail
with what we are doing. They give our proposed costs very hard scrutiny. I believe this has been massaged adequately and is a hard requirement.
NUMBER OF PROPOSED SPARTAN AND SPRINT LAUNCHES

Mr. FLOOD. How many Spartan and Sprint launches are proposed
in 1970; how many did you make in 1969, and how many in 1968?
Colonel Tonrm. I will take the Spartan launches in chronological order. In fiscal year 1968 we had two; in fiscal year 1969, seven, and in
fiscal year 1970,
are planned. The Sprints have not been
launched at Kwajalein Missile Range. The Sprints have been fired at
White Sands.
Mr. FLOOD. Why the big spread between 1968 and 1969, and the tight
spread between 1969 and 1970?
Mr. PoOR. The Spartan program is just getting started, just as the
Sprint firings at Kwajalein won't start in fiscal year 1970. They are
jUst completing .the launchers for the Sprints which will be fired at
Kwajalein starting in fiscal year
Mr. FLOOD. You Wvon't fire a Sprint in 1970?
Mr. Pooi.. Not at Kwajalein in fiscal year 1970. They are being fired
here at White Sands, however firings are planned to start at Kwajalein
early in fiscal year
-. The load in ICBM/SLBM launches is also
going ulp rather strongly in fiscal year 1970. There were 87 ICBM's in
1968, 44 in 1969 and we expect
in fiscal year 1970. That is the
kind of thing where they launch from Vandenberg and we get data
on our own reentry vehicles to help design the Safeguard system and
to develop
- technifes for our own offensive systems.
Mr. FLOOD. The record should emphasize-and I am doig it for the
purpose of emphasis that you do not mean that there will be no
Sprints fired in 1970, but you mean n Sprints in 1970 at Kwajalen?
Mr. PooR. That is correct, in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. FLOOD. Now, how many ICBM and SLB.M launches are proposed in 1970? Again, how does that"cmpar e with 1969 and1968?
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Mr. PooR. I just gave you the numbers, I think, for the ICBM's.
Ii the SLBM's my understanding is there were nine in 1968, none in
1969, and
in 1970.
Mr. FLOOD. I think at this point the record should show what is
meant by the ICBM.
Mr. PooR. The intercontinental ballistic missile.
Mr. FLOOD. And the SLBM?

Mr. PooR. SubArine-launched ballistic missile.
Mr. ANDREWS. Such as the Polaris?
General BEwrs. That is right.

Mr. FLOOD. I believe you have already given us the ICBM figure?
Mr. PooR. Yes. I gave you 37 in 1968, 44 in 1969 aid
- in 1970
which shows a considerableMincrease in this work on reentry warhead
assessment considerable increase in the tasks of the radar complex,
at Kwajalein.
TOTAL FISCAL YEAR 1970 COST OF KWAJALEIN OPERATION

Mr. FLOOD. You have a request, here for $82.7 million. That is a lot
of millions, even for you. Can you give us the various activities which
make up the request? Now, you should do that very properly and very
thoroughly for the record, but can you hit a handful of high spots now
so that we get some idea? This thing should be carefully prepared, by
all means, for the record but right now for the committee just tell us
something about it.
(The information follows:)
The various activities or operations that make up the $82.7 million for fiscal
year 1970 are as follows:
Operation

Army operation

Thousands

-----------------------------------------

Program management --------------------------------Material and supplies
---------------------------------Support services -------------------------------------

$11, 000
(2,109)
(5, 000)
(3, 891)

Technical range support (Kentron Hawaii Ltd.) -----------------10, 059
Logistical range support (Global Associates) -------------------20,504
Discrimination radar and target tracking radar (former Nike radars) --. 11,464
Kiernan reentry measurement site radars (former ARPA radar at Rot

Namur)
---------------------------------------------Communications and instrumentation --------------------------

Roi Namur-Meck carrier system

25,405
4,268

--------------------------

(2, 186)

Repair cable for present system ----------------------------Telemetry
------------------------------------------Photo optics
-------------------------------------------

(400)
(1, 241)
(441)

Total

---------------------------------------------

82,700

General B-rs. Let me break out the main items and we will fill in
thedetail. First is for the cost of the Army operation as such, $11
million. These are the operating costs of the Kwajalein facility as
such. Then supporting the operating costs-and by operating costs I
mean the business of providing the in-house people that support the
range-that means we have to reinmbifse the Weather Bureau for
services they, furnish to us; we have a couple of million for program
management in the in-house staff as such.
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Mr. FLooD. Let me tell you this: As you already know, there is a
strong school of thought for an ABM comromise; namely, to rMn the
tests at Kwajalein. Secretary Laird says that can't be done because it
is going to cost too much money.
General BE.rrs. It will, undotibtedly.
Mr. FLOOD. Here you are going to have $82.7 million, and te wlile
thing is almost all set up. Why can't yountake all the ABM eqtuii ill e-ht
out to Kwajalein and test it there? You are going to sp end $82.1- milion in fiscal year 1970; that is a lotand
of test
money.
it? The flyboys will work
with you. Why not take it out there
General BmErs. All of the testing of this system except for tie pe~riilleter acquisition radar will be done at Kwajalein as it exists now.
Mr. FLOOD. Then why do you watt Montana?
General BEITS. We want the integrationMr. FLOOD. If you are all set up at Kwajalein, that is.
General BErrs. We want to integraidte the fifial system to include the
perimeter acquisition radar. If we decide to build the perimeter acquisition radar at Kwajalein in order to test the full system there, and
its full system integration, it would cost about $200 million.
Mr. FLOOD. Just to set up the PAR hardware?
General BE-rs. It is very expensive to do it that far out on the pipeline. Everything we do out there costs more than it would here.
Mr. FLOOD. Merely because it is that fair away ?
General Bmrrs. Because of the long logistic tail, that is correct. Beside that, we have the difficult problem of finding a place to live for the
people who are working there. There are inmany 'people who work on
the island now for only I year whom we would ike to hold for much
longer periods but they don't like to be separated from their families.
i am taking about the'cofitractor personnel.
SWe limit our housing at the island to those people that are absolutely essential to the operation and for whom we feel we should provide
housing in order to keep them for longer periods than would otherwise be feasible.
Mr. ANiPxws. Do you have contractor operations at Kwajalein?
General Bnrer. We do have contractor operations, and the contractor operations would be above this $109 miilli on that I identified for
Army operations. This was why I used the term "Army," because there
are other operations'that Ican identify with contractors.
Mr. FiooD. What is the $10.9 million
General B.mrrws. You remember, I named the fiscal 1970 Army operation as $11 million even. I was looking at the 1969 column. $11 million
breaks out to $2.1 million for program management, $5 million for
material and supplies, $3.8 or $3.9 million for support services. Then
the technical range support that means engineers scientists who run
instrumentation related to the exercise under the Kentron contract is
about $10 million even, The cost of running the discrimiflation radar
and target tracking radars is $11.5 million. The logistical range support, that is a contract with Global Associates who handle all of the
business of maintaining the houses, collecting rents, running the stores,
maintaininog vehicles operating aircraft, nd marine craft, and the
powerplant; that entire support exercise is the $20.5 million which
I mentioned.
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TESTING OF PERIMETER ACQUISITION XIADAR

Mr. FLOOD. If the ABM is so absolutely vital, and I mean that with
a capital "V," as the proponents say it is, why don't you just shut
down everything else you are doing at Kwajalein and do this ABM

show ?

Mr. PooR. Mr.Flo6d I was out in Kwajalein just a few months ago
and I can assure you that is what is going on tlere. It is all devoted
to ABM-related research. It is the place where we will be able to test
the Spartan missile and associated *radaragainst targets which represent real ICBM targets. It tests that part. What it does not do is put
together an integrated system, including a perimeter acquisition radar,
all the pieces of a unitized defense, working togetherI think General Starbird has talked to tMe committee about the
plans for phase I. It is to put together integrated systems so that we
can make sure there aren't any bugs. It is much better done here because I can assure you that at Kwajalein t would be-a most awkward
business to put this all together. We are land-limited, we are transport-limited and the problem of putting a complete complex out at
Kwajalein would be insuperably expensive and we would not gain
the leadtime we can gain by doing it here.
Mr. FLOOD. Now, Mr. Secretary, you have to test the perimeter acquisition radar against an ICBM. Are you firing things out there to
test similar equipment at Kwajalein?
General BETTS. Yes, sir.

Mr. FLOOD. YOU are not going to be able to fire them in Mofitana
and test them.
Mr. POOR. That is correct.

General BETTS.We wouldn't expect to.
Mr. FLOOD. You are not going to fire anything in Montana. How
are yougoing to test this PAR in Montana uifess you can fire an
ICBM against it?
General BETTS. We can test the PAR on its deployed site in the
United States, in the continental United States.
Mr. FLOOD. What are you gong to test it against, BB guns?
General BETTS.We can test it agistMr. FLOOD. ICBM's?

General BETTS. We don't need to test it against an ICBM in order
to conduct a proper electronic analysis of what this will do. We can
CONUS against satellites and space debris.
test it in
Mr. FLOOD. You are not going to test it. Now, what is the biggest
pigeon you are going to test it against At Kwajalein? A slingshot?
General BETTS. The test at the Kwajalein site-

Mr. FLOOD. What is the hottest hardware you will test. Itagainst,
General BETTS. We will test it against an all-up Minuteman-IJI

warhead.
Mr. FLOOD.You wouldii't dare do thtttin Montana.
General BETTS. No, sir.

Mr. FLOOD. Then yoU have to do your testing of the PAR in Kwajalein.
General BE-TTs. No, sir; it doesn't work out that way.
-Mr. FLOOD. Where else are you goiig to test it-?
General BETrs. Because I mentioned at Kwajalein we have a complex of radar that can feed into the dhta processor of the Safeguard
system.
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Mr. FLOOD. And you are going to shoot a Minuteman to test it?
General BETTs.That is riglt.
Mr. FLOOD. Until you shoot a Miinttemitn, until you test it with a
Minuteman you haven't got a thing, andthat youcan't doin Montana.
So why do you want to put it in Montana uitil you have tested it
out against a Mifiuteman? ,
General BETTS. The radars at the tactical sites will be exercised
regularly against satellite targets of opportunity to assure high radar
detection and tracking performance.
Mr. FLOOD. Now le's go back. I am offstage at the right and I come
in and say '"Mr. Speaker, here we go again.' Until you test the PAR
against a Mlifiteman you have got nothing, aIdyou can't test against
a MinUteman in M6itana. Until you test the PAR against the Mintiteman, you need nothing in Montana, and the only place you can test
it against the MinUteman is at Kwajalein.
General BE'r'rs. These are mcth too simplistic judgmeits.
Mr. FLOOD. I just asked you.
General Bmi-rs. But this is the whole point: That what the system
needs in order to go through the acquisition, the handover, the data
processing, the pickup with the missile site radar, and launch the
intercept missile, is a proper signalMir. FLOOD. Launch what intercept missile?
General BvTTs.The interceptor, either the Sprint or the Spartan, or
both, can be launched under control of the missile site radar at Kwajalein. It is that environment, at that site, that we would propose to
do the full intercept testing.
Mr. FLOOD. Then what in the world do you want to put anything
into Montana for, until you are all set?
General BETTs. Because the time factors are such that we would be
far behind the Soviet power curve if we wait until all of the system
testing is done at Kwajalein before we start building- the perimeter
acquisition radar at the sites in the continental United States.
Mr. FLOOD. You are goifig to build a PAR at Montana, but you are
testing something else at Kwajalein. If it doesn't work at Kwajalein,
year after year after year like the 3T's in the Navy, all of a sudden
you are going to come back and say "Sorry about Montana, it didn't
work at Kwa-alein."
General BETTs. If we had any concern that we were not well along
toward fullknowledge of the capability of this systemMr. FLOOD, Let me go off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
General BsTrs. The additional element that should enter into this
discussion is the fact that the Air Force built a large phased array
radar at Eglin Air Force Base called the FPS-85. That is a phased
array radar at virtually the same frequency as the perimeter acquisition radar is to be bfilt in the United States. That radar has been extensively, or at least it has been tested to the extent that we know how
a phased array radar of that size operates and what its radiation characteristics are. It is for that reason that we say that builtdifig a perimecofinientl United States is not a high
ter acquisition radar inofthe
risk item by any Stretch the imaginion.
.Mr. FLOOD, I don't Want to shoot you down, but you haven't tested
anything against missiles.
General BErrs. We would proposeto test missiles at Kwajalein.
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Mr. FLOOD. You have not.
General BETTs. Yes, we have had many tests against missiles, many
of them, using the old Nike-Zeus, the Nike X systems at Kwajalein.
IWe haven't run the Meck radar against missile test in an all up system
sense, but radars at Roi Niamur, the upper end of the atoll, and those
on the island of Kwajalein itself have been tested extensively. We
know what a
looks like, what
looks like, what
look like.
Mr. ADREnWS. How long has the Air Force tested that radar at
Eglin Air Force Base?
General BEurs. I would have to get that from the Air Force. It is
roughly 2 years.
Mr. ANDREWS. You found it to be perfectly operations?
General BE'rrs. We found it to be an effective phased array radar.
Mr. ANDilws. You are telling us that you plan to build that same
type radar in Montana.
General BETTS. The same type radar is correct, not precisely the
same.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have the bugs out of it with the Air Force
experience at Eglin?
General BETTS. I have to qualify that by saying that we feel that
the phased array technology at UHF frequency-aidthat is the frequency band of interest-is well understood. We know what the problems are. We have demonstrated how to solve them. A different contractor won the competition than the one who built the FPS-85 but
he has the full benefit of that experience and technology on which to
build his new radar.
Mr. ANDE'wS. I am trying to determine whether or not this radar
you propose to build in Montana is.somethiig brand new or is it a
duplicate of the one you had at Egliin
GenerAl BE'rs. I am trying to be completely honest and objective.
As far as we are concerned, it is a state of .the art radar. By that I
mean that the technology is well known..
Mr. ANDREWS. Like the one at Eglin whlch has been tested and
found to be satisfactory?
General BETTs. That is correct.
Mr. PooR. It is like the one at Eglin but certainly not identical.
Mr. FLOOD. But all you have done at Eglin is look at satellites.
The PAR is brand new. This may be the Achilles heel. You have a
fantastically sophisticated project here, the whole program is, and
the Achilles heel is the inability to tie together the interfaces in this
fantastically sophisticated program and be able to test it against an
ICBM. You just won't be able to do it. You have this can of worms,
you are walking on eggs with all of this highly sophisticated, unbelievable program that you cannot do in Montana, and you cannot
do it any place.
Mr. PoOOR. The radar signal data has been generated and is being
generated in Kwajalein using the Roi Namur radars, and the same
kind of frequencies are being used as those at Eglin field radar, and
they do give us the signature data required for designing the computer software for handling the output of an UHF radar similar to
the perimeter acquisition radar.
Mr. RrODES. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question ?
What is your time frame here I When are you going to begin these
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tests in Kwajalein on the phased array radar I
General Bm:rs. At Kwajalein we will have the missile site radar,
a radar that is in the safeguard system.
Mr. RHODES. That is not the only radar that you were going to
use in Montana.?
General Bzrrs. That is one of two radars we will use in Montana.
One is for controlling the missiles and controlling the engagement.
The other is for acquisition, the PAR.
Mr. RHiODES. Are you ever going to test a phased array radar against
an incoming missile at Kwajaiein .
General BiEfrs. We will test it with the missile site radar which is
a phased array radar, but not the perimeter acquisition radar at
Kwajalein for reasons of costs and the time factors that I mentioned.
Mr. FLOOD. But you have no perimeter acquisition radar at Kwajalein. That is the thing we are discussing.
General BFrrs. We do not. We do not propose to do that because
we feel we can generate the exact same radar signals using radars
that are already there.
Mr. FLOOD. Now, what is that? You can do the same thing as the
perimeter acquisition radar with what you have? Then what do you
want with a perimeter acquisition radar
General BvT-rs. The exact same signals, as produced by the perimeter acquisition radar, can be generated using the radars already
at Kwajalein; that is perfectly feasible, Mr. Flood, it really is. This
is not such a great bid deal. This has all been reviewed by experts
outside the ArmyMr. FLOOD. Now, that leaves me cold. You know what an expert is?
General Brvrs. All right; but it,
bas been looked at, very carefully
by the Defense Science Board. The Defense Science Board has reviewed this, the President's Scientific Advisory Committee has
reviewed it, and no one questions it.
Mr. RHODES. The point I am trying to make, General, is that your
tests in Kawjalein will have been greatly advancedin before
ever
North you
Dakota.
put any hardware on the ground in Montana or
Now, you do have a time frame involved here?
General BETTS. We do.
Mr. RHODE S. Except for this perimeter acquisition radar, which
worries the gentleman from Pennsylvania-and I must admit it
worries me a little bit-is what you say here. Now, I just assumed
that all of this would have been tested as a system somewhere before
you put it on the.ground. You'have a weak case here as far as the
Safeguard system is concerned because of this fact.
Mr. FLOOD. Yes.
Mr. R ODES. Now, we had been led to believe, and I do believe that

the Safeguard system is supposed to test out the concept as a unit.
Mr. POOR.Tha is right, for the Safeguard systems.
Mr. RH OD s. The state of the record 'is that you cannot test from
Montana or from North Dakota, so that you, probably never will be
able to test out this system unless you bitild It at Kwajalein. Now,
do yOU want to addressyourself to this dhlemma?
General Brrs. in terms Of a full-scale intercept we cannot test at
Montana. However, as I stated earlier, the radars at the tactical sites
will be exercised against targets of opportunity to assure high radar
detection and tracking performance,Mr. RHODES. That's right.
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General B~rrmrs. That will always be the case. But in terms of tying
the two togetherMfr. Rnors. One of the strong cases that has been made for the
so-called deployment is that we will be able to see this system anid see
whether or not it will work. Now, it seems, this is not true.
Mr. Poon. No. It is true, Mr. Rhodes. Let me try this.
Mr. FLooD. But you see the point. If this is what everybody says it
is, if this is the end of the world, then you can't worry about the cost
at Kwajalein, if that is true.
Mr. Poon. That would certainly be true except it would take longer.
General B'irs. I think the taxpayer deserves this kind of prudence.
Mr. Poon. And it is not necessary. Let me try it again.
The kinds of radar signals that the perimeter acquisition radar will
receive can be measured by the equipment that exists at Kwajalein, the
Roi Namur radars. It does not do the whole job. These radars are dish
radars, they are not phased array radars, they can't look in many directions at once, so they are limited in the sense that they can't do the
search job, the early warning look-around job.
However, they can and will generate the kinds of radar signals that
one would expect to get from that portion of the PAR capability that
is following an incoming missile. Therefore, we can make tape recordings that show the kinds of signals that will come in and put these
into the integrated system at the Montana site and work the whole
problem, the whole computer and everything on what is called a simulated engagement. Similarly, the PAR's performance can be tested,
its ability to detect, targets at very long ranges and track them by testing on satellite systems, targets of opportunity that go every day. So
the Montana site is the first completely integrated test bed for the
system.
I have every reason to believe that that is the most prudent afid most
rapid way of getting the system integrated. If we had to build an
experimental PAR, take it out to Kwajalein at enormous expense,
create the land for it, create a place for the people who are required
to maintain
to live on,
we Would
up a great
of
time and ita and
greatoperate
deal ofit energy
which,
in my use
opinion,
could deal
far
better be placed on the test integration here in this country.
COST AND TIME FACTORS INVOLVED

Mr. MINSIALL. Will you yield? You have given us words here. You

say -it
will be at great expense and a great deal of additional time. Can
you give us some dollar and time fiMires?
Ir. Poon. I cannot. General StaNird has testiflod on this.
Mr. MIsSiALL. Can you give us a ball park feel for this? You said

great expense. You must have some idea how muich it is, Mr. Secretary.
General BrTrs. It seems to me that the time from letting the PAR
contract to the time it goes on the air is over 4 years.
Mr. MINSHAL. Wlhat about the "great expense?" What are we talking about I "Great" means a lot of things.
General BETrs. We are talking about $200 million at least.

Mr. ANDnRws. Is that what you are gomig to spend in Montana I
General BETTS. No. In Mofitlailit will be less.
Mr. ANmu.ws, But-it is the same type radar?
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General Brrs. Yes, sir.

Mr. MINSHALL, Here you are going into Montana without ever actu-

ally testing the entire system, whereas if you spent another $200 million on strictly R. & D. out at Kwajalein, you would be able to give
this system an actual test on an incoming bird, would you not?
General Bgrrs. We would be able to.
Mr. FooD. Wait a minute. You are never going to test this system
until you push the paie button.
GeneralBE'rs. In a real sense that is true, although one can test all
the elements of the system all the way up to the nuclear warhead.
Mr. MINSUALL. Don't you feel that would be the better route to
follow?
General Brrrs. Really, I do not. The Meek data processor that runs
the engagement, that is the important item that has to be integrated
with everything else.
It does not care that the signals coming in to it are from a tape or
from another radar or from the PAR or what. It would be just a
foolish waste of money to build a perimeter acquisition radar out at
Kwajalein when we already have radars that can create radar signals
in real time exactly like those that the PAR would create.
Mr. MINSIUALJ. Would your thinking change if the other body
should come up with an amendment to the ABM program saying
,
R. & D. only-period?
General BmT'rs. It would not because during the period before there
was any commitment to'deployment, I was involved in the decision
that we would not build the perimeter acquisition radar at Kwajalein,
and I think it was the right decision then and is the right decision
now, and will be the right decision in the future.
Mr. AND1nUws. Are you telling us you can do the same thing at
Kwajalein with the type radars you have there that you hope and
expect todoin Montana.?
General Brrs. We can do the same type of thing, that is true.
Mr. ANrmws. In other words, you wil have a radar in Montana
similar to tie one which has been tested at Eglin; and you have o"
Kwajalein today different radars that will do the same thing as the
one to be installed in Montana.
Mr. FLOOD. Similation.

General JfT'rs. That will creAte the same kind of radar data. It is
and proditcnot simulation, Mr. Flood. It is taking data off the
ig exactly the same radar returns that you would get if you had a
PAR. You go about it in a different way, but it produces the same
signal.
Mr. FLOOD. What is simulation?
Mr. AWD']vs. You have radar that will permit you to identify an
incoming warhead and shoot it down with your missiles.
General B vrs. That is right.
Mr. AwUEws. Isn't that the same thing you say the radar you propose in Montana will do?
General Bnre. That is right.
Mr. A~mwfws. That isthe same thing, but it is done in a different

General Bmrrs, Except one must recognize the radar we are putting in Montana is much more capable and will go far beyond.
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Mr. ANDrmNWs. If you say that and you base that statement on the
exIerience you have'had N\'ith the radar down at EglinGeneral BL3rrs. We do.
Mr. ANDiIEWS continuingg). Then you are telling us you will have
ill Montana with the newer, different type radar a better capability

to track and shoot down the incoming warhead.
General B1T3rs. Yes.
Off tile record.)
General BEmrs. It is a very complex picture, but I think we are taking the prdent course of action.
(Clerk's note: The following additional information was provided
subsequent to the hearings by the Army.)
In summary of the preceding perimeter acquisition radar (PAR) testimony.
It is my Judgment that the big expense of approximately $200 million to build
a PAR at Kwajalein could not be Justified to the taxpayers. The complete Safeguard system (missile site radar, missile site data processor, perimeter acquisition radar, Spartan missile, and Sprint missile) with the exception of the
PAR per se will be tested at KwaJalein against intercontinental ballistic missiles
and intermediate range ballistic missiles. The purpose of the PAR is to furnish
long-range survoillanee, identilo('ation and track data to the missile site data
processor (MSDP) at the missile site radar (MSR). The UHF radar on Iol
Namur Island in the Kwajalein Missile Range will furnish this data (identical
to PAR data) to the MSDP.
The PAR per se Is not required for the Safeguard system test at KwaJalein.
The technology involved in the PAR has been operated successfully for approximately 2 years by the Air Force FPS 85 phased array at Eglin Air Force Base.
The PAR will be tested at the deployed site against satellites and space debris
with known position and velocity parameters to verify the PAR's capability to
provide long-range surveillance, identification and track data. The PAR data
processor will be tested further by inputing into It taped ICBM data from
the reentry radars at Kwajalein. The PAR will continue to be exercised regularly
against satellites and space debris to assure high-radar detection and tracking
performance. If we delayed the phase I deployment until a PAR is huilt and
tested at Kwajalein, It would delay completion of the deployment until tie
of the 1970's, a time frame far too late In relation to our current estitiatetsend
of
the threat.
(WO,\Ai

ASSOCIATES LOGISTICS SUPPORT CONTRACT

Mr. FLooe). I-ow mech is proposed to be spent inder the logistical
support contrIwt. wit.l the Global Associates in 11970, and how (loes
that compare with 1968 and 1969, that one outfit?
Generl ! Bv.s. I have the figures available for 1969 an1l 1970. It is
$20.5 mllhimi for 1970, and it was $18 million even ill
1961). That reflects
the increased scope of activity.
HENTRON

IAWAII, LTD.) TECHNICAL SUPPORT CONTRACT

.Mr. FLOOD. HoW

ulcllh
(10 you propose to sl)en(l for tle tecliical Isipport contract with Ken tron fta vii. Ltd.?
General 13E'rrIs. $10
lhioneven In 1970. It was $9.4 million ill 1969.
MILITARY PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AT KWAJALEIN

Mr. FLOoD. Yo'u talk about the number of people on the island. How
many Am~y~, ltary
personnel are assigned to the Kwajalein Missile
Ranlge? 0ile i10 tile figl'es for 1968v,1)69, and 1970.
general Bi'.rrs. May l turn to Colonel To)bey?
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Mr.

FLOOD.

What will the al)poxii lte cost be for these milittiry

types?
."I.
.
Colonel TowE-. There are 31 military types assigned to the Kwajalein
Missile Range for 1968, 1969, and 1970. The funding is $427,000 each
year.
NUMtBER OF CIVILIANS AT KWAJALEIN

Mr. FLOOD. Do the same thing for civiliatnson the test range.
Colonel TOBEY. For 1968? the 1gure for civilians was 70; 1969 it was

103; and for 1970 it is projected as 126. We do not have the exact figures or their pay, but we have inexact figures of about $1,800,000.
NUMBER OF CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL AT KWAJALEIN

Mr. FLOOD. Contract employees are mixed up in this. What are their
figures for 1968, 1969, and 1970 and what is the cost of their salaries
for each fiscal year, and what is the average salary?
Colonel Tonnty. I have no strength for fiscal year 1968, but Glob ,
In fiscal year 1969 employed 1,300 people, and in 1970 will have 1,250
people, a drop of 50 people. Kentron in fiscal year 1969 employed 250
people, and i iflscal year 1970, 280 people.
WeV would have to furnish the average salary for the record.
SALARIES FOR CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEES

Mr. FLOOD. What is the cost of contract employees' salaries for 1969
and 1970? Then supply the average.
Colonel ToBEY. We do not have that figure.
Mr. FLOOD. Supply that, too.
Colonel TonEY. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

The direct labor cost for contract employees' salaries in fiscal year 1969, tie
fiscal year 1969 average salary, and projected salaries for fiscal year 1970 are
as follows:
[In thousands of dollars

Global Associates ......---------................................
Kentron Hawaii Ltd ...............................................
Radio Corp. of mmerica (full-year operation of Trade TRADEX operation).
Lincol Laboratory, MIT -----------------------------------------Bell Tale hone Laboratory ---------------------------------------Sylvania Electric Co., loc. (operation of ALTAIR radar) ................

Fiscal year

Fiscal year
1969 1970

Fiscal year 1969
average
salary'!

$17,200
3, 035
1,673
800
3,142
0

$16,860
4,300
3,346
1,020
3,000
1,880

$7,712
10,285
23,900
27,600
20,826
0

'The fiscal year 1969 average salary was obtained by dividing the total direct labor costs by the total labor hours and
multiplying by 2,496 hours per year.

Mr. ANDREWS. What type employees are they? What do these people do?
Colonel ToBEY. They range all the way from native Marshallese to
Ph. D.'s who are over there tooperate the radar, from laborer right up.
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TOTAL MILITARY PERSONNEL AT KWAJALEIN

Mr. ANDIEVS. While you are putting in the nuilnber of civilian contract, employees, put at this point in'the record thenufber of all nfilitary personiel over there.
(The information is as follows:)
These are a total of 53 military personnel stationed at Kwajal6n. These personnel are assigned to the folloWing organizations: Kwajalein Missile Range24; CONARO Central Training Facility-2; Air Force liaison officer-1; resident
engineer, Honoitilti Engineering District-i; Safeguard System-25.

Mr. FLOOD. By the way, we know the yexpression "azardous pay
for different operations, and "combat pay." What is the additional paty
given to the personnel, both civilian and military, because they are at
such

remote

locations

as

Kwvajalein?

Colonel TOBEY. For the civil service people, there is a 25-percent increase in pay over the normal basic pay; and the contractors have
arrangements to pay their personiel more to get them to work in this
remote location, but we have not the precise nibers associated with
that.
Mr. FLOOD. Do the military or civilian personnelhave their families
out there?
Colonel TOBFY. Yes, sir.
General BETTS. There is no differential for the military.
WHITE SANDS MiISSILE RANOE (WSMR)

Mr. FLOOD.Let, us talk about White Sands Missile Range (WSMR).
The fiscal year 1970 request for the operation of the White Sands
Missile Range is $84 milon. This compares with $77.7 million in
fiscal year 1969 and $75.1 million for fiscal year 1968.
Su p pose you tell us what are the major projects at White Sands.
Colonel TomY. We have a listing of 10 major projects at White
Sands.
MAJOR PROJECTS AT WHITE SANDS

Mr. FLOOD. You do not have to detail the 10 now but pick out 3,
the ones that you think the committee would like to hear about right
now, and then supply the rest in detail.
Colonel ToBEY. The Army has there the Safeguard program, the
Sprint firing, the Shillelagh, the Redeye, and the Pershing.
Mr. FLOOD. Give us 3 and define each missile as you tell us about it,
and put the rest in the record.
Colonel TOBEY. The Sprint missiles that are fired at White Sands
Missile Range are a portion of the Safeguard system, very highvelocity interceptor missiles.
The Redeye is at the opposite end of the spectrum. It is a shoulderfired air-defense weapon. They are doing the production testing at
Whii Sands Missile flange.
The Pershing is an operationally deployed surface-to-surface missile system, and the tests that are dhIne on the Pershing are the troop
tests returning from Europe, actual combatunits.
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Mr. FLOOD. These are all Army missiles?

Colonel ToBEY. The three that I gave are Army missiles. I have some
Air Force and some NASA work, also, in the top 10 programs.
(The information follows:)
There are a total of 133 programs at WSMR. The top 10 programs, ranked by
the total effort required to stipport them are as follows:
1. Firefly. This is an Air Force program for the development of a special purpose aircraft which will be air launched to fly a preprogramed profile. Parachite
recovery will normally occur in the 50-mile Impact area with midair retrieval
being conducted on some flights.
2. Modified bombing system. The objective of this Air Force program Is to test
various modified bombing systems to determine the improvement In the weapon
delivery capability of high-performance aircraft. These systems may include a
laser bombing system, or an advanced kinematic bombing system and/or others,
The workload on this program is very unpredictable. Where the average nuinber
of bombs dropped have been about 250 per quarter, there was an average of over
550 per quarter during the last two quarters. All of these operations are eonducted in the north end of the range.
3. Safeguard. The objectives of this Army program are to conduct testing and
evaluation operations necessary to the development of the Safeguard antibali.tic
missile system. Principal test Item is the Sprint missile.
4. Athena. The objectives of this Air Force program are design evaluation of
penetration aids and reentry bodies, feasibility testing for various concepts, and
reentry physics measurements. The 114th round was fired on March 27. 1969 ind
the 115th and 116th rounds are scheduled for June 5, 1969.
5. Shillelagh comparison. The objectives of this Army program are to provide
continuing assessment of the quality of the Shillelagh missile and detect significant degradation caused by production variances. This program is being tested
on our small missile range,
6. Hirewimp. The objective of the NASA high resolution wind measurement
program Is to obtain detailed wind profile measurements using the FPS-10 radar/
Jimsphere method to establish time variability of small-scale motions to determine the nature of turbulence as related to space vehicles. This program operates
both on range and In hie Green River area.
7. F-106 SET. The objective of this Air Force system engineering test Is to
evaluate the modified fire control system for F-106.
8, Redeye. The objective of this Army program Is to conduct firing tests of
production Redeye missiles against aerial targets. This Is a relatively high-firing
rate program of a small surface-to-air missile system.
9. Asrov. The Aerospace sounding rocket vehicle is fired by the Army to gather
data on properties and environment of the tipper atmosphere and near space. A
variety of meteorological rockets are used to gather this data.
• 10. Pershing. This Army surface-to-surface missile is usually fired from the
Utah launch complex into White Sands Missile Range. It provides data for
weapon system improvements in addition to supporting unit service practice
requirements.
MEASURE OF WORKLOAD AT WHITE SANDS

MNr, FLOOD. Our big problem for years and years-and it is you
phrase, so we borrow it and now throw it back 'at you-has been how
you measure the workl.ad-the sacred termn-at White Sands?
What do you use as a yardstick, the number of missiles launched or
what? What is yor *projected workload for fiscal year 1970? You
.
should not use those terms, because we remember them.
Colonel ToBEY. We have several measures of workload at White
Sands. One indicator of the workload is the number of hot firings.
Mr. FLooD. What is a hot firing?
Colonel Tonry. A hot firing is deflned as an operation that includes a launch or a drop, such as a bombdrop, or ejection from an
aircraft, and requires range instrumentation. That is differentited
from a test, which is defined as any operation requirinlg range schedul(1
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ing, but is not classified as a hot firing. For example, dry runs would
be a testbut would not be a hot firing.
Another indication of the range effort is called the range effort
equivalent, and this is an index only which represents the direct support effort of the White Sands Missile Range to support the various
user projects and activities.
The range effort equivalent includes a direct support effort indicator for data collection, data processing, recovery, meteorological
support, and other direct range support activities.
This index was developed with the fiscal year 1961 being the base
year, and is one means of evaluating the level of the White Sands
ifissile Range workload.
We have the history of the range effort equivalents, the REE's, for
the period 1961 through 1960 an d forecast for fiscal year 1970. That
shows an increasing trend over that period of time.
PLANNED MODERNIZATION AT WHITE SANDS

Mr. FLOOD. I was out at White Sands when they opened it. It seems
100 years ago now. What modernization do you plan for 1970, and
what will it cost?
Colonel ToBEY. The modernization program has as its objectives

increased accuracy of the data obtained, faster test results to get
them to the man who has to use the test results much more promptly
than has been done in the past, and to utilize the resources of the range
more efficiently.
The fiscal year 1970 program related to modernization, as I have it
on this paper, is $17,518,000 total.
Mr. FLOOD. How much was spent for the same thing in 1968 and
1969?
Colonel ToBEY. In 1968, $15.767 million; and in 1969, $15.212 million.
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AT WHrrE SANDS

Mr. FLOOD. You tell us 1,800 military and 4,294 civil service personnel are required to operate White Sands. Have you made any effort
out there to reduce the number-have you made any strong effort-I
suppose you have made some sort of effort, but have you made a strong
effort to reduce the number of personnel at White Sands? Do they get
in each other's way out there? That is a lot of people.
Colonel TOBEY. Efforts have been made to reduce the numbers of
people.

Mr. FLOOD. I asked somebody that last year, and I got the same an-

swer. You are still making efforts.

Colonel TOBE.Y. The Wite Sands Missile Range folks actually feel

they'need more people to operate the range effectively.
Mr. FLOOD. I am sure of th-it.

Colonel TOBEY. Those requests have not been approved.
Mr. FLOOD. Good. I am sure they want more.

General BErsT. The workload has been steadily increasing. That is
the problem.
Mr. PooR. I think the most promising aspect of this is through the
modernization program we are getting gradually an integrated sys-
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tern of central computer control that will read out or make available
data from all of the different radars and optical tracking devices so
the business of data reduction, which has plagued the missile range
from the day you first saw it, will be simplified and will have less manhours per unit of data put out.
This does not necessarily mean we will be able to cut down the
people very much, because the demand for work at White Sands from
our own programs and from the programs of our sister services is
pretty big.
ANNUAL COST OF EMPLOYEES AT WHITE SANDS

Mr. FLOOD. What is the annual cost of the 1,800 military personnel,
and what is the cost in salaries and expenses for the 4,294 civil service
personnel, the total for the military and S. & E. for civilians?
Colonel TOBEY. We have that data, sir. I would prefer to supply it
for the record.
Mr. FLOOD. Would it take long to present that?
Colonel Doss. The military pay in fiscal year 1969 was $12,194.000,
and in fiscal year 1970, $12,805,000.
For the civilian personnel that we have there, the fiscal year 1969
salaries were $28,342,000, and the fiscal year 1970 pay is predicted to
be $28,999,000. This increase is due to a 5-percent increase for wage
board employees, and a within-grade step increase of $0.278 million
for the civil service people.
Mr. FLOOD. Those are mandatory.

Colonel Doss. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. That is no little league ball game, is it?
Colonel TomY. Before leaving the range operations and the number
of people involved in it, it should be pointed out that operating a national range is a 24-hour-a-dayMr. FLOOD. What is a national range?
Colonel ToBEY. The White Sands Missile Range is a national range.
The Eastern Test Range is one. It is a range operated for all of the national effort, includingNASA.
Mr. FlOOD. It is not strictly an Army show.

Colonel Topxy. No; sir.
We have 24 hours worth of operation. At White Sands they have
only essentially one shift of people. They stagger the workload of
those reasonably large numbers of people, looking at it here, but
relatively small by comparison with the work effort.
A man can go into the office or the instrument that he mans and
he reads the hours he works for the next week. He might work from
midnight until 8 o'clock in the morninitttoday, and tomorrow he might
work -from 4 in the evening until midnight, because of the reduced
numbers of people who are available to do this work.
We fire at White Sands Missile Range around the clock. Certain
of the tests have to be fired at night. I have fired missiles there where
we needed a ni ht condition.
Mr. FLOOD. Ifsaw one.
Colonel ToUEY. We just sat there all night and tied up the whole
range all night long, waiting for the cloud cover to lift at White
Sands so we could fire this particular test.
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Mr. ANDIIEWS. Mr. Flood was there 100 years ago when you opened
it up. That range will be with us from now on; willit not?
Colonel Tonkx-. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDiFWrS. And so will Kwajalein.
General B 1Prs. As far as I can see into the future.
Mr. ANDN-'wS. And so will Canaveral and Vandenberg.

Mr. FLOOD. And so will the Army.

Mr. ANRtEws. I am trying to find out how much longer we are
,going to have these missile ranges. As long as we have missiles, you
have to have these test ranges.
Colonel TOBEY. That is right.
Mr. FLOOD. YOU use the phrase "Descriptive Summary," and it
states on page 164 that 1,100 military and 4,000 civilian personnel are
at White Sands. The justification book on page 43 shows 1,800 military and 4,294 civilian personnel are at White Sands, as we just
mentioned. What is the matter with this? Which figure is correct?
Colonel ToBnY. There is a. difference in the interpretation.

Mr. FLOOD. There is a difference in the figures.

Colonel ToBE-. But it is interpreting the figures. At page 43Mr. FLOOD. There is a difference in the figures. My question is: Which
figure is correct? Now, go on from there.
Colonel TOBiY. Both figures are correct. The man-years repTesent-Mr. FLOOD. That is what I want to hear. Those are your figures.
Colonel TOBEY. That is correct. Both are correct. In the big book
these are nmiibers of people who are authorized
Mr. FLOOD. By the "big book"
Colonel ToinEY. I mean the descriptive summary. These are the numbers of people. The justification figures are man-years of effort. This
is the niibers of people times the 8-hour workday.
Mr. FLOOD. He did prove it.
Mr. ANDRmWS. I have been hearing that for years.
Mr. FLOOD. So have I.
Mr. AmNrmws. I am interested in how many people you have workingand you are paying.
Colony ToBEY. The numbers here of 1,100 military and 4,000 civil
service are the correct numbers.

Mr.

AND

ws.

When you mix them up and work some of them at

night and work some of them double time, you come up with manyears?
Colonel ToBEY. That is correct.

Mr. ANDIEWS. I have been hearing that for years.

Mr. FLOOD. Sure you have. That's it.
Mr. AxDRmws. That still does not make those figures the same.
Mr. FLOOD. You cannot be a purist here.
DIF'FEIfENCE IETWEEN KW,AJALEIN

AND WIIITE SANDS OPERATeION

Why is it the policy of the Army to operate White Sands primarily
with Government personnel and Kwajalei primarily with contrtictor
personnel? Which came first, Kwajalein or White Sands?
Colonel ToBEY. I suppose this grew. White Sands grew up as a military ivistallation with military people operating as much of it as they
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could, and they grew toward more and more civilians. On the other
hand, the Army took over the Kwajalein Missile Range which the Navy
had operated as a Government-owned, contractor-operated facility,
and that has gone the other way under Army management.
ANNUAL

COST OF CONTRACTORS AT WHITE SANDS

Mr. FLOOD. That is a good answer.
What are the anfiftAl payments to the principal White Sands
contractorsI
Colonel ToBEY. We presented that.
Mr. FLOOD. Give me the big one, and then you can provide the rest.
General Bmrs. re haven't provided that.
RCA for operation and modification and complete maintenance of
multipulse tracking and instrumentation radars, $2.561 million.
Colonel TOBEY. That is for 1969. The bottom number is the 1970
figure.
General BvTrs. I do not have the 1970 figures. I have 1969.
Mr. FLOOD. Let me have 1969, and supply 1970.
Colonel ToBEY. We have them both. RCA in fiscal year 1969 was

$2.561 million, and in fiscal year 1970 is programed at $2.570 million.
Dynelectron in fiscal year 1969 was $8.1,67 million; and in fiscal
year 1970 is programed at $8.2 million.
IBM in fiscal year 1969 was $524,000; and in 1970 is programed at
$467,000.
Philco-Ford in fiscal year 1969 was $1.050 million; and in fiscal
year 1970 is programed at $1.054 million.
New Mexico State Tniversity infiscal year 1969 was $1.297 million;
and'in fiscal year 1970 is programed at $1.3 million.
Mr. FLOOD. YOU may supply the rest for the record.
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(The information follows:)
PRINCIPAL WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE CONTRACTORS AND FUNDS PAID IN FISCAL YEAR 1969 AND ESTIMATED
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970
lIn thousands of dollars

1. Radio Corp. of America ......................................................
Operation, modification, and complete maintenance of Government furnished monpulse tracking and instrumentation radars within boundary of WSMR and offrange
sites. Technical skills required would necessitate long-range recruitment efforts and
extensive training extending beyond a permissible time frame.
2. Dynaelectron---------.......................................................
Install, operate, maintain, Improve and modification of Government range Instrumentation and equipment for test and development programs at or for WSMR, high
speed track, aerial space medical lab and Utah test site. Provides data collection
through the operation of the above-mentioned equipment.
3. International Business Machines ...............................................
Provides manufactured special maintenance on approximately 40 pieces of Government-owned equipment.
4. Philco Ford -----------------------------------------------------------------Instrumentation and calibration of electronic, electrical, and mechanical equipment plus installation. Development of calibration procedures and maintenance of
Government-furnished equipment. Manpower resources not available at WSMR.
5. New Mexico State University ................................----For data reduction services. Reproduction of data reports. Technical skills required
would necessitate long-range recruitment effort and extensive training extending
beyond a permissible time frame.
6. Lockheed ....................................................................
Technical skills required would necessitate long-range recruitment efforts and
extensive training extending beyond a permissible time frame. Engineering services,
engineering and technical service design fabrication, Install and check out modified
or experimental instrumentation and engineering studies.
7. Page Aircraft Maintenance, Inc .................................................
Range recovery In New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah provides pilots and aircraft to
effect search and recovery operations In support of missile firings and test activities.
8.Computing &Software, Inc ....................................................
Instal and maintain and modify data reduction equipment, computer pro framing
data analyses, digital data progress report, preparat Ionand reproduction. Technical
skills required would necessitate long-range recruitment efforts and extensive training extending beyond a permissible time fame. Contract with above company was
for 36 months.

Fiscal year
1969

Fiscal rear
97

2,561

2,570

8,157

8,200

524

467

1,050

1,054

1,297

1,300

1,344

1,700

721

800

1,872

2,320
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INCREASING

Mr. FLOOD. In the past 2 years, the Air Force people have made substantial reductions-and I mean substantial-in the number of military personnel at the Eastern Test Range. They made quite a cut of
their uniformed people, and they did not increase the contractor personnel and did not increase the civilian personnel.
Why in the world hasn't the Army been able to reduce military personnel at White Sands?
I know you say it just grew like Topsy. It just grew up. Why can't
you cut the military personnel at White Sands the same way the flyboys did?
Colonel TOBEY. The Air Force military workload at the Eastern Test
Range we find to be decreasing. The NASA workload is increasing,
but the military testing, as we understand it, at the Eastern Test
Range is decreasing as the Western Test Range develops more firings.
This, we think, would explain the reduction of Air Force personnel
at the Eastern Test Range, whereas at White Sands Missile Range our
Army programs are on the increase.
Mr. FLOOD.Mr. Andrews?
Mr. AwDREWs. No questions.
Mr. FLOOD. Any questions to the left?

(No response.)
MI

ITARY ASTRONAUTICS

AND

RELATED EQUIPMENT

Mr. FLOOD. We go to "Military Astronautics and Related Equipmrent."
The fiscal year 1970 request for military astronautics and related
'equipmenttotals
$14 million, an increase of $3.4 million over the fiscal
year 1969 program.
First of all, define military astronautics, and then tell us the reason
for the increase.
Colonel TOBEY. Military astronautics as it applies to us relates to
the use of satellites for communications where we, the Army, have the
ground support station and it has some applications in mapping,
charting, and geodesy whereby the satellite provides data for this kind
of information.
Mr. FLOOD. You have a problem. Does anybody else want to
volunteer, or have you learned better?
General BETrs. I would just as soon simplify it to the application
of space technology to military needs.
Mr. FLOOD. I was lookifig at it backward- what is military astronautics insofar as what the Army does, whih is what he was talking
about?
General Brnvs. I was identifying the whole program, the application of space technology.
Mr. FLOOD. I doubt very much if you can go further than that. If

you did, you would get trapped.

REASON FOR FISCAL, YEAR 1070 INCREASED FUNDING

What about the increase? What about the money?
Colonel TOBEY. We have several programs here. Heavy and medium
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transportable satellite coliininichtio6s

termiifils in fiscal year

up to
1969 was abodif $2.2 million, and in fiscal year 1970 %went

-_

million
million of the
inillion. This is an increase of
increase, the bulk of it.
Then the other increases were work in support of the terninials.
milli-ow is for the development and' ,procureThe big bulk of the ment of one heavy transportable and one median transportable commmiications terminl to work with the satellites.
Mr. FLOOD. What is a terminal ?
Colonel ToEY. It is a van with an antenna that receives and transmits signals to the satellite.
Mr. FLOOD. Mobile?
Colonel ToBrY. Yes, sir; transportable.
Mr. Poo. I believe one of our termiimil systems is now on its way
to Alaska so the people in Alaska will be able to see the television
coverage of the space launch day after tomorrow.
Mr. FLOOD. That is only fair, for the biggest State in the Union.
Mr. Poon. We are able to use some of the bands in the Defense Coinmnunications Satellite System to make it available.
Mr. FLOOD. The natives of the second biggest State, Texas, will be
able to see just as though they were in the United States.
Mr. PoOR. It is an interesting little sidelight.
Mr. FLOOD. That does not explain all of the increase, does it?
million is in
million,
Colonel ToBEY. Yes, sir. Of the
the terminals.
Mr. FLOOD. The terminals are the cause of the increase in cost?
Colonel TOBEY. The development and the procurement of one each
of these R. & D. prototype models is the bulk of it.
STRA'rEGIc

AiRvY CoAfiuNIcArIONS

Mr. FLOOD. The next item is "Strategic Army Commufiiiations."

million requested in fiscal year 1970 for military astroOf the
million is for the strategic Army communications,
nautics,
known as Starcom. Your fiscal year 1969 program was only $6 million.
Will you explain the accomplishmifelnts last year in the Starc6ni area ?
Colonel TOBBY. In 1969, the Army accomnillished the following:
Completed the modification to the 14 heavy transportable terminals
(AN/MSC46) which increased the termtial's capacity from five to
12 channels.
Improved the reliability of the highly transportable terminal by
,
,
making modifications.
for the new heavy and medium
speifications
Completed the detailed
transportable terimials for phase II of the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS).
Issued a request for proposal to industry for the developffiet of one
each heavy and mediimt tranisportable termint. The proposals will be
subiited to the Armyin early August. The contract is expected to be

awarded in October 1969.
Completed design studies and awarded contract for two development models of spread spectrum modillation equipment.

W
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Mr. FLOOD. Why is a
million increase required in fiscal year
1970, and what do you hope to accomplish with the million?
Colonel TOBEY. The increase is required to fund the development of
one each heavy and medium transportable satellite communications
terminal and the associated equipment. The Army plans to award a
contract in October 1969 for the development of these two terminals.
Other contracts are expected to be awarded to develop and procure
time division multiple access equipment and R. & D. terminal components such as the wide-band amplifier, modulation equilpment, sequen.tial encoders/decoders and high-power klystron.
Mr. FLOOD. Page 166 of the justification book indicates that "The
,objective of this program is to provide for the development and improvement of the defense communications system (DCS) in response
to R. & D. requirements placed on the Army by the DCA." What kind
of R. & D. work do you conduct for DCA?
Colonel TOBEY. The Army is responsible for developing and testing
individual items of communications equipment for tie defense communications system (DCS). For example, in the defense satellite communications system, the Army develops and tests all of the ground
terminals.
DOA SYSTEMS ENGINEERING FACILITY

Mr. FLOOD. DCA is in the process of establishing a systems engineering facilhity/laboratory allegedly for use as a test bed for systems
and equipment. Is this DOA facility/laboratory being established-because the Army and/or the Navy And Air Force were unable to
respond to the R. & D. requirements placed on the military services
by DCA.
Colonel. ToBEY. Reviews and studies on this subject by the Office of
the Secretary of Defense have concluded that a capability does not

already exist within the military departments and that it is more

efficient and economical to provide the proposed new facility. The
Army could respond to the requirements of DCA for an engineering
test facility provided the Army increased its laboratory facilities and

personnel.
VARIOUS ARMY CO"f13UNICATIONS ACTIVITIES

Mr. FLOOD. The Army has the Army Comififtnikhtions Systems
Agency, the Army Commttfications/ADP Laboratory, and the Army
Satellite Communications Agency, all at Fort MonoidUth as well as
the Army strategic communications command, Fort Huachuca, Ariz.,
and the Army electronics command. How many military, civilian, and
contractor personnel are involved in each of these agencies and commands 'afnd how many -commifiication research and development
laboratories and facilities are available to the Army?
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(Teinformation follows:)
NUMBER OF PERSONNEL WORKING IN EACH OF THESE AGENCIES AND COMMANDS
Military

Civilian

Contractor

Total

Army Communications System Agency .......................
Army CommUnications/ADP Laboratory ......................
Army Satellite Communications Agency .............
Army Strategic Communications Command, Fort Huachuca, Ariz..
Electronics Command ........................................

64
(32)
140
371
1,592

17
(38)
168
881
12,239

0
0
0
79
236

239
(412)
308
1,331
14,067

Total ................................................

2,167

13,463

315

15,945

I The Army Communlcations/ADP Laboratory Is an organization In the Electronics Command and these figures are Included in the command figures.
Noto: The communication R.& D. laboratories and facilities available to the Army are Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Md.; Army Satellite Communlcations A encyFort Monmouth, N., Army Communications/ADP Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N.J.; Army Electronics Componentlaboratory, Fort Monmouth, N.J.

AR'AY CAPABILITY TO PROVIDE SYSTEMfS

ENGINEERING

Mr. FLOOD. It is difficult to understand why DCA must create another major organzatin with the facilities available to the Army
and the other military services. Are there any areas in the mission for
-this new DCA facility/laboratory to which, the Army could not respond, if tasked, by utilizing existing resources and capabilities, or
minor expansion thereto if required?
Colonel ToIhEY. The Army could respond to the DCA system engineering requirements for those functions of the DCS which it has
primary responsibility by a relatively minor expansion of its laboratories and other facilities. However, to meet the system engineering
facility requireifehts for the complete DCS would require a major
expansion.
Mr. Foon. Will you provide for the record the Army capabilities
to provide DCA with system engineering and other R. & D. support,
if asked to do so by DCA ?
Colonel ToBEY. The R. & D. communications laboratories and facilities available to the Army are:
Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen Proving Grounds,
Md.
Army Satellite Commuitioa 6ns Agency, Fort Monmouth N.J.
Army Communications/ADP Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N.J.
Army Electroics Component Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N.J.
TACTICAL SATELLrT

CoMuNICAToINs

Mr.FLOOD. That takes us to Tactical Satellite Communications.

Yourfiscal year 1970 programtA i bludes million for Tactical
Satellite Communications. Mow was the $4.6 million provided in fiscal
year 1969 utiized l Wh4t dd you do with the money?
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Colonel ToBEY. We developed in fiscal year 1969 an operatioiia]
concept plan in response to the Deputy Secretary of Defense.
We prepared a joint, triservice, technical development plan whieh
was submitted in May of this year. We have received some alert receivers and some quarter-ton motrnfted terminals that were shown i
the initial opening statement, and ton-and-a-quarter truck receivers.
These are the kinds of things we are working on.
Mr. FLOOD. What will you do with the money in 1970?
Colonel TOBpY. We will continue the work in this area, testing the
tactical satellite, the Tacsatcom I, which has been placed in orbit,
using the terminals that we built in fiscal year 1969
DIFFEiENCE BETWEEN TACTICAL AND STRATEGIC SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. FLOOD. You tell us you are doing work on these satellite co-imunication ground terminals under both Starcom and Tacsatcom.
First of all, suppose you translate Starcom and Tacsatcom from
theirgobbledygook.
ColOnel TiIEY. Starcom is Strategic Army Communications, and
it would be in general the commuffiication, from an active theater !ack
to the Conus.
Tacsatcom is tactical satellite communications and it would be
within the theater, within the field Army, from division to corps,
.
corps to field Army.
The difference in equipment, of course, is in the degrees and numbers and complexities of the terminals at the various levels.
Mr. FLoon. Can you explain to us why we must have separate communication satellite systems for so-called strategic and tactical communications?
Colonel TOBEY. We feel that the two, Tactical Satellite Communications and Strategic Communications, will be able to merge in about

1975.

The initial Defense Satellite Communications system, Starcom,
which was initially put into operation, became operational when it
was in the R. & D. phase.
Mr. FLOOD. That is what I said about tobacco ads on TV. You are
going to do it in5 years. Why not now?
Colonel TOBEy. It has to do with the technical equipment that is
in orbit now on the satellites.
Mr. FLOOD. In other words, you cannot do it now?
Colonel TOBY.y, You can do it partially but not completely.
Mr. FLOOD. It should not be done now?
Mr. Poon. It should not be done with the equipment currently in

orbit.

Mr. Chairman, the problem here is that for a tactical comniications satellite, one wants an antenna on the satellite to concentrate
the communications energy on the region in which the fighting is
going on. For strategic communications you have to cover a whole
1.
section of the world.
Mr. FLooD. But how can you draw the line between strategic and'

!
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tactical communications when you are talking about communications
in the satellite area?
Mr. PooR. The satellite in orbit can have an antenna that focuses
on Europe, talk from Europe to Europe, back and forth. It provides Mr. FLOOD. How do you draw a line between strategic and tactical?
There it is.
Mr. POOR. The satellite looks different in this sense: For the tactical
problem, you are very concerned about security of communications
within the theater. For the strategic problem, you are concerned
with very long-haul communications as from here to Vietnam. The
design of the satellite's antenna system is quite different in the two
cases. In the one case, the Tactical Satellite Comnfiicati6hs System,
you wish to focus the energy on the tactical area so things outside
the area in which you are working do not get into the link and interfere with it. In the case of very long distance communications, you
have to light up half of the world witli the satellite.
Mr. FLOOD. That is pretty g0d. Even I understood that.
Mr. PooR. In these satellite conlift ications programs, of which I
am reasonably proud, I think we have done something right. These
satellites are ones which involve all three Services. We have put together tri-Service executive groups which have been doing the system
design together-Army, Navy, and Air Force people walking in step
and coming up with the systems and sharing the workload, I think
with very satisfactory results.
We have been able to get together in this importafit area of the use
of satellites for comlmunlication purposes. I thifik the work is somethitig of which we can well be prouT.
PROPOSED USE OF TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
PURPOSES

SATELLITE FOR STRATEGIC

Mr. FLOOD. The committee has already been advised that
will be provided with equipment which will permit their use of the
TACSATCOM satellite. They will be able to use the satellite. The
Navy people told there is a lot of talk about providing the same advantage for
, to give them the same capability. Did you ever hear
of that V
Mr. POOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. This all constitutes the use of a tactical comiftIAcations
system for strategic purposes. That being so, how can you draw a line
between tactical and strategic conictiations, even though I understood what you'just said, and how can you justify the need for two
such separate comffifications systems ratler thani the one end-to-end
comifitinicatipns system, to serve all users? End-to-end comiiinications
has been the big deal here for years.
Even after your excellent explanation of the distinction, how can
you draw the ine and why do you need two separate coftfifiuhfcations
systems rather than this one end-to-end comnminiicnitions system to
serve all users?
. General Bvr-rs. It really stems from Mr. Poor's discussion of the
joint management prograi. When we talk about satellite commifmnica36-54-69-pt. 5-30
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tiois as a system, it goes all the way from the terminal to the satellite
back to another terminal. If the terminidM on the groilnd anfd, therefore,
does terminal
have the
weight,
shape anditrestitions
inhereit'
in
somewhere,
is clearly the
Army's
putt iig a not
on size,
a vehicle
Iespon s i IIt ..
.
air
on an airplane where it does have size,
If it is going up in the
weight,
shape,
and
power
restrictions,
it is clearly an Air Force
responsibility.....
rf it ' going on a ship where it has shipboard high cost and corrosion problems that are related to that environment, it is the Navy's
responsibility.
But since we are doing this systems design in a joint environment,
whatever technology is available to one is available to the others. We
have been very careful to avoid any unwarranted duplication.
USE OF SINGLE SATELLITE FOR COMMUNICATIONS AND NAVIGATION

Mr. FLOOD. Take a look at page 28 of your statement. The language
on page 28 of your statement bears out exactly the thoughts of this
committee. Here is what you say:
It is becoming increasingly evident that one satellite can serve many
purposes....

Does that mean that oile satellite can be used for both eomnmunications and navigation purposes?
Mr. POOR. Yes.
General Bi'rrs. Ulthnately, and it is. That is the essence of my coniment that the Army is not responsible for that satellite that stays up
there in space. That Is the Air Force piece of this joint development
program.
Tre thing we were pointing out here is that as technology advances,
these differences that Mr. Poor described between a satellite that
pointed to a tactical application and one that pointed to a strategic
application-these differences will ultimately disappear and one design
can satisfy the whole family of users.
Mr. FLOOD. I told you about some of us in the subcommittee sitting
here year after year, all through over two decades of this business.
We went through the Army Jupitel missile and the Air Force Thor
missile, you know.
You fellows came up with Jupiter. This drove the Air Force people
to drink. They had to get something. They came up with Thor and
elbowed you out of the field. That i's when the Army was low man
on the totem pole. I was the only friend you had, I think, including
half the Army, who did not stand up and fight, either. They chkkened

-out.
General BFT'ris. I think it is a very well balanced joint effort. The
.satellite that is up there serving us all is the same satellite.
Mr. A DnUEws. Who put it up there?
General"Bim. The Air Force put it up there.
ARMY INTEREST IN NAVIGATION SATELLITES

Mr. Foon. Along the same line that we just. touched on, on navigation, the N~vy ,ad the Air Force are both pursuing navigation satel-
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lite p-ograms. Wlit is the Army doig ill the ai;ea of navligatn

steI ites?

General Bl.Trs. Our interest is in a small receiver that is either

transportable or inan-po'table for apilication to the field Army
so we can use the advantages of having thiat satellite available for the
solution of navio ation problems.
Aft. FtooD. WN] st navigation 1)robleins do ,you have with a squad?
General BET'rS. We are very much aware, i a jungle environment
like Vietnmif, that it is virtia ly impossible to furnish a long-range
patrol adequate maps to keep them suffleieitly well aware of their
position, at all times, so that when they call for artillery support
from an artillery base, we can put it out there with impu ity. Navigation is it very importa.fitproblem in thatkind of situation.
It, would be just as important ifMr. FLOOD. DO you have a navigator in a tank?
General B'r~rs: No; I did not say that. I was talking about a longrange patrol in a jungle environmefit where iiAps are important to
their use.
Mr. Frhoop. He calls the artillery in.
General BE1Trs. He calls the artillery in.
Mr. FLOOD. But you mean the Red Legs have navigators on them?
General BE'rs. go. The long-range patrol wants to be able to tell
the artillery base where they are with respect to that base.
Mr. FLoOD. You mean you have to have a topkick who can navigate?
General Bmws. Ie has to know where he is.
Mr, FLOOD. That is not what I asked you. I am talking about satellite navigation1.
General BETrS. In effect; yes. He has to be able to find himself in

the middle of a jungle.

Mr. FLOOD. Won t they be surprised when they hear that.
General Bvrs. We are doing it now by other techniques that are not
,as versatile.
Mr. Poon. Mr. Flood. you asked what the Army is doing. In addition to developing equipment to use the navigation sateliteMr. FLOOD. Why do you want to navigate?
Mr. PooR (continuing). It can be used to determine position location on the ground, using the same kind of d6ta, if it is available, that
ii ship can use. It is a means of answering the question, " Where am I"?
NAVIGATION SATELLITE STEERING COMMITTEE

In this sense, the Army does have a real need. I was going to say
in a navigation satellite system the Army is actively engaged, as in the
-case of communications satellite systems, in helping, design the whole
system. We have a member on the Navigation Satellite Steering Committee, and le is actively participating in the engineering.
Mr. FLoo. That within itself would b an answer.
Mr. PoOR. Just as in the communications satellite criteria.
Mr. FLOOD. You have two good answers. Where am I, and you are
helping-the other people.
Mr. MisNSAL. Who is on the Navigation Satellite Steering
Committee?
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Mr. Poo. A man from my office named Victor Friedrich, an ex-

p erienced electronic engineer originally
Command.

from

the Electronics

Mr. MISSITALL. How many from the other services? Does the FAA

have a man on it?

Colonel RussEr,. No, sir. This is a tri-service committee. There is
one secretarial member from each service and one military member
from each of the military services. A total of seven people, four military, including the M arises.
Mr. MINSIALL. This is solely for surface navigation on the ground?
Colonel RUSSELL. No, sir.
Mfr. MINS ALL. It includes aircraft?
Colonel RUSSELL. Yes, sir.

Mr. MINSHALL. Why' don't you have somebody from FAA on it?
They are very much interested in satellite navigation to take care of
the tremendous congestion problems we have on our airways.
Mr. FLOOD. I guess it is just a military show; is that it?
Mr. Poon. This is primarily a DOI) show. I am sure the outpitt of
the studies is made available to FAA.
Mr. FLOOD. The question is good, but I can see what you mean.
Mr. POOR. There are some different considerations about a mniiftlil.
electronic navigation system. One of the things one milit consider is
to make it secure so the enemy cannot make use of it. That would not
be very helpful to FAA.
Mr. MINSIALL. What about the effect of jam mttlg one of these satel1ites or even knocking it out of the sky ?
Mr. PoOR. We have given a good deal of thought to thnt.
Mr. MINSTIALL. I thifk you should.
Mr. PoOR. In particular in case of
. I am told that
Mr. MINSIUALL. From the layman's point of view, what would pr'event a potential enemy from putting another satellite up there somewhere near ours and not turning it on iuitil the appropriate tiie?
(Discussion off the record.) NUMBER OF SATELLITES REQUInED FOR GLOBAL COVERAGE

Mr. MAiSirALL. How many comnfitttions satellites you have been
describing would we have in the foreseeable future u there at one
time?
General B-Evrs. Could I turn to Colonel Russell for that answer?
Colonel RUSSELL. It would take approximately

-

satellites to

give global coverage. At the present time our plans are for separate
systems, and there would be
satellites in each of the systems.
Possibly by 1975, the two systems would come together. At that,
time there probably would be
or possibly -satellites,
depending on whether we use all One type of stitellite or two different
types.
Mr. MINS ALL. What is the useful life of one of these satellites?
Colonel RUSSELL. They are designed for
Mr. MINSITALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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QUESTIONABLE NIED FOR CEJITAIN TACTICAL SATELTITI

C0M11MUNIOAVO0NS
A[r. FLOOD. One last question on what we ai-e talkitig about just now,

and then we will adjodutn for the day.
Look at page 29 1of your statement. That indicates that Tacsatcom

I will "proviNe the tactical user with a reliable advanced communications system, whether it is 1 mile over a mountain, or 9,000 miles across

oceans and continents."

You know what the question is. How can communications 9 000 miles
across oceans and continents by a tactical user be considered tactical
communications? What in the world will that bull sergeant with that
platoon out near that dugout have to do with thit?
General BIRAVrs. You remember we remarked that we thought in the
time frame like 1975 and later, it, would be possible to merge the two
requirements for strategmic and tactical commiunicatilons so that a system could serve either aplication. I consider a corps headquarters or
an Army headquarters a tactical head !rters. Commiunications from
corps down to the division is tactical.The same conmuictiios center in the corps might 'be coniiiliucating back to t support based in
the continental United States.
Mr. FLOOD. From the corps back to the continiental United States?
General B.nivs. One could find tlat.
Mr. FLOOD. What Army is that? What corps is that? FrOm the corps
to Washington? In what war?
seam slily depot. It. s perfectly feasible. Or a
1 To0'rs.
General
comanild like the S'rRAC Co"m.and-that is a better examplewould be in a field station half way around the world and w a i t to
communicate back to his headqiiifters. TIhe same comuinuficfatibns cent'er is just as interested in short-range commthiikeations to a division.

We were mnerely-

Mr. FLOOD. there won't be many communications like that.
Mr. PooR. It would take very severe coniffiflcations discipline to
keep it down.
Mr. FLOOD. It. is because of the other discipline that there won't be
very many cominmnicatilis like that. Can you imagine a guy at the
corps calling up the Pentagon and saying, "Good morning. I have a
problems."
General BEmrs. When we get into the logistic support business with
modern data processing teclhiqUes, routine working level commmications f rom the-theater back to depots in the United States is already a
fact of life, and it will get to be even more important.
This is not a wild conjectunre. It Is something fliat you-will see as a
matter of routine in aniotlier 5 or 6 years.
Mr. MAlISHALT. Iow far down do you pmn to carry this chain of
command, down to the division or maybe down to a regiment- or combat, team'? It may even go to the phitoon1?
General BEr&r. I do not think we have really worked that out, since
this is highly developilental in nature.
Mr. FLOOD. You are not'. serious, Skipper? You are kIddtigw us.
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General BErrs. I am not. I am certain we would want tactical satelite commications capability at the division level.
Mr. MINSHALL. You would do away with the generals. You would
veed only one back here.
General BE'ws. That is an attractive possibility.
Mr. FLOOD. All right, gentlemen.

TUESDAY, JULY

15, 1969.

Mr. SLACK. The committee will please come to order.

When the committee adjourned yesterday, we were discussing tactical satellite communications and the Army's participation in that
program.
How can you justify the expensive development of a family of five
tactical ground terminals, including a man pack, a team pack, a jeep
terminal, a shelter terminal, and an airborne terminal, for use with
tactical communications satellites?
Mr. Poon. I think in a qualitative sense, I can answer that.

The demands placed on the Satellite Commniitications System by any
oiven ground station depend on two things: One, the amount of in$orm on that has to be transmitted from the' ground station or received by the ground station through the satellite link; and, two, the
size of the antenna that the ground station has.
So, with very large antennas, you can make a very efficient system
that puts very little demand on the satellite. As the ground station
antenna gets smaller and smaller and lighter and lighter, you have to
use more of the satellite power capability to communicate with the system. So, it is logical that there should be a family of different ground
stations so as not unne cessarily to overload the communications channel and make reasonably efficient use of the radio frequency energy
available.
Mr. SLACK. What is the total estimated cost of developing each of
these terminals, as well as the number of production models of each
required, and the total estimated procurement cost of each such
terminal?
Mr. Poon. I do not have the cost available or really definitive nunibers on requirements. However, estimated requirements are something
of the
of the man pack terminals, about
like this:.bout
something
truck,
Ai-ton
l
the
of
about
jeep-sized terminals,
of
of the big 21/ 2-ton truck, and something like
like
the airborne ones.
You understand the big ones that work on the 21/-ton truck are
the kind of thing that can work for a headquarters where there is
a great deal of traffic and a relatively big antenna. The man pack is
just one or two channels.
Mr. SrAoK. You will elaborate for the record.
Mr. Poon. Very well, sir.
(The information follows:)
the
The five different models of advanced development terminals, shown in
operadevelop
to
and
tests
feasibility
technical
conduct
to
film, are being used

tional 'procedures. The total development Vosts, 'in millions of dollars, of these
terminals are:
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Number of
terminals

Airborne ...................................................................
Alert receiver ...............................................................
Teampack ................................................................. .
, ton
ton
......... ..............................
...............
1% ton ..................................................................

Total cost

-

.

-

--

Total ................................................................

In
the Army plans to develop engineering models to conduct complete
engineering/service tests. The total estimated development costs, in millions of
dollars, for these terminals are:
Number of
terminals

Total cost

Manpack ........................................................
4ton .....................................................................
I2X4 ton...................................................................
ton ....................................................................

Total ....................... .

.

...........................

The airborne terminal will be developed by the Air Force.
Total estimated procurement costs, in millions, are as follows:
Number

Unit cost

Total cost

Airborne .........................................................

Manpack .......................................................
ru,',ton
ton..........................................................
..........................................................
2ya ton ..........................................................

---

The purpose of each of the five types of production terminlS is as follows:
Airborne: To be used in command helicopters.
Manpack: Used by patrols and at platoon level.
One-fourth ton: Used in radio nets at all echelons.
One and one-fourth ton: Used at Brigade Headquarters and above for medium
capacity tactical trunking circuits.
Two and one-half ton: This terminal has not been developed yet but would
be used at Corps Headquarters and above for tactical trunking circuits at high
capacity.

Mr. SLACK. Are there questions? Mr. Minshall?
Mr. MIENSHALL. I have no questions, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SLACK. Mr. Davis?

Mr. DAViS. No questions.
SHIPS, SMALL CAPT, AND RELATED EQMPMEXT

Mr. SLACK. The next item is entitled "Ships, Small Craft, and Related Equipment."
Your fiscal year 1970 program for "Ships, small craft, and related
equipment," is $50010o). You were provided $600,000 for this purpose
in fiscal year 1969, but the justification book shows a fiscal 1969
program of only $133,000. What happened to the $467,000?
General B.Trs. The $600,000 originally approved for ths program
in fiscal year 1969 included funds-to initiate development on a small
harbor and inland waterway tug to replace old tugs in the Army
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inventory. This program was decreased because the requirements for
this new tug were not defined and approved in time to initi6te devel-

opment in fiscal year 1969. The requirement for the tug was just
recently approved and initiation of development is prograled for
fiscal year 1970.
Mr. SLACK. What have you acconplished with the $7.4 million
funded for this purpose through fiscal year 1969?
General BETTS. The following are the significant accomplishments
in this program through Ascal year 1969: Development of the Lighter,
Amphibious, Resupply, Cargo (LARC) family of lighters (LARC-5,
LARC-15,
and LARC-60) ; designed preparyed and maintained technical data package
for an improved beach discharge lighter (BDL) ;
studies completed on
"marriage" of the BDL with variousrolln
roll-off ships and with the fast deployment logistics (FDL) ship;
designs and tests on various shallow-draft boats were completed,
and completed studies on hydraulic jet water propulsion system for
shallow-draft boats.
Completed studies on unconventional propulsion systems for shallow-draft boats, that is, paddle wheels, stern drives, and special weedless propellers. Completed remote area mobility study and devl6ped
margintl terrain-type craft having potential adaptability for use in
Soutleast Asia. Conducted military potential test on the marsh screw
amphibian. Conducted investigation and concept evaluation on-plenum
air tread amphibian.
Investigated and evaluated various air-boat designs for use in
Southeast Asia. Performed preliminary development work on small
harbor tug. Prior to fiscal year 1968 all studies, investigations, and
exploratory development efforts as well as engineering (hardware)
development for marine craft was accomplished under this program
element. Exploratory development effort has now been separated from
engineering development in this area.
Mr. SLACK. How was the $133,000 utilized during fiscal year 1969 T
General BETTS. The fiscal year 1969 money was utilized to maintain
the procurement package and improve design features for the BDL
pending availability ofPEMA funds for procurement. Also, studies
were conducted in the area of "marriage" of the BDL with various
cargo vessels. Preliminary investigations were begun on a new harbor
and-inland waterway-tug.
Mr. SLACK. How do you propose to use the $500,000 during fiscal
year 1970?
General BETrs. The fiscal year 1970 R. & D. effort is primarily directed toward development of a small harbor and inland waterway
tug. Tugs in current Army inventory are underpowered and lack the
desired degree of maneuverability, and are fast becoming obsolete and
uneconomial to maintain, The new tug will provide the Army with
an improved craft for performing required port and termifal missions. Also, effort will be directed toward maintaining the procurement package for a beach discharge lighter (BDL) in state of readiness for nitiation of procuirement. The BDL was designed under
Navy contract and will be procured by the Navy when funds are
available.
Mr. SLACK. Why can't the Army use small harbor tugs of the Navy,
instead of designing new ones?
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General BnTTs. The Army's tug requirement is for a small tug for
operating in congested harbors, or inland waterways and between
ports operated by Army transportation terminal niiiits. It must be
capable of being transported overseas on decks of and delivered by
military and commercial ocean vessels having a heavy lift capability.
The tug will be approximately 60 feet in length. The smallest Navy
tug that could be considered for Army use is a 115-foot tug. This
Navy tug is too large for the operational concepts and restrictive
area functions required to support the Army's port, terminal, and
inland waterway missions. However, the Army will take advantage
of the larger Navy tugs shofuld there be a future Army requiremeint
for such a larger craft.
Mr. SLACK. How does your mission or program for marine raft
and amphibious lighters to support logistical operations differ from
that of the Navy and Marine Corps?
General BETTS. The Navy and Marine Corps use marine craft and
amphibibus lighters to sustain initial supply support operations during amphibiots assaults. The personnel, cargo and eitmeilbnt transported during the assault phase are needed specifically to support
the landing phase and initial operations ashore. The Army's ube of
marine craft and amphibious lighters is foi transfer of large volume,
heavy cargo to support the rapid btfildfip and sustained operations
of land combat forces over an extended period of time and to support
other operations within Army ports and terminals. These operations
include transfer of supplies and equipment from, ocean-going transports anchored off-shore to lighters, followed by movements of this
caargo to Army terminals, over-the-shore to inland transfer points
and over inland waterways when fixed port facilities are not available
or inoperable.
ORDNANCE, COMBAT VEHICLES, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

Mr. SLACK. The next item is entitled "Ordnance, Combat Vehicles,
and Related Equipment.".
The fiscal year 1970 estimate for "Ordnance, combat vehicles, and
related equipment," totals $193.1 million, an increase of $22.4 million
over the fiscal year 1969 program. Generally speaking, in what areas
are these increases?
General BETTs. The increases are generally reflected by the requirements for continuAtion of the development of the main battle tank,
advanced development effort for mine warfare, artillery weapons
and ammltitlon, and artillery development for infantry support,
wheeled vehicles, tracked and special vehicles.

There.have been partially offsetting decreases in effort on the Sheridan, Shillelag h, and Medium Antitank Assault Weapons, Dragon Programs, but tose were not enough to completely offset the other
increases.
GENERAL PunrosE. FORCES
SHERIDAN WEArO N SYSTEM

Mr. SLACK. Development of the Sheridan weapon system began in
September 19596, and 'it
was scheduled to be deployed in early 1964.
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What was the original estimated total cost of developing the Sheridan
weapon system?
General BErs. I will have to furnish that, Mr. Chairman. I do not
have it with me.
(The information requested follows:)
The original cost of development of the Sheridan vehicle was estimated to be
$31.3 million for the vehicle Including night vision equipment, $37.1 million for
a pro rata share of the Shillelagh development and $2.9 million for a pro rata
share of the 152-millimeter ammunition development. The total original estimated development, that can be logically attributed to tihe vehicle is $71.3
million.
SHERIDAN PROJECT M1VANAGER

Mr. MINSIAL'JL. Who is in charge of the Sheridan program, General?
General BETTS. The Sheridan program has moved over into the pro-

duction area. We do have a project manager.

Mr. MINSHALL. Who is the project manager?

General BEFrrS, The project manager now is Colonel Mathias.
Mr. fINSHALL. Where is he located ?
Colonel LAMB. Rock Island, in the Weapons Command.
Mr. MINSHALL. How long has he been project manager?
Colonel LAMB. About 2 years, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Who had that job before he took over?

Colonel Lamb. I do not know.

fr. MINSIALL. Could you find out, please, and find out also where

he is located and what his rank is now?
Colonel LAMB. We will supply that information. WNe do not have
that information now.
Mr. SLACK. Supply it for the record, please, General Betts.
(The information follows:)
The former Sheridan project manager was Col. Paul A. Simpson. He is now
assigned to MAAG Korea in the same rank, colonel.
CURRENT SHERIDAN DEVELOPMENT COST

Mr. SLACK. What is the current estimated cost of the entire Sheridan weapon system development, including the Shillelagh missile and
the 152-millimeter gun subsystem and its ammuton?
Colonel LA~m. We have the exact cost of the Sheridan, and we can
add the Shillelagh to it.
The cost of the Sheridan is $34.7 million. The ShIllelagh E.D.T. &
1969 and
have $5.7 millon
E. through 1968 was $152.2 miion. We
is forin152-milli$3.6 million in 1970.'$3.4 million of the $3.6 million
meter amnunition.
The total estimated to complete the Shillelagh is $158.1 million
from the begnininguntil it is completed.
Mr, SLACK. Then you would add the $158.1 million to the $34.7
millionth get the answer to the q6iestio6n, is that correct?
Colonel LAM. That is correct.
Mr. SLAcK. What about the ammunition? Does that include the
mmliion
have some additional for ammunfiition.
Colonel LAMBn. We h
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Mr. MIMSIALL. Let me get something straight before you- go further. The figures you just ga,e us total approxiately $190.8 llillioni

Was that for research and development only?
Colonel LAMB. That is research and development.
Mr. MINSHALL. For the Shillelagh missile system?

Colonel LAMB. The Sheridan.
General B irrs. The Sheridan vehicle and the Shillelagh. We are
two programs.
adding
And test and evaluation.
Mr.-Poon.
Colonel LAMB. For amnihlition, we expect the maximum additional
million to get a satisfactory Vounie'd,
cost to be-Mr. SLACK. Then the total would be approximately $200 mill ion?
Colonel LAMB. That is about right, sir.
MODIFICATION

OF SHERIDAN

Mr. SLACK. There are no R.D.T. & E. funds requested in fiscal year
1970 for the, Sheridan weapon system. Yet there are many problems to
be solved with the Sheridan itself, the Shillelagh missile system, and
the conventional consumable ammnition. Where are the funds to complete these developments?.
General B.rrs. We mentioned the fundin a for further improvements
of the ammunition. The modifications to tie Sheridan would be han,
dled in the PEMA account, the procurement account.
Mr. SLACK. What do they amount to?
General BTrs. In the PEMA account you will find $5.5 million for
modification to the Sheridan, but we do not see any indication of fiscal
year 19710 money.
There is no money allocated in the fiscal year 1970 PEMA account for modification of the Sheridan vehicle. All modifications were accomplished with fiscal year
1968 and fiscal year 1969 money. This includes those modifications recommended
as a result of the Vietnam evaluation.

General TAYLOR. We will have to verify if that is available for 1970.
(Off the record.)
PROGRAMM

ARMY TANK MODERNIZATION

Mr. SLACK. Will you tell the committee how the Sheridan was'proposed to fit into the Army's tank modernization program established
in August 1959?
General B'rrs. You recall that in thtt time frame there was considerable emphais on lighteniig our equipment for airborne operations. We had not then advanced as far as we have today in airmobile operations that depended for Its air mobility largely on the
helicopter. That is why part of the generic name of the Sheridan is
the use of the two words, airborie assault.
It is also a scout vehicle in that it has a catvalry reconfiaissance role.
But some of the design c6nstraihts were related to the requirement
that it be airdroppable for tle airbo ne assault role.
Mr. SLACK. Then can you tell us what the original requirement for
the Sheridan was, and has this requiremnent been clhnged in any
way since 1959?

--.

A
ppj~j

.;

" '
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Mr. Poon. That goes pretty far back in history. I thifik the concept
of the vehicle has not changed in any impotait respect since 1959.
At that time the idea was to build a lightweight vehicle, not a tankc,
which was suitable for reconnalissaice and assault purposes. I think
that concept has been held right through.
As far as detailed numbers on military requirements statements, I
suspect that has been changed. I do not have that information.
General B.Trs. Trhe important capability we were looking for was
to have a vehicle that was airdroppable or would be airdroppable, to
go along with the airborne assault unit, and have an effective antitank capability.
ARMORED RECONNAISSANCE

SCOUT VEHICLE

Mr. SLACK. You referred a moment ago to the scout vehicle. I note
one page 28 of the justificatioti that
d for the armored reconnaissance
scout vehicle there is an estimated appropriation of
million
for fiscal 19T0.
General BET-rs. That is correct. We see that, as coipflementary to
the Sheridan. Remember, "Airborne Assault" was the name give to
this vehicle along with ariiiored reconnaissaince. That is the full title.
The point is that we wanted somefithing more than just an armored
scout vehicle. We wanted something that had assault firepower and
antitaij'a capability. That dictated the need for something as big as
152 millineter for the gun, as well as the Shillelagh missile for the
long-range, tank-killing calI)ability.
The Armored Reconniaissiance Scoutt Vehicle that we now talk about
as a new requiremefitis a smaller alnld lighter vehicle, the role for which
would be solely a scout role, and it would not presume to carry anything like the 152-milimeter gun that we have on the Sheridan.
Mr. SLACK. What weapon will be on this vehicle.
General BE"',s. It has not been finally determined, but it probably
will be the Vehicle Rapid-fire Weapons System that is to be developed
in the next year or two.
HOUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE STUDY OP!' AIMY TANK PROGRAM:

Mr. SLAcK.. A House Armed Services Commlittee investigating subcommittee conducted a review of the Army tank program. At this
point,
would
likedated
to insert
the
sions inI tihls
report,
July in
9, 1969.record the flindings and conclu(The information follows:)
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. In 1959, the Army's principal rationale for a new antitank weapon system
incorporating a guided missile capability was an alleged "quatitative and possible qualitative superiority" of the armored units deployed by the Communist
bloc countries. The preponderance of evidence assembled by the subcommittee.
however, raises serious doubts as to the immediacy of any threat which would
justify the development of the Sheridan/Shiilelhgh system. on a "crash" basis.
2. Since 1959 the MOOA1 main battle tank has been the mainstay of the Army
armored units in Europe and the Army currently considers this tank equal to
or superior to Soviet-designed tanks.
3. Had an adequate rate of production of the MOOA1 been maintained, tie
Army would have had an even less "urgent requiremefit" to justify the production of the inadequiitely-tested Sheridnn/Shillelagh system.
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4. Not only did the Army fail to inatitalu an adequate production rate of
M60A1's during the 1000's, but they slowed down the production line and even
closed it in 1967 to produce the M60A1E2, which still cannot be deployed because of deficiencies.
5. U.S. armored capability was further degraded by the sale of MOOAI's to
countries other than NATO allies between fiscal year 1064 and fiscal year 1969.
6. In its rush to develop the Sheridan and M60AIE2 tanks equipped with
the Shillelagh guided missile, the Army ordered mass production of these
weapons and their related equipment before there was adequate assurance
that the designs were suitable, and, in some cases, even before the production
or fund requests had been officially approved. The fear of a loss of program
funds appears to have been the principal reason why the Army's top managenient level approved this mass production against the advice of qualified user
and testing agencies and personnel who had persistently attempted to convey
the true facts of their sadly lagging development efforts.
7. Misleading reports and unwarranted overconfidence of Army developers
also influenced these decisions to produce these various articles.
8. Despite continuing development failures, production decisions on almost
every one of the items covered by this report were made so that an appearance
of satisfactory program progress would lessen the chance for searching and
critical reviews by "those who control funds" in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense and the Bureau of the Budget.
9. When the Army requested funds to procure additional missile trainers,
Congress was informed that the trainers were satisfactory and were "in the
hands of the troops right now." In actual fact, at that very point in time the
trainers had proved entirely unsatisfactory and were about to be returned to
the contractor for a major redesign effort.
10. Every major item discussed in this report was mass produced and then
later, millions of dollars had to be spent to reconfigure and modify the equipmeint In order to achieve, even'partially, the design goals.
11, Despite inherent design defects in the Sheridan weapon system, the Army
hurriedly modified a small nuffber of Sheridans and released the vehicles to
Vietnam in early 1969 to demonstrate the Sheridan's value as a weapon as soon
as possible. This release was made on a conditional basis because known safety
hazards and performance limitations had not been eliminated. Upon arrival of
the Sheridan in Vietnam, crew and maintenance personnel were hurriedly
trained in the combat theater, spare parts shortages became severe, and maintenance facilities were limited. Actually the subcommittee found no urgent requirement to justify this expedient action and no need to involve the troops in
Vietnam with the problem of solving continuing development failures on the
Sheridan.
12. Ten years of effort and some $1.2 billion have now been committed to the
Sheridan/Shillelagh effort. Yet there is no convincing evidence that the system
represents enough of an improvement in combat capability over existing weapons
(used in a proper mix, or appropriately modified) to, justify any such expenditures of time and money.
13. Not one ,Sheridan as originally designed and produced was suitable for combat use without extensive and costly retrofits. A few, so modified, were sent to
Vietnam for test purposes under combat conditions, but hundreds of defective
Sheridans remain in storage.
14. Although caseless 152-mm. ammunition is being supplied to Vietnam, it
Is still unsatisfactory and has impaired the Sheridan's effectiveness. Misfires,
broken rounds, and other serious defects, have produced situations in which
casualties have occurred which, to some degree, have shaken the crew's confidence in the weapon. Vietnam commanders are urgently requesting a more satisfactory main gun round, but apparently there is none to be had now or in the
near future.
15. The facts as developed by this subcommittee make almost unavoidable the
conclusion that so much time and money had been spent in developing the Sheridan/Slillelagh system that the developers felt irrevocably committed to production. Under such circumstances the project manager became more of a captive
than a manager of his project, and might understandably feel that a failure of
time project to reach fruition could be interpreted as demonstrating his own lack
of managerial skills and thus afitet lhts Army career. Such a condition must inevitably result in management of doubtful quality and questionable management
concepts.
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DEVELOPMENT OP COMBUSTIBLE CARTRIIDGE CASE

Mr. SLACK. Accordingto the report, the Army initiated exploratory

developnient of a combustible cartridge case 20 years ago. How miloh
has the Army spent in the development of combustible or consumable

cartridge case ammunition through 1969, and how much is in the Army
budget for fiscal year 1970 for this purpose? r

General Bmrrs. I do not have with me the information that goes all
the way back to the beginning of that development effort.
Mr. SLAcK. Will you please supply that for the record at this point?
General Brrs. I will supply it for the record.
(The information follows:)

Through fiscal year 1969, the Army has spent approximately $20.0 million in the
development of combustible cartridge cases. An additional
.million
is re.
quested in fiscal year 1070 for continued development of 152 illlimeter ammunition employing this type of case.
Mr. SLACK. How much is in the Army budget in fiscal year 1970

for this purpose?
General fm rs.

million of the fiscal year 1970 budget is

planned to complete the improvement of the amnition to a satisfactory level.

I might add, that represents development of this particular approach
to the combustible cartridge to satisfy this requirement. We do have
additional supporting effort in effect that wil-Fro on to look for improvements that can capture the advantages of this general approach
to ammunition and negate its disadvantages. That total program is
expected to go on for roughly another 5 years. Presently we are est i-

mating-million spread over that period.
Mr. SrAcK. Will the above costs include money spent on open and
closed breech scavenger systems, the nylon and neoprene bags for the
ammunition, and testing?
General BETTS. I believe costs for that. kind of modification are il
the Pema budget. It is not identified in the R.D.T. & E.
Mr. SLACK, Vill You include tliose costs at this point ?
General Bimrs. I will conflrmthat for the record.
(The information follows:)

e
million of It.DT. & E. funds requested for fiscal year 1970 will tll ho.
expended on improvelnent of the 152-millimeter low-pressure cartridges, except
for which will support Improvements to the nylon and neoprene bags,
None of this money will le expended In further development of the scavetgwir
system, development of which' Is now considered complete. No Pema funds ar'e
to be used In support of development work In this area.
Pema costs for the following product improvements were:

(1) 'Ofte breech scavenger--- ....
(2) Closed breech scavenger

(8) Nyl6n protective bag

(4) Neoprene cover

Total

----

--------------

-------------------------

---------------------------.---..

------------------------------

$90, 000
155. 000
30, 000

225. 000

r

--------------------1, 000. 000
Testing of these components was done concurrently with ammunition testing
and no additional test funds can be identified.

(Clerk's
The' f0egoing7&osts
do notproposals
incidt&the signi'fi6aiit
Pema
fundsnote:
involved
In engin~ering change
to incoroate
fit-st the open breech and then the closed breech bore scavenger systems
on Sheridan-vohicles thiocosts invohid in renegotiating the Sheridan
,-,X4
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contract; or the costs involved in retrofitting the closed breech system
to those Sheridans living the open breech system.)
IMPROVEM51NTS IN COOMIUSTIBIZ CARTRIDOE CASE

Mr. SLACK. Reportedly, in May 1967 the Army initiated a program
to develop a second generation combustible case, predicting it w6tld be
available for production in 24 to.80i iiih7.WhaV is the status and
.
cost of this development effor,iqillion that
General BETs. That beckup effort is the full
I mentioned. The states ias that the program looking severadifferent
ways to solve the diffiCUlties that we hav seent-..
We are now in the very early stii s of design co cept and test,
Mr. MINSHALL.!I do not und-rsta-nU that, General. Ydu started this
backup some 2 years ago, stating it woula b.yead" in 2. to 30 mofihs,
and now you sqy it is in the very ea ly,t"ige of development. Wltt
\
have you been Ioing for over 2 ye "s-General BE. s e have been t4if g dlheren apOroach s to try t
u-l be the b s-. It tak s tme and
get a handle o4 which onle Qf tlen(
Pa" es.'-W
e just not
ammunition fiings to workQut tl Ae '
sd this i lthe way w,
ready
dy to settle on any ne of 1t!1 tli '1
ought to go.
Xr. MINSiA\L. When~do yof tllik ycitq wil 1oieady to settle Qn
any one of these\projected stems q

General Brn-r, I am not prepared to mike an estimate.
Mr. MHNSHALI i, Who are some of you\ ,backup experts? Do tfley

"
I\
know
General BE'rrs. We sent *Colrie. Heistan4 out tb ieck on th costs.
Colonel Lamb I
Colonel LAMB. We have really two programs going onAthle 152-in illimeter ammunition case lor the Sheridan weapon Aystem. Tie first
ouipresent;,eowib stible case. It will
one is a product improvement
continue to be a combustible case. It is'ii prograin to increase the density of this case so it will not be as susceptible to a casual flame such as
a ,cigarette or something of this nature. It will also be less likely to absorb moisture. It will still burn. However, it has considerable improvement over the present round.
It will also be less frangible., In the same program the method of
fastening it to the projectile will eliminate part of tha problems that
you have read about, ihat we have had some separate, on of the case
from the projectile when the Sheridan hit a mine. This may not completely solve the problem as far as-running over a hqrge mine is concerne, but it will eliminate the problem of any separat6hh feom noreal handling and riding in the'vehicle. That is a product improvement
of the present combustible case.
SECOND GENERATION COMBUSTIBLE CARTRIDGE CASE

In the second generation case that we are referring to, we are look.
ing at 8 approaches. We have yet to demonstrate complete feasibility
of ai2y one of the three. This would be a case that in some manner followed the projectile out the bore. It would not be combustible. It would
be consumable or disposable. As you fired the round, the case would
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follow it to some point dowtiange, eitlier frangible, brealting up into
out and harimlessly falling
,
a powder, or deforming and just going
aside some distance downrange.
Those programs are still in the early stages, and we do not and cannot make an estimate at this time whether any one of the three will be
successful or exactly when.
Mr. MiNSHALL. Who made the prediction, though, in May 1967, that
to develop a second generation weapon system combustible cartridge
case would take 24 to 30 months? Who made that prediction?
Colonel LAMB. I will have to supply that for the record.
Mr. MINSHALT,. Somebody in your shop must have done it.
Mr. Poon. There must be an attribution in the material quoted.
Mr. MIISHAIJ. I am asking the question. I want to know who
made the prediction.
Mr. Poo. I did notMr. MINSHALL. Will you find'out who did?

Mr. Poon (continuing). And I have been associated with this program for some time.
Mr. NINISHAL . How long have you been associated with it?
Mr. Poon. Peripherally, about 4 years, something like that.
Mr. MINSTIALJ. You miust have been aware of the prediction that
was made.
Mr. Poon. I am not. I am sorry. That is why I asked. The backup
effort is, as Colonel Lamb has said, a multipronged thing. I have been
following in particular the second generation case approaches, having
reviews in my office on roughly A to 6 months' intervals. I was unaware of a prediction that that effort could have been completed in
2 years from May 1967. I am startled that such a prediction was
made.
Colonel LAMB. Sir, as far as I know-and I came into the program
inmidsummer of 1967, after the May date you used-the first indication that I knew that we were really considering or looking at the
feasibility of a second generation case is, as Mr. Poor says, later in
the fall of that year. There was a backilp perforated metal case under
consideration about the time that you referenced in your question.
This perforated case would be similar to the case used in a recoilless
rifle. W7t would not provide the full protection that you would get
from a solid metal case round. ITfwould have worked toward the
fragility problem,
That was abandoned at a later time. That could have been here in
about 2 years, but I do not know the basis of an estimate that the
second eneratioli consumtiable case could have been available in 2
years.
Mfr. Poor. If it be that part of the program, I believe I very fully
and energetically supported the cancellation of that effort. It, would
a 0ood solution. The perforated metal case is adequate
in
not result
and results in a considerable penalty in
1iliiiiiiiitiOni
wveigltt in the
igitionsystem.
against
protection
Mr. MINsiTA,, Mr. Poor, have you had a opportunity of examining
the House Armed Services Comnittee report entitled, hReview of the
Armv's Tank Program"?
M . Poon. T have had an oppoirtuitty of just glancing at it. I have
not had an opportunity to examine it.
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If there is something wrong with this statement on
Mr. MINSIIAL0.
page 20 of that report, let us find out. I will read it to you.
btIn May 1967 the Army initiated a program to develop a 'second
generation' combustible case. The objective of this program was to develop a case which improved characteristics in the areas of rotigh handling, performance in adverse envirorilIents, susceptibility to accidental ignition, and elimination of residue, while at the same time
retaining the advantages of the first generation case. The Army optimisticalypred icted that the second generation ammunition would be
available for production in 24 to 30 months, but delivery is still unas you have just demonstrhated.
certain today' -Mr. Peon. I do not know who "the Army" is in the sentence. I think
it entirely possible that people involved in the program would have
predicted 24 to'80 monfiths' development timie-in my opinion, that was
a terribly optimistic prediction-as a reasonable goal to impose, in the
energetically.
done
the work
to getthat
be able
hope
have set a goal
personally
I might
possible
it iswill
quite
I'n that
fact,you
as close in as that, but not a prediction.
Mr. MIsrUrAr.. Why would you set a goal that close in if you knew
you were iiot, able to accomplish it?
XMr. Poo.n In any of these develolmietit prograins, there is always
the possibility thft one of the things you try will work outquilte well.
I can be specific in this case. In amuch smaller caliber, a plastic
case adequately fireproof and quite strong had been demonstrated
by oie of- the 'est coast, contractors. I am not. quite sure of my dates
on tifs, but it was dtliing this tiie frame. It would follow out the
muzzle and be deformed into small pieces and provide adequate
protection and leave no residue. That was done in about a 20-miflimeter size, I think, by a,west coast contract or.
Mr. MfINSIAsLr. That is all well and good, Mr. Secretarycotild be siinply scaled up to this
Mr. Pooi. The hope was that it,
larger diameter system. However, there are enough differetices in the
design of the breeh mechaism and the details of the gun so that. the
first, attempt. to do this, which might have been successful, proved to
be unsuccessfufl. rlerefore, there is a great deal more work to be done
to establish whether or not that system would work.
Had it worked the first time, we might have been sooner than 2
years to a producible case. It is simply an unknown.
OPTIMTSIA O

MILITARYY IN

PREFSENTING

PROGRAMS

is not just iis program
Mr. MINxsIAL,. What concerns me is that it,
but so many programs, whether it be in the Arny or whether it be in
ie Nav y or the Air Force. They have come up time and tiiie again
estinmtes of the capability of a new weapons
with overly optimistic
system and the cost of it and the tiihe frafie, all'of which later have
l)roved to be wrong. I am gettifig a little gun shy, very honestly, about
.
a lot of these programs.
If you come up with a lot of optimistic promises just to get a prograin funded, we will have to take another look at tle entire system.
Mi. Poon. I certainly would agree that there has been a. great deal
of optimism over the years. In a sense, I hope there still will be. I
think this program, we would all agree, is of sufficient importance
30-554--69-pt. 03
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that an energetic approach to alternative ways of getting the properties that were hoped for with the combustible case and, in fact, have
been demonstrated with the combustible case, without its disadvantages, is worthwhile.
While we cannot say when it will be done, I think and hope you will
agree that it is the kind of thing that certainly should be done.
SECOND GENERATION COMBUSTIBLE CARTRIDGE CASE

Mr. MINSITALL. The point is that you are not much closer to a solution in July 1969 than you were in May- of 1967.
Mr. PooiR. I do not think that is really true, because we have eliminated a number of what appeared on the face of them to be moderately
promising approaches. We have shown they are not good ones. We
have narrowed down and are concentrating on a few that seem more
promising.
Mr. MIXSIALL. Would you make a prediction today as to when you
are going to come up with the final answer to this problem?
Mr. Poon. I think that would be grossly imprudent. I hope we will
come up with a final answer in perhaps a year, perhaps sooner. It may
take much longer.
Mr. MINSHALL. That covers the waterfront.
Mr. PoOR. Yes. The point is that if we do not know, the best thing
to say is that we do not know. We have competent people working
hard on it.
Mr. MINSITArLL. You do not know the time frame any more than you
did 2 years ago.
General Brrs. I think the important thing is the comment Mr.
Poor made, that we have eliminated fairly firmly one approach, the
perforated case, that did look promising then.We have since done
enough testing of it that we do not consider it promising.
In working in the areas of unknowns, it is inherently difficult to
predict. There is an old saying in this R. & D. business that one must
never try to put a time frame on invention. That is what we are faced
with. We try to give you, as we try to give our own superiors, the
best estimate we know how to make at the time we are called on to
make it, but in these new programs it is a very difficult problem to be
precise about something that is full of unknowns.
MINSTIALL How long would you recommend that this commitfunding this development program?
continue
teeMr.
General BTr.S. I think it important that we continue to fund a
strong program in advanced research.
Mr. MINSHALL. This is supposed to be an ongoing program though.
General Bnrrs. This is correct. Because of our own feelings about
the urgency of need of the Sheridan-Shillelagh system, we made a
risk judgment early in the program that we would go ahead with
what amounts to three major efforts: ammunition, Shillelagh missile,
and Sheridan vehicle.
The ammunition has lagged the other two elements of this total
weapons system in its success. Nevertheless, ammunition that is now
available is doing a satisfactory job and one that is acceptable to the
user with the things that we have done to make it acceptable-putting
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a nylon protection around it so that its vulnerability situationin the
tank is comparable to the brass cartridge case, and also putting the
closed breech scavenger system on the thing so we get away from any
possible residue problem.
In the meantime, it is important to go ahead with advanced developinent activity looking at badktp approaches that will end up providifng a better afmiinition capability.
It is not all negative, Mr. Minshall. There are at least nine men liv.
ing today who we are virtually certain are alive because they had combustible cartridge amttinitilon anid not brass cartridge, because under
certain circumstances
Mr. MINSHALrL. How many have lost their lives because of this?
General
BETTs.ofI adomine
not accident
think wethat
cansplit
identify
one. There
is icl.
one
the veh
possible
because
the hulof
There was an ensuing .fire. It is very likely that he would have lost his
life, whatever ammniftion was in the vehicle.
I am saying that there are circumstances under wlich this ammunition will burn, whereas brass cartridge amminiti6ii explodes. It
is well known when the enemy hits you in the ammunition, you have
had it.
Yet, we have at least as many instances as I indicated where there
is at least some reasonable evidence that those men lived because the
ammunition burned and did not explode.
BACKUP ErFORT TO DEVELOP METAL CARTRIDGE CASE

Mr. MINSH1ALL. I do not want to belabor this question any more this
morning, but in October of 1967 the Army initiated a program to develop a metal cartridge case for the 152-millimeter anitini.ll160 General etts, a year later you discontintmed this effort. Why was this doe,
especially after 18 fruitless years on the development of a combustible
case
General BETTS. At the time in October 1907, we were beginning to

be really discouraged about solving the problems of the combustible.
cartridge, and we began this partifilar metal case backup.
By 6 or 8 monthslater, we were convinced that we had providdd a
satisfactory combustible cartridge and, therefore, did not-consider that
the metal case backup we had started was worth pti
hg further. We
considered that it was more importafit to look for longer range solutions, such as those described by Colonel Lamb.
Mr. MINSHALL. How long do you think we should go around the
barn on this combustible case?
General BETTs. I think we should pursue the program thht'Colonel
Lamb described.

'Mr. MINSHALL. For how long?

General BhTTS. I thtfik the point is that the combustible cartridoe
is in inventory, it is in these vehicles, and it is work iI well. We co
see improvements that can be made through advanced developments
efforts. I think we should continue those advanced developments for
some years, the kind of 5-year program I talked about, to see if there
are significantly better ways to go about this kind of aniAftinition.
Mr. MINSTALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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SHERIDAN PURCHASED BEFORE TOTAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT COMPLETED

Mr. SLACK. General Betts, the Sheridan weapon system was type
classified standard A on May 21, 1966, which did not include the
ammtifition nor the gunner's periscope, both essential to the Sherldin
weapon system, but unsatisfactory and not completely developed and
tested. Why was this done?
General BEn r. The Sheridan vehicle and the Shillelagh missile, as
subsystems of this total weapons system, were both in limited prodtiction at the time frame of this decision you discussed. There are certain fairly routine administrative procedures that naturally follow
from putting the label type classified standard A on any program.
It was the considered judgment of the staff that those two subsystems were ready to be type classified standard A, and it was appropriate so to classify them.
The fact that the amminunition was not ready for a similar classification was well understood, and it was accepted that in the remote event
we could not work out the problem of the combustible cartridge am-

munition, the Sheridan vehicle with the Shillelagh as antitank capa-

bility represented a considerable tactical capacbility. We were confident in our own minds that we could, through the mechanisms we
have used-the closed breech scavenger system-and by providing
protect-ion to the ammunition, solve the problem of providing an
adequate ammunition capability to the system in the time frame that
we felt was reasonable to project from the point of that decision.
SHERIDAN PURCHASED BEFORE TESTING COMPLETED

Mr. SLACK. Would you tell the committee how the Army can justify
the award of a 4-year multiyear contract to General Motors for production of the Sheridan in April 1965 when it was not type classified
standard A until May 1966, which was more than a year later?
General BE rs. We have authority within the Army to use the

designation "limited production" to take account of situations where
we feel it is prudent to put a system into production, even though all
of the testing has not occurred or there may be other reasons why we
are not prepared to call it standard A.
In this case, we had another effort that was ready for production,
the M-109, and it was our judgment that the Government would get

a better program from the economic standpoint if we combined the
two competitions, the M-109 and the Sheridan, so we could. better
distribute the overhead of the tank plant in which we expected to
have both of these systems produced.
You will recall fiat at that time the Sheridan vehicle had undercone extensive testing, and even though there were modifications to
it that we saw necessary as a result of that testing, it was our technical
judgment that those modifications could be made in the course of
advanced production engineering and we put on the vehicles that
would come off the production line under the limited production
authority. We felt that it was prudent to put the two programs together to save cost to the taxpayer.
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SHERIDAN M1ODIFICATIONS COST EXCEED CONTRACT TERMINATION COST

Mr. SLCK. General Betts, according to a recent GAO report, the
awarding of that contract resulted in the following, and I quote:
In spite of the problems being experienced with the ammunition, the Army
continued full-scale production of the Sheridan Uifil December 1967, when the
units. As of
to
third year buy (fiscal 1988) was reduced from
Sheridans, of which
mid-September 1968 the Army had produced about
I were stored in depots and at the production site.

General BrTrs. That is right.
Mr. MURPHY. Why didn't the Army discontifue the production
until these problems were worked out?
General BETTS. Because of the cost of discontintiation. We would

have spelt a great deal more money to have stopped that prodtittioh
line and start it up again later than it cost us to storethe vehicks, a
great deal more. Furthermore, we are now ready with relatively simple
effort involved in the modiflcations that come out of this testing program to turn out those vehicles in a coffibat-ready shape at the rate of

per month for just the cost of the modifications. If we
about
had turned off that production line, gotten rid of the skills that were
developed, I believe that the May 1906 estimate was that it would have
cost us $3,500,000 to have terminated at that point. The storage costs
have been nothing like that.
Mr. MURPHY. The modification costs for fiscal 1968 and 1969 totaled

$10.1 million.

General B:'rrs. I am not sure that those modification costs wouldfi't
still have been required later in the program as we learned things from
the testing that required modification.
0PE'

BREECH SCAVENGER SYSTEM PRODUCED BEFORE TESTING COMPLETED

Mr. SLACK. After producing several huindfied.Sheridahs in Febitary
1967 the. Army introduced the open breech scavenger into those on the
production line before testing had verified that the open breech
scavenger created more safety hazards than it elinaiiited and was coinpletely unsatisfactory. In about April 1967 the Army initiated development of a closed breech scavenger system while Sheridails continued to be produced with the ineffective and dangerous open breech
scavenger system. What is your explanation for this complete waste
of taxpayers' mone in this mahner,?
General BFrsS. 14nce I had no direct connection with the production
program at.that time thAttrelted to that decisiln I will live to supply
that for the record, Mr. Chairman. I don't know.
(The information follows:)
In 1967 at the time that the open breech scavenger system was committed to production, the test agency (TECOM) had issued a safety release based on tem-

porate zone testing. Subsequently, tropic tests uncovered the inadequacy of the

Scavenger in removing residue. Although the other fAnctions were satisfactory,
the Army desired to develop a closed breech scavenger for full resolution of the
residue scavenging. By the time the lnadequlacies of the open breech scavenger

system were discovered and conversion decisions made, the funds for open breech

scavengers had been committed and no savings were available. Further, the open
breech system was an acceptable interim solution for tile temperate climates.
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NEEDS TO STRENGTHEN PROJEOT MANAGER SYSTEM

Mr. MINSIHALL. That is why I am interested in flidiig out who is
the project manager on a lot of these programs, because not only in
the Army but inithe Navy and the Air Force they get on a job and
after 3 years, "You have to have a new assignment?' Row, in my opinion, you ought to have a look at this whole system. Until a program is
developed I don't know why they have to have new project managers.
General BErtrs. We are in the process of a major management review, and one elemiit of that review is a look at the whole project
manager system and what we can do to strengthen it,
Mr. MINSTILL. It certainly needs strengthening, and quickly.
General BETTS. I will have to get some nlumbers on that one. I was

not directly involved in that.
31r. M NSHALL. If that iflfl Ili)l6d to be in the civilitin cofiffiftnity they would "can" him ridlit away. I think the same should go for
i man in the service. If lie desn't( do a good job, he will know it is
his neck.
to beBE'rS,
goti
i
ourse of routilneproduction
I understand that inthe
General
of the automobiles which you and I drive there are thousands 6f niodifieations made in the production lie of each car every'year. The engiliers are just not compijletely snat(eno6ugh to do everthing right the
first; tne. You kniow, we try the best we can to do the best we can but
it is a very difficult and coniplex business.
Mr. MINstILL. That is all very true, but they are usually minor
modifications that they are able to correct right now. That is not so
with the service. Those are major modilicalt ions that they are not able
to accomfplisl.
i BEt Is. There are instances like tlat.
Genel
I know there are.
Mr. MIssmiH,.
DELAY IN STOPPING PRODUCTION OF OPEN-BREECH SCAVENGER

Mr. SLACK. Why did the Army take from April 1967 until October
1967 to stop the installation of the ineffective and dangerous openbreech scavenger system in the Sheridais-on the production line?
General BEtT,rs. That is still the same general question that was in
the PEMA area. I had no direct connection with that. I will have to
research it for you and give you an answer for the record. I do not
know.

(The information follows:)
Although the Inadequacy of the open-breech scavenger system became apparent

In April 1967, the extent of the Inadequacy and our inability to adjust the system
to fulfill the scavenging function was not conclusively established until just prior
to the combat vehicle program review in October 1967. The decision' to cease production and insert a closed-breech scavenging system was made at the combat
vehicle program review.
COST OF STORING AND MODIFYING SHERIDANS

Mr. SLACK. Can you tell the committee how many hundred Sheridans
were produced and stored at the contractor's plant, and at the Anniston
and Letterkenny Arsenals, until the ammttnition deficiencies could be

overcome and a suitable scavenger system developed?

I

£
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General BiFTTs. I think you read it in the report just a finite ago.
The GAO report is correct.
IMr. SLACK. Were those figures correct, insofar as you know?
General BErs. Yes.

Mr. SLACK. What was the cost of storing Sheridans and modifying
those produced with the open-breech scavenger system?
General Birnrs, I will have to research that cost of storing. I do not
know. The mnodificti6n numbers were those that were read out of the
PEMA budget in 1968 and 1969.
MAr. SLACK. We want the cost of storing and also the modificationis.
General BETTs. I will fill in the record at this point and give all of
those figures.
(The information. follows:)
The ftifids for modification are the fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year .1069 funds
of $11.1 million PEMA. The funds expended for Sheridan storage as of the end of
fiscal year 1969 total $102,210.
SHILLELAGH MISSILE SYSTEM

Mr. SLACK. The Shillelagh, a line-of-sight weapon, reportedly is
degraded by trees, smoke, heavy rain, blowing sand, hills, darkness,
and other conditions whi h fight obstruct the gunner's vision of the
target. What other deficiencies does this missile system have which
could not be discussed in the House Armed Services Comnmittee's
report?
General BETTS. I don't consider the items that you mentioned as
deficiencies. There are conditions of visibility obstruction that will
always give difficulty to a tank gunner, whether he is firing a missile
or a gun. At the long ranges where we would expect to use the
Shille6lagh.missile instead of the gun, given the option to use either,
the range is the important capability and it is a range that will not
be available to the gun in anything like the same first. hit probability,
under any circumstances. So one lnust look at it from the standpoint
of what we gain from that system. Now, it is possible that an enemy
is very clever and knows the system in detail and las the right kind
of equipment, countermeasure eqfiipint, very closely within the line
of sight-of the missile so that he can jam the system. But he has to have
all of these things going for him at the same time. It is ofr judgement
from a tactical point of view that this is not a significafitdeficidncy in
the system. Nevertheless, we are doing work to make the modification
further down the line that would remove even that p ossibility.
Mr. Poon. I have been reading this report. I would likto comfiit
on the view of the Shillelagh missile system that seems to be reflected
in the report.

The Shillelagh missile system is, in my very considered opinion, a
great advance in antitank warfare. It is performing under test very
nearly as expected when the design was initiated many years ago.
At that time it was predicted that against stationary targets at all
ranges beyond about
- meters the Shillelagh system would outperform any known tanik gun, outperform In the sense that in a diel
between two tanks, one. equipped with a gun, one equipped with a
Shillelagh, that the Shillelagh would get a killing hit on, the enemy
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tank before the enemy tank gunner could do that to the Shillelagh.

Now, that is a function of range. At very short ranges guns outperform missiles. At very long ranges this missile spectacularly outperforms guns. Recent tests have done nothing but confirm those
properties.
I read in the report on page 26:
The Sheridan hit record.

On some specific tests, I assume
was far less than anticiiated and could hardly be pointed to with pride or used
to support an argument that the cost of the Sheridan was a justflable and
worthwhile expenditure.

The most recent tests I have seen do indeed support the spectacular
improvement in combat effectivenes that comes from the Shillelagh
missile system. I would like the Comiittee to -understand thhat we feel
the Sheridan-Shillelagh guided-nmissile system, is indeed a major
development of which we are indeed very proud. Now, in any of these
things, complicated systems, deficiencies will be unfcovered, and they
have been. In those same recent tests it was determined that there
was a
The tests confirm the performance in every important respect and
they had the benefit of showing this
So I think it is important thfat all of us realize that the Shillelagh
system can do, is doing the job it was intended to do.
Mr. SLACK. The Shillelagh missile system has a reliability design
goal of 95 percent. What is the current reliability of the Shillelo
0h
missile system 1
General Bvrs. Colonel Hiestand.
Colonel HIFsTAxn. At the present time the Shillelagh missile is
firing at a hardware reliability of approximately
percent.
Mr. SLACKi. Is it true that the Shillelagh missile cannot be fired
from a moving vehicle nor can it be effectively deployed in darkness
or under conditions of limited visibility without directing searchlights onto the target ? .
General BNrs. That is essentially true; yes.
Mr. Poo. May I comment on that? At the time the Shillelagh system was developed for installation on the Sheridan a deliberate choice
was made not to provide the vehicle with a stabilization system that
would permit firing on the move. In the design studies for the new
main battle tank and in the experiments on the sighting system for
that tank we have established that it is possible, using recent state of
the art in stabilization systems, to build a stabilization system that
could be applied to other vehicles, that would permit firing the Shillelagh on the move. Whether that is desirable depends on the cost
effectiveness ratio. The cost will clearly be very high. It takes very
good gyro stabilization to do the-trick. We have developed such stabilization systems in the demonstration of the TOW system on the UH-t
helicopter and one that works sufficiently well, I think, for tank
installation also in the AH-56 TOW installation project.
The decision not to put it in was an economic decision coupled with
the fact that we did not know how to make stabilizition systems that
good that long ago.
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General BETTs. Also$ Mr. Chairman, we might add that the likely
is
*una better
ranges of~ engagement uwder night condiifis, the
mechanism anyhow under those conditions. The gun is available, the
night vision capability is available.
SHERIDAN 15 2-MILLImETER GUN RECOIL

Mr. MINSyHLL. With respect to the gun, I have heard reports that
crews have been instructed to brace themselves whenever they fire it.
It sometimes displaces the tank -upto 3 feet. Is this tank overgunned,
considering its light weight? What is the problem?
General BETTS. I tiinV the best way to answer that question, and

.t question that is undoubtedly in the minds of all of the members of
the committee, would be to ask Colonel Ireland who is with us today
and has been in command of a unit in Vietnam util .avery recent
time.
Mr. MINSIALL. Stand up and speak out, Colonel. That statement
that I just made; is that a correct statement?
Colonel IRELAND. Yes, sir; essentially, that is correct. This system
does have a reasonable recoil to it. Any tank, when it is fired though,
of course, does have a good deal of recoil.
Mr. MINSHALL. You said reasonable or unreasonable?
Colonel IRELAND. Reasonable, sir. I have fired this system myself on
a number of occasions. It is true that you should, in fact, brace yourself. This is nothing unusual, though, in firing a tank gun.
Mr. MiNsrrALL. Is it normal for a tank to jump around 3 or 4 feet
every time you shoot the gun?
ADDITIONAL ARMOR ADDED TO BELLY OF SHERIDAN

Colonel IRELAND. I suspect those figures were based on the vehicles
tested here in the United States. The Sheridans that I had in my
belly
squadron in Vietnam had come to us equipped with aplate of armor in the front portion of the vehicle. This was designed,
of course, to decrease the mine hazard. However, a corelated advantage
of this was that it put a good deal of the weight forward on the vehicle
and, as a result, in Vietnam we d(id not get the tremendous jumiing
around that you described.
Mr. MINSHALL. How much jumping around did you get with this?
Colonel IRELAND. Very little, sir. The vehicle was not noticeably displaced to the rear. It rocked, but rocked back forward again into its
origifial position.
Mr. MI snALL. How much weight did you put on the tank by in-

stalling this plate?

ColOnel IRLAND. I don't know the exact weight of that belly armor.

General BETTS. About 1,600 pounds.

Colonel IRELAND. Yes. I think that is about right.
Mr. MINSHALL. In other wordst you get away from a lightweight

tank configuration when you put this 1,600 pou1fids on it?
General BErrs. It is still a pretty light weight vehicle to begin with.
Mr. MINSHALL. Why didn't you put this on to begin with?
General BETTs. It was something we learned about as we got closer
and closer to the problem and more and more experience in Vietnam
with mine warfare.
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With 20-20 hindsight we can say we should have. But remember,
originally we were pressing toward an airdrop-airborne assault capability. There were design judgments made that kept this vehicle light.
In the Vietnam environment that has not been the mode of use. So
the extra 1,600 pounds has not been a problem.
SHERIDAN LOSSES IN VIETNAM

Mr.

Colonel, how many of these tanks do you have'in

MINSITALL.

Vietnam?
Colonel

IRELAND.

had 27 in my squftdron, sir.

I

How many over there all together, if you know ?
Colonel IRELAND. To my kcnowledge, sir, thdre were 60; 27 in my

'Mr. MINSITALL.

squadron, the 1st Squadron of the lfth Calvary.
Mr. MINSH,%ILL.

combat?

Colonel

How many of those 60 have been lost because of

I119T AND:

believe this is covered thoroughly in the final

I

report from the Army concept team in Vietnam. In my squadron, at
the time. I left we had lost, one. I do not know of any subsequent losses
in my squadron.
Mr. MINSHALL. How about the other 38-odd tanks?
Colonel IIRELAND., There were 27 in the 3d Squadron, 4th Cavalry
of the 26th Division.
Mr. MINSHALI. You don't know how many of those were lost?
Colonel IRnLAND, Not specifically, sir. Again, these figures are covered in the active final report.
Mr. MINSHALL. Where is that final report.?
Colonel IRELAND. I believe it is available. It may even be in the room.
Mr. MINSHAIL. Do you have it, General?
General. Brrs. We are looking at it now, sir. It is about 10, but we
will have,'to correct that number, that were damaged enough to be
pulled out of combat. Most of these were fixed up.
SH R IDAN MAINTAINABILITY RECORD

Mr.-Aioxws. How did you find the maintenance of the*Sheridan in
combat,'CoI0nel? Wjhat percentage, if you remember, of the 27 vehicles assigned to your squadron'did you usually have in-commission?
Colonel; IRELAN. Let me answer it this way: When the vehicle Was
issued to xvsq'idron I was told' thit an 85-pereent availability was
desirable, Thismeant to me that 1 could not have our' or more of these
vehicles down at any onetime, DUring the time that I commanded this
sqUadrdn after the, vhicles:were issued, which, was about' 2-plus
nionths, I don't believe we ever dropped below that level.' IN'other
words,$ of the 27 that I had, you might find two.. o three, but I d6n't
.,regdali 'ifnstane in which we had' i6re than four down. ln actual
f /act,to perhaps urhei clazi, the Sheridan 1san easily mamitiihanicallyni i extremely sound and we 'were dehgghted
abe yehalele

....
trabie fl he tytkhit
,

'

was iiiidedfor i
,

.
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i
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Colonel IRELAND. Absolutely sir. The vehicle that the Sheridan replaced in my squadron was te M-113 personnel carrier which we
called an armored cavalry assault vehicle or ACAV, because it was
modified to add some additional machineguns. The M-118 is probably
familiar to you. It has excellent mobility characteristics in that type
of terrain. The Sheridan, I believevilL go any place an M-118 will
go, and probably will go in plaoesWhere an',7=Mt4&will not.
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As the sights went down we ran out of replacement sights. That be-

came the problem, But that problem of supply has been cleared up. Additional maintenance for those items is being forwarded to the theater
and the quality control which was the general identification of the
problems associated with the sight, have been improved in considerable extent with the new ones going over.
REJECTION

Or SHERIDAN BY TIHE AUSTRALIAN ARMY

Mr. SLACK. In March of 1969 the Australian Government, after
subjecting the Sheridan to tropic tests, rejected the Sheridan because
it did not meet Australian Army requirements. Why was the Sheridan
rejected by the Australian Government?
'General BE'rrs. I don't know the answer to that. Colonel Hiestand?
Colonel HIESTAND. The report was although the vehicle and the
weapon system were satisfactory, it was too expensive for the usefulness and urposes which they had in mind. They preferred a weapon
system wrich was less expensive to perform the tasks they identified.
Mr. POon. I wonder if with respect to the discussion of the night
sight I might read a report of action which I think shows the utility
of the night sight in Vietnam. I will put the whole thing in the record.
(The information follows:)
On March 1, 1969, A Troop, 8/4 Cay, was employed in an ambush patrol night
defense position just south of 00 DA HA in the 25th Division area of operations, The troop was in a wagon wheel perimeter, had put out listening posts

(LP's), erected barbed wire and RPG screens, plotted artillery concentrations,
and dug positions near each armored vehicle. At 2800 hours, the LP's detected
enemy movement and reported this to the troop commander, who immediately
put his unit on full alert and withdrew the LP's. At 2815 hours, a Sheridan crew
using the XM44 periscope observed nine enemy approaching their position at a
distance of 150 meters. They received permission to fire and with one canister
round killed all nine personnel. The troop then executed all its defense fires.
The fight lasted sporadically for the next 3 hours before the enemy withdrew. A
sweep of the terrain at first light revealed 40 enemy killed and secured one
prisoner. The troop had only one man slightly wounded. The 25th Division
Commanding General stated that this particularly successful mission was one of
the finest examples of a small unit night engagement ever conducted in his
division. The Sheridan played a significant role during this action.
PROBLEMI

WITH NEOPRENE BAGS

CORRECTED

Mr. POon. We get lots of reports like this. The troops like this
thing. They are very glad to have it.
Mr. SLAOK. During Army tropic tests in 1968 the neoprene bags
for the combustible case ammuntion were found to become tacky
when hot and stuck together and tore when handled. When cold, the
bags were unpllable and had to be cut from the case'. Whaft are you
dolfg to Correct this situation.?,
General Bnrnrs. The point of that kind of testing is to determine

just what we did discover. We made appropriate corrections to the
material that we are using. We have ' no problem with that now in
Vietnam.
SIERIDAN EVALUATED IN EUROPE

Mr. SLAoK. The Sheridan was deVeloped primarily for use in

Europe. In May 1968 the test center reported thdt in view of the
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(leficielcies noted during arctic tests and the teinperature limitations
of the Shillelagh missile, the Sheridan was not suitable for use under
arctic winter conditions. Does this mean that the Sheridan weapon
system is unsuitable for use iii Europe which has severe winters?
General B.,irs. We have just completed an evaluation in Europe
and, fortuitously, we have a message from General Polk which Just
ca ine to us. He says simply that the conclusion he reaches as a result of
his exhaustive evaluation is that the M-551 Sheridan is a
. That
is the prudent course of action.
He said in summary his evaluation disclosed a highly mobile, responsive basic vehicle and a very accurate long-range missile system.
These constitute major tactical iinprovemnltef . On the other hand,
there are still features which require correction. Following the deployinent of the M-551 to the division cavalry squadrons this headquarters
will gain much practical experience in the areas of support, training
tactics, and general techniques. Careful, del berate approach to full.
scale deployment taking full advantage of this experience is considered
mandatory.
So he says, on balance, that he
PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED WITH

SEARCHLIGHT

Mr. SLACK. While the Sheridan was being tested in Vietnam under
combat conditions, reportedly a manufacturer's representative was
continuously required at the site to see what could be done to make
the untested, unproven searchlight operable. Why were the searchlights on the Sheridan unreliable and what were tli specific problems?
Colonel HIESTAND. Sir, the searchlights that went to Vietnam were
early production models and, as a result, they fell heir to a number
of deficiencies that occur In all early models.
Second, the searchlights were subject to traveling through jungle
and other environments which, in fact, beat them up to a far greater
extent than anyone had expected, and therefore required ad citional
guarding to insure that they would not be torn and beaten by the
,jungle as they passed through. So we have taken action to improve
the guarding of the searchlights so that they can resist the jungle and,
secondly, proper production items are now being sent over there to

replace the early production item.

The new items are far more reliable than those that were originally
there.
REASON FORISHERIDAN DEPLOYMENT TO VITETNA"f

Mr. Sioo. The report further indicated that despite the Army's
original requirements in Europe, the Sheridan was deployed to Vietnam where there was no significant armored threat and where it is being used primarily as an antipersonnel weapon, whereas this capability
was already available in Vietnam in both the M48A3 tank and the
M18 personnel carrier. According to the report:
The subcommittee examined requirements, searched records, and qiestlohnd
witnesses to determine why this deployment was made. There was no evidence

of an urgent demand from Vietnam.
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What was the urgent requirement to deploy the Sheridan to
VietnamI
General Brrrs. As far back as 1966 the records that I have in personal notes of a meeting with the vice chief of staff and major elements
of the Army staff, it was stated to the vice chief that there was then a
of these vehicles in Vietnam to explore their
requirement for a combat effectiveness in that environment. The staff has searched the
records for an action paper from Vietnam that supports the notes I
had from that meeting and we were unable to find it. Nevertheless, I
am sure that those on the General Staff who were there at that meeting I cite had the feeling that there was considerable urgency in getting
tis capability to Vietnam. Now, with respect to the application of
the vehicle for a solely antipersonnel role I believe Colonel Ireland's
comments would apply in terms of the ability to break up bunkers, in
terms of the very considerable increased antipersonnel capability available from that flechette round. But I might ask him to expand on that
answer, if he will.
Colonel IRELAND. Sir, the integration of the M-551 the Sheridan
vehicle, into my platoons, for example-and I wouli like to make
this sort of a two-part answer, if I may-first of all, as I previously
explained the Sheridan replaced the M-118 personnel carrier in my
latoons. lost two of these and received three Sheridans for them.
his immediately gave me a tremendous increase in fire power. Previously the largest caliber weapon that I had had at my disposal in
a platoon was a 50-caliber machinegun. This machinegun is not
capable of getting to the man in the bunker, the man in the trench
line, or the man standing behind the heavy rubber tree.
As a result, the addition of the 152-millimeter gun gave me the
capability of getting to this man and killing him.
It also increased night fighting capabilities inasmuch as prior to
this time the only. night sghting devices I had were starlight scopes
which have relatively limited range when compared to the night
sighti g capabilities on the M-551.
Additionally, in increased mobility, not so much in my squadron
but certainly in the squadron in the 25th Division, third squadron.
of the Fourth Cavalary. They, instead of replacing the M-118, had
originally a slightly different organization which they were using
three M-48 tanks i the platoon. These M-48's were replaced by the
more
M-ard1.,.
Now, it is true that the M-48 because it weighs a great deal me
will break down jungle more satisfactorily than the Sheridan no
one will deny that. It is also true that because the M-4 weighs a
great deal more it is more likely to be able to withstand mine damage
orat least withstand it in a better fashion than a lighter vehicle.
But at the same time in the rainy season i Vietnam, which lasts for
appvoximately 6 months out of the year, the M-48 cannot get off the
rod, If that squadron did not have M-51,s today they would be
without the use of their M-4S tanks. There is no
sitting
uestionin,in- any..of our , inds, who have served in Vietnam, tht tle
Sheridan vehicle, the addition of it to our squadrons was a distinct
advantage.
Mr. MnCSHALM. in November, 1968, a member of the staff of the
Sheridan project manager'redortmended against deploying the Sheri-
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dan to Vietnam, stating "I do not believe that a combat situation

where mission and lives depend so heavily on equipment reliability
is the test environment to question and resolve these problems." Do
you agree or disagree with that theory, General Betts?
General BE'rrs. I disagree. And I did at the time.
SHERIDAN GUIDANCE DOCUMENT LAGGED VEHICLE DEPLOYMENT

Mr. MNsIISALL. The Army sent
Sheridans to Vietnam in January of 1969 however, an Army document entitled "Guidance for
Units With K-551 Armored Reconnaissance/Airborne Assault Vehicle (General Sheridan)" for Sheridan crew members was not pub.
lished until March 17, 1969, almost 2 months after the deployment.
This document contained only the safety aspects of the Army Test and
Evaluation Command release, but not the performance lmitations for
troop information and guidance which was also a condition of the
release by the Army Test and Evaluation Command.
What is the explanation for this situation ?
General BETTs. The explanation is that when sending out new equipment of this sort we send out a new equipment testing team. That team
has all of the documentation necessary to do an adequate job of training the new operators, in depth. It is true that the formal documentation to accompany the vehicle lagged the vehicle. Yet, in informal
documentation that went along withi the new equipment training team,
all of the information was available that they needed to do an adequate
job of training.
I might ask Colonel Ireland if he felt that he was denied adequate
information when he was first issued these vehicles.
Colonel InnLAND. The answer to that is, certainly not, sir; we were
not denied information. The new equipment training team that came
to my squadron consisted of-it varied somewhat between seven and
nine individuals. These were officers and enlisted personnel who had
previously worked with the Sheridan during the test phase and also
some of the enlisted personnel, I understand, were from Fort Riley
where there is a troop unit equipped with these vehicles. In addition
to this, there were teclhical representatives, manufacturers' representatives, people who were involved in actually building the engine or the
turret components, or whatever. They were there to tell us all there
was to know. These were the experts in the field. I think your question
is probably related primarily tothe safety aspects. There are, of course,
particularly with combustible ammunition, safety aspects which
should be well known to the soldiers that are going to u;e the equipment. I can assure you that they knew everything there was to know,
and they were always aware that there was a safety problem with this.
I might also add because I think it might be of interest in the
entire time that we had the Sheridans in Vietnam I never had a man
injured because of the safety aspect which had either not been told
to him or that he had ignored, particularly as it relates to the combustible ammunition. There simply were no accidents.
Mr. MiNSHALL. Colonel, before you sit down, the last part of my
question-stated "but not the performance limitations for the troop
information and guidance which was also a condition of the release
86-554-6-pt.5-92
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by the Army Test andt Evaluation Command."1 You have spoken to
the safety aspects; low about the performance limitations?
Colonel BFELANM. Sir, the only thing that I can say to this is that
during our training period we continually had instructor personntil
riding on the vehicle pointing out various possibilities of what might
happen. I don't recalspecific performance limitations. I don't quite
understand this terminology as to how this would affect the individual
in the crew.
General B'r's. I might add before the subcommittee of the House
Armed Services Committee theArmy testified to the fact, thatai] of
the information that cane out of the Testing and EvaluationlCoimeani testing effort, the limitations that were placed oil the vehicles,
weans made available to the new equipment training team and through
them in their training program to the units that received these vehicles.
NEWVS REPORTS ON SIIERII)AN DEFICI-NCIES

lnr.
MINSIALT. General and Colonel, while we have you here, there
have been numerous stories in the news media, public, press, about the
failures of the Sheridan tanko. Several of the iints Were as follows:
Overieted engines, jammed cannon, er iscp failures, structural
weaknesses, and recoil mechanism breakdown. Would you care to comment on that from the feld porit of view?
Colonel IRELAND. Sir, we had a situation develop which is called
hang out of battery, in which the aunin recoil comes out of battery,
so to speak, and does not go back into its origilial position. This wis
determined to be a seal wich had been faultily manufactured. This,
I understand, has now been corrected. It was simply
a
matter of the
shape of the seal. It was an incorrect shape. This has been replaced
with a proper one. This corrected these deficiencies.
I recognized prior to my departure that there was anl overheating

problem with these vehicles as there will be with many vehicles traveling in that type of terrain. Overheating is a function in that terrain

at least of extreme ambient temperatures and, in addition to this,
often you have leaves, branches. things
passing through the jungle very
falling down and blocking air intakes. This is a matter of sweeping
thea away. I believe this is addressed in the ACTIV report an daI

uniderstand also that steps are beig taken' to make at simple modification to prevent this from-happehing,
Mr. MINBHAIJL. What do you mean by ambient temperaturesI
Colonel TRhELAND). The outside temperature of the air, sir. It$ of
course, runs 900 and over on 'an average day in Vietnam ams all
year round. Plus when you get into the jungile where you 'are fairly
closely confined, these temperatures can go up even higher.
SHERIDAN TESTED IN THAILANI)

PRIOR TO VIETNAX DEPLOYMENT

Mr. StACK. The subcommittee rpOrt also pointed out that the
Sheridan was tested in Vietnam during extremely dry weather and
trafflcability was at its best, but, it has yet to prove its value in a rainy
environment where critical deflciendiqs such as the humidity absorbing ammfinition and electrical power failures are recognized as po.
tential serious limitations. Does the Army still plan to deploy additional Sheridans to Vietnam?
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General BEinTs. We do plan to deploy additional vehlc .1orl!
nam, but I might point out that long before we deployed any vehicles to Vietnam there was an extensive mobility test in Thailand
that exposed the Sheridan vehicle to heavy going and typical, very
wet tropical weathet, and it proved to be an outstandingperformer
under those conditions. Colonel, did you have any experience with
wet weather at allI

Colonel InrEAND. None whatsoever.

General Bimrs. Colonel Lamb.
Colonel Ltn. Wet weatlher, rain itself is not a real danger to the
ammunition and the aiminnition picking up moisture. It is more
likely to pick up moisture when you have-h)gI humidity, warm tomperatures. Every night I spoilt in the jungle I found the humidity to
approach 100 and the temperature, where you get. no outside air is
also tip around 100. I can't imagine the humidity being much diferent from that in the rainy season. I suspect it mnightbe low and it
might even be less as far as the ammunition is concerned.
Mr. MINSITALJJ. When you are operating out in the sun what is the

situation? Can you button up without roasting to death?
Colonel IErAND. There is no denying that it is hot in Vietnam,

un(,onmfortabile everywhere you are. rhe same is true of an M-48,
however, or an antipersonnel carrier when you are required to but.
toil up.
.Mr. MIINSIIALL. What does the inside temperature get to?
Colonel IRELAND, I have no way of tolling you, although I know it
gets darned hot. I would not begin to tell you it is not uncomfortable
Inthese vehicles.
Mr. MtNSHIALL. You don't need any sauna baths over there?
Colonel hImI,,IID. No, none whatsoever.
General Bnrrs. The shipment to Vietnam was in response to
MACV's specific request, that we equip all the armored squadrons in
that. theater with the Sheridan vehicle.
DEFICIENCIES NOTED DURING SHERIDAN TESTING IN VIETNApt

Mr. STAC.

According to the subcommittee report, the 8-month

test in Vietnai disclosed (a) the Sheridan was vulnerable to mines

and had the side applique already developed for use on the Sheridan
been installed the death of a crewman on the first mine incident may
have been avoided; (b) a total of 41 conventional aminuniti6fi MISfires were recorded dtfing combat and the report from Vietnam rtcomnmended that priority engineering effort be given to the production
of a lessor vulnerable, stronger, and more reliable second generation
152,-millhl
hter round which hi betn SO often repeated sice 19(7;
(c) 25 eigines had to be replaced because the overheatin.o' had restilt ccl in loss of power, and in 10 of thoso instances 8ran*Is had
to be wifldra'awn from combat due to this deficiency; (d) there were
.125 recorded turret electrical power failures; (e) there were failures
i the gun's recoil system, fragile grenade tubes were damaged in
combat sprocket wheels were worn out an
it uniusuatlly high rate and
,searchlights and periscopes were highly unreliable; and (f) the
closed breach scavenger system ,did not work satisfactorily and one
vehicle hid never had an operative scavenger but it was ordered to
-extended combat twice.
General Betts, will you place in the record at. this point a copy of
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the final overall report prepared as a result of the testing of the
Sheridan in Vletnam under combat conditions, together with all recommendations and comments contained therein?
(The information follows :)
DEPARTMENT OF TIUE ARMY, ARMY CONCEPT TEAM IN VIETNAM
FINAL REPORT Mt1 SJIEIIIDAN

(U)-AOTIV PROJECT NO. ACO-2/001-MAY

10, 1009
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this evaluation was to analyze the tactical employment of
the M-551 Armored Reconnaissance Airborne Assault Vehicle (AR/AAV) Sheridan and to determine its suitability in the combat environment of the Republic
of Vietnam. The M-561 was designed to replace the M-41, M-48, and M-60 tanks
currently employed in armored cavalry platoons, and the M-56 airborne assault
weapon. In Vietnam, the Sheridan was also to replace those armored cavalry
assault vehicles (ACAV) which were substituted or tanks by earlier modified
table of organization and equipment (MTOED) action. The Sheridan is a key
part, along with the ACAV-mounted rifle squad and armored personnel carrier
(APO) mounted mortar, of the combined arms team in each cavalry platoon.
The evaluation was conducted from February 8, to May 8, 1909 in the 1st
Squadron, 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment and the 8d Squadron, 4th Cavalry,
25th Infantry Division.
The M-551 was eniployed in nine types of missions which included reconnaissance in force, night defensive perimeter/ambush patrol, and road clearing.
The vehicles accumulated 80,455 miles, 16,080 hours of operation, and accomplished 520 combat missions.
The conclusions of the evaluations were as follows:
1. The M-551 is an effective and suitable vehicle for use in armored cavalry
platoons in Vietnam,
2. Sixteen problem areas and 25 shortcomings requiring modification detract
from the effectiveness of the M-551.
8. The M-551 can be maintained and supported to sustain an 85-percent operationally ready rate$
It was recommended that:
1. Department of the Army make CONUS application of those modifications
indicated as essential before deploying additional vehicles to Vietnam.
2. Department of the Army deploy sufficient M-551's to equip all cavalry
squadrons in Vietnam.
8. ,The U.S. Army Materiel Command take necessary action to correct identi-

Bed problem areas.
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SEOTION I

1. IRef erences

INTRODUCTION

(a) Message, 24844, COMUSMACV, August 24, 19068, subject: MACV staff
study Sheridan weapons in Vietnam (U), confidential,
(b) Disposition form, AVHOG-OC, U.S. Army, Vietnam, 03, August 27, 1968,
subject: M-551 Sheridan.
(M) Disposition form, AVIB-GOD, Army concept team in Vietnam, September
2,19068, subject: M-551 Sheridan.
2. Purpose

The purpose of this evaluation was to analyze the tactical employment of the
1-551 Sheridan and to determine its suitability in the combat environment of the
Republic of Vietnam (RVN).
3. Objeotivea
(a) Objective 1.--To determine the effectiveness and stability of the M-551
in armored cavalry platoons.
(b) Objective 2.-To determine the vulnerability of the M-551 to mine and
rocket damage,
(o) Objective 3.-To analyze the maintenance and logistical support for the
I-O51 Sheridan.
/. Background

(a) There has been a long-existing requirement in armored cavalry squadrons
for an amphibious vehicle with effective long-range armor-defeating firepower.
The M-551 Sheridan was designed to meet these requirements and to replace
the M-41, M-48, and M-60 tanks currently employed in armored cavalry platoons,
and the M-56 airborne assault weapon. In RVN it was also to replace the
MH-118A1 armored personnel carrier (APC) with .50 caliber machinegun cupola
(locally termed the ACAV) which was issued in lien of tanks by earlier modified
table of organization and equipment (MTOE) action. The Sheridan is to be a key
part, along with the ACAV-mounted rifle squad and APC-mounted mortar, of
the combined arms team in each cavalry platoon.
(b) On August 22, 1068, the commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam (COMUSMACV) approved the requirements, configuration, and distribution of M-551 weapon systems in RVN and tasked the U.S. Army, Vietnam
(USARV) to submit an outline evaluation plan for the first 60 vehicles. On
August 27, 1908, the Army concept team in Vietnam (AOTIV) was tasked by
USAUV to conduct this evaluation.
5; Scope
The limited number of Sheridan vehicles (60) precluded full evaluation in
all environmental conditions and operational situations that may be encountered
In RVN. The evaluation of the Sheridan did'not Interfere with the assigned missions of the cavalry squadrons in which the vehicle was evaluated. The vehicle
wvas used under combat conditions at the discretion of commanders in a variety
of missions, All vehicles were equipped solely with the conventional 1i2-miiiimeter gun system; the Shillelagh missile system was not evaluated. Acknowledged limitations of the evaluation were that the sample was not representative
of all combat environments in RVN and that the weather during the evaluation
was dry.
6. Description of equipment
(a) Oeneral.-The Sheridan possesses greater firepower, mobility, maneuverability, radius of operation, and versatility than the M-41, M-48, or the M-6.
It is light weight-less than 17 tons--and is air transportable and air dropable.
In the RVN environment, the Sheridan was equipped with added belly armor, ballistic protection for the commander, and a Xenon searchlight.
It has an inherent swimming capability using a flexible barrier of neoprenecoated nylon which is stowed in a trough along the top edge of the vehicle.
(b) Ohaesis.--The power package consists of a water-cooled, turbocharged,
300-horsepower diesel engine, and a newly developed cross-drive, torque converter transmission. An aluminum engine block provides a weight-to-power ratio
of 3.6 pounds per horsepower. In the suspension system, a single pin track is used
which also serves as a means of propulsion in water. This chassis system provides a low ground pressure of 6.8 pounds per square inch, an operating range
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in excess of 850 miles, a maximum speed of 43 miles per hour, and a water speedI
of 8.6 miles per hour.
(0) Armament.--The M-81 152-millimeter gun launcher can fire either con.
ventional ammunition or the Shillelagh missile. The gun tube, which has a 000.
round life, is rifled to provide spin for the conventional ammunition. There is
a groove the entire length of the tube for orientation and stabllUation of the mis.
slle. The gun launcher employs a lightweight separable breech which is electrically actuated and semiautomatic. In the RVN environment, two types of ammunition were available for the gun-XM-025 canister and XM-409 HEAT-MIP.
The turret armament system also includes the cupola-mounted M-2 .50-caliber
machinegun and the coaxially mounted M-787.02-millimeter machinegun. A
grenade launcher system is used primarily to provide a protective smoke screen
for the vehicle. It consists of an internally mounted firing panel and eight ex.
ternally mounted launchers. Each launcher contains one special purpose canister
consisting of a standard 1-8 white phosphorous grenade and an M-84 smoke
grenade.
7. Approach
To satisfy the purpose of the evaluation, three categories of operational variables were Investigated. They were mission, environment, and vehicle capabilities
Each of these variables was characterized by several performance factors as
shown below. The measurement of these factors constituted the data collection
phase.
(a) MAtieon.--(1) Limitation and type. (2) Reliability and maintainability
(vehicle and weapons system). (8) Vehicle availability. (4) Casualties (friendly
and enemy). (5) Number of enemy engagements, mine and RPG incidents. (0)
Weapon system effectiveness. (7) Tactics employed.
(b) Bnvronmett.-(1) Enemy threat. (2) Weather. (3) Terrain. (4) Support facilities. (5) Initiation time and mission duration. () Parent organization
for mission.
(o) Vehiole cap bilitles.-(1) Materiel (hardware, components, subsystems).
(2) Vehicle performance (range, speed, mobility). (3) Personnel (training, experience). (4) Operability (handling, firing, sighting).
8. Environment
The Sheridans were assigned to the 1st Squadron, 11th Arraored Cavalry Regiment (ACR) and to the 8d Squadron, 4th Cavalry, 25th Infantry Division. The
11th ACR and 25th Infantry Division areas of operation were in the Mekong
Terrace in the northern III Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ). Figure I-1 indicates
the areas in which the two squadrons operated during the evaluation. Surface
conditions varied from hard packed laterite with little or no plant cover to soft
earth with full triple-canopy jungle. For the most part, the terrain was composed of relatively flat dry rice paddies with 1- to 8-foot dikes or scrub brush and
rolling hills with moderate to heavy plant cover. Several operations were conducted in rubber plantations and villages. Weather during the evaluation wao
extremely dry with a few days of intermittent rain. Temperatures ranged front
970 during the day to 750 at night.
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9. Data colleotion and anaIy8ss
The evaluation team consisted of five officers. Two were attached to each
squadron and one collected maintenance and supply information from supporting
units and organizational maintenance personnel. Data was collected by interviews, questionnaires, and reviews of unit records and after-action reports. Dayby-day observation of unit operations was made. A listing of data collection
forms, data objectives, and collection time schedules is shown in annex B. The
evaluation began on February 8, 1969, and ended on May 8, 1969.
SECTION II
OBJECTIVE 1.-TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTIVENESS AND SUITABILITY OF THE M-551
IN ARMORED CAVALRY PLATOONS

This section discusses the combat capabilities, suitability, and effectiveness
of the M-551 in the various missions performed in RVN. Problem areas identified during the evaluation are highlighted with appropriate modifications recom.
mended when possible. Training is discussed as it affected combat operations.
Finally, the subjective opinions of the officers and men of the two squadrons were
analyzed and their assessment provided.
10. Missions
(a) Armored cavalry squadrons in RVN are used exteti:,ively in roles usually
assigned to tank and infantry battalions rather than restricted to the traditional reconnaissance, security, and economy-of-force roles. This method of employment was evolved because of the nature of the enemy and the concept of
stability operations. There are no well-defined battlefields in the traditional
sense. The enemy avoids contact by moving in small groups and massing only
for short-term offensive actions. Consequently, the mission of U.S. forces is to
find and destroy the enemy wherever he may be. The armored cavalry squadrons
have proved responsive to this concept. because of their balanced combined arms
structure and inherent capability for quick response and extended independent
action. The M-551, with its extensive firepower, mobility, range, maneuverability,
and combat power, makes the armored cavalry squadron a well-balanced
maneuver battalion.
(b) Nine types of missions were performed during the evaluation: reconnaissance in force (RIF), ambush patrol/night defensive position (AP/NDP),
road clearing, screen, area reconnaissance, movement to contact, rapid reaction
force, security, and cordon and search.
11. Techniques of employinent
Of the nine types of missions performed, the RIF, AP/NDP, and road clearing
predominated. These missions have also made maximum use of the capabilities
of the M-561. For this reason these mission types are analyzed in detail, their
characteristics discussed, and, limitations associated with Sheridan employment
outlined.
(a) Reconnaissance in force:
(1) The RIF was the most common mission performed in RVN. In these missions the mobility, firepower, range, and maneuverability of the M-551 were best
exploited. Corresponding to zone reconnaissance in conventional armored cavalry
doctrine, the RIF allowed the platoon to operate independently over large areas.
However, the similarity in doctrine 'did not apply to the techniques of employment in RVN. Because of difficult terrain (jungle, rubber trees, rice paddies) and
the lack' of sophisticated enemy weapons systems, techniques of employment were
simple and relied on massed firepower. In these operations emphasis was placed
on making contact with the enemy.
(2) The characteristics of RI operations in RVN were:
(a) Reconnaissance by fire.
b Continuous movement throughout an area, employing column or line
formation.
(c) Maximum firepower applied frontally, using line formation.
(d) Minimum use of fire and movement.
(e) Maximum use of canister rounds for close-in fires.
(f) High suppressive subcaliber fi~ng to minimize RPG attack.
(g) Maximum use of supporting artillery attack helicopters and tactical
air strikes against fortified positions.
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h) Sheridans leading the attack through jungle.
() After contact, slow methodical closurelusing maximum suppressive fire.
(3) The M-551 has experienced certain limitations when performing in RIP
operations. These have detracted from the vehicles's effectiveness. The limitations were as follows:
(a) Limited fields of fire in jungle terrain thus reducing weapons capabilities.
(b) Limited visibility in jungle terrain especially when the crews were in
their assigned positions.
(c) Vulnerability to close range RPG attack in jungle or rubber tree
terrain.
(b) Ambush patrol/night defensive position:
(1) AP/NDP was the second most common mission for M-551-equipped troops.
This type of mission took advantage of the excellent night fighting capability
of the Sheridan.
(2) The characteristics of this mission were:
(a) Establishment of all-around security.
(b) Selection of good fields of fire a minimum of 100 yards from tree
lines,
(o) Maximum use of night vision devices (XM-44 periscope and starlight scope).
(4) Maximum use of IR light before contact.
(e) Employment of white light if desired.
(f) Use of dismounted listening posts well forward of positions.
(g) Installation of RPG screens in front of each armored vehicle.
(h) Positioning unit on likely avenues of enemy approach or infiltration.
(i) Preparation of defensive artillery concentrations and illumination.
(J) A minimum of 50 percent on alert during hours of-darkness.
(kc) Maximum use of trip flares and claymore mines forward of the
position.
(3) Limitations in these operations included:
(a) Lack of suitable positions within some areas of operation which
maximized the mission characteristics.
(b) Unireliability of the XM-44 and searchlight.
(o) Sacrificing noise discipline when the engine was run to power the
searchlight.
(4) Difficulty of reinforcement at night.
(o) Road clearing:
(1) Road clearing operations included the security given to convoys after the
road had been cleared. The mobility, speed, maneuverability, and firepower of
the M-551 can be fully exploited. The M-551-equipped unit had a high capability
to act as a rapid reaction force along the route..
(2) Characteristics of this type of mission were:
(a) Positioning units in' selected positions for rapid reaction.
(b) Tactical air cover on call and attack helicopters accompanying
mission.
(o) Preplanned artillery concentration along the route.
(d) Mine sweep of road before convoy started.
(e) Additional security at critical points.
(I) RIP of all critical areas along the route before convoy passage.
(g) Escort of convoy by one element.
(3) Limitations in these operationsincluded:
(a) Lack of an effective handheld mine-locating device, necessitating
reliance on visual detection method.
(b) Spreading the unit over a considerable distance because of length of
convoy routes.
12. Significant ombat operations
Several significant combat examples have been selected to Illustrate different
types of missions, techniques of employment, and effectiveness of the M-551 in
the RVN environment.
(a) On March 11, A Troop, 8/4 Cavalry, was occupying an NDP with
all-around security. Barbed wire, RPG screens, trip flares, and claymore
mines were emplaced forward of the perimeter. Bunkers were dug 10 to 15 feet
to the side of each vehicle. Organic radar, night-vision scopes, XM-44 sights, and
listening posts (LP) Were used. Defensive fires were planned and personnel
placed on 50-percent alert. At 2880 hours, an LP 150 metersfrom the perimeter
spotted an enemy squad. Then another LP sighted 40 to 50 personnel moving
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toward the perimeter. The troop commander ordered these LP's. withdrawn and
placed his unit on full alert. At 2345 hours, a Sheridan crew, using the XM-44
periscope made another sighting 150 meters forward of the perimeter, and defensive fires were executed. The engagement continued sporadically for the next
3 hours before the enemy broke contact. A sweep of the contact area at first light
produced 88 NVA bodies and three POW's. Three U.S. soldiers were slightly
wounded.
(b) On March 25, A Troop, 8/4 Cavalry, acting as a reaction force
for a road clearing and security operation, was ordered to sweep the area of
contact of a convoy ambush. An aerorifie platoon was attached to the troop for
the operation. The sweep was conducted with two platoons abreast and one to
the rear. When the troop began to receive automatic weapons, small arms, and
RPO fire, the A Troop commander returned the fire with all organic weapons.
Air strikes, artillery, and a light fire team were called in on the ehemy positions.
At dusk, fiareships were employed to provide illumination and the engagement
was continued. At 1900 hours, contact was broken. A sweep of the area that
evening and at first light produced 74 enemy KIA and three POW's plus substan.
tial amounts of war materiel. Friendly losses included one KIA and seven WIA.
(o) On February 23, following a rocket and mortar attack against Long Binh
post, an RIF supported by air and artillery was conducted 1 kilometer south of
the post by two troops of the 1st Squadron, 11th AOR. Initially, A Troop made
enemy contact and B Troop was deployed to reinforce A Troop. One company of
the 1st Battalion, 2d Infantry was also deployed to reinforce. Both troops were
brought on line and, employing all organic weapons, completely overran their
objective areas. The 1st Squadron was credited with 88 NVA KIA and six POW's
plus substantial amounts of war materiel. There was one U.S. WIA.
(d) On March 18, the 1st Squadron, 11th ACR was employed in a RIP operation in the Michelin rubber plantation. Two Sheridan-equipped troops and a
tank troop participated. The three troops moved in a wedge formation with D
Company in the lead, B Troop on the left, and C Troop on the right. After receiving small arms and RPG fire from the plantation, the formation oriented on the
NVA force, pushed forward on line, and overran the base camp area. The results
were 23 NVA KIA, but no M-551 crew or vehicle losses. On March 19, B Troop,
operating alone in the same general area, received fire, deployed on line, and
overran the resistance. This troop was credited with 20 NVA KIA and one POW.
There were no friendly losses.
18. Night operations
The M-551 has three instruments used to provide an increased night fighting
capability,
The starlight scope Is also available to each vehicle commander for close-in
observation. With these instruments, the armored cavalry platoons have an
enhanced capability for long range observation and an increased capability
to provide effective long range night firlng. The only limitations encountered
in using the systems were terrain and noise discipline. To achieve maximum effecmeters is desirable.
tiveness, relatively open terrain out to a range of
This was not always available in RVN. Since the searclight requires operation
of the, main engine when employed for long periods, a decision must be made
whet?' r to capitalize on its increased capability or to sacrifice security. Notwithstanding these limitations, by using the three devices and the M-551 weapons
systems, the armored cavalry platoohs could deny enemy access to critical
terrain, provide security to installations from indirect fire attacks, and bring
accufirte direct fire at night against attacking units.

"14,'NVole gcnera'tiOn

Several informal experiments were performed to evaluate the noise level
of the M-551. The nature of warfare in this environment did not usually require
quiet i6vement during daylight offensive operations. At night, quiet movement
to selbted'posilons was often'a necessity, It was determined that during daylight houis one coiiplete platoon containting three M-551's and six ACAV's
couldaPproach to within about 400 meters of-a position without being detected,
provided a concealed approach was available. it was thus possible to get
well within' range of the M-551 main gtn without detection. In these tests,
terrain' was slightly roling with moderate vegetation, At night, the detetn
Irange wasInclreased slightly to about '50 meters for a full plafooji, Noise
produced by the M-51 was less than or equal to other armored vehicles used
*

*1
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by U.S. cavalry units in RVN. It is recognized that these results are significantly
different from previous CONUS tests, However, these experiments were informal,
the measurements were estimated, and test framework cannot be documented in
detail.
15. Result of combat operations
(a) The statistical information gathered during the evaluation is as follows:
Total

Percent
of total

520.0 ..............
Number of missions .............................................................
301.0
57.9
Reconnaissance Inforce ......................................................
98. 0
18.8
Ambush patrol/night defensive position ........................................
15.5
80,0
Road clearing ...............................................................
4.0
.8
Screen.....................................................................
.8
4.0
Area reconnaissance ........................................................
6.0
1.1
Movement to Contact ........................................................
9.0
1.7
Rapid reaction force .........................................................
12.0
2.3
Security ........................................................
6.0
1.1
Cordo and search.................................................
18, 8
98.0
-Number ofnhht missions
......................................
75.0
390.0
Number of missions inwhich troop.sized units participated........................
130.0
25.0
Number of missions inwhich platoon-sized units participated ........................
6930.0 .........
6..............................
Hours of actual M551 operation....
313.5.........
..............................
Average hours of operation per vehicle.
3.......
.........
Average length of mission (In hours) ................
39,455.0 ..............
Miles accumulated Incombat operations ..........................................
"...................................
730.6 ..............
Avera emiles per vehicle ............
.Rounds
fired:
1,461,0 ..............
M81 canister .......................... ..............................
.........................
350.0.........
M81 HEAT-MP ......
...........
M2 .50 caliber .............................................................. 219,590.0 ..............
211,190.0 ..............
M73 7.62 millimeter .........................................................
. 82.0 ..............
Grenades ...................................................................
The Ileat-MP round proved valuable in both the antipersonnel and antlinateriel
role. Heat-MP rounds neutralized bunkers consisting of double timber cover, dirt,
and cambuflaged overburden, with firing ports on all four sides.
(o) All missions were successfully accomplished. The trafficability, mobility,
maneuverability, speed, range, and firepower of the M-551 can be profitably exploited. Except in heavy jungle, the Sheridan was suitable for missions In RVN.
(b) Misfires and extraction:
(1) A total of 41 misfires were recorded. All occurred during combat operations.
In almost all cases these misfiren wure caused by rounds which were carried in
the chamber for extended periods while the vehicle was moving. Extreme difficulty was encountered in extracting misfired rounds from the chamber. Apparently electrical contact was lost between the firing probe alid the round seated
In the chamber while the vehicle was moving. There was I)robably gome expansion, of the round while it was in the chamber, making extraction more difficult
(2) It is recommended that the electrical contact be imj)roved and that a better
system of extraction be developed. A second generation round, incorporatiig
strength, reliability, extractability, and less vulnerability should' be the ultimate
goal in product improvement.
(d) Recoil system and hangout-of-battery:
(1) Infitally, recoil system and hangout-of-battery malfunctions caused serious
concern. There were 49 malfunctions of which 88 occurred in the first 80 days of
deployment. The problem was traced to defective recoil seals installed in many
vehicles, Since replacement of seals averaged 23 hours each, no large scale incountry replacement was contemplated. No seal has failed after replacement.
(2) It is recommended that strict quality control be instituted to obtAin assurance of system reliability. Additionally any follow' on vehicles shipped to RVN,
should have the recoil seals checked to insure proper installation.
*
(i;) Engine overheating:
*
(1) The problem 'f engine overheating appeared after about 30 days of operation. From that time iiu l the evaluation ended, a total of 34 instances of engine
overheating occurred. Several times in combat situations overheating caused
-engine failure. There appeared to be three principal causes.
(a) Radiators. became rapidly clogged when the vehicles were operating
-through Jungle. Cleaning these radiators was a difficult and time-consuming job.
In combat situations it was often impossible.
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(b) It was necessary to enlarge the bustle rack by local modification. On some
of these modifications, the rack was too low and insufficient air flow was available
to the radiator (see fig. 11-8).
(o) Air cleaners became clogged and coUld not be easily cleaned (see fig. 11-4).
(2) It is recommended that the modifications proposed in paragraphs 27 h, n, q,
r, s, and t be applied to eliminate the problem.
(1) Closed breach scavenger system:
(1) A total of 53 closed breech scavenger system (CBSS) failures were reported. These varied from complete system failure to breakage of hoses and connection. These failures did not prevent firing the main gun in combat operations.
There were no recorded instances of burning residue remaining in the chamber,
and there were no premature firings of rounds. Although there was never an in.
stance of burning residue in the gun chamber, it must be noted that the weather
was dry, and susceptibility of the combustible cartridge case to extreme moisture
could not be measured.
(2) It is recommended that connections be examined and strengthened where
necessary, and the lines be repositioned to prevent crew damage.
(k) XM-44 periscope.-(1) A total of 53 XM-44 failures were experienced.
Causes of these failures were not determined and incountry repair facilities were
limited. Because of the critical nature of this piece of equipment during night
operations, system reliability must be increased.
(2) The only immediate solution available is establishment of direct exchange
procedure at the direct support maintenance level. Until the reliability of this
equipment is improved, direct exchange is necessary to ensure the best possible
operationally ready rate for this vital component.
(m) Insufficient stowage capacity:
(1) The factory installed bustle rack is not suitable in the RVN environment.
It does not have sufficient capacity or strength for extended field operations. Some
type of modification (see fig. 11-3) has been made to all vehicles incountry. No
standard has been adopted.
(2) It is recommended that an enlarged and stronger rack be designed and
placed on vehicles before deployment. The vehicles incotinltry should be retrofitted with the same rack.
17. Peronnel problem areas
(a) Habitability:
(1) When the vehicle was movingwith hatches open, sufficient circulation was
available to keep the crew reasonably comfortable. During contact, when the
driver's hatch was closed and the main gun was firing, heat became'a serious
problem. This was especially true with the air compressor running. In a prolonged engagement under these conditions, the crew would probably suffer heat
casualties.
(2) The fighting compartment of the vehicle was cramped. M-551 crewmen
(l!oader and gunner) rode on 'top of the vehicle when contact Was not imminent.
In combat, this lack of vehicle space limited the capabilities of Sheridan crewmen, Most crewmen interviewed stated that they became fatigued early, crew
efficiency was affected, and the sustained ring rate reduced. During prolonged
engagements, transfer of ammunition was slow and often hazardous.
(8) Despite these problems, crews of both Squadrons were able to tolerate the
situation and remain combat effective. Modifications proposed in paragraphs 27g
and h would improve the conditions considerably.
(b) Training:
(1) Training began on January 27 in the 1st Squadron, 11th Armored Cavalry
Regiment and in the 8d Squadron,: 4th Cavalry, 25th Infantry Division. A total
of six troops, three in each squadron, were involved. Training lasted 7 days per
troop and 'consisted lof the following subjects:
(a) -Introduction to Sheridan weapons system.
(b) Vehicle operation.
(0) Amphibious operations and auxiliary equipment.
(4)- Turret and cupola operation.
(e) Gunnery and crew drill.
(f) Maintenance.
Concurrent with the training of crews, instruction was conducted for track and
turret mechanics at the' organizational and' direct support levels.
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(2) Of the 200 crew members who completed the training, 112 were previously
Sheridan-qualified. In most cases, the instruction was excellent and student participation and response were enthusiastic and eager.
f(3) Tactical employment showed that this training was sufficient to prepare
for chassis repairmen. Turret repair was still a serious problem. The 4-week training period was only marginally sufficient, even for previously trained personnel.
(4) The approach to the training period was significantly different in the two
squadrons, and this affected the initial combat experience of each. In the case of
the 3/4 Cav, the troop in training maintained its regular combat mission. It was
not able to stand down the entire troop for transition to the M-551. Consequently,
some emphasis was lost, leaders could not be present, and time was not available
to thoroughly indoctrinate crews before commitment. On the other hand, the 11th
ACR was able to relieve its troop for a 7-day period. Officers and key noncommissioned officers were present both to supervise and take instruction. Infantrymen, scouts, and mortarmen were indoctrinated and became familiar with the
vehicle's capabilities and limitations. When the troops of the 11th ACR were
committed to combat they had fewer malfunctions and maintenance problems
than did the FA Cay.
The initial combat experience in the lith ACR was highly successful. They
had very few maintenance problems and in their first engagement achieved a
large body count with only a few minor casualties. It is imperative that transition to the M-551 be initiated with an operational stand down period to insure
adequate training for all troop personnel.
18. U8ers' opinion
Preceding paragraphs have presented factual data and assessment of the Sheridan's effectiveness and suitability. The opinions of the officers and men of the
two Sheridan-equipped squadrons were significant and should be considered.
(a) 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment:
The 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment had a high degree of *success with the
1%-551. Personnel from the regimental commander down to the individual crewmen were enthusiastic and confident about the performance of the vehicle during
combat. They felt that the M-551 replacing the M-1i3 on a 3 for 2 basis gave
the squadron greater mobility, speed, firepower, maneuverability, and night
fighting capability. The vehicle was effectively maintained and demonstrated an
excellent range of operation. Personnel of the unit recognized that problems
existed, but they felt these did not prevent full tactical employment. The overWhelming majority rated the Sheridan a significant addition to the Army's combat vehicle inventory. They stressed that certain modifications were necessary
(b) 3d Squadron, 4th Cavalry:
The 3/4 Cay was initially disappoined in the Sheridan system. The squadron
was previously equipped with the M-48 tank as a substitute item for the armored
reconnaissance vehicle. The M-48 was an excellent jungle buster and casualties
resulting from mines were minimal. They knew the vehicle's capabilities and
limitations and had much experience in its tactical use. As a result of later
missions which included highly successful day and night operations, this squadron gained increased enthusiasm and confidence in the M-551. Fewer turret
problems, incidents which produced no casualties, less difficult terrain, and a
high kill ratio -were the greatest contributors to this improved opinion of the
vehicle. The majority of personnel now feel that the M-551 provides the squadron with greater mobility, firepower, radius of action, and night fighting capability than it previously possessed. They feel that when the significant problems
are solved, the M-551 will be an excellent addition to the division cavalry
squadron.
19. Ffrndngs
(a) The most appropriate missions for M-551-equipped units were those of
reconnaissance in force, ambush patrol/night defensive position, and road clearing. Six other mission types can be effectively performed (Phragraphs 10, 11).
(b) The addition of the M-51 has dictated the use of the M-551-equipped
cavalry squadron as an effective maneuver battalion in the Republic of Vietnam
(paragraph 10a).
(o) RIF missions with the Sheridan revealed nine characteristics of employment and three significant limitations (paragraph 1ia).
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(4) AP/NDP missions revealed 11 characteristics of employment and three
significant limitations (paragraph lib).
(e) Road clearing missions revealed seven characteristics of employment and
two significant limitations (paragraph 11c). •
(Y) The M-551-equipped cavalry troop has a much more effective night fighting capability and greater security than it heretofore possessed (paragraph 13).
(#) The main gun rounds are highly effective 'against both personnel and
materiel targets (paragraph 15b).
(h) The trafficability, mobility, maneuverability, speed, range, and firepower
of the M-551 can be profitably exploited in the Republic of Vietnam (paragraph
Yi (Paragraph 16.)
(j) In prolonged combat, the cramped fighting compartment and high turret
temperatures did limit capabilities of the M-551 crewmen (paragraph 17a).
(7o) Transition to the M-551 should include an operational stand down to
insure adequate training (paragraph 17b).
(9) Using-units considered the M-551 an effective and suitable addition to the
armored cavalry squadrons operating in the Republic of Vietnam (paragraph
18).
SECTION III
OBJECTIVE 2--TO DETERMINE THE VULNERABILITY
ROOKET DAMAGE

OF THE M-551

TO MINE AND

20. Mine damage
(a) A total of 10 mine incidents occurred during the evaluation. Figure 1II-1
is a summary of these events, detailing the type and size of mines, place of
detonaton, vehicle damage, and casualties. Annex C contains a detailed synopsis
of each mine incident. Although there were only 10 mining incidents, the results
appear to indicate that the M-551, in the Southeast Asia configuration, can
withstand mine'damage better than the M-113. With the exception of the first
incident, casualties have been slight. Although there have been four vehicles
categorized as combat losses, only the first was totally destroyed. The aemaiiting

three suffered warped or ruptured hulls. Sheridan crewmen became confident

that 'th6ir vehicles could withstand mine shock.
(b) -'in the ne serious incident, the detonation ruptured the hull and an
instantafneous secondary, explosion of some main gun rounds occurred. This
detonation caused the'only seriouscasualties sustained from mines. The rupture
occurred: along the weld joinfiig' the upper and lower hulls (see fig. 111-2).
Because this'type of rupture did not reoccur, even when large mines were
detonated under similar configurations, this first rupture may have been caused
by an improper weld. To obtain a high assurance of no secondary explosion,
additional belly aitibor ' (side applique)' has been applied to most vehicles. The
belly armor was very effective. It was considered a major factor in limiting
damage and minimizing casualties.

1.Roocet

amage

•i

(a) A totailof 12 RPG incidents'occurred during the evaluation. Figure 111-4
14 a summary of these events, detailing the types 0t.projectile, place of detonation, vehicle damage, and casualties. Annex 0 contains a detailed synopsis of
each P"incident.!Many enemy RPG rounds were fired at M-551's duing the
ev1Jation. The tactics of continual movement, high rate of suppressive subca iber fire, 4nd use of cAnister rounds at close range reduced RPG hits.
1?i) A ttal of five vehicles were combat losses due to RPG attacks. Four
losses wr6r caused by fires in the turrets which eventually reached the main
gUt aniIunitIon. RPG rounds did not cause instantaneous ignition of main glin
rounds when these were properly protected by the OEM ballistic bags. In one
case,- there was an, Jnstantaneoud ignition -when a.round' in the chamber with
the breech 6pen was struck by RPG' blast. It was, nit known exactly where the
other turret fires started. However, 8 to 5 minutes after penetration, the miin

gun; ammunition burned and later some rounds detonated, thus destroying the

9. Fftding#
*(t*)i The M551,cAi'wthstand mue diamae better than theM-ui.
(0) One-mine incident caused hal riptire and an insta~ntaneous secondary
explosion. Side applique should prevent this in the future. (Par. 20b.)
•I

.

,
''A

I'
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(0) The effectiveness of belly armor has been excellent and was a major factor in liniting damage and miniinizing casualties. (Par. 20b.)
(d) Most mine damage was repaired at organizational maintenance level
In I to 3 days, (Par. 20d.)
(e) The tactics of cavalry platoons in continual movement, high volume of
suppressive subcaliber fire, and use of canister rounds reduced RPG hits.
(Par. 21a,)
(I) There were four instances of secondary fires in the turret after an RPG
penetration. (Par. 21b.)
(g). The M-551 may withstand RPG attack as well as the M-113. (Par. 21c.)
SECTION IV
OBJECTIVE 3---OW

ANALYZE THE MAINTENANCE AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT FOR THE
M-551 SHERIDAN

25. Maintenance
(a) For the entire evaluation, the ratio of maintenance time to operational
time was 0.53. This figure was influenced considerably by almost continuous
combat operations conducted by the squadrons. The enemy post-Tet offensive
from February 23 until late April coincided with a major portion of the evaluation period. These operations reduced the time normally devoted specifically to
organizational maintenance. The maintenance/operations ratio did indicate the
excellent maintainability of the M-551.
(b) The direct support maintenance units were the 725th Maintenance Battalion for the 8/ Cay. and the 185th Ordnance Battalion for the 11th ACR. The
following chart shows direct support maintenance time spent in repair of the
M-551 vehicles.

Total number of breakdowns ......................................................
Total turnaround time (In days) .....-...........................................
Average turnaround time (In days) per breakdown ..................................
Total maintenance time (in man-hours) ................ ...........................
Average maintenance time (in man-hours) per breakdown ...........................

X Cav

lith ACR

2C
212
7. 3
374
12. 9

49
302
6. 2
672
13. 7

Note: These figures Included time taken for critical parts to arrive from CONUS.

(o) A review of all M-551 job orders at the two supporting units revealed that
the Sheridan was effectively supported. The average time spent repairing the
M-551 in the direct support facility was better than the average for armored
vehicles. In view of the major work performed and the newness of the vehicle,
evaluators felt that maintenance personnel did an outstanding job.
26. Supply
(a) Supply History.-The supply history for the M-551's was as follows:
34 Cav

11th ACR

349
Number of requisitions..............................
131
Number filled P1.................................
..............................................................
Number filled
141
Open requisltdns ...................................
59.6
.
.............. ....
Percentage filled.. ...
5
Zero balance PLL-Zero balance ASL ................................................................

725th

753
555
150 ...........................
342
188
130
75
76.6
12 .........................
674

185th
980
445
451
54
405

Depot support filled 807 requisitions.
(b) Zero balance and open requisitions.-Flgure IV-3 compares the combined
number of open requisitions with the zero balances of PLL and ASL, The figure
has shown a continual rise and at its present level is unacceptable. A review is now in progress to determine a more realistic PLL and ASL for this
environment. Slack decks should be revised to reflect the determined changes.
When these changes are made and if the supply system in support of the M-551
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becomes more responsive, the zero balance and open requisition level should be
lowered appreciably.
(o) Procurement time.-The supply system established for the M-551 was very
responsive when parts were available incountry as part of the PLL, ASL, or
depot stocks. However, requisitions Passed out of country as part of the red' ball
system did not receive rapid service. The average time for procurement based on
figures for 10 critical parts was 58.4 days. Furthermore, many parts necessary
for the M-551 were not identified in the ASL and consequently not available.
Push packages for future deployment should be constructed from the experience
gained during the first M-551 deployment. Adequate and accurate assessment of
parts available in the PLL and ASL inventories is necessary.
(d) Critical supply items.-The following items have a high usage rate. They
were or still are in critical supply. Asterisks indicate those still in critical supply.
Air compressors
Loader's control box
*Air filters
Oil
filters
*Aminunition stowage racks
Recoil seals
Cupola box assembly
Recoil valve assemblies
Elevating motor
Searchlights
Euglnes
Shock absorbers
*Fan belt pulleys
Sprockets
VFan tower assemblies
*Tutrret power control boxes
*Fuel filters
Voltage regulators
*Grenade tubes
*XM-44 periscope
• (e) Direct exchange items.-Selected items of M-551 equipment should be
placed on a direct exchange basis. High failure rates, the need for centralized
repair facilities, and the critical nature of the equipment involved rnecessitates
such a system. The items to be included are air compressors, M-119 telescope,
searchlights, and XM-44 periscope. Such a system has already been established
for the searchlights. It has worked extremely well and has resulted in raising
the daily OR rate of these items from 60 to 80 percent or better.
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(f) Tools.-The tools available in the OEM have, with. a few exceptions,
proved adequate. Additions necessary in RVN are:
(1) Cheater bar, larger and longer.
(2) Drive socket set, three-fourth inch.
(3) Funnel with flexible spout.
(4) Oil can, squirt type for filling roadwheels.
(5) Sledge, heavy duty.
(6) Sprocket gage.
(7) Torque wrench.
(8) Track Jacks with built-in ratchet, stronger.
Because of the distance between deployed troops and squadron maintenance,
and the duration of most operations, one ground hop kit should be provided
per troop.
27. Modification8
In section II, the problem areas associated with the M-551 employment were
identified and, where possible, recommendations for Improvements made.
Itemized in this section are those modifications which should be installed or
investigated further. Also indicated are those modifications which will further
increase the effectiveness of the vehicle but are not specifically identified with
M-551 shortcomings. Asterisks indicate those modifications which must be made
in Conus before any future deployment.
(a) Relocation of the commander's control handle*.-In RVN, the Sheridan
vehicle commander rides in a high position in his cupola, either standing on his
seat or sitting on the edge of his turret ring. This provides him maximum visibility, He usually remains in this position even during the heat of battle so that
he can engage targets without losing sight of them. The turret hatch is seldon
closed, and the vehicle commander maneuvers his .50-caliber machinegun cupola,
directs the main turret, and fires the coaxial machinegun from this elevated
position. The original location of the commander's control handle was unsatisfactory for this configuration. As a result a modification was made to permit
relocation of the control handle to a position on the commander's hatch cover.
(See fig. IV-4.) It was accomplished by welding a bracket to the right hatch
cover. The bracket is notched in such a manner that the control handle may be
quickly removed and relocated to its original position inside the turret. It is
recommended that all future vehicles have this modification installed before
deployment to RVN.
(b) Rear ballistic protection for the commander.-There is no protection to the
rear for the vehicle commander. Many commanders feel this is an operational
necessity. Such a protective device should be easily detachable.
(e) .50 caliber ACAV gun shield.-A modification is necessary to replace tile
M-551 ballistic shield kit with the present ballistic kit used on the ACAV. The
ACAV shield provides greater protection for the commander, gives the .50-caliber
machinegun better balance, and allows for better ammunition stowage and
handling.
(d) .50 caliber deflection plate*.-7Expanded hot brass from the .50-caliber miachinegun frequently fell into the turret. This condition caused turret traversing
malfunCtions. In. several instances, it caused the vehicle commander and gunner
to be burned. The Installation of a deflection plate on the present mount would
eliminate the problem.
.. (e).Turret flqor, access hatch*.In the Present vehicle there is no provision
for cleaning'under the turret floor. Expended .50-caliber brass and trasl have
dropped intothis area Where it cannot be cleaned out. Serious problems may arise
later after extended field operations and firings A simple floor access plate should
be installed to allow crewmen to clean under the turret floor.,.
, . .,.
() Driver's external latch.-An external release shuTd'be devised to permit
the release of the driver if he is knocked unconscious or injured and the hatch
is closed and locked. One death might have been avoided had this modification
been available.
(g) Loader's hatch.-A large loader's hatch is desired. Larger men could enter
and exit the-vehicle only with considerable difficulty and, in some cases, they
sustained minor injuries. The addition of flack jackets and other combat equipment compounds this problem. It is njost desirable to enlarge the present hatch
and provide padding around the edge of the hatch opening. This modification will
also improve ventilation and may reduce turrettemperatures.
(A) Turret rear access door*.--A door, placed in the turret rear access panel,
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facilitating access to the radiator from inside the turret would be an excellent
modification. It would allow the radiator to be cleaned rapidly and also reduce
the temperature in the fighting compartment. One rear panel on several vehicles
was removed and the results indicated that engine overheating was reduced and
crew comfort improved.
(i) Grenade launcher.-Numerous grenade launchers were damaged. A round
collar approximately three-quarter-Inch wide to protect the three extending
prongs at the open end of the launcher might solve this problem. The launchers
should be further strengthened and, If possible, repositioned so that they do not
extend over the side of the vehicle.
(k) M85 machinegun.-The M85 machinegun should be installed in place of the
312 machinegun. This change will provide a quick-change barrel, higher rate of
fire, and preset headspace and timing not available with the M2.
(1) M73 ammunition box*.--The installed ammuntlon box has insufficient capacity and does not feed properly. Both the M48 7,62-millimeter ammunition feedbox and the 20-millimeter shipping container proved to be satisfactory substitutes.
(n) Bustle rack redesign*.-The present configuration of the M551 bustle rack
is unsuitable in the RVN environment because it providesinsufficient stowage for
subcallber ammunition, rations, water, and field equipment. The present design
will carry only one quarter of this required equipment (see figure 11-3).
(o) Reverse gear modification.--One reverse gear without pivot steer may be
needed. With the present pivot steer in both reverse ranges; drivers must usually
back straight out of wet rice paddies and other marshy areas. If a turn is attempted, the vehicle digs Into the mud and becomes stuck. Reverse gear without
pivot steer will provide greater flexibility and maneuverability in such terrain.
The evaluation was not conducted during the rainy season or in heavily Inun'dated areas; consequently, this requirement was not validated. Later deployment
may establish a clear need for this modification.
(p) Winch kit.-During the dry season, there is little need for a winch. However, commanders feel that during the monsoon season a winch kit would be a
valuable addition. It is recommended that several kits be provided to RVN for
evaluation during the monsoon season.
(q) Backdeck radiator screen.-Vegetation clogging the radiator has contributed to engine overheating (paragraph 16). A backdeck screen of finer mesh
would eliminate much of the debris now passed through to the radiator. InveStigation of other modifications to prevent clogging is recommended,
(r) Air filter*.--The engine air filter was one of the primary causes of engine
Overheating and later engine failure. This filter could not be easily maintained,
was easily damaged, during maintenance and required constant cleaning. The
niy rapid and satisfactory cleaning method is the use ofhigh-pressure air.
Other methods attempted Included tapping the filter, placing the filter over the
exhaust of an M118, and using the OBSS system to blow air through the muzzle
.with the air cleaner against the end of the tube. The long-range solution to. this
problem must lie in the development of a filter or filter element, which Is more
li~ient a6d more
a
dsilymainfained..
()BSS ail1.
cnfe cto*.- since a ighmpressurQair system is already
iistalted In *he vehicle, It could be used to assist in maintenance; 4 simplepresduvt4 deeice.,,And .air lines could be attached to, the existing hardware.
'ti erf.es c
luipmentair
6
deaere couIdahe easily maintained, the radiators could
be blown out, and turrets could be e111ctently cleaned.
(t) Fan belts and fan pulleys*r-The cause of broken fan belts (paragraph
,161) was traced directly to the aiuidihnm fan belt pulleys. These pulleys are
hot strong enough and appear to deform. after heavy use. Steel pulleys should be
substlttted and vehicles now in-country should be retrofitted with this
modification.
(v.) Searchlight protection, cover and mount.-,Because of the heavy underbrush and wooded terrain in RVN, the searchlight must be protected. An ex'ternal guard of some.type is needed to prevent limbs from damaging the eqeuipInent. The canvas cover provided for the equipment Is* flso' indeqUate. Most
covers were torn during the evaluation; :they should be made of heavier material. Ten mounting brackets have broken while the vehicles Were operating in
wooded terrain, rendering the searchlight useless. The mounting' plate must
,be strengthened in some appropriate manner.
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(w.) Roadwheel filler plug*.-Roadwheel filler plugs have loosened after.
extended operation. The position of these plugs on the inside of the roadwieels
has seriously affected crew maintenance. Plugs are difficult to reach and (.armot
be easily inspected visually. During the rainy season, mud and lack of hard.
stand will- compound the problem. Roadwheel filler plugs should be recessed
and relocated on the outside of the roadwheels. Changing the roadwheel lubri.
cant to grease should be considered to eliminate leaking.
(y) Fire extinguisher handle protection.-There have been several instances
of fire extingulsrer handles being sheared off or bent when operating in difficult
terrain. It is necessary to provide a cover of some type to protect the fire
extinguisher recess well, A spring-loaded aluminum cover would be a highly
satisfactory solution to this problem.
28. Findlngs
(d) The average turnaround time per breakdown in the maintenance battal.
ions was 0.8 days (Paragraph 25b.)
(f) The average percentage of requisitions filled for all units was 66.3 per.
cent. (Paragraph 26a.)
(g) The average time required to procure 10 critical parts was calculated
and determined to be 58.4 days. (Paragraph 26c.)
(k) The parts for both the ASL and PLL should be reexamined and corrected
lists prepared on the basis of this evaluation. Future push packages require
similar reexamination to determine their proper construction. (Paragaph 26C.)
(1)There were 20 items which had a high usage rate and were or still are
in critical supply. (Paragraph 26d.)
(J) Selected items of M551 equipment should be placed on a direct exchange
basis. They include xxx4 periscope, searchlight, M119 telescope., and air coipresser. (Paragraph 26e.)
(k) The tools available in the OFIM have, with a few exceptions, proved
adequate. There are eight additions necessary in RVN. (Paragraph 26f.)
SECTION V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

29. Oonalumiow.8
(a) The M-551 Sherditin is an effective and suitable vehicle for use by
armored cavalry platoons in RVN.
(b) Sixteen problem hreaS and' 25 shortcomings requiring modification detract
from the effectiveness of the M-1551 in RVN.
(o) The M-561 can be maintained and supported, to sustain an 85-percent
operationally ready rate in RN.
(4) The vulnerability of the l--51 to mine damage and RPG hits is not suffi.
clent to bar deployment of the vehicle to RVN.
80. Recommendations
It is recommended that:
(a) Department of the Army makei CONUS application of those modifications
indicated as essential before deploying additional vehicles to RVN.
(b) Deaxtment of the Army deploy sufficient M-4f1's to ,eqip all cavalry
.
;.
squadrons iii RVN;..
I-(o) The U.S. Army Materiel Command take action to eorrcd Identified
problem areas and improve undesirable design characteristics.

Ansym A
ABUEYATIONS

ACAV-Armored cavalry assault vehicle.
AUR-Armored cavalry regiment."T
ACTIV--Army eOncept team in Vietnam.
APO-.Armored personnel carrier.
AP/NDP-Ambuah patrol/night defensive position.
ARAAV---rArmored reconaisance airborne assault vehicle.
ASL--Authorlzed stockage list.'
OBSS--Closed breech scavenger system'..
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COMUSMACV-Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnmiin.
0ONUS-Continental United States.
TZ-Corps tactical zone.
DS-Direct support.
HEAT-AMP-High-explosive antitank-multipurpose.
KIA-Killed in action.
LP-Listening post.
MTOE-Modifled table of organization and equipment.
NET-New equipment training.
NOR-Not operationally ready.
NORM-Not operationally ready, maintenance.
NORS-Not operationally ready, supply.
NVA-North Vietnamese Army.
OEM-On equipment materiel.
OR-Operationally ready,
PLL,-Prescribed load list.
PO1-Petroleum, oil, and lubricants.
POW-Prisoner of war.
RIP-Reconnaissance in force.
RPG-Rocket propelled grenade.
RSR-Required supply rate.
RVN-Republic of Vietnam.
USARV-U.S. Army, Vietnam.
WIA-Wounded in action.
ANNEX B
1. TPask8

TASKS, DATA

SOURCES, AND

COLLECTION

The following tasks were considered a minimum to attnin tile three ol0eetives.
(a) Objective 1:
(1) Record number of M551's available and employed.
(2) Record type of missions.
(3) l)ocumnent range, speed, and mobility difficulties.
(4) Record number of engagements.
(5)Record terrain and weather encountered.
(6) Record parent organization for mission, its capabilities, and limnita'ton.m.
(7) Establish reliability and maintainability factors.
(8) Record the of mission.
(9) Record amount and type of ammunition fired.
(10) Record gun ni'fif ctlons.
(11) Recor'd iiiiiinitl6n rellibilty.
(12) Record first and second round hits.
(13) Document effectiveness of fire.
(14) Document fire conti'ol system Offectveness (day and night).
(b) Objective 2:
(1) Record hufibbr of hlne Itfnldents.
(2) Record number of casualties.
(3) Document type, location, and size of mine employed.
(4) Describe and document'damiage to vehicle.
(5) Document effectiveness of.added belly armor.
(0) Record number of RPG Incidents,
(7) Describe and d0cUlfmnet daniage and secondary effects due to IVG hiits.
'(o) Objective 3:
(1) Review troop/squadron maintenance records;
(2) Compare spare parts issued and on hand with that authorized (Prescrib0d
load list (PLL) maintained).
(3) Compute percentage of vehltee downtime for liarts (nonavallable (lays).
(4) Determtihe personnel maintenance training'and experience.
''(5) Detetmine the retitrring filurios and frequency per vehicle miles.
'() Determine the average time, in days, from submission of requisition to
4!eli'ery of parts.
, (7.) Determine the basic load of amniition by type and how resupply is
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(8) Record RSR and determine adequacy.
(9) Determine the average fuel consumption rate per vehicle.
(10) Determine if POL supply is adequate and how resupply is accomplished.
(11) Determine the adequacy of tools/equipnent for maintenance at utit and
DS level.
(12) Determine the adequacy and availability of maintenance publications
and manuals.
(13) Determine the adequacy of DS maintenance support.
(14) Determine the average turn-around time for repairable equipment.
(15) Determine the adequacy of NET training and effect on maintenance
support.
2. Data source
The following sources of information were exploited to provide the data for
analysis purposes and to provide background information.
(a) Maintenance manuals, specifications, operator's manual, service school
literature.
(b) Troop/squadron personnel and maintenance records.
(o) DA forms 2404 and 2705.
(d) After-action reports.
(e) Evaluator's diary.
(f) Mission data sheet.
(g) Platoon/troop commanders' final structure interviews.
(h) Platoon daily structured interviews.
(1) Mine incident report.
(j) Squadron/troop maintenance interviews.
(k) Final report, integrated engineering/service test XM-551.
(1) Final report, Integrated engineering/service test (desert) of M-551.
(im) Suitability for conditional release to troops of Sheridan weapons system
M-551.
(n) Evaluators' checklist.
8. collectiott
The title of the data collection forms, the objective's to which they are addressed, and the collection time schedule are summarized below.
Forms

Objectives

Mission data sheet .................... 1, 2,3..............
Platoon daily questionnaire--------- 1,
23
2m3..............
Platoon and troop questionnaire ------ 1,2, 3 -----------Mine and RPG report .................. 2..................
Maintenance questionnaire ............. 3..................
After-action report ------------1,2, 3..........
DA form 2404 ........................ 3......... ........
DA form 2765 ......................... 3..................

Collection schedule
Mission.
Daaly.
Weekly, monthly, and at evaluation completion.
As they occur.
Weekly, monthly, and at evaluation completion.
Weekly.
Do.
Do.

Mr. SLACK. We will now recess until 2 p.m.
APPERNooN SESSION

Mr. MVAHoN. We will'resume the hearing.
I have been in and out of this committee room for days now, and I
see the same familiar faces here. I would assume that we are hastening
toward the solution of all our major problems insofar as the Army is
concerned.
SHILLELAGH ANTITANK MISSILE SysTm

We will discuss at this time the Shillelagh antitank missile system.
The fiscal year 1910T estimate for the Shillelagh antitank missile
system is $3.6 million. Last year, you requested $4.7 million for this

purpose, and this year's justification book shows the fiscal year 1969
program was $5.7 million.
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(a) Why was this program increased $1 million during fiscal 1969,
and how was the $5.7 million utilized?
(b) Can you detail your accomplishments? For example, were you
successful in developing countermeasures hardening for the Shillelagh
missile?
(The information follows:)
The $1 million increase was required to support the additional testing necessary to insure that the combustible-eased ammunition was safe for issue to
troops. The statistical base needed to establish this level of safety beyond rofasonable doubt required an extensive and carefully controlled firing program. Funds
for the 152-millimeter conventional ammunition are Included in the Shillelagh program element. Other fiscal year 1969 work supported by the $5.7 million included
completion of development and fielding of the 152-millimeter rounds deployed
with Sheridan to Vietnam (high-explosive, cannister/fiechette, and training);
product improvement of the combustible case; hardening of the missile system
against countermeasures; and improvement of missile flight characteristics. Acconplishments in fiscal year 1909 included the fielding of these 152-millimeter
rounds with Sheridan in Vietnam; Identification of and significant progress in
product Improvement measures for the combustible case (the high-density case
program) ; development of an
and guidance and control modifications to
improve missile
.
CURRENT DEVELOPMENT COST ESTIMATE

Mr. MAHON. The jurisdiction book indicates that a total of $157.9
million has been funded for Shillelagh development through fiscal
year 1969. Yet, a review of justification books as far back as fiscal
year 1967 disclosed that the Army has failed to provide Con ress with
an estimate for total cost of development of this system. What is this
total estimate to completion?
General BErs. The current estimate of R.D.T. & E. cost to
completion is $158.1 million.
ORIGINAL COST ESTIMATE
Mr. MAmON. What Was the original Army estimate to develop the
Shillelagh and what have been the cost increases over the years?
General BETT s. The original estimate was $111.3 million. The $46.8
million difference includes the following additional unforecast development activities: extendifik the range from
meters to
meters-$6.5 million; adapting the system to the M60A1E2-$4 million; adapting the system to the MBT-70-$9,6 million; development
of the land combat support system-$0.6 million; development of
counter-countermeasures $15.3 million; design improvements $9.8 million; and ABCA standardization $0.5 million.
DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS

Mr. MAHoN. What problems have you had in the development of
tbe Shillelagh missile system I
General Bmrs. The Shillelagh missile system is the first and only
mounted antitank missile system. itis by far the most lethal and accurate onir-raige vehicle mounted antitank weapon in the world. In
viewof its uniimeness, there were early problems in realizing the reiability essential in a missile to be distributed to and employed by
frontline elements remote from the extensive facilities and highly
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trained technicians normally required to support guided missiles. For

example , early configuration of the guidance transmitter were not
satisfactory, and redesign to the present double xenon sources was
required; early onboar4 gas-generator grains were not satisfactory
and required revision; and the onboard thermal batteries gave trouble in the early stages of development. These basic problems, however,
were resolved by the end of fiscal year 1962 and the missile system design-was frozen in August of that year. Since that time only minor
art changes have been required to correct reliability data accumuFited by testing and by troop use. Prior to standardization, testing
had established that the required levels of durability and reliability
could be attained under these conditions. The current Shillelagh
missile does have certain limitations inherent in its present design.
These were identified, considered, and accepted early in the develop.
ment program, on the basis that the net capability of the missile repre.
sents an invaluable combat capability and a great advance over pre.
vious tank weapon systems.
SHILLELAGH

MDIFICATIONS

Mr. MAiioN. In the last 2 fiscal years, Congress has provided a total
of $2.8 million in Pema funds for Shillelagh modifications. What were
these modifications and why were they necessary?
General BE.TTS. In fiscal year 1968,:$600,000 was used to modify the
deep key missileto change itfto a shallow key missile. This change was
made to, improve tube life of the gun/ldui cher system. In fiscal year
1969, $600,000 was used for installation engineering for the follow-on
xenon beacon program currently under development. One million
six hundred thousand dollars for fiscal year 1969 is being held in
reserve for installation engineering, procurement of the technical data
package, and test of the final development of the xenon beacon. It is
being held back because the beacon had been delayed to get in phase
with the guidance and -control 'development. The improvements of
which I speak'areconcerned not with'the correction of deficiencies but
rather improviiig the capability of the missile to function against
enemy countermeasures. The decision :on production and retrofit of
the improvements under development on the systems is based on the
countermeastre threat at any point :in time.
Mr. MAHWN. The -fiscal year 1970- program, according to p. 173 of
the justification, will include, for the Shillelagh missile, develop" ent
of an improved missile beacon, ,improvements ii guidance and control,
and improvements in missile flight characteristics, all of which is a
contifnfuing effort. Why should Congress provide $50.5 million in
Pema funds in fiscal year 1970 for procurement of Shillelagh
missiles when additional development work in the areas mentioned is
cGeneraB Ts.'The Army continues to explore, possibililes of im.

proviilg matef,iel even though a satisfactory item' may be in produce.
tion. tThe research and development efforts are designed to counter
an enemy threat which is forecast for the future. Our development
can be, considered a fhedge against an attempt by our suspected adversary .to counter our current, missiles. We cannot ignore, however, the
immediate' requirement to field a workable combat effective system
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against a known enemy force nor can we hold production year after
year awaiting the next improvement.
Mr. MAIION.

'Wheni do you hope to complete the development of the

Shillelagh missile system?
General BETTs. We expect to complete R.D.T. & E. work on the current ShillelAgh-missile system during
COMBUSTIBLE CARTRIDGE CASE

Mr. MAHOX. Your fiscal year 1970 program for the conventional
ammunition is to continue improvements in the current combustible
case and development of a second generation consumable case. What
problems remain unsolved?
Colonel LAMB. Current work to improve the combustible case will
provide a case with greater structural strength, a case which produces
less residue, and a case which provides greater resirtance to inadvertent and accidental ignition.
MXr. MAHON. What do you estimate the cost will be to complete
the development of fully satisfactory and safe consumable case
ammunition?
Of the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E. budget
Colonel LAMB.
will complete the improvement of the ammunition to a satisfactory
level. It is safe now and has been safe since the decision was made to
field the current ammntioifiin. We intend to continue to develop consumable case ammunition through a second generation case product
which we expect to be spread over some 5 years and is estimated to
have a total cost of approximately
GUN AMMUNITION PROCURED IN QUANTITY UNDER

ITIUTED PRODUCTION

Mr. MAHON. The ammunition for the 152 mm. gun is not type classified standard A. The XIM409 and XM411 ammunition roiids were
type classified limited production in December 1964, and it has been
extended three times, resulting in the production of more than
rounds at a cost of $90 million. The Army plained to buy an addirounds of the XM409E2 amtiiition in fiscal year 1970,
tional but this was cancelled. Why was this done ? Why does the Army propose to procure production quanfitities of the XM657, the XM41iE21
and the XM625 infiscal year 1970?
Colonel LAMB. During a reassessment of assets and requiremenits ,at
the time of apportionment in June 1969, the Army determined that
current assets of the XM409E2 were adequate without the fiscal year
1970 buy. The primary reason for the ohaige in the assets and requirements picture is the delay in fielding theM60A1E2 tank allowing a-correlated delay in 152-mm. ammuition production. The Army will procure XM62 and XM67. r6fids in sup Port of a VietiiaiiI requiremAe"fit.
The XM411E2 rounds will support the traiinng requtiremenit for Sheridan vehicles now being deployed to'Comfus, Korea, and Europe.
Mr. MAHON. Are you requestmfig R.D.T. &E. funds in fiscal year 1970
to buy any of this hnmiiitniition for test purposes? If so, how many of

each and what is the cost?
General Bmrrs. 're are not buying any rounds of 152-mm. nm
tion for test purposes with fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. &E. funds.

iuni-
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Mr. MAROW. How about the Shillelagh missile?

General Bin-as. We are buying no missiles with R.DT. & E. funds
for test purposes.
BACK-UP EFFORT TO DEVELOP METAL CARTRIDGE CASE

Mr. MAHON. The Army terminated in October 1968 the backup
development of a metal cartridge case for the 152-mm conventionAl
conventional ammunition. How much was spent on that terminated
effort?
General BETTrrs. No funds have been expended on development of a
152-min metal case. Approximately $265,000 were expended on exploratory efforts for development of a perforated metal case.
MAIN BATTiLiEi

TANK

Mr. MATION. We proceed now to the discussion of a very important
and sensitive item.
You are requesting $44.9 million for continuation of the development of the main battle tank in fiscal year 1970. In previous years
$184 million has been appropriated in R.D.T. & E., rmy, for this
prog ram.
This is a program which is, of course, in serious trouble, as is well
known to the people who are knowledgeable in this field. It is not
entirely unexpected that it would be, since it is one of the few major
research and development- efforts which have been undertaken with
another government as a full and equal partner. Some, but not all, of
the difficulties which have arisen can be attributed primarily to the
difficulties in managing a binational program of this type. We are not
unaware of the difficulties which you have encountered.
Last year, the committee asked its surveys and investigations staff
to make a thorough review of the main battle tank program. Such a
review was made, 6nd the findifigs have been reported to the committee. Many of the questions we will direct to you today in this hearing will be based on information included in the report which has
been made to the committee.
BACKGROUND OF MIBT-70 DEVELOPMENT

By-way of background, beginnitugin- 1959, attempts were made within NATO toestablish joint development programs for NATO weapon
systems. One of the items which it was thought could possibly be
developed joinfly and used throughout NATO was a new main battle
tank. Obviously, this was a very attractive idea, but as is true of many
such thins out in practice is not always easy.
working
other ideas, of
opinin existed between the NATO Allies to such an
Differences
.
.
extent that this tecameimpossible.
NATO changed its approach of establishing uniform standards
for all members, and merely ,urged members to enter into bilateral
agreements for weapons development. In 19631 the United States and
Germany entered into an agreement which provided for the development, for production not later than 1970, of 16 prototype tanks with
the work divided between the two countries and the cost to be shared
equally.
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OBJECTIVES IN

3BT-70 DEVELOPMENT

Accordingly, we are infortned that five objectives were established,
as follows:
(1) To gain a sig.,flcafit improvembeit over existing tanks in
combat effectiveness;
(2) To achieve the operational availability'of a U.S. production
model by 1970;
(3) To maintain system cost at a level which would not offset
the increased capabilities;.
(4) To achieve reliabifity and simplicity in operation and
maintenance; and
(5) To accomplish the development of a standard tank jointly
with West Germany.
The fi-st objective has probably been met in part, but there are still
serious difficulties with the tank and with the basic design which inidicate that it is too soon to be certain that the MBT-70 vu-l be a sgnificant improvement over existing tanks in combat effectiveness.
The second objective has not-been met.
The third objective has probably not been met inthat the comnplexities which have been included in so many of the component systems
in the tank indicate that maintenance cost and downtime will be extremely high.
The fourth objective of reliability and simplicity are in direct conflict with the first objective for a significaiif ' improvement over existing taiks. It appears that reliability and simplicity have fallen far
slort. No one would refer to the MBT-70 as simple. Its reliability has
not yet been established, but experience to date does not indicate an
adequate degree of reliability.
The fifth objective of accomplishiigthe development, of a stand"Mrd
taink jointly with West Germany will t best only be achieved in part
in that, except for the hull of tle tank 4glfj many ofithe components
will be different in the tanks of the two countries after the initial production run.
I make this statement for the record. I assume that this would be
a good timen for you to show us a pictorial of what is involved.
General BE-ri. I think it wouId be helpful to, start this off with a
film which was made to show as well as we can, the differences in
effectiveness between the MBT-70 and the M-60 series talks, in this
,case the M-60A1E2. It gives you a feeling for the mobility, the importafie of silhouette, and many of the other operational characteristics that are very hard to qualify in a way that will show the effect.
POSITION OF WITNESS ON TANK PROGRAM

At the beginifing of your statement you started out "It is well
known this program is in trotbdle." The only trouble of any significance 'thatI knowis the Senate Armed Services Committee cit, and
:they said- in. effect, "We dohl't think you are doing very well in this
progradi6"L
We think we are doing very well. There have been problems, but
'those problems are reasonably' well in hand from the technical point.
.of view. The big thing thAt stretched this program out was the
decisionto go the very conservative route and fly before buy.
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What "fly before buy" means is that after you have found probleros
in the testing prot',
you make new models that pick up those
changes and test. those again before you go into produtetion. That is
a very conservative approach. It,
is tile approach being taken in tis
program, and its adds almost
to the cycle.
It doesenot shy we are in touble from the point of view of gettilig
to the end goal. It says we are in troullbecause it,
costs more money
aid it,
takes more time to do it, the very conservative route that goes
shiplistically under the words "fly before buy." It is a perfect
exapille of what happens if you try to guaranitee that. there are no
possible problems in getting o the end item. for production.
I would say sincerely, in my judgment, if I were making all lhe
final decisioil. on this tank, I womld release this tank to prodttloitit
right now.
When I say release to production, I mean with a year and a half
leadtim6, to get the first, tank.
Mr. MAmQx. You do t -oalong with the critics of this progrIa'M?
General Bml's. I certainly do not. There are all sorts of things
to criticize that cone back to the joint problems and the difftilfies
we have gotten into, but I would say that in one sense the joint prob.
l6ms saved us, because the next set of pilots will have a Daimler-Benz
engine. We did Aet into trouble with the American Contilneitl engine.
W'g are able to fall back on the Daitmler-Benz en gin.
I think we ought to see this comparison, and hen let's address qiues.
tions specifically on those things concerning it to General Luczak. We
brought ,the full knowledge that we have available to us over here to
give this committee a chance to see the whole picture as best we cm
give it to yo.

Mr. MAJIoN. We want you to put your best foot forward, Nut we
do not want you to put it too far forward.
General Birrs. I understand,
I did Ii6t;rie y6iu the Army position with respect to production.

I gave you-by personal judgment. I feel we are going at a very
conservative retire.
Mr. MimstAhm Refer to it as "his neck out."
Mr.
MAU6. oif
Allflmr.)
right, will..
you proceed with th entertainment.
(Exlibit,1'i

-Mr..Po6#on I think those pictures, Mr. Chairman, show you beft or
than an& mmber of words can show that in two very critic areas the
MB3T-70, with Oi1 the tifmo that has been reqitired to get it here, and
the facts tat the costs have been somewliat larger thh aF
ti0ipated

n vertheless represents a very significant technical advance in tank
The stabilized sight performance is already so great that 'it
indicates
we should be able to shoot on the,m6ve; using the equipments that are
incorporated in the prototype tank -of which the pictures were taken,
to engage taracts with tanks
wihaitnd ofa.euray thit wi*ldibW usW
moving at lhigh speed across tie terrainvery nearly as well as we can
fromaistatiohary taik--a tremeidous accomplishments
The rilibm6tive superiority over the best ofthe existing tanks is, I
think, clear cut.
,0,
it is in that framewrk of pride n the technical acomphlishmeats that we would lke to dismiss with you today, tle difleutiftes we
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have had ii the program, and the reasons we are confident that out of
the program, in the long run, will come a very good and very useful
military capability
Mr. MAllON. What is the vintage of the M-60 tahk which we satw
oigage the MBT-70 tank in it drag race in the movie?
Mfr. Pooi. C0rently i1 production.
Mr. MAllom. That is the latest word?
General Bvm'rs. That is the M-60A1I'2 that was released to l)roduction with a changed turret back in the middle of 1966. It is now ii storage awaiting solution to th'e stabilizttion system.
We attempted to put a stabilization system on that tank that, whe0n
it works, works very well, but does not maintain a reliable operation.
We are in the process of analysis to find out why, and what we must
do to correct it.
Mr. MAHON. Where weree tile tests which we Rmw in the movie pe'rformed?
General BF.rrs. At Aberdeen.
Mr. MAHON. When were they performed?
General LUCZAK. They were performed in the s)rinig of this year.
General J3E,"rs. Gene
Luczal is the project imalager, Mr. ChairvossNII

ED l)

DESIGN A NEW 'TANK£

Mr. MAo N. It would appeal, iui view of the flihie of the program
to meet all its objectives, and the ma1gitude of cost increases which
have been encouiltored, serioils consideration should be given to discoiitiuiilg this program and immediately starting the development of a
more simple, practical, aid reliable tank so that a useful new tank can
be placed in the operational inventory of the Army as soon as possible.
. You have expressed yourself somewhat on this question, General
Betts. What is your feeling on tilis question, and what is the feeling of
nt
your associates?
General Bmrs. We went through this kind of question in some depth
last fall as we came to the crucial point of whether or not the Secretary
of Defense would support our request for funds for this program.
Mr. MAUOX. This was in the Pentagon?
General BrrS. In the Pentagon, in a review of the program by Dr.
Foster and his staff.
i At that time we asked General Polk to join us, since lie is probably
the outstanding user we have access to for armored warfare, now in
1mmand i Wlestern Europe. General Polk made the point that in his
gUdgment we could of armored vehicles that face us in Western
Europe because of the Soviet emphasis on armor. Sometanks
is the number that I remember.
His point was that with numbers on otitside like
we had to
concentrate onquality if we were to hope to maintain any kind of parity in a possible war in Western Europe.
For that reason, he very strongly supports this tank, with all its b(,exity, because from that complexity we gain the 6perational ca taiity that was illustrated in theflm.
e gi tl o-,
Mr. MATtoN. Is it true that a great deal of the thrust of the Army is
and has been preparation for some type of war in Western Europe?
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General BETrs. That has been one of our priority military problems
for some years, to maintain a posture in Western Etrope that would
deter war In Western Europe.
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Secretary, have you anything to add to that?
DECISION TO BUILD MO)RE PROTOTYPES

Mr. PooR. I would like to add that while I share General Betts' view
that it might be possible to commit the MBT-7O to very early prodwtion, I think the decision to gothrough one more round of prototypes
is a prudent one. We now have inhand a study called the produibil.
ity cost reduction- study, the purpose of which is to examine each of
the components in the tank with a View to simplification or eli'nination
wherever it turns out to be justifiable on the basis that the savings in
costs will not result in a catastrophic loss of capability.
The next round of prototypes will allow us to incorporate some of
these changes, should elimination of complexity prove desirable.
There are a number of things about this tank tht we are not quite
sure about. It has spectacular night-visiofi capability. I have been otit
to the manulfacturer's plant anddriven the tank and looked through
the night-vision equipment, and it is very impressive. One can drive
the tank almost as if one were operating in daylight. One can pick up
targets at long ranges with the night-vision equipment. But the equip.
ments installed are expensive and complicated.
The fire control is extremely complicated. It offers the possibility of
first-round hits at very long ranges from a tank on the move. I do
not knowvwhat the value of 'that is, but I am sure it is very great.
So, in this program we are attempting to make sure that there are no
un necessary complications and that eVery feature that we incorporate
in the final design can pay its way.
As for its system feasibility, the tank has already demon~trated that
most of the technical objectives we set for ourselves can indeed be met.
CRiTIdISI

ON COMPLEXITY

OF TANK

Mr,MAHON. There has been concern over the program in Germany
as well as in the United States. Muidh~df this concern is that the tank
is too:complex. To deal with this problem it has been urged that consideration be given to improved torsion bar suspension, returnifig the
driver t the hull, ddg
i the foirth crowmember, aloader.
sftubstiftuih of
the automatic loader .with a simple semiatomatic
These recommendations amOunt to a redesign of the tank. Would
these recommended changes probably result in a better tank
Mr. POon. May I ask General Luczak to comment on tht ?
Mr. MAHON. Will you speak up, General Luczak:?

(Discussion off the record.)
CHRYSLER

K" TANK PROPOSAL

Mr. ' MAnoN. In November of 1968, the Chrysler Corp. made a

proposal to the Army for a much simpler tank which, is known as the
Chrysler
tank., I am not an expert in this field and this does not
mean moachl to me.! This new tank would have an improved: torsion
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bar suspension, semiautomatic launcher, .a f tirh crewmember, and
the driver in the hull. So, evidently serious consideration is being
given to a new tank. Is that right?
General LUCZAK. The K tank was a company proposal by Chrysler

which resembles the German G tank closer than it does the MBT-70.
It was examined by a group within the Army, particularly in the
November, December, and Jaiiary time frame, to see whether or not
it would be acceptable.
As I remember the findings of the committee, they stated that it
would take about as long to get the K tank into the
inventory as it
would the MBT-70. The cost was not substantially different. The
risks in some cases were just as great or more so. The capability was
far less.
They concluded that the K tank was not acceptable, under these
circumstances, to the Army.
FUTURE TANK INVENTORY MIX UNDER DISCUSSION

Mr. MAHON. The committee hopes that the Army, in order to avoid
the difficulty of an unsatisfactory development program will not insist on continuing development of the MBT-70 regardles' of the costs
involved and the chances for eventual success in developing a reliable weapon. If the MBT-70 program has been a failure, we would
be much better off to admit it now and proceed as quickly as possible
with a new tank, so that the Army can proceed with its long-delayed
requirement for a better tank.
Mr. PooR. Mr. Chairman, if I could accept the premise, I would
completely agree with the conclusion. I think there is no evidence to
support the idea that thi tank is a failure. I think we have high
confidence that from the work that has been done so far, we can,
given time and money, produce a tank that does precisely what the
MBT-70 initial objectives required.
Given the assumption that the tank has. any significafit major failures in it, I would certainly agree that we should terminate it and
start over. I cannot find those major failures.
There are still-design decision that will lave to be taken to Simplify
and make more relhiable and make more inexpensive the tank, but I
feel it would be most imprudent to start over from scratch at this
poiit in time.
Mr. MAHON. Is there some division of opIIIon amoiig the experts
in the Army on this question ? You #ust iave had many discussions
in which you have pro-and-con vies. What degree of unanmity is
involved here?
Mr. Poo. Aboit a 1ycar and a half ago, I thifik you would have
found that the majority opinion in the Directorate of Defense Research._nd Engineering was that, this program was an incipeht disaster. We have had many long discussions with Dr. Foster's people
andL visits to pl ants. Secretary Packard went out to look at the program 2*or 3 months ago.
I think the opinion of these technical experts in the Department
of Defense is very close to mine, na ely, tht is a very significant
technical accomplishment. There are bound to be differences of opinion
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as to how best to handle the very large number of Soviet vehicles
against whichwe may have to fight ifour deterrent in Europe fails.
It is quite clear that if a tank costs three times as much and can hafidle
times as many enemy tanks, one at a time, you still may not
be able to afford to buy enough of them to handle a massive attack
where it becomes an almost 1-on-1 game.
So, the benefit of sophistication may prove too expensive for our
whole inventory, and it may be prudent to have two kinds of tanks,
perhaps one derivative from the, M-60 series, so we can buy large
numbers of inexpensive tanks, and coniplicated, high-effectiveness
tanks to mix in with them. to get the most economical way of handling
the very large masses of tanks in the European threat.
This is still a matter of discussion, argument, and careful thought
on.the part of the Army and the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
With my responsibility for the R. & D. program of the Army, I feel it
is essential that we make available the option of an overpowering tank
such as the MBT-70 appears to be. The question of how many to buy
and with what sophistication on them, and in what mix with cheaper
tanks, still needs to be answered.
General BB rs. Mr. Chairman, would it help the committee if we
asked the project manager to give you a progress report on the testing
so you will have a feel for the extent to which this tank has been tested?
CHANGE IN MBT-70 PROJECT MANAGERS

Mr. MN sIALL. Before you start that, General, have you been on the
project sitice the beginning?
General LUCZAK. Since 5uly 1, 1968.
Mr. MINSHALL. Who was on before you?
General LUCZAK. Maj. Gen. E. H. Burba was on before me, and he
succeeded Major General Dolvin.
Mr. MIN6s A. Why dothey keep changing project managers?
General LUCZAK. I cannot answer that question, sir.
Mr. MiltSUALL. I was complaifiig about that this morning. They
get a guy iafid the program starts going bad, and they get him out
and promote him and put somebody else in.
Geniral LUcZAK. I think they have me by the scruff of the neck.
Mr. MiNSHALL. YoU are just new on boara, then.
Mr. Pei. General Luezak is stuck with the job.
Mr. MXNSHAL. He is new on board, though.
Mr. Po, He is new on board, and he will stay on the program to its
mI.MNSHA LL. I thinkthat is what is wrong with half our military
procurement practices. We keep changing these project men. It is
I Mr.Poo. I agree with you entirely. I am doiig everything in my
power trask for lxigor 'asszrgime~ts ' of project managers or the use of
civilian' project nhngers, where appropriate, so the m8i6responsible
6 stafoie
of these' ma'1r pr6grafti s is accoufitable'to us at the
fo
end of the program for its status. General Luczak will be in'that posi-
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MBT-70 TEST PROGRAM

General LUCZAK. Insofar as the testing is concerned, there are six
research and development prototypes in each country, the United
States of America and the Dederal Republic of Germany. The total
testing to date has been over 37,000 miles on the vehicles, including
two test firings. We have fired over 2 000 rounds out of the weapons
system. We have 15,000 miles on the Daimler-Benz engine. We have
two 6,000-mile tests on the suspension system.
The components you saw being exercised in the automotive phase
today are components that have gone through a very long R. & D.
test in some c.,ses longer than previously we required before ptittig a
vehicle like thi.9 into production.
CONCEPT OF ChANGING PROJECT MANAGERS

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Poor, do you suppose one of the reasons for the
poor showing the United States military has often made in weapons

systems is that a project manager stays on the project for a limited
period of time and. ten moves on, and probably does not have the
feeling of responsibility that he really should have and he does not
go up with the program to success or down with the program to
disaster?
Mr. PooR. Mr. Chairman, I am sure that may contribute. Military
people, as you know better than I, are trained to assume responsibility
and keep it in a system of rotating assignments.
In my experience, the project managers on these projects have
brought extreme good will and great dedication to the project, but it
is inevitable with this much turbleice in project managers, there will
be discontinuities, that people will forget and the programs will suffer.
I think it would be most desirable if we could arrane, matters in
such a way that it did not unfavorably impi ge on a military career
for a man to be given project manager responsibility for the duration
of a program.
General BErs. The difficulty from the military point of view is
that a program like this may go 5 to 7 years, which gets him out of
step with his colleagues -i terms of breadth of experience, and his
chances for. development are thereby limited. Consequently, we have
tried to strike a balance in that regard.
Mr. MAHON. We have hurt the progrAms and we have hurt the cause
of defense, other than helping thfe Officers.
General BETTs. I agr ee with Mr. Pbor, we should make a very definite effort to extend the period a thta project manager is on the job,
but I am giving you the other side of the coin'that has driven decisi ns
in the past.
Mr. RHODES. Is that not almost an irrefutable argument for civilian
managers?
one.
Mr. PoOR. General Luczak is aboitt to become
General BETTS.We might poiittbit tht ' All of the project minigers
have a largely civilian technical team in support. It is not as though
80-554--69-', pt. 5---84
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tie continuity is dropped like a hot potato when you change
from one
"
Project manager to another.
Mr. MAHON. You speak almost as though you feel that project man-

agement is too important a job to be entrusted to military personnel.
Mr. Poon. I certainly would not agree to that. I think perhaps it is
too important a job to be entrusted to short-termers.
Mr. MAHON. That is a good. response.
General Bi'xrs. I believe we need conthiaty in the job.
Mr. MINS ALL. We need continuity in the Congress, too, General.
DEVELOPMENT WORK TO BE DONE

Mr. ]PoOR. M. Chairman, I think we may have given the impression
that the road ahead in the developmilnt of this taik is a very easy one.
It is not. There is a great deal still to be done, including the design
decision for the next generation of prototypes.
. There are still difficult problems with the German part of the design venture in getting agreement on what components go in.
There is a problem on which I will meet with Dr. Herr AValhl, who
is Dr. Foster's opposite number in Germany, next month for the selection of the suspension system for this tank. Here both nations design hydrodynamic suspensions that are very good. There is really
very little to choose between the two designs. Both have worked reasonlably successfully under test.
We think ours is better for a number of reasons in detail. The Germans think theirs is better because they have been working on it and
understand it better.
I am hopeful, if we cannot get agreement to use the American suspension, we will be able to standardize on a suspension system that
Incorporates the best features of both, which would be then produced
in both countries identically.
I There have been a number of problems of this sort which have
made the design choices slower and, therefore, the development more
expensive.
It has not all been lost, because the argumfents between the two user
teams have caused the engineers in both countries much more carefully to assess the merits of the design features that they incorporate
into the tank.,"
So, this tank will incorporate not only a great deal of technical
utility than
on miliiry
more thought
also
advance,
in history.
up to now
combatofvehicle
anybenefit
to the
given
has been but
I did not want to leave you with the impression that we had a firm
design, a firm plan for production, and that there are not. many thing
left that might still causeL us to come back and say we have changed
something, because we will be doing that.
SOVIET ARMrOR CAPABILITIES

Mr. MAHONri. What nations of the world are the most proflenerft in
the production of armor, in the production of tanks? I thonoiht the
Germans probably had the reputation of being pretty good in this
field. Are the Russians better thin the Germans?
Mr. Poon. I find that hard to Comment on.
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General Luczak?
Mr. MAHON. General Betts, what do you thiik?
General BErTS. Certainly the Russians pay a great deal of attention

to armor, but they also do some things that are completely unacceptable to our users.
For example, they so structure their talks th t the tank must be
manned by a man J feet 6 or under. We just could not strucfire our
force that way. It is too hard to find the right cross section of people
if one limits them in stature.
Also, they tend to deny themselves capabilities that are inherent in
modern technology. That is the difference between the capability that
goes with complexity and their approach, which is to stress simplicity
and numbers.
That does not change my comment that they have accepted stabilization, because I do not consider stabilization a tremendous complexity,
even though we have had some trouble in applying it to our vehicles.
Mr. MAHON. Do you suppose that the Russians will move forard
with the development of other tanks while we are dawdling about with
the M-60 and the main battle tank 1970? - General Burs. I suspect they will keep pushing for development.
They have kept a continuing program of adding new capabilities to
their force on a fairly regu ar-basis, and I wotld suspect that they
will keep it up.
ESTIMATED UNIT COST OF MB1r-70

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Minshall, do you have. a question at this point?

Mr. MINSALT. General, what is the unit cost of the MBT-70 as
it was first planned, and what it is today estimated?
General BF'r'rs. As it was first planned, General Luczak could answer
that.
General LUVZAK. Actually, the unit cost Mr. Minshall, was not
arrived at, not looked at very seriously untii they decided what kind
of a tank they wanted and got the hardware together. At that time the
Army made estimates of what the price would be in production, and
- figure. We are
to
the estimates ranged from a low of talking about 2 years ago and talking about a period of time when I
was not the program manager, but tlis is in the records.
Recently what we have done to try to analyze this situation is ask
"What is the cost of tiis tafik? " and "What can we do with it? " This
is with respect to a base line vehilei and we want to price it out in
1)roductin uaitities because it makes a very great deal of difference
whether you buy 800 tanfiks, whether you are buying 8,000tanks as
far as production costs is concerned.
Now, with that production tank, the thing that Mr. Poor and
General Betts were-talkinig about, that is the prodtiibihity cost reduction study, we are going'to take this base line tank and'say: Well, the
squat feature costs x thofustand 'dollars per unit per vehicle. It is worth
that from a-combat standpoint?
We ran this throu gh computerized war games to see what the effect
of takingthat particular capability is on the war gaming of the tank.
Now, in November of tiis year the Batelle study, which indicates
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base line tank, the prodhiotion figures on the base line tank, will be
available
both us and'the Defense Department.
IlHALL. YOu had an original production estimate on this
Mr. MTto
to
tank you just read, ofGeneral LUCZAK. Yes.
Mr. MINSTALL. Cranking in all the same factors that you cranked
in then, the nuffiber of tanks you estmiated that you would put into
production what would that cost be now as you look down the road?
General ijt1CZAiK. We can only estimate prior to this study, which
should firm utp the figure, but I would say in view of the inflatin,
the rise in price of labor and materials, that price is somewhere
around
-, we would guess, at tlis time.
This represents the top bracket, as we see it now, and we are goiig
to take off from this in order to bring the price down because it represents some things that can be given up.
OER*%!AN" LEOPARD TANK

Mr. MNSIALTJ. The Germans are having considerable success and
getting more enchanted with their own Leopard tank. I have heard
reports that the FRG is losing interest in the MBT-70.
General LUCZAK. There is a group of Leopard tankers within the
German Army, just as .there is a group of MBT-70 proponents
within that, army. There certainly are political pressures and industry
pressures for the Germans to continue the tank that they are now in
production on and selling to other European nations.
On the other hand, their developers believe that to take the Leopard and to in effect increase its capabilities to that for the job of a
main battle tank would be a very difficult job and it would be better to
start from scratch with the MBT-70.
CHRYSLER 4CK" TANK PROPOSAL

Mr. MINSITALL.

In view of these questions and answers, I would like

to ask you one more question in view of the rapidly increasing cost
of the MBT-70, in excess of

--

per unit cost, the continuing

schedule slippage which will probably be at least 5 years and the
waning interest of the FRG, shouldn't you be giving consideration
to an M-60 product improvement backup program? Our staff has
investigated the Army's Engineering Agency contractor's Project K
concept, which is an M-60 product improvement program. Are you
familiar with that?
General LucZAK. Yes.
Mr. MNS1ALL. That is an M-60 product improvement program.

Indications are that this concept will give you almost as good a ballistic protection asthe MBT, using the same weapons system, is far'
less complicated and is estimated at a production cost of under $360,000 or the latest estimated cost we have on the MBT. In view
of those statements, shouldn't we be taking a good look at a backup
system such as Project K?
General LUCZAI. I am sorry. When you said Project K, I thought
you were talking about Project CARE.
Mr. MINSHAra. K like in King.
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Mr. Poon. Is that the Clirysler tank?
Mr. MINSHALL. I believe it Is.

Mr. Poon. I think, again, if we agreed with the premises we would
agree with the conclusion. But our study of the K tank proposall as
dneral Luczak said earlier, indicates that to get to the full levef of
capability, comparable capability of the MBT-10 would result in a
tank of comparable cost. We don't see any advantage in a new start
to try to marry the MBT-70 class of weapon system toa tank which
lacks the cross-counfitry mobility, the automtive superiority, and other
advantages that are inherent in the MBT-70 design.
Mr. MINSXTArT. But many disadvantges as well, incuding
Mr. Poon. I am reasonably confident, Mr. Minshall' that if we incorporate in a tank based on the M-60 series tlie kinds of power-to-weight
ratios that are needed to give the cross-counfttry mobility, fire control
system and the armament system required to give comparable fightin.
capability, that the price differential in the tanks in production would
be very small.
Mr. MINSHALJ. I am talkifig about this as a backup system.

Mr. Poo. As for a backup, we do have the M-60A1E2 program
whih2 as you know, is in some considerable technical difficulty at this
point in time. The M-60A1E2 is intermediate in its capability between
the current M-60 and the MBT-0. I think when that system is debugged it will give us a reasonable good interim capability. The only
thing( it will lack is the high-velocity kinetic energy round of the
MBT-70 aiid the sophisticated fire control and full night-fighting
capability. It will, of course lack the agility of the MIBT-70 but. it is
a pretty reasonable intermediate tank. Coupled with the conventional
M-60, fighting together in an appropriate mix, it will give our forces
missile-firing capability and fairly important gun-firing capability.
Mr. MINSITAL. How familiar are you with Project K?
Mr. Poon. I have read the K tank proposal and I have read it in some
detail, and seen a mockup of the tank and I have also read Army
conmtihts on it.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is your opinion of it, General Luczak?
General LozAICl. I do not know it, sir.
Mr. MINSHrALL. Do you have any comments on it, General Betts?
General BE'rs. I might add there was a very careful analysis of the
K tank proposal in exactly the context which you have presented it
here. The several problems that we had with the proposal as summarized are: First, our analysis would indicate that a $350,000 price
tag is unrealistic. We are already over that number on the M-60A1E2.
The K cost would be a higher cost than the M-60A1E2. Therefore,
that cost figure is rather soft, at best. The second thihg is that the
kind of torsion bar suspension they are proposing and the up-gunnifg
to put on the K tank, the same gun that is now on the MBT-70, is not
a simple problem. There are balance problems that will require some
extensive testing and evaluation before we would be convinced that
this is a no-risk development. It is not a simple development. That is
why the comment was made earlier that in this evaluation of the K
tank we felt that it would take us just as lonegto go through the development and testing cycle for that as it will for us to complete the
development and testing of the MBT--70 on its presently planned
schedule.
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MAJORS MBT-70 PROGRAMf REVIEW IN

DECEMBER

1960

Mr. MURPHY. The Director of Defense Research and Engineeriig,
Dr. John Foster, has stated in connection with the main battle tank
program:
We reappraised this program last year when the finding ceiling was about
to be exceeded. Some of the problems were corrected, but serious new ones have
developed. We are again assessing the situation at this time. Basically, we had
three problems. The U.S. air-cooled engine did not perform satisfactorily; tMe
Gernian automatic loader has only begun to be tested but appeared to be unreliable; and the tank's unit cost was much higher than our M-60AME2 tank
using the ,MN-60 chassis.

He further stated that a major program review will be held this
December at which time relative merits of the current design and an
austere version of the MBT-70 will be determined.
How much of the $44.9 million requested for fiscal year 1970 for
,thisprogram will be obligated prior to the major program review to be
held in December?
General L7UzAK. Let me try to refresh my memory. There is less
than $20 million on the R.D.T. & E. which will be obligated prior to
the December program review. We have examined to see what is the
minimal sustaining program that we can go on between now and
December, not only in R.D.T. & E. but in other developments that are
ancillary to the MBT-70. So that I would say less than $20 million.
Mr. MunPuiy. How will that be utilized; in what areas?
General LtCZAK. The $20 million will be for contiuatin of the
General Motors effort, the national water lift effort, continuation of
the tank testing of the six pilots that we now have, for the General
Motors effort on the automiatic loader where we are interfacing the
gin-ammo loader. We also have the responsibility in the Uited States
for the integration of the turret. The Germans have the responsibility
for the integration of the hull. It would be applied to these efforts.
That is the miitmum sustaining between now and December which
will be the point at which the program will be reexamined.
Colonel LAMB. In addition, there is considerable on the turbine, isn't
there?

General LuCZAE. There is some on the turbine on that, and again
that is the minimum sustaining between now and the end of the turbine program.
FISCAL YEAR 1970 FUNDING FOR, MJBT-70 TANK,

Mr. MA1rON. For the record, detail for the committee the requirement for $44.9 million in fiscal year 1970.
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(The information follows:)
The R.D. & T.E. funding requested for fiscal year 1070 will be used as follows
(expressed in millions)
Tank Development:
GM contract
-----------------------------------------$14. 8
In-house support to GM
------------------------------------.
5
NWL suspension
-------------------------------------.4
Continental Aviation Engineering Co ---------------------------.
3
152KE gun/ammunition
----------------------------------1.6
Engineering
-------------------------------1.
INB1T/Sfitliaand service test
1.59

MBT/Sh----a-------------------------------------------1

Turbine development
-----------------------------------FRG prefinancing
----------------------------------------

10. 0
5.0

Subtotal
-------------------------------------------Unilateral support
------------------------------------------

36.0
1.7

Advanced component development:
Armor
-----------------------------------------------Track
------------------------------------------------Auxiliary power
---------------------------------------TREE
------------------------------------------------Vulnerability
--------------------------------------------

1.0
1.6
1.1
1.0
1.0

Subtotal
--------------------------------------------Heavy equipment transporter-joint ------------------------------.
Heavy equipment transporter-support ----------------------------.

6.3
6
3

Total

-----------------------------------------------

44.9

CONSIDERATION OF AUSTERE VERSION OF MBT-70

Mr. MAHON. Why must you wait until December of this year to
have a major review of this program? Why couldn't you have done
it just as well last December?
General BETTS. You will recall that we had a program for a detailed costing review that will not be available ufitil November. I
believe that is a very important input to any major program review.
In other words, the production costs and wlhat can or cannot be done
to reduce the final program cost of this tank, is very iinpoi'taint to the
program review.
Mr. MAHON. You mean, if you are looking at the overall program
of expenditures of the Army this would be a very impr tant element?
General BETTS. That is correct, sir.
Mr. MAnON. Especially in the long pull.
General BETTS. That is correct.
Mr. Poon. That is right.
Mr. MAHoN. What is involved in the design of an austere version
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of the MBT-70? How would you make the tank austere? What are
the cost and perforiacitee objectives of the proposed austere model?
General BETTS. Can I ask General Luczak to respond?
General LuCZAK. The austere version of the tank is a requiremeint
by the Secretary of Defense as one of the options for the December
review. In order to arrive at that point we have taken the study that
I mentioned previously which prices out each component and tries
to weigh its combat effectiveness down a sliding scale, you might say,
of combat effectiveness. At the present time there are five conceptifli
tanks which depart from what I referred to as the baseline tank
which ;s the upper limit. Concept No. 1 will do such things as elinlinate the squat feature, take out the requirement for the driver to
have the snorkels erected from within the tank but he will have to go
out, mechanically and puih thdiiback up. The night sight may be degraded to a less powerful, less capable night sight because that is an
area where the costs are very high in the fire control area. One of the
concepts even gives up the missile system in order to examine what it
adds to the war gamfe that is being run on the tank. So this is the sort of
process we are going through, Mr. Chairman. The user, both the
United States and the Federal Reptiblic of Germany are considering
these. concepts to try to arrie at an acceptable taik at the lowest possible cost,
Mr. MAITON. You did not answer the question as to the costs and
performance objectives of the austere model. What are the objectives?
General LUcZAK. I think that the objective, simply stated, is: What
is the least costly tank that we thifik is an effective tank in battle and
.what is the crossover point between reducing the costs and then reducing them to a point where the tank really is not cost-effective ;,it is not
enough of a superiority over present tanks to warrant fielding it.
General BETTS. Specifically, Mr. Chairman. we have nt set a precise
cost, goal and said that we must get to $500,000 or $600,000 or some
such number. We are going at this incrementally to see what each incremnent of performance does to the cost pattern.
Mr. MAH-ON. What efforts are underway which would lead to the
development, of a new tank if the MBT-70 is terminated?
General BETTS. We do not have any program at the 1h6ment that is
pointed in that direction.
. COST OF DEVELOPING X-60
TANK

Mr. MAHON. How mu h time and money was spent in development
of tile M-60 in its original configuration?
General BE'rs. I will have to supply that.
(The information follows :)
The M-60 tank was conceived as an evolutionary development, making maxinmoi use of proven components. The two major Increases in capability which It
provided, in comparison to the M-48-serles tanks which it was to replace, were
greatly Increased cruising range and main-gun firepower. Both of these increases
resulted from incorporation of components already well developed and tested
under other programs: the diesel engine which permitted the extension of cruisIng range was a direct conversion of the gasoline engine used In the M-48 tanks:
the 105-mm. main gun which Increasedlthe firepower was a British development
used to up-gun their Centurion tanks and selected about this time by the Germans
for their Leopard. Thus, although the nominal R.D.T. & H. costs for development
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of the M-60 were $4.9 million, this sum was very mutclimnitiilked by use of coinponents developed or prodtedt-flaiproved under other programs, helnuhng that for
the 1-48 tank.

General Brrs. That was really part of the generic M-48 family and
rather grew from that direction. I would have to research that to)give
you a niimbor.
Mr. PooR. I don't know whether I ought to say this on or off the
record, but let me try it off the record.
Mr. MAHOt. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
TOTAL COST ESTIMATE TO DEVELOP 31-O0A1E2

Mr. MAHON (continuing). Will you also tell us how much more has
been spent or is being spent in developing the M-60A1E2 ?
MNr. PooR. Yes, Sir.
General BErrs.
million R.D.T. & E. is the current estimiite
to develop the M-60A1E2.
LACK OF RECENT HEAVY TANK DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

Mr. MINSTALL. You said you have had no experience in developing
a tank from scratch, Mr. Poor. We had built nifiieiUs tanks in this
country, the M-42, M-41, 108, 56, even the 114. Gralnted, these are light
tanks. but it is still tank engineerifig.
Mr. Poom I think my point was in the heavy tiink area we have had

no recent experience.
Mr. MINSALL,. What is so different about. engineering in a light

tank vis-a-vis a heavy tank?
General BETTS. There are tremendous differences, a completely different ball park of power train demands mid virtually every subsystem is different. It is a different system, much tougher.
Mr. MINSIALL . It must be, the way you have goofed off on this one.
General BETTS. It is, Mr. Minshall, I assute you.
MIIT-70 DEVELOPMENT COST

Mr. ADDABnO. The original estimate of the cost of tle bilateral development program for the AMBT-70 was $120 million. Wh1en this

figure was questioned by the Secretary of Defense the estimate was reduced to $80 million. The estimated total joint development cost is
now $303 million. How realistic is the $303 million? How likely is it

that this amotii will be exceeded ?
General LuczAK. The $303 million is what we call a joi't program
and has a provision by both governments thAt when an item which is
the responsibility of that governmhht exceeds the development cost
estimate on the decision sheet-you 'see, what ha IIpeied is that $303
million has been broken out on the decision sheet which parcels out the
portion of the funding of the $303 million aM also farihs oit the job
that goes with it. Now, if a coitry does not perform its research and
development t -with-the ainott of money that has been allocated to it,
then it pays unilaterally in order to complete the job. So the $303 iulion, as far as an international program is conerned, appears tuo be

1 , 1.
I11- _,-11,
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sufficient to get us through the R. & D. and through the next set of
pilots, when our visibility will be better. Right now the $303 million
looks good on the international p program.
On the other side, there have been unilateral costs by both countries.
An example: Wo have looked at the turbine program and we said that
ultimately for this tank the turbine might offer some promise. So the
program to develop a turbine is outside the international $03 million
figure. We have a requireonent, for instance, for an engineer tank, for
an armored bridge launch tank. The Germans do not have this. So this
is outside the $303 million program. But to answer you specifically, the
$303 mfllon at the present time in developing the international tank
looks adequate. There are certain unilateral costs that we recognize
right now to the tune of some, I believe it is,
million on the U.S.
side. But these are unilateral U.S. requirements.
Mr. ADDABBO.Will you itemize those for the record?
(The information follows:)
The United States unilateral requirement for the tank Is
as follows:

-

to be utilized
Amount

General Motors contract .........
Engine (CAE)

Suspension (NWL) .........

152KE gun/ammunition .......
Engineering and service testing
Automatic loader---

Scavenger testing

Comparative evaluation, MBT-70, M-60, AIE2 .....
Vulnerability reduction ....
Turbine engine .......

Total, United States unilateral program .......

Mr. ADDABBO. What is the probable total development cqst of the
MBT-70 tank if its development is continued to completion?
General LUCZAK. I would say the international tank, with respect
to that the $303 million is as good a figure as we have now.
Mr.PooR. Do you want to add to that the unilateral costs?
General LUCZAK. Unilaterally-caused costs to the United States, i
case some of our developments don't pan obut, although right now they
look good; I would say we have no better judgment now than the $303
million figure internationally.
Mr. ADDABBO. Right now it would be $303 million plus
General LuCZAK. $303 miii6n plus
-.

_.

Mr. PooR. Plus the German unilateral figure.
General LUCZAK. Plus the German unilateral, which they have to
furnish; yes, sir.
M-r. oADDABBO. It soon became apparent that the $80 milih estimate
made in 1963 was unrealistic. In 1965 a revised estimate was prepared
and $138 million was the figaue decided pon. One month after the
estimate of $138 million was'developed the prime U.S. contractor, General Motors Corp, presented a hard estimate of the cost of their effort
alone at $88.6 million alone as compared with the $85.4 million tliat was
the entire.U.S. share of the $138 million estimate. Why were such nflrealistically low estimates made in the early stages of this program?
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Mr. Pouo. That is a very diftfilt question to answer, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ADDABBO. Who made them?
General BETTS. The Joint Engineering Agency was working together to make the estimate that came out at the $138 million. Of
course, that $138 million was worked out jointly between the two
managers long before the September 1965 date when it was approved
at the minister level. But it i perfectly clear that General Motors
felt that there was some reliability, design, analysis, and testiiig that
had not been in the original programfi. Why that did not surface earlier
I don't know.
Mr. PooR. May I go off the record?
Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. PoOR. I will give you something for the record with respect to
that.
(The information follows:)
In the early phases of the program, the project managers and the senior Army
and DOD people involved were heavily preoccupied with working out a viable
international arrangement and establishing performance specifications. It is my
own impression that, as a result, all early cost estimates were lightly treated.
Io personally, feel that credible cost estimates for the development program
really first were developed at the time (July 1968) when the joint ceiling was
established at $303 million. These estimates have been further improved under
General Luczak's management and the intensive review of the past year.
HISTORY OF UNDERESTIMATING

PROGRAM COSTS

Mr. ADDABBO. In my short term as a member of this subcommittee
and listening to much of the testimony on various programs, it always
seems that we come to this one basic failifig-a very low original
estimate and then suddenly the thing grows.
Now, is this perhaps because if we were given the true realistic
figures for the program that possibly the program would not be
approved?
Mr. POon. I am perfectly aware of th6 fact that there have been a
number of programs. started that, way. What we are trying to do
today, and I hop e t works, is through insistence on much more careful
contract definition efforts with mUch more hardware in the early
feasibility work, to establish a technical and cost base line before we
start down the road to completion of expensive programs. Dr. Foster
has urged this, I have urged it, the DOD and all three services are
trying to do this. I hope that in the future our estimates will be better.
We cannot guarantee it, but we are trying very hard.
Mr. ADDABBO. I am going to be honest with you; no one is being
kidded except the taxpayer. Actually, you, the Defense Departmett,
and we on this side of the table particularly in many cases receive unnecessary abuse. If we were given a more realistic estimate in tie first
instance, the newspapers would not have the opportiity to blow the
thih ,p. If we need the armament, whether it costs $1 or $10,000 or
$1 million, if it is truly needed, then it must be funded. But to tell us
It is only going to cost you $10,000 today, and 6 months from now we
find it isgoing to cost us $100,060 something is wrong some place
Mr. Poon. Yes, sir.
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Mr. AnDm3A0. Either we are not doing our job in tryipig to get the
true facts, or we can't get
the true facts because you are hiding it from

US.

Mr. POOR. Well, that is why we have had series of reviews of
the
whole weapons acquisition process using thea Defense
Science Bonrd,
the Defense Industry Advisory Couciil. Dr. FoSter ha's arranged
a sunmifner study, which is going on right now in Newport under for
the
chairns.h iof Dr. Al Hal, to see how we can inthoduce our decision
points, not at the poit where a new weapon system is a dream
on
paper and a hope in someone's mind, but at the pIoiit where
we
know
enough about the road ahead so that we can indeed put iu ii c
realistic cost estimates. That we are dedicated to doing. I think lhore
we are
going to-be able tozmake it.
Mr. RitoDS. If the gentl6ia will yield, aetu'Aly that, I suppose,
is
the main reason that the policy of the DOD now seems
to be more and
more to go toward the development of prototypes.
Mr. Peon. That is correct.
Mr. RJOobS. Before you actually go ifito produlftion, th-t is, so
that
you won't, hopefully, have these horrible overrui.
Westil,
,tsue
are going t6o continue to have cost overruns insofar as R. & D.
is
coicerned--andI am saying your piece for you, general.
General BETrs. This is right.
Mr. RuhODES Because you can't tell what it is going to cost to R.
,&D.
project or object that nobody has ever built before.
General Bi s.That ISight. When 6 i are nixed up with result
to what constitutes intention, you don't really know how
to do it.
Mr. R oDES. I do think we can get I
over the horrible cost overruns in
production, Which is what the gentleman from New York was
talk ig
about, and I agree with him.

Mr. Poo. I fully agree. I think it is essential ard perfectly possible

to avoid cost overruns in production.

U.S. SHARE OF 3fBT-70 DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Mr. ADDAW10. The U.S. share of Ahe,present Official total develop'$173.million.
meat cost of $303 million is
The descripfive summary
submitted in support of your request for fiscal year 1970 funids
shows
that $184 million has already been atpproprhted forthi program
and
you arIrereuesti11g.$44-9 'idli16ci iii addition' in fiscal year 19'0.
It
is
of course, nott antidipateld that the. 1670 fiinds will comipter development of the program but aptbpriAtion of 'the fiscal year 1970
would raise the U.S. spondifi# to $228.9 million. What costs' overtirds
above" the, U.S. shar' of the jbint develb#Meiit costs lave been and
obligated, in support of the-prog'amt
What pi't of the 'required $44.9
milio i~is for' activity not iUcludwd in'th'ji-ttdevelophfientiir
grai?
.Onral ifUiOcK.
arithtmetic,
I may.. I w6old have to take
. a: few mlfiutes to do some
meibtiraldB Trs. We 0an work it 6it i the record. Remember, we
med16fif6d ,---million" uifilatera4l U.S. fitiie which goes for the
turbitie an& aneilliry vehicles we are de'velopihg for the U.S.
and no' as' part 6f the joint prograii. NoW, when we talk .about use,
the
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U.S. prografi, it should be the $173 million plus tle

million
we identied earlier. With, that backgrouind, we will straighten out
the afithmetic unless there is something in 'ticular you wat to get
at now.
Mr. ADDABAo. Tie descrptive summary shows $184 m 'illi'oAre
there some unilateral funds included in that total ?
General l3E2rs. Yes, I am sure of that. That is why I said it relates
to that.
Mr. ADDABBO. Comlplkte that for the record.
(The information follows :)
The total amount appropriated to date, $184 million, icludfies
miltidn
for development of the M60 tank Incorporating the Shillelagh weapon system.
The following is a display of this figure, showing joint and unilateral amounts:
[In millions of dollars
Title
Tank ................................... . . . . . . . . .. . .
MT sup ................... ------------- -----------------Advanced component development ........
........-.-.----.
---Heavy equipment transporter ......................................
Heavy equipment transporter, support ...............................
Recovery vehicle .......... .......................................
Armored vehicle launched bridge ...................................
Combat engineer vehicle ...........................................
Trainers.........................................................
M60 with shillelagh ................................................
Total ......................................................

Total

Joint

Unilateral

4.
1402

3 .
137.5

.
2.7

-

0
0
184.0

0
0

0
0

141.1

42.9

ADDITIONAL U.S. UNILATERAL COSTS

Mr. ADDABBO. What is the total estimated cost of additional developments outside of the $173 million U.S. share in the joint development
program which are directly related to the MBT-70 f
General Bmirrs. That would be the
million General Luczak
identified earlier for the unilateral U.S. effort.
Mr. POOR. Can we provide the full detail for the record?
Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.
(The information follows:)
The total estimated cost for unilateral requirements outside the $173 million
U.S. share of the joint program which are directly related to the MBT-70 are:
General Motors contract --------------Engine (OAE) -------...
Suspension (NWL)
----------------------------------------

152 KE gun/ammunition

----------------------------------

Engineering and service testing ---------------------------Automatic loader --------------------------------------

Scavenger

testing -----------------------------------------

.

-

Comparative evaluation MBT-70/M60A1E2 ---------------------Vulnerability reduction
-------------------------------------

Turbine engine

----------------------------------------

Total additional U.S. unilateral cost--.

General Bm,s. Currently that
we will have to bring in other areas.

million is not all-inclusive. So
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3MT-7 0 REZATED COSTS

Mr. ADDABBO. We have an investigative report that states that
million has been programed separately to finance related projects. A
list of these separate items is no page 128 of the record.
Mr. PooR. We have not seen the report.
General BETs., My mistake. Thatmillion figure we are using is the unilateral U.S. effort yet to go. I had not added in the unilateral U.S. effort to date. So we will have to add that into the record.
Mr. ADDABBO. In addition, the related progrffins provided us by our
report show MBT-70 support
million; trainers,,-million; RV,
million; AVLB
million; CEV
million; M-60
million; HET
million; JOPIP,
million, maing a total of
-million.
General Brms. That agrees with our assessment of those things we
carried as MBT-70-related. The AVLB is the armor vehicle launch
bridge. The HET is the heavy equipment transporter. We will identify
those specifically in total cost as well as what is yet to be paid for that.
(The information follows:)
Committee
figures

Project

Current
estimate

Required In
fiscal year
1970 and
beyond I

MBT; US. support-------------------------------.............-...
MBT;
70 trainers.
vehicle ......................... .........................
Recovery

Reovr
vehicle

--------------- ---------------------

Armored vehicle launched bridge ..... ............. . .........
Combat engineer Vehicle ....................
. ..........
Heavy equipment transporter joint...........................
Heavy equipment transporter support ...... .........................
Advanced comp nent development------------------Turbine (separated from advanced component development) .... .....
M-60..-.......................................-..................
Total support-... ...........................................
I

Figures inthis column are contained in the overall current estimate shown in the center column.

Mr. ADDABBO. In estimates of the total development cost of the main
battle tank which have been given to the'Cofigress, did yo6 iilufide the
related; costS amounting to more than. +
million to which we have
.:...
just made references?

General BEmrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. AIDAUBO. What amounts are ineltided in the fiscal year 1970
budget for the Support of the MBT-16O in addition to'the $44.9 million
.
. . .
.
in the line items? ,
GeneralLUOZAK. We have $8.9 million. In additioiito the line item
of. MBT,0-'ltnternati6nl, there are $8.9 'million for some of the items
tlt you mentioned previously...
ADVANCED PRODUCTIONtE6NINEEING CcOSTS

Mr. Ai)DABO. How muchmoney hasbeenprogramed to fliiice advanced production engineering and the facilities and tooling required
for production oftheMBT-0 tatik?
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General LUOZAK. It is $20.7 million.
Mr. AjDABBO. Does that include facilities and tooling?
General LUCZAK. There are very minor facilities and tooling involved in this.
Mr. ADDABBO. Will you give us the cost of those items?

General LUCZAK. The facilities and tooling will be out in the 1972
and 1973 time frame. We can give these to you for the record. It will
be in that time frame, though.
Mr. PooR. Those moneys in the 1972 time frame for facilities and
tooling I trust will be understood as estimates only at this time because they cannot be firm yet,
Mr. ADDABBO. Soft estimates or hard estimates?
General LUCZAK. I think they will be kind of soft and the reason

is, for instance, if we build a Daimler-Benz engine in this country, how
will it be built? Will'the successful manufacturer plutbuphis own plaiit
or not? It is those kinds 6f questions that make it soft.
Mr. ADDABBO. How much money has been obligated to date in this
effort? Where has this money been budgeted and what is the current
best estimate of the total cost of advanced production engineering and
facilities both in the joint-program and the U.S. share?
General LUCZAK. I would like to provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
Total advanced production engineering (APE) funds obligated to date are
$20.5 million, and no funds for facilities have been obligated. APE funds have
been budgeted under activity 5 in the Army budget, on the tracked combat vehicle line, production base support. The MBT Is not specifically identified on
this line. Under the $40 million Joint APE program, the United States is charged
with $20 million. The total United States APE effort (Joint and unilateral) is
$188.6 million. The total United States facilities costs are all unilateral and are
estimated at $43.2 million.
Mr. ADDABBO. The staff report states that $45 million of advanced

roduction engineering money will be used for additional engineering
y the United States necessary to prepare the German-developed'components for production and the fabrication of the four pilot'ftanks
which will contain for the first time all componeints produced by the
United States. Is this expenditure a direct offset to any savings that
might result from joint supIport of the devel6pmefit program ?
Mr. PooR. Sorry, Mr. Chairman, I don't fully finderstaid the question.
General Brws. I don't see how it can be anoffset.
Mr. ADDABBO.

Will these added costs offset any savings to be realized

as a result of thejoiit nAture of this program?
Mr. Poo. You recognize, of course, that any answer to tliat question
is largely, in the realft of speculation aihd nfiltbe based on'several
very rough,and uncertain estimates. The cost of brffining these components toa producti6n-i4eady status on a. uhilAteral basis from the
beginning, as opposed to the cost of ihe actual arriigement in which
the FRG performs the development and we perform APE and quali'fication test, in my judipetft would be about' eiuivalent. This is not to
say that no advantage his acciredlfrom engagig in a joifit program,
because many other facts not expressable in terms of dollhrs mut
also be evaluated.
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FIFTEEN MILLION DOLLARS BORROWEDD

FROM GERA.N GOVERNMIENT

Mr. ADDABBO. The staff investigators uncovered an example of very
peculiar finatldial procediure. In fiscal year 1966, $19.8 nilli6ot was
programed by the Army for the MBT-70 prografin but only $18 mulion became available. The time schedule of the Joint development
program at that time required the United States to obligate $33 mil.
lion in fiscal year 196. Thus, the Army was $15 milli6 short. The
R.D.T. & E., Army, funds were obtained by reprogramitig anid no
funds were provided from the OSD emergency fund. Rather than requesting supplemental funds from the Congress, the Army borrowed
the $15 million from the German appropriation for the program. The
$15 million is to be returned to the Germans in $5 milli6 increments in
fiscal years 1970, 1971, and 1972. Thus, funds not yet appropriated by
Congress have been obligated on the program. This appears to be
in direct violation of artile I, section 9 of the Constitution. Why
did the Army choose to circumvent the appropriation process in this
manner?
General BETTS. I can't answer the "why" question. I suspect, but
I would have to check this for the record with the project manager's
report of that time, I presume that the Germans knew very well that
we could make no final commitment to repayment unless the Congress
did in fact agree to appropriate money that would be used for repayment. We had the momentumn of the program getting underway and
the funds were not readily available.
Mr. ADDABBO. IThs this been discussed at the OSD level ?
General BE'rrs. Oh, I am sure they were well aware of it.
Mr. Poon. Yes, it has.
Mr. ADDABRUO. Was this $15 million approved by OSD and is it
included in this fiscal vear 1970 budget?
General LcZAK. Five is included in the 1970 budget for return
to the FRO, and five for each of the next 2 fiscal years.
Mr. ADDAnBo. Was this borrowing approved by OSD?
General BETrS. There are some things that we will have to explain about that in the record, and it relates to the fact that it gets
complicated by the eirort to settle with the FRG who does that part
of the work. I just don?t have enough information here to give you
that aspect of the $15 million that was borrowed.
I Mr. ADnDARo. Has OSD approved this procedure and the payment
of this,$5 million?
General BErrs. I am sure they have, because it was explained to
them and it has been approved.
Mr. MINSHALL. When was it approved by OSD?
Mr. POOR. May I volunteer a point about the structure of the agreement with the Germans? It does say that upon completion of the
work there, will be a sort of final balancing out to make the funds
come out equitably and 50-50 within the agreement. Now, that is
modified somewhat by the production plans which could affect the
50-50 up to 138. But we can provide that detail.
Mr. ADDAB)o. Did OSD approve this transaction before or after

the fact?
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Mr. PoOR. I assume before the fact, but I will have to check that.

General BnTrs. We would have to confirm that, but all of these
international things were handled with full knowledge of the people
in OSD.
Mr. MINSEIALL. In what calendar year was this funding approved
by OSD? Put that in the record.
(The information follows:)

The original transfer of the $15,000 from the Federal Republic of Germany to
the United States was accomplished within the provisions of the original joint
agreement of August 1, 1963, as signed by the Secretary of Defense. The subsequent repayment of the $15,000 to the Federal Republic of Germany was authorized by OSD in calendar year 1968.

Mr. ADDAJBBO. What officials of the Department of the Army are

responsible for the decision to finance the program with borrowed
German funds?
General BPTTS. I will have to provide that.
(The inAformation follows:)
Under the terms of the basic joint agreement, the provision of this $15 million
by the Germans in fiscal year 1966 did not constitute borrowing, but rather it
represented a means by which the Germans could avoid an unfavorable balance
at the end of the program. This unfavorable balance was inherent in the Uiequal distribution of work allocation as opposed to the ultimate equal cost
sharing of the $138 million joint cost ceiling. The official of the Department of
the Army responsible for the decision to accept this $15miliion was the program
manager at that time, Maj. Gen. Welborn G. Dolvin, who acted under authority
contained in the basic joint agreement. The impression that this transaction
constitutes "borrowing" is understandable. However, it must be realized that at
the time the $15 million was accepted, neither nation had any ideas concerning
subsequent repayment. The joint agreements of that time called for work sharing
of $85 million for the United States and $53 million for Germany, while the cost
sharing (to be reconciled upon completion of the program) called for equal
amounts of $69 million. Thus it was clear that Germany would owe $16 million,
and the amount transferred substantially eliminated this unbalance at a time
when it was convenient for Germany to provide these funds. In July 1968, a supplefiient to the basic joint agreement revised the joint cost ceiling and mide ultimthte cost responsibilities dependent on eventual production figures. Thus the
premise on which the $15 million had been proided was changed and it was
certain that the Germans would no longer be required to reimburse the United
States. It was, therefore, jointly agreed by the two program managers and approved by Mr. Henry J. Kuss, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, Interiational Logistics Negotiatlons, that the $15 million would be repaid to Gerinany,
as we have already discussed.
Mr. ADDABBO. What will be the result of a refusal by Congress to

appropriate, the $15 million owed the Germans?
General Bir'rs. I presume that would be worked out in the flial
intergovernmefntal balancing of the program.
Mr. ADDABiO. Are there other instances in this procedure having
been followed by the Army?
General Bjmrs. None that I know of.

Mr. ADDABBO. Will you check your records further and advise the

committee if there have been?
General BETTs. Yes.

(The information follows :)

Army records reveal no other instance in which joint programs have involved
prefinancing of one nation by the other.
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CURRENT UNIT'

COST ESiTi.1%ATE FOl XVIT-70.

Mr. AD AnJO. The initial estimate of the unit, prodcttioh ,ost of
the M'I,-70 was $250,000. At the time, the 1)11it )1rice of the M--60Ai
tank was $180,000. SubseqUent estimates have varied frotm--to -. These estinates vary because not all of them include the
costo of kits, ainmiiition, spaIre )arts, equipiieiint, and items of this
typo. What is your current best estimate of the unit production cost
of ti 11111n battle tankl,
including the inititi spare parts for the
tank?!

generall l

1'rs,
I believe we answered that in our cost discussion.

Would you like to add to that?
General LUCZAK. The. figure tlat I provided. to Mr. Minshiall of the

toj) of --for the base line taik (did not in('lude the spares. Ihat
waRs for the production tank. I do not have the figure with me that
provides for the production tankt under various Conditions thltt we
discussed to include splares, and so forth.
Mi, MINSIALI,. What. would the normal spare expense be?
General LUMzAK. Can I provide that,for the record
Mr. MINsATALr,. I mean oft the top of yoUr hea0d now. What do you
think it might be?
General l'cZ,\K. Ton or 15 percent of the estimate now.
Mr. MINS\ALt,. 'Thank you. Put the actual figure in the record, then.

( he information follows:)

A normal spare parts cost would be about per tank. More refined figures
based on projected estimates of parts usage will l)e available 11pon Co)1ll(tol
of the produclbility cost reduction stuly in November this year.

Mr. AIIDAmBO. In a study by the Army Comptroller in April of 1967
a unit Iproduction cost of
-was establhsed which included the
(ost of kits and the assembly alid overhead cost and l)rofit. This estimate did not include the cost of ainiiihition aid spare lfart$, and as-

stimed that

tanks would be produced over a 7-year period. What

more recent estimates have been made?
General LuCZA. The more recent estimates are the Battelle cost

study which will be available in November, and the preliminary results

are that the tank under those production figures, around
the
base line vehicle would cost, around
and the Army is now
examining the tank to see what can be taken off to reduce this cost.
Mr. ADDABBO. Witat studies of the producibilit.y and costs aspects of
the program are being made for the Direetor of Defense Research and
Engineering and the Army When will these studies be completed?
General LuczAK. This is a producibility cost reduction study.
Mr. Poon. That is the November-December review that we mentioned
earlier.
Mr. ADDAIIO. According to current Army plans what would be the
total cbst of the MBT program, including all UA-fiianced development costs preproduction costs, and production costs of the number
of tanks wlnch you now plan to procure, includifig the kits and spare
parts necessary for these tanks?,
Mr. Poon. W6e would have to answer that with a range because the
number planned for procurement is' not firm. There is really no procurement decision at this point in time. So the only way we could
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answer that would be by assuming a number to be produced. We will
provide it in that form for the record.
(The information follows:)

The total cost of the MIT-7O program Including all U.S.-flnaneed development
costs, preproduction costs, spares, ammunition, and production of
tanks
is million. This is based on a unit tank hardware cost of
which was
selected from a possible range of
to
associated with the quantity
of
-.
The
reflects an estimate of the most likely configuration, for
which a final determination has not been made.
"SAVINGS"

FRO[ JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Mr. ADDA1o. One of ti program object ives was to reduce costs to
each country by sharing tie developitiiht costs. In mactice, the two
countries iliolv,ed in the program hlad diffti6fft views, on many thifigs
and many colill)onelits were developed reduindatl-y. This indicates t hiat
l)erlas the developeient cost; sttvings were ill
As yoiu analyze
-itussi'y•
the )rograi now, how llmuchioney do yol believe that th Akrmy saved
oi develo pment costs by l)altici ating in the jol:ft .developlilent Ip'ogralis with Germiany? To Whit extent were the savings offset, by cost
increases which can be attfrbtited to the joint-, program

will try to answer that, sir.
The first pxart about the duplication incertaili Conl)ohlclts, in some
cases, is hindsight, this wtts very wise, as ill the case of the engine where
itturned out thit the prliary candifhte was a failure; the susllesioll
system where both systems utltilately proved to be excellent systems.
Idon't think they would have been, had tliey not- had the very searching examination tlat resulted from the comfl)'etition between the two
countries. I frankly believe that we probably could have gottenas far
as we have now withodtt greatly increasing the cost over what It Is in
tle internatioll field. I believe, though, that we would not have had
ias good a tank up to this point. Now, tXlere is a crossover point beyond
whi,tch an iiteritional p rogram will cost more than ityields in results.
I don't beieve that at this tine we have reached that point yet. I don'tbelieve we save in actual dollars but I believewe do have a better tank.
General LuCZAIC. I

Mr. MrN'sIUALT. HOW close are we to that crossover point?

General Lymczu. As we discuss and discover differences, and if I
may, I will illustrate this with an example which I don't know whether
you want. on the record or not. But we and the Germnans are busily
engagedd in trying to decide, for instance, how miuch fault, isolation
equipment, aitonatic fault. isolation equipment should be in the tank.
We are arguing for a lesser degree of fault isolation because of our
interest in reducing theproduction costs, among other things. Ours

-would cost
.The Germans, because of the way they constitute
their army and the way they do their maintenance, would like to have
_a higher degree. Theirs would cost
-.
So we itre arguing about
and when you multiply this by
f .tanks there is an awfullOt of money here.
If we are compelled in this instance, or in nany instance, to
.along in order to achieve unaimMity, to compromise in areas like this
,.then tlere is itpoint at which you would say "Well, you break off and
:You Wake the tank identical to ours as much as you can and retain the
:initerfaces but you have your MDI system in
and we will haVe our
-
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MDI system in." As I say, that point itmay not he too ftr away, depending on how well we get along with the slispelsion decision, the
MI)I decision, the secondiffry decision, and other things in conitent ion
between us and the FRG.
QUESTIONABL,

VALUE OF JOINT I)EA1'1.3OPMENTS

Mr. A nnno. Goilg back to a previous question, Mr. Secretary, this
might be where we would come to the offset in savings by our developig tlese four pilot tanks.
Mr. Poom. There is no question we have benefited from the fact
that the Germans have built a number of prototypes and are testing
them in Germnany, using German funds.
Mr. MINSuALL. Would you yield?
Mr. ADDAm1o. Mr. Minshall.
Mr. MINSHALL. I think at this point it would be well to put this

statement from the report in the record:
SpreadIing the It. & D. cost of a weapon system between two or more countries
is worthwlhfle, either because it reduces the "threshohl" cost (that is, the mini.
11um expenditure of it. & 1). necessary to take the developmentt to proction
stage) for each participating country, or because It reduces the production cost
per unit through a combined order for quantity production.
But there are inewitably "costs of cooperating." Development costs will rise if
there are specification changes to accommodate different demands, delays III
setting specifications through intergovernmental negotiations, different te(,lilel
standards and practices between countries or if the it. & D. Is divided between
several countries. Production costs will rise in a cooperative project if eac10
country's industry has to be given part of the production work, if long journeys
have to be made by each subassembly or If there are multiple final production
lines. To take the example of a tank, a country such as Germany, with a require.
tanks, in trying to cooperate with a smaller country with
ment for about
a retirement for 500 may raise the total R. & D. through accommodating the
other country's needs, and fall to reduce the production costs through having to
set up another production line inthe second country. The saving per tank, if any,
will be extremely small.

The only part I do not agree with entirely is that last sentence.
1 think it is just the reverse. This has been proven in this case where
the cost is to be increased.
Mr. Poon. There are benefits of competition which General Luezak
mentioned and I think they are real, but it would be very hard to put
dollars on them.
#, '

4

-
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FOREIGN 3MARK1T FOR

IIBT-70 TANK

Mr. ADDABBO. Early in the program it was felt that some of the de-

velopment cost of the MBT-70 to the United States and Germany
would be offset by sales of the tanks to foreign countries. As of now,
what kind of interest is being shown in alconcrete way by any foreign
countries?. Do you predict any foreign sales of the MBT-70?
General LUOZAK. We have inquiries-not iquies, but desires for
information on the tank. The Dutch Government has been interested
in the tank up until the time of Czechoslovakia. At that time they decided they could not wait for MBT-0, and instead switched to the
Le pard andLmade a buy:ofLeopar ,tanks. We annually brief NATO
,onthe ctipabflities of the MBT46 We have just done so. I think we
will not know of any concrete interest until a production date
approaches.
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GERMAN, LEOPARD TANK

Mr. ADDAIno. The Governfnfnt of The Netherlands recently decided to purchase 415 German Leopatrd tanks rather than wait, for the
MBT-70. The Secretary of State for Defense of The Noetherlanis anMlIT-70
itotitled that for one-half of the probable cost, ofcost
accurate
an
this
tanks they could buy 550 Leopards. Is
comparison
General LUCAK.I don't know what the actual cost of the Leopard
is,but I would say that is somewhere in tleball park.
General Biv-rs. I would pitt it in other words: We have no firm
basis to challenge it.
Mr. ADDAiBO. Do you know what the costs of the Leopards are?
General Br's. I don't have that number.
General LUOZAK. We will try to obtain it and provide it.
General Bm-rs.I am nlot sure we will be able to obtain it.
Mr. MINSIATALL. What kind of a tank is the Leopard? Add that in,
if you can. Will you give us some kind of description for the record,
too, as to weight, capabilities, and so forth.
(The information follows:)
The Leopard is the current German main battle tank. Its principal characteristics are as follows:
Weight, 44 US. tons.
Main gun, 105 mm. (United Kingdom design; same as U.S. M-00 tank).
Secondary weapons, 7.62 coaxial machinegun; 7.02 mm. AA on turret roof.
Power pack, 830 H.P. DalmlerBenz with Renk transmission.
Horsepower per U.S. ton, 10.
i.p.h.
Maximum speed,
Cruising range, 350 miles.
on U.S. M-60A1 tank. Turret front: on
Ballistic protection, Hull front: U.S. M--0A1 tank.
Unit ('ost (export price, $287,500).
EXTENT O. (El1MAN

PIIOCUREMENT OF MIIT-70

Mr. ADDABiiO. In the original plans Germany had anticipated the
MBT-70's. In October of 1968 this procureprocurement of
tanks. What was the reason for this
Ient was reduced to
change?
General LUCZAK. I am not personally aware of this information,
sir.
Mr. ADDAIIO. Could you check it out and provide it for the record?
General BErrs. We will put in. the record whatever we find out.
(The information follows:)
The Army has not been provided Information of the current German produc-

tion plans for MBT-70. Under the governing agreements for this Joint develop-

ment pgrogam, there is no obligation for the provision of this information.
Although a specific injiilry has been made through the local rGermh iAlllso1i
Office, a timely and specific reply is not expected. Under joint agreements, the

eVentUal sharing of development costs for the completed program are dependent

upon the ratio of actual production, and the German Government may well conSider it advantageous from a negotiating point of view that this ratio remain

unidefined at this at time.

'SOME GER£AN ARMY OFFICIALS FAVOR LEOPARD TANK OVER MBT-70

Mr. ADDABBo, To what extent has the German Government become
so alarmed by the delays, technical dlkulties, and cost increases as-
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sociated with the MBT-70 that they are considering substituting procurement of other tanks, possibly their Leopard, for the planned
MBT-70 procurement?
General LUCZAK. I think we had touched upon that previously with
Mr. Minshll. The side of the German Army that favors a Leopard
tank wants to upgun it and to provide the protection of a main battle
tank. It does not have that now. The other portIn of the German
Army and German Government feels that this would not result in a
good decision because it requires some very fundamental changes to
the Leopard which it is not capable of incorporating very easily.
Mr. ADDABBOo Are there any further questions at thi point?
Mr. MINSTALL. No.
Mr. RhODES. No

Mr DAvis. No.
Mr. ADDABBO. At this point the committee will adjourn until 10
o'clock Thursday morning.
TI
SDAY, JfULY 17, 1969.
Mr. MAnoN. We will resume the hearing.
VALIDITY O

LOCKIhEED STUDY LEADING TO

IBT-70 DESIGN

The staff report states that the MBT-70 program got off to a bad
start in that although two contracts were awarded to the Lockheed
Missile and Space o. to make a study to pick the best design for a
tank, weaknesses in the study raise the question of whether it was
more misleading than helpful.
For instance, in the study the automotive reliability of the varioUs
concepts tested was not taken into consideration. It was assumed that
if the taiks could get tothe battlefield they would be able to keep going
for the 10 minutes that the battles wouldlast. Yet, in World War II
tank battles, four times as many tanks were lost in some actions due
to mechanical failure than to enemy action.
Further, the computer tank battles which were a part of the tests
were not run a sufficient number of times to obtain statistical validity.
The Swedish S-Tank, a low silhouette design with no turret and other
unique features which proved to be a very successful candidate in
every category of evaluating, was eliminated in the computer-simulated
tank battles by substituting for it a more vulnerable design with different perforffiafib6 characteristics. Other weaknesses in the simtll-ted
tests indicate that they were not really valid tests.
Lockheed was recently awarded a contract for a study of various
families of vehicles which will-accompany and support the main
battle tank on the battlefields of the 1970's. What expertise does the
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. have in the area of tanks?
General BErr. They have the demonstrated capability of conducting simulated tank battles with a computer model'that we consider
a good one. They iave-people who know how to use it and understand
what
it is wecalenage
wat tto getoit
of such studies.
made that the parametric design
the judgment
I would
and cost-effectiveness study on which we based Some of our MBT-40
decisions was particularly weak because the object of the study is not
to seek answers of the sort that were discussedin the critical comment
but, rather, in the context of the tank battle to try to find out what as-
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pects of design-now, I am talking about the more obvious characteristics, such as silhouette armaments, armor, mobility in terms of
speed-what aspects of the design are important to the tank's effectiveness and what aspects are of lesser importance.
The important thing that we got from tho parametric design costeffectivness analysis was information that helped us in our judgment
with respect to different candidate subsystems and design character-

istics of the tank.
Lockheed did not design the tank. A careful look at that study
would indicate that we selected for the final candidate design none of
those that were specifically part of the Lockheed parametric design
cost-effectiveness analysis. What we did was take from it comparative
effectiveness data that helped us in the selection of the final design
that we and the Germans considered to be most effective.
NEED FOR OBJECTIVE DISCUSSION O

1MBT-7 0 PROGRAM

Mr. MAHrON. General Betts, I would hope that the Army would
undertake to give the committee an objective evaluation of this.program. If all of this is as perfect as some of the testimony indicates,
what are we worried about?
General BETTs. I was attempting to say that the Army was satisfied

with the kind of work that was done for us by Lockheed. We felt that
they did what we asked them to do and did it with an adeqiite level

of competency that in later similar exercises we went back to them
for the use of the computer approach rto study relative effectiveness of
armored vehicles,
Mr. MAHON. It is pretty obvious to me that the Army is on the
defensive and is trying to defend, apparently, the whole package.
There are bound to have been some mistakes made in this program.
Mr. Poor tended to So indicate, but I don't hear that from the Uniformed witnesses.
General BETTS. I am prepared to adnilt we have made mistakes in
thi*s program, Mr. Chairman. I don't think any of us are perfect in
this regard, but the indication that we based our whole approach on,
in the MBT-70 design, a weak comparative analysis I don't think
bears with the facts.
Mr. MAHiON. The implication of my statement and my qiiestion is
not that you based your whole case on a study that was weak, but the
implication of my statement and the question was that there were
weaknesses in these studies that sliould be recognized. But you seem to
contend that there were no weaknesses in the study.
General BETTS. I would agree we can't expect any computer analysis
to give us all the answers with respect to design. The impression I
got from the comment thlit was made was as I had indicated. Biit let
me, if you will, turn to Mr. Trapp who is with us from the project
manager's office and who was closer to the design analysis than I was
to give you his impression of what we got out of that.
Mr. TnAPP. In the Lockheed study we looked at broad performance
spectrums of various major components. Such things as vulnerability
relative to armor, placement of ammunition it the vehicle, placement
of fuel, it was through this device we attempted to evaluate major
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characteristics of various tank configurations. We played'this though
a computer simflation. As far as Lockheed itself is concerned, they
were the management group that put the simulating together. The

tactical environment that was played in the war games was provided
by -the combat development command element of the Army and, as
such, they significantly affected. the program more than did Lockheed,
who was simply the engineering agency to translate perforaintee
characteristics into a computer simulation.
As far as the Swedish tank is concerned, the reason that was taken
out of the analysis was, the Army looked at that configuration and
felt, although the simulation was reasonable, that it cotlhi't perform1
the necessary tactical requirements that a tank has to do outside of the
simulation, such as in the cities, you have to traverse turrets and do
things that this tank cannot perform, as well as work in tactical
formations.
We utilized the study in the design, the fiial design, or the final concept configuration, again to decide whether the military requirements
that we had originally agreed to could be performed better with, say,
a larger engine versus a smaller engine and take the reduction in performance, and this was the type of assistance the Lockheed study provided. At the same time, it did provide certain cost-effectiveness tradeoffs that assisted in the design.
EXPERTISE OF LOCKHEED IN

TANK DESIGN AREA

Mr. MAHON. I asked what expertise the Lockheed Missile & Space
Co. has in the area of tanks, and General Betts told me that they
have considerable expertise in conducting simulated tank battles. Can
you elaborate on that answer
Mr. TRAPP. They had expertise in the formation of a computer simulation to stimulate the various scenarios to stimulate the characteristics of the vehicles that took place in these scenarios.
Mr. MAHO. How did they get this expertise? I didn't know they

were in the tank business.
Mr. TRAPP. Computer simulation has nothing to do with armor
versus missiles. It is simply a technical capability. They have a very
large computer lab at Sunnyvale in their plant that they utilize in the
program.

SWEDISH S-TANK ELIMINATED FROM LOCKHEED STUDY

Mr. MAHON. A representative of the Lockheed Missile & Space Co.
advised the staff that the S-tank situation'illustrated the fallacy and
weakness in the whole stud,. The validity of the study was dependent
upbn the data used. He saidthe Army did not like the S-tank, and did
not belvethe dta supplied by-the German creator of the design used
in the study, so the data was changed. Is that right?
General Brrs. The S-Tank was in the study. It was a p rt of the
sinillation And' part -of the final evaluation. However, there are
things
in the tank
requirement.
.. that the Army felt could not satisfy their overall
Mr. Poot. Mt. Chairman, this i"a disturbing line of questioning.
The Lockheed responsibility in this work was the creation of a cor-
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ptter simulation and ruihifing some calutltions on this very elaborate
coniptiter equipment that were requested by the Army. Now, if a bad
job of selection from that computer simulation has been made--and
I personally don't thijik it has-then the person responsible for this
judgment, or the people responsible for this judgment are senior
Army people. I am disturbed that a statement by a contractor employee, immersed in the business of doing the computer simulation
for the Army should be picked out as casting doubt on the validity
of those judgments because from the perspective of the men working
on the computer simulation, all the rest of the considerations that go
into the design of an appropriate tank are simply missing. So I feel it
is terribly difficult to respond to this.
I merely question the competence of the man at the contractor's
plant to comment on the validity of the selection made by the MBT
project office and by the Army staff.
Mr. MAHON. This is just a part of the information provided to the
committee and it is up to the committee to evaluate the weight that
should be given to it. I realize that everything here is not of the same
importance, but it can be evaluated in connection with all the other
facts and circumstances.
Mr. PooR. I agree and hope that it will be evaluated in that context.
QUESTIONABLE VALIDITY OF CERTAIN COMPUTER ANALYSES IN PAST YEARS

Mr. MAHON. I think most members of the committee are aware of
the problems that have been created over the period of some years with
computer analyses. There was considerable attention given a year
or so ago to an analysis which "proved" that conventionally powered
Navy ships were more cost-effective than were nuclear-powered ships.
It was determined, to the satisfaction of some, that the studies whicharrived at this conclusion had been tailored by the conditions specified to those who conducted the study by the systems analysts.
In view of the fact there was a Swedish S-tank available to these
studies, and without knowing anything of the merit of the vehicle.
shouldn't we .questionwhether or not its rejection from the Study paral
lels the rejection of some factors in' the ship propulsion studies?
General BETTS. I think itois a perfectly reasonable question, but I
think what one must recognize is the nature of the Army's use of the
parametric design and cost effectiveness analysis.
We did not use it as a decisionmaking mechaniism in the context of:
Should we have a new main battle tank or should we not or, is a
tank cost-effective, or some of the other more policy-oriented decisions
that one has to reach and for which systems analysis has been used in
ways that I would agree with you aren't always completely objective?
But let me say this: There is a thesis that I have tried to expound
.among my own staff and I firmly believe it is absolutely true and can
be demonstrated as an important consideration and that is that the
effectiveness of systems analysis in the decisionmaking process varies
inversely with the square of thlidstice to the source of the data.
Now in this case we were using systems analysis in just the way it
makes its greatest contributioi, Varying the design parameters of the
many ideas for tank design tllat were put into the hoper by both the
Germans and the U.S. people, trying as best we could to cost them,
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recognizing that it is hard to mAke a cost projection on something that
has never been built. Nevertheless, since the costing was done with a
group that was doing the costing of all of the concepts, one could
argue that at least from a comparative poifit of view they were valid
for this sort of an analysis. And what we did was to play'tank battles
in both offense and defense, varyinP things like silhouette, speed,
armament, armor, fire control. All ot the parameters that we could
crank into the battle model on the computer aid have some confidence
that, at least for comparative purposes we were getting good answers.
From that we began to get a feeling at the project manager's level,
where he is dealing with tank designers, engineers, get some feeling of
what it was about a tank that made it effective and what it was about
a tank that made it costly and perhaps was not worth doing because
the costs didn't match effectiveness.
I believe in this case, as has been well carried out and shown in tie
comparative film that we showed you the other day, that the things
that we decided were important to this tank, have indeed proved to be
the things that colti'ibtte to its effectiveness.
.
In that context, I believe we used the parametric design cost effectiveness analysis in the way it makes its greatest contribution and we
subordinated it to the decisionmaking of engineers and military users
who could introduce judgment into the equation. It was judgment
which threw the S-Tank out of the picture because it is obvious to any
tanker who studies the problem that if he can't fire behind him as
readily as he can fire in front of him in all aspects of a tank battle, he
is in real trouble, and we believe that except in the defensive role the
S-Tank is clearly inferior to any tank in NATO.
LOCKHEED STUDY OF NEW FAMILY OF VEHICLES TO COMPLEMENT
MBT-7 0

Mr. MAHON. What is the Army's plan for a family of new vehicles
to accompany and support the main battle tank on the battlefields of
1970?
General LUCZAK. At the present time we are trying
to evaluate
whether or not it requires that the new family of vehicles be basically
an outgrowth of MBT-70; that is, using the same hull the same power.
Unless it is clear to us tht it is cost-effective to go this route, we will
examine other means, mea-ns within our present inventory expanding
it to meet the requirement. In other words, this decision has not yet
been made.
NUMBER OF TANKS NOT INCLUDED IN ORIGINAL STUDY

Mr. MAHON. In the original design study, all designs which did not
include radiological armor were eliminate. . To what extent
did the requirement for radiological armor eliminate some tank designs whih would have had far nibre combat effectiveness than the
design n hosen
i ?
Mr. TRAP. The essential ffeatures, MBTis the capability of fire on
the move, the capability of great automotive performance, or good
automotive performance; these are ihiherent in the design regardless
of
+ . Weave recently evaluated further
and still feel
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both from the engiiers' and the Army's evaluation, that the present
configuration is the best to provide fire on the move, and the other
features that are significant in the tank.
EFFECT OF SMfALLER ENGINE O'T MrBT-70 CAPABILITY

Mr. MAiioN. The successful study concept called for an engine with
a power-to-weight ratio of 30.6 horsepower per ton. The development
concept agreed upon had 22.5 horsepower per ton ratio. To what extent
did the lower power-to-weight ratio adversely affect the capability of
the tank?
General LuCZAK. I think you saw in the film the great increase in
performance over any existing tank at the present horsepower-toweight ratio.
In the production of MBT-70 it is the U.S. plan to have, if available, the turbine engine. The turbine engine, because of its chaiacteristics will, for the same horsepower, increase the horsepower-to-weight
ratio significantly until it will be approaching the specifics set out at
the start of the program.
QUESTIONABLE UTILITY OF SHILLELAGH MISSILE ON MBT-70

Mr. MAHON. The main weapon system chosen for the main battle
tank is the 152 millfieter missile launcher and gun known as the Shillelagh system. This system has been discussed by the committee in detail earlier so we will not go iito it in detail at this time. The MBT-70
study pointed out that the Shillelagh missile has --.
One of the
significant increases in capability sought in the MBT-70 was capability of firing on the move. This capability
. The Shilleligh
missile costs about
a rouid as compared with $500 for the
conventional round. The Shillelagh missile is regarded as cost effective only at ranges beyond meters, as the conventional ro6i1ds
are sufficiently accit-te and ecohomi ial for use at shorter ranges. Oly
about 3 percent of World War II battles were fought
meters
and 17 percent were fo lht at
meters. This indicittda
General BETrS. I think one must recognize that those battles were
not f6uglit at the larger ranges because we did not have the gunpower to fight them at those ranges. It,is prefectly obvious in our
maneuvers and our exercises to date that Shillelagh- will be brought
into play on a much broader basis thhn in the past history.
Mr. PoOR. The new kinetic energy round is now incorp6iated in the
MBT and gives very impressive fire-on-the-move capability oilt to
fairly long ranges. That is possible because of the stabilizAtion system.
It is probably true that the useful range of the MBT-70 gunl will be
significantly greater than the useful Fange of the gun, for exaihple, on
the MA1E 2, which has only a low velocity rotid. All of our recent
studies on the utility of the Shillelagh still conifirm it gives signiflaiit
advantages over the M60A1 tank gun beyond
meters against
large stationary targets. Also, it has sigificAhnt advantages against
smaller targets at shorter ranges and significant advaituges ad6it
moving targets at essentially all ranges.
We are now looking at the possibility of providing the MBT wifth
the capability
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I think we discussed that somewhat at the last session. It doesn't
appear to be very difficult to do that.
Mr. MAHON. It would seem to be a very great
Mr. POOR. It would seem so. I am told that our simulation studies
and field experiments indicate that in spite of this disadvantage the
Shillelagh-equipped tanks do win, at long rabges. The missile-firing
tank gets the kill quicker than the conventional gun tank.
General BE TS. You see, it' is a very much longer range. The question of how fast the enemy can pick up the tank doing the firing is
much different than it is when the range is at ranges like 500 or a
1,000 meters, where the tank is a lot more vulnerable to the enemy's
immediate reaction to his first round.
What we are saying is, at the longer ranges we don't thiik the fact
that
Mr. MAInoN. If you are fighting in desert country where you can
see for long-distances, that is one thing.
General BErrS. It would be a different circumstance, that is right.
Mr. MAHON. But my limited knowledge of western Europe indicates there are a lot of trees, hills, valleys and mountains, and you
can't expect to fight on a smoother terrain with an unlimited horizon.
General BETTs. This is correct.
Mr. PoOR. Mr. Chairman, some years ago we questioned the utility
of the Shillelagh inthis role at its originally designed range which
was only
meters.
Tie Germans, through their work with us, convinced us that it
would be useful in the European terrain to extend the range of the
Shillelagh missile to meters. This, was based on terrain studies,
war games and mfneuvers that they conducted on their own grounds.
As a result, we have increased tle range of both Shillelagh and TOW
to
meters at some considerable effort. That effort appears
to be justified by the fact that, particularly in a defensive situation, in
the European environment one can assume positions which command
avenues of approach where the long range of the missiles will be
critically useful.
General BETTS. Mr. Chairiian, another factor bearing on that
same point, the British feel that this increased range is sufficiently
useful that they are working on an antitank missile at meters.
The terrain doesn't always affect it, but there are many cases where
it does.
Mr. RHODES. Is it possible to modify the Shillelagh or the MIBT-70
to the extent that
Mr. PoOR. Yes, it should be possible. We have studies in hand today
to determine how much the cost would be. Tle evidence of the successful firing of the TOW from a helicopter supports our belief that this
can be d-one. The -question facing us now is whether or not the'additional coplxity in the MBT-76'-to
is too expensive.
.
Mr. Ri)F.s. If you
while, the tank is moving at maximum
range, how long would it; take the Shillelaghjmissile to arrive at the
target ? In other words, how long is theMBT-0Mr. POOR. I am not absolutely sure. J think it is about
seconds.
Mr TRAPP. Yes.
Mr. RHoDEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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RELABiLITY OF SHILLELAGH MISSILE

Mr. MAHON. The report to which we have made frequent reference
also points out that the reliability of the Shillelagh is much lower
than that of conventional rounds. The conventional rounds have almost 100 percent reliability while the Shillelagh reliability is
percent based on the firing of 600 rounds, as I understand. If this
statement is in the record I hope you will correct the record at this
point.
If the Army designed a new tank today, would the Army include
the Shillelagh missile as the main weapons system?
General BETTS. It is probable they would. The next generation of
missiles beyond Shillelagh and Tow should haVe a seeker guidance
system so we can get away from the business of having to track the
target after the missile is launched. The technology is demonstrAted
for seekers guidance in a sort of a breadboard sense, but we have a
lot of advance development activity we have to do before we would be
prepared to start a full-blown development program for that missile
approach. It would be a matter of timing.
Mr. MAHtoN. Is there some quick and easy answer to this question:
Why is it that in our space program we can do such a1rvelous things
but in the military field, while we accomplish many things, we seem to
find it impossible to contrive weapons of offense or defense thdt will
measure up completely to what we want. It would seem this is a country whose technology can send a man to the moon and return himwhioh we hope and pray will be the case-would be able to do a better
job in developing weaponry in the Army, the Navy and the Air Force.
General BE rs. It is a matter of cost, Mr. Chairman. If we set ourselves a goal as a missile that is 100-percent reliable aiid spent the
money to develop it to that reliability and had checkouts before
firing, we could attain that level, but from the point of view of a
military weapon it is hard to justify the very high cost of that extreme attention to design and to all the materials and all of the technology that goes into the missile. We are trying to strike a balance
between the system cost and the reliability. The number we use now
percent reliability.
for the Shillelagh is
USD OF BORE SCAVENGER SYSTEM ON 3MT-70 OUN TUBE

Mr. MAHoN. The difficulties which have been encountered with
combustible case cartridges have been discussed earlier. Is it planned
to include a scavenger system on the MBT-0 tank similar to the
one on the Sheridan in order to remove unburned residue?
General LUcZAK. 'Yes, sir, it is.

Mr. MAHON. Elaborate for the record.
(The information follows:)
The function of the bore scavenger on the MBT-70 will be the same as that of

the scavenger on the M551 Sheridan. However, the higher chamber pressures of
the MBT-70 gun make it impossible to use the principle of a closed and locked

breech as the Sheridan uses.

The scavenger ports for the MBT-70 gun are cut in the breech coupling, and

are exposed as the breech rotates to unlock. At this time, the breech chamber

withdraws slightly from the coupling and a two-stage scavenging action begins.
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The total time for this scavenging action is 1.8 seconds, approximately the
same time required for the complete opening of the breech. The scavenger flow
of compressed air, approximately 3 cubic feet, induces a flow of secondary air
out of the turret of about 80 cubic feet. This total air movement removes both
the noxious fumes and any residue of combustible case from the chamber and
bore. When the Shillelagh missile is fired, scavenger action takes place after the
aft cap has been withdrawn from the gun chamber.
Development and testing of the scavenger have been in progress for about
1 year. This program has included the firing of more than 400 rounds, some of
which were moisture conditioned well beyond typical field conditions in order
to get "worst case" testing.
A scavenger will be installed for the engineer design test program on a pilot
at Aberdeen In August.
AMMUNITION STORAGE IN 3MBT-70

Mr. MA\ox. Howy will the convetitioftl rounds be stored in the

MBT-70? As now designed, does the MBT-70 include aminiition
racks with metal covers for these rounds?
General LuCZAK. Yes; it does for the second generation

Mr. MISIIALL. Where will these be positioned in the tank itself?
Mr. Poo . They will be in two places. In metal ammunlition racks
and in the automatic loader which holds some rounds, they
will also be protected by metal tubes. We believe that combustible
cases in the MBT-70 will be less hazardous than conventional cases
in our current tanks because of the way they are stored and because
of the protection in the loader.
Mr. M sINIIALL. One of the prototypes, I observed in Cleveland
had storagebehind the left-lih d seat.
Mr. TRAPP. It is a first-generation prototype but they are stored
in a basket area near the driver and also in the loader in the turret
bustle and there are
rounds immediately behind them.
ANOTHER SET OF 31BT-70 PROTOTYPES TO BE ]BUILT

Mr. -MINSIIALL. When do you get into the second generation
prototype?
General BETTS. I said they were going to build-another set of test
pilots. That is what he was talking about.
Mr. MINSHA.
Then you are coming up with another tank
completely?
General BETTS. Not completely. We are going through the prudent
route of picking up the design changes that we have discovered are
desirable in our current systems program and create another set of
prototypes that will then be tested before weMr. MINAs4uALL. When will you have these prototypes?
General LuCZAK. It will beli the latter Ptirt of 1970.
Mr. MINS1,'ALL. Yo0are talking about calendar years now?
General LUczAx. Yes, sir.
Mr. M NSmiATJL. How malniiy Pototypes will vou have by that tithe?
Genernl LtTOZAK. They will have our first one in the end of calendar
year 1970. By the middle of calendar year 1971 we will have six prototypes and the Germans will have five.
f Mr. MiSnij,. What extra cost will these entail and how much
ilfiller down the road will it slip your program~?
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General LUOZAK. These are included in the present schedule. In
other words, these are phased in with our present production rate. We
had planned within the past few years to have second generation
prototypes.
Mr. MIN SuALL. Is that a normal procedure?

General LUCZAK. Not in the tank business. In the tank business the
normnal procedure is to have a, single set of prototypes and then go
into production.
Mr. MINSIALL. Why the second set of prototypes in this instance?
General LUCZAK. In this instance, the second set was determined by
several considerations. One is the conservative approach that General
Betts mentioned where we try to discover all of our possibilities for
improvements prior to going into production and rather than making
the changes after production we are very, very extensively testing this
tank because it is a giant step forward.
Mr. MINSFIALL. In 1963 did you figure on having two prototypes?
General LUczAK. No, sir. In 1963 we didn't even have a tank contract. In 1965 when the first hard design drawings were made, we had
figured on one set of prototypes.
ir. MINsIIALL. This is bound to slip the program if you are building a new set of prototypes. How much additional cost will this
put on the program?
The present schedule is for first production
General LuczA,.
. It includes the time required for the second generation
in-prototype. The international development figure of $303 million inludes the second generation prototype on both sides. So the second
generation prototype has been in our planning for some time.
I will turn to Mr. Trapp because he has been working with this
program through this phase and I will ask him when did we decide
with the Germans to go a second-prototype route?
Mr. TRArr. ie signed an agreement on the APE I believe about 2
years ago, sir.
Mr. MAHOW. You can pitt the date in the record.
Mr. TRAPP. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
A joint memorandum of understanding on the MBT-70 advance production
engineering program was signed by the Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Army for
Research and Development on January 20, 1960, and by the German Ministerial
Director, Federal Ministry of Defense on June 13, 1966.

Mr. MiNsiALL. In other words, you have made so many mistakes on
the planning and design concept of this tank that you had to gro into
a second prototype to correct them, isn't that what it boils down to?
General LUoZAK. I wouldn't put it that way, sir.
Mr. MINSTALL. Put it any way you want to.
General LucZAK. I would say that 2 years ago we really didn't know
what the problems were on the prototype because we hadn't had them
built yet, but I think we decided 2 years ago-and I was not there;
Mfr. Trapp can verify this-was that this was a radically different
tank; we did have 9, different weapons system, we wanted to take a
conservative approach and the question was, should we build based on
the first generation or should we put in a second generation?
Now, the German practice is to build, say 100 taiiks, and test those.
Our practice is to go, after the first set of research and development
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prototypes, into production. This is sort of a compromise. It reduces
the number from what the Germans had been used to going to i their
second generation and it put the United States in the process of a
second generation and the agreed amount is 11 tanks.
Mr. MINSHALrL. How many other programs and systems in the
tracked vehicle field have gone to two prototypes?
General BETTS. I don't remember we have ever done it this way.
Mr. MINSTIALL. This is brand new.
General BETTS. I will have to research that point.
CONSIDERATION OF A THIRD GENERATION OF PROTOTYPES

Mr. MAHON. Would it probably be wiser to go to a third prototype
before you go into production? Then you would have a more fully
developed weapon.
.
General LuCZAK. It may turn out this way, sir, but it is too early yet
to say. We were not planning on this route at all. We are planning for
four more prototypes that will test the "all-U.S." componets. It is
our plan to have a tank which can be completely reproduced in the
United States and not be dependent upon items of foreign manufacture. We will take four prototypes and use the American- built, U.S.built, German component and let the user run those through a period
of testing in order to prove out the U.S. components.
The first set of production tanks will partially use FRG components.
Mr. POOR. Mr. Chairman, I think that the extra set of prototypes
that have been added into the program are clearly a very important
contributor to the increase in cost and the increase in time required to
complete the program.
On the other hand, we have had some unhappy experiences in the
past with tanks which we have put into production too soon and this,
I believe, is a prudent extra step to protect us against the mistake of
going into production with tanks which have potentially serious difficulties in them. Therefore, I very strongly support the wisdom of the
decision of going through the second set of prototypes. We will learn
a great deal from the tests on the first set. We could go into production
the moment the second set of prototypes are designed and at one point
the Army recommended that point of action.
Mr. MINSHALL. With all the design analysis you have had and all
the money you 'have spent, and with all the so-called experts you have
had working on this program, your first prototype, aside from very
minor changes, wouldn't suffice, but this is certainly not the case in
the MBT-10 program. You just came up with so darned many
cranked-in mistakes that what it amounts to is you had to start over
again.
.
Mr. Poo I can't agree to starting over again. It is a matter of design -refinement, correcting those things that you can only find in tests.
I think that this will prove to be a useful step in the long run in saving
money and guaranteeing a better product.
LAase Oi METAL
oOR RAMoS

Mr. MAHOW01.

I

AigMtuNITsO

IN PROTOTYPES

am not sure that the record makes clear what the

answer is to the following quesin
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As now designed, does the MBT-70 include Onmuiltioln racks with
metal covers for these rounds? I assume the answer is no, but I ain not
clear.
General LUCZAK. If you use the word "design," the design provides
for metal racks. If you use the word "fabricated," do you have fabri-

cation in your present pilot, the answer is no, we do not. We are putting the metal unit in the second generation.
Mr. MAiioN. But it won't be in the first generation prototypes?
General LUCZAK. We will have it in the automatic loader, but not in

the turret.

20-MILLIMETER SECONDARY WEAPON FoR M1BT-70

Mr. MAHON. It is reported that several unsolved problems relating
to the stiffness in the gun mount and to the twisting of ammifh itiOil
feed belts are existent in the major secondary weapon which is a German-developed 20-millimeter gun. What is the status of the development of this gun? Do you sometime plan to include this gun on the
U.S. MBT-70 tanks? What progress has been made in overcoming%the
problems found with this gun?.
General LUCZAK. The secondary weapon is of German design as
you say. It has certain specifications and features which were originally set for it. Since that time there have been problems with the
mount of the gun and not with the gun itself; we, the United States,
are making a study to see whether we want a 20-millimfeter gun on
MBT-70.
Mr. MAHON. You may elaborate for the record.

(The information follows:)

The current secondary weapon for the MBT-70 is the German-designed Rhein-

metall Rh-202 20-millimeter automatic cannon. This gun uses the same ammunition as the U.S. M-139 cannon recently added to our M-114 vehicle. The gun,
however, is a newer design otitmized for simplified disassembly and maintenance.
It has been under test In Germany for several years and has proved dependable.
We have had problems with the mount adapting'this cannon to the MBT-70.
The original design called for the gun to stow within the turret armor and to be
elevated when firing. In addition, it would be stabiized in elevation and traverse,
and would receive ammunition from either side; a belt of high-explosive ammunition on one side and armor-piercing rounds on the other side. In developffig the
mount, we discovered that these requirements introduced an unfavorable balance condition to the mount, degrading the stabilized performance. In addition,
the "pop-up" feature added complexity and could be a source of reliability problems. The United States is committed to the use of the Rh-202 on second
generation pilots.
-.These two changes should greatly enhance the stabilized
performance and reliability of this secondary weapon.
No decision has been made concerning the secondary weapon to be installed
on U.S. production vehicles. The Department of the Army is currently conducting
a study on the most appropriate weapon for the tank, from both cost and combat
effectiveness points of view.

rAssIVIM NIGHT VISION DEVICES FOR UlT-7 0

Mr. MAHrON. In the original plan2 both -the tank commander and
the gunner were to have a passive nght vision sight. Because of the
lack of turret space, one sight was eliminated and the feasibility of
making the comhinder's sight simultaneously availhble to the gunner
is being studied. What happened in connection with this? What has
been the result of this study
86-554-o9-pt. 5-86
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Mr. TRAPP. In the design of the tank we have developed two passive
night vision devices. One uses an image intensifier. Another uses essentially a television adaptation. Both are under test. If the television
type presentation is finally selected, it would allow both the gunner
and the comanfider to have passive capability in each station. If we
utilize the direct view only, only the commahder will have the passive
in his station.
PROBUE1. WITH TURRET STABILIZATION

Mr..MAIION. The MBT-70 is designed so that the tank commander
can override the gunner's control of the main weapon and the gunner
can also assume control in a limited way over the 20 millimieter auxiliary weapon, These provisions for the interchange of fun actions raise
problems in weapon stabilization. These problems include vibration
of the gun, its mount, and the turret and the lack of stiffness in the
connecting links transntting the stabilization commands from the
sights to an extent which prevents the exact and the necessary immediate response by the weapons to the synchronization commiands
f robin the sights. Modifications which have been made to the mair
weapon system have reduced the error, but the error is still twice as
great as the specifications allow under favorable test conditions. Is
that correct?
General LUCZAK. That is not correct under present tests we are doing
in Milwaukee. I think we are getting better results. We have solve
the problem of the vibration in the turret. The stabilization is very
good, as you saw from the movie I showed you the other day.
Mr. MToN. How recently has this been achieved?

General LucZAK. I would say the diffilculty with the vibration has
been solved within a matter of days, really. The difficulty with the
response of the gun in moving it to the site has been solved within a
matter of 6 months. We finally got the results.
Mr. MXlo-.. It is estimated that the amoufit of error existing before this problem is solved reduces the hit probability of the main
weapon with conventional rounds by 10 percent. Is that correct?
General LUCZAK. It could reduce it as much as 10 percent, but the
present tests indicated we will meet specifications.
Mr. MAHOX. Make sure that the record shows the status of your
efforts to overcome the stabilization problems and other problems and
when you expect the problems will be completely resolved.
(The information follows :)
A thorough analysis of thm MBT stabilization concept was conducted prior to
compltslied both, at Milwaukee and at CATAP (Cleveland) prior to pilot vehicle
fahrieati n. The major problem encountered concerned the gun turret drive per-

completion of subsystem and component specifications. Subsystem testing was acformiance. High performance'is required In the MBT because the weapon is slaved

to the sight. The gun turret drive receives its command iiftit from the stabilized
sight head via precision synchros and drives the turret and gun into coincidence
with the sight. The error resulting from the gun lagging the sight has a direct
effect on hit probability and must therefore be minimized as far as possible within
practical limits. Testing at CATAP reealed that a load compliance problem
existed. The aximuth-mode components needing revision were : traverse gear box
and turret ring gear assembly; elevation-mode components were: turret ring
gear, turnfion bearings, and gun mount.
Design revisions of the above mentioned 'components have been accomplished,
and modification has been completed for all jilots. Tests of Pilot 4 at Milwaukee

have coiflrmed the adequacy of these corrections, and specification requirements

for the gun turret drive systetlh have been essentially met, Final conflrmfilon by
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firing tests of the primary sight, gun turret drive system, and liailn weapon will
be completed in Novenber' 1009.
Recent mobile testing has shown undesirably high temperatures in the turret
iydroulic power system. A heat exchanger Module will be added to the R. & D.
pilots before they enter engineering test at the end of 1069.

Mr. MAHON. Another problem with the stabilization of the main
weapon is caused by insufficient hydraulic power to turn the turret
and keep it on target when the hull is making sharp turns or following a turning course. 19 that correct?
General t]UCZAK. That has been remedied, Mr. Chairman. I tied
that in with my statement about 6 months ago. That was part of the
problem of getting sufficient power into the turret to provide response
when the tank was going an "S" track, to keep the gun in one place.
Mr. MAHON. How did you solve that problem?
General LUCZAK. We increased the turret ower. We increased the
piping, the plumbing, if you will, to the unit that causes the turret
to turn. We put in a larger pump to increase the turret power.
Mr. MAI-ON. Can the turret now turn as fast as the tank itself can
turn ?
General LUCZAK, I think what is meant by that question, do we
have the ability to keep the tank going on S curves, the answer is with
the fix we now have, we can keep the gun-pointed on a sinuous route
within the hull.
COST OF REDESIGNING TTRRET HYDRAULIC

POwER SYSTEM

Mr. MAIImoN. Did you redesign the hydraulic system?
General LUCZAK. We redesigned portions of the hydraulic system.
Mr. MAIO. W\hat did that cost you, probably?
General LUCZAK. Could I review and supply it for the record, sir?
Mr. lAION. Very well.
(The inform ation follows:)
We had found that the turret hydraulic power system was flow-limited during
mobile testing over a serpentine cOurse. This problein was overcome by increasing the hydraulic power supply pressure and volume, while decreasing the displacement of the turret traverse motor valve, These changes rsulted in a doubling of turret traversing speed. Resolution of this Problem was verified by a trial
installation and mobile testing on Pilot 6. Cost of this redesign and verification
testing was $34,500.
STATUS OF AUTOMATIC LOADER DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MAHON. In December 1968, it was decided to have General
iitic loader for the MBT-10 to
Motors Corp. test. the Germitlat
determine what, if any, redesigis should be undertaken. What is the
status of the automatic loader development?
General LucZAK. We agreed with the Germans to permit General
Motors to work out interfaces between the automatic loader, the gui,
- . General Motors is now in the process of
and the amni]uiition.
remedying the basic research and development difficultes with the
loader, and plan to do the initial firings in the latter part of this
calendar year.
Mr. MAHON. In other words, you are having to design a new loader.
General LUCZAK. No, sir, it is not that difficult a job. I can put it
in this context.
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Mr. MAnON. This is going to cost you tiinewise and otherwise. Can
you estimate the money cost?
General LUcZAK. The money cost for this effort is
. It. will
not have an effect on the production schedule.
Mr. MAHION. What problems does the loader have in handing coibustible cases?
General Luczmc. One of the major things that GM is doing is to
take the German design loader and make the loader handle combustible
case rounds better. What they are doing is substituting rubber for
metal where the combustible case is held.
TERMINATION OF CONTINENTAL EXNINE I)EVFELIPMEN[

Mr. MAHON. The origifial choice of an engine for the tank was a
Continental air-cooled engine. This engine had variable coin pression
ratio pistons which were described by one engineer as introduciln
complexity where it is less desirable. It is understood that you have now
given up on the Continental engine. How much money was silent on
the development and testing of the Continental enghie before you
gave up on it?
General LUcZAK. I would say roughly $2#, million was spent on the
develomnt and testing of the Continental engine.
Mr. II,1roN. What were some of the main difficulties encouintered in
the development of this engine? Supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The Continental AVCR 1100 was selected In 1905 as the primary engine for the
MB t -70 on the basis of Its light weight and liigh output. At that time, It was
expected that 1,250 horsepower would be sufficient power for tile thik. As the
development of the MIIT-70 progressed, It became apparent that 1,500 horsepower
would be required.
To meet the 1,500-horsepower requirement, supercharging was added to the
original engine. This new engine was tested during 1906 and demonstrated shortcomings which Indicated that its design was very marginal at 1,500 horsepower.
Major faults were excessive brake mean effective pressures (BMEP) and
unacceptably high exhaust gas temperatures. It was then decided to Increase the
displacement of the engine to overcome these problems. Development of the
higher displacement engine continued in 1907 and 1968. Problems were experienced with the variable compression ratio piston, In metering the oil which
controls compression, scuffing of cylinder walls, anddurability of the steel piston.
Between January and December 1908, the engine failed four successive 400-hour
NATO tests. Results of operation In MBT-70 pilots were also disappointing.
This engine exhibited unacceptable high thermal loads, repeated turbocharger
failures, and fundamental problems In tie fuel pump and accessory drive gear
train. Although the contractor continued to give assurances that these problems
could be solved, their solution had not been demonstrated by December 1908, in
spite of nearly a year of Intensive corrective action.

Mr. MAnOx. As of today, are you continuing the development of
the Continental engine?
General LUcZAx. The answer is no, sir.
STATUS OF TURBINE ENGINE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MVHoN. What is the staus of the development of the Lycoming

AGT-1500 gas turbine engine Why are you pursuing this engine development effort? What is the estimated development cost of the gas
turbine engine and transmission?
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General LUCZAK. The status of the turbine engine is that we have
foutr prototype engines in test. The cost of the tul 'lheis estimated flow
lt approximately $25 1itll61i from this point on.

Rie mao0r reason for going to the turbinie is: No: 1, the ease of
maintaInatbility in the field; Nfo. 2, it has a lighter weight and we ex)eCt to increase the reliability of this engine.

Mr. RIbios. Would you give the names of the four companies that
are in this development?
General LuCZAI. The Contiental Aeronautical Engineerifig is one
that has worked on the air-cooled U.S. engine. The Lycoining Corp.
is working on the turbine engine. Allison is developing tle triansinis-

sion that goes with the turbine and the different type of transinissioni
t
reuu'ed for a turbine eigine.
Mr.RhoDEs. Lycomingis working on the gas turbie.

General LuCZAK. Yes, sir.

Mr. RhODEvS. They have had some considerable background with gas
tuirbine engines.
General LVCZAK. Yes, sir; they build helicopter turbine eniges for
the U.S. Army.
TEtIMIN'ATION" o

CowTiNEN'TA

ENGINE DEi,)roP31ENT

Mr. MINSILr,. You talked about a.movie you showed us several
days ago and bragged about it profusely. I was sitting here thinking
that you could make another movie lasting three or four times its long
showing all the defects in this program. What kind of engine powered
the tank in that Movie sequence?
General Lxicza I. It was a Continiital engine.
Mr. MiNsTrxrk,. It looked pretty good in the.movie.
General Lutcztu. It. is not a bl' engine if you can keel) the thing running. That, was our major plroblell. We had defects in the ttti'hoehar'er.g
Mr. 1'hNs1AT,,. I know you have given Ap on the Cotinental engine,
but how does the sibstittion of this engine affect the cost?
General LtwzK. The International'program had decided early in
the game to have engine candidates because the CA engoiie
Mr. M1h
hNSALr,. I know this, but how much did it affect the cost when
you Iadto '(iveup the Continental and go to the bakup ?
General
6on the Continental
engi
ne. 'LrCZhx We spent roughly $25 nmillki
SELECTION 01' O,ERA AN-11M

DAIM M-l.E-IN z BN(IRV,

Mr. MINSHALL Is that the only additiofial cost you will have in
going to the Daimler-Benz?
General Luczmc. We will have so'ie mii cost in recofiguring.
Mr. M1INSTA,,. Is the present engine cost the Saffie as the l)atmnlerBenz, as the Continental?
General LUcz.AI. It is about the same as the Contitental. not the
$25 million.
Mr. MINSTA, The uniit cost of the engine is comparable?
General LxTCZAK. Yes, sir.
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Mir. MINSIIALL. What conflgoiation changes will be made ini
ord1r
to accept the Dainler-Benz engine ?
Mr. TRAPP. Very minor configtiration change to the hull. It will
show up-In the cooling system.
Mr. MI.SITATL. Howv mlt0h additional cost willtiis be?
Mr. TRAPP. Per unit cost, it will be nearly the same.
DA13[LER-BENZ

ENGINE,WILL INCREASE WEIGHT OF TANK

Mr. MINSHALL. Does this affect the vehicle weight in any way?
Mr. TRAPP. It affects tile weight to the extent of two or thiree thNousand additional potmnds. This isthe reason the Contineital was the
primary candidate.
Mr. MINSHALL. What was the original design weight of the MT

-

701
Mr. TRAPP. We have used 481/p metric tons as the maximum '.
Mr. MINSHALL. What was the origi ial design weight in 196?
Mr. TRAPP. In 1963 the design was about 50metric tons.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the weight today as you look down the
road?
Mr. TRAPP. About 49 metric tons.
Mr. MINSIIALL. Pretty much the same.
Mr. TRAPP. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALTJ.

Will the Daimler-Benz engine be utilized in the pro-

duction models or is this an interim engine until a more suitable one
is developed ?
General LUCZAK. The U.S. position is that the Daimler-Benz is
selected for the second-generation pilot. That is the only U.S. commitment. If we can get thle turbine engine developed in time, we wold
want to use the turbine engine in the production tank. This is the Germans' understanding. If the turbine engine does not pan out then we
will use the Daimler-Benz engine in production.
Mr. MiNsALL,. I would like to go back to your answer on your
original weight design on this tank. I thought the original weight
design on this tank was 35 tons.
Mr. TRAPP.No, sir, the weight we gave the Army in 1963 was about
metric ton was expressed by both
50 metric tons. The desire for armies. In the course of design the weight remaind nearly constant.
. So consequently,
I might add that the original weight included
the weights are nearly the same, although we are now using the heavier
engine.
Mr. NhNSHALIJ.

Mr. TRAPP.SELECTION OF GAS TURBINE TXOINE CONTRACTOR

Mr. RHoDEs. Did you have any bid competition before you selected
the company to make the gas turbine engine?
General LtczA. No, we did not.
M. RHODES. There are a lot of comphnies that have been in this gas

turbine engine business that are making bigger engines than helicopter engines.
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General LUCzAK. I am sorry.
I am wrong. I was not in the program
know.
at the start. Mr. Trapp does
Mr. 'IRAP. That program was under one of our comnmai,:.. There
was a competition
when they selected Lycoming. This was 4 years ago,
I would say.
SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMiS WITH VARIOUS

M51AJOR 31BT-70

SUBSYSTEMS

Mr. MAI0IN. Mr. Poor, as we go through these questions, I find myself impelled toward the conclusion that many of the major components of this tank have not yet been made to work properly.
Mr. Poon. Mr. Chaf ir n, I can understand how you would be getting that impression. Let me say I do not think that is the case at all.
In the case of the fire-control system, I have personally been fairly
deeply involved in the turret stabilization system design. I would
have. to provide dates for the record, but some time ago I visited the
Allison plant and discussed in depth with the engineers working on
the fire control and stabilization system the kind of difficulties that
have been alluded to in the questions. These difficulties were the kind
of thing that one would expect on the first attempt to put together a
very complicated highga in servomechanism.
As a result of the visit, we arranged that people who have been
designing guided missile stabilization systems in other parts of the
Allison division would participate in the design. We arranged for
much more elaborate simulltion of the components for tests which
would uncover difficulties early in the program. These tests did uncover those difficulties and they vere corrected in the current set of
prototype tanks. I submit that this is the kind of difficulty that one
does normally get into in developing a new kind of thing.
I submit that I believe that this stabilization and fire-control system
does represent an orderly program to get something that works and
works well, so I would lke to say that while the tank has had growing
pains of a significant sortwell.
the current test data indicate that the system
is working and working
Mr. MA&rON. It wou seem that with the time and money we have
spent on this tank, that as of this date the major component ought to
be working well, whereas they apparently are not.
Mr. PooR. I would like General Luczak to comment on it. He is
much closer than I am, to the prop.,am. I think in fact the major components with the possible excepion of the automatic loader a)pear
to be working well indeed.
General Luczak.
READINESS OF 3MBT-70 FOR PRODUCTION

Mr. MArION. We have been going tl6gh a series of qttestions here
pointing out various shortcomings. Any weapons system in its early
stages-and it would be hard to call this the early stages of the MBT70 tank program-has problems even after it is put into prodvijti6n
and operation. But it seems that you are havinIgmore than yotir share
of problems with it. Yet, in spite of all these problems, you seem to
be rather enthusiastic about tle t~atnk. My spirits were lifted up when
General Betts said sometime earlier that he thought we ought to go
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right into the produifftion. But, Mr. Poor, you sort of demtttred. I
view of all these deficiencies we have been talking about, I find it
difficult to understand why General Betts wanted to go full-steamahead.
General BETTS. Let me defend myself, Mr. Chairman.

General Luczak said we are going to come out with another set of
pilots, the first of which will appear on the scene at the end of calencar year 1970. That means that we feel that things are working sufficiently well right now, and that we know enough about all of the
matjor subsystemis right now, that we are prepared progressively to
release design information. In fact, we have been releasing design
information to the engineers that will result in a tank by
- that
we consider has picked up all the changes we now can identify..I
say as far as I am concerned our normal procedures would pit i
that kind of leadtime and say this is the first of what I would call
advanced production engineering tank. You might, go slowly in those
first few pickin up what changes come out of the very early testing
of those pilots. WYt would correct them as you built the rest of the
production line.
The decision that has been made is that because there are so many
new systems in this tank-the automatic loader is something we never
put iii the tank before, the hydraulic suspension system is a new system-because of these new features, we are making the very conservative judgment that we will go through the cycle of the complete test of
those next prototypes before we release this tank to production. I say
those test prototypes could be early production tanks. It is a matter of
Judgment. I recognize that I lean on the risk side and other people
tend to lean on the prudent side. We are going to have a test pilot at
Aberdeeni within the next week or so that willpick up all the corrections to date that have come out of the testing and if any members of
this committee or the staff would like to see tMat vehicle and see why
we say we have confidence in all of the subsystems we would be very
pleased to demonstrate it.
PROBLEMS WITII AUTOIATIC LOADER

Mr. MAIION. If the loader does not work you are in trouble.
General BFrs. The loader works right now. The problem of the
loader is related to the fact that there are occasions when you would
like to withdraw a round that was not fired. The conventional amilnition is not as strong physically as the metal rotd amd we have had
breakage of the lift on the end of the ammunition as the loader tries
to withdraw it.
The users have said that in combat if they had a round that was not
the right one and they wanted to shift to another round they would
fire it -rather than take the time to withdraw it. i do not say we will
give them a loader that will not withdraw a round, but in the remote
event tlht this contiieitd to be a problem it could be handled. We are
planning to go ahead with the kind of modifications that General
Luczak mentioned. Those modificatins will be picked up in the first
of the new set of pilots I was talking about. So the corrections we are
discussing are going to be availafe by the time we produce those
pilots.
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. rr. MAION. You lnay elaborate for the record, if you desire.
(The informAtion follows:)
The U.S. plan to obtain a reliable automatic loader for MBT-7O will be accomplished in two phases. Phase I now in progress at General Motors, has the objective of correcting, as soon as possible, four German-built loaders so that they
will perform properly and reliably in engineering tests of first-generation pilots
vehicles. This program consists primarily of testing to identify critical areas,
followed by corrections as necessary. Although improved design may result, the
primary objective is availability of loaders for system testing of R. & D. pilots
starting at the end of 1969.
In Phase II of the loader program, we plan to optimize loader design for interface with second-generati0 n plots, at the same time, possibly accomplishing advanced production engineering for U.S. production. This phase would eliminate
the previously planned step of adapting the producltion-engineered German
Joint agreement on the pro-.
component to U.S. production methods,
gram outlined above has not yet been reached, and consequently firm contract
negotiations have not been completed.
NEW INNOVATIONS INCLUDED IN TIMBT-70 DESIGN

Mr. RHODES. This may be in the record, but if it is not, I think it
would be helpful if you could list in one place all of the innovations
that you tried to grind into this MBT-70.

General BE.TTS. We would be very pleased to.

Mr. RHODE. It strikes me you have bit off an awful big hunk here.
General BETTs. We did.
Mr. RHODE. And we are having a lot of trouble in the digestion
process. For instance, when you get the type of mobility which they
are trying to get and the fire control system with th6 type of cartridge
which you are trying to use with the combustible case and all, these
three things alone are enough to give anybody any amount of trotible.
In order to really show what you have tried to do you better put this
all in one place.
General BETS. May I show at the same time the state of testing that
establishes our confidence?
Mr. MINSHALL. I think my colleague has jitst asked that we publish

an additional volume.

Mr. RHODES. It may well be.

(The information Nollows:)

Automatic loader/three-man ora.-The crew for MBT-70 consists of a commander, gunner and driver. The human loader has been replaced by an automatic
-.
This
loader capable of firing an ammunition/missile mix at a rate of
automatic loader is the key to the tank's ability to fire while moving, 'a major
improvement over previous banks. In addition, by having the three-man crew
all located in the turret, the MBT-70 provides a high degree of 'ballistic protection and a controlled environment to include chemical, biological, and moderate
radiological protection. The driver is housed in a coUnter-rotating station which
maintains his directional orientation with respect to the hull, regardless of
turret rotation,
152-millinieter kInetic-energy (K) round.-The 152-millimeter armor-piercing,
fin-stabilized, discarding sabot (APSI DS) cartridge Is a kinetic-energy armordefeating round. It consists of a 35-millimeter fin-stabilized subprojectlle seated
in a full caliber discarding sabot. This round provides the kiietic-energy armordefeating capability -required by anj main battle tank, The round has demoninches of rolled homogeneous steel plate at
strated penetration of meters. The ability of the MBT-70 to fire both the kineticobliquity at energy and the missile/ammunition common to the Sheridan vehicle is obtained
by equipping the kinetic-energy cartridge with a long combustible case which
utilizes part of the gun bore as a firing chamber. Success of this unique method
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of chlambering has been verified in more than 8 years and 1,100 rotinds of ammunition component testing.
KSeeonlary' eapon armnancnt.-The 20-millimieter automatic cannon for MBT70 is an effective weapon against soft-skinned and light armored ground targets,
as well as against low-flying, low-performance -aircraft. The weapon is mounted
inthe left side of the turret and moves independeittly of the main weapon. The
weapon is stabilized and directed by the commander or by the gunner using
normal sighting and surveillance sights. Previous U.S. tanks have mounted a
caliber .50 machinegun for this role.
Stabilized 8ight.-The gunner's line of sight is gyrostabilized in azimuth and
elevation and can provide stabilized commands to the three weapons of the
tank. Similarly, the commander's panoi,..nic sight is gyrostabilized and can con.
trol the main gun, secondary weapon, and commander's night sight. This arrangemhent of slaving the gun to the sight permits either gunner or commander
to control the weapons, affords improved fire-on-the-move performance, and
permits reloading of the main weapon without line of sight distUrbance. The
accuracy of stabilization provided for the gunner's sight and main weapon is
dramatically Improved over that of any previous standard or developmental
system.
Spaced armor.-IMBT-70 provides frontal and 30 degree flank protection against
the
-. The turret,
.
Hdlvropnurtnatio suspenmon.-The MBT-70 design incorporates a variableheight hydropneumatie suspension system which enables the vehicle to be lowered to a minimum ground clearance of 6 inches or raised to a maximum of 25
inches. The basic reason for permitting higher cross-country speed and better
stability for firing on-the-move. A bonus feature Is the ability to lower the tank
for better concealment or raise it to pass over mud, stumps or other obstacles.
Limited comparative evaluation to date against the M60AIE2 tank shows significant improvements in all activities involving the MBT-70 suspension system.
The 1,500-hor8epower engine.--The 1,500-horsepower .multifuel, liquid-cooled
Daimler-Benz engine provides the tank with road speed of better than 40 m.p.h.
This power, coupled with the hydropneumatlc suspension, provides agility and
mobility which far surpasses that of previous tanks, which typically had half thil
power for approximately the same weight.

ORIGINAL TRANSMISSION
Mr. MAHON. Very well. The model C transmission which was
originally selected was too large and heavy and had brake troubles,
is that correct?
General LUCZAK. That is correct.
SELECTION OF NEW1 LIGHTER MODEL "F" TRANSMISSION

Mr. MAItoN. A new, lighter, smaller model F was selected in December 1968, for the next series of tank pilots. The model F was not
to be tested for the first time Until the middle of 1969. What is tle
status of the testing of the model F transmission? What costs are
related to the development of the model F transmission?
Mr. TRAPP. This has been plit into a pilot that has conplikted that
portion
Mr. MAHoN. Will you extend your remarks for the record showing
the cost and so on ?
(The informtioh follows:)
The Renk "F" transmission differs from the transmission used on the first
generation pilots in that internal brakes have been incorporated and the ratio
of hydrodynamic to hydrostatic steering has been changed.
TwVo first-generation transmissions have -been modified with internal brakes
and are now under test, one in an MBT-70 and one on a dynamometer test stand.
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The tank has operated somewhat over 200 miles at the German Government
proving ground at Trier with no significant problems associated with test
modfleiatlbios.
Three Rehk "F" transmissions are currently under contract, with deliveries
to begin in October at the rate of one per month. One will be used for dynamometer
tests, one for a spare, and the other for vehicular tests, expected to begin in
December.
The Renk transmission effort, including Renk "F" is a FRG assigned responsibility under the joint development program. This effort is financed from the
PUG share of the joint ceiling, specifically under sub-decision sheet 008-G.
Based on FRG estimates of January 4, 1968, the cost of optimization of the
Renk transmission (Renk "F") is $2 million.
STATUS OF GAS TURBINE ENGINE TRANSMISSION DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MAHON. What is the status of the Allison transmission designed
for use with the Lycoming gas turbine engine?
Mr. TRAPP. It is under test now with the turbine engine and will continue under test, I would say, for another year or so.
DIFFICULTIES WITH AIR FILTERING SYSTEMt

Mr. MAIIOX. It has also been reported that the Mann and Hummel
air filtering equipment lacks the required filtering efficie-cy critical to

the tank engines. Have the difficulties with the air filtering equipment
been overcome?
Mr. TRAPP. Mann and Hummel has met the specification requirements. What we were hoping to achieve was to improve requirements
over the present generation of air cleaners. We have not increased sub,
stantially over our present generation of air cleaners.
PROBLEMS WITH ELECTRICAL DRIVING CONTROLS

Mr. MA-ox. Since the tank driver is in a rotating turret, the usual
mechanical driving controls cannot be used and electrical driving controls are required. There has been a lack of reliability in the electrical
driving controls in tests which have resulted on occasion in the tank
going out of control and running into variotis obstructions.
Have the difficulties with the electrical driving controls been solved?
Mr. TRAPP. The electric driving controls have been redesigned and
the present controls are, I would say, a substantial improvement. We
have not gone through a complete test to verify 'it completely.
TURBULENT SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Mr. MAJiON. Thisis the point I was making a while ago. It seems that
everything has had to be redesigned. Th is seems rather iintvlcial.
General B rrs. It is typical of a development program. That is what
a develoeiiiient progTam is supposed to do.
Mr. MAHON. Not everything.
General Bvrrs. That is what you would hope to do, to find out where
your original designs were right and where they were wrong. I would
not say we have corrected everything. There are aspects that have
worked very well.
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Mr. MINSHALL. What did all these design analyses do? How can youl
come up with so many mistakes after an the money we spent with
Lockheed?
General BETTS. This relates to conceptUal ideas.
Mr. MINSHALL. It is all a part of the package. You have iad th6u-

sands of people's time and millions of dollars spent on this program
and we have nothing to show for it except headaches.
General LUCZAK. Could I comment, sir?

Looking at what we have done in answer to your question, we have
a weapon system that we demonstrated in October at Aberdeen firiliw
three different types of weapons, a conventional round, a kinetic around
and the Shillelagh missiles. We demonstrated an accuracy that compelled the FRG to approve of this weapon system for the second generaiion pilots, even though they were somewhat opposed to it. They
did not think we could achieve the accuracy in the kinetic energy round.
The weapon system is an excellent weapon system, probably far better
than anything existing today and will exist in the next 20 years because of the audition of the kinetic round. It is good. Next the engine,
we did have problems with the Continental engine but tile DaimlerBenz engine has proved out in every respect. We are in the last phases
of testing it in a desert environment at 1200 for its cooling. The reliable en ne passed its tests well. It is available.
Mr. MINUHALL. You have not planned to use the Daimler-Benz

engine for the production models?

General LuOZAK. We will have if the turbine works out.
Mr. MINSHAnL. But you had not planned to use the Daimler-Benz

for the production models I
General LUcZAK. We are hoping to have the turbine. If it is not
available, we will take the Daimler-Benz.
Mr. RHODES. How much problem will you have to retrofit the turbine
engine into the vehicles?
General LuczAK. You say what problems?
Mr. RHODES. Yes.

General LvoZAK. It is smaller. It weighs a couple of tons less. It
will be a far less job than if we had designed for the turbine and put
the DB in. It is a much smaller engine. On the suspension system, the
suspension system right now is proven. We have gone over 6,000 files
of the worst terrain we could get at Cleveland, and we did the 62000
miles in about 21/2 months. It will work. It does work. We could go Jnto
production on the suspension system. Finally, on the fire control: the
fire control has been demonstrated. It does work. The stabilization
will work. The question is: Is the present configuration the cheapest,
all .the reliability in it, is the maintainability in it? When you look at
it, it is not quite like the impression you get, that nothing has been
developed, nothing has been accomplished in the program'.
Mr. MINSHALL. You do not have much to show for all the time and
money spnt.
General LtCZAK. We have six pilots in each country. We have the
components that I mentioned that are available, and they are really the
heart of the tank. When you take the weapons system the engine transmission, the suspension, the fire cofitrol, that really is most of the
tank, sir.
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M', MINSlI\LL. I think the record speaks for itself. Thank you, Mr.
Chairmain.
SEPARATE DEVELOPMENTS PURSUED ON SUSPENSION SYSTE31

Mr. MAnoN. The suspension system was considered to be a high-risk
item and the United States and Germany pursued separate developments. The approaches of both contractors have been substantiAlly the
same and the problem have been almost dehtical. The MBT-70 has a
sophisticated hydraulic/pneumatic suspension system. Two problems
have been encountered in both the German and United States developments of suspension system involving a heat buildup in the hydranlic
system and wear on te hydraulic, pistons from vibrating. How successful have the modifications to the suspension system designed to
overcome these deficiencies proven tobe?
General LuCZAK1. They have been proved to be completely successful
in the 6,000-mile test.
Mr. MAIXoN. The German suspension system has exposed hydraulic
lines. To counter this vulnerability the joint users group has recommended that ballistic skirts be hung on the sides. -1ow much weight
does this add to the tank? Is that to be added?
Mr. TRAPP. The original German suspension system did have one
external hydraulc line. That has been redesigned and incorp rated
internally. The skirting plates that are on the second generation vehicles are there to reduce weight and improve ballistic capability of
the overall tank. It reduces the Weight of the vehicle by about a
thousand pounds.
Mr. MLJoIN. To what extent has the weight reduction program

increased the vulnerability of the suspension to small arms fire?
Mr. TRAPP. No change to the suspension due to the weight reduction
program.
REASONS

FOR 31BT-70 DRIVER BEING IN

THE TURRET

Mr. MAHON. The basic requirement in the original design of the

MBT-70 was the provision of radiological protection for the crew.
This is the primary reason that the entire crew, including the driver,
was placed in the turret, is that correct?
Mr. TirpP. Not the only reason.
Mr. MA-ION. I said was it tie primary reason?
Mr. TRAPP. No, sir. The stabilization on the move and the protection
was the primary reason.
You chn clarify that for the record.
Mr. MAnoI.
(The informAtion follows :)
In selection of the design concept for MBT-70, several considerations led to
placing the entire crew, including the driver, in the turret. A major objective
in concentrating the crewman -was to reduce the volume to be protected. This
concentration permitted radiotogical sfielding to be installed around the crew
with minimum increase in volume, and it reduced the portion of the tank to be
protected with ballistic steel armor. Both of these factors made great contributions toward achieving the desired levels of protection at a reasonable weight.
Relocation of the driver to the turret facilitated the MBT-70 capability for firing'
on-the-move. In conventional tanks, the driver normally must be lowered with
hatch closed before the gun is traversed over his head. In a tank which fires
only when stationary, there is no 'significant degradation to the driver's per-
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formance. In the MBT-70 the shoot-on-the-iove capability as well as its high
speed, either backward or forward, dictated that the degradation of driving
through periscopes be avoided. In the present design, the driver can operate
"head-out," with the associated clear vision, until forced to lower himself due
to enemy fire. This elevated position also provides the driver better depth per.
ception of the terrain immediately in front of the tank.
Other advantages gained by location of all crewmembers in the turret include
easier chemical/biological air filtration for all erewmembers, improved sur.
veillance for the driver, and a vehicle silhouette some 5 to 10 inches lower than a
tank with the driver in the hull.
RADIOLOGICAL PR6TECTIiON FOR CREW

Mr. MAHON. Radiological protection would have to be provided to
as small an area as possible. In addition to the radiological armor, a
pressure ventilation system, air conditionng, and a crew escape hatch
were included for crew protection.I
General LUOZAK. I think General Betts answered that question earlier. It was a joint decision.
General Bmrns. It was a joint decision.
Mr. MAHON.
General BETTS. That is correct.
Mr. MA1ION. The problexhis created by placing the driver in the tu.ret anu by th.. poor placement of the emergency escape hatch remain
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MT-viToN. Mr. Minshall.
TURRET SPACE PROBLEM INW 3BT-70

Mr. MINSHALL. General, there have been many complaints and comments about the turret space problem. Has any pilot tank been fully
equipped so the actual review of the space problem in the turret can
be made in actual test?
General LucZAK. Yes, sir; we have six pilots and the Germans have
six. Actually, the space in the turret in this tank is probably better
than for any previous tank we have had. We have a mockup being
made for the next generation pilots where we try to innovate to save
space. I do not know if Mr. Trapp will agree with me, but I think this
is the best tank that we have ever had insofar as space for the crew is
concerned.
Mr. MINSHALL. You just said several days ago that you are going
to have to breed a new generation of midgets, something less than
5"8" tall.
General 13=rs. That would beif we accepted
General LUCZAK. It is a matter of height.
Mr. MINSHALL. The tank I observed and got into at the Cleveland
tank plant, had darn little room for a guy's inees in the driver's seat.
General LUCZAK. That seat is being redesigned. You were in the
driver's seat, I believe. That seat was a Federal Republic of Germany development being designed by the United States now. Actually, all tanks
are cramped, sir. This does represent a, lot of room as
0."
tanks
IXsALL. In v.ew of what I asked prir to thi question, it
seems thedesigners ld not know how to place all, the required equipment in the tuiret and still leave room for the crew. A review of the
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problem was scheduled from April tojuie of this year. Was such a reand if so, was it completed and what are the fmidings?
view
MNr. made
TRPP. I believe you are referring to the second generation
of pilot design. That mockup is under construction. It will be reviewed
by September of this year.
Mr. MINSHA.LL. In view of what I asked prior to this question, it

no. You have to change the conanswer should be
seems to me -the driver'
If I remember correctly, they had room
figuration of the
for spares and m 1t iinii1T.k-of the driver's seat and they we've
going to havoto relocate spares to gibfs4he driver enough rooim to be
able to w*,1 once he got out of the tik.
Mr.A PRPP. No, sir. -ejbave completely stRwed the R. & D.' pilots.
the tank.
is'required inft re-stowed
thathave~completely
stow ll the"6uipment
able to
We )nere
design e
gonerutioi
-second
t h6'sitting c9 pa t 0 ataally
increased the spaces in
p,ositions.
crw
sitio-in/the
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sitting
11 of the
SMHALL. tamaze's.me, s9irtin'r back -in 963, why ii the
' Mr. V
ia mockup nade of plywood
/design co .cep h / ~ltnot filrout
m .you Witld need. Was this dver done?
or something w
Mr. TRAPP. Wb uiJl~ at least three niockups wl ile we were in

IGerinan V
Mr. MINSflALL, It a
qlt~lkf abou6 the steel type.
oi/t/ood~iockup. There were tree
P,. I A talking
Mr.

built in Qerman9 hkd one an ,he States. Iij all cast we completely
stowed all\ the raterimlsThthd tak. We lae enderored to improve
of these
certain,' changes :to,, take advantage
ihade .I...."
hale
/.
___ ....
clia7eb ,
r.1I NSHAL. DiAn'ft -thespace prdllems occdr in the wood mock-

very tight in an armored
Mr.\RAPP. The spaces are normally "/lox
vehicle.
Mr. MIINS[ALL. This I know. That d6es not answer my question.
"fq;-w tow e(1 all-tlig equipment
mocr.Tpr.
.. required in all of the
reviews.,
mockup
Mr. MINSHALL. Why didn't you change it in the wood mockup

rather than waiting until you got to the prototypes? That is my qflcstion.
General BnTs. You recall.
Mr. MiasiALL. Let him answer. Why didn't you do that before you
went to all the expense of building these 12 tanks?
Mr. TRAPP. Sir, we made all th*e improvements we could as we went
through the various mockip reviews. The space that was in the eight
pilots did include all the equipment that was required and we attempted certainly to achieve the maximum utilizaiion of equipment
possible. All the crew stations were designed for a 95 percentile man.
PROPOSAL TO STORE AUXILIARY FUEL TANK IN HULL

be
Mr. MiNSHALL. There has been a proposal that the space
used as storage space for fuel. This would increase the vulnerability
of the tank crew so it is proposed that this fuel be used or duti'Ied
prior to battle. This proposal was made as an alternative to reducing
miles. Has a
miles to
the road range from the required decision been made on whether or not to store fuel in the turret ?
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Mr. Timm). There is no fuel stored in the turret.

General LUCZAK. Both users are discussing the storage of fuel

in the hull. We are exaninifig whether we can uhtilze that
space which adds to our protection for the storage of fuel. If the hlli
is hit by f kinetic energyr round, it has a shock effect transmitted the
fuel where it can indutcecracks in welding under some circiulhstances.
So the U.S. proposal is, yes, use that storage space for fuel, which
will give you added range, and then have a quick duip device if you
are gett-ing into it fire fight. Use that fuel first to get where you are
going. If you get into a fire filit dump your fuel, much like the figliter
aircraft that, carry wing tan s do. Tiey use that fuel first, and dumipip
the wing tanks before going into battle. The German user still has this
other consideration. Ile has not given his consent to this step.
PROPOSED HANOU OF MIIYT--70

.Mr. MSsu1ALr,. Without this auxiliary fuel system that you have

just described, what would the range of the tank bel
miles.
General LuczI. With the Dainler-Benz engine aboutmiles short of the origiMr. MIS1AL. In other words, some
nal goal?
General LuczA1I. That is right, sir..
Mr. Mixsotlmx,. A tank may hit a inhie be lilt by an aircraft or by
someothel weal)oi before engaging il a bttle; would the storage of
fuel in the turret endanger the crew in case of a surprise attack?
(eneal TATlcZi. N ot fionlt-l1t angle, sir.
The storage of the fuel iif the hullNrl. Poon. Excuse me ' I think there is a Ilisuimerstaniding. We
are not proposing to store fuel in the turret, but only in the h.u.
Sell)ly, so to
Ces
ixil y
ill
st,\rt 1 But ou do need
N1.1%
spleak, if Vou are oingffi to get
miles out of this vehicle.
Mr. Poomi. 1it is correct.
. Whether you store
Mr. MINsIA.I,. Witlhofit it you only get -any dtifrence.
make
doesn't
hull
the
of
it in the t urret or in the 1)hody'
a.
kinetic energy
from
is
danger
jincipal
The
LvczK.
General
does not
overhead
from
Aircraftfire
hull.
the
into
delivered
round
affect this particular problem, nor do mines.
ComPIEXIrY 01' MIto-TO

Mr. MANsx IALL. A successful tank must have the ability to be availof the
availability
Thereliability¥
needed,The
able
increased
bedependent
can is
tanktanik
of the
reliablilty3.
tank'swhen
thebattle
uponlfor

by keeping the tank as simple as possible in till of its various components, maintenance procedure, and in the method of operation.
The capabilities desired in the MBT-70 were set so high by the
users that great complexities had to be introduced in the tank to
achieve the specified captbilities, Industry and Government revpresentatives, in both the United States and in Germany, described the
tank to committee investigators as being too complex. Putting the
driver in the turret so that a counterrotating capsule was required to
enable him to face forward when the turret revolved, the unique
weaponry, the increased horsepower to weight ratio, the highly
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complex fire cot rol systemand theany fire co trol options presented
reflilbility probleiiis.
There have been a number of proposals for simplifieation of the
MBT-70. The investigators found that the U.S. particilpAfits in the
program have generally resisted changes which wofld delay the prograin with
' the result thWt no signifidnt degree of simpiflcation has
taken plaice. What is tei Army's position today? Is it felt that the
tank shotild be simplified? Is It felt that some further delay should
not.be itrodiced in the program in order to simplify the tank?
General Bwrs. I think that was covered in otr discussions the other
day aboti\ the com plete review of subsystems we are making that
should be completed by December of this year, where we are looking
at the relative effectiveness of the iiajor subsystems and whether or
not one ought to take them out of the tank to reduce its cost and coimplexity. In a sense, I addressed it also in giving you General Polk's
remarks on that aspect when he was challenge"e dby Dr. Foster with
respect to whether or not we wanted a tafhk ofthis complexity. It was
General Polk's very strongly held opinion since we can
-,
that
we ought to go all out to have a tank that from a combat effectiveness
point of view is superior. I believe the MBT-70 fills tlit definitioi.
Mr. MINSnALL. You will have that decision fifizii ,ed by December
1069?
General BETTS. That is correct.
IF.IIAflILITY",\

D tA'rA1w,

h,\ Irr OF IMBT-70

Mr. MINSHALL. The Army has had considerable difficulty in the
reliability and maintainiability of the [-60A1E2. Overall, do you
consider the mBT-70 to be more or less cotiplex t han the M-(0A1 E2?
Mr. PooR. I think overall it, is somewhat more copilpicated. That
does not mean that if properly designed and built it need be more
unrelible. The M-60, E2, unfortiifatly, has a. large nufbiber of
unreliable coMponifts in its design. They aure now being reviewed
and fixed. With the very careful design frin scratch of the MlBT-70,
and all of the defect; corrections we have been discussig as a possible
evidence of difficulty with the program, we have had the opportuifty
to learn about tle critical components whkh imay prove unreliable in
the main battle tahk, and tlus we hope to make it, a, system very mich
more reliable than the M-60A1E2.
el
at BlEri'-s. There would be a natural fallout of golng through the
process of the second group of pilots that gives you all of that
addfloihal te st iog elffrtt butildiwreltlblivty.
R.TtO OF MAIN'ExANCE 1fORtS rO

110113
OU

O1'EIVItIvoN

Mr'. TIN-SIHIALL. Existiu' simpler tanks require. about 1 hour of
maiteince for every 2 riours of operation. No maliMteInce ratio
has yet been established for the MBT-70 nor have the functions to 1(
perform'ted at each level of maintenance beenl established. Considering
the complications of the dial engineerhw,1
standards based on the inch
and uetrie system, aid the SoI )histiate equipment ini tle M3T-7O,
what is .our best estimate of the ratio of ruaifft iiuce hours to h6's
of operaiiolu?
36-554-6 -pt.

5-37
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Mr. TRAPP. We have established maintenance hoUrs for hours of operation. The establislniffit we have used is 1 hour of maintenance for
4 hours of operation.
Mr. PooR. Is that a target?
Mr. TRAPP. Yes, sir.

General LUoZAK. That is a high target that may not be attainable.

Mr. MINSIALL. Was that a realistic target?

Mr. TRAPP. The target was contafied in the military characteristics
and we have apportioned maintenance requirements throughout tle
vehicle according to that target goal.
Mr. PooR. Let me say I do not think it is attainable. I am hopeful that
numbers comparable to the present tank maintenance can be a'nlieved.
CREW AND MAINTENANCE TRAINING

Mr. MINSLALL. Have plans for the training of the crew aid the
maintenance personnel for the MBT-70 been completed?
General LucZAK. No, sir, the answer is that they have not been com.
pleted. They are in process. We have maintenance people from time to
time-soldiers-in Cleveland. 'There will be a group Monday, for
example. They have not been completed yet.
MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR 31BT-70

Mr. MINSHAL. Do the Army studies predict-to go back to one of
my previous questions-that the maintenance costs of the MBT-70 will

be substantially greater than the mainfteliance costs of the M-60A 1, and
M-60A1E2?
General LUcZAK. No, sir, I do not think they would be.
Mr. MINSHAIL. Why? You have a much more sophisticated vehicle

here. You are bound to have more sophisticated subsystems to take
care of and therefore higher maintenance costs.
General LUCZAK. We are making maximum use of onboard checkout equipment. We have the technological progress to go to solid
state in our computers and fire control. Our goal of 1 hour of maintenance to 4 hours of operation, while it appears to be unattainable
at this time, we are certainly going to get further toward that goal
than we have in previous tanks, we feel.
OVERSOPHISTXCATI3N IN MjILITARY HARDWARE

Mr. MINSHALL. Lt. Gen. Arthur S. Collins, Jr., stated in an article
that technical progress has resulted in an increased tendency toward
oversophistication-in military equipment. He concluded that "Oversophistication may actually lessen t.e value of an item to the user."
Do you consider his remarks to be pertinent to the MBT-70 as comipared with existing U.S. tafks?
General LUCZAK. I thifik his remarks are a good thing to keep in
mind as we go through our considerations in the December review to
see what sophistication we have that does not pay its way in both
effectiveness and cost.
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MAIT ENANCE TRAINING

Mr. MiNSHALL. What increases in the training times required for
maintenance crews are anticipated in connection with the MBT-70?
General. LUOZAK. I do not believe we know that yet, sir, until we
finally decide what components we will havein this taiik.
Mr. MINSHALL. I yield to Mr. Rhodes.
OPINION OF

GERMANS ON 31BT-70

Mr. RHODES. It was reported in March 1968, that in a conference
on the main battle tank, the Germans suggested that they would
be happy to continue production of their Leopard tank and were
willing to discontinue the main battle tank program. As has been
mentioned earlier, the Germans anticipated total production has been
reduced from 1,500 to 1,000. It has further been suggested that it is
very likely that the Germans will continue producing the Leopard
and that the number of MBT-70's in the German operational inventory
will be very small. What is the latest information you have as to the
intentions of the Germans to procure the MBT-10?
General LUCZAK. The latest information that we have it that they

will probably
with the MBT-70's. I do not know how many
tanks in their Army are in a corps. Insofar as the Leopard is concerned,
they are manufacturing the Leopard, which is a mediftumh tank, 45-ton.
They are selling it to nations in EUrope. But they have given the responsibility for the APE of the main battle tank to the Krause-Mafei
organization. The rationale told to us -s that they expect to
That is the latest information I have.
Mr. RHODES. What is the date of this information?
General LUcZAK. The date of this information is the last PMB,
about May 1969.
STATUS OF UNITED STATES-GERMAN AGREEMENT ON 31BT-70

Mr. RHODES. It has been further reported that the Germans were not
adam tit about discontiiitting the MBT-70 program because of theh'
agreement with the United States. They recognize the importance of
harmony on this international agreement, but that strictly speaking
from th poi nt of view of the Germany Army, they do not coiiider the
AIBT-70 to be practical and useful. Would you coemient o this?
General LUCZAK. Yes, sir, I would like to comment on. that becdise

Ido not believe the Germans are willing to pay the billions of na'ks
they have set aside or will set aside for thl 13'T-70 simply to maint
harmony with the United States. Our basic agreements are such tlht
they can pill out of this program any time, and we can pull out of the
program iny time, as far as we know, without any rancor on anybody's
part. This was recognized early in the program.
TWELVE PROTOTYPES CONSTRUCTED

Mr. R.Tiors. As of today, how many United States and how many
Germa-n prototypes httve been constructed?
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General LuCZAK. As of today there have been six United States, six
Gerimian prototypes, and three test rigs.
Mr. 1lbotws. To what degree are these complete tanks?

General LucZAK. In the case of the United States, these are complete

tanks with the exception of the automiatic loader.. In the case of the
FIRG, I believe there are one or two tanks that are not complete--iiit
fact,, none of their tanks have the complete U.S. fire control equipeini
in thm. One set of U.S. fire control equipment is being installed in on
of the six Germanil pilots at this time.
Mr. RuoDEs, You intend to construct an American prototype wvitit
in ""dill the automatic loader?
everythi II
Generalf LczK.,Yes, sir; at the end of 1970-I mean of the present
pilots, we will have complete U.S. pilots with everything ineludiig
the automatic loitdr.
PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1970 MgT-70 PROOIATNI

activities antici-

various
thecan
committee
theprogram.
Detail
RuoDES.fiscal
Mr. inyour
do that for the record.
You
yearfor1970
pated
(The informiation follows:)

Various activities In fiscal year 1970 related to the present pilots areCompletion of engineering design phase of tle vehicle program and iNta.
tion of engineering tests;
U.S. unilateral loader program (GM) to have usable loader for firstgeneration pilot testing;
Development of turbine powerpack;
Conduct a comparative evaluation with the M-60 A1-E2 tank;
Completion of engineering development and initiation of engineering tests
on gun and ammunition;
Contractor and in-house support to engineering development and engineer.

Ing tests

Scavenger. testing; and
Vulnerability reduction program.
OTIER FUNI)ING IN SUPI0RT OF 3B1'r-70

1OORAI31

Mr. Rttoms. Whtit finds are in the 0. & M. and procureielit accounts in support of the MBT-70 program
General LucZAK. IS that the total program or the fiscal 1970?
Mr. RnouFs. What finds are in the 0. & M. and procurement accoufts in Sipi)li'a of the MBT-70 progyralf infiscal 1970.

General LtmzA . I do not have the 0. &Al. broken out. May I supply
that for the record?
Mr. Ruons. Yes.
(The information follows:)
There are no 0. & M.A. funds programed In fiscal year 1970 or in prior years

for the ML--70. Actual and plainiled funding thus far In the program ls been
llimited to R.D.T.E, and PEMA for advanced production engineering and facilities
only. The budget requests $25.4 niiflon In PENMA funds for fiscal year 1970.

Mr. RI[ObEs. What funds other than the line item for the MIBT-70
are budgeted for support of the MBT-70 program in the R.D.T. & E,
Army appropriation?
General BETTrrs. $44.9 million in fiscal year 1970.
General LuczA. R.D.T. & E. is $44.9 million, but the question is

What other funds?
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1fr. RIIOi's. Other than your line item.

General LuCZAl. Other thhtl the $44.9 million, there is only the $'25,4
Million i PEMA. funds for advanced production engineering ill fiscal
year 1970.
'UNl)S REQUIREI'D TO

'iT.S%, MIrT
-70

TIHIROV0(t

DECEMBEIt

Mr. RuHoD)6zs. Iow much money would be required in the MBT-70
piogral 1in fiscal year 1970 to only colntiifue with lthe testing of the exIsting prototype tafks through December of this year when review of
the program is schedufled?
Geiier-1a LUczaK. -Xpproximately $20 million R.D.T. & E. wotild be
required through I)eceinber of thi's year.
VARIOUS

3EBT-70

WEAPON

SYSTEMS

Mr. Dvis. We have three weapons systems to be used in tle MIBT70, as I utiderstand it.
General LtCZAIK. We have three different kinds of roil ids fired
through the same tubes. Three very different kinds of rounds, one of
which Is a missile, one is a. family of conventional roufids, and one t
brand new kinetie energy hypervloeit0y round. Ill addition, we have a
madihinegun, 7.62 millifneter coaxial as a secondary weapon.
Mr. I)Avis. You idicated that the Germanfs were testing 'ust one of
those.
General LUCZAK. No sir. The Germans are developing the 2o0 millimeter callnoll, another secondary arialmnt system, but we will do the
testing on that weapon system. That is our responsibility in the United

States.

wVe provide the Germans with the U.S. bill and manufacture

tle weal)ons system, icludiig the ammlition, inclhdilg the missile.
M[r. RItonv.,S. Wliould it be well to include in the record somewhere
an explaihtion of the kinetic shell?
Mr. PoOR. Yes.
Mr. R1rimws. So those who read the record will know what we are
talking about and what, it does that. is differ t from coilvetioil
ammun7itonll.
Mr. Poon. You ask that there be a summary of the eharacteristics of
thle tanlk and I think we call well inclde it there, and so we will do so.
Mr. Rh oDFs. That is all Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DAvIs. In effect, then, it is the same basic firing system with
three different types of amnijititiol, using it,
in the brJad sense.
Mr. Poot. That is correct.
Mr. D),VS. Except for the avatilability of the thiee different tvl)es of
amunilition, it does not affect the collexity of the lining mecimilnis1i
at all.
General LTucZ:IC. It does, sir, to this extent. You require a lifee refit
kind of itfiring coitr6l for the missile per se than you do for the conventional rotnds per se, because the missile you have to track after it
is fired, The rounds, once they are gone,they are gone.
[r, Poei1 Excuse me, Mr. Davis I think I agree with von. The fire
control system for the MIT-70 is in fact, somewhat sti;llfied by the
fact thai tie one system controls all of these kinds of amnilliffltion. So
there, are gains over ptifting together an independent comip Itter to
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operate the conventional gun ammnniti6n and the. kinetic energy
ammunition and adding on a separate Shillelagh firing mechish, I
think you are right, there is a simplification through the integration of
the three thingslinto one functionalpackage.
Mr. DAVIS. What is the capability now of our present M-60? What
do we have in the way of firepower?
General Bmrrs. It has a 105-milli iter gun in its prfliary arifiaaiment.
Colonel LAMtB. The M-60 has the coaxially mounted machinegun we
are talking about for MBT it has a 50-caiber where we are talking
about the 20-millimeiter for MBT; and it has the 105 main armament
with two principal rounds, an APDS round and a HEAT round, as
well as an antipersonnel round.
General Birrs. The APDS is the same type of round as the kinetic
energy round we are talking about.
Colonel LA MB. It gives us a tremendously high probability beyond

the range of
meters when compared to over the other roids
presently in the M-60 tank.
TANKS TO BE REPLACED BY MBT-70

Mr. DAwIs. As we look down the road can we anticipate anntal procurement of the M-60 until such time as the MBT-70 is considered
safe to proceed with, and from that time on it will be a gradtti re.
placement of the U-60 with MBT-70?
Colonel L,\%rn. No, sir, that is not exactly correct. The M-60 will

he with us for a long time. We have an authoization in our AAO of
tanks. I am rounding off nunibers. Against that we have approximately-M-60 tanks today. We have tanks of the
M-48 vinti-a'ge, some of them totally unsatisfactory tanks, about
Those tanks would hbe the ones phased out initlily as the MBT caine
into the inventory.
Mr. DAvis. It will be for a considerable period of time then when
we. will have both the M-60 and the MBT-70 in our inventory.
Colonel LAMB. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAnoN. We have tried to probe as deeply as we reasonably

could in the limited time available iito the main battle tank prograin
which involves several billion dollars, and has many military implications.
Thank you, gentlemen. We have completed the main battle tank
hearing. Those baeku) witnesses who were here only for that discussion may return to their other duties, if they wish.
TOW H..Avy ANTTrANK ASSAULT 'WEAPON
Mr. MATTO. We will now want to have a period of interrogation
in regard to the TOW heavy antitank assault weapon.
The fiscal year 1970 prograin estimate for the TOW missile is

million. Were you able to complete all the fiscal year 1969 objectives
for which you were provided $2 million,
General Brrxs. Yes. All objectives planned for fiscal year 1969
were completed to include engineering and service testing and first
production contract award.
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TOW DEVELOP

Mr. MATTON.

ENT COST INCREASES

A review of prior justifications discloses that the fiscal

year 1968 justiflcattil book estimated total develop'it cost for TOW
to be $94 million; the next year it was shown at $100.8 million, but the
fiscal year 1970 book fails to disclose suel an estimate. What was the
orighidl total estimated cost for TOW and what is the current estimate?
General BETrS. The original cost estimate in July 1963 for the
TOW R.D.T. & E. program was $49.3 million. The current program
R.D.T. & E. cost estimate for TOW is
million.
Mr. MAio,. What are the reasons for the cost increase?

General BETTS. The original cost estimate was based upon the feasibility studies and an austere program. As the program progressed
more realistic estimates, unaiipated technical problems, and additional or increased performance requirements resulted in program cost
increase.
SLIPPAGE IN TOW DEVELOPmENT PROGRAMS

Mr. MAHON. How far has the TOW program slipped?
General B-rrs. The TOW program has slipped
months since
1003.
TOW MfISSILE PROCURED BEFORE DEVELOP-MENT AND TESTING COMPLETED

Mr.MArON. The PEMA. justification book indicates that TOW has

yet. to be approved for service use, yet a total of $86.2 million has been
appropriated by Congress in fiscal years 1968 and 19(9 for the procurement of
TOW missiles. Were these missiles used in your test
l)rog'am ?

General BE,-rs. The
missiles being procured with PEMA
funding were not used in the R. & D. test program. These funds were
obligated in fiscal year 1969 for the first year s buy of missiles. These
missiles are scheduled for delivery beginning in
.
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS TO BE CONDUCTED

Mr. MATION. For fiscal year 1970 a total of $156 million is being
requested in the PEMA budget for the prociriemeni of
TOW
missiles. It 'is noted on page 181 of your justificatiOn bobk that environmental testing will begin using production line ,missiles. Why is
this b6ng done? How many do you need for your testing program?.
General BETTS. Environmental .testing will be conducted to determine whether the production missile system will perform its in-

tended use effectivNely in the actual environilhental extremes of the
desert, arctic, and tropics. These tests will also be used to verify the
environmefital test data obtained in the enge-ineering tests conducted

Sunder c6fitrolled environmental extremes. A total of 66 missiles are
planned for these tests.
Mr. MAtiOx. When will the environmental tests begin and when
will they be completed?
General BETTS. The tests will begin in May 1970 and be completed in
Februaqry 1972.
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SLIPPAGE IN TOW PRODUCTION SCI[EtDULE '

Mr. MAHON. The commiittee understands that TOW production
slipped about 9 months because it was found the missile had less
shelf life than desired. What will you do to correct this problems?
How long will it take?
General B.rrs. The shelf life requirement for TOW is years

with ut maintenance. Data on environmental stress due to liongterm storage conditions are not available at this time. The storage
tests are scldufled to begin in second q"ititer fiscal year 1970 and ie
completed ill second qtarter, fiscal year 1975. A sample juaflftty will
be withdrawn every 6 months and, tested. This depot and field storage data will be evaluated as it becomes availablle. No shelf life prob1em has been identified to date and no TOWAT prodilctioi sli)ale
has been attributed to failure to achieve the desired shelf life.
ADDITIONAL DEVELOP-MENT OP TOW REQUIRED

Mr.

\MATTON. Whnt else do you need to do to complete developmeint

of the TOW missile?
General BTrs. The following work remainsto be accomplished to
complete the development of the TOW missile system: Coniduct arctic,
desert, and tropic environmental tests: develop and test the night sight;
improve operation in an electronic, countermeasures environm it
11r. MAHON. Why not wait until development and testing is completed before procul'igo. TOW missiles?
General Brrs. Engineering and service tests have been comlleted.
These tests have revealed a.raiability (since October 1967) of
indicating a low risk in going into production. Although development
of a night sight and conduct of environmental tests remain to be accomplished, this work is not essential to the capAbility of TOW to perform its mission of antitank defense, primarily in the European
environmeit. Delaying production until this work is conimpleted would
mean waiting until late fiscal year 1972 or early fiscal year 1973 to make.
-

an urgently needed improvement in an afitIntik defense postttre. Suaeh

a delay could undoubtedly result also in a production cost increase because of the shlitdown and start I) of the piroduictio6 lifle.
Mr. MAHON. What will you do if TOW fails the environmiental tests?

General Bvrrs. TOW has successfully passed controlled envirdnmental engineering tests as well as having undergone early evaluation
ill the Arctic at I ort Greely, Alaska and under desert onditlons it,
Twentynie Palms, Calif. because of these tests, we do not anticipate
any significant problems with TOW in the environmental extreies.
However, should a major failure arise, we would have to accept the
deficiency as a limitation of the system or provide a corrective modificatimn, A decision would have to be made on the basls of the merits of the
specific case encountered.
REQUIREMENT

FOR TOW ON IIELICOPTERS

Mr. MAHON. Why do you need a TOW missile on the Cheyenne oir
Hueycobra helicopters? bo we not have Air Force aircraft qttipped
with antitank ordiltnce, such as missiles and bombs, to be called upon
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by the Army to knock out tanks? Isn't this one of the reasons we provNIde large sums for attack aircraft. and weapons therefor?
General B-rs. The attack helicopter is a combat vehicle and the
capability to engage tanks and other armored vehicles is as essential
to it as it is to ground conibAt vehicles. Army studies indicate that tho
Chey6nne, vith its great iiobility andilight vision capability will-be the
most effective anti armor/mhechanized weapon in the inventory wheli
equipped with the TOW missile. This capability in the attack helicopter complements Air Force capabilities to destroy armored vehiles
in that attack h lic6pters can operate effectively in the battle area NVere
enem-y groundunits arebehigengaged by our forces. This is not usually
possible for fixed win,' attacic aircraft because of their speed and heavy
ordimice whih mkes it diifflult, to discrifilhfte between friend and
foe in a situAtion where ground forces are in close contact or intermingled. In addition, the attack helicopter is much less restricted by
weather and darkness than the fixed wing attack aircraft and can
respond more rapidly to enemy threats. In situations where this dis-

crete fire support capability is not required or in the interdiction roli,
fixed wing attack aircraft will continue to be a vital factor in providing sul)port for our combat forces.
DnIkooN Mssm. SvsVnr
M,\ION.
fH.
You are requesting

million in fiscal year 1,70

for the Dragon iiissile. tow much was approved by Congress for
l)ragon in fiscal year 1969: you reqlsted $15 million,/)iut page 183 of
the
justification hook shows the fiscal y
1969 prog'am
iyear
at
only $13
milln.
.....
General Bi.r'rs. $14.6 million was approved by Congress for Dragon
in fiscal year 1969. By reprogramiing action fiscal year 1969-2 (DOD

69-28), the approved fitdtng was reduced by $1.6 million. This reduction was possible because of delays in the program as a result of
reduced advanced production engiie(ring fMn'd'ing iln fiscal year 1968.
Mr. MAION. Were you able ..to complete all the fiscal year 1969
Objectives
. .
(General?.BrT'rs No, guided flight
testing and component qtaliication (d1(not progress on schedule aind will continue into fiscal year
1970. Emigimeering/service tests were not initlited aid are being' reschedtfled to
. The night sight selections was not completed andtI
is j)lanied for early fiscal year 1970.
SIIPii,\!
P
'IX

I)I

OX IEVELOPMENr PIIO(mI,\M[

[r, iN.\tox, IIow far has this program slipped and what problOiS
have developed?
(keral
Bwi'S. The )ragon program ias sli)l)ed approximately
iinotiths. Some teelil kal l)
mosles
l
1eoencotlitere(I
)ie
with
the thruster firing switch and thiuster propellenit conflguratlion and
more rev(ftly a. contractor management probl , growing out, of the
Mcl)onald-1iouglas merger, resulted ill a (hop ij quality control nid
reliability. Currently, no signiflcatit, technical lpoI)leis are wIthoit
solution ind a, review of the contractor performance iildicates corrective action is l)eig taken on quAlity conltol A)d reliAbility.
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Mr.

k[uo0N. The committee notes that the Dragon- program

ills

been funded a total of $54.8 million through fiscal year 1969. When was

the Dragon program initiated?
General BET s. The Dragon exploratory development was initiated

in August 1964 and engineering development began in February 1966.
DRAGON MISSILE DEVELOPMENT COST INCREASES

Mr. MAuON. What was the original total cost of development of
Dragon and what is your current estimate to complete development?
General BETAS. The original program cost estimate following le
exploratory development phase in 1966 was $58.303 million (RDTE).
The current estimate to complete development is
million
(RDTE).
Mr. MAION. What were the reasons for the cost increases?
General BEars. The cost increases have resulted from delays in the

initial years of the program because of substantial cuts in the funds
provided with respect to those estimated as being required (cut 43
percent in fiscal year 1966, 28 percent in fiscal year 1967, 28 percent

in fiscal year 1968), from some technical problems encountered in the
design stages, and recently from a drop in quality control and reliability attributable to contractor management problems growing out
of the McDonnell-Douglas merger.
NUMBER OF ARMY ANTITANK WEAPONS

Mr. MAioN. The justification book indicates that the Dragon missile system will replace the 90 mm. recoilless rifle on a one-for-one
basis. Will you. compare the weight, reliability accuracy, and time
required to acquire a target and fire the Dragon missile with that of the
90 mm. recoilless rifle? Tn other words, what do we acquire for this
expenditure of funds?
General Bmrrs. With the acquisition of Dragon, we will be able to
provide the foot soldier with a lightweight weapon having a signiicantly increased accuracy at greater ranges than the current 90 Mim.
recoilless rifle. A comparison of key characteristics of Dragon and the
90 mm. recoilless rifle is as follows:
Characteristic

Dragon

Weight (pounds) ............... ...............................
29.2 ...............
Accuracy (1st-round hit probability)-............
------.
meters ......
Time to acquire and ire at target ....................................
5 secs .........
Reliability........................................................-.............
Penetration 0 (Inches) rolled armor ...................................
--

90 mm. RR
44.
to 225 meters.
5 sees.
99.7 percent.

Mr. MAHON. How many different antitank weapons does the foot
soldier have in the Army inventOry and under development?
General BE-rs. The following antitank weapons for the foot soldier
are in the inventory and uider development. The developmental items
will replace those in the inventory.

1,4 :- L"
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IN THE INVENTORY

M72A1 light antitank weapon LAW
M67 90-rn3imfeter recoilless rifle
M40A1 106-millimeter recoilless rifle
ENTAC 180-millimeter guided missile
UNDER DEVELOPMENT

M72A1E1 LAW (product improvement)

Dragon guided missile (medium antitank/assault weapon)
TOW guided missile (heavy antitank/assault weapon)
COMPARISON OF DRAGON WITH TOW MISSILE

Mr. MAHON. Compare the characteristics of the Dragon with the
TOW, including weight, range, accuracy, and mission.
(The iiformtion follows:)
CHARACTERISTIC COMPARISON
Tow

Dragon

Weight------------------------Missile ...-..............................

226.4
pounds.............................
...............................
29.2 pounds.
40.5 pounds
13.46 pounds.
Range ...........------meters .............................. ---meters.
Accuracy (1st-round hit probability)II
-meters ..............................
-meters.
Crew........................................
4 men .......--.------------------------1I man.
Employment ..................................
Infantry battalion ...........................
Infantry platoon.
Mount .......................
4/-ton truck: A.ton mule; M113 APC; AAFSS 1-man portable.
(helicopter).

SURFACE MOBILITY COMPONENTS AND TECHNIQUES

Mr. MAIION. You are requesting
in fiscal year 1970 for surface mobility components and techniques. Why is it that the justiflcation book fails to show funding for this program element prior to
fiscal year 1908?
General BErs. Cumulative prior year data were considered not
meaningful for program elements in the research, explorttory development, and mani genenit and support areas, as each of these progniam
elements is a groupin-g of projects witli varying levels of effort, and
the task contefit of the projects differs froma year to year.
Mr. MAHON. For fiscal year 1969 you requested $4.3 million for this
research effort. However, the fiscal year 1970 Justificato6n bool, page
185 indicates $5.3 miilliin was fuineld in fiscal year 1969. How was
this increased and why?
General Bvirs. The amoiut originally included in this progiimn
element for the President's budget was $4.2 million. A combination Of
congressional action and Army reprogrinntng further redttced this
total to $4 million. The total of $5.3 million was attained as $I.3 rmaiion
was associated with this J)rogranil elemen'Ititt the statistical application
of facilities and installNtion s lp)port costs.
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RADIOLOGICAL ARMOR FOR COMBAT VEIICLE1S

Mr. MAHON. Why are you conducting work on radiological armor
for combat vehicles?
General Br'rs.
The aim of this project is to develop, shielding which requires
minimum tradeoffs when -included in combat vehicle design. Such
material would be particularly valuable for those more lightly
armored types which lack the inherent protection offered by the
ballistic armor of main battle tanks.
MOBILITY SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES

for mobility systems
Mr. MAIoX. Your total request includes
*for automotive vehicles. What are you doing in this area?
. General Bip'mrs. The najor portion of this funding.supports early
development of suspension systems for new combat vehicles. Examples
are the dual-spring-rate torsion bar and active suspensions. This latter
system anticipates terrain variations and positions roadwheels accordingly. Additionally, work is being done to extend the service life of
commit vehicle track, which currently represents a major element of
operating costs for such equipment.
SEA-TO-INLAND

LOGISTICS SYSTEM

Mr. MAiONim. What is involved in the work on "sea to inland logisYou also have money for this under "Ships, small craft,
tics
related equipment."
and system?"
General BnTTs. This is an effort to conduct exploratory development
for design parameters and technological base to support design and
development of U.S. Army marine craft amphibious lighters, and
-equipment for improved marine logistical transportation from dispersed ocean transports over the beach to inland transfer points over
inland waterways and to Army terminal facilities. Technical and
performance suitability is established through experimental model
and breadboard hardware investigations. -Currently exploratory development efforts, are in progress -or a silent' outboard engine and a
ship collision avoidance system. Design parameters and technology acquired in this'exploratory development project contribute to hardware
development in the engineering development project, under the
Ships, small craft, and related equipment'categor.KVlscal year 1970
of hardware under "Ships,
.&D. effort for engineering.development
1mall
raft, :and related e uipmenW . iilbeprimarily directed toward
development of a small labor and inland waterway tug. Also, effort
will be directed toward maintaining the procurement packrages for a
beach discharge lghter (BL) in state o readiness for initiation of
procure6ieit when funds become avaflble.
WOW
OTI5U3

O

J DOE
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YEXAR 1070

What other work do yoit ropose for this program
element ifi',fiscal year 1970?
.In addition to the -track and. stispension work disGeneral B
;Mr.
MAo.

I4i
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cussed..earlier, this program element will support continued work in
the following areas: laminate armor, spaced armor, transparent armor
for cupolas, sealed brakes for wheeled vehicles, water-activated and
nickel-cadmium batteries, a 700-ampere alternator, maintenance-free
ignition and water-propulsion kits and systems for combat vehicles.
Particular emphasis wifi be placed on the integration of current coinponentry into combat-vehicle systems for which development is just
being initiated (such as the armored reconnaissance and Scout vehicle
and the mechanized infaftry'combnatvehio.!e).

ICLYEAR

1001) ACCOMPLi1Iib _r5

Mr. MAH0 . What did you aprnplish with the $\. million made

available i Scal year 190.9
GeneralFITTrs. The fnd g m\tde avaible in fiscal far.1969 was
used to ipport tle xplor or
velop eat o4 all the rious components enumeraed in my xplan .'ofi of.o2t lPanned ac ivities for
mtems bega de-velopthe co ng year. Asit-ha
o no vehioi
wove th se cot ponents ow sufi.
ntent during fiscal year
oientl, mature to merit i
Won into tems initiated in cal year
1970 ave attalr 1dhat s a 1.5 t_ ugh th bffQrts o) the previ s year.
t
i. 1hus ye-r-6re not yet eady for
Other compone ts supo te
ire further tie ain funding
inclus on in veh cle sys s and Nvft
afV ptt.ype
t
system. Av inability
until t ey are re dy fori clusio
of con onents ch a lie 6,for ,fitu
hid
ch Vstems can e highly
effective in redu g e ris&-and-iea time associated With major
/
system velopment.

/

Mr. MA 10N. Can you ideitify ahy woIk dgrfe under is program
element which contrib ed directly to th4,MB1T-70 pogramn? Give
some examph .
General BE . The track and suspension item. fow being tested
for MBT-70,recev d their early exploratory devpl pment work within
this program. Once the.basic merits of the.Arnems were clearly established, the projects were'ansferred o-t'he MBT-70 component proballistic protection is another
gram. In additYon, early. work on-,example of work under this program element which has contributed
,directly to MBT-70.

I

CIEuIOAL-BILOGICAL WEAPONS

Mr. DAvIS. You are requesting $25.7 million in fiscal year 1970 for
ohemical-bi 6 logical weapons. What was your fiscal year 1969 programI
'Colonel TonEY. The fiscal year 1909 program was funded at $25.5
million.

Mr. DAvis. The fiscal year. 1969 justification bo0k, pae 170, mdi-

"cates that a total of $2033 nillion has been devoted to thif work from
:fiscal ~ears ,963 through 1968. Why does the fiscal year 1970 jUstififiscal year 1968?
citionbook'slow funding only since
ON'riOr
yar fundtig ,data is reported this year for
General BzT'S.
sincthis effOrt not end item Oriented, but
itexloratoydevelopment
-is
applies to ifny areas of lutUr end itm development. Accordiigly
the acnfimi~lation of prior years costs is relatively meaningless.

.
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()I (118US ON HUMAN SKIN
01?,Er

Mr. D.wis. Earlier in these learinns Gehur,il Betts, vou idicte4itod

you were untaware of any permallenlt Injitry to the skill troill exposure
tio that tests (ompleted
to CS. It has eome to th attention of the eotit1tee

by the Army in June, 190 disclosed tlie'. on most, volunteers CS eauls-twd

immediate skin irritation or inflatlimation, and 12 to 24 hours later all

eight, volunteers suffered first- and seeond-degree burns, Four suitered
severe blistering, some required surgery, and three of the eight were
!hOspitall/zed for a week for treatment of the skini erulptions. h'lese find.
pugs were lAltlished by the Armny Edgewood Arenal in Jtauary 1907
]n a,pam )Ilet title( "The Effects or Therinmlly-generated CS Aero.
sel1 on 11man Skins." Are you aware of this report, General Betts?
General BEhrs. 1 was not aware of that report.in detail when I gave
you lny answer, but 1,cll add to my prior answer and jit this in somewhat better perspective. A report was issued by Edgewood Arsenal ini
Januttary 197.'I'lteir technical report 4075. That report stated tht, att
very hglI concentratlolis of CS anpd tlo number they wore using was
800 milligrams per cubic metor of air-and for exposure times greater
than 30 minutes under tropical' condlitiofls of heat. and ,huumidty-97
degrees Falrenheit; 100 preent rolative huiidity-with only mod.
rate wind velocit.y--thatt is, down to 5 milos an hour-the fosages
occu1 which j)rodkce seeond- and first-degree lisInts ot ti skiii.
Now, we nust put, that in perspe4t.ie. The dosage Nhiceh lproduceed
that is 900 times that whielh is achieved by the standard Army grenades
that are used for riot control, or for tact.ial purposes. So w lat we are
say 0g is tt. although half of the volunteer-s exposed to those (los-s
developed bl isters on ,the skin, the report provided ovidonmw that. while
those skin oreets can occur under extreme conditions , such effects would
not formally be achieved with field aerosols that itreV generated for riot,
or tactical purpo s, N e fel the difference between any 'easonalle
dosage that is expected in a riot, or tactical situation, anid what was
achieved undor those contrived test conditions would indicate that the
safety factor is well in hand.
AIf. DAvis. You don't thinlc there is any reaml prilctiea.1 cause, for colcorn based upon the results of this test ?
General Buris. I believe for all practical purposes thermal burns are
not a hi.mard related to the ron-tine use of these weapons.
o/B WORK I

Il

TO BOTII OFI-'INStVI0

AN)

1)FlPr1NSIVI, I)I LIOPAMFN'r

Mr. DAVms. When we speak of this progam-the entire 0B grottp
for the current, fiscal year, are we speaking entirely of oft'enslve cam-

paucity?

General Bmrs. When we speak of our CB development program, we
are speaking about both offensive anddefensive development,
Mr. Dvis. Would you elaborate on the defensive phase of tha1;?
General B.',-rs. Yes, sir; and may I expand on the tire defensive
aspects to this degree: It seems ,to me that It would bi absolutely idefinsible for'us to cease all offensive lethal weapon development in a
international framework that recogni'es the Soviets have an extensive
operational cap~abilty in lethal chemical weapolls and they have a
Vry considerable research and development program.
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We do't,know 'ecisely what agents they have develolped and have
deployed. It.
would be foolish if we ceased doing offensive development
work1 that, died us the kniowlede of whit: it takles to defend against
any agent1 that our tecln6logy might conceive.
(1ur intioil posture is a I)0Stlre of retaliation only with respect to
lethal chemical weapons, or lethal gas weapons. I should q tlify that.
lut it would be foolish if we thought we had a good (lefenisive post ure
and had not l)ursued enough offensive development effort to know
what kind of capability the enemy could have. We can't hope to get
a full picture of this capability from purely intelligence sources.
With that background, I would like to reter to C6lonel Tobey for a
ft111 her discussion of tlie offensive programs.
Mr. )AVTs. We would appreciate having any comments you care to
make on it.
Colonel 'rom:Y. Our investigations indicated thaft about

per-

cent of ,the work that we are doing under the CB program is offensive.
ill nature, blut it,
is very difilculit. to make any clear lihe of delineate ion
1)etween the two because there is such a-n fniteriiigllnig of tie two.
Most of the offensive-type work we do, or much of it, gives great insight into the defensive equipment that is required to contend with
this.
Atrl. )vis.

)o you have ,any finan ilal l)reakdown as to the offensive

and defensive part. of it or are they so intertwined that it is practicanlly
possible to provide that?

Colonel Tom'. We do have some numbers we could provldo for the

re(.ord on that.percent....
but, as I indicated, in gross terms it,
would appear to be
al)out
Mr. DAviq. And further for the record 'then, if yoou would, indicate

to us what has been done with the $25 million proved in the previous
fiscal year, and ,theprogram that, you hope to accomplish during the

current fiscal year in this area?
(The iniforintion follows:)

It Is diflcult to quantify specifically how much exploratory development work
sive as well as the offensive effort. For example, chemical agent dissemiinon

Is offensive in nature since much of this work contributes equally to the defend.
and dispersion technology is as important to the study of chemical defensive
systems as It is to the weaponeerA. But adding all the projects together that
could contribute to offensive CB weapons provides a total of .
Of this

total, to incapacitating and riot control agent Investigations.
Some major accomplishments during fiscal year 1009 were:
Chemical: Developed a castable, polymer bonded smoke mixture with which
to facilitate the production of agent CS pyrotechnic mixes. Selected agent
for further development from

-

, Developed methods of synthesis for eco.
note production and developed munition design concepts, Developed munition
-

design concepts for an exlosiVe incendiary bomblet suitable for antipersonnel
of and fielded a personnel marking and identification system using
-.
Developed concepts for and proved feasibility of a retroreflector Intrusion detection system using -.-.
Verified munition design concepts for a number of
and antlmateriel applications, Developed concepts for, proved the feasibility

blinary-type candidate lethal agents,
Biological. Established feasibility for a pneumatic feeder for handling dry
biological agents. Developed a geomagnetic sensor system for Instrumenting and
telemetering small biological weapon systems during testing. Identified a tissue
cell line for
The, fiscal year '1070 funds would be used to accomplish the following:
Investigate potential chemical and biological antipersonnel agents, to determine If they could pose a threat as an enemy system . Concurrent Ivith
-,
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determining the agent's physical and biological characteristics, nd their prolable effects upon man, effort Is conducted to develop treatment methods, prophylaxis techniques and diagnostic techniques. Investigate the bo (legradat(lion
of plant control agents with the goal of developing compotinds that have little
or no residual effects, Investigate the effects upon man of potential riot control
agents with the goal of developing an effective agent that has no potentially
harmful side effects, Conduct dissemination investigations on chemical agents
and biological agents to determine the factors controlling the delivery and (118.
porsion of these agents, 'Time results of these studies will be used to (letermnlle
the threat potential of these agents and munitions systems and investigate new
,
potential munition designs.

DISPOSAL OF c/n XVNTI0NS

Mr. DAVIS. Where do we stand now on the hiatus over the disposal
of-I guess nerve gas was the one referred to in the press?
General Bvrrs. May I refer to Lieutenant Colonel 1)ismore?
Lieutenant Colonel PisMOJIE. The National Academy, as you will recall, reviewed the procedurm proposed for the disposal of these munitions and made certain recomnendations. The latest word on the status
of our implementation of their recommendations is as follows:
They recommended that we destroy in place, essentially, the liquid
mustard that was stored in 1-ton heavy steel containers. 'We have made
plans to burn this material according to the recommendations of the
National Academy.
The burning site and the exact time phasing of this operation is still
under consideration.
With respect to the disposal of the M-55 rockets which were filled
with agent GB. and were encased in cement inside of heavy steel coffins, each of which contain 30 rockets, the Army conyened a committee of technically qualified individuals, including demolition experts,
to further consider whether there is any feasible way which is practical
to dispose of these items at military establishments. The committee
reviewed the various disposal alternatives and has adjourned. The report is being prepared at this moment.
If no me hod of disposal meeting these criteria is found, then the
Army, after coordination with other independent agencies, will consider whether to follow the recommendation of the National Academy,
.
.
whloh was to dispose of these by sea du"mp.
With respect to the demilitarization and detoxification of the Air
Force M-84 cluster bombs, a thorough study was commissioned within
the Army to determine whether in the interests of safety it was more
advisable to perform these processes at fRocky Mountain Arsenal in
Denver, Colo., or at Toolle Army Depot in Utah. Both Of these locations were recommended by the National Academy of Sciences.
The report has been forwarded to the Secretary of the Army for
consideration.
ALLEGED PRODUCTION OF NERVE GAS AT NEWPORT, IND.

Mr. DAvve. Earlier this week there was a news report relative to the
alleged production of nerve gas. One of our colleagues was assuring
the public that, based upon a soure which had heretofore been reliable in other matters, tliy were planning to produceinerve gas out at
Newport, Ind, and I believe the report said there had been a denial
of this, but that this particular representative said that his source was
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one that he had found reliable in the past and so he still believes the
report was true. Can you clarify that for us?
Mr. Poon. I can categorically deny the report that it is planned to

renew the operation of the plant for anything except high explosives.
UNDERGROtUND STORAGE OV C/il MATERIAL AT DENVER

Mr. DAVIs. What about the underground storage of some of this
chemical biological material out at Denver ? Is that currently being
planned, or is there some there now?
Mr. Poo. I believe there is no biological material at Denver.
Lieutenant Colonel Ds~monE. There is no permanent underground
storage at this installation. There are, however ten 10,000-gallon
underground storage tanks used for temporary holding of agent dui'ing the manufacturing and munition fllling operation.
fr. Poon. There are chemical munitions stored above ground.

FIREowER OTHER THAN MISSILES
Mr. DAVIs. You are requesting
in fiscal year 1970 for "Firepower other than missiles." What was your fiscal year 1969 program?
General ]rrts. The hiscal year 1969 program amounted to $12.5
million.
Mr. DAVIS. How much has been funded for this program element
since flscal year 1903?
General Bv-rs. Between $10 million and $16 million a year for an
approximate total through fiscal year 1960 of $85 million.
PROORAIM ACCOMPLSIISMENTS

Mr. DAVIS. Can you point to specific accomplislments resulting from
this program since fiscal year 1963? Provide significant examples.
General B'rmrs. This program element consists of some 29 projects
which provide for exploratory development of new weapons munitions, and equipment for infantry, artillery; and armor forces. Possibly
the best recent example of the contribution this type of effort makes
is In the ammunition field. Exploratory development during the late
fifties and early sixties led to ie marriage of wound ballfitic technology, capabilities for miniaturized mnitlons components, and techitiques for delivery of submissiles by artillery projectiles. This has
resulted in the recent fielding of a totally new family of antipersonnel
ammunition with highly increased effectiveness.
WORK ON WEAPONS FIRING TABLES

Mr. DAVIS. Page 197 indicates you have a project to provide firing
tables and associated ballistic data for all land combat weapon systems in which guidance is not incorporated. Will this work be

done in-house or under contract?
If under contract who will do the work
General BFrrs. This is primarily an in-house effort by the Ballistic
Research Laborator'ies at Aberdeen Proving Ground. A small contract
with Vitro Laboratories amounting anfiully to abofit 5 percent of
the total effort provides some minor but necessary computer support.
M6-56$4-009-pt, 5--8
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RAPID FIRE DIRECT SUPPORT ARTILLERY WEAPON

Mr. DAvis. What is the rapid fire direct support artillery weapon
referred to on page 198 of the justification book and what was the outcome of work on this system?
General BETTS. Since 1963 the Army has had a qualitative materiel
development objective (QMDO) for a rapid fire direct support, 105.
millimeter howitzer. Battlefield experience and computer analysis
show that effectiveness is maximized when a large number of rounds
can be delivered in a very short time before the target can change
its position or seek cover. We are exploring several means of providing
this rapid fire capability. Deficiencies exist in all our current concepts.
It is these deficiencies that this funding is designed to solve. The
major effort, last year and this year, involves effective obturation
or propellant gas sealing between gun tubes and different, revolvertype cartridge chambers and magazines.
LIQUID PROPELLANT GUN SYSTEM

Mr. DAVIS. What is the liquid propellant gun system mentioned on
page 201?
General BErrs. This refers to an aircraft, air defense or vehicle
mounted weapon not exceeding 60-millimeter in size and operating
from an attached fluid propellant container. During fiscal year 1970
several fluid propellant compositions will be examined and study
will be conducted of devices for metering the propellant into tie
weapon.
MORTAR APPLIED RESEARCH

Mr. DAvIS.'You are requesting funds under this program element for
mortar applied research. Reports back from Vietnam indicate some
of our men are impressed by the accuracy of the lightweigPht mortars
used by the enemy. Are we doing any work toward the development
of a lightweight mortar?
General BE'rs. A qualitative materiel development objective
.(QMDO) is currently being prepared for a lightweight, indirect fire,
infantry close support weapon by the Army Combat Developments
Command. Nominal development work will be conducted in fiscal year
1970 consisting of conceptual studies and experimentation to determined
feasibility in terms of tine and cost.
CrASSIFIEI

PROJECT

Mr. DtvIs. What is the classified project
1 for which you are requesting $910,000?
General Brrs. This project provides for exploratory development
of improved conventional munitions. These munitions
have significanitly improved antipersonnel effectiveness. The first generation
of these munitions has been recently deployed. The currently requested
funds will provide for investigation of methods for improved
improved antiarmor kill mechaisms and new applications of the technologyto area denial operations by te Army and Air Force. ;
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HIGH ENERGY LASER RESEARCH

Mr. DA1 s. A total of $1.7 million will be used for high energy
laser research. This is one of many references to laser research throughout the Army R.D.T. & H. program. Will you list for the record the
laser research to be done in fiscal year 1970 by program element, sub-

activity, and project, together with the proposed cost for the entire
Army R.D.T. & E. budget?

(the information requested follows:)

Laser research programed by the Army to be done in fiscal year 1970 Includes
both research on lasers to develop new laser technology suitable for Army appilCations, and research carried out using lasers to evaluate their use in Army
applications. The following is a list of Army laser research planned for fiscal
year 1070 together with cost estimates, which totals $7,599,000.
Program element: 0.11.02.A Defense research sciences; subelement: General
physics.
,Subactivity: 50iB.
Project: 20001102B11T3 Research in experimental -and theoretical physics.
Funding: $350,000,
Program element: 0.11,02.A Defense research sciences; subelement: Electronics,
Subactivity: 50lB.
Project: 1T001102A31B Night vision device research.
Funding: $000,000.

'Program element: 6,11.02.A Defense research sciences; subelement: Electronics.
Subactivity: 601B.
Project: 1T001102A310 Research in quantum electronics.
Funding: $1,444,000.
-Program element: 0.11.02.A Defense research sciences; subelement: Elec.
tronles.
Subactivity: 501B,
'Project: 20001102B31F Joint services electronics program.
Funding: $100,000.
Program element. 0.11.02.A Defense research sciences; subelement: Atmos.
pherle sciences.
Subactivity: 501B.
Project: 1T061102B53A. Research in atmospheric soierices.
funding: $250,000.
Program element: 0.21.02.A Electronic warfare'; subactivity: 502B.
Project: 1H002102A218 Electronic warfare components and techniques.
'Funding: $30,000.
Program element: 0,20.03.A Firepower other than missiles; subactivity: 552C.
Project: 1T502603A808 High energy laser research.
Funding: $1,700,000.
Program element: 0.27.01.A Communication-Electronics; subactivity: 502A.
Project: 1H002701A448 Information transmission.
Funding: $70,000.
Program element: 6.27.03.A Airborne surveillance and target acquisition;
subactivity: 5620.
Project: 1Z662703A180 Airborne image conversion.
Funding: $500,000.
Program element: 0.27.04.A Ground surveillance and target acquisition; subactivity: 562D.
Project: 1ZO02704A199 Optical radar and laser techniques,
Funding: $700,000.
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Program element: 0.27.05.A Electronics-electronic devices; subactivity : 502E.
Project: 1H602705A055 Thermlonie applied research and engineering.
Funding: $75,000.
Program element: 0.27.05.A Electronics-electronic devices; subactivity: 562E.
Project: 1H662705 A050 Solid state devices applied research and engineering.
Funding: $1,200,000.
Program element: 0,27.00.A OB defense; subactivity: 502F.
Project: 1B662706A102 Chemical agent warning detection.
Funding: $250,000.
Program element: 6.27.09.A Night vision; subactivity: 502J.
Project: 1ZO62709D406 Night vision.
Funding: $200,000.
LARGE CALIBER CASELESS AMMUNITION

Mr. DAVIS. You hAve
in this budget for large caliber caseless
ammunition. This effort has been running $1.5 million and $1.9 million for the last 2 fiscal years. What are you doing in this area?
General B=Trs. The objective of the large caliber caseless program
is to achieve a state-of-the-art capability sufficient to prove the feasibility of a caseless ammunition, automatic, vehicle-mounted, rapid-fire
weapon. The program includes the fabrication of sufficient hardware
and ammunition for demonstration test. Work has been performed
under 18 contracts as well as at four in-house installations. The continuing exploratory development is to develop the required technology
for solutioil to problems o1 vulnerability, heat transfer, and cook-off.
Successful firing of 27-mllihmeter automatic weapons has been accoimj)lished in test fixtures. The feasibility demonstration is currently
planned for fiscal year 1970.
Mr. DAvis. Will you provide for the record a table showing proposed work to be done in fiscal year 1970 on caseless or combustible
cartridge cases by program element, subactivity, and project together
with the cost for each-? I want this for the entire Army R.I.T. & E.
budget.
(The information follows:)
A total of $5,5 million is programed in fiscal year 1070 for baseless and/or
combustible ammunition development as shown below:
0.20.03: A81$8 caseless amino for large caliber ................
0.20.04: AI522 easeless ammo for small caliber .....-

6.36.07: D641 easeless amino system development .......
2.86.18: D834 Shillelagh (152 mm. amino) ---------------------------Total
XISTIC WEAPON SYSTH ,%S

Mr. DAvis. What is the "Mistic Weapons Systems Requirements"
project No. A976 under this program element?
General BErrs. Missile System, Target Illuminator Controlled
(MISTIC) is a system intended for designating and defeating individual meohitnized targets well forward o6 the FEBA through means
of accurate indirect fire on target acquired by scouts; outpost personnel
and forward observers. A study of this system is planned under this
program element (project A976). Supporting exploratory development work leading to such a system is'being conducted under program
element 6.23.01.A (Missiles) with respect to terminal homing devices
such as laser semiactive guidance and optical contrast seekers.
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I

r. DAVIS. The Army small arms program is described as a new

program element started during the fiscal year 1969 budget cycle.
In fiscal year 1970, and you indicate that
Xou are requesting fiscid year 1969 program was $4.7 million. Is this the same effort as
last year's "Infantry Supporting Weapons" program element? Where
did you get the fiscal year 1969 f unds? Has the $4.7 million been
approved by OSD? If so, when?

(The information follows:)

No, This new program element is one of three which were initiated to provide
visibility to the RDTH task specifically related to the development of small
arms. The other two Army small arms program elements cover advanced and
engineering development. The source of fiscal year 1.069 funds of $4.7 million
for small arms exploratory development was from program element 6.21.38.01,
"Firepower Other Than Missiles," as follows:
M0llio1
A272
A293
A353
A804

Grenades and related equipment
-------------------------$. 195
Small arms ammunition
---------------------------------- 79
Caseless ammunition small caliber.
------------------------1, 100
Small arms armor
------------------------------------2. 570

4064
Total
---------------------------------------------On 31Uly 1, 198, OSD approved $1.064 million and deferred $3.0 million of these
funds. The $3.0 million, deferred funds, were released to DA on December 3, 1908.

Mr. DAVIS. What did you accomplish during fiscal year 1969 with
the $4.7 million? The justification book, page 202, indicates little or
no work was done under this program element last year.
General Bmlvrs. The major accomplishment was that we were able
to fund for exploratory development to provide coordinated support
of the small arms development community to the Army small arms
program (ARSAP). Specifically, the technique of formation of barrels of coextrusion of two types of materiels is under contract, extensive work on tracer ammunition which had been deferred in previous
years was begun, and a comprehensive analysis of theperformance
of aluminum cases and a compatible breech was conducted.
SMALL CALIBER CASELEMS AMMUNITION

ir. DAVIS. YoUr fiscal year 1970 program includes
for small
caliber caseless ammunition. What are you doing in this area. after
the limited success and problems experienced with the larger caliber
caseless ammunition?
General Brrs. Specific planned goals of the fiscal year 1970 small
caliber caseless program are initiation of comprehensive vulnerability
studies; intensi.icaton of heat transfer and cook-off studies; initiation
of comprehensive caseless propulsion research programs conduct a
3-month test fixture requirements study;
and itiaIte a continuing cost.
effective study,
In view of the, problems experienced In large caliber combustible
ammunition, in April 1909 I appoihted a committee to review the
Army's careless ammunition weapons program. This committee assessed the current and proposed research and exploratory programs
and has made several reconmhenda tons for changes. These proposed
changes are being considered by the Army Materiel Command at the
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present time. Fintl action on the committee's recoinmeiidations may
result in a change in this and other ceaseless programs.
Mr. DAVIS. What did you acconiplish with the $1.1 million in fiscal
year 1969 for small caliber caseless ammunition?
General B rrs. Initially $0.5 million for this task was released by
OSD. The remainiffig $0.6 million was administrhtively deferred until
November 1968. During fiscal year 1969 the firing of small caliber
careless ammunition in semiautomatic and automatic test fixtures was
accomplished. Contracts with Aircraft Armaments Inc., General Motors, and the Hughes Tool Corp. are weapons concepts studies and

ammunition research to solve the problems identified in this area of
technology. M[aor problem areas which require solution are: durablity an environmental protection; heat transfer and cookoff, obturation, producibility, erosion and fouling, ignition methods, extinct ion
and misfires, and vulnerability.
PowER SYSTEMS AND CON~VEn1TEs

i fiscal year 1970 for power
Mr. D vis. You are requesting
systems and converters. Your fiscal year 1969 program was $7.3 iniilion. Page 205 of the justification book discloses that a total of $124
million has been funded for this program element since fiscal year 19063.
The objective of this program is to provide improved engines, transmissions, and power trains for tactical wheeled anq tracked vehicles.
What can you show for this effort?
General BrErrs. This program element has provided the initial development efforts for a family of high-power/low-weight diesel engines
called the V11O (very high output), which are scheduled for use in
future combat vehicles. Uiltil its transfer with fiscal year 1970 to the
MBT-T0 program, development of the 1,500-horsepower gas turbine
engine was supported by the program elment. this program element
supports those engine and transmission efforts for which there are no
commercial counterparts.
PROGRAM CONTRIBUTION 'TO XfBT-70 AND SIIFRIDAN ENGINES

Mr. DAvIs. You have had severe engine problems, as yet unresolved,
with the MBT-70, and the transmission for the tank is overweight.
The engine for the' Sheridan is too noisy for a reconnaissance vehicle
and the rooster tail exhaust can be seen for miles. How has the $124
million for this program element contributed toward the engines for
these two vehiclesI
General B-irs. The engine problems of MBT-70 are associated with
the variable-compression-ratio air-cooled engine, which was the primary engine for the tank until December 1968. At that time it was
apparent that this engine was not likely to provide the durability and
Mliability required for MBT-70 without substantial investments of
further time and funding. Fortunately the program had earlier initiated a backup engine development which was atle to demonstrate the
required characteristics and was therefore selected as the new primary
enine for MBT-70. Although the bnlk of the development effort invested in the original engine was provided under the MBT-70 program, most of the initial work had been accomplished under this
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program element. In general, the reasons for its rejection were concerned with the engineering of the prototype models rather than with
the new concepts and basic design ap proach, which had been examined
earlier under this program element. This program element contributed
toward the engine of the Sheridan vehicle only to the extent that it
monitors commercial engines for possible military application. The
Sheridan engine is a modification of a standard General Motors diesel
engine. Its exhaust smoke is no worse than that of other contemporary
U.S. diesel engines and its engine noise is no louder than that of
similar vehicles and certainly no bar to its employment as part of an
armored cavalry platoon.
POWER SYSTEMS, ROTARY AND COMBINED CYCLE ENGINES

Mr. DAVIS. Of the total amount requested for fiscal year 1970,
is for power systems, rotary and combined cycle engines. Is this work
all related to the MBT-70 engine?
General BErs. A portion of this work is related to MBT-70. Although the development of the 1,500-horsepower gas turbine has been
integrated into the MBT-10 program, tiere are still development
projects being completed within thls program element for accessories
such as air cleaners, electrical accessories, and component testing. The
major work accomplished in this program however, is in follow on
turbine engines for other combat vehicle o? other weights, which can
make use of the development lessons learned on the turbine for
M3BT-70.
OTHER WORK TO BE DONE IN FISCAL YEAR 1970

Mr. DAvIS. What else do you hope to accomplish in fiscal year 1970
with the total
requested
General BETTS. To summarize the activities supported by this program element, let me list the principal projects: development of
transmissions for the VHO family of engines; evaluation of three
developmental electric drive systems; work on hydromeehanical and
hydrostatic power converters; monitoring state of the art in commercial spark-and-compression-ignition engines; gas turbine engines
for medium-class vehicles; and monitoring of comnercially available
gas turbine engines for possible military applications. These are in
addition to the previously mentioned work in support of the 1,500horsepower turbine for MBT-70.
CHEWIAL-BIOLOGIOAL WEAPONS

Mr. DAVIS. In the fiscal year 1969 justiflcatlon book at page 192
it was indicated that the program element under chemical biological
weapons was to be funded to a total of $17.7 million through fiscal
year 1969. This year's book, at page 209, shows a total funding through
fiscal year 106 to be $31.8 million. How did this program increase
$14.1 million in 1 year?
Colonel DsmonE. Sir, that is a very difficult question to answer
1but I will try to put it in proper perspective.

-'C

'
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We are speaking now of advanced development; the reporting of
prior years' funds for advanced development is a very difficult till
to do because this developieit is not specifically end item oriented,
as you undoubtedly are aware.
We have investigated this particular deficiency and all we can
determine at this point is that last year's report of prior year effort
was in error and that the prior year effort shown this year should
be taken as the correct figure.
Mr. DAVIS. For the record, would you insert a statement showing the
accomplishments in fiscal year 1969 and the proposals for activity for
the $4.4 million shown on page 209 of the justfications?
Mr. PoOR. We will be happy to.
(The information follows:)
Major accomplishments in 1069 were:

For chemical weapons advanced development: Proved the feasibility of the
155-millimeter
and demonstrated the practicality of such a round. improved the color rendition of certain pyrotechnic colored smoke mixes. Developed
production procedures for blending and filling thickened pyrophoric flame agents
and applied these procedures to production of triethyl aluminum (T4A) for

filling Into the warhead of the XM1t1 multishot portable flame weapon (VLASH),
For biological advanced development: Demonstrated the feasibility
of an automatic pilot production plant,
Completed engineering
studies on cryogenic storage

-

demonstrating the feasibility of long term

storage under these conditions. Demonstrated the capability for production of
tissue cells in deep tank culture without the use of antibiotics.
Plans for fiscal year 1970 are:

For chemical weapons advanced development: Initiate proems scale-up evalua. Let an advanced development contract for a
flame incendiary module system with a 4-gallon TflA-type warhead. Investigate
sound and light for potential In applications . Continue Investigations of
tions on two candidate

new riot control agents and delivery systems.

For biological weapons advanced development: Continue the development of
-to demonstrate the potential of such weapons
for application to defensive studies. Continue studies to demonstrate if the aerosol
stability of agents under adverse environmental conditions can be Improved.

processes for tissue culture of

WA WEAPONS SYS'T'EM

Mr. Dws. What is the WA weapons system?
Colonel Dis,%roE. WA is an unclassified symbol for a classified
material so may we discuss this off the'record?
Mr. DAvIs. Yes.
(Discussion off flie record.)
Mr. DAVIS. It was indicated that this program was to be terminated.
Yet the justifications indicate - - to be used in the current fiscal
.year. Dues this fit in with what you have said then about this paricular program being terminated, but some related research is to be
done on som. other th fings which accounts for the - ?
Colonel Dismon&. Yes, sir; that is correct.
NvUOLREAR MtTN.ITrONS DEVELOP M[ENT
Mr. Dkvis. You are requesting
in fiscal year 1970 for nuclear
munitions development. One of the purposes of this program is to
develop a nuclear capability for th- 175-millimeter gun. What has
happened to this program?
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Colonel ToBEy. Program element 6.36.04.A entitled "Nuclear Muni-

tions Development" Fias several projects, one of which is nuclear
projectiles. Work in this project has been primiarily in the developinent of improved nuclear rounds for the 155-millimeter and 8-ineh
artillery systems. In addition, minor work was performed in fiscal
year 1969 in the areas of ballistic match, layout design, and fltzihg
optimization in anticipation of reconducting a feasibility study for it
15-millimeter nuclear projectile.
During fiscal year 1969 it became evident that an
. In considoration of this factor and the
years required to develo) a
nuclear projectile,
.
Mr. DAVIs. What do you hope to accomplish in fiscal year 1970, and
describe your fiscal year 1969 accomplishments.
Colonel Ton'Y. Work planned for fiscal year 1970 is predominantly
i continuation of fiscal year 1969 effort in anticipation of
- during this period. Particular emphasis will be placed on continued information exchange and tradeoff studies with the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) investigations related to high strength-to-weighit

materials with suitable toughness and ductility, mathematical models
and experimental techniques for evaluating interior and exterior ballistic performance associated with ballistic match2 rotating band design, fuzing system studies, and safety and reliability
stuclies. Bench
tests will be conducted on breadboard desivins of key components and
a limited number of test projectiles wilf le fabricated to conduct
ballistic match feasibility test.
The primary accomplishment in fiscal Ntear 1969 was the successful.
accomplishment of two joint phase 2 feasibility studies with the AEC
(improved 155mm. and 8 inch projectiles). Both of these shidies required significant effort by Army laboratories; this work included prelimnary weapon layout, fuzing optimization studies, mathematical
model and computer analysis offballistic matching, key coinponOfit advanced development, rocket assist application, rotating band design,
high strength-to-weight material section studies, and soft recovery
technique investigations.
MINE
Mr. DAVIS. You are requesting

WARFARE

in fiscal year 1970 for mine
warfare, an increase of
over the fiscal year 1969 program. What
is the reason for this increase?
General B n-s. This increase in fiscal year 1970 will fund efforts on
a scatterable mine family that will include antipersonnel, antivehicle$
and lantitnk mines deliverable by air, artillery and ground dispensers.
Mr. DAVIS. The fiscal year 1969 request was $1.3 million, yet page
212 of the justification book indicates the fiscal year 1969 program
was $2.8 million. How and why was this program inreased last year?
General BETTr. Re )rograthing actions 67-1 (DOD 69-14) and 69-2
(DOD 69-28) added $1.010 million to this program element for increased work on scatterable mines and to eliminate the guerrilla-counterguerrilla, ordnance demolition task. Another $460,000 was added
from fiscal year 1968 finds held'in budgetary reserve for developmaen16t
of portable and vehicular mine detectors. Based oni a.statistical distribution of facilities and installation support costs another $22,000 was
added to bring the fiscal year 1969 total to $2.792 million.

"
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AIRBORNE MINING SYSTrEIN

Mr. DAVIS. The committee notes that about

-

of the fiscal year

1970 request is for Airborne Mining System. This would appear to 1e
an Air Force effort. How much are you duplicating Air Force work
in this area and why can't the Army take advantage of Air Force developments in this field?
General BETrs. The Army and the Air Force have been cooperating on the development of Airborne Mining System, using the same
mines and delivery cannisters in some applications. In January 1969
DOD tasked the Army as lead service to prepare and staff with the
other services a joint requirements document for scatterable mines.
This document has been prepared and is presently being staffed for
joint services approval.
ARMY S1%1Ar
ARs PROGRAM
Mr. DAVIS. You are requesting
in fiscal ycar 1970 for the
advanced development portion of the Army small arms program. What
were your accomplishmets during fiscal year 1969 with the $4.2
mhillih provided? Were you able to complete all your program
objectives?
General Bmvrs. In fiscal year 1969 we embarked on comprehensive
evaluation of 5.6mm. maclhinegun mechanisms. This evaluation is a
joint, effort, with the U.S. Marine Corps using the Stoner 5.56mfim.
imiachi.egin as the tool. This evaluation includes a kinematic and
dynamic analysis to evaluate future machinegun systems. SPecial
specification and a design related to associated afmniion for future
maIhihfeguns is being developed concurrently. Work began to solve
technical problems associated with the prototype hardware .of the
special purpose individiafil weapon (SPIW) (XM19) which were
revealed duirihg ET/ST in 1966. The advance development objectivke
for the fiscal year 1969 Army small ailifs program will iave been met,
upon competition of fiscal year 1969 founded projects that are now
underway.
SPECIAL PURPOSE INDIVIDUAL WEAPON

(SPIW)

Mr. DAviS. Page .214 of the justification book discloses that partiulfir
emphasis will cortiue on making the special purpose individual
weapon (SPIW) more reliable. How long have you been working on
SPIW, how much has been spent on tlis weapon
p development, and
what are the problems?
General B-rrs. The development of SPIW began in 1962. Concept
prototype weaponsdevelopecl-by Sr field Armory and three cornmercial companies were evaluated in 1964. As a result of this evaltiation -Spriifield Arory and AAI Corp. were selected to develop

compete ing engineering design protdtypes. Comparative evaluation of
the engineer design prott-ypes was initiated in 1966 and indicated
that there were serius design problems in both weapons. Because of
this setbck in the SPIW program, 4ind the Arny's decision to buy
the M-16 rifle, the SPIW was reorieited to an advanced deVelopment
programs as par of a. broadened' R. & D. effort for a future rifle. The
I

p
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cost of the SPIW development through fiscal year 1969 is $21.68
million. Problems in the AAI prototype can be placed in three main
cate ories: extraction feeding, and drive spring life. Problem areas
in the Springfield SPIW involve the muzzle brake, friction in the
magazine, and prematire ignition.
Mi. DAVIs. Will you describe the other new weapons under devel-

opment, such as the SPI1V the multiple launched fletchette, and the
caseless ammuniti6n and weapon?
General BE'PTS. These items along with the serially fired-fin system
are the major contenders for the future rifle. The current AAI (XM19) developed as part of the SPIW program is an example of the
serially fired-in system, that is, a weapon that fires, in response to one
trigger pull, a series of cartridges each of which contains one fin stabilized fletchette. The serially fired-spin system differs from the above
in that the projectile (.17 caliber) is spin stabilized, in the same manner as a conventional rifle bullet. The multiple launched flechette system is a weapon that fires a single cartridge containing multiple flechettes. The last system, caseless ammo and weapon, is listed only to give
it visibility for the future. This item is not funded under this element
in fiscal year 1970, but is listed here only to show where the most promising of the above three candidate systems hopefully will be integrated
with the results of -the small caliber caseless ammo exploratory development discussed previously under project element 6.26.04.A.
Mr. DAvis. How much of the fiscal year 1970 budget will be spent
on SPIW?

General Bm-rs.
million programed for advance development
of the serially fired-spin system in fiscal year 1970. Thin task is one
of several under project D633, Individual Weapons Development.
Mr. DAvis. What, will the remaining funds 'be used for?
(The information follows:)
The breakout of fiscal year 1970 request for Army small arms advance developinment are as follows:

Project No.:

D627, Components development-D033, Individual weapons development.....................
D640, Crew served weapons development
------------------D641, Caseless ammo system development-------------------------------------------------D642, Special purpose weapons

Mr. DAvs. A total of $26.7 million has been spent on this program

element through fiscal year 1969. What can you show in the nature of

accomp lihimefts to justify this expenditure of funds?
General Bni'rs. The $26.7 million has been spent over 6 years, fiscal
years 1963-69. Approximtely $10 Million of this amouiit has been
directed toward the SPIW project. Although the SPIW had to be
taken out of engineering development and reoriented into advanced
development, the concept of multiple, high-velocity flechettes still
exhibits the most promise for a future rifle. Work associated with this
project will be quite valuable for any future small arms development.
Specifically from, this program the XM203 40-mm. grenade launcher
attachmient f or the M-16 rifle has evolved. This launMier will soon be
classified Standard A and when issued, will give the infantrymian
armed with the M16/XM203 combination the capability to engage
both point and area targets. The disposable barrel cartridge area target
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ammunition (DBCATA), which is a logical futtkie replacement for the
grenade launcher, has been demonstrated and is being further de.
veloped under this project. Other significant items which have been
developed for SEA are signals and illuiiiniting rounds for the 40-mm.
grenade launcher, shotguns, and low-noise weapons.
SPECIAL PURPOSE WEAPONS PROJECT

proMr.
sect?DAVIS; What are the objectives of the special purpose weapons

General BEvrs. To develop a disposal barrel concept using existing
40-mm. warheads. To develop special purpose 40-mm. amnitmtion, to
include: white phosphorus, signals, illit inting, practice, tracer, CS,
and multiple projectile rounds. To develop shotguns and low-noise
weapons to meetSEA requirements.
Mr. DAVis. Were you able to use all of the $1.1 million for special
purpose weapons in fiscal year 1969?
General BT'rs. All of the $1.1 million for special purpose weapons
in fiscal year 1969 has been released by USAMC to the appropriate
R. & D. agency. The money has been committed to, hmprovemeits of the
disposable barrel cartridge area target ammunition (DBCATA),
40-mm. signals for SEA, and 40-mm. .
ADVANCED ARTILLERY WEAPONS AND

AMMUNITION

Mr. DAvis. You are requesting
in fiscal year 1970 for advanced artillery weapons and amn
mitition, an increase of -- over
the fiscal year 1969 level. I note that the 155-mm. medium howitzer
project increased about
over last fiscal year. Are we developing
a new 155-mm. howitzer or improving an old one?
General BFrrs. We have a requirement to replace currently fielded
155,-mm. howitzers when they reach the end of their life cycle aboit
1978-1979. The
- increase will, specifically, provide for contract
definition during fiscal year 1970 of a new, armored, self-propelled,
155-mm. howitzer with improved firepower, mobility, and afrmor
prOtection.
ARMORFWD$ SELF-PROPELLED 1 55-MINI HOWITZER

Mr. DAVis. The project listing.shows that a total of $4.4 mnl1h6il has
been spent on the '155-am. howitzer project doilirhkg the last 2 fiscal
years. How muchh has been spent altogether on the 155-m. howitzer
prd eetthrough fiscal year 1969?
General Brrrs. Today, we have an excellefit I 5-mm. armored, selfPro6peld, howitzer in thie field. Thhat is the M1 09. It will 6omple te its
lifecy.Mle about 1979 and will :require replacement. Our towed 155-mm.
howitiers are Woild War II vintage. They already should be replaeed.
Exploratory and advanced developeMt3 over the last few years lisled
to deyelopnent bf a cannon and amm nition system which promise to
etd
the rangeof these weapons fro -about 14.6 km. to The
armored
or
latter :ismuch closer to the difnentins of an nfafitry
brigad's area of ifluence. Of this $4.4 million wkh y0u nmefition,
$1~5 ndioii:6 has ben spent. on develdpment of components for the
new, armored, self-propelled howitzir. About $1.0 "million on' components for a new towed weapon. The balance has been spent on more
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fundaimental-research on the cmnuh systein. Altogether, the expenditures for research, exploratory development, and advanced developnent related to these weapons would total, over the last 4 or 5 years,
about $7.0 million.
Mr. DAvis. What can you show in the nature of accomplishments to
justify this sizeable expenditfite of funds?
General BETrs. The 155-mm. howitzer is the basic close support artillery weapon of our infantry and armored forces. It is a very high density weapon. The funds expended have allowed us to achieve what
amounts to a technological breakthrough with the cannon/ammunition
combiati6n which allows extending the range of this weapon from 14.6
to --.
When this capacity is fielded, the force commander will have,
for the first time, a responsive and reliable means of attacking targets
throughout his area of responsibility.
OTHER WORK UNDER PROJECT

Mr.DAVIS. What.did you accomplish in fiscal year 1969 on the other
projects?
General BErs. The other projects in this program element provide
for advanced development of fuzes and projectiles with highly increased reliability, functioning accuracy and lethality. This effort is
leading, us to a capability to d-e.lop fuzes with greater than 98 percent reliability and which will be significantly less expense to produce
as lethal as currently
and to projectiles which may be as much as
fielded projectiles of the same caliber.
Mr. DAVIS. How do you proi)ose to utilize the fiscal year 1970 funds?
General BETrs. During fiscal year 1970, our in-house efforts with
respect to fuzes and ammunition will continue. With respect to the
155-mm. armored self-propelled howitzer, we plan to initiate a competitive contract definition effort during which at least two contractors
will develop and provide a detailed, costed program leading to fielding
in 1979 of the weapon we require.

I-lio

ENERGY LASER PROGRAM"

million infiscal year 1970 for
Mr. DAVIS. You are requesting
the high energy laser program, speciafically project eighth card. Will
you explain this project adi program?
General Bm-rs. The eighth card program is a triservice Iser R. & D.
program. Details of the program are highly classified. Access to the
program m is on a limited basis by name and reqfir es special clearance.
Details provided in the descriptive summary are necessarily fragmentary and are not fully indicative of the scope of the project. W8te
will be please to provide a special briefing in an appropriately safeguardect facility on request.
(Discussion oA the record.)
Mr. DAVIS. The fiscal year 1970 justification book shows that $2.7
effort in fiscal year 1969; however,
million was programed forthis
last year's justification'book fails to list this program. Where were the
funds obtained and were they approved by OD and the Congress?
If so, when?,
General BE-iTS. The Army was instructed by OSD, July 9, 1968; to

At
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program $2.5 million for this effort from Armiy funds. This item was
included in the Army reprograming action fiscal year 1909-2 (1)01)
fiscal year 1069-28), in November 1968. Subsequently in an adjustmenit
of program .management support funds, the Armiy increased the total
to $2.7 million.
Mr. DAvIS. Have any of the fiscal year 1969 funds been utilized to
date?
General Brn-rs. All of the fiscal year 1969 funds have been obligated.
Mr. DAVIS. How will fiscal year 1970 funds be utilized?
General Burrs. As previously mentioned the eighth card program is
a triservice laser R. & D. program. Details of the program are highly
classified. Access to the program is on a limited basis by name and
requires special clearance. Details provided in the descriptive summary
are necessarily fragmentary and a're not fully indicative of the scope
of the project. We Will be pleased to provide a special briefing in an
appropriately safeguarded facility, on request.
AnTILrmnY CONTROL,

SYSTEM

Mr. DAVIS. In fiscal year 1970 you have initiated a new program
entitled "Artillery Control System" for which you are requesting
. What is this program and what do you hope to accomplish?
General Bmnrs. During recent years great studies have been made in
developing new devices for acquiring targets and for exploiting target
information by means of computers. Various agencies within the Army
and the other services are developing equipments exploiting that
technology. We have become concerned that there may be interface
problems Ibetween these separately developed equipments-that actual
incompatibilities may be built-in unless responsibility for examining
those interfaces is clearly established. OSD has assigned the Army_
responsibility and funds to examine fire support as a single integrated
system; encompassing target acquisition, fire control ana direction,
investigatin
target destruction anA damage assessment. The-in fiscal year 1970 should indentify where problems, if any, exist.
Future year funding will be for development of hardware to solve
those problems, if such development is not, more appropriately, provided for in other DOD program elements.
RELATIONSIP OF'rROORAM%TO TACFIRF Axi) FADAO

Mr. DAVIS. YOU mention autoiatio.n of artillery fire direction and
fire control. What relationship does this effort have to TACFIRE or

]FADACI

systems
procesing
FADAC
TAOFIRE
GeneraltoBros,
capabilities
directions
firedata
and are
control
our fireand
enIance
designed
a duplication of these systems
is'in no way
effort
respectively.
but
provides This
for our
examination
of the interface between these systems and tatget acquisition means on the one hand-and weapons systems on the other. We wish to insure that no incompatibilities exist
between the several elements of the total fire support system being
separately developed by Army and 'other Service agencies an&
contractors,
,
-/

,1
/
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RELATIONSIP OF PROGRAM TO D1V-TOS

Mr. DAViS. Does this effort have any relationship to DIV-TOS?
General Bi-YrTs. Yes. One of the outputs of TOS will be evaluated
information, in other words, intelligence. Some of that intelligence
will be target intelligence or other information essential to fire support operations. This effort will examine inputs to and ottpiits of TOS
from tHie fire support point of view.
Mr. DAvIs. What is the total estimated cost of developing an artillery
control system I
General B -rs. The title "Artillery Control System" is perhaps mnisleading. What we are trying to fund with this program element is an
effort which Will insure that nothing is allowed to fall through the
proverbial crack-that every element of the total fire support system
is compatible with the other elements. As I've already idicated, we
are concerned that all aspects of this effort-target acquisition, fire
control and direction, target destruction, and damage assessentare considered as a single, integrnited system. In fiscal 'year 1970, we'll
investigate the problem. Wheth er funds will be required for development in future years will depend ol the results of thut investigation.
We would expect to fund under this program element only those devolopments which are not appropriate to any other single D5OD effort.
An example might be in the transmission of intell igence between
an Air Force photo reconnaissance installation and the Army's TACFIRE or TOS systems.
INFANTRY SUPPORTING WEAPONS

Mr. DAVIS. The justifleation book beginning on page 221 indicates

that for the engineering development of Infantry Supporting Weapons there is a request for -- as compared to $4.2 million 1or fiscal
year 1969, representing an increase of-in the program.
It is noted that-of this total request for fiscal year 1970 is for
the vehicle rapid fire weapons system known as Bushmaster. What do
you propose to do with
in that project in the fiscal year?
BUSHMASTMR VEHICLE RAPID FIRE WEAPONS SYS'rEd

Colonel LAMB. Bushmaster is the weapons system planned to,be used

on the Scout vehicle, on the mechaNzed infantry combat vehicle and

we propose to initiate engineering development on the Buslmiaster
beginning in fiscal year 1970. Actually, we will have a minimum, of
two contractors to prod6e protty l)e hardware. We will test and
evaluate hardware to deternffie which contractor will be selected to
produce the vehicle weapons system.
Mr. )AvIs. It has been previously indicated that you would start
engineering development in May of next year, but the corrected statement indicates that it will not be started until
which indicates
that we lave some either conflict or revision with respect to the sched.
uling here. Can you clear that up for us?
Colonel LAIB. Yes. I used the wrong term there. What we are really
doing in 1970 is expanded contract definition. Two contractors will be
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selected, a minimninm of two contractors, to p 'roduce prototype weal).
ons and then we will have an evaluation of the weapons produced by
tie two or three contractors, and after a selection is made, engineerifnl
develop ment of one of the weapons will be continued on through and(
that will begin in
for contract definition?
Mr. DAvIs. Will it require is for that i)urpose.
Colonel LAMB. I don't believe the entire I don't have the exact amount. I can give you the exact amount for
rapid fire weapons system for the record.

General Bwi.is. Mr. Davis, this does reflect what we have been saying'about a more conservative approach to new development. Tiis
contract definition will )rol)ably run for a period like 12 months or
more l)ecause we want time for each of the contractors to produce hardware, and enough amnimnition so that we can make an adequate evalnation of hardware before we select a winner. That way when we select
a winner and with that winner negotiate it hard development contract
with hinm and ask him for firm production pries, it willbe done on the
basis of demonstrated hardware and not on the basis of paperwork as
has l)een the case in some of the total.-package procurements where we
vot in trouble. So it does take longer, there isno question aboit it, but
it is a more conservative approach and it is the mechanism that we see
as a way to avoid the kind of difficulties we got into in the Cheyenne
program.
Mr. DAVqS. Is it just coincidence that it requires exactly the same
amount of money for contract definition as had earlier been indicated
for starting engineering development?
General %BFTrs. That is wvhy the precise amount of .money that is
allocated to this weapon for the contract definition period is relevant
and I just don't have th'tniiilnber imnniedlfifely available.
Mr, PooR. I would gtiess if it is tle same it is coincidence.
General BEf'rs. In general it is roughly the same kind of activity.
Ifit had been a full-sdale development, one would have tied a contractor down to effort not only f6r the weapon but for the added effort
that"would integrate' it ifito particular vehiles. In this conipeition
the moi'e "extensive effort thlitt one contractor will have to pursue will
l ter and each of these contractors, during expanded contract
come
definition, will be d i less work tfhan oneconttietor would have done
if h1e had'been giving the whole job of a full developmcint effoWrt.
Mr. Tvs. Then have we got slippageor it strletch'out, or what do we

have here'

hnllv y

os)

from what.
outconservative
In effect,
BE'rs. told
go the-imore
~sdeciiministostretched'
th program.
you, bythe
weGeneral
had previously
rote. But it is stretched out"at the right end oftl progratn, before
we getinto the expensive biiness of mainitaining,a fiull-scale development effort.
FUNDING BIItAROUT

tMr. DAVis. Give us a breakd6wn of the
Oeneial Bsrrs. We will furnish that, Mr. Davis.
(The information follows:)'
for guns
requested for BUShmaster breaks out a follows:'The ,
i
n
for
n'from two expanded' fitrt ct definition contractors, aiAd iiiiii
for
depleted uranium penetrator development work by the contractor; for In-house supcontractor professional and labor personnel costs; and port and operation of the project managers office.
---.
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11r. DAvis. It is just too happy a coincidence here.
Colonel LI,\m. There are several other projects carried under this
suclh as an 81-am. mortar system where we have engineering services
goihog on for fuses for 81-into. mortars, counter-guerrilla and other
devices it is not a total amount for just a rapid fire weapon system.
Mr. I)AvIs. The breakdown will show each of the items included in
that is indicated for Bushmaster
-. Specifically the
the
program. Now, tell us something about the Bushmaster; its designed
purpose and requirement.
REPLACEMENT FOR IIISPANO-SUIZA GUN

Colonel Lrmi. The Bushmaster is a 20- to 30-mm. automatic cannon
to be used on the armored reconnaissance scout vehicle, the mechanized
infantry combat vehicle and is the successor to the Hispano-Suiza that
is now on the M-114 scout vehicle that we have.
This vehicle is to be used against lightly armored personnel carriers,
against personnel, and it has a limited antiaircraft capability.
Mr. DAvIs. What is the time reference with regard to the actual
substitution or succession of the Bushmaster?
Colonel LAmB. This weapon can begin coming into the inventory
in
Mr. MINsHAI.

What is the caliber of the Bushmaster?

Colonel L,\ . Between 20- and 30-millifeioter. It. has not been
deterinified.
ago, if
Air. MINsUAILL. We went though this exercise several years
correctly. The Hispaiio-Suiza gun was a bone of great conI remember
tention. Now you are going to phase it out. That, was one of Mr. McNamara's things.
General Brats. As you will recall, we bought that specifically for
the M-114.
Mr. MINSAm. That is rights and now you are replacing it. We
suggested going the route of the TI'RW. They have a gun which works
and cotilde pft in production in no time, Now you come up with this
idea. I am amazed.
General BE'r's. We are suggesting here -that this be a development
that will be pointed to the armament for new vehicles not yet in the
is a follow-on to the Hispano-Suiza 820.
inventory, and in tliut sense it,
with the Hispano-Suizaf? Why
is
wrong
What
M r. MxINsiAiJr.
don't you want that all of a sudden?
General BR'rrs. We don't thijit it his the necessary effectiveness.
Mr. MiNSHALt,. We told you tlat 2 years ago and now you come Up
with tlhat idea.
General B~mrs. I believe the technology is moving fast, enough that
we can now developMr. MiNsiiM.Ti. You are just now catching up with the statements

of members of this committee 2 years ago.
General Bprrs. I don't think that the TRW was ready for production in that time frame, Mr. Minshll; at least we did not so assess it.
Mr. MINSHAI,. W1rell, you never gave it a chance in the first place.
General Bi-rs.We were working withthe TRW in that time scale.
Mr. MINSHALL. Not very hard, believe me.
General Brm. Not very hard.
3-$54-9-pt. t6-39
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You agree with that, don't you?
General Bi~rs. Yes.
Mr. MINHALLL.

BrILITARY POTENTIAL TEST OF TRW 25-MM. GUN

Mr. MINSHALL. The justification book, page 225, indicates that a
military potential test was continued during fiscal year 1969 on the
TRW 25-mm. weapon which is to satisfy theBushmaster requirement.
What were the results of that test?
Colonel LAMB. The test revealed the weapons system was not suitable
for service use in its present form. It must be recognized that the system under testwas about 2 years old at the time and that the contractor
had made 150 to 200 improvements since the system was purchased.
It did not satisfy the stated requirement.
Mr. DAvis. In what way?

Colonel LAMB. I do not have a specific breakout.
Mr. MiNSHAxL. Would you supply that for the record?
Colonel LAMB. Yes, sir, we can.
Mr. MnSHALL. Give us all the details.

The TRW 25-mm. gun submitted to the Army for military potential testing
did not meet Bushmaster requirements in several areas. In the gun functioning
test, 26 malfunctions chargeable to the gun occurred in the firing of 1,101 rounds;
18 parts required replacement. This can be compared to the requirement for
not more than one malfunction in 2,000 rounds of firing and no parts replacement
permitted at less than 3,000 rounds interval. The contractor has attested that
insufficient stiffness (rigidity) of the gun mount at Aberdeen Proving Ground

contributed to the malfunction rate. The Army has stiffened the mount and will
contitiue testing in the near future. The 1969 model of the TRW gun is considerably heavier and includes 15-200 engineering changes over the model under
test at Aberdeen. TRW attests that the later model should be more reliable
and durable than the one delivered to the Army in 1967, The 25-mm. ammunition
,has also exhibited deficiencies in the area of fuzing, penetration of some likely
armor targets, and consistency of performance, Accurate assessment of the
military potential of the 25-mm. gun and itA 0erliken designed ammunition can
be made only alter considerable additional testing. Test priority problems (primarily conflict with equipment tests associated with the Southeast Asia conflict) are certain to delay the TRW system tests.
BUSf MASTER FUNDING TIROUGH FISCAL YEAR 1969

Mr. DAVIs. It is indicated that you have spent a total of $19 million
on Bushmaster through fiscal year 1969. How mutch of that was
sent in fiscal year 1969 and what have been the accomplishments with
that expenditureof funds'?

General BETrs. Our total expenditfire on the TRW-on the litsh-

master concept has been $3.6 million. That would incude the concept
studies that we have :done and what limited amount of hardware

suppo-i't effoAt we have supported.
Mr. DAVIS. HOW do we reconcile that with the $19 million that appears on page 225 6f the justification book?
'General BTrs. That line item gos all the way back through 1968
and' rir, and includes work we'did ontesting the Hispano-Suiza 820
gun. Thd Bushmaser 'falls under this and although you see that title
i thi s ine ite- if,, t is related also to the earlier Work for weapons of
the same applcation.
Mr
D s oAis.
What have we to show for the $19 million at this stage,
/

I
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General BErrs. We have a deployed 20 mm. gun which for its time
frame development is a good gui. It is on the M-114 Scout vehicle.
Of course, we have the preliminary concept formulation work that
we have done with respect to the Bushmaster.
PREVIOUS PROCUREMENT OF HISPAXO-SUIZA 20 3M. GUN
Mr. DAVIS. In previous years there has been considerable discussion

regarding the procurement from Germany of the.Hispano-Suiza 20
mm. automatic cannon. Has our procurement of this weapon and ammunition been completed, or do we have any funds in the fiscal year
1970 budget for that program?
*
.
Colonel LA-M. That procurement was originally planned for 4,600
Hispano-Suiza. It was cut to
-.
I do not know if all have been

delivered, but there are no more being procured.
General BETTS. We will pin down the production dates for that for
the record.
(The information follows:)
20-MM. GUN
PRODUCTION DATES OF M-139

Fiscal yeal

Quarter

Number

Total

1968 ............................................................. 2d
-3d ...........
...
........
4th-----------1969 .............................................................4th-- --- .
-2d ............
3d ...........
4th ..........--

1970 ............................................................. 1st ..........

ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP ONE GUN FOR ALL THE SMRVIOES

Mr. DAVIS. We are looking for a successorGeneral BErs. We had no previous plans- to extend procurement

of the HS-820 to putt on the new vehicles mentioned, the MICV or
ARSV.
The present development effort is timed to coincide with the developjmiefit effort on those two vehicles so that at the time they are
ready for production we should have a new, very effective weapons
system for then.
I might also add that the Ma;ines are interested in this YRFWS
as a possible application on one of their landing vehicles, one of their
tracked landing vehicles, and there is at least some possibility that
the Air Force may want this as armament for one of their fixed-wing
aircraft.
o Mr. DAVIS. Are they doing individual development in this area then
,or is this all an Army assignment? 0
General BEirs. It is an Army assignment for the development and
::we have been discussing the. requirement with them to take account

of any unique aspect of the requirement that would help satisfy their
need aswell as our own.
Mr. DAVIS. At this stage we are talking about a common weapon in
this categorY for all branches ofthe service, are we?
.. General BrTs. That i the goal.
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RELATION TO SIMILAR SOVIET

WEAPONS

Mr. DAVIS. In prior years' hearings it was indicated that the requirement for the new vehicle rapid fire weapon was based on a response to the threat Posed by the Soviets' 14.5 mm. weapon. The Soviets have displayed new weapons ranging in caliber from 23 mim.
to as large as 75 mm. on their armored personnel carriers, and reconnaissance vehicles.
In your contract definition planning what Soviet weapons are you
planning to match or counter with the new weapon?
. The vehicle rapid fire
Colonel LAMB. This new weapon will
weapons system will
The 75-mm. you referred to is on their amphibious tank that might
have appeared in Vietnam. That is a different class gun and shooting
a shaped charge it will have considerable more penetration than an
automatic cannon, but it is not an automatic weapon that can fire several rounds and engage all types of targets.
Mr. DAVIs. In this type of weapon, in seeking to meet the requirements of all branches of the service, are you contemplating a common
ammunition for all branches?
General BETTS. That is the designed goal of the program.

I might add though that there will obviously be fusing differences
related to the application of the ammunition but within the constraints
of the different applications we will try to maximize the commonality
of all elements of this total weapons system.
Mr. DAVIS. Where it is used on a General BETTS. Wherever it may be used.

Mr. DAVIS. Including airplanes?
General BErrs. Including airplanes.

CONTRACT DEFINITION

Mr. DAVIS. What type of contract definition are you working on in
this area ?
General BETTS, The expanded contract definition will, as has been
said, pick up at least two competing contractors for the expanded
contract definti& period. It will give them time to make hardware
and'actually demonstrate it so that we lve a solid basis for selecting
a winner from between the two, or amo-g thee f indeed the costs tl2t1
come in asa result of our request for proposal will permit more than
two. The question of whether it is two or three will have to tin on
response to the request for proposals. The naftuhre. of that contract
Would be a fixed price for the period of contract defiiltion.
Mr. DAvis. I wOuld assume there woIld be a large nuiiber of potential competitors in this area?
General BE'rrs. I don't know how to answer that. I know that there
will be several because there are several who have expressed Very keen
interest in 'it already. What nmaI turn them off is the requirement that
they have hardware availible. Someone who h sn't already developed
hardware will hae a hard time:being really competitive in this contract.
Mr. DAVIs, Howv about offshore, fireig competitors? Are you coitemplating any of them in this program?
I
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General Bi.,TTs. We have no basis to eliminate them other thAn to respond to the general provisions of ASPR that relate to foreign contractors. We would expect, Hispano-Suiza and Rhine Maetel and Oerliken to come in on it; people like that.
Mr. DAVIS. Do you plan getting a technical data package or obtain
developed
any weapon,
rightsorforthird
reprodiction
royalty-free
be
couldprosourcesin tlis
production
possible second
grain so that
established without necessitating royality payments?
General BE'rrs. We would expect to do that in the actual development period. We wotld-not get tlat out of the contract definition since
it will not be possible in the short period of contract definton to carry
development that far.
€€DEPLETED URANIUM1'S

AI MOR-PEXEThATING

AMMUNITION

Mr. Dvis. What has been done so far with respect to deinonstrations of "depleted uranium" armor-penetrators? What is the Army's
latest thinking regarding the use of this type of ammftnition?
General BETrS. This is a very good techniqfie for a given caliber

weapon. In addition to the penetration capability inherent in the
. In other words
density of uranium, you get
WEAPON RELATIONSHIP TO NEW VEHICLES

Mr. DAVIS. Would you relate the development of this weapon to the
XM728 mechanized infantry combat vehicle (MICV), the XM800
armored reconnaissance scout vehicle (ARSV),and as secondary armament on the main battle tank we were talking about this morning?
General BETTS. All three of those are candidate applications at this
time, yes, sir.
ir. DAVIS. Is this the only weapon that the MICV and the ARSV
would be expected to carry?
Colonel LAMB. The mechanized infantry combat vehicle carries a
squad of riflemen. It is emloyed in a mechanized role. It is a companion vehicle, withthe main battle tank. This is a primary weapon
ona the mechaized infantry combat vehicle. However, the members of
the squad will be capable of firing their individual. rifles from port"holes in the side of this Vehicle so it could keep up with the MBT and
in the case of light resistance would be able to ride rght on through
ihe objective area.
and
past will
There
also-bea 7.62-millimeter machIne itnon the vehicle. The
same thing is true with the Scout except that tfie Scout carries a crew
that normally remains with the vehicle at all times. It will also have
a lightweight machinegun in addition to the main armament.
:OGUERRILLAI COUNTER-GUERRILIA

AND ORDNANCE DEM1OLITiON WEAPONS

SMr.DAVIS. What are you developing in the way of guerrilla, counterguerrilla and'brdnance demolition weapons ?
Colonel LA=. The development .ofspecial and general purpose

demolition equipment includes electrical and mechanical timers, deton0bfators, and other activating devices. This development work is not
directly related to mine warf are though it is carried in the mine war-
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fare program. It is more or less related to special forces and demolitions associated with special forces operation.
Mr. DAVIs. Last year you justified $10,9 million for infantry sup-

porting weapons. Yet it is indicated actually $4.3 million was allocated
to the program. How do you reconcile those figures?
it to the
that and giveactin
GeneraL Bm -s. We will have to research
recthatcomreprograming
a
to
related
is
That
record.
mittee for the
ognizes that we deferred some of the work in pyrotelunic signals and
reduced some of the effort on a time fuse for the 81-millimeter mortar,
but I would want to look further and expandthat if I may.
(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 1909 the Army requested $10.9 million for infantry supporting
weapons. This amount was reduced by congressional action to $9.6 million. By
reprograming action 69-2 (DOD No. 69-28) the program element was reduced by
$5.167 million to a total for fiscal year 1969 to $4.433 million. The reduction resulted from the extending of the contract definition phase of the vehicle rapid
fire weapons system and postponing engineering development of fiscal year 1970.
In addition, further development of pyrotechnic signals was deferred to fiscal
year 1070 and reduction In effort was effected on the time fuze and the 81millimeter mortar Illuminating round and for guerrilla, counter-guerrilla, ordnance and demolitions.

M-72 LIGHT AssAUrT JWjEAPON (L.NAW)
Mr. DAvIs. We would like to discuss with you the M-72 light assault weapon (LAW). There doesn't seem to be any place we can
find this particularly in the budget request. It was type classified
stalidaid "A" in March 1961. Can you tell us what. was the total development cost for LAW?
General BETis. The total development cost for the M-72 LAWAT was
$3.023 million R.D.T. & E. and supporting PEMA.
Let me tell you a little about what happened with this weapon. The
LAW is a very useful weapon for the patrol to take along to break
up reasonably well fortif6i positions when they come on them and
their small arms can't handle Vifceong who are dug into well-fortifled bunkers.
The LAW is a good infafitry level weapon to halldle that kind of
a target. If the target is really totigh, of course, we have to call for
help further back to bring in heavier weapons.
SOVIET RPG-7 ANTITANK WEAPON

The Vietcon have been furnished a weapon by the Soviets called
the RPG-7, w9ich is about f our times as heavy as is the LAW and
it is a very effective antitank weapon. We have looked carefully at
what I would call the possibilityof a reverse engiineering job, to create
a weapon exactly like it for oir own troops. There is considerable
interest. in Vietnam on the part of MACV that. we do that. At the
same time, the people responsible for the development of the LAW
pointed out that the application of the latest technol10gy in warheads
within the configuration of the present LAW could raise its penetration capability to that of the 1RPG-T and therefore, from the poiit of
view of a squad going out on patrol, they could carry about four
of the LAWs for each o of the Soviet RPG-7 systems.
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Furthermore, it was apparent that at the maximum ranges available to the RPG-7, in any kind of a cross-wind, its accuracy was
rather severely degraded by the nature of the secondary thrust available to the RPG-7. When we weighed all of these factors and the
cost of the reverse engineering and production effort to get into
production on something like the RPG-7, we decided it would be
more useful to go ahead&with improvements to the LAW. That is
what is reflected in our change in this program from that which we
discussed with you in the past. We felt that it then became fairly high
priority to get on with the improvements of the LAW.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the minimum range at which this wind
deflection is noted?
General BE'rTs. Well, it takes effect immediately upon launch.
Mr. MINSHALL. For all practical purposes, what is the minimum

range?

Colonel LAMB. When you use the RPG-7 and it is.launched, at

about 30 feet the motor that propels it on to the target ignites. Until
it gets to that distance, it is propelled by the initial charge as fired
from the launcher. Whatever the wind has done to that projectile
at that very slow velocity prior to the i~fiitiOn of the motor, if it is
blowing against the fins and turns it a little sideways, that effect is
present all the way to the target.
The ranges become more effective at about 150 meters.
Mr. MIN8SIALL. What is the speed you are talking about?
Colonel LAMB. Seven miles an hour crosswind.
Mi'. MTNSTIAL. It; affects it that milch ?
Colonel LAM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the caliber of the equipment?

General B.TTs. About 3.3 inches in diameter on the warheads.

Mr. MisrALL. What is the armor penetration capability?
General LAMB. Fourteen inches.
Mr. MINSHALL. What do you plan to put on the MBT-70?
Colonel LAim. Not,that much.

General BErws. This little 5-pound LAW is good to about
inches.
The latest technology is making antitank, weapons very effective if
they can:get close enough to the' target andhfit it
Mr. MiNOIIAL. How does this work in a bazooka?
General 'B rs. In effect, the LAW is a kind" f a great grandchild of
the lbazook,.
Mr. MISIATL. How does it work with the LAW?
General BE's. It works very well, but the LAW doesn't have the
range capability th tthe RPG- would hi ve.
Mr. MINSIAL. The Russian weapon can go through 14 inches of
armor?
General Birrs. That is right. It will go through about 6 feet of

logs and dirt and biniker protection,

Mr. MINTSALL. It will go through about

tanks if it gets a

good start?
General B'rs. We have some vehicles in Vietnam where it has

gone through one side and out the other.
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Mr. MIINSHALL. I thought its effectiveness was getting in there and
banging around though?
General BE'rs. Well, this is a jet. In a thin-skinned vehicle it will
go in one side and out the other. If notling happens to be in the way
that is all the effect it Will have.
AM-72AIl LAW STILL UNDER TEST

Mr. DAvIS. Is the so-called improved M-72 what you are using in
Vietnam right now?
General BE-rs. The M-72 LAW is what we are using now in Vietnain. We give it the designation Al-El, which is the improved model.
Mr. DAVIS. That is the one in use?
General BEnrrs. It is the standard M-72. The improved model is noAw
in test.
Mr. DAVIs. This is the second improved version.
General Brvs. Colonel Lamb tells me we have some of the improved
LAW in Vietnam.
Colonel LAMB. Our LAW that we had in Vietnam, the standard
M-72 LAW, we had some complitints about not being rugged enouttgh

in the general "environlnent and whezi we increased the penetrating
of the LAWV we also made it more rugged where it would withstand
the environment. It has been tested in this country and completed its
test. It has been evaluated in Vietnam, we expect it to be standard
and we will have the new rugged LAW replacing the other LAW
early next year.
EFFECT ON FUTURE TANK WARFARE

Mmr. MsmINSUTJ.

With this type of weapon aren't you sort of put-

ting the future of tank warfare in doubt? If you can knock out a
tank so easily, for example?

Colonel LA-m. No, sir. I think we are going to have infafitrymen
for a long time to come.
Mr. MKINSILALL. I know this. I am talkllig about tanks now.

Colonel LAMB. Yes, sir. A bullet does the same thing to an infa ltryman that this does to a tank.
General 1iTTs. It will increase the environment hazard to tafiks, no
question about it.
Mr. Poon. Mr. Mmishall, the Germais had something to poke a hole

in everything we have. And they poked holes in some of our taiks
in World 'War II, but the tanks were useful.
(Discussion off the record.)

Mr. PooR. The tanks were useful vehicles in that war despite the
consequences.
I l)elieve they will continue to be useful despite the existence -of the
RPG-7 and LAW and all the rest of it. The supporting fires of a
tank-hnfanftry assault team call for an awful brave soldier to launch
a LAW. I think the greater threat may come from the longer range
systems like the TOW which are a. little safer for the infantrymen
to operate.
1r. MINSfiALL. How have you war-gamed the results of a weapon
like this on the MBT tank?
General BETTs. I might ask Colonel Lamb to respond to that.
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Colonel LAMB. In all of our war gaming in playingour tanks, MB60 and MBT-70 against our tanks and Russians, we have brought in
LAW, RPG-7, known Russian missiles, our own antitank missiles of
TOW and Dragon, and we played to the full characteristics of antitank weapons, the tank still serves a useful purpose on the battlefield.
We lost tanks to these weapoiis, there is no doubt about it.
Mr. MINSIALL. Isn't your rate of kill going to be higher because of

these weapons than previously?
Colonel LAmB. You mean the rate of tank losses?
Mr. MINSHALL. Yes.
Colonel LAMB. There may be some increase, although MBT-70 does

quite well. We have other improvements that make these weapons a

little less effective than they might individually appear and that is
suppressive fire from artillery. You are able to fire to keep the guy
down in the hole or under cover so he cannot aim his weapon as free
as he could in the past. There are other offsetting countermeasures.
We expect greater losses than we would have if they did not have
these.
Mr. MINSHALL. How much greater?

Colonel LAMB, I do not have an exact figure, but maybe in a run it
might average over a hundred runs throuih the simulation, one tank
more out of a battalion.
Mr. MINSHALL. How much penetration of the antitank gun in World

War II as compared to today?
Colonel LAMB. The Bazooka, 3.5 inch, developed during the Korean

War, will go through any tank that is known.

SOVIET RPG-7 ANTITANK WEAPON
Mr.

MfINSHALL. The difference is that the RPG has a greater range?

Colonel LAMB. Yes.
Mr. RHODEs. What sort of engine would the RPG have-is it rocket

propulsion?

Colonel LAMB. Yes, sir.
Mr. RHODES. How long does it take to aim one of them?
General BETrs. It is a line of sight sort of thing. Just a matter of
the skill of the gunner. A relatively few seconds under the best conditions or longer uti'der other conditions,
Mr. RHODES. You can undoubtedly do it under 14 seconds.
General BETTS,Yes; no question about it.
Colonel LAMB. It has a maximum effective range of about 250
meters
It will go to 500. It self-destructs around 920 meters, and the real
effective range is somewhere around 250 to 275.
(Discussion off the record.)
DEVELOPMENTS

IN ANTITANK MINES

Mr. MINSIIALL. What have you developed in the way of antitaink
mines? Have you any radical improvementsor chafiges?
General BrVis. AVe have some improvements. They are more related
to ways of delivery than to any majiojrw approach.
Mr. MINSHALL. You cannot employ this Shape charge technique to
antitank mine?
General BETrs. Yes; we can and have.
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COST OF IMPUOVINO M-7 2 LAW

Mr. DAVIs. Trying to pull this together a little, we started out with
the M-72. That revealed some deficiencies and we went to the M-72Ai
and that is the one we are using in Vietnam.
Colonel LAMB. That is the one that is in Vietnam now. The M-72
AlE is the one that will be going to Vietnam in large quantities next
year.
Mr. DAVIS. Give us the funding story on the change from the M-72
to General
the M-72A1.
BETrrs. I do not have that with me, Mr. Davis. We will have
to furnish that.
(The information follows:)
The cost of development to change from the M-72 to the M-72A1 was $0.674

million -PENA under a product improvement program. The further product im-

provement to the M-72A1E1 required $0.097 million PEMA funding.

Mr. DAVIS. W1,jat funds did you use for that ; can you tell us that?
General BETTs. I will have to check that out. It may have been done
with PEMA funds because it was a product improvement effort. I
will have to research that and furnish it for the record.
(The information follows:)
PEMA funds were used in the improvement of the M-72LAW.

Mr. DAVIS. Is your testing completed now on the Mf-72A1E1?
General BETTs. It is not. As we said, we have sent some of the A-1
models to Vietnam for combat evaluation. Testing is still continillig
in this country. It will be next year before we are in production on the
improved model.
CONTRACT EFFORT*ON AN ADVANCED LAW

Mr. DAVIS. Apparently in January 1969 the Army Missile Command
released a request for quotation to industry for a concept study for improved or advanced LAW. It is understood that this request is to be
funded under the program element, Missiles Exploratory Develop-

ment. What is the cst and the purpose of this study?

Colonel LAMB. In looking For a replacement down the road and
knowing that the Russians iave the RPG-7, which does have a slight
range advantage over our 5 pound LAW, in the light antitik weapon
that we areooking to for the future we desire characteristics of being
able to have a
percent probability of a single shot kill at
meters. Our present LAW oes not have that. The purpose of this
study was to go out and probe industry for ideas on how we mi glit
achieve characteristics of a
percent probability of a single shot
kill'at
meters.
We expect that to cost about
ARMY INVENTORY OF ANTITANK WEAPONS

Mr. DAVIS. Apparently there is in inventory or under development
the 3.,5inch rocket launcher, the 90 millimeter recoilless rife, the
106 millimeter recoilless rifle, the TOW and DRAGON missiles, which
are all :classified as infantry antfitank weapons? Where does LAW fit
into this entire group of antltank weapons ?
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Colonel LAMB. Sir, in looking at what we want in the family of antitank weapons., we have three: We have LAW, the light antitank
weapon.t It is issued as a round of ammunition to each rifleman and he
carries it with him. It mi It- replace the grenadier of World Wai-II in
the squad. Then we have the dragonn which is the medium antitanik
weapon coming along. This willbe the replacement for the 90 millimeter recoiless rifle in the rifle platoon. The Dragon is the platoon antitank weapon. We have the TOW, 'heavy antitank weapon, -witha meter range, coming along. This is a replacement for both the 106recoilless rifle and the ENTAC in the company and battalion.
FISCAL YEAR 1070 PROCUREM1ENT OF LAW

Mr. DAVIS. Are there any procurement funds in fiscal 1970 PEM"A
budget for any version of LAW?
dGeneral BErs. Yes, I am sure there are, but I do not have that iiformation with me.
,Colonel LAmB. It is issued as a round of ammunition'and would be in
ammunition. I am sure we have some LAW going to Southeast Asia..
General Bmrs. I wouldhave to get that for the record.
(The information follows:)
An Army procurement of
M-72A1 LAW's has been included In the
fiscal year 1970 PEMA budget for $15.3 million. In addition, a Navy procurement for the Marine Corps of
the same model LAWS at a cost of $8.7
million has been programed for fiscal year 1970.
REQUIHEMENT FOR X -1 0 LAW TRAINER

Mr. DAVIS. What is the requirement for a LAW trainer.
Colonel LAMB. The LAW training device is a subcaliber device and
the requirement is strictly to redtice the cost of trahifig. Currently
we have a training cost of about one and a half million per month,
using regular LAW ammunition. Using this .trainer we will be able

to reduce that cost considerably. That is really the purpose of the

trainer.....
Mr. DAVIs. You are testing the XM-190 at the present time?
Colonel LAMB. Yes, sir.
FUNDING FOR THlE XK-190 LAW TRAINER

Mr. DAVIS. Where will we find the funding for that? It does not
ap pear to be in the project list for either fiscal year 1969 or 1970.
(Discussion off the record.)

General BETTa, I will have to identify that for the record.
Mr. DAVIS. Will you provide that for the record?

(The informationfollows:)

Completih of the LAW trainer tests Is being accomplished using prlr year
funds (fiscal year 1968). MIssiles for the remaining tests will be funded using
fiscal year 1969 late start PEMA APE funds ($60,000). The remainig engineering tests will be combined with the Inittal 'production tests to prevent dupl ication and reduce total testing costs.

Mr. DAVIS. Apparently in fiscal year 1968 there were two other
LAW, training devices that were tested. Can you provide for us the

0,
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total cost of developing and testing each of these two LAW training
devices?
General BErrs. I do not have that information with me. We will

have to provide it.

(The information follows:)
The other two LAW training devices under test in fiscal year 1068 were developments by a Norwegian firm and a Belgian firm. Consequently, there were no
developments costs involved from the U.S. standpoint. However, the Uitted
States did expend $17,080 in the conduct of military potential tests of these two
training devices. Results of the tests indicated that both had some military
potential, but required redesign to correct deficiencies and shortcomings In oider
to meet military requirements for durability, tracer reliability, wind sensitivity,
accuracy, ease of operation and maintenance, and reliability. Since the U.S.
development was found by using agencies to meet military requirements, no
further U.S. action has been taken to develop the foreign devices.

FIELD ARTILLERY WEAPONS, MUNITIONS, AND EQUIPMENT

Mr.DAVIS. You are requesting
in fiscal 1970 for field artillery
weapons, munitions, and equipment, an increase of
over the
fiscal 1969 program.
A total of $11.6 million was requested in fiscal year 1969. What was
the total program approved by Congress?
General Bnws. The fiscal year 1969 program for field artillery
weapons,
munitions and equipment as approved by Congress totaled
$10.8 m illion.
Mr. DAVIS. The actual fiscal year 1969 program was $7.4 million.
To what )tograms and projects were the remaining funds repro-

gramed? Also, through fiscal year 1969, a total of $153.4 million has

been funded for this program. What can you show in the nature of
accomplishments?
General BFwTS. Most of the artillery weapons and ammihition now
in the field have been developed under this program element. This includes the 105-millimeter, V102 howitzer which is the backbone of
artillery support f r airmbille forces in Vietnam; the long range 175illimeter, self-propelled gun which gives us a capability to provide
fire support, of forces at distances of up to 32 kilometers; the highly
accurate 8-ih SP howitzer with its nuclear capability; and the 155millimeter, M109, armored, SP howitzer which has had remarkafble
success not only with our forces but also in the area of foreign military
sales. A most sign'lMcant effort was in the development of the improved
conventional muflitions for Army, Navy, and Air Force weapons systems which provide antipersonn lethality vhich iSaS muchas
times greater than earlier standard ammitidon. The $2.4 million reprogramed from this program element is reported in DOD reprograming acti6ns inubered fiscal year 1969-28 and fiscal year 1969-11 and
was applied to the YO-3 'quiet aircraft and other high priority
programs.
Mr. DAVIS. -Were all progm objectvmet fiscal year 1969, and
what do you hope to accomplioinfisca1l1970?
General B
9rs.
Not all objectives were accomplished. During fiscal
year i969 we were working on 16 different muni ions developments
under this program element, As might be expected in that number of
research and development programs there were a few which demonstrated problems during testing which require additional 'development
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or testing during fiscal year 1970. When it comes to anmhunitio6n whichh
is fired over the heads of our troops we must assure ourselves that they

are not only effective but absolutely safe. Ili this area we proceed very
carefully and, regardless of delays and within reasonable costs, insist
on a very high assurance that the newly fielded munition will not cause
casualties among our own troops. In fiscal year 1970, we will contiifie
develo pment of new mUliltions which will provide, for the first time,
. A major portion of our effort
a capability for effective attack of will be directed to the testing of a new mechanical time fuze with

highly increased accuracy of functioning, reliability, producibility,
and-very important-positive overhead safety to within 2 seconds of
set time.
WORK ON CLASSIFIED PROJECT

Mr. DAvIs. The com.inuittee notes thtl t
of the fiscal year 1970
program is for a classified project. Will you explain this project and
advise the committee how much has been spent on this project through
fiscal year 1969?
Also, what have you accomplished under this classified project for
this large expenditure of funds and how much will be required to
complete this classified project? You may supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
Research during the late 1950's and early 1960's resulted in a most fortuitlous
marriage of wound ballistic technology, capabilities for miniaturization of munitions components, and techniques for delivering submissiles by artillery projectiles and other means. This project has exploited that technology and has provided a new family of Inipfoved conventional munitions which has demonstrated
lethality
times greater than formerly standard munitions. The first generation of these munitions has been fielded. We have not, however, completely
exploited the capability represented by this technology. Under development are
both antipersonnel munitions with even greater lethality and
. To date we
have spent $78.7 million on this project. Completion of existing tasks will require $13.6 milli6n. It is to be hoped that contiiifihg research will permit us to
continue improving our conventional munitions even after these tasks are
completed.
FIELD ARTILLERY FIRE DIRECTION CENTER SYSTEMS

Mr. DAVIS. The committee notes you have discontinued funding of
the Field Artillery Fire Direction Center Systems. Will you exp [ila
this system ald advise us of its relationship, if any, to the program
eminent "Artillery control system" on page 220 of the justificatio
book? Why was funding discontiilued on FAFDCS and how does this
relate to FADAC and TACFIRE?
General BErs. The project Field Artillery Fire Direction Center
Systems provided a nominal amount of money ($25,000 to $35,000' a
yefar) to-develop new manual aids--range deflection fans, graplical,
firing tables-required for existing and newly developed weapons and
ammunfiion. This represents a small, buIt coilIntifig requirement.
Perhaps because of its smallness it was inadvertent].* omitted from
o'ur budget request. It will be necessary for us to reinstate it using
.aithorify granted to up. The devices developed uifder this project proMide tilemanual backup'forthe FADAC system and are not considered
IL, be of significance in relationship to TACFIRE or the so-called
"'Artillery control system" program element already described.

'"
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NUCLFt.R MUNilITO8

in fiscal year 1970 for nuclear
Mr. DAvis. You are requesting
over the fiscal year 1969 pronunitiolns, an increase of
year 1969; what was your
requestedTo$2what
million
in fiscal
gram.
Youprogram?
approved
programs
were these funds reprogrammed
and how were the fiscal year 1969 funds used? In addition, why are
for fiscal year 1970 and what
you requesting an increase of
do you hope to accomplish with these funds? You may supply the
answersato these-questions for the record.
(The information follows:)
The approved fiscal year 1969 program for nuclear munitions was $1,5 itl.
lion. Congress approved a fiscal year 1909 funding level of $1.9 million. In the

omnibus reprograming action (DOD 69-28) submitted by DOD to Congress

following apportionment, this amount was reduced to $1.5 million. It is not pos-

sible to specifically identify those programs to which the funds were reprogramed.
The fiscal 'year 1969 funds were used as follows: Fabricated and tested two
XM-94 firing device prototypes; completed fabrication and initiated testing of
,three prototypes of the M-15 command signal decoder; completed testing of two
.engheering prototypes of the XM-28 remote switching controller; fabricated and
Initiated testing on three prototypes of the XM-117 remote firing device; Investi.
,gated improved ammonia-type batteries for use in the firing system; and established operational concepts and completed preliminary design of the command
.arming device.
Engineering development on this system started in fiscal year 1905 and
whdt should have been a 3- to 4-year normal development program has slipped
significanitly because of funding reductions in fiscal year 1969 and previous years.
. increase in fiscal year 1970 is an effort to overcome the impact of
The past funding cuts and to get this required program moving. The planned fiscal
year 1970 effort includes fabrication and initial testing of five complete prototype systems; design of a type X trainer; updating of engineering drawings
and specifications; procurement, test, and evaluation of improved batteries;
continue reliability'assessment of components and systems; and fabrication and
initialtesting of five command arming device prototypes.
WHiEELED VEHICLES

Mr. DAvIS. We will turn to the question of wheeled vehicles.
Mr. Minshall.
M-151 QUARTER-TON TRUCK

Mr. MIN6HA1 L. General, there was, a press article several months
ago concrning tiheM-151 quarter-ton tifick, known as thepresent-day
is tipsy. Kills and disables 100
Jeep. It gays, "Army Ford's Jeep
qlG s." They go on and tell how top-heavy it is and how it tips over at
an alafmti rate, Are you fafiliar with that article?,
General BMTs. I have read the article,
i t on it!
i
. Would you car1 0oco mme
Mr. Mi sIt
heardinmy
O raen-raIBT . I havesitting
th colleagues
Pentagon. who are closer to the

Strop oble thant i am
®*:IMlNSHALL. Who developed this Jeep? Was this an R. & D.
from the Army
-r
!came
i rB rs. Thi as an Army jeep th7
& D. cycle. Indeed,, there are circums6tines Uder whih it do
replaced. As I understand
overturnn more readily thanthe Jeeantiit
diver training and drivers who
aof
i "rom the operitois it is.amatter
are not trveling at excessive speeds and tkyiing tohot rod thisvehicle
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don't have any more problem with it than any vehicle. There are
improved ride characteristics that go with the change in design.
JEEP ACCIDENT RATE

It said "In fiscal 1967 alone the Army M-151's
850 injured.
worldwide had 3,538 accidents with 104 GI's killed andThe
domestic
accidents.
The overturn rate is 36 percent of all M-151
1.6."
is
civilian overturn rate of all vehicles
That would include passenger cars and everything.
wheel
General Burs. The Jeep has always, because if its very short
the
than
rate
overturn
higher
a
had
base and high road clearance
numThose
sense.
any
in
comparable
not
are
two
civilian vehicle. The
bers are not particularly relevant to the problem as far I am concerned.
Mr. MINSHALL. I am concerned about the 36 percent figure.
General BErrs. We are very much concerned about that 36 percent.
with whom
I can only repeat the comment I made before, those officersinsisted
that
have
it
to
closer
are
who
I have discussed this problem,
matter
the
to
related
largely
is
problem
the
it is a good vehicle and
of driver training.
Mr.

MINSiLALL.

JEEP REAR WHEEL SUSE NSION SYSTEM

Mr. MINSHIALL. Is the problem son,Aling to do with the independent
re, r wheel suspension system?
General Bmrs. It does have something to do with the suspension of

the vehicle; that is correct.
Mr. MINsIIALA. What are you doing to correct this? Increase the
driver training period ?
Colonel LAUB. May I comment on it, sir?

Mr MINSHALL. Yes.

Colonel LAMB. These wheels are independently suspended, and the
thing that makes the difference from our prior jeep is in order to increase the rouid clearance so tht it can ti'avel over more rutted roads
and have better cross-country mobility,. which is absolutely essential
in ajeep, the axle is up like this at an afthgle. It is easier to turn over.
trained,
It has a little more power. This vehicle, if the dri-ver is properly ..
.
.
past
the
in
had
have
we
jeep
any
than
dangerous
is not any more
,...
not
and
program
tififiig
the
on
it
blaifig
are
You
JeepMiNSIIALL.
theMr.
I
and
jeeps
180
had
I
and
brigade
training
a
ran
I
LAMB.
Colonel
drove them over all kinds of terrain and I never had an accidefit.
Mr. MINSIALL. The statistics here speak for themselves. They have
had a very high accident rate. I wonder what the Army is doing to correct this, either in the design of the jeep to give it a wider tread or the
training of the drivers orboth.
are taken from, but
the §tatistc0
where
knowmuch
notwere
I do
thfi fley are today and we
higher
they
1966-67
I Colonel
know inLAUB.
charthepresent
Inh order
program.
initiated
do
we can
is very littlthat
theretotmaitaidn
mobility
cross-counitry
fortraining
acteristcsthe
that will-make the jeep less susceptible to flipping over if you drive
it at 70 miles an hour.
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General BETrS. We are outside of our area of responsibility, and I
will research this,
Mr. MINSHALL. I wish you would because according to the story
there are 90,000 in operation today.
General Bm-rs. I will give you a much nire complete answer than we
were able to.
Mr. MINSCHALL. The reason I brought it up here is that it was your
shop that origifially designed it.
General Birs. I am sure it was designed and came through the
R. &D. program.
(The information follows:)
In the initial years following the fielding of the M151 vehicle. experience
indicated a need for a driver training program to acquait Army drivers with
the particular characteristics of this vehicle and the proper techniques for its
operation. In common with all jeep-type vehicles, the M151 has a narrow tread,
short wheel base, and high center of gravity. Unlike earlier jeeps and most U.S.
passenger cars, the M151 over-steers, which means that when skid(ding first occurs
in a turn, the rear wheels slip outward, and the corrective action is to turn the
front wheels outward also. A driver accustomed to other jeeps or passenger
cars would react as required for understeer and cut his front wheels inward,
sometimes overturning the vehicle. A major training program, involving required programs of instruction and specific qualification for M151 operation, has
been in effect since this problem was identified, and Army statistics in Europe
since 1960 have shown the M151 accident rate to be i)elow the overall average
for all types of wheeled vehicles. Pending type classification now is a productimproved M151 which incorporates a semiltraililg-Arm rear suspension systein,
which provides a more familiar steering feel to the operate'.' This change appears
to offer the possibility of even further reducing tile accident rate associated with
the M151.
Mr. MINSIIALL. For the sake of the record, I would like to say this

article came out of the Cleveland Plain Dealer and that is why I am
especially interested.
XM%-7 05 TRUCK

Mr. Dxs. In the discussion of wheeled vehicles, page 231 of the
justificationn book, you requested $2.3 million in fiscal 1969, yet last
.earls, program is 0hown on page 232 as $2.5 million. For the record,
for what spehow aiiwhy was this pi'oiram element increased; ndil
cific projects was the $2.5millihon spent in fiscal year 1969?
(The infor:ation follows:)

The increase in fiscal year 1969 funding for wheeled vehicles from $2. million
to $2,5 million resulted from reprograming necessary to provide an appropriate
amount for the initiation of engineering development of the XMI-705 truck.
GOER VEHIMLS

Mr. DAVs. In listing the fiscal 1968 and prior accomplishments, it is
indicated that the tests on the 8-ton Goer vehicle was completed and it
was adopted as standard. How much was spent on the Goer vehicles
and why are they'not being procured in quantities?
It is my
of -responsibility.
area
another
is in gone
General Bmrs.
thatThat
we have
up to
OSD
asking for authority
to
understanding
that.
buy these and have' been denied the funds. I will have to comfirm
. area of responsibility.
That is in thd PER&
'Mr. DAvIs. At the same time would you also obtain a statement indicating the reason why the procurement has not gone forward?
General BE'rs. I will do my best.
/

I
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Mr. DAVIS. Other than the. fact that they just did not approve the
funds, there must be some reason in addition to that.

General BETrs. I think it is one of those differences of opinion as to
how valuable it would be to have this kind of capability. I will get the
best answer I can.

(The information follows :)

The Goer vehicle has not been procured as yet because the Office of the
Secretary of Defense has not yet been convinced of its cost effectiveness, particularly in the manpower area. The identification of tradeoffs in personnel requirements possible upon introduction of Goers has not so far been considered ade(luate to support funding for production. It must be noted, however, that OSD had
agreed in fiscal year 1969 to the purchase of 74 Goers for Southeast Asia; however, that requirement was subsequently withdrawn due to overall lack of
personnel resources in that theater.

Mr. DAVIS. How much has been spent on those vehicles up to the
present time? Can you tell us that?
Mr. POOR. I do not know. May we provide it for the record?
Mr. DAvIS. If you would.
(The information follows:)
Expenditures on GOEt's, through the end of fiscal year 1069 are as follows:
$1.3 million for RDTE; $13.0 million PEMA; and $622,000 0 & MA funds.
31-501 TRUCK KITS

Mr. DAVIS. Onl that same page relating to the fiscal 1969 program, it
is mentioned that the development of the kit for the M-561 truck was
continued. Why is it necessary to develop such a kit and what is the
cost of that development?
General BETTS. I do not have information on what that kit is.
I will have to dig that out and give you the information.
(The information follows:)
The kit development for the M-561 truck in fiscal year 1969 included the
arctic kit and the winterization kit. These kits are normally developed for
wheeled vehicles so that the basic production vehicles need not meet such a
wide requirement for operating temperatures, The kits make it possible to
equip trucks only as required' ahd thus to reduce the costs associated with this
capability. Costs to support the in-house development of procurement packages
for these two kits Is $137,000.
XMX-7 0 5 TRUCK

Mr. DAVIS. In the fiscal 1970 planied program, there is a recitati I

of contiitiftice of engineering development of the XM-705 uwider the

package procurement multiyear contract. In the PEMA portion of the
fiscal year 1970 budget &hereis a request of $4.5 million to procure 473
such trucks. This raises the question we have asked fynumber of .times
before as to the concurrence of the continuance of engineering and
procurement in the same fiscal year. Would you comment on that?
: General B -Ers.
Mr. Davis, the problem is that when we went out
for this conpetitibil on ilthe XM-705, the automotive inidiustry was
remrkble in its lack of response. No one was really ent.huiiastic
aboit committing the extent of engineering effort necessary to'do an
adequate job on thi competitin except the General Motors Co. There
was a very considerable effort on the part of the Army, as a matter of
fact, in the Office of the Secretary of Defense to try to flfid out why
30-554-09-pt. 5-40
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the rest of the industry did not want to enter this competition, and
there were a few arms .twisted trying to encourage additional competition. Nevertheless, as it turned out no other manufacturer wanted to
.enter the TPP competition for the XM-705. After we had gone ahead
with the contract definition phase of that program the Kaiser Co. had
a clhnge of heart and thofight they would like to get ino the comletition. :As you are aware they were building aind are building the
M-715 vehicle that is ill tile same weight class or same payload class.
Because ihey were in that field they caine in with a proposal to the
Army which said with relatively minor modification to the M-715
they felt that they could compete from the performance point. of view
with anything that might come out of the XM-705 development.
We suggested, therefore, that they give us a price for an adequate
number o the M-715 so modified so tiat we would have a hardware
basis for evaluation against the output of the XM-705 development
effort. I will confirm this for the record, but it is my understanding that
the PEMA funds you cited are for the purpose of buying tlose long
leadtine items associated with the first production XM-70 vehicles.
May I add to that that the negotiation with respect to modified vehicles for the evaluation has not been completed. Kaiser has not responded and said yes,.we will come in.
Mr. DAVI s, Our information
ilhad been that the 473 trucks were tile
first buy on the XM-705s.
General Borrs. I am in an area of tle budget that is not my responsibility and I will have to correct that and get the word back to your
staff.
INITIATING XM-705 PROCUREMENT BEFORE R&D COMPLETED

Mr. DAVIS. General Miley testified that the $4.5 million in PEMAL
funds requested in fiscal year 1970 will be used for procurement of
473 XM-705 trucks. Tis quantity represents the first year of a 4-year
inultiyear contract for a total of 18,000of these trucks.
General Bkrs, That is General Miley's area of responsibility and I
would have to turn to him for review of' tlis information. I will
straighten it6ut inthe record, it isnot in our budget.
Mr. DAvis. This gets back to what I asked earlier, as to whether
we properly should appropriate four and a half million in PEMA
funds for the XM~-40 truck wlien it will be some 14 months before a
decision
is made as to whether or not the production of the XM-705
will
be authorized.
' Geneil,13ms. Under the total package procurement mliltiyear contract the sched ule would call forthat kind of a commitment. We certainly would not go through with if the testing of the XM-70 as it is
produed inthe R.& D. program does niot'provide an adeqai'te vehicle.
M,.DAvis. Aren't you 'really saying thatt the $4-5 million would be
an al)ppropria item fo consel e.to in the fiscal year 1971 budget?
bGneral Bmrs. I would laveto go back andh take a look in detail
at th6 schedule of testin thAt I do not hlive vith 'in on the XM-705.
The schedule
wa eltlg followed
ftlat
would have required PEMA
money'illtis i frame; apparently.'
'Mr. DAvis. Inthlat connection we lmve a meoe here from, the GAO,
paragraph 2 of which reads as folloW:
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The General Motors contract. which is the total package procurement type,
the first of this type placed for a truck, provides for -three development prototypes to be completed and checked out by March 1, 1971, at which point decision
will be made as to whether )roduction of le XM-705 wilt be authorized.

General Bi.,ns. I do not have the information with me to confirm
that date. The first prodUcttou rolloff is scheduled for March 1971. The
results of contract definition-the information I have here is not, adequate to give you a full answer to that except to say that the March
1971 date that I have in my back )info6Ation says that is first production rolloff. We would have to have evaluation of vehicles and
test information long before that and commitment to production. I
will have to flllthat out for you in the record.
(The information follows:)
The $4.5 million iin PEA funds is required in fiscal year 1970. The contract
for the XM-705 to include production of 473 vehicles, requires the obligation
of funds in January 1970. At thhit thne, It is necessary that tile Government
have the necessary funds In hland, even though the contractor will receive payment o'ly upon delivery of trucks, its, and publIatioins as required by the contract. First production rolloff is actually planned for April 1971, with the production line beginning operation one month prior in March 1971.

MISSION FOR XN-705 TRUCK

Mr. Dvis. When you have the M-37, the M-715, and Mf-561, 11/4ton trucks available to you at the present time, what mission is the
XM-705 soheduitd to fulfill that is not now or cannot be fulfilled by
these other three trucks of the same size ?
General I.'Trs. We limited the buy of the M-61 to what we would
call the tactical environment that demands a lot of cross-country activity in an attelipt to hold down costs, because we recognized that
although the mobility and payload carrying capability of the M-561
is really outstanding, it is a more expensive veiile. The M-715 was
bought as a replacement for the rapily-I don't know whether the
word "rapidly" is right--for the very old M-37's, the fact that these
were gettig older and older in the fleet and we had to make replacements.
We went into the XMI-705 development to see if it is not possible
'through approIopriate attention to modern materials technology, moder lhi brication technology, to produce a vehki.le that would require
a great deal less maiitenance, would have a longer life than is inhe ent
in the M-71 that is.very little different from ordifiary commercial
truck techology. It is our analysis that -ivthe total life cyd,1e costs
of the two vehicles, even tlugh the XM-705 would end up costing'
more in investment costs, if it can achieve the goals we set forth ini
*relability and maintainability and life it would end up in a total
program being considerably less expensive than going the other route,
Our goal was to get a rugged reliable loiig-life vehicle out of this
developfiint effort.
Mr. DAVIS. Is it roughly o icomparable with marginal improvement
of the M561?
General BE ,s. It would be less mobile thianuthe M-861. The M-5S61
is designed for cross-couintry mobility, primarily. But it would also
be considerably less expensive. So, if anything, it should be considered
as a replacement for the M-37 and In some measure for tle interim
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M-715. The payoff is going to be in testing the product of the development contract that we entered into with GM. If they can achieve the
goals that were called for in the design characteristics, it will indeed
be worthwhile going into extensive procurement of this vehicle. If they
cannot achieve these goals we just won't procure it. It is as simple as
that.
STAThMENT

OF CONGRESSMAN JOHN BRADEMAS
X M-7 0 5 TRUCK

CONCERNING

Mr. DAVIS. On the 9th of June, Mr. Brademas of Inditina appeared
before the subcommittee and registered his conclusions that the Army's
decision to procure the X2-705 truck is unjustifiable because it offers
only a marginal improvement on overall vehicle performance at a
disproportionate increase in cost. We will insert Mr. Brademas' statement before the committee at this point.
(The statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF CONORESSMAN JOUN

3BRADEMAS OF INDIANA

Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate the opportunity to appear before this
distinguished subcommittee. My testimony this morning is directed at a problem
of growing concern to Members of Congress and to the American people. I refer
in general to increasing evidence that the Department of Defense is willing to
pay excessively high costs for weapons systems and equipment that often provide
only marginal Improvements in combat effectiveness.
Mr. Chairman, I know that members of tills subcommittee are vitally interested
In both our national defense and our national econoniy. Your concern isto act
upon Defense Department requests for, weapons and equipment essential to our
national defense while at the same time disapproving the expenditure of public
tax ioneys when not essential to our national security.
I requested the opportunity to appear before your subcommittee, Mr. Chaltman, to bring to your attention some details of a Government procurement with
important implications for the public interest in terms both of our national defense and our national economy.
Specifically, I intend to demonstrate that the U.S. Army is now procuring a
114 ton truck-the XM-705--which will burden the American taxpayer with
as much as $150 million in unnecessary expenditures. Yet abundant evidence
shows that the XM-705 will produce at best only a modest improvement in combat effectiveness.
Moreover, the Army seeks to buy this vehicle, with all the risks attendant to
buying'avehicle that exists only on paper despite .the fact that a modestly inproved version of an existing vehicle, the M-715, can substantially meet the
Army's requirements.
Mr. Chairman, these conclusions are not merely my own. The General Accounting Office, which at my request has undertaken an examination of the
XM-705 program, only last week made the following tentative observations:
"It appears that the XM-705 does not represent a real stride forward in terms
of combat effectiveness. Rather, it appears to offer only a relatively small increase in terms of combat effectiveness over the XM-715 114 ton truck already
in the Army system and no clearly significant superiority over the improved
XM-715 ,proposed by the Kaiser Jeep Corp. Accordingly, the XM-705 program appears to represent an excessive expenditure for marginal iniprovements
in combat effectiveness over the improved; XM-715."
Moreover, ir. Chairman, the Army's ill-advised decision to procure the XM750 flatly and unconscionably contradicts the explicit conclusions reached by the
Army's own Army. ateriel Command. This report, prepared by the Systems
and Cost Analysis Division of the Arniy Mateilel Cominifi, dated
I.Tly 8.1968,
conipares the proposed XM-705 both with the existing and the improved M-715.
The report finds:
. "The XM-705 has all the uncertainties associated with a velhcle that does not
exist . . .With the improvements proliosed, an adequate design guarantee and
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warranty, and contractor liability established by demonstration to Government
test specifications, there are no known performance or effectiveness prechusions
to selection of the improved M-715."
With respect to this report the Chief of the Vehicles and Equipment Division,
Maintenance Directorate, Army .Materiel 'onnand, states flatly:
-* * * we conclude that there is questionable necessity for going through the
expense of developing a replacement vehicle at this time."
lie recommended that:
"'The M-715 series of trucks be considered for adoption as the standard replacement for the M-37 series and that procurement of the M-705 series of trucks lie
held in abeyance pending the acquisition of more definitive operation and maintenance experience with the M-715."
Thus, Mr. Chairman, the evidence available at this time, developed both by the
General Accounting Office and, indeed, by the Army itself militates strongly
against procurement of the untested, untried paper XM-705 at an additional cost
to the American taxpayer estimated by the Army Materiel Command to be $150
million. Here again is the conclusion from the Army Materiel Command report
I have already cited: "Introduction of improved M-715's requires fewer vehicles
in the total fleet and approximately $150 million less for the total fleet life cycle
costs than does the XM-705..."
It is for these reasons, therefore, that for the first time in my 10 years In
Congress, I have requested an opportunity to testify before your subcommittee.
Mr. Chairman, let me elaborate:
I first began looking into the Army's procurement of new fleet of P1A-ton
vehicles this past January when officials of the Kaiser Jeep Corp., which has a
plant located in the Congressional District which I represent, brought to my attention the Army's intention to procure the X.1-705 from the General Motors
Corp.
After a period of several months of Investigation on my part, which Included
meeting personally with the Secretary of the Army, Mr. Stanley R. Resor, on
February 18, 1969, I became increasingly convinced that the XM-705 program
could not be justified. I first transmitted my concern to you and to your comnilttee in a letter dated March 19. 19069. At that time, I indicated my serious
reservations about the XM-705 program. Concurrently, I advised the Comptroller
General of the United States of my concern about the XM-705 program and requested that the General Accounting Office undertake a thorough Investigation.
After several months of continuing Inquiry on my part, and on the basis of
the preliminary review submitted to me by the General Accounting Office, I am
thoroughly convinced that the XM-705 program has not been Justified by the
Army, and that, as available expert evidence indicates, this program will cost
the American taxpayer many millions of dollars beyond what is required for
an adequate 1%-ton truck fleet.
History of the 1 / .top truck program
Let me briefly summarize the U.S. Army 1%-ton truck program.
At the present time the Army has about 30,000 M-715 trucks. This 114-ton
truck is a conventional mobility truck which first went into production in January 1967, at a cost of less than $3,500 apiece to the Government.
Notwithstanding the success of the M-175 in the field, the Army has embarked on a program to procure another 12/-ton conventional mobility truckthe X31-705. The complete acquisition cost for the first 18,000 of these vehicles is
scheduled to be $8,160 per truck, according to data provided me by Army
officials.
The Army made this award despite the fact that for more than 6 months, the
Army had held In abeyance an unsolicited firm fixed price proposal from the
Kaiser Jeep Corp. in the amount of $71 million to produce a like quantity of
improved M-715 trucks. The Improved M-715 is a modification of a similar and
apparently satisfactory M-715 vehicle already in the military system.
Congress has repeatedly cautioned the Army about introducing a new truck
into the logistics system. The full House Committee on Appropriations, as far
back as June 1963, questioned the Army's continued sole-source procurement of
the M-34 s%-ton truck and emphasized the need to develop the follow-on XM-561
vehicle with competitive procurement at the earliest practical date. (The 3M-561,
known as the Gama Goat, is a high mobility truck now being procured at a cost
of about $11,000 each.) The Appropriations Committee, however, approved a limited procurement for %-ton trucks for fiscal year 1964 anticipating that these
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vehicles as well as existing Inventory would be adequate to meet Army requirements until the successor M-561 was ready for procurement.
The Appropriations Committee further noted that the Army was looking into
the possibility of utilizing other commercially available trucks that might meet
the Army's requirements. The committee admohishd the Army that the advantages of competitive procurement must be. weighed against the higher costs associated with introducing a new vehicle into the logistics system.
Thus, the Army at present is faced with logistically supporting two trucks of
the same class-the M-37 and the M-715--and will soon have a third truck, tWe
high mobility M-561 truck, in its system. Procurement of the XM-705 will add
yet a fourth 11 -toi truck to the system,
The Army Materiel Command itself, in its comparison of the improved M-715
and the XM-705, warned of the additional expense and unnecessary logistical
complications that would result from adding this fourth 1 14-ton truck-the XM705--to the fleet. In its report, the Army Materiel Command emphasized the
logistical advantages of retaining the M-715 and rejecting the XM-705:
Selection of the improved M-715 would have the following effects on logistic
factors:
(a) Reduces the types of major items in the fleet.
(b) Reduces the number of new component line items introduced into the
system.
(o) Avoids increased supply and distribution costs. The X-705 would re.
quire complete logistics introduction.
Mr. Chairman, a comparison of initial investment costs for the XM-705 and
for the XM-715 is plain evidence of the Army's misjudgment in this matter.
For an initial buy of 18,0.00 vehicles, the Army estimates that the initial
investment cost will be $8,160 for each XM-705. This figure compares witi
$5,120 for each XM-715. The additional cost, then, is over $54 million for the
XM-705. Moreover, based on a projected fleet of 50,000 vehicles, the Army Mterel Command estimated .that the total additional cost to the taxpayer would

be approximately $150

itlion.

Mr. Chairman, I have sought time and time again to obtain from the .Nriny
satisfactory explanations to questions I have raised about the basis for Its
determination to procure the XM-705.
Following my meeting with 'the Secretary of the Army in February, I exchanged correspondence with him. I subsequently met at some length with a
team of Army officials dispatched by the Secretary of the Army which included
the Army's Director of Matertiel Acquisition, Maj. Gen. Rolaiid B. Anderson. I
have studied materials thereafter prepared for me by General Anderson. I liavk
reviewed with care the answers concerning the XM-705 submitted by the Army
to this subcommittee iJust 4 days ago.
But, Mr. Chairman, the deeper I look into this matter, the more convinced
I have become"fhat the Army's justification of the XM-705 program is not ofly
inadequate, but also misleading.
Essentially, Army officials have attempted to justify their decision to procue,
the XM-705 by stating that it would result, In contrast to continuing procurement of the M-715 or an improved version, in both substantial Improvemelits
inmilitary effectiveness and lower life-cycle costs.
Mr. Chairman, the Army has failed to support either of those contentions. Let
me explain.
1. Life cycle costs
Life cycle costs lie at the heart of the issue and draw attention to the qUestionable accuracy of the Army's method of comparing the real life M-715 and
the paperwork XM-705.
I was informed by the Army that its decision to proceed with the procurement of tile XM-705 was based on the Army's calculated higher life cycle cost of
the Improved M-715. In fact, however, as I have indicated, the internal Army
study, to which I have already referred, stated in July 1968 that the additional
life cycle cost of adding XM-705's to the fleet would be approximately $150 million over the alternative of procurlfig the ihiproved M-715.
Yet, Maj. Gen. Ronald B. Anderson, twho headed up the delegation sent
to my office by Secretary lIesor, represented this figure to be only $75 million.
Moreover, lie dismissed the savings which would result from purchasing finproved M-715's as Unsubstantiated in the eyes of the Army. According to General
Anderson, in a document lie submitted to me on April 18, 1969:
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"A cost comparison study made' by the Army Materiel Command Comptroller
and Director of Programs did indicate a life-cycle cost advantage of $75 million
for the improved M-715 on the basis of a 50,000 vehicle fleet. However, this study
was made on the basis of the assumptions that Kaiser Jeep's unsupported claims
as to reliability and durability could be attained. For that reason it has nevet
been accepted by the Army. This study was accomplished in July 1968."
General Anderson's letter of April 18 takes the unequivocal position that the
Army's life-cycle cost computations showed a lower cost for the XM-705. But
the General's assertion is in direct conflict with the earlier determination of
the Comptroller and Director of Programs, Army Materiel Command, that the
life-cycle cost for the improved M-715 would be substantially lower than that
for the XM-705.
2. Uontrved cost comparisons
Notwithstanding this Army Materiel Command report, the Army subsequently
contrived-and I use that word advisedly-an unrealistic life-cycle cost for the
improved M-715 in order to justify procurement of the XM-705.
Let me explain.
The Army has relied heavily on the alleged high life-cycle cost of the improved M-715 as compared to the life-cycle cost for the XM-705. Simply stated,
the life-cycle cost is the initial acquisition cost of a vehicle plus the maintenance
and repair cost for that vehicle over its expected lifetime.
In calculating a life-cycle cost, the so-called "maintenance index" is vitally important. This is because a maintenance index Indicates just how much time a
vehicle will be unable to operate because of the need for repairs and other
maintenance.
To illustrate how crucially important the maintenance index is, the Army
stated that repair parts and maintenance for each improved M-715 would amount
to approximately .$13,500--over $1,000 each year for each year of the M-715's
12-year life span. At the same time, the Army stated that the repair parts and
maintenance for each XM-705, which exists on paper only, would be slightly
over $6,000 for the lifetime of each vehicle-or approximately $500 each year.
As a result, the difference in cost as given between maintaining a fleet of XH05s and maifithifiifig a fleet of improved M-7i5s, based on Army assumptions
is enormous. In fact, that difference, based on a projected fleet of 50,000 vehicles
over a 12-year life expectancy for each vehicle, amounts to several hundred
million dollars.
And yet, when I sought to learn the basis on which the Army assigned these
very different, yet crucially important maintenance indices to both of these
vehicles, I was astonished, as I am sure that the members of this subcommittee
will be, by the lack of integrity of the criteria the Army chose to use.
What I learned was this:
The Army has assigned a maintenance index for the XM-705 based on conJecture, assumption, and insufficient data. In fact, no XM-705 has ever been
built. The index assigned for the vehicle is based entirely on values calculated
by the contractor which the Army, after checking, accepted. And yet the vehicle
exists only on paper, and I will indicate later in my statement how dangerous
this practice of failing to rely on prototype development has been in the past.
Moreover, the very high maintenance index assigned for the improved M-715
Is no more supportable -than the very low index assigned to the XM-705. The
Army has failed, despite my repeated requests to Army officials, to provide me
with any explanation of how the figure for the improved M-715 was derivedan index almost three times as high as that for the XM-705. And yet there
are at least ,three compelling reasons which suggests that the maintenance index
assigned the M-715 is arbitrary in the extreme.
1. Apparently, the Army used )nly five of the first M-715s off the production
line, tested them, but ignored considerable test data on later M-715s, in calculating the maintenance index.
2. At present, approximately 25,000 M-715s are operating in the field, many of
these vehicles for close to 2 years. (AboUt 5,000 M-715s are in reserve Storage.)
Yet neither officials of the Kaiser Jeep Corporation nor I have succeeded in
getting any information from the Army which suggests that the existing 31-715s
have not been performing effectively and economically. In fact, one Army Materiel Comnd memorandum states specifically that -"there are no reports pointIng to other than normal maintenance and MWO [Modification Work Order]
requirements." Moreover, officials of the Kaiser Jeep Corporation have visited
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many field commands where the M-715 is deployed, both in the United States
and abroad, and reported to me that the MI-715 apparently has received wide
acceptance among field commanders.
3. Moreover, two reputable management consulting firms, HArbridge House
and Communications and Systems, Inc., conducted studies, commissioned by the
Kaiser Jeep Corporation, based on test data made available by the Army. The
concl usiof of both of these studies is that the maintenance index assigned to the
improved M-715 by the Army is much greater-and hence of course much more
costly-than is justifiable based on the data used by 'the Army.
In sum, the Army has chosen to rely heavily on the alleged merits of the
paper XM-705. Yet the truth 'is best stated in the Army Materiel Command's
study of the XM-705 and the M-715: "No conclusive difference in estimated
reliability can be stated because of the uncertainties involved in both vehicles."
Mr. Chairman, I am convinced that in their assignment to the improved M-715
of a maintenance index almost three times greater than that assumed for the
XM-705, the Army has taken elaborate pains to construct a self-serving case.
Combat effectivemess: Unsupported and untested comparsion of benefits of XM705 and M-715 programs
Mr. Chairman, as members of this subcomnittee will all be aware, Army regulations are clear that the bulk of research, development, testing and evaluation
funds should be spent on items providing significant advances in combat effectiveness with emphasis on mobility, firepower, and communications. No substantlal sums of -money are to be spent for small, incremental increases in combat
effectiveness with emphasis on mobility, firepower, and commuficcations. No
substantial sums of money are to be spent for small, incremental increases in
combat effectiveness. Furthermore, regulations specify that the cost of new items
must be carefully weighed against expected improvement in operational capability. According to Army doctrine, "improvements of modernization action are
avoided," and "unnecessary technical features, over-refinement, and excessive
durability must be eliminated."
Army Regulation 11-25, entitled "Army Programs, the Management Process
for the Development of Army Systems," (dated April 10, 1968) is clear and
succinct: "Priority is placed on new capabilfies which provide significant improvement in combat effectiveness."
Yet this explicit mandate has been ignored in the present case.
The General Accounting Office is conducting an extensive study of the Army's
analysis and cost comparison of the XM-705 and the Improved M-715 programs.
As we are all aware, Mr. Chairman, the General Accounting Office was placed in
the legislative branch of the Government to provide the committees and Members
of Congress with independent reports on the management operations of the
executive branch. The unremitting duty of the Comptroller General and the
General Accounting Office staff Is to serve Congress by searching continually for
means of achieving greater effectiveness, economy, and efficiency throughout the
Government.
Although the General Accounting Office has not yet completed its review I
have been greatly impressed both by their findings to date and by the thoroughness of their investigation.
Mr. Chairman, let me here cite in detail some of the unequivocal, unambiguous
findings of the General Accounting Office:
"Based on our review of the XM-705 development and the conclusions of the
cost/effectiveness study made by AMC [Army Materiel Command] in July 1968,
it appears that the XM-705 does not represent a real stride forward in terms of
combat effectiveness. Rather, it appears to offer only a relatively small increase
in terms of combat effectiveness over the XM-715 1 14-ton truck already in the
Army system and no clearly significant superiority over the improved XM-715
proposed by KJC [Kaiser Jeep 'Corp.]. Accordingly, the XM-705 program
appears to represent an excessive expenditure for marginal improvements in
combat effectiveness over the improved XM-715.
"As far as we know, the Army does not accept the July 1968 AMO cost/effectiveness comparison because it was based on unsupported assumptions. It does
not seem reasonable to make such a study for the apparent purpose of providing
a better basis* for decisionmaking, when the input is based on unsupported
assumptions that cannot be accepted. V'urther, the definitive data considered
necessary to validate the assumptions was not requested by the Army for about
6 months. It appears that the Army should have taken action to obtain such
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data mlch sooner than it did. F ulther, we believe the award of the TPP (Tottil
Package Procurement) contract to GM (General Motors) should not have been
made prior to receipt and evaluition of the requested defiiifve data. If the
evaluation was favorable to KJC, then it seems the course of less risk to the
Government would have been to proceed with development and test of KJC's
improved XM-715 since KJC also guaranteed performance and offered a significant saving in cost and time. While there is the possibility that the improved
XM-715 would fail dtliting tests to meet the requirements although guaranteed,
the same Possibility also exists in the more costly current XM-705 program."
Mr. Chairman, having cited the findings of the General Accounting Office, I
want, in order to complete the evidence for the members of the subcommittee, to
cite several additional points contained in the Army Materiel Command's Comparison Study, to which I have earlier referred.
They are essential points which I have not yet made. The Army Materiel Command report said:
"1. With the improvements proposed, an adequate design guarantee and warranty, and contractor liability estabiilied by demonstration to Government test
specifications, there are 1o known performance or effectiveness preclusions to
selection of the M-715. Areas in which the QMR (Qualitative Materiel Requirements) are not met are not considered significant. Cost differentials are significant, particularly in the acequisition category (R. & D. and Investmnt) and are
considered to be conservative. The current M-715 is programed in tie ArMy
inventory through fiscal year 1978 and further logistics simplification and cost
avoidance are factors for M-715 selection. The Government's legal and moral
obligations in abandonmeilt of the XM-705 are protectable aifd/or defensible.
Government Rights-in-Data are roughly comparable between the two suppliers.
Significant savings are also evident to the M-715 in the ambulance version and
high density kits. Other savings, on cost-effectiveness considerations, can be made
from the improvements specified in both proposals.
"2. Both the XM-705 and the improved versions of the M-715 are "paper
vehicles" in the sense that neither exists or has been demonstrated. The current
version of tile M-715 does exist . . . and both costs and performances values
have some historical documenitation. The values (performance and maintenance
estimates) of the XM-705 have been derived from @Otations and estimates made
by tile contractor and modified where considered appropriate. These, therefore,
are considered to have a greater uncertainty (plus or minus), than for the
current M-715 data."
In view of the unrelenting investigative work and the fndlijigs to date of the
General Accounting Office in the present XM-705/M-715 controversy, and in
further view of the devastating Army Materiel Command's Comparison Stdffly,
I must conclude that the method used by the Army to procure the XM-705 is
unjustifiable and irresponsible.
Based on a careful exafintiih of the XM--705 program, tlen, I fail to see
any justification either for the increased costs oi, ti comlilieiithh of logistics'
caused by several eq-iivalent vehicles in the military system. It is my understanding that the M-715, with mniiihin
im improvoim6ts, can fulfll til'systin's
description of tle XM-705. Acoi'diigIy tliie is no reason for flie,
Dihtfiflient
of Defense to incur tile additlonil cost of developing a hew vehicle where the
capabilities required can be provided throllgh minor moilfication8, of tile existing
,M-715. In sunmary, it appears that, at best, the XM-705 program offers a
marginal improvement in overall vehicle performance at a disproportionate
increase il cost.
At a time when the Federal Govertilnent is trying very hard to limit expelditures and when Defense Departmient apropiations are approaelling $80 billion
annually, I respectfully urge the nemibers of tlls distiiLgilshefl sulieolifittee
carefully to review the entire XM-705 contract and the manner in which it was
awarded.
Naturally, Mr. Ciairnilan, I woUld h6pe that your distinguished subeolifinittee
would also insist, in view of the kind of evidence I have here presented,, that
the Army give satisfactory responses to the questions I have raised, which the
Army has up to now failed completely to do.

Mr. DAvis. General, we ask thtt you read the statement and insert

inthe record such remarks as are appropriate.
General BriTs. Thank you.
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(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. DAVIS. Does the Arny propose to award a contract to build
prototypes of a modified M-715 truck -to be used for competitive testing with the XM-705?
.General Bmrrs. That is the comment I made before, that Kaiser has
not come back, as I understand it, with a firm price proposal on thitt,
I will conflri that in the record, but that is my understanding.
(The information follows:)
The Army proposes to award a contract for an improved M-715 vehicle for coinparative test with the XM-705, provided the Kaiser-Jeep Corp. submits a technical proposal In sutfficient detil to enable the Army to make a judgment that the
improved vehicle has a reasonable chance to survive the stringent test planned,
and provided the price proposed for a produetibb iftiitity of 18,000 vehicles hldicates potential cost savings. Kaiser has not yet submitted such a proposal but ls
promised .to do so by September 1., 196.
The Army cannot agree that the decision to procure the XM-705 truck is injiustiflable because it offers only a marginal ,iniprovement on overall vehicle performance at a disproportionate increase in eost. The Army believes the XM-705
offers great increases in reliability and durability over the current M-715 truck,
and the extra increment in investment costs will be more than offset by lower
fleet operating costs over the 12-year useful life of the vehicle.
In the contract for the XM-705, Generdil Motors has guaranteed a degree of
overall vehicle reliability that requires the XM-05 to go an average 7,880 miles
before a mission failure occurs. This guarantee will be verified by test of a coimpliance sample of 16 vehicles over a severe 30,000-mile test course. On the other
hand, test experience on the M-715 on a relatively mild 12,000-nitle test course
indicates it will go an average of only 5,900 miles before a inission failure occurs.
The mileage before failure on the severe 30,000-mile course would likely be much
le&,. Also, in the area of component reliability, a comparison of the XM-705
reliability model (supported by engineerri-g data based on guarantees) with
actual test results of the M-715 reflects improvement over the M-715 as follows:
Percent

Engine
--------------------------------------------------100
Cooling system
---------------------------------------------0
Electrical system
-------------------------------------------340
Transfer
-------------------------------------------------100
Wheels, hubs, drutns
----------------------------------------510
Frame and brackets
----------------------------------------820
General Motors has also guaranteed that the XM-705 will have a maintena ae
ratio noteto exceed 10.6 percent. That is, maintenance hours will not represent
more than 10.A percent of the operating hours. This guarantee *ill also be checked
bY test of a compliance sample of 16 vehicles. In contrast, the M-715 in four successive series of tests, conducted in an effort to qualify the vehicle for unrestricted deployment, has never achieved a maintenance ratio of less than 12,2
percent, More often, the ratio approached 20 percent. As was the case for reliability. the Generat Motors' guarantee of a maintenance ratio of 10.6 percent for
the XM-705 applies to a rigorous 30,000-mile test, while the mafitenafice ratios
for the M-715 were developed from test results over the 12,000-mile course. The
M-715 was never subjected to the 30,000-mile test course, as it is a mdlified comimercial 14-ton truck and the Army recognized that it could not be expected to
survive the longer and more rigorous test. As the subcommittee knows, the Army
bought the M-715 because it was prohibited from buying additional M-37 trucks
after' 'fiscal year 1965 and on ifiterim 1-ton truck w" needed to bridge the gap
until suitable. tactical vehicle replacements for the M-37 could be developed and
brought into the truck fleet. A modified, coniliercial truck was procured because
this'type could be obtained quickly.
As mentioned above, the M-715 truck has performed poorly in repetitive tests.
Production deliveries began in January 1967, but it was not until March 1968
after completion of the third series of tests, that it was released for Issue to
troops and 'then on the condition that the remaining deficiencies would be corrected, In -the,'period between January', 1967 and March -1968, thousands of
M-715's had accumulated in depots and all of these had to be reworked by the
contractor, Kaiser-Jeep, before they 'could be Issued to troop. Moreover the
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last round of verification tests conducted 'between August 1968 and May 1969
still found deficiencies in the M-715 vehicle and indicated the need for additional
corrective action.
When one considers the poor test record of the M-715 and Kaiser-,Jeep's previous statements about the XM-705 program, he can understand the Army's
serious 'doubts concerning the validity of Kaiser's claims contained in its unsolicited proposal submitted in May 1968. When solicited for a contract deftnition proposal on the XM-705 in 1966 and again in I967, Kaiser-Jeep declined on
the grounds that the potential return did not Justify the risks and investments
involved; that Kaiser did not have the spedalized personnel needed for the
system analysis and cbst frade-off studies required for the contract definitiontotal package procurement procedul're; and that the X-705 requirement could
not be satisfied by a normal product improvement program of the M-715 vehicle.
Yet in May 1068, Kaiser proposed meeting the XM-705 requirement with a
modest improvement program of the current M-715 at the cost of only $500
)wr vehicle. Kaiser's unsoliiaeted proposal provided no depth of engineering
analysis to substantiate its claims. Nevertheless in view of the large cost savings possible if, in fat, the Kaiser claims could be verified, the Army is willing
to make a moderate Investment in the test of a limited quantity of the improved
M-715's, provided Kaiser does submit an adeqhite technical proposal as described above. In my judgment both the Army and Kaiser-Jeep are aware that
the improved M-715 will probably not meet the XM-705 requirements in several respects. Nevertheless the Army has informed Kaiser that If the ,test
data on the improved M-715 meets the requirements in the areas of reliability,
mnintfitiability, and durability, the Army then would be in a position to consider design trade-offs for significant cost advantages.
As to comparative costs of the XM-705 and the improved M-715 the Army
doe.s not agree that acquisition of the XM-705 will burden the American taxpayer with as much as $150 million in unnecessary expenditures. Apparently
the $150 million figure is based on a 50.000 vehicle fleet and an estima tod differential in initial investment costs of $3,000 in favor of the improved M-715.
Also the figure is based on the assumption that 12-year operating costs of the
X,1-705 and M-715 will be equal.
The differential in inItial investment cost will only be true if Kaiser can
prove its claim In its unsolicited proposal that it can substantially meet the
XM-705 requirement with a modest improvement of the M-715 at a cost of
only $500 per vehicle, and General Motors is unable to better the ceiling price
In its incentive contract for the XM-705. The long time (February-September
1069) Kaiser is taking to prepare a definitive technical proposal suggests that -the
company may be having some difficulty.
In the field of 12-year operating costs, the Army believes on the basis of the
data now available, that a comphative test will prove the XM-705 to be about
half as costly as the improved M,715. This estlt
is based on guarantees contained in the General Motors contract, and the Army's assessment of the probable Perf6rmance of the Improved M-715 on the 30,000-mile severe test course
planned for the XM-705. All estimates of 12-year operating costs are subject to
confrfiatioin in the comparative test. However In light of the test experience on
the current M-715, the Army feels Its estimate is far more accurate than one
which equates the 12-year operating costs of the XM-705 and the Improved
31-715.
The results of the comparative test of the two vehilels (provided Kaiser submits an acceptable proposal and the tests are condu acted) will be considered in
our current and future plan for the procurement of XM-705. The contract with
General Motors provides for a checkpoint on March 1, 19711 before production
of end items commences. At that time, the Army has the option of proceeding with
program, cancefiig the contract if circumstances !so warrant, or taking other
ap Jorprite action. In the event caficeilation is not indicated but further development work is needed to meet specification requirements, the contract provides for
it to be accomplished at General Motors' expense.
. At theipresent time the XM-705 Is in the development stage and tHi contractor
Is on schedule. First delivery of production vehicles will begin in April 1971, If
after completion of tests on prototypes, an affirmative decision is made at the
Iarch 1971 checkpoint date to proceed with production. The $4.5 million in the
Army's -fiscai year 1970 PEMA budget request iefor the initial 473 production
vehicles. These funds must be placed on conti'act by January 1. 1970 to provide
the required 15 months leadtime for initial production deliveries.
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Finally, the Army wishes to state it has made every effort fo answer all of
Mr. Brademas' questions relative to the XM-705 program. It has presented written detailed answers on a question-by-question basis, and has met with him oil
two occasions. At the last meeting in April 1969, Army officials explainedl to hill,
and representatives of his constituent, Kaiser-Jeep Corp., the complete ratli4le
for the decision to proceed with the XM-705 program and the offer to test an hiaproved M-715 vehicle.
X-U-705

DELIVERY AND TESTING PROGRAM

Mr. DAvis. When are the prototypes of the XM-705 scheduled for
delivery and testing?
General Bvrrs. fdo not have the testing schedule with me unfortunately. I will have to insert that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The first of nine prototypes of the XM-705 is scheduled for build comltetoil
in December 1969 and will be used for Arctic testing and other tests by the contractor Five additional prototypes will be built during the period December 1901|
through April 1970 for contractor-conducted 'tests. In August 1970, the Government will receive delivery of three prototypes for Government tests. Government prototype testing will begin in August 1970 and end in Februlary 1971. A
checkpoint has been established March 1, 1971 for program review prior to release
for quantity production. Thirty days prior to the checkpoint, the Governiment and
the contractor will review the status of the design based upon the Governmitent
and contractor test results.
XM-705 DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Mr. DAVIS. What costs have you associated with the developil6it 'if
the XMA-705 Prototype? You will probably want to put that in the
record also.
Mr. PoOR. 'Wewill put that in the record, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows:)
Costs associated with development of the XM-705 prototype are targeted at
$8.4 million, with it ceiling cost of $9.5 million.
TRACK AND SPECIAL VEmciLEs

Mr. DAVIS. Turning to the item of "Track and special vehicles," we
have the usual questions relating to the use of the f uids and what you
have done with the fuids.
You are requesting
in fiscal 1970 for track and special vehicles, an increase of
over fiscal 1969 program. Whitt is the reason for this increase? Also, you requested $8.3 million for this prograi in fiscal 199. What was the app'oved program anjd what is the
reason f~or the decrease?
increase in funding under this program
General BFTrS. The
element for fiscal year 1970 can be associated with the initiatin of
contract deflniid for M ICV and ARSV. Conversely, the redition
in fiscal year 1969 expenditures of $1.8 million can be traced to delays
in the initiation of contract definition for these two vehicles, originally
to begin in that fiscal year.
VARIOUS NEW VEHIdLE DEVELOPMENTS

Mr. DAvis. Under this program element you have the XM-723
mechaiized infaitry combat vehicle (MICV), the XM-800 armored
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ieconniissance scout velie,(ARSV), the adverse terrain and remote
area velice, and the alit transt)ortAle iffiitipii'pose vehicle family
(ATM[VF). Will you explhtil toe role and mission of the MICV, the
ARS V, and the ATVF and how they differ from ,the role and mission oif oir (trrent armored car, the M-113 armored personnel carrier, the M-114 commanid aid rcduinkaissance vehicle, and the M-551
Sheridan Wea)on system?

General Bt.r'rs. Tlhe MICV is intended to be the successor to the
M-118 as the combat vehicle for the mechnized iffantry squad, and
its fidameital roles and missions will not differ significantly from the
l)resent equipmeit. Principal cliqiingoes will be provisions .to allow the
squad to fight, while mouiited in the vehicle when appropriate, and im1)rovelelts i range, protection and mobility to make it compatible
with the nallifbaittle tank with which it will be conftemporary and with
w.hilch it will fight, in closely integrated formations. The ARSV (or
Scout) will be the successor to the M-114 and basically will assume
the oles and missions now assigned to the M-114. ARSV will provide
a mobility differenfitil over the other combat veliicles with which it
must work to 1)erlnit rapid accompl ishnit of its missions wiith-ltinduly impedhng the actions of the larger formations for which it works.
Tlhe M-1 14 does not currently provide this differential. The ARSV
will. also incorpor-ate state-of-the-art surveillance devices and sensors
to assist, its crew in the acquisition of information, as required in the
1)erformanice of most of its missions. The ATI'LVF project does not represent a formal development program leading to a new major item of
equipment. This l)roJc-t, has been used to carry developmental work assochited with improvements to the MN-113 family of vehicles, as incicated by experience in Vietnam. Tme R.D.T. & tlphses of this work
have been completed, and no funding is requested for this project In

fiscal year 1970. The Commando vehicle perfolit mi's rotfte and rear-area
security missions, normally in military police units, Alid as such is not
useful in the roles of MICV or ARSV.
TWISTER VEI1ICLE

Mr. DAVIs. What is the military requirement for the Twister, and
what vehicle or vehicles will it replace?
Colonel L,.m. It has possible
pplicatin in the role of a scout. It
approaches a.
track vehicle in off-road ibilfity and if it can attain some
of the equality with a track vehicle off road it will" ave tremendous advantages because a wheeled velhile will be cheaper to maintain and
operate and will. be much quieiter to operate.
We are giving it a military potential test.
General Brrs. It is a logical candidate for the armored reconfiissance scout vehicle competition when we go out for thAt competition.
Mr. Dwls. 1We do not have anything in the inventory at present
that will ffill a requirement this is designed to meet.
Mr. Poon. We do not have any vehicle that performs anything like
ti Twister in cross-coultry mobility. So I think the proper way to
look at the Twister is that it is a brandiew idea, a braidliew capability,
and we are trying to leat'n how to lse it in ouir system, or learn whether
to use it in our system of new vehicles.
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Mr. DAVIS. Can it be said that this is designed tolmeet some specific
Army requirement, or is it sort of a plaything?
General BE s. No; this was an idea developed by the contractor thtt
looked so promising we thought we ought to give it an adequate evahliation from a military potential point or view.
The remark I made about a candidate for the armored reconafiissance
scout vehicle is that we feel that we should develop such a capability,
and it is logical that this mobility approach would be a likely competitor. It is not necessarily the winner by any means, but one would
go through the expanded contract definition route to try to find the
best approach to the armored reconnaissance scout vehicle.
Mr. DAvIS. What do you contemplate doing with the $1.1 million in
the current fiscal year?
General BErrs. With respect to the Twister?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
General BETrs. The military potential testing.

Mr. DAVIs. Is the $1.1 million entirely for testing?
Colonel LAMB. We are buying three test beds to do a military potential test. The Twister test bed that Lockheedmade and submitted to the
Army is not in a military configuration. We are building a test bed
with a scout conflgurati6n, as General Betts said, and this vehicle
will be delivered to Fort Knox late this year. We are building another
test bed that will have a swimming capability. This vehicle will also be
delivered to the Army on November 15 or late this year. This will be
tested also against the swimming capability. The other is a mobility
opein-top test bed. So the $1.1 million completes the buy of the vehicleS
as well as funding the military potential test of the three vehicles.
INITIAL TWISTER DEVELOPMENT COST

Mr. DAVIs. What is your total estimated cost of the Twister develop.
ment?
Colonel LAM B. The total cost is about $1.83 million. If it is identified
that this vehicle does have military potential and it becomes a primary
candidate for Scout and eventually the scout vehicle, of course, that
will change.
Mr. DAVIs. Did you use $743,000 in 1969 fiscal year entirely for
Twister?
Colonel LAMB. Yes, sir.

Mr. DAVIS. What do you look forward to in the way of procurement requirement and estimated procurement costs for the Twister?
General BeTTs. We do not really look forward to anything at the
moment other than it is a logical competitor in the ARSV program
and it would have to win the competition against whatever other
vehicles are submitted in response to our request for proposals.
XM-723 MECHANIZED INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE (MICV)

Mr, DAVIS. How much have you funded through fiscal 1969 for the
mechanized infantry combat vehicle, and what is the estimated total
cost of developing it?
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Colonel LAMB. The total estimated cost for the development of the
MICV is
This can vary depending on the type developieit contract. There
are three different types of contracts being considered. It would come
to a total of and the other is about -- for a. total development cost. What we have expended to date, I would like to provide
for the record.
General BETTS. It has been very little, largely on concept formiflatio. I understatt it is $1.6 million that has been obligated to date.
(The information follows:)
R.D.T. & E, expenditures to date are $4.2 mtilion for fiscal year 1908 and prior,
and $1.0 million for fiscal year 1969, for a total of $5.8 million.

Mr. DAVIS. For what purpose will the
in fiscal 1970 for
MICV be used?
General BETTs. It would be the fiscal 1970 commitment to the
expanded contract defiAition. It would take more than t at to complete
the expanded contract definition.
I will have to confirm this, but it looks as though the 1971 budget
would need
and the sum of the two represents what we are
now estimating for the expanded contract definition. I will have to
run that down with additional data but that is what I think is the
estimate for expanded contract definition.
ESTIMATED UNIT COST OF MIOV

Mr. DAVIs. Do you have an estimated unit cost for the MICV?
General Bm-rs. Total cost?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes; per unit. How many will you require?
General BETTS. I think we do.

Colonel LAMB. This vehicle has been under considerable review,
and the estimated cost in procurement will vary depending on the
equipment that winds up on the vehicle.
It can vary from
a copy.
We do not have a firm number on our requirement, but it is in the
neighborhood of
XM-800 Ani3rooED

RECONNAISSANTCE

ScoUr VEHICLE (ARSV)

Mr. DAVIS. You have funded the total of five and a half million
through fiscal 1969 for the ARSV and are requesting
for fiscal
1970. What is the total estimated cost of developing the ARSV?
Colonel LA31B.
Mr. DAVIS. Do you have an estimate of the unit cost and how many

of those will be required?
Colonel LAMB. Again the estimate will vary primarily depending
on the sophistication of the night vision equipm6iit. The night vision
equipment is the most expensive part of it. This is being studied very
hard with the Army staff now, and realizing that the role of the
reconnaissance vehicle is to acquire and get information the most
likely price is somewhere in the neighborhood of
a copy.

-

.
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ARSV CONTRACT DEFINITION PROPOSED.

Mr. DAVIS. Would you insert for the record a statement as to the
purpose of the fiscal year 1969 funds and the use to be made of the
fiscal 1970 funds?
Mr. PooR. We will be happy to.
(The informhtion follows:)
Purpose of the fiscal year 1969 funds was to complete the concept formulation
phase. A parametric design/cost effectiveness study (PD/CE) was conducted
under a contract with industry to assist In the determination of an ARSV which
will accomplish the vehicle mission. The plans and prerequisites necessary to en.
ter the contract definition phase of the program were finalized during the period,
The fiscal year 1970 funds will be utilized to release the request for proposal
(RFP) and to Ilitiate contract defliiltlon. During this period two or more com.
peting contractors will be selected for extended contract deffinition effort.
AIR TRANSPORTABLE MULTIPUIPOSE

VEJICLE FAMILY

Mr. DAVIS. How much have you spent on the air transporttablle
miltip rose vehicle family through fiscal 1969 and what are your
objectives for this program?
General BTTs. I do not know what that line itenr is. I will have to

dig it out.
(The information follows:)

The M113 family of vehicles was carried under this project (air transportalle
vehicle family). Objectives of the program included the XM765 (an improved
113) and developmental work on a bulldozer kit and a recovery kit. Funds expended through fiscal year 1969 were $2,161,000.

Mr. DAVIS. Why are there no funds in the fiscal year 1970 budget
for this family of vehicles?

(The information follows:)

Funds are not required for fiscal year 1970 because there are no current-proJects
under this program element.

M-114 RECONNAISSANCE VEIl IC.S UPGUNNED
Mr. DAvi;. Page 35 of your statement indicates that Soviet bloc
nations conittiif to upgun their lightly arImored combat vehicles. To
counter this threat, the Army is upgluini|g the M-114 reconhaissalice
vehicle with a. 20-millimeter cannon alid the first units in Eilrope will
be so equipped' this summer. What is the total cost of u pgunmig the
M-114?
Why was this effort. necessary when you have the SheridAhn recon.
naissance assault vehicles, with the ShIllelagh missile and 152-niilli,
yeeter gun, being produced by the hundreds during the past couple of
years?
Provide these answers for the record.
(The information follows:)
The requirement for a more effective weapon on tie present scout vehicle
(the M-114) is essentially Independent of the availability of Sherldan's. These
two vehicles, although both are Intended to work together in the armored
cavalry platoon, perform different functions in.the accomplishment of platoon
missions. Wherever possible, platoon cQmbat formations Insure that the Sherldnij
element is able to overwatch the activities of the scout elements to their front:
however, many of the missions routinely assigned to -these platoon require a
wide deployment in which the scout elements survive or die based on their own
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inherent capabilities. Such missions would be the delay, screening, eTonomy of
force, and, in many instances, area and zone reconnaissance. At present, most
M-114-equipped scout elements actuily operational in armored cavAlry platoons
are associated with Inedi in tiiks in the role to be assumed by Sheridan; yet
the field commaider for our forces in Europe, General Polk, has expressed an
urgent need for this improved caPabilfty on his M-114 vehicles, and from latest
reports he Is well pleased with tile actual performance demonstrated thus far,
as these weapons are being deployed' to his commaihd. Total program cost to
ti1)gdn the M-114 with the 20-millimeter cannon is $93.5 million.
FORTIrICATONS, MINES, AND OBSTACLES

Mr. DAVIs. You are requ esting
in fiscal 1970 for "Fortifications, mines, and obstacles," an increase of over last year.
What is the reason for the increase? In addition, I note you requested
$5.1 million i fiscal 1969 for this program element, but this year's
justifieaion book ifidicates your fiscal year 1969 program was $6.8 million. Why and how was this increased?
was a result of the Army's
General l3P'Ts. The increase Of
assui)fltionl of some of the responsibilities formerly exercised by
tile
The bulk of the increase in this program element for fiscal year
1969 was a result of DOD reprograming action 69-28 which reprogramed $1.005 'million into the program to supplement the funding
for the scatterable nlne system. Smaller increases were affected by a
release of funds from the budgetary reserve and a statistical distribution of facilities and installation support costs.
SCAlTrERABLF

MINING SYSTEM

Mr. DAVIS. The largest. item in this program element is
for
the scatterable miniing system. Will you describe this system -and tle
total development costs through fiscal year 1969?
General BF'ns. Tile scatterable mine system is a family of mines that
can be dispersed throtigh a. variety of means (hand, vehicle, towed
dispensers, artillery, and aerial vehicles) over selected terrain. Development costs through fiscal year 1969 were $7.456 million. (Additionahl classified information has been furnished separately to the
committee.)
XMt-56 AIRBORNE ANTITANK MINE SYSTEM

Mr. DAvis. Fiscal year 1969 and prior year funds were used for tle
XM-56 airborne antitank mine system. f1ow much was spent on this
effort?

Wliat has the Navy and Air Force done in developing airborne antitank mines and ho6w much has the Army duplicated Itis effort?
Has the XM-56 entered product
? If so, when and show the
quantities and procurement costs by fiscal year. If not, what is the
reason it has not entered production?
You may answer thesequestiolis for the record.
(The inffoition follows:)
In fiscal year 1969, $443,000 had been spent on the XM-56 system.
The Army, as the DOD designated lead service, has developed a joint-service
operational requirement for mine warfare that effectively precludes duplicatory
...
8
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efforts. In general, Army systems are for close-in mie warfar6 while the Air
Force effort is directed toward areas not in close proximity to the battleield.
The system has not entered production because of difficulties with the carrier/
dispenser. Work during the coming year will concentrate on redesign of this
portion of the system.
FISCAL YEAR 1970 PROGRAM FOR SOATIITERABLE DINING SYSTE[

Mr. DAvis. How do you plan to utilize the

in fiscal year

I 90 for the scatterable mining system?

General Bzrrs. Developifient of the XMI-56 mine dispensinig system
during fiscal year 1970 and 1971 will continue. Engineeing develop.
ment of the folloWilg items will be initiated in fiscal year 1970 and
contiite through fiscal year 1971:
Mine, underwater XM-91 (Paraiiine).
Underwater antivehiele min'e.
Field marker system.
Area denial artillery mountains.
Mr. DAvis. You are requesting $4.9 million in fiscal year 1970 for
chemical-biological weapons (CBW). What is your program for
fiscal year 1970 ?
You requested $4.3 million in fiscal 1969 for CBW yet the fiscal
year 1970 justification book shows the fiscal year 19d9 program at
$5.5 million. Why and how was this program increased?
While we are on the subject of CBW, there has been recent publicity concerning proposed nerve gas tests at Edgewood Arsenal, Md.,
and in other areas of the United States.
The committee recalls that nerve gas tests last.year inUtah killed
several thousand sheep. Will you provide the details of these proposed
tests, the reasons therefor, where and when the proposed tests are to
be conducted, the danger to animals and hutnifis, and the safety precautions to be taken.

Provide answer to these questions for the record.
(Theinformation follows:)

The program for fiscal year 1970 incides engineering and service tests on the
XM-191 inltishot portable flame weapon; initiation of engineering develop.
ment on the
personnel marking and identification system and a weapons
system for PG completion of engineering development on the 2.75-Inch
tactical CS aerial rocket and a modification of the XM-28 aerial CS dispenser
which was tested in Vietnam. Engineering -and service tests will be initiated
on a
. Engineering development will continue on the
cartridge.
This was suspended last year in favor of higher priority Southeast Asia
projects. Development'will, also continue on a multiple submuiftion 155-millimeter CS projectile and the XM-627 soft nosed, riot control, 40-millimeter
CS cartridge. Engineering and service tests will be completed on the XM-47
nonhazardous rubber riot control CS hand grenade.
The increase of $1.2 million in the fiscal year 1969 program was due to
reprogramming actions necessary to fund Ensure requirements from field commaiders. The Items funded were the multishot portable flame weapon, XM-191;
the liquid riot control agent dispenser, XMi-32; and the tactical CS rocket,
XM-96.
Nerve gas tests at Edgewood Arsenal have been conducted for. several years in
support of the Army's Chemical Research and Development Laboratories there.
The pursuit of these research and development activities at Edgewood has
required experimentation in both the laboratory and the field. In the field the
pncilpat areas osed for eth
conduct of lethal and incapacitating chemical agent
tests are the Carroll Island an dGraces Quarters test sites located on the west
shore of the Gunpowder Rivet diretly opposite the Gunpowder Neck Peninsula.
Experimentation at Carroll Island and Graces Quarters has involved the
I
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controlled release of small amounts (never over 15 pounds) of chemical agents
Dissemination of lethal agents
is based upon considerations of the
quantities of agent Involved and the various prevailing meteorological fac-

tors
Safety procedures in connection with such tests are a matter of contifiifig
review. A detailed review of safety procedures at rldgewood Arsenfi was maide
last year by a group of Army civiliti scientists. In addition, Secretary of the

Army Stanley Resor has appointed an advisory committee of eminent scientists
to review the procedures, equipment, facilities, and safety regulations used

at this installation.
All lethal agent open-air testing at Edgewood Arsenal was temporarily sus-

pended by the Secretary of the Army until the review of safety procedures is
completed by the scientific advisory committee.
AIIAL CliEMICAT,

3U.NiITIONS

Mr. DAms. You are e(luest ig
- in fiscal 1,970 for aerial chefiical i uiflt ios.. This wokid appear tobe a.Navy and/or Air Force effort.
What, is involved in this project aid wlihat are the Navy and Air Force
doing in this area?
General BErrs. This project was establishedto develop Thfit ions of
rmi helicopters. Two irnfitiins are being developed in respoflse to
Ensure requlemeneits froma Vietnam. The major effort,
, is on
the XM-99 2.75-inch aerial folding fin rocket with a. CS riot control
agent submti-ition warhead. The other item being developed,
is the XM-28 dispenser and- bagged riot control agent CS, which is
a container that is sling loaded beneath a helicopter and will )e used
for bulk agelit disseiination.
CilEICAL

IIT
DAREIE'SO

Mr. D,\is. General Betts, page 32 of your state ejit discusses the

development of a chelmical apprehension dart to aid in the captil'e of

looters and arsonists dinhig civil disturbances This does not appear
to be anything new. The coiihittee recalls police departmhits rejecting a weapon of this nature several years ago because of tie possible
permanent damage if such a dart were to uribed itself in a person's
eye. How inudh has'the Army spent in the development, testing, and
procurement of this weaponthkough fiscal year 1949?
How much is in the fiscal year 1970 Arimy R.l).T1. & 1. amd i)rocireinent budgets for this purpose?
I.How can the Army assure itself this weapon cannot accideitally
hit soleone in the eye?
You may supply that for the record.
(The inforititon follows:)
It is correct that the chemical apprehensl6n dart is not a new concept for it
,has been used for a number of years in animal capture. We conducted a feasiility study using available commercial hardware and several inciapitdiiig 0ipounds. This study showed that the system tested did not meet our reqttirients
for time required to incapacitate and system accuracy. Good accuracy would
Qnablo a potential user to aim at and hit a target indivild0ul in the legs or lower
torso. Forty-eight thousand dollars were spent to conduct the feasibility study
6nd associated medical studies. There are no R. & D. funds programed for this
roJect in fiscal year 1970 nor is there any procurement anticipated.
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ARtY SMALL ARmS PIOGRAM1

Mr. DAvIs. You are requesting
in fiscal 1970 for Army small
arms program engineering development, a new program element. What
was the purpose in establishing this iiew program element?
UNIVERSAL 31ACHINEGUN

Of the total amount requested,
is for machineguns. Will you
explain what new maclih6guns are involved and describe their charaeteristics and what weapons they will replace?
I-ow much has been spent through fiscal year 1969 for R.D.T. & E. of
inachineguns for the record?
(The information follows:)
Program element 6.40.08.A Army small arms program was established as part
of the Army's restructuring of R.D.T & E. programs to give visibility to those
tasks associated with the development of small arms. Engineering development is
planned to begin in fiscal year 1970 in response to the users stated requirement
for a universal machinegun (UMG). The UMG Is envisioned as a replacement
for both the standard ground (M-60) and tank (M-73) moutiflted 7.02 millimeter
machinegun. Regarding R.D.T & E. funds spent on machinegUhs through 1969, no
funds have been spent on engineering development of ground machineguns since
fiscal year 1957 when the M-60 was type classified standard A. The only programed advance development funds for that period is $0.385 million for a joint
evaluation with the USMC of the Stoner light machinegun. From fiscal year
1963 through fiscal year 1969 a total of $0.6 million has been spent on exploratory
development, oriented toward the requirement for a universal machinegun
(UJMG).
SMALL ARMS CASELESS A3MM1UNITION

.WEAPONS

Mr. DAVIS. In view of your experience on ceaseless ammunition for
the past 20 years, why are you so optimistic that the entire caseless
ammnitftion program will have progressed to the point where some
engineering development work can be initiated on the weapon for this
system concept?
The committee might suggest that you take a hard look at your experience and progress in caseless ammunition development before initiating engineering development of any such weapon system.
General BTTS. Successful firing ,of semiautomatic and automatic
5.5 millimeter have progressed to a point that a feasibility demonstration can be forecast during fiscal year 1970. If this demonstration of
feasibility is successful the fuids programed under this program element would be used to initiate engineering development. However,
based on our recent experience with other combustible ammunition, the
Army will completely review the progress of small arms caseless exploratory and advance development before initiating engineering developieht of a small arms,, caseless, weapons system.
Mr. DAVIS.Bring the committee up to date on the Stoner weapons
development. As I recall there was a Stoner rifle and a Stoner machinegun, in which both the Army and Marine Corps were interested at one
time. How much have you spent on the Stoner weapons, what size
ammunition willthey fire, and what problems have you had, what are
the results of testing, and what is the status of the,program?
What weapons or weapon were the Stoner weapons to replace?
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(The information follows:)
The Stoner 03 small arms weaions system consist of six separate arms (carbine, rifle, and four machinegun configurations), all built from one basic common
group. All these weapons fire the 5.56-millimeter cartridge. The Stoner family of
weapons was extensively tested i)y the Army during the small arms weapons
systems study (SAWS) in 1965-60. The study was conducted to determine the
small arms weapons with whih to equip the U.S. Army. The candidate small
arms weapons systems were the Stoner family, Colt family, 7.62-milihieter
family (M-14 rifle and M-60 machinegUn), the Armalite 18, and the Harrington
and Richardson 03. This study revealed no significant difference in performance
characteristics between the M-16 and the Stoner rifles. The decision was made
to adopt the M-10 based on its lighter weight (6.5 pounds for M-16 versus 7.8
pounds for Stoner) and the fact that the Army had previously procured 412,405
,1-16 rifles. This study also revealed that the M-60 machinegun was superior to
all other machinegtuns tested and was retained as the Army standard A machinegu. Cost. of Stoner equipment to support SAWS wvas $0.5 million. Subsequently,
the U.S. Marine Corps expressed interest in the Stoner system, to include a 1067
combat evaluation. Currently the Army and Marines are engaged in a joint
project of evalfiating the Stoner, 5.56-i'nllimeter machinegun (XM207). Engiineering testing is scheduled for completion by June 1970. Cost of tills test Is being
shared equally by the U.S. Marine Corps, fiscal year 1969 Army funding was
$0.385 million.
OTHER EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC WARFARE QUICK REACTION CAPABILITY

million in fiscal year 1970
Mr. MAHON. You are requesting
in support of "Electronic Warfare Quick Reaction Capability." To
what extent is this effort based on firm requirements and to what extent is it a dollar level sum requested in anticipation of presently
unprograrned requirements in this area?
Colonel LAMB. The EW, QRC program is not based on firm requirements. The Army objective is to l)laf in advance for R. & D. of EW
equipment that will be required in future years. When this process
fIlls short of providing adequte equipment because of an unforeseen
enemy capability, it is necessary to take extraordinary measures to obtain the required item. The majority of the EW QRC funds have been
applied to. problems presented in Vietnam. The dollar level sum requested is not based on anticipated presently unprogramed requireInents rather it is an estimate based on prior experience.
Mr. MAHON. What.quick reaction capability projects were funded
inillion made available in fiscal year
tinder
1969? this he ding with the $2.5
(The information is classified and has been furnished eparately to
the committee.)
Mr. MAIoz. At this point in time, what projects have you identified
tinder this heading for fiscal year 1970?
*:Colonel LAMB. None at this time. Before a project can be considered
for QRC funding it must be approved by the Army electronic warfare
board.
TACTICAL

FIRE DIRECTION SYSTEM (TAom)

Mr. MAION. You are requesting

million in fiscal year 1970

.or the tactical five direction system (Tacfire). You requested $12.8
Ill Ion for Tacfire in fiscal year 1969; however, page 247 of this year's
'Stifliationbook indicates the fiscal year 1969 program was $16.2
Million. How and why was this program increased?
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Coloniel LAMU. The $12.8 millimn was based ilestimates
o1101
to
award of the coniltract if )ecember 19(17. $2.;6 millloti was subsequiit ly
added November 26, 1908 in reproraiiiinig actioll fiscal year 1969-4
(1)OD fiscal year 1969-28) to provide for'additiimal finds reqtiflw
in the development, portion of the total package procurement contract.
The remainder ($750thulisand) was rep'ogramed wvith i'autli(i ty in
November 19(8 for an engineering change to provide for addition of
itnecessary random access memory.

Mr. M,\JoON. Please describe Tacfire, what it is and what it will do?

Colonel LAMu. TIM .ta.tical fire direct ion systeiu (Taefire) is an in-

tegrated on-line tactical conlputer system which will be fielded
throughout the Army's field artillery units dfilling the time period
1972-74. Tacfire will assist field artillelrymen, through the use of
autoiftc data processing; to accomplish those tasks which fllfivilfliiS
can do faster more accurately, and with greater effect and economy
than is possible with present imml methods. Taefire will perfor I tl
time-consuming burden of fildd artillery comptutation and data. processing that is now done manually. The objective of TaclIre is to increase the effectiveness of field art illery fire supl)Ort through increased
accuracy, better and more rapid use'of target ilifortiii, rediice(l
reaction time and greater efficiency in the determination of fire eapilabilities and the all(ation of fire units to targets. Specifically, Tactihe
is the application of automatic data processing techniques to the seven
field artillery functions of technical fire control, tactical fire control,
fire planning, artilltry ta rget intelligence, artillery survey, meterolog.
ical data, and amimuhition and fire un1i1t states. 'The system will also

provide a baek-uj) capability for the fire supptorbt element, which is
part of the tactical operations center, for prelinfinarv target analysis,
nuclear target, analysis, nuclear fire planntiig, chemicali target, analysis,
ald fallelt predict IOnI.
FIFm ARTIiMY J)xorIrA,

A-urowxtvru ( oruPUrFR (FADAC)

Mr.Muiow. In April 1967, the field artillery digital autitoitic con\-

piter (FADAC) was deployed to South Vietnan and is now in the
hands of Armiv and Marlie Corps artillery units. Please describe

FADAC, what'it is and what it will do for artillery units.
Colonel LMui. FADAC is a portable all transistorized general pmwpose comliiter, ruggedlized for the tactical etivironment. It's pineipal
filltion isto compfe a ballistic trajectory for artillery projectiles. It
coinblies weapon location, target location, meteorological data, nuuz'le
velocity data and a computer program for the eqtmions of mlion to
coinpite the basic technical solution for the gunnery probldm--the
elevation and deflection settings for a given artillery pieee to hit a
given location. Tlhs, FADAC i'oplaces only the manual blistic computations And their associated tools (firing ellhi'ts, firi tables) within
the artillery fire direction center (FDC). It moderately increases the
speed of tecinical fire direction and increases the probability of first

round hits when an accurate target location is known. It cannot be
considered a system sifice it serves only individual FDC's and has n1o
digital: onimunications capability. 'Being a general purpose computer.
FADAC can be programmed for other applI attons sueh as limited
weapons effects analysis, sound and flash rangig, survey compita-
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tious, neteorolo-oical data. redt etion and tactical imagery, i ter)retation. However, 0110 collip Iter ca'i be prograiield for Ionly oUe of these
aPpliCationis at, one time and calnot be used for other applications
without reprografmiig.
TOTAL FAI)AC COSTS
AIUl0N. Wirat; was the total devel~j~u&tff
p1(l'OClrelilt costs through fiscal year 19(19?

Alr.

total

,osts of FAL)AC, and

Colohoel LAimB. The total developfiio'lt, costs of FAIAC was $6.)

mil lion. 'lie total l)roctreuiint, costs through fiscal year 1969 is $54.5
million.
FADAC DEPLOYMIENT

Mr. :L.uox. Are all Army and Marine Corps units equipped with
FADAC worldwide? If not, will they be so equipped with FA1)AC
and wlhat will'be the cost?
Colonel IxaMn,. All Army units are not equipped with FADAC.
FADAC was scheduled to be issued lo lower than battalion level for
105 ms. howitzer battalions. Due to decentPilzation of actions in
\io t,iimlie,
the computers have been issued to battery level. No additional
FADAC equipiments are beino procured for this requirement. All
battalions will not be eqiipP0 with FADAC since Tacfire will re)ace FADAC in the active A\rmy. When Taeflre enters the inventory,
FADAC will be issued to the reserve components since no Tacfire
equipmenits have l)een platinied for these forces. In the Marine Corps
at. the present time only those forces in Vietnam are equipped with
FA1)A. The Marine Corps i)lans to completely equip-their forces
I'Vorldwide by the second quarter of fiscal year 1970 at a cost of
$1,852,300.

'

.

FADAC FUNDING FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970

Mr. Mllow. Are there any funds inthe'fiscal year 1970 Army budget,
all appropriations, for FADACT If so, please identify same.
Colonel LAM. O. & M.A. only--$987,000.
l \(t(.xFray. Diur.c~t, r
s'oN, (T,\cP101.:)
Mr. MATON. The fiscal year 1970 justification book page 247, indi-

the ArmyN has fllided a total of $23.3 mAllion for iacire
throuioh fiscal ;ear 1960. The fiscal year 1969 justification book, page
225, sows that Tacfire had been funded a total of $41.5 million
-'through fiscal year 1968. With the fiscal year 1969 program of $16.2
mulion, this means that Taefire has been funded a total of $57.7
million through fiscal year 1969 and not $23.3 million as indieited in
cmrent juistification book. What is the explanation for this signfiantio
dant
dscrepancy?
* Colonel LAMB. The fiscal year 1910 justifieationbook, page 247 mdi:cates the Army has funded a total of $33.3 million for Tacfire
through fiscal year 1969. The apparent discrepancy in reporting the
:.prior yea, cost of Tacfire occurred as a result of an attempt to
>refine. the data reported in the descriptive summarlies. In the fiscalyear
1)69 summaries the flguie reported for the program element incItided
'Jflds obligated through fiscal year 1969 on the program element
-:Cates

0
"
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"Tacticalelement.
ADPS InEquipment."
these
to thea
Tacfire
addition, inMost
the of
fiscal
yearfunds
1969 related
summaris
large portion of the funding history on "ADSAF," automated data
systems for the Army in the field was included. The interrelationship
between ADSAF and Tacfire was referred to in the "Description"
portion of the fiscal year 1969 summarle1s. In development of the fiscal
year 1970 budget, however, funding history at the program element
level was confined to the period fiscal year 1963 through 1968, as the
element structure was instituted in fiscal year 1963. As a result, the
fiscal year 1970 summaries shows only the prior year funding history
on "Tactical ADPS Equipment." A more thorough analysis has nOW
been made of Tacfire and specific portions of the two elements
relating to Tacfire have been identified. This more accurate estimate is $25.8 million for the period fiscal year 1963 through fiscal year
1968.
TACPIRE DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Mr. MAHON. What was the original estimate for total Tacfire
development and what is the current estimate?
Colonel LAMB. The original estimate for Tacfire development,
including $17.6 million incentive exposure, was $56.989 million. The
. This includes current Litton request for increased
current is
funds. It should be notedthat PEMA has been and will be reduced by
a like amount of R.& D. increase within the terms of the contract.
SLIPPAGE IN

TACFIRE DEvELOrPmENT PROGRAM

Mr. MAHON. Ha ve there been any cost increase and/or slippaiges in
the Tacfire development? If so, what are they and reasons tlh refor?
Colonel LAMB. Yes; in fiscal year 1969there was a $5.75 million increase over program in R.D.T. &E. costs. Of this amount, $1.42 miloni
was generated by the Government for necessary engineering changes.
The remainder was required by the contractor within the terms of
the contract with a like decrease in PEMA funds. In fiscal year 1970
million
million over current program will be required,
of this amount is required to procure necessary engineering service test
spares and test equipmentt. The remainder will be required by the contractor again witN the terms of the contract and again with a like
decrease in PEMA costs. The Tacfire contract is a total package procurement (development plus production costs) fixed price, multipleinentive contract. In order to enhance both his opportunity to gain
performance incentive as well as his ability to prodUee Tacfire at
a reduced cost within the total overall contract price ceiling, the contractor has chosen to accelerate his fuilding of the development phase
of the contract with a like cost decrease in the produiction phase. There
has been a total'of - Weeks slippage in the program. Less than
week schedule slip can be attributed to res16 percent of this olution of techmcaldifficulties. The majority of this slip occurred prior
to November 1968 dueto subcontractor negotiation diflcilty and delayed management decisions resulting therefr m. Additionally,
weeks of this delay is attributable to the addition of secondary dritlum
memory (an engineering change) in the battalion configiravtion. Only
weeks of this delay has occurred in the last 8 months.

-
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TACFIRE

)EVELOJ'MENT

ACCOMPLIS1IM3ENTS

Mr. MAHON. What did you accomplish with the fiscal year 1969
funding of $16.2 million, and what do you hope to accomplish with
the
million in fiscal year 1970?
Colonel LAMB. Diurin fiscal year 1969 all major systems design was
completed and engineer ng drawings were released for equipment fabricatioli. Engineering models were fabricated for most system components. Integration of these models began in late fiscal year 19609.
Soft-ware (program) design was approximately 70 percent completed
and initial testing of the software commenced on a commercial
coinputer..
During fiscal year 1970, the contractor will deliver a program support system (one division and one battalion configuration) i a training
support system (one division and one battalion configuration) and
the FT/ST models (one division and four battalions). All components
of the system will begin acceptance testing starting in October 1969.
Software is presently being tested using the engineering models. Full
.system iItegration will commence in April 1970 with delivery of the
engineering test/service test system by June 1970.
As noted earlier, an additional
million will be required for
fiscal year 1970. Of this amount,
million is required by the contractor with a like reduction in PEMA costs and
million is
required by the government for the procurement of engineering/service tests spares and test equipment.
TACFIRE LEVEL OF DEPLOYMENT

M r. MAHON. At what levels will Tacfire equipment be used-battalion, division, regiment, or at all levels?
Colonel LAMB. The current procurement will equip all active Army
field artillery cannon and howitzer battalions and division artillery
headquarters. It is planned to equip corps artillery headquarters and
field artillery group headquarters with later procurements.
COST COMPARISON OF TACFIRE WITH FADAC

Mr. MAHON. What is the total estimated cost to equip all Army
artillery units with Tacfire and how does this compare with FADAC ?
Colonel LA-3mj. The total estimated cost to eqtip all active Army
artillery units with Tacfire (PEMA only) is .
million. This compares with FADAC costs of
million. However, this is not a
proper comparison since Tacfire equipments will be issued to more
type units than FADAC; for example, division artillery headqfarters
and all batteries in addition to providing greater capabilities.
Mr. MAHO-,;. Is any of the FADAC equipment being used in the
Tacfilre system? If so,'in what ay ?
Colonel LAMB. None of the FADAC equipmei
t is being used in the

Tacfire system.

REASONS FOR REPLACING FADAC WITH TAOFIRE

Mr. MAHON. What was wrong with FADACI Have there been any
complaints from South Vietnam concerning FADAC?
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Colonel LAMII. Nothing was technically wrong with FADAC. The
main objection is with its limited application. As shown earlier' its
purpose was limited in that it performed only one basic function from
the broad spectrum of artillery functions which lend themselves to
automation.
There have been isolated couiiplaints from South Vietnam concerning FADAC. The chief complaiits were excessive downtime on the
generators which power FADAC and a lack of trained operators. The
first complaint is being resolved by qick reaction training in generator
maintenance
of field
units by
an incoufftry
contact team. and
The operation
second is being
resolved
by onsite
trainlo FAI)AC
of operators by the same coithct team and by increased training in Conus.
Mr. MlnoN. Explain what Tacfire can do for artillery units that
FADAC cannot do.
Colonel LAIM. The Tacflre system of computers will tie together,
through diital com mttnications, the division artillery headquarters
with all oT its subordinate bttali6ns. Tacfire performs automated
solutions not only for technical fire control (FADAC's solo function),
but for tactical fire control (the coordination of fire units), nuclear
and nonnuclear fire plamin, survey computations, artillery intelligence analysis, meteorological data, nuclear and chemical target analysis, ammunition and fire unit status and fallout predictions.
TACFIRE

rESTING

PROOIIA3[

Mr. MAJION. You state that the flsdal year 1970 program will continue engineering developmentof the prototype system, which will be
delivered in
- after which enlgineerinig flild service tests will
begin.
How
long
wiil
engineerin g and serviee testing take?
Colonel LAMBn. Engineering
and service testing is scheduled for
months-from
to
.
FISCAL YEAR 1070 PEMA FUNDS FOR TACFIRE NOT NEEDED)

Mr. MAIT0-. If engineering and service testing will not be completed until about
ana it is not scheduled for fielding until
Pwhy is the Army requesting $6.5 million in the fiscal year 1970
PEMA budget for Tacfire? .
.
Colonel JriAB. The $6.5 million was originally programed for longlead GoVernment furnished equipment and contractor material. In
view of the prio gram slippage to date this requirement is now being
reevaluated with a view toward procuring long-lead Goverinent
furnished equipment only.
Mr. MAHON. Why shoud the Congress appropriate PEMA funds
in the amount of $6.5 milloh for a system which is still being developed, the prototype system has yet to be delivered, the engineering/
service testing will not be completed until
- price,
q multiple incenColonel LAMB. The Tacflre contract is a fixed
tive total package procurement contract for the design, development,
testing, production4procurement and 2 years of followon field support
after delivery of the first production system. Due to long leadtimne
requirements for botl Government and contractor furnished equdip-
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months prior to
meant,funds nmist be"provided approxiniAtely
delivery of these equipm'tflts at the Motvictor's facility. This brings
t in fiscal year 1970 and is necessary to
alout the PEMA requiremeno
li'reent slippage at the begniiiii.g of the productions phase.
m

lN.E cotiws INTF3l-.EsT IN 'V,'CIIINE

11.
IAION. The committeeee noteS that Marine Corps units have
FADAC. Does tile Marine CorlS have a requirement for Taefire.
If So, wh1t, is the possible or pot0ntiil cost of pioviding appropriate
Mar ine Corips artill'rv units with Taefie ?
Colonel L.'kIm. The Mariie Corps is very interested i Tacflr'e and
is plahiiing to participate in the test progmiiii. It is the Marine Corps
intlion. 1)e1lil gS.ceessful coli ),
(tio'n of the! test programs, to
lrocllre Tacfire equlin"thents. A ctul Marime Corps requiremeits niitft
await coml)letion of tile test lroPaI'iamI a)1(1 IilMine Corps evahtiittion
of lactual T'a(lfiIe ('apalllities.
D)I,,ENSE Co:Nr.Or-N.PIONS

I,N

NIN(

GROUrv

M'r. IAllo N. Yoii are requesting
- milliLil in fiscal year 1970
for Coitinuatioll of effort, I)erfori'lfle(| ilide "Defense Connifiiiichtions
Planning Groulp." Submit a. listing to the col!li ittee of the projects
to l)e unlerta-ken in fiscal year 1970, the amoiit to be allocated to each
lrojeet, the s1un already spent on that project, the anticipated cost to
comilplete the pro)ct, and the Ipurpose of the project.
(This infoimat ion is classified anld was subilitted separately.)
Mr. MAlN. What acoplislunents can you report from the activities in.this area in fiscal year 1969?
(This informiltion is classified and was submitted separately.)
CuYI'TOO(oic AC'mvI'ris

Mr. MA:ioN. You are requesting a large increase in funds for
"Cryptologic Activities."
- million was planned for this area in
fiscal year 1969. You are requesting --.
millionn in fiscal year 1970.
(fi us infornuiition Is classified and has been furnished separately
to the colilirttee.)
[r. MAHON. To what extent is your effort under "Cryptologic
activities" performed in-hoise? How mu(ch of the in-house effort is at
the Pflect-wrnics Comanatd at, Fort Monlotth?o
Colonel L,\m. During fiscal year 1970
is programed for in'house effomli. Of this -will go to the ECOM at Fort fonmouth
and the ballfeee is for in-house work by the IISASA.
Mfr. MAnON. What are the major accomplishments from the funds
Ixl)L'uded ifilkr this heading in the )ast year?
(Information
f
is classified and has been furnished separately to
the committee.)
..
.

i

Mr.
'M TN. Describe the major new systems which are included in

(InfrJhttlon is classified and has been furnished separately to the
committeee)
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SIGNAL INTELLIGIENCIC

Mr. MAI-ON. Under "Advanced development in signal intolliele,,,
you are requesting an increase from
million in fiscal year 1969
to ----million i fiscal year 1970. The descriptive summary in sip-.
port of this item refers to "a new airborne test bed platform to recohfi gure airborne equipment for installation in new, larger aircraft."
What new, larger Army aircraft are referred to?
(Information is classified and has been furnished separately to the
committee.)

Mr. MA JON. What new projects are being initiated in this area
in fiscal year 1970?
Colonel LA3MB. The project just discussed requiring the
-.enlarged aircraft and an automatic mobile
assembly.
Mr. MAHO. You are requesting an increase from
million to
million for "Engineeringr development in signal intelligence."
List for the committee the projects to be undertaken in this area in
fiscal year 1970 and also submit a list of the items on which you
worked in fiscal year 1969 and indicate the amount allocated to each.
(Information is classified and has been furnished separately to the
committee.)
Mr. MAnoN. Describe the
on which you anticipate development completion in fiscal year 1970. What capabilities will this eqtiipment have over other equipment?
(Information is classified and has been furnished separately to the
committee.).
Mr. MAHON. In the fiscal year 1969budget you requested
million for "Engineering development in signal intelligence." The justificati0ns now before the committee indicate that
million Was actually allocated to this area. What are the reasons for this increase
in fiscal year 1969?
(Information is classified and has been furnished separately to the
committee.)
Mr. MATHON. If the
set will be completed in fiscal year 1970
as well as
assemblies, as referred to in the descriptive sit
rfiy
we might expect to see a reduction, not an increase, in this area in fiqel
year 1970. Why is this not the case? What new projects are entering
enfoineering development
infiscal year 1970?
(inlfrmthti6n s 'classified and has been furnished separately to the
committee.)
TECHNIcAL SENSOR COTLEOTION

Mr. MArTON. The fiscal year 1969 budget rvtluested
million
for effort in the area of "Techniel sensor collection." The fiscal year
1970
,rbdet
shows that
million was ap-p]lied to thi. area in fiscal
year 1969. o funds are requested for fiscal year 1970. Was this effort
completed in fiscal, year 1969 or has it been transferred to another
budget element? What are the results of the
effort?
(Information is classified and has been. furnished separately to the
committee.)
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COUN'I'ERINTELJIOENCE INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES

million for a new budget eleMr. MAlION. You are requesting
nient entitled "Counterintelligence Investigative Activities." To what
extent is this a new program? Is it merely a reclassification?
Colonel LAMB. This is not a new program. Counterintelligence in,
vestigative activities were formally funded under electronic warfare
programll elements 6.21.02.A, 6.37.11.A and 6.47.07.A. Since the activities are not truly electronic warfare the new program element
was formed. It is a reclassification of the effort under one program
element.
Mr. MAHON. What are the comparable amounfits spent in this activity
in fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969?
Colonel LAMB. $1,364,000 and $1,604,000 were funded in fiscal year
1968 and 1969 respectively.
Mr. MAHON. What kind of new agent comnithcations system do
you anticipate development of
(Information is classified and has been furnished separately to tho
committee.)
Mr. MAHON. Supply for the committee a list of the individual projmillion total request for fiscal year
ects which make up 'the
1970.
(Information is classified and has been furnished separately to the
committee.)
DATA HANDLIN
INTEF.LLT,T.NCE,
..

SYsrE,'t (ID-IS)

for work under the heading
Mr. MAHtON. You are requestiig
"intellience data handlig system." The sum of $200,000 was allocated
to this etfort in both fiscal years 1968 and 1969. Why are you requesting
in this area in fiscal year 1970?
a
was requested for fiscal year 1970 to fuilnd
Colonel LAMB.
adequately a study aimed at defining the interface requirements between the defense intelligence data handling system and planned
Army tactical intelligence data halidling systems, such as the tactical
operations system (TOS).
Mr. MAlON. You did not request any new money for this activity
in fiscal year 1969, yet the fiscal year 1930 justification indicates $200.000 was allocated to this effort in fiscal year 1969. Were carryover fulds
available?
I Colonel LAMB. Carryover funds were not available. The $200,000 was
located to the program by the Office of Defense Research and Engineering
during their apportionment review.
Mr. MAHoN. Why must. an investigation be made into "the interface
requirements of the intelligence data handling system and other systems automating intelligence infonnatidn"? Weren't such interface
requirements looked at during the development of the system?
Colonel LAMB. The defense intelligence data handling system, to
ihsure the required flow of info0n d io from and to tactical dfita
handling systems must have the proper interface. During development

-gii

,or
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of tile former system, interface requirements were addressed as they

weredevelopment,
known. However,
as new tactical
data handling
systemsthat
progress
into
new interface
requirements
are generated
must
be addressed.
Mr. txiiox. How was t'he $200,000 estimated for fiscal year 1969
ohlig[ated? What work was done, and where was it done?
Colonel L,\Mm• The $200,000 for fiscal year 1969 was reprogramned to
fund work for the tactical operations system (TOS)in Europe. The
money was used to partially fund a contract to Buniker Ramo Cori).
for development of software for the TOS-Europe. The work was done
in UTSAREUR.
M r. MAHON. When will this program be completed?
Colonel LAiMtB. This program should be completed in fiscal year 1970
from a research and development, standpoint. Fliture efforts should be
funded from other appropriations.

Lianit AIOItOi
Mr. MAHON. Describe the now program entitled "Lefirm Armior"
for which you are requestitig million in fiscal year 1970? 'What
is the total estimated cost of this new program?
Colonel LAMB. Project Lefirm Armorls a highly classified sensitive
program. Access to the'program is limited. I will be pleased to provide
a special briefing in an appropriate safeguarded facility, on request,
(Discussion off the record.)
COMMUICIA'VlONS-EJEc'rIIoN 1S

Mr. MAION. The fiscal year 1970 request for commnihatiols-electronics exploratory development is
. million, an increase of
million over the fiscal year 1069 program, according to the justification
book. What is the reason for this increase?
Colonel LAMB. A new start was initiated in fiscal year 1969 in this
program called tactical radio commnifications system. This project
i for the orderly, coordinated, nonfragmented approach for a system
of net communications equlpnIiIt and also to maintain a concentrated
effort in the specific areas of technology required to implement the
objectives of a QMDO for a tactical radio con iiimications system.
This project was funded at i minimumi level with funds front other
projects in this program ih fiscal year 1969. The proposed funding for
this program in fiscal year 1970 is
million. Additiodl increase
of
million is requested in the radio frequency compatibilitv
program to insure a comprehensive program to cope with the prollem of radio frequency interference aniong electronic equipment and
systems. This increase is an attempt to bring the exploratory development back up to the level it was in fiscal year'
when
milon were in
s program.
Mr. MAHON. How much of th work under this program element
is done in-house by the Army and how mili by outside contractors?
Colonel LAMB. The p resent plans callfor the utilization of
mni in" 1orin-house effort and .million for contractual support.
Mr. MAHOz;. Will you briefly explain the work being done under this
program element? Provide that for the record.
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Colonel LAXMB. Yes, sir.

(The inforfitition follows:)

The program element consist of eight projects:
1. Studies an investigations for communieations-electronics: This project provides for continuing studies and investigations of concepts and techniques in
su1Pl)ort of communcation-electrofies research and development.
2. Tactical radio commiiiications system: This project provides for developtiient of a coordintted, nonfragmented approach for a system of net communications equipment and matitalis a concentrated effort in exploring specific areas
of technology appliciible to net radio equipment In the 1080-85 time frame.
3, Informafin transmission: This project provides for the exploratory development of improved techniques for information transmission,
4. Radio frequency compatibility program: This project provides research
and development support for the Army's radio frequency compatibility program,
and development of improved techniques and device components for the reduction of electromagnetic interference.
5. Satellite communications: This project provides development of improved
techniques and design for ground satellite communication terminals.
6. Information acquisition: This project provides for exploratory developmnet of improved techniques for converting various forms of information Il to
electrical signals and back to their original form. It includes speech printed, and
i)ictorial Information.
7. Comimnuhicilt lis system theory: This project investigates problems in the
areas of system organization, system control, and system standards and characteristics to increase utilization of communications systems.
8. Investigation of future communications systems: This project provides contractual support to the U.S. Army Combat Developments Command in the
development of qualitative and quantitative requirements for all types of communications-electronics equipment for the Army in the field.
TrACTI

T RADIO (OtmVr

iCA'rioNs SYS'rEM

- million is to conduct conMr. MAION. Of the total requested
cept formilation in depth on a program for a tactical radio cominfllL
)ate work being done under Projcation system. This appears to tpin
ect, Mallard, a proposed tictica

lnlmIications system for field

armies, which is essentially in the conceptual phase at the present time.

Is this so?

Colonel LAmB. The tactical radio comnmuiications system is for
small, lightweight, single-chaiinelcolfil)at net radios for use in brigade

and forward areas whereas the Mallard project is prinnarily for multitle sytems wilf necessarily
ohannel higher level systems. Althoitgh
not duplicate each other.
complement each other they will

PROORABE ACCOMrPLISii M[N''rs

Mr. MAI-ON. What did you accomplish diviig fiscal year 1969 and
million in fiscal year
what do you hope to accomplish with the

1910?

Colonel LAM. The primary acconiplishinents ill this program in
fiscal year 1969 were contiIlPied operations of the Army radiofreqtieney
compatibility program and exploratory development in those technological areas where the state of the art must be advanced in order to

improve the ground environment of the defense cominiciations satelAite program. In the latter, a parametric amplifier will "be tested and

evaluated and a breadboard model of an antijamn encoder-decoder
,,fabricated. In addition,a program was initiated for development of a
coordinated nonfragmented approach for a system of not eiiinhia-

-'

It
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tions equipment. Work was continued in instrunieihttii6n techliiqutes
and fault-detection techniques. Investigations contihited in the areas of
special recognition and character recognition techniques. In fiscal year
1970 the program will include studies and investigations to enph1lsize
optimized digital modulation and demodulation techniques for troposcatter line-of-sight, and very-high-frequldtncy commonuictiolns systems. The RF compatibility program will continue to imi prove the
Army's ability to predict, measure, and reduce electromagnetic interference. Investigations will continue in the area of speech recognition,
character recognition techniques, and miniature printer/keyboard
devices. Exploratory development Will continue in the tactical satellite
communications area, focusing on advanced antennas, power ampliflication, and multiple access techniques. Concept formulftihon i depth will
be conducted on a program for a tactical radio commuilicatioi~s system.
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

milli- n
Mr. MAHON. You propose to spend a little more than
during fiscal year 1970 in the satellite cominuiiatiots area. Will you
explain how this work does not duplicate the tactical snitellite communications program element under "Military astronautics and related
equipment"?
Colonel LAMB. The objective of this project is to conduct exploratory
development to improve the state of the art of satellite communications
terminal components. The knowledge gained from these developments
is used to write specifications for the development of new terminals and
improving present terminals in the tactical satellite comnumications
program which is in advanced development. These terilinils are used
to conduct technical feasibility tests and to develop operational
procedures.
REPRORA3INO HISTORY

Mr. MAHON.

The justification book shows the fiscal year 1969 pro-

gram as $4.9 million. The committee has been advised, however, that
it was only $3.3 million. How and why was this program reduced?
Colonel LAMB. This program has not been reduced. The fiscal year
1969 funds available to this program were $4.892 million.
Mr. MAITON. How much has been reprograned away from exploratory development communications elec'tronics during each of the
last 3 fiscal years?
Colonel LAM. In fiscal year 1967 Congress approved $6.2 mil lion
and the Army reprograming action raised the program to $6.824
million In fiscal year 1968 Congress approved $4.5 million and -reprograming action reduced the program to $3.2 million. In fiscal year
1969 Congress approved $5.06 ,million and reprogramfiiig aetioii redIced theprogram to $4.892 million.
IDENTIFICATION, FRIEND OR 'FOE

in fiscal year 1970 for
Mr., MAHON. You are requesting
"Identification, friend or foe ) (IFF). What are the objectives of
this program?
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Colonel LAMB. The objective of this program is exploratory development in the field of identifleation, friend or foe (IFF). This effort
consists of studies and investigatioiS of new techbinkies and application to IFF and includes identification of ground elemenits on the
battlefield (battlefield identification system).
Mr. MAHON. How do you propose to use fiscal year 1970 fiids?
Colonel LA,B. The fiscal year 1970 finds will be used to colntiffile
development and test of the optical BIFF and to initiate developInelnt of synchliniotts identlflittion system.
PROGRAM FUNI)ING

HISTORY

Mr. MAHON. The fiscal year 1969 justification book indicates that a
total of $700,000 had been funded for this effort from fiscal years 1963
through 1967 and that the fiscal year 1968 program was $700,000, for a
total of $1.4 million. This year's justification took shows on page 265
that the fiscal year 1968 program was only $200,000. Please explain
these discrepancies.
Colonel LA-31.B. The fiscal year 1968 program was reduced thr6tgh
Army reprograing. The fiscal year 1968 program approved by Congress included only $200,000 for this element. In planning for execution of the fiscal year 1968 program the Army initially planmd to increase the funding to $700j000 through reprograming, and this level
was reflected in the Descriptive Summfiai ies for the fiscal year 1969
budget. However, dur ng the last half of fiscal year 1968, it was necessary to divert the additional $500,000 to fifitthee Southeast Asia items.
AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET ACQUIsITION,

Mr. MAION. You had requested $5 million in fiscal year 1969 for
"Airbone surveill6ece andd target acqijisition." How and why was this
program reduced to $3.7 milli n I
General BFrrTs. Tle funding in this program elemeiit was reduced
from $5 million to $3.7 million by instruction from the DOD in response to the Army's apportionment request. This action was necessitated by the requirement to accomplish higher priority tasks.
Mr. MAHON. The fiscal year 1970 request for this program element is
miihon. What was accomplished during fiscal year 1969 and
what do you hope to accomp6llish drin-g this fiscal year?
General BFrrs. Some outstfaidinig accompilislents Under this prograi element are the following:
Demonstration of a dual mode radar-radiometr.i..
sensor; development of several special pili'pose flush molited airborne:aiteniis: cofipleti6o of a studyon a mi itisensor armed surveillnfice helidoptdr; completion of evaltation of proposals for a mnultisens0r drone.
Our planned program for fiscal year 190
hincldes the following
items:
Continuation of integration of mtilsensors; completion of airborne
clutter penetration radar development; work on hehcopter-mounted
movifig-target-indicator radar techniques with emphasis on detection
of moving persoinel under foliage; development of imipioved flttshI
mounted and minfiturized antenna techniques for application to heli386-554-69-pt. 5-42
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contrs'; development of nonlinear signal processing techniqies; re-

search in methods of modulating covert laser radiation; developmoilt
of l)htoelectrolytieiaging system; inprovement of techfnt iqus and
pro~:edlures tot' more ottetive ignal processisig; fabrication of a weap011s locations Ipbsaie detector; development of a flash ranging sensor;
development of a single axis laser rotational sensor; development of
an erblim laser to be used in laser rangetludiig and illritiltton appicat ions; completion of a simulation facility for evaliating intrusion
devies and systems: research into methods for processing combat
surveillance data.
PIIO(R,\M

FUNDING

iiSTORY

Ur. MX\1toN. The fiscsal year 1967 justification book indicates that
a total of $37.8 million was 'funded for tis purpose through fiscal year
1967; tlo following year's !ustifleationl book Shows
thatfiscal
a ttal oear
of1068
0ly.
throt'gh
$36 million had been funded for this pur)ose
What is'
happening to the funding for this program element?
General Brarrs. The fiscal year 1908 descriptive sumihairies inftdvertetly included $7.3 million fiscal year 1962 and prior year funds in*
the
column headed "Fiscal Year 1968 rhrouglh Fiscal Year 196." By eletIlug the fiscal year 1962 funds the cumuhlitive funding for fiscal year
1963 through fiscal year 1.967 woild have been $30.5 lll lioni whih was
the amount shown, in the fiscal year 1969 descriptive summaries for
fiscal year 1967 and prior years. Major reproraming action 68-4
riedacd the fiscal year 1908 program to $4.0 i Iillion as reported in the
fiscal year 1908 eolumin of the descriptivo summaries supporting the
fscal a
1970 budget.
Mr. MA IOX. What is the total funding for this program element
through fiscal year 1969 ?
General B'i'rs. The total funding for this program element for fiscal
year 1963 through fiscal year 1969 is $88.2 million, Funding prior to

flcfal year 1962 is not identifiable to the current program element strueture..
PROORAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Mr. MAION. Can you cite specific examples whore this work contributed directly toward the development of.airborne sensors?
General fBm. The Mohawk aircraft (OV-1) has been fitted with
surveillance devices and utilized successfilly for a number of years.

The sensors utilized provide day/night all weather infrared surveillance; day/fight photographic surveillance,; and side-looki'ng, novingtarktd-ndteator radar surveillance Also As a result of this work, the
visual airborne target location system was developed and utilized in
So'ntheast Asia. The laser taro. t designatioi systOm, now in advanced
development, was a resUlt t this program. Anothei example is the airborne laser equipmntireAltitne srveillance system that wag developed
as a result of the exploratory development done under this program.
nt41ATIOws1UF To,~bA5
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e ItsC(1 and does thli
idlio ll
Is thlis where
geuet'
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)Iit (alat. Ri work b~eing- done onl JWDAT"IS?
durenoa l.-mrs. 'ue 1in Ayou refer to wvill be used to develop niew
ftoiiqtteis (0 iiict. A I'uly i'equiretfl&Ilts forldi-grotifid (latit traiisfor,
111)( for special studies oft the flowv and handling of surveillance infoi'11a1t tol. Some of tll's wvork is exp~ectedl to su"por tho work in the
----

JTFI)ATs program. ('oordinat1ionl with the TrvI~DA'L's program is
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the Iiirbrne systems
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find that particular design oi antennas, powvers supplies, and, other
electronic subsystems. Ground-batsed systems hafve somewhat more
flexibilit in desi but must be considered in tormbs of mobility and
-that

other logistics problems.-

PRIOGRAM VliNOlING HTISTOnRY

Mr. MATON. The fiscal yeai 107 justitfication book, p age 2123, indV.,
caties that a total of $42.6 inillion was funded through. fiscal year 90
for -this purpose. The, following yer' justification okpge23
Allows that a total of $12.7 mnlf
Rabenfnddtrough fi 1
ea
1966 for this program elemnent.l What is the explanation for this disGenetal Mmi~s., The flgfare, of $42.0 milo-a eported for fisoal
ye190( a'i l tiryas o hc hel proai could be identified.
~be figre
of
mfllon was rpted for The fiscal years 1068-66

o,
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Mr. MAiox. Ilow much has beet funded through fiscal year 199
for this proram element?
General Bivmrs. The funding for this program element for fiscal
year 1969 and all pridr years for which the program call be identified

ls $51.9 million.

RIOolINIA

ACCOfPL I SHIMENTS

.Mr. MAImo. Can you point, to any developments which resulted
directly from work under this programV
General Biu'rs. Several small lghtweight radars for the detection
of personnel and vehicles were developed as a result of this work.

Examples are the AN/PPS-4, the AN/PPS-5, and the AN/PPS-9.

The development of a ground-based foliage penetration radar resulted
from this program. A patrol locator was completed, tested, and piit
into advanced development. Several mortar and artillery locating
radars were developed as a result of this work. Examples are the AN/
TPQ-28 and the AN/MPQ-4. An electronic scan pencil beam antenna,
was developed. This antenna will have application i new mortar and
artillery locating system.
Mr.

IAIoNM.

loW was the $3.7 million in fiscal year 1969 utilized

and what do you hope to accomplish with the fiscal year 1970 fitds?
General Bhr'rs. Sone outstanding accomplishments achieved in fis-

cal year 196 include the development of, a patrol locator, fabrication
of a. high resoItion moving-target-indicator radar, evaluation of

foliage penetration ra(lars, a complete design for an electronic scan
pencil beam antenna, denmo'nst rit ion of automatic data l)rcessi n"
techniques for sound ranging, developmentof a va riable magnflcatioin
projection lens for 70 iillmter hilm, and developlient of a gallium
arsenide laser ranging system. Our plans for fiscal year 1970 incll(le
work on new technqties for weal)on location, applicatins of high reso-

lution techniques to various radar problems, improvement of movingtarget-indieator ra(lar , improved and lightweight radar antennas, investigations on new and novel optical, mecha nical, and cutaneous disl)lays for radar in formafion in, proVed systems and data processing
for infrared flash ranging and acoustic teelitqutes for weapon loeatioi
and identiflcation, investigation of photographic techniques including
gated laser cameras, and developmelit of very lightweight laser rangefinders.
EEr.C-RONTCS AND EiLECTRON Di-z.:Fs

Mr. MAn.Le. The fiscal year 1970 request for electronics and electron
million over the fiscal
million, an increase of -devices is
year 1969 program. Wihat is the reason for this increase?
General BEVrs. To reply I need to give a little background. The
funding of tis element wasvreduced by almost 40 percent from fiscal
year 1966 to fiscal year 1968, a situation aggravated by inflationary
effects. The support in fiscal year 1969 was only slightly increased
over fiscal year 1968. Such decreased 'undinf over the years has caused
what we feel is a 'dangerous reduction in t ge on-the-shelf technology
so essential to continued advances in system performance. The
million increase in fiscal year 1970 over fiscal year 1969 is to provide
for new and improved technology and devices that will satisfy the
requirements of future systems.
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CON NI'('TOII

fr I1. I o,o. Why is (eil1 )hasisIbeing directed towni'd develol)lng
What were the shortc0iing
1110re reliable "coilhiec.tors and cables
noted in this regard in Southeast Asia?
rrs. Rel)orts from Southeast Assia. and recent. visits to
General
that urea indicate there is a .o~lnhug reliability problem with cables,
cal)lo
eoinect
ors, been
and electronic asselMly intercon actions. This means
that thlere
have
ninnerous instances of broken cables or wires
Wit hin clbles, improper netting or l)reakage in cable coiectors, and
like failures.
Mi'.
I.OIxo.
What (Ii(l you a(.comphsh during fiscal year 1969 to
over'cofio these l)roIlems?
General Br''rs. During fiscal year 1969, we initiated effort on reliaility of electronic devices, in amount, of $250,000. Specifically, our
effort. was directed toward reliable and long-life components, to inc(ide work on reliable miiiiatire rotary switches, snap action pushbutton switches, rugged intercv oeitig cable assemblies and connec-

tors, and reliable flit cables and iiiterconnections.

Mr. MAITOX. How much of the effort under this program element is
done ini-hous- and how much is contracted out?
General B vrs. In fiscal year 1970, we plan that 60 percent of the
million be done in-house and 40 percent or
iuioia or
inill~ion )0eonti'acted out.
PIIO(IA.M

FUNDING

IlISTORY

Mr. M.Aiox. Like other program elements noted, the funding pictime is rather distoited. The fiscal year 1968 jUstification book, page
256, indicates a total of $85.2 was funded for this purpose through
fiscal year 1967. The fiscal year 1969 justificationbook pace 244, shows
only $81.9 million funded through fscal year 1967 lor VMS purpose.
h
Wl at.is the explaiuitlon for this?
General BEmh's. The figure of $85.2 millinii reflected in the fiscal year
1968 justlification book was accurate at the theme the book was prepared. As a. result of reprogra1itg prior year funds, a current reading
for the period fiscal year 1963 through fica.l year 1967, would 'be $84.4
million. The figure of $81.9 million reported in the fiscal year 1969
justification book was understated; in developing the data ohe project
wis omitted from the fiscal year 1966 cost.
PRO611ABI ACCOUPLISH11MENTS

Mr. MA~oi.

What did you accomplish with tie $13.9 mflion in

fiscal year 1969 and what do you hope to accomplish in fiscal year
million requested?
1970 with the The
following are some recent accomplishments
Bzrrs.
General
under this element. A miniature. 1,5-volt thermal bAttery was developed
for high "g" and spin applications such as the 30i-m. gun. Modification of the thermal battery used in the 2.75" rocket fuzes, resulted in
doubling its active life. An improved lead-acid battery for artillery
fuzes was developed. A high temperature acid fuel cell, using advanced
design electrodes, was successfully demonstrated, A 500 watt fuel cell,
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using normal leaded gasoline, was deiftolnstrated. A silent 300 watt
thermio-electric generator was developed. A water-activated, throwaway type zinc-air battery and a iechanically rechargeable zinca.-ir
battery were developed. A"picture tube was developed to display, navigational data and radar data in real time. A high efficiency infrared
source for electronic warfare application was developed. Avaanehe
transit time diodes were developed that have direct application in the
Army hand-held radar (PPS-9) development. Electrolumaineseent
diodes, suitable for application in solid state display p anels, were fabricated. A new design was achieved for a high power microwave ferrite
latching switch, essential to Vhased array radar develophlieit. A sevenfold improvement over the broadband "electronic jaminer now in use
was achieved. Testing of at portable atomic frequency standard was
completed and all specifications were met. The aging ol quartz crystals
was traced to three sources: particle im!urties In processing; mechanical strains; and oxygen absorption. Corrective development programs are underway. A new frequency tuning device, a silicon "tnnistor," compatible wvith integrated circuit (IC) concepts was developed.
An IC electronic sul)system was developed to meet an urgent avionics
Ifaboratoy application.
Our planned program for fiscal year 1970 includes the followilig
items. Miniaturized power supplies are to be developed, using fuzed
salt, fluoboricacid, alin I liquid antmonia based systems. A prototype
thermal battery, design is to be developed for applications of increased
environmental stress and power density. 'Work will continue on electrotechor metal
lniques),
t.e storage
of liquid(activation
reserve power
systemanpoules),
(design) release
and plasticc
distribution
supplies. Limited evaluhation of pneumatically driven electromechaniical generators will be made. Simulation and analyses will be made of
electrical system components such as turbo-alternators, cyclo-converters, inverters, and electric-drive wheels. Development and testing
of advanced generation systems will include improved electrode materials and catalysts, new electrode structures, improved fuel cell systems and novel batteries. An 8 kilowatt superconducting generator will
be'tested. Evaluation of silent, multifuel thermoelectric power generators will be accomplished. Development of high performance, high
power microwave devices will continue, to obtaihl broadband, lightweight noise generators for electronic warfare; low-noise, high efficiency tubes for communications; and electronic switches for use with
modulators or as protective devices in high-power radar, communications and electronic warfare equipments. Development of millimeter
wave components such as generators, ampfiers, and duplexes for radar
and commuinications will be iindertaken. Development of pickup, display, and storage devices for command and control, and combat survellatnce and target acquisition applications will conthie.
Hgh resolution tubes, fiat, panel displays, and large area displays
will be emphasized. Higher frequency, higher power, and more reliable
transistors will be developed to meet the requirements of future eleetronic equit)ment, Quantum electronic devices; will he developed that
include erbium-"safel-llasers, laser, detectors with high sensitivity
and low-noise factors,, and laser modulators and Q-switehes for application in communications and suirveilliie. Microwave semcoul(Itor
deviees-both bulk effect and avalinhe types-will be developed witl
i
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emphasis on improving freq

,cy response,
figure, bandwidth,
power, and reliability. The goal is all -solid-state tactical microwave
equipment. Four-year exposure data. oi various electronic parts and
materils will be ainalyzed to determine fiuigi resistance. I)eveloplenot
will continue of ulitraconlpact con1l)Oihfits suich as filters tlt arv coinpatible with integrated circuits, and of nicirowave devices stuch as
delay lines, filters, electronic tuners, mixers, and afitenta phase shifters. Development will be undertaken of extremely stable and reliable
miniature crystal units and advanced crystal teehology for future
avionics and coiiiiiiiitions equipinaflts. Reduction ii Si'ze wid cost
of atomic and nioleola'r frequency standards for precise frequency

and time control requw'rii'euts of colimiifiictioins, navigatioll and

statin-keeping eqttiinimits will be undertaken. Research in uuclefre
radiation effects and hardening of electronic components will coiltinue. Development of reliable cables, cable connectors, and intercon-

nection on teclhiques will continue.

CIEMICAL-BIOLOGIC,\L DEIExSE

Mr. MAON. You are requesting $15.9 mI ll ion for "Chemical -bil61ogical defense." This compares with $16.7 million in fiscal year 1969 and
$14.5 million in fiscal year 1968. What are the major projects included
in this area?
General BErrs. Biological agent warnip-go and detection techniloo'y;
protection for personnel working in the biological programs (safety
chemical1andtbiological physical protection investigations;
d(sical de
fense aspects of biological agents; medical defense aspects of chenmfi(al
agents; and chemical agent warning and detection ted-lmology.
Mr. MAITON. What part of this work is performed in-louse and
what part by contract?
General Bi-rs. Of the $15.9 million programed for this element;
$5 million is for contract work. These contracts are in the areas of
biological agent detection, physical protection investigations, medical
defense aspects of biological and chemical agents, chemical agent detection and warning investigations and che mical and biological detection analysis studies. The in-house effort at Edgewood Arsenal is programed for $6.1 million to condilct exploratory development on cheinical and biological physical protection, the medical defense aspects of
chemical agents, and chemical agent, warning and detection techniques.
Fort Detrick in-hottse effort is programed tor $4.8 million to conduct
work on biological agent warning and detection techniques, protection
for the personnel working in the biological programs, and the medical
defense aspects of biological agents.
PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Mr. MAHOIN. What accomplishments in this area can you report
during fiscal year 1969?
General BETTS. The following developments were achieved in this
chemical and biological defense element: tle research on a sorbent
chemical decontamihai6n system was completed moving the effoR't to
advanced devel6pmeit for1Aschl year 1970, a new techiqet of )rotective mask production employing 'the simiultanieous mold iig of two dif-
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ferent types of silicone elastomers was successfully achieved, a produce.
ible tedlardacron laminate fabriic was developed for chemical and
biological protective shelter systems. The chemiluminescent biological
agent detector and alarm system was breadboarded and the prfncipXe proven, thereby progressing the effort to advanced development ill
fiscal year 1970. Research has indicated that a pyrolizer air inlet can
be adled to the M-8 automatic chemical agent detector and alarm to
provide an incapacitating agent detection capability. Infra red-IRspectral studies were completed on long path JR chemical agent detectors which 1)redict that these systems can operate in dusty and high
humidity environments. Laser technology was shown to be adapt table
to IR chemical detection devices. A principal chemical reaction or the
detection of chemical incapacitating agents was developed. A breakthrough has been indicated for an effective prophylactic'against anticholinesterase agents--nerve agents and a specific treatment for
poisoning b y oxime-resistant anticholiiesterase agents has proven sitcessful in initiM experiments.
TOTAL

FISCAL

YEAR

1970

FUNDING

FOR

CIIEW3IAL

AND

BIOLOGICAL

WARFARE

Mf[r. MAiON. Insert at this point in the record a listing of the various
program elements and amoinfts involving chemical and biological
warfare efforts which are included in the R.D. & E. Army appropriation.

(The informat ion :follows:)
[In millons of dollars]
Prograin elemetnt and title

Amount

0.20.02.A C&B weapons -----------------------------------------25. 7
6.27.06.A C&B defense ------------------------------------------15.9
6.3603.A C&B weapons ------------------------------------------4.4
6.37.05.A C&B defense -------------------------------------------4.9
0.46.07.A C&B weapons ------------------------------------------4.9
0.47.18.A C&B defense --------------------------------------------4.0
6.57.04.A Deseret Test Center -------------------------------------18. 4
The following basic research element contains project tasks In the chemical
and biological fields :
[In millions of dollars;]

66.11.02.A Defense research sciences ---------------------------------

Amoinit

3.9

M-8 AU'rOMIATIC O EIICA, ALARM[

Mr. MAITON. What is the status of the developiieiit of an attomatic
alar m for chemical incapacitating agents?
General BETTS. The effort to add an incapacitating agent detection
capability to the M-8 automatic chemical alarm is in exploratory devel0pment. Work is also being condutted to develop a simple field detection device for this class of chemical agents.
MAJOR CrEICAL/BIOLOOIOAL DEFENSE PROBLEMS

Mr.MA1n-N. What are the major "defensive problems on which you

are working?
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General BxTTs. The rapid detection, warning , and identifcaifon of
biological agent, the long range detection of ciemical ,and biological
agents, the protection of individuals against liquid, skin-,enetrading
lethal chemical agents, the prophylaxis and treatment for c dinical and
biological agents, the collective protection of groups of people against
lethal and incapacitating agents, the rapid detection of incapacif ting
chemical agents and staying abreast of the rapidly advancintg technology of new chemical compounds and biological organisms ktianipulation to determine if any new warfare agents may be developed )y
potential enemies.
MAPPING AND GEODESY

Mr. MAHON. You are requestingmillion for "Mapping and
geodesy" as compared with $3.1 million in fiscal year 1969. The fiscal
year 1969 budget indicated a request for $4.5 milli h for this activity.
Wlhat items were deleted in the $1.4 million reduction in fiscal 1969?
Colonel TonEY. No exploratory research effort was actually deleted
by this redicti on. The military geographic analysis project was, in
part, transferred to "Program Element 621.12A, Terrestrial Investigations Analysis," to place it in the proper exl)loratory development
category. The other portion of the project was moved forward in the
development cycle to "Program Element 6.37.12A, Mapping and Geodesy (Advanced Developmfiet)," as military geographic systems.
Mr. MAHoN. How long has the Army performed research and development in the area of:mapping and geodesy?
Colonel TomEY. The Army has performed research and developmnent
in the area of mapping and geodesy for approximately 40 years. The
first known Army R. & D. effort was perf&hied by an Engineer Reproduction Plan Detachment at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
The
effortBoard
was towas
useestablished
aerial photography
for mapping.
1941, the
Engineer
and a cartographMr
.wasIn
incluldod
as
a member of the board to advise on R. & D. for mapping. In 1947, the
Engineer Research and Development Laborhtories was established
and a Division of SurVeying and Mappiig which later became a
department was included. This department provided the nucleus for
ti establishment of the Geodesy, Intelligence, Mappifig, Research and
Development Agency-GIMRADA-in 1960. In 1967, GIMRADA
was renamed the U.S. Army Engineer Topographic LaboratoriesUSAETL.
PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Mr. MAHoN. What were some accofiplilhfiie tS in this area in fiscal
year 1969?
Colonel TOBEY. Major accomplishments in the mapping and geodesy
area in fiscal year 1969 inclide:
Development of a prototype automated point transfer instrumifenit.
This instrument measures exact coordinates of points from an aerial
photograph.
.0
Completion of the joint Army/Air Force test on the rapid combat
mapping system. The system is designed to provide the Field Army
with a capability for the rapid production of 1 : 50,000 scale contoured
orthophotomaps, mosaics, and revised maps from optical and radar

Oil
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aerial photography. Results of the tests are currently being analyzed
and the final report is now being prepared.
Completion of the first phase of an all-weather mapping systein.
Using equipment. and tecin iques developed in this phase, tvo 1 : 250,000
scale naps of the Darien Province of Panama were prodttm&d. This
effort is unique in that all previous attempts to photograph this area
have failed due to perennial cloud cover. This system, when completed
in 1975 will provide an all-weather-radar--topographie mappig
capability for 1: 50,000 scale maps.
Development of equipients such as a device for automatically
digitizing elevation from maps and a prototype device for automttically identifying selected malnmade features from aerial )hotography
for incorporation 'into the pilot semiautomatic cartographic system.
This system will provide automation of many manual drafting and
interpretation techniqttes currently required for mapping.
Tests were conducted to determine the feasibility and practicality
of
mapping from SR-71 optical and radar materials. Initial results
indicate
the system, with minor modifications, is well suited for mtpping and further tests are being conducted in coordination with the
Air Force.
Development of prototype small north orienting device that is now
being tested. This 3-pound instrument will provide true north to an
accuracy of 3 mils. It will replace most of the magnetic compasses
now in the Army inventory.
Completion of a feasibility-model laser velocimeter will now allow
work to proceed on a highly-mobile, all-inertial position and azimuth
determining system (PADS). The PADS will enable field units to
determine their geodetic position and to measure azimuith without
interference from natural forces (weather, magnetic fields) or fromn
enemy jamming. It is designed as a completely passive, self-contained,
nondetectable geodetic positioning system for use by field army units.
TOTAL DOD EFFORT IN .MIAPPIN0,

CHARTING, AND GEODESY

Mr. MAION." What is itlid otal Department of Defense effort proposed in fiscal year 1970 in the area of mapping, clhrting, and geodesy?
Colonel ToBEy. The total Department of Defense R.B.T. & E. effort,
proposed for mapping, charting, and geodesy for fiscal year 1970 is
million.
LUNAR BASE RESEARCH

Mr. MAHON. Describe the program element entitled "Lunar base
research" for which you are reqUesting
? How long has the
Army been spending money in tfis area, how much has been spent,
and what. acconmplishiments have been achieved?
Colonel ToilY.
Theappropriate
title of this
project,
base research"Reis
misleading.
A more.
title
would "Lunar
be "Extraterrestial
search" il that they are engaged in all aspects of extraterrestrial research. It is an in-house research and development activity that was
established by the Chief of Engineers to sup port NASA. The charter
for the agency was coordinated with and endorsed by NASA. Their
past activity bas been directed at supporting NASA in their efforts
to land a man on the moon; however, recently their efforts have been
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directed toward pluiing in suppoi't of the Presidenft's post-Apollo
space plai0.
InI addition, they maintain conizance of extraterrestrial programs which may be of concern to t-he Army research
and develol)ment comlinififty. The prograln was initiateA in fiscal
year 1965. Research and development expenditures for fiscal years
1965-69, inclusive, total $712,000.
Accomplisl1mints of this project include:
Assisted NASA in extraterrestrial program development. All direct
expenditures reibirsed by NASA.
Provide technical data in connection with current national planning of U.S. space programs for the post-Apollo period.
Provided a clearingihouse for extraterrestrial engineering spin-off
applicable- to terrestrial military problem solviiig.
Provided technical data in connection with the
Identified the areas of potential contrilffti6is of extraterrestrial
systems technology to military fictions.
Co..Ai.vr SUPPORTr

Mr. IMA1ox. Under the program elemneit "Combat support" you
are requesting
million as compared with $8.5 million in fiscal
year 1969. Tlhe fiscal year 1969 budget estimate, for "Combat support"
was $4.8 million. Whilt 1)rograms which were not included in the
fiscal year 1969 budget program were added and what were the sources
of tlm funding for these l)rograms?
General BE'rrs. Three actions modified the fiscal year 1969 funding
level. The first was an increase of $0.894 million that resulted from
the statistical distribution of facilities and installation support funds
to all program elements. A reprogralinig action debited the program
element *0.225 mill to support the silent aircraft program. A subsequent reprograrriiing action put $3.07 million into this program element for the purpose of increasing the effort on guerrilla countermeasire techniques. This was the onitibus reprograning action 69-2
(DOD Number 69-28) which totaled $74.1 million.
PIROG

tA AcCoMPri5 InIJ-1NTS

Mr. MAHON. What achievements can you point to in this area in
fiscal year 1969?
General Brrs. In fiscal year 1969 we achieved the following: Condueted comparative evaluations of United Kingdom and German
bridges. Condiiuted feasibility studies of protective devices for bridges.
Conducted exploratory developifeit of a variety of prefabricated
building mntevdls. Investigated the use of a reverse osmosis process
for water purification. Condicted experiments on the use of hypervelocity water jets and explosive techiiques for rapid xexavation in
earthl!. Establi-Aed desAgn criteria for variable body armor. Determined quality l)aramneters for dehydrated, formilated, compressed,
and synthetic foods.
Grxmu'RRIL'A Cotr~
N

LTE
EARURES TECIINLQTJES

Mr. MATON. The fiscal year 1969 budget indicated a program of
.,0,000 for "Guerrilla countermeasures techniques." The fiscal year

II
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1970btdget indicates that $2.4 million was allocated foT thi

program i

million in fiscal year

fi~a1 year 1969 and you are requesti-g.

1970. What items are included in this lMie item in fiscal year 1969 aid
in fiscal year 1970? How is this effort related to the wori-k of tie Do-

fense Cominmunicatious Planninig Group?

General Bmrrs. In fiscal year 1969 the following tasks Were included :
An airborne metal radar (METRA), trace, gas detection teclmqiqes,
an airborne magnetic detector, studies into detection of command wires
used with mines, cargo and checkpoi. search detectors, use of METI.A
or microwaves or infrared techiiqttus for booby trap detection. In
fiscal year 1970 work will conthi'ie on METRA techniques for personnel and munitiots detection, trace gas techlniques for perso1lnel detection, booby trap detection, and cargo inspection methods. Techniqes
used in this project are in sole ways similar to those used by DCP0
in remotely emplaced sensors. Thus, there is a considerable exchange of
information between the two progrAihS.
'

i.'IR, PIUmENTrON

What kind of effort is inclded in the line item "Fire
which you are requesting
for
preventionl"
Thi' effort, Is aimed at the developmnint of a heliBE-rs.
General
copter tranlsportable air crash and rescue fire system.
Mr. MAI-ON'.

BARRIER COtTmNRBlARInR

for a program entitled "BarM4r. MAHON. You are requesting
rier counterbarrier." Describe this program to the committee.
General BErrs. The general objectives of the barrier-counterbaPrier
projects are to provide a fundamefital techn0-ogilcal capability to support the on-going mine warfare and counternie warfare liardware
development programs; and to initiate and pursue research (fndamental and applied) and exploratory development programs over a
broad scope of new and novelphenomena and enemy forms for applieation in new and controlled barrier and coffiterbar'rier systems for the
. A few examples of work in this project hiclude
time period
research on
FOOD' PROCESS PRSF.VRVA'rto

TECHNIQUF.S

Mr. MAHO1€. You are requesting $1,535,000 for "Food process preservation techniques." Provide a list of the activities included in this
heading for the record.

(The information follows:)
The following Is a list of activities included in this project directed toward
establishing, advancing knowledge of and gaining control over food processing.
preservation and packaging techniques to meet new combat feeding requirements and radically improve the effectiveness of the operational ration structure.
Establish quality parameters in dehydrated foods.
Establish quality parameters in formulated, compressed and synthetic foods.
Establish quality parameters for foods processed by combined methods.
Establish design parameters for ration -Minturization.
Establish techniques of fabricating foods,
Development of radiation sterlized meat, poultry, and marine product.
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Mr. MAHIR.

When we discussed military sciences, we discussed a

program entitled "Radtitton preservation of food" for which you
are requesting $1,270,000. What is the relationship between that program and the "Food Process reservations techniques" program we are

discussing?

General B.-rTs. The "Radiation preservation of food" program is apl)ied research to establish the tehnological feasibility of preserving
foods of Army interest by means of ioiIzing radiation. This includes
research and investigations applied to foods in such areas as physics,
microbiology, chemistry, wholesomeness and radiation dosimetry.
Knowledge gained in tis applied research effort is applied toward
the development of radihtion sterilized foods for adoption as standard compoiients of the military feeding system, which is Part of this
"Food processing and preservation techliques" exploratory development program.
FOOD PROCESSING WOICK BY OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Mr. MAlOW. What use is made of research performed by other Governiment departments and agencies in the area of food processing?
For instance, NASA has spent a lot of money in developing and packaging various kinds of processed food for utilization in spaceflight.
Ofwhat use is NASA's work in this area to the Army? What Department of Agriculture effort in this area has been useful to the Army?
General BErrs. There is close coordinating between the Army and
other Government agencies involved in food Processing. Any knowledge from these agencies which has application to the requirements
of DOD is incorporated into the Army program.
As to the NASA feeding program, I think the advantages actually
accrued to NASA. Much of the technology from the Army program
was directly usable in the space feeding program.
The following' examples illustrate useful USDA contributions to
the Army food program:
Vacuum dehydration of fruit juices.
Stahili~ation of fats and oils.
Cooking loss studies.
Studies on the stabilization of frozen foods.
Pasteurizatbn of liUid whole eggs.
Tables of nutritfioial value of foods.
RELATIONSHIP TO FOOD TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

Mr. MAHoN. What is the relationship between the "food technology"

program for which you are requesting $209000 under "Military sciences" and the "food process preservation techniques" program?
General Bi-rs. The food technology project actually supports the
more advanced food processing and preservation techniques project.
The food technology project is concerned with food deterioration as
it affects storage life. This project involves types of deterioration and
the characteristics of each, identifying the causes of deterioration,
and establishing techniques for processing to prevent deterioration.
The food processing and preservation techniques project extends the
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more elementary knowledge on prevention of deterioration to techniques which can be used in larged scale or commercial processing
and preservation applications.
AuMY iIATEItIEL COMMA.\ND EG1x

N

HAND)OOK
1EII

Mr. MiHO N. Describe the "Army Materiel Command Engineer
Handbook" program for which you are requesting $260,000? The justification shows that $993,000 'was allocated to tiis program in fiscal
year 1968 and $318,000 in fiscal year 1969. What is the total amount
which has been allocated to this purpose and what is the total requirement as now seen?
(The information follows:)
In 1950, it became evident considerable technical and scientific skill was be-

ing lost to the Army at an alarming rate, since much of It bad been documented in informal records and notes which were lost to the Army laboratories
upon retirement and/or departure of technical personnel. To prevent the Increasing loss of this technical and scientific know-how, the Idea was advanced
and approved that current as well as new technology should be properly documented and brought up to date as required. Such a systematic technique would
advance the state of the art as well as provide an essential springboard for
future R. & D. The handbook program has been in continuous operation since
Its inception. To date, approximately 100 handbooks have been completed and
approximately 85 are in various phases of preparation. The total amount allotted
to the program is approximately $7,275 million. To assure a sound balanced

program, a minimum of $600 thousand per year is required to review all the
scientific disciplines and to keel) the engineering handbooks up to (late. 'i'

effort is a continuing one since scientific knowledge and technology are constantly on the move and new technological frontiers are being discovered.
NIGHT VISION

Mr. MAHON. The #scal year 1970 requests for "night vision" ex-

million as compared with $3.1 milloraiory development is
lion allocated to this effort in fiscal year 1969. 'he fiscal year 1969
budget request for "night vision" was $4.2 million. What part of the
effort was deleted or delayed 'by the $1.1 million reduction in fiscal
year 1969?
General B rrs. This reduction delayed our work on the development of higher resolution second-generation image intensifier tubes
smaller and more efficient laser diodes, and improved infrared
transducers.
Mr. MAHON. What would be the effect of continuing the program

at the 1969 level?
General BF.Trs. The amount of $3.1 million represents a sustaining
level for this effort. In the years to come it will be desirable to increase
the effort in this area as new technologies are uncovered.
Mr. MAH6x In your t4pportiomindet review for fiscal year 1970, what
amount. has been allocated to this effort?
million.
General Br-rs.
LIMITED WAR LABORATORY

Mr. MAriON. You are requesting $6.8 million for activity under
"Limited War Laboratory" in fiscal year 1970 as compared with $7,5
million in fiscal year 1969. What have been your major accomplish-
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inents in this area through funds provided under this line item in
fiscal year i969?
(The information follows:)
The Limited War Laboratory response to requirements from Vietnam has made
significant contributions in support of the Army. The Laboratory sent a total of
29 different items to Vietnam for test and/or evaluation. Some Items that have
completed a successful evaluation and have been requested for operational use
are :
1. Adjustable ranging telescope,
2. Landing zone directors signal kit,
3. Retransmission device,
4. Tunnel explorer, locator, and communicator.
Some items currently being evaluated have every indication of being successftil,
Most notable is the scout dog platoon trained by new techniques to detect
mines, booby traps, and tunnels.

Mr. MAt'N. What is the estimated cost of salaries and expenses for
the 128 civilian scientists and engineers assigned to this effort?
(The information follows:)
The current authorized civilian strength of Limited War Laboratory is 126.
The breakout is: 60 professional scientists and engineers, 21 techfiians, 11 wage
board (machine shop) personnel, and 34 secretarial and administrative support
personnel. The estimated salaries and expenses for the 60 professionals is $1,290,000. The estimated total laboratory payroll is $2,007,626.
,4l

MAJOR CONTRACTS

Mr. MA-ION. Provide the committee with a listing of the major contracts currently in being under this line item, indicating the purpose
of the contract, the contractor, and the total amount of the contract.
(The informattion follows:)
Firm

Purpose of contract

Total funding

Behavior Systems, Inc..................... Training mine-detecting dogs .........................
Delco Radio .............................. Improved radio retransmission device ..................
Resources Planning &Control Corp ......... Detection of personnel by biochemical luminescence .....
Syracuse University Research Corp .......... Foliage penetration radar (man-pack and fixed installa.
tion).
Westinghouse Electric ...................... Improved position locator ............................
Franklin G0O Corp ........................ Explosives detection .................................

$555,000
269,000
248,000
996,000
382, 000
131,000

RELATIONSHIP TO ARPA'S PROJECT AGILE

Mr. MAHON. The goal of the laboratory to develop knowledge and
explore potential military needs peculiar to remote areas of the world
other than Southeast Asia seems to duplicate the goal of Project Agile
in the Advanced Research Pro jects Agency. How is the decision made
as to whether the Army or AR4A will engage in this kind of activity
in a specific area? .

(The information follows:)
The mission of Limited War Laboratory is to react rapidly to meet the Army
needs for research, development, test and evaluation requirements relating to
limited war, particularly to war of low intensity in underdeveloped or remote
areas of the world. ARPA operates on a project basis. These projects fall into
three general categories:
1. Research not Identified with a specific military requirement.
2. Research which relates to the primary functions of two or more of the
military services.
3. Research which, for specific reasons, is better handled by an agency other

than one of the military services.
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FUNDING OF FISCAL YEAR 1970 TASKS

Mr. MAHON. To what extent is the fiscal year 1970 program under
this heading firm and to what extent is it based on a need for the
flexibility to fund presently unforeseen efforts the requirement for
which may arise in fiscal year 1970?
(The jfiormation follows:)
The Limited War Laboratory program for fiscal year 1970 contains 119 sepa.
rate tasks, 19 are new tasks to be started this fiscal year. After reserving funds
for fixed costs, carryover tasks, and new tasks the laboratory reserve is
$307,500 to meet unplanned requirements from Army operational areas.

M:r. MAHON. Submit for the committee a listing of the individual
activities under this heading which are considered fi'm for the fiscal
year 1970, indicate the contractor involved, and the sum related thereto.
(The information follows:)
The following lists some new tasks firm for fiscal year 1970

Tasks:
1. Patrol communications
2. Ambush light

Fundo

--------------------------------

---------------------------------------

$35,000
35, 000

28, 000
---------------------------3. Retiele illufniation adapter
30,000
4. Lightweight flotation gear for the individual soldier ----------60.000
5. Five-pound brakish water purifier ---------------------30, 000
6. Small unit river crossing equipment ----------------------15, 000
-------------------------------7. Improved ration heater
240,,000
8. Explosive detection -------------------------------------360,000
9. Personnel detection program ----------------------------No contractors have been selected for the new tasks. Some will be done ihouse, others by other Government laboratories, others will be competitive bids
for contracts.

ELECTRIC POWER SoURcEs

Mr. MAitON. The ,fiscal year 1970 request for "Electric power
sources" is -

million as compared with $3.866 million in fiscal year

1969. The fiscal year 1969 budget indicated a requirement for $2.2 million for this activity. Was there a reclassification of this program or has
there been a real increase? If there has been an increase, discuss the
requirement for the increase?
General BETTS. There was an increase in fiscal year 1969. This was
done to meet a requirement from Southeast Asia for generators which
operate at lower noise levels, and to do some work on increasing the
reliability of our present generators.
MOBILE ELECTRIC POWER PROJECT

Mr. MAJltO. The fiscal year 1969 budget indicated no requirement
for funds in that year for "Engineer powerplants" and showed an
allocation of $993,000 in fiscal year 1968. The fiscal year 1970budget
shows that $2,158,000 was allocated to "Engineer powerplants" in fiscal
years 1969 and $2.1 million was the actual amount allocated in fiscal
year 1068. Please discuss this change.
General Brrs. These changes reflect the interest of Department of
Defense and the Army in the electric power generator area. To this
end a DOD project manager for mobile electric power was chartered.
Specific development efforts relate to standardization of generator
sets, and to the requirements for high reliability and silent power
previously mentioned.
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DEVELorMENT OF FUEL CELLS

Mr. MArON. Is the Army utilizing fuel cells in any operational combat systems today?
General BE'rs. No.
Mr. MAHON. W ht sums are being spent on the development of fuel
cells throughout the Defense Departmteiit?
General BEmrs. The Army spit $2.711 million in all phases of fuel
cell R. & D. in fiscal year 1969. In fiscal year 1970 we have
requested
&
AUTOTNIATIc DATA SYSTEMS

Mr. MAfAoN. The fiscal year 1970 request for automaiitic data systems
for the Army in the field is - -. lhat was the fiscal year 1969 reo-

gram, $3 million or $3.4 million ?
1
Colonel LAmB. The fiscal year 1969 program was $3.5 million, $3
million was originally approved, $500,00( was repro.'ramed within
authority for developmeiit of an Intelligence fntionidtiial area for application to the tactical operations system.
PROGRAT11 JUSTIFICATION

Mr. MmIow. The justificat-ion bool ,page 292, indicates that the
odbjeCtive of this prgraii is to provide first-generation ADP systems
for the Army withiffia 4- to 5-year period, which is what you have been
sayit igsince ait least fiscal year 1967. This programs gAoes buck at leAst to
fiscal year 1963 when it was known as "CCIS for Field Army." With
all the ADP firms available, together wili tlieir hardware, why is it
necessary to develop such ADP equipment?
Colonel l,.hwm. Army etforts il tactical afitomatic-daita. processing
(ADP) systems began in 1956 with the preparation of a large numfiber
of colt
developimeinlt. studies. These studies indicated that sin ificalnt
Im)rovehlent could be realized by the al)piicitio+i of A)P telinkiues
to the combat tasks falling ill the general func tioiatl-areas of the. four

l)rinCl
pal staff sect ions. From these studies, repiIrelnllts evolved for
five ADP
systems within the coimnL control information system190 (CCIS-70)
framework. These systems were fire support, logistics,

persominel And adinistrat.Joil, operations, and intellgeice.
In February 1965 the Chief of Staff directed revitalzation of the
command control information system, 1970 program which despite 7

years of effort had not resulted in fieldable systems. The DA prepared,
and in May 1965 the Vice Chief of Staff approved, the automatic dAtta
systems withiii the Army in tlie field (ADSAF) study which reorielited
the old CCIS-70 effort, defined three related but senn-independent tactical atoatic data systems, and established schedules and resource
alloeaftins for their fieldimlg. The three systems are tactical fire divection system (Tacflre), a system to increase the effectiveness of artillery
fire through improved response time, better and more rapid use of target illf~lilinflOn, and greater efficiency in the use of fire support
30-554-60-pt. 5----43
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resources; tactical operations system (TOS), an information system
focused on G--2 and G-3 items which will provide conbanders and
their staffs, at the division, corps, and Army echelons, with timely and
accurate in: oration on which to base operational decisions; and the
combat service support system (CS-3) which is designed to increase
the responsiveness of combat service support (logistics, personnel and
administration, financial, and civil affairs) witliin the Army in the
field.
The reference to "first-generation ADP systems" should flive more
appropriately read "first-generation mlitarized ADP systems." Miiitarized ADP systems are required to meet the operational and environ.
mental constraint of the tactical battlefield. Army experience i SEA
has co.nfirmed earlier studies that off- the-shelf commercial A DP eqilp.
ment will not meet the long-range needs for automation in the Army Ii
the field.
MTilitarized ADP hardware is presently being developed for the
tactical fire direction system (Tacfire) of the ADSAF prograii. It is
expected that the general-purpose nature of the major componenits
of the Tacfire system can be adopted or adapted for use in the tactical
operations system (TOS)...
Available ADP equipmefit, both commercial and llilitarized, was
considered during the Tacfire procurement. The requirements of the
qualitative military requiremidnt (QMR) for the Tacfirie system could
not be met by available ADP hardware, and therefore developmheiit o6f
militarized ADPS was initiated. Operational and environmental constraints for the TOS are similar to those of Taefire.
Due to the length of time required for the development of niilitarized ADPE and the urgent requirement to provide ADP support
for combat service support functions, the combat service support system (CS-3) of the ADSAF program is currently uindergo ig field
testing using ruggedized off-the-shelf, third-generation, commercial
ADP equipment.Tlhe primary objective of the CS-3 test is to aclfie.e,
quickly, important improvements in support of deployed Army units
rather than to test ADP hardware. It is expected that as a fallout of
this test, a determination could be made as to the adeqUacy and
acceptability of the use of ruggedized commercial ADP equipIent in
certain combat service support operation and physical environmhents,
particularly at the theater 'level. DA currently envisions the need for
militarized ADP' equip ment for ADP support of tactical combat
service support functions. Tacfire militarized ADPE, when available,
will be evaluated as to its adequacy to support, at least partially,
CS-3 ADPE requirements.
PROGRAM

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Mr. MAHO,. What have you accomplished with the $55.8 million
funded for this program element through fiscal year 1969?
Colonel LAMB. The $55.8 million. has been used for systems engineering, development of software, standards and integration, procurement
and testing of tactical ADP development. Functional areas and sys.
teams receiving support incltud d the followIng: The tactical operations
system (TOS) ; tactical fire direction system (Tacfire) ; the combat
service support system (CSSS) ; and logistics areas; intelligence
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functional areas; command, control, standards, and il.teg-ition. Work
was carried on within two general tllie frames: prior to fiscal year
1960 and fiscal year 1966 to the present. Efforts prior to fiscal year 1966
were accothplislhed primarily at Fort Huaccla, Ariz., in support of
the command control information system-1970 (CCIS-70). Feasibility studies, documeiiation, and software were developed in personn6el, operations, logistics, and fire support areas; experience and
lessons learned provided the basis for subsequent developments within
the Tacfire, TOS, and CSSS areas. The intelligence effot provided
some input to the TOS Europe concept and allied intelligence applications. Programing, documentation, and testing of developlmeifil
efforts validated Taefire and CSSS concepts and coIntribfted sigifi-

cantly to their development. In addition, this funding suppoiltedi the
TOS Europe project which demonstrtted TOS concept feasibility in
1968 and successfully tested its functional system design in June 1969.
A final report on this project will be submitted to the DepartIen-t of
the Army by December 31, 1969. Funds were expended through fiscal
TOS Europe, $15.6 million; CSSS and gistics
year
as follows:
areas,1969
$7 milliii;
Tacflre
and fire support, $12.6 mill ion; intelligenie
functi6nal areas, $9.8 million; command, control, standards, and
integration, $10.9 million.
Mr. MAHON. What is the specific requirement for this ADP program
and how close are you to the stated objectives?
Colonel LAMB. 11e purpose of the USAREUR tactical operations
system (TOS) was to develop a.provisional tactical operations system
to accomplish the following:
Identify areas through field development where ADP can assist
commanders in the conlduict of tactical operations.
Obtain military and scientific data to assist in prescribing an Army
worldwide TOS.
Identify system characteristics for development of the best possible
fintionhal system design and qualitative materiel requireiiiehts for the
.:
Armywide TOS.
Gather data on mainiteinnce and training requirements.
Provide USAREUR/Tth Ariny all interim operational TOS during
and following development.
A report on the USAREUR tactical operations system (TOS) addressing each of tie above areas in detail will be furnished to this headqat6rs in January 1970. As of this date 18 functional areas have beenl
identified through which ADP is expected to assist significantly in the
cnduciit of field arimy tactical operations. Intei'ii repoi.3 reflect eitliisiastic endorsement of present system development. This contains five
functioial applications with six addltiofial desired on a high-priority
basis for support of division, corps, and fleld arimiy levels. As a result of
arecent functional system design evaluation test, the comfilaider in
chief, U.S. Army Europe reconitnended conthifition of the TOS project as essential and its rapid development into an interim operations
system. The earliest date by which this can be achieved would be 1972;
however, it has been indicted that TOS in its present state of developnient provides significant imiprov events over the comparable niiftiffhl
hinctioins.
Mr. MAHoN. How were the fiscal year 1969 funds used and for what
purpose will the fiscal year 1970 funds be utilized?
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Colonel LTAAM. The fiscal year 196) funds were used to fiid two oin.
going contracts-Control Dita Corp. for 1it'dware rental aid maiite.
iance and Buniker-Ramo Corp. for development of compfiter pro.
grais-and to fund in-house costs wlieh included systems develop .
ment efforts and technical support of TOS-JSARE4,I1R to inllud
testing. The fiscal year 1970 funds will be used to modify the system
in Eui'ope to optimize hardware aid software configu tibin based on
test results.

Nion'r VISION

Mr. MAIToN. For advanced developmOlt work in the field of night
- million as compared with $14.4 mitioii
in fiscal year 1969. The fiscal year 1969 i)ud.get requested $13.9 mill

Vision you are requesting

in this area. What was the reason for the itiorease in fiscal year 1969!

General Bmrrs. This increase was required to fund thd procuremenit.
of spare parts and support equipment, for four of the 11 items beilg
developed for tihe Southeast Asia. night operations programs.
Mr. AHoN. Generally sl)eaking, the Army, 'N'avy, and Air Force
all have operatioalM night vision systems now. In what, w'ay are you
seeking to improve these systems' Are you essentially trying' to maitke
them smaller and lighter, or ave you basically trying to o)taln greater
Inight, vision cal)ability with the new equipment?
General 13m-rs. We are in fact doing both. Second generation image
intensification devices wvill be snaiir and lighter, while our fur
infrared aid pulse-gated systems will 1irease our present capability
to see at. night.
M[r. ,A1uxN.What )rograuns wich were In the exploratory develop.
ment effort i night, vAimon have progressed sufticiently to be Placed
in the advailced developffment program in fiscal year 19700?t
General BiErrs. I would include tile following compollents of night
VisiOll systems in the fiscal year 1970 advanced development pi'ograin:
new cry.ogenic coolers, spcil purpose second-generation image in.
tensi tiers, diode light sources, and pulse-gating circuitry.
ATTrENTION TO

0I.I)C1ONG UNIT COSTS

Mr. Alox. How much attention are you giving to possible cost
the earI, e:uipilnet
SoIe
If
r'eduet ioiis in iilgt visit io i equi)meflt.?

has very hiVh-unit (ost )o you foresee sone inl)roeinent in thlis area!
WetI
, + are d(le'oting a great del of effort to red te ('osts
General
and aire showing progress. First generation inmate ilitnsi tier tulbes
originally cost $2,000 a piece. This has dropped to just ovelr $1,000 to.
day. We h"Ave good estimates that ou4r second-geiteration tubes will cost
Within several years.
$i Mr.
()w
MAHON. Submit, for the comlmittee a, list of the major activities
to develop in this arena,
or' pieces of eqimefit which you are tryi
the estimated fiscal year 1970 funding of each and the estimated total
developmiA6ent cost of each item.
(The information follows:)
Included are a helicopter mounted night surveillance system funded for
millolibn overall, a helicopter amounted 30.
million in fiscal year 1970 and
million in fiscal year 1970 and
kilowatt searchlight funded for million in fiscal year
million overall, a stabilized night sight funded for
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driver's periscope funded for
mllio6 overall, a
1970 and
million overall, and a iandheld therimal
million iI flsc'al year 1970 and
million overall.
million in fiscal year 1970 and
viewer funded for

Ci IfI

A,-BIOLOCICAL DEFEN SE.

Mr. MM ION. You are requesting $4.9 million for advanced developinent il the area of "Chemical-biological defense" as compared with
$4.5 million in fiscal year 1969 and $2.2 million in fiscal year 1968.
What part of ihis inoiey will be spent in-house and wht part Under
contract?
General BErs. The in-house effort is programed for $1.9 million
anl d the contract effort for $3 million.
RE.ASOX FOil INCIAS1I)

FUNDING

Mr. MAION. I hy is this activity now being carried at the dollar
level of $4.5 million after beiig at approximately $2 million level for
several years ?
General Bw,"rs. This is because in fiscal year 1968 and prior a. iniber of items if the chemical and iologica1I defense, programs were carried in exploratory developmeiit for an extended period and then
juifped to ongihnering developieit. To facilitate
man oi
nfgement,
most
exploratory
regression
of the items a% now flowing the normal
to advanced to eungineering development We currently have the following ites sehcimthd in advanced development for fiscal year 1970:
The Ciemlltinluiiscent and Partiehrom biological agent automatic deteetors and ialai'is, the new protective mask, new decontaiination materials and equipment, tcombat vehicle chemical ala-rm and collective
)lotectioimnodtles for vehicles, missile vans and protective shelters.
CHEMICAL AGENT CONTAMIINATION SURVEY SYSTEM I

Mr. MAHON. Describe the chemical agent contamination survey system which is to beoin advanced development in fiscal year 1970?
Gene-a1 BrTs. Thie sentence on page 300 of the Descriptive Sumnaries .:f the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E. 'is
in error. This contaiiftiation survey system is scheduled to begin advanced development 'in
fiscal year
-.
It will probably include ground vehicle andl aerial
chemical detection means with rapAd reporting and plotting techiiiies
to conduct large tactical area surveys.
PAUTIOHROME BIOLOGICAL ALARM

Mr. MAHOx. What are the Army's plans to procure and deploy the
"Partichrome" biological alarm?
-General B ms.There are no firm plai§s to procure and deploy the
Partichrome biological alarm for it will probably be a year o so before
a decision will be made on whether to advancethe Part.ichromne or its
coinetitor, the Chemilumiiescence biological alarm to engineering
development. The Chemiltiimilescent device has just entered advanced
development and shows significant promise. The'scledfled type classification date for an ailtonrAtic biological alathi is the fourth qtarter of
fiscal year
-.

076
OIIEMILUMINESOCE

E BIOLOGICAL ALARM

Mr. MAHON. 'What tens from the exploratory development pro.
grain entitled "Chemical-biological defense" have moved into ad.
vanced development in fiscal year 1970?
General BET rS. The Chemihliminescence biological alarm, an ad.
vanced respiration protection system (mask) and an advanced
chemical agent decontamination system have progressed up from
exploratory development.
Hr.
MATIn,. The "Descriptive summary" states that "the chemiluminescent biological detection effort will continue, to include
prototype hardware development and testing." Is prototype hardware
development and testing appropriAtely funded under advanced
development?
General BETrTS. Yes sir; this effort is appropriately funded ander advanced development. The experimental breadboard model work was
completed in exploratory development. We are currently in the process of evaluating competitive proposals for the contract for prototype
hardware development and our testing capability has been established.
IDENTIFICATON, FRIEND OR FoE (IFF) DEVELOPMENTS

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting
in fiscal year 1970 for "Identificktion, friend or foe (IFF) developments." The justification book

indicates this year's program will continue support of tests of the
lightweight interrogator/transponder system. Is this a battlefield IFF?
BATTLEFIELD IFF

Colonel LAMB. That part of the program that provides military
potential tests of a lightweight interrogator/transponder is for battlefield IFF. The synchronous identification antenna is applicable to
both battlefield and other IFF systems.
USE OF MARINE CORPS BATTLEFIELD IFF

Mr. MAHON. In fiscal year 1970, the Marine Corps is requesting

funds for the procurement of battlefield IFF equipment. Has the Army

tested the Marine equipment and found it will not meet Army requirements?
Colonel LAMB. No the Army has not tested the Marine Corps battlefield IFF equipment. The .Marine battlefield IFF equipment is de-

signed to work with a Marine-only ground surveillance radar.
Mr. MAHON. Why will the Marine equipment not meet Army re-

quirements? How are Army and Marine Corps battlefield IFP re-

quirements different?
Colonel LAMB. The Marine Corps battlefield IFF equipment is designed to work with a Marine-only type of ground surveillance radar.
In addition to being too heavy for Army battlefield IFF requirements,
the Marine IFF equipment is not compatible with the new Army
lightweight ground surveillInce radars. However, the requirement for
a means of battlefield identification, friend or f6e is similar in both
the Army and the Marines.
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Mr. MAHON. Well, why is the Army and Marine Corps going their
separate ways in developing a battlefield IFF?
Colonel LAMB. The Army and Marine Corps have not gone in
separate ways in developing battlefield IF (BIFF). The present
techniques
new BIFFThe
development inequipment.
is in exploratory
effort
Army
Marine
triservice-compatible
lghtweight,
and very
Corps has monitored these Army ex laboratory programs and the most
recent equipments have been demonstrated to the Marines.
TOTAL ARMY BATTLEFIELD IFF FUNDING

toward the developMr. MAION. How much has the Army
year 1969?
fiscal funded
inent of a battlefield 1FF through
Colonel LAMB. $1 million.
Mr. MAHON. How much will be required to complete this development? Are any funds in the fiscal year 1970budget for this purpose?
Colonel LAMB. The battlefield 1FF efforts have been limited to explorntory developmifit. Until techniques and/or equipments are selected for advanced or engineering development, no estimate can be given.
- in program element 6.27.02.A for fiscal year 1970 are exThe
ploratory development funds used primarily for battlefield IFF.
COMM1UN'IATIONS DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MAHON. The fiscal year 1970 program for "Communications
million. You requested $5.5 million in fiscal
development" is
year 1969, yet the justification book shows the fiscal year 1969 program
to be only $3.1 million. What was the actual fiscal year 1969 program?
Colonel LAMB. The actual fiscal year 1969 program was $4.990 million.
Mr. -MAHON. Iow and why was this program reduced?
Colonel LAMB. Congressional action reduced the $5.5 million reque.ted to $5.07 million; $2,070 million was reprogramed out of this
project as a result of the decision to postpone phase III of RADA.
This was reported on fiscal year 1969-2 (OmIbus) (DOD fiscal year
1969-28) approved by OSD November 28, 1968. Army approved reprograming action afer the submission of the fiscal year 1970 budget
added $1.99 million to this program.
Mr. MAHOw. Of the total requested for fiscal year 19701, $36 million
is for strategic and tactical commfiiflcations development. How will
these funds be utilized and how does this work differ from that under
"Military astr-niUtics and related equipm, ?f.
Aiifttion development area
Colonel LAMB. In the strategic comn
the futinds will be used for advanced developm6,nt of equipment peculiar
to strategic communications. Example of efforts to be initiated include
a 4,800 Dit per second data modem, speech compression equipment,
ioh equtlpfient, and space diversity teclhiques. In the
...
caller identi cat
tactical cofiiitinic~tts the funds will be used for advanced developmeat in areas conmnon, to theater, Army area, corps, and division al
communications and includes transmission, switching and subscriber
equipment. Under "Military astronautics and related equipment," the
prihary effort is in the development of ground terminals for the Defense gatellitc Communications System. Presently this consists of development of two types of terminals-the heavy and the medim ter-
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miials. Also under this prografi is the Army support for the Defense
Commuh4ilcations System. Tlis year work will start on furnishing some
of the communications components of a lightweight transportable
contingency station, and cont ited work on development of a pulse
code Modulation multfiplex set.
R..\no.r AccEss Discmurm ADmDRss
(RADA) ComMucATIoxs
SYSTFm[
.Mr. MAHON. You are requesting

-

in fiscal year 1970 for the

"Random access discrete address (RADA) commulnications system,"
and the fiscal year 1969 program is shown as $1.9 million, for a total
of $2.1 mihlio. OSD press release No. 282-69, dated April 16, 1969,
indicates that Martin NMarietta was a warded a cost-plus-fixed-fee letter
contract amounting to $2.4 million. Total estimated cost of the contact
is $5.4 million. Where will you get the flnds to cover the letter contract and, later on, to cover the deflnitized contract? When will the
contract be definitized?
Colonel LAmB. The funds to cover the letter contract were obtained

by an Army reprograinig action for $1.69 million and utilizing money
al ready available to the project iAi(nager. The additional funds to cover
the contract will be reported onwa fiscal year 1970 reprograning action.
This decision was made following the submission to Congress of the
fiscal year 1970 budget. The contract will be definitized in September
1969.
Mr. MAHON. How munch of the fiscal year 1969 and 1970funds have
or will be used for in-house effort on RADA?
Colonel LAnm. In-house finds expended in the RADA project were
$218,000 in fiscal year 1969 mld estimated to be $875,000 in fiscal year
1970. The fiscal year 1970 funds inclde effort on the military potential
test.
Mr. MuON. How can you award a letter contract in fiscal year 1969
amnounting to $2.1 million when you have insufficient funds to cover the
letter contract?
Colonel Lvirm. Sufficient fmds were available to cover the letter con-

tract when it.
was signed as a result of Army reprograinlng
action for
project.
$1.69 million aniidiimonhey already available to the
Mr. MAITON. Will y:ou identify the fiscal year 1969 reprograming
action, amounting to, $1.7 milin, the date it was approved by the
Army, the date it was approved by OSD, and when it was proved by
Congress ?
The reprogralnillig action for this money was within
Colonel LmI.
the Army reprograming authority and as such did not require the ap1rova.l of OSD or the Congress. It was approved by the Army on February 10, 1969.
Mr. Mx Iox. From what program was the $1.7 million obtained?
Colonel L,\mrn. The $1.7 million was obtained by reprograming smll
aioiiits from 13 projects in the 6.1 program.
Mr. M[Alo.x. According to data providedd the (om nIlttee, a total of
$21.6 million has been spent on RA1DA through fiscal year 1969. 11ih

I
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this will increase to $23i millon through
reprogranlhig,
the proposed
year 1969.
What
sum?
a
AI has the Army obtaiie.d for tlis substantial
fiscidytr16l
Colonel LA-uB. The Random Access Discrete Address system dea fully
to develop
Army ilts.
attempts
is one of the first,
velopioent
of
As a result
he the
tactical
fo tof
system
automaticf connflflieatibs
this latest coitra tt, the Army will have suflicient advanced developnient models of this equiiditt to condfict a military poteital test of
the RADA concept. The Army will be able from thifstest to deterine
the extent of autoation necessary and desirable in the forward uifts.
In the technical field such qtiestions as computer logic necessary for a.
filly automatic system, mltipath propngftiohn lpoblemis at higher
fi'eqntenies, and mobile operations problems, will be answered. Technical data already derived from this project has been maide, available to
others Arm: pr'ograIs such as Mallard. In terms of equIjefits, 80 sub-

scriber umts and two retransthission units along with the necessary
auxiliary eqtilpimiits and spare parts will have been procured for the
test.
TOTAL COST OF DEVELOPING RADA

M1r. MAON. What. is the estimated total cost, of developing RADA?
The comnlitee has been advised it will total $48.1 million through
fiscal year 1974. The fiscal year 1968 justfication b-6ok, page 289, said
$30.7 million; the fiscal year 1969 book, page 278, said $42.2 million;
and the current book doesn't sa.y.
Colonel L,.BEn. The estimated total development cost of RADA is
million.
Mr. MAITON. What are the reasons for the RADA cost increases?
Colonel L,\n. The
million increase in the estimated developinent cost of RADA is a refinement of previous estimates and represents a cost increase. of only
of the estimated cost in fiscal year
1969 submission.
Qvr.STI'OAIILB vuTUR,

USEFrUL,'ESS OF RADAR

M:r. MAIrOx. An official of D.D.R. & E. advised our investigative
staff thai there are considerable differences of opinion regarding the
future usefilless of RADA, and that RADA may not be further
fuinded, althoi0h no deflinite decisions have been'made concern iig
further researcA effort. In view of this, why did the Army award a
eontrtact to Mattin Marietta in April 1969 lor RADA development?

Colonel LArn. The Army believes that the future of RADA can be
determinedvonly after a complete military potential test has been conducted. In order to conduct aineanimigfttl test the contract was awarded
for the minbim number of equipment necessary to accomplish this
objective.
Mr. Manox. Tests were scheduled in April 1969 at two military bases
for doi0nstratifig laboratory models of RADA. Were these tests com-

pleted and evalu ated before awardiig the. contract to Ma.rtin Marietta
in April 1969?
Colonel LAMB. Demonstrations were conducted utilizing laboratory

models of RADA
mrior to fhe contract being awarded. These demonstrations were however condiicted at the Martin Marietta plant. The
test demonstrated the feasibility of the RADA system.
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RADA MAY NOT BE FULLY INTEGRATED INTO MALLARD

Mr. MAfHO. According to our staff report, none of the three Project
Mallard system contractors recommended that the RADA concept, in
its entirety, be integrated into the Mallard system, and ono contractor
felt RADA wouldlave limited application in Mallard and that RADA
was not practical because of its complexity. Why then is RADA being
continued
it cannot be fully integrated into Mallard?
. Colonel if
LAMB.
At the present time we are investigating the modi.
fications necessary to RADA in order that it can be fiffly integrated
into Mallard. At the time the contract was let for equipment to
conduct the nilitary
t potential test, the results of the Mallard system
selection board were not known. No changes were made to tlie existing
RADA equipments for this reason. The R-ADA system is being continued for possible use as an independent tasl force comlitmofios
system not requiring the extensive trunking system proposed in Mal.
lard. Considerationewill also be given to the use of RAIDA as an addi.
tion to t\he present system. The Army comlmfunfications system is honing
modernized with the fielding of AAMOMS eqtlpi)ment tlhiro6hgh the 1974
time frame pending the implemfitation of Mallard. The addition of
a limited RADA system capability in this time frame as an element of
AACOMS would provide ftu'ther improvement of the iiser's capAbility.
fr. MATotN. According to current plans, when will RADA be
deployed to the field? How about Mallard?
I
Colonel
LA1MB.
The
final
configuration
of
RADA
will
not
be
known
until after the military potentml test. Only at that time can a deployinont solhedule for RADA be deeloped. Mallard is scheduled
to begin production in
-. Final deployment plans are not complete at this time.
RADA PROCUREMENT COSTS UNKNOWN

Mr. MAitOx.

How many RADA systems will be required and what is

the proposed cost of this procurement?
Colonel LAmB. The answer to that question cannot be determined
until the results of the military potential test are known.
Mr. MAHON. If this is unknown at this time, how do you justify
spending millions in developing RADA if it may be too expensive to
buy?
.Colonel LAm. The exact configuration of the final RADA system
is not known at this time. Only through a complete evaluation. of
the proposed system will we be able to determine if such a system is
cost effective. The technical information which will be made available
from the test will provide very valuable guidance for future developments of any automated system such as Mallard.
TATcICAr AUro-M;ATc DrIr:tL Swrremtxo Sys'i,'m,

(TADSS)

Mr. MATOW. What is the justification for thie development, lease, and
procurement of a tactical automatic digital switching system
(TADSS) for the 7th Army', partimilarlv since A4todiln is heiig
deployed throughout Europe? Tn other words, why must the 7th Army
hav'e "a tactical switch in addition to what i,; available ad will 1e
available through the DCS and Project Mallard?

I
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Colonel LA.1B. The tactical automatic digital switching system
(TADSS) is intended to replace and upgrade present non-DOS manuial relays (Tth Army transceiver network) at three locations in
Germany. In addition, during field operations it will provide autoniatic sg tciig for the 7th Army teletype network. TADSS will provide mobile and air transportable communication service for 7th Army,
whereas the three Autodin switches in Europe are sophisticated fixed
installations of the DCS which have replaced DCS manual facilities.
One of these Autodin switches currently provides cominltinitions in
USAREUR down to the corps and division headquarters in garrison.
However, in tactical operations when these headquarters move, they
will no longer be able to comnbilificate directly throttgh the Autodin
switch. The TADSS will provide a cofitin Il automatic switching
capability for the corps and divisions by automatially interfacli'g
with the Autodin switch no matter where the switch or the supported
units are located. If Autodin were destroyed, TADSS colild restore
comimitunications from the combat zone into any intact DCS Autodin
center. This TADSS service will be secure, accurate, and speedier than
that which is currently avalfible in the non-DCS tactical system. It
will have the capabilities of automatic storing, switching and forwarding traffic from ntierous division and corps unifs without requiring
changes to existing terminus or new equipment. It meets the reqiremeit of DOD directive 4630.15, "Compatiblty and CommonaIty of
Equipment for Tactical Command md Control, and Comminuiications," in that it provides a means to interface with Autodin terminals
of all services as well as to handle field toletvpewriters and digital data
transmission dices. Also TADSS can provide experience factors for
input, into Project Mallard whose equipment will eventually displace
the TADSS in the
time frame.
TOT-AL TADSS

FUNDING

Mr. Mnox. What is the total cost of TADSS, including Govern-

pient-furiished equipment, for each fiscal year, inclidig proposed
fiscal year 1970 costs? Also, how is this system being financed?
(The information follows:)

For 2 TADSS of a possible 5 :
Fiscal year 1908, -----------------------------------------$1,237, 700
Fiscal year 19609
----------------------------------747. 000
Fiscel year 1970
-----------------------------------*1,676, 200
*Of this amount $17L,000 Is for Internal management and $1,601,200Is for the lease In
2 months of fiscal year 1970 and 10 months In fiscal year 1971.

If decision Is made by the 7th Army to obtain and lease three additionhl
TADSS, the total cost in fiscal year 1970 will be Increased to $2,230,000 to include additional consultant services, internal management, and Governmentfurnished eqtlipment. The procurement and lease of the system (TADSS) is being
funded thr6igh TJSAREUR 0. & M.A.-2020 funds. The Government does have
an option in its contract to buy the TADSS.
Mr. MATrON. WhIait are the proposed costs for fiscal year 1971 and

beyond?
Colonel LA13n. Fiscal year 1971 and subseqieit years for two
TADSS: $1,501,200/fiscal year for the lease of two TADSS for 2
months of fiscal year 1971 and 10 months of fiscal year 1972. For fire
TADSS: fiscal year 1971 and subsequent years: $3,',0O0/fisal year.
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Mr. M-Aio. Do the costs for each fiscal year include annual lease
,costs, which amount to $760;616 per switch ?
Colonel LABIB. The costs for 'fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969 do

not include any eost for leasing. For fiscal year 1970, following the acceptance of the delivery of the first two switches-scheduled for April

190-and subsequent years, the ani(tAl leased cost will amoifit to
:$750,616 per switch.
TADSS TO BE REPLACED BY PROJECT MALLARD

Mr. MAH O. Our staff investigators were advised that, since 1955,
the military services have spent approximately' $55 million in research
and development funds toward the developtuent of an automatic switch
for tactical conmiunications wi1hot producing a satisfactory switch,
Will TADSS fallifito this category?
(The information follows:)
The Department of the Army has spent about $27 million since 1955 In R. & D.
funds on an analog telephone switch and $6 million In PEMA funds for the Seventh Army Tactical Switching Systems,' TADSS is not an R. & R. effort but It is
the initial effort to provide the Field Army with a store and forward digitAl message switch capability which:will be less sophisticated than that of AUTODIN.
This is proposed to be accomplished by leasing off-the-shelf commercial eqtipmeint
which has been successfully used by U.S. Industry in similar concept to that
of TADSS. The principal difference will be In the van mounting of the off-theshelf commercial equipment for tactical operations.
Mr. MAHON. Will the TADSS become an integral part of Project

Mallard or will the TADSS interface with 'Project Mallard in some

manner If the latter, what will be reqftired to nake TADSS interface with Mallard?
Colonel LAM1B. TADSS will not become an integral part of Project
Mallard, but will be replaced by Project Mallard equipment,
SOVIETS COMMUNICATIONS EQLUIP31rNT

Mr. MAHON. Do we have any information the Soviets use the digital
form of communications for tactical purposes in their army structure ?
Colonel L,-TAMB. We have no informifion that the Soviets use the
digital form of communfications for tactical purposes in their army
structure.
GROUND

SURVEILLANCE AND

TARGET

ACQUISITION

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting miIlion in fiscal year 1970 for
Ground SUrveillance and Target Acquisition. You requested $3.5 million in fiscal year 1969, but this program elemeonit was increased by
reprogramiing du ing fiscal year 1969. Wlat was the actual program
for the last fiscal year?
Colonel LAIMB. The actual program for the last fiscal year was
$10.953 million. I will have to provide the allocation of the funds with
the-appropriate actions for the record.
1 Consisting of four 300-termination and two 000-termination automatic switches with

ancillary equipments (telephones, converters, etc.) required for systems operation.
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(The information follows:)

Mine0,

Presidential budget------------------------------------$3. 5
Congressional action
------------------------------------0. 5
Reprograbinig action fiscal year 1969-2 omnidirectionall countermortar
radar AN/TPQ-28) ---------------------------------+2, 5
Subthreshold reprograming action (,integrated observatilon device,
Ensure)
------------------------------------------+, 103
Emergency funds action fiscal year 1969-12
------------------+3. 6
(Ground surveillance radar -----------------------------------0. 5
Integrated observation device ----------------------------------1. 4
Modifications to search radars)
-------------------------1.7

Mr. MAIOt. How did the funding for this program increase from
$17.7 million through fiscal year 1968 to $25.4 million through fiscal
year 1968?
Colotlel LAM-B. The increase was dfiring 1968 by the reprograilifig
of $3.1' million, su Iplemental fulds of $-2.4 million, and emergency
funds of $2.2 ilion to this program for the developmtenft of the
AN/TPW-28, Patrol Locator and Acotistic Ranging System.
AN/'rPQ-218 COUNNTERIORTAR RADAR

Mr.

MAIION.

What is the status of your tests of the AN/TPQ-28

omnidirectional cotmtermiortar radar?
Colonel LAMB1. At the present time, technical measurene~its and signature data of tracked targets are being taken to determine the corrections necessary to improve- the false-a[arin rate and adveise-weather
operation found during recent tests. The corrective mieasures will be
tested and checked out before further developments is initiated.
Mr. MAIoN. In reprograining action fiscal years 1969-88 funds
were requested to modify six AN/TPN-18 ground control approach
radars and two AN/MPQ-35 Hawk acquisition radars for use as
counfitermortar radars in Southeast Asia. What effect will these modifications, if successful, have on the need to buy the AN/TPO 8)S
radars?
Colonel LAA,.
The requi'remflent for theAN/TPQ-28 has been recently reevahiatt(ted, and the modificatiolis to these radars will not
effect this requirement. The modified radars will provide a capability
for detection and general location of enemy weapons to many airfields not 1)rogramed to receive an AN/TPQ-28.
1'ROORAM. ACCOMIISIIMFNTS AND OBJECTIVES

Mr. MA1ON. What d1i(
(
oUlactcomplih in fiscal year 1969 and Whiat
are your plaifnid objectiv'es for fiscal year 1970?
Colonel LU.B. 1plhe aceomplishments infiscal year 1969 include the
develoieinfit of a visual target acquisition system, the integrated observatioil device, for the Airmiy aid Mfarine4' Corps; the development
of sound ranging systems to a testable coiflguigrtitn aid inititi4n
of military potential and elgineering tests of the eqtlipiiaent; coim.
pletion and 1)reliinar testifg of two fieldable AN/TPO-28 sYstens; cornpleltion of engineering test of the patrol locator in Panama;
and initiation of a military potential test of a moving-target. location
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system to replace the AN/TPS-25. The planned objectives for fiscal
year 1970 include: Completion of engineering test and evaluation of
the AN/TPQ-28; procurement of engineering test and service test
model of moving target detection radar to replace the AN/TPS-25;
completion of development and testing of the integrated observation
device; and initiation of development of sensors for stay-behind
forces.
AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE AND TARGrr

ACQUISITIOx

Mr. MAItoN. The request for "Airborne surveillance and target
million. You requested $9.9
acquisition" in fiscal year 1970 is
million is fiscal year 1969, but the justification book shows it to be
$3.4 million. What was the actual fiscal year 1969 program, and how
and why was it increased?
Colonel LAMB. The current fiscal .year 1969 program for this element is $6.4 million. Funding was increased by transfer from the
budgeting reserve and through reprograming funds for FLIR systems as reported in Reprograming Action
_. FY69-9 (DODNo. 69-81)
dated February 17,1969.
Mr. MAnOx. How did funding for this program decrease from $38
Million through fiscal year 1968 to only $31.9 million through 1968,
as indicated fiom at comparison of last year's justification book with

this year's?
Colonel LAtB. The Army was assigned a recoupment objective of

$48.3 million in fiscal year 1968. Action to recoup the $48.8 million was
only partially successful. As a result it was necessary- to accomplish
program reductions of $28.1 million. The airborne surveillance and
target acquisition element was one of those reduced.
FORWARD LOOKING INFRARED (IR)

Mr. MAHOW. How much of the fiscal year 1970 request is for the
forward looking infrared (FLIR)?
million.
Colonel LAMB.
Mr. MArnot. Why are you funding FLIR in this program element
and also in program element "Aircraft weaponization" under "Air.
craft andrelateguipienti t
Colonel LAMB. TheFLIR tinder this program is advanced development of a night vision capability and fiscal year 1970 funds will be used
for continuation of the program. The FLIR in "Aircraft weaponization" use the technology of This programbut must incorporate the fire
control in conjunction with target location.
PROGRAM ACCOPLtISIMENT$ AND OBJECTIVES,

..Mr. MAON. Whatidi

u accomplish dur!Pg fiscal year 19Oand

for what jurose will the fscay ear 1970 fticlds be used

r

Colonel LAMB. The fisca year 1989work was conttiuMd deyelopnient
on aAirborne laser eqipn eni for6re1time SurvetIlance with "uipment
.3fldready, for 1ight teosi, Development was
hksta.lltiion- Qomple.4
c0t4fiued 6n the XNJUD gh-resoionJriaarin c6'jiim ltion with
Air Fore. In stalled~d fl ght tested two miels ofd forwar i ookig
hi frar4 system (FL1 R Four FLR systems werep cured for the

'I
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Southeast Asia evaluation. Development was continued on the laser
target deignator system with delivery of illuminators and seekers
scheduled for August 1969. The fiscal year 1970 funds will be used to
complete development of the FLIR and the airborne laser equipment,
real time surveillance (ALERTS). Also, advance development will be
continubd on airborne foliage penetration radar and the laser target
designation system (LTDS).
ELECTRONIC WARFARE DEVEIWPMENT

Mr. MAHON. The fiscalriearWtrl
-qtue' st.or "Electronic warfare
development" is billion as compared W1itht the
- million
allocated in fiscal yar 1969. Is this the same effoit as 'was included
in
the Warfa&
fiscal yea(evelopment"?
969 budget un(............
er the title
tronic
,", "intelli~nce and Elec.
Colonel L, B.Yes,sr..-

Mr. MAION. The flsg

\

)

yeo 1960budg0t'requ est was -

million

for this tivity; $8'7 million w-acually located. W] t items
were del Ied or derred
9\ pro] ram in this $ million
reduction
....... fr'i gaI1etI9
\q
(Info nation requested (a
fed an as beep furnishe sepa.
M
r..Lthecommittee.)
commte.
h
.... ,+
it ,-4 e
ratelyt
Mr. CAti0nu. hat.+vfflUtf
keeping the prog ram at
the fisca year 196 level ?
P-sL6 t,)
Colon I LAMB. ending sca ye a 97
qnirements at tvoe same
level as scal year 969 vi
use
s
id4n ng of the technology gap
between lectro Na let,, devept"
an electron ie cou rmeasires. The sea Iyear 99 budget wa nsuffl 'entt aintai/the state
of the akt; nsequently pro afs we eith
erred o fnded at
a susta ning evel. To lim'Pte fiscal fear
funds
o the fiscal
year 1969 dl amount v1l-inerew the technolo
ga.E xotic
projects with uiif und capabilities such as PDSI a DORBO will
have to. be deferre&,Pevelopment of ECC 'tecJe
ques and devices
5

will be impeded..

.

"--...

PROTECTION OF ARMORED VEHICLES FOR GUIDED MISSILES

Mr. MAnoI. Discuss your program for "Protection'of Armored Vehicles for Guided ' Missiles" which is described on page 309 of the
descriptive summary. What is the status of this effort; how much has
been spent on it; what part of thefiscal year 1970 -program is for this
effort; and what is, the estimated total cost and time of completion of
hardware for this purpose I
(Infiormation is classified and has been furnished separately to the..
committee.)
•• ,
OTHER OLASSIFIED -PROIECTS

Mr. MAnOx. Discuss a program entitled "PDSI" for .which you are
requesting
million.
,

(Infb6ration s-clasified and hasbeen furnished separately to the
COmmitt
e.)
Mr +MAHON,
You are rquesting
million for4"Ieaich and
development support of electronic warfarequfick reaction capability."
-
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To what extent does this involve firm programs and to what extent does
this provide a sum of money to fund presently unforeseen contingencies which may arise in this area?
(Information is classified and has been forwarded separately to
the committee,)
COMMUNICATION

COUNTER :MEASURES

Mr. MAHoN. What projects are included under "Advanced develop.
ment communication countermeasures" for which you request
million as compared with-in the previous fiscal year?
The committee notes that in fiscal year 1969 you requested
million for this effort and it was reduced to the
. If this effort
could be deferred last year, why couldn't It be deferred again this
year?
(Information requested is classified and has been furnished separately to the committee.)
GLOBAL MAPPING ANID GEODESY

Mr. MATION. You are requesting
for "Mapping and geodesy"
advanced development as compared with the $5,634 million allocated
in fiscal year 1969. What areas of the world of interest to the Army
are at the present time unmapped or inadequately mapped?
Colonel ToB-y. The objectives of the R. & D. effort are to develop
new and improved equipment and techniques for accomplishingomapping of any areas of the world. The requirements for the production
of maps are determined by the DOD as required to support combat
contingency plans.
.
Mr. MIOAiN. The descriptive summary states that one of the objectives of the global inai)ping and geodesy program, which is the major
program of the Army in this area, is to "provide improved geodetic
data needed by long-range weapons systems." Since the Army does not
have long-range weapons systems in its inventory why is this an
Army effort? What are the major items which are under development
in this area and which the Army hopes at some point in time to use

operationally?
Colonel T ony. The Army has no long-range weapon systems in the
sense of strategic missiles, aircraft or other delivery systems. The lonest range weapon systemic the Army inventory is the Pershing missile,
which has an effective range of about-miles. However, DO)
has given Army the responsibility for developing worldwide geodetic
data required to suppoi't strategic (that is, long-range) weapons systems developed and being developed by Air Force and Navy. Major
tens under development by Army in support of these long-rainge
weapons systems include:
. A long-range position determinfing system (LRPDS) suitable for
use by flo-d units to establish geodetic control.
IMproved deflmfitii*i of the size and shape of the earth; means for
determining local gravity constants at various'points on the earti; and
geopoteiithAl data for areas of strategic interest These datI are all
needed to reduce the errors inleren in strategic target codrdina tes so
as to improve the effectiveness of long-range missiles.
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Improved distance-measuring equipment for use in establishing pre-

cise base-lines in the field. These base-lines are required as the foundation for geodetic control networks.
Improved angle-mieasuring equipment, to enable deteriifiation of
azmnuth to increased accurifies and tinder extreme condiltis of tenperature and poor weather.
Development of a man-portaible ground station to allow use of
doppler satellites in establishing geodetic control points.
TOTArL PROGRAM! FUNDING IN LAST DEAD,

Mr. MAHON. How much has the Arny spent in advanced developmenc; for gl-obal IIa.ping and geodesy in the past decade?'
Colonel TonEy. The Army has spent al)proximately $33 million for
this project in the past decade.
USE OF SA'I'ISI

MAPPING TE('IINIQUES

Mr. MAHoN. Walt utilization is made of satellite techniques In Army
nlappiig and geodesy prOgras 8?
Colonel Tomr,. Satellte teclniqes are currently being used to e.ta)lish a. master worldwide geodetic control net around ,theq
vltA'tor of the
earth. This control net will relate, all mapping da,tunis to a, cofmon
grid. It is scheduled for coi06letio1 ill December 1da9, Satollite s1stels
l
currently being used to establish this net include the Army developed
sequential collation of range (SECOR) system and the U.T. Coast a11)(
Geodetic Survey BC-4 system. These systems are to l)e replaced by th

Navy developed gyeoceiver and doppler tralisponder thiIt will be used to
increase the nunil'er of network control points.
Army developinent in this arena currently includes the use of satellites to determine. p osition location with small, man transporal)le,
ground stations in real time read-out for artillery survey and target
acquisition requirements. lhe Army is in-estigatnng all ]nown satel-

lite techniqtes for this purlos.

,.

•,

AIR FORCE CONTRIBUTION TO TIl1S PROOIRA3t

Mr. MAON. What is the Air Force's contribution to the mappi-g and
geodesy advanced development program?
Colonel ToBEY. Mapping and geodesy is a jointly coordinated research and development program in whi1i the Air Force has primary
responsibility for developing aerial data acquisition (data. collection)
equipment and techniqiies while the Army has primary responsibility
for developing data reduction (converting collected aiata to useable
topographic products) equipments and techniques as assigned by
Department of Defense. For example, in the current developmetibint of a
topographic all-weather mapping system (TAWMS) the Air Force is
developing the radar for collecting topographic radar imagery and the
Army
"s developing
equipment for converting the imagery to useable
producs,
topographic,
A Jouted amduilt
of advanced development in data reduction equipments is condiicted by the Air Force. Its developments are oriented
3f6-554-OO--pt, 5-

44
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toward solutions of problems primarily related to the production of air
target materials but frequently have general application, to mapping
anf charting.Research programs are closely coordinated between the
Air Force and the Army to avoid duplication of effort.
TuERAPEwTIC DimVE,OPVruNT
MALARIA PROPIIYLAXTS

Mr.MAItON. It has beien reported that the Army has been rather
successful in developing drugs to cope with the malitla problem in
Southeast Asia. Can you introduce statistics into the record at this
polnt showing what the malaria rate and loss of man-days was in
Southeast. Asia in the early days of our role in the war as compared with
the present time?
General B r'is. Yes, air, I 'will.
(The information follows:)
The Inoident rate (new cases per thousand per year) reported for Army
personnel in Vietnam for the calendar years 1905 through 1908 are listed below:
Ifloldent

------------------------------------------------

rate
8.

1007
------------------------------------------------1908 -----------------------------------------------------------

30.7
24.8

Year
1005

1900

-------------------------------------------------

39.0

The number of cases of malaria and deaths among Army personnel are listed
below:
Year

Number of cases

]j (last 3 months) ...........................................
....... 72
1......... ................................................
8,616

Deaths

..

16
15

Man-days lost due to hospitalization have been reduced from an average of
approximately 80 days In 1905, to 10 days in 1008, In addition to the time lost
for hospitalization, an average of 7 days of nonhospital eonvale:weence Is required.
UINKNVOWN

wUMIuR OP RESISTANT STRAINS

Mr. MAiOt.
The descriptive summary states that "because of the
development of resistant malaria the wotld over, the goal of the Army
malaria program becomes clear: new agents with different mechanisms
of action mustbe developed so our troops may be sent Into a malarious
zone with encountering a situation smlhtr to Vietnam." Does this
mean that it is the objective of your program to develop specific medication for 'all resistant strains of malitta which can be found throughout the world t What is your estimate of how many strains of malaria
exist?
General Bmrrs. The objective of the malaria program is to develop
specific medication for all known resistant. strains of malaria with
consideration given to newly emerging strains. There are four basic
types of malaria (ftlclparum, malnirihe, ovale, vivax). Of these falciptrum mtlaiA is the greatest thrnt in that it develops resistance
rapidly to wide varieties of medications. Considering these facts it is
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inot possible to estimate the ntilber of "resistant strains." The number
may, in fact, be limitless.
IMPACT OPI RIHUChD PROGRAM FUNDING

Mr. MAI ON. According to the descriptive suimary, we have spent
about $32 million on this effort, and you pt'opose another $8.5 million
in fiscal year 1970. The malaria situation in Vietnam lias been generally brought under control. It would seem that the continuation of
this program at an $8.5 million level might be an unnecessary contiuation of development effort. Why can t this program now be reduced to something like a $2 million a. year level?
General B ,v'rs.The development of resistaneo to drugs by micro.
organisms has been repeatedly demonstrated. The decreased effectiveness of penicillit in recent years has been due to the development of
resistance I)y microorganisms. Tlie situation with malaria is the same.
The development of resistane by malarial parasites has been repeatedly demonstrated in the laboratory and confirmed in clinical practice.
The search for newer drugs must continue. In order to. synthesize
effective drugs, research into the biochemistry of the malarial Iarasite
must be accomplished. Possible harmful effects to the patient from
antimalarial drugs must be recognized and eliminated. A reduction
to the $2 million level of funding would seriously reduce the drug
screening program and sharply curtail ti search for basic knowledge
of the malarial parasite so vial to the selection and development of
efeetive drugs. Tle military cannot ,,uarantee that forces will not
be deployed to malarious areas in the Future, hence a severe reduction
of the malaria program is not feasible.
MAJOR ARMY CONTRACTORS

M[r. NmAIox. List for the record the major contractors and the sums
allocated to them in this program in fiscal year 1969.
(The information follows:)
The following list contains the major contractors and amounts of each contract,
Pinealyear

Oontraotor

Miami, University, of Coral Gables Fin -----------------------Ilernor and Co,, Bthesda, Md
------------------------------Missonrl, Unvorsity of, Columbia, M ------------------------Chicago, UnViorsity, of Chicago, iI

--------------------------- 210, 000

Aerojet-Goeneral Corp., Saerainiito, Calif ----------------------Blonetlcs fleseareh Laboratories, Inc., Falls Cltureh, va-.-----------West Virginia University, Mforgantown, W. Va ------------------Maryland, University of, College Park, Md ---------------------Dow Chemical Co., Midland, M -----------------------------Hazolton Laboratories, Ine,, Fallts Chureh, lIeston, ya --------------

Now York University Medical Center,, Now York, N.Y -------------MidweMt Itesparel Institute, Kansas City., Mo -------------------Stanford University, PIalo Alto, Calif------------------------Stanford Rtesearch Institute, Menlo Park, Calif -----------------Ilizer and Co., Inc., New York, N.Y
--------------------------'Aldrich (1henal C0, Inc., Milwukee, Wis --------------------Computer I .sag
O
Corp., Washin
New fInghtld NIclear Corp., Boston, Mass

P10
$645,000
518, 000
250, 000

toz, D.C -----------------------------------

210 000
180000
177, 000
170, 000
158, 000
1't, 000

142, 000
14, 000
125 000
124 000
120, 000
117, 000
110, 000
104,000
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PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE DOING VERY LITTLE MALARIA RESEARCH

Mr. MAHON. To what extent is the Public Health Service ivolve(l
in malaria research?
General B1Frs. The Public Health Service at present is condctiiig
very little research in malaria. The Army's inlh'iia research progralin
is the only program of its kind in the free w6rld,
NAVY NOT INVOLVED IN MALAnRA RESEAROH

Mr. MAHON. To what extent is the Navy involved in malaria research?
General Brits. The Navy is not conducting malaria research at
present. As I indicated the Army's malaria research program is the
only program of its kind in the free world.
UNMANNED AERIAL, SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Mr. MAHON. Describe the unmanned aerial surveillance system
million in fiscal year 1970.
l)rogram for which you are requesting How many vehicles are involved in this effort?
Colonel LAM.. The Unmanned Aerial Surveillance System (UASS)
program will initiate UASS development to satisfy an Army advance
development objective. This program will refine the systems requirements for a UASS to meet the Army mission objectives and initiate
development of a system. The UASS will have a hover capability with
an MTI radar and will be used at brigade or lower levels. It is unknown how many UASS vehicles will be required until system requirements are coupled with contractor proposals.
EXISTING DRONE SYSTEMS
Mr. MAIION. What Unmanned Aerial Surveillance Systems are
currently available to the United States? How would the proposed
new system compare wih the existing systems?
Colonel LAMB. There are several fixed, wing drone systems available to the United States. Some are contractor proposals and some
are limited-operational systems. The only currently operational drone
system that has capabilities somewhat similar to the Unanned Aerial Surveillance System (UASS) requirements is a Navy helicopter
drone used for antisubmarine missions. In its present configuration,
the limited endurance and the inadequate control system of this helicopter drone would restrict its use lor UASS. None of the present
drone systems have a MTI radar.
W~r. MAHION. What is the requirement for a hover-type airborne
unmanned surveillance systein to operate in the brigade area? 1Why
can't present drof.es, helicopters, and fixed-wing observation aircraft
accomplish this mission?
Colonel LAmB. The hover-type UASS will have an MTI radar for
surveillance of movementof vehicles and personnel in the brigade
tactic (l area of esponsibility. The slow forward movement, or hover
capability, allows MTi for detectioi of show-moving targets such as
personnel. Also the hover mode allows a "pop-up" capability from
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behind protective terrain in a heavy antiair environment. There are
11o drones with tlis capability at tle present time and the system is
required in a soplhisticated antialir environment where the risk and
cost, of mainned helicopters or airplaihes are too great either physically
or politically.
ESTITUATrED DEvELOP

P-NT PROGRAM

.Ur.MAHON. Whiat is the estimated development cost of the proposed
unmanned
aerial surveillan,
ce system?
Colonel
Lt'm,
Mr. MAneON.
When domillion.
you anticipate completion of this developmeat ?
Colonel LAmB.
TOTAL ARMY REQUILAMENTS UNKNOWN

1"'. MATION. What is the Army's nunerical requirement for such
systems? If it is successfully developed, how many will you probably
procure?
Colonel Lp~m. The Army's numerical requirement for the UASS
and the number to be procured cannot be determined until the capbilities of the selected systems are firm. The selected trade-offs in size
cost, complexity, and endurance of the .UASSwill be an early part o1
the program. 1or example, a UASS with long endurance and with a
multisensor capability will require less vehicles to provide continuous
coverage of the brigade tactical area of responsibility. However, the
cost, of the larger, long endurance, complex UASS will be considerably
higher than a smaller version and loss of a larger vehicle may have a
greater impact on the brigade mission.
PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIIMINTS AND OHJEOTIVr

Mr. MAHOx. The allocation in this area in fiscal year 1968 was
$375,000. No funds were required in fiscal year 1969. What was accomplished with the fiscal year 1968 funds and why were no funds
requested in this area in fiscal year 1969?
Colonel LMrm. All developments of operational drone systems were
halted in 190(5 and the Drone data base program was initiated to fill
the gaps in drone technology and maintain d-rone expertise. The fiscal
year 1968 money was used for the Drone data base program. This
effort included completion of the following studies: drone detectability study, flight dynamics of the Firebee drone tethered platform
with a TV unit, ground launched optical observation projectile, and
low-cost -accurate-flight programer. Programs initiated were Universal
radar tracker, advanced trilnteration tracker techniques, study of
meteorological conditions effect upon drones, and a drone survivability
study. No funds were requested in fiscal year 1969 so that earlier prjects could be brought to a close thereby making the expertise avail iile
for the fiscal year 1970 UASS program.
SUBSYSTEM RELTABJLITY

Mr. MAHON. You atre requesting
- million for a program entitled "Subsystem Reliability." This is a
percent increase in
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the $2.5 million allocated in fiscal year 1969. How many different items
are included under this heading?
Colonel LAmi. There are six different items included under this
heading. They are a vehicular VHF-FM 40-watt amplifier, an inter.
phone system, a vehicular antenna matching unit, a squad radio, a
lightweight
an-pack radio and an auxiliary receiver for the
A)T/VIRC-12.
AN/VRC-12

RADIO SET

Mr. MAHON. What have been the results of your efforts in this area

with an AN/VRC-12 radio set, pro'am ? Have you successfully doveloped an ultrareliablo model of this radio set;? ]s it to be procured?
Colonel LAMB. Progress has not reached the, stage where a mean.
ingful evaluation can be made. This must await, the delivery and ex.
tensiv'e test of models. The contracItor is curronfly putting togohe il
electrical design model. This electrical prototype is expected to be
available in October 1909. Its ptilrpose is to verify that the design will
perforin the electronic finetions of the AN/VIIC-12. It will not be
mechancally packaged as it is not a (leliveralble item under the contract. The ultrareliaible models a-rb scheduled to be completed, tested
i phlat, anildelivered to th Government, in Deceinber 1970. No pro.
etirement of the ultrareiable AN/VRC-12 from the prime contract

is intended. The objective of this initial effort is to investigate tech-

niques of developing tactical radio equipment with substantially im.
proved reliability. Only a sufficient number of models is being obtained
to prove reliability.
flSCAL YEAR 1070 PnOO1AM

Mr. MfAluo.

What new items of equipment will be included in the

fiscal year 1970 program?I
Colonel LTv'rn. In the fiscal year -1970 program the new items of
ecuiipment will be: a lightweight man-pack radio, a vehionlar VItFFM 40-watt amplifier, an intorphone system, and a reliable vehicular
antenna and coupler. We have deferred effort-s on some other items
until fiscal year 1071.
FISCAL YEAR 1909~ POGRAM

Mr.,MAT-oN. The fiscal year 1969 budget request for subsystem
reliability NY" $1.5 million. What is the actuala. suim allocated iii this
area in fiscal year 1069? What are the reasons for the increase?
Colonel .LA6. The $2.5 million is the actual sum allocated in fiscal
year 1900. The increase was provided by the Department of Defense to
allow orderly and timely progression iitothe fiscal year 1970 program
of new work.
PROJCT B ,ur, Z'rnm

Mr. MAHOx. The fiscal year 1970 request includes
for Project
Blue Zephyr. According to the justiflcation book, page 322, a total of
ha, been funded for tiis purpose through fiscal year 1969.
What is this project and what can you show in accomiplishmeiits
t,hus far?
(infornm tion is classified and has been furnished separately to the
committee,
t
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Mir. MAiiox. In view of the work being' done in this area by the
other military services, particularly the Air Force, why is Army participation in a,progralil of this nartre necessary?
Colonel Lutn. Army pfa rticipition has been' directed by DO]). In
addition, the Army is'interested1 since it- does have responsibility for
the
program to which Bll1 Zephyr providess data.
Mir. MIoN.JDoes this program contril~ite in any way to the
prograil '?If so, in what speciE way?
(Information is classified and has been furnished separately to the
committee.)
Mr. MAItoN. The fiscal year 1969 justification book fails to show a
writeup for tis project. Were any funds requested in the President's
budget for this project last year ? If not, how and why was the $300,000
mnde available?
Colonel LA3m, No finds were requested in the fiscal year 1969
FYDP. DOD approval of the program was not received until after the
submission of the fiscal year 1969 FPYDP. The $300)000 was provided
in the DOD apportionment.
PROJECT MaNALAR

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting
- million in fiscal year 1970
for Project Mallard, an increase of million over fiscal year
1969. Will you describe Project Mallard, its purpose, and when it'was
initiated, and why?
Colonel LAM1. The Mallard project is an international cooperative
effort (United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia) for tle
development and production of a major tactical trunldng and distribution onnunications system for use in the field by all military services of the cooperating countries. The system will utilize digital-type
automatic signaling which affords mobile access and full security.

Project Mallard is divided into three phases: Mallard I has defined
the operational technical characteristics amid presented a commlnication plan and initial research and development plan. Mallard II is a
detailed study and conceptual design of the commucnications system
and the equipment required. Th phase terminates with the selection
of the system and the development of a plan for subsequent engineering development and production. Mallard III includes engineerilng de'el opment, production, and fielding of the equipment. Mallard was
formally initiated on April 6, 1967, with the sign ing of the memoraindum of understanding to insure a completely compatible tactical military communications among the participating nations.
Mr, .1MhtoN. The fiscal year 1069 request of Congress for Mallard
was $9.3 million, yet last year's program is shown as $8 million. Why
and how was the fiscal year 1969 program decreased?
Colonel LAM. The fiscal year 1969 program was reduced by OSD to
$8 million. Certain technical support efforts were not performed as a
result of the reduction.
ESTIMATED COST OF PROJECT MALLARD DE VELOPMENT

Mr. MAHrON. What was the original estimated total cost of devel-

opiig Mallard and what is the current estimate, including unilateral
US. costs I
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Colonel LAMB. The Mallard development concept paper of July
25, 1968, estimated the international cooperative cost of Mallard at
million. The U.S. cooperative cost was estimated to be
million, unilateral cost
- million for a total estimated
U.S. cost of - million. As a result of the detailed work done in
phase I, the revised estimates are
- million for the internal fliMtl
cooperative cost. The U.S. cost is estimated to be million co.
operative and
million unilateral for a total of
million.
DEVEL O PMENT OF U.S. 31ILITAiIYWIDE TACTICAL C01MMUNICA'tIONS SYS'I'I.1,,11

N[r. MAITON. Why are we trying to develop alhinternational tactical

communications system for field armies when the three inilitary set,-

ices -have never been able to get together on a U.S. militarywide tactical communications system using the same equipment, and often do
not oven build communications equipment which are coml)atible?
Colonel LAB., As a result of the ABCA basic standardization agree.
ment, service representatives of the four armies meet to discuss the
results of standal'dlzation activities. Tactical equiliflent and logistk's,
TEAL, is the subject and title of these meetings. In April 1)64, at
the TEAL VIII meeting, fears;,were expressed that the incompatibilities that exist between current 'systems would be amplified in future
years so that member nations could not conmtmicate efficiently with
one another on the battlefield; TEAL VIII, therefore, recomnmended
that steps be taken to insure interoperability and that the chief coinmunicators of the member nations meet, to identify known problem

areas and make recommendations for solving them. As a result of the
TEAL IV meeting, it appeared that interoperatbility among countries
was feasible and a working effort known as Project Mallard was begun.
'The Mallard project is a joint U.S. service project directed toward
insuring compatibility and interoperability between the subsystems
and equipments of the Field Army, and le tactical and strategic
electronic or material systems of all the services.
P

VIOUS EXPERIENCES wIri INTENOATONAL AGREEMENTS

fr, 11AITON. After our experiences over the years with joint developments under international agreements, why does the Army believe
this one will 'beany more successful ?
Colonel LAiMtB. 'Phe United States, by the memorandum of understanding, has a controllifig leverage in tiie decisionmaking body which
we have not had in other international programs; this has been a
significant factor in the success to date of lhe Mallard program.
BEMPORANDUMt

OF UNDERSTANDING

Mr. MAHON. Briefly describe thememorandum of understanding
with participating nations, including the fiinding aspects.
(The infonnation follows:)
The memorandum of understanding establishes the arrangements under which
the ARCA governments will participate in the Mallard project. It establishes tie
,objectives to be achieved through their common effort which are easentially:

(a) The development and production of a common, secure, tactical, automatically
:switched digital trunk commuinications system with single channel access thereto.
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(b) 1Pleld such a system between
. (a) Elllihili4It (iipilcht6 V1.elo1IOent.
(d) Assure the division of development work amoig partipalnts iIl proportion
to their financial contributions. (o) Ensure that each government will have the
opplwtiiilty to compete on an eqt~itl basis for a value of production at least
equal to that government portion of tile total value of the pro)(Iethnl ifvenltory
requirements. (f) Utilize most efflLtively the military, industrial, scientific, anld
technical resources of the Iartiellting countries III tile Interest of mutual defense. The total cost for the development of Project Mallard is broken down
among the governments: 62 percent United States, 80 Iercent Unite1 Kingdoin,

5 percent Canada, and 3 percent Australia. Management of the program Is exercised through a lrojoet mangenellt board whose Imelnibers represent the ABCA
itions. Voting powers are according to l)ereent pIrtielpatlon thus eusuirilig
US. control. The MOUl also establishes a joint englineerillg agelcy which Is

staffed it accordance with the degree of parthlpiton and headed by the
United States.
Mir. MAIHON. Under teiminanagemeilt provisions of the memorandmfIn

of understanding, the vote of members of the program management
board is weighted in l)oportion to the flinalndail contriliition of the
member counties. On what isstles or set of cirdulm1stances is the
weighted vote P1oviio11 exempted?
Colonel LAM. The weighted vote provision is exepnl)ted and requirements for an iftuimomls vote on satisfactioi of user requirements,
system identification, program timing, division of work by countries,
and engineering and service tests and required by the memorandilm

of understanding.

'EfAD,.IM ,,ANCH

POBLItM

Mr. MAnoN. If the United States plans to avoid, at all costs, serious
trade imbalances among participating countries, it would appear that

instead of free competition, allocation of production will be necessary

with fewer production contracts awarded U.S. companies and an
equivalent loss in monetary savings. Is this not so?
Colonel LA31B. No. The memorandum of understanding provides for
unanimous agreement on the division of work. Should the results of
the competition disclose a possible serious trade imbalance the participating nations are required to consult together to make sure adjustnients as are mutually agreeable; or if ti's is not possible, any country coul d withdraw from the program.
'Mr. MAJION. Has supplement fl of the memorandum of understanding been negotiated?

Colonel LA1n. Supplement II of the memorandum, of understand-

ing has been negtiated and was signed on May 30,1969.

Mr. MAHON. Have any of the problems previously discussed been
resolved?
Colonel LAxB. All of the problems surfaced during the negotiations

.were resolved.

RIGHTS IN TVhCHINIGAL DATA

Mr.MATON. Concerning rights

to technical data, an officid of the
Army Judge Advocate General's office
advised our investigative staff
that negot~htiohs are continuing with regard to rights to background
information which the United States does not feel were adequately
covered by the basic MOTT. Was this problem resolved under supplement II of the MOTT?
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Colonel LA3m. Yes, supplemental I to the basic memotandium of inderstanding added a paragraph relating to the interchange of back.
around information wlich was found to be unworkable. Supplemental
IIdeleted this addition and restored the original paragraph of the
basic memorandum of understanding. The procedures required for
implementation of this agreement are presently being developed by a
Mallard legal group composed of representatives of each of the par.
ticipating nation.
PROJECT BALLARD Tr

Mr. MAITOW. When will phase 2 of Mallard I1 begin and end. and of

what will it consist?
Colonel LAMB. Phase 2 of Mallard II began on June 1, 1969, and is
scheduled to end June 30, 1971. Phase 2 will consist of functional modeling and simulations, and contract definition.
AUTOMATIC COMMTNTUCATIONS SWITCH

Mr. MATON. Our investigative staff was advised that development of
an automatic commlnications switch is one of the most important
requirements in tactical communications today. Rather tlan develop
a new switch, has the Army considered available general purpose
computers developed under Government contracts, such as the Un:ivac

642B or the 1219, which could be used as a central processor to provide
both a circuit and digital message switching capability for traffic
between stationsV
Colonel LAxn. The Army has considered these developments and
will apply the techniques and technology from these developments and
any other source. The tactical automatic. switch program, however, is
directed toward the specific needs for a lightweight, rugged, automatic
switch forfield use. Any equipment not developed to these specifications
cannot be used directly without at least some modification and repacking of components. The switch program is this type of effort.
MILITARY DWERTJOPMENT oP AtTOMATC SWITCHES

Mr. MATIOW. Our investigative staff was advised that the 8 militarv
services are independently developing or procuring automatic switches,
and the Army has been Aesignated as the focal point for these switch
procurements. Will you provide for the record a description of each
switch under developmentor procurement by the military services, including the Marine Corps, together with the estimated development
costs, procurement costs, when these projects were initiated, and
estimated completion date, where appropriate?
Colonel LAM. To insure commonality and compatibility of tactical

automatic, switches within the Services and to preclude unilateral
development and procurement thle Secretary of Defense in December
1968 tasked the Army with initiation of a swithng. program which
would be acceptable to all three Services, The Army ,s currently procuring six "off-the-shelf" narrowband 800 and600.line analo Switches
to meet an urgent requirement. The Marine Corps is currently developing one wideband analog 600 line switch to meet an urgent requirement. The Air Force is procuring one improved version of the narrow-
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band analog switch for their 407L communication system with an
option for 24 more for use in category II tests of the 407L system. To
date, the Army, over the last 12 years, has invested approximately
$27 million in developing tactical autonuldic switching. The current
Marine Corps contract is for approximately $2 million, and the Air
Force investment, to date is approximately $28 million. The current
plan being sublmitted to OSD for approval is to test the Army and
Marine Corps models against their respective specifications and procure the one which proves most cost effective for all services. Test
models should be available in the fourth quarter of fiscal year 1970.
Estimated procurement costs for a system "slice," which includes the
switch and all items needed to make the system finction, ranges from

$550,000 to $750,000 for 800 line and 600 line switches respectively.
The total interim requirements of the three Services is for 138 switches
estimated to cost $62 million.
MW. MAHON. Are these switches designed to ultimately phase into

or to be utilized with Mallard?
Colonel LAXB.No. These switches are scheduled to meet the imme.
date needs of the Army (and the other Services) prior to phase-in
of the Mallard system. tn the early stages of the phase-in of Mallard,
these switches will still be in service and will be used with Mallard;
but due to technical incompatibility, they will not be phased into
Mallard.
sioUItY PROBLEMS

Mr. MAI-ON. WMt communications security problems will be involved if it is decided to include NATO and SEATO countries in
project Mallard?
colonel LAm. This problem is still being addressed by the Department of Defense in conjunction with ,the National Security Agency.
INSURMOUNTABLE INTERFACH PROBLEMS

Mr. MAHON. How can Mallard be designed to interoperate with some
89 military and civilian tactical and strategic communications systems in the United States, plus those of the Uhited Kingdom, Canada,
and Australia, as well as interface with the many tactical communications systems of the three military departments?'
Colonel LAMB. The problem of interface is receiving a hard look in
the Mallarddevelopment. Such interfaces will be addressed on a case
by case basis and solutions will range from fully automatic to manual
systems.
TACSATCOM SEPARATE FROM PROJEOT MALLARD

Mr. MAHON. What relationship will Mallard have to the Taosatcom
program; will Mallard interface with Tacsatcom or will Tacsatcom
become a part of Mallard ?
Colonel LAm. The Mallard program desires to utilize satellite circuits within the system and has made its requirements known to the
Taesatcom program. Mallard will interface with Tacsatcom, but
TateAtcom will not become a part of the Mallard program.
Mr. MAI-oI.
Navy officials advised our investigative staff that the
Navy fears that Mallard might influence the Tacsatcom program to
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satisfy the needs of Mallard and ignore Navy requirements. Are these
Navy fears well-founded or do they have some validity?
Colonel LAMB. Both Mallard and Tacsatcoin are joint programs and
as such no service requirements will be ignored. Through the joint
compatibilty program steps are being taken to assure compatibility of
all new communication equipment.
Mr. MAnow. Will you explain how the Random Access Discrete
Address (RADA) system will become a part of Mallard? In other
words, will RADA become a part of Mallard in toto or only pieces
or portions thereof?
Colonel LAMB. The final decision on the integration of the Random
Access Discrete Address (RADA) system into the Mallard has not
been made. The RADA program is about 5 years ahead of Mallard
at this time. The decision as to the interrelationship will be made
following the military potential test of RADA and the completion of
phase 2 6f Mallard.
ESTIMATED COST OF DEVELOPING MALLARD

Mr. MAHON. Our investigative staff was -rIformed that the estimated
R.D.T. & E, costs of Mallard, fiscal year 1967 thru fiscal year 1974,
will be approximately
-, million, including unilateral U.S. costs
of about
million. What is the latest estimated total cost of
developing Mallard, which began in fiscal year 1966, as well as the
U.S. share including unilateral costs?
Colonel LAMB. The Present estimated cooperative cost of developing
Mallard is
million of which
million is the U.S. share.
The, unilateral U.S. cost is estimated to be
million for a total
U.S, cost of - million.
COST TO DEPLOY M

A

Mr. MAHON. What is the estimated total U.S. cost for development
and deployment of Mallard? The committee has heard estimates as
high as
Our investigative staff was informed that the first
reliable estimate of procurement funding would be made in July i969.
'Colonel LAMB. No estimates-have been made of the deployment cost
of Mallard at this time. Thefirst estimates of producion cost will be
madein fiscal year 1971 and be refinedl as a result of contract definition
in fiscal year 1972. The U.S. cost for development of Mallard is
estimated to be
million.
ESTIMATED COSTS FOR, OTHER TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. MA-ioW While R.D.T. & E. efforts on Mallard are progressing
through fiscal year 1974, what'is the total amount prograniied for other
tactical communications research through fiscal year 1974?
(The
information furnished is classified.)
MI, MA6HT. What is the estimatedprourement funding for tactical
conimimications through fiscal, ear 1941
AC6lonel LAMB. The estlmiatedprociement funding f or tactical com-

municatins is

miliibn through fiscal year 1974.
,1
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PARTICIPATION BY OTHER SERVICES IN

MALLARD

Mr. MAIIOHN. If project Mallard has been designated as a joint U.S.
military prograin, how and to what extent is the Navy, Air Force, and
Marine Corps participating?
Colonel 1101B. The Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps are considered participating services in Mallard. There are 13 Air Force, three
Navy and two Marine Corps personnel presently assigned to and fiing
key positions within the project. The senior service officer assigned for
each service reports directly to the project manager and speaks for his
parent service subject to the limitations prescribed by that service.
Mr. MAHON. Our investigative staff received indications there is a
fear that Mallard may drain off some research and development money
from the other military services with a resultant degradation of their
capability to develop tactical communications on their own. Does Mallard, therefore, have the full enthusiastic support of the Navy, Air
Force, and Marine Corps in all aspects?
Colonel LAMB. Although under the joint project manager charter

the Army is designated as the executive service for the Mallard project,
the Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps are identified as participating
services. As such each of the Services has formally agreed to cooperate in the conduct and management of the project. Within the
area of the Mallard program all of the Services' requirements are fully
-considered.
IMPACT OF MALLARD ON NUMBER OF MILITARY PERSONNEL

Mr. MAHON. If Mallard is successful what effect will it have on the
number of tactical comfications personnel presently required for
field Army communications?
Colonel LAMB. It is estimated that a reduction of between 3,000 to
6,000 comifiiication personnel will'be achieved in the field Army.
EVER-INCREASING

NEED FOR- COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. MAITON. Our investigative staff was advised that the Soviets

follow the doctrine that "only those in need com mnthicate" and as a
result the Soviets employ only about one-half the comiihicatiis
eq ipment the U.S. Army uses in a given unit. One U.S. military officer comnited th1t tWday in Vietnainthere is a tendency to provide
commfiiImi6hs to too ma-'y people in the field. Have we had a tendency in recent years to go "over 6ord" in the area of military cormunicatifns? Ar"e we reaching the point where no decisinsk ill be
made on the battlefield where, accordingto an old saw, wa 's are won ?
(The inforiiation follows:) ar
The need for more commnufikihlons continually expands ithtthe ever inrensIng range of weapons and area of the battlefl-d. Reqtm1irimnents are conthitilly
Reviewed to lnsuke,that only those personnel needing to e6ftififiitcate are provided
with this capability. We cannot assure maximtnu utilization of all of our resources on the battlefield unless we have a reliable comnuications netweek.

r
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STRIKE COMMfAND WANTS LIGHTER COMM] UNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAHON. An official of strike comffand has been quoted as saying
that command wants lighter communications equipment, pointiiig out
that it would take 75 C-130 aircraft to carry the electronics gear Strike
Command would require for a major overseas commiitrient. Would you
say that Mallard would cornp oiinclthis problem or help it?9
Colonel LAMfB. The Mallaird equipment will help. Present studies
indicate a substantial reduction in size and weight will be accomplished with the Mallard equipment.

Mr. MAIION. When our investigative staff visited Strike Command,

communications officials of that command were unaware of them existence of Project Mallard and, in fact, had only recently submitted their
own communications requirements to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Why
is it that a major undertaking such as Mallard had not received widespread dissemination within the Defense establishment
(The information follows:)
The results of the international system selection board of Project Mallard
defines the proposed system in sufficient detail for long range planning purposes.

This information has become available after the Strike Command submission and
is receiving widespread dissemination within the defense establishment.

Mr.

MKAION.

In view of the Mallard effort, what was the decision

on the recently submitted Strike Command communications require-

ments?

(The information follows :)
The Strike Command communications requirements have been returned to
Strike Command by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for a review to determine if

present service developments cannot fulfill their requirements.

MAlLARD FUN DING THROUGH FISCAL YEAR 1969

Mr. MAHONt. How much has been made available for Project Mallard through fiscal year 1969?

COlonel-LAIXB. $19.3 million has been made available to Project

Mallard through fiscal year 1969.

EnI~yroNxc WARFARE
SMr. MAHON. The'fiscal. year 1910 request for missile electronic warmillion, the same as the fi~c~il yeair 1969 level of funding.
fare is:
, MIxssn4

-

million in fiscal year 1969.What was the reason
You requested
for decreasing the program and to what effort was 'the----r•Cilonel LAMB. The, program was decreased as the result of higher
priority program'fuid~fg Within the fisealyear 1969 blhdget approved
.million in missile EW was reby congress. A reduction of
porte in the !omnibtus: reprograrnig aecins, fiscal year 1969-2
(DODfifscal :year 1969-28). Reoraming totaling $Z4 million was
rep~orted im the above actlo~n. In ithe President's budget $10,000 was
added back into the program as part of the statistical distribution of
facilities and installation . support co~t0.' The projects for which thie
•
Was intendedl were deferred for fiscal year"1970funhding.
~i
•

•
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Mr. MAHON. Were you able to complete all your objectives in fiscal
million used and what
year 1969? If not on what tasks was the was not completed ?
Colonel LAMB. I will have to supply that for the record.
(Information is classified and has been forwarded separately to the
committee.)
Mr. MAHON. What are your objectives for fiscal year 1970?
(Information is classified and has been furnished separately to
the committee.)
WORK ON NIKE-HEROULES AND HAWK MISSILE SYSTEMS

Mr. MAHON. Will any of the fiscal year 1970 funds be used for work
on the vulnerability of the Hawk and improved Nike-Hercules? If so,
why are you spending funds on these weapons if the Nike-Hercules
will be replaced in the next couple of years and the Hawk is to be
replaced by the improved Hawk?
(The information follows:)
Yes a limited amount of in-house studies will be conducted. It is true that we
plan to replace the Hawk and Nike-Hercules missiles but these will be in the
inventory for several years to come. As long as a missile system Is in the operational inventory its vulnerability to new ECM techniques must be known so
that ECOM techniques can be developed. Secondly, the known ECM vulnerabilities can be eliminated from the improved systems. We presently have $595,000
programed for this in-house work.
USE OF DEVELOPMENTS BY OTHER SERVICES

Mr. MAHON. Have you been able to use any EOW developments by
the Navy and Air Force which may contribute to this program
element? If so, give some examples.
(The-information follows:)
Very limited use. In the test of the Nike-Hercules system Air Force state-ofthe-art jammers were employed. Every effort is made to use developments of the
other services.
STRATEGIC COMMLUNICATIONS

Mr. MAHON. The fiscal year 1970 request for strategic communications is
. You requested $1.1 million for fiscal year 1969, yet
the justification book, page 328, shows the fiscal year 1969 at only
$700,600. How and why was the fiscal year 1969 program reduced?
Colonel LAMB. This was repro~ramed into hi-her priority projects
as a part of an overall reprogramng actinof $74 millon reported to
Congress on fiscal year 1969-2 omnibus, DOD number fiscal year
1969-28.
Mr. MAHON. What was accomplished during fiscal year 1969?
Colonel LAMB. A contract was awarded for the development of a
service test model of a fully automatic high speed page reader. Te
reader canread the body ofthe message, addressees, ifif6rmtion in the
heading, translate the information into teletype format, and automatically traisiitf the message to a computerized message switching
central. Linjitation of funds has precluded additional contractual
efforts.
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Mr. MAION. How do you propose to ,use the fiscal year 1970 funds?
Colonel LAMB. We plan to continue development supervision aid
service testing of the high speed page reader contract initiated in fiscal
year 1969. Contract for tin advanced development model of a 'new
ultra-high-speed page printer. Due to funding limitations, efforts for
an ultra-hi h-speed typing reperfoikator and an ultra-high-speed tape
reader willbe limited to in-house work.
1HIGH1 5
S111 D

,1SSGE

ENTRY EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAION. How much have you spent on .the high speed message
entry equipment which was installed in the Army Pentagon facility?
Colonel .LAMB. A total of $453,499 has been spent of which $40,000
was for maintenance of the equipment.
Mr. MAHON. This equipment, according to information provided
the committee, had many deficiencies and-was never fully operable.
According to the fiscal year 1968 justification book, page 311, it was to
be adopted as standard equipment in fiscal year 1969. What happened
to this development?
(The information follows:)
The system has beenconsidered a success meeting or exceeding most of the
original' objectives. It was used In our operational configuration for 18 months
in the Pentagon facility. However, this system is not militarized and development
is continuing in'this area.
ULTRA-HIGH-SPEED PRINTER TAPE READER TAPE REPERFORATOR

Mr. MAHON. According to the fiscal year 1968 justiflcation book,
page 311, the ultra-high-speed page printer, the ulbtra-high-speed tape
reader and the ultra-high-speed tape reperforator were to be adopted
as standard after successful completion of tests. How much was spent
on these. equpments and what happened to the development?
* (The i nor nation follows )
No development work has been done on the ultra-high-speed tape reperforator
at this time. The ultra-high-speed page printer was tested. The equipment met
most of the test objectives but did not print sufficiently well to justify procurement of, service test models. The matter it presently under Study. Cost of. this
equipment was $iW6660. The, ultra-high-speed tape reader is undergoing test
at this tinie. The cost of this equipment was $97,000.
"KATilRYN"

SYT Ikf DISCONTINUED

Mr. MAI0. iWhais "Kathryn ",, on vli llf'hlgeerming and service

tests were to be completed in fiscal year -1069 after correction of deficiencies, according to the fiscal year 1969 justification book, page
"(The infoimation follows :)
hKatiryn was a' variable rate dlgi Il data and teletypewriter transmission systen ineorpotrating special antijaming and graceful degradation capabilities for
use with HF radio.,

SMr.M[.M
. How mieh has been spent on "Kathryn" and what hap.
penned to the pr6jet I
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(The information follows:)
$3.2 million has been spent on Kathryn, This project is being dropped. With

Increased availability of satellite systems the use of 14F radio communications

is being greatly reduced in tlhe worldwide system negating the requirement for

this capability.

HIGH SPEED PAGE READER

Mr. MAION. During fiscal year 1969 you awarded a contract for a
fully automatic high speed pave reader. How many are you buying
and where are they being tested
(The information follows:)
The contract calls for only one automatic high speed page reader. It will be

tested at the Pentagon facility.

EQUIPMENTS PROCURED AND TESTED UNDER THIS PROGRAM

Mr. MAION. Will you provide for the record a list of equipments
I)rocured 'and tested under this program element since fiscal year 1963,
the cost for each through fiscal year 1969, and the status of each development, including successes and failures?
(The information follows:)
A complete list of equipments is not available at this time since the records
prior to fiscal year 1906 have been retired. A total of $7.3 million has been approved for obligation under this program since fiscal year 1003. A partial list of
equipment includes: (1) Kathryn-a variable rate digital data teletypewriter
transmission system with special antijaififing and graceful degradation capabilities. The total cost of this procurement was $3.2 million. This project is being
terminated. (2) The ultra-high-speed page printer. The cost to date of this
procurement was $105,300. Test results on development models of this equip-

ment are being evaluated. (3) The ultra-high-speed tape reader. The cost of this

procurement was $97,000. This equipment is presently undergoing test. (4) A
page reader. The cot of this procurement was $453,499. A follow-on improved version of this item is being procured for testing.

Mr. MAION. What role does DCA -play in the Army's development

of these equipments?
(The information follows:)
The developments in this program are not in the DCA area of responsibility.

However full coordination is maintained with DCA to insure teclnical ifiterface
compatibility with their system,
TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. MAHON. The fiscal year 1970 request for tactical communicamillion. You requested $12.5 milllfin for this purpose
tions is
in fiscal year 1969, but the actual program was only $10.7 million.
How and why was thel6Aical year 1969 program reduced?
Colonel LAMB. $1 million scheduled for the Army area comnunications system development could not be used to go to contract and
money was reprogramed to meet a SEA requirement for the develophment of a low frequency beacon for navigation of Army aircraft.
Approximately $300,00 was reprogramed to meet the needs for funds
on the advanced LAW and advanced rotary power equipment. The
remaining reprogramed funds were used for such higher priority com98-44 0-49- pt. 5--45
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munications-electronics areas as automatic data processing equipment,
the tactical operation center and special warfare, This action could be
taken by delaying action plahneO in the tactical communication area
and reseheduliig them at a later date.
ARMUNIY

AREA COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM

Mr. MAHKON. Will you describe the Army area communications
system?
(The information follows:)
The system can best be descjbed'in terms of its purpose, characteristics, and
concept of employment:
Purpo8c.-The Army area communications system provides the Army in the
field with an organic capability for multichannel communications. AACOMS Plli.
ploys a variety of communications assemblages consisting of radio relay and
multiplexing equipment and ancillary items mounted in shelter or trailer facilities to meet tactical field army requirements. These assemblages provide secure
or nonsecure multichannel communications for command and control circuits.
AACOMS assemblages are primarily utilized from brigade to Army rear, but by
using system in varying combinations and quantities, AACOMS will meet con.
mon user, sole user, or special purpose needs for all types of field organizations
through theater level.
General charactctsItfc.-AACOMS is an integrated system of multichannel
Field Army communications equipment providing secure or nonsecure, high
quality circuits capable of telephone transmission via radio and cable. Many
different types of communications components are engineered into vehicle or
shelter facilities to develop the basic functional operational element (TOE end
item) identified as a communications assemblage. Assemblages, communications
security devices, trailer-mounted power generator sets, vehicles, and special tools
and test equipment comprise a multichannel systeni. AACOMS assemblages,
which are being developed to meet specific requirements (e.g., security and
increased channel capacity) expressed by Combat Developments Command for
the fiscal year 1970 Field Army, are grouped into the following systems:
(a) Low channel (6/12) capacity PCM.
(b) Medium channel (12/24) capacity PCM.
(c) High channel (48/96) capacity PCM.
(d) Tropospheric scatter.
Concept of cmploymcnt.-AACOMS project managed systems will be employed
throughout the theater of operations from brigade through theater army to
furnish tactical multichannel communications links. Principal organizational
levels at which AACOMS systems will be operational are division, corps, Army
Command and Army area.
TACTICAL AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE CENTRAL OFFICE

Mr. MAHON. Please explain tlhe tactical automatic telephone ce trl
office for which a contract will be awarded during fiscal year 1970?
(The information follows:)
This is just the official name of the Army triservice switch discussed in detail
during our discussion of Project Mallard (p. 698).
SOUTHEAST ASIA AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Mr. MAHON. How will this differ from the Southeast Asia uutomatic telephone system, which will consist of some T0 automatic telephone exchanges and nine tandem switches, being installed throughout

Vietnam? This was described to the committee as a tactical direct
dialing telephone system.
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(The information follows:.)
These switches are the type we could have used in Southeast Asia if we had
them. The switches being developed under this program are rugged tactical exchanges developed for field use. The Southeast Asia automatic telephone system
is a tactical direct distance telephone dialing system using existing commercial
equipment installed in air-conditioned buildings to meet an immediate need in
a tactical situation where fixed facilities could be used. We cannot expect to be
able to do this in future tactical situations, and we would be much better off
in Southeast Asia today if we had the transportable tactical switch when we
needed it.
TACTICAL AUTOMATIC SWITCHING SYSTEM
Mr. MmAHON. For the last 3 fiscal years the Army has been funding
in the PEMA account for tactical automatic switching system. The
Army is requesting $10 million in fiscal year 1970 for 13 such systems.
What relationship does this system have to the tactical automatic
central office?
(The information follows:)

These are the same overall projects. The PEMA. account is for procurement
of equipment that does not require development. The R.D.T. & E. task is for the
testing and development of the related elements of the system which still requires
some R.D.T. & E. to complete development.
AIRBORNE COMMAND POST

Mr. MAHON. You are developing the AN/ASC-16, an airborne communications facility for "an airborne command post." Will you describe this airborne command post, its purpose, how much has been
spent on this effort thru fiscal year 1969, what type of aircraft is involved, the timated development costs, the number of airborne command posts required for the Army, and the estimated total procurement
cost of the airborne command post, including aircraft and equipment?
(The information follows:)
The AN/ASC-1 is actually an airborne communications facility which will
provide the ability for a standard Army aircraft (HU-1 or LOH) to be used
as "an airborne command post." The facility will. be a palletized assemblage of
the latest standard airborne communications used in the Army division and
packaged for ready installation in an Army aircraft. Installation of the assemblage in an aircraft will enable the battalion, brigade or division task force
I commander to communicate with his forces on the ground or higher headquarters
while he is airborne. When not required the assemblage will be removed from
the aircraft.
The Army has obligated $1.386 million for development of the facility through
fiscal year 1969. The total estimated development cost is $2.2 million. A firm
basis of issue for the facility has not yet been established, but a total procure* month of 230 is being considered. Based on this quanitity each facility should cost
about $40,000. Since the facility is a paietized assemblage to be used with existIng aircraft to increase the ability of the aircraft to be used on a command post,
no additional aircraft cost is involved.

CORPS-ARMY AREA COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. MAioN. Will you describe the Corps-Army area communications on which you propose to find -million in fiscal year
1970 and on which you have spent $38.2 millionthrough fiscal year
1969?
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(The information follows:)
This Is the same as the Army area communications described earlier. The
word corps is included to show that the Corps command Communications System
will use the same equipment on the Army area system.
Mr. MAIION. The fiscal year 1970 PEMA budget, page 19 of the

P-I, contains a total request of $62.3 million for corps-Army area
radio relay systems and a radio troposcAtter system for cominild
control. A total of $173.1 million has been funded for this same
purpose during fiscal years 1968 and 1969. For what. purposes were
and are these PEMA funds being used, and why are we spending
PEMA funds for corps-Army area commtinications still under development, according to your justification book, page 331?
(The information follows:)
These fund& are being used to provide equipment for the Army area comniunications system (corps-Army area long distance common user and command links) equipment to the active Army. The Army area communications
system is composed of a large number of equipment for a number of needs
(radio relay, technical control, testing, switching, et. cetera). Some of the eqilpwent has completed development and can be used. Other equipment such as
the switch and some test and technical control equipment is still under develop
went. We can procure that equipment which has completed development but we
must still develop and test other components of the system.

Mr. MAIIN. Why are we containing a high level of effort on these
tactical commiiaiitions systems and at the same time going all out
on Project Mallard?
(The information follows:)
You have to look at the time relations between the tactical communica tons
systems and Project Mallard. The tactical system program Is pre-Mallard. This
equipment is for use in the present and short-range future needs of the Army.
The Mallard program will produce the next generation of equipment.
TACTICAL AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE CENTRAL OFFICE

Mr. MAION. Will any of the. equipment we have discussed, such as
tactical automatic telephone central office for which a contract will

be awarded in fiscal year 1970, be used in Project Mallard?
(The information' follows:)

Yes; as far as some of the components are concerned. We do not, however,
at this time, think we can use the tactical automatic telephone central office
for Project Mallard.

Mr. MATTON. How long Will it take to develop the tactical automatic
telephone central office and what is the estimated total development
cost?
(The information follows:)
As indicated in reply to the earlier question on tactical automatic central office,
the final development of the central office is almost complete. All that is required
is testing and R. & 1). of sonic equipment used with the system. Development
should be completed in fiscal year 1972. Over the past 12 years tile Army has
invested about $27 million in tactical automatic switching. The $432,000 scheduled for fiscal year 1970 should -mP lete tile development effort.

Mr. MAuoN. How many such central offices will be required foir all

the military services and what is tfhe estimated total procurement costs
therefor?

/~
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(The information follows:)
The answer on procuremenit cost is very tentative and subject to change based
on final equiiient specification. However, at this time we plan to procure a total
of 132 central offices for till services. There will be 81 300-line exchanges and 51
600-line exchanges. The estimated total procurement cost of central offices for
the services is $62 million.
TACTICAL AUTOMATIC

DATA

PROCESSING SYSTEMS

DIVISION TACTICAL OPERATIONS SYSTEM

EQUIPMENT

(DIVTOS)

Mr. MAIION. You have no request for funds in fiscal year 1970 for
tactical automatic data processing systems (ADPS) equipment and
your project listing has no funding for fiscal year 1969.
The committee has two fiscal year 1969 reprogramings pending fiscal years 1969-89 amounting to $3.5 million and fiscal years 1966-88
amounting to $6.3 million for tactical ADPS equipment. According
to these reprogramming, the $9.8 million will be used for a division tactical operations system (Divtos). The fiscal year 1969 and 1970 justification books fail to mention tactical ADPS equipment or Divtos. Will
you, explain Divtos, how it operates, and the requirement for this
equil)ment?
(The information follows:)
Divtos will consist of computers and appropriate displays at the division and
brigade levels, input/output devices down to battalions, and handheld input
devices for use by companies, patrols, sensor monitoring stations, radar sites,
and other surveillance and target acquisition sites. The total system will be
mobile and use standard communications equipment and channels. Divtos will
apply ADP to division tactical operations. This will significantly increase the
battalion, brigade, and division commander's capability to command and control
Shis tactical urits and fire support elements. Through rapid transmission of accurate information and improved processing procedures, more responsive support will be immediately available to front lihe combat units. While the combat
commander will still be required to make all critical 7decisions to include alloca-

tion for forces, approval of fire requests, and assessiqpet of combat effectiveness,
ADP will replace highly repetitive, complicated and time consuming manuatltasks
necessary for effective conduct of combat operations. The urgent requirement for

Divtos emanated from Southeast Asia because of the inability of the present
system to expeditiously process large volumes of information obtained through
patrols, the expanded use of sensors, and other surveillance and target acquisition means. The development of Divtos will assist significantly in the rapid and
accurate portrayal of the true tactical situation for higher echelons.

Mr. MAI-ON. Under advanced development, automatic data system
for the Army in the field, program element 6.37'08A, you have been
funding a tactical operations system "to aut6 te selected operations,
intelligence, and fire support coordinfition functions within the Army
in the field." A test bed of compilter hardware was located at
USAREUR headqu-arters, tested, demonstiated, and the effort will
b6 contified in fiscal veatr 1970 toward the possibility of an operational
system for ITSAREUR. How much has been spent on this effort and
how does TOS differ from Divtos beyond the fact it will be for use
in divisions?
(The information follows:)
A total of $15.6 million has been spent on the USAREUR tactical operations
system (TOS) through fical year 1969 with $0.95 million RDTE programed for
#scal year 1970. WhIle'TOS, Europe utilized bulky, off-the-shelf, transportable,
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commercial equipment. Divtos will possess equipment that has been developed
into a mobile, militarized system capable of sustained operation under those
rigorous environmental conditions associated with varied combat operations. The
purpose of tactical operations, Europe isto develop and test a provisional system
to obtain military and scientific data for prescribing a subsequent Armywide
TOS. Applications developed were aimed primarily at support of commanders at
the Field Army, corps, and division levels.
Mr. MAHON. What was the urgency of submitting two fiscal year

1969 reprograming documents totaling $9.8 million for Divtos when
no funds were requested in fiscal year 1969 or 1970 for this purpose?
(The information follows:)

This requirement resulted from a recognition and realization in Southeast
Asia that significantly improved methods were needed to capitalize on infornma
tion currently avaHable to support operations at the division level. Methods
include improved procedures for the transmission, processing, and integration of
information to bring effective countermeasures against the enemy and to support friendly units. As a result of the above considerations, development for
Divtos was initiated on a high priority basis.
DIVTOS RELATIONSHIP TO TACFIRE

Mr. MATION. What is the relationship of Divtos to Tacfire?
(The information follows:)
I)ivtos and Tacfire are complementary. Divtos addresses operations, intelligence, and fire support coordination, while Tacfire encompasses fire support
planning and execution. It is proposed that Divtos utilize militarized equipment currently being developed for Tacfire. Through use of Tacfire equipment,
Dlivtos can be fielded earlier, at less cost, and will be compatible with other
systems currently under development.

Mr. MAHON. When didyou place the option in the Tacfire contract
why was this done when you had no funds
for Divtos equipment, and
rosramed for 1)ivtos in either fiscal year 1969 or 19707

(The information follows:)
The 1967 Tacfire contract includes options for the purchase of quantities of
hardware in addition to specific quantities to be developed and produced for
Tacflre. The purpose of this option was to achieve equipment commonality between: systems upon validation of the Tos concept and when confidence was
achieved in its feasibility for ADP application.
Mr. MAHON. A Tacfire prototype is to be delivered in about mid1970 and it will undergo engineering and service testing for about a
year after' that. Would it not be prudent to await the results of the
Tacfire tests before committing fulids for Divtos equipment?

What WOUld you do if Tacfire tests developed deficiencies in the computer eqUipment ?.
(The in formation follows:)

No apparent technical problems exist in the development of the Taefire equipment which would preclude its availability for Divtos. In view of this, the
fielding of the Divtos prototype system in Southeast Asia to support a critical
combat requirement is considered to offer a high probability of success. However,
if the Tacfire computer develops deficiencies, the contractor would be legally
bound to correct them under the terms of the present contract. Divtos would
be delayed accordingly and the Government would experience no monetary
loss.
Mr. MAHON. The committee has been advised that you want to test
DIVTOS in a division to determine at what level it can be best used.

Does tis mean it can be utilized possibly at higher command levels?
If so, what impact will it have on the USAR.EUR effort?
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(The information follows:)
The development of DIVTOS is in consonance with the USAREUR effort. Both
contribute to the overall hardware and software development of an arilywide
tactical operations system. It is visualized that equipifient used in DIVTOS may
be used at field Army and corp levels as well as division In the armywide TOS.
As a result, the commercial equipment In the USAREUR effort will be replaced
when the armywide system is fielded.

Mr. MAHON. For what purposes was the $7 million used in fiscal
year 1968 for tactical ADPS equipment?
(The information follows:)
This $7 million was programed and applied to the Tacfire program in fiscal
year 1968. (In fiscal year 1968, TacfIre was listed under tactical ADPS equipment.)
DIVTOS FUNDING

Mr. MAHON. How will the $9.8 million in reprogramed fiscal year
1969 funds be utilized in connection with DIVTOS?
(The information follows :)
The $9.8 million will be utilized as follows:

Miions

Systems engineering (this includes preparation of a functional system design requirement, interface with surveillance target acquisition and night
$1.0
operations, and adaptation of system specifications to Tacfire hardware)
5. 8
---------------------- -----------------Purchase of hardware
2.0
------------------------------Software and system maintenance
1.0
Hardware system integration and contractual requirements ------------Total

------------------------------------------------

9.8

Mr. MAHON. Will you require funds for Divtos in fiscal year 1970?
If so how much?
(The information follows:)
million. This amount
Funds required for fiscal year 1970 presently total
will be used for purchase of spare parts, software development, testing, and contractual and in-house requirements.

Mr. MAHON. What is the estimated total cost of developing
)IVTOS?
(The information follows:)
The total estimated developmental cost of DIVTOS is

million.

Mr. MAHON. If DIVTOS development were successful how many
would be required Army-wide and what is the estimated total procurement costs for DIVTOS?
(The information follows:)
Since Divtos is considered a prototype, its total costs are visualized as
million R.D.T. & E. However, if proven successful and cost effective, and a
decision is made to equip the active Army, 26 systems would be required at an
million.
estimated cost of

Mr. MAHION. Are there any funds in the fiscal year 1970 PEMA
budget, or in previous fiscal years, for DIVTOS? If so, how much and
for what purpose?
(The information follows:)
No PEMA funds have ever been requested for DIVTOS. This includes fiscal
year 1970.

Mr. MAHON. Are there any other funds in the R.D.T. & E. or 0. &M.
budget for fiscal year 1970 for DIVTOS? If so, describe. How about
previous years?
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(The information follows:)
There are no other funds in tile R.D.T. & H. or 0. & M. budget for fiscal year
1970 or prior,
million R.D.T. & H. funds are presently programed for
fiscal year 1971 to complete the
million R.D.T. & H. program.
AETIAL

COMBAT SURVEILLANCE

SYSTEMS

Mr. MAITON. For what purpose will the
being requested in fiscal year 1970 for aerial combat surveillance systems be utilized?
Colonel L,\mi. The
will be used to complete development of a
new distance measuring subsystem for the AN/UVS-1 visual airborne
target location system; to correct deficiencies revealed during special
evaluation tests and operational evaluation of the AN/U VS-1; and
continue monitor-participation in the triservice joint inflight data,
transmission system program.
Mr. MAHON. In what type aircraft and for what missions will the

equipments being developed be used?
Colonel LAMi. The equipment will be used in a 1TH-1 helicopter to
accurately locate targets for artillery and/or air strikes.
Mr. MA1ION. You requested $1.6 million for this purpose in fiscal year
1969, yet the actual program is shown as $2.6 million. How and why
was this program increased during fiscal year 1969?
Colonel LAMB. $1.0 miioibn was provided from the OSD emergency
funds to add an infrared remote gun flash detector to the AN/US V-I
and to support the Southeast Asia test.
Mr. MAYION. Does the airborne target location system relate in any
way to the sensor package developed for the YO-3A aircraft?
Colonel LAMB. No. Size and weight preclude consideration for use in
the YO-3A air plane.
Mr. MAHON. Will any of the equipment being developed under this
program element be used in the
aircraft we previously discussed?
Colonel LAMB. No.
GROUND BASED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Mr. MAHOlN. You are requesting
in fiscal year 1970 for ground
over the fiscal year
based surveillance systems, an increase of
1969pIogram accordifigtof tlie jstiflcaiti' fibook.
n
You requested $3.8 million for this piarpose ill fiscal year 1969, but
the approved program was only $2.8 miihon. How and why was this
program increased, and to what total amount?
Colonel LAM. The programwas increased during fiscal year 1969 by
emergency funds of $4.45 million to purclase an engmeering service
test mdel of the automatic atmoVheric sounding set AN/TMQ-19
and for the development of modified models of the Camp Sentinel
foliage penetration radar for Southeast Asia. The procurement of these
models was not programed in the fiscal year 1969 R.D.T. & E. program
and emergency funds were used o satisfy the requirement.
Mr. MAHO'N. Will you explain why the Army is developing field
meteoroloaieal diita sounding system AN/UMQ-7, and the meteorological balloon systems?
Col6iel L.\n. Meteoroogy data, (wind direction and speed, air
temperature and density) up to high altitudes is mandatory for the
Army to insure accurate first r6und artillery fire for effect for both

7,11
conventioial and special warheads and for the prediction of nuclear
effects. The present meterology data gathering system has been in the
Army for over 20 years, which is costiig more to maintain than to

replace and the system lacks the tracking acceuracy necessary to meet
present day requirements.
Mr. MAHON. How much have you funded through fiscal year 1969
for meteorological equipment and systems?
(The information follows:)

The funds .through fiscal year 1969 are as follows:
Fiscal year 1969, $3,400,000; fiscal year 1068, $920,000; fiscal year 1967, $748,000; fiscal year 1966, $852,000.
COORDINATION

WITHI OTHER SERVICES

Mr. MAHON . In what way have you utilized Navy and Air Force
developments in this area? Give some specifies.
Colonel LAMB. During the period 1959 through 1965 the Army
Integrated Meteorological Systems Committee held meetings twice a
year to coordinate requirements and developments in the meterological
area. Presently, the Army, Navy, and Air Force have an agreement
whereby meterlogical requirements are reviewed before development
is initiated and meteorological equipments are coordinated prior to
issue.
AN/TI'-28

COUNTERMORTAR

RADAR

Mr. MAHON. What have you done and what are you doing in the

area of cointermortar radar developments?
Colonel Lmi. The development of a countermortmar radar is presently concentrated in the AN/TPQ-28 omifidirectional countermortar
radar for Southeast Asia. The same technology and operational concept of the, AN/TPQ-28 will be used to develop a countermortar system to meet worldwide requirements when the AN/TPQ-28 development is completed.
Mr. MAHON. How much has been funded through fiscal year 1969,

in all R.D.T. &E. program elements, for coulitermortar radar development efforts?
(The informAtion follows:)

11he R.D.T. & H. funds through fiscal year 1969 for counterniortar radar developments are as follows:
Fiscal year, 1969, $3,800,000; fiscal year 1968, $11,040,000; fiscal year 1967,
$6,060,000; fiscal year 1966, $1,350,000.

Mr. MAHON. Reprogramifig action fiscal year 1969-88 provided $1.7
million to modify 2 AN/MPQ-35 and 6 AN/TPN-18 radars as countermortar and artillery radars. What effect will this have on your
fiscal year 1970 program?
Colonel LAMB. The modification of the AN/TPN-18 and AN/
MPQ-35 to provide them with the additional capability as country
weapons radars will not effect the fiscal year 1970 program. This
modification will provide detection and general location data of
enemy weapons to those air bases not programed to receive more accurate location means. The requirement for accurate mortar and artillery weapons location for Southeast Asia and worldwide operations is still valid and the fiscal year 1970'program is directed to meet
this requirement.
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COUNTERBATrERY RADAR DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MAHON. Will you describe the counter battery radar develop-

ment for which you are requestingmillion in fiscal year 1970?
Colonel LAMB. The counterbattery radar development for fiscal year
1970 will be a continuation of an exploratory development of a phased
array antenna. The antenna and its monopulse assembly will be combined with an off-the-shelf transmitter and receiver and new processing equipment to make a test bed counterbattery radar. The test bed
system will be used to evaluate the capabilities and limitations of the
antenna and its components.
ARMY AND AIR FORCE DEVELOPMENTS IN MAN-PORTABLE RADARS

Mr. MAHON. General Betts, your statement mentions the development of a man-portable radar designed by the limited war laboratory.
In early May 1969, the Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division
awarded a contract to RCA for 20 hand-held tactical radar sets reportedly able to monitor remote areas and identify moving targets
such as walking and running men, jeeps, trucks, and tanks. Are you
familiar with these radars ?1)oes the Army have similar equipmnet?
(The information follows:)
The Air Force purchased hand-held tactical radar set is the RCA model 2019,
now designated AN/PPS-11. The system is a lightweight moving target detecting radar to direct small arms fire in all weather and visibility conditions. The
maximum range capability of the system is 500 meters. The Army does not have
similar equipment.

Mr. MAHON. If the Army has similar equipment, why would the
Air Force contract for such equipment? Is it because they are better
than the Army equipment?
(The information follows:)
The Army does not have similar equipment.

Mr. MAHON. Will you check with the Air Force and have them
provide for the record at this point the Air Force requirement for
such equipment?
(The information follows:)
The Air Force Limited War Air Base Defense Program Office stated that the
requirement for such equipment is contained in the PAOAF required operation
capabilities No. 18-68t subject: "intrusion Detection Equipment". The PACAF
document is classified and has been furnished separately to the committee.
NUCLEAR SURVEILLANCE

SURVEY

Mr. MAHON. The request in fiscal year 1970 for nuclear surveillance
survey is ... Will you describe this program?
Colonel TOBPy. Nuclear surveillance survey provides the Army with
specialized tactical military equipment for the detection and measurement of nuclear radiation from fallout 6ver large areas and on personnel, equipment, food, and water. It also includes engineering development of a tactical dosimeter in a cooperative effort with the Air
Force and standardizing the , DT-311, in conjunction with the
Navy. A new capability in a tactical device, AN/T8S-6, to measure
the yield of a nuclear burst is being realized.
Mr. MAHON. What did you accomplish in fiscal year 1969 in develop-
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ing specific equipments and what do you hope to accomplish in fiscal
year 1970?
Colonel TOBFJY. A contract for 30 models of the tactical survey meter
and vehicular radiac set was let and some prototypes were furnished
for the mai battle tank program. Four models of the aerial radiac
system were procured for installation in helicopters and work was
initiated to integrate the system into the Mohawk aircraft. Tests yere
performed on the radiac calibrator,
aerial radiae and nuclear
yield measurement set. Fundiiig for 1970 will allow only a limited
program. A contract will be let for
models of the IM-185 tactical dosimeter, the radiac calibrator will become standard, and final

engineering and service testing will be accomplished for the aerial

raiac, the nuclear yield measurement set, and the tactical survey
meter/vehicular radiac set..
IDENTIFICATION, FRIEND

on For, (IFF) EQUIPMENT

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR BACON SYSTEM

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting
in fiscal year 1970 for identification, friend or foe-IFF--equpment. Accordhig to the project
listing these funds will be used for air traffic control radar beacon
system, IFF Mark XII system. Does the Navy and Air Force use
similar equipment?
Colonel L.tin. The IFF Mark XII is a joint Army, Navy, and Air
Force system. The radar beacon system is a ground interrogator for
use with air defense radars and is part of the overall IFF system. The
Air Force and Navy do not have similar Mark XII compatable interrogators.
Mr. MAHN. How were the fiscal year 1969 funds used, and how
will the fiscal year 1970 funds be utilized?
Colonel LAMB. The fiscal year 1969 funds were used to complete
service tests on interrogators AN/TPX-46 and AN/TPX-50; transponder AN/TPX-72; and MARK XII cryptograplic, equipment.
The fiscal year 1970 funds will be used for continued engineerinl g developments of the AN/TPX-46 ground interrogator for use in new
acquisition radar developments. Battlefield 1FF engineering development will be initiated contingent on progress in the advance develop.
ments.
SUPPORTING DEVELOPMENTS FOR COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. MAON. You are requesting

million in fiscal year 1970

for supporting *developments for communications, an increase of
million over the fiscal year 1969 program. What is the reason
for the increase funding 9
Colonel LA31MB. The invitation of the project for a short-range mission
radio for Special Forces is a new project. in this program area; it is
estimated that this effort will require the increased funding.
AN/RC-70 RADIO Sur

Mr. MA ioN. Will you describe the AN/PRC-70 radio, when you
initiated development of this radio and how much has been spent on
this effort through fiscal year 1969
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Colonel LAMB. The AN/PRC-70 is to be a back-pack radio provid.
ing extended frequency range, nmtlfif0ode cotPniiiti6ns for Special
Forces and conventhiflal long-rangepatrols. Through fiscal year 1969
we have spent or committed $6.2 million on this effort. This effort was
first initiated in fiscal year 1966.
Mr. MAlloW. What is the estimated total cost of developing the
AN/PRC-70 radio?
Colonel LAMB. $7.4 million.

Mr. MAION. Have there been any slippages or cost increases in the
development of thiis radio?
Colohel LAMB. No, sir.
I Mr. MAHON. When will a teclhical data package be delivered for
this radio, and when do you hope to eventually compete it?
(The information follows:)
Part of the technical data package is scheduled to be delivered with the
service test models in fiscal year 1072. The remainder will be delivered as part
of the first production contract in fiscal year 1975. The develoltmelt of the radio
Is currently expected to be completed in fiscal year 1973.
PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

AND OBJECTIVES

Mr. MATlON. Will you describe your fiscal year 1969 accomplish-

ments under this program element, and how the
fiscal year 1970 will be utilized?
(The information follows:)

million in

Development of the AN/MSQ-85 auto visual unit and the AN/UIH-6 public

address set required for psychological operations in 8EA was completed. Action
was taken to award a contract for engineering and service test models of the
AN/PRlC-70. Effort was continued on a iinumber of sinall projects for Jungle
warfare and electronic test equipment.
The planned use of the
million is:
short-range mission radio for special forces.
techniqUes to improve jungle communications.

AN/PRC-70.
electronic test eqtlipment.

inls'nllntion kits for C-B equipment.
Improvements in antenna mast.

ELFCTRO IC WARFARE

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting a"

percent increase-in funds

for engineering devel6pfie itiii the area of electronic warfare. The
fiscal veai- 1970 request is for
-million as compared with $7,6
milli6in fiscal year 1969 and $2.7 mili6n in fiscal year 1968. What
is the reasoil for the very large increase in this area?
(infr6inatioil is classified and has been furnished separately to
the committee.)
Mr. MAHON. What new items of equipment in the area of electronic
warfare will be initiAted in engineering development in fiscal year

1970?
(Information is classified and has been furnished separately to
the committee.)
Mr. MAitoX. Dese.ribe the new items, the requirement for the items,
the proposed capabilties of the items and the anticipated development
p

cost of eacl item.
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(Information is classified and has been furnished separately to
the committee.)
Mr. MAitON. How firm are your estim tes in this area? Is the
million based on detailed plans for specific programs?

Colonel IAm. Of the

-

requested, $13.3 million is for engi-

nieering development of comitticAti6is coulitermeasures equipment

of which
is for the CEFIRM Leader program. Our programs
are based on the enemy threat as provided by the itellieice
coikminity. In that respect there is a degree of uncertainty. The actual programs in question are based on very detailed phis siice the equiphent
has progressed throAgh the R. & b. chain from exploratory developmnent, advanced development, and finally engineering development.
COMBAT FEEDING, CLOTHING, AND EQUIPMENT

Mr. MATION. You are requesting $3.8 million for "Combat feeding,
clothing, and equipment" as compared with $2.9 million in fiscal year
1969. How many individttal items are included in this program ele-

ment?
(The information follows:)
The program element "Combat feeding, clothing, and equipment" is comprised of the following four projects:
Environmental control equipment, such as heaters, air conditioners, and their
components and accessories.
Tents and organizational field equipment, such as tents, food service equipment, bath, laundry, and other support equipment.
Individual combat protective clothing and equipment, such as combat uniforms, footgear, headgear, loadbeariflg equipment, and body armor.
Combat feeding systems, such as combat rations for Individuals as well as for
unit or small detachment feeding.
COLD WAftER DETERGENT DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MAH0N. How much money do you plal to spend on cold water
detergent development in fiscal year 1970? What is the reason for the
Army's effort in tfi area?
(The informafioi follows:)
The Army needs to increase the productivity of field lattfidry assemblies and
accelerate laundry service to field elements. An effective cold water detergent
has potential in accomplishing these goals by reducing fuel requirements for
heating water, ultimately leading to more efficient service by elimination of the
water heatiig components of the field laundry. However, no RD. & E. money
will be spent on "cold waterdetergent" in fiscal'year 1970 or future years. Search
for a suitable cold water detergent is now being pursued by investigation and
evaluation of commercially available products.

Mr. MAHON. What items under this heading have you completed
advanced development on and plan to initite engineering development
on in fiscal year 1970?
(The informatiOn follows:)
,Engineering development will be initiated on the following items in fiscal year
1970:
Lightweight, cold weather boot.
Chemical-biological protective clothing for explosive ordnance demolition personnel.
Antilaser goggles.
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Cold weather mask.
Wet weather handwear.
Lightweight, wet weather parka and trousers.
Lightweight, cold weather, POL protective handgear.
CheniicaI-blological protective handwear.
Heated, holding and evacuation casualty beg.
Map cover.
DEVELOP NT OP A NEW CANTEEN CUP

Mr. MATION, One of the items mentioned in the descriptive summary is a 2-quart collapsible caiteen cup. ,How much money had been
spent- by the Army in developnint of this cAnteen cup? Where was

this development effort perf6rned, by what in-house, or what contractor organization?
(The information follows:)
The Army hus spent. $58,550 to date In development of -this canteen cup. The
in-house effort In this dlvelopinent Is being performed at the U.S, Army Natick
Laboratories, Natick, Mass. Two contractor organizations, Mitron R &D Corp.,
Walthiln, Mass., and Itolamid Telner Co., Ic., Everott, Mass., have performed
work on this item.
NmITIrVISION

Mr. MAHON. Submit a list of the individual items included in the

-

million requested in fiscal year 1970 for "Viewing and fluomina-

tiol."

(The information follows:)

A I-kilowatt xenon searchlight, a far infrared target indicator, a handheld
searchlight, second generation starlight scope and crew served wealmns sight,
night Vision goggles, second generation night observation device, night vision
binoculars, night sight for TOW missile, and a helicopter mounted low-light
level television system.

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting $2.7 million for fiscal year 1970
for "Training Devices" as compared with $3.9 million in Ascal year
1969 and $2.7 million in fiscal year 1968. What individual items are included in the $2.7 million? How much of the $2.7 million is for com.
pletion of the simulated helicopter flight training system?
(The information follows:)
This program element consists of three projects: Army support to the naval
training device center (NTDO), the synthetic flight training system (SFTS),
and nonsystems training devices. The first one is the Army contribution to the
SUpport of the in-house professional capability at NTDC. This support arrangement stems from an Army/Navy agreement dating back to 1950, and for fiscal
year 1970 amounts to $550,000. The second project I mentioned is the development of the SFTS and it is programed for $1,810,000 in fiscal year 1970. There
are two items in this project. One is the development of the basic system, conisisting of four UH-1 helicopter cockpit modules, the instructor station, and the
computer support; the other item is the development of a CH-47 helicopter
cockpit module for integration Into the basic system. The third project is for the
development of training devices that have general application; that is, the application is not limitedto a particular system. We have three items in this project.
An area radiac survey trainer is being developed that will permit t to train
personnel in detection and mapping of radioactive areas without being subjected
to the hazard of radiation contamination. A second item is the development of a
target for tank gunnery training. What we want to do here is to improve our
training of tank gunners by use of a target that will indicate right away when a
hit has been scored. If the gunner does not get an Indication of a hit, he knows
lie must fire again immediately and must modify his aim. This is certainly the
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kind of feedback he gets in a real combat situation. This target will be capable
of operating in a stationary form or as a moving target. The third item is the
development of an armed aircraft qualification range system that will permit
recording hits on ground targets at a central location remote from the firing area.
This range system will be used to train aircraft crews in gunnery and to maintain proficiency after initial training. The nonsystems training device project
is programed for $340,000 in fiscal year 1970.

DEVELOPMENT OF A MOVING TARGET FOR SMALL ARMS RANGES
Mr. MAHON. What is the Army's requirement for the development
of a moving target for small arms ranges? Aren't such moving trgIets
available now? What is the estimated development cost of such a
moving target?
(The information follows:)
We are in the process of evaluating the need for a moving target for use on
smaU arms ranges. The Army's combat development command has prepared a
draft requirement document that proposes the development of a radio controlled
moving target system for small arms training, Tlis requirement document is
being coordinated with field agencies In the Army to insure that it is a valid
requirement and if valid, to insure that the proposed target system is practical.
The people working on this want a self-powered portable device that can be used
on existing ranges and in tactical traiing areas for the rifle squad and platoon.
At some of our training installations, field expedients have been developed for
this purpose. While having some merit, these expedients have not satisfied the
requirement as combat development command sees it. What this means is that
the individual soldier and the rifle squad as a team do not get adequate training
in firing at moving targets. When the coordination and evaluation ls completed
in the field, the requirement will be submitted to Department of the Army Headquarters for review and approval. One of the things to be checked thoroughly
during this whole process is to determine if there are any commercial target
systems available that meet the Army's requirement. To the best of our knowledge now, there are none. I would estimate that the development costs of such a
target system would be about $350,000. Since we are developing a tank gunnery
target system that has some of the same characteristics, the cost could well be
less.

MAPPING-GEODESY

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting a very large increase in engineerIng development in the area of mapping and geodesy. The fiscal year

1910 request is for $4 million as compared wit i $866,000 in fiscal year
1909 and $705)660 int fiscal year 1968. What are the basic reasons for
an increase of this magnitude?
Colonel TonEy. The basic reasons for the increase of funds in engineering development for mapping and geodesy is to provide funds for
previously unfunded approved developments. TIhe major developments
for which these funds are required ire the long-range position determinin
system and the topographic all-weather mapping system
(TAWMS).
LONG-RANGE POSITION DETERMINING SYSTEM

Mr. MAHON. Describe the long-range position determining system

which is to be initiated in fiscal year 1970. Compare the capabilities of
the proposed system with the capabilities of present equipment and
give the estimated total development cost of the system and the Army's
requirement for such systems.
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(The information follows:)
The long-range position determining system (LRPDS) is an electronic ranghtg
system used to provide position location for artillery survey and target acquisi.
tion. It consists of three major components: (1) the master station, (2) the airborne unit, and (3) the manpack unit used on the base stations and the points to
be located. It will locate 24 manpack units within a corps area of operation (200
kilometer or 120 miles in range) in a half hour at an accuracy of 20 to 70 meters
(05.6 to 229.6
feet), depending on the distance from the base stations,
The present positioning equipment consists of conventional surveying tools and
methods, such as transits (theodolites), tapes and calibrated rods used by a large
number of trained surveyors during daylight hours in moderate weather. These
surveys are performed in occupied friendly territory. To position targets at longer
ranges, reconnaissance photograplhy combined with existing map information
must be used. The advantage of IjRPDS is that positions can be located with su-fl.
cdent accuracy in less time and with fewer personnel than current methods allow.
Development cost on the present system is estimated at
million for the
complete system.
The Army requires a rapid and accurate positioning system that will provide
artillery survey and position determination in three dimensions on a real tne
basis commensurate with the highly mobile divisions that move every few hours.
The LRPDS can provide this capability and also allow the artillery to convert
from present adjusted fire methods to predicted fire.
AIRBORNE CONTROL SURVEY

SYSTEM

Mr. MAION. )escribe the airborne control survey system which you
plan to inikiitte engineering development of in fiscal year 1970. how
will this system be used? What equipment is being used for this functiontat the present time? What are the increased capabilities of the
proposed new system? What is the estimated total development cost of
the new system and what is the Army's numerical requiirement for
such systems if it is successfully developed?
(The in formation follows:)
The airborne control survey system (ABC) is a short-range position determining system that employs microwaves to establish highly accurate ranges to fixed
or moving vehicles along radio range of sight. The system consists of two responders and a helicopter-borne interrogator that automatically measures the slope
distance between two responders and visually displays these ranges in 5 metric
digits. The position of the helicopter can then be computed and various techniques
can be eml)loyed to determine ground position.
The fiscal year 1970 effort is a followup evaluation of the Vietnam test effort
of a commercial airborne control survey system. The equipment was procured for
Vietnam on an emergency basis and performed well when operable, however,
because of maintenance problems the system was withdrawn.
Because of the problems with the system in RVN the fiscal year 1970 effort will
compare 'the airborne control system caiaility with other positlning systems
such as the long-range position determining systems (LRPDS) and the visual
airborne target locating system (VATLS). The possibility of positioiig the hell.
copter to ABC system accuracy, using LRPDS or VATLS base stations, will be
explored, This Will combine two capabilities in the same system and avoid development, procurement, and logistical costs of fielding another system.
The system, if developed, will be employed to establish artillery and engineer
survey control quickly and accurately. Current methods employ the use of surveyors and conventional survey equipment and techniques that require considerable manpower and are slow and cumbersome. The new system will provide the
same data with a reduced manpower effort, a faster reaction time, and less manpacked equipment. The estimated total - cost of the development is
million.
The deployment of the system is programed for
which would require
approximately systems.
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GENERAL COMBAT SUPPORT

Mr. MAHoN. You are requesting

million for "General Com-

bat Support" as compared with $21.2 million in fiscal year 1969, and

$20.4 million in fiscal 1968. The fiscal year 1969 budget requested
$25.9 million for tliis effort. What items requested in fiscal year 1969
were deleted in this reduction? Which of the deleted items are in the
fiscal year 1910 request?
(The information follows:)
Three actions changed the funding level of this element. First certain projects
Concerning electrical power sources and
million were taken from "General Combat Support" to another program elenment. A second action transferred
million to the "Combat Support" program element in exploratory developheit. Lastly there was an increase of
miilliof resulting from a pro
rata distribution of facilities and installation support funds to all program elemnents. None of the above actions materially affected the work effort on any of
the developmental items inthe General Combat Support program element.
VIETNAM LABORATORY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Mr. MAHON, Describe item D410, "Vietnam Laboratory Assistance
Program," for which you are requesting $1 million. This appears to be
a new item not funded in fiscal years 1968 and 1969.
Colonel LAMB. Vietnam Laboratory Assistance Program,.Army was
started in second quarter fiscal year 1969. The purpose of thi program
is to provide the Army materiel command representatives in Vietnam
a means of tasking their Iarent laboratories directly to undertake quick
engineering solfitons to problems encountered in the field. The restrictions are that the tasks must be coordinated with USARV, cost less
than $50,000, and be provided to RVN in 3 to 9 months.
SYSTEM INTEGRATION BORDER SECURITY

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting
for "System Integration
Border Security." Describe this program And discuss its relationship
to the effort under "Defense Communications Planning Group."
(Tile information follows:)
The program was initiated in 1968. The requirement was derived from a Combat Developments Comiimand study on -border security anti-infiltration operations
which was precipitated by continuing enemy infiltirtion along border areas
in Southeast Asia and Korea. The objective of the program is to conduct studies,
investigations and testing to
. An essential part of the program is coordinating and encompassing related activities of DOD, the Army and the other
Iortion of the border security program.
services. Therefore the program

Mr. MAHON. List the individual items included under "System Integration Border Security." How much of the
would go to the
Honeywell contract?
(The information furnished is classified.)
Mr. MAHON. When will Honeywell's detailed systems analysis be

completed?
(The information follows:)
The initial phase of the Honeywell contract will be completed this quarter and
they will begin writing their final report in early October. This report will cover

.-'
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the work accomplished with fiscal year 1008 funds but does not include a con. I
tract modification using fiscal year 1969 funds which is being processed to extend
the study to worldwide scenarios and to refine and exercise the simulation model,
FOIKLIFT TRUCK DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MAHON. Wiat is your requirement for a 15,000 p6told rough terrain forklift? What will the development of such a forklift cost?
General B trs, The 15,000 pound rough terrain forklift truck will
be used in a theater of operations to handle laroe, irregular (outsized)
loads and container consolidated thrn-shipped unit supplies, such as
CONFX and TRI-CON containers weighing up to 15,000 pounds.
The R.D.T. & E. cost to develop this item is estimated to be $1,500000.
PREFABRICATED AIRFIELD SURFACE

Mr. MAHOiN. You are requesting -for continued effort in "Prefabricated Airfield Surface." Both the Marine Corps and the Air
Force have also expended effort in this area. What unique requirements does the Army nave in this area which are not shared by the Air
Force and the Marine Corps?
General BErrs. The requirements for all three services are the same.
Army Engineers must be capable of constructing airfields which will
accommodate Air Force and Navy aircraft. There is therefore a close
coordinfition of our development efforts. This coordination includes
reviewing each others requirements documents and joint meetings on
development reviews.
FIELi) PRINTING .%NO DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT FOR SPECIAL WARFARE

Mr. MATlON. What is included in the $225,000 program for development of equipment for "Field Printing and Distribution Eqtipment
for Special Warfare"?
(The information follows:)
The "Field Printing and Distribution Equipment for Special Warfare" program
provides the Army with essential items of field lrintlng equipnent and supplies in
support of special warfare (psychological) operations. The $225,000 programed
for fiscal year 1970 provides for development of a three language ideographic
COmposing iiachine (Chinese/North Korean/Jalmnese) to provide rapid photocomposition of Ideographic text material for use in propaganda leaflets and other
publicationsp; and, for development of type fonts and typemasters for rapid and
efficient compositln of firecoded foreign language material by nonlingiAistie operators on standard Varityper composing equipment.
PORTABLE POWER PLANTS

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting a. large increase in the development
of portable power plants. You are requesting $5.1 million in fiscal 1970
as compared with $1,9 millionI fiscal year 1969. What new programs
willbe ini6i9A?
inengiiieering development in this area in fiscal year
(The information follows:)
New items include a 150 to 200-kilowatt turbine engine-generator set, a 1.5-kilowatt 1iankine cycle power plant, 15-, 30-, aid 60-kilowatt generators as a part of
the DOD standard family of generators, and a 10-kilowatt turbo alternator.
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Mr. MAIHON. Provide a complete listing of the individual items
included in the $5.1 million program.
(The information follows:)
The following items are included: a family of diesel powered generator sets in
the range of 15 to 200 kilowatts, turbine generators sets, 800-watt fuel cell and
Rankine cycle silent power sets.

Mr. MAITON. What are the deficiencies in current engine generators
which you are trying to overcome through this program?
(The iforniiion follows:)
We are working to provide electrical power sources with longer life, higher
reliability, lighter weight and quieter operation.

EARTH-MOVING EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting
for development of "Earth
Moving Equipment." What Items of equipment are included here, at
what. development, cost in fiscal year 1970 and at what total developinent cost for each item of equipment?
(The information follows:)
During this year the Army has recognized a requirement for a family of
helicopter transportable construction equipment. As a consequence we now profor fiscal year 1970. This family of engineer
pose -to fund this project at
construction equipment which goes by the acronym "FAMECE" would consist
of a common power module and a variety of work modules such as a dozer, grader,
front-end loader, and compactor. As each of the modules is helicopter transportable it gives the Army mobility not available with off-the-shelf items. This
is programed at
for fiscal year 1970 with a total development cost of
for the entire family. In addition there
for a liquid distributor for our new
dust palliatives. The total cost for this item is
There is
to complete
the
development of the universal engineer tractor, designed for combat
engineer troops. The remaining funds are for component development.
CARGO-HANDLING AND TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAH0N. What cargo handling and terminal equipments are included in Project D598 for which you are requesting $450,000?
(The information follows:)
The $450,000 for Project D598 is programed to support developmental effort
it, the following areas relating to cargo handling and terminal equipment: Steel
TRI-CON containers; ammunition TRI-CON containers; alUnilum TRI-CON
containers; fiberglass reinforced plywood TRI-CON containers; special lightweight pallets; family of shipboard cargo handling equipment; 8-by 8-by 20 feet
refrigerated containers.
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT-INTERNAL COMBUSTION (ATE-IC) ENGINE

Mr. MAHON. Describe the ATE-IC engine program for which you

are reqUesting
- million.
(Th6e information follows:)

ATE-I are the initials for Automatic test eqUipment-internal combustion
engine," The purpose of the program is to develop test equipment using stateof-the-art techniques which permit reductlinin time and manpower requirements,
while at the same time increasing the quality of the work performed. The principal goal of the present development is to provide a set of this equipment for
use at organizational level by fiscal year 1971, with direct and general support
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sets to be developed later. Successful developments in this field can quickly pay
for themselves in terms of increased availability of equipment and reduced main-

power requirements for maintenance.

PROJECT MUST

Mr. MARION. You are requesting $950,000 for Project MUST which

involves development of a medical unit self-contained transportable.
The descriptive summary states that MUST hospitals are in operational use in Vietnam and have been widely acclaimed. If they are so
successful, why must we continue spending development funds on
them ?
(The information follows:)
The MUST hospitals currently in Vietnam represent only a portion of the
development effort. Other subsystems of the MUST hospital not in Vietnam and
currently in development are the food service subsystem and the water and waste
management subsystem. The dolly for transporting some of the sections of the
MUST is also still undergoing development. The $950,000 is requested for the
continuation of the development of these subsystems.

Mr. MAHlON. How much has been spent on this program to date?
(The information follows:)
From fiscal year 1963 through fiscal year 1969, $16.6 million has been spent on
this program.
CHEMICAL-BILOOICAL DEFIuNSF

Mr. MAIOx. You are requesting $4 million in fiscal year 1910 for
engineering development, in the area of chemical-biological defense
as compared with $5.5 million in fiscal 1969. You requested $6.2 million in fiscal year 1969 in this area. What items were deleted or
stretched out Iin the reduction from $6.2 million to $3.5 million in
fiscal year 1969? Which of items deleted in fiscal year 1969 are included
in the fiscal year 1970 program?
(The information follows:)

The Portichrome biological alarm was deleted due to technical difficulties
and pending a Combat Developments Command study to critically define the
overall biological warning requirements. It remains in advanced development
for fiscal year 1970. The collective protection materiel for the command post
vehicles program was stretched out in 1969. It should be completed this year.

Mr. MAHON. What items of chemical-biological defense equipment
Were adopted as standard in fiscal year 1968? Wliat items were
adopted as standard in'fiscal year 1969?
(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 1908 we standardized the M-72 chemical agent identificatI6n
and training set. The XM-28E4 lightweight mask for riot control agents and
the XM-3 concealed personnel detector, aircraft (People sniffer) was standardized for limited production. In 1969, the M-8 portable chemical agent automatic alarm, which is our first automatic alarm, and the M-52 chemical operations and training system were adopted as standard.

Mr. MAIoN. Describe the collective protection equipment for a series
of vehicles, vans, Rand shelters which you propose to enter into engineering development in fiscal year 1970.
(The information follows:)
We Will start engineering development on a modular type collective protection
system for the improved Hawk missile system shelter. It is comprised of an air
filtering and purification unit, air ducts, airlock entryway and the necessary con-
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trols for maintaining the required positive pressure In the working area. We will
complete engineering development on similar colleetve protection systems for the
M-577 command post vehicle and the M-292 expandable van truck.

TnnG

Mr. MAixON. You are requesting
million for testing as compared with $43.9 million in fiscal year 1969 a-id.$42.2 million in fiscal
year 1968. Last year, the budget request for testing was for $51.5 million. The program was reduced to $43.9 million. Also last year, it. was
indicated that the fiscal year 1968 program would be $47.4 million and
it now turns out the actual 1968 program was $42.2 million. Is the
fiscal year 1970 estimate probably overstated in the area of $5 million

also?

(The information follows:)

The difference between the budget requests for fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year
1969 and the reported figures for those years result principally from a removal of
two program elements, congressional cuts and Army reprograming actions which
were reported to Congress. The removal of the Deseret testing and Dugway Proving Ground testing elements accounted for a decrement of $18,485 million in
fiscal year 1968 and $16,530 million in fiscal year 1969. Reprograming actions
brought them back to the reported figures. The fiscal year 1970 request does not
have those elements in it and represents minimum funding for the testing element.
It is not overstated by $5 million.
A detailed explanation of the changes in the budget is shown below:
RECAPITULATIONS
(All funds In millions]
Fiscal year 1968
budget request .............................................................
ngressonal cut
.......
...........................................
Ar rerogramin
o a. ..................................................
DistributIon
of fae
ities and Installations cost---------------------------.....
Pay adjustment
..................................................
Transfer of Deseret and Dugway Proving Ground ...............................
Reported figure ......................................................

$53.4
-. 2

-1.3

Fiscal year 1969
$51.5

-3.7

+88..........
.
18.5
-16.5
42.2
43.9

Mr. MAION. What would be the effect of holding this effort to the
fiscal year 1969 dollarlevel?
(The information follows:)
The request for
million for testing is considered to be a minimum
request. Many desirable projects such as improvements in Instrumentation and
methodolgy with possible attendant future conservation of resources have had
to be deferred. Present manpower constraints coupled with increased wartime
production acceptance testing has created a sizable backlog in R. & D. testing.
Holding this effort to the fiscal year 1969 dollar level would result In further
cutbacks In testing personnel, possible closing of one or more test agencies,
Increased backlog in R. & D. testing, and further deferrals of needed improvements in test Instrumentation and methodolgy.
ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND

Mr. MAHON. Much of this money is Ifor the U.S. Army Test and

Evaluation Commnd? Discuss the role of the Test and Evaluation
Command in the Army R.D.T. & E. structure.

(The information follows:)

The primary role of t he U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command
(USATECOM) in the Army R.D.T. & E. structure Is to conduct testing necessary

u- -v,
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to determine whether materiel being developed or procured to meet Army re.
quirements is suitable for issue to troops. In accomplishing this role, USATEC0M
operates four proving grounds, six test boards, three environmental test centers,
a national missile range and a general equinmwnt test activity to conduct engi.
iieering tests, service tests, check tests and initial production tests. USATECOM
is responsible for establishing test objectives, preparing and approving tile varous test plans, conducting the tests, evaluating test results and preparing and
distributing test reports, In order to insure that user requirements are fully
considered, the U.S. Army Combat Developments Command--as the designated
user representative-must formally approve the service test plan prepared by
USATECOM.
A concurrent and secondary USATECOM role is to perform cost reimbursable
supporting test services to other commands, services, and Government agencle.4.
There are times when supporting test services account for over half the test
workload. For this function, the requesting agency rather than USATECOM
is responsible for establibhing the te t objectives, prelpraflt0n), and aproval
of the plan of test, and the evaluation and distribution of the report of test.

I

Mr, MAHON. What weight is given recommendations by TECOM
in making decisions as to whether or not weapons under development
are ready for procurement? in hearings this year, we have discussed
specific programs such as the Sheridan in which it appears that the
efforts of TECOM went for naught since the command was overruled
at higher levels in making the determinations on procurements. To
what extent, as a percentage, are the recommendations of TECOM
in tifls area overruled?
(The information follows:)
USATECOM test reports and recommendations pertaining to suitability of
materiel for issue to troops are important factors in the decision process. Some of
the other important considerations affecting materiel decisions include the enemy
threat, the urgency of the requirement for the equipment, and the technical
assessment of whether materiel deficiencies noted can be corrected in production. Detailed examination of USATECAM's records reveals that since 1907 their
recommendations have been overruled seven times in 217 production decisions for
a percentage of 3.2.
PROJECT M EXPO

Mr. MArION. I)escribe Project MEXPO for which you are requestin &$2.7 million.
.
,.1.
.General Bmrrs. Project MEXPO is a highly classified selnltive rejectt that is scheled to end in fiscal year 1970. Access to the
program is limited. I will be pleased to provide a special briefing in an
appopriitely safe-guarded facility, on request.

(Discussion off the record.)

MUNITIONS EFFECT TEST

Mr. MAHON. What is the reason for the proposed
nni1li161
increase
in "Munitions
effect
test"? You
ha& ro
inosiIn
fiscal•
..
mlmd
llionr
illfic0.*
year 1969 and now proposing

l

in fiscal year 1970.

General BE'Tr. The indicated increase does not actually exist. Tlis
project received $3.66 miillion n OST)
fiscal year 1949 'litis,
emergelcy
the- funlds
making a total of $4.78 million for fiscal year 1969.
mnilk
tiftgure for fiscal year 1970 reflects a decrease and is the bare
miufiitfti needed for activity. The $3.65 million was rel)rted toCongress in reprogranifig action fiscal :year 69-12 (1)O) No. fiscal year
69-88) dated March 28,1969.

I
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DESEREr TEST CENTER

Mr. MAHON. You are requestinL $18.4 million for the Deseret Test
Center as compared with $20 million, in fiscal year 1969. This is a new
program element. Explain the funding in 1969 as compared with 1970.
Where was this effort located in the project listing for fiscal year
1969?
General BErs. Project Deseret was combined with Dugway Proving
Ground on July 1, 1968, and placed under a new program element. The
descriptive summary for fiscal year 1969 still showed the old orgaSnization, presenting Project Deseret on page 346 and CB field testing,
Dugway Proving Ground on page 348. In fiscal year 1969 Congress
approved .$7880 million for Project Deseret and $12.180 million for
Dug)ray Proving Ground for a combined total of $20.060 million. The
missions and functions and fundih-g of the two organizations were
combined into the new organization, called Deseret Test Center. The
combined organization was expected to make better use ol existing
facilities for chemical and biological field testing. The fiscal year 1969
funds were to support 10 joint operational field tests supporting the
unified and specified commands and the services together with developmental, engineering, and service tests for the Army. The fiscal year
1970 funds for Deseret Test Center were requested to support 10 joint
operational field tests and the Army's developmental, engineering, and
service test program.
Mr. MAHON. -Is anything involved in this program element other
than the testing of chemical and biological items?
General BErrs. Everything in the program element supports testing
of chemical and biological items.
Mr. MAHON. Describe the 11 joint operational tests which are
planned for fiscal year 1970.
(The information follows:)
There are actually only 10 joint operational tests in the program. The Navy
withdrew one test designed to support operational hardware that, due to technical difficulties, will not be available for test during fiscal year 1070. The fiscal
year 1970 joint operational test program has not yet been approved by the Seeretary of Defense. Information received from the Office of the Secretary of Detense indicated that the decision on the fiscal year 1970 test program will be
deferred until the President's review of chemical and biological policy is
completed.

(Additional classified information was provided to the committee.)
Mr. MAHON. Describe the major tests conducted in fiscal year 1969
and the results of these tests.
(The information provided isclassified.)
Mr. MAHON. At what locations were chemical and biological tests
made in fiscal year 1969 and what locations are proposed for tests
in fiscal year 1970?
General B-rrs. In fiscal year 1969 chemical agent tests were conducted at Dugway Proving Ground, Utah, Edgewood Arsenal,
Md.
. Biological simulAnt trials were condicted at sea in the
.
Pacific. In fiscal year 1970 chemical agent trials will be conducted at Dugway Proving Ground, Utah, and Edgewood Arsenal, Md.
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PROJECT MANDRAKE ROOT

Mf r. MEIIoN. Describe the objectives, procedures, and costs invohed
in the Mandrake Root study referred to iWthe. descriptive summary.
General B3-rs. In accordance with the instructions contailfied in
the Secretary of Defeise Decision/Guidantce A-4-040, "Toxic Chemi,al Mtiofifi s," dated September 11, 1964, the Army directed the U.S.
Army Combat Developments Command to colutct a comprehensive
study of tactical chemical ald'biol6gical operations. The study was to
develop the rationale and concepts of employmeint of chemical ia biological systems and to determine qualitative and quatifitative requirements for chemical and biological materiel supposed by cost effectiveness data. Because the study did not provide an adequate basis
for approving qualitative and qa whtitative materiel requirements or
the realinement of the R.D.T. & E. program, an addendum study to
Project Mandrake Root (ASPMR) was conducted by the Combat Developinents Commind and contract organizations. This project was
the most,comprehensive study ever made to assess the potential value of
chemical and biological weapons in support of land combat and to
establish definitive requirements for weapons and protective
equipm6fit.
By Chief of Staff Memoraiin- 67-380, dated September 26, 1967,
the Army Chief of Staff approved the addendtim study, Project Man(rake Root (ASPMR). Tms memorandum delineated the responsibilities of the Army staff agencies for follow-on actions developed as a
result, of the approval of the ASPMR. Among these responsibilities I
was to "make alterations to tle R. & D. program consistent with the
approved Mandrake Root and addendum study findings based upbi
relative requirements and priorities." An extensive R. & D. program
reorientation was initiated in 1968 and should be completed this year.
NUMBER OF PERSONNEL AT DESERET TEST CENTER

Mr. MAnoN. How many Army military, civilian, and contractor
personnel are assigned to Deseret Test Center activity ?
General BErS. There are 70 officers, 5 warrant ofcers, 198 enlisted
men and 1,084 civilians presently assigned to Deseret Test Center.

Since Deseret Test Center is a joint orgaiiization Personnel from all

four military services are assigned there.
Mr. MATION. Gentlemen, I have listened to your responses to my

questions and to those which have been asked by Mr. Minshall, by Mr.

Rhodes, and by Mr. Davis. We want to make sure we develop a reasonably adequate record for the guidance of the committee when the
time comes to make a determination of our recommendation for
Army R..&D.

In closing, I want to thank you for your patience over these long
days of inquiry and I want to assure you that, while our questions
at times have seemed a little sharp, our only interest is in promoting
the interests of the United States. We want a strong Army and a
strong military posture in this country because we think it is to our
best interests and-in the cause of peace.
Thank you very much, and we look forward to future hearings.
Mr. PooR. We are most appreciative for your help and support.
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Mr. MATON. You have been very cooperative and very responsive
and very attention to our inquir-ies.
Mr. Poon. Thank you, sir.
STATEMENTS OF TIE DiRECTOR OF DEFENSE RISEARCII AND ENGINFMING
AND THE DIRECTOR OF ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY

Mr. MAIION. Since we have not this year scheduled the appearance
of Dr. Foster and Dr. Rechtin we shall insert, at this point in the

record their statements in explanation of activities in the Office of
the Director, .Defense Research and Engineering, and the Advanced
Research Project Agency.
(The statements follow:)
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STATONMT OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFMISE R EARCH AND
INENINO, IM. JOHN S. FOSTER,
tr., ON THE FISCAL YEAR 1970 ]MV8E RESEARCH, DEVE PMOT, TEST AND EVAWATION
1.

PROM

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL HIGHLIGHTS
1.1

Introduction

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I welcome this opportunity to report to you on the research, development, test and evaluation
programs of the Department of Defense.
Secretary Laird has already presented the FY 70 RDT&E program and budget
in the context of overall Defense Department plans. My purpose today is to
explain in more detail the proposed RDT&E program. With your permission, I
intend to present the introduction and general highlights of my testimony,
and then answer any questions you *ay have.
As you are aware, On 10 June the Deputy Secretary of Defense announced
the termination of the Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) Program. The primary
factors in the decision to cancel the MOL project included: (1) the continuing
urgency of reducing Federal defense spending and (2) advances in automated
techniques for unmanned satellite systems. The fiscal implications of that
decision are not reflected in this statement.
In Total Obligational Authority for FY 70 RDT&E, we are requesting $8.227
billion, compared with $7,647 billion in FY 69. This represents an increase
of $580 million or about 7.5 percent. I will explain in detail the basis for
this increase.
Let me say firstthat managing this large program is my major responsibility, and I take this responsibility very seriously. I have reviewed
carefully all of the recent and continuing discussions of defense R&D management, especially the criticisms of techniques for controlling the costs and
schedules in the acquisition of major systems. Secretary Laird, Deputy
Secretary Packard and I are giving priority attention to assessing our experience in contracting practices and to making all needed changes. We have
recently started a number of activities--involving senior officials in DoD
and independent consultants--designed to provide a careful and definitive
analysis of the impact of the management methods introduced in the early 1960's.
So far, our initial results show that defense R&D management has, in fact,
improved substantially during the last few years* But key problems remain,
and the new Administration is dedicated to solving them. In Section 6 of the
detailed statement, I have included a discussion of the major issues involved.
I welcome the opportunity to review them with you.
To give you first an overview of the program and budget, I have three
charts providing estimates of the allocation of our requested FY 70 funding.
The first shows the estimated distribution of funds by broad mission objective.
The second shows the distribution in terms of the phase of R&D activity. The
third shows the distribution of funds to various R&D organizations. In addition,
there is a table showing the trend in this breakdown over the past two years.
I have simplified the distribution of funds within missions to show only
broad categories. About 38% of the RDT&E funds support our strategic forces.
About 30% support our tactical forces. These two mission categories represent most of the programs in our categories of advanced development, engineerIng development, and operational systems development, as well as some of the
directly related supporting technological efforts. The category listed as
"Other Mission R&D" includes work to improve our capabilities in fields such
as airlift and sealift and command, control, and communications; such activities generally support bot the tactical and strategic areas.
When we look at the requested FY 70 funding with respect to the phase
of R&D activity, we find that-almost two-thirds of the funds will support
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ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF FY 1970 DOD RDT&E
($8.227 Billion)

R-

EMERGENCY

TECHNOLOGY
BASE

q

.7.-

0.626 B

EMERGENCY
FUND
1.2% - $0.100 8

7.21

Mission Distribution

Development Distribution

EMERGENCY
FUND
1.21 $0.100 B
UNIVERSITIES

3.7-

FCRC's

3.5% - $0.283

$0.306 B .
.-.

FOREIGN
PtftFORERS,.-V
0.1% . $0.006 B 1

Performer Distribution

ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF DOD RDT&E

(TOA - DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

F! 1968
$-68
%-68

$-69

FY 1969
%-69

FY 1970
$-70
%-70

MISSION DISTRIBUTION
Strategic
Tactical
Southeast Asia
Other Mission R&D
Technology Base
Support
Emergency Fund
TOTAL

2,843.3
2,023.0
(855.9)
1,205.8
520.9
709.8

38.9Z
27.7Z
(11.7Z)
16.6Z
7.1%
9.7Z

7,302.8

100.0%

2,937.6
2,215.7
(818.3)
1,096.9
579.2
768.8
49.0
7,647.2

38.5%
29.1%
(10.7%)
14.4%
7.6%
9.8%
0.6%
100.0%

3,162.4
2,429.9
(591.0)
1,132.0
626.3
776.8
100.0
8,227.4

38.4Z
29.5%
(7.2Z)
13.8Z
7.6Z
9.5Z
1.2Z
100.OZ

406.1
375.4

974.9
728.5
1,209.4
49.0
3,403.9
7,647.2

5.3%
11.5%
12.8%
9.5%
15.8%
0.6%
44.5%
100.0%

432.3
970.5
1,257.1
1,083.4
1,262.7
100.0
3,121.4
8,227.4

5.3%
11.8Z
15.3Z
13.2Z
15.3Z
1.2Z
37.9Z,
100.0Z

4,936.7
2,127.4
270.5
254.4
9.2
49.0
7,647.2

64.5Z
27.9%
3.6Z
3.3Z
0.1z
0.6Z
100.0%

5,342.7
2,232.7
283.4
262.9
5.7
100.0
8,227.4

64.9Z
27.1Z
3.5
3.2Z
0.1z
1.2Z
100.0Z

DEVELOPMENT DISTRIBUTION
Research
Exploratory Development
Advanced Development
Engineering Developement
Management & Support
Emergency Fund
Operational Systems Development
TOTAL

368.6
908.8
730.9
810.5
1,126.1

5.0%
12.5Z
10.0%
11.1%
15.4%

3,357.9
7,302.8

46.0%
100.0%

PERFORMER DISTRIBUTION
Industry
Government In-House
Federal Contract Research Centers
Universities
Foreign Performers
Emergency Fund
TOTAL

4,772.2
2,030.6
252.3
234.6
13.1
7,302.8

65.3%
27.8%
3.5%
3.2%
0.2%
100.0%
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development work directly related to advanced hardware and systems close to
production. About 172 support what we call the research and technology base
-- that is, research and exploratory development.
The last chart indicates that about one quarter of the RDT&E funding is
used for defense in-house activities by both DoD and other government agencies.
You should recognize that this category includes our ranges and test facilities as well as laboratories, For prior years we have actual expenditure
figures which show that approximately 18.2% of the total RDT&E is spent on
in-house work and equipment. The rest of the "government in-house" category
is used on contracts supporting in-house work and on contract management.
Almost 65% of the RDT&E funding is expected to go to industrial contractors.
Roughly 3.7Z of the FY 70 funds will support research and development at
academic institutions.
From the tables following the charts, you will note that the major changes
from the FY 1969 budget to that proposed for FY 1970 are the increases in the
advanced and engineering development categories. The increases are due
primarily to rather large increases in a small number of significant programs
as indicated below.
($ in Millions)
FY 69
FY 70
Increase
Advanced Development

(Total)

(974.9)

(1257.1)

(+282.2)

Heavy Lift Helicopter
SAM-D
Undersea Long Range Msl Sys
A4SA
Supersonic Cruise Armed Decoy
CONUS Air Defense
Adv Ballistic Reentry Sys
Def Subsys Devel & Demo Program
Adv ICBM Technology

1.0
59.9
25.0
4.0
10510
1.0
10.0

15.0
75.0
20.0
100.2
17.1
18.5
121.4
12.9
20.0.

Total Above Programs

205.9

400.1

(728.5)

(1083.4)

62.7
30.0
45.4
23.7
9.1
25.0
2.1

165.4
12.0
50.0
175.1
67.9
22.4
50.0
12.5

_

200.0

555.3

+355.3

Engineering Development

(Total)

S-3 (VSX) Aircraft
AX Aircraft
F-14 B/C Aircraft
F-15 Aircraft
Adv Surface Mal System
Sub Sonar Development
Hard Rock Silo
Utility Tact. Trans. Acft Sys
Total Above-Programs

Now I will outline highlights of how the overall R&D
since we last met: first, an assessment of shifts in the
other factors influencing our programs; next, some of the
R&D; then some of the plans for significant activities in
a few coments on the budget request.

+194.2
(+354.9)

picture has changed
threats we face and
recent results from
FY 70; and, finally,
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1.2

Overall Assessment of Threats and Proarams

I will begin with a broad assessment of the threat and the aims of
some of our major R&D programs designed to meet the threat.
1.2.1 General Characteristics of Soviet and Chinese Technical Threats:
The first broad characteristic of the threat environment, although familiar, is no less Influential than in the past. It is the remarkable secrecy
maintained by the Soviet Union over its R&D efforts. This secrecy, shrouding
mest details of Soviet (and Chinese) defense activity, often leads to uncertainty about some areas of the longer term threat. The general U.S. strategy
to cope with this dimension of the situation, as you recognize, is to carry
out an aggressive R&D program adequate to meet emerging advanced threats, and
to minimize the possibility of technical surprise. This approach is particularly needed in the R&D programs to support our strategic forces because the
risks are greater, the threat changes more rapidly, and the impact of advanced
technology is larger. Without question, our past R&D programs have been successful 0 Our margin of technical superiority, which we believe is still clear,
must be preserved.
The second broad threats are the size, continuity, and most important, the
rate of growth of Soviet R&D. Technology is the pacing factor -- the "leading
edge" -- in maintaining an adequate, modern military force. We are concerned,
therefore, about the sustained rapid growth of Soviet R&D. The best estimates
indicate an increase of about IOZ per year in Soviet expenditures for military,
space, and atomic energy R&D during the last few years. We compare this with a
U.S. increase of roughly 4% per year in military R&D during the past six years
and with only 1% per year in our combined military, space, and atomic energy
R&D during the last few years (owing largely to the recent reductions in NASA
funding). I must caution that data on Soviet R&D funding are not precise, but
we are reasonably confident that their total expenditures are known within 10
to 20%.
The U.S. has had a large, vigorous technical base since World War II, much
larger than the Soviet Union's until quite recently. Thus, our cumulative investment in R&D has been substantially greater - and this is quite important.
Nevertheless, because the formerly high growth rate in U.S. R&D has flattened
out, the overall effort of the Soviet Union is now roughly the same size, about
$14 billion per year. Let me try to characterize quite briefly a few details of
their activity.
Soviet technology is generally characterized by a continuing heavy investment - in the expansion of their physical plant and the enlargement of their
trained mmpower pool - and by continuing emphasis on the satisfaction of
military requirements.
The Soviet Union has allocated vast resources to the training of professional manpower; this trend is expected to persist through 1980. The enrollment in Soviet higher educational institutes is increasing steadily and is
expected to rise from 3.8 million students in 1965 to 8 million students by
1980. Although enrollment in institutes of higher education in the United
States will remain greater than that in the Soviet Union through 1980, the
USSR continues to graduate more scientists and engineers.
Because of congressional interest in these data during my earlier presentations, I have included below a table which shows trends in the annual college
graduates of the Soviet Union and the United States.
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Soviet and U.S. Graduates
(Thousands)
1950

1955

1960

1965

1968

38.5
28.0
166.8
233.3

67.4
23.2
179,0
269.6

102.1
33.3
192.0
327.4

175.5
33.3
222.2
431.0

238.0
33.5
252.2
523.7

51,0
22.6
204.5
278.1

25.8
22.7
255.0
303.5

30.8
42.9
305.5
379.2

35.9
68.0
436.0
539.9

41.0
73.1
556.5
670.6

Soviet
Engineers
Natural Scientists
All Others
TOTAL SOVIET
United States
Engineers
Natural Scientists
All Others
TOTAL U.S.,

One trend indicated in the table is a greater than 600% increase in the
output of Soviet engineers from 1950 to 1968, while the U.S. output actually
dropped slightly. The Soviets seem to have graduated about six times as many
engineers as the United States in 1968. Another trend seems to be the relative
constancy of Soviet graduates in natural science while the U.S. more than
tripled its output since 1950. While we lagged behind the Soviets in graduating
natural scientists in 1950, we now educate more than twice as many as they do,
and our output is still rising.
The improving quality of Soviet technical manpower is reflected in the
increasing number of scientists and engineers with advanced degrees.
Equally important, the number of major laboratories within the Soviet scientific establishment has grown rapidly.
Of the researchers in the Soviet Union, 75% are working in applied research
at institutions in the industrial ministries. About 15% are engaged in basic/
theoretical research, mainly at facilities of the academies of sciences.
These proportions are roughly comparable to those in the U.S'. The number of
applied researchers has nearly quadrupled in the Soviet Union since 1956.
Since 1955, there has been a fivefold increase in the number of Soviet investigators engaged in engineering research. Overall, the pool of professional manpower available to the Soviet defense industries is already large and is growing
rapidly. No shortage of professional manpower for the performance of weapon
system R&D is anticipated.
Soviet advanced research in fields applicable to military developments
is now probably about equal to that of the West. Nevertheless, Soviet
military hardware frequently has not reflected the most advanced state-ofthe-art in the USSR. In part, this can be attributed to their consciously
conservative design philosophy, which emphasizes proven technology and favors
robust, relatively simple equipment. In part, however, this Soviet choice may
have been forced by deficiencies in manufacturing and fabrication techniques
and by the inflexibility of a cumbersome management system.
Considering the size and quality of the Soviet R&D effort, we must expect
that the USSR will move ahead of the U.s. in fields of military importance to the
USSR which are not emphasized by the U.S. There are, however, no areas at present
in whichwe know Soviet technology to be significantly ahead of ours. (A few
specific areas of Soviet work are discussed in Section 5 of my supplementary
statement.) On the whole, I conclude that, although the Soviet Union has a
vigorous and growing technical effort, we can preserve our margin of technical
superiority if we provide the needed funds to meet our opportunities.
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Finally, I want to discuss briefly what we know about the general character
of Linese military R&D programs.
Within overall Chinese strategy, advanced weapons seem to be viewed as the
instrument to enhance their prestige and strengthen their claims to leadership
in Asia and status as a world power. The Chinese may believe that their ability
to strike the U.S. and targets in Asia with nuclear weapons would limit the U.S.
military influence and action in Asia and thus would keep any direct confrontation at the level of conventional arms, where the Chinese would expect many
advantages. The Chinese thus are expected to continue trying to protect their
advanced weapons programs from the disruptive effects of political turmoil.
Overall, their nuclear accomplishments have been impressive and their investsent in missile programs substantial. However, the apparent deferral of their
expected MRBH deployment, the delay of more than a year in their first ICB4 test,
sad the relatively long period between the failure of their thermonuclear test in
December 1967 and the successful test in December 1968 -- all these suggest the
existance of problems or limitations, whether technical or the results of the
Cultural Revolution.
Perhaps somewhat obscured by the controversy over the effects of the Cultural
Revolution has been the continuing lack of a broadly based scientific-industrial
establishment in China. Although the Chinese have put together research and development teams, the progression of systems to production will require upgrading
their capacities both to manage complex processes and to produce in quantity the
components of advanced weapons.
Their limitations of trained manpower and
sophisticated industrial plants will hold production quantities far below those
known in the U.S. and the USSR for some time.
What counts in the final analysis is the nature of Soviet and Chinese developments and the size of their deployed forces. I shall therefore outline some
specific, major shifts in the threat during the past year.
1.2.2 Strategic Programs: Let us first review the threat faced by
our strategic forces and the R&D programs designed to meet the threat.
The Soviet Union has continued the rapid
force during the past two years, growing from
to almost 1,000 by the end of 1968. Over 200
and new launchers under construction, are for

expansion of its offensive missile
250 operational launchers in 1966
of these operational launchers,
the SS-9.

During the latter half of 1968, the Soviets carried out the first tests of a
new SS-9 reentry system consisting of three warheads, each of which is capable of
a yield of about 5 megatons. Another delivery mode for the SS-9 is the Fractional
Orbit Bombardment System (FOBS) which also has been tested by the Soviets.
The continuing deployment of the large, liquid-fueled SS-9, together with development of new and more sophisticated reentry and targeting systems, are consistent
vith the development of a first-strike capability. The SS-9 is of special concern to us because it is the Soviet's most accurate missile, carries the greatest
payload, could be MIRVed, and is still being deployed. For these reasons, we
mist prepare for the possibility that it might be deployed to attack Minuteman,
the land-based component of our deterrent missile force. In addition, the FOBS,
Is I said last year, seems to be useful mainly for a surprise attack against our
B-52's.
The Soviets have also started deployment of Polaris-type submarines, seven
or eight of which have been built. This is a significant step forward from the
3
-launcher SSBN previously deployed. During the last few years they have tested
this new Polaris-type submarine, which carries 16 missiles believed to have a
range of 1500 nautical miles. This weapon, operated in a depressed-trajectory
mode from about 400 miles offshore, could reach our coastal strategic bomber
bases which means that even an "ideal" warning system would not give us adequate
time to "flush" our alert bomber force.
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The Soviets have also pressed forward with defensive systems. They have
continued deployment of their radar network, which is an ICBM warning system.
They have deployed a limited ABM system around Moscow, although the pace of
deployment has been reduced; and they have radar coverage of our Minuteman
attack routes to Moscow and the surrounding area. They are installing the
Tallinn system, and now have complexes with some missile launchers either
under construction or operational. This is generally agreed to be an advanced
antiaircraft missile system, but we cannot eliminate completely the possibility
that it has some limited capability against some classes of ballistic missiles,
They also have continued to build the Bravo class attack submarine.
Finally, as I mentioned earlier, China's recent thermonuclear test shows
its long-term commitment to a nuclear force. The Chinese still have not fired
an ICB4, but their work on launch facilities continues. They are not expected
to have an operational capability until 1972 at the earliest.
I want to pause here for a moment and review our basic approach to sorting out various elements of the threat and deciding which R&D efforts to
emphasize.
Intelligence permits us to know somewhat more about the near-term threat
and, thus, our possible near-term needs. However, where intelligence is not
so clear and a particular move by a potential enemy might be to his advantage,
we must "hedge" against this uncertainty so that we are prepared -- even for
technically difficult and relatively improbable events. These relatively
improbable events represent what we call "greater than expected threats."
Often in our development program we "hedge" in several directions corresponding to several conceivable directions of the changing threat. But the cost of
each program increases rapidly as we develop and more exhaustively test a new
system. Thus, we invest more heavily in those few approaches that we think are
both needed and feasible.
The central guideline throughout the whole R&D planning for strategic
weapons is essentially this: Considering the total range of uncertainties,
we make decisions on programs to provide all reasonable hedges against possible
new needs or changes in threat. We continuously make a series of projections,
starting with intelligence, to compare our own estimated lead time with the
"worst case" (from our point of view) for the deployment lead time of a potential
enemy. We carry out R&D to provide all reasonable options. Deployment is a
clearly separate decision. We deploy either when there is a clear, actual or
iminent threat, or when we cannot ensure against our uncertainty with only an
R&D program.
Applying this approach to the evidence on Soviet progress on what seem to
be counterforce weapons and defensive systems, we take the conservative view
for our R&D planning that they may be building a first-strike capability. We
must, then, orient our strategic programs to ensure the survival of our credible
deterrent.
From the range of possible U.S. actions to counter the threats I mentioned
a few moments ago, a central one is the President's decision to deploy on a
controlled phased schedule, the SAFEGUARD system -- a modification of SENTINEL.
SAFEGUARD is, as you know, oriented toward protection of our deterrent forces,
beginning with a limited defense of Minuteman. If the threat in the future
justified further deployment, SAFEGUARD could be fully deployed to defend most
of our bomber bases against a possible SLBM attack. With its full 360-degree
radar coverage and the improved Spartan, which we have been developing for the
past year, SAFEGUARD should be effective in countering a SLIM attack during the
few minutes required for most of our bombers to escape.
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Another future option in the SAFEGUARD concept would be to extend the
Minuteman defense from two to four defense batteries and add more Sprint
interceptors. This deployment would be expected to permit the survival of
a significant number of Minuteman even in the event of a heavy Soviet first
strike.
Expansion of SAFEGUARD to defend against the SLEM threat would automatically
provide a thin area defense of most of the country against a Red Chinese attack
in the 1970's. If the Chinese threat were considered alone, a less costly version of SAFEGUARD with only north-looking radar faces could be deployed.
Our efforts to protect our strategic deterrent are not confined to ABl.
As an additional hedge against the possibility that the Soviets expand their
ICBM force sufficiently to pose a serious threat to Minuteman, we are developing and will test the "hard-rock" silo concept. This system is being designed
to withstand an overpressure greater than that of current systems; such a silo
would require the Soviets to achieve a delivery accuracy greater than the current capability in the SS-9 to produce the same target effects.
As the Soviet threats to the Minuteman force become clearer, we will be
able to balance our emphasis as required between hardening with the hard-rock
silo and active defense with SAFEGUARD.
We have taken additional measures to protect our bomber force by starting
to keep bombers on alert at additional bases and by planning for dispersal of
the bombers during periods of tension. Beginning shortly, this year, airplanes
will be kept on alert at these bases in addition to the main operating bases of
SAC. With this new basing concept, since fewer airplanes will be on alert at
each-base, the time required to get the entire alert force airborne will be
reduced. In addition, during any period of world tension, we will disperse
bombers and tankers to additional bases, where the airplanes will be maintained
on alert during the crisis. This also will reduce the time to achieve airborne
operation, and it will make targeting difficult for the enemy by increasing the
number of aiming points.
To ensure adequate warning for our bomber force against the possibly
increased threat of Soviet sea-launched missiles, effort will continue which
vill provide early warning by satellites. If the Soviets used depressed trajectory SLBH's against our bomber bases, their missiles' flight time would be
even shorter, so short that most of our bombers could be destroyed on the ground,
even with the best possible warning. To counter this threat, the SAFEGUARD system will have seaward-looking radar faces and suitably deployed missile batteries
to intercept the first missiles of any attack.
SAFEGUARD, like any other defensive system, is not perfect and can be overwhelmed if the Soviets choose to bring sufficient numbers of attackers against
it. However, we could add to our stock of defensive interceptors and radars to
match the threat, if we choose, and at a lower incremental cost than the cost to
the offense to counter them.
We are developing Minuteman III and Poseidon equipped with MIRV payloads as
a way to ensure our ability to penetrate Soviet defenses. Both of these systems
are now in the flight test phase. The purpose of the flight test is to validate
the adequacy of their engineering design. The tests are programmed at about
three a month. It is important to maintain this schedule so as to provide an
early hedge against the possibility that the Tallinn system has been or will be
converted to have some ABH capability. We plan to deploy Minuteman III. It will
be equipped with penetration aids as well as multiple warheads. We also plan to
deploy Poseidon, which will carry a large number of multiple warheads. Both of
these systems are designed to penetrate the defenses by exhausting their stockage of interceptors.
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To meet an advanced Soviet air defense system, we are developing the SRAM
and plan to develop the SCAD air-to-ground missile which will assist our bombers
in penetrating improved defenses. SRAM is tailored to penetrate heavy terminal
defenses, while SCAD is designed to help the bomber penetrate area defenses over
an extended region.
In addition to these programs, we plan to investigate new, larger land- and
sea-based missiles and to proceed on the first phases of development of a new
bomber, AMSA (the replacement for our B-52), and a new SSBN submarine (designated
ULMS).
The prospect of talks on strategic arms limitations with the Soviet Union
merits special note. Any agreements reached probably should be reinforced with
an intelligence and weapons R&D program, along with other precautions, to protect our security against the appearance of new threats. Indeed, we cannot
depend on the strategic arms talks to remove all uncertainties about future
Soviet capability and intent. While this will probably require a broad R&D
effort such as we now have, we recognize that a reorientation of the relative
priorities within our program may become necessary, based on the specific terms
of any treaty. A Defense Science Board task force is now reviewing the range
of possible strategic R&D requirements in the light of the range of possible
arms limitations.
Our entire R&D program devoted to strategic forces is discussed in Section 2
of my supplementary statement.
1.2,3 Tactical Programs: I turn now to the R&D programs related to our
tactical forces.
This area has experienced perhaps the most dramatic changes in
threat and included some of the most important new R&D efforts during the last
year.
The most significant change in the tactical threat environment has occurred
at sea.
In recent years, the Soviet Navy has emerged from its traditional role
as a coastal defense force and has developed a capability for operation on the
high seas well beyond the periphery of the USSR. While the Soviet Navy has no
attack carriers or battleships, the Soviets are building submarines and surface
ships well equipped for sustained long-range operation. New major surface combatants with surface-to-surface missiles are still being produced by the USSR,
but the emphasis in current surface ship construction and conversion programs is
on air defense and ASW, as well as improved seaworthiness, propulsion and range
capabilities. Currently, 39 major Soviet surface combatants are missile equipped.
In addition, 60 cruise missile submarines are operational. One hundred and fortynine guided-missile patrol boats which carry shorter range cruise missiles (22 Mn)
are also operational.
In addition, some 285 land-based medium jet bombers are
equipped with antishipping cruise missiles.
Taken together, these developments increase the threat to our Navy and
merchant shipping, and demand improved counterair, counterfleet and ASW capabilities. Recognizing this threat, we must reappraise our convoy concepts, our
methods of conducting near-shore operations and the antiair defensive capabilities in our ships.
To meet the threat of a substantial enemy surface navy, we must revitalize
the naval attack role of our submarines, our ships and our aircraft. We are
developing improved torpedoes, stand-off surface-to-surface weapons, and specialized air-to-surface ordnance.
The Soviet antisubmarine warfare (ASW) and submarine capabilities have increased through their introduction of new airborne and surface ship ASW systems
and by the appearance of new types of submarines.
Among these, a new class of
SSBN has been identified as well as new classes of faster, quieter Soviet attack
submarines, at least two of which are nuclear powered. These developments have
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reduced the margin of effectiveness of our ASW capability, and require the development of improved ASW systems within the next several years, when the new threat
will become quantitatively significant. To begin to meet this situation, we are
increasing our ASW R&D programs on new submarines, starting work on a new ASW
Overall,
the S-3 (VSX) -- and expanding our surveillance systems.
aircraft our ASW development activity will increase by more than 40% in FY 70 (largely
because of the S-3 funding) compared with FY 69.
Land combat may well have been revolutionized for the years ahead, not so
much by a change in threat, but by the emergence of a new family of sensors for
remote detection and for rapid delivery of firepower. Building on our experience
in Vietnam, the "instrumented battlefield" has become possible. This concept
includes an array of sensors to locate the enemy, integrated with an automated
command and control system for rapidly commiting artillery, helicopter and air
strikes, along with highly mobile infantry. Critical elements of these remarkable infiltration sensor systems were employed successfully and partially evaluated during the siege of Khe Sanh and in the defense of Saigon. Command and
control elements for artillery coordination (TACFIRE) and for air-strike direction (Airborne Command Post and AWACS) are being developed for adaptation to the
"instrumented battlefield." Night sensors for ground and air units -- together
with all-weather weapon director systems - will further expand the concept to
exploit darkness and adverse weather.
Although our control of the air space has not been seriously challenged
the Soviets and nations supported by the Soviet Union can
since World War I,
field a large force of high-performance short-range aircraft for air-to-air
The potential threat posed by MI-17's, -19's and -21's has had to be
combat.
considered in our tactical deployments throughout the world, and has imposed
demands on a significant portion of our force in Vietnam.
An even greater tactical air threat has been emerging in the form of the
Soviets' new high-performance FLAGON and FOXBAT aircraft. We recognized this
threat and have been developing the technology needed to produce aircraft with
the necessary range-payload capabilities and with the aerodynamic characteristics and weapons needed for successful close-in air combat against the advanced Soviet fighters. We are now starting major developments of a new generaWe
tion of Navy and Air Force air-superiority systems, the F-14 and the F-15.
are developing the advanced avionics, the efficient high thrust-to-weight engines,
The F-14 in 1973 and
and the advanced missiles and guns needed for air combat.
the F-15 in 1975 will provide a genuinely needed increase in our air combat
capability.
There are, of course, many additional R&D projects related to tactical
forces -- new and more accurate laser-guided bombs, improved air-to-surface
and air-to-air missiles, the promising EA-6B electronic warfare aircraft, and
others. This is discussed further in Section 4 of my suplementary statement.
1.2.4 Programs to Support Our Effort in Vietnam: I want to move now
to a brief assessment of the overall situation in Vietnam from an R&D perspective.
Section 3 of my statement provides a comprehensive review of the R&D efforts
started and accelerated to support our forces in Vietnam.
There is no question about the clear payoffs from this part of our program.
Recent results of R&D have improved our forces' effectiveness in the field -Just as important, we have learned
and there are many examples of these payoffs.
lessons in Vietnam combat that will lead to significant improvements in our genNevertheless, we have also learned
eral military capabilities for many years.
that advanced technology is probably not the decisive factor in this kind of war.
I will discuss now a few of the highlights of our accomplishments and our
problems.
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As I mentioned earlier, there has been an extraordinary impact on many
aspects of the war through the introduction of new sensors. Nowhere is this
impact more pronounced and more central than in tactical Intelligence collection
and in the rapid, reliable reconnaissance for immediate strikes. For combat in
Vietnam, the demands on tactical intelligence are staggering. Depending upon
the situation, we must detect -- essentially in real time -- trucks, tracks,
people, guns, occupants of tunnels, obscure trails, and so on. But we have
peeled away some of the natural cover exploited by the guerrilla -- with new
radars, night vision devices, and infiltration sensors, and with air-coordinated strikes made possible through Improved integration of real-time tactical
intelligence. This equipment has proved its worth in battle, and has made a
crucial military difference to our forces.
Turning to other parts of the war, the confinement of air attacks to south
of the nineteenth parallel and the bombing halt after November 1968 have resulted
in reduced aircraft combat losses, though our total strike sortie rates have
remained -oughly constant. Aircraft losses have been reduced, of course,
because all interdiction strikes were flown over South Vietnam where the threat
consists primarily of small arms fire and visually directed AAA, and where currently there is no SAM threat. Our major unsolved problems in these areas include: improving our pilot rescue capability. exploiting fully our new generations of much more accurate bombs and antiradiation missiles; and applying
even more widely our improved techniques and equipment for base end city defenses.
The pacification program moves slowly, and Its toughest hurdles still lie
ahead. There has been a recent VC trend toward returning to guerrilla tactics
in rural and resettlement areas as evidenced by increased incidents of terror,
sabotage, and harrassment. To some erl'pt, this can be regarded as an indicator of success in the main-force pbi
1 the war. We have a number of projects
designed to improve hamlet securit y
infiltration detection systems and to
achieve even more rapid communication of infiltration patterns.
Perhaps more important, however (and I discuss this in detail in Section 3),
will be our ability to evaluate new ways to assist the Government of the Republic of South Vietnam until the completion of successful negotiations. We are
setting up training teams to transfer to the Vietnamese some of our technological resources. In addition, we must consider carefully the influence of cultural and social variables underlying long-range pacification activities, taking
account of the military, economic, social, and political forces in the conflict.
Though Defense R&D is but one component of the national effort, we are trying to
reformulate the R&D required to improve the effectiveness of the DoD's assigned
role in pacification.
Part of the overall threat in Vietnam concerns a "disclosure" problem.
In Vietnam - though the war has been terribly cruel and grueling -- we have
had opportunities to observe Soviet equipment in action, and to test our capabilities against It; and in this process, we disclose our own strengths and
deficiencies. "Disclosure" is obviously a two-edged phenomenon. The war has
revealed our weaknesses in many areas - starkly, for example, in our inability
to find and hit small, concealed, fixed or mobile targets. Another area in
which we are learning important combat lessons is electronic warfare, especially
against the Soviet-supplied air defense weapons. It is essential that, despite
the awful price of the war, we learn from this disclosure of Soviet strengths
and this identification of key U.S. gaps. The hard-earned lessons will pay off
in improving our entire tactical forces long after the Vietnam conflict has ended.
1.2.5
Research and Technology Base: My last point of emphasis in
this overall assessment Is our defense research and technology base, the activities funded from the Research and Exploratory Development categories Last
year I discussed with you my growing concern about the level of effort in these
programs. My concern was not that we had Xost or were about to lose our technical superiority - because, let me emphasize, we have not reached, and are not
on, any "technological plateau."
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Rather, I became concerned about the effects of a steadily declining level
of effort which we had allowed to develop as an "experiment" to determine the
critical minimum effort required. A pattern of indicators began to emerge which
proved rather clearly that, in the future, our program would not fulfill our
needs unless it received substantially greater funding. As I mentioned earlier,
the Soviet Union is expanding its R&D effort at a much greater rate than the
growth rate of comparable U.S. activities. There Is no surer bet today in
national security affairs than that 10 years from now our relative defense position will be only as strong as our research and technology base during the next
few years. Thus, last year you approved a 9Z increase in Research, and you
made no reductions in Exploratory Development. We appreciated this support.
This year we are requesting essentially a cost-of-living increase for
Research (from $406 million to $432 million) and a slightly larger increase
for Exploratory Development (from $923 million to $970 million). I urge you
to consider carefully the discussion of these areas in Section 5 of my statement. You also will see (in Section 6) that we have taken decisive and constructive actions on the related management issues you raised last year, such
as on social science research and on the studies and analysis efforts.
Before I leave this discussion of our research and technology base, there
is a final topic I should mention. I recognize the increasing anxiety regarding
disorders on the campuses of some universities and, in particular, whether these
disorders seriously affect the progress of Defense-supported research at academic institutions. When we discussed this matter last year, you may recall I
argued strongly to continue our policy of leaving the responsibility and initiative for solving the problems with the university. I believe our universities
generally are remarkably resilient institutions which will adapt their structures
and policies to responsible suggestions for reform. This year I continue to be
concerned as disruptions of educational and research activity have recurred.
I regard some of the current turmoil as irresponsible action, for violence has
absolutely no place in the process of constructive change. But I still have
confidence in the ability of the academic community, in the aggregate, to cope
ultimately with the situation. Many universities seem to be finding at least
partial solutions.
We still see no evidence of major adverse impacts on Defense Departmentsponsored research and development at our universities. As you know, however,
several institutions that are heavily engaged in Defense R&D have experienced
turbulent demonstrations. These institutions have started university-wide
reviews of their relationships with the Department. I support the concept
of these reviews, and I have met with some of the faculty members and students
who are involved.
At Stanford, for example, a firm decision has been made to separate the
Stanford Research Institute from the University itself. Separation alone will
have no serious impact on Defense research at either activity. Indeed, we have
specific assurances from both organizations that it will not. However, Stanford
University is also examining a policy apparently designed to eliminate most
classified work. The elimination of classified projects, particularly at the
Stanford Electronics Laboratory, would represent an important change -- and,
from our point of view, an unfortunate change -- in Stanford's policies. Nevertheless, we have alternative sources of competence, and we can arrange orderly
transitions if necessary.
At MIT, a special University Panel completed on 31 Hay its review of the
activities of the Lincoln and Instrumentation Laboratories. The Panel recommended, among other actions, that'MIT and the Labs "explore new projects" in
non-Defense areas - which we had already officially encouraged -- and that
the laboratories should continue their Defense R&D, including classified work.
Thus, while we expect to make gradual changes, in cooperation with MIT, in the
composition of their effort, there does not appear to be any immediate substantial impact on the critical R&D that MIT carries out for us.
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In both the Stanford and MIT cases, as well as in similar campus reviews,
I believe the "issue" of classified research has been put into better perspective in at least three ways. First, it is more widely recognized now that only
a very small fraction -- about 4% -- of the DoD-sponsored work at universities
is classified. Second, the amount and the impact on university life of even
such a small effort can be reduced through a more discriminating administration
of security regulations, without changing the nature of the work itself. Third
and most important, the remaining classified DoD projects -- and, without question, essentially all unclassified Defense R&D -- are so critical to the country
and so challenging technically that faculty members seek to be involved as researchers and consultants.
In general, I am hopeful -- in fact, confident -- that our academic institutions will continue a vigorous participation in our R&D. Why do I hold this view?
Because, although there have been cases of individuals taking strong public positions against policies of the Department of Defense, and indeed against policies
of the entire Executive Branch, these cases usually reflect legitimate differences of opinion. They constitute the debating process upon which the security
and health of the country - in particular, the research community -- depend.
As the debate proceeds, most institutions recognize the need to respect the
research choices made by individual faculty members as well as the strong need
for academic R&D in the interest of national security.
I hope you will not be misled by those who suggest that DoD's academic
research represents a sort of "sandbox for scholars," irrelevant to Defense
missions, unproductive technically and, worst of all, inimical to the best
interests of universities. The facts are quite different, and the historical record shows how authentically important academic research has been In
serving national security.
How have universities assisted in preserving the national security? It is
not just the significant research results that have been produced, nor just the
advanced training of thousands of students in technical areas central to defense,
nor even the availability of scarce specialists who consult with you and us on
the nation's most critical defense problems. It is more fundamental. It is the
great national advantage we possess because we are able to bring together essentially iudepandent and well-informed people -- from government, industry, and
universities -- over long periods of time for voluntary work on our tough problems. This is the core of our capacity for technical superiority. And this
becomes a main reason for my reluctance to take, or to endorse the Federal government's taking, any major steps that might be an overreaction to the current
problems facing university administrators. Nevertheless, as President Nixon
pointed out recently, the law must be enforced while universities develop solutiona to their local problems.
Thus, I conclude: First, we must discuss differences of opinion with those
in the academic community who are prepared to have responsible discussion and to
consider in a flexible way rational changes in their relationships with the Defense Department; and second, we must not run the risk of eroding nationally important research by precipitate punitive action against features of university
life that are essential to our future.
1.3

Some Recent Results of Research and Development

One of the best questions for the R&D manager is "What have you done
for us lately?" I have already touched on some results, and my full statement
presents a rather comprehensive review of FY 68 and early FY 69. But now I
will highlight some clearly defined, significant results to give you a sense of
other parts of our program.
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* August 16, 1968 was a doubly significant day in the development of strategic missiles. The first flight tests of both the POSEIDON and MINUTEMAN III
vere held on that day, and both tests were successful. Our initial overall evaluation is that both MINUTEMAN III and POSEIDON show great promise and we expect
to meet our development goals.

* The first submarine equipped with the modified POLARIS A3T missile was
deployed on schedule. Part of the Atlantic Fleet will have been modified by
the end of this calendar year.
* During the past year, three of the four major components of the SAFEGUARD
the Missile Site Radar (MSR), with its
data processor, and both of the missiles, SPARTAN and SPRINT. Since January 1968,
the SPARTAN has had 8 complete successes, and 2 partial successes and 2 failures
in 12 flight tests, and the SPRINT has had 18 complete and 7 partial successes and
9 failures in 34 tests. As I described earlier, the SAFEGUARD system, if deployed
fully', would protect our retaliatory forces, provide the continental U.S. with a
thin area defense against the potential Chinese ICBM threat, and protect the
country against the accidental launch of a missile from any source.

AM system have been tested full scale:

* Further, we have reorganized our ABM activities to support the initial
deployment of SAFEGUARD and to continue an aggressive R&D program to enable us
to upgrade the system if and when required. We have created within the Department of the Army the Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense Agency (ABEDA) -- by
transferring to the Army $45 million (FY 69 funds) and 14 personnel from ARPA's
Project Defender Office, as well as 20 personnel from the NIKE-X Advanced Development Group at Redstone Arsenal. The ABMDA has also hired a number of specialized staff from industrial and academic research groups to start their new programs.
* We continued the accelerated deployment of additional over-the-horizon
forward-scatter radars to provide improved warning of any mass missile launch.
As I have indicated, this new system will help to provide warning -- along with
SAFEGUARD -- for the SAC bombers against any threat from FOBS. We achieved an
interim capability early in 1968.
* Our military medical research has continued to make impressive gains in
solving problems experienced in Vietnam. One example arises from the ground
operations in the Delta in which soldiers are in the water most of the time durIng patrols. After four continuous days in water, almost all members of each
unit have painfully irritating fungus infections of the skin on their feet and
legs, which usually require 2 weeks of treatment and drying to heal. On the
average, some of the combat elements of one division has been out of combat all
of the time during the past year because of this single environmental condition.
Preliminary reports of an Army medical research team effort currently in progress in Vietnam shows that an antifungal prophylactic drug (Griseofulvin) taken
daily by mouth is cutting the fungus infection rate more than 90 percent, in the
units under study.
Let me review some other results from our R&D related to Vietnam:
* The sensor system - in which sensor data were used for remote direction
of air and artillery strikes against enemy troop and vehicle infiltration -- has
led to the entirely new concept of the "instrumented battlefield" which I mentioned earlier. Initial results of in-country tests of these real-time sensors
have been extremely encouraging.
* A prototype AC-130 Gunship, a specially equipped C-130 transport modified
to carry new sensors and air-to-ground weapons, introduced in Southeast Asia for
an operational evaluation, produced an impressive record. During the period
February-November 1968, this one aircraft destroyed or damaged 378 boats and
trucks, and caused 97 secondary explosions during nighttime missions, During
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one mission it was credited with 225 enemy personnel killed in action during the
support of a Special Forces camp that was under attack. During the first part of
1969, production Gunships were deployed and results have been similar.
* The employment of laser-gulded weapons last summer resulted in better
CEP's, compared with past accuracies. With increased accuracy, we could reduce ordnance expenditure, thus potentially saving substantial funds in ordnance procurement and in aircraft operations and maintenance.
* The introduction of improved reconnaissance photo equipment contributed
significantly to breaking the siege at ihe Sanh. This high-resolution panoramic
camera was able to locate camouflaged targets, which were subsequently destroyed
through air strikes.
* As you recall, the F-111A was deployed to Southeast Asia in March 1968 for
a trial 6 month period. There have been problems, of course, in fielding the
F-ill. But you should recognize that the aircraft has performed well. Although
the evaluation in Southeast Asia was limited by the accidents and by the bombing
halt, the operational test data show that the F-1liA has better penetration capability and night/all-weather bombing accuracy than other systems in the Air
Force inventory. The F-i hA has a greater combat radius compared with the F-105
and F-4. This longer combat range permitted all strikes to be flown without air
refueling. Its Terrain Following Radar (TR) enabled low-altitude penetration
and attack, protecting the aircraft from enemy defensive reaction until after
bomb release. Its avionics systems made it poosible to find and attack targets
largely immne to attack during darkness and adverse weather. The F-ill attained
a better combat CEP compared with the F-105 and F-4 on similar interdiction missions at night and in adverse weather. Perhaps most important, the F-liA actually has proved to be quite reliable. During most of its deployment in Southeast
Asia it had an excellent reliability rate of about 90Z, and its 35 maintenAnce
man-hours per flight hour was about the same as the man-hour cost of the F-4
which has been operational for some years.

In closing my account of the highlights of some recent R&D results, I will
mention one that is not in the category of major hardware.
* As you may know, Air Force and Navy jet aircraft use a liquid-oxygen (LOX)
system to supply oxygen to the pilot and crew. This LOX system requires substantial ground-based support equipment and personnel. In addition, it requires
special safety equipment to cope with fire hazards. But a few years ago, the
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory demonstrated a new principle for a self-contained oxygen concentrator that now promises to save at least $20 million in
operations and maintenance costs annually.

1.4

Some Mlor Plans for FY 70

As you recognize, the Defense research and development program includes
each year a number of programs that do not seem to change very much. We must
continue, year in and year out, our research in ballistic missile defense, antisubmarine warfare, highly discriminating sensors for many applications, and other
fields upon which our technical superiority rests. Yet every year there are
critical "new starts" or accelerations in R&D that will influence our defense
capability for many years. In FY 68 and'69, we validated the basis for several
such important programs to be started or expanded in FY 70. Some of these I have
already mentioned. I will highlight all of the major ones now, beginning with a
few that are especially Important.
* As I mentioned earlier, approval has been given to start in FY 1970 the
We intend to shorten
development of an Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft (ANSA).
the time that would be required for deployment by carefully and competitively
evolving the design and resolving the technical difficulties before a firm development or production commitment is made. In doing this, we will formulate a procurement approach that reduces overruns and will update our plans to reflect recent decisions to simplify the avionics. By these actions we will be in a good
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position to implement engineering development of a supersonic bomber and to award
contracts for a development program next year. We intend to review the technical
progress and changes in threat at specific milestones throughout the development
program. As we have not approved a production program, no IOC date has been
established.
* I mentioned briefly to you last year our plan to start concept formulation
studies and some critical technology development for a new submarine to carry
long-range missiles. We have started these and will expand or efforts in PY 70.
The concept, called ULMS (Underseas Long-Range Missile System), would be designed
to maintain our superior position relative to submarine-launched strategic missiles if new, more effective Soviet ASW capabilities and larger, faster, quieter
Soviet submarines begin to appear. It might also be an economic replacement for
our present fleet and reduce manpower requirements to support a given missile
force. Either modified Poseidon or a new missile system could be carried.
* The experiments during the past 2 years in airborne radars looking hundreds of miles overland enable a development program that will revamp our current
strategic air defenses, which are now vulnerable to low-altitude attack. As we
explained last year, the planned new system will have a much increased capability
against all altitude attacks, and will offer annual mainteatance savings of as
much as $600 million compared with the current defenses. This system is expected
to include some Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS), aircraft, a landbased over-the-horizon radar system for much improved early warning, and a much
upgraded version of the F-106 with a new missile and fire-control system for
defense against low-, medium-, or high-altitude bombers. We have reviewed the
arguments for choosing of the F-106 over other interceptors, including the F-12,
for defense against the current and anticipated Soviet bomber threat. Again we
have concluded that the plan is sound. It will give us the least expensive, yet
fully effective defense against low- and high-altitude bombers. We retain the
option to augment air defense with an advanced interceptor if the future threat
requires that action. I urge you to approve the elements of this plan.
As you know, on June 10, 1969 Secretary Laird announced that, with the concurrence of the President, he had decided to cancel the Air Force HOL Program.
The primary factors in the decision to cancel the MOL project included: (1) the
continuing urgency of reducing Federal defense spending and (2) advances in automated techniques for unmanned satellite systems. Not all of the $525 million
previously requested for MOL in the Fiscal Year 1970 Budget will be saved as a
result of this cancellation. Sizeable close-out costs will be involved. Savings
in FY 1970 of several hundred million will accrue. In addition, more than a billion dollars will be saved in Fiscal Years 1971 through 1974. This termination
is in no sense an unfavorable reflection on the Air Force or the MOL contractors.
The goals of the MOL program were practical and achievable. Under other circumstances, its continuation would have been fully justified.
* Following many years of research, in 1968 a new laser technique was demonstrated. In FY 70 ARPA and the Military Departments will conduct a joint program
to exploit the new technique.
* I have described in the past the improved combat capability provided by
new night-vision systems. The R&D program in this field has been so successful
that we are curtailing production of first-generation devices in anticipation of
the second-generation devices in FY 71. The new systems -- up to 50% cheaper,
75% smaller, and 80% lighter -- will find application throughout our military
forces. Low Light Level Television and Forward Looking Infrared systems, for
example, are now being introduced into our combat aircraft fleet. Night sights
are also being developed for our TOW and Dragon antitank missiles. Night driving
systems are under development for the MBT-70 and other ground vehicles. Many of
the new night vision systems will be operationally evaluated during FY 70.
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A new design of nuclear attack submarine (SSN-688 class) has been included in the FY 70 shipbuilding program. This program intends to provide the best
new class of submarines attainable, using the technology available with high confidence in time. The SSN-688 class will incorporate advanced sonars, new firecontrol equipment, the Mk-48 torpedoes, higher power propulsion systems to increase speed, and the latest techniques to ensure maximum quieting.
* Research is under way that should lead to improved tactical nuclear capabilities in atomic demolition munitions, air-to-surface and surface-to-surface
missiles, and artillery projectiles. We intend to emphasize the final development
stages of the LANCE surface-to-surface missile, which should be much more effective than the HONEST JOHN, LITTLE JOHN, and SERGEANT that it will replace. In
addition, we will review the technology required for the CONDOR air-to-ground
missile. We also are reexamining the command, control and communications systems
that could be used with tactical nuclear weapons.
* Recognizing the technical problems encountered with the M-16 rifle and
ammunition, we have reviewed all of the research, development and test programs
related to small arms, and have made a number of improvements in the management
structure of these activities. We have established a new, strong, central management with the Army Small Arms Systems Agency. This group will take an integrated approach to all future development of small arms and ammunition, from
basic research through production. Beyond this, we intend to encourage industry
to conceive fresh solutions for our current and future small-arms development
problems. Our intent is to place the U.S. in the forefront of small-arms R&D
within 5 years.
I will close this capsule review of FY 70 plans with a list giving an
overview of our R&D programs.
The following list shows projects planned to receive substantially greater
funding in FY 70 than they received in FY 69:
- SAM-D:

surface-to-air missile for defense of theater forces ($75 million)

- Heavy-Lift Helicopter:

a 20-30 ton aerial crane helicopter ($15 million)

- Mallard: tactical communications system for U.S., U.K., Australia,
Canada ($21 million)
- ULMS:

definition of a new missile-launching submarine ($20 million)

- Ocean Engineering System Development:

deep submergence vehicles ($30M)

- AMSA: initial competitive design studies and subsystems needed for
advanced bomber ($100 million)
- SCAD: air-launched vehicle for stand-off missile/decoy to improve
penetration characteristics of bomber force ($17 million)
- CONUS Air Defense Interceptor: definition of aircraft (preferably
F-106X) for new air defense ($18.5 million)
- S-3:
- AX:

Navy ASW aircraft ($165 million)
AF close support aircraft studies ($12 million)

- F-14A:
-

Navy Fleet Air Defense aircraft ($175 million)

P-14B/C: Navy replacement for F-A aircraft ($50 million)

- F-is:

AV fighter ($175 million)
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- ASMS:

Navy surface-to-air and surface-to-surface missile for
escorts ($68 million)

- Submarine Sonar:
($22 million)

improve sonar capability of Polaris/Poseidon/SSN fleet

- Hard-Rock Silos design for tenfold increase in hardening for missile
silos ($50 million)

1.5

General Comments on the Budget Request

Earlier I presented three charts showing the expected distribution
of our requested FY 70 budget, and I have just given you two additional lists
of our major programs. In summary, the FY 70 RDT&E request, compared with
FY 69, is as follows:

$ Millions RDT&E
(TOA)
FY69

FY 70

6.1

Research

406

432

6.2

Exploratory Development

875

971

6.3

Advanced Development

975

1,257

6.4

Engineering Development

729

1,083

6.5

Management and Support

1,209

1,263

Operational Systems Development

3,404

3,121

49

100

7,647

8,227

Emergency Fund
Total (TOA)

I cannot emphasize too strongly that this budget has been reviewed with
extreme care many times, from many points of view. In fact, the entire budget
has been reviewed in detail, as you realize, by both the former and present
Administrations. Though the total request and the increase over last year's
budget are substantial, I believe our program is closely reasoned. The requested funds are necessary, in our judgment, to meet our national security needs.
They are indispensable for retaining our technical superiority.
Before concluding this general introduction, I must try to give you an
understanding of how I view this overall program and budget.
I suspect you sometimes tire of hearing year after year what seems to be
the same general justification of research and development expenditures. For
it is easy to become rather blase about the extraordinary achievements of technology.
Men going to the moon, intercontinental ballistic missiles, supersonic
aircraft, the speed and capacity of modern computers - these achievements have
become expected rather than startling, familiar rather than remote. Then, too,
the rhetoric about the process of, and the goals for, research and development
has not changed very much since World War II.
So I thought it might be helpful
for me to try to bring into focus just how unpredictable and exciting the R&D
business is. The best way I know to do this is with an illustration.
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One of the most effective illustrations arises out of the history of the
development of computer technology. Some of you may recall discussions of the
first experimental computers built during the late '40's and early '50's.
They were built with vacuum tubes, their storage devices had very limited capacity, and their reliability was marginal. Although they were delicate laboratory devices, their capability was impressive, and their potential for both
military and civilian applications was enormous. And yet even the most optimistic managers and scientists at that time grossly underestimated the future
growth of the computer industry.
This growth has been due in part to the opening up of new applications made
possible by new capabilities undreamed of earlier -- such as computer-controlled
telephone switching systems - and in part to enormous improvements in technology
resulting from widespread R&D programs. The developments of ceramic magnetic
materials, the magnetic core memory# the transistor, and more recently integrated
circuits and thin films, have led in les than 20 years to improvements in speed,
storage capacity, and reliability -- nearly a thousandfold improvement in all of
the computer's prime characteristics. Even more striking improvements have been
made In size, weight, and cost. Costs for comparable capability have come down
in the last 10 years to one one-hundredth of previous costs. Incidentally, the
Soviet Union Is still substantially behind us in computer technology.
As one example, the first of the large-scale computer-based military systems
was SAGE, which was operational in 1958. Ten years later we have small airborne
and tactical field computers that have much greater capability than the original
SAGE processors, operate under extremes of environmental conditions with relatively negligible maintenance, and cost only a fraction of early models' price.
Despite the widespread civilian use of digital computers, the R&D leadership has come usually from the DoD and the AEC. Our needs for capacity, reliability, and mobility not only led to many of the initial developments but forced
and are still forcing most of the major advances. Throughout this experience we
have known that digital computer R&D had application to existing needs. Yet in
every case, there have been even greater applications to unforeseen needs.
My general point is that we try to avoid making unqualified specific promises
about R&D simply because such predictions or promises are so rarely imaginative
enough to anticipate what a vigorous R&D program actually will produce. In short,
I have no doubt that the funds requested for FY 70 will create possibilities for
radically improved military systems. Research and development may have become
more familiar, but it has not become less dynamic and productive.
Hr. Chairman, this concludes my introduction. I will be happy either to
continue with parts of my detailed statement or answer any questions you may
have.
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2.

STRATEGIC FORCES
2.1

Introduction

To be a sufficient deterreAt, our strategic forces tost be capable
of inflicting unacceptable damage, ,ith very high confidence and under dependable control, in retaliation to a first strike against us. From the R&D
perspective, this is accomplished by maintaining a technical or qualitative
lead over the Soviets, and by choosing systems that are as insensitive as
possible to the details of the Soviet systems designed to degrade or negate our
capability.
2.2

Strategic Retaliatory Forces

2.2.1 Soviet Threat to Our Retaliatory Forces: The Soviets are
continuing to develop and improve a broad spectrum of both offensive and
defensive strategic weapon systems. Facilities for R&D, test, and production
of strategic systems continue to expand. I will review their most significant achievements during the past year and point out the ways in which these
achievements could affect our retaliatory forces. Although the National
Intelligence Estimates are the basis of this discussion, I will consider
possibilities which are not part of the current estimates. Since our task
is to ensure that we have sufficient strategic capability under any reasonable
circumstances, I feel this approach is required.
SS-9:
Of the most significance were Soviet tests of the SS-9,
a large payload ICBM, which dispersed three large reentry vehicles. These
tests indicate a footprint size adequate for targeting Minuteman silos.
We are not certain what accuracy the Soviet Union has achieved with
the SS-9.
There are now more than 200 SS-9 locations. If these missiles had a MIRV
capability and each had a CEP of 0.5 nm, then they would pose a significant
threat to the Minuteman system.
FOBS: The precise capability of the Fractional Orbit Bombardment
System (FOBS) version of the SS-9 is still not clear. On the other hand, it
could be oriented toward destroying fixed U.S. command and control with a few
launches, or penetrating the SAFEGUARD system, or evading our bomber warning
systems, if we took no counteractions. Since we.do not yet know how this system
will evolve, we must carefully consider all reasonable possibilities.
SS-11: There have been no surprises in the SS-11 deployment,
which has continued but at a somewhat slower pace. The CEP of this system
is estimated to be rather large. However, since the possibility of improved
accuracy exists, the large force also poses a threat to Minuteman.
SS-13: Deployment of this new small, solid ICBM began in 1967
and continues at a slow rate. Only if this system were deployed in large
numbers and were given high accuracy would it pose a threat to our retaliatory
forces. A mobile version may be deployed.
New SLBH:
This SLBH is for the new 16-tube Soviet Yankee-class
ballistic missile submarine, of which 8 or more have been launched. The estimated number of these submarines being constructed (4-8 per year) will make it
possible for the Soviet Union to mount a continuous vissile submarine patrol
off of our coasts, Such patrols with the range of its missile (estimated at
1500 n.m.) present a threat to the survivability of the SAC bomber force. If
this missile could be flown in a depressed trajectory mode, the time of flight
would be so short that even with our current warning most of the bomber force
could not be warned and launched in time. It is unlikely that this missile has
sufficient accuracy to pose a threat to Minuteman.
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Bombers: No significant changes in the capabilities of the
Soviet bomber force have been noted.
SAM Systems: One surface-to-air missile system is believed
to be capable, with proper siting, of intercepting aircraft at low altitudes.
There is insufficient technical evidence to make a final, definitive judgment
on the capabilities of the Tallinn system. Although most evidence indicates a
design goal of a high- and medium-altitude aircraft threat, a low altitude aircraft defense capability and some limited EHD capability cannot yet be ruled out.
Interceptor and Fighter Aircraft:
It is believed that some
interceptors now have an all-weather capability. The newer Soviet Long-Range
Interceptor, Foxbat, is likely to be the first interceptor with advanced capabilities. A retrofit of advanced systems into the Fiddler, is a possibility.
Ballistic Missile Defense:
We have indications that the Soviets
are preparing to test a new BMD system or to improve the present Moscow system.
A limited BMD capability for the Tallinn Air Defense System still cannot be
ruled out definitely, although we consider it unlikely. In any case, the system
could be modified to provide some BMD capability.
As I mentioned, it is possible that development is under way on a secondgeneration BMD system. If so, and if the deployment schedule on the Moscow
system were repeated, deployment could begin in one to two years with IOC occurring n about four to five years.
Soviet ASW: As part of the increasing growth of Soviet naval
power and their effort to improve ASW capabilities, the new attack submarines
(C, V and B classes plus the new types not yet determined to be class construction and the ASW-equipped Moskva helicopter carrier must be noted with some concern. The Soviet Union is also known to be experimenting with surveillance systems, and is keeping an almost constant watch off Polaris forward bases with
intelligence collection ships. While their large ASW improvement program must
be continuously reevaluated, it does not now appear to be an immediate threat to
the Polaris/Poseidon system.
Civil Defense: During the last year, the Soviets continued to
build a professional military cadre of civil defense specialists. Training of the
civilian population is publicized annually. A network of civil defense control
centers and communications exists. Their program objectives have emphasized
(a) evacuation of nonessential personnel in a time of tension before an expected
attack; and (b) the provision of shelters for key personnel with secure communications to provide postattack recovery control.
This completes the review, from the R&D perspective, of Soviet threats
to our strategic forces.
2.2.2 U.S. Bomber Force: At the end of FY 69, our current bomber force
will consist of 255 B-52 G&H, 195 B-52 C-F, and 78 B-58's. The PB-ill becomes
operational in August 1970.
The first problem of concern regarding bombers is that of prelaunch survivTo counter this, bombers should
ability in the event of ICBM, SLBM or FOBS attack.
be easily dispersable, so as not to be tied to a relatively few readily targetable
airfields# To effectively use a dispersal capability, improved tactical warning
capability is needed.
As I stated last year, we are developing OTH radar and
satellites to improve our warning capability. Warning may not be enough, however,
in the event of an attack by depressed-trajectory SLBM's. Thus we are considering
adding radar faces to the SAFEGUARD ABM system (which I will discuss later) to
provide an all-azimuth defense for the bombers. I will discuss these in more
detail later when I discuss defensive systems in general.
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Regarding dispersal, the principal development requirement is a short takeoff and landing ability. Preliminary designs for AMSA incorporate this feature.
As you know, the AHSA development program is still pending. It is currently
anticipated that the AMSA program will be started in late FY 70. The planned program includes a number of milestones at which performance can be assessed and configuration changes inserted, We plan to use these reviews to take advantage of all
technological advances up to that point, and to reconsider our approach in the
light of updated information on the likely threat* The basic reason for starting
the AMSA program is to maintain a flexible overall strategic force, taking account
of the possible vulnerability of part of our missile force, and thus complicating
the Soviet defense plans by our progress toward a new bomber with improved penetration capability; $100.2M is requested for AMSA in FY 70.
Looking at another aspect of the bomber problem, there is substantial uncertainty as to what tactics, weapon techniques and weapon loadings are required
to assure bomber penetration through Soviet area and local defenses. Accordingly,
we have several specific bomber penetration efforts under way at present. The
first is SRAM. This bomber-carried missile, designed to penetrate terminal defenses by exhaustion and/or suppression, is in flight test. SRAM will be carried
by both B-52's and FB-Ill's. AMSA will also have the capability of carrying SRAM.
To assist in penetrating the USSR's advanced area defenses, we started in
FY 69 the concept formulation on a long-range decoy, with the capability also of
carrying a nuclear warhead. Known as SCAD (Subsonic Cruise Armed Decoy), it is
expected to have a long range at low altitude and to be equipped with electronic
bomber simulation aids. By providing a large number of bomberlike targets, it
will tend to dilute the defenses and exhaust interceptors. Since it carries a
warhead, it cannot be ignored by the interceptors. We expect to start advanced
development in FY 70 with funding of $17.1m.
As another counter to the Foxbat threat, we will continue to investigate the
BDM (Bomber Defense Missile) in FY 70. It would be desirable for such a weapon
to have dual capability -- bomber defense and terminal defense penetration -- and
our investigations are directed along this line. The propulsion requirements for
this mission will be pushing current technology to its limits.
Since AMSA is a new design, we also can tailor its physical characteristics
to assist in penetration. For example, one design visualizes supersonic capability, low radar cross-section, reduced IR signature, and sustained high subsonic
speed at low level, each of which may contribute to penetration ability. Admittedly, it is difficult now to assess quantitatively the extent to which each of
these contribute to the mission. We will investigate this problem thoroughly
before a final configuration freeze on ASMA, to ensure we have made the best
trade-offs on survivability and penetration.
The FB-IlA airplane is now halfway into its R&D flight test phase with
flight tests by Air Force personnel just starting. These airplanes are equipped
with the MK-IIB avionics, System integration tests with SRAH have started, and
flight test are scheduled. The FB-l1lA program is progressing satisfactorily.
FY 70 RDT&E funding is planned at $84.9.
2.2.3 U.S. Land Based Missile Force: The present landbased force
consists of 54 Titan II and 1000 Minuteman I and II. By the end of CY 1975, the
Minuteman Force will have roughly equal ntmbers of Minuteman II and III.
As I indicated earlier in discussing the threat, the emplaced Minuteman is
potentially threatened by the MIRV possibility of the SS-9, or a more accurate
SS-11, In addition to the SAPECUARD system, we are looking in several directions
to find the best countermove(s). First, and probably most obvious, is the development of Hard Rock Silos (HRS). I have discussed this program with you before,
The goal is an increased "in-silo" hardness. Our present program is aimed at
technology demonstration and site surveys. No production decision has yet been
made. We request a budget of $50.OH in FY 70.
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But hardening alone is not tha complete answer, because an enemy can always
counter it by Improving accuracy. Therefore, we are examining other alternatives.
Mobile 1CBM's or deceptively based ICBM's are possibilities for improving our
force survivability. Substantial mobility would be expensive; and there may be
practical limits to deployment area, thereby limiting force size. Depending upon
the specific concept, even mobile systems might be subject to identification and
targeting by satellites. Deception provides false aim points for the attacker,
thus increasing his force requirements. We expect to place greater emphasis in
F 70 on studying alternate basing modea using the funding provided in our Advanced ICM Technology effort.
We do not plan to start operational systems development of a new, larger,
land-based ICBM. It would be subject to the same problems mentioned before and
would not be significantly better than Minuteman II deployed in Hard Rock Silos.
We believe that a substantially better concept is needed to justify such large
expenditures.
As my comments on the threat indicated, there have been no major changes in
the Soviet ABM capability. There is, however, no justification for complacency
on our part. I will review briefly our current and planned programs for missile
defense penetration.
Area penetration aids have been under operational development for the Minuteman II since late 1965. The Hk-l chaff system has achieved its IOC. It is judged
to have adequate capability against early warning radars, but the newer, more
sophisticated radars may be capable of detecting the booster in the chaff cloud
and thus inferring the location of the reentry vehicle. To correct this deficiency, a follow-on variation, the Mk-lA, Is being deployed. These penetration aids
should present an area defense system with separate potential targets from each
booster. The warhead Is "hidden" from the defense radars in one of the chaff
clouds.
Area penetration aids and terminal decoys are now being developed for the
Minuteman III which will provide an improved penetration capability against terminal defenses, depending upon the credibility of the decoys.
Our present program is judged to provide adequate capability for penetration
of presently anticipated Soviet defenses. In fact, since there is still no firm
evidence of a terminal defense threat, we can say that there is even some longterm insurance in the Minuteman III pen aide program.
In the event the enemy deploys terminal defense with the ability to discriminate decoys, we need to take further steps. The answer here could be in the provision of more RV's per missile -- either smaller RV's on present missiles, or
more of the present RV's on a larger booster. In the FY 70 ABRES program, we will
investigate the seriousness of this problem. We are critically examining these
possibilities.
For a damage-limiting mission, both Minuteman II and III are adequate with
respect to warhead yield and guidance accuracy. Although the Titan II, with a
single large warhead, has good hard-target kill capability, its survivability is
questionable owing to the small force (54), its attractiveness as a target.
2.2.4 U.S. Sea-Based Missile Force: Our current force consists of 656
Polaris misiles deployed on 41 boats. Our planned force is 496 Poseidon on 31
boats and 160 Polaris A-3 on 10 boats. The Poseidon payload is a MIRV configuration, with many reentry vehicles per missile.
As I did with land-based missiles, I will consider first prelaunch survivability and then penetration problems.
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Prelaunch survivability pertains to the survivability of the launch platform
the submarine. This we believe to be good; we do not believe there is any
Soviet ASW activity which significantly affects the FBX system at this time,
although they may be striving for this goal.
-

I must emphasize strongly, however, that we are not complacent. The Soviets
are building their second-generation nuclear submarines. The next generation
might be quiet, effective attack submarines with an ASW capability against our
I. There are also indications that a greatly enhanced ASW surveillance capability might be developed. We must assume they will eventually have such a system
and plan our R&D options ind hedges accordingly.
As a general insurance measure, we are starting in FY 70 a new SSBN survivability effort designed to examine the specific problems of maintaining the PBM
current high survivability well into the future, and to work out a range of solutions for any possible threat that might arise. It will include development work
on analytical techniques, tactics, sonar, quieting, ensonification, decoys, and
other areas. As a first step in this direction I asked the Vulnerability Task
Force of the Defense Science Board -- the same task force which has made a major
contribution to reducing the nuclear vulnerability of our missiles -- to take a
hard look at the over-all question of FBI submarine survivability, including
communication links.
Another hedge against improved Soviet ASW capability is ULMS (Underwater Long
Range Hissile System). I mentioned this to you briefly last year. The system
involves a new generation of quieter, optimized FIN submarine with possibly a
longer range missile. The longer range missile could be a completely new one or it
could be a modification of Poseidon at minimum cost and schedule. Because of this
modified-Poseidon option, we are concentrating FY 70 efforts on the submarine, the
long-lead-time item in the system concept. The greater sea operating room enabled
by the longer range missile, coupled with the improved characteristics of the new
submarine design, will compound the Soviet ASW problem by an order of magnitude.
But most significantly, the F 70 effort will provide the option of expanding our
offensive submarine forces if this should appear desirable in view of the various
Soviet offensive threats. It is our intent to also incorporate techniques to
reduce operating costs and to minimize the extent of work performed (and the time
required for it) at the periodic submarine upkeep periods. We are doing concept
formulation on ULMS in FY 69-70, and expect to start actual design in FY 70.
Planned FY 70 funding is $20M.
I am considering the desirability of building a dedicated R&D submarine for
the ULMS prototype, which could be retained for use in on-going R&D programs after
the ULMS development was complete. The cost will be high, but I believe this
capability will be needed continuously to assess the ASW situation and to devise
and test appropriate counters.
Turning to the penetration problem, we have completed the Navy's Antelope
development program, which covered development of boost-phase hardening fixes and
a penetration aid system for the Polaris A-3 missile.
I spoke to you last year about the new Poseidon. As you know, Poseidon will
carry a number of small RV's. Its large capacity for RV's is, in itself, a very
effective penetration technique, since the MIRV capability will provide adequate
spacing between RV's in such a way that each RV must be attacked by an enemy
interceptor as a separate target. This should be adequate for both area and
terminal defense over a broad range of Soviet ABM deployment.
Accordingly, we have not placed additional emphasis to date on penetration
aids for Poseidon. An all-RV attack, with no pen aids, is the least risky approach
against a sophisticated area and terminal defense system capable of discriminating
against decoys. However, we are proposing to study in FY 70 what might be feasible
or desirable in the area of Poseidon pen aids, so that, if some technique were
particularly attractive, we might use some FY 70 funds for the development of
Poseidon pen aids.
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Overall, the assured destruction mission capabilities of our sea-based missil
are sufficient until the Soviets deploy fourth-generation submarines that would
have significantly impToved ASW capabilities, or deploy a much larger number of
their third generation, or learn to determine a submarine's location through
detection of its characteristics. At that time, we intend to be ready with counters -- improved FBM aid/or ULMS, and improved communications.
2.2.5 Operational Teiting:
testing of the Polaris and Minuteman.

I would like to review the operational

Polaris A-2 and A-3 operational tests are now conducted in both the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans. The test impact points are instrumented to allow measurement
of accuracy near Midway and Ascension Islands. Thus far, the A-2 configuration
has been successfully launched over 70 times with an in-flight success ratio of
well over 90%. The A-3 configuration has had over 40 successful launches with a
success ratio of about 80%. Follow-on operational testing of the A-3 is continuing.
The Minuteman I and II operational tests have used the Western Test Range for
firings. The Minuteman.I (A) has been phased out* The I (B) series have been
successfully launched over 100 times with an in-flight success ratio of just under
80%. The Minuteman II system is presently undergoing an OT firing program. Because
of its fixed land-based -- hence, restricted -- launch location, the Minuteman
operational testing requirements pose the following special problems:
First, we require an adequate range facility at which we can test the multiple
target capability of the MIRV and the full-range and -weight Minuteman III system.
Second, the performance of Minuteman on various azimuths (i.e., polar vs.
equatorial trajectories) must be appraised.
Another problem we face is the need to conduct Minuteman launches under conditions which more realistically duplicate their operational employment. We have had
several failures in launches from operational sites using short-burn missiles. We
should also conduct full-range launches from operational silos to obtain a realistic
assessment of the readiness, accuracy and performance of the Minuteman force. The
associated problems of range safety and public acceptance are obvious. We are now
developing a program and obtaining coordination for an operational base, full range,
Minuteman launch program to start as early as December 1970.
Finally, the cost of these operational tests is high in terms of dollars and
numbers of tests. We recognize the need to achieve the required verification of
system performance with a minimum of tests. A s'ecial study on test and evaluation
techniques, requirements, and program optimization was completed in 1968, and we
are now studying possible modifications of our operational test plans.
2.3

Strategic Defensive Forces

-The strategic retaliatory R&D program I have just described can be
characterized as producing high confidence (or assured) systems, while the strategic defensive systems can be characterized as producing flexible or responsive
systems. In general, it is not as important that defensive systems warrant high
confidence that they will stop every threat as it is that they remain sufficiently
flexible to respond rapidly to countermeasures and effectively lower the attacker's
confidence.
Again, I will first discuss the threats facing our defensive forces and then
the development program responsive to those threats.
2.3.1

Soviet Strategic Threat to U.S. Defenses

1CBM's: The major Soviet threat to U.S. national survival today, and for the foreseeable future, is their large ICBMforce,which includes a
large number'of-hardened kessile silos and some softmissile launchers. There is
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no evidence yet that these soft missile sites are being deactivated. The Soviet
ICBM force has continued its high rate of growth and has surpassed the U.S. landbased ICBM force in number of launchers. As I noted earlier, the deployment of the
$5-9 has continued,
SLBHs: The Soviet Union has continued conversion of its
missile submarines, and production of the Yankee-class ballistic missile submarine,
both of which I mentioned earlier. The number of operational SLBM launch tubes is
expected to increase greatly, by mid-1975, depending on the production rate of the
Yankee-class submarines. These missiles, combined with the Soviet ICBM force, form
the backbone of the Soviet strategic offensive and retaliatory force.
Bombers: As in previous years, there has been essentially no
change in the size or composition of the Soviet heav bombeo-foroe, but the longrange training flights indicate a strong role or-Ae bomber compoetfkt.,
4
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ent, carefully phased deployment sbedule relatead61early_ to. he chianjing threat
situation; and third, the new program\would be reviewed annually from the stand-.
points of technical development, chagis'in the threat, and diplomatic considerstions.
The modified program, called SAFEGUARD, is anied-at three.main-bjectives.
active local protection of our land-based retaliatory forces against a missile
attack by the USSR; thin defense of the country against a Chinese ICBM attack; and
protection against an accidental or small attack from any source. In addition, the
components will be deployed to provide early warming and area defense of our bomber
bases and command and control system,
The new deployment will use the same components as the one previously approved:
the Perimeter Acquisition Radar (PAR), the Missile Site Radar (HSR), and the SPRINT
and SPARTAN interceptors. Of course, they will be deployed differently.
Since the components are the same, the previously planned R&D program is
largely unaffected. This program will be carried out essentially In two parts.
First is the difficult but relatively straightforward effort to complete the development and test of those components selected for the SAFEGUARD ABM system deployment. Second is a-substantial effort known as the Advanced BMD (formerly Nike X
Advanced Development) Program designed (a) to develop system concepts and components
which could be introduced, if necessary, into the SAFEGUARD system -- to extend its
effective life against increasing Soviet and CPR threats to our deterrent force;
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and (b) to continue to explore new possibilities which may permit defending our
urban/industrial complexes against massive and sophisticated threats.
Many issues have arisen with respect to the ABM system. The public expressed
concern about dangers caused by deployment. Typical questions, especially about
the previous Sentinel deployment plan, were these. Is the Spartan warhead safe
while stored in its silo? Will the presence of a Sentinel battery attract attackers? Will the Spartan interceptor trigger the attacking warhead which, in turn,
would cause fatalities and damage on the ground?
The new SAFEGUARD objectives do not, of course, include battery installations
near cities, with the exception of Washington, D.C., so some of the past questions
are no longer entirely relevant. However, safety has always been and continues to
be of critical importance. We have recognized this problem for about twenty years,
and have done a great deal of analysis and testing of safety devices. This broad
base of experience has led to excellent designs; our nuclear devices are equipped
with special safety devices for both shipment and storage. In our 20 years of
experience with handling nuclear warheads, within and outside of the United States,
there has never been a nuclear yield resulting from an accident. We believe the
likelihood of an accidental nuclear explosion is essentially nil.
Detonation of an enemy warhead by our interceptor is a frequently raised
concern. Spartan missiles are designed for an intercept outside the earth's atmosphere, i.e., where a sympathetic detonation would not cause damage on the ground.
More important, the system is designed so that our interceptor would destroy the
incoming warhead before it had time to operate and explode.
These questions of safety, however, are less fundamental than two others which
have been raised. Will the system work? And will it "grow" in an uncontrollable
way?
We expect the system will work against the rapidly growing threat of Soviet
SLBM's for specific cases such as defense of the bomber force during those few
crucial moments when they are flushing from their bases. The deployment now takes
this threat into account, and we intend to review the threat annually. Deployment
against Soviet SLBU's required adding additional faces to the HSR's so that these
radars look in all directions, rather than exclusively to the north as in the old
deployment concept. Also, the long-range PAR radar chain must be extended around
the perimeter of the U.S. -- by adding seaward-looking faces to the Boston-area and
Seattle-area PAR's, and by adding two PAR's, one in the Southeast and one in the
Southwest to complete perimeter coverage. In this way, the system can protect us
against SLBMNs launched from the east, west and south. It will also be effective
in a regional coverage against FOBS which can arrive from the south.
With respect to the Chinese threat, you should recognize that SAFEGUARD incorporates our third generation of ABM technology. Thus, I have no doubt it will be
effective in countering the modest first-generation Chinese ICBM threat through the
'70's. We expect the Chinese to develop ultimately more sophisticated ICBM technology, probably including penetration aids. However, we know from our experience
that the development of sophisticated penetration devices is technically difficult,
time consuming, and expensive.
Finally, let there be no question on this point: Although we cannot now
design an AIM system that would protect our cities from unacceptable losses during
a massive Soviet ICHR attack, we do know how to protect our Minuteman deterrent
capability from a massive Soviet first strike. The protection of Minuteman is
fundamentally much easier because we need only protect a fraction of the force to
preserve an adequate deterrent. Loss of part of the lnuteman force can be tolerated, whereas loss of the same fraction of the population of our large cities is
clearly unacceptable. Safeguard will fulfill its design goals, and since protection of our offensive forces in no way weakens the Soviet deterrent, Safeguard will
not, in my judgement, destablize the strategic situation.
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I am very much aware of the fears that Safeguard will grow in some uncontrolled fashion with an enormous increase in cost. We have -- within the DoD and within the country's normal governmental process -- mechanisms to prevent this. In
short, the process is this; Each revision of the present plan must be approved
annually by the Secretary of Defense and by the President, and is then submitted to
the Congress for discussion before funds are appropriated. I believe this has been
and will continue to be a deliberate process in which all of the pros and cons on
all critical issues are debated.
The Safeguard R&D program, based upon the previous Sentinel R&D, Is still
essentially on schedule, although the schedules of work at the first sites have now
slipped about 18 months. Three of the four major hardware components have been
tested full scale -- the Missile Site Radar (11SR), and both of the missiles, Spartan
and Sprint. In the year ahead, integrated MSR/Spartan tests will be conducted at
Kvajalein against live ICBM's fired from Vandenberg. Similar MSR/Sprint firings
are scheduled for FY 71. The FY 70 R&D request for Safeguard is $401M.
The FOBS presents two potential threats. First, it could reduce the warning
time available to our bomber forces and, second, it could reduce the area coverage
of the Spartan interceptors. We are accelerating the development and deployment of
our forward-scatter Over-the-Horizon (OTH) warning system. This system is being
installed now. An interim capability to keep Soviet missiles and FOBS under operational surveillance was attained last spring.
To extend the useful life and dependability of the OTH system, we are improving its resistance to jamming, and deploying another warning system, which works on
an entirely different principle. This system will provide warning against ICBM,
FOBS and SLB4.
The Nike X Advanced Development Program, for which we request $141M in FY 70,
is concentrated on countering the most probable defense penetration schemes. A
major threat possibility is chaff designed to conceal the attacking RV. Because of
the great length of chaff clouds, the terminal defender can either use a great
number of interceptors and attack the entire chaff train or wait until the RV is
separated from the light chaff by the atmospheric drag starting at about 50 nautical
miles' altitude. Because the time to impact after chaff-RV separation is very
small, either (a) a very high acceleration interceptor (Sprint-like) must be used,
or (b) a slower, longer range interceptor (Spartan-like) must be launched before
the RV is separated from the chaff. Both of these concepts are being investigated.
The former, designated the Remote Sprint, requires minor guidance system changes.
The latter, called improved Spartan, requires propulsion system and guidance improvements. These improvements in Sprint and Spartan also improve their capability
against FOBS.
Still another way to combat concealment of RV's in chaff is to improve the
radar resolution -- the ability of the radar to resolve or separate two targets
which are very close together. The better the radar resolution, the more chaff
required to hide the RV. Also, the better the radar resolution, the higher the
altitude at which the radar can see an RV emerge from a chaff cloud when the chaff
strikes the upper atmosphere. The MSR has growth potential for much improved
resolution. In the process, the volume of space in an HSR resolution "cell" can
probably be reduced to a fraction of its present size. Improving the HSR will be
an important part of any SAFEGUARD upgrading.
A still more advanced concept in radar is to further improve range resolution
until the radar can detect the difference in length between a full-sized reentry
vehicle and an object such as a small, heavy, deeply penetrating decoy. An experimental radar having this capability has been installed at Kwajalein to make measurements against U.S. reentry vehicle and chaff systems to demonstrate the concept.
2.3.4 U.S. Air Defense: Our current air defense system permits an
intercept only a few hundred miles from the North American Defense perimeter. More
important, we have essentially no capability against low-altitude attackers.
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Finally, the ground control structure is vulnerable to destruction by ballistic
missiles or submarine-launched cruise missiles.
Because of these deficiencies, we plan to develop and install an improved
area air defense, based on over-the-horizon warning radar, for peacetime surveillance of targets at all altitudes and at considerable ranges offshore, and an Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS). The AWACS will permit us to conduct
intercept of aircraft targets at all altitudes and at large distances from the
defense perimeter. During the past year, preliminary tests successfully demonstrated the feasibility of AWACS. After careful review of these results, we have
entered contract definition this year and flight test of the first AWACS R&D model
Tradeoff studies of potential CONUS OTH
is planned. FY 70 funding is $60.01i
radars will lead to an early decision to enter contract definition for that system.
To exploit this new AWACS capability in its role in continental air defenses,
we must also upgrade our manned interceptors. Continued studies have shown that an
improved F-106 force, with an advanced look-down fire control system, is far less
costly per aircraft than any other candidate interceptor system (hence, available
in larger numbers) and is superior in effectiveness against the near-term threat.
We continue to review terminal bomber defenses, including an assessment of
the relative utility of Hercules/Hawk and SAM-D in both strategic and tactical
roles. Studies have been completed which define the improvements that could be
made to Hike-Hercules to extend its lifetime. For the longer term, we continue to
pursue the Advanced Development effort on SAM-D. In addition, studies are under
way to determine how SAFEGUARD and SAM-D might assist or complement each other in
the air defense and antimissile roles and to define R&D objectives for supporting
technological programs.
2.3.5 Civil Defense Research: In the Civil Defense research program we
are continuing to develop an understanding of what would be required for the U.S.
to survive a nuclear attack and achieve rapid economic and military recovery.
Means to improve the fallout shelters in existing buildings and to incorporate
shelters into new construction throughout the country are being sought. Alternative
future passive defense programs, such as limited evacuation and blast shelters, are
being analyzed. Planned funding for FY 70 is $5.0H.
2.4

Strategic Command and Control

Effective strategic command and control is very much dependent on our
strategic surveillance and warning capability and on the communications systems
through which we gather information, transmit decisions and orders, and control
actions resulting from those decisions and orders. Our ability to communicate
reliably and securely on a global basis is particularly important for effective
strategic command and control, and as a result we have, over the years, developed
and installed a number of communications systems. Let me emphasize that these
systems are in reality subsystems of a single system in which each command center
and each communications link has been planned as part of the overall capability to
supply information to the President and to provide him the means to control strategic forces. Our planning is based on the unique needs of the strategic forces and
the need for diversity in both communications means and routes, to ensure the
greater survivability of communications.
Despite improvements which have been made, our communications capability
suffers from its vulnerability to physical and electronic attack, as well as from
the time, difficulty and cost of installing large global capacities. In addition,
the more survivable airborne systems are currently limited to 10-12 hours of unrefueled flight and are restricted in the functions they can perform by the size of
the staffs and amount of equipment which can be carried. To achieve higher confidence in control of our forces for several days or longer, additional endurance of
our command centers and communications would be needed. This problem and the
possible need for more sophisticated control such as retargeting and reprograming
will receive increasedg attention during the next year.
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Our preparations to improve strategic command and control include five main
efforts: (a) improvement of our satellite surveillance and warning capability;
(b)improvement of the JCS Minimum Essential Emergency Communications Network
(HEECN); (c) improvement of our airborne command post capability; (d) improvement
of Polaris FW submarine communications; and (e) improvement of the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS).
A satellite early warning system has been approved to develop warning from
space against ICMi, FOBS, and SLEM launches. The spacecraft would provide a fairly
accurate indication of an attack.
The function of the Minimum Essential Emergency Communications Network (MEECN)
is to provide a survivable communications network for passing execution orders to
nuclear forces assigned to the Single Integrated Operational Plan (SLOP). The
HEECN consists of elements of survivable communications systems that are internetThe most important
ted to enhance survivability through redundancy and mobility.
elements currently included in the MEECN are: (a) the Navy's VLV/LF FEM Communications System; (b) the Air Force's VLF/LP Special Purpose Communications System;
and (c) the Air Force's Emergency Rocket Communications System (ERCS). Currently
we are preparing recommendations regarding the MEECN program, and I expect that
shortly we will have decisions on technical, system engineering, and procurement
issues.
We are continuing to investigate possibilities for a new system of airborne
command posts to replace all or part of the EC-135 aircraft fleet which we now
operate for survivable command of our nuclear forces. Present aircraft are limited
in endurance to 10 to 12 hours, unrefueled, and they carry insufficient staff and
communications and processing aids. The aircraft choices under consideration
include refurbishing the EC-135's, aircraft such as the DC-8/707, and very large
aircraft such as the C-5A/747. The command and control system alternatives range
from modification of the present communications equipment to more elaborate combinations of satellite communications, switching and data processing to support the
activities of a large (e.g., 40-man) battle staff. The funds requested for FY 70
will be used for additional design studies of the alternatives and analysis of the
effectiveness which the airborne systems could contribute to the performance of our
strategic forces. Assuming the successful completion of the design and analysis
efforts in FY 70, contract definition for a new system could be initiated in FY 71.
Estimated costs to develop and acquire a new system range from $300M to $700M,
depending on aircraft and command and control system choices. Total R&D for the
command post could be on the order of $100H if the most complex option were chosen.
Peacetime Polaris command and control is exercised through worldwide fixed
transmitters operating on very low, low and high frequencies (VLF/LF/UF). Additionally, TACAMO relay aircraft are used in both the Atlantic and Pacific. Although we
have highly redundant communications -- to try to ensure survivability -- each part
of the system has deficiencies.
The currently operating Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS) was
established by converting our research and development system to operational use.
This system has amply demonstrated the utility of military satellite communications.
It provided improvements in our strategic command and control capability, but it
has several problems: We need, for example, greater resistance to physical and
electronic attack; greater capacity; small, less costly, very reliable terminals;
and improved synchronous satellites. As a result of analyses made in preparing
the Development Concept Paper for this program, we will develop and procure modern
satellites equipped with both earth coverage and narrow-beam antennas; modify
existing earth terminals to work with the new satellites; and develop and procure
new earth terminals and improved modulation equipment. Additionally, we will
continue development of new shipboard and aircraft terminals. We expect to launch
the first of the new satellites early in 1971, by which time we will have modified
all the existing terminals to the proper configuration; the new terminals will
become available later in 1971 and in 1972. We have planned FY 1970RDT&E funding
of $35H to support this program.
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2.5

Nuclear Effects and Nuclear Test Detection

These two programs continue to be extremely important to assuring the
survivability and effectiveness of our strategic and general purpose forces.
Nuclear effects programs evaluate, with a high degree of confidence, the vulnerability/survivability of military systems. Major efforts are applied to the development of nuclear effects simulators for laboratory and field use. Where simulatin
techniques are not yet developed, and for confirmation of laboratory experiments,
underground nuclear tests provide the necessary data.
In nuclear test detection, our purpose is to learn about the nuclear weapons
programs and progress of potential adversaries. This provides the background for
estimates of the nuclear threats which our systems would be expected to encounter
and survive.
2.5.1 Nuclear Weapons Effects: Investigations of nuclear effects
include three complementary efforts: research, tests, and the maintenance of
"readiness-to-test" (should we decide to resume atmospheric testing). A major
portion of this program is a responsibility of the Defense Atomic Support Agency.
Effects Research: Major objectives are to understand nuclear detonation phenomena, to develop techniques and simulators for laboratory and field use,
and to develop improved computer techniques for better prediction of effects.
Simulation is a more methodical and controllable technique than the much more
expensive underground nuclear testing.
We now have simulators available or in development for several specific
effects. Shock tubes covering a wide range of sizes and pressures are in widespread
use for simulation of direct air blast. The High Explosive Simulation Test (REST),
initially developed to expose missile silos to air-induced over-pressure, has been
modified to include the effects of direct ground shock and is currently being expanded to provide great overpressures for testing superhard silos.
Our missile systems, both offensive and defensive, depend extensively on
electronics for guidance, control, and fuzing and firing functions. These electronics are inherently susceptible to the effects of nuclear radiation and must be
shielded or hardened. We now have available several simulators to produce Transient
Radiation Effects on Electronics (TREE). However, these existing machines are
adequate only for testing small components at relatively low doses. During FY 1969,
we expect to complete final design and start construction on a large TREE facility
which will be capable of producing a high ganna-ray dose and will have a large
usable test volume. Even with this machine, we will still need confirmatory underground tests.
Another type
Advanced Research
entire missile at
pheric detonation

of simulator which we hope to complete in late 1969 is the
Electromagnetic Simulator (ARES). ARES will permit testing an
the predicted threat level at the frequencies from an exoatmosthat would be encountered by a missile in flight.

This nuclear effects research program, which I have briefly highlighted, is a
major fraction of the DoD contribution to Safeguard II, 'Maintenance of Modern
Nuclear Laboratory Facilities and Programs."
Underitround Testing: Underground testing is still the only available
method for determination of many facets of systems vulnerability to nuclear effects.
Our major effects test efforts continue to be associated with the vulnerability of
Systems.
In CY 1968 we successfully executed five DoD effects tests, one joint AEC-DoD
test to determine the feasibility of producing hypervelocity pellets and a seismic
decoupling test related to possible treaty-evasion tactics. Four of the effects
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tests were designed to establish X-ray vulnerability of systems.
18 months, we now expect to complete more X-ray effects tests.

During the next

As you know, the DASA underground effects testing constit tes the DoD portion
of Safeguard I, for which FY 70 RDT&Z funds are requested.
Atmospheric Readiness-to-Test: This Is the program which provides for
maintenance of a capability to resume atmospheric testing. There are several
types of tests which cannot be accomplished underground. In their absence, we
must rely on calculations and simulation to provide an effects analysis.
The readiness program includes maintenance of the scientific and operational
facilities at Johnston Atoll, maintains Joint Task Force Eight, and includes the
overseas readiness exercises. We will also develop improved, hardened instrumentation for the types of tests I have noted above. The AEC and DoD have recently
completed a detailed study aimed at reorienting the readiness program to make it
responsive to the high-priority problems as we now see them. These are primarily
related to the ABH system. In this context, we are also compiling technical plans
for possible use of the facilities at Kwajalein and for a Floating Test Site. The
latter would permit tests at operational latitudes. For the DAS, portion of
Safeguard I1, we are riquesting funds in FY 1970.
2.5.2 Test Detection: Nuclear test detection serves two purposes:
(1) to monitor the terms of Safeguard IV of the Limited Test Ban Treaty, and (2) to
learn about the nuclear weapons progress of foreign nations. To meet these objectives, we support two programs: the Advanced Research Projects Agency's VELA, and
the Atomic Energy Detection System (AEDS).
VELA: This ARPA program provides research in advanced sensors
and techniques for detection and evaluation of nuclear tests in all environments
- underground, underwater, in the atmosphere and in space. The FY 1969-1970
program has several major objectives: (1) completion and launch of the fifth pair
of satellites to supplement the AEDS capability, (2) completion of the Norway
Seismic Array (NORSAR), (3) construction of the first of two increments of the
Alaska Long Period Array (ALPA), (4) research on evasion techniques including theoretical and experimental investigations of seismic coupling and decoupling, and (5)
research on developing means of acquiring and interpreting diagnostics data on
foreign nuclear devices.
The VELA satellite program has provided a continuous nuclear test detection
capability in space and the upper atmosphere since 1963. Launch IV in 1967 extended
that capability deeper into the atmosphere with earth-oriented optics. VELA V,
launched in May 1969, augments that capability by providing improved optics and
more reliable earth orientation. With the launch of the last VELA satellites, all
further work will consist of the analysis of data from the VELA satellites in
orbit.
The NORSAR seismic array, when completed, will utilize a combination of longand short-period arrays* Used in conjunction with the Montana LASA short-period
arrays and the ALPA long-period arrays, the combination will provide a minimal set
of stations for evaluating seismic discriminants at different locations. Data from
all three systems will be viewed simultaneously at the Seismic Array Analysis
Center (SAAC) in Washington, DC.
FT 1970 RDT&E funds are requested for support of Safeguard IV.
Atomic Energy Detection System: The AEDS R&D effort provides
for incorporation of advanced sensors and techniques into the operating detection
system. Data from the first increment of the ALPA will be made available to the
ARPA SAAC. Other efforts involve new techniques for obtaind.ng EMP signals from
nuclear detonations, improvement of data processing and debris sample processing.
In addition to the AEDS investment program, funds are also requested for
O&1 and Military Personnel.
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3.

R&D SUPPORT OF THE WAR IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
3.1

Introduction

Much of our research and development for the past few years has been
tightly linked to combat experience in Vietnam -- responding to urgent needs nnd
anticipating, wherever possible, problems in the immediate future. Our R&D program& focus on the full range of needed capabilities, from non-lethal urban combat to greater bombing accuracy, from special sensors to adaptations of existing
a craft.
Priority consideration has been, and will be, given to those Vietnamoriented R&D objectives which can be achieved relatively quickly and which will
assist in our efforts to Vietnamize the conflict. Last year, for example, we introduced over 130 new items of equipment in Southeast Asia for test and evaluation;
nearly as many were introduced into the operational inventory during the same
period.
Our investment -- of both talent and funds -- in advanced technology and
special weapon systems to meet needs in Vietnam continues to be substantial.
We recognize the war involves a complex interaction of historical, political,
economic, and social as well as military factors. Frankly, because of this
complexity, we find it difficult to assess or predict whether our unmistakable
technical achievements will prove eventually to be a decisive factor in bringing the war to a close, In any event, I am convinced our R&D investment for
Vietnam is sound, and I can give you two general reasons to support this view.
The first reason concerns the combat in Vietnam itself. By means of a
variety of sensors, modified aircraft, innovative command and control systems,
extremely accurate weapons, and efficient munitions, we have been able to hold
the flow of supplies from the North to the South to a lower level than the enemy
desires. As a result of our technical advances we have been able to conduct
operations at night as well as during the day. Recently, we have been able to
detect and destroy targets even when hidden beneath the jungle canopy. We now
use a number of different types of new sensors to provide good surveillance of
targets. The instrumentedd battlefield" may turn out to be one of the most
important developments of the war, particularly once the Military Departments
complete the job of thinking through the most effective ways to adapt their
doctrine and tactics with the new sensors.
Overall, as I mentioned in my introduction, there is no question that our
forces in Vietnam are more effective as a result of the contributions of R&D and
that the most important increases in our effectiveness have come from improved
and automated all-source intelligence data collection and tactical utilization.
While we must make further improvements in our "political" intelligence system
to support the police functions in Vietnam, our military units now exploit
routinely the much more effective night vision devices, radars, and other sensors.
These new techniques have produced the data necessary to apply firepower more
quickly, more accurately, and more selectively. Frequently, artillery can be
placed on targets within two minutes of acquiring the target through sensor
activations.
My second general reason for believing that our Vietnam-related R&D investment is sound, concerns the future, We are using most of our modern tactical
equipment in the conduct of the war. On the other hand, the enemy has been using
Soviet Union export models, some new and many relatively old.
In planning our
tactical capability for future critical situations, we consider the fact that the
Soviet Union has exported similar arsenals to their other allies. Furthermore,
within the USSR itself, many of these operational systems represent a considerable part of the current Soviet capability. As a result of our intensive Vietnamoriented R&D program, we have seen the deficiencies in our weapons and have
started a large number of prototype developments which will become important
candidates for future operational systems in our general-purpose and strategic
forces. In short, the expenditures on R&D to support the war represent an investment in improving our entire military capability.
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Before discussing some of the specific R&D programs related to the war in
Vietnam, I will review briefly the financing of this effort.
In FY 68, our total RDT&E needs for Southeast Asia (SEA) amounted to $856
million -- $290 million more than could be identified when the initial FY 68
budget was prepared. FY 69 was similar; we added more than $300 million to the
$522 million identified for SEA at the time the budget was submitted last yqar.
In FY 1970, the special R&D account for Vietnam work -- called PROVOST -- initially
is about $600H. I estimate that by the end of next year, new requirements will
force our SEA RDT&E funding needs again to reach approximately $800M.
PROVOST is a large fraction of our FY 70 program, mainly because of the
overall austerity of the proposed RDT&E budget. Last year's reduction of the
Emergency Fund to $50 million, representing less than one-tenth of one percent
of the total R&D effort, severely limited our flexibility to react to unforeseeable urgent SEA needs. I urge you to support this year's request for a
$100 million Emergency Fund.
The following presents a summary of our PROVOST funding since FY 1964.
PROVOST FUNDING (0 Millions)

TOTAL PROVOST

FY64

FY65

FY66

FY67

100

200

370

680

FY68 FY69
856

826

FY70
800 (Est)

I will now discuss a few of our accomplishments, some of our problems, and
some of the promising plans for the future. I will discuss these subjects in
the context of the four major areas of operations in Vietnam:
* Counterinfiltration
* Neutralization of VC/NVA Main Force Threat
* Interdiction Operations in North Vietnam
* Pacification

3.2

Counterinfiltration

The VC/NVA regulars and guerrillas are equipped primarily from Soviet,
Chinese, and other communist bloc sources. Hence, their ability to escalate
either main-force or guerrilla operations is largely dependent on the capability
to infiltrate men and materiel into SVN from the North through the DMZ, Laos,
Cambodia, or from the sea.
We recognize that we cannot make all possible infiltration routes completely
impassable, even us.'ng prohibitive amounts of our resources. However, careful
analysis of the terrain and the enemy's transportation methods, combined with
efficient reconnaissance and judicious use of resources, can force the enemy to pay
a very high price in men, materiel, and time and in scheduling uncertainty for any
large operation.
The development of target detection and acquisition systems for use in land
warfare will rank as one of this war's major technological contributions to the
strength of our forces. When coupled with command and control systems and a farreaching operational concept, we may well be on the verge of providing complete,
real-time battlefield surveillance around the clock. The overall program leading
to this fledgling capability has been a joint service effort managed by a special
office created for the task. They have done a superb job. However, much remains
to be done, and we are pressing ahead with further developments in this key area.
Departing now from the discussion of our anti-infiltration system, let me
talk about some other accomplishments and plans for bolstering our security and
discouraging enemy intrusion.
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During the past yoar, the Army demonstrated the value of quiet aircraft
in the reconnaissance role. We are developing successor aircraft which incorporate better night vision devices, greater flight performance, and improved
payload capability.
In another PROVOST development, four MOHAWK Army reconnaissance aircraft
carrying significantly improved side-looking radar and other sensors were tested
in SVN in 1968. Preliminary results of these tests indicated that more targets
could be discerned with the new sensors.
Mortar and rocket attacks against our bases and outposts, which account
for a number of our combat iL.alities and some 1968 Air Force aircraft combat
losses, have highlighted our continued vulnerability to stand-off weapons.
We are taking a number of approaches to try to solve this problem. The Air
Force, for example, is now testing new equipment and techniques, the best of
which will be selected for integration into a base defense system for Southeast Asia deployment this year. Candidate subsystems include improved optical
systems, personnel detection radar, low-light-level TV and covert light sources.
Meanwhile, development of the Army's ambitious TPQ-28 360-degree countermortar system is progressing rapidly. Our increased emphasis ou countermortar/
rocket capability has also suggested that several existing air defense/air control radars may be modified to adapt them to the local artillery, mortar, and
rocket threat as an interim measure. Sensor systems recently developed have
demonstrated some effectiveness during Vietnam tests in a mortar-locating role.
These systems now require a manual plot of data; they are undergoing additional
development to enable the sensor data to be processed through a small computer,
thus automating a solution to the mortar-locating problem. Their mobility may
make them an attractive option for remote outposts and outlying base defenses.
Last year we achieved a substantial increase in our night attack effectiveness against trucks, boats, and camp sites through introduction of the
Air Force AC-130 and AC-119 side-firing GUNSHIP aircraft. The GUNSHIP's
initial effectiveness (targets destroyed or damaged per sortie) was greater
than the overall effectiveness of all aircraft experienced during the first
5 months of 1969.
River craft, barracks ships, cargo vessels, and port facilities have been
especially susceptible to underwater demolition attack. In 1968, over 70 of
our boats were destroyed or damaged by swimmer-sapper operations. Next year
we will have available new patrol craft to replace the modified commercial boats
which we were forced to press into service. These will incorporate planning
hulls, quiet propulsion, improved surveillance equipment, better armor, and
improved communications equipment. We are also investigating and experimenting
with electronic and acoustic methods of detecting and warning of underwater
incursions.
Let me summarize our assessment of the infiltration problem. Intelligence
estimates vary on the amounts of supplies required to maintain current enemy
main force and guerrilla threat levels in SVN. Roughly 300 tons per day appears
to be the general range of total VC/NVA daily needs, and about one-third is
infiltrated. Even when our anti-infiltration efforts appeared to be most effective (September 1968), we estimate the NVA still infiltrated almost 40 tons
per day, and in February of this year, that number was back up to 90 tons per
day. You can see, then, that to cut off all of the flow is basically an unsolvable problem. We may never be able to restrict the flow below the enemy's
minimal needs to maintain his current level of violence. But I believe we can
make it difficult for the NVA to sustain combat activity by large units.
3.3

Neutralization of the VC/NVA Main-Force Threat

It is the extensive natural cover of vegetation in Vietnam, along
with the mountains, sanctuaries, and darkness, that have allowed the guerrilla to elude detection and neutralization, permitted the VC/NVA main-force
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units to avoid contact until a time of their choosing, and, at their option,
to break contact and fade quickly into the vegetation and darkness. In the
past, the enemy has trained, recruited, foraged for food, collected taxes,
hidden his weapons and ammunition, and moved to his attack positions largely
undetected. But our R&D efforts have begun to strip away more of the cloak
of natural cover.
We have developed many types of night vision devices for use by foot
soldiers, forward air controllers, and riverine boat crews. We have provided more effective night illumination with flares and with searchlights
for helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft, We are now combining the sensors
and illuminators to provide covert illumination of benefit only to properly
equipped friendly forces. We have made great improvements in our passive
infrared detectors, and they are still highly competitive with other night
vision devices.
Let me give you a few examples of current projects:
*SMASH, the Army's SEA Multisensor Armed Surveillance Helicopter, started
vith FY 68 Supplemental funds, will provide the AH-1G (HUEY) COBRA the means to
detect, engage, and maintain contact with the enemy at night and in foul weather -- through the integration of now demonstrated sensor systems with its
current fire-control system and 20mm guns.
*With FY 68 Emergency Funds, we seized on recent advances in radar technology to develop several relatively mobile foliage-penetration radars. We
are also testing "heli-borne" configurations and plan to proceed with widearea surveillance versions to compensate for unfavorable topography.
*Special techniques and munitions for clearing jungle growth and sweeping
enemy mines and booby traps at potential helicopter landing sites are under
development by all three Services. We have just completed an in-theater evaluation of COMBAT TRAP, a system for creating new landing zones using 10,000-pound
bombs dropped by the CH-54 heavy-lift helicopter or the C-130 cargo aircraft.
Tests of this systems were highly successful. Thus, we have started operational
use of these off-the-shelf munitions.
*To discourage the enemy from reentering areas previously cleared by our
ground mobile units, we are developing a family of leave-behind devices and
mines.
*Our fuzed-munition dud rate in Vietnam has been totally unacceptable.
We have been able to acquire meaningful data on several categories of munitions,
but it is not possible to establish an accurate dud rate for all munitions expended in Southeast Asia. We do know that even a 1 dud rate will leave thousands
of pounds of unexploded munitions potentially available for use against us.
For instance, we currently expend 75,000 tons of artillery shells alone per month.
Rugged, miniaturized electronic components will now permit development of contact,
delay, and variable-time fuzes with at least 99% reliability, and we have several
programs to meet this objective. Even if we cannot eliminate duds, we must try
to minimize them.
COHUSHACV has stated a priority request for equipment to successfully detect,
locate, neutralize or destroy enemy mines and booby traps without damage to
friendly equipment or personnel. Let me explain the basis of this need.
In 1965,
about 90% of these devices were then locally manufactured by the enemy from
captured or dud U.S. munitions. Some of the friendly casualties in 1966 were
caused by these weapons. In 1967, they caused considerable losses. Through May
1968, enemy mines and booby traps caused the loss of a number of Armored Personnel
Carriers (APC), and tank losses' have been caused by mines. In 1968, U.S. Army
elements unintentionally actuated many of the enemy mines and booby traps
encountered.
Improved models of both tank and APC-mounted mine-clearing rollers and
an APC-mcwted command wire cutter are currently being evaluated. After
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components are evaluated in SVN, they will be made operationally
if successful. Concealed cargo and munitions detectors are being
and testing is to begin in FY 70. These devices may aid in deterlocation of mines and munitions workshops.

In this war, where so much depends on mobility and firepower, our foot
soldier still stands out as the most effective combat "system." Much has been
done to increase his effectiveness, to enhance his survivability, endurance,
and comfort, his firepower, and the reliability of his weapons and equipment -generally, his combat capability. But he needs lighter weight body armor and
headgear (models of body armor that weigh approximately 50% less have now entered
large-scale production). We have recently commenced to provide light-weight
mosquito-resistant clothing to help guard him against malaria, improved combat
boots to reduce the incidence of foot damage and fungus disease, light-weight and
more efficient intrenching tools, and other improved individual equipment. We
are also working on the small infantry unit as a system -- logistics, armament,
sensors, communications, and mobility -- as part of an ARPA/Army/Marine program
to explore the feasibility and effectiveness of a Small Independent Action Force
in limited or counterinsurgent warfare.
3.4

Air Interdiction Operations

Since the 1 November 1968 total bombing halt over NVN, our principal air
interdiction objective has been to disrupt the flow of men and material from
the North into SVN. Emphasis is being placed on storage areas and targets of
opportunity.
We are confident that the overall effectiveness of the interdiction campaign will multiply as target identification and strike force operations are
consolidated under a single command and control responsibility, as new munitions
with improved interdiction capabilities are procured and employed, and, finally,
as an increased sortie allocation permits 24-hour pursuit of the enemy's infiltration logistics.
We are still trying to evaluate and apply the lessons learned from 2 years
of experience flying in the hostile environment over North Vietnam. I will give
a few examples of the progress being made;
Combat operational tests of a family of guided bombs late in FY 68 have
provided encouragement that major advances in operational bombing accuracy are
technically within our grasp. The CEP's demonstrated recently with guided bombs
herald a new era in target damage or destruction probability, compared with the
CEP's achievable with conventional bombing. Fewer sorties, expenditure of less
munitions, and fewer aircraft losses should result.
Our new antiradiation missile, STANDARD ARM, was effective against enemy
acquisition and fire-control radars, but we need to continue to improve its
targeting versatility.
Many unrecovered airmen could have been saved except for our inability to
locate them precisely, to penetrate hostile search areas, and then to arrive at
the prospective rescue site in time to prevent capture. This is a tough problem.
Four years of performance data on rescue of aircrewmen downed by enemy action
in SEA show no real trends in any geographical area. The apparent rise in
rescue rate in NVN during 1968 was due to the bombing restrictions that confined
combat missions to the southern panhandle.
In FY 69, we achieved for the first time a limited night rescue capability
with the HH-53 Air Force rescue helicopter by the addition of night observations
devices and covert illumination systems. In FY 70, we will add doppler navigation
equipment and terrain-following radar to make it an all-weather system.
During air operations over NVN in 1967 we commanded a 5:1, aircraft kill
In FY 68, improved enemy equipment and an
ratio in air-to-air engagements.
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extended G01 net permitted the NVW to cut our advantage by destroying 26 U.S.
aircraft, while losing 31 of their own. FY 70 plans include engineering development of gun systems optimized for air-to-air combat and a family of improved 20mm
rounds characterized by increased mass, size and impact energy.
From 1965 through 1968 we have lost 117 aircraft to surface-to-air missiles.
Losses peaked in 1967 at 60 and dropped in 1968 to 12. Actually, the SAM
effectiveness ratio -- SAM's fired to U.S. aircraft downed -- has gradually
improved. We did degrade the SAM threat through effective employment of electronic countermeasures equipment, M1 aircraft, and tactics.
3.5

Pacification

Regardless of military achievements, the final measure of success in
Vietnam is the level of pacification and the overall strength of the country
itself. We must identify the potential insurgent and lessen his discontent,
guarantee protection, to the populace and demonstrate to them the need for
cooperation with, and participation in, the national and local government. We
must convince the active insurgent of the penalties of his violence.
The pacification effort is moving much more slowly than the military effort
-- more slowly than desired, of course. Though I will not discuss operations
here, I must point out that we appear finally to be reaching the point where the
NVN main forces are being defeated, and where territorial security is being established over increasing area. Many local VC bases, inviolate for years, have
been rooted out. The work of finding and eliminating the enemy infrastructure
is beginning to get under way. The Government of South Vietnam can now begin
to establish its political system and economic infrastructure firmly in the
villages. And they appear to be making some progress.
Now that positive results in the military part of the war are firmly in hand,
the long task of pacification is beginning to gain some momentum. But the lesson
of the Tat attacks is that we cannot expect the enemy to allow this to happen as
long as he has any military strength left -- which he clearly does.
In 1968, abductions, assassinations, and terrorism directed against the
general populace in SVN increased from the 1967 level by over 100%, from 9,800
to 21,000. Similar incidents of terrorism directed against government officials
and employees increased by about 50%, from 1,200 to 1,800. Obviously, the particular circumstances surrounding these acts are highly significant and must be
analyzed to understand these data. Nevertheless, the overall trends are striking.
In a year when the VC/NVA accelerated the campaign of violence so markedly
throughout SVN, their emphasis on the civilian population may indicate their
awareness of the potential for growing cooperation with the central government,
both in the countryside and in urban areas.
A fundamental question can he posed about our R&D support to pacification
in Vietnam. First, let me say again that pacification -- not in the sense of
imposing "quietness", but in the sense of developing effective government and
democratic processes throughout the country -- is the fundamental U.S. goal
in assisting the Government of South Vietnam. Thus, the question is: Since
the R&D program is designed to support U.S. goals, what is the role -- past,
present and future -- of R&D in this central pacification effort? This is a
straightforward, penetrating question.. The answer turns on three considerations.
First, our R&D usually is focused on the physical and engineering sciences,
and on the hardware output of work in these fields. Using this framework, our
R&D has been productive. As I have already'indicated, it has contributed significantly to the effectiveness of our .military forces in Vietnam. And since our
forces have played a dominant role in achieving what peace and stability there is
in Vietnam today, advanced technology has served the pacification program well.
Second, as we have come to recognize the broader problems in helping to
build a free s d independent South Vietnam, we have begun to examine the
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challenging jobs for our specialists in the social and behavioral sciences.
Unfortunately, precision in even defining the correct directions for this R&D
activity is not always possible today. But the toughest problems in the future
may well be those in the social sciences underlying pacification. So I see
a modest growth, and I attach increased significance to our R&D in this area.
Finally, when we consider the situation in Vietnam during the next few
years, we are faced with tough questions that demand answers taking account
of variables in all areas -- military, technical, political, economic, and
social. For example, what has been the impact of our new sensor technology
on all of the U.S. goals in Vietnam? How and when should we transfer some
of this technology to the Vietnamese to help with problems such as border
and hamlet security, communications within the country, and'sustained counterterrorist campaigns? How do we strengthen the crucial capability of the police
forces throughout the countryside? What resources would an international
supervisory body need to effectiVely enforce agreements that may be reached
in Paris? Though these questions surely are not exclusively "technical', they
demonstrate the complexity and integrated character of the required "pacification"
R&D. I am convinced that, as we pursue this work, we will develop an understanding that will help to deter the development of future Vietnams.
Let's look now at a few of our past and current R&D programs related to
pacification.
14

I will first describe the R&D directly supporting pacification, most of
which is undertaken by ARPA. An example of useful payoff of long-term R&D
arises from the work on VC motivation and morale, begun several years ago.
Through extensive interviews with VC prisoners and defectors, studies have
provided . wealth of information on VC methods and organization and even their
reactions to more recent RVW pacification efforts. In recent months this work
was consolidated into a brief manual in English and Vietnamese, for use by
the operating community, that describes the VC infrastructure and shows how
component members can be recognIzed in the villages and hamlets by their behavior, contacts, and movement patterns. This small volume has been distributed by the thousands in Vietnam. The work will be continued, by others in
the R&D community, to establish a routine means for observing changes in the
infrastructure and incorporating them into updated operating instructions.
At that point, the concepts will be incorporated into standard operating
procedures.
All the pacification-related R&D data coming out of Vietnam has been
integrated and the information is being analyzed for the lessons learned
and their implications relative to future tactics and strategy. This
effort will provide an overview of the pacification effort as a complex
operating system with an input to, and support of, on-going tactical
military efforts, and ultimately related to the strategic and tactical
approaches to the problems of post-hostilities security.
To perform short-term research, a pacification research task force was
established in Vietnam to work directly with the Deputy to COHUSHACV for
CORDS, Ambassador Colby. This task force is responsive to "spot" research
questions, and is generally assigned one- to two-man research tasks lasting
2 to 6 months. Reports are developed on subjects such as the circumstances
and suitability of the Regional Forces and Popular Forces for certain policeoriented work in the villages; why certain hamlets and villages regress after
Rural Development cadres leave, while others (apparently similar and having
had equal attention) do not, but continue on the Government side; and why
some RD cadres fail to perform while others succeed, when both have apparently
similar backgrounds and the same training. This task-force approach meets
the short-term research needs in the field on a quick-reaction basis.
One minor but encouraging indicator is the establishment of a graduate
school for business administration in Saigon. The school was established in
February 1969 with an initial class enrollment of 150 students. Recognizing
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the importance of broadening the in-depth understanding of difficult economic problems in Vietnam, the GVN has given draft deferments to about 30% of
these graduate students. For the expense of sending one graduate student to
the U.S. to study business administration, the school in Saigon can send 10
students completely through the 2-year curriculum.
Turnipg to other areas, the Defense Department, other agencies of the
Government and industry, are developing self-help housing techniques for
the 1.2 million refugees now in temporary camps in Vietnam. We plan to make
maximum use of local unskilled labor and natural resources and, initially, to
provide self-help advisers to teach the techniques of construction. A variety
of other items designed to encourage self-help are under development by our
service in-house laboratories. They include such basics as lightweight quickerect tents, remote area refrigerators, waste disposal units, hamlet rehabilitation tool kits, water analysis kits, and similar items.
One relatively minor achievement which has had a major impact on pacification in certain situations is the Department of Agriculture's heli-borne
fire-bucket concept. It provides highly effective fire suppression among the
crowded and flimsy dwellings typical of 60% of urban Vietnam.
The Tet offensive demonstrated our unpreparedness to cope with its accompanying forms of urban terrorism. Last summer, "urban warfare" was examined by
a panel of the Defense Science Board, leading to specific recommendations for
R&D on future weapons and tactics. New nonlethal weapons and techniques now
under development will minimize the destructive impact on urban populations and
property. We also have urged emphasizing the development of more effective
nonlethal chemical munitions applicable to this environment.
Intelligence systems involving computer technology -- to process large
data samples, monitor guerrilla activity, and interpret sensor activations -have already been deployed. R&D prototypes of remote signaling devices have
been developed to permit select occupants to alert nearby police or military
units of the presence of hostile forces, or the danger of attack.
We are beginning to find increased enthusiasm among the Vietnamese for
application of many of our recent military developments to provide a deterrent to insurgency within the hamlets and villages and along the roads and
canals which provide their economic lifeline. Remote sensors, motion-detection radar, and night vision devices have applications along such vital highways as Route 4 from Saigon to the Delta. Xenon searchlights are already in
use in this role, and U.S. forces have come to learn the value of such items
in minimizing the number of troops required for sentry and patrol duty.
We will, of course, continue to pursue a range of pacification studies
in cooperation with South Vietnamese authorities. We will support joint R&D
programs with other agencies of the U.S. Government which contribute to the
nation-building process and establish guarantees of Vietnamese security.
3.6

Summary

Over 4 years ago, we entered this strange war with no battle lines
established, no visual way of telling friend from foe, no unified central government through which to coordinate our support, no South Vietnamese national
objectives -- save the national desire to choose their own way of life.
We found the enemy -- both the insurgent and the infiltrator -- highly skilled
in using the natural cover of the jungle and darkness to mask his assembly, his
advances, and his retreats. We had to cope with a language comprised of literally hundreds of dialects, a social structure tied to scores of individual
cultures and influenced by dozens of religious sects. Since joining battle,
we have been impeded by enemy sanctuaries and opposed by weapons ranging from
poisoned arrows and punji sticks to sophisticated SAM systems. Frankly, many
of these fundamental problems of combat are not yet solved.
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Nevertheless, we have demonstrated that those R&D items started or
expedited for this conflict, when introduced to the theater in operational
quantities, have assisted in turning the military advantage to favor the Free
World Forces. A great many more developments are now undergoing test. Many
will soon reach Vietnam to contribute more to our operational effectiveness.
We have been able to adapt to the changes in emphasis brought about by
the military and political developments of the past year. With the assistance of the in-theater scientific advisers to COMUSMACV, we have established
close and permanent rapport with the operational organizations in the field.
I am convinced that our R&D efforts over the past few years will have a
significant impact on our ability to assist the Vietnamese, to maintain the
superiority of our postwar tactical warfare inventory.
In summary, these are the general areas where we intend to concentrate
our R&D in support of SEA:
Counterinfiltration
1.
2.

Extend the systems approach in the application of sensor/
computer/weapon technology to border and perimeter defenses.
Expedite advanced countermortar/artillery radar, movingtarget radar, and night vision devices to provide increased
surveillance capability for bases and outposts.

Neutralization of the VC/NVA Main-Force Threat
1.

2.
3.

4.

Improve real-time airborne reconnaissance/strike systems
to pinpoint the enemy at night and during foul weather
and bring maximum effective firepower to bear.
Develop a full range of ordnance that will permit the
matching of reliable munition/fuzing for selected targets.
Continue work on lightweight night observation devices,
target illuminators, and lightweight communications
equipment to improve the effectiveness of ground mobile
and riverine units.
Reduce the threat of enemy mines and booby traps by improving
mine detection and sweeping equipment and techniques.

Air Interdiction Operations
1.

Improve air-delivered ordnance accuracy by exploiting
the rapidly unfolding electro-optical guidance technology.
2. Expand night and all-weather rescue capability.
3. Develop electronic countermeasures and electronic
warfare capabilities to match the changing threat.
Pacification
1. Adapt the whole field of advanced sensor technology,
from remote acoustic devices to moving target radar,
to the special needs of police, village and hamlet
defense and intrusion alarm.
2. Assist the OVN in research and surveys to determine
the motivation and basic needs of the populace, assist
in the establishment of leadership and communications
within the villages, and (in cooperation with other U.S.
departments and agencies) provide self-help techniques
and equipment aimed at life-support functions.
3. Train and equip local police and Popular Forces with the
latest equipment and techniques suitable to their capabilities to maintain law and order for economic growth in the
villages and along routes of travel.
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4. TACTICAL FORCES
4.1

INTRODUCTION

During 1968 tactical warfare research and development achieved much. A
number of systems emerged from R&D and were evaluated in combat. Critical milestones were reached in on-going developments. And major new programs were started
as our analysis of the changing threat revealed the need for, and the capability
to develop, new systems.
I mentioned a few highlights about the tactical threat and about our tactical
warfare R&D in my introduction. Now, I will elaborate on those and other programs,
discussing our activities in terms of air, land and sea warfare and airlift.

4.2 AIR WARFARE
4.2.1 Command, Control and Electronic Warfare: Land and fleet air
defense, the control of our interceptors, and the conduct of air strikes in an
environment of sophisticated enemy air defenses -- all these require air surveillance tied into good communications, command and control. We also need electronic
warfare devices to reduce our aircraft attrition. Because of their different
needs, the Navy and the Air Force perform these functions somewhat differently.
The Navy uses the carrier-based E-2A airborne early warning radar aircraft
which, through its computer and data link, transmits the air picture to the Naval
Tactical Data System (NTDS) aboard the ships of the fleet. It can, at the same
time, exercise control over our strike and interceptor aircraft. Specially
equipped ships such as the PIRAZ also play an important role in the command and
control of air warfare. To protect our aircraft we carry on-board jammers, and we
also use specially configured electronic warfare aircraft such as the EA-6A to
perform standoff jamming and other functions.
With respect to the E-2A, as of 1 September 1969 the Navy needed more
systems than they now have on order so as to deploy the required number of E-2A's
per large CVA type aircraft carrier now in commission. This situation will continue
to deteriorate as E-2As are lost due to normal attrition and as large deck carriers
are placed in commission to replace older, smaller carriers. In determining what to
do about this situation, it was noted that the E-2A had a low reliability due to the
fact that its design dates back to the late 1950s and uses the electronic components available at that time. By adhering closely to the original E-2A avionics
design, placing emphasis on increasing reliability and using recently developed
highly reliable components, it is estimated that we can improve the reliability of
the E-2A. By so doing, we will increase the availability of the new system to the
point where it is cost effective to develop and produce a new avionics system for
the E-2A airframe as compared with attempting to buy new editions of the old design.
This new system, the E-2A airframe with new avionics, is called the E-2C. In addition to the increase in reliability, we are also improving performance by modifying
the radar to make it more effective and provide a display that will enable a well
qualified operator to detect fighter type aircraft flying at low altitudes. We
believe that the selection of this radar is appropriate for the E-2C since it
provides a capability commensurate with the mission of the Navy carrier task force
and has already been developed and flight tested to the point where its development
and production schedule can support the early delivery of systems to meet the
urgent quantitative requirements of the Navy. In addition, we are adding a new
passive detection system. This will greatly improve the versatility of the E-2C.
In order to meet its needs for airborne tactical command, control and
communications, the Air Force has modified and is using several different types
of aircraft, each of which does a part of the job. For example, the EC-121
airborne radar surveillance and intercept control system originally developed
as an airborne seaward extension of the SAGE system is being used in SEA to
perform some surveillance and aircraft control functions. The C-130 transports
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have been modified to perform as an airborne communications and command center.
KC-135 tankers have been modified for radio relay. These modifications are,
at best, a piecemeal approach to the problem of providing the needed tactical
airborne surveillance, command, control and communication capability. The Air
Force's analysis of its needs for a tactical system, designed to improve effectiveness and reduce the different types of aircraft, indicates that there is approximately an 80% commonalty between an AWACS for air defense and an AWACS for
tactical employment. The 20% difference between the two is primarily in computer
programming rather than in hardware. Based on this analysis, we believe that an
AWACS system developed for air defense can be configured to perform the tactical
mission or vice versa. Therefore, the AWACS program that we are planning to
pursue will involve the early flight test of the radar and other equipments that
will be equally applicable to either tactical or air defense applications.
We are using ECM extensively to degrade the enemy's surveillance, command,
control and communications capabilities. To increase the survivability of our
strike aircraft, we use on-board ECM, stand-off jammers and suppressive weapons in
combination.
ECM in Vietnam has proved to be effective in enhancing aircraft survivability.
However, because our ECM techniques are being revealed to the enemy, we must
develop new systems that will not be affected by the enemy's ECCH.
We previously examined the relative merits of an aircraft uniquely configured
for stand-off and escort jamming to augment the on-board jammers on strike aircraft
in dense electromagnetic environments, such as in certain areas of North Vietnam,
It was concluded that a specialized aircraft, the EA-6B, would more than offset
its cost by reducing attack aircraft losses, and would provide a hedge against
possible improvements in the enemy's defenses. EA-6B flight tests started in
May 1968. Preproduction system performance demonstrations were recently completed.
Production is scheduled to begin in FY 70.
Antiradiation missiles threaten the enemy's antiair system. They thus impose
a transmission discipline on the enemy which, in conjunction with ECM, limits his
tracking opportunities, further degrading his defensive capability. In FY 70, we
are continuing the development of follow-on versions to STANDARD ARM. Testing of
the STANDARD ARM MOD 1 seeker and development of the MOD 2 seeker will be continued
in FY 70. The MOD 2 seeker will be more sensitive and will cover a greater spectrum of radar frequencies.
4.2.2 Interdiction: Interdiction frequently requires attacks on heavily
defended targets such as route packages 6A and 6B in NVN. This places a premium
on weapon delivery accuracy, aircraft payload capability and penetration capability
(ECH, low-altitude penetration, ability to take advantage of adverse weather conditions, evasion and defensive capabilities). These characteristics are embodied in
the F-1lIA, which was deployed to SEA in March 1968 for a six-month evaluation.
Test results were limited by the loss of three of the eight aircraft (six plus two
replacements) and by the subsequent imposition of tle bombing halt. Causes of the
losses are still under investigation. One of the SEA losses and a CONUS loss were
traced to workmanship and quality-control defects. However, the SEA tests did show
genuinely significant improvements in penetration capability and especially in
night and all-weather bombing accuracy. The F-1ll attained a smaller combat CEP
than the F-105 and the F-4 on similar night or adverse-weather interdiction
missions. We are developing the Mark II advanced avionics package for the F-lilD
to provide even greater precision in navigation and bombing accuracy (improved
velocity sensing, ballistics computation, and radar resolution). I am requesting
funds for the F-ill in FY 70, to support continued avionics development and the uprated TF-30 engine development.
Tile Navy A-7A proved its versatility, flexibility, and increased ordnance
capability in combat in SEA. Employed in interdiction, armed reconnaissance, close
support and rescap missions, it met or exceeded our goals. Although the more
sophisticated A-7A requires roughly 20% more maintenance per flight hour than the
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earlier but still useful A-4, the A-7A has greater range and payload capability
than the A-4. The A-7A procurement cost is higher than that of the A-4, but less
than that of the A-6. The A-7 thus bridges the gap between the A-4 and the A-6,
and is comparable to the A-6 under visual operating conditions. The A-7D/E joint
Navy/Air Force development, incorporating significantly improved avionics and the
higher thrust TF-41 engine, continues on schedule. I am requesting funds for the
Navy and the Air Force in FY 70 to support the later phases of test and evaluation.
We can trade off warhead size in free-fall ordnance against the reduced miss
distances of guided air-to-ground missiles. The nature of the target affects the
choice, as does the intensity of the defenses at the target, since a guided weapon
allows stand-off attack.
We have attained excellent results with the TV guided bomb, WALLEYE, in SEA,
destroying many of the targets attacked. This success prompted development of a
larger variant utilizing many of the same components. Building on the WALLEYE
technology, the Navy is developing the TV-guided CONDOR missile, which will deliver
an HE warhead with accuracy. CONDOR system flight tests will be performed during
FY 70. I am requesting funds in FY 70 for the continuation of CONDOR development.
The Air Force will proceed with the air-launched rocket-boosted MAVERICK
missile into its second year of Engineering Development. This missile will provide
the capability to attack small, hard tactical targets such as tanks and field fortifications. Because of its accurate guidance and the high lethality of its conical shaped-charge warhead (which will penetrate steel or concrete), it has been
possible to keep MAVERICK sufficiently small to allow a relatively large number to
be carried on a single aircraft. We request funding in FY 70 to continue this
development.
4.2.3 Close Air Support: Historically (World War II, Korea, Vietnam), close
air support is a most demanding mission in terms of aerodynamic efficiency and
weaponry performance. Delivery of ordnance in close proximity to friendly forces
demands superior individual aircraft and weaponry performance. It demands accurate, timely, on-call firepower under all conditions in which our ground forces
must fight. Experience in close air support against guerrillas in South Vietnam
has added a new dimension to the requirements for close air support. We have found
that, in an environment with essentially no threat of enemy air opposition and with
enemy ground defenses limited usually to small arms and machine guns, excellent
results can be achieved with cargo aircraft modified as gunships, trainer aircraft
modified to deliver air-to-ground ordnance, armed helicopter gunships and armed
visual observation aircraft (Marine version of the OV-l0).
Last year I told you that the Air Force was conducting concept formulation
(CF) of a new close support aircraft, the AX. After a careful review of the Air
Force studies, we have directed continuation of CF to include consideration of a
broader range of characteristics: nighttime and adverse weather (as well as day)
operations; a revised spectrum of range-payload, takeoff-landing distance, and
delivery combinations; and operations in an enemy defense environment ranging from
that typical of South Vietnamese experience to the much higher threat defenses
anticipated in the future.
4.24 Air Superiority Mission: The Soviets have traditionally stressed
the development of counterair fighters. These aircraft are extremely difficult to
surpass if in our aircraft we try to fulfill the additional requirements of long
range and multimission capability, as has been our doctrine in recent years. We
have had to find ways to define air superiority systems that are consistent with
our mission requirements yet able to successfully engage the new generation of
Soviet fighters.
After several years of detailed study and development efforts, we have evolved
two complementary solutions to the air superiority need. For the Air Force, we are
proceeding with the development of the F-15, a single-place twin-engine turbofanpowered aircraft with an advanced avionics system and advanced air-to-air missiles
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and guns which will make it superior in air combat to any present or postulated
Soviet fighter in close-in, visual and stand-off encounters at moderate range. In
the F-15 CF studies, emphasis was placed on optimizing the combination of takeoff
weight, avionics and weapons for both stand-off and close-in engagements, energy
maneuverability for close-in engagements and radius for the air superiority mission. The relative merits of single and twin-engine configurations were studied in
depth, as was the relationship between system flexibility and specialized counterair capability for one- and two-man crew configurations. The decision to build a
single-place aircraft for close-in combat optimization at the cost of reduced maximum range stand-off potential and the absence of all-weather bombing capability
was the final decision to be made before we proceeded with contract definition(CD),
The Navy's interest initially centered on VFAX, the F-4 replacement to be used
in combination with the the F-1119. However, Navy dissatisfaction with the F-111B
program and subsequent reductions in funding precipitated a combined review of the
fleet air defense (FAD) and other fighter role (OFR) needs by the Navy Fighter
Study Group. The review confirmed the need for a long-range stand-off missile for
fleet defense, which could be satisfied by the AWG-9/PHOENIX system from the
F-111B. The F-lllBts TF-30 engines were also found to be satisfactory for the
VFX-1 or F-14A. The principal problem to be resolved in CF was the determination
of means by which the requisite performance characteristics for the FAD and OFR
missions could be obtained with the same basic airframe design. A decision was
reached to enter CD on designs for a common airframe that would be overloaded
(slightly restricted maneuverability) in the FAD role, with PHOENIX missiles and
external fuel, and would be at the design load with SPARROW missiles and no external fuel. Later on, the F-14 airframe may be fitted with advanced engines, derived
from a joint development with the Air Force, to produce the F-14B and, still later,
with an advanced avionics suit to produce the F-14C.
The Navy F-14 will be a new dual-place, twin-engine fighter with all-weather
multishot long-range air combat stand-off capability in the F-14A version, and allweather air-to-air stand-off capability in the F-14C (VFX-2 and F-4 replacement).
The F-14C would also have all-weather air-to-ground capability.
We are requesting funds for the Navy and Air Force to support the F-14A and
F-15A developments. In addition, we are requesting funds for the Navy to support
the advanced propulsion development necessary to start its F-14B version. The
AWG-9/PHOENIX development has been proceeding satisfactorily, and funds are requested in FY 70 to continue this basic program. Required funding to adapt the
cockpit configuration of AWG-9 avionics (from F-111B side-by-side seating to F-14A
tandem seating) is included in the F-14A program estimate.
Both the F-14 and the F-15 will need improved air-to-air missiles and highrate-of-fire guns. Present missiles are being improved to provide minimum range
and maneuvering target capability. Two advanced development programs on shortrange missiles were supported in FY 69, one in the Air Force and one in the Navy.
Funding is requested in FY 70 for the Air Force and the Navy for subsystem development.
New and modified weapons should be tested against targets (drones) that are
representative of the current and projected threats. In general, we continue to
have serious shortcomings in our current targets. Among the areas requiring
emphasis are low-altitude targets, multiple targets, maneuvering targets, certain
high-altitude, high-speed targets, and targets for antiradiation missiles. We
started in FY 1967 to correct the deficiencies, but it is anticipated that several
additional years will be required to bring our target capabilities to an acceptable
level. I am requesting funds for this purpose.
4.3

LAND WARFARE

Our current land warfare R&D is influenced by three main considerations
arising largely from experience in Vietnam. First, the conflict represents a
situation in which no main battle lines are drawn; we can be attacked from any
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direction; and there are no large concentrations against which our superior firepower can be brought to bear. We must therefore develop techniques to find the
enemy, deliver weapons with accuracy, and defend ourselves from ambush and surprise
attacks.
The second factor influencing our land warfare program is the helicopter.
Until recently, we adapted our tactics and equipment to the available helicopters.
We are now developing specialized helicopters and are configuring equipment like
howitzers for helicopter transportability.
Thirdly, we have to develop much improved equipment to upgrade our capability
as we replace aging equipment of all types.
4.3.1 Offensive Combat Operations: The essential elements of offensive
combat operations are to find, to fix, and to destroy the enemy.
Battlefield Surveillance and Target Locations Our first problem is to
locate the enemy. I already mentioned several target-location programs when I
described our SEA-oriented R&D. In addition to these, we are in advanced development on radar, infrared and electromagnetic sensors to extend the reconnaissance
capabilities of our ground forces. The Khe Sanh experience demonstrated that
combining remote sensors with other surveillance devices is one of the most promising areas in which technical developments can give us superiority in land combat,
I request support in FY 70 for remote sensors and related receiving and processing
equipment for the Army.
More conventionally, ground forces often employ reconnaissance scout vehicles
to find the enemy. The current M-114 weighs 10 tons, has low crosscountry speed
and limited mobility. It is also noisy, thus alerting the enemy. We plan to replace the M-114 with the Armored Reconnaissance Scout Vehicle (ARSV) which should
have good cross-country mobility, while retaining high road speeds. Contract
definition on ARSV will be continued in FY 70.
Fixing the Enemyt
Once the enemy is located, mobility and firepower are
employed to maneuver our forces into a tactically advantageous position. The enemy
is pinned down by artillery to deny him a capability for surveillance. Under continuing artillery cover, we then attack.
The Army plans to develop two 155mm howitzers. A lightweight (helo-transportable) towed 155mm howitzer will be a general support weapon for the infantry division and corps artillery battalions. An armored 155mm self-propelled (SP) howitzer
(XH-179) will be used in direct support of armored and infantry units. They will
be able to fAre conventional ammunition to 20,000 and 24,000 meters, respectively.
The towed howitzer achieves an excellent range, and the SP howitzer even greater
range when firing rocket-assisted ammunition. We will start contract definition on
these systems in FY 70.
To improve field artillery target analysis, reduce response time and allow
better use of ammunition and weapons, we are developing the Tactical Fire Direction
System (TACFIRE), a computer complex with automatic data processing, storage, and
display devices. Engineering development, which started in FY 68, will continue in
FY 70. RDT&E funding in FY 70 is required to complete the development.
To provide an even longer range weapon with either a nuclear or conventional
bomblet warhead, we plan to use the LANCE system. During the past year the LANCE
program was reoriented to provide only an extended-range version, instead of a twophase program including an initial 75-kilometer version. The operation date has
slipped, owing to technical and funding problems and the elimination of the 75kilometer version. Toward completing the program, funds are requested for FY 70.
Infantry normally accompanies tanks in combat operations. In order to give
our infantry a rate of advance commensurate with that of tanks, we use armored
vehicles. Since the present M-113 inventory is being depleted rapidly, we plan to
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develop the Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle (MICV-70). This vehicle will be
lightly armored, will provide protected cross-country mobility compatible with that
of the MBT-70, and will be able to fight on the move. One of the candidates for
its primary weapon will be the Vehicle Rapid Fire Weapon System (VRFWS), which is
an automatic gun/ammunition combination with appropriate fire control. The VRFWS
is also a candidate for the secondary armament on the MBT-70. The R&D program on
MICV-70 includes concept formulation and initiation of contract definition in
FY 70. Funds have been requested for VRFWS.
.
Our heavy armor capability for the mid-19700s is now planned to be provided by
the Main Battle Tank, the MBT-70, developed through a joint program of the U.S. and
the Federal Republic of Germany (FRO). We reappraised this program last year when
the funding ceiling was about to be exceeded. Some of the problems were corrected,
but new ones have developed. We are again assessing the situation at this time.
Basically, we had three problems. Tho U.S. air-cooled engine did not perform
satisfactorily; the German automatic loader had only begun to be tested but appeared to be unreliable; and the tank's unit cost was much higher than our M60AlE2 Tank
using the M-60 chassis. We are trying to resolve these problems by using the
water-cooled engine developed by the FRO; expediting testing of the automatic loader; and starting a design review with emphasis on reducing cost.
We are continuing the development of the Main Battle Tank, the MBT-70, on a
joint program basis with the Federal Republic of Germany (FRO). The MBT-70 has
encountered a number of engineering problems in the past year, involving weight
reduction and component reliability. Most important to program status has been a
reassessment of the program objectives with respect to performance and cost tradeoffs. In view of the above, the development and testing schedule has been reoriented to allow for completion of (a) the Producibility/Cost reduction study from
which the most cost-effective configuration will be selected and (b) completion of
the comparative field trials to clearly delineate the relative combat effectiveness
of MBT-70 as compared with inventory tanks. A joint US/FRG review of the program
is in process.
Development is continuing on three antitank guided missiles: SHILLELAGH, TOW
and DRAGON. SHILLELAGH, the first to become operational (in 1967) is fired from a
tank-mounted 152mm gun which also fires conventional rounds. We are requesting
funds in FY 70 for work that includes product improvement.
TOW is a crew-served, wire-guided missile for use at the infantry battalion
level. To complete engineering tests, service tests (other than arctic and tropic),
and continue development of a night sight, FY 70 support is requested.
DRAGON is a man-portable wire-guided missile whose development will be
continued in FY 70.
As you know, helicopter operations are an increasingly important part of our
mobility. Air-mobile operations have proved effective in SEA. The new AH-lG COBRA
gunships and OH-6 light observation helicopters have performed well. We are now
doing concept formulation for the successors to the UH-1D HUE and CH-47 CHINOOK to
attain the specified squad transport capability under adverse operating conditions.
These future helicopters are the UTTAS (utility tactical transport) and LTTAS
(light tactical transport) aircraft systems. Concept formulation for the UTTAS is
well under way but it is not clear when contract: definition will be approved and
started.
The AH-56 CHEYENNE development program has made considerable progress during
the past year. Although many important features of the system have been succe3ssfully demonstrated, the development has encountered difficulties which prevented
the CHEYENNE from being produced according to the schedule and performance specifications required by the production contract. For this reason, the production
contract was terminated by finding the contractor in default. Development progress
has resulted in a considerable expansion of the flight envelope and the accumulation of over 430 flight test hours. Using the computerized fire control system,
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each of the five weapons subsystems has been successfully fired in flight, Specification accuracies of the navigation system have been accomplished on several
flights of over 100 nautical miles. The CHEYENNE basic development contract is
fully funded to its ceiling price and Lockheed is proceeding according to their
contract obligation. Lockheed has proposed an adjusted program scope which they
believe is more consistent with the present program status. This proposal is
currently under review and some negotiated adjustment to the development program
will probably be desirable. We are hopeful that a satisfactory program to continue
this development can be negotiated. We do not have a basis at this time to change
our initial estimate of our funding needs for FY 70. Cancellation of CHEYENNE
production has necessitated procurement of additional COBRA's to meet our current
needs. This will result in a substantial inventory of COBRA's for some years.
There are several significant improvements which can now be made to the COBRA to
improve its effectiveness and it appears prudent to do this now in view of the
slippage in the CHEYENNE development. Further, the problems with CHEYENNE have
identified a fundamental deficiency in our understanding of helicopter rotor
dynamics. A research program in this area is planned which will parallel the
CHEYENNE development. We are requesting funds for these efforts.
SEA experience has proved that the flying crane, the CH-54A, is practically
indispensable. By its ability to retrieve downed aircraft alone, it has paid for
itself many times over. But we need a heavy-lift helicopter (HLH) with about three
times the payload capacity of the current CH-54A to transport all but a portion of
Army/Marine ground forces' equipment and retrieve all our tactical aircraft without
requiring their stripping or partial disassembly. Other uses for the HLH would be
over-the-beach off-loading of ship cargo and transfer of cargo from, for example,
a C-SA, at a strategic airlift destination. Thus, the HLH would be of use to all
Services in addition to having possible civil uses. Concept formulation is under
way by the Army with consideration of all Services' needs. I am requesting monies
in FY 70 for contract definition and critical supporting technology. The Marines
have a more immediate need to retrieve their CH-53 helicopters, and the present
Army CH-54 crane does not have sufficient capacity for this. We are requesting
funds in the Navy budget to fund initial development of a 15- to 18-ton lift helicopter compatible with both shipboard use and C-5A carriage. If feasible, this
size of helicopter may meet Navy, Marine, and Air Force requirements.
Weapon subsystems are being developed for all Army helicopters to cover three
broad target categories: soft point, area, and hard point targets. Present capability against soft point targets is represented by the 2.75-inch rocket. In the
future this role will be filled by the 20mm automatic weapon on the All-IG COBRA.
Present capabilities against area targets are provided by the -60 7.62mm highrate-of-fire minigun and the 2.75-inch rocket. Against hard point targets we use
the French SS-ll wire-guided missile on the UH-1 helicopters. In FY 70, improvements to the 30mm ammunition and a replacement system for the 2.75-inch rocket will
be continued. Also, completion of a multiweapon fire-control system and major
progress in sight-line stabilization with automatic ranging for a majority of the
armament subsystems is expected. Funding is requested for this work in FY 70.
Final Destruction of the Enemy: To accomplish the final destruction of
the enemy on an infantry level, the rifle, machine gun, and grenade come into play.
We have succeeded in increasing the reliability of the M-16 (which had, as you know,
a tendency to jam and corrode), and further improvements are being investigated.
The development of the SPIW (Special Purpose Individual Weapon) is continuing to
correct deficiencies uncovered in earlier tests. In FY 70, major emphasis in small
arms will be on caseless ammunition weapons, SPIW, and new weapons concepts.
Some of our most important, though relatively inexpensive, activities are in
the development of personal equipment for the combat soldier. I am requesting
funds in FY 70 for development of improved clothing, selected personal equipments,
lightweight armor, and food items for the soldier.
4.3.2 Defensive Systems: We must protect out airbases and other installations in the field Army against air attack. In SEA we depend primarily on our
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manned interceptor force for antiair protection because the air threat against our
installations is not serious.
Development activities in tactical air defenses concern families of weapon
systems: Medium-range surface-to-air missiles are intended to provide air defense
against all but low-altitude aircraft, and high-intensity defense of point targets
at all altitudes. We are developing the Improved HAWK system to operate against a
variety of countermeasures and to reduce operating costs by approximately 10% per
year. For the longer term, as a defense against sophisticated countermeasures,
tactical ballistic missiles and high-performance aircraft, we are continuing SAM-D
development. We expect to start SAM-D Engineering Development in FY 1970, and have
requested $75M for R&D.
Research and development for CHAPARRAL and VULCAN are essentially completed.
The remaining R&D funds in the FY 1970 request will be used to complete system
evaluation under extreme conditions for worldwide deployment and to cure any deficiencies disclosed by these tests.
The Advanced Forward Area Air Defense System includes further development of
CHAPARRAL and REDEYE capabilities, to adapt the short-range low-altitude air
defense systems for the threat of the later 1970's. An particular, a forwardhemisphere kill capability for CHAPARRAL and REDEYE, together with necessary modifications to the Forward Area Alerting Radar (FAAR) will be provided.
The need for a 360-degree countermortar capability is evident from our Vietnam
experience. The primary effort is the development of the AN/TPQ-28 Countermortar
Radar which will be able to detect mortar shells and precisely locate the launchers
of simultaneously observed mortar rounds. Recent tests of a preliminary model
indicate the need for additional R&D; and a decision to start production will be
made as soon as the requisite performance capabilities are demonstrated. A shorter
term project is the modification of the AN/UPS-l Search Radar. Tests have been
completed by the Marine Corps and the results have been favorable.
4.3.3 Combat Support and Service Support Activities: Combat support,
though not glamorous, requires an evolutionary R&D effort. For example, in logistic support the XM-705 (1 -ton) truck is needed by tactical units behind brigade
rear boundaries as a replacement for the H-37 (3/4-ton) and M-715 (l-ton) trucks.
Special-purpose configurations of the XM-705, ambulances and communication vans,
are also planned. The R&D program is scheduled through FY 1970.
Communications obviously is an important combat support activity. We are
upgrading the security of all tactical circuits for both voice and digital information. Various means of elevating antennas above the foliage (such as balloons
and portable towers) are being developed to extend combat and communications range.
Improved location and authentication devices are being developed for aviator survival communications.
Project MALLARD is being continued to provide fast, flexible and secure,
tactical communication for the Armies, Air Forces and, where appropriate the Navies
of the participants (U.S., Britain, Canada and Australia) in the post-1975 period.
It will replace tactical trunking and distribution facilities and provide singlechannel access into the network for individual users. Advanced development modeling and testing will start in FY 70.
The three Military Departments -- jointly participating in the Tactical
Satellite Communications (TACSATCOH) Program -- are conducting experiments on the
feasibility of using space repeaters for medium- and long-range tactical communications. These experiments use space repeaters with the surface terminals installed
in tactical vehicles, operational aircraft, and Navy combat surface ships and
submarines. A limited initial operating capability -- using the experimental
TACSATCOM equipment -- to respond to certain emergency situations could be available by mid-1970. For this development funding is requested in FY 1970.
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Combat service support activities provide the POL distribution aud dispensing
equipments, power generating and distribution equipment, the specialized earthmoving equipment, prefabricated airfield surfaces, cargo handling and terminal
equipment. Another group of projects includes field medical equipment and hospital
systems (MUST) that, coupled with helicopter evacuation, have given our combat
soldiers a greatly increased probability of survival. For these combat support R&D
activities, I am requesting funds in FY 1970.
4.4

SEA WARFARE

The emergence of a strong Soviet surface Navy, an increasingly formidable
Soviet submarine threat, and the proliferation of enemy antishipping missiles of
all types are beginning to produce a radically altered naval environment, requiring
that we reassess our present concepts and provide an effective defense. The antiship missile threat requires reappraisal of the convoy concept and of near-shore
(amphibious or other) operations. We must ensure that the defenses of our major
combatant ships are adequate and also consider the development of offensive naval
systems.
Since we are heavily dependent on passive sonars to detect the noise of enemy
submarines, and since these noise levels have been decreasing, changes must be made
inour ASW systems. Some of the required changes are clear; others await the
results of reassessments now in progress. Overall, ASW problems are among the
toughest we face.
4.4.1 Antisubmarine Warfare: To appreciate the impact of the increasing
submarine and cruise missile threats, I will review our ASW policies of the past
and the R&D directions we have taken.
Until the advent of the Soviet nuclear submarine about a decade ago, our
counter to the large force of Soviet diesel submarines consisted of our submarines
and patrol aircraft (VP), which employed passive acoustic systems as the primary
method of detection; the VP also used radar and visual search.
Perimeter defense was provided by surface escorts employing active sonar
against the Soviet submarine force with its shprt-range antishipping torpedoes.
Our counter strategies were also augmented by carrier ASW task forces with the
speed, mobility and flexibility to provide a concentration of force in high-threat
areas.
In R&D we are now confronted with the next events in a changing threat picture
-- a quieter nuclear submarine with better antishipping torpedoes and a more sophisticated anti-ship missile system. Fortunately, we can make significant improvements
in equipment, based on the technology we have been supporting in past years. We
have a task of several years before us and a similar period in which the new threat
will become quantitatively significant. We are now assessing the merits of alternatives to ensure that a new course is charted which maintains a balance between
systems that cope with the still important threat and those that are designed to
cope with the new one. While we will place emphasis on systems that use existing
kinds of ASW vehicles, we intend to search for entirely new concepts for solving
the overall ASW problems.
Airborne ASW: Our development programs are significantly enhancing the
aircraft's effectiveness against current submarines. We developed DIFAR to improve
passive search and localization capability; A-NEW to permit the effective handling
of data by a small flight crew; short-range active sonobuoys and improved HAD to
aid in final localization and classification before weapon drop; a new radar to
detect periscopes, snorkels and surface targets; and the MK-46 homing torpedo.
These developments culminate in the P-3C, now in production, and in the S-3, for
which a development contract was recently issued.
While these systems are optimized to counter the present threat, their
capability to cope with a quieter threat is considerable.
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Submarine Systems: We are structuring a new submarine program to maintain our qualitative superiority over the enemy. R&D programs emphasize reducing
submarine-radiated noise and sonar self-noise levels, improving sonar detection and
classification performance, continuing development of submarine-launched torpedoes
with antisubmarine and antishipping capabilities, and improving secure underwater
communications and acoustic countermeasures. In addition, we have started concept
formulation for a long range tactical type of weapon with antisubmarine and antishipping capabilities.
The submarine-launched ASW torpedo program, HK-48, was expanded in FY 1967 to
include development of an antiship capability. Through competition, with differing
technical approaches, we are enhancing the likelihood of obtaining good ASW/SLAST
MK-48 torpedoes.
To improve submarines in the critical area of radiated noise, we have programs
to develop quieter machinery and propulsors and reduced hydrodynamic flow noise.
We are requesting monies for exploratory and operational systems development in
FY 70.
A major new effort is the design of the SSN-688 class submarine. This submarine will feature improved combat systems and will provide an increase in speed
over our present STURGEON-class SSN's. Many of the combat system developments
associated with the SSM-668 schedule can be retrofitted into our present submarines.
These include improved sonar, acoustic countermeasures systems, fire-control systems, and command, control and communications capabilities.
We are also developing sonar improvements for submarines now in the fleet.
These programs represent the best short-term improvements realizable with existing
technology.
Longer term efforts entail concept formulation studies for new sonars for
submarines and surface ships, exploiting common technology and subsystems to the
maximum practical extent.
Naval Nuclear Propulsion: Specific development objectives in the nuclear
propulsion area are: higher power levels, at the same time reducing volume, weight
and operating noise; longer life and lower cost; improved reliability and maintainability. Analysis of new reactor types will be continued, as will evaluation of
presently operating ships to determine the optimum powerplant characteristics for
each type of vessel. A vigorous effort to reduce operating noise without sacrificing speed is required. I am requesting RDT&E funds for FY 1970,
Surface Ship ASW Systems: Shipboard sonars still provide less than the
desired detection and classification performance; weapons do not exceed the ranges
of the enemy's weapons and do not permit sufficiently rapid attack at long range.
To increase the probability of detecting enemy submarines before they can attack,
we are completing the development of long-range active and passive sonars, both
hull-mounted and towed, and an acoustic intercept receiver. We have established a
torpedo detection and countermeasures program to provide our ships with selfdefense capability. We are programming funds to develop a command and control
system for intraship and intership use to improve coordinated ASW operation.
We are supporting programs to evolve new escort-type ships. The DX and DXGN
programs which are in contract definition, and the DXG program, which is in concept
formulation, have been established to develop new type of ASW gun and missile escort
ships to replace obsolescent escorts presently scheduled for deactivation in the
early 1970's. We request funds for DXG contract definition in FY 1970.
To improve the survivability of surface ships, I am funding programs that will
be described under antiship missile defense. As part of this effort and to increase
the flexibility of surface ships, we are doing concept formulation under a program
that will utilize existing helicopters.
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4.4.2 Antiship Missile Defense Program: In the past year we made good
progress in formulating a comprehensive cruise missile defense program. The task
before us is formidable and will require many years to complete. The theme of the
near-term program is the self-defense of individual ships, custom tailored to each
ship class and introduced into the fleet as the availability of funds and equipment
permit and as required by military priorities.
The self-defense capability of an individual ship depends on its ability to
detect, deceive, and destroy the antiship missile and its launch platform. The
missile can be detected by radar, by passive EW, or by IR devices. Its homing
system can be jammed and deceived by shipboard EW and IR equipment, or decoyed by
chaff and IR decoys which provide targets other than the ship on which the missile
can home. Finally, the missile can be destroyed by shooting it down with SAM's or
guns.
The Point Defense Missile System, 3-T improvements, shipboard electronic warfare systems (SHORTSTOP), and intelligence data collection equipments are all part
of the missile defense program. New items in the FY 70 budget for ship defense are
the SAMIb (Ship Antimissile Integrated Defense) and the HARPOON (ship and air
launched antiship missile) programs. SAMID, for which funds are requested in FY 70,
includes radar, EW and command and control back-fits into ships deployed in SEA.
Studies are now being completed aimed at the development of a new antiship capability for the Navy (HARPOON). We are requesting support for HARPOON in FY 70.
Two SHORTSTOP prototypes will be evaluated in FY 1970. Development of
SHORTSTOP JR., a "small-ship variant" for escort ships will continue into FY 70;
funding is programmed in FY 1970 for SHORTSTOP JR. Additional money is requested
for system improvements applicable to SHORTSTOP SR.
P:ivelopment of the Shipboard Infrared Countermeasures (IRCM) system will also
be continued into FY 1970. This program, which was initiated in FY 1969, is included in the FY 1970 request.
The Advanced Surface Missile System (ADIS) will be a new, fast-reaction missile
system that will be incorporated into the DXG when it becomes available, The DXG
program is based on the use of the TARTAR-D. However, if the ASMS or its versatile
phased-array radar is available in time for initial DXG installation, it would be
used to provide improved capability without incurring retrofit cost. FY 1970 is
the first year of engineering development of the ASIS systems.
oubsystems and components from ASMS will be used to provide continued improvement for the "3-T" systems against enemy countermeasures and low-flying missiles.
Utilization of ASMS elements in the "3-T" systems permits the continuing improvement
of these systems at a decreasing R&D expenditure rate.
With the Basic Point Defense System (utilizing the SPARROW missile) in operation in the fleet, the development efforts now center on a more advanced system with
a rapid reaction capability. The program consists of two major parts: NATO SEA
SPARROW and a new acquisition system with a radar which, in simplified form, can
also be used with Basic Point Defense. The program also provides for initial
studies leading to replacement of the SPARROW missile with a lighter, less expensive, dual-mode weapon.
4,4.3 Logistics: We are developing two related systems that will enhance
the effectiveness and reduce the vulnerability of the combatant fleet. The firot
Vill increase the rate of rearming carrier-based aircraft by developing a system
for handling and storing weapons in assembled form. This system is scheduled for
completion in PY 1970. The second will result in a standard, reliable system for
the underway replenishment of combatant ships that will cut replenishment time in
half. These programs are included in the FY 1970 request.
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4.4.4 Riverine Warfare: We are working to develop better hull designs,
propulsion systems, and armament suits for boats, defenses against underwater
swimmers, swimmer support systems, and the adaptation of land warfare equipment in
the riverine environment.
4.4,5 Other Sea Warfare Programs: Marine Engineering'and Technology
covers the development of shipboard propulsion systems and machinery, hull design
and structure, the development of advanced surface craft, ship concept formulation
and computerized ship design, submarine safety, damage control and fire prevention,
and the Deep Submergence Program,
A new policy subjects new ship designs to the concept formulation (CF) and
contract definition (CD) procedures. At this time, the LFS, HCS, DX, DXG, DXGN,
and SSN types of ships are following this procedure. In 1Y 1970, funding is
requested for CF and for CD.
The Deep Submergence Program is continuing in FY 1970 to develop vehicles and
technology for personnel rescue from submarines, deep ocean search and salvage,
ocean engineering, new diving techniques, and man-in-the-sea capability. The
largest funding items included in FY 1970 are the Rescue Vehicle and the Search
Vehicle.
4.4.6 Amphibious Warfare: In amphibious shipping, we are developing the
LHA, a landing ship which is capable of (1) carrying a balanced load of troops,
combat vehicles, and combat cargo needed in amphibious operations; and (2) landing
these forces under assault conditions by helicopters or amphibian vehicles and
landing craft. The LA will replace, to varying degrees, the AKA, LPD, LPH, and
LSD types of ships. The WIA development and production phase started May 1969; the
first ship should be operational in March 1973; A planned production of nine ships
is envisioned.
4.4.7 High-Speed Boats and Ships: Our current inventory of high-speed
gunboats is primarily of the planing hull and displacement types, which have poor
fighting capability in heavy weather. The hydrofoil research program demonstrated
that hydrofoil ships up to 150 or 200 tons can now be built with confidence. An
outstanding feature of hydrofoil ships is the minor falloff of performance (speed,
endurance, and platform stability) in higher sea states.
The USS FLAGSTAFF (PGH-1), a 60-ton hydrofoil gun boat and the TUCUHCARI
(PGH-2) have commenced operational evaluation. The USS PLAIMVIEW (AGEH-1), a 320ton hydrofoil ship, the world's largest, has commenced builders' trials. This
hydrofoil is a test unit in a program to: (1) demonstrate the capability of hydrofoil craft to operate in high sea states at high speed (50 knots), (2) develop
design criteria for future hydrofoil craft, and (3) determine the capability of
hydrofoil craft to perform specific naval missions such as ASW, fast patrol, minesweeping, plane guard duty, and escort. In FY 1970, funds are requested for work
on these hydrofoil ships.

4.5 AIRLIFT
The C-5A aircraft and its TF-39 engines have progressed into the testing
phase without encountering major technical problems. The flight test aircraft have
flown more than 250 flights, and over 825 hours, to date. Results indicate that it
will meet all contractual performance requirements. -he toal RDT&B coat to the
government for the C-SA, including the TF-39 engine, is estimated at $1,003H, or
8% higher-thonthe, original (1965),Air'Force est4xate of $9304for work of the same
scope. ,The current total RDT&Ecost estimate includes provision for ithe government's share.of cost overruns up to ceiling on the RDT&E portiiS of the Lockheed
and G.E. contracts,,and, priceadjustafnts for abnormal escalating ofthe economy;
this estimate does not include abpye-ceiling RDT&E costs which e c~n~ractor,
tathertWban government, responsibility. We expect initial operationsi'deliveries
of the aircraft by late C 69. Funding is. requested in FY 70 to continue what is
expected to be the next-to-last year of development funding support .
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Although it is not primarily an R&D matter, I should mention that program
reviews have revealed substantial increases In the estimated production costs that
affect the present procurement as well as the price of subsequent C-5A purchases.
The effect on procurement evolves from a price adjustment formula contained in the
original contract (to which all competitors bid) which reduces unexpectedly large
losses, or unexpectedly large profits, through the first production run to reasonable amounts. This is done by increasing or decreasing the target cost on followon production, and by correspondingly increasng-or: decreasing the ceiling price
for the entire program then under cont;act$
The Air Force has exerciseo1.'fhe option to procure 57 aircraft in the second
production run, in accordance,,%th the terms of the contract, but has"limited expenditures and funding to lobg lead items as provided in the FY 69 procurement
accounts The FT 70 procurement request providesefor th6 first 23 aircraft- of the
"
A "\
second production run. /'
The Air Force hao for some ttM been pkoposins the 4e0elopment of a new itratheater transport al, craft (LIT) 'to replaceor aunent .te current tactical airlift
aircraft (C-7, C-12V, and C-130) in the m9i4-970's. "Lat yeariI expected concept
te4-unds' :o preerve the option to
formulation to be cplete in FT 69 sfid -qu
initiate CD. Comp tion of this concept fbo latibn has 'lipjed several months. \
dictate an urgni need for LIT. How-i
b
The preliminary da a now available fal
ever, upon complete on of the presentCF tIdes,,e will r4viw. this matter with
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5.

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE
5.1

Introduction and General Assessment

The superiority of American military technology depends on many critical components -- talented people, a commitment by many to excellence, our industrial capacity to apply new technology. But the ultimate source of our technological strength today is the research and technology base so carefully built up
over the past 5, 10 and 20 years. In the same way, our future strength can only
be ensured by vigorous, balanced investments made now in exploring now ideas.
This need is just that simple. Yet the work is often hard to explain and Justify.
I will try now to give you some sense of the significance of our research and
technology base.
5.1.1

Broad Goals of Research (6.1) and Exploratory Development (6.2):

The goals of research and exploratory development must be formulated from two
perspectives long-term gain, consistent with the nature and direction of
scientific technological progress, and shorter term matters of concern to our
national security. Stated in the jargon of the investment business, we must
maintain a basic portfolio of growth securities, devote a small fraction of
our resources to high risk but promising speculative ventures, and maintain a
capital reserve of technical competence adequate to cope with unexpected technological threats or opportunities as they arise. Neglecting any one of these
could jeopardize national security. The greatest overall security obviously
lies in an optimum balancing of available resources. It is difficult to know
precisely when that balance is achieved.
For the long term, we seek to probe the frontiers of Defense-relevant science and engineering, to discover and understand new phenomena, to recognize and
exploit those which have promise for improved military technology. Thus, we
support research in the laboratories of the DoD, universities, industries, and
the Federal Contract Research Centers. From these laboratories have come radar
and rockets, transistors and television, combat radios and computers, sonar and
satellites, and a host of indispensable military systems. Because a technical
surprise tolay could unpredictably destabilize the international situation, our
program must be broad and carefully diversified to allow us to move quickly in
any required direction.
5.1.2 Nature of Soviet Technolo&y: To suggest the character of the
technical challenges we may face in the future, I believe it will be helpful to
illustrate briefly some of the areas in which we believe the Soviet Union is
particularly active. I do not introduce this perspective because of any anxiety
that the Soviet Union is, technically, "ten feet tall." Nor do I believe we are
on any "technological plateau," as some have argued; the facts show that we are
not. But I do want you to understand that the Soviet Union is an advanced and
vigorous technical nation, investing proportionately more of its scarce resources
in research and development than we are, and presumably getting results from its
investment. Except where I indicate otherwise in this discussion, few of the
Soviet efforts represent substantially greater capability than we now possess,
although in many areas we probably are about even.
The Soviet effort in magnetohydrodynamics is the largest in the world.
Two prototype continuous open-cycle electrical generating power plants are now
in operation in the USSR and the Soviets are developing a closed-cycle system.
The latter could have strategic applications in submarine and in space propulsion.
Although the Soviets have not fully exploited their strong capability in
semiconductor research in the past, the use of solid-state devices in the consumer, industrial and military fields is rapidly becoming a reality.
Microelectronics has not been widely applied in the USSR, although progress
has been rapid since 1962. Miniaturization has not advanced much beyond the
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employment of compact transistor circuits and is achieved principally by highdensity packaging of discrete components on printed boards. Large-scale use of
microelectronics appears to be several years away; its initial use will probably
be in large digital computers in 1970-71.
Development of radar antennas has paralleled that of Western countries,
current emphasis being placed on a wide variety of microwave antennas for
general and special uses and on large, multibeam, electronically steerable
phased arrays.
The Soviet Union has expended a massive effort to develop, produce and
install active infrared sensory devices. By 1975 low-light-level image intensifiers should be available for widespread use in the Soviet Union.
Since 1962, the Soviet laser program has beon expanding and is now second
only to the U.S. in their overall R&D effort. The USSR may be ahead of the
U.S. in tie development of high-power solid-state lasers.
The Soviets will probably continue their underground nuclear tests, just
as we will. These tests will allow them to develop improved fission and thermonuclear weapons tailored for special uses and to taxplore weapon systems vulnerability to nuclear radiation.
There have been and will continue to be strong Soviet efforts to improve
the performance -- and increase the time between overhaul -- of their rotating
(turbojet, turbofan) aircraft engines. This emphasis will result in new and
improved engines such as the capability to qualify a Mach 3.0 cruise turbojet
by 1969-70 and lift/cruise and direct-lift engines with very good thrust-toweight ratios by 1970.
Soviet liquid-propellant rocket engines in soe ways are distinctly
different from those of the U.S., as reflected in larger expansion ratios,
higher chamber pressures, different materials of construction and better
control of combustion processes. The Soviets have the capability to build
and utilize much larger liquid-rocket engines for apace purposes than they
have heretofore exhibited. For ballistic missiles, no completely new liquidpropellant engine designs are expected before 1972. However, as a result of
concerted efforts beginning in 1958, the Soviets are capable of building solidpropellant motors having performance characteristics similar to those of the
West.
Soviet capability in materials and manufacturing technology has'developed
surprisingly fast and is now generally equal -- in oome instances, superior -to that of the Western world. Difficulty in achieving the high standards of
quality control necessary for the quantity production of highly precise and
highly reliable components appears to limit Soviet production capability at
present; however$ it is expected that this problem will be solved in the next
2 or 3 years. Some of the areas in which the Soviets seem to be advanced are
chromium-base alloys for long-time operation at 1900 degrees to 2200 degrees F.,
high-temperature adhesives, high-temperature polymeric coatings, use of glassreinforced laminates, techniques and machinery for fabricating brittle materials
and difficult shapes, and machinery for extruding and forging large metal parts.
Allow me to repeat that these Soviet technological programs have not eliminated our margin of technical superiority in most of our systems. Nevertheless,
the range, pace, and apparent quality of their work in the fundamental sciences
and applied technology are impressive.
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5.1.3 Trends in our Research and Technology Base: The past fiscal
trends in our research and technology base are shown in the following table:
(R&D in Millions)

Research (6.1)
Exploratory Dev. (6.2)
Total

FY64

FY65

FY66

FY67

FY68

FY69

353

383

389

413

371

406

1158

1128

1134

1042

948

.878*

1151

1511

1523

1455

1319

1284

Note: *The reduction in FY69 (compared with FY 68) includes a $45 million
reduction in which these funds were transferred from ARPA's exploratory
development effort on ballistic missile defense to the Army's advanced
development effort on missile defense. The nature of the work supported
has not changed in character. Thus, this was essentially an accounting
change. lY 69 funding is, in effect, $923 million, and the total (6.1 plus
6.2) is, in effect, $1329 million.
Despite the increasing complexity of defense technology and the increasing
costs of carrying on more demanding research and development, support for our
overall research and technology base has continued to decline. We reversed the
downward trend in the research category in 1Y 69, based in part on my special
concerns about this activity last year. But the overall trend of our base is
still downward -- because of both the increased cost of R&D and the continued
erosion of exploratory development owing to urgent needs for funding other R&D
activities. We continue to see the indicators of significant under-funding in
this program: an increasing ratio of acceptable proposals to funded proposals;
deferral of purchase of needed new research equipment in many academic and
industrial research labs; layoffs of technicians and postdoctoral research
fellows; and too few "new starts" because of the pressing need to continue
existing projects.
As I mentioned in my introduction, continued failure to reverse the trend
of this critical part of defense R&D could seriously jeopardize our future
national security. Thus, I have requested increases for both areas in Fi 70,
including an especially substantial increase for exploratory development.
I will discuss each area and give you my recommended funding.
5.2

Research (6.1)

5.2.1 Research Objectives and Policies: Within the broad goals of
our research and technology base, the research component works at the frontiers
of knowledge in the physical, engineering, environmental, biomedical, and
behavioral sciences, emphasizing fundamental work relevant to long-range defense
needs.
The DoD must manage a mission-oriented research base, as must (or should)
all of the major agencies. Because the effectiveness of coupling basic science
with defense technology is so vital and in many ways so subtle, the DoD must
recognize and direct responses to scientific and technological opportunities or
threats. We could not rely upon an accidental occurrence of this critical
function.
5.2.2 Recent Research Accomplishments: New scientific findings continuously emerge from Defense-supported research, Significant contributions
have been made by in-house laboratory, industrial laboratory, non-profit institutes, and university research performers. I will give you just a few examples.
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Global thunderstorm activity detection: We are almost totally
dependent on the electromagnetic spectrum for communication, detection of enemy
activity by various types of sensors, missile guidance, and other military
activities. Detailed knowledge of global thunderstorm activity would increase
the reliability of our electromagnetic systems. We have found promising new
sensors to obtain this global data through recording that spectral component
of longest duration in lightning. The technique is being tested on U-2 aircraft
and appears to be ideal for continuous surveillance by satellite. It is
expected to be available for use within a year.
Hligh-temperaturo lubricants: A new technique for the fluorination
of organic compounds and graphite has been developed by passing a mixture of
fluorine and an inert gas over the surface of the compound to be fluorinated.
For example, graphite can be converted to perfluorographite, which has lubricating properties comparable to currently used lubricants at normal operating
temperatures (400 degrees F) and much superior to them at temperatures in
excess of 575 degrees F. They will be especially useful in the bearings and
seals of advanced jet engines.
Ultrashort laser pulses: The range of Defense applications
of laser technology has been enlarged by recent developments in the production of ultrashort laser pulses. Pulses of less than a millionth of a
microsecond in duration have been generated. The much more precise timing
and distance measurements, possible with those very short pulses, promise
important improvements in optical radar, laser communication systems, rapid
optical data processing, and ultrahigh-speed photography.
These examples typify the thrust of scientific and technological
achievements to Defense goals.
Before leaving this discussion of specific, rather basic research efforts,
I want to illustrate the way in which this work leads to applications. A good
illustration comes from the materials sciences, in particular, composite materials. The promise inherent in filamentary materials was originally predicted
from independent theoretical studies and independent university research on
metallic whiskers. The fundamental objective of this work was to study why
theoretical strengths could not be achieved in actual materials. While this
work was interesting from a scientific point of view, it could contribute little
to the materials used in military applications unless someone identified the
connections between the basic scientific findings and the DoD needs. The
research managers in DoD, having just such a motivation -- i.e., that
scientific findings can and must be put to practical use -- recognized
that these discoveries could help solve some military problems*
It was the requirement for stronger, lighter materials that caused the
Military Services, as far back as the late 1940's, to make fine filaments,
to study their properties, and to conduct research to improve them. Basic
and applied research in the Air Force alone (which had the greatest need and
interest) reached almost $3.5H in FY 66. This pursuit of a promising scientific
finding led to an on-going advanced development program which will put composite
materials into many Air Force and other military applications with substantial
savings in weight, or increase in engine thrust, payload, range or maneuverability.
Occasionally I am asked whether some of our more basic research could be
carried out as effectively under other than DoD sponsorship. It is the kind
of evolution that I just illustrated that convinces me the Defense Department
must sustain clear and close links to the scientific community.
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But then I am asked whether we tend to duplicate the work sponsored by
other agencies. I am quite confident that there is essentially no duplication,
except where there are distinctly different scientific approaches to solving
the same basic problem. Last year, for example, we examined the work being
conducted under ten contracts sponsored by the National Science oundation
in the materials sciences. The total value of these contracts was about $500,000.
It was determined that very little, if any, of the contracted work was directly
germane to DoD mission objectives but that about 10% (or $50,000) could be
considered relevant.
Let me give you another example of the coordination process we use to avoid
duplication. The DoD and NASA have conducted annually a detailed review of all
research and exploratory development projects in the biological, medical and life
sciences at the individual work-unit level since FY 1965. Methods were developed
to compile all related research work by subject matter, which is then analyzed
by DoD/NASA technical teams. Research efforts that might overlap are identified
and subjected to a detailed review, and a joint decision is made on terminating
a contract, if appropriate. Out of about 4,000 tasks reviewed recently, there
were no more than six cases of even partial overlapping. This procedure has
been very effective in (1) assuring that no unwarranted duplication exists;
(2) ensuring that each agency has full knowledge of the scope and content of
each others' research programs; and (3) aiding the day-to-day coordination
between agencies by the biomedical research program managers.
5.2#3 Project THEMIS: During FY 67 and 68, we selected and funded
92 programs at universities which had previously received relatively little
Defense R&D funds. For FY 69, $28.5 million was appropriated to fund 25
additional new starts, plus renewals for the programs already under way.
We have maintained close surveillance of the progress and contributions issuing
from each of the centers and are highly encouraged. Last fall we evaluated the
progress of the 49 projects funded in the first year of the program. Most of
the projects were making satisfactory progress, and some are already producing
first-class results. But we found that a few were not showing sufficient progress, and they were put in a "probationary" category. By next July we also
will have completed a thorough evaluation of the 42 programs started in the
second year of the program. For FY 70, which is the last year of new starts
in the THEMIS experimental program, we are requesting $33.0 million to fund
25 new programs and to renew all of the effective programs.
Foreign Research: During the past year, I have taken further
5.2.4
specific actions on DoD-sponsored research at foreign institutions# These
actions include tighter and more explicit policy criteria for support of foreign
research; reduction in overseas military and civilian research personnel;
instructions for colocation of the European research offices; and revised funding guidance to reduce DoD research funds assigned to foreign institutions and
investigators.
We plan to reduce the number of DoD research personnel in the European
Offices to 53 by 30 June 1970, as compared to 144 for Fiscal Year 1965.
The Army Research Office, Europe (Frankfurt), and the European Office of
Aerospace Research (Brussels) are beJug colocated with the Office of Naval
Research in London.
Revised funding guidance has been given to the Army, Na.vy and Air Force
for Fiscal Years 1969 and 1970 to further decrease research and exploratory
development funding assigned to foreign performers. The guidance now places
a three-Service limit of $5.3 million and $3.7 million, respectively, on
research and exploratory development carried out by foreign performers in FY
1969 and 1Y 1970, compared with the estimated total amount of $7.2 million
for FY 68.
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I must emphasize, however, that DoD has continuing, clear needs for
certain selected foreign research and development projects. In some areas
of communications, meteorology and medical research, for example, it is
simply not possible to meet key DoD goals without supporting some research
abroad. Often there are requirements for unique environmental or geographic
characteristics which are essential for the investigation. In general, because
the scientific community is essentially international, we must not cut off our
valuable liaison with productive investigators and research groups throughout
the world. In short, the U.S. has no monopoly on good ideas or on talented
researchers. Therefore, it is not desirable to eliminate completely our
sponsorship of foreign projects.
5.2.5 Recommended Budget for Research: Following an
of the various levels and directions of research programs, I am
total of $432 million for FY 70. This increase provides for 25
grams, and for a 4% cost of living increase for the rest of the
As I said earlier, this investment is for the future -- this is
that will determine, in larger measure, whether we maintain our
superiority.
5.3

in-depth review
recommending a
new THEINIS proresearch activity.
the investment
technical

Exploratory Development (6.2)

I will turn now to Exploratory Development, the second segment of our
research and technology base.
The purpose of exploratory development is to demonstrate the feasibility
and *pplicability of research discoveries to DoD needs. It is also the mechanism we use to ensure that each technological opportunity has a matching military utility, and that feasibility determinations are made in full realization
of the anticipated use of the device or component. Thus, before we embark on
expensive advanced or engineering developments of any weapon system, we use
exploratory development to give us a high degree of confidence in the technical
feasibility of the system.
Past studies have shown that new systems that are markedly improved over
their predecessors frequently are made possible by the aggregation of many
component improvements. This aggregation and eventual proof of feasibility
may take as long as ten years to become operational in a finished system.
Thus, we must attempt to predict our military needs in advance, well ahead
of firm official requirements. These predicted needs can change in many
directions, including changing enemy technical threats. To guard against
serious technological surprise, we have a broad exploratory development program to provide a choice when our needs become clearer and our optimum response more firmly defined. This is one of two main reasons why we have
thousands of exploratory development projects.
The other main reason for a broad program is that the development of a
system to meet one operational goal often leads to an array of many difficult
technological problems and projects. Let me illustrate this.
The Vietnamese War has clearly demonstrated the high cost of flying aircraft
directly over well-defended targets. For such purposes it is becoming increasingly necessary to deliver tactical ordnance from a stand-off position, i.e.,
outside the range of the defensive systems. Stand-off ranges of 20 to 30 miles
would be adequate today, but longer ranges will be required in a few years.
A closer look at this requirement reveals two most demanding subrequirements.
First, since this type of missile is not intended to deliver large quantities
of high-explosive ordnance, it must hit the target within a few feet. Second,
since the weapon's effect is relatively small, the cost of the system must be
low.
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Achieving this one new, comparatively straightforward operational
capability - stand-off, low-altitude delivery of high-explosive ordnance -has required major improvements in guidance and propulsion. Of these, let
me illustrate how the propulsion problem alone fanned out into a range of
tasks for new technology.
There are at least three distinctly different types of propulsion systems
that had to be explored to achieve the earliest possible capability and eventually, the highest possible performance. They are first, a pulse-type solid
rocket, which appeared to be the most readily achievable; second, a ramjet with
integrated booster; and third, a high-density solid-fuel ramjet with integrated
booster, which appeared to offer the higher performance, the range ultimately
desired.
Each of these types, however, involved a whole series of technological
problems. For example, to achieve a stop/restart capability in solids,
several methods had to be investigated: water quench, variable-area nozzles,
secondary gas generators, and inhibiting partitions. Exploratory tests of all
of these methods were run, and, for this application, inhibiting partitions
appeared to be the simplest and most readily achievable. But, to keep the
area of the inhibited faces small, the burning rate of the propellant had to
be increased, which involved the development of new burning rate catalysts and
higher chamber pressures. The new catalysts required the development of new
liner materials; and the higher chamber pressures raised the erosion of nozzle
throats and imposed increased pressure loads. These effects led to the required
development of new nozzle materials and new methods of bonding the propellant
to the case. In a similar manner, the solid-fuel ramjet posed a whole series
of new technological problems. A new grain formulation which would yield a
fuel-rich, highly combustible exhaust had to be discovered and developed.
Its combustion efficiency had to be measured under simulated ramjet combustor
conditions, and an aft inlet had to be worked out for use on a missile maneuvering at high angle of attack.
The point which I wish to make here is that, to achieve this single new
capability, it has been necessary to pursue three options, each requiring
solutions to a series of technological problems. This is typical of how our
exploratory development program evolves. In this case, all of our efforts
have paid off, and the solutions obtained in the process have created a background of knowledge applicable not only to air-launched propulsion but to
surface-launched tactical and strategic systems as well. I am confident that,
had we tried to achieve this operational capability without the necessary
technological base, the consequences would have been a far greater development
expense and the serious compromise of system performance.
5.3.1 Recent Contributions of Exploratory Development:
The exploratory developments of the past few years have made many significant
contributions to our military capabilities. The three initial conditions that
must exist before we embark on any exploratory development project are:
first, some understanding of the physical phenomena involved; second, one or
more clear concepts about how these physical phenomena can be harnessed to
perform some function; and third, really most important, that we see a general
need for this function, whether new or improved. I would like to illustrate
these points.
During the early operational phases of the POLARIS submarines, the Navy
recognized the operational advantages of achieving greater depth and speed.
Thus, n 1960, the Navy began efforts to develop a higher strength steel for
submarine hulls, stronger than the steel then available for POLARIS submarines.
During the period from 1960 through 1968, the Navy spent about $6 million on
exploratory development of high-strength steel.
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When the Soviet submarine threat became clear in 1967-1968 and the decision
was made to proceed with development of advanced nuclear attack submarines, the
technology of the desired steel was sufficiently understood to embark on an
advanced development (6.3) program. This program is timed so that the highstrength steel can be qualified and certified for use on this new class of
submarines.
This capsule history brings out an important point. When the development
of the new steel was started in 1960, no firm "requirement" existed, but a clear,
though generalized need was anticipated. Had we waited for a firm and detailed
requirement, the material would not have reached a sufficiently advanced stage
of development in time to be used for the advanced nuclear attack submarine.
To complete the history to date by quantifying the effectiveness of the
new steel: For ships having substantially the same length, displacement and
speed, the maximum operating depth can be greatly increased by using the
stronger steel. More advanced steels and titanium alloys, which are now in
exploratory development, would enable operation at even greater depths.
Let me say a few words about titanium. The titanium industry is a direct
consequence of DoD sponsorship of exploratory development. Starting about 1948,
the Army, Navy and Air Force established a substantial coordinated R&D application effort on this metal. The impetus for this work was recognizing the
potential of titanium alloys, which have high corrosion resistance, to become
the strongest metallic structural materials known in proportion to their weight.
In 1968 the U.S. produced 33 million pounds of titanium. Titanium alloys
are used in both military and civilian aircraft as structural members and in
the compressor stages of the engine. Without titanium, the SST would not be
capable of meeting its operational goals, The metal is also to be used in submersibles because of its lightness, strength and corrosion resistance. Its
corrosion resistance has put it into such civilian applications as food and
chemical processing. Uses in the near future will include desalination plants
and steam power-generating equipment as well as equipment for the transportation
industry. By 1978 it is estimated that 100 million pounds of titanium will be
used. Our new aircraft will be able to reach their required performance in
part because years ago we stimulated the developments which made titanium alloys
available today. The DoD has profited, but so have many American industries and
our whole national economy.
To return to the main theme, let me give another current example of melding
technological opportunity with military need. Our night combat efficiency in
SEA has been spectacularly improved with the introduction of night vision devices.
Continuing support for the night-vision exploratory development programs is
responsible for this achievement. Direct payoffs from the program, as many of
you realize, are the Starlight Scope for individual weapons, a night vision
goggle for use by individual soldiers, and night vision devices for crew-served
weapons and aircraft such as thermal night sights for our antitank missile Systems and the night fire-control system of the new Cheyenne helicopter.
Another illustration arises from the military space program. The cost of
placing a pound of payload in orbit has decreased as larger, more effective
space launch vehicles are used and as the reliability of all vehicles increases.
However, neow and even more effective launch vehicles appear possible which might
halve the cost of delivering a pound of payload to low orbit (from $800 to $900
per pound to about half this cost). Since the DoD will spend from $250 to $300
million per year on vehicles and launch services, a new concept, drawing on our
exploratory development technology, could lead to substantial future reductions
in the cost of launching military payloads. One of these concepts involves
technological advances such as
(1) scalable, stable low-cost injectors; (2)
simple, expendable ablative nozzles; (3) readily weldable low-cost tankage
materials (HY-130/140) that will not fail catastrophically; and (4) simpler
pressurization schemes. The replacement of the expensive, regeneratively cooled
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nozzle and sensitive engines, as well as the complex tankage assemblies, with
these technological advances may save up to $100 million per year after development costs are amortized, based upon the present rate of TITAN III utilization.
One example comes from the rather less glamorous needs of military construction. Military situations exist where it is important, sometimes critical,
to have the capability to repair immediately an airfield runway damaged by bombs
or mortar shells. Under our exploratory development program, a stabilized,
rapidly curable cement has been developed that can be processed in ordinary
cement-mixing equipment. It hardens in 20 minutes and possesses the strength
of 28-day-old concrete.
Finally, our military medical research continues to produce remarkable
innovations. Drugs used during the Korean War were considered to be the
answer to the malaria problem, with the result that worldwide research was
almost eliminated. however, as with many other diseases, the infecting microorganisms developed resistance to standard drugs. In 1968 there were 12,000
cases among combat troops in Vietnam, representing 240,000 man-days lost, a
cost of $36 million, and obviously reduced combat effectiveness of units
losing the men. To combat this drug-resistant disease, four significant gains
have been achieved (1) a new prophylaxis was developed which reduced the
attack rate by 50%; (2) the death rate has been reduced by a factor of 5;
(3) a new combination of drugs is being administered that reduces the average
hospital stay from 30 to 16 days; and (4) a very recent field trial in Vietnam showed that 21 of 25 cases were cured with one dose of the new drug combination, potentially reducing the average hospital stay to 4 days.
There are other examples of products from exploratory development that
have proved highly effective. I have mentioned some of these in previous
sections of this presentation: the antifungal treatment to prevent infection
from water immersion, laser-guided weapons, some of the sensors for the
instrumented battlefield, an oxygen concentrator to replace LOX for pilots,
second-generation night vision devices, foliage-penetration radars, flechettetype weapons, and miniaturized high-reliability fuzes. There are many others
such as ceramic personnel armor, transparent armor, "soft-recoil" artillery
weapons with greatly reduced weight, a crashworthy fuel system for UH-1 helicopters, a plasma-deposited tungsten-composite rocket nozzle which will operate uncooled at flame temperatures of 6500 degrees F., an air-cushion landing
system for aircraft, improved binary chemical munitions which do away with
storage and shipment hazards, and free-swimming divers attaining 1000-foot
depths.
Further enumeration of such examples, valuable and exciting as they are,
would become tedious. A catalog of these accomplishments is important, in a
sense, because we see clearly what we get from our investment. But what is
more important is that, year after year in the past, our research and technology base consistently has given us new opportunities and new options.
We must support our technological effort so that, in the future, we will have
comparable technical opportunities and choices. For it is in exploratory
development than the U.S. technical advantage, the U.S. margin of technical
superiority, is strengthened.
5.3.2 Recent Trendss The demands placed on our exploratory development program have increased considerably over the years. Many additional projects are necessary to support the varied technological problems inherent in new,
sophisticated weapon systems. Yet, as we face the decreasing level of funding,
some necessary programs are being pushed aside or reduced in favor of higher
priority efforts. In FY 1964, the exploratory development program was funded at
almost $1.2 billion. In FT 1969 it had declined by over 25% to $878 million.
If, in addition, we take into account the increase in the cost of performing
this work, then our actual FY 69 effort is only slightly over half of the effort
active 5 years ago.
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If this trend continues, we will be forced to reduce our level of effort
inprojects having even higher relative priority in our program. Our ability
to meet known threats will be compromised, and we will lose urgently needed
options for potentially needed future developments.
I cannot reemphasize too strongly that we must increase our forward
momentum in replenishing the reservoir of science and engineering upon which
national security depends. This conviction has been validated so often that
it has become our guiding principle in the support of our technology base.
As I.highlighted in my introduction, the decade of the 70's will reveal the
results of the impressively growing Soviet and Chinese technical programs.
We surely do not want to be technologically stagnant so that a slight technological advantage or surprise could have historic implications.
I am aware that some have argued that a large DoD program in exploratory
development may be justifiable but so poorly coordinated with other large
Federal R&D programs that funds are wasted. In particular, for example, some
people have asked whether the coordination with NASA is effective. As I mentioned in discussing the research (6.1) budget, we try hard to discuss our
entire program with NASA in several witys through several mechanisms throughout the year. Last summer, for instance, the Secretary of Defense and the
Administrator of NASA directed a special series of joint "economy studies."
These detailed studies cover a number of common DoD/NASA activities In the
space and aeronautics areas directed toward identifying actions which can
lead to savings.
In the networks area a joint study identified certain consolidations in
tracking stations, possible relocation of proposed new facilities, ways to reduce
the need for certain radar equipment, and some streamlining of management of
Apollo ships and aircraft as possible ways to achieve more efficient operation.
The use of data relay satellites was recommended as a way to overcome certain
network deficiencies and possibly achieve future cost savings. In the area of
recovery of returned astronauts and spacecraft performed by DOD for NASA's Apollo
missions, the joint study concluded the present service is now being conducted
efficiently. However, as increased confidence is gained in the spacecraft,
command and tracking systems, and in the recovery operation further reductions in
ships and aircraft should be possible. Ships and aircraft required for recovery
were reduced by more than 50% during the course of Gemini. Reductions in ships
and aircraft for future manned missions by factors of 2 to 3 times below that
presently needed for Apollo should be possible. In the area of launch vehicles a
Joint study group examined the future mission requirements of both DOD and NASA
and considered many alternative ways of meeting these requirements efficiently and
economically. As a result the TITAN IllD-Centaur was recommended as the most
promising vehicle for future NASA unmanned missions. It was also concluded that
both agencies should give consideration to the use of retired ballistic missiles,
Atlas and Hinuteman, as low cost stages in space launch vehicles. A joint study
group also examined the support operations at the DOD Eastern Test Range and the
MASA Kennedy Space Center. This study is not yet complete but the joint study
group has made good progress thus far in identifying activities wherein savings
tight be achieved. While these are the more promising studies and results, a
number of other areas were examined in detail. After reviewing all of the reports
submitted by the various study groups, Dr. Newell and I have concluded that, while
few near-time savings were identified, and this was expected, the studies were
beneficial in showing the way to substantial long-term savings and in promoting
better understanding between DOD and NASA in areas where we have common activity.
5.3.3 Budget Recomendations: We have reviewed every proposed technology program, have related them to priority Defense needs and have totaled the
funds necessary to accomplish the overall program. On this basis, I am recommending that $970.5 million be allocated to exploratory development, compared with $878
million in FY 69 (see earlier note in Section 5,1.3 concerning the FY 69 funding
level). This will reverse the recent trend, accelerate promising current programs,
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and permit the start of necessary new programs.
increase.
5.4

I urge you to support this

The Advanced Research ProJects Agency (ARPA)

I have already referred in other parts of my statement to recent research and exploratory development in which ARPA has made a major contribution,
notably in strategic technology, nuclear monitoring, overseas defense research,
and advanced sensors.
Now we should discuss briefly the role of ARPA in our overall RDT&E
establishment and mention some other ARPA accomplishments. These accomplishments include technical advances as well as several areas of management changes in the transfer of programs to the Services.
ARPA, as you know, was established in early 1958 in response to a need
for centralized management of selected, high-priority projects. In the past
ten years, ARPA has proved to be extremely effective in handling projects in
which feasibility demonstration is essential to DoD but for which there is no
clear Service mission; projects that are multi-Service in nature; and projects
that require an especially quick reaction. Because ARPA's primary mission is
ensuring the DoD against technological surprise, it must search out new fields
and ideas, accelerate R&D where surprise could be critical, and bring developments to a stage at which sound decisions can be made on their further exploitation.
It is ARPA's objective to carry programs to a certain stage in research or
exploratory development and then transfer them to an appropriate Service. This
past year, the radar and interceptor technology programs of ARPA's ballistic
missile defense project (DEFENDER) were transferred to the Army's Advanced
Ballistic Hissile Defense Agency (ABMDA) in consonance with the latter's NIKE-X
R&D and range sensor development responsibilities. To ensure the successful
transfer of the programs and facilities, approximately $45 million in FY 1969
funds and appropriate staff were also transferred. After a review of the
strategic R&D field, a Strategic Technology Office was thereupon created within
ARPA to pursue a broad program of research and development designed to identify,
explore, and demonstrate advanced concepts and technology that could have major
technical impact on the offense/defense balance -- hence, on the U.S. strategic
capability. One of the major areas assigned to the Strategic Technology Office
is laser technology. Selected areas that were inappropriate for transfer to
ABHDA were assigned to the Strategic Technology Office to provide the technical
core for its new activities. The transfer is judged successful by all concerned.
A new area to be investigated by the Strategic Technology Office in FT 1970
is research and development in large sea-surface platforms. The objective of
this program would be to demonstrate the feasibility of large, ultrastable
floating platforms adaptable to a wide variety of functions at sea, including
forward basing (in addition to, or instead of, foreign-based installations),
surveillance, logistics, ballistic missile defense, and tactical command and
controls
During FY 1969, ARPA established another new program -- advanced engineering. Its major objective is to explore new areas of advanced engineering for
selected tactical warfare problems. These problems include the development of
quiet aircraft and helicopters and developing new concepts in small arms.
Included in this program's research plans for FY 1970 are the investigation of
a low-cost, lightweight flying machine (perhaps less than IS0 pounds in weight
and $5,000 in cost) which could be used for individual troop mobility, and a
surface-effect vehicle that would have considerably greater range, endurance and
speed than the present generation.
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Another of ARPA's projects was reoriented in FY 1969. The effort, formerly
called Nuclear Test Detection velaA), now includes programs concerned with
nuclear proliferation, prediction of the location of clandestine nuclear tests,
countermeasures to capabilities and techniques previously developed by the VELA
program, and diagnostics data on nuclear explosives. These new programs have
been entitled "PRIME ARGUS." A substantial phasing down in the older, on-going
VELA program concerned primarily with nuclear test detection will take place
during FY 1970.
In FY 1970, a Military Geophysics Program will be started under the newly
formed Nuclear Monitoring Research Office -- which also manages VELA and PRIME
ARGUS -- to demonstrate the feasibility of countering threats to the national
defense posture posed by the modification of the natural environment. The program will try to determine the extent to which underground nuclear explosions
can stimulate earthquakes, the extent to which man's non-nuclear, defense-related
activities can stimulate earthquakes, and, finally, the feasibility of techniques
that might permit control of earthquakes. Because of the great national interest
in this field, we will arrange for intra-agency consultation on all major elements of this program.
ARPA has three projects that are funded in the research (6.1) category:
Information Processing Techniques, Behavioral Sciences and Materials Sciences.
In each of these projects, a major portion of the effort is conducted for ARPA
by universities. We have attempted to provide these institutions with a funding
mode that will permit them to make the required commitments for staff, facilities,
students and university funds.
In the past year, ARPA's Information Processing Techniques project has
completed research on a computer software system for data management; ADEPT
(the operating system) and TDHS (a set of user-oriented data management programs) will permit far more rapid and effective computer operations than were
possible in the past. Already in trial use in the National Military Comuand
Center and the Air Force Command Post, ADEPT makes it possible for many users
to have simultaneous access to the computer and incorporates such advances in
file organization that requests for computer services that formerly took hours
to fill may now be answered in minutes.
In the behavioral sciences area, we are terminating the former program in
"Change in the Developing Nations" which involved university work in foreign
countries in order to support another area in behavioral science of greater
need and probable payoff to the Department of Defense. It appears possible to
use recently developed computer sciences to assist the behavioral sciences in
developing tools to solve DoD problems in interaction effects in man-machine
and group situations, to Improve national security forecasting and planning,
and to improve the realism of military-political gaming techniques. These
problems are quite similar in being rich in data but poor in analytical understanding. Computers make it possible to organize and process the data for the
researcher until working theories and tools emerge. Preliminary efforts have
shown considerable promise in producing useful results for DoD and we are therefore expanding this effort to replace the less promising overseas work.
Recent fundamental research on penetration mechanics supported by ARPA's
Materials Sciences project has pointed the way to new approaches that may lead
to the capability of providing adequate protection for the infantry soldier
with a considerable reduced weight penalty. These research findings are being
made available to the Army for exploitation. Recent work in explosive forming
technology has resulted in substantial advances in the fabrication of large
shapes. For example, single-piece domes are currently being produced by this
technique for the SPRINT missile.
In Fiscal Year 1970, the Materials Sciences project will start an intensive
investigation of properties of rare earths and other exotic materials, with the
expectation that certain of these materials will lead to great improvements in
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magnetic and semiconducting devices. Effort is continuing to increase the relevance of the fundamental research in the Interdisciplinary Laboratory (IDL) Program to DoD needs. A large number of IDL researchers began regular visits to
DoD laboratories during the past year to assist in the solution of DoD materials
problems.
ARPA has six projects funded in the exploratory development (6.2) category:
Strategic Technology, Nuclear Monitoring Research, Overseas Defense Research,
Advanced Sensors, Advanced Engineering, and Technical Studies. I have already
mentioned some of these areas, but I will now give you a few more examples of
current activity.
In 1968, ARPA continued to make quick-response R&D contributions for Vietnam through its Overseas Defense Research and Advanced Sensors projects. I have
already mentioned a number of these efforts in Section 3, but I want to highlight
two especially important efforts.
In 1968, ARPA continued its progress in counterinfiltration and intrusion
detection technology. At the request of the U.S. Comaa der in Korea, ARPA
undertook a system design study of the infiltration problem facing the Republic
of Korea.
In Thailand, ARPA is working as a member of the Country Team carrying on
systematic R&D on how to deter insurgency. Every project is approved in advance
by the Thai Government and by the U.S. Ambassador. With their approval, we work
closely with the Thai Government. For the past two years, ARPA has conducted a
system design and test program. The resulting pilot system designs have been
carried through the final phases, and the Thai Government is taking over further
responsibility. ARPA has also provided technical assistance to the Thai Government to develop a boat hull for patrol vessels suitable for the shallow, rocky
Thai waterways. The Thai Government is now proceeding with the development of
the hull entirely on its own.
ARPA's Technical Studies project provides specialized scientific, technical,
and engineering support to the rest of ARPA and to my office. The effort is
generally in the form of short-term investigations of major problems, often of a
quick-response nature, covering the state of the art of a given technology or
reviewing alternate solutions to technological problems facing the DoD.
Our FY 1970 budget request for ARPA totals $238.1 million. This includes
$48.6 million for Research (6.1) and $189.5 million for Exploratory Development
(6.2) divided among the projects as follows:
(Dollars in Millions)

6.1 Research
Materials Sciences
Behavioral Sciences
Information Processing

$17.3
5.4
25.9
$48.6

6.2 Exploratory Development

(Dollars in Millions)

$ 71.7

Strategic Technology
Nuclear Monitoring
Overseas Research
Advanced Sensors
Advanced Engineering
Technical Studies

38.5
29.4
29.5
13.1
7.3
$189.5
TOTAL

$238.1
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TOPICS OF RECENT SPECIAL

6.

In this section I will discuss seven topics that have been of recent
special interest to the Congress. For each I will give a short assessment
of the situation. The topics are:

6.1

-

Development Concept Papers

-

R&D Management Policies

-

Foreign-Area-Related Social Science Research

-

Studies and Analyses

-

Security Policy on Technical Information

-

In-House Laboratories

-

Federal Contract Research Centers

Development Concept Papers

I will discuss the overall policy framework for R&D management in a
moment. But first I want to give you a progress report on a new "discipline"
for R&D management on major programs. I am quite satisfied with the initial
impact of this new discipline which is imposed through Development Concept
Papers (DCP).
A DCP is a summary top-management document for the Secretary of Defense
which presents the rationale for starting, continuing, or stopping a development program at each critical decision point. It assesses the known risks
involved in each decision, along with the full military and economic consequences of the program, and lays out explicit decision-review "thresholds"
for key factors such as technical performance, cost and schedule. In short,
a DCP tries to minimize biased "advocacy" points of view and to state clearly
all of the known uncertainties involved in major decisions on R&D.
We have had more than a year's experience with this approach. Since late
fall 1967, we have prepared 81 draft DCP's. The Secretary has personally signed
25 involving more than $12 billion in funding over several years. The others
were either approved by my office or returned for further work now in progress.
In a few cases we are in the second cycle of revising and updating a DCP for
the Secretary's review.
While we have found it difficult to prepare a single, succinct, analytic
document for the Secretary which contains all of the issues -- and all the
pros and cons on each issue -- the new process is genuinely effective. The
work of preparing a DCP is remarkably valuable in itself, because it forces
a dialogue -- usually rather objective -- among all the key people interested
in decisions on major R&D programs. To ensure that the system continues to
improve within certain ground rules, we are now drafting a DoD directive on
the process.
6.2

R&D Management Policies

For many years and especially during the last few months, there has
been much discussion on the management of defense research and development.
Some of this discussion and the resulting publicity have been quite critical,
pointing to specific cases (past and current) in which our goals apparently
were not achieved or in which our management allegedly was not adequate. I
want to discuss these issues and problems with you briefly, broadly and candidly,
and I will be happy to try to answer any specific questions you may have.
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Let me begin by restating the major criticisms. Some have said DoD has no
effective ways to control the costs of major development efforts -- and the C-SA
transport aircraft development and procurement has been singled out to "prove"
this charges Some have said we start programs long before the required technology is available-- and the SRAM bomber missile development has been used to
support this charge. Some have said we agree to unreasonably optimistic schedules for development efforts -- and the delays encountered in completing development of the Mk-48 torpedoes have been cited as demonstrating this failure.
Some have said we do not carry out a sufficient number of competitive prototyping
efforts, and for this reason we fail',tb achieve r&lIebler&sults in advancing the
state of the art -- and a series of electronics programs during the 1960's has
been "analyzed" to "prove" this charge. Finally, some have said we tend to
reward the least efficient contractors with follow-on contract and to grant
unreasonably high profits to most contractors.
If none of these charges were in any respect valid, we would simply be
the targets of irresponsible criticism. If this were the case, we would not
be concerned, although we would have to improve our communications. But the
facts show that each criticism contains some element of truth, unfortunately
along with a much larger element of misinformation and distortion. Further,
the facts show that t4e DoD has been concerned and active in solving the
management problems revealed in the past, Overall, defense R&D continues to
be complex, costly and (most important) central to our national security.
Thus R&D management has been a prime concern of past Secretaries of Defense.
While I am primarily and continuously responsible for R&D management, it also
holds the first-priority attention of Secretary Laird and Deputy Secretary
Packard.
Lot me now outline what I regard as the basic issues underlying defense
R&D management, and trace briefly the history of changing management approaches.
There are many approaches to acquiring weapons. We can concurrently
develop the system in the laboratory and prepare to produce it. Ue can
develop prototypes first so that we can "fly before buying." Or, we can bay
items that have been developed at the supplier's risk and pre on the shelf.
Over the past 20 years, we have seen different strategies for using
these options. These strategies have been shaped as much by the national
objectives and priorities then current as by technical possibilities and
management policies. Throughout the 1950's, the Soviets were presenting
many challenges and rapid improvements in their strategic nuclear forces
and in the conventional arms with which they threatened NATO. Tfe Iron
Curtain amplified our uncertainties-concerning their objectives and their
progress. The rapid and continuing progrehe in electronics, aircraft,
missiles, and weapons provided almost unlimited choices and unlimited
potential threats. Given these great uncertainties iu threat and technology, we had to take risks and pursue multiple and parallel approaches.
We could not risk the delays inherent in the idealized sequence of developing and then testing laboratory models, then developing and testing prototypes, and then building production versions. National objectives dictated
concurrent establishment of production facilities, in anticipation of the
successful development efforts. Letter contracts were awarded before specifications were fully completed. Competition for programs often could be
judged only by evaluating broad technical approaches and organizational
competence.
Compensation was based on costs.
The management consequences of these approaches were generally well
understood from the beginning. However, by the 1960's, the results and
short-comings were beginning to emerge.
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For example, a Harvard study, in 1962, carefully examined the development of a number of major systems: five air defense missile systems, one
candidate ABH system, three supersonic aircraft, and three ballistic missile
system.
The study concluded:
* All but one of these systems became operational and satisfied the
goals that had evolved during the development of the programs.
* The systems required development times on the average at least a
third greater than th6 initial,schedule -- in several cases, twice as long.
0

The systems required increased development funding averaging three
times more than 'the initial estimates -- in one case, seven times greater.
*

By the 1960's government and industry had learned a great deal about the
development of major systems. Moreover, the successes of the programs of the
1950's gave us a position of clear strategic superiority that permitted a
change in the urgency and character of national objectives. We were therefore
in a position to stress a much more deliberate approach to each phase of exploration and acquisition.
Our purpoba was to reduce the costs to the government of major systems
acquisition. As you know, the only way to reduce cost without reducing profit
is to reduce the risks and cost of manufacture. Therefore, we introduced the
philosophy and procedures of concept formulation and contract definition.
With this philosophy, new emphasis was placed on thorough reviews of need,
feasibility, performance, schedules and costs. Before a major development
could be started, the DoD insisted on a demonstration that technology was
available and on an explicit analysis of precisely what was expected from
the investment. When it was decided to acquire a new system, an attempt was
made to achieve fixed-price competitive contracts wherever possible.
Concept formulation defines the mission and performance goals of the new
system after a thorough evaluation of the costs of alternative means of satisfying the military requirements. It examines many technical alternatives to
select the best technical approach. It seeks to ensure that the effort has
"reached a point where the needed technology is available and proved, so that
no further substantial experimental effort will be required., Concept formulation analyzes the estimated cost, effectiveness.and schedule for development of the proposed system to ensure that it compares favorably with all
othev similar and competing systems.
After all advanced development Work is completed, we start contract
ition. It is a competitive process designed to verify the completion of
formulation and to establish realistic, firm management plans. Contract
nition culminates in a signed contract based on the expectation that the
.will be produced and go into the operational inventory.

definconcept
defisystem

Several major weapon system developments have now been carried through
using the program management philosophy and procedures formulated in the
early 1960's. Some of these systems will shortly be entering the inventory.
It is therefore timely to call for a deliberate examination of the results
of that philosophy and to extract the lessons in our recent experience.
Any management approach tends to be evaluated more by its failures than by its
successes. Each of us has impressions of the impact of concept formulation and
contract definition. I would like to outline our tentative views on the experience of the 1960's.
Our reviews are not yet complete. Cost overruns, schedule slippage, and
'drifting concepts are still with us. However, it is clear that the systematic
application of concept formulation and contract definition has resulted in a
significant reduction in cost overruns and schedule slippages.
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Typical increases in actual system coats have been on the order of less
than twice our initial estimates rather than three to seven times greater, as
documented in past studies. Often those overruns have seeded larger to you
and to the public because the costs publicized originally were the minimum
target and did not include recognized incentives and contingencies. In short,
we believe cost controls have, in fact, improved. Host increases in cost
recently have been the result of an explicit decision to develop a better
product using newly proved technology.
Representative delays in introducing operational systems into the inventory
over the dates scheduled at the time of contract definition appear to be reduced
from the delays common during the 1950's. Systems concepts and specifications
also seem to be drifting much less from contract definition to deployment titan
was true for the major systems developed in the 1950's.
This system works best where only straightforward engineering efforts are
needed after the decision to enter production. When we simultaneously set a
schedule for production while complex and risky development remains to be accomplished, we usually find that we are forced into a concurrency of production and
development that compounds our problems. Unfortunately, in too many cases, the
desire for a fixed-price contract before the risks have been reduced has placed
a dangerous premium on optimism. On occasion, it has strained the technical
integrity of both government and industry.
We have learned that paper design studies, and even extensive analysis and
simulation, are essential. However, studies alone cannot always produce an adequate basis for selecting an effective design and laying out achievable schedules,
performance and cost. In some cases it is essential that we reduce critical subassemblies or components to hardware, often on a competitive basis, in order to
gain adequate assurance of feasibility and design stability. Where the system
integration is itself a major source of risk, complete prototypes may be mandatory. Where development costs are small in comparison with acquisition and
operating costs, the added costs of competition in hardware may well pay off in
total economy. In general, where the total R&D cost represents only a few
percent of the total systems cost, competitive prototyping is wise; and we will
continue to follow this practice, perhaps in more situations.
In general, the key to sound defense R&D management is deceptively simple:
Our objectives on each program and the way we choose to manage it must be clearly
and explicitly stated and then fully debated, especially on the largest programs.
We must assess deliberately the threat we face, the national goals, the urgency
of solution, the status of the concept and technology, the capabilities of industry, the options available, the costs, and the competing national priorities.
It is a major objective of the new Administration to review our experience
and policies on R&D management, and to make sure we benefit from the wisdom we
can collectively bring to. bear on this subject. We must bring the perspectives
of industry, government and science into new reviews of the experience in the
1960'.o We have therefore started major reviews by all appropriate senior military and civilian officials of the DoD and by major independent advisory groups.
In particular, we have started work by independent analysts and managers
from the Defense Industry Advisory Council and the Defense Science Board which
advise the Office of the Secretary of Defense. And we have begun detailed
supporting assessments which should be completed by this sumer. We expect to
make any changes In our management practices shown to be needed.
I hope it is now clear that we are aware of the trends and the deficiencies
In defense R&D management. Frankly, I believe we have made substantial improvements. We can and will improve it further. I welcome your suggestions on areas
which, in your Judgment, require special emphasis.
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6.3

Foreign-Area-Related Social Science Research

Last year, I was asked a number of questions about our social science
research and study projects related both to foreign areas and to policy issues
that include political and economic as well as military considerations. Many
of the questions wore clearly rooted in some misunderstanding -- either of the
title of the project or of the reasons for Defense sponsorship. I want to give
you a brief status report on certain management actions we have taken to sharpen
and streamline the character of our work in this area.
Let me begin by restating the premises of our overall policy on this
research field. The DoD strongly supports foreign-area social science research
efforts as a key national need. But national security affairs today are too
complex and too critical for atty single agency to assume the burden of providing
all of the studies necessary to clarify our thinking and consider alternatives
to current policy. We do not intend to expand our activity. We have encouraged
other parts of the Executive Branch to increase their activity. And we may
decrease our support of work on problems of multiagency interest as other iagencies do more. We will continue to try to create such an improved national pos'
ture, and have taken three significant management actions recently that I wish
to emphasize.
First, as a step toward encouraging greater efforts elsewhere, we are
considering -- with the support of the Bureau of the Budget and the office
of Science and Technology -- ways to transfer a few projects of multiagency
interest, together with currently available funds, to other groups such as the
Department of State or the National Security Council staff. This is the kind
of action recommended, incidentally, in a recent report by the National Academy
of Sciences on Behavioral Sciences and the Federal Government. If this experiment is successful, we hope the new sponsoring agency then would request and
receive funds to continue its research program.
Second, in the past year, the Defense Science Board recommended to me and
to the Secretary of Defense a government-wide planning committee for foreignarea social science research, under other than DoD leadership. We hope other
departments will join with us to adopt this suggestion, and we are currently
discussing it on an interagency basis.
Third, we also recognize other countries' sensitivity to DoD-sponsored
social science research conducted overseas and have acted to reduce potential
friction points. Our revised policy criteria limit our support for field research overseas to cases where: (1) there are substantial U.S. military forces
in the country at the time of the study; or (2) work in requested by U.S. military officials in the country and by the host government; or (3) the study
deals only with U.S. personnel serving overseas and not with foreign nationals.
Research projects that do not meet any of these criteria must be reviewed and
approved individually by the Secretary of Defense. These restrictions are in
addition to the foreign sensitivity precautions for field research: As you
probably recall, projects must be cleared by tihe U.S. Ambassador to the country
involved, by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security Affairs),
and by tihe Foreign Affairs Research Council connected to the State Department's
Bureau of Intelligence and Research.
Before concluding this section. let me give you one striking example,
a historical one, of the importance of foreign-area-related studies. With
the 1948 coup in Czechoslovakia and the Berlin blockade, it became clear
that U.S. national security required dependable knowledge about the current
and future intentions and capabilities of the Soviet Union. Accordingly,
tihe Air Force, which was already responsible for strategic intelligence and
air targeting for the USSR, was given responsibility for an interdisciplinary
effort to provide that knowledge. From 1950 to 1955, work was supported at
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the Russian Research Center, Harvard University, under the direction of the
noted anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn. The work resulted in: (1) identification of the basic indicators by which to evaluate the strength and future
course of action of a major adversary; (2) subsequently validated forecasts
of post-Stalin developments; (3) immediate responses to Air Force, Defense
and State needs for assistance in assessing policy options during the early
years of the cold war; (4) aid in psychological warfare plans to deal with
the North Korean and Chinese forces engaged in Korea; (5) a model analytic
strategy to study a closed, hostile society; and (6) perhaps most important
in a sanse, the generation of specialized American analysts of the Soviet
Union. Incidentally, one specific suggestion for psychological warfare in
Korea greatly reduced the effectiveness of hostile fighter pilots and sharply
increased the number of MIGS the U.S. knocked out, while reducing our losses.
In the long term, there must be more R&D devoted to the remarkably complex
policy problems and the underlying social and behavioral sciences inherent in
decisions on national security. These problems cannot be sorted out neatly
into exclusively military, exclusively political, and exclusively economic
issues. Because the issues are interrelated, so must be our research.
Personally, I urge you to concentrate not on our occasional failures in research
-- for this is simply the nature of R&D -- but on the more fundamental question:
How can the country move more efficiently to meet its overall needs in this area?
Finally, I will review the requested budgets for all social and behavioral
science research to help put into perspective the relatively modest effort in
foreign-area-related and policy studies. The following table indicates clearly
the emphasis and trends in our overall behavioral and social science research
program.
Behavioral and Social Science Research and Studies
($ in Millions)
Request
Final
FY 68
FY 69
FY 69

Request
FY 70

Human Performance
Measuring individual physiological and
psychological human capabilities
related to military operations.

6.9

9.0

6.9

Manpower Selection and Traininj
Methods to improve selection, classification, training, and use of military personnel.

14.0

18.7

21.5

Human Factors Engineerin
Human component in a man/machine
system.

3,8

4.6

3.3

3.7

Forein Military Security Environments
Basic military, economic, and political
factors bearing on possible U.S. military
activity.

8.3

10.1

7.3

6.9

Policy Planning Studies
Strategic planning in response to
changing pattern of political and
power alignments; threat analysis;
contingency planning; force structure;
and R&D requirements.

6.6

6.9

6.4

6.4

TOTAL

39.6

49.3

45.4

6.3

25.3

48.6
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You can see that the dominant share of our program deals with the men in
uniform, on whom our military effectiveness depends. The funds support work
to ensure that "hardware" is built for efficient, reliable use; that men are
selected, assigned and trained properly for increasingly complex jobs; that
due account is taken of their basic physical and psychological capabilities.
The proportion of effort devoted to these problems has increased steadily from
62% in IY 68 to 72% of the program in the plan for FY 70. Almost all of the
increase requested for FY 70 is for such purposes. At the same time the funds
allotted to foreign-area-related research and policy studies have declined.
We received $14.9H for such work in FY 68 and request only $13.OM in FY 70.
I will be delighted to provide you with more detailed information on our
planned programs in any of these areas.
6.4 Studies and Analyses
Last year I discussed the overall framework of our study and analysis
program in some detail, and gave illustrations of the range of study results. I
recognized, however, that some of you still were concerned about this area, so
I asked the Services and Defense Agencies to further strengthen and centralize
our management of studies and analyses.
Recently, as a result of work last summer on study management, the Deputy
Secretary approved a new DoD Directive which delineates the policy of DoD with
respect to all studies performed under contract or grant. The directive established procedures for higher level review and approval of study efforts; a uniform programing and budgeting framework so that we can control more easily the
size and balance of study funding; and a new DoD Studies and Analyses data bank
so that we can more easily identify and use all past and current study results.
All studies and analyses will be organized into six categories for convenience
in programing, budgeting, and data collection: (1) manpower and personnel, (2)
concepts and plans, (3) operations and force structure, (4) logistics, (5) science and technology, and (6) management (which is not an R&D-funded category).
Each Service is establishing a single program element in the Hanagement and
Support Category of Program VI which will contain all RDT&E-funded studies and
analyses. I believe this new management structure will help greatly to solve
some of our past difficulties in controlling the quality and relevance of studies.
Fdndina Trend in Studies and Analyses
(Hillions of Dollars, EDTaB)

AryFY
65101A

Studies and Analyses

67

FY 68

FY 69

FY 70

12.4

11.5

9.6

10.0

9.3
1.1
10.4

10.0
1.2
11.2

9.2
1.2
10.4

9.8
1.3
11.1

1.1
6.7
0.6
9.4

0.0
4.0
1.0
5.0

0.0
4.5
1.0
5.5

0.0
4.5
1.8
6.3

10.6
7.9
18.5

9.0
6.3
15.3

9.9
9.5
19.4

10.5
7.3
17.8

50.7

43.0

44.9

45.2

Navy
65104N
Studies and Analyses
65103M
Studies and Analyses, USMC
Navy TOTAL
Air Force
62103F
Cloud Gap
63101F
Studies and Analyses
62404F
Space Studies
Air Force TOTAL
Defense Agencies
65101
Studies and Analyses (OSD)
62101D
Technical Studies (ARPA)
Defense Agencies TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
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Let me now reiterate briefly our overall policy-guiding studies and analyses.
They are viewed as essential tools of management, an integral part of executive
or command responsibility. They are used only where we expect a substantive contribution to solving essential problems and to clarifying critical issues on important military decisions, and only where the results of the study will receive
careful consideration by the appropriate user.
You can see from the table that our FY 70 budget request has been carefully
reviewed so that the total funding request is roughly equal to last year's program, which is tantamount to a 5% reduction because of the increased cost of this
work. Some of these funds will go to the Federal Contract Rearch Centers for
short-term projects, but note that I have separated these more general study
activities from those assigned directly, on a long-term basis, to the FCRC's.
(I will discuss the FCRC's and present the FY 70 request for FCRC's later in my
statement.)
I urge you to support this request because the proposed studies are
significant and have been screened rigorously.
6.5

Security Policy on Technical Information

Questions have been raised during the past year about what some consider to be the large volume of valuable but unclassified U.S. military technology disclosed in open publications and thus made freely available to potential enemies. -The Department of Defense fully appreciates this concern to
make sure that information requiring protection in the interests of national
defense and foreign policy is adequately safeguarded.
Thousands of DoD scientific and technical personnel must determine each
day what specific information needs protection and what does not. The basic
dilemma in these decisions is, on one hand, to encourage the maximum interchange of technical information within the scientific and technical community
of the Free World for our own benefit and yet, on the other hand, to minimize
any free technical assistance to countries whose interests may not coincide
with ours.
I believe there is general agreement that the single best method of protecting important military technical information is the use of proper security
classification. As a general requirement within the DoD, information -- and
here I am quoting the formal definition -- "the unauthorized disclosure of
which could be prejudicial to the defense interests of the Nation" must be
classified. We have what I consider to be a solid policy to provide technical
classification guidance to personnel at all levels within the Department to
help them make the decisions on classification.
You must understand that the U.S. technical community depends heavily and
thrives upon the process of open debate. Without debate in most critical areas
of defense R&D, our current technical superiority would be jeopardized, just
as surely as it would be if classified information were compromised.
Nevertheless, because of our continuing concern that DoD policies and
practices do the best possible job of safeguarding technical information, we
have been reevaluating all directives and procedures concerning this responsibility. The purposes of this reevaluation are to ensure, first, that the
intent of Congress as expressed in relevant statutes is fulfilled; second,
that procedures for identifying and safeguarding information that requires
control are effective and as simple in application as possible; and, third,
that the public and the scientific and technical community have free access
to all information that does not qualify for protection under security directives or under other criteria established by law. This reevaluation is currently in progress.
Secretary Laird and I will keep the Congress informed
as conclusions and recommendations are formulated and approved.
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6.6

In-House Laboratories

I will give you a brief progress report on our in-house laboratories.
We have 80 such activities spending about $1.8 billion in RDT&E funds, split
about equally between our in-house projects and the contracts managed by inhouse technical staff.
Changing Role and Structure - In the past, we have had many individual
laboratories but no effective system for integrating them within the DoD in terms
of major problem areas. Our organization has been fragmented along relatively
narrow technological areas and, as military needs arose, few organizations were
capable of examining the total problem. Thus we have placed emphasis for several
years on building larger aggregations with broader responsibilities, a broader
view of problems, and with the range of specialized competence to solve each subproblem.
As examples, within the past 2 years we have closed three smaller laboratories and have consolidated 16 others into six. The Army is now planning to
consolidate 14 small activities concerned with R&D on nuclear effects into four
larger groupings, as a first step toward a single "Nuclear Effects Research
Center."
These new arrangements have permitted the laboratories to play a more
important role in critical systems efforts such as threat analysis and development of requirements; planning for future weapons; the assessment of the
vulnerability of proposed major systems; coupling across the entire research
and development cycle; and quick-reaction support for operational forces.
There are many cases which illustrate the importance of having effective
in-house labs. I will mention one recent example from each Hilitary Department.
(1) The tragic loss of the nuclear-powered attack submarine SCORPION
led to a massive search by more than 40 ships and 6,000 men. After the
initial search effort, the primary follow-up work fell to the USNS MITZAR
and scientists and engineers of Navy laboratories. For nearly 5 months
this team conducted a painstaking and arduous search which was finally
successful. The success of this extraordinary task gives hope of determining why the SCORPION was lost. Further, it is a major contribution to
the Navy's programs in improved deep ocean search methods.
(2) An Air Force laboratory, during an exploratory development program,
The "fly-by-wire" flight
demonstrated an entirely new flight control system.
control uses electrical wires between the pilot's control column and the control surface actuator, replacing the complicated mechanical linkage system
now used in all aircraft. The system has been demonstrated in a B-47 flight
test aircraft and shown to be technically feasible. This type of flight control system can reduce aircraft vulnerability as much as 50%, depending upon
the type of aircraft and system configuration. It has been estimated that for
the CH-46 and CH-47 helicopter a weight savings in the flight control system
of 77% and 86%, respectively, would be realized by using fly-by-wire. Efforts
are now being made to combine this development with another current development
on integrated servo actuator packages for application to the F-15 aircraft.
The new technique represents the first basic change to flight control systems
since the days of early aircraft.
(3) Fires have been the biggest cause of death in helicopter crashes in
Vietnam. Army labs have developed two approaches to reduce or eliminate this
hazard. In the past year they have developed a successful crashworthy fuel
system for the UH-1 aircraft and an emulsified fuel which shows considerable
promise.
The crashworthy system consists of an improved ballistic self-sealing
material for the fuel tanks, along with breakaway fuel lines that seal when the
aircraft crashes. This system is expected to reduce fire fatalities by approx-.
By preventing rupture of the fuel systems upon impact, crashes
imately 70%.
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that are survivable should not result in impact fires.

These fuel systems will

allow crewmen and passengers time to escape from the wreckage. First production
UH-1 aircraft and retrofit kits will be produced and delivered in late FY 1970.
Environment for Quality and Productivity - One of our key objectives
for the in-house laboratories is to provide a degree of administrative flexibility equivalent to that of progressive industrial R&D organizations. To try
to reach this goal, I have had conscientious and sustained assistance from the
Civil Service Commission. We have modified certain controls and regulations
to meet the special needs of R&D organizations. Yet movement is slow in these
areas, as you can appreciate, because improving the administrative environment
of large units within even larger organizations requires patient, high-level
attention.
We are providing the laboratory manager with the administrative tools to
integrate his resources of people, program funds, facilities, and equipment.
Frankly, today this obviously desirable integration is extremely cumbersome.
So we have taken a number of important steps to improve the situation:
... We have taken actions designed to solve 90% of the key 42 management problems identified last year in areas such as recruitment, career development and training, personnel mobility, and compensation. However, the manpower controls required by last year's Revenue and Expenditure Control Act
(PL-90-364) have inhibited our ability to deal with a number of these problems
as rapidly as we intended.
•.
We are planning a two-year experiment to test the hypothesis that
the utilization of fiscal controls without numerical manpower controls is a
better way to manage the laboratories. This experiment is based upon our view
that the traditional numerical ceilings on manpower, imposed in addition to
fiscal controls, inhibit the labs' ability to integrate manpower-,dollars,
facilities and work load. The Bureau of the Budget supports this experiment.
... The broader application of recent authority to match the salary
offers of competitors has permitted DoD laboratories to become more competitive
in recruitment.
We have improved our ability to attract first-class people
into leadership positions, by more rapid promotion and by infusion of new
personnel drawn from industry and universities.
A number of our new weapon centers, which I discussed last year,
are operational, and their initial effectiveness validates the concept. Next
year we expect to establish at least two more such centers.
... Greater fiscal flexibility has been needed for some time in
managing Exploratory Development (6.2) in the laboratories to meet new
technical opportunities and to respond to urgent operational priorities.
The Air Force now has achieved this with a single budget line item per
laboratory. The Navy is restructuring its FY 70 program to permit greater
"block funding" to its laboratories. And the Army is conducting a two-year
experiment on single line item funding for three laboratories.

... Steps have been taken to facilitate the mobility of R&D personnel.
The Navy has adopted a single job description for its principal laboratory technical directors, which will permit broader ranging assignments for incumbents.
We hope this pattern will be adopted by the Army and Air Force.
.
Finally, we have on many occasions encouraged our labs to contribute their specialized resources, on a selective basis recognizing DoD
priorities, to solving the problems of other Federal agencies -- such as law
enforcement with the Department of Justice, housing with the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, and air traffic control with the Federal
Aviation Agency.
I

My overall assessment is that we have made some clear progress along wellconceived lines, yet much remains to be done.
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6.7

Federal Contract Research Centers

Last year I discussed in detail the management actions we had been
taking to improve our reviewing of the programs of the Federal Contract Research
Centers (FCRC's), and to tighten and streamline our controls over their manpower
and funding levels. As you may recall, I assessed our controls on FCRC size and
growth and described a number of actions such as the new requirement for reports
from each FCRC's Board of Trustees; the new program focal points within OSD to
review overall FCRC performance; our recent studies of the salary levels for
FCRC staff and executives; and, finally, our review of fees received by FCRC's.
I believe this rather detailed presentation was responsive to your past concerns,
and formed the basis for your approval of the financial flexibility that we
requested.
This year I would like to present a few general points in our recent
thinking about the FCRC's.
First, we are again emphasizing an extremely careful and comprehensive
review of the programs assigned to each FCRC. My staff and I now regularly
discuss the pertinent critical defense problems faced by the Defense Department
with key executives of the FCRC's and with representatives of their military
department sponsors. As a result of these discussions, I believe we can have
even greater confidence that their programs have significant bearing and direct
impact on solving our crucial problems.
If you are interested in reviewing
any one or all of the FCRCs' programs and accomplishments, I will be pleased to
give you the annual compilation of their progress reports.
Second, we have reconsidered recently an issue which has been brought
up from time to time for several years - whether or not these primarily Defensesponsored organizations should be permitted or even encouraged to apply selectively their specialized capabilities to major domestic problems such as transportation, urban redevelopment, housing, and medical services. We have concluded that when an FCRC has capabilities suitable to a non-Defense client, it
should be permitted to undertake non-Defense work. In short, we believe the
DoD has developed in the FCRC's a "national resource" which should be used as
national priorities dictate, consistent with our needs in the national security
area. Thus I have begun discussions with other parts of the Federal Government
and with tht FCRC's .to introduce this concept of "selective diversification."
I must add, however, that we do not intend to fund programs designed to solve
domestic problems, nor do we intend to act as a permanent "middle man" in administering any such programs.
Similarly, we do not intend to reduce or dilute
our DoD funding to FCRC's for national security work, nor do we expect the
FCRC's to reduce or delimit their contributions to defense needs.
Finally, I want to outline our current thinking on the broadest of policy
issues related to the FCRC's -- the continuing need for their sponsorship and
possible changes in their funding and functions.
In my testimony last year, I summarized our basic goals and needs for the
capabilities represented by the FCRC's. Those goals and needs are still valid.
We have received excellent services from these organizations, and we still
do.
Their services are, in fact, perhaps more critical today than ever before simply
because, as defense problems grow more complex, we need as many experienced and
objective analysts, designers, and managers as we can get. But certain changes
have occurred during the past few years that will require continuing consideration of how we gain these services.
One important change, for example, is that civil service pay scales will
reach approximate "comparability" with FCRC salary scales during FY 1970.
This again raises the issue of whether we should study the possible advantages
of transforming any of the current FCRC's into government institutes or laboratories. We understand that the possible advantages of government institutes
are to be studied by the Bureau of the Budget on the recommendation of the
General Accounting Office. We will of course cooperate in this study.
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Another change is the increasing number of industrial and nonprofit groups
which have capabilities similar, but rarely equivalent, to those of the FCRC's.
This raises the possibility of introducing somewhat more competition into the
procurement of some of the services traditionally provided only or largely by
FCRC's. However, the funding limitations on the FCRC's largely insure that their
sponsors do not ask them to undertake tasks which can be accomplished elsewhere.
Another significant factor which I have already mentioned is the increasing
interest by several FCRC's in taking work from non-DoD agencies, both because
this work is challenging, and because such work provides an opportunity for professional and corporate growth not possible with the funding available during
the past five years. Such "diversification" holds the promise, as I mentioned
earlier, of helping the country solve some of its urgent domestic problems.
But the process of diversification could lead the management of some FCRC's to
consider moving gut of the sponsored status and becoming an independent profit
or nonprofit group. The choice, thus, is not entirely ours.
These changes sharpen old issues and raise a few new ones. Yet above all
else they reenforce our awareness of the marked differences among the individual
FCRC's, all of which were created to solve some specific problem which could not
be solved as well at the time in any other way. Some are affiliated with universities and are highly specialized in a few R&D areas. Others are strongly
hardware oriented and exclusively coupled to major development programs in the
Military Departments. A few are broad gauged and policy oriented, potentially
capable of contributing to many national goals beyond DoD. Thus it is difficult
to make valid generalizations about them as a class.
Because of these changes, and because of the diversity of the factors
involved, we intend to stay very close to all of the management questions
regarding the FCRC's during the next year. I will keep you informed as
our work progresses.
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STATEMENT BY DR. EBERHARDT RECHTIN
DIRECTOR, ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
IN CONNECTION WITH THE ARPA RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT,
AND EVALUATION PROGRAM FOR FY 1970

TEST

Introduction and General Highlights
1. 1

Introduction

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I welcome this
opportunity to report to you on the research and exploratory development
programs of the Advanced Research Projects Agency. My testimony will
be an extension of the ARPA part of the testimony by my superior,
Dr. John S. Foster, Jr., Director of Defense Research & Engineering.
In total obligational authority for FY 70 we are requesting
$238. IM compared with $233.5M in FY 69. Of the $233. SM in FY 69,
ARPA transferred $45M in radar and interceptor programs in ballistic
missile defense to the U.S. Army. This transfer is a part of the
continuing process in ARPA of investigating new areas, demonstrating
technical feasibility and transferring the results to appropriate agencies
or Services for development to operational needs.
ARPA fulfills a unique role in the Department of Defense.
ARPA, as you know, was established in early 1958 in response to a need
for centralized management of selected, high priority projects. To
insure DoD against technological surprise, ARPA must search out new
fields and ideas, accelerate R&D where surprise could be critical, and
bring developments to a stage at which sound decisions can be made on
their further exploitation. ARPA has proved to be particularly effective
in handling projects in which early feasibility demonstration is essential
to DoD but for which there is not yet a clear Service mission, projects
that are multi-service in nature or require a DoD-wide perspective,
and projects that require an especially quick reaction. ARPA's programs
total about 3% of the total RDT&E budget.
I have made a special point of reviewing the ARPA mission
and program selection criteria with you because we have been particularly
firm in using them in the management of ARPA during the past year. They
form the rationale for the Defender (ballistic missile defense) transfer,
the transfer now in process of the VELA satellite program to the Air Force,
the termination of behavioral science research efforts overseas, the
further structuring of the Agile (counterinsurgency) project along systems
lines and in new areas of investigation, the reorientation of the material
sciences and computer sciences into directions more clearly coupled to
Defense needs, and the organized search for and investigation of new
technological areas.
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I would like to comment briefly on each of these management
moves before describing the ARPA program in detail.
1.2

Management Highlights

This past year, the radar and interceptor technology programs
of ARPA's Ballistic Missile Defense Project (Defender) were transferred to
the Army's Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense Agency (ABMDA) in consonance
with the latter's Nike X R&D and range sensor development responsibilities.
To insure the successful transfer of the programs and facilities, approximately
$45M in FY 1969 funds and appropriate staff were transferred.
After a review of the strategic R&D field, a Strategic Technology
Office (STO) was organized within ARPA to identify and explore in depth
advanced concepts and technologies that could have a major technical impact
on the offense/defense balance and hence on the U.S. strategic capability. The
assigned concepts include technologies distinctly different from those used in
the SAFEGUARD system. The transfer is judged successful by all concerned.
The VELA satellite program to detect nuclear explosions in space
has been underway in ARPA for some years. With the recent launch of the last
VELA satellites, all further work will consist of the analysis of data from the
VELA satellites in orbit. This analysis, a responsibility of the AEC, is likely
to continue for some years. A transfer is, therefore, being effected to the
Air Force where the results of the VELA program can be most efficiently
combined.
Some years ago, a Behavioral Sciences Research Program was
initiated which involved data gathering in foreign countries. The work was
open, unclassified, and carried out by universities. Although useful work
was carried out, this kind of research ran into difficult and sensitive problems.
Consequently, ODDR&E, with the participation of ARPA, generated a set of
guidelines for behavioral and social sciences work overseas designed to
improve the situation markedly. On the basis of the guidelines -- with
which I fully agreed -- ARPA terminated in the best interests of the Government virtually all overseas behavioral sciences research by university
people.
Project AGILE was initiated in the early 1960's as a quick
reaction R&D response to insurgencies. The present.AGILE Project reflects
the lessons learned since then. AGILE is now in a very limited number of
countries and has a much more highly focused set of objectives. Insurgencies
are now better understood. We can see the outlines of counterinsurgency
systems which might help our Armed Services and those of our allies. We
have learned methods of working with the governments of allied nations to help
these nations help themselves.
The material sciences and computer sciences (Information
Processing Techniques) efforts in ARPA were established to give a strong
boost to two fields known to be important to Defense but lagging behind in
being able to solve Defense applications problems. We are engaged in coupling
them to Defense needs by establishing more personal contact between
university and government laboratories, more joint funding of programs
between ARPA and the Services, intensive summer studies by researchers of
specified research problems, and management of funds to exploit new research
ideas rapidly.
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In considering technologies applicable to ARPA's mission, not
underway in the Services, and likely to produce a major technological
surprise, we have begun investigating the technologies of floating platforms,
surface effect vehicles, earthquake control and climate modification. We have
also oriented the Advanced Engineering Office into new approaches to the
small arms problem, the Advanced Sensors Office into more concentration
on laser photography, the Material Sciences Office into exploiting unique
opportunities in rare earths and amorphous materials, the Behavioral and
Computer Sciences into some highly promising joint efforts, and the AGILE
project into a systems approach to counter-guerrilla patrols and border
control problems.
The remainder of this testimony is organized by ARPA Office
giving funding and a brief qualitative rationale for the major programs.
Technical descriptions of the projects may be found in the January 1969 ARPA
Budget Estimate General Justification, which was supplied earlier.
1. 3
Funding Summary. Our FY 1970 budget request for ARPA totals
$238. IM. This includes $48. 6M for Research (6. 1) and $189.5M for
Exploratory Development (6.2) divided among the projects as follows:
6.1 Research
Material Sciences
Behavioral Sciences
Information Processing

(Dollars in Millions)

$17.3
5.4
25.9

$48.6
6. 2 Exploratory Development
Strategic Technology
Nuclear Monitoring
Overseas Research
Advanced Sensors
Advanced Engineering
Technical Studies

(Dollars in Millions)
$71.7
38.5
29.4
29.5
13.1
7.3
$189.5

TOTAL
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2.

STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY

2, 1

Funding
Fiscal 1969 $98M
Fiscal 1969 (Less ABMDA) $60M (includes $7M advanced to
Lincoln Lab. on ABMDA's behalf)
Fiscal 1970 $71.7M

The FY 1970 estimate for Strategic Technology is the result of two
major factors: the decrease due to the DEFENDER transfer and an addition
due to increased emphasis on lasers and on a floating ocean platform.
2.2

Rationale for Major Programs

The recent major reorientation of the Strategic Technology Office
makes this a particularly good time to describe both the technology and the
rationale behind the major programs.
One of the major areas assigned to the Strategic Technology Office
is laser technology.
The Strategic Technology Office will be continuing its research into
the phenomena of atmospheric re-entry. This work from ARPA Defender has
resolved many debates in the past over the relative ascendancy of offense and
defense in the use and destruction of re-entry bodies. ARPA, acting as a
neutral, also plays a strong role in the design of ballistic missile experiments
and tests such that the greatest practical benefit accrues both to the military
offensive systems and defensive systems.
The idea of mid-ocean platforms or islands has been around for
decades. Several new developments have now made it worthwhile to take a
more detailed look at the idea. Our preliminary studies have indicated that
a wide range of sizes and types of platforms are technically feasible, and
might be highly cost-effective for some missions. Platforms may have
important and unique advantages for range testing operations.
The significant changes which have occured in recent years that have
impelled us to take a fresh look at platforms are: first, the successful development of the FLIP or spar-buoy ship which showed that decoupling from wave
motion is quite feasible; second, the rapid development of small off-shore
drilling platforms; and third, the new technology in concrete construction which
may prove well suited to mid-ocean platforms.
I can show you a film clip of a model platform which makes use of
sparbuoys for support and stability. It is one of many designs which have
been proposed and will require further engineering study before an optimum
design can be determined.
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3.

NUCLEAR MONITORING RESEARCH OFFICE

3. 1

Funding
Fiscal 1969 $37.4M
Fiscal 1970 $38. 5M

The funding represents a decrease in the VELA Project (nuclear
detection) and an increase in Project PRIME ARGUS (detection countermeasures, problems related to nuclear proliferation, and military geophysics).
$24. 5M is for Project PRIME ARGUS, of which $7. OM is for the
new military geophysics program. Excluding the military geophysics program,
the PRIME ARGUS request this year is $17.5M as compared to an equivalent
of $14. 5M last year. Of the $3. OM increase in the b isic PRXME.ARGUS,
$500K is to double the R&D on the nuclear proliferation problem; $1M is for
PRIME ARGUS participation in the ILLIAC IV computer project; and the
remainder is for an increase in diagnostics R&D.
3. 2

Rationale for Major Programs

The Nuclear Monitoring Research Office, formerly called the
Nuclear Test Detection Office, is mainly concerned with foreign nuclear
development and activities. R&D in support of Safeguard (d) of the Limited
Test Ban Treaty and assessment of technical problems concerning a comprehensive test ban treaty have been the chief concerns of this program. Emphasis
of the program has, of course, changed over the years; for example, mere
detection either of an atmospheric explosion or of a seismic event can be considered a solved problem. Positively identifying that a detected seismic event
is an explosion remains an important problem.
Following Norwegian Government approval, construction of a large
seismic array began in Southern Norway; also construction of a long-period
seismic array began in Alaska. These two arrays are tools needed to provide
seismic data for research on reducing the seismic identification threshold to
and possibly below seismic magnitude 4, 0. A new effort was started to
improve our ability to locate the seismic explosions, with the objective of
reducing location errors for seismic regions to five kilometers. The acoustic
detection program will be completed. The ARPA portion of the VELA
satellite program is being transferred to the Air Force. The VELA part of
this office can, therefore, be expected to decrease steadily in the coming years.
The Limited Test Ban Treaty represented a major turning point in
the development and testing of nuclear weapons. The technical problems
associated with monitoring the compliance with the Treaty and of detecting
large underground nuclear explosions are largely solved. It has been proposed
in international disarmament discussions to go one step further and establish a
ban on underground nuclear explosions as well. However, unlike atmospheric
explosions whose debris makes them extremely difficult to hide, underground
nuclear explosions can be at least partly hidden or disguised. The easiest
underground explosions to disguise are the smaller, but important, ones which
become more and more difficult to distinguish from earthquakes as the
magnitude of the explosion decreases.
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The detection problem is a complicated one. The magnitude or
yield of the explosion cannot be determined directly. The explosion can only
be detected through its energy transfer into the surrounding earth. This energy
transfer can be reduced by making much larger cavities (which are very much
more expensive and conspicuous) or by filling the cavities with some energy
absorbing material.
The ARPA PRIME ARGUS Program is designed to work in this
critical area of explosion magnitude, decoupling and evasion, detection
countermeasures, and possible treaty safeguards.
During FY 1969, PRIME ARGUS work continued. The evasion
program continued work on rock mechanics, computer calculations of decoupling of nuclear explosions, initiation of a series of gas explosions at Tatum
Dome, Mississippi, and renewed research on yield-magnitude relations for
fully tamped nuclear explosions. Of particular significance was developing
the concept of enhanced cavity decoupling and starting the Diamond Dust
physics experiments, using 10 to 20 ton nuclear explosions. Work this year
also showed that permanently frozen, unconsolidated sediments probably
coupled somewhat better than NTS dry alluvium but not as well as NTS tuff.
As the result of an extensive study, several small projects were started to
determine the feasibility of obtaining data on atmospheric explosions from
several types of platforms.
In Fiscal 1970, the largest single project in PRIME ARGUS is the
Diamond Dust decoupling experiment scheduled for May 1970.
In military geophysics, it has recently been demonstrated that under
certain conditions significant earth motions can be produced by injecting fluids
into the fault plane between major earth blocks. Depending upon the amount
and timing of the fluid injection, the stresses that already exist across the
fault region, and other geological conditions in the area, the resulting motion
could vary in extent and abruptness. Under some conditions, the motion can
be abrupt enough to be called an earthquake. In other conditions, the motion
might be smooth enough that it relieves the local stresses and prevents a
future earthquake. The technical problem is that, although we think we understand some of the elementary principles involved, we are a long way from
being able to handle any practical situation in a controlled and predictable
manner. To solve this problem will require controlled experiments and fairly
extensive instrumentation. The program we have planned has been carefully
compared with the National Earthquake Hazards Program and the goals of the
two programs appear mutually compatible. We are interested in a cost
effective way of reducing earthquake damage to the billions of dollars of
defense installations in seismic areas.
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4.

OVERSEAS DEFENSE RESEARCH

4. 1

Funding
FY 1969 $27. 395M
FY 1970 $29.4M

The increase of about $2M is to support increases of effort in
the border control and counter-guerrilla strike systems areas.
4. 2

Rationale for Major Programs

Experience has demonstrated that much insurgency constituting a
threat to international peace is supported from sources external to a country,
with a flow of men and materiel across international borders. AGILE work
in border control systems to date has improved our understanding of the
problem to the point where some successful approaches to the border control
problem have been developed. This work has been accompanied by development of improved intrusion detection sensors and sub-systems. In FY 19 7 0 ,
there will be further field tests and continuing development of intrusion
detection items.
To minimize inherent problems in overseas work, AGILE uses a
rather elaborate system of approvals. No work overseas is undertaken unless
fully approved by ISA, State, the U. S. Ambassador, the host government,
and the U. S. Overseas Command. No work in new countries (where there
has been no AGILE work over the past several years) is started without
specific request from the State Department (or, in the case of Korea, at the
request of.CINCPAC). AGILE has, in any case, restricted its considerations
to a minimum number of countries in the known hot spots of the world. AGILE
is an instrument of policy, not a maker of policy.
Occasionally, a laboratory engaged in'one problem comes up with
a solution to another problem. An example of this is the Lincoln Laboratory's
Camp Sentinel Radar. It was known from counterinfiltration work and
studies of insurgent tactics that a radar which could detect a crawling man,
would be extraordinarily useful. A prototype radar to do this was developed
at Lincoln based on a new technique they invented, and has been phenomenally
successful in consistently detecting infiltrators in Vietnam. The Army, to
whom the radar was transferred, is now extending the range and operational
capability of the radar and is purchasing more.
A Handbook has been written on the VC Infrastructure which is
helping the Vietnamese and American security forces find and neutralize that
VC organization, particularly the part which supports terrorists and military
operations. The Handbook was one result of years of research; in the
process, thousands of interviews in depth were conducted with prisoners and
Hoi Chanh. The techniques have now been turned over to operational agencies.
Research is also paying off in ARPA's being able to respond quickly
to a call for assistance from our forces in Korea. Based upon experience
with border control systems in Vietnam, Thailand, and elsewhere, we were able
to provide technical assistance in the design of better systems to counter the
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land and sea infiltration of South Korea by North Korea.
One of the ARPA projects for which we have the highest hopes
is the Small Independent Action Force (SIAF) program. The idea of this
program is to apply the systems engineering methodology used in the
design of complex weapons systems to the design of reconnaissance patrols,
a new approach to an old problem. In the past, all separate elements of
the patrol have been treated by themselves -- weapons, pack, rations,
radio, training, etc. The individuals in the patrol often were selected at
random and each individual could choose his own complement of equipment.
As long as the equipments were simple this approach was adequate.
However, there are now many advanced technology items becoming available.
The insurgent is also improving his technique and weapons. Thus, there is
more and more a need to know how to design patrols to maximize their
chances for superior performance before they go out on specific counterguerrilla missions.
ARPA's role in SIAF is as a catalyst, working closely with the
Services to test the feasibility of the systems approach, to help the Services
develop that approach, and then to transfer the AR PA expertise to the
Services.
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5.

ADVANCED SENSORS

5. 1

Funding
Fiscal 1968 $25.5M
Fiscal 1969 $16. 8M (Current Program including carry-over is
$27. 3M)
Fiscal 1970 $29. 5M

The reprogramming action in Fiscal 1969 was to permit the
accomplishment of additional Advanced Sensors R&D for the Vietnamese
war. This particular kind of work will continue in FY 1970. The additional
funds are to exploit development in drone reconnaissance helicopters,
laser photography and tethered balloon radar technology.
5. 2

Rationale for Major Programs

The Advanced Sensors Program is directed at achieving
substantial technical improvements in sensing systems, and unconventional
military device technology and to provide a quick reaction capability to
Vietnam problems.
The conventional technique for destroying trucks and other
comparable military targets in Vietnam is to employ manned forward
controller aircraft, high performance strike aircraft and large, relatively
inaccurate bombs. It appeared worthwhile to see whether a quite different
approach might not be more effective, using relatively small, properly
equipped drone helicopters. An existing, remotely controlled drone
helicopter (QH-50) was equipped with a real time day-night battlefield
reconnaissance capability including armor plate, and self-sealing, extendedrange fuel tanks. The equipments were built. and.demonstrated in Vietnam.
Having demonstrated, in combat, real time target reconnaissance, including
directing of artillery fire on targets spotted, the next problem was armament.
A small drone helicopter can not carry much weight and clearly can't carry
a sophisticated weapon guidance system, although-the helicopter can carry
small guided weapons. We propose to continue the program for another
year or so to achieve a successful transfer to the Services.
Several years of research in the Advanced Sensors project have
led to a capability of taking, from the ground, laser illuminated photographs
of high resolutions. This capability would be particularly useful if it could
be done from an aircraft or a ship as well as from a fixed land station. The
problems, however, in aiming the extremely narrow beam laser illumination
from a moving platform are very difficult. We propose to investigate the
practical feasibility of some proposed solutions to the problem.
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6.1

ADVANCED ENGINEERING
Funding
FY 1969 $3.15M
FY 1970 $13. IM

The $9. 9M increase is due to the initiation of programs in
small arms and in surface effect vehicles.
6.2

Rationale for Major Programs

The office concentrates on selected tactical warfare problems of
a multi-Service nature, particularly in areas involving mechanical, aeronautical, or hydrodynamic engineering.
One of the past efforts of this office resulted in the successful
demonstration of a quiet aircraft for tactical reconnaissance and other
missions in Vietnam. This demonstration led to the Services' adoption
of the quieting techniques for various applications:" 'ARPA is presently
applying what has been learned in the quiet fixed wing aircraft program to
a quiet helicopter program. Another program developed an individual
flight machine (the jet belt) which has significant performance improvements in endurance, range, and fuel economy. A third example is a
remote-controlled, head-coupled, television system currently finding
application in several DoD development programs.
It became increasingly clear last year that R&D in small arms
was inadequate considering the cost and extensive use of small arms, the
importance of small arms in engagements with insurgents, and the lives
that depend directly upon them. However, it was not so clear what should
consitute a sound R&D program. At the request of ODDR&E, ARPA and the
Army brought together an expert Small Arms Advisory Committee and tasked
it to derive a forward looking national program which would have a good
chance of being funded and implemented. The objective of the program is
to put the United States in a superior R&D position in small arms within
five years. It was recognized early in the Committee's discussions that
the majority of the programs should be in the Army but that some of the
more radical techniques might better be pursued by ARPA up to the point
of feasibility demonstration. After iterations which included discussions with
the Army/OCRD and ARPA top management on the funding possibilities,
a program was derived which included $2. 5M for ARPA and $17.4M for
Army in FY 1910. For comparison, the total DoD small arms R&D program
in FY 1969 was $9. 9M.
Surface effect vehicle technology has several characteristics
which make it suspect of containing a Sputnik-like surprise. It concerns
technical fields that are being vigorously pursued in most of the foreign
advanced countries, much more so than in the United States. It represents
a technology which could drastically change our tactics on the sea and over
land.
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Twelve possible applications were studied. The studies showed
that to be effective, the surface effect vehicles would have to have
considerably greater range, endurance, and speed than the present
generation. The technologies to achieve these results are in novel
structures, propulsion, stability, and test facilities. None of these
It is ARPA's
technologies were found to be under development in the U. S.
present intent to carry out as much of the SEV technology program as
possible through the Navy, both in order to use efficiently the limited
expertise available in this country and to minimize problems of later
transfer. We will continue to work closely with the other Services and
agencies on the technologies which would affect the applications of interest
to them.
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7.

MATERIALS SCIENCES

7. 1

Funding:
Fiscal 1967 $27. 3M

Fiscal 1968 $ 3.6M
Fiscal 1969 $16. 3M

Fiscal 1970 $17. 295M
The pattern of funding for Materials Science is perhaps best
explained by reference to the figure.
Early funding was in excess of
expenditures in order to build up forward funding to universities which had
to make major long-term commitments themselves in order to carry out
the work. Under funding pressures due to the Vietnam war, and as the
university programs matured, the new obligational authorities were sharply
reduced and the forward funds progressively used to cover the expenditures.
The funding plan shows that new obligational authority will again match expenditures in FY 1972.
The same funding pattern applies, but less conspicuously,
in the other Defense Research Sciences in ARPA: Information Processing
Techniques and Behavioral Sciences.
7.2

Technical Functions

A comprehensive program is under way to develop new methods
of non-destructive testing (methods of examining military hardware during
the manufacturing process or in actual use to determine the existence of
microscopic flaws which may have severe deleterious effects on performance
or lifetime). A sizeable program of research has been undertaken to determine the mechanism causing laser rod failure at high power density levels
and how to prevent this from happening; an attempt is being made to gain a
better fundamental understanding of diffusion processes for such practical
areas of application as high temperature oxidation of metals and the use of
materials and oxides at extreme temperatures. Another program is a rather
intense examination of the unusual properties of the rare earth alloys and
compounds; certain of their characteristics appear to have a high potential
for pay-off in DoD-related applications such 'as electronics and magnetics.
Major scientific resources, the interdisciplinary laboratories,
have now been established for accomplishing material science research.
The Materials Sciences Office.is now concentrating on a further problem,
that of reducing materials science to practice by demonstrating novel devices
and new techniques. In contrast to the'long-term core funding of the interdisciplinary laboratories, the separate programs exploiting the basic science
will be relatively shorter term, on the order of three to four years each.
As an example, it should be possible to exploit some scientific
observations in solid state electro-chemistry to produce metals of extremely
low oxide content. Because oxides, as impurities, are known to
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lead to fatigue failure, any process which can markedly reduce the oxide
content will have far-reaching consequences. The technique is to place the
liquid in a container or pipe of a material which causes the rapid passage
of oxygen ions from the liquid through the container to the outside as an
electrical potential is applied between the inside and outside surfaces.
Appropriate sonically conducting materials already exist.
As another example, observations have been made that
acoustic waves travel freely in the surface of various solid state materials.
These waves can be controlled much like electrical signals are controlled
inside solids. Frequencies in the gigahertz band can be used, leading to
the possibility of amplifying, switching, and processing such frequencies
in small solid devices, thus providing a possible alternate to conventional
and much more bulky microwave technology.
A third example is the possible use of rare earths in alloys
for permanent magnets which appear to have a potential of a 5016 higher
magnetization, and could therefore be used to produce equivalent reductions
in size and weight of motors and generators. Such a change W'ould be a
major increase in capability compared to the more usual evolutionary development of other magnetic materials. Demonstrations have been made
on a laboratory scale, but a practical device has not yet been demonstrated.
One of the most successful on-going research programs has
been that of armor research at the Livermore Radiation Laboratory. Using
mathematics derived from their hydrodynamic calculations for AEC purposes,
LRL has been able to match theory and experiment in armor design in useful
and dramatic ways. Such work will help put armor design on a much firmer
footing. The results are already showing much improved potential effectiveness per pound of weight for body armor. As with most of the Defense
research sciences, there are, of course, considerable civilian as well as
military benefits.
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8.

INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

8. 1

Funding:
Fiscal 1967 $18.6M
Fiscal 1968 $19. 693M
Fiscal 1969 $19. 649M
Fiscal 1970 $25. 95M

The increase for FY 1970 is due to an increase in the funding
for the ILLIAC computer and the ARPA computer network that are entering
a hardware procurement phase. There is also a funding pattern effect
similar to that remarked upon in the Material Sciences part of this testimony.
8. 2.

Rationale to Major Programs

In the past year, ARPA's Information Processing Techniques
Project has completed research on a computer software system for data
management ADEPT (the operating system) and TDMS (a set of useroriented data management programs) will permit far more rapid and effective
computer operations than were possible in the past. The systems are
in
trial use in the National Military Command Center and the Air Force
Command Post. The intensive effort to develop software for the ILLIAC
parallel processor has been successful. As a consequence an ILLIAC
computer system has been specified oriented toward potential DoD users.
The three primary users are the Army Ballistic Missile Defense Agency
(ABMDA), the Prime Argus Project, and IPT computer science research.
ABMDA is interested in the ILLIAC technique as one option for solving
the
multiple target problem which may be associated with a mid-to-late 1970's
threat. Prime Argus is interested in ILLIAC as a way of approaching
a
climate modification problem. Computer science research is interested
in
problems in parallel processing software, cryptoanalysis, simulation
of
fluid flow, seismic array processing, economics and logistics.
The widespread and increasing use of computers to solve
problems has resulted in increasingly severe cost and software development
problems. Different users for different reasons buy different computers
and are forced to develop different software. When one user wants to
take
advantage of another's developments, he presently has little recourse except
to buy an appropriate machine or to convert all of the original software
to
his own machine. The ARPA computer network is addressing this question
by electrically connecting a set of computers, permitting different users
to
use each others machines and software whenever the latter's capabilities
matched the former's needs. Thus, each user would not need to have the
data base, the software, or the machine computing capacity, himself.
The
network is constructed to make it possible for conversations between
computers to take place at an extremely high data rate. If this concept
can
be demonstrated as feasible, it could make a factor of 10 to 100 difference
in effective computer capacity per dollar among the users. The ARPA
network will connect universities engaged in computer sciences research,
the
final DoD application would connect Defense installations. Initial success
has been achieved.
The Information Processing Techniques research described
above is open and unclassified.
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9.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

9. 1

Funding
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal

1967
1968
1969
1970

$4.
$1.
$5.
$5.

8M
IM
2M
36M

The ARPA Behavioral Sciences Project operated prior to Fiscal
1968 at about the $4. 5M level annually. The cut in the Fiscal 1968 budget
reduced forward funding in university contracts in a manner similar to that
discussed in the Materials Sciences part of this testimony. The Fiscal 1970
request is comparable in amount to that of Fiscal 1969 but with a major
technical reorientation.
9.2

Rationale for Major Programs

As discussed earlier in this testimony, we are terminating almost
ARPA has
all ARPA Behavioral Sciences Research work outside the U.S.
reoriented its Behavioral Science research work into a direction where there
is broad agreement in the research and defense community that more promise
exists -- the interdisciplinary combination of the computer and behavioral
sciences in specific problem areas. The objective is to produce results to
Defense user organizations within 5 years. Initially, we have extended support to three basic programs to be conducted at universitites where unique
talent now exists. Simultaneously we began a management inquiry to determine how to use an applied research organization to apply the results of the
basic research to specific and immediate DoD operational problems. As the
work progresses, and to the extent that the results of our management analysis
warrant, we plan to phase down ARPA sponsorship of university participation
in the three programs.
The first university program is the Cambridge Project which seeks
to provide tools needed to determine trend and interaction effects in complex
DoD systems. System examples include designing hardware for effective
human operation, training and educating personnel, organizing manpower,
and allocating resources. We have more than enough data, but we lack tools
to enable us to extract patterns and draw inferences from them. The work
takes advantage of existing ARPA-funded interactive computing capability to
MIT and will have wide participation by MIT and Cambridge area scientists.
The second university program, the Center for Computer-Based
Behavioral Studies at UCLA, seeks to construct a theory and practice of
gaming in order to improve substantially its realism for training and prediction. As a good example, many vital DoD missions require that DoD
people know how to bargain and negotiate effectively with counterpart members of other nations; help is needed in the appropriate training of military
advisors, defense attaches. and staffs of alliance commands. Faced with
analogous problems in labor relations, major schools of business administration and major corporations have turned increasingly to gaming (i. e.,
simulations) for training and prediction. We know that results in this area
can be useful. For example, ARPA has provided assistance to the Paris
peace talks in the form of a documented history of previous Southeast Asia
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negotiations and the related activities away from the conference table -of which were learned years later.

some

The third university program, Quantitative Political Science, seeks
to develop quantitative tools and data bases to improve our ability to predict
national security needs. The work is accomplished at the University of Michigar4
the University of Hawaii, the University of Southern California and Yale University. The data archive at the University of Michigan will be managed by the
Inter-University Consortium for Political Research which currently distributes
other types of social science data to faculty and students at 120 member universities. If successful, the tools would help us to distinguish between likely and
unlikely future conflict situations. DoD must try to predict future security
situations and needs in order to plan for logistics, force structure, strategy
and research and development. Faced with analogous needs, government
departments responsible for the domestic economy turned more than thirty
years ago to the development of quantitative predictive tools and supporting
data bases. DoD has made only fragmentary use to date of quantitative political science for conflict forecasting similar to the use made by other agencies
of quantitative economics and sociology. However, even these limited efforts
have been useful to JCS, DIA, and Service officials.
The basic university work in building the tools will all be unclassified
and the results freely available. The later applications of the tools to operational DoD problems will be carried out elsewhere.

10.

TECHNICAL STUDIES

10.1

Funding
Fiscal 1968 $6. 3M
Fiscal 1969 $9. 5M
Fiscal 1970 $7. 3M

The increase in FY 1969 was primarily to fund new program planning
during the transition from the DEFENDER transfer to new technical directions
for ARPA. In 1969, these new program planning funds were primarily used to
finance technical and system studies related to surface effect vehicles. This
program has been discussed earlier in this testimony under the section for the
Advanced Engineering Office. A smaller amount for new direction planning is
requested in 1970.
10. 2

Technical Functions

ARPA's technical studies budget funds specialized technical, scientific
and engineering tasks in support of ODDR&E and ARPA at the Institute for Defense Analysis and RAND at the rate of about $6M per year. Studies elsewhere
on strategic factors, national security issues, and Vietnam war problems are
undertaken at about a $1M annual level. The remaining funds are for new program planning.
Considering new program planning, I have remarked earlier that it
is ARPA's objective to carry programs to a certain stage and then transfer them
to an appropriate Service. These transfer programs are then replaced by new
research areas where there is an urgent need for investigation. In order to investigate the new research areas adequately enough for a decision to proceed
into the areas, we include in Technical Studies funding for "New Program Planning". As we progress in the fiscal year, we determine in which of our project
areas these new tasks would best be undertaken.
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